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PLATE I.^

PORTRAIT or EARL TALBOT.
ENGRAVED BY J. B. HUNT, FROM A PICTURE IN POSSESSION OF HIS LORDSHIP.

PLATE 11.

A WEST HIGHLAND BULL.

SnSf '"i'"''^

of the second plate obtained the first prize of £20 at the Highland and AgriculturalSociety shuow, at Edniburgh, in August, lS4S,and was then the property of Mr. Duncan M'lwhtonBeyond tlie records of history the Highlands of Scotland have been occupied by vasUier Is of oxenV uch have acquned the character suited to a country of high mountains ami healths Tie fines? andlargest of the native cattle are bred m Argyleshire and the neighbouring islands. They owe this cha

w'fio th ^'T''^; '^'"f'^^'T''
'^ '^'''' ^"™^'/° '^' superior lierbage on the w;stern oa t and li e-'

Hifl. nn^ ' ?, '^'T^''"i'^'''"
at present in their breeding. Thus it is that the variety of the westernHighlands IS usually referred to as the models of the mountain breeds of that countrv

1 lie genuine west Highlanders may be distinguished by the followinffcharacterinics •'—ThpirlimT.^ n...
short, but muscular; their chests wide and dee?; their ribs well arche^d, S d tl I backs as trSd't^^in any other breed

;
their neck and dewlap are somewhat coarse in the bull, but thisTs bScSh e o^^ i'smountain state

;
the horns should be of good length, without approaching to the coarsen sfof the Ion

TJ^n Th°T'
T^^^T'fPreading. and tipped with blackjU the olher point^ai" 4a Sefs"call good. Ihe breeders of the west Highlands wish to cultivate the black colour in breedinV ast levthink It indicative of hardiness, hence the greater number are of that colour.

'"eeuin^, as they

EARL TALBOT.
The name of Talbot is one that has ever sounded

well to the ear of an Englishman. From the time
of the Conqueror we trace it on, reign after reign,
and rarely to be found associated with anything
but honour and renown for those who bore it.

We think, in fact, it would be difficult to instance
any family that stood higher in the estimation of
the people for anything like the same lengthened
period than that one it now becomes our purpose
to refer to.

The uses of the good citizen and the example of
the true nobleman have been diflferent in diflferent
ages, as necessarily suited to the especial times in
which they were exercised or afforded. With a
young growing country, the supporter of mere
OLD SERIES.']

peace and plenty gave way before the dashing en-
terprizing adventurer, who laid waste lands to make
kingdoms, and M-ho was ever wiUing to sacrifice
the chance of comfort to the hope of power. With
an empire scarcely estabhshed or defined, such a
man was the monarch's great stay and trust ; ever
ready in his own person to enforce allegiance or in-
crease dominion, the nobleman of our early history
felt it his duty to watch and attend to remote por-
tions of the country, rather than, perhaps, to give
his time and care to the well-doing of his own
people. The good citizen, in a word, merged into
the good soldier; while his honours, though fairly

fought for and hardly earned, brought more honour
than benefit to the people that bestowed them.

a [No. I.—VOL, XXX.
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Bat the atoiy of C'inciniiatus is quite as much
tliat of a wliolc country as of a single individual

;

and the man, or the family, whose glory and duty

it once was to devastate a tract of land, will gain

even more honour now in cultivating it. The

Talbot that Waverley shows us as the companion

of the bold Baron of Bradwardine, or that James

introduces with so much relish in his tales of our

early times, will never outweigh the sober fact and

useful aim that has marked the career of the

Talbot we shall now proceed to.

Charles Chetwynd Chetwynd Talbot, Earl Talbot,

Viscount Ingestrie, in the county of Stafford, and

Baron Talbot, of Hensol, in the county of Gla-

morgan, a knight of St. Patrick, F.R.S. and

F.S.A,, was born on the 25th of April, 1777; and

is now consecjuently in the seventy-second year of

his age. He succeeded his father as second earl

in the spring of 1793; and married, in August,

1800, Frances Thomasine, eldest daughter of

Charles Lambert, Esc|., of Beau Park, in the county

of Meath. The Countess of Talbot (who died, ge-

nerally lamented, in 1819) was the mother of the

present Lord Ingestrie, the eldest surviving son of

a large family,.

In addition to the titles enumerated above, vve

may state that Earl Talbot is Lord- lieutenant of the

county of Stafford ; and also that he was nominated

Viceroy of Ireland uj^on the retirement of the late

Duke of Richmond—an office he filled for some

time with every credit to himself, but to which it

will not be necessary to make any further remark

here.

" This branch of the ancient and illustrious house

of Talbot," says Mr. Burke, " is lineally descended

from John Talbot, Esq., of Salwarp, grandson of

Sir Gilbert Talbot, of Grafton, Knight-baronet,

Knight of the Garter, and one of the most renowned

warriors and statesmen of the era in which he lived

—third son of John, second Earl of Shrewsbury,

by his wife Lady Elizabeth Butler, daughter of

James, Earl of Ormonde."

In the direct line from this branch we have

Charles Talbot ; constituted Lord High Chancellor

of England in 1773, and elevated to the peerage

in the same year by the title of Baron Talbot of

Hensol. The second title and estate of Ingestrie

came into the family by the marriage of John,

second son of the Lord Chancellor, with Catha-

rine, eldest daughter and heiress of Viscount Chet-

wynd.

Few of our readers will require to be reminded

how great an interest Lord Talbot has ever taken

in agriculture, or how much his attention and

example have succeeded in advancing it. The very

best proof or incentive the man of great means and

power can offer is in the judicious exercise of those

powers himself. Improved cultivation and im-

proved kinds of stock have long been important

themes for consideration with us ; it is, hov/ever,

action only that can see them properly carried out

;

and the way as well as the word ought, perhaps,

in the first place to come from those the tenant

farmer is taught to look up to. A landlord that

begins improvement on his own account, not only

shows his tenantry how it is to be accomplished,

but brings, in a great measure, the means of doing

so home to their own doors. From him they learn

to look for the best breeds of cattle; in his

they find the tested models for their implements,

and the confirmed facts for their system. The

noble owner who merely tells a district what room

there is to advance, can expect little more effect

from his counsel than mere words generally have.

To do anything properly, as the philosopher found,

he must do it himself; and we question much

whether the friend to agriculture must not frame

his endeavours on the same sound basis. The one

captain who told his men to go along, and the other

who invited them to come along, might never have

better illustration than in the landlord who exhorts

only, or exemplifies[_fully to the people he is placed

in connection with.

With Lord Talbot the more practical " come

along" has been the great point from the first. The

vast improvements he at once commenced and gra-

dually perfected on the land he held in his own
occupation, have seldom been excelled. The best

proof of the efficacy of what his lordship has at-

tempted in ameliorating the soil is, after all, in that

neighbourhood in which he has so employed his

capital and energy. We have every reason for say-

ing that no man could have a higher character as a

practical farmer than Lord Talbot has in his own
country; while none are so ready to admit the ad-

vantages he has reached as those who have been

alike the first to observe, follow, and profit by them.

Lord'Talbot still farms about two thousand acres

of land ; to the cultivation of v/hich we would refer

as a fine instance of what a man may do who has

means to support his views and judgment to direct

them.

As a breeder of stock Lord Talbot's success has

been even greater still; for many years his herd of

Herefords, especially, had been looked upon from

all quarters as almost unrivalled for its purity and

excellence. Of this there is more immediate proof

than could be well brought to the subject of culti-

vation ; and the prize list of the Smithfield Club

for many years in succession will bear witness how
the picked judges of the kingdom confirmed the

care and discrimination with which the Ingestrie

produce had been reared. His lordship has equally

distinguished himself at the exhibitions of the
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Royal Agricultural Society; in support of which

we need only state that he took four prizes for

stock at the meeting held at Liverpool in 1841.

In every way, too, has he deserved this ; for be-

yond the unremitting attention given to the home-

herd, a heavy bidding never deterred his lordship

fi'om adding to them if he tlio;ight he could do so

with advantage. The bull " Washington" he

bought for £1G5 ; and at the sale of that celebrated

breeder of Herefords, Mr. Price, he offered £145

for a cow : two facts that alone, we think, will show

tli3 spirit with which Lord Talbot has ever endea-

voured to carry out his intentions.

Lord Talbot was equally distinguished for his

breed of Leicester sheep, which he retained in all

their purity up to a very recent period. Tho land,

however, ultimately' became too rich for a breeding

farm ; and the herd of Herefords and flock of

Leicestcrs were consequently sold off.

We have not a list of the prices the sliecp fetched

by us ; while of the cattle we see, though in any-

thing but the best condition at the time, some of

the bulls brought from forty to forty-five sovereigns

each ; and one cow. Tuberose, reached fifty

guineas.

Lord Talbot is a vice-president and life-governor

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England ; in

the proceedings of which he has always evinced

the highest interest, and to whose advance he has

contributed some of the best and soundest support.

It is, in fact, from the countenance and career of

such men that agriculture will flourish. Men who

arc good landlords no less, if not because they are

good farmers ; and who are richly entitled to every

honour we can pay them, from the advantages and

exam])lc they have afforded in uniting jjowcr with

practice.

REMARKS ON LAWES' PAPER ON AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

No. II.

BY A FARMER.

The remarks which were inserted in the " Far-

mer's Magazine " for November, on the above

subject, have met with a very rough reception.

The motives which induced the writer to make them

have been called in question. Great weight has also

been laid by Mr. Lawes, in his reply, on the signa-

ture assumed by the writer, by printing the word
" Farmer" in itahcs ; as if it were treason for a

" farmer" to examine and criticise the information

offered to him by such an important personage as

Mr. Lawes, through the medium of the Journal of

the Royal Agricultural Society ; and great surprise

seems to be felt that one of that humble class

should be able to enter into the question at all.

But the most heinous fault is, that Mr. Lawes'

opponent is an anonymous one : Mr. Lawes

himself seems to feel this very bitterly ; for in

the last number of the " Farmers' Magazine," in

reply to the remarks of the previous month, he
" threatens to leave the farmer to judge for himself,

if ever his views are again assailed by an anony-

mous critic," To this judgment the writer will

gladly leave the question, and will continue the sig-

nature assumed, because the only motive he has in

this discussion is to ascertain the truth, and because

his name would add no weight to his opinions ; at

the same time, "it is indeed to be wished that some

one whose name is known, and whose character and

opinions are respected, would come forward and

rescue the ' Farmer ' from error and deception."

(Mr. Lawes' reply.)

The only question really at stake is. What ma-

nures ought the farmer to purchase ? In the

December number of the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety's Journal, Mr. Lawes publishes a very long

series of experiments, occupying nearly one-fourth

of that valuable journal, in which he endeavours to

settle the matter, and comes to the following con-

clusion, namely, that (see page 509) " even when

in a condition of agricultural exhaustion, the suji-

ply of potass by direct manures seems unessential."

At page 527 he says that his experiments " show

that there was no advantage derived by the use of

alkaline manures." At page 561 he says "that

the artificial supply of alkalies can rarely, if ever,

be advocated." At page 562 he says that " the

export of potass from a farm is so small, that the

quantity contained in one acre of turnips would not

be entirely removed under twenty years ;" and that

" the alkalies, in whatever form we applied them,

were always injurious to the vigorous growth of the

young plant." This is part of the negative inform-

ation derived from the experiments, and the only

conclusion that can be drawn from such assertions

is, that Mr. Lawes considered alkalies an unneces-

sary, and sometimes an injurious, ingredient of

artificial manures. Against this the " Farmer " has

ventured to express a different opinion, and will be

B 2
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very ha])])y to leave the subject to the followiiifr

trial. He will ])urcliase from Mr. Lawes or his

aj^ents the superpkosphate he recominends (and

which contains no alkalies), and the " Farmer" will

procure a manure containing alkalies ; the best

crop and following crop to decide the question. In

his reply Mr. Lawes says that he does not especially

recommend the superphosphate of lime as the best

manure for turnips. To this the writer can only

reply by directing attention to the original article,

and if it does not recommend superphosphate as

superior to everything else, he is at a loss to get

any meaning or sense from it. To the above test

the " Farmer" will, in the first place, leave the dis-

pute, and after examining Mr. Lawes' reply to the

" remarks," will endeavour to show some addi-

tional reasons for his own opinion.

Tlie first thing in the reply that requires notice

is the evident soreness felt by Mr. Lawes. This

may partly be attributed, as already remarked, to

the fact of a farmer calling in question any opinion

coming from such a source. The paper Avhich led

to this discussion is the third of a series on similar

subjects ; and as none of the others had been no-

ticed, Mr. Lawes appears to have been taken quite

aback at his masterpiece being criticised. Another

reason for the soreness and temper displayed in the

reply is, Mr. Lawes had evidently felt that the ar-

guments of the " Farmer" were unanswerable,

and that the tiaith which they exposed to view was

anything but pleasant. Whether these conjectures

are correct or not, such statements as the following

can support no cause, namely, that Mr. Lav/es' op-

!

Itonent is guilty of a " uniform and shameless

avoidance of all the decencies of honest criticism,"

that his critic " has carefully laid his snares," and

that he is " guilty of recklessness and audacity in

his misrepresentations." Mr.Lawesis "atalossto

understand the state of mind, &c. ;" the " Farmer"

is also unable to understand " the state of mind"

giving birth to the above language as anything

else than one of extreme suffering and mortifica-

tion. Even Mr. Lawes himself seems to think

such expres"sions need an apology ; for he makes a

partial one, but qualifies it by saying that such an

opponent deserves them.

Really, the " Farmer" must feel flattered; and it

is almost worth inquiring whether the person who
treats one of the class most interested in the ques-

tion with so little courtesy is fit to enter into the

discussion.

Mr. Lawes also endeavours to throw discredit

on the " remarks," by intimating that the " Far-

mer" has an ulterior motive in this discussion.

Perhaps he will be kind enough to prove it ? Th e

" Farmer" is a consumer of manures ; and whilst

even Mr. Lawes himself admits that, " connecte

as he is commercially with manures, his remarks

must be received with great suspicion," does it,

then, need any other motive than common sense to

induce a consumer of manures to examine what

reason a person " commercially connected" with

them has for praising one kind and condemning

another ?

1st. It has alreadybeen pointed out that Mr. Lawes

considers that alkalies are an unnecessary ingre-

dient in artificial manures, and in his reply he en-

deavours to show (•2nd) that in the original paper he

recommends organic manures, such as rapecake, to

be used along with superphosphate. He quotes

the following sentence from his original paper

(page 511), that " the mixture of mineral manures

with organic gives the best result, as far as deve-

lopment was concerned." Why did he not give a

little more from the same page, where he says that

rapecake " lessens both the weight of bulbs and

number of plants F" It is rather difficult to recon-

cile these two opinions.

Artificial manures may contain the following

substances :

—

1st. Phosphoric acid ;

2nd. The alkalies, as potash and soda

;

3rd. The earths, lime aud magnesia;

4th. Organic matter, as rapecake.

(a) The latter, Mr. Lawes says, " lessens both the

weight of bulb and number of plants."

(b) Magnesia gave no increase of crop when

tried along with superphosphate.

(c) Potash and soda have been shown by several

quotations to be, in Mr. Lawes' opinion, unneces-

sary, and, like the rape-dust, always injurious to

the young plant.

(d) There is then nothing left but phosj)horic

acid and lime, or superphosphate. It is in vain for

Mr. Lawes to reply that he does not recommend

this substance ; for everything else is in some

part of the report depreciated, and some evil from

their use pointed out. It therefore becomes an in-

teresting subject of inquiry, with which of the sul)-

stances used as manures Mr. Lawes is " commer-

cially connected."

The " Farmer" wishes it to be distinctly under-

stood that he in no way depreciates the value of

superphosphate, but that his opinion is, that no

farm can be maintained in permanent fertility with-

out the use of the alkalies alont/ icith super])hos-

phate.

This then is a fair statement of the question at

issue. We will now proceed to discuss Mr, Lawes

and his defence.

Mr. Lawes' experiments are curious, insomuch

that the e.xperimental turnii)s were grown for four

or five successive years on the same soil. In com-

menting on the last year's growth, Mr. Lawes ad-
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mits that the superphosphate, as well as all the

others, gave a gradually decreasing ci'op year after

j'ear. Does not this show the justness of the

"Farmer's" remark, that Mr. Lawes was not

"justified in drawing such strong conclusions re-

specting the superior value of superphosphate," see-

ing that none of the other ajiplications materially dif-

fered from it in this respect ? And does it not also

show that even the suj)ply of superphosphate in four

times the rjuantity ever used by a farmer was in-

sufficient to maintain the permanent fertility of a

field, whicli it should have done if it had been all

the turnip plant required ? The explanation the

" Farmer" would give of this falling off is, that

Mr. Lawes' field is but an exaggerated view of the

ordinary farm. By removing the turnips every

successive year, of course exhaustion must come
sooner tlian on a farm ; but still the cases are so far

similar that they throw light on each other.

1st. An ordinary crop of turnips removes from

the soil of one acre, according to Fresenius

—

lbs.

Potasli 145

Soda 20
Lime 34
Magnesia 17

are f/rown. We have shoAn that there is re-

moved from an acre, by

Phosphoric . ,, ,.
- Alkalies.

Acid
lbs.

21

38

30

lbs.

2IG

110

4C8

Phosphoric acid

-21G

21

Ten times the weight of alkalies that it does of

])hosphoric acid. The " Farmer" is at a loss to

understand how Mr. Lawes could expect a con-

tinuation of good crops by the use of super-

])hosphate alone, or e^ven from his manures con-

taining alkalies in equal proportions along with

superphosphate, when we find that he has been re-

moving both from the experimental field in the

proportion of 10 to 1, and only adding them in

equal. Again the farmer would ask. Is Mr. awes

justified in his conclusions respecting alkalies from

such experiments ?

2nd. Such being undeniably the case with aU fields

from which all the turnips are pulled, Mr. Lawes en-

deavours to shift the ground of the argumentby show-
ing, in his reply, that the whole of these alkalies are

restored to the soil in the course of the farm opera-

tions, and that still it is unnecessary to purchase

any other manure than superphosphate. It is well

known that it is universally the practice to apply

all the artificial manure to the fallow crops; in the

south of England barley follows, then clover,

manured with farm-yard dung and sown with

wheat. In this rotation suppose all the turnips

pulled off, the barley and clover at least get no

benefit from the supply of alkalies in the usual

operations of the farm, because the farm-yard
manme is not applied to the land until after they

Tlie turnip crop ....
The barley in corn and straw )

requires )

The clover requires ....
In the turdj) crop in the proportion of 10 to 1, iu

the barley 3 to 1, and in the clover IG to 1 !

Surely then no farmer can doubt the advantage of

using alkalies along with superphosphate for his

turnips when we see how much of them is removed
in the following crops before any supply is given

in "the operations of the farm."

3rd. This, then, is the position of a farm where
the turnips are pulled off tlie land and consumed by
cattle in folds. In the case of land where tlie tur-

nips are consumed on the ground by sheep (which

Mr. Lawes assumes to be nearly universally prac-

ticable), and where nothing is sold but beef,

mutton, and grain, that gentleman again attempts

to prove that no other manure is necessary than

superphosphate. Let us first calculate the quan-

tity of the various substances removed in the grain

from a farm consisting of 100 acres of turnii)3

(consumed on the premises) ; 100 acres of wheat,

containing alkalies iGlbs., phosphoric acid ISlbs.

per acre ; 100 acres of clover (consumed on the

premises) ; 100 acres of oats, containing alkalies

Hlbs., phosphoric acid 10 lbs. per acre : or

—

Pliosphoric

Acid,
Alkalies.

In the 100 acres of wheat
In the 100 acres of oats .

lbs.

l.GOO

1,400

3,000

lbs.

1,800

1,000

2,800

Here again we find that more alkali is removed
than phosphoric acid.

4th. But Mr. Lawes also concludes that jthos-

phoric acid is the only substance removed by
fattening animals. The writer regrets that he is

unable to ascertain the relative amount of the

alkalies and j)hosplioric acid in the l^lood and

flesh of our domesticated anim.als ; bat as Liebig

has ascertained the presence of both potash and
soda, the one in the flesh and the other in the

blood, and as they, are known to be present in

bones, the total quantity removed from the soil by

fattening and growing animals must be considera-

ble, when we consider the weight of cattle removed

from a farm every year.

The value of a crop of turnips may be estimated

at £5 per acre ; in other words, whether the sheep

eat them on the grovmd or cattle consume them in

the fold, there is for every acre £5 of increase value
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in blood, flesli, and bones. Suppose this be

reckoned at Gd. per lb., we have 200lbs. of bones,

flesh, &c., removed by an acre of turnips. Asa
large portion of the hay is consumed by the work-

horses, suppose we reckon it at only £2 per acre

(or half its value), we have in like manner SOlbs.

of beef or mutton removed from one acre ; so that

upon the farm of 400' acres, in addition to the

3,000lb3. of alkalies and 2,800lbs. of ph.osj)horic

acid in the grain, we have removed by the

—

lbs.

100 acres of turnips 20,000 of beef or mutton,
loo ditto hay 8,000 ditto ditto

Total . . 28,000 lbs.

The alkalies in this must be considerable, and

the farmer would be obhged by Mr. Lawes inform-

ing him where he can ascertain the amount of them
present. For the present leaving this part of the

question, we shall confine our remarks to the

amount removed in the grain, and absolutely lost to

the fari?^,. To supply the 3,000lbs. of alkalies

in the way the farmer v/ould recommend there

would require to be purchased between three and
four tons of the salts* of jiotash and soda ; and to

supply the 2,800lbs. of phosphoric acid suppose

Mr. Lawes' superphosphate be calculated as con-

taining 15 per cent, of phosjAoric acid (which is

much more than the average), it will require nearly

eight tons to maintain the farm of 400 acres in per-

manent fertility, or about

—

Alkaline salt

t5Uj)erphosphate

Total . .

f cwt. per acre.

2i

And that, too, without ever calculating the amount
'present in the 2S,000lbs. of beef and mutton.

Mr. Lawes says that the amount of potash, &c.,

present in the turniji may be removed in the

course of twenty years. This difif'ers from Frese-

nlus, who shows that the cereals would remove it

ia about ten years. Suppose, however, we take the

longer period, what must the condition of those
farms be from whence the grain has been sold for

centuries ?

When pressed upon this subject, Mr. Lawes re-

commends that this deficiency should be made up
by the purchase of ra])e and linseed. Has he ever
calculated how much of these substances would be
required to keep up the fertility

—

Linseed contains about 1 per cent, of alkali.
Rape say about sf ditto.

So that to sui)ply the loss of 3,000lbs. of alkali,

there vvould require 300,000lbs. == 130 tons of

linseed, or 45 tons of rape, instead of three or four

tons of alkaline salts, as above recommended.
Perhaps Mr. Lawes will be kind enough to point

out one 400-acre farm in Great Britain which pur-

chases 130 tons of linseed or 45 tons of rape.

It has been shown that Mr. Lawes was not justi-

fied in coming to such conclusions, even from his

own experiments ; and it is hoped that it is now
made equally clear that he has failed to show by
the review of the general operations of the farm,

that superphosphate alone is sufTicient to keep the

farm in fertihty-and that, too, under the most
favourable circumstances ; how must it then be
when the turnips are removed, and hay sold as

it is over many 1000 acres in England?

Another reason for adding the alkalies in a soluble

state may be deduced from the nature of the turnip.

It has been found that superphosphate (or soluble

phosj)horic acid) is a great improvement over the in-

soluble bones; and as the turnip is, of all the plants

grown by the farmer, that which soonest arrives at

maturity—sown in June and removed in Novem-
ber— it cannot be doubted that it must be of im-

portance that all the other minei'al ingredients be

placed in the soil in a soluble state, more especially

as ive have shown that ten times the quantity of the

latter are required. If soluble phosphoric acid be

useful, so must soluble alkalies.

The only reply Mr. Lawes makes to the writer's

assertion, that he was not justified in his conclu-

sions from his experiments with alkalies, because

he tried them along vi'itli hones, and in comparison

with superphosphate, is, that it is a misprint, and

that he meant to try them along with superphos-

phate. This is a nice way of getting out of it, and

is his rejily to that part of the discussion.

One extract more from the reply, and we have

done :
—" The next table," says Mr. Lawes, " is

brought forward to test the whole by the cost of

the application. The ignorance or ivilfal misgui-

dance which has instigated the putting of the

question in this attractive form before the farmer,

whichever it be, is equally despicable in such as

presume to be his monitor." It was the intention

of the " Farmer" to have entered on this part of

the question, as he has done the previous ; but this

paper is getting too lengthy, and he may surely

say that " the state of mind" which could produce

siich language as the above is most unenviable, and

is a sure sign of being utterly unable to answer the

arguments brought forward to show that the

superphosphates are not the cheapest turnip pro-

ducers. We repeat this conclusion, apologizing to

Mr. Lawes for the presumption of a " farmer

"

Calculating'them as containing 30 per cent. questioning the dogmas, and exposing the igno-

t The linseed is given on the authority of
j
ranee, of one " commercially connected " with

the rape is an approximation.
| ,^anures, and we here present the farmers with a

Fresenius
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summary of the experiments showing weight ap-

plied, cost of application, &c., &;c.

—

Cost of

Weight applied. Per cwt. application

Exp. No. 15.— 1130 lbs. at 6s... £3 5 per acre.

16.— 1040
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Now, as a four-course rotation does not carry oif

more than 54 lbs, soda, as much free alkali was

added by Mr. Lawes as would supply all the crops

for eight years, so that Mr. Lawes might properly

call this experiment a trial of the alkalies."

—

{Far-

7ner''s Journal, '^ov., IS ).

The writer is at a loss to know whence the above

composition of bones has been procured, as it is

very incorrect. It is, however, to the composition

of the 290 lbs. of phosphate of lime that we would

direct attention : it is not a com])ound of

90 lbs. lime

200 phosphoric acid

290

but a compound of 145 lbs. lime

145 phosphoric acid

290

And furthermore, the editor, in his innocence of

soda-ash, calculates it as pure soda; whereas, the

very best only contains 50 per cent., and the writer

is much deceived if that sold for agricultural pur-

poses contains more than 30 per cent, of real

alkali. The editor makes out that when the 400 lbs.

of bone-dust and the 420 lbs. sulphuric acid are

mixed together, and then 315 lbs. of soda added,

that there will be enough acid left to neutralize

224 lbs. of soda, leaving 91 lbs. free. This can

scarcely happen when there is not more than

150 lbs. of free soda to begin v/ith, and probahly

not so much.

Before making his " bow" to the editor, the

writer thanks him for the notice he has taken of

his paper, and assures him that though he may
have confuted Mr. Moffat's opinion to his own
satisfaction, as he has scarcely done so to the satis-

faction of any one else, the writer will allow that

gentleman's opinion to stand as corroborative of his

own. Also, as the said editor seems to be rather ob-

livious as to the meaning of bone-dust, if he will

send to any bone-mill he will soon find that bone-

dust is not the animal matter of bones, but bones

reduced to a state of powder ! The editor, in con-

clusion, says, that " We know not who the v.'riter

T. L. C. may be—he calls himself a farmer." And
why should he not call himself a farmer ? It is

really amusing to the writer to see how much the

powers that be are startled at the idea of a farmer

expressing his opinions.

There can be no one to whom the question of

manures can be so important as the farmer, except

it be the manufactm-er : to the first, quality is the

consideration; and to the second, cheapness. It

was with a sincere and honest wish to procure

information on this subject that induced the writer

to question Mr, Lawes' conclusions and assertions;

and he must now, in conclusion, also thank that

gentleman for his notice of the" Farmer's" Remarks.

Mr. Lawes might justly have held himself excused

from answering an anonymous attack : that he has

done so can only be accounted for by supposing

that Mr. Lawes felt himself uncomfortably situated

when fairly exhibited to the farmers whom he in-

tended to enlighten.

Mr. Lawes has, we believe, promised the infliction

of another article on Agricultural chemistry. We
are satisfied it will never see the light—the Journal

of the Royal Afjricultural Society will never again

be disgraced with such worthless Scientific Informa-

tion. Thanks to Mr. Lawes' reply, too much at-

tention has now been directed to the matter : it will

neverhappen again. Should, however, Mr. Lawes still

persist in his intention, let him take the advice of a

farmer for once. 1st, Don't presume to call his

writings Agricultural Chemistry ; 2ndly, Write

common sense ; 3rdly, Drop the use of the follow-

ing favourite expressions, as they have no meaning.

For instance:
—"The climatic character of the

season is not only in itself a resource, but an essen-

tial agent." Again, the words " agency and sup-

ply" are repeated so often that we begin to think

that Mr. Lawes has got an idea into his head that

some such process goes on in the soil as one
" commercially connected with manures" would

adopt if he had a " good supply" on hand ; he

would in such a case employ "agents" to assist him

to dispose of his stock. The " Farmer" has heard

of stimulating manures, but never of any substances

acting in the capacity of bagmen before : it is a new

and striking feature in agricultural chemistry. A
little further on he again says :

—" Were we to

depend upon mere supply of constituents for actual

conversion into the substance of the plant, we should

expect that the farm-yard manure," &c., &c.

;

" but agency as distinguished from mere supply,"

&c. Again (page 509) he says :
—" Agency as well

as supply is an essential element ; but the direct

supply of jjhosphoric acid shows that it is both a

constituent and an agent." It is to be observed

that phosphoric acid is the only substance com-

bining these two remarkable properties. The fol-

lowing sentence is perfect:—" The more the nitro-

genous condition of manuring prevails over the

carljonaceous, the more will vascularity, and the

less will special deposition, be enhanced."

Was not the farmer correct when he said that

Mr. Lawes' paper in many places rivalled the

writings of the old alchemists in absurdity ? But
in the following he even exceeds himself:—" The

highly vascular seed-forming turnip is to the less

vascular bulb-forming one, as the well-conditioned

lireeding or working animal is to the stall fatting

one." This is a nice specimen of agricultural che-
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mistiy, offered in the nineteenth century to farmers

hy the Royal Agricultural Society.

One quotation more. He says that under cer-

tain circumstances " tlaere will be found not only

the actual and fixed, but also the prospectively

possil)le constituents ; the latter as yet only in a

vehicular condition, and little influenced by the se-

lective and approximative powers of the organism."

This would only be spoiled by comment.

To his brother farmers T. L. C. respectfully oflfers

the above remarks; and requesting Mr. Lawes not

to think them jjrcsumptive or despicable, he warns

him, along with some others, that unless they mend
their agricultural chemistry—

" There is a chiel amang tiiem takin' notes,

And FAITH he'll print them."

T. L. C.

ON THE PROPORTIONS IN WHICH LIME IS PRESENT IN DIFFERENT SOILS.

BY CUTIIBERT W. JOIIMSON, ESQ., F.R.f5.

It is a question of considerable importance to the

])ractical farmer, to determine the proportion in

which lime may beneficially exist in a soil. It is

one on which widely different opinions are enter-

tained ; and yet it is on the correct determination

of this that the extent either of lime or clialk

to be employed must materially depend. It appears

chfiicult indeed, at first sight, to reconcile the prac-

tice of some of (he farmers of the great southern

chalk formation—who very commonly, and bene-

ficiall)'-, at once deepen their soils by ploughing to

a depth of several inches below the thin surface soil,

into, and turning u]) the chalk—with that of many

of the north of England farmers, who have, by long-

repeated dressings with lime, rendered their lands

less fertile ; and who, in consequence, are too apt to

believe that this is owing to the ])roportion of lime

in the soil having gradually become too large.

The extent to which chalk (carbonate of lime)

exists in a soil, however, seems to bear a much less

direct relation to its fertility than that of any other

of the ordinary mineral substances of which all

cultivated lands are composed. Davy long since

gave the composition of several soils containing

widely different proportions of carbonate of lime, yet

v.-ere of well known fertility. Very recently Pro-

fessor J. F. Johnston has directed his useful re-

searches to the same question ; and his papers on

lime abound with the most valuable and practical

observations (Quar. Jour. Agri., 1848, p. 407). In

alluding to the practice of ploughing into the sub-

stratum of chalk, to which I have before referred,

he remarks:—"When from five to seven inches of

pure chalk are brought up and mixed with an

upper soil of only six inches deep, it is obvious

that the quantity of carbonate of lime in the mixed

soil must be very great. And since these soils so

deepened become, mider skilful management, more

productive than before ; it is obvious, therefore,

that tlie presence of a very large proportion of car-

bonate of lime will not alone prevent any soil from
yielding good crops."

Through the kindness of Mr. Hewitt Davis in

sending me a portion of the surface soil of such a

field near Croydon, I have found it to contain 41

per cent, of carbonate of lime, in the form of crum-
bled chalk. The natural soil of the plains of Athens

in Greece, which produces excellent crops of ivheat,

l)ut is liable when the dry season arrives to be

covered over with a crust of sahne matter which

prevents its growing grass, was also analyzed by
Professor Johnston, and found to contain very

nearly as much lime as the chalk soil cultivated by

Mr. Davis. " We conclude, therefore," adds the

Professor, "that as much as two-fifths of the whole

soil may consist of carbonate of lime, without its

being by this cause rendered improductive." The
soil from Athens contained, per cent.

—

Organic matter 5.75

Salts soluble in water (common salt and sul-

phate of soda). 0.20

Gypsum O.IS

Oxides of iron 2.91

Alumina 2.35

Carbonate of lime (finely divided limestone) 38.08

Carbonate of magnesia 0.73
Phosphate of lime 0.03

Sihceous matter 50.33

On the other hand, the proportion of carbonate

of lime which some soils contain is remarkable for

its smallness. Thus the rich marshlands of Hol-

stein and East Friesland were found by Sprengel

to contain only the following amount per cent. :

—

The soil of the marsh lands of Holstein, only 0.2

The salt marshes of East Friesland 0.6

But, as Professor Johnston very correctly adds,

"many causes may contribute to furnish such soils

with a constant supply of carbonate of lime, suflfi-

cient for all the demands of the crops they produce.

The fioodings to which these lands are subjert, or
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the supplies of water that are constantly brought

Into them from beneath, no doubt contribute in a

considerable degree to the permanent richness of

the soU they bear. Wlien, therefore, the farmer

attributes the evils of over-liming to the presence of

any particular proportion of lime in the soil, he

adopts a very natural, but a very erroneous, con-

clusion."

As I recently had occasion to remark in another

agricultural periodical (Bell's Messenger), that

this is not the real cause might be seen by a little

calculation if the farmer only subtracted from the

amount of lime applied to a soil : the proportion re-

moved from it— first, by the crops ; secondly, dis-

solved in the drainage waters; and lastly, the very

considerable proportion abounding naturally in the

most valuable cultivated soils; it would be seen

that the amount of lime applied to a soil in a long

course of years could hardly operate mjuriously by

causing an undue proportion in the soil of this ever

essentially present earth. But the correctness of

the conclusion does not rest upon mere calculation.

Professor Johnston (Q,uar. Jour. Agri., 1848, p.

530) has in his own practical and scientific way

shown by analysis, that certain " over-limed " soils

do not owe their decreased fertility to the largeness

of their proportion of lime. He describes these

supposed effects in someportionsof Scotland, on thin

moorish soils, or on reclaimed peat, as apparent in

rendering the land hollow to the tread, so much so

that the foot sometimes sinks into it ; the soil is

open, light, and porous. Turnips and barley grow

well upon it; oats and clover refuse to yield profit-

able returns. It is, in fact, too light and open for

these last named crops, which require a certain de-

gree of tenacity in the soil in which their roots are

to fix themselves. " This condition of the soil,"

adds Professor Johnstone, " is usually ascribed to

too large additions of lime being made, and the

expression over-limed applied to land in this state

seems to imply that too large a proportion of lime

is still actually contained in it. With the view of

ascertaining how far this is really the case, I pro-

cured from BalHndalloch, in Banffshire, several

specimens of soil in this light, porous, over-limed

condition, in which they vv'ere incapable of growing

oats and clover. The following were the results of

the analysis of 100 parts of three of the specimens

—

No. I. No. II. No. HI.

Organic matter 10.29

Soluble salts 0.45

Oxides of iron 2.49

Alumina 1.7l

Carbonate of hme .... 1.4o

Oxide of manganese . . —
Insoluble matter, chiefly

sand 81.77.. 82,79 .. 91.20'

9.54 .
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in reality deficient. The evil called over-liming is

therefore, a mechanical, and not a chemical one.

The extreme openness of the soil has been brought

on by prolonged ploughing, and too frequent crop-

ping with corn. An opposite procedure, therefore,

must be adopted, and mechanical means employed,

by which a gradual solidification may be eftected.

For the purpose several methods are to be recom-

mended— such as eating off the turnips and clover

with sheep. This method is, in fact, found to

solidify it at Ballindalloch, so as to make it capable

of bearing oats," And as the Professor says in

another place, " One of the most injurious accom-

paniments of over-liming is the exhaustion of the

land, which the application of lime in repeated

doses for a succession of years has hitherto almost

always produced. The frequent ploughing and

liming have taken place in order to force from the

land frequent crops of corn. While the land was

becoming lighter, therefore, it was also becoming

poorer, and the full results of over-liming arise out

of the operation of these two causes conjoined.

While, therefore, the steps above recommended are

taken with the view of restoring the mechanical firm-

ness, others no less necessary must be taken to

bring back the chemical richness of the soil, before

the highest fertility of which it is capable can be

successfully secured. The ordinary way of applying

the lime is to spread it on the surface of the land.

This is not always the best mode. The application

of lime to the soil in the state of compost, as with

earth or peat, is commonly attended v/ith very

beneficial results. But it is a bad practice to add it

to farm-yard manures or animal substances in

general. As Davy long since remarked (Elem. Ag.

Chemistry, p. 320), the operation of the lime is dif-

ferent in different cases, and depends upon the

nature of the animal matter. Lime forms a kind

of insolul)le soap with oily matters, and then gra-

dually decomposes them, by separating from them

oxygen and carbon ; it always destroys to a certain

extent the efficacy of animal manures, either by

combining with certain of their elements or by

giving to them new arrangements. "Lime should

never," he continues, " be applied with animal

manures, unless they are too rich, or for the pur-

pose of preventing noxious effluvia." "On this

point," continues Professor Johnston (Quar. Jour.,

p. 512), " I add only one other observation, Quick-

limehas the effect of disengaging and setting free

the ammonia from guano, and from fermenting

manures, It is a prudent, therefore, and a safer

practice to apply the lime some short time before or

after such manures have been laid upon the land.

Where the soil is moist, and abounds in vegetable

matter, there may not be much loss, should the

lime and other manures come in contact beneath

its surface ; but in dry soils, and on the surface of

the land, the admixture of the two ought to be

carefully avoided. After the lime has been some

time in or on the surface of the soil, and has be-

come converted into carbonate of lim,e, it can exercise

no injurious effect upon any kind of manure."

The results of these laborious examinations of the

chemical philosojjher, will be applied by the prac-

tical farmer in the way the great chemists I have

referred to intended. It is an old observation,

that the knowledge of a disease is more than half

its cure ; and such a remark well applies to the

manifold difficulties, the many inexphcable pheno-

mena, by which the farmer is so constantly en-

circled. To those who sometimes contend that

science can afford the farmer but little aid, the sub-

ject of this little paper affords perhaps a sufficient

answer. The results of the several chemical ex-

aminations it contains will surely serve to arouse

the suspicions of even the most intense lover of

entirely practical farming, that such unaided know-

ledge not seldom leads its owners to conclusions

ec^ually erroneous and profitless.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

The December General Meeting of this Society took

place on Saturday, 5th ult., at eleven o'clock, in the

Society's House, Hanovcr-squarc. In the absence of

the Earl of Chichester, the President of the Society,

the Duke of Richmond was, on the motion of Mr. Ray-

mond Barker, called to the Chair. Among the Mem-
bers of the Society present, we observed the Earl of

Yavborough, Col. Challoner, Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, Mr, Shaw, Professor Simonds, &c.,

&c., &c.

Mr. Hudson, the Secretary of the Society, read the

following Report from the Council :

—

REPORT.
Thr. Council have to report to the Members, on the occa-

sion of their present December Meeting, that during the past

half-year 44 of their Members have died, and 105 have ceased

to belong to the Society ; while 134 new Members have been

elected : so that the Society now consists of

—

91 Life Governors,

181 Annual Governors,

661 Life Members,
5232 Annual Members, and

21 Honorary Members

;

making a total of 6186 Members ou the list of the Society at

the present tunc.

The vacancy in the Council, occasioned by the lamented

decease of Mr. Harvey, has been filled up by the election of

Mr. John Iloilgetts Foley, of Prestwood, M.P.

In order to meet the convenience of INIembers of Parliament,

the day for the jjcriodical Jleetings of the Council has been

changed from Wednesday to l^iesday.

Tlie Council regret to inform the Society, that in conse-

quence of the great amount of unpaid subscriptions, they have
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been under the necessity of borrowing money of their bankers
to meet the liabilities consequent upon the York Meeting;
and, in order to prevent the recurrence of a similar inconve-
nience, they have empowered the Finance Committee to take

immediate steps for obtaining the arrears, and for securing a

more regular payment of subscriptions in future. With the
same view, the Council liave resolved, that henceforward no
Journal shall be sent to any Member whose subscription
for tlic year is niipaid at the time of publication ; and that a

list of those Members from whom any subscription shall be due
on the Saturday next following the Monthly Meeting of the
Council in August, shall be suspended in the Council
Room, the names to be classed according to the Counties in

which the Members reside, with the amount due from each
placed opposite to his name. In the mean tnne, the Finance
Committee are engaged in making an accurate investigation into

the income and expenditure of the Society, with a view of re-

porting the result to the Council. The Council would furtlier

suggest to the Members generally, that it would greatlyimprove
the financial position of the Society, and facilitate their pro-
ceedings, if all subscriptions were paid to the bankers on the
1st of January in each year, either by a general order to the
bankers of the member, or by cheque or post-office order ad-

dressed to the Secretary. The Council offer to the members
these suggestions with the greater confidence because they
find, by their recent circular, that in a great majority of cases

of arrear there is every willingness to meet the views and
wishes of the Council on the subject.

Tiie Council have the satisfaction of finding that the Treasury
Regulation to which they alluded in their last report, for the
transmission of books through the post-office directly to the
parties addressed, is likely to prove an invaluable aid in the
immediate and certain distribution of the Journal among the
members, however remotely situated, and free of charge. The
first issue of the Journal in August last, under these new re-

gulations, has most satisfactorily proved their advantage.
The Country Meeting held at the City of York in July last

has realised the most sanguine anticipations of the Couucil, in

the amount and quality of the exhibition, in the success of the
practical trials iji the show-yard and in the field, and in the
ample means of mutual interchange of opinion and detail of
personal experience aiforded by the assemblage of so large a
number of visitors to that meeting from every part of the coun-
try. In addition to these favourable circumstances, the meeting
was honoured by the presence of his Royal Highness Prince
Alliert, who both attended the mecthig as a governor ofthe Society
and graciously identified himself with its objects by evincing
a lively interest in the whole of the proceedings. The Council,
on leaving York, conveyed to the;Lord Mayor and the Authori-
ties of the city, and to the Local Committee, and others who
had zealously co-operated with the Council in promoting the
success of the meeting, an expression of their best acknowledg-
ments for their kind exertions on the occasion. Although the
receipts at the show-yard were very great, and £1,000 was
lilierally presented to the Society through the authorities of
the city, the outlay required for so extensive an assemblage of
implements and cattle, and for the elaborate and highly satis-

factory trial of implements on the occasion, has proved so

gi-eat that over and above the £1,383 awarded in prizes for

implements and stock, the excess of expenditure over receipts

on account of the York meeting amounts to £1,120, as will be
seen by the following tabular statement, in which a compari-
son is instituted between the result of this and former meet-
ings.

Year of

Meet-
ing.
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I.—HALF YKAKLVACCOUNT ENDINGI JUNE 30, 1818.

KECiai'TS.

J5iih\ii -c ill till! liaiiJs of the Ijaiilicrs, January 1,

1848 £llt)G 3 1

Balance in the haiiJs of the secretary, January 1,

lSi8 35 11 C

1 )ivi(lends on stock 1 •'Jti 2

Life composition of .'jovenior 50
liifc compositions of members 180

Animal subscriptions of jjoveraors C 10 C

Annual subscrintions of mcml)ers 20G1 7

Sale of Journal' 165 IG 9

Sale of cottage tracts 2 5 8

Fines for non-exhibition at the country meeting 11 15

JNIarquis of DownsUire's addition to flax-prize.

.

30

Yorkshire Agricultural Society's advance on

account of prize reports 100

Snbscription from York towards the expenses of

the country meeting of 1848 1000
Amount of sums paid in error, or by parties un-

known, to the Society's account with their

bankers 10 7

£5549 11 1

PAYMENTS.

Piirchasc of stock £742
rernnneut charges 270 12 G

Taxe j and rates 18 2 2

I'lstablishraent 528 4 4

Postage and carriage 20 6 5

Advertisements 4 12

Expenses of Journal 14G2 2 9

I'lizcs 210
I'ayments during the half year, on account of

the country meetings G92 8 11

Analyses of ashes of plants 280
]!e|iayment of sums transmitted by bankers and

others, in error 9 5

Amount of miscellaneous items of petty cash.. 4 13
Balance in the hands of the bankers, on the

30th of June, 1818 1294 13 9

Balance in the hands of the secretary, on the
. 30thof June, 1848 12 10 3

£5549 11 1

Examined, audited, and found correct, this 8th

day of December, 1848.

(Signed) C. H. Turnei;,C. tl. Turnei;, "i

Thomas Knicjiit, J

Auditors on the part of the

Society.

(Signed) Thomas Raymond Barker, Chairman,"! y
Thomas Austen, I p
C. B. ClIALLONER, ^ ^°"^"

Henry Blansharu,
mittce.

n.—SPECIAL COUNTRY MEETING ACCOUNT:

YORK, 1848.

RECEIPTS.

^Subscription from Y'ork £ 1000
Pavilion dinner tickets 513 10
Council dinner tickets 279 6

Show-yard receipts 2664 14

Sale of catalogues 365 14 6

Sale of council badges 7 15

Excess of payments over receipts on account
"J

of the York Meeting, chargeable on the > 1126 8 7
General Fund of the Society }

£5957 8 1

PAYMENTS.

Council iliancr £277 10
Pavilion dinner 540
I'avilion contract for works 671 5

Show-yard and trial of implements 3080 5 1

liondon police 231 ]

Judges 337
('onsulting engineer 46 15

I'rintiiig, &c., of catalogues 295 13 5

General printing 193 11 6

Stationery 20 12 5

Advertisements 173 4 5

Postage, carriage, and travelling expenses .... 35 16 6

Oliicial stair charges 37 17 3
Porters in charge of rooms 3 3

Council badges 5 1 6
Fire Brigade 5

Extra clerics 2 2

Horses for police , 1 1

£5957 8 1

Signed,

Thomas Raymond Barker
C. B. Challoner.

The Earl of Yarborough in moving that the

Report of the Auditors be received and adopted,

stated that he thought the expense of printing

and publishing the Journal of the Society should
be curtailed, if possible. He was duly sensible of
the importance of the publication of the Journal, and
fully appreciated the merits of that publication, but
he thought that X'1,4G2 2s. 9d., which was the cost of the

Journal during the past half year, might, by a more judici-

ous and economical arrangement, be considerably lessened

(Hear, hear). Although it was impossible to over-

estimate the advantages to the cause of agriculture, whicli

were produced by the publication of tlie Journal, still it

could not be denied that year after year the expense of

that pubUcation was increasing, and that the funds of the

Society were continually drawn upon to pay for the ex-

pense of a publication which should from its circulation

and the profits derivable from its sale, pay the expense
of getting it up. He thought that while the members of

the Society should receive the Journal free as heretofore,

non-subscribers should be called upon to pay a higher

rate for its purchase.

Colonel Challoner expressed bis satisfaction tliat

the noble lord had called the attention of the meeting to

this important subject. As the Journal was at present

published, non-subscribers had an advantage over

subscribers, and received the Journal at a less cost than

those who constituted and formed the Society. It was
a subject deserving of the attention of the Society, and
he hoped that arrangements would be made which,

without deteriorating from the utility of the Journal,

would enable the Council to give that publication the

same circulation as at present, without its being a draw-
back on the funds of the Society.

Mr. Ray-mond Barker stated that it should be
borne in mind that 6000 copies of the Journal on each

publication were printed for distribution among those

members whose subscriptions to the Society were not

in arrear. Although every care was taken to guard
against a lavish expenditure of the funds of the Society,

it had been found necessary to draw upon their per-

manent funds, so as to meet in advance the expense of

the publication of their Journal. As the Journal was
a matter in which the farmers of England were peculiarly

interested, he trusted that while the expenditure was

kept within reasonable limits, nothing would be done to

impair its value to the members of the Society. As he

was on the subject of finance, he might take the liberty

of stating that although there appeared to be great
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eagerness ia certain localities to have cattle shows

under the auspices of the Society, the localities

benefited by such shows did not contribute their

fair proportion of the expense. In proof of which he

might mention, in reference to the show of the

present year at York, that the Society was ^"'1,120

out of pocket, besides giving 1,500 guineas for prizes.

A considerable, and as he thought an unnecessary, part of

the expense incurred at the country shows arose from

advertising in the local papers. That expense was, in

his judgment, in a great measure uncalled-for and inju-

dicious. If they gave publicity to their advertisements

in the Mark Lane Express and other London and re-

cognized agricultural organs, they could accomplish all

that was necessary, and save much expense.

The Duke of Richmond said, that from the Report

which had been read they learned that their expenditure

exceeded their income ; and, under these circumstances,

it was their duty, as members of the Society, to act

with the same caution which a private individual

would be expected, and ought to do under similar circum-

stances, and that was, to reduce their expenditure so as

to make it less than their income.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs stated that he considered the

charge for the attendance of the police at the annual

exhibition greatly beyond what was warranted or ne-

cessary.

Mr. Raymond Barker was of opinion that it was

necessary that the strictest possible precautions should

be taken to protect the public, who attended at the

shows, from plunder.

Mr. G. Dyer thought the prizes offered by the So-

ciety for stock in many cases extravagant, as the object

of competition was the honour of gaining the Society's

prizes ; but as the Journal could be read by all the mem-
bers whether they were able to attend the Annual Country

Meetings or not, in any particular year, he hoped that

no expense would be spared to sustain its high character.

Mr. Shelley said that a very large proportion of

the expense attending their country shows was ab-

solutely necessary. It was essential that prize lists

should be published, that programmes of the Society's

intended mode of operation should be issued, that certi-

ficates should be published, and that information should

be given to the exhibitors and the public as to the time

and mode of conveyances to and from the show. In

looking to the expense incurred for this object, the

meeting should look at the necessary consequence and
importance of the object rather than the mere result in

figures.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs was glad that the subject of finance

had been so prominently and specially brought under the con-

sideration of the meeting, and he hoped that a beneficial result

would ensue from the conversation which liad taken place.

Mr. Shaw : It was an almitted principle amongst men of

busniess that attention should be given to small matters ; inas-

much as such items, in the aggregate, made a large amouut ; and
heuce the importance of attending to the subject that had
just been adverted to : but there was one very large amount
to which no reference had been made, and whicii he considered

deserving of the most serious attention of the society. He
alluded to the expense of the show-yard, for which £3,000
was charged in the present year's account. He was much
afraid that the implement yaid was made a show-yard of, and
not a yard for the exhibition of the most useful agricultural

implements. It was almost impossible to go into any part of

the country in which the Society's prizes for implements

were not generally diffused ; in fact, they were now so numer-

ous as to detract from their value, and tended to bewilder,

rather than to guide, the purchaser ofimplements ; and he was

of opinion that the Council ought to limit the number of prizes

for implements, so that they might be good and few, and use

greater discretion and caution hi their award.

The Auditors' Report was then agreed to, and on the sug-

gestion of the noble Chairman, thanks were passed to the

Auditors.

Upon the motion of Col. Challouer, Messrs. Knight and
Turner were re-elected Auditors.

ilr. Raymond Barker having stated that IMr. Tawney, on
account of the imcertaiuty of his state of health, could not

any longer continue as one of tlie auditors, Mr. Trinder

proposed that Mr. Robt. Beman, of Donnington, ia Glouces-

tershire, be appointed an Auditor in his stead.

This motion was unanimously agreed to.

The Earl of Yarborough proposed that the thanl<s of the

meeting' should he tendered to Professors Simonds and
Joluiston for the able, important, and useful lectures which
t'lcy delivered at the York meeting ; and to Prof. Simonds, for

those practical an! interesting lectures witii whicli he had fa-

voured the j\Iembers, in the current week, on the occasion of

their December Meeting.

After several of tlie gentlemen present had expressed their

appreciation of the merits of t!ic lectures of the two professors,

the vote was agreed to.

Professor Simonds, for himself and Professor Johnston,
acknowledged the compliment, and impressed upon the meet-
ing the importance of paying attention to the information

which could he communicated to agriculturists upon matters

connected with veterinary science, mose especially as to the

nature and diseases of cattle, and their treatment and cure.

He was quite sure that he might answer for Prof Johnston and
himself, as well as for the other individuals who had delivered

lectures before the Members on the occasion of their periodi-

cal meetings, that if they could at any time by their humble
means promote tlie great objects of the Society, they would at

all times be most ready to do so. He anticipated much good
from the course the Society was now taking, in reference to

the application of veterinary science to domesticated animals.

Time was required for every object to attain its perfection ; and
the Royal Veterinary College took those measures which in

their opinion were wisest and best. He hoped that these lec-

tures would show to the members of the agricultural commu-
nity that science was not to be despised, and that a knowledge
obtained by them of the structure and functions of their live

stock would tend to acquaint them with the derangements that

might at any time ensue, and enable them to judge with in-

telhgence when the cases were such as to require the aid of the

properly educated veterinary practitioner for their considera-

tion.

The Earl of Yarborough proposed, in an appro-

priate speech, the thanks of the meeting to the noble Duke
who had presided in the absence of the Earl of Chichester.

Carried unanimously.

The Duke of RicmiOND, in acknowledging the vote, said

that nothiug gave him greater pleasure than to aid with his

humble influence anything which tended to advance the inte-

rests of the farmers of England. His own interest was indis-

solubly connected with tliat of the farmer ; and nothing gave

him greater satisfaction than when he could contribute to the

advancement of the ca^^se of agriculture. He thought the

Society had been of tlie greatest use to the country at large,

and had promoted agi-icnltural improvement to a great extent;

and would, he fully believed, continue to do so, so long as it was
supported as it liad been by^the practical farmers of the counti-y.

He thought the Journal of great importance, not only in circu-

lating a knowledge of successful modes of culture, but also in

making known those negative results which served an important

end for the guidance of the agriculturist. He regretted that

there was so large a sum of arrears due from the subscribers ;

but when they considered that many persons became members
only for the purpose of dining with them, they would not be

surprised that many of their subscribers did not keep up their

annual subscriptions. He begged to thank them for the vote

which they had passed, to compliment him upon tlie little

which he had done. He regretted theabsenceof Lord Chiches-

ter, who he was sure had been unavoidably detained from the

Meeting, as he knew it was his intention to be present.

The meeting then broke up.

A Monthly Council was held at the Society's

House in Hanover-square, on Tuesday, the 5th of De-
cember : present, the Earl of Chichester, President, in

the chair; Hon. Capt. Dudley Pelham, R.N. ; Sir
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JSlattlievv White Ridley, Bart. ; Col. Austen; Mr. Ray-
mond Barker; Mr. S. Bennett; Mr, Blanshard; Mr.
Bosanquct ; Mr. Bramston, M.P. ; Mr. Brandreth ; Mr.
Burke ; Col. Cballoner ; Mr, F. C. Cherry ; Mr. Gar-

rett ; Mr. Hamond ; Mr. Ilillyard ; Mr. Fisher Hobbs ;

Mr, Chandos Hoskyns ; Mr. Hudson (Castleacre) ; Mr.
Jonas; Mr. Kinder; Mr. Milward; Prof. Sewell ; Mr.
Shaw (London) ; Mr. Shelley ; Mr. Thompson ; Mr,
Thos, Turner ; Prof. Way ; and Mr. Jonas Webb.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, presented the Report of that Com-
mittee to tlie end of the previous month, from v.'hich it

appeared that the current cash balance in the hands of

the bankers (less outstanding cheques not presented)

was 558/. The Council adopted the recommendation of

the Committee, for the sale of such a portion of the

invested capital of the Society in the public funds as,

with the current cash balance in hand, would pay off

the loan of 1,500/. contracted with Messrs. Drummond
in August last, for the purpose of meeting the claims

then standing against the Society, and consequent on
the York Meeting. The Council ordered the purchase

of postage stamps to the value of 125/., in readiness for

the issue (postage free) of the new Part of the Journal,

about to be published, to each Member of the Society

not in arrear of his subscription.

On the motion of Mr. Shelley, seconded by Mr. Mil-

ward, the following resolution was unanimously agreed

to :
" That henceforward no Journal shall be sent to

any Member whose subscription for the year is unpaid

at the time of publication ; and that a list of those

Members from whom any subscription shall be due on
the Saturday next following the Monthly Meeting of

the Council in August, shall be suspended in the Council

Room, the names to be classed according to the counties

in which the Members reside, with the amount due

from each placed opposite to his name."
Member of Council.—In the absence of Lord Port-

man (through indisposition), Mr. Barker moved, and

Colonel Cballoner seconded, the resolution of which his

lordship had given due notice, namely, that Mr. Foley,

M.P., should be elected a member of the Council, to

fill up the vacancy occasioned by the lamented decease

of Mr. Harvey. This motion was carried unanimously.

Trial of Implements.—Mr, Thompson brought un-
der the consideration of the Council various suggestions

connected with the arrangements for the trial of imple-

ments next year, which was discussed and adopted.

The Council also adopted the suggestion of Colonel

Cballoner, that the Tuesday in the week of the show
should in future be devoted to the private trials of im-
plements by the judges, instead of its being continued, as

it had been during the last few years, as the first day
for the admission of the public into the implement-
yard.

Committees.—The Council then proceeded to appoint

the standing committees for the ensuing year. The
committees of the past year were agreed to, with the

following additions : Sir M, W. Ridley to the Finance

Committe ; Col. Cballoner, Mr. Kinder, and Mr. Barker
to the House Committee ; Capt, Pelham to the General

Norwich and Trial of Implement Committees ; Mr,
Thompson and Mr. Shaw (London), to the Ashes of

Plants Committee ; and Mr. IMilward to the Farm-ac-
count Committee.

Miscellaneous Communications. — Mr. Bullock on
Pleuro-pneumonia ; Mr, Beai'dsley on the application of

charcoal in Potato culture ; Lady Franklin's present of

Australian Wheat ; Dr. Ryan's statement on the free

analysis of soils in connection with a public company
with which he was in communication ; Mr, Cort and
Mr. Eginton on town-sewerage ; and Mr. Milburn's

Agricultural Almanac,

William Hodgson Barrow, Esq., of Southwell, Notts,

was elected a Governor, and the following gentlemen

Members of the Society

—

Baker, J. B., Sco.rboroui^li, Yorkshire

Bishop, John, 23, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars

Brooke, Edward Buniage, Withington, Jlanchestcr

Brown, David, Cathcdiiie House, Brecon

Christian, John Robert, St. Mary Ahbott's-terracc, Kensington

Crispin, Heniy, jmi., Chumleigh, Devon
Davis, John, Cranbrook, Ilfoni, lissex

Ffrancc, Robert Wilson, Uawclifie Hall, Garstang, Lancashire

Gillett, John, Tunstall, Acle, Norfolk

Gurney, John Henry, Easton, Norwich
Hill, Plarcourt, Hever's Wood, Brasted, Kent
Hine, Thomas C, Nottingham
Hornby, Rev. William, St. Michael's Vicarage, Garstang

Hughes, Samuel, Bristol

Hussey, Richard Hussey, Upwood, Huntingdon
Mac Donald, William Macdonald, Kossie Castle, Montrose

Maddox, Alfred, Ringland Hall, Cossy, Norfolk

Maitland, Capt. Fred. Thomas, HoUywych, Ilavlfield, East

Grinstead

Merriman, William Clark, Lockeridge, Marlborough

Smith, Robert, Stafford-street, Edinburgh
Spilsbury, Samuel, Little Osbaston, Monmouth
Stratton, Benjamin, Bristol

Tebbitt, Walter, Cottage House, Clapham Common
Tilley, Joshua, Gurston, Redstone Hill, Reigate

Tomlinson, Samuel, Sutton Place, St. Helen's, Lancashire

Trench, William, Cangort Park, Roscrea, King's County

Tullidge, William, Houghton Farm, Blandford, Dorsetshire

Turner, Henry Wall, Hanwell Park, Middlesex

Walker, Thomas, Cockermouth, Cumberland
Waring, William, Chelstield, Kent
Waters, R. S., St. Giles's, Cranbourne, Dorset

Webb, J. C, Hempnall, Stratton-St.-Mary, Norfolk

Whitehead, John, Preston, Lancashire

Witherby, Frederick, New Zealand.

The names of 31 candidates for election at the next

meeting were then read.

A Special Council was held on the 7th ult. (agreeably

with the terms of the bye-laws) for deciding on the

Prizes for Live Stock at the Norwich Rleeting
;
present,

the Earl of Chichester, President, in the Chair ; Hon,

Capt, Dudley Pelham, R.N. ; Mr. Raymond Barker;

Mr, Brandreth; Mr. Bennett; Col. Challoner; Mr.

Druce ; Mr. Fisher Hobbs ; Mr. Hudson (Castleacre) :

Mr, Jonas; Mr. Milward; Mr, Robert Smith; Mr.

Stokes ; Mr, Thompson ; and Mr. Jonas Webb,
The several prizes were discussed and agreed to, and

the prize sheet ordered for publication ; Mr. Spooner's

letter on commendations for horses, and Mr. Pawlett's

on circumstances connected with the competition of

Leicester sheep, being referred to the General Norwich

Committee,

A Special Council was also held on Friday, the 8th

ult., for the purpose of agreeing to the Report to be

presented by the Council to the General Meeting ; pre-

sent, the Earl of Chichester, President, in the Chair

;

Col. Austen ; Mr. Raymond Bisrker ; Mr. Blanshard ;

Col. Challoner ; Mr. Shaw (Northampton) ; and Mr,

Henry Wilson,

The meetings of the Council stand adjourned over the

Christmas recess to Tuesday, the 6th of February,

The attachment of the Corporation of London to

"slaughter-houses" seems to be as ancient as it has

been pertinacious. Whether in the nineteenth cen-

tury more respect is to be paid to " slaughter-
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houses" llia'u to ''giave-yards" remains to be

seen :

In 1290, the Cariiiullte Friars of London iietitioncd Edward
I. to abate a nuisance arising from this, by which several of

the monks had died.

By the Act 41 Edward III., the butchers of London arc

forbidden to slaughter cattle within the city.

In 1370, the inhabitants of Sraithfield and Holboru peti-

tioned Richard II. in the third year of his reign, complaining

of the infection of the " air from butchers slaughtering cattle"

in that locality, and by the act 12 Richard II. it was ordained

that the butchers of London should erect a slaughter-house

out of the city on the banks of the Thames. A.d 1392 and 16

Richard II., it is enacted "that the butchers of London shall

not slaughter therein any swine or other beasts for sale."

In the reign of Henry VII. a petition was presented to the

king in parliament, by the parishiijners of St. Faith's, and St.

Gregory's, in London, stating " that for the most part through-

out the parishes aforesaid, they had been greatly annoyed and

distempered by corrupt airs engendered in the said parishes by

occasion of blood and other foulis things by reason of the

slaughter of beasts, and scalding of swnie, had and dune in the

butchery of St. Nicholas' shanil)lcs, whose corruption and foul

ordure had been coniplaiiit of for divers seasons ])y the space

of sixteen years continually, lo divers mai/ors and iddcrmcn of

the city of London, and no remcdi/ had been found ;" and craving

that to provide for the conservation as well of his most royal

person, as to succour bis poor subjects, ' that in no cities or

towns the common slaughter-house of beasts shoidd be kept in

any special part within the walls of the same, lest it mir/ht

emjendcr sickness, unto the destruction of the people.' It was

therefore, by 4tli of the reign of Henry VII., cap. 3., en-

acted that butchers shall not slay beasts within the walls of

London, and that this law be observed in every walled town
" except Berwick and Carlisle."

A comparative statement of the number of ani-

mals slaughtered in the City in the reign of Henry
the Seventh and at the present time, would furnish

information as to the increased means supplied to

"engender sickness unto the destruction of the

people."

ON THE INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Tlie recent meetings of the agriculturists in London
this year are pregnant with more important conse-

quences and inspire higher hopes than any preceding

meetings. The application of capital to agriculture, and

the strongly -expressed opinion of the Duke of Rich-

mond that such application would be more profitable to

capitalists than those in which they are wont to engage

—

that, were his Grace possessed of treble his fortune, he

would embark all of it for such agricultural purposes

—

must make a great impression upon the country, and

especially upon those who are now suffering most deeply

from merely speculative modes of making profits by
trading upon human credulity and monetary mania.

Deducting the profits that the getters up of schemes

have made, who else have realized much in comparison

to those who have lost vastly more ? Had that capital

been expended for agricuhui-al purposes, what immense
results would have taken place in the arable and
pastoral riches of the country ! and who would
have lost a farthing? Illegitimate speculations

stopped nearly all legitimate ones, and the rate of

interest for money for the latter rose from 2^
or 3 percent, to 10, 12, and 20. The country was
on the eve of a social bankruptcy, when Government
stepped in, and contrary to statute law, gave its sanction

to the Bank of England to grant loans at a minimum of

8 per cent. At this moment money can be had at 2i
per cent,, but with a shuddering want of confidence in

any but legitimate purposes, possessing certain security.

Now the Duke of Richmond has pointed at the mode in

which capital can be invested without the possibility of

loss, and with the certainty of very considerable profit.

The Act of the 9th and 10th of Victoria, chapter 101,

gives to the Government a power to lend out of the

public revenue a limited sum, with powers to recover

the repayment with interest at 3 per cent., for purposes

of land drainage, and that such loans shall be chargeable

upon the land itself, whether entailed or not, riding over

all existing, as well as all future, mortgages. Govern-
ment have lent all the money they were empowered to

lend ; and there is a great opening for capitalists to stand

in their shoes and advance more. Still the 3 per cent,

interest is no sufficient inducement, and Government
not being permitted to be traders subjected to the

bankruptcy law could not take more by executing the

works of drainage themselves. It is not so with capi-

talists. They, by a large and comprehensive system of

drainage, with all the means and appliances in their power,

could effect the drainages much better and much cheaper

than mere individuals in particular localities, while at the

same time getting, perhaps, greater profits than those in-

dividuals could possibly do with their limited means.

Add such profits for effecting the works to the three per

cent, interest, and lake first charges on the land as security,

aad what better employment of capital can be imagined ?

The Mark Lane Express of last Monday gave an

excellent report of the speech of the Duke of Richmond,
but omitted, by accident, the statement that the morning
papers represented his Grace to have made, that " he

was most happy to hear that there was an association

forming in the metropolis to afford this aid" (ca-

pital for the drainage of land) " to agriculturists."

Such is the fact ; and what is likely to be the result ?

If the spare capital now seeking employment induced

by six or seven per cent, interest (double the amount
attainable by less secure means), ba invested for pur-

poses of drainage, subsoiling, and improvement, the

real riches of this country will most rapidly increase ; the

food of man, both in arable and pasture, will progress

to an extent much greater than the population. Statis-

tics prove that the health and longevity of agricultural

districts are far beyond those of all other districts. The
employment of labour on reproductive works will be

another great national advantage, and all the people will

be better fed and clothed, because there will be at home
more and more annually with which to feed and clothe

them.

There are other minor modes of employing capital for

agricultural purposes in addition to those of drainage.

Government and Parliament seem to be bent upon getting

rid of those great nuisances and sources of disease and
death arising from the slaughtering of cattle in the cen-

tres of largely populated districts. Why should not

capital be invested in providing suburban abattoirs and
cattle mai-kets to get rid of the manifold evils and scan-

dals of the present system .' Look at Smithfield last

Monday ! "The scene was horrible— the nuisance abomi-

nable—the loss incalculable I How many beasts were

rendered unfit for human food by being goaded, bruised,

fevered, maddened, or exhausted by hunger and thirst ?

While at Islington Cattle Market there would have been

room for all—injury to none.— Mark Lane Express.
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THE LONDON FARMERS' CLUB.

MONTHLY MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE
OF MANAGEMENT.
Monday, Dec. 4.

Present :—Messrs. J. Beadel, W. Chiffins, W. Fisher

Hobbs, T. Kuight, W. Purser, W. Shaw of the Strand,

and J. Tyler. W. Shaw, Esq., in the chair.

The minutes of tlie last meeting were read, confirmed,

and signed by the chairman of this day.

The following gentlemen were elected members :
—

W. A. Dciin, Great Torriiijfton, Devon.

A. K. Deaue, East Brent, Somerset.

J. P. Forster, Wood-street, Cheapside,

C. J. Hilton, Faversham.

G. H. Ramsay, Derwent Villa, Newcastle.

J. Swift, Wood House, Cambridge.

W. Saiusbury, Manor House, AVcst Lavington, Wilts

Some other names were read for the first time.

Tiie thanks of the committee were given to Mr. Fisher

Hobbs for a portrait of the late Lord George Bentinck

which he had presented to the club.

James Thomas, Esq., of Lidlington Park, was elected

vice-chairman of the discussion meetings for the ensuing

year.

A variety of other business, including the preparation

of a report from the committee for the general meeting,

was also gone into.

GENERAL ANNUAL MEETING.
Thursday, December 7.

Robert Smith, Esq., late of Burley, and now of

Emmett's Grange, Devon, in the chair.

Mr. Corbet, the Secretary, read the following report,

which, on the motion of Mr. Nesbit, seconded by Mr.

Thomas, was received and adopted :

—

REPORT OF COMMITTEE.
The committee can again report with much pleasure on the

position the club occupies, and the progress it has made during

the past year. In this period fifty-five new members have been

elected, while the number of those retiring—nine only—is,

compared with the average of former years, far less than usual.

The support, then, this club continues to receive from agri-

culturists and others, while it is gradually and steadily advanc-

ing the society in importance, should also encourage its friends

to increase their exertions in recommending it. Independently

of its accommodation for members, the Farmers' Club has

perhaps a higher claim and character. The committee feel

that they are justified in saying, that, for the last two years

particularly, no question affectnig agriculture has been mooted
without tlie members of the Farmers' Club either testing its

truth in tlieir own home, or being referred to from the highest

quarters for their opinion upon it.

In selecting subjects for discussion or entertaining proposi-

tions made to them, the committee will eliJeavour to preserve

this course : watching as jealously, as they will advocate ear-

nestly, any subject they may consider should command the at-

tention, or merit the support of the Farmers' Club.

Beyond this, the committee have only further to report,

that arrangements have been made for keeping tlie club at this

house ; a step which they believe will have the approval of

almost every member, aud that they trust will work on to

the mutual satisfaction of all interested in seeing the club con-

tinue to prosper.—December 4th, 1348,

The meeting then proceeded to the election of mem-
bers of the Committee, who go out by i-otation, all of

whom were re-elected:—viz., Messrs. J. Beadel, G.

Emery, W. Grey,T. Mount, W. Shaw, jun., Robert Smith,

R. B. Smith, J. Thomas, G. Turner, and J. Tyler.

The following gentlemen were also elected on the Com-
mittee, to fill up certain vacancies which had occurred :

—

H. Trethewy, S. Cheetham, J. Carter, R. Garrett, J.

Neame, J. C. Mechi, and J. C. Nesbit.

Mr. W. Fisher Hobbs was elected one of the trus-

tees of the club, in the place of Mr. Henry Price,

deceased. The following gentlemen were elected au-

ditors :—E. Purser, C. Murton, and T. Barker.

Some other business, including a proposal for a better

arrangement of the club library, was also considered,

and a vote of thanks having been given to Mr. Smith

for his able conduct in the chair, the meeting broke up.

ANNUAL DINNER OF THE CLUB.

The Annual Dinner of the Members of the Club took

place on Thursday, December 7th, in the large room at

Radley's Hotel, nearly opposite the Club House, when

upwards of a hundred Members, with their friends, sat

down.—Charles Stokes, Esq., of Kingston, Noltingham-

shire, in the Chair, supported by, amongst others, the

following gentlemen :—The Honourable H. W. Wilson,

of Keythorp Hall, Leicestershire ; Mr. Jonas Webb,

of Babraham, Cambridgeshire; Mr. H. Overman, of

Weasenham, Norfolk ; Mr. Robert Smith, late of Bur-

ley, Rutland ; Mr. W. Shaw, of the Strand ; Mr. W.
Fisher Hobbs, of Boxted Lodge, Essex; Mr. J.

C, Mechi, of Tiptree Hall, Essex ; Mr. J.

Tyler of Layton, Essex; Mr. J. Beadel, of Broom-

field Lodge, Essex ; Mr. J. Ambrose, of Coptford

Hall, Essex; Mr. C. Wood, of Longford, Essex; Mr.

Cuthbert Johnson, of Waldronfield, Surrey ; Mr. S.

Bennett, of Bickering's Park, Bedford ; Mr, W. Ben-

nett (Vice-Chairman), of Lewsey, Bedford ; Mr. W.
Anderson, of Oakley, Bedford; Mr. H. Trethewy, of

Silsoe, Bedford ; Mr. J. Thomas, of Lidlington Park,

Bedford ; the Rev. J. Y. Cooke, of Semer, Suffolk

;

Mr. J. J. Flowerden, of Hinderclay Hall, Suffolk
;

Mr. R. Stedman, of Pakenham, Suflfolk ; Mr. T.

Hawkins, of Assington, Suffolk ; Mr. W. Shaw, of

Coton End, Northampton ; Mr. Owen Wallis, of Over-

stone Grange, Northampton ; Mr. W. Gray, of Courteen

Hall, Northampton ; Mr. T. Knight, of Bobbing Court,

Kent; Mr. W. Carter, of Boughton, Kent; Mr. B.

Hutch, of Tenterden, Kent; Mr. G. Pilcher, of

Rolvendon, Kent; Mr. W. Dickson, of East Wick,

ham, Kent; Mr. T. Umbers, of Wappenbury, War-

wick ; Mr. G. Bodington, of Sutton Coldfield, War-

wick ; Mr. C. H. Lattimore, of Wheathampstead

C
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Place, Herts ; Mr. J. Miles, of Wexcombe, Wilts ;

Mr. J. B. Spearing, of Chilton, Wilts ; Mr. W. Sains-
bury, of Manor House, Wilts ; Mr. W. Spearing, of
Chilbolton, Hants; Mr. W. Child, of Vernham Manor
Farm, Hants ; Mr. W. Verrall, of Lewes, Sussex

;

Mr. T. Ellman, of Cucktield, Sussex ; Mr. J. Wood,
of Cuckfield, Sussex ; Mr. R. Holmes, jun., of Arundel,
Sussex

; Mr. S. Skelton, of Sutton Bridge, Lincoln
;

Mr. W. Wingate, of Hareby House, Lincoln ; Mr.
W. Bullock Webster, of Houndsdown, South-
ampton

; Mr. G. P. Tuxford, of Barnes, Sur,
rey

; Mr. L. A. Cousmaker, of Westwood,
Surrey; Mr. G. Parson, of Haslemere, Surrey;
Mr. J. Swift, of Wood House, Cambridge ; Mr. F.
King, of Oxford; Mr. R. B. Smith, of Edmonton

j

Mr. C. N. Smith, of Derwen Four, Swansea ; Mr.
J. Miller, of Morfa Manor, Aberystwith

; Mr. Black-
stone, of Camden Town ; Mr. Kirk, of St. James-
square

; Mr. E. Purser, of Bridge-street ; Mr. J. C.
Nesbit, of Kennington ; Mr. W. S. Tootell, of Edge
ware; Mr. J. Trumper, of Southall ; Mr. R. Beart,
of Godmanchester

; Mr. T. Wilson, of Fenchurch-
street

; Mr. C. Lawrence, of Cirencester ; Mr. G.
Lane, of Cirencester; Mr. J. Whaley, of Enfield
Chase; Mr. R. Dickson, of Bucklersbury, &c., &c.

After the cloth had been drawn,

The Chairman gave in succession, " Her Majesty
the Queen," and " Prince Albert and the rest of the
royal family," both of which toasts were cordially re-
sponded to by the company.
The Hon. Mr, Wilsoin then rose and said : Gentle-

men, I rise at the bidding of the Chairman, to propose a
toast which I know you will receive with favour. In
every public assembly, British farmers are always ready
to pay that tribute of respect and honour which is due
to the right arms of our defence, the army and the navy

;

services which are conspicuous throughout the civilised
world, not only for their valour in action, but for their
moderation in victory (cheers) ; services which I am
bold to say it is the vital interest of every lover of order
and respecter of peace to maintain in that full efficiency
which is becoming in the defences of a great nation like
our own (Hear, hear). I am requested also to couple
with that toast a name which is known in every cottage
as in every palace, a name which is dear to, and will ever
live in, the heart of every British subject—the Duke of
Wellington (cheers). I beg, then, to propose for your
acceptance, "The Army and Navy," and to couple
with that toast the name of the "Duke of Wellington."
The toast was drunk with enthusiasm.
The Vice-chairman (Mr. W. Bennett) rose and

said : It aflbrds me great pleasure, although I think
there are other gentlemen far more suited to the task
than myself, to propose to you the next toast. It is,

gentlemen, " Success to the London Farmers' Club"
(Hear, hear, and cheers). Gentlemen, I need not de-
tain you long on the present occasion. You will all feel
with me, that an occupation so immediately connected
vyith the best interests of mankind as that of the cultiva-
tion of the soil must be one of the highest and most
paramount importance, in whatever light it be regarded.
Whatever be the state of society, it is the decree of our
great Creator that men should cultivate the soil for the
sustenance of themselves and their fellow-creatures ; and,
therefore, everything connected with the improvement of
agriculture, and the well-being of those who have to
provide for millions of people, ought to be, in all states,
under all governments, atid with all people, a great and
most important object of consideration (cheers). You
will agrje with me also, gentlemen, that those who are
engaged in such an employment ought toKave an oppor-
tunity of exchanging their sentiments and meeting in
friendly conviviality, and at the same time endeavouring

to improve themselves in the science of agriculture

(Hear, hear). I have always looked upon the establish-

ment of the London Farmers' Club as a matter of vast

moment; and, if it be properly conducted, if the right

feeling shall prevail among its members, if a little lor-

bearance with each other shall characterize our annual

meetings and our various discussions, I have no doubt
that this Club may be made of great service to the nation

at large. But, gentlemen, when you consider that there

are assembled together, from different parts of the king-

dom, men of different grades of politics, and holding

different sentiments on various subjects, you will per-

ceive that the apple of discord might easily be thrown
into our ranks, and by that means the useful objects of

this Society be endangered. I beg, therefore, most
respectfully and submissively, to request my brother

farmers who meet on these occasions not easily to take

offence (Hear, hear, and applause). It is essential to

the well-being of a society of this kind, that we should
exercise a little of that " charity" which " hopeth all

things" (Hear, hear) ; and if we cannot always think

entirely alike, we should resolve that when we cannot do
so we will at least " agree to differ" (Hear, hear). But,

gentlemen, I said I would not detain you long. You
are all aware that we meet at the present time under
circumstances which I regret to say are not the most
cheering as regards the country at large. From various

circumstances which have occurred of late, the prospects

of our own profession, too, are not just what I should

like to see them. There are individuals, indeed, who con-
tend that, in the teeth of all the difficulties, in the teeth of

all the burdens which agriculture may have to sustain, and
of all the privations which it may have to encounter, it

will yet rise superior to these things, and that the vessel

will by-and-bye right herself. I sincerely wish that these

persons may prove to be true prophets. I desire this,

amongst other reasons, because it is impossible for agricul-

ture to flourish witliout my sharing in its prosperity. There
is, you know, a little of number one in all of us ; and I cannot

but feel deeply interested in the prosperity of that which is so

important to the State, and so important, I may add, to all the

gentlemen now assembled (Hear, hear, laughter and cheers).

Gentlemen, there are one or two points which I hope I may be

allowed to touch upon ; but I nill do it very briefly, and I will

also endeavour to do it in a way which will not be offensive to

any portion of my friends around me, whatever difference of

opinion may exist. There is one subject which has particu-

larly occupied our attention of late, and I refer to it only for

the purpose of removing a misunderstanding which exists

among some influential landowners in this kingdom as regards

the object. Many of us think it of vast importance, not only to

ourselves—the well-being of agriculture, but also to the feeding

of the people at a cheap aud reasonable rate, that compensa-
tion should be given for the unexhausted improvements which
tenants may make upon farms (Hear, hear). Gentlemen, I do
not use the term " tenant-right" because I think it has been
used offensively : it has been used in a way which has not been
at all pleasing to the feelings of many well-meaning landlords.

It is necessary that, on matters of this kind, we should tho-

roughly understand each other ; that we should make it gene-

rally known that we are not seeking anything at the expense

of landlords ; that we are not seeking anything which can by
possibility be considered as trenching upon the rights of pri-

vate property. I trust the times will never come in England
when the yeomanry of the country will have any disposition to

do that (cheers). I think, however, gentlemen, that every man,
ill whatever station he may move, has a clear and distinct

right to demand that no other person shall come and pounce
upon his property (Hear, hear) ; and if his employment be of

such a kind or character that he cannot from it obtain imme-
diately the result of his own enterprise and his own capital,

then proper time should be allowed him for taking that out

which he has invested, or compensation should be given him
for that which he itas not had the opportunity of getting back.

Now, gentlemen, that is a common-sense view of the question.

There need be no squabbling about it ; and it is, therefore, the

more desirable that ou this, as on every other occasion, we
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should go into tlio question lemperately ami in tlic most
friendly spirit. I will only say fuitlier that, from the scvcrecross-

exarainations which took place in the conmiittcc iippointcd spe-

cially to investigate thissiibject—tlielegislatiirehavingthoughtit

important that there should be an enquiry—from the very close

handling, I was going to say, which some of the witnesses had
who went to give evidence before the committee, I fear

that there was a strong feeling against the object which we
sought to attain (Hear, hear). Gentlemen, it is impossible to

read the questions which were put to the various parties who
appeared and not be convinced that there was a strong de-

sire in the minds of some of the members of tlie committee to

swamp the feelings of many farmers and other well-iutentioncd

men in the country. I will not dwell on this subject further,

except to observe that, whether any legislative enactment shall

be passed or not, as the residt of the inquiry, that inquiry it-

self cannot fail to do good, by convincing every unprejudiced

mind that it is an absohite wrong to require a man to invest

his capital in the soil and not give him an opportunity of reap-

ing the fruit. Whether we have legislation or not—and I

think we might have it without injury to either party—it is

impossible for the subject to be understood by the country at

large without a beneficial residt. I hope that those who speak
on this subject wUl endeavour to exercise calm deliberation,

and not speak under the influence of feelings which might in

any way betray what I hope will never be felt by the farmers

of Englaud, namely, disrespect for property and its rights in

this country (cheers). Gentlemen, you are all aware that

many of us are of opinion that we are placed in great difficul-

ties as regards the prospects of agriculture in other respects.

There are those iu the country who conceive that no possible

harm can arise from extremely low prices and extremely heavy
burdens. I am not one of those who entertain that opinion

;

I am not one of those who think that those tw_p things can go
together and not inflict gi-eat injury. We have lost everything

in the shape of protection to the iuterestft^of the British far-

mer, and at the same time we have obtained nothing iu the

shape of alleviation as regards our burdens. Now, the ques-

tion is, is that right ? If it be right, how is it that all those

parliaments which have talked upon the subject have always
said that the abolition of protection could not be accomplished
in this country without being immediately followed by a great

alleviation of those burdens which affect agriculture. There-
fore, gentlemen, I think we may for a moment leave the ques-

tion between the owner and the occupier of the land, and
touch upon that which affects both owner and occupier, and,

in my judgment, the well-beiug of the community at large
;

for it has been my own conviction for many years—and I am not
likely to change my opinion on that subject—that it is impossi-

ble for the owners and the occupiers of the soil of Great Britain

to fare ill as a body, and for the rest of the community to do well.

Such are my own sentiments, and they are being strengthened by
all that I observe. I know there are landowners and land-

owners' agents who contend that, in the teeth of all that I have
mentioned, the prospects of agriculture are cheering. I cannot,

on this occasion, refrain from alluding to a letter which has ap-

peared in Bell's Weekly Messenger and in some other news-
papers : I do not know whether or not it has appeared in the
Mark Lane Express, another important and valuable paper.

But a letter has lately appeared, on the subject of the prospects
of the British farmer, and I confess that that letter spoilt my
dinner (laughter) ; there appeared to be something on my
stomach of a very acid nature (renewed laughter). The writer

observed that it is clear that there is now nothing beyond 48s.

a quarter to hope for, or 49s. at the utmost. Now that amount,
with bad crops, with a bad yield, everybody must know is uot
a remunerating price to the cultivator of the land who is bur-
dened as we are. This writer observes, however, that the
farmers of England managed to come down from 80s. a quarter
to 56s. a quarter ; and still agriculture was a very prosperous
concern. He then says that 12^ per cent, might still be taken
off without the former being damaged thereby ; science would
come to his aid, and he would still fare exceedingly well

!

(Laughter.) Now, gentlemen, if you think so, I am free to

confess that I do not ; and I think it is the bounden duty of

the farmers of this kingdom to insist upon the alleviation of

those burdens which now press so unfairly and exclusively upon
agriculture. It is well known that those who will so look for

an alleviation in the laws of this country relating to com -

mercial intercourse, have always admitted until now that it must

be connected with and attended by some measures of an alleviat-

ing characttr. They have now given up that point altogether ;

and, instead of any alleviation, we have, togetiier with 5Gs. a qr.,

an increased property-tax to burden us. Wc have, therefore,

before us the prospect of extremely low prices and extremely

heavy burdens : the poor-rates are, as every one must know, more
likely to increase than diminish; the county expenses are also

increasing
;
yon have new gaols everywhere ; and the system

of prison discipline which is being extended through the length

and breadth of the land is calculated rather to increase the

burdens which farmers have to bear. Gentlemen, the arguments

in the letter which 1 have referred to appear to me most

unreasonable and absurd. They are, too, most unworthy
of the qviarter from whence they come; for the gen-

tleman, in other respects, professes to be an enlightened

agriculturist ; he wishes to put the farmers right in matters

respecting which they are wrong, but at the same time

he himself takes up a position which you must all admit to

be most objectionable, inasmuch as he says because farmers

have come down from 80s. to 56s., they may just as well come
down from 563. to 48s. I have understood that when flogging

was so common in the army it used to be the practice to have

the array doctor in attendance. This officer held in his hand
the wrist of the poor fellow luider chastisement, in order to

ascertain how far the eastigatinn might be administered with

safety ; and when a certain number of stripes had been ad-

ministered and a certain effect produced, he would cry " Hold!

the patient cannot bear any more." Now, it appears to me
that Mr. Hewitt Davis is just that kind of ^man (laughter) ; he

is the doctor, whose duty it is to feel the farmer's pulse, and
to see how much he will bear to be flogged (great laughter).

Gentlemen, I will not detain you any longer ; I thank you for

the kindness with which you have listened to my observations,

and I beg to propose—I think I may say with the honours

—

" Success and great prosperity to the London Farmers' Club."

The toast was enthusiastically responded to iu the manner
proposed.

Mr. Shaw, of the Strand, rose and said : The task of

responding to the last toast devolves upon me. Before I

proceed to offer a few observations with respect to that toast,

permit me to set myself right with you all in one respect, by
stating, in answer to Mr. Bennett, that the letter to which he

alluded has not appeared in the Mark Lane Express; and if it

had, it would uot have had the advantage of being inserted

without a remark (Hear, hear). Gentlemen, I am much pleased

that Mr. Bennett has addressed you in reference to this

club in terras in which I can most cordially agree. I was very

glad to find him—for I know how far any remarks which he

makes will go—infusing into the minds of the members of

this club the necessity of dealing temperately, though firmly,

with subjects which come before them ; and I heartily concur

with him in expressing a hope that every subject, of e^ery de-

scription, will be discussed in such a manner: I likewise disclaim,

on the part of the members of this club, any desire, in advo-

cating those views of their own interest which they believe to

be consistent and just—I deprecate the idea of attempting

to obtain any privilege for themselves to the injury or the

prejudice of others. Mr. Bennett adverted to the term tenant-

right, which he thinks has been offensively used iu reference

to the claim which the tenant-farmers of this country are now
putting forward to compensation for unexhausted improve-

ments. I do not myself know under what circumstances that

word has been offensively employed. I can readily imder-

stand that to many persons it may not be quite agreeable,

but still I caiuiot admit it to have been offensively used. So
far as regards the object sought, I, for one, have always stated

—and I venture to name myself with the subject, because I

have taken great interest in the question (Hear, hear). I have

always stated, that I care not under what name, or in what way,

compensation to the tenant or protection for his capital came,

provided it be obtained. I am happy to find that this question,

first mooted in this clid), has made, and is making, great pro-

gress. I am glad to find also, from a circumstance which

you will readily recognise with me, that the opinions entertained

and expressed by the club with respect to that question, are, to

say the least, not obnoxious to a great many important landed

proprietors in this country. (Cheers). Gentlemen, the object

which I have always had in view is to get this question dis-

cussed ; and my friend, Mr. Bennett, will well recollect, as will

also Mr. Hobbs, who was in the chair on the occasion, that

c 2
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when we liad a meeting, two years ago, on this very subject, in
this room, proposal having been made to appoint a committee
to communicate with the members of the House of Commons,
for tlie purpose of obtaining legislation, I instantly dissented,
alleging, as my reason for so doing, tliat I conceived that it was too
early to ask for legislation on a subject invo'viug such extensive
interests—legislation by men whose own interests were deeply
involved and who had never had their attention sufficiently

directed to the question (Hear, hear). I felt that they raus't

entertain the same feelings which I myself should have done
under such circumstauces ; that if, being a landed proprietor,
and unacquainted with the subject, persons had come to
me and asked me to legislate in a manner which must
atfect my property, to what extent I did not know, I should
have said, " No, geutleraen, 1 must take time to consider the
matter." I thought that all we could then hope for, was to
get the question duly considered by those who are most inter-
ested ; and I felt perfectly satisfied that if that were done the
result would be most satisfactory to you who expect benefit,

and satisfactory also to those who will benefit still more, although
they may not think so. The progress the subject has made is

known to you all. Tliere is scarcely an agricultural meeting
now held at which the question of giving a fair and proper pro-
tection to the tenant farmer by affording security to his capital
is not discussed. You are aware that, owing I must say
almost entirely to the discussions of this club, the question has
attracted so much attention as to have been brought twice be-
fore the House of Commons ; and upon the second occasion it

was eminently successful, because it led to the appointment of
a committee which elicited a vast body of information from all

parts of the kingdom. The very placing of such a body of in-
formation before the parties interested on both sides—nay, the
mere circumstance of fifteen or sixteen gentlemen, most, if not
all of them landed proprietors and county representatives,
meeting together for several days and examining witnesses, and
afterwards agreeing to a report in which the principle is ad-
mitted, is a great and an important point gained ; and I

feel perfectly persuaded that when other landed propri-
etors see what their brother proprietors in Parliament
have done, and what conclusions they have arrived at,

they will at least be induced to examine the question,
and they will then see in what a clear and explicit manner
it is shown, on the testimony of men whose practical acquaint-
ance with the subject has rendered their opinion deserving of
consideration, that tlie only measure which can place the
British farmer in a situation to meet in some respects—I do
not say in all—the difficulties which surround him, is the
enabling him to invest his capital with the greatest security
and to the greatest advantage. Gentlemen, it unfortunately
happens that just at this moment I know of a case in
which a practical farmer—a man admitted to be an excellent
and first-rate farmer in his district ; a man who has spared no
trouble and no expense in the cultivation of his land ; a man
living in an agricultural county, who has occupied two farms,
one for eighteen years the other for twelve, ^vithout having a
word of difference with his landlord—has within the last month or
two received notice to quit both his farms. He has during the
period of his occupation expended £10,000 in artificial manures,
oilcake, and other articles of that description. But he has re-
ceived notice to quit ; and he believes for no other cause than
some squabble which has taken place between himself and the
landlord's gamekeeper about rabbits ; and in reply to his appli-
cation to the landlord, he can get no other answer than that of
being referred to his solicitor. Such is the position of that
gentleman, with a part of his capital buried in the soil

;

for I defy any man who is a good farmer to avoid having
in the laud that which he has a right to take away upon
leaving his farm, without injuring his landlord. Here
is a man occupying land of considerable extent about to be
turned out of his farm, and leaving his capital behind for
some other person to enjoy ; and that merely because he has
had a squabble with the gamekeeper about a rabbit (Hear,
hear). Now, gentlemen, that which has happened in one part
of the country may happen in another. It is not enough to
tell me, what I most willingly admit, that the landlords of
this country are generally most liberal and noble-minded men.
I believe that in no other part of the world can such men be
found; but then amongst them, as in other classes, there
are exceptions ; and why should any man be exposed even to
that exception? (Hear, hear). I am very glad to find that

the principle which I have advocated is making such steady

progress. I am rejoiced .also to find, from many circum-

stances, that this club is being regarded in a more favourable

light by those parties whose property would be influenced by
the establishment of any such tenant-right or compensation as

we ask for. I am delighted to observe that the daylight of

knowledge is breaking in upon them in respect to this question

;

and 1 am convinced that if you follow the advice of Mr. Bennett,

if you discuss the question with temper and moderation, firmly

and determinedly, with a determination to do justice to those

with whom you are at issue, as well as to seek it for your-

selves, you wll succeed in attaining your object, and that the

result will be to benefit yourselves, to benefit the landed

proprietors, and to benefit the country at large. In conclusion,

I beg leave to thank you, gentlemen, for drinking " Success

to the London Farmers' Club."

The Hon. Mr. Wilson said: Gentlemen, if I rose before with

confidence to propose a toast which, in the result, met with

your favour, I cannot doubt that that which I have now to

propose will meet with your hearty concurrence : it is the
" health of the Gentleman who now so worthily fills the office

of Chairman" (cheers). I have had the pleasure of know-
ing that gentleman for many years, and I cau state with confi-

dence that he is a thoroughly honest man, that " noblest work
of God." He is, too, one who has taken a great interest in

the cause of agriculture ; he is a successful breeder ; and he

is a promoter, so far as it is in his power to be so, of all things

wliich are useful in his own neighbourhood. I have, therefore,

no hesitation in proposing the toast for your acceptance.

Your Chairman has requested that I would make one or two
remarks ; and, though I am sorry to take up your time, I feel

it to be my duty to comply. In the first place let me state

that there is not a member of this club who is a more hearty

supporter of it, so far as he can be so, than the humble
individual who now addresses you. I became a member
of the club very early ; many years ago, before it was
formed, I stated at an agricultural meeting that it was my
earnest desire that a club should be established in London,
which would afford the agriculturists in all parta of the king-

dom an opportunity of meeting together, and of communicating
to each other that information which it was necessary to have

diffused upon topics connected with agriculture. As to the

question which has been so much referred to by Mr. Bennett

—

namely, that of tenant-right—in which so much interest is

now felt throughout the kingdom, I cannot but state my firm

conviction that if that question had been brought forward in

the moderate and sensible manner in which Mr. Bennett has

introduced it to your notice, I do not believe that it would
have found among landlords a single enemy. There is another

topic to which I am desirous of adverting, and which, I think,

should be frequently discussed on occasions like the present.

Measures have been passed taking away the protection which
many of us thought essential to the interests of agriculture.

In alluding to this question, I .am not about to enter at all

upon the subject of the corn laws ; but I think it right that

at meetings of the fanners of Gre.at Britain men should speak

openly and plainly on matters which affect their own interest.

Among those which affect us most materially are the burdens

we have to sustain. Whether or not this is the proper time

for advocating an alteration, I am not prepared to say ; but
this I will say—that it has been my firm opinion for many
years—it is so still—that the malt-tax is one of the most un-

just taxes which could be imposed on the farmer ; and I think

we ought, when the time shall arrive at which we see an op-

portunity for its being done, we ought, I say, to be united as

one man in an endeavour to get rid of that unjust impost. If

that tax was unjust ten years ago, when a certain modicum
of protection was enjoyed, still more oppressive must it be

now to prevent us from using the produce of our own soil for

purposes for which it may be employed beneficially. Well,

gentlemen, there are other burdens, some of which have been

alluded to this evening. There are the county-nates, the poor-

rates, the highway-rates, and various other taxes, imposed

upon us ; and the observations which I made upon the malt-

tax are still more applicable to these. I am happy to say that

.

the Government of the day has now admitted the principle

which we advocated some ten years ago—that it is just that

the country at large should bear at least a portion of the

burden of the prosecution of criminals. When it is evident

that the manufacturing interest has produced nine-tenths of
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the pauperism of this country, and that it pays but one-tenth

of tlie contiibutions for its support ; when wc see that, with-

out imputing blame to any particular class—from the mere con-

gregation of great numbers together in manufacturing towns,

the great pronortion of crime arises in such districts, and not

in agrioiltural districts—when such is the case, we cannot but

rejoice that the Government of the <lay has admitted the

principle, and relieved us from one-iialf of tlie expense of cri-

minal prosecutions. They have admitted the same principle in

consenting to pay the medical men of the unions out of the

consolidated finid. Looking at these results. I say to the far-

mers of England — Rest not ! Lie not down to be sheared,

like the sheep which you bring to market ; but be united to a

man, and continue your exertions until some of those burdens

which press so mijustly upon you shall have been removed
(Hear, hear). Without entering, as I said before, upon a mea-
sure which has already been passed, deprecating, as I do, any-

thing like discussion upon what is now law, because it is our

duty to obey the law—I think it right that every man in the

kingdom should know and should consider the effects of that

law as it relates to his own interest or to that of his class. I

will just allude to the importations of cattle since the passing

of the tariif in 18-13. The importation of oxen, cows, bulls,

and calves, was in round numbers (I quote from the parli-

amentary return) in the first year, 1,500 ; in the following year,

4,000 and odd ; in the next year it quadrupled, being l(j,000 ;

in the year afterwards it was 45,000 ; and in the year 1847, as

far as the returns are made up, it was 75,717. If we look at

the importation of sheep, we find that in 1843 the number was

217; in 1844, 2,417; in 1846, 94,600; and in 1847, 142,000.

With this increase in the importation of foreign cattle, there

has been a vast diminution in the official value of our exports

of manufactured goods. In 1847, the amount was less than in

1846 by £2,285,000 ; rnd in the year 1848, up to the last re-

turns, by £1,200,000. I must apologize for troubling you with

these details. Let me now assure you that there are no meet-

ings which I attend in the course of the year with so much sa-

tisfaction as I attend those of British farmers. I know there

are many, who, from modesty or from some other cause, do not

like to attend meetings like the present ; but I must say that

I never attended a meeting of British farmers at which I was
not gratified, and from which I did not return home more de-

termined than ever that as long as I lived it should be my en-

deavour to unite in a common bond of interest the landlord

and the tenant, the poor man and the employer. Questions

have been brought before this Club respecting the settlement

of the poor man. My opinion is that he ought to be on an

equality with the rich man, so far at least as to have the power
of removing to whatever place he pleases (cheers). Why should

you draw a distinction between a man who by industry has

been enabled to save sufficient to hire a £10 house, and ano-

ther who has not been so fortunate? I would entirely do away
with settlement (Hear, hear). I would throw the poor-rate

upon the consolidated fund, and make every person in the land

contribute. Last year, while £9,000,000 was levied in the

form of poor-rate or right, upon property of the value of

£40,000,000, property amounting to £200,"000,000 is exempt.

Why should not that £200,000,000 be brought into play?

The only feasible objection which I have heard to it is, that if

you place too much in the hands of the commissioners you
will not ensure an economical management. To that objection

I would give this reply : Let each parish be charged according to

the average, which it has been paying into the Excise for the

last three years ; let it pay one-third or one-fifth, or one-

eighth, or any proportion which might be sufficient to ensure

economy ; and let the whole kingdom be assessed for the re-

mainder. I beg to thank you for your attention, and, in con-

clusion, I hope you will drink with proper enthusiasm the

liealth of your worthy Chairman.
The toast having been drunk with the honours.

The Chairman said,—Gentlemen, I feel deeply sensible of

the kind manner in which you have drunk my health. I can
assure you that I take great interest in everything which con-

cerns agriculture ; and I congratulate the committee of the

Club on having established a medium of communication for

farmers belonging to different parts of the country, through
which, when they come to London, they are enabled to inter-

change their opinions, and to discuss subjects of importance
connected with agriculture (Hear, hear). With regard to the

subject of tenant-right, I will not go into that after what we

have heard from Mr. Bennett and Jlr. Shaw. Those gentlemen
have explained how the question now stands ; and I feel quite

sure that the reading of the evidence given before the com-
mittee of the House of Commons will convince nil considerate

landlords of the importance and the necessity of making a

change in the present system. I have taken the chair this day

solely from a sense of public duty, being desirous to support a

society whose object is to improve the agriculture of the coun-

try, and thus to benefit all classes of the community. Allow

me again to thank you most cordially for the honour you have

done me, and to assure you that I wish you all health and
happiness to the end of your lives.

Mr. CuTiiBERT Jo HiN SON said,—I rise at the request of

the Chairman to propose, as a toast, " The Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England." I do so with the more pleasure,

because I feel that during the most prosperous years which
have marked their career, they have adhered most carefully,

most energetically, and, let me add, most successfully, to their

motto—a motto which I am sure will always fall most mu-
sically on the ears of English farmers—namely, " Practice

with Science." Whatever doubts, gentlemen, whatever diffi-

culties, political or otherwise, may occasionally intrude them-
selves into meetings like the present ; whatever necessity there

may be for those eloquent warnings which gentlemen heard

from Mr. Bennett on the one hand, and from our Chairman and
those by whom he is surrounded on the other, to avoid carrying

into your disputations and discussions anything like acrimony,

there will, I am quite certain, be no occasion to warn you
against disputing on questions relating to the application of

science to agriculture (Heai, hear). Gentlemen, the Royal
Agricultural Society adopted this motto, which I have men-
tioned, at the suggestion of the great men who formed the

little nucleus from which it emanated, many of whom, as for

example, Lord Spencer and Mr. Handley, are now gone from
the scene of their labours ; it was adopted also with the warm
approbation of my friend, William Shaw, to whom, I believe,

more than to any one else, that society owed its foundation

(Hear, hear) : the founders of the institution, feeling that so

long as its members adhered carefully to that motto, carrying

into the proceedings and researches science in its appli-

cation to agriculture, illustrating one by the labours of

the other, so long might the society expect to lead a long

and honourable career. Such, gentlemen, I state fear-

lessly, has been the actual result. I am old enough to re-

member the day when the very mention of the word science

as it applies to agriculture, in a public meeting would have

been met with roars of laughter. I am old enough to remem-
ber a period when it would have been s;iid that chemistry was
all very well behind the blue bottles in a chemist's shop (laugh-

ter) ; but that to talk of bringing chemistry to the aid of

farming was to talk of an absurdity. I need only remind you,

gentlemen, of the progress which a few chemical substances

have made—the introduction, for instance, of guano, and the

still more direct triumph of chemistry in the introduction of

super-phosphate of lime, and notwithstanding that the idea

was once so much ridiculed in the putting of sulphuric acid on
the land, and adding it to bones. I need only remind you of

these things to convince you that science, vmder the auspices

of the Royal Agricultural Society, has done no mean things

for agriculture (cheers). And let me add, without pretending

to wear the mantle of inspiration, that science will hereafter

do still greater things for farming. I feel quite sure that the

field is not nearly exhausted. When I see the results of the

labours which have been performed, in the pages of the Royal

Agricultural Society's Journal, I feel quite sure that the per-

sons who have engaged in such labours arc treading in paths

which cannot but tend to the profit and honour of the pro-

fessors of agriculture. They will add profit to, while they are

elevating, the professors of the most noble of all sciences

—

that of agriculture. Gentlemen, I will not trespass longer on

your attention, biit will propose " Success to the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England."
The toast was drunk with enthusiasm.

Mr. R Smith, on rising to respond in behalf of the So-

ciety, said : The learned gentleman who has just addressed

you has science at his fingers' ends—science in abundance;

you, gentlemen, have practice at your fingers' ends, and, in

addition, you have perseverance at your hearts. Gentlemen,

when the formation of the Royal Agricultural Society was

proposed, I at once agreed to it ; and I also conairred in the
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selection of that splendid motto, " Practice \\'ith Science."

The Society was originated at a period when the teuant-

farmers, as a body, much preferred to see practice take the

precedence of science ; but time has rolled on, science lias

done great things, and many discoveries have been made
throwgh the ingenuity and talent of our fellow-men. As
regards the Eoyal Agricultural Society, I need not refer to

the past to show you what has been done ; I need not tell you
what has been done by the exhibition of cattle and of imple-

ments, or by the distribution of the Journal twice a year to

somctliing like 7,000 subscribers. Let me ask you, however,

what should we be at the present moment in England without

a Royal Agricultural Society? (Hear hear). Take it away,

and then yon will learn the value of such an institution. But,

while we are thus encouraged by the application of science to

practice, let me remark that we are at presei:t in a position to

reap entirely the fruiis of our own enterprise and industry.

This has been brought more clearly to my mind during the

short time that I have been engaged in a new occupation my-
self. I may say that, having been called to fill a particular

situation in life in which I am required to stand between
landlord and tenant, I should not be ashamed to show to any
individual on the broad acres of England the agreements which

I offer to those who take farms. In conclusion, I would
observe that I have long felt a great desire, and do so still,

that the farmers of England would more frequently con-

gregate together to discuss matters in which they feel a

common interest ; and I regret that there is not greater

unanimity among them than we at present vtitness (Hear).

Mr. Samuel Bennett proposed, "Success to the Smith-
field Club." He said, as there is no man upon earth whom
I esteem more than our worthy Chairman, it would ill have
become me to refuse his request that I would propose this

toast. I cannot but recollect that we are met at the present

moment under peculiar circumstances. On the one hand we
have great cause for thankfulness — thankfulness that we
are Britons (Hear, hear). If ever there were a period in the

history of our country when its inhabitants had cause to be
thankful on that account, the present is such a period (Hear,

hear) ; and looking at the events of the past year, I must say

that I do not believe there is a British farmer in this country
who would not join in supporting the Uueen on the throne
with the last drop of his blood (cheers). It is a most
melancholy thing that low prices should, as it were, compel
the farmer to oppress the poor. It is impossible that it

should be otherwise when we have such wretched prices for

our own produce, and when tlie produce of the world islet in. I

trust, however, that aa we have shown ourselves to be Britons,

we shall endeavour to stem tlie torrent for a little whde. It

must be evident to every thinking person in the country, and
especially so to the legislature, that we cauuot possibly main-
tain our present position without some alteration of our
burdens ; but if we must bear the burden for a season, we
will bear it with the greatest degree of fortitude and calmness
that we are able to command. We have been constantly
reminded of free trade. I do not dislike the expression so

much as some farmers have appeared to do ; but I say that at

present we have nothing like free trade. Give us free trade,

and we care not for the whole world
; give us an equalization

of the burdens which press upon the cultivators of the
soil, and we are ready to meet any country. But, gentlemen,
can it be said that we have free trade when our manufactured
goods (many of them at least) which leave the country pay a
duty of 20 or 25 per cent., and in some instances even 30
per cent., and we receive foreign corn at a merely nomi-
nal duty ? (Hear, hear). This is not reciprocity, it is

not free trade (Hear, hear). Now, with regard to

the Sniithfield Club ; it has, I believe, been equally beneficial

to the producer and to the consumer. I know it was said that
the animals exhibited are too fat ; no such thing. If we had
uot these examples of fat animals, we should never know what
an animal was capable of doing. The fattening is necessary
to get at the different breeds of animals, and to bring each to
perfection. (Hear, hear.) Believing that the Smithfleld Club
is conducive to the interest of all classes, I have great pleasure
in proposing the toast.

Mr. W. F. HoBiis said : Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, it

is with much pleasure that I rise to return thanks on behalf of
the Smithfleld Club. So long as that club is supported by the
landowners and fanners of the kingdom, meeting together as

they now do, and so long as it receives the approbation of the

members of this club and the country at large, it need uot be

under any apprehension as to the accomplishment of the ob-

ject for which it was formed, namely, tliat of supplying the

metropolis \\'ith the cheapest and the best meat. I perfectly

concur in the remarks which have fallen from Mr. Wilson,

respecting the malt tax ; I do consider that tax to be one

which the graziers and farmers of this country ought to endea-

vour to get rid of. Independently of the position in which we
are placed with respect to free trade, I maintain that we ought

to be allowed to use our own corn in whatever way we please

for feeding purposes, instead of being compelled to spend an-

nually upwards of £2,000,000 for oil cake and other things of

that description, which are not so valuable as malt. I agree

with Mr. Bennett's remarks as to the desirableness of our not

readily taking offence ; and let me add that I wiU do nothing

willingly to give oft'ence. (Hear, hear.) As regards agricul-

ture, I do uot see how its improvement is to be effected while

it continues to be the fashion to have only a yearly tenure. I

cannot concede to the gentleman who has left the room (the

Hon. Mr. Wilson), that if this question had been pressed on

the attention of landlords with more moderation, what we re-

quire woula have been granted. Having felt great interest in

this question, and having gone before the Committee of the

House of Commons on Agricultural Customs, I must say that

we asked only for that which was reasonable and right ; and I

think that the blue book, that memorable book of which so

much has been said, and which so much pains was taken to

withhold from the public (Hear, hear)—I think that will

convince every reasonable man that the tenant farmers have

acted with moderation in this matter, and have used only sound
argument in explaining to landlords what it is that they require.

I am sorry to say (I have heard it myself) that the expression

which is now most freely used by the landlords of England is

like this—" We will not be dictated to by the tenantry with

regard to the letting of our land." I am sorry also to have

heard that they declare that they will not be dictated to, as

they term it, by this club. I do not see how there can be

anything unreasonable in our asking for that which his Grace

the Duke of Richmond has declared to be nothing but justice

to the tenant farmer. I will not detain you longer at this late

period of the evening, especially as you well know my senti-

ments on this great subject. I will firmly and determinedly,

though I hope respectfully, persevere ; and I am proud to find

the members of this club so united this evening with regard

to the great objects wliich they have in view. I will only, in

conclusion, repeat the advice of Mr. Wilson, that you will not

rest until you have obtained your rights.

Mr. SiiAW, of Northampton, proposed "Success to the

Local Farmers' Clubs," remarking that there could hardly be a

more fashionable toast in the present day, seeing that such

clubs had become common all over the country. As regarded

the question of tenant-right, although he had the pleasure of

living under a very good landlord, he still felt on principle a

necessity for having greater security.

Mr. Be.ADEL responded to the toast. He said: If I had
had the slightest conception that I should be called upon to

acknowledge this toast, I should have been prepared with a

little more knowledge of the transactions of those clubs than I

now possess. Therefore, if I only treat the subject generally,

you will excuse my doing so. Now every gentleman must ad-

mit that nothing can be of more importance to the agricultu-

ral interest and the farmers of the United Kingdom than the

existence of what I may designate our local parliaments. It

is through them, gentlemen, if, knowing your duty, you have

the courage and the industry to attend them, that you make
known to the whole world what are your wants, what are your

complaints, and what are the remedies which you seek ; and
I do hold it to be exceedingly important that in every locality,

not only farmers, but every class in the country should have

an opportunity of making known their real position. Now, if

I can learn what is the atmosphere in which farmers will have

to vegetate for the next few years, that atmosphere will

be a gloomy one, and therefore it is especially needful that

there should be places where they will have an opportunity

of making their complaints. The farmer is engaged in one of

the most interesting and important occupations in which man
can be employed, that of providing food for the people ; and

if certain difficulties surround you as a body, you are bound
to state what those difficulties are, and to suggest means for
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llieir removal—I will even go further, and say, ttiat witli a

due anil profier regard for tlio rijijlits of others, I would never

consent to sacrifice my own. 'i'iiat you will have dirticulties

to contend aj^ainst, gentlemen, iu future, every one I think

will admit ; and I think one difficulty—I have sometimes heard

it mentioned as matter of reproach, but I have never yielded

to the imputation—one difficulty arises from the superior con-

dition ill society in which the farmer is compelled to exist.

You have, gentlemen, as farmers, been thrown into a superior

position in society ; and I have yet to learn that it should not

be tlie ambition of every man to maintain his position amid all

the diliiculties which may beset him. If you compare your

position with that of your jjrandfather's or great grandfather's

you will find that you have difficidties to meet which they

knew not and could not contemplate. And how are you to

bear up against these obstacles'? Not by the displacement

of a few shillings' worth of labour, nor by descending to hold

your own plough or till your own dung-carts (Hear, hear).

You may labour at that from morning till night, and you will

only have displaced in some neighbourhoods Is. 2d., in others

2s. Uentlemeu, that is not the course for you to take (Hear,

hear). You must be up and stirring: you must improve your

minds and enlarge your intellects : you must increase your

scientific knowledge ; you must become better acquainted with

nature's laws : you must know better how to carry out

elfectually the operations on which success in your occupation

depends ; and you cannot secure and do all that by sitting in

your chimney corners, nor yet by driving a waggon (cheers).

I am quite sure, gentlemen, that these observations will be re-

ceived in the spirit in which they are uttered (Hear, hear).

They emanate from a practical fanner • I have been for years

engaged in practical farming ; and if I have superadded to

that another business, whicli may call for a good deal of my
attention, I have lost none of my affection for that class to

which I originally belonged. Let me impress on your minds
that there is no way in which you can better acer mplish the

object which you desire to accomplish than by instituting far-

mers' clubs where there are none ; and where they exist, by
diligently working out all the advantages which may be de-

rived from them. It is a matter of reproach, andhas been made
so over and over again, that you cannot get farmers together

—

that they are spread over a wide surface, and that—now do

not be offended, gentlemen, at what I am going to say—that

they are sellish in their habits (Hear, hear). Whether the

charge be true or not, I wdl not say ; but it is said that nothing

will bring you out of your holes and corners (laughter, and
Hear, hear) ; that you will st;iy at home and grumble, but will

not congregate for the purpose of securing your rights (Hear,

hear.) Now, gentlemen, tiiose who firot originated farmers'

clubs had one great object in view, which was to induce

you to get rid of the reflection thrown upon you by giving you
a place to meet without calling upon you to come to London,
without asking you to go to York, without tempting you to

visit Jericho (laughter). You cau now meet within live or six

miles of your homes when you go to market, at an expense of

half-a-guineu a year, and five or six hours of your time ; and if

you will all do that, and will diligently set to work to discover

what is the nature of your difficulties, and what are the reme-

dies for them, as well as the most improved methods of carry-

ing on your occupations, instead of coming once a year to the

London Farmers' Club to make us all regret the grumbling

tone in which you speak, you will come with your eyes wide

open, come in better spirits, and you will say—" They can't

kill us, though they have tried" (cheers). I don't ask you for

one moment to forget the difficulties which stand in your way;

but I want you, like Englishman, to look a difficulty full in the

face, and to conquer it. That you can do that, gentlemen, I

am satislied, and that the local clubs are one means of enabling

you to do it I am equally satisfied. I do, therefore, on the part

of those clubs, having been the instrument of originating one

and of assisting others, return you my best thanks for the eom-
phinent you have paid us ; but we shall value your works much
more than we do your compliments (Hear, hear, and cheers).

The Chairman proposed " Tlie Committee."

Mr. Thomas briefly returned thanks.

The Chairman proposed " The health ofMr. Overman, the

first Chairman of this Club," which was cordially responded to.

The Chairman then proposed " The health of the Secre-

tairy, Mr. Corbett," who briefly returued thanks.

The Chairman then retired, and was succeeded in his oflice

by Mr. S. Bennett, when Mr. Mechi addressed the meeting,

after which the company separated.

MONTHLY DISCUSSION.

The usual monthly discussion took place at the Club

Rooms, Bridge- street, Blackfriars, ontheOth December.

The following subject was introduced by the Chair-

man, Mr. Shaw, of the Strand—" On the Pernicious

Consequences resulting from the Payment by the In-

coming to the Out-going Tenant for Tillages and Manure
made on the Farm, according to the custom of some dis-

tricts, and commonly called ' Tenants' Rights.' " The
attendance of members was numerous.

The Chairman, on rising to open the discussion, said

—Gentlemen, I feel very strongly that the subject which

I have proposed to bring before you this evening is one

which would be much better treated by some practical

person acquainted with valuations, and with the neces-

sary proceedings between in-coming and out-going

tenants. But I know that there are always present at

the meetings of this club a sufficient number of persons

wl)0 are competent to speak practically upon the matters

discussed ; and it 1 were not conscious that such is the

fact, I certainly would not have uudertukea to bring

forward the question for this evening. This question

varies very considerably from any which I have attempted

to lay before you heretofore, on the subject of Tenant

Right; hat prima facie, from the appearance which it

assumes on the card, it would seem—it has seemed to

some—to negative certain propositions which I have pre-

viously made. I trust, however, that in the few obser-

vations which I shall address to you, and by reference

to the authorities to which I shall allude, I shall be

enabled to show that there is not that contradiction be-

tween the proposition which I nov? make and others

which I have advanced previously, v^hich at first sight

there may appear to be. The question, as propounded

on the card, is—" On the Pernicious Consequences

resulting from the Payment by the In-coming to the

Out-going Tenani, for Tillages and Manure made
on the Farm, according to the custom of some dis-

tricts, and commonly called 'Tenants' Rights'"
Knowing (hat there is in some districts a custom exist-

ing of payment from the in. coip.ing to the out-going

tenant for half dressings, tillages, and such-like matters

known by the name of tenants' rights, and highly preju-

dicial to the tenants in those districts, I was anxious to

direct attention to the subject, not only in the hope of

exposing the abuse and inducing its abandonment, but

also to correct a misapprehension which I believe to

exist in the minds of some, that " Tenant Right," and

the custom known as " Tenants' Rights," are synona-

tnous terms ; I therefore submitted the question stand-

ing upon the card to the committee of the club, and

having met their approval it stands for discussion this

evening. In a very short time after the series of sub-

jects upon this card were made public, ample proofs were

afforded me that the apprehensions which I entertained

as to the confusion existing in the minds of some per-

sons in respect to these subjects were well founded.

Letters came pouring in upon me from all sides, some

expressing surprise at my bringing forward such a pro-

position, others asking for an explanation, and not a

few censuring such an inconsistent and unaccountable

course of proceeding on n-.y part, in thus changing my
opinion on the subject of " Tenant Right," and point-

ing out the injurious efTects it would have on the pro-

gress of that great and important principle. So far from

inducing nie to regret the step I had taken, I felt much

gratified at the eflect it had produced in setting men's
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minds to work upon the subject, and in eliciting their

feeUngs and sentiments upon it. Gentlemen, my
opinions are not clianged upon " Tenant Right ;" I am,
however, glad to note how much and how rapidly other

men's minds have changed, and are changing. Happily,
however, for the people of this country, happily for the

national weal, that change is in the right direction, and
either by custom or legislation, " Tenant Right" must,
ere long, become the law of the land. The items which
ai-e usually computed in the " Tenants' Rights," to which
I am anxious to direct attention are, dressings, half dress-

ings, tillages, half tillages, fallows, half fallows, and the

like. These may be divided into two classes—charges

which consist of labour only ; and charges for manure in

substance, or expended on the land, and assumed to be
only i)artially exhausted. As regards labour, it is clear

that the proper performance of the seasonable and re-

quisite labour in ploughing and preparing the land at a

fair and reasonable price must be beneficial to the in-

coming tenant, unless he be so circumstanced as to be
able to perform these operations himself. An in-coming
tenant, however, may, and frequently does, live at

such a distance from his new occupation as to render

the performance of the work with his own men and cattle

inconvenient ; or he may have work to perform on the

farm he is about to quit, for the in-coming tenant. It

cannot be questioned that if such arrangements could be
made for the out- going tenant to perform the requisite

operations of the season, to be paid by the in-coming
tenant, it would be advantageous, provided the work was
performed in a n-orkman-Vike manner and on reasonable

terms. It is, however, indispensable that the work
should be well performed. Every tenant thus changing
from one occupation to another would ]iay and be paid

for his labour, and the receipt would meet the expendi-
ture. I am, however, of opinion that all labour opera-
tions should be matter of agreement between the in-

coming and out-going tenant, and not the subject of
custom, unless they are submitted to a strict serutiny
both as to the execution and cost. A right of entry should
be given to the in-coming tenant with the use of a por-
tion of the buildings for his cattle, so as to enable him
to carry on the necessary operations, if he desired and
found it convenient so to do. Were this my own indi-

vidual opinion, I should have hesitated ere 1 ventured to

bring it forward with so much confidence, but I am enabled
to refer to several practical authoritits in support of my
views. Amongst these I will quote the observations of

Mr. Layton Cooke, in his book on " Valuations," and
in which, speaking on this subject, he says—"The
valuations alluded to include charges for fallows, half-

fallows, dressings, half-dressings, leys, fodder, manure,
coppices or underwood, and hedge-rows. If the land
in the districts in which this custom prevails were
in better condition than that in the other parts of the
kingdom, if the cultivation were more perfect, or any
ulterior benefit were likely to accrue from it, there
might be some reason, though an insufficient one, for ad-
hering to it ; but experience proves that land free from
these extraordinary charges, particularly land of an infe-
rior quality, is cultivated with greater spirit, and with
infinitely greater success, in districts where this custom
is unknown. Nor is this a result that it would be un-
reasonable to expect, as the effect of locking up a por-
tion of the occupier's capital must unquestionably be to
limit the number of competitors for land, to retard agri-
cultural improvements, to abridge the profit of the te-
nant, to reduce the income of the proprietor, and to pre-
judice the gross value of the estate. Though obviously
inimical to the interests of all parties, this practice has
by frequent occurrence become so much a matter of
course as almost to escape the observation of those to
whom it is of the greatest importance.^ Of the tenants'

dues above specified, the fallows are paid for according

to the quantum of labour bestowed upon them, that is

to say, according to the number of times the different

operations are stated to have heen repented, whether
they have been judiciousli/ or economically exceeded or

not; to this charge are added the rent and taxes. Half-

fallows are charged on land that has borne one crop of

corn subsequent to its being fallowed. The charge for

dressings includes manure produced upon the premises,

and the cost of the removal and distribution thereof.

Half-dressings are charged upon land from which one
crop has been taken subsequent to the manuring, and if

on turnip land fed off with sheep ; this comprehends also

a charge for folding. Any manure that may be unap-
propriated is also subject to charge. An acreable charge

is imposed for leys, varying in amount according to the

number of years the land has been seeded. The fodder,

straw, and chaff, are included in the inventory. The
coppices or underwoods arc paid for down to the stub ;

viz., for each year's growth of the different falls or pe-

riodical cuttings ; and the wood in the hedge-rows, be-

yond what may be sufficient to reinstate the fence, is, in

some instances, also an object of valuation. The aggre-

gate of these items frequently represents a sum bearing

a large proportion to the amount of the farmer's capital,

and affords opportunities, which are not always lost, for

practices of the most disreputable description. It is as-

sumed that no one would embark in agricultural pursuits

unless he anticipated a profit equal to at least 10 per

cent, per annum on the capital employed ; he would,
consequently, be unwilling to part with any portion of

his capital, unless he obtained for it a rate of interest

commensurate with this expectation. The only means
he has to secure an equivalent for the amount absorbed by
tlicse valuations on taking a farm is to deduct the interest

tiiereof from the annual value of the land, free from such
cliarges, and the nduced sum would be the rent of land

subject to these valuations. The following statement

shows the effect produced by the extraordinary charges

alluded to, and, to a certain extent, accounts for the dif-

ference in the value of land of similar quality in districts

wliere these valuations prevail, compared with those in

which they are unknown

—

The rent of a farm of 200 acres, unfettered by valuations, £
at oOs. an acre, is 300

If the extraordinary charges average £3 per acrp, the sum
to be paid by the incoming tenant is £600, and the

deduction of 10 per cent, thereon is 60

Which reduces the rent subject to valuations to 240

If applied to the fee simple, the reduction it causes in

the value of the estate cannot be mistaken

—

£300 per annum, at 30 years' purchase, is. . £9,000
£240 per annum, at 30 years' purchase, is. . 7,200

Causing a deficiency of. . 1,800

in the value of the fee simple, and producing a loss to

the proprietor of 20 per cent, on the value of the pro-
perty, whether retained in possession or disposed of,

and three times the amount of the sum he is presumed
to have originally received for tenant dues. The ques-
tion is, however, put in a more favourable point of view
than it would generally assume; for as the principal items

of valuation consist of labour and other acreable charges,

not dependant on produce, the amount might be, and
frequently is, as high upon inferior soils as on those of

greater fertility, and diminishes in a great degree the

value of the land : for instance-
Kent of 200 acres, free from these

charges, is £150 equal to 15s. per acre.

Interest on £600 as before, is . . 60 equal to 6s. per acre.

Reduces rent, subject to va-

luationsj^to , . , 90 equal to 98. per aae.
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being a reduction of 40 per cent, on the value of the es-

tate ; and in cases where the vahiation of tenants' dues,

upon a similar description of land, exceeds Jt!5 per acre,

or where the land is of a still lower quality, it occasions

a fearful diminution, involving possibly an amount equal

to a moiety of the value of the property. Tenants who
have paid for these items on entry are entitled to be

reimbursed on quitting ; but a landowner could

not appropriate his surplus ciipital to a better pur-

pose than lo paying the amount of these invento-

ries, and re-letting his estate free from all such in-

cumbrances, at proportionably improved rents."

The counties in vvhich this species of valuation is

principally found are Kent, Sussex, and Surrey. In a

work published some time ago by Messrs. Kennedy and
Grainger, " On the Customs of the various Counties of

England," the same view is taken. It says that in many
instances every exertion is used to make up a bill with-

out reference at all to the value of that for which the

money is paid ; whereas, in other parts of the country,

a man sees and knows that he has value received for his

money. I believe it will be admitted, on all hands, that

in the districts to which I allude, in the words of a

gentleman who was called to give evidence on the

subject before the Agricultural Customs Committee, " a

fraud is committed upon the incoming tenant when he

comes in, which, in self-defence, he himself commits in

turn when he goes out." Now, gentlemen, you are

aware that there has recently been an inquiry on the

subject of agricultural customs, and that a great many
practical men have been examined, some of whom have

been accustomed to valuations, while others are extensive

farmers, who have long given their attention to the sub-

ject. I shall, in order to support my view of the in-

justice and bad v/orking of this system of valuation,

briefly call your attention to a few extracts from the

evidence of some of f'.ose gentlemen. Mr, Barnes, of

Kent, in giving his evidence before the Agricultural

Customs Committee last session, said

—

" In the Weald of Kent, the payments made there to the

outgoing tenant are for the underwood down to the stubb,

the fallows, including rent and taxes and manures, and gene-

rally speaking half manures, but they are iu some cases now
being bought otf by the landlords."

The fact is, these valuations have been found so onerous,

from their not being productive—unlike that which we
want in the case of tenant-right, namely, that a man
should receive compensation for that which he has put into

the soil—that no one can say that the benefit is at all com-
mensurate to tlie amount of payment. The most im-

portant evidence on this subject was given under
rather peculiar circumstances. I apprehend it will

not be treason against the House of Commons

—

at all events, as the House is not now sitting, I

shall not stand any chance of being placed in the cus-

tody of the Sergeant- at-Arms—it will not be treason

againstthat house to say that the gentlemen who composed
the .Agricultural Customs Committee as a whole were
anything but friendly to the subject brought before them
(Hear, hear). I do not know whether we can say that

there were more than three members zealous in the cause

;

perhaps there were one or two who might be doubtful,

and all the rest were dead against us (Hear, hear). For-

tunately, however, we were able to bring forward a

phaliinx of competent witnesses, who stated facts within

their own knowledge and which were incontrovert-

ible. Of the fifty-one or fifty-two witnesses called,

you will find that about forty- nine were called by
the advocates of tenant-right ; and that they all sup-

ported that view of the question. When it came to

the defendants' turn to call witnesses, they brought

forward two or three ; and I will give you a specimen of

the manner in which they attempted to cast obloquy on

the question of tenant-right. They called gentlemen
who faithfully and clearly describ;d " tenants' rights" in

their own district, and who also animadverted most
severely upon those " rights." But mark, gentlemen,
what was the object of those who called them ? Why to

confound tenants' rights with tenant-right ; and to

damage the great question of tenant-right by showing,
on the evidence of one or two practical men, how un-
justly and unfairly it operated in a particular district !

Now, the strong evidence on this subject was that given

by Mr. Clutton, a gentleman residing in the neighbour-
hood of Ileigate. Mr. (Jlutton's experience in such
matters is well known ; he is known to be a man exten-
sively engaged in his profession, and in whom the

greatest confidence can be placed ; and though I have
not the pleasure of knowing him, I am prepared to say,

after a careful perusal of his evidence, that it appears to

me to have been given with the utmost straightforward-

ness and fairness, and it is, I have no doubt, in full

accordance with his experience. It answered not, how-
ever, the purpose for which it was intended. The at-

tempt was so glaring that he was the last witness

called : although they had only called one or two before,

they then closed the inquiry. Now, on the question

v/hich I have brought before the club—that of the injury

which tenants suffer in these districts from this species

of bastard tenant-right, and which it has been attempted
to mix up with the real tenant-right, for the purpose of

mystifying the whole subject—on that question I will

read to you the evidence given by Mr. Clutton, and I

have no doubt it will tend to convince you of the correct-

ness of the position with v>hich I started. Mr. Clutton

is asked—

•

In the county of Surrey is not there a tenant-right existing

to a very great extent ? Yes.

What is the prevailing custom of compensation that exists ?

I will describe to you the custom.

Do so, if you please ? Where the full custom of the county
is spoken of, and where the tenant speaks of being paid a full

valuation, according to the custom of the country, that means
that he is paid for dressings, and half-dressings, of dung, and
lime, and sheep foldings, for ploughings and fallows, including

the rent and taxes of the fallows, half-fallows, and lays.

Naked fallows ? i'es, whether naked or otherwise ; seed

sown with the spring corn.

That is the seed of the clover or rye-grass ? Yes ; the

underwoods down to the stem, hay and straw at a feeding

price, the hay and straw being at a market price where the

half dressings are not paid for ; these valuations are settled by
two valuers, or their umpire.

Have you stated to the Committee the nhole of the articles

for which compensation is generally given in Surrey ? Yes,

by custom.

You have stated it promotes a system of fraud and false-

hood among the farmers, and even extends to the labouiers
;

will you state in what way it has that effect ? It takes place

principally iu the half-dressings; by which I mean, and which
is generally meant in the county, those manurings from which
only one crop of corn has been taken. Where manure has

been put on at a distance of time it is exceedingly difticult

to check the quantity or quality of the dressings, and we find

that very false returns are made of it.

Both of the quantity aud of the quality? Yes; both

of the quantity and of the quality.

You find in many cases where farms are about to be given

up, they scatter down an inferior aud smaller quantity of

manure, aud claim for it as dressing ? They work up to a

quitting.

They work out a false account ? They work out the farm,

and put in inferior manure.

To receive payment for it as if it were of good quality ?

Yes ; having been so imposed upou at starting, they feel justi-

fied in playing the same tricks upon their quitting ; it is fre-

quently done.

Where the tenants have a right of rerauueration for dress-

ings and half dressings, are they paid for the cake as well ?
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Taey are paid for the manure, the vahie of which is therehy

increased.

The vahie of the cake is taken in the value of the manure
;

Yes, but not as a proportion of the cost of the cake.

In consequence of the extended use of cake, has it risen in

price to the consumer ? Yes.

Do you attribute it to that cause ? No doubt.

AVith regard to manures, do you find that there is any diffi-

culty in ascertaining the value of manure when it is in tlie

yard ; it is more in the half dressings and the whole dressings

that you think the difficulties and disputes occur ? There is

not much difficulty in ascertaining the value of the manure
while it is in the yard ; there is a great deal of difficulty in

ascertaining the value of the manure after it has been carried

out and mixed with the soil, even that from which no crop

has been taken ; the difficulty is increased of course with half

dressings.

Do you find a disposition among the tenantry to lessen

those payments, by desiring the landlord to take the dressings

and half dressings ? They are desirous of having them bought
up.

Again, Mr. Glutton says

—

Then as to the half-dressings, meaning dung applied in a

former year, you stated you had great difficulty in ascertaining

the quantity and quality that had been applied ? Yes.

Inasmuch as it has been made on the premises, you have no
test to go to—no tradesman's or merchant's bill, as you would
for bones, but you are obliged to rely upon the e\ideucc of the

tenant and his labourers ? Yes,

That you consider an objectionable custom ? Yes.

With regard to the payment for naked fallows, though they

belong to rather an obsolete mode of farming, probably it has

a fair though unavoidable claim, as long as that system exists ?

Yes ; naked fallows are not very much practised ; but whether
they are naked or bearing a green crop, they are equally paid

for.

Is it not the case, that in other counties, where root crops have
been substituted for tlie naked fallows, though the ploughings
and harrovvings may be allowed for, no one wouhl think of

allowing for the rent and taxes on the turnip crop ? No, I

think it is peculiar to Surrey.

Tlierefore that is a claim arising out of an old practice of

farming, which, although the motive is gone, has somehow or

other been allowed to contuuie in Surrey ? Yes.

Then of course you consider the half-fallows still more ob-

jectionable and unreasonable ? Yes, I do.

And what you chiefly object to in the custom of Surrey is

th.e half-dressings and the half-fallows ? Yes, that is the prin-

cipal objection.

Do you find that appraisers are appointed by tenants to go
over the farms, and tell them liow to make a high valuation ?

Yes.

You have known that ? Yes.

To make the highest possible charge ? Yes ; they go over
to tell those tenants how they may get up their valuations.

You have found that those allowances have beeii so onerous
on the incoming tenant, that in some instances landowners
have been induced to buy them up, and discharge their estates,

because they were found practically to limit the choice of

tenants, and to lock up the capital of those who had been in-

duced to take their farms ? That has been done extensively.

1 That lando.vners have bought them up ? Yes, particularly

the half-dressings and half-fallows ; those being the items of

valuation in which the tenant feels he is most liable to be im-
posed upon, and where there is the least check.

You say it has limited the choice of tenants and locked up
capital ; do you mean that farms are not so readily let m
Surrey, owing to this heavy tenant-right ? It has a tendency
to lower the rents of the farms.

Do you find the rent of land in that district is lessened as

compared with other parts of England where you have been
employed as an agent ? Yes.

Within your own knowledge you state that fact ? Un-
doubtedly.

Now, I would have you pay particular attention to that

point. That is the material difference between these

valuations and the system of tenant-right as we under-
stand it. The farmer should in all cases be required to

produce his bills, and to show what quantity of cake
and bones had been used ; but in the case referred to

by the witness, it does not appear necessary that it

should be shown that any artificial manure at all has
been purchased and applied. Anything that can be
scraped up in the shape of manure, anything which can
possibly be called by the name, is spread over the land

;

a charge is made for dressing or half dressing, and there

is no possibility of ascertaining anything with respect to

the value ; custom gives effect to the charge. After

being asked the question vfhich I have read, with respect

to tradesmen's or merchants' bills, Mr. Glutton's exami-
nation continues

—

Do you not find that the disadvantage of the Surrey tenant-

right is, that the same money is paid for the bad farming as

for the good farming ? Yes.

That is the mischief of the tenant-right in Surrey ? Yes
;

if the paying for the tenant-right ensured our getting what we
pay for, there would be no objection to it ; but we know from
practice that it is not possible.

A Mr. Boniface, of Sussex, who is the agent of the

Duke of Norfolk, is then examined. He is asked

—

Then the payment for dressings is for the manures ? Yes

;

made on the land, and from which no crop has been produced.

Half-dressings comprise the dung from which one crop has
been produced. So vyfith regard to lime, where no crop has

been prod\;ced, or if it be in the heap on the farm, it is paid for

at tiie full cost. If it has produced one straw crop, then it is

half the cost.

Yon say that you have a difficulty so.metimes in ascertaining

what is the real claim for half-dressings? Yes.

What was the nature of the half-dressings ; was it dung
employed '? Dung and lime. The difficulties I have ex-

perienced have been, first, as to the quantity applied, as to

which yoti must take the statement of the person interested

;

and the next difficulty has been as to the quality of it.

Those were manures that had not been purchased ? Manures
that liad not been purchased.

Where of course no bills could be brought forward to corro-

borate the statement ? Yes, just so.

So that, you see, these gentlemen, both of whom were
called, as I said before, for the express purpose of da-
maging the real que.-tiou of tenant-right, point out
most clearly the distinction between the one and the

other. They say, that wherever evidence can be ad-
duced, such as that of the bills, as to any expenditure

for artificial manure or for cake upon the farm, they find

no difficulty in estimating the value ; they say that they

are sufficient judges of the value of manure to set a pro-
per value upon it where cake has been used. But the

great complaint which is made has respect, it appears,

to claims made where, as it is here pithily expressed, no
vahie has been received. Now, with respect to the ma-
nure and the labour—the two prir.cipal things to which
I desire to direct attention in reference to the question

under discussion— I will just read one or two sentences

from the evidence of Mr. Heseltine, of Lincolnshire,

who is, I dare say, personally known to a great many
gentlemen in this room ; at least he is well known in

Lincolnshire as not only an extensive but an experienced
farmer. In a few words, this gentleman shows the Lin-
colnshire system to be, in two or three important parti-

culars, that which I contend the general system ought
to be—that for which the objectionable customs in the

counties which I have named ought to be exchanged.
With respect to labour I find the following question :

—

" The out-going tenant ploughs up the whe-it stubbles .'"

The answer is, "If he agree with the in-coming te-

nant." So that it is a matter of agreement ; and in such
a case there can be no doubt that the in-coming tenant

will lake care to have an arrangement by which he will

have work properly executed, or value received, for his

money. The custom, so far as I can understand the

1
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expression, comes into operation only when there is no
j

in-coming tenant. " If the out-going tenant had
ploughed, lie would be allowed to receive according to

\

the custom of the country." That follows the answer
which I have just read—" If he agree with the in-

coming tenant." So that it is perfectly clear that where
there is an in-coming tenant the custom does not

come into operation ; but if there be an in-coming
tenant, the out-going tenant who has ploughed is en-

titled, according to the custom, to be paid. The witness

adds, " The out-going tenant would be paid for all the

labour he has done upon the farm consistently with good
husbandry." Now there is the material distinction.

Although there is a custom existing in Lincolnshire by
which the out-going tenant ploughs, yet that ploughing

is the subject of an agreement between him and his suc-

cessor, if there be one ; and this a^ain is further qualified

by the stipulation that the labour performed must be
" consistent with good husbandry" (Hear). Now the

evil of which I have to complain in reference to this

question is, in fact, a very simple one. You are of

course awaie that when the question was placed upon
the card, the evidence from which 1 have quoted had not
been given. My opinions on the subject were based upon
Messrs. Kennedy and Grainger's work, published some
few years ago. What I desire to fix your attention upon
this evening is, the contrast between the two sorts of

tenant rights. In the one case there is no means what-
ever of ascertaining what is the quality of the manure,
or what quantity has been put on the land ; neither is

there any means of rscertaining whether the work has
been well executed or not. On the other hand, under
the system of tenant right which we advocate, you can
have information on both points. By the production of

the bills, and from the testimony of experienced men, you
have evidence as to the outlay which has been made

;

and as regards Lincolnshire, which I hold to be at the

present moment the county to which, above all others,

we may look for an example of what tenant-right has

done and what it can do—in the case of Lincolnshire, I

say, you have it clearly pointed out to you, that though
there prevails a custom which gives the in-coming ten-

ant payment for labour, the matter is still open to an
arrangement between the out-going tenant and the in-

coming tenant ; and, at all events, the work must be
performed consistently with good husbandry. Gentle-

men, I intimated to you at the outset, and I beg now to

repeat, that I have always felt that this question is one
which should be dealt with by men practically engaged in

the profession of valuing ; but, having taken great interest

in the question of tenant right, and having at length be-

come convinced that there was great mystification with

respect to the two species of tenant-rights, if I may so term
them—the one of which I call tenants' rights, the other

I designate tenant-right— I thought it would be useful

to aflford a body of men like yourselves an opportunity

of considering the subject, and of eliciting that infor-

mation which we are anxious should emanate from this

club, and go forth to the agricultural world, in order

that all may in future be able to distinguish between that

which is good and that which is bad under the name of

tenant right. And I have been confirmed in my opinion

as to the propriety of the course which I have taken

—

however imperfectly I may have performed the task

—

by the circumstance which I have just mentioned,

namely, that there has been lately the most ingenious at-

tempts to mystify these two questions, and to damage
the real question of tenant right, that the ingenuity of

fourteen or fifteen experienced members of Parliament

could possibly have devised (Hear, hear). Gentlemen,
having made these lemarks, I shall sit down, fully con-

vinced that the discussion on this subject will call forth,

from practical men, observations and information of far

greater value than it has been in my power to place be-
fore you.

The Rev. J. R. Warren said : I consider the ques-
tion which has been introduced this evening a very im-
portant one, afTecting, as it does, not only the tenant,

but the landlord. I am glad to find, too, that the ques-
tion of tenant-right—using that expression in its com-
mon acceptation— is now resolving itself into a question
of fair dealing, as between tenant and tenant, as well as

between landlord and tenant. It is a question which we
ought to consider in a temper which at all times becomes
those whose grand object as agriculturists it should be
to increase the produce of the land fairly, honourably,
uprightly, and for the benefit of the people at large

(Hear, hear). It strikes me that, in the way in which
the subject has been introduced by Mr. Shaw, it is fairly

open to discussion as a question between tenant and te-

nant, so called. And I would, iu a very humble spirit

in reference to this matter, appearing here in the double
capacity of landlord and tenant, submit to you whetner,
when we are considering this question, we should not,
first of all, endeavour to cast out the beam in our own
eye, before we attempt to remove the mote out of our
brother's eye. If we enter upon the discussion of the
question without such a feeling, we shall be very apt to

be misled. I have often felt, and I do feel more and
more strongly, when I hear this subject discussed as it

affects the rights and interests of agriculturists, that they
of all others ought in this country to be upheld and
respected ; for they are the labourers in the soil, and it

is the soil which maintains the people (Hear, hear). I

think, therefore, that all matters relating to the cultiva-

tion of the land should in these troublous times have
precedence. The great point now to be considered is

the rights of tenants—tenants so called, in respect of
their holdings. But we have also to regard the rights of
property. We are not by any means to overlook the

way in which parties become tenants (Hear, hear). The
landlord has surely a right to deal with his property
fairly towards himself; but then he is also bound not to

abuse his property to the hindrance and hurt of those
who depend upon it for their living. And when we
look to the landlord for the occupation, we have a right

to say to him, " You should mete oul, to us the same
measure that you expect to be meted withal. You ought
not to receive our money, in the shape of rent, unless
you give us a fair opportunity of making that rent, as

we are bound to do" (Hear, hsar). I speak rather

feelingly on this subject. I am the occupier of

some land, which is as good as any in the county
of Essex. Some of the land which I hold wes
formerly said to be the garden of Essex ; but I do
feel— I feel it as a Christian minister ; and I do not
say this at all out of disrespect to a man who is now
departed, but with a view of speaking the truth. I say

it is a cruelty to have land on any terms, good land, some
of the best in the county, so managed, that it requires

years to put it into such a condition as will grow you a

fair return for your outlay. I mean, of course, a fair

rent to the landlord, and that remuneration to the tenant

which he ought to receive : for you are not to " muzzle the

ox that treads out the corn." The tenant has a right,

in my humble judgment, even before that of th3 land-

lord—a right to be paid for the sweat of his brow
(cheers) ; but, at the same time, it is not for a moment
to be supposed that the landlord is not to be respected

also in all his rights (Hear, hear). The point to which I

would especially direct attention is the way in which land

is managed. As regards my own farm, when I first oc-

cupied it, its condition was very similar to that described

in the quotations which Mr. Shaw has read to us. I had

a quantity of straw, such straw, indeed, that it was

almost a shame to call it by that name. When I went
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into a field to shoot, a year before I took the farm, I was
up to my knees in weeds ; and I give you my word of

honour, and my bailiff would give evidence to the same
effect, that when I burnt the weeds, in a field of ten

acres, to which I more particularly allude, I spread ten

loads of ashes per acre
;
you may imagine, therefore, how

many cart-loads of weeds there must have been in that

field. As to the manure to replenish the earth, the

straw was thrown down, and, there being no stock

scarcely, beyond cart-horses, this manure was valued to

me as good manure; whereas any chemist, after analyzing

it, would have declared that it was worth little more than

the ashes of the straw would have produced. Consider the

case of a tenant having to pay for such manure as manure
of the best description, and that, too, in the very first year,

which is the most difficult of all to any tenant, because

he has so much to pay on entering into possession. Nay,
if he have not a good season, this payment throws
him, as it were, on his haunches, and he scarcely

knows how to proceed. Under such circumstances, he

has the greatest difficulty in obtaining any assistance
;

for the condition of the land is well known, and every

one is aware that it cannot produce in the next year, or

perhaj)s for years to come, what it ought to produce, con-

sidering the outlay necessarily made by the in. coming
tenant. I do consider that it is very important to con-

sider what is the condition of the manure when you take

a farm ; I do not hesitate to say, as regards this sub-

ject, and I think this point ought to be more fully under-

stood, that landlord and tenant should be as one when
they have to come before a court of justice. If a tenant

abuses the land, tenant-right would surely give the pos-

sessor or the in-coming tenant a right to compensation

for the damage which has been done. If there is to be

justice at all, justice should award damages for injury

done to the land. Whether it be one talent or ten talents,

you have no right to abuse what has been entrusted to

you ; you must employ it for good; and if you bury it

in the soil, you must expect to have it taken from you.

But if you do worse than this, if you leave the land in

such a condition that if the in-coming tenant farm at all

he can only do so at a loss, he has surely a right to a

remedy. Some gentlemen have exclaimed this evening

at the idea of such a return as 10 per cent, being ob-

tained by tenant farmers ; considering that we are told

in Scripture that some talents produce ten, twenty, and
one hundred-fold, I should think it strange indeed if we
could not command so small a return as 10 per cent.

;

and I cannot but conceive that nothing but gross mis-

management could prevent us from doing so. Surely

such a state of things could only arise from the want of

due consideration from the profligate state of the times.

It is to be feared that many men, who would have abund-
ance and to spare if they would but take care of it,

waste more than they consume, and then complain that

they have too little ! Of course, while we consider

tenant-right in reference to the public we ought also to

consider it in reference to private parties. The ques-

tion is one which should be dealt with fairly, and 1 do
think that if we are to have a jury of disinterested

men, it must be formed of half and half. (Hear, hear,

and laughter.) When the land is in such a bad condition

as we know it must have become in some parts of the

country, through the customs which prevail to the in-

jury of such property, how, I would ask, are you to find

new tenants for it .-' Is it to be expected that the land-

lord will buy up the valuations, if I may so express it,

in order to blind the eyes of the in-coming tenant?

It never ought to be so. Except under peculiar circum-
stances, the landlord ought not to be expected to buy up
tillages. There is one point in reference to tillages which
Mr. Shaw has not touched upon, though, in my opinion,

it is extremely important ; I refer to the manner in which

the work is performed. There are two ways of doing

such work ; if you plough well, deep-stir the land, and
have proper grubbers, you get from the land a suf-

ficient amount of produce ; but if you do the work
at a bad time out of spite to the landlord ; or if, again,

being dissatisfied at having to go out of possession, you
neglect cultivation, and do not care whether the work
be well or ill performed, great injury will generally

arise ; and it is very important that the in-coming tenant

should know how the tillages have been performed. I

would only say, in conclusion, that it appears to me that

the difficulties in the way of the in-coming tenant are

considerable ; and I do think that, considering the in-

creasing population, there ought to be a commission
appointed to go round and procure by day information

to be discussed, if they please, at night. At all events,

I wisli to see all parties awake and alive to a question

which becomes so important when we see the population

increasing by thousands ; and I would add, that we ought

to consider this increase a blessing, instead of turning

our population out of the country, as it were, to go and
seek a living abroad. Let us aim at such a state of

tilings that we shall be able to say, " Blessed be God,
that wiih an increase in population He has given us an
increase of happiness ;" and, if we are guided by what
we read in Scripture, we shall come to the conclusion

that such is the proper result.

Mr. Beadel said : Mr. Shaw, in introducing the

subject, let fall some observations which have induced

me to rise on this occasion. He said the subject was
one which belonged peculiarly to valuers ; and as I

happen to be included, whether fortunately or otherwise,

in that class, I feel bound to make one or two remarks.

In doing so, I will endeavour to confine myself as far as

possible, strictly to the subject stated on the card, leav-

ing other subjects, or other ramifications of this question,

to be discussed on future occasions. The question, as

stated by Mr. Shaw, is, " The pernicious consequences

resulting from the payment by the in-coming to the out-

going tenant for tillages and manure made on the farm,

according to the customs of some districts." If I

rightly understand Mr. Shaw's meaning, his observa-

tions applied particularly to three counties— Kent, Sur-
rey, and Sussex. lie certainly glanced also at Lincoln-

shire as a pattern (laughter). He first endeavoured to

draw a distinction—and I think the distinction is a

marked one—between what he has designated this even-

ing as tenants' rights and tenant-right. Now, whatever
I may think on the subject of tenant-right, I will re-

serve my opinions on the question for a future occasion,

and will confine myself to what is mentioned on the

card, namely, tenants' rights; that is, all such matters

and things as the out-going tenant expects to be paid for

by the in-coming tenant. Mr. Shaw considers that the

custom which prevails in this respect in the three coun-
ties specified is objectionable, and I am quite sure that

in this opinion every Englishman will concur when he
knows that what the tenant is called upon to pay for is

what he can neither see nor value. I think there can be
no difference of opinion amongst us on this point ; but
it must be exceedingly objectionable that a person
hiring a farm, on coming into possession of that farm
should be called upon to pay for that which lias been
done without seeing it and being able to form an opinion
of its value. I quite agree in the evidence given by Mr.
Glutton that there is a great deal of deceit frequently

practised in reference to such matters. It so happens
that I have been engaged professionally both in the

county of Surrey and in the county of Sussex, and I

have frequently assented to things without feeling at all

certain that I was doing right : but there was no avoid-

ing it, because no direct evidence could be obtained

(Hear, hear). The next point which I gathered frotn
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Mr. Shaw was this—that what you can look at and
handle there can be no objection to pay for. Now this

was consolatory to me as an Essex man. In that county

we do not pay for anything but that. Though I would
not pretend for a moment that Essex can vie with Lin-

colnshire, yet I must say that we do not there pay for

half- dressings and half-fallows, and in some very large

districts it is not customary even to pay for labour and
manure. I do not find as the result of my experience

that this circumstance at all militates against good and
husbandman-like cultivation of the land (Hear, hear).

Mr. Shaw suggested that the landlord was the proper

party to buy up tenants' rights. Now on that subject

there may be some difference of opinion ; but it really

appears evident to my mind that landlords are the only

parties who can buy them up, and for this simple rea-

son : the valuations, whatever they may be, upon a farm

have grown out of a custom, and the custom could not

be taken to any one but the party who originally let the

land to the holder. It is exactly like the case of a rec-

tory and a vicarage. A vicarage is in fact something

which was granted away from a rectory, and a similar

observation will apply to the custom of which I have

been speaking. I perfectly agree, therefore, with Mr.
Shaw that the landlord is the proper party to buy up
the valuations, and I am also satisfied that the sooner

landlords do buy them up and put an end to the present

system the better will it be, not only for the tenantry,

but also for the proprietor. For it is to be remembered
that it is not live but dead capital which we are now
considering. It is capital which does not fructify ; it is

comparatively unremunerative, and it remains just where

it is until the in-coming tenant becomes an out-going

tenant, and having been, as it were, cheated himself, has

an opportunity of returning the compliment by cheating

the gentleman who succeeds him (laughter). If the

landlord were to buy up such matters he would secure a

better class of tenantry. A person who comes to look

at a farm in this position finds that it will take so much
more capital than another farm of the same extent, and
this may deter him from taking that which is offered.

By abstracting so much from the floating capital you
prevent the farmer from employing his capital bene-

ficially to himself and the landlord. The landlord him-
self is injured, for every man must admit that if a farm
is well and properly cultivated the landlord is as much
benefited as the tenant. We all know that if we have

a poor farm of our own, that which prevents us from
keeping up the rent is its bad condition. If it were pro-

perly cultivated, the manures properly made, and the

fallows properly done, there would be no trouble in

letting it, because the inert capital required would be so

much less than in the case of a farm out of cultivation,

and because you would not have to live so long upon
trust. I am now stating my own opinion as

the result of experience, and I am quite willing

to be a target for others to shoot at (Hear, bear).

I will not, however, trouble you with many
more remarks. As regards the difference between
tenants' rights and tenant-right it has been drawn
by Mr. Shaw, who has stated that by the former he
means those things for which the in-coming tenant has
to pay on entering into possession ; whereas, the mat-
ters included under the term tenant-right possess this

advantage over those just mentioned, namely, that they
are tangible, permanent, and visible. So far tenant-

right may be entitled to consideration but that the two
things are not identical, I deny. I do not go the length

of my friend, Mr. Shaw, in asserting that the gentlemen
who examined the question in the House of Commons,
by amalgamating the two questions, as it were designed
to throw dust in our eyes ; but it is quite certain that,

in what they said, they were talkuig about tenants' rights,

and that in doing so, they did, in fact, confound them
with tenant-right. That subject may, however, be dis-

cussed at some future time : I refrain from entering

into it at present. I will only say, in conclusion, that

the more you reduce the amount which the tenant has

to pay on taking possession of a farm, the more you re-

duce the necessity for his advancing a large amount of

capital which is to be inert, the more will you benefit

the tenant, and in so doing, benefit the landlord.

Mr. Stokes : Suppose you do not find a tenant for a

farm when it becomes vacant, who, in that case, pays

the tenant's rights ?

Mr. Beadel : The landlord. That occurred in two
instances last Michaelmas. We were not able to let

the farms, and the landlord paid, not tenant-right, but
tenants' rights ; that is, he paid the valuation which
would have been paid by the in-coming tenant had the

farm been let.

Mr. Lattimore : There is one point on which I

certainly agree with Mr. Beadel, and that is, that the

getting rid of the troublesome question introduced this

evening rests entirely with the landowners. The ques-

tion before us is simply this, whether the existing custom,
which has nothing to do with tenant-right (Hear, hear),

and which has been suffered to grow up by the consent of

the landlordand the passive assent of the agent, is attribut-

able, as a fault, to those parties or to the tenant, who,
in order to get possession of the farm, is obliged to sub-

mit to the condition imposed. I know, from practical

experience, or at least on the testimony of friends of my
own, who have gone into Surrey, the pernicious effects

of entering upon farms under such circumstances. A
gentleman on my left (the Rev. J. B. Warren) has made
some observations with respect to the former bad con-
dition of land to the possession of which he himself has

succeeded ; this land being, I believe, in Essex. Now,
I would just put this question to that gentleman—under
what circumstances was the land in question held by the

previous tenant ? If we can learn from him upon what
terms the former tenant held, we shall be able to judge
better as to the merits of the case, and we may think

that some additional rights were necessary to enable the

party to cultivate the estate in a proper manner.
The Rev. J. B. Warren : He and his father had

been tenants for 20 or 30 years.

Mr. Lattimore : On what terms ?

The Rev. J. B. Warren : The terms were most
liberal.

Mr. Lattimore : Was there a lease .''

The Rev. J. B. Warren intimated that such was the

case.

Mr. Lattimore : This is almost the only case of the

kind of which I have heard. Such cases are certainly

the excejition, and not the rule. The observation was
made by one of the preceding speakers, that a tenant
could not obtain an advance of money upon a farm in

such a condition as that described. Now I would put it

to you whether, under present circumstances, this object

is likely to be effected. The existing state of the law is

well described by the evidence of Mr. Stewart, who is

certainly an impartial witness. He says, the old notion

was that the agricultural tenant was a mere husbandman
of the land, and his claim as regarded his holding was an
exceedingly weak one ; long terms, or leases, being looked
upon generally with suspicion. Now, under those cir-

cumstances—and mark, it is to a great extent the present
state of the law—you can hardly expect any man to

exert himself to put land into a good condition ; into

such a condition, that is, that the successor may lake pos-
session with advantage to himself. To illustrate this, I

would mention a case which lately came under my own
notice : I was in Scotland last year, when a lease ran out

which was held by an excellent practical farmer ; and
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this gentleman found that, in consequence of the high
condition of the farm v/hich he had occupied, so high
were the biddings at the end of the lease, that there was
no chance whatever of his remaining in possession ; and
he was, therefore,.compelled to quit the farm. Now the

position in which that gentleman was placed certainly

Operated upon the minds of his brother farmers in the

TiOwlands. They said, " We have heard a good deal

of tenant-right, and it is surely wanted here : such a

tenant-right as all honest men would desire to carry out."
Every one saw, in fact, that what was wanted to com-
plete a good system of cultivation in Scotland was an
equitable tenant-right ; that while leases laid a good
foundation, something more - that which is called tenant-

right—was necessary to secure fertility to the Sdil (Hear,
hear). If a law had existed, under which tenant-right

was enjoyed, perhaps we should not have heard, this

evening, the complaint as to the former condition of cer-

tain land in Essex. I, for one, am not prepared to ad-
mit that we should be justified in passing a severe vote of

censure on any man for leaving land out of condition,

unless we had ample proof before us that he had full

security for any outlay, and could therefore entertain a

just confidence in making it. Now the same gentleman
to whom I have just referred has made some remarks
with respect to the rights of landlords. I am quite sure

that we wish for equal justice to both parties (Hear,
hear). As observed by Mr. Beadel, the landlord would
be benefited by an improvement in the position of his

new tenant, if I should not rather say by the enjoyment
of security on the part of the old one. But I would
just ask whether the landlord may not give all that can
be desired.

The Chairman hoped the speaker would endeavour
to confine himself to the real question before the meet-
ing.

iVIr. Lattimore : I will do so : I believe the question

is the pernicious consequences that result from the ex-

isting state of the law. Now 1 believe the law has
grown up from the want of an equitable acknowledgment
of the rights which attach to the tenant farmer's capital.

As to the mode of getting rid of the evil, it rests with
the landlord himself. I frankly admit that on reading
the question as it stands on the card, it appeared to me
to have a somewhat contradictory character, and to be
somewhat calculated to mislead landlords. A sort of
reply appears to be furnished by the evidence of Mr.
Glutton. I thought, when 1 read that evidence, that it

evinced a little bit of the science of land-craft ; we have
had priest-craft and king-craft in other ages, and I

thought within myself, " This, perhaps, is the age of
land-craft" (laughter). Mr. Glutton's evidence went to

show the difficulty of doing justice to the landlord.

Now, I agree with Mr. Beadel that the landlord would
always be benefited by doing justice to the tenant ; and
if there be any absurd custom in existence which ope-
rates against the tenants' interest, the removal of it is

the best way of doing justice to the farmer, always re-

membering that two blacks can never make one white.
I argue, then, that it rests entirely with landlords and
their agents to get rid of this obstruction, and to put us
on a sound and equitable footing. As regards the claims
of the out-going upon the in-coming tenant, I maintain
that there should be one simple, general law. As there
is a law of debtor and creditor to regulate the ordinary
commercial transactions of the day, so also should there
be a law with respect to the question under considera-
tion ; which would prevent all mistakes about the value
of what is paid for. As " value received" for "goods
delivered" must be expressed in commercial dealings,

so should there be "value received" in the case of the
farm ; the evidence of practical men being required to

settle the claims of the out-going tenant in respect of

improvements on the estate. Now, gentlemen, if we
divest our minds of the mystery in the evil sometimes
involved in reference to this question, we shall come to

the conclusion that if any evil exists under the present

system it is not in the power of the tenant to remove it

;

and I will venture to remark, as regards the districts

where these various customs have grown up, that the

majority of farmers whom I know would be glad to get

all the farms to be disposed of to-morrow, if they

could have secuiity for the outlay to be made upon
them. What a man has bought he has a right to

sell : this has been said by candidates at an

election (laughter). If we can get this matter sim-

plified, and placed on a solid and substantial footing, we
shall have the brushwood cleared away, upon which we
may plant the stately oak, which would grow up for the

honour and advantage of this country (cheers).

Mr. Hawkins : We are in Suffolk in the same posi-

tion as they are in Essex ; we only pay there for what
we receive—mucks, tillages, &c., and I think it is fair

that the tenant should receive remuneration on that ac-

count. On some farms it is, I know, the custom to

perform only a part of the tillages. On the estate upon
which I reside we only give two clean earths and a

half. Mr. Hawkins then alluded to the remarks of the

Rev. Mr. Warren in reference to the bad condition of a
farm in his occupation, and deprecated the making of

such remarks.

The Ghairman interfered, and deprecated all allu-

sion to matters of a personal nature.

Mr. Hawkins : In some parts of Suffolk the manure
made in the last year belongs to the landlord ; but I

think the system pursued is rather reprehensible, for the

tenant who goes into possession of the farm often finds

very little manure, and what there is, is of such a de-

scription that it is hardly worth having. The tenant

would be in a much better position if, instead, he had
to pay for manure which was made for him. We all

know that where you pay for seeds, tillages, hay, and
thrashing to the out-going tenant, it is natural for the

farmer to make as much as he can at the expiration of

his term ; I do not say unjustly, but in fairness to him-
self. A grazing farmer will not keep so much stock in

the last year, when there is no tenant right, as he other-

wise would. This circumstance must, of course, induce

him to mow more of his seed for hay, and to leave a

larger crop than the in-coming tenant requires. There

are undoubtedly some things which require to bealtei'ed,

but I do not think that in my county we pay, as a ge-

neral rule, for more than we receive.

Mr. Bennett : In proceeding to address to the meeting

a few observations on this subject, I experience consider-

able embarrassment, inasmuch as 1 concur, to a great ex-

tent, in the opinion of Mr. Lattimore, that the evil

which has been stated from the chair is one which land-

lords have it in their power to remedy. I foresaw that,

when I first saw the printed announcement of the sub-

ject of this evening's discussion. The matter does not

appear to affect the farmers of England in general, but it

places them in difficulties as regards theirremovalfromone

part of the kingdom to another. It is very important

that they should know what customs prevail, and what
they would have to pay out of their own latitude. Last

summer I was called upon to go over a farm in the

neighbourhood of Epsom, and a very valuable farm it

was. However, it was ascertained that the terms on
which a tenant left were so favourable to him, and so un-

favourable to the incoming tenant, that it would require

a capital larger by i;*!, 500 to take it than it would
require to enter upon a farm of the same size in Bed-
fordshire or the midland counties. Under such circum-

stances I felt called upon to address the landlord as to

the impolicy of losing a most desirable tenant (for such
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was the result) through such a state of things, and I put

it to him whether it was not desirable that he should

buy up such extraordinary tenant's rights, and thus ena-

ble a person to take the farni under the same circum-

stances as he might take one in other parts of the king-

dom. But gentlemen are not always disposed to give a

thousand or fifteen hundred pounds without appearing

to receive any value. Considering that it is merely a

question of an extra amount of capital to be found by
the tenant, you will not find many landlords dis-

posed to purchase tliese tenant's rights. The sub-

ject may be looked upon in two points of view.

The custom is not so mischievous to the landlord as it

may at first sight appear. No one but a man of capital

can take a farm so situated. So far, there is an ad-

vantage to the landlord : a person without capital can-

not creep into a farm under such circumstances, and
thus the landlord enjoys greater security than he other-

wise would do (Hear, hear). I do not regard that result

as detrimental to the interests of agriculture. It is,

however, desirable to have a greater evenness of custom
throughout the country ; and that a man should, on
going into a farm, have " value received" for what he

pays is only common justice ; but I am not prepared to

go so far as our excellent Chairman did in saying that a

party has the same claim whether he have done his woi'k

badly or not. I never would be a party to the paying of

the same amount for work performed in a wretched and

slovenly manner as for work performed in a husband-

like manner (Hear, hear) ; and I cannot understand how
any one would think of thus fooling his money away.

If a party called that ploughing which, in my judgment,

was not ploughing, I should deal with the case ac-

cordingly. Let him call it what he pleased, it would be

matter for consideration. There is no tenant-right that

you can conceive under which we should not be open to

difficulties of that kind : even supposing the Legislature

were to pass an act establishing the principle of the right

of the tenant to payment for unexhausted improvements,

it must always be open for the consideration of men of

business whether a claim was just or merely a visionary

one, which could not be supported. I think that rather

more has been made of what a man has frequently to pay

than circumstances altogether warrant (Hear, hear).

Mr. Shaw has made a remark in which I most fully

agree, as to the desire which was manifested to swamp
the question of tenant-right when it was before the

Legislature last year. The kind of questions which
were put shewed clearly enough that the object was
to throw discredit on the whole question ; and every

person who was examined before the committee, if he

would honestly state his feelings, must confess that he

never went into a court of justice where he was more
severely cross-examined than he was on the question of

tenant-right (Hear, hear). There did appear to me to

be more of that than a fair and proper enquiry would
warrant. There seemed, in fact, to be a great desire to

damage the question altogether, and to shew its utter

impracticability (Hear, hear). It is stated, gentlemen,

that the thing is impracticable—that the question of get-

ting fairly at what a man ought to pay for is impractica-

ble. Why the same thing was said with regard to the

commutation of tithes (Hear, hear). And why did

Parliament interfere in that case ? Was it not because
justice and the proper cultivation of the soil required it?

Was it not that squabbles between the owners of land

and the occupiers of the soil might no longer take place,

and that if men will not come voluntarily to what is

right and fair, the legislature must bring them to it
.'

(Hear, hear). I contend that if, as farmers, we can
shew that we have invested anything in the soil which
we have not had an opportunity of taking out of it, we
are the creditors of the landlord and the public (Hear,

hear). If after tenant-farmers have expended woney in

the improvement of the soil, any circumstance arises to

cut oft" their connection with it, and they have no op-

portunity of taking out of the soil vfhat they have in-

vested, the common law of the land ought to give them
a fair and equitable remuneration for what they leave to

their successors. Gentlemen, to say that the object is

impracticable, is to say what is not true, and it is to

throw dust in the eyes of the farmers of this country.

I say it may be done—done with as much justice to the

landlord as to the tenant. I fully concur in the obser-

vation which has been made, that we ought to look at

both sides of the question. I know that a landlord may
be, and is, damaged by bad and slovenly cultivation

;

and, as I have stated before, I see no objection to

strengthening the landlord to secure good farming.

But there is no fairness in merely calling upon the

tenantry to cultivate the land well, as is done at agricul-

tural meetings throughout the country. It frequently

happens that when a landlord's health is proposed, he

will toast agriculture and exhort tenants to good firm-

ing ; but then he refuses to give them security for good
farming—we will not go into that question ; and this,

I think, is a fair ground of complaint against himself

(Hear, hear). A circumstance occurs to my mind at

this moment, which I think did much to direct the at-

tention of your Chairman to this subject of tenant-right.

Some years ago, Mr. Shaw came down to Bedfordshire,

and he took an opportunity of catechising a party whose
land, after being ploughed, exhibited a great many shoe-

strings, which, he said, he had not expected to see in

Bedfordshire. After he had made a few remarks of

that kind, some of us, who felt the spirit of John
Bull rising within us, turned round and asked

him whether there might not be some cause for what
he found fault with. One gentleman, a landlord, stated thnt

having been accustomed to foUow the hounds, he had not till

recently been aware that there was so much bad farming on
his estate ; it had not produced, he said, more than £4 per

acre, but having then got a farm into his own hands he had
made it produce four times that amount. The question of the

position of the tenant was then entered into, and it was ad-

mitted that if he had in fact done his utmost to improve the

sod, the landlord mighttake possession ofevery penuy's-worth;

so that there would be no just right to call upon the tenant to

improve uutil he had obtained security. There is one subject

I feel liound to introduce, rather as a matter for inquiry than

with any other view. When the subject of the diseases of

cattle was brought before the last meeting, a gentleman pre-

sent happened to say that he thought it was a dreadfid thing

for the farmers of England that such a horrible cattle-plague

should be allowed to extend through the kingdom. On mak-
ing this observation he was called to order. Now if at an or-

dinary meeting of this kind farmers are not allowed to go into

the consideration of an evil which is the greatest ever known
in this country, being no less than the poisoning of the beau-

tiful flocks of this country— if farmers, I say, are not allowed

to make the sliglitest reference to such a matter, I must say I

think that some alteration is necessary. I do not know whe-
ther a fresh constitution of the Farmers' Club will be required,

but I am certainly of opinion tiiat matters immediately con-

nected with the well-being of the farmers of this country are

proper subjects for discussion.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, I am quite sure you
will excuse me for a moment. If Mr. Bennett refers to

the report, he will find that the observation about not

alluding to politics did not come from the chair. When
I addressed the meeting after the discussion, I said that

I would not follow my friend by introducing politics ;

but the remark with respect to politics, of which he com-
plains, was made by another party. W'ith respect to the

powers of this club, it has a perfect right to discuss any
question. I consider that, having fixed a subject for

discussion, however extraordinary it may appear, it has a

perfect right to discuss it. But I am quite sure Mr.
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Bennett will agree with me that we best promote the
objects we have in view if, when we have agreed to dis-

cuss one question, we do not go into another. (Hear,
hear.) The question which we had to discuss on the
night in question was pleuro pneumonia, in respect of
its treatment medically, scientifically, and practically.

It was not whether it be proper to import foreign cattle,

or whether the disease did or did not arise from a change
in the laws ; and I consider that if I had at once stopped
any attempt to introduce such a subject as that, I should
have been performing my duty much better than I have
done to-night, in suffering two or three speakers to di-

verge from the matter in hand.
Mr. Parsons : Being the only representative of Sur-

rey in this room, I feel called upon to notice the slur

cast upon that county with respect to its customs. The
customs of Surrey have not, I think, b';en fairly stated.

I have heard a good deal said about dressings and half-

dressings, and Mr. Beadel has told us of a farm in the
neighbourhood of Epsom where the payments required
to be paid to the outgoing tenant were exceedingly heavy.
I do not think the customs are understood. Having
been born and bred in the county of Surrey myself, I

must say that they are not those which have been de-
scribed this evening. As regards the precise question
before us this evening, I must say that 1 do not see how
any pernicious consequences are likely to arise from the
fact of the incoming tenant paying for seeds. The ave-
rage payment is £5 per acre for the turnips and the

seed, and pernicious consequences I cannot admit. Good
certainly arises from the custom, as regards the relation

between landlord and tenant. In the first place, the
fact of a tenant paying for seeds on a farm shows the
landlord that he has sufficient capital, and I cannot ad-
mit that capital so employed is dead. I say it is most
necessary and useful that the incoming tenant should
pay for such valuations, even for the sake of keeping up
goodwill between landlord and tenant ; and I believe

that if this custom were abolished, great injury would
arise from the abolition, as regards the agricultural in-

terest. This, surely, ought to be avoided. We are
already overburdened with poor-rates and other incum-
brances ; and instead of raising discontents amongst
each other, we should try if we cannot agree among our-
selves to act for the common benefit. The season has
been a most adverse one, and the law has been so much
altered, that we scarcely know what is our real position :

we cannot tell how farming accounts will stand next
year ; but there is every reason to believe that they will

be worse rather than better. I must say that I think it

would be better to let the subject alone till we see how
the new law, which comes into operation next year, will

affect the interests of the tenantry.

Mr. Mechi : What about long fallows and hard dres-
sings ?

Mr. Parsons : I beg to say that they do not consti-
tute the general custom. I wish to observe, as regards
draining, that the practice is either for the landlord to

drain, as the Duke of Bedford does—in which case he
charges 6 per cent, on the amount he expended—or the
landlord finds the materials. I refer to two landlords
especially, Col. Wyndham and the Duke of Richmond :

(Jol. Wyndham does all the draining himself, and charges
nothing : the Duke of llichmond you all know to be a
good landlord : I need not, therefore, say anything
about him. I do not wish to see landlords and tenants
divided ; I would rather see them acting together ; and
I must repeat that the county of Surrey has been much
misrepresented, as regards the customs which prevail

in it.

Mr. BoDDiNGTON : T beg leave to offer a few obser-
vations on the subject under discussion, I must say,

that when I first saw the card I felt that the Committee

intended to make the question a grand matter of agita-

tion, and the Club itself a sort of centre or focus for

that agitation. But in the modified form in which the

question has come before us to-night, it does not appear

as though there would be any great degree of agitation

:

in fact, in its present form, I think the question is a

very harmless one, and I think it is very doubtful

whether any act of Parliament will be passed in refer-

ence to it ; and even if there be, I do not see how jou

are to set aside private arrangements between landlord

and tenant. I think that the putting of the question in

the form in which it appears before us will divest the

minrls of landlords of any apprehension which they may
have entertained, that you intend to have a finger in the

pie, or, in other words, to touch the fee simple. I cer-

tainly think a great deal of unnecessary apprehension

has existed. A gentleman remarked (referring to Mr.
Mechi) at the dinner last year, that tenant-right was a

mistake.

Mr. Mechi : I never said so.

The Chairman : We are discussing custom.s, not

tenant-right (Hear, hear).

Mr. BoDDiNGTON : Then I repeat my opinion, that

the question as it stands is a most harmless one.

Wherever I go I find that tenants are pretty well

satisfied : they do not express any desire for an altera-

tion ; and I think that ultimately this question of

tenant-right will be entirely swamped by that vi'hich we
shall have to discuss before long—of tenants' wrongs
(Hear, hear).

Mr. Mechi : I have only one word to say. In the

county of Surrey it has been found practically that the

compulsory allowance made for a certain number of

ploughings is occasionally very injuiious to the in-

coming tenant ; for there are many persons who prefer

growing a heavy mangel wurzel crop on a single plough-

ing, and it is not right that such persons should be com-
pelled to pay for five ploughings. That is one case in

which compulsory payments act very injuriously.

Mr. Parsons : I believe that it only occurs where it

has been mentioned in the lease.

Mr. Mechi : I have always understood that it is the

custom of the country.

Mr. Ellman : I have been waiting some time in the

hope that some of my brother farmers would be induced

to take part in the discussion, and anticipate what I had
to say. But as that has not been done, and as allusion

has been made to Surrey, Sussex, and Kent, perhaps it

would not become me to leave this room without taking

part in the discussion, and introducing what I think

ought to be urged. As the three counties mentioned are

more injured, if there be any injury, than other parts of

the country, it does certainly appear to me astonishing

that there are not more individuals here to-night be-

longing to those counties to take part in the discussion.

I do not mean to infer from that, that the farmers of

Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, are lukewarm ; neither do I

intend to imply that the question which has been intro-

duced is not worthy of their attention. But, gentlemen,

we have . been stirred up to the quick for so long a

time that we cannot safely trust ourselves to enter upon
any question lest we should diverge into what some
persons might call a political topic. I do not understand

so much the difference between tenants' rights and
tenant-right as some gentlemen who have spoken to-

night. I must confess that I was somewhat startled, as

His Grace the Duke of Richmond once was, at the v.ord

"tenant-right;" but when I heard the explanation of

the Chairman that it was not intended to discuss the

question which has been agitated so much throughout

the country, namely, the tenant-right question, which
has been taken up by two different parties in a very

different sense, and perhaps !,with very different
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feelings, I felt that I had been mistaken in my
apprehensions. I do believe that the question has

been misunderstood, and I am exceedingly glad to

find now that the word employed on this occasion

has reference to the settlement between the outgoing

tenant and the incoming tenant. Perhaps I should have
been better prepared to go into the question if si

different word had been employed ; and if the matters in

question had been introduced, not as tenants' rights, but
as matters of custom in the counties in question. With
regard to the custom in the county of Sussex, I do not
think we have there so much to complain of as regards

the payment for valuations by the incoming tenant ; we
have not so much to find fault with in that respect as we
have in reference to some other matters which afiect us
in that county. Now, being myself a tenant, having
been so for some time, and being also a small landlord,

I confess I do not see that any great hardship is at pre-

sent inflicted on the tenant ; nor do I think that the

tenantry generally in Sussex would be very much bene-
fited by a change in the system. The system prevailing

in Sussex appears to me not to be one which any person,

having entered into an agreement, can fairly complain
of. He enters into the question before he engages the

farm ; and he thus knows perfectly well what he has to

trust to, and what he has to pay. He knows very well

that if the landlord were to take the payment upon him-
self, he would charge the tenant with the amount ; and
whether he pay the landlord, or whether he pay the out-

going tenant, makes very little difference to him. But,
if I understand the matter rightly, fault is found that

there is a want of capital to pay these valuations. I

perfectly agree with the opinion of Mr. Hine, as ex-

pressed in his pamphlet, that farmers have not that

capital to invest in the soil which manufacturers can
command. That is the mischief—the want of capital.

Well, then, if it turns upon capital, we must consider

why it is that tenant-farmers do not possess capital; and
how am I to consider that question without going away
from the subject of valuation. But I will not depart

from this subject ; feeling quite sure that if I were to

mention anything about Sir Robert Peel's bill of 1844
the Chairman would stop me. But it is impossible to

discuss this question fully if we are confined to what are

commonly called " tenants' rights" (Hear, hear). I

perfectly agree with my friend on my right that the

qu stion is a perfectly harmless one, and I think per-

sons will consider us lukewarm in the cause for enter-

taining so harmless a question. For reasons, into

which I need not enter, there is not at present

the best feeling between landlord and tenant

;

and, perhaps, the more we go into questions of this

nature the less likely is it that there will be any improve-
ment in that respect. I believe the whole of the aristo-

cracy would be most ready and happy to meet us in

order to settle this question, but they know not how to

do so (Hear, hear). Perhaps they have not studied

the question of valuations. It is only for want of know-
ledge on the subject that they do not meet us, I think

if we could bring it home to their minds that it is neces-

sary to have some alteration on the subject of these

valuations, or anything else, they would be perfectly

ready to meet all our reasonable wishes. 1 repeat that, so

far as the county of Sussex is concerned, I do not think
there is anything to complain of with regard to the pay-
ments by the tenant ; but at the same time it would be
exceedingly useful if in the county of Sussex, as well as

in any other county, the landlords would lend the tenants

a portion of the capital necessary on taking to the farm
(laughter), I should be very glad, for example, if

a landlord would relieve me from the expense of valua-
tions (laughter). It is perfectly right for him to do so
if he thinks proper, but I do not think it would be right

for me to require it, or to attempt to enforce it from
him after entering into an agi'eement (Hear,' hear), I

hope that this question will be settled without quarrel-
ling with landlords, for I believe that landlords are dis-

posed to meet us amicably, at least through their

agents.

Mr. Mechi : Give us your opinion of dressings and
half-dressings,

Mr. Ellm.vn : As I said before, there 'is nothing in

the county of Sussex to be complained of, except that the
farmers of the county, like those of many others, have
not sufficient capital to farm the land. With regard to

dressings and half dressings, I decidedly consider that if

I had been at the expense of dressing my land for wheat,
which is the practice in the Weald; of Sussex, having
sown in the spring of the year the seeds, I consider that
those seeds would be much benefited by the manure. If

the taking be at Lady-day, there is of course a clear ad-
vantage to the in -coming tenant, and he has a right to be
paid. If, on the other hand, he takes, at Michaelmas,
such manures as would benefit the in-coming tenant he
expects and is willing to pay for. I am not sure that the
valuation should not take into account other unex-
hausted improvements in the land. It appears to me
to make no difference whether a man, in the case of 20
acres, only exhausts ten, or whether he expends ^50 in

draining ; in either case he is equally entitled to receive

payment for what he has done. It matters not what it

is ; the in-coming tenant or the landlord must be bene-
fited by the improvements which the out-going tenant
leaves on the farm, and I consider that all these things
should be included in the valuation. I believe that if

we were to talk a little of security, which some per-
sons call tenant-right, in which the whole community is

interested ; if we were enabled to obtain security for all

the improvements which, as tenants, we effect and leave

behind, there would not then be so much complaint
about the payments made by the incoming tenant to the

outgoing tenant. Let the question be put fairly before
the community at large. It is not, in fact, a question
which is confined to landlord and tenant as regards the
interest which should be felt in it ; it extends to all

classes ; and I believe that if there were a general dispo-

sition to deal with it in the right spirit, a conclusion
would soon be arrived at. I have spoken to landlords
as well as tenants on this subject ; and I have found the

former as much disposed to give, as the latter are to de-
mand, security : they appear, in fact, equally anxious
for the settlement of this question. I do not apprehend
that there will be that difficulty in settling the general

question as some people imagine. But as regards the

valuation question, it should, I think, have gone a little

further, and included all unexhausted improvements,
whether paid for by the incoming tenant or by the land-

lord,

Mr. Carter : I feel called upon to make a few re-

marks with regard to the county of Kent. We have
heard that county connected with Sussex and Surrey. I

am happy to tell you that the customs and covenants ex-

isting between landlords and tenants in the county of

Kent are most beneficial in practice. We are not there

subject to any half-fallows or half- dressings ; we are

merely called upon to pay for workmanship,
Mr. BoDDiNGTON : Does the in-coming tenant take

to the whole of the wheat crop ?

Mr. Carter : We leave at Michaelmas, and conse-
quently there is no occasion for that. It is not done ex-

cept when it is matter of arrangement between the out-

going tenant and the in-coming tenant. Perhaps the

Weald may constitute an exception, but in the greater

part of this county, certainly in all that part which is

best cultivated, the custom is what I have stated.

Mr. Ho BBS : When I entered the room I had no in-
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tentioa of addressing the meeting, feeling quite sure that

the subject would be so well introduced from the chair

that no explanations would be required from me. But
as most of the gentlemen who have spoken have so much
connected the subject of tenants' rights jwith that of

tenant-right, I feel called upon to make a few remarks.

I am not surprised that gentlemen should have taken the

course they have done, for I agree with Mr. Ellman that

the subject of tenant-right is the most important

one that we can discuss at the present time. Never-
theless, I do consider that it is the duty of the Chairman
to see that we confine ourselves as much as possible to

the subject on the card, namely—" The pernicious con-

sequences resulting from the payment by the in-coming

tenant to the out-going tenant for tillages and manure
made on the farm." It would appear from the wording
of the question that the Chairman is aware that it is in

some districts called " Tenants' rights," otherwise 1 am
quite satisfied that he would not have introduced it in

the manner that he has done. I am quite sure that those

who have taken up the important question of " Tenant
Right," would not have used that term this evening if

they had not found it generally employed in the districts

where the customs which have been referred to are

found to exist. It was more with a view of explaining

the difference between the two kinds of tenant-right,

than from any other motive, that such a course was pur-

sued. I was not present when Mr. Shaw introduced the

subject this evening ; but from the remarks which have

fallen from members of the club, who have spoken this

evening, I gather proof that the committee did right in

determining to bring the subject under our notice. Not
two gentlemen who have spoken this evening have given a

similar account of the practices which prevail in their

districts ; therefore I conclude that the matter is one
requiring alteration, and worthy of the attention of the

club. I think you will all agree with me, that the main
object whichwe should keep in view is, the affording facili-

ties for the investment of more floating capital in the soil.

It has, I believe, been stated by Mr. Shaw, that a great

part of the capital of the tenant-farmer is invested as

fixed capital by the payment of tenants' rights in those

counties where the practice prevails to such an extent

;

and if, as I believe to be the fact (and I think all present

will agree with me on this point), if it be a general com-
plaint in the country that there is too little floating capi-

tal invested in the soil, it is clear that by liberating a

portion of the fixed capital, and turning it into floating

capital, we shall have done something towards obviating

the evil complained of. If a portion of the capital

so situated were released, and brought into operation in

some other form, there can be no doubt that the whole
country would reap the benefit. But, gentlemen,
I will not detain you any longer at so late a period
of the evening, particularly as many of you have to

attend a lecture of the Royal Agricultural Society.

Let me say, in conclusion, that I agree with Mr. Beadell
that this question is an important one, even in relation

to landlords ; and where landlords have capital at com-
mand, I think they would do well to employ it in re-

leasing their tenants from this burden on their capital.

I know that in my own county, for example, farmers
are frequently called upon to make four or five plough-
ings, whereas in growing green crops, such as mangel-
wurzel, if they were allowed to resort for that purpose to
improved methods of husbandry, the result would be
more beneficial to the landlord, to the tenant, to the
labourer, and to the public at large. Mr. Ellman has
mixed a good deal to-day with the landlords in the
show-yard ; and I am glad to find, from his statement,
that the landlords, as a body, are ready to meet us on
the question of tenant-right.

Mr. Ellman : I would not have it supposed that I

am come from the landlords to state on their behalf that

they are prepared for a settlement of the question

(" Hear, hear," and laughter). I tell you candidly

that I have always been against them on the question of

tenant-right ; and I must say that, whenever I have in

conversation explained the nature of what was de-

manded, I have never met with a single landlord who
has not acknowledged that the tenantry in general stood

in need of greater security.

Mr. Wm. Shaw : I come from Northamptonshire,

and I have only one or two words to say on this subject.

I must say, first, that I think if by means of the im-

provements of the day, one good scufling be sufficient,

it must be very absurd to have four or five ploughings.

I cannot defend the custom of my own country, for it is

one under which a tenant who leaves a farm in a bad
condition receives just the same as another tenant who
leaves his in a good condition. I think it is much to be

regretted that, in any part of the country, a person who
drains his land, or feeds his cattle on oil-cake, should re-

ceive no more than one who has farmed in the worst

manner.
Mr. Walton said : I represent Hampshire ; and,

though, in my opinion, there is no tenantry superior to

that of my own neighbourhood— (I live near Win-
chester)—yet I regret to say that we have no security.

Even two years' manure we are compelled to leave

behind ; we receive nothing except for sanfoin. It is, in

my opinion, much better for a farmer to pay for improve-

ments effected on a farm, when he enters into possession,

than to take a farm in bad condition without having to

pay for improvements. We want a remunerating valua-

tion for what is left. I have known many in-coming

tenants take to farms which have been badly managed,
which have required much more capital to bring them
into good condition than would have been necessary to

pay for two years' unexhausted improvements. It is my
firm conviction that if landlords paid a fair proportion

of the taxation of the country, and if the forests which

abound were cleared, there would not be so many poor
for us to support.

The Chairman, in replying, said : I am very glad

that Mr. Hobbs has reminded me that many of us

may be desirous of going to the lecture of the Royal
Agricultural Society ; independently of which, the

time has arrived when we usually close our discus-

sions. I will not occupy your time with more than two
or three sentences. I, for one, feel very much grati-

fied at this evening's discussion, although I dare say

many of you feel disappointed ; and sure am I that

those who think this subject quite a harmless one feel

most disappointed. (" Hear, hear," and laughter.)

There are some circumstances which have afforded me
great satisfaction, and none so much as this : that with

all the desire which gentlemen have evinced to keep

close to the question, they could not possibly keep away
from that paramount question which we have not been

discussing to-night. (Hear, hear.) That circumstance

shows that I was, to a certain extent, right in putting

this question on the card, and thus endeavouring to

keep up the spirit of the real tenant-right ; and if this

question be such a harmless one, I trust it will at least

do no harm. (Hear, hear.) There is one mistake which

I am anxious to correct. It has been said that I have

charged gentlemen who appeared before the Committee
of the House of Commons with having sought to dis-

tort the question of tenant-right, and to throw odium
on it through the medium of tenants' rights. Now I

should be sorry if such a statement went forth uncon-

tradicted. If I said anything which bore that construc-

tion, I must certainly have expressed myself very im-

perfectly. What I said was, that certain witnesses ap-

peared to have been called for the purpose of mystifying
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tenant-right, and in order that pers )ng miglit not see the

difference between tenant-rigtit and tenants' rights. It

was against the leaders that I made my charge,

and not against the gentlemen who gave evidence.

I gave Mr. Glutton full credit for having delivered liis

evidence lilce a man of business, and I liave not the

slightest doubt that ever5'tliing which he stated, so far

as his knowledge extended, was correct. At all events

this discussi'in has given gentlemen from Sussex,

Surrey, and Kent, an oppoituuity of speaking on this

question; and one thing is now clear, viz., that if the

customs of those counties are as good as some have de-

scribed them to be, those of a very large portion of the

country are very bad indeed (Hear, hear). I was also

very glad to gather from Mr. EUman—and I cannot suf-

fer that to pass unnoticed—that a change is taking place

in the minds of the landowners in reference to the question

of tenant-right. Of all things, that is what we are most
anxious to see : and if he can by his eloquence induce

landlords to consent to an alteration, I am quite sure

that we cnuld not do better than by putting our

hands into our pockets handsomely remunerate him
for his services in prevailing upon landlords to give

security to the tenant farmers. 1 do not know whether

any gentleman is prepared with a proposition ; but, if

not, I wish to submit one, and I would remark that it

applies especially to those districts which I have named.

What I pro)iose is affirmative of the question on the

card: " That certain payments by the in-coming to

the out-going tenant for tillages and manure made on

the farm, according to the customs of some districts,

and commonly called ' Tenants' Rights,' in the opinion

of this Club are pernicious in their consequences."

Mr. W. Bennett suggested that the word " cove-

nants" should be substituted for " Tenants' Rights."

Mr. Thomas : Before you put the question, Mr.
Chairman, I would remind you that it is taken for

granted in the resolution that tenant-right is the panacea

for all the evils which have arisen. I have not heard,

since I took my seat in this room, a single word about

the propriety or necessity for leases.

The Chairman : That is a distinct question,

Mr. Thomas then read the question on the card, and
said : 1 considered that one of the questions to be mooted
this evening was whether any alter.ition could be recom-
mended by this Club in the mode in which tennnts leave

tlieir farms ; but when I allude to this subject I am told

that I am perfectly out of order.

The Chairman : I did not say that you were per-

fectly out of order. I thought you were going to enter

on the question of leases, and it was solely with a view

to prevent that, that I interrupted you.

Mr. Thomas : I regret that the opinion of an honest

tenant farmer should be stifled, but 1 bow to your de-

cision.

After some conversation, the following tesolution was
adopted unanimously :-—" That there are certain cus-

tomary payments by the in-coming to the out-going te-

nant in some districts which are pernicious in their ope-

ration."

This terminated the discussion.

THESMITHFIELD CLUB DINNER.
The annual dinner of the Smithfield Cattle Club took

place on the 8th December last, at the Freemasons' Hall,

Great Queen-street. His Grace the Duke of Richmond,
the president of the club, filled the chair, and upwards of

150 gentlemen surrounded the festive board. The noble
chairman ^Yas supported on his right by the Earl of

Yarboroui^h, late President of the Roval Agricultural

Society of England, and by the Earl of Chichester, the

pi^sent President of that Society, on his left : and
amongst the general company assembled we observed

—

The Hon. Dudley Pelham ; Lord William Lennox ; Sir

F. Lawley ; Colonel Sibthorp, M.P. ; Major-Gtneral
Wemyss; Hon. H. W. Wilson; J.V.Shelley, Esq.; H.
Wilson, Esq. ; Harold Littledale, Esq. ; John Kinder,
Esq. ; T. R. Barber, Esq. ; H. Brandreth, Esq. ; W.
F. Hobbs, E.«n. ; Messrs. T. Umbers, Stokes, Grant-
ham, Willinton, Muskett, J. Webb, S. Webb, C.
Thompson, W. Shaw, &c.
The cloth having been removed.
The noble Chaiuman rose and said: Gentlemen, I

rise to propose to the members of the Smithfield Cattle
Club, and to their friends here assembled, that they
should drink to the health of our gracious sovereign the
Queen (cheers). Gentlemen, her Majesty has always
proved herself to be most anxious for the welfare of her
people, and in her domestic life she has practised all

those moral and religious duties which adorn womankind
(cheers). Loyal, we the Smithfield Cattle Club, and I

may say too the farmers of England, e^er have been, and
I believe ever will continue to be (cheers). Gentlemen,
amidst the wreck of monarchies, the confusion and the
anarchy which unfortunate'y prevail in so many parts of
the civilized world, we, 1 think all of us, have deep rea-

son to be grateful to an all-wise and gracious Providence
that our lot has been cast to live in the land governed

by Queen Victoria (cheers). Proud, gentlemen, we
must be of our free institutions, which I hope and trust,

and confidently believe, will long preserve the monarchy
of this great empire for the weal of all classes of our

fellow- subjects, in peace and good order. Gentlemen,

I give you with three times thn e " The Health of

Queen Victoria," and may ^he long reign over a free, a

happy, and a contented nation (cheers). The toast was
drunk with three times three and one cheer more.

The Chairman.—The next toast upon the list which
I am about to propose to you, is " The Queen Dowager,
his Royal Highness Prince Albtrt, the Piince of Wales,

and the other Members of the Royal Family." It

gives me great satisfaction at all times to propose at any
meetings in t'.iis country the health of the Dowager
Queen of England, who is so well known, even in the

remotest parts of the country, for the universal kind-

ness of heart which she has ever exhibited (Hear, heat).

Gentlemen, I am happy to give Prince Albert, and 1 re-

gret that it was not in the power of her Majesty and
Prince Albert, this year, to attend our show-yard. I

am delighted tO say that Prince Albert continues to

support the Smithfield Cattle Club in the best manner
in which he can do so ; because, depend upon it, that

the example of an individual in high station, who sends

his stock to be exhibited at our show-yard, is likely to

be followed ; and I am delighted to find that Prince

Albert has gained some of your premiums on the pre-

sent occasion (cheers). Gentlemen, with respect to his

Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, one whose fate

hereafter is of deep importance to this country, I look

with confidence that, coming from a good stuck and

well educated, he v.ill prove himself worthy of his illus-

trious parents, and govern the country hereafter in the

only way in which it can be governed (cheers). The

D 2
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Duke of Cambridge and the other members of the Royal the committee this morning, and upon being asked

Family, the sons of George III., ever have felt the

deepest interest in the agriculture and agriculturists of

this country ; and I am happy to have seen the Duke of

Cambridge so well, and enjoying so much the show-

yard as he did this year (cheers). Gentlemen, it is not

necessary for me to detain you further than to ask you
to drink to "The Healths of the Dowager Queen, his

Royal Highness Prince Albert, Albert Prince of Wales,

and the other Members of the Royal Family."—The
toast was drunk with three times three.

The Chairman.—Gentlemen, the next toast that I

am about to propose requires no preface from me, for

your attendance here to-day proves that you are deeply

interested in the success of the Smithfield Cattle Club
;

deeply interested, because you beli.^ve that the exertions

of this society do tend to the benefit of all classes of the

community (cheers). Gentlemen, the show this year, as

I am informed by those who are more competent than I

am to give an opinion, is what would be called a " good
show.'' But we cannot say that, in all classes of the

cattle, we may not upon some former occasion have had
an equal, if not a better one ; but if I bow, as I do, to

the opinion which has been expressed by the practical

farmers, and those who have visited the show, with re-

spect to the cattle, I think there is hardly one who
visited that exhibition who was not pleased to see so very

good a show, and so great a competition in the sheep

classes. Upon the whole, then, I believe it to have been

a good show ; and 1 think the meeting here assembled
proves that the society is going on well. But in these

days, when men require more than the outward show to

be convinced whether a society is sound or not, I may
tell you that I heard to-day, with the greatest possible

satisfaction, of the flourishing state of our funds (cheers).

Gentlemen, I bilieve that the premiums which have been
advertised to be given in the year 1849 will be paid

without trenching at all upon the subscriptions of that

year. And that is what I conceive to be trading upon a

good and a ssund basis (cheers). For many years I

have had the good fortune to be present in your show,
yard, and at meetings here, and I may say that I have
ever found the members of the Smithfield Cattle Club most
anxious that justice should be done to all competitors that

came into th'yiird; but in giving this toast loughtperhaps
to state thatin suchasociety as this, whetherflourishina;or

not, when animals are brought to the show for exhibi-

tion, we cannot be certain that amongst some of them one
black sheep may not be found (Hear, hear). Gentlemen,
the Smithfield Club, upon the advice of their stewards

and their judges, found that great doubt was entertained

as to the a^e of some of the stock exhibited in the yard ;

and they therefore pursued that course which I am sure

you, as Englishmen, will th nk was the only one which
they ought to follow. They called upon the individual

who v;as so charged. They read to him the charge thiit

had bi-en made against him. They told him that, in

accordance with the precedents of this club, upon such
doubts being expressed (not by unsuccessful candidates,

permit me to say, but by the stewards and the judges

—

men of the highest honour and integrity), they had ap-
pointed a committee to investigate the case. I, as the
preside :t, called in the individual. I stated to him that

a committee would meet, and that he ought to be pre-
sent to produce his evidence ; and I recommended him
at the same time to bring before that committee the
books which he might keep. He replied that, after what
occurred la^t year, and as great suspicions were then en-
t rtained, he had taken care to be quite right upon the
present occasion, and would produce his books. The
committee was appointed. He met them this morning.
He produced the feeder of his pigs (Hear, hear).

Gentlemen, he is not a farmer (cheers). Well, he met

for his books he said he kept no hooks at all,

and no memorandums. The committee inquired into

the particular case before them, and called his feeder,

and then the exhibitor, and upon his own evidence

they were unanimously of opinion that he should be

disqualified from taking the prize, because he had

made a false return. The club then, I think most
rightly and fairly, called him into the room, that he might

hear the report read, and every word of the evidence

which his man, in his absence, had given. He came ;

and upon his own evidence he was proved guilty. I

deeply regret that this circumstance should have taken

place ; but the committee—and I entirely concur with

them—thought that, if fraud exists, it is our business

boldly and manfully to state to the world who the man
is who disgraced the cla^s he belonged to, and the club

of which he was an exhibitor (Hear, hear). Gentlemen,

he was not a member of this society ; but I will narrate

to you one part of the evidence, and will then leave it

to the practical farmers whether they have any doubt

upon the subject. He showed in two classes : in the

first class he would have gained the gold medal, and the

first premium. They examined him in reference to

that ; his story was a pretty fair one there ; though, by-

the-bye, it is not corroborated by his man, who did not

hear the evidence which he gave. But then the com-
mittee most properly thought it right to test the other,

in which he would only get the second prize ; and there

he admitted that the young sow had had pigs four days

old, though he admitted signing a certificate that the

pigs out of that sow were 14 weeks old, and that the

sow had gone 16 weeks with pigs (laughter). Now, if

anything in the world could be a better proof that

" honesty is the best policy," it is the very case which I

have now stated to you. I have thought it right to state

this in giving the toast of " Prosperity to the Club,"

though of course it will be referred to in the award and
report that will be made ; because one of the only

objections that I have ever heard made against

premiums in agricultural societies is that they are

liable to fraud. But there is no transaction

of human life that is not liable to fraud ; and

if I prove to you that fraud has been committed,

that it has been discovered ; that it has been shown up,

if I may make use of that expression, I think you will

have reason to believe that the success of the Smithfield

Cattle Club will continue. So long as the club is sup-

ported by the practical tenant-farmers of the country I

have no doubt it will succeed, and I believe that the

great body of them will agree with me in opinion that it

is likely to promote great good in the country (cheers).

I give you, therefore, with the utmost satisfaction,

" Success and Prosperity to the Smithfield Cattle Club."

—The toast was drunk with three times three, and one

cheer more.
The Chairman then read the judges' award of prizes,

and handed the several amounts to the respective winners.

He next proposed, " The Health of the Successful Com-
petitors in the Classes for Oxen and Steers," coupling

with the toast, " The Earl of Leicester."—The toast was

drunk with all the honours.

The Chairman gave, "The Successful Competitors for

Cows and Heifers," and " Mr. Mann, of Fenny Stanton,

who had gained the gold medal."

Mr. Mann returned thanks, and, in doing so, recom-

mended the tenant-farmers to resort to the use of good

bulls as one of the best means to improve the breed of

their cattle (cheers).

The Chairman proposed, " The Health of the Suc-

cessful Competitors in Long-woolled Sheep ;
" and Mr.

Wood acknowledged the toast.

The Chakman then read that portion of the report
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which stated that the 10/. prize awarded to Mr. Whit-

field had, for the reasons adverted to la his speech, bern

given to Prince Albert ; and that the gold medal, also

awarded to Mr. Whitfield, had, for the same reasons,

been given to Mr. Barber (cheers).

His Grace next gave " The Successful Competitors in

short-wooUed Sheep, and Mr. Samuel Webb."
Mr. S. Webb responded to the toast. Although he

intended, at least for a time, to discontinue exhibiting

his sheep, he should still remain a subscriber to, and

member of, the Smithfield Cattle Club (cheers).

The Chairman gave " The Health of the Success-

ful Competitors in Pigs," coupling with it the name of

General Wemyss.
General Wemyss acknowledged the compliment. As

regarded his Royal Highness Prince Albert, whom he

had the honour of serving, he believed it was not gene-

rally regarded as in accordance with etiquette to notice

any member of the Hoyal Family as a subject ; but he

was sure his Royal Highness had given sufficient evi-

dence to the agriculturists of England that he felt the

warmest interest in their prosperity (cheers).

The Earl of Chichester.—Gentlemen, I have been

requested by the committee to propose to yoa "The
Health of the President of this Club" (cheers). 1 was

a little surprised at finding that so young a member as

myself should have had intrusted to him such en im-

portant toast ; but probably the committee were aware

that, though a new member, I was not a new acquaint-

ance of your noble president, but had had ample oppor-

tunities of knowing the value of his services, and ot ap-

preciating the wisdom of your selection in appointing

my noble friend as your president (cheers). Before I

had any connection with your proceedings I felt assured

that this institution was one which claimed the active

support of every true friend of British agriculture

(cheers). I feel proud, therefore, at having the honour

of being a member of your institution, and I shall al-

ways give my humble support to the promotion of that

prosperity which, I am glad to hear, still attends the so-

ciety. With these few remarks I call upon you to

drink, "The Health of my noble friend the Duke of

Richmond."—The toast was honoured with three times

three and one cheer more.
The Duke of Richmond replied to the toast.—1 have never

(said his grace) been of opiiiiou that the agricultural interest

was the only one which ought to be considered in this great

country ; but I have always maintained the opinion that upon
the prosperity of the a<(ric\iltural interest was based the welfare

and prosperity of all classes of the community (cheers). I am
one of those who wish well to the manufacturing interest of our
country. They are our great consumers. They are our fellow

subjects. They pay allegiance to the same Sovereign. They
are proud of the same institutions. Without their welfare,

without the welfare of the commercial interests of this great

country, we, the farmers, should indeed be at a loss ; but,

gentlemen, I cannot understand why the three great interests

of our national industry should not be combined, one and all,

in support of the basis of all, which is the agricultural interest

of the country (cheers). I caunot better explain my views

upon agricultural improvement, than by saying that I have
witnessed in the last ten or twenty years very rapid strides

towards that improvement. I see land which formerly could

hardly be called cultivated, by a thorough good system of drain-

ing made to produce nearly double the crop that it did before.

I believe that draining has been adopted to a very great ex-

tent ; but I wish to see every acre of land that will pay for

draining ultimately subjected to that process (cheers). And
here I appeal to the raonied interest of the country whether
they had not better invest their capital in companies whose ob-

ject is to promote drainage in their own country, than embark in

speculations in far distant climes (Hear). When I speak to you of

drainage I do so as a practical farmer, because I have a property in

Scotland which I have largely drained; but I feel that if I had
treble the capital I possess, I could make more money than
most of the City men do now—that is, taking into considera-

tion their bad debts, which could not exist if they lent their

money to the landed proprietors, who are willing to give them
the first security for it. Whenever I travel about the country,

it is my pleasure, as it is my habit, to go and visit the farms

in the neighbourhood where I may for tiie time be staying;

and I went the other day into a county (Lancashire) which is

not famous for its farming ; but I there saw some of the most

astounding proofs that I ever saw of draining upon moss land.

There were large tracts of country which formerly no horse

could go over, and upon which I saw stubble which proves that

the best of crops had been grown there, and a field of Swede
turnips which would not disgrace some of the best land in Sus-

sex (Hear, hear). I have made these remarks because I am sa-

tisfied that nothing is so calculated to give employment to the

agricultural labourer, and to promote the interests of agricul-

ture, as bringing new laud into cultivation, and well draining

thj laud which is in cultivation at the present moment (Hear,

hear). There is not a gentleman here who can go to his home
without seeing very many acres on his farm which would well

repay the outlay for drainage. One other point to which I

would advert, is that no farmer can properly farm lanil if the

fields are not of a proper size (cheers). If the landlord will

consent to drain he must cut down the ash trees; but if he

will not do that I venture to say that those trees will effectually

check every drain which he makes upon a field (Hear, hear).

In conclusion, I thank you for the compliment you have paid

me, and I trust the Smithfield Cattle Club may long continue

to prosper (loud cheers). His Grace then proposed " The
health of the Vice-Presidents, and particularly the Earl of

Yarhorough."

The Earl of Yarborough, in replying to the toast, said

that he did not know that anything had made hiui more alive

to the importance of agriculture than the circumstance that,

when a young man, he left Lincohijliire, and went into Devon-

shire to study, and, in doing so, left very large fields, to see

the evils of very small fields (Hear, hear). In Devonshire he

saw the inconveniences to which the farmers were subjected

by havin- fields that were too small to be well cultivated, and

so environed by hedge-row timber that neither sun nor air

could get into them. This was generally acknowledged to be

an evil ; and he hoped the day would soon arrive when it

would be completely remedied. With regard to drainage, if

encouragement were but given by the landlord, it was quite

clear tliat the occupier was fully alive to the advantage to be

derived therefrom. But to help him (continued tlie noble

Earl), there must also be some security that the labour he is

to bestow brings a return for his benefit, and gives him ample

encouragement to prosecute improvements. I feel the im-

portance of this, inasmuch as I happen to have properly in a

county where this principle has been generally acknowledged,

as well as property in a country where, though it may be ac-

knowledged, it has never been practi-ed. I hope, however,

thit the day is corning when it shall not only beacknowleilged,

but when the landowners shall be ready to act up lo it; for

I am certain that it is for the interest of the landowner, for

the interest of the occupier, and for the interest of all classes

of the community, that they should do so (cheers). The noble

earl concluded by again thanking the company for unnkiiig his

health

The following toasts were then proposed from the chair :

—

" The Judges," acknowledged by Mr. T. Umbers.
" The Stewards."

Mr. Fisher Hobbs, in returning thanks, said : My
lord Duke and gentlemen, as senior steward I beg to return

thanks on behalf of myself and my brother stewards for the

honour you have done us in proposing our healths, and for the

manner in which that toast has been received. I have used
my utmost endeavours during the three years I have been m
office to maintain the character of this Club ; to effect which, I

hold that part of the duty of the stewards, which consists in

the appointment of the judges, to be the most important. I

this year selected Mr. Chapman, a man of known integrity,

and considered to be one of the best, if not the best, and most
experienced judge of cattle in England. The gentlemen who
were associated with him, Mr. Umbers and Mr. Loft, are

also men of high standing and reputation ; and I am
fully warranted iu stating that their decisions have been

based upon the soundest principles of judgment, honour,

and integrity. I am glad to find that the opinion

hitherto expressed by the public press, ridiciding our exhi-
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bition of stock, is becoming changed. And I feel persuaded

that the more they mix among ns, and the more they enquire

into, and the better they understand our motives, the more
highly will they appreciate the objects sought, and the benefits

resulting from the opeiations of this club. It has been boldly

stated that the falteiiing of the animals exhibited at this show
resu'ted in serious loss to the feeder. 1 hold in my luuid a

correct and detailed statement of the cost of rearing and feeding

the animal which took the gold medal last year, and I am pre-

pared to show there remains, after paying all expenses, a profit

of five pounds to the feeder. In retiring from the otlice of

steward, I beg to assure you that I shall continue to do every-

thing in my power to promote the interests of the club.

Thanking you for the honour you have done me and my brother

stewards, I have the honour to drink all your healths.
" The Honorary Secretary, Mr. Braudreth Gibbs, to whom

they owed a debt of gratitude for the time and attention he

had devoted to the interests of the club."

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs acknowledged the toast, and con-

gratulated the Club, not only on the state of its finances, but

on the popularity it had attained, numbering as it did amongst
its exhibitors alike the prince, the noble, and the tenant-

farmer. An additional cause for congratulation was the re-

turn of their noble president, the Duke of Richmond, whom
they were all delighted to see amongst them once again. In

concluding, he could assure them tliat his services as their

secretary were entirely and cordially at t'leir disposal (cheers).

" The Health of Mr. Brandreth, the Father of the Club."

Mr. Humphrey Bhandbeth, High Sheriff of Bedford-

shire, returned thanks on behalf of his father.

The President, in proposing "Success to the Royal

Agricultural Society," with which he coupled the Earl of

Chichester, President of the year, observed, that although the

noble Earl had not been in the habit of attending meetings of

this Club, still he was associated with agricultural meetings

in his own county. As an old friend, and knowing hira to be

zealous in the cause of agriculture, he had great pleasure in

proposing him to fill the office of President of the Royal
Agricultural Society, and he felt convinced that he would give

the utmost attention to the duties of his office. His
Grace adverted to the origin of the society, stating,

that having witnessed the operations of the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland when residing

there, he thought it strange that there should be no
snch Society iu England ; he named the subject to his friend,

the late Earl Spencer, who brought the subject forward at a

meeting of the Smithfield Club in this room. He himself had
supported the proposition of his noble friend, which was also

at the same time further advocated iu an eloquent manner by
their late lamented friend, Mr. Handley; and assisted by Mr.
Shaw, whom he saw at the bottom of the table, the Society

was thus brought into existence. He might therefore state

that the Royal Agricidtural Society had emanated from the

Smithfield Club. He need scarcely enlarge upon the bene-

fits which that Society was conferring upon agriculture.

After some further remarks. His Grace concluded by proposing
"The Royal Agricultural Society of England, and the Earl
of Chichester."

The Earl of Chichester returned thanks, and said that if

he were not to make a few remarks in acknowledgment of the

toast, he might appear ungrateful for the honour which had
been conferred upon him, and which he could assure them he
felt most deeply, however unworthy he mii<ht be to discharge
the important trust of President of the Royal Agricultural

Society, which the kindness and partiality of his agricultural

friends had committed lo him (cheers). The important society

which he represented tended to circulate throughout the conn-
try a great deal of valuable information, to promote honest
rivalry and competition, and that most important of all com-
petition, the cultivation of the soil and the breeding of cattle

;

it also contributed most materially to promote, perhaps, a still

more important object, and that was friendship between the
different classes interested iu the well-being of agriculture.

It brought the practical mind of the tenant-farmer in contact
with the bettor educated, though less practical, mind of the
landlord. And he was quite si re, from his own personal ex-

perience, that it added to the happiness of both (cheers). In
the course of that experience he had observed that great im-
provements had been effected, both in the science of agricul-

ture and in the breeding of cattle, as well as in the relations

subsisting between the different classes of the agricultural

community. And he believed that, whilst there was more of

skill and of economy in the management of farms, there was
also at the same time more of kindness and consideration in

the treatment of the labourer (cheers). He had ample oppor-

tunity of knowing that in his own neighbourhood the condition

of the labourer was greatly improved, and that he had im-

proved both iu intelligence and iu his worldly circumstances,

and was more contented than heretofore (cheers). He could

only say, in conclusion, that, unworthy as he might be to oc-

cupy such a distinguished position as that of President of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, he could promise that,

so far as diligence, zeal, and due attention to the interests of

the society went, it would have, at all events, a President that

would not be inattentive to its interests (loud cheers).

The CnAIRMAN then gave " The Butchers of the Metro-
polis," which was followed by

" Prosperity to the Manufacturing and Commercial In-

terests of this Country, and might they ever go hand in hand
with the agricultural interest, their best and warmest friends."

Mr. LiTTLEDALE responded to the toast ; and
" The Prosperity and Welfare of the Labouring Classes of

the Country" having been drunk, the meeting broke up.

The dinner, provided by Messrs. Bacon, gave general satis-

faction.

LIST OF THE PRIZES.
OXEN OR STEERS.

Class I.—The first prize of 30 sovs. to his Royal Highness
Prince Albert ; a sdver medal to the breeder, Mr. Peter Davis,

of Milton, near Pembridge, Hereford. The second prize of 15
sovs. to the Right Hon. Earl Spencer, of Althorp Park, near

Northampton. The third prize §f 5 sovs. to Mr. John Beasley,

of Chapel Brampton, near Northampton.

Class II.—The first prize of 30 sovs. to Mr. W. Trinder

of Wantage, Berkshire ; a silver medal to the breeder, Mr.
John Monkhouse, of The Stowe, Hereford. The second prize

of 15 sovs. to Mr. Joseph PhiUips, of Ardington, near

Wantage, Berkshire. The third prize of 5 sovs. to Mr.
Stratton, of Mannir.gford Bruce, near Pewsey, Wilts.

Class III.—The first prize of 25 sovs. to his Grace the

Duke of Rutland, of Belvoir Castle, Grantham ; also a silver

medal as the breeder. The second prize of 15 sovs. to Mr,
John Clover, of Kirtliug, near Newmarket. The third prize

of 5 sovs. to Mr. R. Stratton, of Salthorp, near Swindon,

Wilts.

Class IV.—The first prize of 20 sovs. to the Right Hon.
the Earl of Leicester, of Ilolkham Hall, Norfolk ; also a

silver medal as the breeder. The second prize of 10 sovs. to

Mr. John Manning, of Harpole, Northampton.
Class V.—The first prize of 15 sovs. to the Right Hon.

the Earl of Leicester, of Holkham Hall, Norfolk ; also a

silver medal as the breeder. The second prize of 5 sovs. to

Sir R. G. Throckmorton, of Bucklaud, near Faringdon.

Class VI,—The prize of 10 sovs. to Mr. Joseph D. Rob,

of Catton, near Thirsk.

COWS AND HEIFERS.
Class VII.—The first prize of 20 sovs. to Mr. Thomas

GrifiSn, of Borough Fen, near Peterborough; also a silver

medal as the breeder. The second prize of 10 sovs. to Sir

Francis Lawley, Bart., of Middleton Hall, near Tamworth.
The third" prize of 5 sovs. to Mr. Tliomas Batson, of Kyuastou
House, near Ross.

Class VIII.—Tiie first prize of 20 sovs. to Mr. Charles

Bosworth, of Dishley, near Loughborough ; a silver medal to

the breeder, Mr. Christopher Scaife, of High Harrowgate,

Yorkshire. The second prize of 10 sovs. to the Right Hon.
Earl Fitzwilliam, of Wentworth Wood-house, near Rotherham.

Class IX.—The first prize of 20 sovs. to Mr. John Mann,
of Fenstauton, near St. Ivcs, Hunts ; also a silver medal as the

breeder. The second prize of 10 sovs. to Mr. WiUiam AUatt,

of Glinton, near Market Deeping.

LONG-AVOOLLED SHEEP.
Class X.—The first prize of 20 sovs. to Mr. Thomas

Twitchell, of Welluigtoii, near Bedford ; also a silver medal as

the breeder. The second prize of 10 sovs. to Mr. J. G. Bos-

worth, of Greetham, near Oakham. The third prize of 5

sovs. to Mr. R. L. Bradshaw, of Burley-ou-the-llilt, near

Oakham.
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Class XI.—The first prize of 20 sovs. to Mr. John Wood,
of Hodsock, near Worksop, Notts ; also a silver medal as the

breeder. The second prize of 10 sovs. to the most Hon. the

Marquis of Exeter, of Burleigh Park. The third prize of 5

sovs. to Mr. Richard Newman, of Harrowden, near Bedford.

LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP (not Leicesters).
Class XH.—The prize of 10 sovs. to Mr. Robert Beman,

of Uonuington, near Stow-on-the-Wold ; also a silver medal
as the breeder.

CROSS-BRED SHEEP.
Class XIII.—The first prize of 10 sovs. to Mr. John

Hitchman, of Little Milton, near Wlieatley ; also a silver

medal as the breeder. The second prize of 5 sovs. to !Mr.

J. R. Overman, of Burnham Sutton, near Burnhara-market.
Class XIV.—The prize of 10 sov. to the Right Hon. the

Earl of Leicester, of Holkham-Hall, Norfolk; also a silver

medal as the breeder.

SHORT-WOOLLED SHEEP
Class XV.—The first prize of 20 sovs. to Mr. Samuel

Webb, of Babraham, near Cambridge ; also a silver medal as

the breeder. 'I he second prize of 10 sovs. to his Grace the

Duke of Richmond.
Class XVI.—The prize of 10 sovs. to Mr. Samuel Webb,

of Babraham, near Cambridge ; also a silver medal as the

breeder.

Class XVII.—The first prize of 20 sovs. to his Grace the

Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood, near Chichester; also a sil-

ver medal as the breeder. The second prize of 10 sovs. to Mr.
Samuel Webb, of Babraham, near Cambridge.

PIGS.
Class XVIIL—The first prize of 10 sovs. to Mr. W. M.

Barber, of Uxbridge ; also a silver medal as the breeder.

Class XIX.—The first prize of 10 sovs. to his Royal High-
ness Prince Albert, also a silver medal the breeder.

Class XX.—Tlie prize of 5 sovs. to Mr. Pusey, M.P., of

Pusey, near Farringdon ; also a silver medal as the breeder.

THE SOCIETY'S GOLD MEDALS.
The gold medal for the best os or steer in classes Nos. 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, and 6. to the Right Hon. the Earl of Leicester, of

Holkham-hall, Norfolk.

The gold medal for the best cow or heifer in classes Nos. 7.

8, and 9, to Mr. John Mann, of Eenstanston, near St. Ives,

Huntingdonshire.

The gold medal for the best pen of long-woolled sheep in

classes Nos. 10, 11, and 12, to Mr. John Wood, of Hodsock,
near Worksop, Nottinghamshire.

The gold medal for the best pen of short-woolled sheep, in

classes 15 and 16, to Mr. Samuel Webb, of Babraham, near
Cambridge.]

The gold medal for the best pen of pigs, to Mr. W. M.
Barber, Uxbridge.

EXTRA STOCK.
The silver medal for the best beast in extra stock to the

Right Hon. Earl Spencer, of Althorp Park.

The silver medal for the best long-woolled sheep in extra

stock to the Right Hon. the Earl of Radnor, of Colesliill.

The silver medal for the best short-woolled sheep in extra

stock to Mr. Samuel Webb, of Babraham, near Cambridge.
The silver medal for the best cross-bred sheep in extra

stock to Mr. John Hitchman, of Little Milton, near Wheatley.
The silver medal for the best pig in extra stock to Mr.

George Turpiu, of Uxbridge.

COMMENDATIONS.
Class XV.—Mr. Saiusbury's pen of Southdown sheep.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Chichester's pen of Southdown
sheep.

Class XVII.—Mr. Foljambe's pea of Southdown sheep.

Extra Stock Short-Wools.—Mr. Saiusbury's South-
down wether.

Class XVIII.—Mr. Peto's pen of pigs.

Class XIX.—Mr. M. Newman's pen of pigs. Mr. E. G.
Barnard's, M.P., pen of pigs.

Extra Stock Pigs.— His Royal Highness^rince Albert's

pig. The Earl of Radnor's pig. Mr. W. M. Barber's pig.

Judges of Cattle and Long-Woolled sheep—
Messrs. Chapman, Umbers, and Loft.

Judges op Cross-bred Sheep, Short-Woolled
Sheep, and Pigs—Messrs. Denman, Lugar, and Saxby.

B, T. Brandkbth Gibbs, Hon, Sec

EXHIBITION OF IMPLEMENTS, &c., AT
THE SMITHFIELU CLUB SHOW IN

DECEMBER, 1848.

At no previous show of this club was the number
of agricultural implennents, seeds, roots, &c., so

large as this year ; the extraordinary enterprize and in-

genuity of the people of this country which seizes at once
upon every improvement that effects the smallest

abridgment of labour was never so manifest as at this

exhibition. Crowds of visitors thronged the galleries

from the commencement on Wednesday morning to the

close on Saturday night. Indeed, to every mind imbued
with the spirit of nationality, the contemplation of the

number of agricultural implements, and the improve-
ments eil'ected within the last few years in many of them,
was calculated to awaken feelings of the most gratifying

description. To attempt a description of the vast

number and variety of implements exhibited in the

spacious galleries of the Bazaar would more than fill the

whole of our paper. A cursory notice is therefore

all we are enabled to give. Amongst the old estab-

lished and extensive manufacturers of agricultural imple-

ments, who displayed their usual variety, we noticed

Messrs. Garrett and Son, of the Leiston Works, Sax"

mundham. Of the many useful implements exhibited

by them their patent horse-hoe appeared to attract the

most attention ; and, for the charactei of our agricul-

ture, we were glad to note that the demand for tljat

implement is greatly on the increase : the following also

were much sought after—his drills for general purposes,

portable steam-engine, patent bolting thrashing ma-
chine, patent lever drag rake and hand and pipe tile

machine. Amidst the numerous implements exhibited

by Mr. Crosskill, his clod -crusher continues to occupy
public attention. At the stand of Mr. Grant, of Stam-
ford, his patent lever horse-rake held its usual place.

A.mid the numerous articles exhibited at the stand of

Mrs. Mary Wedlake, of Hornchurch, the gorse-bruising

machine appeared to excite considerable attention. Mr.
Gooch exhibited his winnowing machines, and barleyhum

-

mellers ; Mr. Cambridge, of West Lavington, his portable

thrashing machine ; Messrs. Barrett, Exall, and An-
drews, of Reading, their various thrashing machines
and ploughs ; Mr. Busby, of Newton-le-Willows,
his plough, horse-hoe and grass-land cultivator;

Messrs. Howard and Son, of Bedford, their ploughs
and patent harrows. Messrs. Stratton, of Bristol, their

patent Norwegian harrow. Mr. Chandler, of Stockton,

his patent liquid-manure drill ; Messrs. Smyth, of Pea-
senhall, their well known corn, seed, and manure drills.

'Jhe executors of the late Mr. Gardiner, of Banbury,
his celebrated turnip-cutting machines. Messrs. Ferra-

bee and Sons, of Stroud, their Ducie cultivator, Par-
sons aid Clyburn's patent corn and linseed crusher,

and other implements. Messrs. Wertlake and Thomp-
son, of Hornchurch, their general variety of implements.
Weighing machines were exhibited by Messrs. James and
Co., of Whitechapelroad; Messrs. BurchfieldandSon,of
SmithfieldMarket; Mr. Norrington, of South-street, Fins-

burj'-market ; and Dowling and Hamshaw, of Little

Queen-street. Mr. Smith, of Kettering, exhibited his

improved winnowing machines. Messrs. Smith and Co.,

of Stamford, exhibited their chaff-cutting machines and
other implements ; Mr. Gooch, his patent sack-holder;

Messrs. Deane, Dray, and Deane, of Swan-lane, Lon-
don-bridge, their various mills and patent tank

cleaner ; Mr. W. P. Stanley, of Peterborough, a

steaming apparatus ; Mr. Weir, of Oxford-street, his

liquid manure pump and wire netting. Bishop and Co.,

of Cheapside, a registei'ed drainage level ; G. Howe,
his patent transparent water-gauge- a most impor-
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tant iuvention. Mr. Hayes, of Elton, Hunts, a pa-
tent pegg thrashing machine. Tile machines were
exhibited by Franklin, of Anipthill, Beds; Ainslie, of

Piccadilly ; Tasker and Fowle, of Andover ; Clayton,
of Upper Park-place, Dorset- square ; Thomas Martin,
of New Cross, Deptford ; Thomas Richards, of Taun-
ton, Fire-engines were exhibited by Deane, Dray, and
Deane, and Read, of Regent-circus. Mr. Cornes, of
Barbridge, near Nautwich, exhibited his improved chaff-

cutter ; as did also Mr. S. Smith, of Northampton

;

Bruckfield and Son, of Smithfield ; Smith and Co., of
Stamford ; and Williams, of Bedford. Hensman and
Son, of Woburn, exhibited their thrashing and other ma-
chines ; James Comins, of Southmolton, his improved
registered plough ; R, Coleman, of Chelmsford, his

patent expanding lever harrow ; Phillips, of Bristol, his

much admired horizontal turnip -cutting machine. Roller
and other mills for crushmg seeds, were also exhibited
by Hurwood and Turner, of Ipswich ; Whitmee and
Chapman, of John-street, Clerkenwell ; and T. Lloyd
and Sons, of Old -street-road, Shoreditch. Mr. Rich-
mond, of Salford, exhibited amongst other useful agri-

cultural implements, a very compact little chaff machine,
mills for oats, malt, beans, &c., and some excellent lin-

seed crushers. A curious root washer was exhibited by
Mr. Wm. Crosskill, of Beverley, which promises to come
into general use ; by turning the handle the action of the
barrel in the water washes the roots ; then, by turning
the handle the reverse way the Archimedean screw inside

the cylinder empties out the contents : his Norwegian
hari-ow also attracted much attention. Specimens
of asphalted felt, for roofing, were exhibited by F.
M'Neill and Co., of Bunhill-row, London ; and Thos.
J. Croggon, of Ingram-court, Fenchurch-street.
Thomas Edgington and Co., of Old Kent-road, Lon-
don, exhibited their unrivalled rick-cloth and tarpaulins,

&c. ; as did also E. J. Davis, of West Smithfield. Some
beautiful specimens of glass milk-pans, bee-glasses, &c.,
were.exhibited by Phillipps and Co. , of Bishopsgate-street
Without, and T. Cogan, of Leicester-square. Thomas
Bigg, of Great Dover- street, Borough, also exhibited
his unrivalled mixture—the " Sheep and Lamb Dipping
Composition," for effectually destroying the tick, lice,

and all other insects injurious to the flock, preventing
the alarming attacks of fly and shab, and cleansing and
purifying the skin, thereby greatly improving the wool
both in quantity and quality, and highly contributing to
the general health of the animal.

An increased variety of seeds and roots was exhibited,
and of the latter there were some most excellent speci-
mens. Messrs. Thomas Gibbs and Co., Half Moon-
street, Piccadilly, seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural
Society of England, fully maintained their position by
the infinite variety of the seeds displayed upon their stand
and the superiority of the roots of every description
used for cattle food. The high standing of this
old-established firm affords a guarantee for the ex-
cellence of the articles in which they deal. We
must not omit to notice that some specimens of the
Giant Sainfoin were exhibited here, which attracted
particular notice. Mr. Skirving of Liverpool exhibited
some very fine specimens of his improved sort of yellow
and red bullock turnips, some of the swedes weighing as
much 28 lbs. each : upon " Skirving's swedes" comment
from us is wholly unnecessary. He also exhibited
beautiful specimens of those new hardy ornamental trees,
the Arancaria Imbricata, and Cedras Deodora. Mr.
Grove, of Great Baddow, Essex, exhibited some speci-
inens of mangold-wurtzel which for beauty were un-
rivalled, and which are well known in Essex. Messrs.
George Gibbs and Co., of Down-street, Piccadilly, exhi-
bited their usual show of seeds and roots. We must not
omit to notice a stand of gutta percha articles adapted

to agricultural purposes ; we will refer at a future day
to the general use this article is likely to attain for

other as well as agricultural purposes.

PATENT DEEP DRAINING MACHINE, AND PA-
TENT DEEP SUB-SOIL AND PULVERIZING MA-
CHINE.— The limplement departiaent of the Smithfield

Show has been rendered especially attractive this year by the

exhibition of two powerful iustruments—a patent deep draining

machine, and a patent deep sub-soil and pulverizing machine,

the inventions of Mr. Joseph Paul, of Thorpe Abbot's Hall,

Norfolk, a large practical farmer of known respectability.

The deep sub-sod and pulverising machine unquestionably

takes preceJeuce of all the several sub-soil ploughs and pid-

verizers of which there are upwards of twenty varieties, aud
cannot fail to double the value of nine-tenths of the land in

England, not excepting the inferior old pastures, of which
unfortunately we have too many. Tlie scientific observer is

instantly impressed with the applicability of these powerful

instruments for the purposes for which they are intended, and
the results which Mr. Paul has himself obtained by direcc

experiment demand the immediate attention of the enlightened

agriculturist. Universal attention was directed to these in-

ventions, and it was repeatedly remarked that if England is

destined to grow enough for her population, it would be by
some such power as Mr. Paul appears to have discovered.

Mr. Paul also exhibited a diagram of a plough, which by a

peculiar and most ingenious contrivance fills up the drain with

rapidity and exactness.

We cannot omit to notice the exceeding good order and re-

gularity of the arrangements in the Show Yard of the Smith-

field Club, and for which we consider the Club is deeply in-

debted to the stewards—Mr. W.Fisher Hobbs,Mr. Chamberlin,

and Mr. Torr, and especially to the Hon. Sec, Mr. B. T. Bran-
dreth Gibbs, who must be indefatigable in his exertions to get

through a labour of such extent in such a short period of time.

We are apprehensive that the weight of his duties will be in-

creased by the alteration requiring the cattle to be all in tiie

yard on the Saturday, so that the judges may make their

award on the Monday, and the yard open to the public on the

Tuesday, instead of the Wednesday, as heretofore.

FOLLOWING IS AN ACCOUNT OF SOME OF THE
SALES EFFECTED AT THE SHOW.

Name of Owner.
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Name of Owner.
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SCIENTIFIC AND AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

MESSES. NESBITS' ACADEMY, KENNINGTON, NEAR LONDON.

On Thursday, December 14, a most iuterestiug examination of

the pupils of the above Academy took place in the school-room,

in the presence of a number of ladies and gentlemen, who had
been especially invited to attend. The room was, in fact, well

filled ; and, from the interest manifested throughout by the

audience, it was evident that the efforts of the Messrs. Nesbit

in the cause of agricultural and general education had not failed

to be duly appreciated. A printed programme of the proceed-

ings was distributed amongst the company, comprising recita-

tions of choice selections from the English classics, and an

examination in Botany by C. Johnson. Esq., of Guy's Hos-

pital; in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, by J. Imray,

Esq , M.A. ; in Geology, by John Morris, Esq., F.G.S. ; and

in Chemistry, by A. W. Hoffman, Esq., Ph. D., Professor of

Chemistry in the Royal College of Chemistry.

Amongst those who were present, were C. Copeland, Esq.,

M.A., of Kenuiugton ; John ]\Iatson, Esq., of Hackney ; J.

Morris, Esq., F.G.S., of Kensington; J. Imray, Esq., M.A.

;

W. T. Iliff, Esq. ; John I\Iease, Esq. ; F. Rowton, Esq. ; C.

Johnson, Esq., Professor of Botany, at Guy's Hospital; G.

Whiting, Esq,, Editor of the "Maidstone Gazette; W. Shaw,

Esq , Editor of the " Mark-lane Express" ; H. Trumper, Esq.,

Buckinghamshire ; James Agate, Esq., Horsham ; R. Prosser,

Birmingham ; Crlass, Simpson, and Hooper, Esqs., &c., &c.

It had been announced that C. Pearson, Esq., M.P. for the

Borough of Lambeth, would take the chair at sis o'clock ; but

Mr. Pearson not having arrived at half-past six,

Mr. Nesbit said he was confident that something unex-

pected bad cecurred to prevent the attendance of Mr. Pearson

at the hour for commencing. In order, however, that there

miy;ht be no furtlier delay, he would suggest that Jlr. Rowton
should take the chair.

]Mr. IIowTON having complied with this suggestion, said

that, after the delay which had already taken place, he would

not detain the meeting by making a speech, but would at

once^all upon his young friend. Master C. Agate, to recite an

opening poetical address.

Master C. Agate then recited a poetical address, appro-

priate to the occasion, written by Mr. Rowton.
The following selections were then recited :—Glenalvon and

Norval (Home), by Masters Ilutley and Trumper ; Le Meu-
r.ier sans souci (Audrceux), by Master Jlifif; Marmion'a Defi-

ance (Scott), by Master Matson ; Absolom (Willis), by Master
E. Agate.

'

Eacli of the above recitations elicited warm plaudits from the

meeting.

An examination in Botany was then conducted by Charles

Johnson, Esiq., of Guy's Hospital.

Mr. Johnson said that, as he had ah-eady examined this

class at length on the subject of Botany, lie should only then

put a few general questions to the pupils, m order to ascertain

whether they retained what they had acquired.

The examination in Botany was then proceeded with. It

comprised questions as to the grand divisions of the flowering

plants ; the properties and characteristics of tiic rosaceous

plants ; the subdivisions of different plants, and their several

peculiarities ; and other questions of a similar character. The
answers were given with marked promptitude, and in no in-

stance appeared to require correction from the examiner. At
the close of the examination,

Mr. JoiiNSO.N' said: I have to announce to the company
that from a previous examination of the pupils on Saturday
last, I found that Master C. Agate and Master L. Cottingham
had distanced their competitors in the race ; and that I liave

adjudged to them the prizes. Only a single prize was in the

first instance offered by Messrs. Nesbit ; but in consequence
of these two young gentlemen approaching so near to each
otiier in the progress which they have made, it has been de-

termined that two prizes shall be given (cheers). To the state-

ment that these two have distanced their competitors,, I should

add that, generally speaking, the pupils have acquired quite as

much knowledge of the subject as it was possible for them to

attain during the short time that many of them have made it

their study (applause).

The Chairman : We are now, ladies and gentlemen, to

have a debate on the question—" Are the mental capacities of

the sexes equal ?" I have no doubt you all feel with me that

there is somethi:ig barbarous in disputing at all on that ques-

tion ; and that it is almost a pity such a question should ever

have been debated (Hear, hear). Still, as the question has

been and is discussed, the young gentlemen appear before us

as adventurous young knights who are ready to break a lance ;

and I trust you, ladies and gentlemen, will all, with their as-

sistance, arrive at a just conclusion (laughter).

It was then formally proposed by Master Thome, seconded

by Master Trumper, and carried unanimously, that Master
Hutley should take the chair. This was the prelude to a dis-

cussion, which was carried on in a very animated manner ; and
the various points of which, as they were successively put
forth by the disputants, received due acknowledgment from
the assembly. After a pleasing display of juvenile eloquence,

a proposition was carried mianimously, to the effect that the

mental capacities of the sexes are equal.

Charles Pearson, Esq., M.P., having entered the room during
the progress of the discussion, at the close of it Mr. Rowton
vacated the cliair in order to make room for him.

Mr. Pearson then said : Ladies and gentlemen, I may
safely assure you that the hour at which 1 have arrived la

not indicative of the habits of my life. Since I have been con-

nected with this borough, and even with t'ne corporation which
I have the honour to serve, 1 have scarcely ever been too late

for any appointment ; nor should I have been so this evening
had I not by mistake entered the engagement in my memo-
randum-book for seven o'clock instead of six (" Hear, hear,"

and cheers). However, the loss is mine. T have been here

long enough to listen to a very spirited debate, conducted ac-

cording to the best principles observed in the greatest houses
in this country—(laughter)—and I can only say that these

young gentlemen have manifested an aptitude for discussion

which does great credit both to themselves and to their in-

structors (Hear, hear). I confess that in the early part of the

debate I thought the fair sex rather roughly treated—(laughter)

—however, the cause of that was perhaps explained by one of
the very acute speakers towards the close, when he told us that

those who w^ere describing the fair sex disadvautageously had
an interest in giving the preference to their own (laughter). I

could not help thinking of the fable, w ith which I daresay you
are all acquainted, that an artist having painted a lion being
conquered by a man, he stepped out of the room, when a lion

looked in. Seeing the picture the animal said, " Ah I this is

all very well : but it must be recollected that if a lion had
painted this, he would have represented a lion conquering a

man" (laughter). So also if an assemblage of young ladies

h:id discussed this question, and if, without being perceived by
them, we could have heard what they said, I daresay they
would not have shown any mental inferiority in their manner
of dealing with the subject (Hear, hear). However, the gallantry

of our young friends came to the aid of tlie ladies ; and,
whatever prejudice might do at the beginning, gallantry settled

the question in the end. 'We all know that ultimately our
friends did full justice to the female sex. Whether the young
gen'lemau who said, " We will take this to our hearts," meant
by that to give a pledge that he and his fellow-pupils would
by-and-bye take the ladies to their hearts, I cannot determine
(laugliter). The mathematical examinalion will now take

place. I most earnestly request the gentleman who conducts
it, not to throw any part of the duty ou the Chairman. Edu-
cation has inarched ou with such rapid strides since I was en-

gaged in my juvenile studies, that I must confess myself
utterly incompetent to take any part in the examination, I
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recollect being present ouce at an examination in one of our

model schools, when a learned bishop who stood beside me
said to me, "Mr. Pearson, will you examine the boys?" I re-

plied, " So long as they do not examine mc, I shall feel very

much obliged to them" (laughter). From tlie specimen which

I had witnessed, I really felt that the right rev. prelate himself

might have stood in a bad position if he had been examined
by, instead of examining, his young friends (Hear, hear, and
laughter).

John Imray, Esq., M.A., the mathematical examiner,

said : Mr. Chairman, although you have professed your want
of acquaintance with this science, let me say that you have

shown what constitutes the principal element of mathematics

—

namely, good common sense ; the science of mathematics being

intended to draw out that part of man's nature more than any
other. Mr. Imray then put to the pupils a number of ques-

tions, embracing some of the most useful points in the sciences

of mathematics, natural philosophy, &c., not omitting the

methods of ascertaining the superficial and soUd contents of

different bodies. In this case, as in the previous one, the re-

sult was highly creditable to the pupils. At the close of the

examination, Mr. Imray said : I consider the questions

which I have already put perfectly sufficient. Before I sit

down I must mention that on Friday last I gave the boys a

very long and difficult examination, and was highly satisfied

with the manner in which they acquitted themselves. I per-

ceived that they had not got mathematics, as it were, by rote

;

but really knew the meaning of what they had been taught, hav-

ing been instructed upon a system which is far better than that

followed by the majority of teachers. I submitted them to

an examination, as I have done now, by voice. I afterwards

gave them a few exercises in writing ; and I must say that

amongst those who did best in both these cases, IMaster

Charles Agate signalized himself the most. Not that the

others were mucii inferior ; but still he was the best, and I

believe, therefore, that the prize in this class has been awarded

to him.

The Chairman : We are now about to have another proof

that devotion to the severer studies has not disqualified for

the lighter kinds of proficiency. Master C. Agate, who won
the mathematical prize, and is, as we hive heard, among the

good the best, will commence.
The following pieces were then recited :

" King John and

the Abbott" (anonymous), by Master C. Agate ; "The Burial

of Sir John Moore" (Wolfe), by Master Whiting; " Adieux k

la Vie" (rjilbert), by Master Hutley; Scene from "Cato"—the

dialogue between Cato, Sempronius, Lucius, Decius, and

Junius—(Addison), by Masters L. Cottingham, E. Agate,

Trumper, Hutley, and C. Agate. The last recitation at this

period of the evening was that of "The Well of St. Keyne"
(Southey), by Master Matson, which elicited special marks of

approbation from those assembled.

J. Morris, Esq., F.G.S., then conducted an examination

in geology. Tlie questions had reference to the object of the

study ; the different classes of rocks, stratified and uustrati-

fied, togetlier with their position on the map ; the fossils found

in rocks of various cla3-:es ; the geological positions of coal,

salt, gypsum, and the chief minerals of this country ; tlie

principal divisions and properties of the cretaceous group
;

the depositions of substances useful in agriculture, and

the at>ricultural capabilities of different soils ; the geological

peculiarities of the east and south-east of England ; the charac-

teribtics of the Weald, &c. The Examiner said at the conclu-

sion, ladies and gentlemen, I last Monday subjected the pupils

to a long and careful examination ; and I may say that I found

thein taking a deep interest in natural science ; so dei.'p an inter-

est, in fact, that I trust it will prove of the greatest service to

them in their future career. Besides affording us amuse-

ment this eveuiug, they have also shown their aptitude

for picking up information. I may myution that between

the Masters Agate and Cottingham the competition for

merit was so great that I found it difficult to decide ; but

having given them a scries of written examinations. Master

E. Agate appeared to me to have answered them in the most

clear and satisfactory manner. I thought therefore that to

hiuithe prize ought to he awarded (Hear, hear).

Thj Chairman said : I am sure we are all delighted to

observe that this branch of science, geology, is receiving in-

creased attention in the present day. It is a matter of great

importance to all of us that we should have the wealth of the

earth developed for the benefit of man ; and to these young
gentlemen the study is of infinite value. When we find that

the population is increasing at the rate of upwards of a thou-

sand a day, and is pressing on the means of subsistence in a

manner which sometimes threatens the nation with the most
severe distress, if not with the dissolution of the bonds of

society, we cannot but feel that attention should be directed

to the increasing by all possible means the productiveness of

the earth. We have been told that he who causes two blades

of grass to grow where one only grew before, is greater than

the conqueror of nations. 1 believe that the study of che-

mistry in connection with agriculture, and the scientific exa-

mination of the geological properties and qualities of the

earth, mil furnish us with such advantages that practically

we shall have not only two blades of grass growing where

one only grew before, but a dozen ears of wheat where only

one ear was before obtained (Hear, hear). I recognize in

the case of some of these young gentlemen the names of per-

sons who have distuiguished themselves by their practical

usefulness in society. The name of Hutley is one which many
of you well know, and I believe the young gentleman present

(referring to Master Hutley) claims kindred with tlie gentle-

man to whom I allude. England has long boasted of her

farming superiority. I imagine that now she will add

another sprig to her wreath, and that, by combining

scientific research with great practical industry and experience,

the agricultural interest wdl attain a yet higher position.

(Cheers.) I think it desirable that we should give this ex-

pression of opinion, seeing that the young gentlemen do not

devote their time merely to studies of an ornamental charac-

ter, but address themselves here to objects which are really

useful. (Cheers.) Whether their names shall hereafter be

written in the book of time as doing honour to their race here,

or whether they shall transfer the knowledge they may acquire

to other countries, they may rely upon it that the information

which they are now attaining will be of great advantage to

them in whatever country or position they may be placed.

(Hear, hear.) Public attention is now fixed upon emigration;

and it may be that some of these young gentlemen will in

after times be the founders of families in a portion of our

colonies. " Dwell in the land and verily ye shall be fed" is a pro-

mise which I believe however will not fail us in the present day.

I think that the broad acres of this land are capable of sup-

porting twice the amount of the present population, provided

science, industry, and capital be combined for the purpose of

developing the resources of the nation ; but still, whether they

reside at home or abroad, tiiese youi'g gentlemen will find

that in drinking here of the fountain of useful practical know-

ledge, they were partaking of that which must be of in-

estimable advantage to them at all periods of their existence.

These young gentlemen, after indulging us with specimens of

their proficiency, in geology, are about again to gratify us

with some of the lighter forms of eutertainiueiit.

The following recitations were then excellently delivered :

—

"Lochinvar" (Scott), by Master E. Cottingham ; "Paddy Dun-
bar" (Hughes), by Master E. Agate; "Beth Gelert, or the

Grave of "the Hound" (Spencer), by Master Freestone ;
" Ben

Battle" (Hood), by Master Trumper; " The Ocean" (Byron),

by Master L. Cottingham ; and the " Jackdaw of Kheims"

(ingoldsby), by Master Hutley.

Mr. J. C. Nesbit then said—Ladies and gentlemen, I am
sorry to tell you, that owing to the circumstance of Dr. Hoff-

man's removal from his present residence, it is impossible for

him to give his attendance here this evening for the purpose of

conducting personally the examination in chemistry. But, in

fact, he examined the pupils in their chemical studies last Tues-

day evening, devoting several hours to the task, and he has made

the award which was necessary to enable us to decide who

shall have the prize. I will, with your permission, put a few

questions to the pupils myself, in order to show you that they

really understand the subject; but, of course, an examination

conducted privately, and at much greater length than it could

be on such an occasion as this, is much more satisfactory for

the purpose of determining the relative merits of the pupils.

Let mc first read the following letter from Dr. Hoffman.

" Koyal College of Chemistry, Loudon,

Dec. 13th, 1848.

"Dear Sir,—I have carefully examined your pupils in qua-

litative analysis, both verbally and by means of written ques-
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tions, and have found them very much advanced in this branch

of chemistry.
" I consider it my duty to mention the names of Messrs. C.

J. Agate (first prizeman), Lewis Cottingham and G. Whiting,

in particular, as liaving been prominent in tne examinations.

Unable to attend at the public examination, I may be allowed

to congratulate you on the system of instruction which you
have introduced into your academy, and ou the success with

which your endeavours have been attended. I am, my dear

sir, yom-3 faithfully, " A. W. Hoffman."

The prize, therefore, has been awarded to my friend Mr. C.

Agate, although Master L. Cottingham and Master Whiting
are both mentioned by Dr. Hoffman as having approached

very near to him in point of excellence.

The examination, conducted by Mr. Nesbit himself, com-
prised questious as to the modes of detecting manganese,

nickel, cobalt, zinc, baryta, strontia, and many other sub-

stances ; and also the quantitative estimation of phosphoric

acid and the phosphates. The answers of the pupils were

prompt and decisive.

Mr. J. C. Nesbit.—Mr. Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen,

I do not think it necessary to intrude auy further upon your

time with our chemical examination ; because I consider

that the pupils having undergone a lengthened examination

from a gentleman so well known as Dr. Hoffman—a gentle-

man who is himself one of the first professors of chemistry in

this country—being a pupil of Liebig, and having conducted

the laboratory at Giessen for many years—the good opinion,

I say, wliich he has expressed is sufficient to shew that the

knowledge which the students have acquired is anything but

superficial (Hear). I would take this opportunity of making a

few observations with regard to the general progress of these

young gentlemen, and the manner in which they have been

taught. With respect to the study of chemistry, I think we
have done a great deal more within the last year than has yet

been accomplished in any other similar establishment, or by
the same number of pupils. During the last twelve months
we have undertaken and prosecuted an investigation of very

great importance to agriculture—no other than the analyzing

of the fossils of many, if not of most, of the strata of this

country, in order to discover the phosphate of lime or earth of

bones—a substance so valuable to agriculture, that, by its as-

sistance, the growth of a good crop of turnips may generally be

secured. During the progress of this investigation, the pupils

have pertormed upwards of 300 quantitative analyses, or

analyses by weight ; and the results have formed the subject

of two communications to the Chemical Society, and have been

read before the members ; while another paper has been com-
municated to the Geological Society. I need not mention the

average age of these boys ; but you at once perceive that they

are too young to have entered long on a career of scientific

study, and you therefore feel that they have been dili-

gent, and have employed well the opportunities which they

have here possessed. It must be remembered that their time

has not been devoted solely to chemistry. As you have seen

this evening, mathematics and botany, and the general studies

included in a good education, have not been neglected ; and I

may here mention, that in the surveying and engineering de-

partments, the pupils have, during the past year, had many
weeks' open air exercise in levelhng, railway engineering, and

surveying, and that, in fact, a portion of Kennington, amount-
ing to nearly SO acres, with the houses, streets, gardens, com-
mon, and other grounds, &c., has been accurately surveyed

and planned by the pupils themselves, under the able direction

of Mr. Cregan. With respect to botany, it is not necessary

for me to offer any observations, the good opinion of Mr.
Johnson being quite sufficient ; and I dare say the gentlemen
who examined the pupils in mathematics and geology will, by
and bye, make a few remarks with respect to their advance-

ment in these sciences. I wish here to add a few words
myself on the principles of education. I believe that these

principles are not at present so well understood in this

country as they ought to be, either by teachers or

parents (Hear, hear). With a great majority of the po-

pulation of the three kingdoms, the three R's

—

reading,

'riliiKj, and 'rilhmetic (laughter)—constitute the sole idea

of education. Now, however essential a knowledge of

these subject* may be, it is only a means to an end (Hear,

hear)—they are only the instruments by which a real educa-

tion may be obtained : for education consists, in my opinion,

of such a course of study as shall discipline the mind, teach it

how to think, and bring it into the best possible condition for

acting, in the affairs of life, with energy, decision, and success.

In order to effect this purpose, it has been usual to insist

upon the studying of the dead languages. Latin and Greek

have been used in this country as means of disciplining the

mind and cultivating habits of thought : they have, too, cer-

tainly, been applied with considerable success ; but it so hap-

pens, that however well the mind may have been thus disci-

plined, still, as regards the great mass of the population of this

country, as respects those who are engaged in manufactures,

and trade, and agriculture, the knowledge acquired by the

study of the classics is of no use whatever, when they come to

take part in the affairs of real life and business. Now, gen-

tlemen, I have thought that, in the study of natural science, in

the study of the works of the Almighty as displayed before us

in nature, we have that which is capable of giving to the mind an

equal, if not a superior degree of discipline, to that which it ob-

tains by the study of the dead languages, and at the same time of

conferring on those who engage in it avastamountof information

which will be practically useful to them when they enter the

arena of life, whether they shall be engaged in the pursuits of

commerce, agriculture, manufactures, or the arts. It is with

this view that I have endeavoured to substitute, as it were, to

some extent, the study of natural philosophy, chemistry, geo-

logy, and botauy, for those studies which still, I regret to say,

profitlessly occupy so large a portion of the student's time

;

and while I would not for a moment depreciate tlie value of a

proper amount of classical literature, yet I do contend that the

very long period which is usually devoted to such studies in-

volves, in most cases, a lamentable loss of time, particularly as

the period occupied in education is, in many cases, unfortu-

nately so exceedingly limited. If youth devoted less time to

tlie study of Latin and Greek, and more to natural science,

they would enter the busy world with minds more enlightened,

disciplined, and alert, and with knowledge more useful to them-

selves and to others. I believe that the study of natural sci-

ence will both discipline the mind, and be useful to tliose who
devote themselves to it in their subsequent career. I have no

doubt that one or two of our friends will make a few observa-

tions on this subject. Allow me to make one more myself be-

fore I conclude. It is, that in the case of the mathematical

examination, one young gentleman honourably retreated in

consequence of the superiority of his knowledge to that pos-

sessed by the younger members of our community (cheers) ; a

gentleman who having devoted a great portion of his time,

having in fact almost exclusively directed his attention to the

study of mathematics, has mastered that science to an extent

surpassing the progress of any of the other students. I speak

of my friend Mr. George Whiting. I think it right thus pub-

licly to announce that had Mr. Whiting been examined with

the younger boys he must have taken the prize, being far su-

perior to them in that respect. He withdrew from the contest,

well knowing that his mathematical abilities were of

such a high order that it was not necessary or fitting for him
to contend with his fellow pupils (cheers).

John Matson, Esq., Hackney, here rose in the body of

the room, and said—Mr. Chairman, I beg pardon for intruding

npon your attention, but I think it riglit that I should bear

testimony to the very excellent manner in whicii my boy has

been educated in this school. He has been here but little

more than six months, and I am happy to say that so much
has he profited by the instruction he has received that some
time ago he delivered a lecture to the Literary and Scientific

Institution of Hackney, and Mr. Rowton will bear testimony

to the manner in which he acquitted himself on that occasion.

Mr. Rowton : I feel called upon, after the appeal which has

been made to me by Mr. Matson, to state what was my im-

pression with regard to his son's lecture. A few weeks ago I

attended the lecture delivered by Master Matson at the Lite-

rary and Scientific Institution of West Hackney, of which I

have the honour to be President ; and I must acknowledge that

the lecture was distinguished by a remarkable amount of know-
ledge, by great skill in detail, and by uniform success in a

large number of experiments; not one of the experiments

failed (Hear, hear). Tlie lecture was likewise distinguished by
a pleasing manner in the speaker, which reflected great credit

on those who had trained him.

W. Shaw, Esq., of the Strand (editor of the Mark Lane
Express), said : Sir, I should feel that I were unworthy of be*
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ing my friend's guest on this important occasion, if I did not

offer two or three remarks upon what 1 have had the gratifica-

tion to see and hear this evening. I assure you it has called

up many pleasing recollections ; and I have reflected with con-

siderable regret that when I was of the age of these lads, gene-

ral education had not taken that turn which it now seems to

be doing. Then, as my friend Mr. Nesbit says, we were nailed

down to Greek, Latni, and mathematics, and had very little

time for the acquisition of general knowledge. I think we are

exceedingly indebted to those who, like our friends the

Messrs. Nesbit, are infusing into our general system of educa-

tion tliat species of knowledge which cannot fail to become
practically useful in after life. I cannot help congratulating

you, as a portion of this great nation, that in one of those

higiier spheres which we are proud to look up to, for both those

who have been members of the universities, and those who
have not, look up to them with respect—I am glad to find that in

the university of Cambridge there has lately been an intima-

tion given, that the system of education at present existing

there is about to be reformed, and that that species of general

knovvledge which has been adverted to this evening will in

future be attended to by tliose who have to fill the highest posi-

tions in this country (cheers). Such a fact cannot fail to

interest all classes ; and I agree with our friend, Mr. Nesbit,

that there is nothing like practical knowledge, knowledge
which will be useful in after life, as the basis of general educa-

tion. I also congratulate Mr. Nesbit on his success in another

point of view, namely, in reference to agriculture ; a subject

in which I feel great interest, having been engaged in it

duruig nearly the whole period of my life. I am glad to

perceive that attention is here paid to those sciences which are

likely to be beneficial to our rising agriculturists, and I look

forward lo an improvement in that class quite as great as that

which characterises any other portion of society (Hear, hear).

I have long been of opinion that the only true way of improv-

ing agricultural education is by infusing better principles of

education into existing schools (Hear, hear). I know there are

those who are very zealous for the establishment of agricul-

tural colleges. I should be sorry to say a word which could,

in the sliglitest degree, damage any attempt which may be

made to improve agricultural education ; but having resided

myself for a great many years in the country, I know how our

schools are constituted and supported, and I have always been
of opinion that the most satisfactory, the most expeditious, and
the most certain mode of rapidly increasing the sphere of agri-

cultural knowledge, is to endeavour to infuse a better system
of teaching into the schools already existing (Hear, hear). I

really think it would be far more difficult to establish new
schools upon better principles, than to infuse such principles

into tiiose which are already in operation (Hear, hear). As an
humble individual, I beg to express my warmest thanks to the

Messrs. Nesbit, and I must say in conclusion that I think the

highest credit is due to them for having adopted and developed

so good a system of education (Hear, hear), the excellent re-

svdts of which we have this night witnessed.

J. Morris, Esq., F.G.S., the examiner in geology, then
said : Sir, I wish to make a few observations upon the position

which we occupy this evening. After the interesting exhibition

which Vie have vWtuessed, there can be no doubt that we meet
on this occasion to herald the dawn of the human intellect and to

advance its progress to greater maturity. The object is one of

deep interest, especially when considered in connection with

the great purposes of life, and with the great advance which
science will, I trust, make for the benefit of mankind. It has
been well observed by the celebrated physician Montfauqon
that if there exist any means of making men rich and happy,
and of giving them abundant nutriment and all the necessaries

of life, it is by unveiling the riches which nature offers, and by
diffusing the gifts which nature everywhere exhibits on her sur-

face; it IS by introducing a love of the natural sciences so bene-

ficial to man, softening and relieving, as it were, his burdens,

rendering him more happy, more peaceful, and more contented.

I, therefore, do feel that the system pursued by the Messrs.

Nesbit is one of deep interest to the whole community. While
I am sure that classical literature is here deeply respected,

while I am convinced that it ought to be thus respected, as

making us, as it were, denizens of, and communicants with, the

world within, still we ought to remember that it is natural

science alone which can acquaint us with the external world,

(Hear, hear). That appears to me to be the great distinction

between the two kinds of knowledge. I must say that natural

science has other and higher advantages beyond the classics.

Whether we look £t chemistry, which by its synthetical and
close mode of investigation disciplines the mind for analytical

processes, or whether we look at zoology and botany, which
teach the mind to be minute and careful in all its proceedings

in after life, I think it must be admitted that those sciences

are not less beneficial, practically, than mathematics, in un-
folding the higher order of mental phenomena. Who can fail

to perceive the advantages which natural science is calculated

to confer ? Who amongst us has not reflected that if those
who have left this country for distant colonies had carried

with them minds better cultivated, we should have reaped from
their enterprize higher advantages ? (Hear, hear.) How many
plants yet remain unknown, how many deep recesses of the
earth yet remain unexplored, which, had the natural sciences

been cultivated earlier, might have administered largely to the
wants of mankind ? (Hear, hear ; and cheers). Must we not
feel that as the European has advanced, as it were, on the tread

or the footstep of the Indian or aboriginal race, had he pos-
sessed natural science and a mind better cultivated, his ad-

vance would have been hailed with pleasure and with joy, in-

stead of being regarded as a bane aud a curse to the whole
native community ? Who can tell what advantages the
mother country might have derived from the spread of natural

science? It has been aptly said by an author, that he who
creates a thought does an immortal thing. As a pebble dropped
into the silent lake produces an undulation which reaches the
distant bank, so a thought cast on the broad field of the popu-
lar mind must everywhere produce its appropriate effect ; and
who shall say where its progress will be arrested—who define the
spot on the shoreless ocean of the human intellect where its

influence shall not be felt ? (applause). Gentlemen, I do feel

deeply the advantages of natural science. Amongst those ad-

vantages we must not forget its soothing influence upon the
human mind. Surely, when we look around upon the vast

magnificence which it everywhere opens before us, we cannot
think that man, with all his intellectual appetites, and all his

varied powers, was placed on this earth merely to be an idle

spectator of the vast scene around him. To his intellectual

energies all the recesses of the earth are open ; to his untiring
skill earth yields up her innumerable treasures ; and the study
of natural science creates in us deep respect and adoration for

that Deity who governs all things, and has arranged all with so
much symmetry and order. I trust, therefore, that the natural

sciences will be increasingly taught in our schools, so as to
prove beneficial to the rising generation. I do feel, too, with
our President, that the young gentlemen who have been
examined may leave an impression upon the book of time in

after years, since their attention has been directed to that

communion with the world without, to that sphere of natural
science which affords, I am sure, the only guarantee and me-
dium for the progress of agriculture and the advancement of
the best interests of civilization. Much has been doue to im-
prove mechanical, mathematical, and physical science in past

times ; much has certainly thus been contributed already

towards the well-being of the human race, but I still think

that by directing attention increasingly to the world without,

we may do much towards the further amelioration of the con-
dition of the mass of the human race (applause).

J. Imray, Esq., M.A., said : Sir, considering the impressive,

and I may say the eloquent, manner in which the sentiments
of the last speaker have been expressed, it would not become
me to give the same kind of testimony at any length. I wiU,
however, say a few words—and very few tiiey shall be—as to

"That I have observed in the Messrs. Nesbit's academy, aud
what I think may fairly be expected from it. I have known
the Messrs. Nesbit for several years, during which time 1 have
repeatedly had the honour and the pleasure of being present at

these examinations ; and I have witnessed with great interest

and delight a progressive improvement in the system of teach •

ing here adopted and carried out—a system which, after what
has been said, I need scarcely remark appears to me to be the

best, both as training the young mind to reason and judge, and
as giving it that kind and that amount of information which
will be most useful in after life (cheers). When I was at

school, a great part of my time was devoted to the reading of

Latin and Greek authors, aud to the study aud the accumula-
tion in the memory of stories about heathen gods and god-

desse*, relating very little to their yirtues, very greatly to
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their vices (Hear, hear). This was then thought, aud is consi-

dered still in some places, a proper and useful course for the

jouug luiud to pursue. I must say that I have a totally dif-

ferent impression of the matter. I cannot mention one hour
in my life since that period in which 1 found such knowledge of

any value whatever. Whereas the little information which I

received on mathematical, mechanical, or natural science gene-

rally, has, at e\ery turn, every day, and almost every hour of

my life, proved useful to me (Hear, hear). I would not for a

moment place side by side the study of mere words, com-
mitted to memory, with studies hke that of chemistry, which,

in their minutest details, as in their largest bearings, train the

mind to the habit of just reasoning and of logical deduction

(Kear, hear). Who will contend that the old system of edu-

cation is one which ought to be continued? I must say that

I hope before many years elapse a thorough reform will take

place—in imitation of the system of this Academy—at

Oxford and Cambridge. I am sure every one would hail such

a change with the highest satisfaction. Whatever advantages

there may be in the system already pursued, they are confined

almost exclusively to the higher aud wealthier classes ; but
though the studies which seem of inferior value are confined to

a great extent to the classes beneath, yet the spirit of compe-
tition will of itself make the higher classes desire to obtain such

knowledge ; and the slight change which has taken place at

Cambridge shows in what direction we are tending (Hear,

hear). With regard to the particular department in which I

have had the pleasure of examming these young gentlemen to-

night, namely, the mathematical department, of all the studies

calculated to discipline the mind, I consider that the most
\akia!jle, being adapted to give great powers of reasoning and
of logieid deduction. Wherever you find a man of good com-
mon sense, you find one who is calculated to make a good
mathematician. Mathematics is nothing but the science of

relations. It pervades all the sciences and prepares pnd
discipl.nes the mind for the study of each. Seeing the

proficiency of these young gentlemen in other sciences, I

was prepared, in some degree, to find them proficient in mathe-
matics ; but I must say I was not prepared to find them so pro-

ficient as they actually proved to be. I had imagined that a

few simple questions were all that I ought to ask or they could

be expected to answer; but I confess that I found the case

different ; and I do not doubt that had I gone deeper 1 should

have found their replies equally ready. This ougiit to be re-

garded with great satisfaction ; and I am sure all those who
see the adv.iutages of such a system of education, the vast im-

provement which it is upon the old one, tlie mode in which it

disciplines the mind, and the good uses to which it may be

turned in after-life ; every one who considers all these things

must feel that we owe a debt of gratitude to Messrs. Nesbit

for encouraging and carrying out such a system of instruction.

I am confident that such a feeling will pervade all present.

Every one who takes an interest in the future advance and

prosperity of his race must entertain that feeling. When,
instead of the attention being confined to old heathen

authors, we see the taste equally cultivated by the study of

every author dear to English literature ; when we remember
that Shakspeare had very little classical knowledge, and yet

that no one ever exhibited taste superior to his ; and when we
see tliat, instead of being chained to an effete system, youth

are here taught to look round upon nature, and to learn the

relations of things, and to ascertain their qualities, the mind
being trained in chemistry, botany, and the other physical

sciences, we cannot but feel that they are likely to be placed

in a better position than they would otlierwise occupy for be-

coming useful to their fellow creatures, and for "looking from

nature up to nature's God" (cheers).

The Chairman then proceeded to distribute the prizes,

accompanying the act of presentation with a most appropriate

and admirable address to the successful competitors. Addressing

first MastersLewis Cottiugham and C. Agate, he said, he perceived

from the paper before him that they h?d obtained the first

prizes for botany, and lie had, therefore, to present each of them
with two volumes of the British Flora, by Sir Wm. Hooker.

With the study of botany were connected great and obvious ad-

vantages. It could not, perhaps, in point of usefulness be

compared with some other studies^ but it was closely connected

with chemistry, geology, and other sciences which bore upon
agriculture; and in their progress through life those who were

acquainted with it would frequently derive from it assistance

as well as receive pleasure. It would at all times be pleasant

and agreeable to possess a knowledge of botany. In the early

part of the evening they had heard a very excellent discussion

on the relative powers and capacities of the male and female

sexes. Let them strive to acquire a knov.dedge of botany, for

not only would they by so doing render themselves agreeable

to the ladies, but without great application they would find the

latter more than their equals (laughter). He was happy to

find that his (the chairman's) name received additional honour

from the fact of its being inserted in the first page of the

prizes.

Master Edward Agate then came forward to receive the

prize for geology. After observing that this young gentleman,

like his fellow pupils, had been subjected, on a previous day, to

a severer examination than that which the company had heard,

and that by the examiner full justice had been done to his

merits, the Chairman, in presenting the prize ("Lyell's

Principles of Geology"), proceeded to enlarge on the prompti-

tude with which the answers had been given. The cultivation

of clear and ready powers of utterance was, he said, in the pre-

sent day especially, a matter of great importance, seeing that

from the youthful band before him, aud from similar bodies,

would have to be chosen future legislators and the choosers

of future legislators. To himself it was a source of delight

to find that the present generation was likely to be suc-

ceeded by one which would possess greater advantages for

framing the laws by which the property, liberty, and lives

of all would be regulated. The Chairman then called for

Master C. Agate, the successful competitor for the mathemati-

cal prize. lie said he hoped that the study would have the

effect of teaching and disciplining the pupil's mind. Let not so

much success, however, weaken his sense of the importance of a

close application. Talent was unfortunately, often made, by its

possessor, a substitute for industry, which, in the long run, would
be found the most useful of the two. In this case there must,

however, have been a considerable amount of industry com-
bined with a considerable amount of talent, otherwise such

pre-eminent success would not have been obtained in different

departments by one so young. He (the chairman) was not

speaking at, but to. Master Agate (laughter), and he would
tell him that probably all present in the meeting resembled

himself in having in their eye some person who, having begun
early in life with considerable talent, had now cause to regret

that that talent had not been accompanied in the career of life

witn more industry. Let the pupil always bear in mind the

fable of the hare and the tortoise, the hare representing brilliant

talent, the tortoise plodding industry ; aud let him
remember that notwithstanding the superior qualities of

the former, it was the latter who won the race,

the former having neglected to exercise that industry without

which the brightest talent was ultimately of little avail.

Doubtless in the present case this caution was not spe-

cially needed ; but, at all events, the general principle which
he had stated was one which all would do well to remember,
and by carrying it into practice, he had no doubt Master
Agate would attain to other and higher objects in life than

even that which he had then secured.

Master C. Agate having again presented himself as the

successful competitor for a third prize, the Chairman said

he need not fatigue him or the company by repeating ob-

servations which if too often made might become painful. He
felt quite satisfied that the success obtained had been deserveo.

He hoped that such repeated success would not excite any un-

pleasant feelings in the minds of other pupils, but stimu-

late them to renewed exertion. It evinced a strong sense of

justice on the part of the raanagersofthisestablishment that they

did notrefuse to great industry and ability prize alter prize when
manifestly deserved. In many public educational establish-

ments he had observed that when the same boy presented

himself as a claimant for two or three prizes, the conductors

were disposed to look around them in order to discover an-

other nearly equal in merit, in order that all the prizes might

not fall to the share of one. He was happy to find, however, that

such a good feeling pervaded the minds of the young gentle-

man before him, that the managers of that establishment were

not afraid of arousing any unpleasant feelings by awarding to

the same young gentleman even a third prize.

Master Whiting then presented himself to receive a prize

for geileral proficiency and chemistry. The Chairman, in

addressing liimj observed that not only had he been a sue-
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cessful claimant of the prize, but he had attained that power
whicli a wise philosopher had told them was the greatest of

all human efforts, viz., the power of conquering oneself ; and
very great credit was due to him for declining to compete in

favour of those against whom he must necessarily have been

successful. His merit was far superior to that of being a

successful competitor with others; he had been a successful

competitor with himself, and had consented to foreg.i the high

honour which he might have attained, thus evincing that

highest and best honour, a disposition to see others attain

similar success to that which had been deserved by himself.

He had great pleasure in presenting to the pupil the volume
he held in his hand, and he could not but consider it as the

concentrated essence of the honours of all the classes (cheers).

Master Ilutley next presented himself, and the Chairman
said he had great pleasure in presenting to him a prize for his

general '. progress in the study of the natural sciences. If

destined to the pursuit in which his father was engaged, he

felt no doubt that the advantages received in that establish-

ment would enable the pupil to pursue his career in an
honourable manner, and by means of science to add to the

ment which already attached to his name.
Master Edmund Cottingham then came forward,

and the Chairman said he had great pleasure in

presenting to him two volumes. Although he had
not obtained a prize for success in any particular de-

partment, still he was to have one for general proticieucy, and
that afforded the best evidence that his mind was actively en-

gaged. Probably, however, he would in future attach himself

more particularly to some one pursuit, and if so, he might
fairly expect to obtain a prize under some particular head of

study.

Similar prizes, accompanied by a similar address, were then

presented to Masters Trumper and Thorne.
Master Matson havingthen presented himself,theCHAlRMAN

said he felt some diffidence in addressing this young gentle-

man, having learnt that the pupil was himself a lecturer on
chemistry (laughter). He ought rather, perhaps, to request

the gentleman before him to take his (the Chairman's) place.

It was impossible to over-estimate the advantage, in these

days, of being able to express one's opinions clearly and per-

spicuously. Lord Brougham had justly said that the science

of thinking upon our legs was a very important one (laughter).

In the present day he did not know of any science with which
it was more important to be acquainted than with that of

chemistry ; and he had now the pleasure of presenting to

Master Matson a volume, as a reward for past and a stimulus

to future exertion in that department of science.

The Chairman said he had now to present a number of

prizes to the junior young gentlemen of the establishment,

and he could do little more than name the claimants entitled

to the good opinion of the assembly. The following pupils

were included in this address :—Masters Iliff, Turner, J.

Coombs, G. Johnson, Denton, Bowles, S. and Wjatt.
The Chairman said the observations addressed by him to

the older pupils would, of course, apply in a certain degree to

these, and he had great pleasure in presenting to them the

prizes which had been awarded.
This concluded the distribution of prizes.

Mr. Nesbit then proposed, and Mr. Kowton seconded, a

vote of thanks to the Chairman, the latter gentleman observ-

ing that to the praise due to Mr. Pearson as the president of

the evening must be added that due to him as a philanthropist

and a friend of the whole human race (cheers).

The motion having been carried by acclamation,

The Chairman, in briefly returning thanks, expressed the

extreme gratification which he had felt in being present on so

interesting an occasion, as it had given him an opportunity of

stimulating his young friends to persevere strenuously in their

literary and scientific efforts. He was happy to find in the

borough of Lambeth an establishment like that of Messrs.

Nesbit, where, by means of private enterprise, per.sonal and
individual exertion on the part of the youth of the middle

clashes would enable them to obtain a sound, useful, and prac-

tical education, bringing all the pursuits of scientific research

to bear practically on the most important objects of daily life.

It had been especially pleasing to him to hear Mr. Matson ex-

press, with a parental pride which was an honour to him, his

obligations to the managers of this establishment, for the ad-

vancement of his son's education. That was an exlremrly

gratifying circumstance ; and before he sat down he woukl
suggest the passing of a vote of thanks to Messrs. Nesbit, for

their general exertions in the cause of education. Perhaps
such a proposal would most appropriately emanate from Mr.
Matson.
— Matson, Esq., said he had great pleasure ni proposing

a vote of thanks to Messrs. Nesbit for the care and attention

which they had bestowed on the instruction of their pupils.

G. Whiting, Esq., editor of the " Maidstone Gazette," in

seconding the motion, said the Chairman had used the words
" parental gratitude." As the parent of one of the boys who
had been examined, he felt it imperative to add his humble
testimony to the expressions of gratitude which had been used

in reference to the exertions of the Messrs. Nesbit. Being

connected with a newspaper which devoted a considerable por-

tion of its space to the dissemination of scientific information,

more particularly in relation to agriculture, he might venture

to claim some pretensions to the character of an autliority with

respect to Mr. J.C. Nesbit'sknowledgeof agricultural chemistry.

He had had the pleasure of accompanying Mr. Nesbit at different

times from one end of Sussex to the other end of Hampshire, and
he had found that gentleman everywhere received with unqua-

lified approbation for his information on agricultural subjects.

He believed there was no similar establishment where scientific

knowledge in connection with agriculture was more simply

conveyed or more accurately taught. He had, in common,
no doubt, with all assembled, the most earnest wish for the

success of the Messrs. Nesbit in the course which they had

chalked out for themsehes, and he felt great pleasure m second-

ing the motion.

The Chairman having put the motion, it was carried unani-

mously.

Mr. J. C. Nesbit said : Mr. Chairman, and Ladies and
Gentlemen, it wonld be mere affectation if I concealed from

you that I feel very deeply the kind receptioti which I have

met with at your hands this evening. I feel this the more, be-

cause, from the time when my own education was completed

in my father's school, I took upgn myself the office and pro-

fession of teacher ; and having continued in it up to the present

moment, I have, for a lengthened period, beeii trying to discover,

and I hope successfully, whether a newer and better mode of in-

struction might not be introduced, by means of which a more
extensively useful and more scientific education mightbe atTorded.

(Hear.) My father is, as you well know, an old hand in the

work of education—(Hear, hear)—having been engaged for

more than half a century in the business of teaching, iind

having WTitten and published a great many popular works

used for practical instruction, as, for example, on mensuration,

land surveying, arithmetic, &c. In conclusion, I beg to say

that we shall always endeavour to carry out, and, if possible, to

improve upon our present system of education ; and while we
attend carefully to the scientific departments, we shall by no

means neglect the general education, and moral and religious

discipline of our pupils.

The company then dispersed, exhibiting in their conntenances

visible testimony of the gratification which they had derived

from the whole of the proceedings.

STEAM PLOUGHING, CANAL HAULAGE, &c.

Our attention has latterly been called to some
|

or steam hanlage on canals, in conjunction with

experiments recently made on the farm of Mr.
|

Mr. -Irtdrevv Smith's wire-rope. They were con-

Tyler, near Stratford, Essex, on a steam locomotive i structed byMr.AYm. Curwood, engineer, of White-
engine, constructed expressly for agricultural work, I chapel, under the patent of Mr. Osborn, King-street,
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St. James's. Although the ma-
jority of our agriculturists still

ridicule the introduction of

steampower for ploughing, and
deprecate it as totally im-

practicable, it is gratifying to find

there are men to be found who
venture to step beyond the con-

fined limits of present practice,

and, aware of the universal power
of steam, are anxious to second
the inventions of science and the

progress of the arts. In the first

trial, a pair of these peculiarly-

constructed steam-engines were
placed opposite each other, about

120 yards apart, with a sufficient

length of wire-rope between them,

the surplus coiled round the beam
of one of Lowcock's two-way
ploughs. This trial, although

not successful, proved that the

conditions of the two modes of

draught differ essentially—horse

draught being upwards, and ex-

ercising a direct control by its

proximity to the plongh—where-

as, the draught by steam-power
was distant and downwards, and
exercised no direct control on the

plough ; hence the experimentwas
instructive. Another trial was
made, extending the distance to 210 yards between'

the engines when, with both a Kent turn-rest, and
an Essex two-wheel plough, very good work was ac-

complished. The subsequent trials were made with

a single engine—the wire-rope being returned

through a pulley, anchored opposite the engine, and
were equally successful as regards the work done.

When a common swing plough was used, the

downward draught buried it beyond the necessary

depth at once. From these rude trials, with an
engine of 10-horse power, which is locomotive, or

can be drawn by two horses, we think there is

little doubt of the practicability of the plan as now
tested ; but on the question of its economy,
nothing but actual experiments, on a large scale,

with suitable implements, can determine.

These engines possess great advantages in being

applicable to thrashing, and other agricultural

operations, and can be moved from farm to farm,

or from field to field, with the greatest facility.

They are of the usual form, but superior to any
yet made for agricultural purposes, both as to ar-

rangement and workmanship. The mode em-
ployed for taking up the wire-rope constitutes the

patent. A pair of grooved riggers, 30 inches in

diameter, with projecting circles, are placed tangent
to each other—the projecting circles forming fric-

tion wheels. This pair of riggers is placed one
above the other, by the side of the boiler, and se-

cured to it on a frame by two strong iron straps, to

which also all the gearing is framed. The cy-

linders are vertical, and encased in the smoke-box,
giving motion to the crank-shaft by beams and

side rods. The crank-shaft traverses under the

boiler, and communicates the necessary motion to

the lower rigger by a spur and pinion wheel. On
the opposite end of the crank-shaft are keyed,

when wanted, a drum and boss, for a universal

joint ; and the engine is rendered locomotive by a

pair of stubb wheels and chains, connecting them
with the crank-shaft. The compactness of the en-

gine is admirable; for, while it is equal to 10-

horse power, and performs three distinct opera-

tions, its compass is only 10 feet by 6^ feet, the

height of boiler being 5 feet. The wire-rope is

wound round the riggers in form of the figure of 8,

and all sawing and abrasion prevented; and this

plan presents a great advantage in not requiring

perfect tension, but will take up a slack rope with-

out the least slip on the grooved riggers.

For canal haulage, this description of engine

will be found highly advantageous, as, by its use, an
unlimited number of barges in fleets can be hauled
by one tug-engine working on the wire-rope laid

down in the canal—a second hne of rope being laid

on the other side for craft going in the opposite

direction, giving the same facility as a double line

of railroad. The canal interest is one of the

largest in the kingdom, there being 4800 miles

of inland navigation; and that so much capital

should be allowed to sink irretrievably under rail-

way competition, when such obvious resources are

at hand to raise the value of the property, can
hardly be conceived ; but something must be done,

and that quickly.—Mining Journal.
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TENANT-RIGHT.
REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMI'lTEE ON AGRICULTURAL CUSTOMS,

WITH THE EVIDENCE.

(Continued.)

March 30tli, 1848.

MkMBF.RS I'RLSENT.

Mr. Burroun;lics

Mr. Colvillc

Mr. Evelyn Denioon
Mr. Tattou Egerton
Mr. Haytcr

Mr. Henley
Sir C. LeiiKin

Mr. Newdegatc
Mr. Pusey
Mr. Stafford.

FuiLip Pusey, Esq., in the Ciiaik.

Evidence of Mr. Edward Page.

Chairman.] You are an extensive land surveyor,

and also a land agent, at Beverley, in the East Riding of
Yorkshire?— I am.
Have you had occasion in the course of your profes-

sional occupations to make yourself well acquainted
with the East Riding of Yorkshire .''— I know most of

the East Riding of Yorkshire ; the principal part of my
business has been in that riding.

Can you tell the Committee to what extent you have
measured and surveyed the land in the East Riding of

Yorkshire?— I think I have surveyed and valued
nearly half the East Riding.

How many acres would that be ?— Perhaps between
300,000 and 400,000 acres.

You are also agent for a very large property in the
East Riding ?—For a considerable property in the
East Riding.

What is the extent of that .'—About 15,000 or 16,000
acres.

What is the custom as between outgoing and incoming
tenants in the East Riding of Yorkshire ; the first with
regard to acts of husbandry ?—The offgoing tenant,
as we call him, is entitled to a way-going crop, varying
from one-third to one-fourth of the arable, according to
the description of land he farms ; the way-going crop in
the wold farms averages one-fourth part of the arable

;

therefore, if a tenant had 400 acres of arable land, he
would have a right to away- going crop from 100 acres.
Mr. Henley.] What are your holdings ?—Nearly

universally Lady-day holdings.

Chairman.] Will you proceed with your statement .'

—Upon the wold part of the riding I think I stated that
they had one quarter part of the arable land as a way-
going crop ; upon the stronger soils, Holderness, for
instance, and the west side of the wolds, which is called
Howdenshire, the way-going crop averages one-third
part of the arable land.

I think the East Riding of Yorkshire is comprised
of a high range of chalk hills running through the county ;

the strong land called Holderness, and another district
of mixed land, but rather strong, on the west side of the
wolds, is called Howdenshire ? - It is ; and in Holderness
and Howdenshire, one-third part of the arable land for a
way-going crop generally previiils.

Then the outgoing tenant sows the wheat?—He does
;

upon the wolds, the way-going crop is either sown after
rape, turnips, or seeds, depastured the summer previous

;

he sows wheat, barley, oats, &c., as the case may re-

quire, and he leaves the crop at a valuation, to be taken

by the oncoming tenant, who has to pay the amount of

this valuation, deducting the average rent per acre of the

farm upon which the way-going crop has grown, which
is called the onstand, also deducting the expenses for

inning and outing, which is reaping, leading, threshing,

delivering, stacking, and every other expense attending

the bringing of the corn to market ; also deducting one
year's parochial taxes for that part of the land upon
which the way-going crop has grown. The oncoming
tenant gets the straw and the eatage thereof ; but he has

to allow the off-going tenant 6s. or 7s. per acre or some-
thing of that sort, for the eatage of the straw.

To whom does the dung belong generally ?— It is

various ; I should say three parts out of four belong to

the land.

Has the outgoing tenant any compensation for the

purchase of artificial manure, or artificial food for

stock ?—No not any.

Is there any compensation for draining or chalking

the land ?—Not any.

Is it generally the practice to employ those means of

increasing the productiveness of the soil ?—No, it is

not. There has been a certain portion drained, and
there has been a certain portion that has been chalked

or marled, but not to any very great extent.

Your wold land may be divided into two parts, the

southern part, which is lower, and on which the soil is

of rather a calcareous character, and the northern or

higher part, on which chalking is beneficial ?—It all lies

upon the chalk rock, and not far from it ; it may be di-

vided into two parts, that is, the thin soils of the wolds,

which are not confined to any particular district either

south or north, and the deep soils ; as to the thin soils

I do not believe that chalking would improve them ; but

I believe the deep soils would be greatly benefited by
chalking.

Do you not marl a good deal of deep soil upon the

highest wolds ?—Not a great deal.

Do the turnip crops suffer from the want of chalking

upon that land ?—Yes, very much, both the turnip and
corn crops.

How do the turnip crops suffer ?—It fingers and toes

;

it is an unhealthy plant altogether; it never gets to any
very great size ; it grows thin upon the ground, and

it is with great difficulty a crop can be got at all upon
the very deep soils ; the corn also comes up very thin

;

it never spreads ; it is always of a very grass-green ap-

pearance, and generally very late in ripening ; the quality

of the corn is always inferior, as well as the quantity ; it

also produces a very large quantity of different kinds

of weeds, such as catlocks, runches, and other weeds,

more than lighter soils do.

Have you any doubt that those evils would be greatly

diminished by the general adoption of chalking ?—

I

think they would, for wherever the land has been chalked

in a proper way, the evil has been entirely removed.

You stated, that on the wold farms there is no general

practice of using cake for feeding cattle for the improve-

E
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ment of manure ?—No, there is not ; there is some cake
used, not to <iny great extent.

Is the making of manure neglected on the wokl farms

as compared with the wolds of Lincolnshire ?—I cannot

speak to that ; I am not sufficiently acquainted with

Lincolnshire to draw a comparison. I can only go from
information I have received.

Then without drawing any comparison, should you say

that the straw was made the most of in being converted

into manure, or that it is sometimes left in the fields

where it has been threshed with a movable steam-engine?

—Upon the wolds particularly, they do not pay any
great attention to making the straw into manure. Upon
the large wold farms it is very often stacked and threshed

in the fields ; and I have seen straw that has lain in the

fields for a twelvemonth afterwards ; and of course it was
very imperfectly made into manure.
Your attention is now called to the deep land of the

East Riding ; and first as to Holderness ; is that district

in your opinion as much drained as it ought to be ?—No,
it is not.

What is the usual mode of cultivation in Holderness }

—Tlie usual mode is two crops and a fallow, with few
exceptions.

Two white crops and a naked fallow ?—Yes, a summer
fallow ; where they have got the land drained they can

grow turnips and rape.

The two white crops and naked fallows may be consi-

dered as the primitive mode of husbandry .'—Tliat has

been the mode of husbandry in that district for hundreds
of years, no doubt.

In your opinion, if the land were drained, could a more
advantageous course of husbandry be followed .'—I think

very much so.

Do you think that much of that land would be capable

of bearing green crops, instead of being subjected to

naked fallows ?—I believe so ; I have seen it frequently,

where the land has been drained it bears green crops of

clovers and small seeds uncommonly well, both for de-

pasturing and mowing ; and in some cases turnips and
rape are grown and eaten uj)on the ground.
Mr. Newdegate.] Are those the white or the Swede

turnips.'—Both; Holderness is ])articularly adapted to

the grovi^th of Swede turnips ; if the land were drained

it is a good strong soil.

On the wolds are the swedes as extensively cultivated

as in the Holderness country .'—The swedes are not
much cultivated on the high wolds ; every farmer grows
a few acres, to draw off for the use of his cattle in the fold

yard.

Chairman.] They grow more common turnips ?

—

Yes ; white turnips.

Mr. BuRROUGHES.] Do you grow any mangel-
wurzel ? No ; not upon the wolds, nor much in

Holderness.

Chairman.] As to the district that lies on the

west of the wolds, is that as much drained as it ought
to be ?—No ; it is not drained any more than Holderness.

In your opinion would its production be greatly in-

creased by drainage?—No doubt it would.
Are you ac(iuainted with the long tract of very un-

productive sand land in Howdenshire ?—I know there

is a tract of sand land on that side of the wolds.
You are not particularly acquainted with that, are

you?— I have improved 300 or 400 acres of sand land
at Newbald, on tlie west side of the wolds.

Is that tlie portion of tlie district of flowing sand that
stretches from the H umber up to Stamford Bridge ?

—

No, it is not, but it is very sandy land.

How did you improve it?— It liad ncvir been culti-

vated in any way ; it was ling and moss, and full of

water. I was employed to improve it. In the first

place, I drained it three, four, and in some cases five

feet deep (it was all sand even U> tliat depth), and then
I fenced it witli quick wood, and posts, and rail.«. I

also pared and burnt it, to destroy the rough stuff which
was upon the surface ; I then mailed it with marl got
out of thclaud ; I then let it to rent.

How much marl an acre did you put on it?—Two
hundred cubic yards.

You have mentioned to the Committee various modes
of iinjirovemcnt which would tend generally to increase

tlio i)r<id;uctivencss of the different soils of the I*]ast

Riflin;^; of Yorkshire; is it your oi)inion that tlie land-

lorils have the means and inclination out of their annual
incomes to carry all those improvements into effect?

—

I think tliey have the means.
Do you think they have the inclination ?—Not all of

them.
Then if the tenants had a greuter security for the

outlay of their capital in such improvements, is it your
opinion that they would be induced to so expend their

capital.'—I think they would.
Those permanent improvements might be adopted to

a very considerable extent, so as materially to increase

tlie productiveness of the country, and the employment
of agricultural labourers?—I believe that the East
Riding is capable of being improved to a very consi-

derable extent, and would employ a very great increase

of agricultural labourers.

Can you speak to any other remarkable improvements
that have been made in any part of the East Hiding ?

— No, there has been none except good cultivation

;

many of the farmers cultivate the land exceedingly well,

and they got bones to the wold land for the turnip and
rape crops.

Mr. Hayter.] Is the property chiefly let on
lease, or from year to year ?—From year to year chiefly.

Chairman.] In what state are the buildings ordi-

narily on the farms ?—Tolerably good.

Is there any steam power?—No.
Are the farms large in extent, or small ?—There are

some few larsre farms, but I should say generally they

run from 200 to 400 acres.

That is the ordinary run of the farms?—Yes.

Are you acquainted with the customs in any other

adjoining district besides that you have spoken of?

—

Not very well.

So as not to speak distinctly to them ?—No ;

I know some part of the North Riding, which is

similar to what I have described respecting the East
Riding.

And the same customs prevail as to tenant-right in

that district as jirevail in the district you have spoken
of?—In an estate which I surveyed last year, of about

13,000 acres, the same customs prevail.

Mr. T. Egerton.] When the chalking and marling is

done, is it by agreement between the landlord and te-

nant?—I think the tenant does it at his own risk ; I

never heard of any agreement.

Mr. Henlby.] The proportion of corn, you have
told us of, is one-fourth part of the arable; is that one-

fourth part of each description of corn sown ?—No;
supposing a man had 100 acres of arable land, when he
left the farm he would have 25 acres for his waygoing
crop, and he might sow that 25 acres with either wheat,

oats, or barley, or whateevr he chose.

Is he forced to take any proportion of each sort ?-^

No, he sows whichever he considers most profitable.

Does the same answer apply to that portion of the

district where one-third is taken?—Exactly so
;
just

the same.
In Holderness is there much grass land held with

the arable ?—Not a very great deal ; a great portion

of the grass land has been ploughed out within the last

40 years.
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And broken up into tillage ?—Yes.

Are the farms large in Ilolrlcrnoss ?—No, not more
than 200 acres on the average; perhaps not quite so

much.
Are they occupied p,ericrally by men with a full

amount of capital, or witii narrow means as to capital ?

—Both ways ; I should say they are not very wealthy

farmers there.

Mr. T. Egerton.] You have several large farms near

Beverley ?— Yes, we have some large farms.

That portion of the district wliicli you are speaking

of, you say great advantage would be derived from
draining it ; nvhat opportunities have you of falls fur

draining?—In some places we have very bad falls, par-

ticularly in small estates, which are often surrounded

by estates of large proprietors, whose outfall ditches are

frequently very shallow, and they cannot go into the

adjoining lands to deepen them.
Are you not obliged to make all your drains fall to-

wards the great drains ?—Yes.

The drains kept up by the Commissioners ?

—

Yes, that is, the great sewers ; they fall towards them
;

but they are kept in very liad condition, generally

speaking. *

Mr. Newdegate.] The tendency of your evidence

is, that the custom of the country in the North Riding-

extends usually to the waygoing crop, as between out-

going and incoming tenants ?—I can only speak to that

part of the North Riding that I have had sometliing to

do with; upon the estate I surveyed last year, the

customs appeared to be as nearly like those in the East
Riding as possible.

And the customs are exclusive in the particulars to

which allusion has been made, with reference to tillages,

and with reference lo the right of the outgoing tenant

to take the crop which would accrue from his own
tillage ?—Yes.
And the custom does not extend, does it, to drainage,

to marling, or to chalking, which are the improvements
which you think most requisite?

—
^There is no custom

to compensate the tenant for any thingof that kind that

he may do upon his farm

.

You stated that in one of the mjxidle districts you
improved a farm extensively, where the soil was
sandy, by drainage, by marling, and by enclosing it?

—

Yes.

To none of those improvements does the custom
apply ?—No, none at all.

Are those farms generally held upon lease or by
agreement?—By agreement from year to year.

Are those agreements in general specific in the terms
which regulate the comiiensation between landlord and
tenant ?—Y'es, they are veiy particular.

Do you think they are uselessly particular ?—I think
so long as the present custom prevails, they are not
more particular than is necessary ; but I think that if

the tenant had a compensation for the imjjrovements he
might be inclined to make, if he had security, it would
be a better system.
You think therefore what is advisable is, that the

compensation to the tenants from the landlord should
extend to marling, and drainage, and chalking, which
are not included in the custom of the country at pre-
sent ?—I do.

Do you think it would be advantageous that provi-

sions for compensation for those purposes last alluded
to, should be inserted in the agreements ?—I do. I

think it would he better, unless there was a general
law to the effect to establish a custom of that kind

;

for if they are not inserted in the agreements, in

the absence of a general law, the tenant cannot get
anything.

But if they were inserted in the agreements, the

provision would be adequate?—Yes; ir they were in-

serted in the agreements.
IMust not thei'c be a difJitiulty in framing a general

law, applicable, for instance, to those three diii'erent

characters of land wliich you have described, namely,
the wold land, tlie sandy land, or middle district, and
to the deep land, such as Holderness ?—No ; I do not
think there would.

Because all that you contemplate by law are those

permanent improvements, such as drainage, chalking,
and marling?—Yes; iilso for fencing, and compensation
for unexhausted manures.

But as you liave described, the practice with refer-

ence to tillages varies very much in each of tliosc parti-

cular districts ?—Yes, it does.

Then it would be very difficult to apply a general
law that would be applicable to the tillages of those

districts, because they differ ?— It would be very diffi-

cult to lay down a mode of cropping; one mode would
not suit all the districts.

And that would be almost impossible to do by law ?

—I think it is almost impossible to do it in any way,
because seasons change circumstances so much,
that it is frequently advisable to alter the mode of

cropping.

Would not it be desirable that compensation for such
items as tillages and the rights of tenants to crops

should be left to the special practice of the country, as

it is with regard to the tillages and the right to the

Vt'ay-going crop, and feeding off the turnips and eating

tlie straw : is not it desirable that tliat should be left

to the custom as it exists ?—There is no custom but the

custom I have spoken of, in the East Riding.

The question means the custom you have spoken of;

do you thiidi it desirable that the custom should

remain as far as it goes ?—I think it should. With
respect to the way-growing crop, of course that could

not be taken away from the tenant, because he has

purchased it of the person that he foUoived.

And you think that state of things is satisfactory as

it exists, and is applicable to the different districts ?—
I think that the way-going crop should remain.

Then do you think it requisite that provision should

be made for the recovery of compensation for the outlay

of capital in drainage, marling, and chalking?—Y^es, }

think there should ; it would be a great encouragement
to the fanner to do what he docs not do at present,

namely, to improve his land ; indeed most of tlif

farmers who have capital would lay it out, if they had

a reasonable prospect ofcompensation. t

And, you think that the comi)eusation might be ob^

tained nnder provisions inserted in the yearly agree-

ments?—Yes> if they were inserted in the yearly

agreements, of course the tenants would be safe.

Why has not it been done so ?—I do not know; it

has not been done in the East Riding; I do not know
an instance of it. -.

;

Can you give any opinion as to the best ineans of inf

ducing parties to insert those provisions, for compensa,-

tion.'—I am afraid it would be a very Imig tim^,

unless the legislature pass some measure to induce them
to do so. •..••.
Would you recommenct that the legislature should

enact that it is necessary to every yearly agreement

that compensation for improvements should be sjiecificd

and allowed ?—I think that that is necessary ; the

outgoing tenant should have no compensation till he

did go away, but that when he has laid out his

capital, and is to leave the farm, he should then be com-

pensated.

Would you render it compulsory by law .'—Yes, I

think I would, and for this reason : if a man has spent

his £2000 or £3000 in improving the land, and has not

K 2
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llie oppoitiuiity of getting it back again, I think
there should be a law to compel the next tenant or land-

lord to make some compensation in fairness to the out-

going tenant.

Would you make such a law apply to existing agree-

ments?—Yes, I should ; otherwise they would be no
better off than if the law did not apply to all.

You have stated that very few of those improvements
in draining, chalking, and marling, have been yet un-
dertaken?—Not a great deal.

Is it not clear that many agreements between the

landlords and tenants exist without contemplating the

improvements of this kind ?—Yes ; they have not been
done, and we do not look forward to having them done
at present.

And the agreements have been framed without provi-

sion for this change, which was not anticipated ?—They
have.

Do you think, then, that the tenants and the land-

lords would like to bind themselves under the opera-

tion of a law which changed their position and violated

their agreements ?—I am confident that the tenants

would, and I think a good many, but not all, of the

landlords would.
You think that the tenants generally would

approve of the making of a law which would alter the

terms of the agreements?—Yes; I think they would
on this ground : they would feel secure in laying out

their money ; and many have a great inclination to do
so, but they do not like to do it under yearly holdings.

If you were to give this power to recover compensa-
tion for improvements, would not it be just also to give

the landlord the power to recover compensation for the

dilapidations which may take place upon those farms?
—Yes, I think it would : they have the means of re-

covering for dilapidations at present; I have known
several actions brought against tenants for dilapidations,

where damages have been recovered.

And have you not known that there is a very con-
siderable delay and difficulty in that process ?—There
is always.

To what dilapidations do you refer?—Fences and
cross cropping the land ; that is, taking more crops
than the agreement specifies; in fact, breaking the
agreement or breaking the custom of the country.

There is considerable delay, however, in the recovery
of compensation for the dilapidations?—It is a very
unsatisfactory mode of recovering for dilapidations.

In fact, have you known any cases where the

tenant has become insolvent after having committed
considerable dilapidations, and where the landlord

has found himself precluded from indemnity by other
creditors getting the stock ofi" the farm ?—Yes, I have
known that.

Therefore you think that in the case of dilapidations,

as in the case of compensation for improvements, some
more speedy process of recovering the rights of parties

is required ?—I think there should be some easy pro-
cess of settling the account between the landlord and
the tenant, when he quits, both as to the claims of the
tenant upon the landlord for the capital that he has
invested, and also for the injuries that be may have
done the estate by any means whatever.
From your knowledge of the district with respect to

which you speak, can you form any opinion of what
would be the most desirable form of having this com-
pensation for dilapidations or improvements assessed
and recovered?—I think there is no such likely form as
having them assessed by arbitration, in the usual way,
by arbitrators and an umpire.
Then in estimating the amount of dilapidations and

the tillages as is now practised, under the custom of

the district you speak of, is it usual for the arbitrators

to give a detailed account of the items upon which they

have based their valuation ?—It is not ; they do it in a

very unsatisfactory way according to my opinion ; they

merely state that the valuation of the way-going crop

amounts to so much money, to be paid on such a day,

as the first payment.
And ifyou were to give the decision ofthose arbitrators

the force of law, should you not consider it necessary to

make them arrange their valuation according to a more
satisfactory principle ?—Y'^es ; I think there ought to be
a fair statement of the articles that are to be compen-
sated for, and of the injuries the tenant may have done,

and a fair balance of the items mentioned, with the

value of the items upon their valuations.

So that in case either party thinks himself

aggrieved, he may be able to have this valuation

revised in a proper and efficient manner ?—Yes ; if any
such error was made, there ought to be some way of

revising it.

In some cases where disputes arise the arbitrators

have failed to appoint an umpire ?—They have.

In the case of such a failure as that, to whom would
you refer the final decision of the case ; that is, to what
court?— I do not know; there ought to be some means
of having an umpire appointed; I cannot say at pre-

sent what, but in that case certainly it ought not to fall

to the ground. There ought to be some person, or

some body of men, having the power of appointing an

umpire.
Do you intend that this valuation of those items shall

extend, not only to the tillages and the way-going

crops, but also to the heavier improvements of drain-

ing, marling, and chalking ?—I certainly do; they are

very expensive improvements.
Do you think it would be wise to separate those

heavier and more expensive improvements from the

valuation under the custom as it now exists ?—I think

that the same valuers might value the articles under

the present custom, as well as the other improvements ;

I think one valuation might do for the whole.

Who would you consider as the party liable for the

valuation, the landlord or the incoming tenant ?—

I

should consider the landlord, or the land. Sometimes
it may happen that the incoming tenant may be here

to-day and gone very soon after.

You state the landlord or the land ; do you mean the

landlord himself, which, in the case of a tenant for

life, would mean the landlord's personalty, or do you
mean the estate ?—I mean the estate.

And you are aware a difficulty might occur from the

laws of entail, which at present would render any
agreement entered into by a landlord, who was only

tenant for life, invalid after his death?—I am not aware
of that ; it may be so ; I am not aware of it. But I

take it upon this ground, that if a tenant made 100

acres of land worth double what it was before, I think

that land ought to be liable to compensate the tenant

for such an outlay.

You apprehend that the estate should be liable for the

improvements made upon it ?—Yes, it would be like

adding so much more land to it.

IMr. Henley.] Tou have stated, that in your
opinion it would be more advisable that this should be
done by legislation, rather than by private agreement
between the parties ?—It would take a long timebef )re

such private agreements would be entered into ; they

would go on as they are going on for a long period be-

fore they would be granted.

You have also stated, that any law that should be

made, should be retrospective as well as prospective?

—No, I think not ; I think it should commence from
the present time ; it would be unfair otherwise.
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It is now quite clear tliat you think it ought to be

prospective, and not retrospective?—Yes,

Is it your opinion that tlie amount to be assessed

should depend upon the capital expended by the out-

going tenant, or upon the advantage derived by the

incoming tenant?— I think it should depend upon the

expenses of the outgoing tenant, that is upon the capital

laid out.

Whether it was beneficially expended or not ?—An
arbitrator ought to have the power to award compensa-

tion, accordingly as the money had been judiciously or

injudiciously laid out.

If there is to be a law, it must decide whether it is to

be upon the capital expended ; or would you leave

it to decide that It should be left to the arbitrator to

settle that question ?—I tliink it should be left to the

arbitrator.

Which is your opinion ; should it be upon the capital

expended, or upon the benefit to the man coming in?

—I think it ought to be upon the capital expended,

with respect to marling, draining, and such like im-

provements : it would be according to the time that

the money had been laid out; if the land had been im-

proved for six or eight or ten years, I consider that the

tenant, in a great measure, would have got his capital

back again.

You have stated, that in your district of the East

Riding of Yorkshire, chalking the thin soils, in your

opinion, would not be beneficial?—I think it would
not.

In the event of a man chalking that district from a

mistaken judgment, ought the incoming tenant to pay
for that ?— I think he ought not.

That should be left to the discretion of the arbitra-

tor ?—I think it should.

Then, in point of fact, the principle upon which the

valuation should be made must be left to the discretion

of the arbitrator, as well as the question of the value ?

—

Yes, I think so, in a great degree.

What period ought the draining to be paid for ?—

I

made agreements about twelve months ago for three

farms in Holderness. The landlord had not the means
of finding the money, and the tenants agreed that they

should find the tiles, and do all the labour under my in-

spection, and to my satisfaction : if they remained on
their respective farms for seven years they were to

have no compensation for the outlay; but on quit-

ting before that time they were to be paid for a portion

of the outlay, according to the number of years unex-
pired.

In your opinion ought that to be fixed by law, or ought
it to be left to the arbitrator to decide ?—I think the

principle should be settled by law, but not as to the

umber of years.

What advantage is there to be derived from the law
settling these matters between man and man, instead of

their being settled by private agreement ?—It would
make no diff"erence, if they were settled either way. I

believe if the tenant could have any security that he
would get compensation, it would not be the law that

would make him do it ; he would do it under any cir-

cumstances.

What is the practice with regard to buildings ; who
puts the buildings up ?—The tenant does nothing but
keep the buildings in tenantable repair, and the same with
respect to the fences and gates.

Does he find any materials ?—No ; all that belongs to

the landlord. The painting, the mending of the fences,

and the repairing of the gates, belongs to the tenant ; but
if any new gates are wanted the landlord generally finds

them.

In the case of new roofings will the landlord do
that ?—:As to the new roofs, the agreement say8 the

tenant is to keep the buildings in repair ; main walls,

main timber, and damage by fire and tempest, only ex-

cepted.

In your opinion should the law that is to be, accord-

ing to your judgment, made for the future, over-ride

private agreements or not?—The private agreements,

and the customs which I have stated as to the way-going

crops, I think the tenants ought still to retain them,

because they have purchased them at some time, and
they ought to have compensation beyond that for all

outlays.

To put the case clearly, supposing a law were made
that the tenant should be entitled to receive money for

marling, draining, chalking, or fencing, as you have

stated, and the farm was let to him upon a low rent,

upon condition that he should make those improvements

upon a term of years, should the law over- ride that

agreement ?—No ; he would get compensation under the

agreement.

Then private agreements ought not to be over-ridden

by the law ?—Not in that case ; it would be unfair if they

were.

Mr. Hayter.] You say that the principal portion of

the land is let under yearly agreement ?—Yes.

There are some cases where there is no agreement at all

in writing?—Yes, a great number.
When there is no agreement in writing, is the custom

such as you have specified ?—It is.

So that the custom exists, independently of the

agreement ?— It does ; it makes very little difiierence

whether a man has an agreement or not, the custom
decides.

Then the agreements you have alluded to are rather

expressive of the custom ?—Yes ; they particularize the

custom.

That custom arose, did it not, from the supposed jus-

tice to both landlord and tenant, upon the existence of

it ?—Yes ; no doubt it did.

Are you to be understood to say, that if that custom
which now exists was extended in the manner you
mention, that the extension of that custom would be

also beneficial to both landlord and tenant ?—Yes, I

think so.

The alteration you propose in the custom would pro-

ceed upon the same principle of justice to the landlord

and to the tenant ?—It would.

Would there be any difficulty in arbitrators coming to

a clear understanding of the amount they would have to

assess between the incoming and outgoing tenant, if that

principle were to be adopted ?—I think there would be
very little difficulty indeed. I have no doubt that the

present custom that prevails in the East Riding was an
admirable custom at one time ; but since the improve-
ments made by the introduction of bone manures and
the use of cake, I think that the custom wants extend-

ing, and compensation making, in order to induce people

to take the advantage of improving their lands by those

means.

You believe that, as that custom became law from the

then state of husbandry, as the state of husbandry is al-

tered it is desirable that there should be another custom
consistent with the existing state of husbandry ?—Fifty

or 60 years ago it was a very good custom ; it is not ex-

tensive enough at present.

In your recollection has the custom varied at all ?

—

Very little.

It has been the constant custom during the period of

your practice ?—It has.

Mr. CoLviLLE.] You have stated that in any legisla-

tive interference between landlord and tenant, you do not

propose it to be retrospective ?—I do not.

And you have also said that no wise man would lay

out money unless he had security for it ?—I have.
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Why then cannot a tenant, in hiring a farm from a
landlord who has the control over his own estate, make
such ogreemcnts with him in hiring that farm, as to

secure hi:n in the outlay of any capital he may make ?—

I

know some very good landlords, and yet they do not
wiih to break in upon the present customs. I have had
tenants applied to me to have those customs introduced

;

and I have mentioned it to the landlords, but without
«ffect.

But a tenant having his money in his hand, and going
to hire a farm, what is there to prevent him dictating to

that landlord upon what terms he will take his farm ?

—

The landlord would not let it on terms dictated to him
by a tenant.

Then he need not take it ?—Certainly not.

Then an injury would be done to the tenant?—Yes,
there would be injury done to the tenant if he could not
get a farm.

Chairman.] You spoke of some land you had greatly

improved, which you had made into a farm when it was
no farm before ; was it your own land ?—No, it belonged
to Mr. Clough, a banker at York.
Have you a lease upon it ?—I did not take it, but 1 im-

proved it for the landlord, and 1 let it afterwards to Mr.
Clough's tenants.

Did it remunerate you?— It cost ^"16 an acre im-
proving ; it was not worth one penny before, and I let it

for 27s. an acre.

You have been asked about chalking tlie wolds, rnd
you have stated that some of the land is improved by
chalking, and some not ; are you of opinion that a man
who had to chalk in the first instance on his own account,

would be likely to make any mistake as to what part of

the land required chalking, and what did not ?—I think

he would not.

That is thoroughly well understood?— Yes, that is

thoroughly well understood.

You have spoken as to the possibility of making pri-

vate agreements for those purposes betv.'een the landlord

and the tenant
;
you have not investigated the legal ques-

tion as to wlat parties are capable of making those agree-

ments ?—Not in the least.

Mr. Newdegate.] You say that some draining has
oeen done in that district you speak of; has it been well

done ?

—

No, it has been generally badly done.

And supposing the drainage to be badly done, would
you give, under the circumstances of making those bad
drains, any compensation to the man who made them ?

—

No, I would not give any compensation if he did them
badly, except the expense of the tiles, because in that case

the labour is all lost.

If a man threw away capital and labour upon his farm

,

you would not entitle him to recover a full compensation
for it ?—No, I would not.

Evidence of Mr. John Outhwaite.

Chairman.] You and your brother are practical

farmers in the North Riding of Yorkshire ?—Yes.
In what neighbourhood ?—Near to Catterick }>ridge.

You have obtained the prize of the Yorkshire Society
for the best cultivated farm in that district ?—Yes, in the
year 1844.

What description of land do you occupy ?—Mine is

partly gravel, but probably one-fourth part is strong
soil, soil that was not at all adapted for growing any green
crops till it was thoroughly drained.

What is the extent of the farm ?—Four hundred and
eighty-five acres.

The strong land was ntit productive when you first

took it ?—My father took it in 1812, and then he used
to cut a head ridge across the middle of the field, and

one part of the field he sowed with grain crops, and the

other would remain open fallow in small ridges ; and
in some instances the water was washed off the surface of

the land, and delivered itself into the low land and went
away in the gravel ; there was no draining previous to

that time.

Have you improved that land yourself ?—Yes.

In what way?—By drainage : there was no means of

getting the water away without taking it through an open
cut for two miles to the river, which would be an enor-

mous expense ; we have drained the lower part of the

farm by making what we call swallows, digging down a

hole in the land into the gravel where there have been
materials to make the road, and nothing but clay or

gravel without any soil amongst it ; and when we came
to dig into that, we filled it up with stones, and delivered

our water into those places, and so got rid of the whole
of the water in the strong land in that way.

Can you pen sheep on your strong land ?—Yes, quite

the same as the other part of the farm.

Have you used artiiicial manure and artificial food for

cattle ?—Yes, for these last ten years ; I have expended
upwards of j^250 a year for artificial manure.

And artificial food ?—Yes, about i,'100 a year I pay
on the average for that ; from that to £150.
Do you keep beasts ?—Yes, I feed a good many beasts

in the stalls in the fold yards.

You have heard the last witness describe the custom
between outgoing and incoming tenants in the East

Riding ; are the customs the same in the north ?—Not
exactly ; the custom generally in our county is one-

third away, but there is partially in a few instances where
the person has two-thirds of theway-going crop ; and where
he has that two-thirds, generally their agreement is, that

they do not pay any oft'stand ; they have it clear. In

99 out of 100 cases, the tenant that leaves the farm has

one- third of the land away, by paying the average rent

of the rest part of the farm.

It is a Lady-day entry ?—On the 13th of May ; it is

Candlemas for the ploughing land, that is the 14th of

Februaiy, the entry upon the ploughing generally, what
the incoming tenant has to take, and then all the

meadow land and grass is entered upon till the 13th of

May ; they go with that, the 6th of April, with the pas-

ture land.

Whom does the dung belong to ?—It belongs to the

outgoing tenant up to a certain time ; there are different

agreements ; there has been a very great abuse lately

where there has been no agreement ; up to these last few
years back it was the custom for the outgoing tenant to

have it to Martinmas ; some people claim it later than

that.

Speaking of the dung-heaps on the farm ?—They be-
long to the incoming tenant after such a period.

To what did your former answer apply ?—To the time

how long the tenant had the manure up to ; that was the

question I understood that was asked, " What period did

the incoming tenant claim the manure from ?" and I said

it differed. They have it in some instances up to one
period, and in some cases up to another.

If the outgoing tenant has the dung to a certain

period, how does he apply it.—To his away-going crop.

Then the remainder of the dung belongs to the in-

coming tenant ?—Yes ; it belongs to the incoming
tenant.

Does the outgoing tenant receive any compensation
for the improvement of that dung by any cil-cake he may
have given to his cattle ?—Nothing whatever ; and in many
instances the tenant leaving the farm will take a very

great advantage, which is an injury both to the land-

lord and incoming tenant, by leaving all his straw and
not making it into manure at all ; that is in the last year

after he has done with the manure, which he generally
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lays in Leaps till the j'ear following. The iiicomini; te-

nant has in those instances nothing to begin with but
what he may buy.

Have you expended money in any other improvements
besides those you have mentioned ?—Yes ; I have built

a great deal at my own expense, merely the materials

being found by tlie landlord.. I have erected buildings

for cattle, and tanks to take the urine out of the fold

yards.

What have those buildings and improvements cost

you.'—I should think I have paid not less than £"'150

for expenses in that way. It was a customary thing,

when my father took the farm, to keep all the cattle out-

door, that is, in the pasture, and they pulled the turnips

off and laid them in the meadow field and pasture land ;

but now we do not do it in the pasture land at all, we
have it all in the fold yard.

When you say keeping the cattle out-door, you mean
keeping them in the fields ?—Yes ; out of doors.

Do you think if the tenants of the North Riding of

Yorkshire had compensation for improvements, there is

much room for improvement to be made in consequence ?

—Yes. I have travelled through many counties, and
there is none more capable of inaprovement than York-
shire. There is some of the very worst farming in our
neighbourhood, which arises entirely from the want of

compensation ; I can mention one case in particular,

where there was a large proprietor, who happened to be
a lady, and to one of her tenants I said, " What is the

reason that your farm is so badly farmed ?" and he said,
" Sir, I can give a good reason for that ; the last seven
or eight years we have expected the landlady to die,"

and he said, therefore they were taking advantage of the
land ; he was quite certain that when they got a fresh

lardlord they would be either turned off or have the rent

advanced, and they were expecting every year to be the

last : that land was only worth half its value, it had got
into such a bad state.

Have you not a good dealof undrained land in Cleve-
land?—Yei, there is a great deal there that is undrained,
and a great deal in our neighbourhood not drained that

is capable of growing better crops, and there is a great
deal of undrained land at Cleveland that is capable of
great improvements in draining; I do not think it would
be some part of it convertible to growing green crops.

Is not the old course of husbandry two white crops
and a fallow .'—Yes, that is the custom, even upon very
good soil, only producing excellent grain crops, a naked
fallow and two white crops again ; it gets poorer every
year.

Have you any doubt if that land in your neighbour-
hood were drained, it would be capable of being culti-

vated to a profit and with advantage, as you have
cultivated your own farm ?—Yes ; I have no doubt it is

capable of great improvement ; it would be a great

benefit to the proprietor and to the tenant-farmer, and
the labourers as well ; all parties would be greatly pro-
fited by the improvements that might be made, if the
tenant had only compensation for the outlay.

Are the farms in the North Riding generally on lease

or yearly holding ?— From year to year generally ; there
have been a few instances of leases, it does not appear
that there are many ; they seem to wish to back out of

leases ; on three or four estates that are near to us,

leases have been offered, and very few would have any-
thing to do with them ; they said they would rather have
compensation ; from the state things were in, they did not
like to look forward for 20 years ; they would rather

improve the land, and be recompensed if anything oc-
curred they did not foresee.

As a practical farmer which do you incline to, lease or
yearly holding with tenant-right ?— I would not take a
lease ; I would rather have it from year to year with

compensation. I have been invariably foui d fault v.ith

by my neighbours, saying, they wondered I should lay

1 out tlie money I have done on the farm, as I did not

I know how long I had to continue ; but I have no doubt
, a great many of my neighbours, if they had compensa-

!
tion, would be glad to follow my example if they only

had the certainty of it.

Mr. Denison.] As you say these improvements would
be good for the landlord, good for the tenant, and good
for the labourer, how comes it that the landlord and te-

nant have not made agreements for making a fair allow-

ance ?—It has been a customary thing in Yorkshire for

the landlord to have a certain agreement drawn up, that

was for not properly cropping, and they do not wish to

alter those agreements. I believe, in general, they wish

to go on in a similar way that things were going on in

their grandfathers' time.

Then, although there are examples such as you have
set yourself, and although the opinions of intelligent

farmers incline the same way, do you think that there is

no hope of landlords and tenants coming to an under-
standing upon these matters, and making mutual agree-

ments ?— I do not think there is : I do not see the

slightest possible chance of that.

Then ycu think that this end, which you consider to be
desirable for all parties, will not be accomplished without
there is some interference by law .'—No ; my opinion is,

that it will never be accomplished without an interfer-

ence by law, not in all cases ; it might be in some, but
very few.

Since you begun improving, and since farming has
made progress, has the tenant-right made progress also

in Yorkshire, as it has in Lincolnshire and other places
;

for instance, in Lincolnshire, where the use of artificial

manure and oil-cake has extended, a claim to the tenant
in that country has extended also, and grown into a cus-

tom ?— Not in Yorkshire ; it has not at all. I do not
know of an instance.

As far as the custom of the country goes, would a te-

nant who had laid out money in artificial manure or in

oil-cake, get nothing more than he worJd have done 20
years ago .'—Not a bit ; nothing whatever. I should
not, if I left my farm this year, get a sixpence, without
it was that the landlord wished to give it. I do not
think that I should get anything at all. I no not know
an instance where an individual iu our county has got
anything in that way.
Mr. Henlev.] You have stated that you would not

take a lease under existing circumstances.'— I would
rather farm from year to year if I was to be com-
pensated for the outlay that I might make ; that is,

improvements that I had not derived the full advantage
from.

You have stated that you have laid out your money
without any security by lease or custom .'—Yes.

If you wished to give up your faim it would be because
it was no longer profitable to you .'— Certainly, if I was
to give it up that would be the case ; but I am of opinion

that one reason probable for ray laying out the money
was that I calculated upon this ; I began with my first

landlord, the late Duke of Leeds, knowing that he was
not in the habit of discharging his tenants, and there-

fore I laid out a great deal of capital in improving that

property.

You have said that your neighbours, like yourself,

were not disposed to take leases?—No.
What is the reason that they are not disposed to secure

themselves by leases ?—They say it is a long time to look
forward to 20 years, and on the smaller farms some of
them hereafter, if they improved in their condition, might
wish to embark in a larger one, and to take a bigger

farm as they got into better circumstances, and on that

account they would not like to be tied down for the
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term of 19 or 21 years by lease ; they would rather be at

liberty.

Does the apprehension of a change in the times operate

to prevent any persons wishing to take leases ?—There
is something in that ; a good many have a fear that free

trade might afi'ect tlie farming interests at the same time,

and on that account 1 tliink the risk ought to be with the

proprietor, and not the occupier.

You think that the risk shouhl be upon the proprietor

of the expenditure of capital, which is speculative?

—

Capital laid out in improvements tliat are not exhausted

is not; probably if a person wished to occupy his farm,

and he improved it very much by different artificial ma-
nures, although he has improved the land he does not

wish to make any claim upon those improvements that

are nearly exhausted.

If the experiment was unprofitable to the tenant, and
it was unprofitable to him to hold the farm in spite of his

outlay, you think it ought to be thrown upon some-
body else to bear?—No; I think that if there were
certain valuers set apart, they would be better able to

judge whether a man had laid out the capital judiciously

or not.

Supposing from a change of times the land could not

be cultivated to advantage, it would be no benefit to any-
body then?—No, it would not be certainly, but there is

very little land but what it is probably as profitable to

cultivate as to let it lie dormant.
You say that the tenants in your neighbourhood are

afraid of taking leases on account of the prospect of a

change of times ?—Yes.

Was your original holding by lease or upon yearly

tenure ?—Always from year to year.

Hiive you made any endeavour with your landlord to

secure yourself by clauses in your agreement ?—None
whatever.

Therefore you do not know whether the landlord would
grant them or not ?— I never asked him such a question

;

but it is not according to the custom of the rest part of

his estate, therefore I do not supjiose he would wish to

make any arrangement with me ; my opinion is, that

my landlord would not have the slightest objection

to any rule to be laid down by Government to bind
both parties ; it would be to his interest quite as much as

mine.

You say that you have introduced a new system of
improvements, or of spirited husbandry, and that you
have not thought it ntcessary to ask your landlord to

secure you by clauses in the agreement ?—When I ob-
tained the prize my landlord made me a present of i.'50 ;

he said he did not think it would recompense me the
fiftieth part of the expense of wh:it I had done ; but that

it was a little encouragement.
The instan j that you have stated to the Committee,

of the large estate that suffered in your opinion from
the want of the power of compensation, you said was let

at half its value ?—Tiiere are some farms in our neigh-
bourhood.
The question alludes to this one estate;?—Yes, it was

so ; indeed it must have been let at ^ less than its

value, because alterations in the rent had never taken
place, perhaps, for tb last century. It was worth more
in its poor state than probably it was let for ; but it

was not anything like its real value, if it had been well
farmed.

Do you think it was an injury to the tenant to hold that
estate at half rent?—Yes, the tenants could not have
farmed it at all, if they had been paying the value of the
land, in the way it was farmed.

Was it an injury to the tenants holding the estate at
half rent?—No, it was not an injury to the tenants
holding at half rent ; but certainly they could not have
farmed it in the way it was done, if it had been let at its

full value ; the idea of their farming it was in this way,

they knew that it was within its value, and they were

sure it would be advanced when they got a change of land-

lord.

If they had had to pay a higher rent they might have

made it produce more money ?—They would not have

had such a fear of any change then.

You stated positively, in your judgment, it was let at

half the value ?—Something near to that ; I believe there

have been many instances where farms have come into

different hands, where the rents have been raised upon the

tenants ; and where a change has taken place, the rent

has been advanced about one-third more than what it

originally was.

On that same estate ?—Yes, and the same land.

In spite of the seven years' deterioration they have
still run it out for the seven years, you say?—Yes, they

have run it out ; and as I mentioned, they said they

had been looking the last seven or eight years for the

death of the landlady, and the farm being taken away
from them.

Is there any difficulty in a tenant securing himself by
agreement, if the landlord be willing, and has the power
to grant it ?—Yes, I think there is great difficulty ; I do
not think they would take them generally.

Is there any difficulty in a tenant securing himself by
agreement, if the landlord be willing, and has the power
to grant it ?—Yes ; it would be better if a general law

were laid down ; it would create probably a bad feeling,

if they had to call in arbitrators between landlord and
tenant ; it would not be so pleasant as if it were a general

law.

Is there any difficulty in a tenant securing himself by
agreement, if the landlord be willing, and has the power
to grant it .'—If he were willing it would not be so un-
pleasant ; but it would be more unpleasant than if it was
provided for by a regular rule laid down by law.

That is not an answer to the question ; is there any
difficulty in a tenant securing himself by agreement if the

landlord be willing, and has the power to grant it .'—I do
not know that there is if the landlord be willing to do
so ; I would rather have it laid down by law, and to have

certain arbitrators set apart to settle the question between
them.
Would you have the arbitrators appointed by law as

well as the power to value ?—Yes, I should recommend
that those men should be set apart in every district, and
lor this reason, it is not a pleasant thing to interfere be-

tween landlord and tenant.

Who should appoint them, in your opinion.'—

I

think they ought to be appointed by the Legislature,

cert;iinly.

Would you have the names of the persons put into the

Act of Parliament ?—No, they might die off; but then
others could be appointed, the same as in other cases.

Who do you think ought to have the appointment ? —
I think tlie same party that made the law.

That would be the Parliament .'—Yes.
^ Would you have a fresh Act of Parliament passed

every time a man dies ?—No, I do not know that

there would be any necessity for that ; but there must
be an appointment and different alterations when a

man died off, or a man might get to be not fit for that

business.

Who, in your judgment, ought to be the parties to fill

up the vacancy ?—I think Parliament.

Then it would be necessary to have an Act of
Parliament upon every death taking place .'—No, be-
cause it would not require an Act any more than it does
when a vacancy occurs in any other appointment ; a
person could be appointed without a fresh Act of Parlia-

ment.

Whom by ?—By Government.
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You think the appointment of the arbitrator should

be in the Government?—Yes, if the Government made
that Act, it should be in their hands to appoint those

people.

In your o[)iiiion should the Act of the Legislature be
retrosjiective as well as prospective ?—No, I think not

;

I think it should be from the time of the passing of the

Act.

For the future ?—Yes, for the future.

In your opinion should it over-ride private agreements
or not ?—Only agreements from year to year ; if they
were on a lease it is a different matter

;
probably a man

has been getting the advantage who has a lease for the

time previous.

It should over-ride agreements from year to year ?

—

All private agreements, if only from year to year.

Should the tenant and landlord have the power to keep
themselves out of the o])eration of the law, if they choose,

by agreement ?—No, if that was the case it would not
do any good ; it would be better, if it was general, to act

in all cases.

Mr. Newdegate.] Do you think it is the gen( ral

opinion among the tenantry of your district, that it would
be desirable to have some persons appointed to assess

the compensation ; in fact to reframe the yearly

agreements between landlord and tenant throughout
the whole district ?— I hardly know how to answer that

question.

You thought it desirable, you said, that there should

be some parties appointed with power to award com-
pensation, and entirely reframe the terms upon which
yearly tenures are held .'—Yes, at present that is what
is required to give compensation to the landlord, pro-

vided there is any dilapidations ; but providing there is

anything done at the expense of the tenant which he has
not got his capital out of, the tenant should have an
opportunity of getting it back again ; that appointment
should be on behalf of both parties, that they should de-

cide on behalf of the proprietor as well as on the part of

the occupier.

Would not the effect of that be, that these public

officers would, in fact, have the letting of the whole land
in every respect except the amount of rent?—No, they
would only have to do that where there was a claim ; if

there was an agreement of tenancy, and both the tenant

and the landlord were satisfied with each other, they need
not call a man in to arrange at all if they were both
agreeable ; it would only be where there was dissatisfac-

tion between the two parties.

Suppose the landlord and tenant had made an agree-

ment between them, at the commencement of a tenancy,
containing certain stipulations for improvements, and
certain conditions upon which the dilapidations should
be paid for, and those two parties, the tenant and land-

lord, subsequently quarrelled, would you enable this

public officer to come in to set aside the agreement be-
tween the landlord and the tenant, with respect to im-
provement and dilapidations, and decide according to

some rule to be laid down by Parliament ?—It depends
upon whether those parties after the period when the act

passed made a private agreement between each other. I

do not see why Government should interfere with that if

it be made binding.

You mean this : that you do not think it would be just

that where a private agreement existed between yourself,

for instance, and your landlord, that any third party
should come in and make an arrangement between you
upon different terms ?—Not if the agreement was made
after the act was passed ; if both the landlord and the
tenant were agreeable to make a private agreement be-
tween each other, or to abide by that agreement, on
stamps, so as to be binding, my opinion is that this law
there should not interfere.

Then would you have it interfere in the case of an

agreement now existing between landlord and tenant that

is binding ; would you allow those parties to come in

and interfere in any agreement which might exist between

you and your landlord at the time of the passing of the

Act ?—Yes ; I would set all the agreements that were
made previous to this time aside.

You would completely remove idl agreements .'—Yes,

all ; if the tenant and landlord wished to come in after-

wards, then they should abide by their own agreement

;

but if a provision was made for both parties, the la id-

lord is insured not to have his land in a dilapidated

state, and the tenant is insured for improvement he

has made and not got back the value of again ; then

I think after that provision was made, if he entered into

an agreement against his own interest he must abide by it.

Do you think the opinion is general, among the te-

nantry of your district, that a law should be made which

should set aside all the existing agreements between

landlord and tenant, where they are for yearly tenure ?

—

Yes, to a certainty ; that has been spoken of for a num-
ber of years, that if they had the opportunity, for in-

stance, that they have in Lincolnshire. I heard some of

our tenant farmers say, the other day, when they spoke

of Lincolnshire being better farmed than Yorkshire, they

said there was no wonder about it ; that they should like

to have the advantage derived by the tenant there ; if he

expended his capital in bones and guano, and artificial

manures of different descriptions, and cake for his cattle,

he got remunerated for all that he had not received benefit

from, when he left; and on that account if they had the

same opportunity no doubt it would be carried out in our

county.

You wish that all existing agreements, from the

passing of the Act, shall be swept away, and to establish

by law some practice that would be assimilated to the

customs in Lincolnshire ?—Yes ; no doubt of it, for this

reason : if the existing agreements were to go on, the

tenant would not wish to fly in the face of the landlord,

who might say, we are not compelled by law to alter our

agreements, and I suppose it is not necessary for us to

have them altered, and therefore we must go on as we
were before. The passing of that Act would not be any
benefit without it did set aside all agreements previous to

that time.

Mr. Stafford.] Would you apply it to leases

as well as agreements?—No, not till the expiration of the

lease.

Mr. Newdegate.] You would not then set aside the

leases as well as the yearly agreements?—A lease is a

very different thing, because, for instance, where a person

has taken a lease, if it has been profitable, he has been

allowed to plough up old swarth land, and I know where

leases have been given with permission to break up the

old land, and to lay down the same proportion, a good
many years before the lease was at liberty, and therefore

it would be hard upon a landlord if a person had been

allowed to break up his land, not to make him put it back

again in the same state as he found it ; it would be hard

upon the proprietor of the soil ; that is one reason why I

object to leases being broken.

It seems you do not desire to take a lease .'—No ; by no
means.
Where do you establish a difference between the yearly

holding and the lease ; does the only difference that

makes you wish for the sweeping away of the yearly

holding and retention of the lease, consist in this, that

the yearly agreements do not generally contain cove-

nants for compensation.'—Not exactly; in many in-

stances in Scotland, where land is held on lease, it has

been taken in a bad state. There are some landlords

that do, in Scotland, allow their tenants to have the

first chance after the lease is out ; but in many instances
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of leases they do not consider that at the expiration of
the lease, and they will not allow the man to occupy the
farm again, without he will go to the full extent that any
other person will go. They generally ])ut them up by
ticket.

That is not an answer to the question. Where do you
establish the difference between the yearly holding and
the lease ; does the only difference that makes you wish
for the sweeping away of the yearly holding and the re-

tention of the lease consist in this, that the yearly agree-
ments do not generally contain covenants for compensa-
tion .'—With regard to that, I cannot speak further than
I am tilluding to now. I do not think it would answer
either one party or the other so well, from what I have
seen between the two different counties, that is, Lincoln-
shire, where they have their farms with compensation for
the outlay, and where the land is better farmed than it is

in any other part I have seen.

Take the instance of Lincolnshire
; a great proportion

of the land which is held in Lincolnshire is held under
yearly agreement ?—Yes.
The tenants have the advantage of the custom ?—Yes.
Supposing the tenants under yearly agreements in

Yorkshire had the advantage of the same custom, do you
not think that would be more advantageous to the
tenant than a lease ?—Yes, decidedly; not a doubt
about it.

Supposing that all that the custom gives in Lincoln-
shire were secured to the tenants of Yorkshire, by clauses
in their agreements giving them compensation, would not
the purpose which you desire be effected ?—Yes, no
doubt about it.

Then your only reason for wishing to break through
the yearly tenure in Yorkshire is to give the Yorkshire
tenants the same advantage which the Lincolnshire te-
nants possess under their custom ?—No doubt of it. A
very near neighbour of mine went from Yorkshire to
Lincolnshire. He was considered a very moderate
farmer then, and he has now nearly 4,000 acres, nearly
all under the plough, and there is not any farm in

Lincolnshire better farmed ; so that that proves that
a very moderate Yorkshire farmer will make a good
Lincolnshire farmer, if he has the same tenant right to
secure him.

Do you know of any reason why a Yorkshire tenant
should not have the same advantages, except the absence
of custom, that is, except that the custom is found in

Yorkshire not so advantageous to the tenant as it is in

Lincolnshire '—That is the very reason why Yorksliire
is not so well farmed, no doubt.

Then if by clauses in the special agreements between
yearly tenants in Yorkshire and their landlords, they were
secured the same compensation which is assigned in Lin-
colnshire, you think that the arrangement would be
satisfactory ?—There is not a doubt about it. I believe

in 99 cases out of 100 that both landlord and tenant
would be satisfied with it.

Mr. Stafford.] Is there any special Act for Lin-
colnshire ?—No ; it is the custom of that part of
the country ; some of the hind was in a bad state, and
that has had the advantage of being brought into a
better state.

What the Lincolnshire farms have got without Act of
Parliament, that you want to get in Yorkshire by Act
of Parliament?—Yes.

Sir C. Lemon.] If the landlord and the tenant
would be both so well satisfied with such an arrange-
ment, why do they not make it?— I do not know;
it will never be put in force in Yorkshire ; at all events,
not for a lenp;th of time; if it was done by Government
it would have a better effect, it would bring it to bear
at once.

Does not it strike you, that it would be better that

all agricultural improvements should be gradually
brought into use by agreements of that kind; by an
understanding in that way, and not by force?—Not
exactly by force; it is not very good to force a man,
but it has generally been a customary thing for the

landlords to make the agreement, and probably it was
mostly on their own part to compel tenants against

over cropping the land, there being a bad means of
managing their land by over cropping.
You say it would be necessary to enforce that by Act

of Parliament ; have you any doubt that an agreement
of that kind would be very much to the interest of the
tenants ? —Yes.
And you have no doubt it would be advantageous to

the landlord also?—Yes.
Then all that you want is, that the mutual advantage

of both parties should be made more apparent ?—Yes,
to come more into practice, that is what I want, to get
it into general use.

If that is the universal understanding, which it ap-
pears to be among your own neighbours, why does not
that practice prevail ?—Piobably the proprietor of the

soil does not see that in the same manner that the te-

nant farmei'does ; if Yorkshire had the same advantage
as the next county hns of tilling the ground, it woTiId

come into general i)raciicc, and there would be no ex-

cuse whatever; it is an excuse sometimes for the tenant

farmer to say, he hai not the advantage he onj^ht to

have in tilling the farm.

You mentioned a peculiar mode of drainage by dig-

ging deep swallows ; is that practised to any extent .'

—Yes, where the water cannot be conveyed away by
cut.

Docs not it depend also njion your being able to dig

into the strata of gravel ?— Yes, it would not answer
upon strong clay. I am only speaking where some
part of the country is overrun with water, strong wet
land, arid the other part comes into gravel, and that

wafer cannot bo got rid of without taking it in the way
I have taken it.

Is that an cxjicnsivo process ?—No, it is n cheap
process, because the land is tlioroughly drained ; it

would be very expensive provided it had to be taken
away by ojwn cut, but ; ore it is conveyed and I)rought

to a head, whicdi is tlie same thing. We have swallows
that will nearly take water I'unning as fast as would
turn a common coru-mill round.

Has it been usual for the landlord to pay any portion

of the expense ?— No.
That would 'Constitute a fair claim upon the landlord

in quitting tlie farm ?— I think it onj;ht to be ; there is

certainly agreal deal of our country that might be im-
proved ill a similar way; the landlord ought to be
something towards it; it is permanent. I know
one swallow that was made upwards of 30 years ago,

and it answers just the same now as it did when it was
first made.

Mr. Newdegate.] You seem to be acquainted in

some degree with Lincolnshire ; do you know that the
custom of Liwcolnshire grew up from one agreement
between a lawdlord andatenant?— No, I was not aware
of that; I am nothint; more acquainted with Lincoln-
shire than taking a tour through it to see the improve-
ments going on there, and I found some very good farm-
ing in that neighbourhood.

Y'^ou are not aware that that custom has gradually

proceeded from the establishment of one advantageous
yearly agreement bLtwccu a landlord and a tenant ?

—

No.
Might not the same thing happen in Yoikshire?— It

might; bnt it is a groat ]>ity that the community at

large shouW suffer for a number of ytar=, when it coidd
be brought into practice in so short a period.
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Mr. Hayteh.] Do you hold your farm uiuler agrcc-

nioutin wi'iting ?—Yes, in writing.

Is the custom ilofincd in Uiat agreement, or any way
cxi)rcsscd in tliat agreement?—Yes, with regard to the

cropping of the land.

And as to the incoming and outgoing tenant custom ?

Yes, and it provides against reletting the land, and many
other things besides.

Is that expressive of the custom that exists, oris it an
agreement independent of the custom?— It only goes
upon the custom that exists in tlie neighbourhood.

Supposing there were no agrrcment, are the Com-
mittee to understand that the same custom woidd exist

between the incoming and outgoing tenant?—Yes, I

have known where it lias been tried and the custom of

the country has stood good.
The custom of the country is the law of that part of

the land ?—Yes,

How far do you speak of the extent of that custom
;

how far has it prevailed within yourknovi'Iedge?— I can

speak for pretty nearly 20 iniles square ; I cannot go
beyond that, I think.

Is the genei al state of husbandry the same throughout
the district ?—Yes, mostly ; I do not think there is

much difference.

Has the custom arisen from considerations of con-

venience of the landlord and tenant with respect to the

mode of cropping?—No doubt it has.

Arc you to be understood to say that the alteration

you pmijosc is an alleratiou in the custom which is

desirable from the diftercncein the mode of cultivation ?

—Yes, no doubt of it, that is a very great thing that

they want to come to, an alteration in the mode and
the means of laying out their own capital, so that the

tenant farmer should not be taken advantage of.

Are we to understand from that that the farmers have
not under the existing custom been in the habit of

laying out their capital ?— Not manj'.

And those who have so laid it out have laid it out as

you have laid it out, upon a fancied security in the

tenure ?—Yes, and sometimes jjcople take advantage of

that, and when that is the case it is a terror to the

whole district wliere a man has farmed superior to his

neighbour upon the estate; the one has a rise in his rent

and the other remains as he was.

You want to make the customs of Lincolnshire the

law of the land ?—Not exactly that ; I do not speak of

the customs of Lincolnshire, further than that they are

compensating.
And that compensation in tluit district you want to

establish in a more extended district?—Yes.

And you think that from that great advantage would
arise to the tenant and landlord?—Yes, to both parties,

and the country at large j it would bring a great deal

more labour on the land that is not now expended.
Do you imagine that the custom that now exists in

Yorkshire was a custom that grew up in consequence
of the supposed advantage to both parties?— I do not

believe it has arisen from that, but for want ofknowing
better.

Mr. Denison.] Customs are things that must be

changed slowly '!—I think this requires changing
quickly ; it has been changing slowly for a length of

lime.

If you were to rely upon a change through a change
of custom, that is a thing that would grow up only

slowly ?—Yc rkshire has been standing still.

Your opinion is, from your knowledge of the habits

and feelings of tiie landed proprietors, that they would
not make voluntary agreements of the sort you think

necessary, unless some interference arose by law ?

—

Some part of them might; I do not think the whole
would, because there are many that might not,

probably, understand tl.c advantage they would derive

from it, and on that account it would be a long time

before they would be persuaded that it would be for

their advantage.
Then until a thing should become general, it coulrl

not be called the custom of the country ?—No, it would
not alter the present principle without it was passed by
law.

If you were to wait for a change of custom, much
time would be lost ?—No doubt of it.

At this particular juncture in farming affairs, this is

a matter of a great deal of importance ?—Not a doubt
of it, and the sooner any operation took place that

would be ber.eflcial to all peoi)le, the better ; I am cer-

tain that not one in a thousand would be a loser by the

alteration.

From your knowledge of the common run of valuers

through the county, do you think it would not be per-

fectly safe to leave this matter to be settled by the or-

dinary valuers of the county ?—I have no doubt but
that it would ; but it sometimes happens that probably

some of those ordinary valuers might have something
to do with either one party or the other, and on that

account, if they were set apart, and their award was
final, that would not give any offence, if it did not seem
to quite meet the approbation of both parties; that

would be the only advantage of appointing people as

district valuers.

Do you think it would answer the purpose if you left

the landlord and tenant, or the outgoing and incoming
tenants to appoint their valuers, sujiposing that one of

those nun whom you have spoken of could be called in

as an umpire?—It is an awkward thing calling in an
umpire ; it might be as well referred to one man if that

one man's decision was to be final. I have had a great

deal of valuing corn between one neighbour and
another ; but if two people try to make an agreement,

my opinion is, that all that has been done by them
ought not to be kept as a secret from the umpire; he
ought to be acquainted with what both their interests

are, and then probably he could make a satisfactory

award, but you might as well only have one vainer as

to have to choose an umpire to finally settle the c[ues-

tion, because what the other two valueis have done in

the first instance would be set aside.

Do you know that where those tenants-rights pre-

vail, the common habit of valuing is by a valuer on
each side, and an umpire?—I do not know the custom
of Lincolnshire in that way; the custom is in our
county, that some of the agreements bind the outgoing

tenant to sell his crop on or before such a time to the

incoming tenant, and when that is the case, it is done
by three valuers ; but they are generally all [appointed,

the two valuers are chosen, and between them they

choose a third man, and it has been found a great deal

more advantageous where that third man was made ac-

quainted with what the other two had done : it is cus-

tomary for the thicc valuers to go together, he is

acquainted then with the whole of what has taken place

between the other two.

Mr. Newdegate.] You have stated that the diffi-

culty of tlae umpire arises from his not knowing upon
what the valuation of the arbitrator has proceeded .'—

Yes.

Would not it be advantageous, that the arbitrators

should be compelled to state in their award the items

upon which they have awarded that compensation?—
Yes, that is my opinion.

And the same in the case of dilapidations?—Yes, to

be sure.

You think then that in order to establish a just sys-

tenr of arbitration, it would be necessary that the

valuator or arbitrator should state distinctly the items
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upon which their valuation is fixed''—Yes; they ought

to state it distinctly to the arbitrator. I do not think

it would be right exactly to state those particulars to

the parties they are connected with : but what my
meaning is, is this: that the arbitrator should not be

blindfolded ; he ought to know what the other two

valuers have done, and give him Ihe items ; but I do

not think it would be beneficial to give every item to

the parties; it might cause a dissension among the

parties; it v/ould be better to make it out either that

the landlord was indebted to the tenant so much, on

account of his capital laid out, or that the tenant was

jndebted to the landlord so much money for dilapida-

tions, leaving the items out ; my meaning with respect

to that was this, that the arbitrator ought to bo ac-

quainted with all ihe particulars.

In short, whoever shall make the final decision, which

would be the umpire in the case you suppose, should be

made acquainted with all the items upon which the

valuation proceeded ?—Yes.

Chairman.] If the arbitration is to be by three

parties, you then think it would be advantageous that

the umpire should act with the other two from the

first, and make himself acquainted with all the circum-

stances ?—Yes; it would be better; because then the

decision of the two would be final, the same as judges

being called in to judge cattle ; it is not always the

case that three judges chosen agree exactly, but the

majority of one would be sufficient.

Mr. Newdegate.] Your only fear of difference

arising owing to the statement in writing as by the ar-

bitrator, is that it miglit lead to some difference be-

tween the parties concerned?—Yes; my opinion is,

with respect to that, that if the tenant and the landlord

had to choose those people, it would be not so plea-

sant ; it would be better to have people chosen and set

apart on purpose.

Your only fear of difference arising owing to the

statement in writing as by the arbitrator, is that it

might lead to some difference between the parties con-

cerned ?—No doubt of it.

Supposing those items were only produced in cases

where a difference had already arisen, your objection

would not have force ?—-No ; it is evident that if the

landlord and the tenant agreed, without calling in

those valuers, that is, that if they were both perfectly

satisfied, the tenant claiming so much from the land-

lord, and he being satisfied to give it him, or the land-

lord claiming so much from the tenant, and he being

satisfied to pay it, the valuers would not have to in-

terfere; but if the valuers were to interfere it would be

better to keep the items from both parties, they merely

giving in their valuation of the damages.
But you think that those items ought to be produced

to the umpire?—No doubt of it; he should act with

the two valuers.

In the case of the appointment of an umpire subse-

quently, you think it is essential to the justness of his

decision, that the items should be produced for that de-

cision ?—No doubt of it, to him ; tlie two valuers ought
to acquaint him with what they have done. I think

it is better no doubt for them all to act together from
the first, where they have to be called in.

But in the case of an umpire being appointed subse-

quently, to decide the matter between the arbitrators,

you think that the items ought to be produced ?—Yes,
to him ; but not to the proprietor and the occupier.

To whomsoever shall decide the matter between the
arbitrators ?—Yes.

Mr Stafford.] You have said that you think with
respect to the appointment of the arbitrators that the

patronage of the appointment of those arbitrators

should be in the hands of the Government ?—Yes.

Do you think that any class of men should be in-

eligible, that is, that there should be restrictions in the

Bill as to the choosing of those arbitrators from any
particular class ?—No, I do not think that that is ne-

cessary ; I should think that the Government would

choose such men as had practical knowledge respecting

what damages ought to be laid upon both parties.

You do not think that either the tenant farmers or

the landlords should be ineligible?— No.

You would admit farmers to be appointed ?—Yes.

Have you considered at all how you would have them
paid ?—There cannot be a stated thing, but there ought

to be according te the number of acres of ground that

they have to look over, and what they have to do.

That being the case, from whence should the money
come to pay them ?—From the parties that were in the

wrong. If the landlord brought his action for dilapi

dations against the tenant, then that amount of money
ought to come from him if he were in the wrong. If

the landlord was owing to the tenant I think he ought

to pay the whole of it without the tenant was in the

wrong, so far as leaving the farm in a dilapidated state

goes ; then the amount ought to come from his pocket.

And do you think that those arbitrators should have

full power to recover in any case ?—Yes, or it would
be a very disagreeable thing. I think they ought to

have full power to recover their expenses before the land-

lord recovers his rent, and for this reason : it would be

very hard for them to be brought in and not to have a

guarantee for their expenses.

If the tenant were in the wrong and the expenses

were awarded against him, would you make the claim

of the arbitrator prior to that of the landlord?—Yes,

there is no doubt of it, or there would be no security,

because, if the landlord was to be secured for his rent,

the valuer would have a poor chance, prniirii.ly, in some
instances where a tenant was lenviug a farm in embar-
rassed circumstances.

Mr. Henley.] You seem to have given a great deal

of attention to the details of this plan as to the ap-
pointment of the valuers ; do you think that those

Government valuers ought to be allowed to take general

business of that description in the neighbourhood ?—

>

Yes, no doubt of it ; I do not see why they should not.

You were understood to say that you thought that

parties appointed by private individuals, landlords or

tenants, might be under obligations to those tenants?

—Yes.
Would not those other parties by taking general

business be equally under obligations ?—Yes, in some
instances they might, but it would not be a general

thing, because the tenant might appoint his own next
neighbour and the landlord the same ; and if there were
general valuers, whatever they did would be thought
right by both parties.

Who should you propose to pay for the valuation,

the landlord or the incoming tenant?—That depends
upon circumstances ; my opinion is, if a farmer
left a farm in a dilapidated state he ought to pay the

valuers.

The question is this : who should pay the outgoing

tenant for the amount expended upon the farm, the

landlord or the incoming tenant?—He ought to have
security from the landlord.

In your opinion, what should that security be?—He
ought to have the land to go upon ; the security ought
to be from the landlord, but dependent upon the cir-

cumstances ; my opinion is, that he ought to have pos-

session of the land until the landlord either remunerated
him for the expenses, or compelled the incoming tenant

to do it.

You would allow him to obtam possession of the

land ?—Yes, till he had the guarantee given him that
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this amount of money was to be paid ; without the

outgoing tenant had the landlord to look to, the in-

coming tenant might be a man without capital, and
then he would lose the money that he had laid out.

Then the amount to be paid to the outgoing tenant
must be ascertained, according to that view, before the

termination of the tenancy?—No doubt of it.

In your view, should the tenant give any notice to

the landlord of the capital he was about to expend,
such as in drainage, that the landlord might satisfy

himself how the work was done ?—Yes ; he ought to

give notice and have his consent for every penny laid

out, that is, either from the landlord or his agent.

In your opinion it would be right ?—Yes, my
opinion is, that he should not begin to take possession

of another person's property, and expend money with-

out the consent of the other person, the landlord.

Supposing the landlord refused to give his consent;
how then?—If that was the case, he would be at liberty

to leave it.

In your opinion, in case of notice being given and
consent refused, the tenant ought not to be allowed to lay

the money out ?—Not with regard to suchlike as per-

mauent improvements, such as drainage, farm tanks,

and buildings, and so on ; it might not be convenient
for the landlord to allow it to go on, and they should

not be allowed. But with regard to improving the

land by artificial manures in many ways, that I think

ought to be at the will of the tenant, because if it come
before the arbitrators they would be satisfied that the

amount he laid out was a great benefit to the landlord,

or they would not award any amount to the tenant on
that account.

Should any notice be given to the landlord as to the

laying out ofmouey upon artificial manure ?—No, I do
nottliink that at all necessary.

Would their be no difficulty of proof?—No difficulty

whatever, I think ; I think that the tenant ought to

give the receipt from the person whom the article was
brought from ; therefore there would be a guarantee
against fraud.

It would merely secure the purchase of the manure

;

it would not secure the spreading it upon the land ?

—

But the valuers would be able to prove whether
that quantity of manure was put on ; if they had a
doubt about it, tbey could bring his servants or farm
people to prove whether that quantity of manure was
put on or not.

That might be proved by the labourers ?—Yes ; and
they could not have better proof.

The bill of the purchase would merely prove that

that quantity of material was brought and delivered to

such and such a man ?—Yes ; and he would have to

prove from his own people that it was used.

Do you think it would be at all a matter easy of

proof when running over three or four years ?—No
doubt about it.

Do you ihink there would be no opening for fraud?

—None ; I do not think at all there would.
Have you ever known attempts at fraud in valuing

existing customs?—No, we have not had much of that

in our county; I never knew of an instance of that

kind.

Chairman.] You were understood to say, that in

the event of any Bill being passed on this subject, you
would recommend that it should not be made applica-

ble to existing leases, but that it should be made ap-
plicable to holdings by yearly agreement ?—Yes.

In your opinion then, the landlord, the land being
held by yearly agreement, would have his remedy in

his own hands, if he did not choose to submit to such a
law?— Certainly he would be at liberty to discharge
his tenants at the year's end.

You stated that you would rather decline holding

land under a lease on account of the uncertainty of the

times?—Yes.
Your apprehension then is, not that the land will be-

come altogether unfit for cultivation, but that you

would not like to be tied to give a fixed amount of rent

for so long a period as 21 years ?—Yes, that is it ; I do

not at all apprehend the land going out of cultivation ;

my opinion is, that I should not like to be bound to

give a fixed rent for a farm ; in short, my farm, for the

rent and tithe, is upwards of £1,200 a year for 485

acres of land ; the tithe is commuted at £156, and the

rent is £^1,050, that is, £1,206 a year. I should not

like to be fixed with that rent for 20 years to come,

though no doubt the farm is worth more by ;&300 a

year than it was 10 or 12 years ago, from the improve-

ments I have made ; but I would rather hold it from

year to year.

Sir C. Lemon.] Is not there a conviction in people's

minds that it can never be worth while to a landlord

to exact rent, even if it was due, beyond what the farm

can fairly bear ; if you were under lease, and the rent

was found too high from a change of times, is not it the

conviction in people's minds that it is not to the ad-

vantage of the landlord to exact the full rent, though

it is his due?—No doubt it would be to his ad-

vantage ; but there are not many landlords who have

tenant farmers, but what would try to get what the

agreement was for.

A landlord acting upon the principles of common
sense, would not it be decidedly his interest to reduce

his rent rather than to let his farm be wracked out ?

—

No doubt it would be to his advantage, but there are

very few that would avail themselves of that opportu-

nity ; they would mostly exact all they could.

Is it your opinion that landlords are not endowed
with common sense like other people ?—Yes, quite as

much, and perhaps with more than many others, but

they like to take all they can get, most part of them.

If 1 could insure my landlord's life for 19 years I should

have confidence that he would not want me to pay

more than the land was worth.

Chairman.] Are not there many places where the

landlords have not a power over their own property,

being in the hands of agents and executors?—Yes, it is

the case, but not very often ; mine is in the hands of

executors and agents, but still they allow the landlord

to have power to grant what he thinks proper.

Mr. Henley.] Your farm is good land of course by
the rent you pay?—Yes, very good land.

There is a great deal of poor land cultivated in this

country, is there not?—Yes, but there is a good deal

of land in the county which I am sure, if cultivated in

a similar way to mine, would be quite as good.

There are very poor tracts of land, which if there

were very great alteration in the times must go out of

cultivation ?—Yes, but if they were in a good state of

cultivation to begin with, there would be a greater en-

couragement to go on. If any great alterations were

to take place in the times, there would be 19 out of 20

of the lands that are in a bad state would go out of

cultivation. Land in a high state of cultivation in the

better description of farms would stand a better chance.

I repeat that there are in this country many tracts of

land which might be made to grow as much on 20

acres as it now does on 30 ; it would always be to a

farmer's advantage to keep his land in a high state of

cultivation in preference to keeping it in a bad state.

Evidence o/Mr. Henry Whitf.

Chairman.] You are a land surveyor, and indeed
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the only land surveyor at Warrington in Lancashire ?—
I am.
And you have a great deal of business in valuing and

surveying land in that neighbourhood ?—I have an ex-

tensive business for 20 miles round Warrington, extend-
ing through South Lancashire, and a great part of Che-
shire.

You are secretary to a large agricultural society, the

Liverpool and Manchester Society ?—Yes I am the sole

secretary.

Are you not also an inspector of that society for pre-

miums given for the best cultivated farms within its limits?

Not for that society ; but I was inspector for the Liver-

pool Society before it was united with the Manchester.
I was joint inspector for this society, and I was inspector

for the South Cheshire Society. I am inspector of farms
for the Darsbury Farmers' Club, in North Cheshire.

Have you also had the management of considerable

property in Cheshire ?—I had at one time for about 13
years, and I have now tlie agency of a small estate.

In those different capacities have you become practi-

cally acquainted with the farming of South Lancashire
and Cheshire ?—I think I have.

Will you state to the Committee what are the customs
between the outgoing and incoming tenants in Lanca-
shire ?—They are very limited indeed. A tenant pro-
fesses to quit his land on the 2nd of February, with the

exception of a pasture field, called the outlet for the cattle.

The house, buildings, and the outlet are given up on
the 1st or 12th of May, as the case may be. The ten-

ant leaving his land, therefore, on the 2nd of February,
has nothing upon it but the wheat crop, and for that he
gets half of the wheat crop allowed him by the oncoming
tenant, if it is after green crops (which it is generally

with us) ; if it is after the summer fallow, he gets two-
thirds of the wheat crop allowed him, and that, with the

exception of the allowance for clover or grass seeds,

which have been sown the previous year, is all that

he gets.

Mr. Henley.] WTiat are the holdings, Michaelmas
or Lady-day holdings ?—They may be considered as

Lady-day holdings.

Chairman.] It is old Lady-day, is it not ?—The
holding is the 2nd^of February, as I stated, and the 1st or
12th of May for the outlet.

Mr. Henley.] When is the rent payable .'—From an
intermediate period, which is Lady-day.
Chairman.] To whom does the dung belong?—It

belongs to the farm.
Does it belong to the landlord or to the outgoing ten-

ant ?—It belongs to the landlord, taking it in that sense.

The incoming tenant makes no payment for the manure
he finds upon the premises ?—None whatever.

Is any compensation made for any kind of improve-
ment to the outgoing tenant ?—None can be demanded
by the custom or legally ; but it is sometimes given by
the landlords.

Is it often given by the landlords ?—•! think it is some-
times given by liberal landlords. I myself have re-

commended it to be given in many instances as a matter
ofjustice.

Was that in Lancashire or Cheshire ?—In Cheshire.

If it were given in Lancashire, in what way would it be
given ?—Probably in money, and the landlord would
then be at liberty to make his own arrangement with the

incoming tenant for any advantage he ought to have
out of it.

Is that commonly practised in Lancashire ?—I am
afraid not.

Is there much room for improvement by draining in

Lancashire ?—Very much.
What is the general character of the South Lancashire

land?—About two-thirds of it is strong clayey loam,

upon a subsoil of clay. Tiie clay requires under draining

before it can be properly cultivated.

Can you state what is the average yield of wheat upon
those cold clay lands ?—Upon the cold clay land, about

20 bushels per statute acre.

Mr. T. Egerton ] You mean theundrained land ?

—

Yes, undrainedland.
Are you acquainted with land that has been well

drained in Lancashire ?—Yes, I am.
Has the produce been much increased there ?—Yes,

it has been frequently doubled.

Are you acquainted with the extensive improvements
that have been made in Lord Derby's property ?— I am.
Have those improvements, which have been carried on

there for many years, tended greatly to increase the

produce of Lord Derby's farms?— I have no doubt

they have.

To the extent that you have already mentioned ?—I am
not personally acquainted with the estate so as to give a

certain opinion as to that but I have seen very heavy

crops of wheat upon the land after draining, I think

nearly to the amount.
Is much of the land in South Lancashire so wet as not

to bear root crops at present ?—Certainly the clay lands

are not fit for root crops at present, if they are not

drained.

Is there any considerable proportion of these clay lands

that would bear good root crops by draining ?—Yes, all

by draining and subsoil ploughing.

Lancashire has a very wet climate to contend against,

has not it ?—Yes, very wet indeed ; we have 36 inches

of rain falling in the 12 months.
Does not that render the undrained clay land pecu-

liarly disadvantageous for farming ?—Peculiarly so for

every state ; but perhaps the least so for that of grass,

with which a great portion of it is obliged to be cultivated

in consequence.

What sort of pasturage does it make ?—Very miserable.

If the increase of produce would be great upon the

undrained arable land, would not -it be much greater

upon such poor undrained pasture land, if it were drained

and put under the plough?— It would be equally great

upon the pasture land.

Mr. T. Egerton.] Has it come within your know-
ledge where the land has been drained, what has been the

increase of stock that has been kept upon it ; speaking as

to the grass lands entirely, what increase of dairy stock

has been kept upon it in consequence of that ?—Upon
the dairy farms, the drainage of the land has generally

been followed by the application of bone manure, and
the increase has frequently been half as many more cattle

or one-third more cattle and cows than were kept before

by the farmer.

Chairman.] Is that application of bone manure at

all practised in Lancashire or in Cheshire ?—It is prac-

tised to a very limited extent on the grass land in Lan-
cashire, but in the growth of turnips it is beginning to be
more generally used.

As to Cheshire, are the customs between incoming
and outgoing tenants in that county similar to those in

Lancashire ?—They are.

Is the period of entry the same ?—It is.

Is the soil of Cheshire, with which you are extensively

acquainted, generally a cold wet soil ?—Not so much so

as South Lancashire ; but one -half of Cheshire is a cold

soil, the other half is sandy loam and peat, incumbent
upon the red sandstone and upon marl.

The climate of Cheshire is like as that of Lancashii*e

in respect of rain, is not it ?—It is very similar.

Are the undrained lands of Cheshire in a very cold

unproductive state ?—They are.

Is the grass land of Cheshire much benefited by drain-

ing ?—Yes, it is very greatly benefited by draining.
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' Is there a great deal of it that stills remains to be

drained ?— I should think there is one-fifth or one-fourth

or more ; but I have no means of stating correctly.

Of the grass land ?—I should think ^here may be that

proportion.

Mr. Henlky.] Do you say that have been drained,

or that are to be drained ?—To be drained.

Chairman.] What proportion of the cold arable lands

of Cheshire has been already drained should you say .'

—

Probably half the arable land, or not so much ; but the

proportions are very difficult to define, of course.

Have you more grass land or arable land in Cheshire?

—About two-thirds are in grass, and one-third in the

arable state.

Have you a peculiar mode of improving grass land in

Cheshire, by bones, that is almost confined to that coun-

ty ?—We have ; the application of bone dust to the cold

clay land of Cheshire has perhaps made the greatest im-

provement that ever was made in that county.

Will you describe to the Committee tlie process of

those improvements by the use of bones on pasture

lands ?—The bones applied generally by the farmers are

the boiled bones, which come more immediately into

action ; they arc generally applied either in October or

November, or in the month of April ; they come into full

action in about 12 months, or rather less if they are

boiled bones ; if they are raw bones we do not consider

that they will come into action so soon by a great deal.

In what quantities do you apply the bones ?—At the

rate of one ton per statute acre.

What is the price of the ton ?—About £i the boiled

bones ; the others will vary from £6 to £8, according

to the degree of fineness they are reduced to by the

person who sells them. I have paid as much as ^'8

for very fine raw bones.

Have you any restriction as to stocking the land dur-

ing the year of the application of the bones ?—The land-

lords, if they find the manure, charge a per-centage for

it, of course subject to the land not being broken up
again without their consent.

When you have applied a very heavy dressing of bones

to the grass land, are you obliged to treat that land dif-

ferently as to stocking ?— It would carry a much greater

weight of stock in a few years ; I do not know anything

else; the food is very rich, and it is doubled ; trefoil

and white clover are produced by the application of the

bones, and all the good grasses are brought forward ; it

is an excellent fertilizer, and brings out all the virtue of

the land.

How long does this dressing last?— It will last much
longer on the pasture land, because the increased num-
ber of cattle it will bear will cause an increased fall of

manure upon the land, therefore we consider if the land

continues in pasture it will never depreciate.

You consider this heavy and expensive dressing of

bones to be almost a permanent improvement ?—Yes, in

the pasture land, not in the mowing land ; perhaps in the

mowing land it would be exhausted after four or five

mowings.

Mr. T. Egerton.] Is not the average supposed to be
about 11 or 12 years with bones ?—We should not think

of allowing a tenant anything beyond that period (if we
considered him justly entitled to something), not even

for pasture land.

In the case of a tenant laying out money, and putting

on the bones himself, would he not be paid for that in 11

years ?— I think he would be repaid in a much less time
where the land has been previously drained.

You have mentioned with respect to the boning, that

a process was carried on in Cheshire of applying marl to

the light soils ?—That was formerly very much practised,

more so than at present; now that the aitificial manures

are applied. Marling is a very essential improvcmenl (o

the sandy soils of Cheshire.

How many square yards do you reckon to be required

per acre ?—Tlie ap[)lication is generally from one to two
roods of G4 cubic yards.

What is the period that the marling is supposed to

last for .'— I should think from seven to ten years. V/hen
the land gets laid down to grass, as it does sometimes

after marling, the marl lies partially dormant until it

is ploughed up again ; but not altogether so, because the

grass will be much imj)roved, and therefore the grass

roots must be deriving benefit from it. We find it gra-

dually sinking every year ; the longer the field is in grass

the deeper we find the marl.

Mr. Henley.] How are the bones that you have
spoken of applied to the grass land ; in what shape ;

broken very sinall, or how?—Those that are boiled are

crushed as small as they can crush them, and they are

spread by hand.

Is there anything mixed with them ?—No.
How are the raw bones applied ?—They are frequently

applied in the same way ; but they are sometimes, for

turnips, applied with farm-yard manure.

But how are tliey applied on the grass land ?—In the

same way.

And crushed as small as you can crush them ?— Still

finer, if possible, than the boiled bones, because they

will not decompose so soon.

Chairman.] You say that since bones have been

introduced, that marl is not so much applied to the light

lands of Cheshire ?—Since the general use of l;ones and
other artificial manures ; certainly marl was more espe-

cially applied for promoting good crops of corn.

Is it your opinion, that both on the grass land where
this heavy dose of bones is given, and on the light land

where bones are used in the ordinary course of farming,

it would be wise to give to the teneints a claim for tha

expense incurred by them on their quitting their farms ?

—I think so.

Do you think that the recognition of tenant right for

improvements would, both in Lancashire and Cheshire,

tend greatly to the imjirovement of farming ?— I do
What effect do you think it would have upon the land-

lord ?—I think it would have no bad effect upon the

landlord but this good one, that of giving him better se-

curity for his rent.

You think it would give him better security for his

rent ; would not it render it more easy for him when he

had farms vacant, to obtain men of capital as tenants for

them ?—Yes, I think so, invariably.

Do you foresee any difficulty in making an arrange-

ment for compensation when the tenant quits the farm,

or any bad feeling or litigation that is likely to arise be-

tween the landlord and the tenant .''— It frequently occurs

now, too frequently indeed.

You were asked whether you think , that if the tenant

right for compensation were granted, in that event any

great difficulty would arise as to the valuation of the rates,

or any unpleasant feeling or litigation would be likely to

arise between the landlord and tenant ?—Not at all likely
;

I think a great deal of bad feeling now existing would

then be done away with.

Mr. Henley.] You have stated that one- fifth of the

grass land of Cheshire is undrained ?—I think that is

probably the case, but it may be much more.

How long have you been acquainted with Cheshire —
For 20 years.

Has the drainage of the other four-fifths been done du-

ring that time, or was it done antecedently ?—A very

small portion of it was done when I knew it.

Then the four-fifchs have been drained in the period

over which your knowledge e.x^tends ?—It is only some
of the soils that would require it.
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You are understood to speak of the grass lands pria-

cipally, which are the heavy lands?—There might be
half that would not require it that would be two-and-a-
half fifths.

And you think about the half of the arable land is also

drained that requires it ?—I think probably so now, for

the improvements have been going on extensively for

several years.

At whose cost have they generally been done ?—Some-
times they have been done by the landlord, but more
frequently by the landlord and tenant joining.

Consequently they see their mutual advantage, and
agree to do that ?—Yes.
Are the lands of Cheshire you have spoken of held

ordinarily by lease or by agreement ?—They are some of
them held on lease, but more commonly by agreement,
from year to year, I think.

And under that agreement from year to year, both par-
ties seeing their interest in them, those improvements
have taken place ?—Yes, they have.

Has the operation of boning been general in Cheshire ?

It has been very general.

And what security has been given for that ; has it been
done at the joint expense of the landlord and the tenant,

or by the tenant, or by the landlord ?—In some cases,

where the landlord is a man of property, and has the

money to spare, he has manured the land with bone dust
and charged the tenant from 7 to 7a per cent, for the

outlay of the money. In many other cases the tenants

have found the bone manure themselves.

Has that been done to a very considerable extent in

the one way or the other, without any law to step in ?

—

Yes.
Are the lands in Cheshire generally held by lease or

by tenure from year to year ?—They are more frequently
held by yearly tenancy.

You have spoken of one large estate, namely. Lord
Derby's estate, as having been drained ; do you know
at whose expense that was drained ?—At the landlord's.

What tenure was it drained upon ?—The landlord
charged 5 per cent, for the outlay to the tenant.

What is the tenure of land in Lancashire ?— Principally

from year to year. In some few cases it is held on lease,

or what is much the same, agreements for a lease.

Are leases more general in Lancashire than in Cheshire ?—I do not think they are.

Is there any difficulty, in your judgment, in a tenant
by agreement securing himself in respect of any outlay
he wishes to make, if the landlord is willing to grant it ?

—Of course there cannot be if the landlord is willing to

grant it ; but there appears to be great difficulty at pre-
sent.

You were understood to say,that in your opinion legis-

lation is necessary; do you think that it ought to be retro-

spective or prospective ?— I think prospective.

Only prospective ?—I think that tenants, however un-
reasonable, would hardly expect it to be retrospective.

Do you think that the tenants are unreasonable ?

—

No doubt they are in some instances, as well as the land-

lords.

Do you think that in the event of kases, the law should
override those leases or not ?—I think it could not inter-

fere with existing leases.

In the event of future agreements, should it be compe-
tent to any parties to exempt themselves from the ope-
ration of the law or not, in your judgment?—I think
those parties that granted long leases might claim such a
privilege.

Do you think that persons with agreements from year
to year ought to have the privilege of exempting them-
selves ? —No.
Do you think the law ought to fix the right of com-

pensation in spite of any agreement made to the contrary .'

—I think the law ought to lay down the general prin-

ciple.

The law laying down the general principle, do you
think it right that the landlord and tenant, if they choose,

should exempt themselves from that general principle .'

—

I think it would not be wise to allow them to do so ; the

law would never get properly enforced if that were so ; it

would be evaded.

You thinking this general principle ought to be applied,

ought it in your judgment to be carried to any point

beyond that for compensation for money expended ?

—

Certainly not ; it must be compensation for money ex-

pended, of course.

You would not compel the owner of land to let his

land?-Not at all.

Giving him the option of letting it or not, you would
propose terms of letting it upon?—I would lay down
the general principle upon which it should be let, so that

the tenant should be fairly protected.

If the tenant could not get land without, you would not

allow him to exempt himself from the operation of the

law ?—No.
What is the custom as to buildings in Cheshire ?—The

landlord generally puts them into repair when the tenant

goes to the place, and he expects the tenant to keep them
in repair upon being found materials in the rough.

Is that the same in Lancashire ?—Yes, I think it is
;

there are various customs upon different estates.

Is it by agreement upon the various estates, or by cus-

tom establislied ?—I believe it would be by agreememt.
By private agreement ?—Yes.

Is there any custom, that you are aware of, existing in

Lancashire and Cheshire applicable to buildings ?—

I

think there is no well-established custom.

You have said that you think that the general principle

ought to be established by law to give compensation to

the tenants ; do you think it ought to extend to dilapida-

tions as a set-off against that ?—Yes I think it ought to

extend to dilapidations and breach of covenants.

Supposing parties holding without agreements, and
therefore that there were no covenants

;
you have

said that the law is to operate in spite of agreements ; then

do you think that it ought to extend to dilapidations ?

—

I think it should extend to dilapidations and bad hus-

bandry.

Dilapidations as applied to buildings, and bad hus-
bandry as applied to the land ?—Yes.

Should the principle, in your judgment, be the capital

expended by the outgoing tenant, or the advantage derived

by the incoming tenant ?—I should prefer the latter prin-

ciple, I think, as the safe guide ; but the former might
be taken as some assistance to the valuers in forming
their judgment.

It is a material difference, of course, between the two
princijdes ; what is your judgment as a practical man
as to which ought to be the principle, the capital expended
by the outgoing tenant, or the unexhausted improvement
in the land ?—Where a man might not have judiciously

expended the money, the valuers should have the power
to take that into account.

Do you think that the principle should he decided by
the law, or be left to be settled by the valuer in each
case ?—It might be safely left to the valuer, I think.

You have heard the evidence given by the last witness
;

should the valuers, in your opinion, be appointed by the

landlords or the tenants, or by the government, to act

between them ?—Inasmuch as I do not know that any
inconvenience has arisen in other counties from the mutual
appointment of valuers by both parties, I do not see why
that system could not still be acted upon. If government
officers were appointed, it is clear they could not be al-

lowed to do private business in the district for which
they are to act as tenant-right valuers.
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That would be your opiniou ?—Yes ; that would be
my opinion.

In your judgment, against whom should the outgoing

tenant have the remedy ?—He should have his security in

the landlord ; but no doubt generally he would have to

get the money from the incoming tenant.

What would be the nature of the security you would
give him against the landlord ?—It might be by action.

What remedy would you propose against the landlord?

—I do not know any remedy so good as by an action.

Supposing the landlord out of reach of action, abroad
;

how would you deal with that case ?—He must have

his remedy upon the land, the same as in the Tithe Com-
mutation Act.

Against the person in occupation ?— I apprehend he

would not give up the occupation until he was compen-
sated ; he should have the privilege of holding.

You think he ought to keep the holding until his

money was paid ?—Yes, or a guarantee given.

In that case what would be the necessity of the cul-

tivation of the land ; who is to cultivate it ?—The tenant

remaining should go on cultivating, if he had not some
assurance that his tenant-right would be paid.

And for what period might he continue in possession
;

for a broken period of a year, or for awhole year, or what
arrangements would you make in that respect ?—He
might continue any period, if he was compensated for

what he had done during the state of suspense.

Would you put him in the position of a mortgagee in

possession?—No; perhaps not exactly; I do not ap-

prehend any difficulty in the matter ; I do not think

there would be the least difficulty.

You say that the outgoing tenant should retain pos-

session of the farm until he was paid ; upon what con-

ditions do you think he ought to keep that possession,

as to the cultivation and as to the period when he was to

give it up ?—If he held over his time, in consequence of

the landlord or incoming tenant failing to make compen-
sation, I think he should continue to work the farm in

the same way as he had hitherto done, and until he was
compensated.
How is he to be paid for the expenses he has incurred

in the cultivation ?—By the same rule that he is paid for

improvements that he has made ; it is not an uncommon
thing to pay an outgoing tenant for land ploughed and
prepared for the spring corn.

Assuming the parties to be hostile to each other, then
how is the tenant to be compensated for cultivation?

—

If such an event were likely to occur, it would be right

to provide for it by a legislative act.

But how is that to be provided for?— I apprehend
the same remedy might be given as we have under the
Tithe Commutation Act, by distress upon the premises
and by sale of some of the land.

But the Tithe Commutation Act does not enable
you to retain possession ?—No, but it enables us to

sell the land when we have nothing else to distrain

upon.
You state that you would have the same remedy as

the Tithe Commutation Act ; we should know that

;

when you say that you would retain possession until it

is paid, how is that to be done .'—I have not given that
point consideration beyond what I have stated ; I am
of opinion it is a difficulty that would not arise once in
a thousand times.

Did you state that the tenant ought to be compensated
for manures and oil-cake ?—No, I did not.

In your judgment should it extend to that?— I think
it should extend to oil-cake or other food of that de-
scription bought and consumed upon the land ; but that
is not practised to a great extent with us.

It would be advantageous, would not it, if it were
practised ?—It would, but as we have the means of

getting manure from the large towns ; being a manu-
facturing district, that plan has never been so much
adopted with us.

Would the valuation necessarily in your judgment
take place before the termination of the tenancy ?—It

would.
Then it must be an estimate of the consumption up

to the conclusion of the tenancy, and not the actual

consumption ?— It would be only a few weeks before
the expiration of the tenancy.

It would be an estimate, and not what was actually

consumed ?— It would be a pretty correct estimate

;

probably the consumption would not be going on to the
very end of the tenancy.

Ordinarily speaking, if a sale takes place of stock
and so forth, they are kept upon the farm until within
two or three days of the tenancy, is not that so ?—They
ought to be kept upon the place, of course, until the

expiration of the tenancy ; but the tenants frequently

with us make an attempt at selling their stock and
produce long before the expiration of the tenancy.

If they are going into another farm is that the case?
—Not when they are going to another farm, but when
they are going to give up farming.

When they are going to quit business altogether ?

—

Yes.

Then do they give up the profit of holding the laud
for the last six months because they are going to give
up business altogether?—There is no profit in holding
the land in winter after the crops are got.

Do you not grow turnips?—The turnips are frequently
stoied with us ; they are got up in November and De-
cember and stored.

What do you do with them ?—They are given to the
cattle.

And you keep cattle up to Candlemas or Lady-day
to eat them ?—Up to the 1st of May.

If you give the turnips to the cows do you not milk
them ?— Yes.
That is a profit ?—Yes, of course.

Therefore there would be a profit made in all those
ways ?—That profit would not be equal to the advan-
tage of selling olFthe produce in January or February
to the tenant, because they generally manage that the
cows shall not give very much milk in the winter.

They let them off?—The principal milking season is

the season of summer and autumn.
And of cheese?—Yes.
Is there any custom in any part of the country by

which threshing machines are dealt with ?—There is no
custom, that I know of.

Are the tenants, if they put up a threshing machine,
allowed to remove it?—I think they would be
allowed to remove it. I think it would not be ob-
jected to.

It would not be considered as af nched to the

freehold ?—I think it could not be n- oved legally

if the landlord would not allow of it, .; ut I think
few landlords would object to a threshing machine being

removed.
In your judgment, what has been the custom ?—

I

have never known a threshing machine refused to be
removed. I know of a steam engine being put down
by a tenant, who died suddenly; the estate was one
that I was connected with, and it was quite optional

with the landlord whether he would allow for that steam
engine or not.

The law would have enabled him to claim It without

paying for it ?—Yes.

In your opinion ought that to be guarded aguiust?

—I think the tenant should either have the value of

the steam engine, or at least the privilege of removing

it, or selling it.
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Ill trade, manufacturers have the power of removing
such things?—Yos, they have.
And it would he just to place the agricultural tenant

in the same position with regard to fixtures of that

description that they might want to use in their trade?

— I think so.

Mr. Newdegate.] The practice of growing pota-

toes prevails extensively in Lancashire and Cheshire ?

—

Yes.
The value of that crop is very great, is it not?— It is

a valuable crop, but it is an expensive one.

What kind of manures are generally used for the

production of that crop ?—Horse and cow manure.
Do you use any sea-weed ?—No.
Is that a crop that would compensate a tenant for

any expense of artificial manure in one year ?— I think

the tenant is frequently not compensated by the potato

crop itself, but by the succeeding crop, which is gene-
rally wheat.

Is he compensated in two years ?—Yes, frequently
;

hut the manure may not be exhausted for three or four

years.

Mr. CoLviLLE.] You have stated that it is the

custom in Cheshire to put ou a ton of boiled bones per

statute acre, which costs ^^4 per ton?—Yes, £4.
And you put on a ton of unboiled bones per statute

acre ?—Y^es.

Will you say how much extra stock an acre of land in

that way manured will keep ?— I stated before, half as

many more, or one-third.

In short then, three acres keeping two cows under
ordinary cii cumstances, would keep four and a-halfcows
l^er acre ?—Yes, one-half as many more ; if three

were kept before, four and a half would be kept after-

wards.
How long do you think that the tenant ought to en-

joy that laud he has manured with bones in that manner
to be remunerated for that outlay?—I think he would
be remunerated in four or five years.

Depastured?—Yes, depastured, but he ought to have
a little longer allowance.
Why should he have had an allowance for a longer

period than that?—As some little encouragement
for the improvement ; from seven to ten years, I should
think.

How much extra hay will land produce that has been
manured with a ton of boiled bones ?—At least double
what it produced before.

How long ought the tenant to enjoy that land before
he will have reaped the full benefit of it?—I think if lie

mows it four times after manuring, his claim to com-
pensation would then be exhausted.

In short, ia either of those cases if a tenant was
ejected, if he had a fourth for each year allowed him,
that would be remuneration?—For mowing land.
Or for pasture land ?—It should be extended for

pasturage to double that period, at least.

Do you use bones on the arable laud ?—'Upon the
sandy loams and peat, for turnips we use them to a
great extent ; we do not find them to answer upon t e
sandy loams in grass so well.

How long is it before they become exhausted on
arable land ?—I think in three or four years, or probably
moi'e.

As to unboiled bones, what is the price per ton
of unboiled bones?—It varies from £6 to £8, ac-
cording to the degree of fineness to which they are
reduced.

What extra stock will land keep that has been ma-
nured by unboiled bones .'—Much the same as the
other ; but the unboiled bones are considered much
more duiable, and no doubt they are so.

Do they come into operation as soon as the boiled
bones ?— I have already stated they do not.

Do you apply sulphuric acid to make them con)e into

operation sooner?—Last year for turnips I did try it,

but not for grass land.

How many years do you think that a tenant ought to

have a tenant-right for in land on which unboiled bones

had been put ; land that has been depastured ?— I think

eight or ten years for that.

And in case of having mowed that land, how long

ought he to have the tenant-right?—A year or two
longer than for boiled bones.

Six years, you would say ?—Yes, or six mowings.
Mr. Henley.] What value do you consider a cow's

produce to be in Cheshire upon a cheese farm ?—We
average our Cheshire cows about 3 cwt. of cheese per

cow.
How much money will that be?—Nine pounds, be-

sides the refuse which goes to feeding the pigs ( he
whey from the cheese making), and a little butter.

How many acres do you stock by a cow in your pas-

turage ?—About two statute acres on the average for

summer keep.

To a cow ?—Yes ; but taking the farm through
But keeping to the pasture, it is two statute acres to

a cow, you say ; that is, of course, unboned land

;

your calculation gives two acres of unboned land

to a cow, and the produce of the cow is £9 ?—Yes

;

probably you might put it from £11 to ^'14 altogether,

for the year.

It would take six acres to keep three cows in the

pasture grounds?—Yes.

And if it were boned, four acres would keep the three

cows ; is that so ?—Yfs.
That would be your calculation?—Yes, about that;

it is diflScult to give exact proportions.

Then in point of fact tlie £27 which is the produce
of the three cows, would have to be thrown over four

acres instead of over six ?—Yes.

Mr. T. Egerton.] You were asked as to the valua-

tion just now; have you had some experience as in-

spector of improvements in those farms ?—I have.

Have you ever found any difficulty in valuing the im-

provements on the different farms which in the course

of your experience you have seen ?—My inspection has

been for prizes offered by agricultural societies, and of

course that farmer who had made the most improvements
got the prize.

You have had opportunities of seeing what the

improvementa which have taken place upon those

farms have been, and do you not take into your con-

sideration, as one great element, what the farm was be-

fore ?—Yes.

Have you found any difficulty in valuing those im-

provements ?—No, hut I have no occasion to value

those improvements, as they are not allowed for, that I

know of.

The question merely means as an inspector ?—As an

inspector of farms for agricultural societies, we do not

take that ingredient into account, not the ingredient

value ; we consider what the tenant may have expended
in the improvements ; we do not go into those details

as to what the particular cost of a single article may be.

Sir C. Lemon.] You said just now, that after the ap-

plication of a certain manure, that the crop was doubled ;

you apply that only to the first year after the manuring

;

is not that so ?—That would apply to bone manure, and

to mowing land.

And that the crop in the succeeding year would be

doubled ?—Yes, it would be doubled probably in the

first and second years following.

Would it be equally good on the second year as the

first ?—Yes, because the full virtue is not obtained in the

first year.

How would it be on the third year ?—It would be

gradually dimiaishing in mowing land.
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In about what proportion would it be reduced, to one-
fourth or half as good instead of double ?— I should think
two- thirds would be exhausted.

Then of course in any estimate of any claim that a te-

nant might make for manure expended four or five years
before that, or even beyond that time, you must con-
stantly be going on by a decreasing scale ?—Yes, you
must have a graduated scale.

Chairman.] You were understood to say, that if

grass land is boned and fed afterwards, and not mown, it

is a permanent improvement to the land ?— It is next to

a permanent improvement upon the pasture land, so long
as that land remains in pasture.

Mr. Coi.viLLE.] What effect has it on the cheese;
does it improve the quality ?—It improves the herbage,
and thus improves the richness of the milk.
Do you find the cheese stands as well on land that has

been boned ?—No, it is tender.

It rises ?—It is more difficult to manage alto -ether

;

it is much richer.

Mr. T. Egerton.] Is not there considerable difficulty

experienced by farmers coming from poor cold lands on
to rich land in the first year in making the change ?

—

There is a difficulty frequently ; in probably arises in

part from his havin,^ no settled rule or principle upon
which he manufactures his cheese.

Mr. Henley.] The account about the increase of
stock you have given will stand thus : the unboned land
three cows upon six acres would be £i 10s. an acre, and
on the boned land it would be £6 15s. per acre ?—I dare
say it would be so.

And that is the return for the outlay of £5 ; £2 15s.

per acre gained ?—The return is very great indeed ; I

have not reduced it to figures in the way it is now stated
;

but I have no doubt it is very great.

The proportions you have given of one-half increase

;

do you think that that is so ?—I think it is so in many
instances ; there may be some cases where it is not so
much.

It is so beneficial a result, that it is desirable to have
it as clearly from you as possible, according to your
judgment .'—I have heard of some farms where the cattle

have been doubled by that application.

Can you really speak to one-half increase?—Yes, it

may be taken at a half to one-third ; of course it would
depend upon the quantity of land in grass, as the number
of cows on any particular farm.

But the question had reference to per acre ?—Yes ; but
the stock might be doubled from other causes, such as
more land being in grass ; it might not be always doubled
in the same quantity of land, but there might be an in-

crease of stock by bringing in more land ; I have known
instances of farmers keeping double the stock they had
when they entered upon the farm.
Of course the more acres they had, the greater would

be the amount of stock ; the increase per acre, in your
judgment, might be safely taken at half ?—From half to
one-third.

Mr. CoLViLLE.] Do bones do as well on drained as
undiained land ?—No, I would not apply them tO' un-
drained land, but they are frequently so applied.
Do you use any other artificial manure to improve the

herbage and increase the milk ; have you tried guano on
grass ?—That has been applied to a limited extent upon
grass land.

With what effect ?—It has been beneficial, no doubt.
Do you think that that lasts more than one year ?

—Not much more than one or two years ; I should not
like to give an allowance for more than one year.
Chairman.] What is the character of this grass

land in Cheshire, on which bones have so powerful an
eflfect

; what is the character of the soil ?—The soils upon
v?hich it answers best are the cold clay soils that have been

drained ; and all stiff clay loams incumbent upon clay or

marl.

Is it a red clay '!—Chiefly red clay.

Do you know any instance of its answering equally

well out of Cheshire .'—No.
Do you know cases of its being tried and having failed

out of Cheshire ?—I have heard of such cases.

Of cases in which it has failed or succeeded ?— I have
heard of cases in which it has failed.

Have you known no case in which it has succeeded
out of Cheshire?—Yes ; in Lancashire I think it has suc-

ceeded.

Is that the same red clay, in Lancashire, on which it

answers?—No; the clay is not .'O I'ed in Lancashire;

it is in the coal formation, and the clay is of a darker
hue.

Though it is a diflerent kind of clay in Lancashire, the

boning of good land has been found to answer there also ?

Yes, it has.

Mr. T. Egerton.] It is essential to the success of

the boning that the tenant should have his land well

drained first ?—Yes ; I have seen it done on un-
drained land, and it does not answer so well ; it is a waste

of capital.

Chairman.] It does not answer on the light land ?

—

It does answer ; but not so certainly upon the sandy
land, except for the turnip crop.

Do you know whether bones do more good upon land

that has been a long time in the habit of having cows
that have been milked, upon it ; does it do more good
on that sort of land than on land that has been grazed ?

— I think it makes no difference; we find it to answer
well on clover and seeds.

Mr. T. Egerton.] It has the effect of bringing up
the white clover .'—Yes, and trefoil, and all the best

grasses.
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Chairman.] You are a land agent for Mr- Tolle-

mache. Member for Cheshire, on his property in Suffolk ?

—Yes.
Is that an extensive property ?— It is between 7,000

and 8,000 acres.

About how many farming tenants are there in the

property ?— Between 40 and 50.

Has Mr. Tollemache introduced the system of giving

to his tenants tenant-right for improvements .'—Since

1840.

Does he compensate for draining, chalking, and clay-

ing?—And for all other unexhausted improvements.
Are the farms generally held upon lease or by yearly

agreement ?—Part of them on lease and part by yearly

agreement ; they can all have leases if they please.

Then many of them do not wish for leases ?—Many
prefer holding from year to year.

To begin with drainage, what compensation do you
give for drainage?—That depends upon the first cost, in

a measure. I had better state the various distances and

cost in our mode of doing draining. The first thing is,

that there are various depths done ; the first mode is about

two feet deep and 18 feet asunder; that costs about £3
18s. 6d. an acre.

F 2
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Mr, BouvERiE.] What tiles do you drain with ?

—

Pipe tiles ; the round tiles that shut into each other.
The next is two feet and a half deep, and the same
distance, that is, 18 feet asunder ; that would be £4
15s. 6d.

Mr. Henley.] That makes another draught in the
work ?—Yes, it does.

What is the respective price paid per pole for labour?
—It depends entirely upon the soil.

Upon those calculations of £3 18s. 6d. and £4 15s.

6d., what is the price paid for labour .'—On .£3 18s. 6d.
it is £1 10s. 6d.

And what for the other ?—On £i 15s. 6d. it is £2
7s. 6d.

Chairman.] Will you proceed .'—The next is three
feet and a half deep, and 27 feet apart, that is £3 8s.

per acre, and the amount of labour upon that is £1 16s.

per acre. The next is four feet deep and 36 feet apart,

that is £3 lis. ; this is including the tiles, and there

would be £2 7s. labour upon that, and that will vary a
few shillings per acre either way, according to the soil

you are on.

Will you state to the Committee, supposing a tenant

to leave his farm shortly after executing such drainage
Works, on what principle you would give him compen.
sation .''— It would be according to the period those

drains had been done, and to the mode in which they
were done ; that is a matter that is allowed to be referred

to arbitration ; that is, one party be chosen by the land-
lord and the other by the tenant ; and if they cannot
agree after a consultation, the decision of a third party is

to be final, with regard to the amount to be given.

Take the average expenditure of drainage, and sup-
posing a tenant to leave within three years after having
drained a field, what compensation should you give him .'

"—He would receive two-thirds of the amount.
Do you require the tenants to come to you for your

consent in writing before they execute those drains ?

—

The tenants only apply where draining tiles are used.
You leave it to their discretion to drain their own land .'

'—Yes, we leave it to their discretion to drain.

You have a good deal of cold clay land, on which I

believe chalk is found beneficial as a permanent im-
provement ?—Yes, on what we term the hollow bottom
lands.

Do you put the chalk on the hollow bottom?—Yes,
our clay lands do not want it, they are full of chalk.

Will you describe that process to the Committee ; how
many loads of chalk do you put to an acre ?—Ten
chaldrons of 36 bushels.

What is the expense of chalking ?—About £b an
acre.

That is including hauling ?—Including hauling, and
every expense upon the land.

How many years do you allow for the term of com-
pensation for chalking the land ?—It depends in some
measure upon the soil ; in some soils it will get to

work in the land a year or two sooner than it will on other

soils.

Do you leave it to an arbitrator .'—It must be left

to an arbitrator to judge whether it is a full compensation
or not.

Takuag the average quality of land ?—It would gene-
rally do good after the second or third year.

The question is not when it begins to do good, but in

how many years you consider it to remunerate the te-

nant?— It may be beneficial for five or six years.

You spread it over five or six years after it has begun
to act beneficially ?—Yes, over five or six years after it

has begun to act beneficially before it is done away with
entirely.

Have you not another mode of improving light lands

by claying them ?—We seldom clay light land with us.

Do you not clay at all ?—Not the light land ; we do

the hollow bottom lands.

How many loads of clay do you apply to those hollow

bottomlands?—From 50 to 100 ; the hollow bottom
land is with very deep staple and porous subsoil.

Sir J. Trollope.] What is the nature of that subsoil ?

—Generally tending to the brick earth. 1

Not porous ?—Yes, it is at the bottom of it. <

Chairman.] Whatis the clear expense of claying the

land?—About 6d. a load.

In what way do you lay the clay on the land ?—It is

generally done by the yard, by the barrow, or by the

cart ; the expense is just the same, let it be which way
it will.

How many years do you allow for bis improvement to

run with the claims for compensation ?—It seldom runs

over three or four years.

Do you require the tenants-at-will to have your pre-

vious consent when they wish to clay or chalk their land ?

—No, it is quite optional.

Do those modes of improvement act with decided be-

nefit on the land ?—Decidedly so.

Does the application of clay and chalk improve the

quality of the produce .'—It very much increases the qua-

lity of the produce.

And the certainty of the yield ?—And the certainty of

the yield as well.

Do you include compensation for buildings amongst
your claims for improvements ?— It is done in this way :

the tenants are sometimes in the habit of erecting feeding-

sheds for their cattle, and Mr. ToUemache generally

finds them the material, and they pay the whole amount
of the labour for the erection of those buildings. Should

anything occur when they leave the farm, if any change

takes place, the parties are allowed the proportion of

the labour of those buildings that they have done, witliin

four years after they have done those buildings.

Do you consider the time of remuneration four years .'

—No, we do not exactly consider it for that time, but

it is very Ukely that the thing has been erected for a longer

period.

Then if a farmer has put up a range of buildings in a

substantial way six years previously, and he leaves the

farm, has he any title to compensation ?—Yes, if they

are put up substantially, a proportionate value, but not

the full amount of what it cost.

Then supposing the farmer to have put up a temporary
building, and that he leaves the farm sit years after-

wards, what would his claim be ?—He would be allowed

half the amount of the labour that he has paid, if the

building was worth it.

Have Mr. ToUemache's tenants put up many
buildings in consequence of this ?—Yes, a great many
on the estate.

You say that they are principally cattle sheds ?—Yes,

they are principally cattle sheds ; by the other part of the

agreement they must attend to the repairs.

Do you consider it essential to the improved modes of

agriculture that tenants should have good buildings on
their farms?—Yes, and to improve the quality of the

manure as well.

Because it enables them to keep beasts feeding on arti-

ficial food ?—Yes, to keep them in the yard.

In what way do you compensate the tenants for the

purchase of artificial food for their cattle ?—If the

tenant leaves his farm, he is paid for all the manure left

on the farm according to the quality and quantity that is

made.

Was that the case originally on Mr. ToUemache's
farm '—Not originally.

Did the dung then belong to the land, that which was

left on the premises ?—It used to be left.
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What was the nature of that dung ?—Of a very ordi-

naiy quality.

It would be very little more than straw and water ?

—

Very little more.
What is the quality of the dang now left on the farm ?

—It is to the tenants' interest to make it as good as it can

be made.
What is the difference in the value per load of sky-

made manure and the manure made with oil-cake ?—

I

do not know that I can put a comparison, but there is as

much as Is. 6d. to 5s. difference.

The straw and water manure you would put at Is. 6d.

and the cake manure at 5s. a load .'—Yes.

Is artificial manure much used by you ?—Only rape-

cake.

You do not find bones act ?—They do not act at all

with us ; we have tried a very great many experiments

with them.

Do they not answer on any part of your arable land ?

—Neither for turnips or anything else, and we have

drilled a great deal for turnips, and sown it for pasture

land, but they do not operate at all.

Have you tried a heavy dressing of bones upon the

Cheshire system upon any of your grass land ?—.Yes, in

the park I have tried a very heavy dressing, as much as

70 bushels an acre.

Was that in consequence of Mr. Tollemache's ac-

quaintance with the Cheshire practice ?—Yes, that was

in consequence of Mr. Tollemache's acquaintance with

the Cheshire mode of dressing the land with bone, and

he had a great mind to try the experiment.

And it did not answer at all ?—You could not see

where it was done.

You have stated that you do not require the landlord's

previous consent for those improvements ; have you
found any inconvenience arise from any extravagant out-

lay on the part of the tenants in the improvement of their

farms?—No, not at all, I should think ; I would rather

see them do a little more.

Though they have been left to their own discretion you
find that they have exercised prudent judgment upon the

subject?—Yes, very much so.

In fact too prudent in your opinion
; you would rather

that they should lay out a little more money ?—'In some
instances it would answer their purpose better, I am
certain.

You say that some of your farms are held upon
lease ; have you found this compensation for imjirove-

ments necessary upon land so held, as well as upon
farms held from year to year ?—Yes ; it applies equally

to both of them.

What is the length of your lease?—-Twelve years.

Why do you consider this compensation desirable

when land is held upon lease ?—In this point of view I

should consider it : if a person had not a compensation
under an agreement, it would be but little use his

spending an extra quantity of property upon that

estate in the way of improvements, because at the ex-

piration of the time he would be obliged to go out and
leave it; he would do what he did in the first part of

his holding, to take the full benefit of it.

And throw it back in the landlord's hands out of

condition ?—Exactly so. As regards drainage, they
would be sure to do it.

Although in some instances you wish now that the

tenants would be more liberal in their outlay, have you
found on the whole the system of compensation an-
swers, by improving the condition of Mr. Tollemache's
property ?—In every respect that has answered.

Mr. Henley.] How long have you managed his

property ?—Since 1840. Mr. Tollemache came to the

estate then ; I was agent before that.

Had you any knowledge of the estate before ?—Yes.
For how long?—I have lived on it my whole life.

Wliat was the term of holding before 1840?—There
were no compensations given.

What were the terms of holding?—The lands were
to be farmed on the four-shift course of husbandry,
according to the regular system that is now adopted

;

and there was nothing to be paid for the unexhausted
improvements, nor nothing said about the quantity of

the manure that was to be left on the farm.
Was it a lease or yearly holding?—Some leases and

some yearly holdings, the same as now.
The dung, you stated, belonged to the estate then ?

—

Yes ; at first it was left free.

Is that the general custom in Suffolk ?—'Not so much
as it was ; it used to be more than it is now; they arc

doing away with it in a great measure.
A change has taken place in that respect ?—Yes ; a

change has taken place in that respect, within the last

30 years.

What is the custom in the part of Suffolk you know
of, between outgoing and incoming tenants ; what is

paid?—They first of all have the hay and clover grown
in the last year.

What are the ordinary periods of taking and quit-

ting, from Lady-day or Michaelmas?—Michaelmas.
All the hay and clover mown in the last year, and all

the manure on the farm.

The question does not refer to the estate ;vith which
you are connected ; but where there are no agree-

ments ; what is the common custom of the part of

Suffolk you are speaking of, where there is no
such agreement such as you have stated to the Com-
mittee ?—I think it would be something like this : you
may say a person would mow all the hay and clover

on the farm, that would be the first thing.

The question is not what they would do, but what
would be paid from the outgoing tenant to the incommg
tenant ; what is the custom of the country where no
agreement exists?—They would take the hay and
clover.

At a standing price ?—Part of it ; they would not be
compelled to take the whole.

What, according to the custom of the country, would
the incoming tenant be expected to take at the standing

price ?—The hay and clover left on the farm, the regular

course what was mown ; for instance, if he had 20
acres that came in the course to m^w according to the

usual course of the country, and he were to mow 40,

he could not compel the incoming tenant nor the land-

lord to take more than the regular quantity.

What would he do with the rest?-—That would be a

question for another consideration.

Have you known any such cases to have occurred,

and if so, what has been done ?— I have known cases

where they have been obliged to go out and leave, and
could not get anything for it ; and there are other cases

where they have carried it off, and sold it, to the ruin

of the farm.

Do you know whether there has been any result, and
if any, what upon those transactions ?—Yes ; in some
eases it depends entirely upon circumstances ; with re-

gard to that, in some eases, it has been where the tenant

has been obliged to leave it, or they could get little or

nothing allowed for it, and in other cases they would

sell it off and leave the farm half bare.

Where the party has carried it off, is he subject by
the custom of the country to a penalty or inconvenience

for doing so ?—No,
There is nothing to prevent it ?—No, there is nothing

to prevent his carrying off the overplus.

Mr.BuRROUGHES.] The question is, what is the cus-
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torn of the country ?—Tliat is half, supposing a man
had 40 acres.

Take a f^rm of 400 acres, and he has 100 acres of

clover anrl grass, what propotion would he be at liberty

to take?—If it was all in grass, he would be obliged to

leave the 100 acre?.

But in the four-course system it is 100 acres in clover

and grass seeds, and you say the incoming tenant is

not compelled to take the whole 100 acres ; he is

not at liberty to mow the 100 acres?—No, he would
mow half.

Then by the custom of the country, what becomes
of the other half?—I do not know, exactly; we have
so seldom a case of that kind come before us.

You mentioned just now two cases, one in which a

man had sold it all, and taken the money and gone

away, and another where he had left it, and got

nothint;?—Yes, they were extreme cases.

Wliat is the custom of the Cduntry in such cases ?—
The custom of the country is, that he must leave it,

and take a small price for it, if he does not sell befo/e

Michaelmas.
Then the man going f^way and putting the money

into his pocket did that which was contrary to the

custom of the country?—Yes.

That was a wrong transaction ?—Yes.

Mr. Henley.] What is done about turnips and
fallows ; vhat is the custom of the country about that ?

—The ploughing and the fallows.

Anything else ?—The rent.

Any rates?—No, not rates.

How much rent?— The average rent.

Half-a-year, or wliat period ?—The whole year's rent

upon the fallows.

No proportion of taxes?—No proportion of taxes

whatever.
Is anything else valued out .'—No.
Mr. BuKROtTHHES.] Who sows the turnips upon the

fallows; the incoming or outgoing tenant?—The in-

coming tenant.

Ploughing for the tillage ?— Ploughing for the tillage.

And when has the incoming tenant a right to enter

according to tlie custom of the country?—The in-

coming tenant, according to the custom of thecounti'y

has no right toenteronly upon' permission tillthellth

of October.

What becomes of the turnips ?—The outgoing tenants

would sow the turnips.

Then he is not paid for the root crop, but he is paid
for the tillage?— He is jiaid for the tillage.

Mr. Henley.] For tlie rent of the land ?—Yes.
Who sows the wheat ; is the wheat sown before the

11th of October?—The incoming tenant.

He is not permitted to enter before the 11th of Octo-
ber ?—No.
Who sows the clover seeds ?—The outgoing tenant.

What is he allowed ?— He is allowed for the seed and
labour.

Nothing else?—No.
Going back to the estate you have spoken of, with

regard to the agreements you have entered into, you
have said that the amount to be paid is to be paid by
valuation ?—Yes.

Is there any direction or agreement between the land-
lord and the tenant to the valuer upon what principle
this amount is to be ascertained ; is there any agree-
ment as to the periods or principles upon which the
amount of the valuation is to be ascertained?—It is

perfectly understood according to the market pi ice of
the commodity at the time of the tenant's leaving.

Is there any agreement as to the number of \ears
which drainage, for instance, is to be calculated upon ?

— Not at all, there is no agreement as to that.

Then the principle as well as the amount of the

valuation is left to the arbitrator ?
—

"Ves.

Is there any agreement as to the number of years

that claying or clialkiug is to be paid for ?—That is left

entirely to the arbitrator ; those are things tested by the

experience of the arbitrator and the condition of the

land at the time.

Then both the principle and the amount is left to the

arbitrator?—Yes, exactly so.

Is it expected that they are to make their value upon
the amount of money expended or the amount of benefit

to the incoming tenant ? —They have to make their

value upon the condition that the land is in at the

time v,'ithout any relative proportion to the first general

outlay at all.

If they are to make their valuation without reference

to the outlay, how are they to ascertain the amount;
how is it to be paid ?— If a field is in a certain state of

drainage, I should think that a farm that has been
drained so many feet deep entitles the tenant to so much
compensation.
That is the amount of outlay ?—That is the amount

of outlays, and first of all that has been done a certain

period of years ; then the question is as to the condition

that the land is in after the lapse of a period of years,

because one field that has been done at the same price

as another may not be worth half the money that the

other is, on account of the difference of the soil that it

is done in, and the manner of doing it.

Supposing an outlay of £3 18s. 6d., and suppose
after seven years the draining to be as perfect and as

good as the first day it was dtme, would the outgoing
tenant be entitled to receive all his money ?— It would
be left to the judgment of those parties who value it.

I cannot say it would or would not ; it would be en-
tirely left to them ; they must be judges whether the

transaction was beneficial or not ; if the drainage were
as perfect as when it was first done there would be no
reason why he should not.

Then, according to your judgment, a tenant having
oiiflaycd that money, and having had seven years' be-
nefit of it, if the drainage was perfect at the end you
say he would be entitled to receive the whole of the
nmney ?— I say no, because it is barely possible for a

field to be in so perfect a state after that time.

The question is, supposing it were as perfect as when
first done, would he be entitled to receive the whole of

his money ?—No, I should say not.

What proportion would he be entitled to receive ?

—'That proportion would be left to the judgment of the

parties.

Then the whole thing would be left to the judg-
ment of the parties ?—Of course it would ; it could
not be settled any other way in fairness and justice to

any one.

And have you no opinion yourself whether that value
ought to be ascertained with reference to the outlays, or

wholly with reference to the benefit of the incoming te-

nant?—Yes, I have an opinion, it is this : I should
calculate that it would have a beneficial effect, accord-
ing to the real state the land was in.

That would be wholly with reference to the benefit

to the incoming tenant?—No, I think it would not.

What is the price paid per pole for three feet drains
to labourers ordinarily, about the average price per
pole ?—Abjut four-pence.

Do you do 16^ feet or 18 feet ?-16^ feet.

The short pole ?—Yes.

Can you state that in your judgment there is not so

much money expended upon an estate with those agree-

ments as there ought to be?—Not so much as I should
wish to see.

In your judgment, does that arise from the occu-
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piers of land not having aliiindant C!i]nti\l, or from

not clio(';..in<f to lay it out? — T t'link it i.-i pcrliaps I'rom

Ijotli reasons.

Is the land generally in Suffolk well cultivated?—
Very well cultivated.

Are agreements such as you have stated common
through Suffolk ?—There are the same, or some similar.

Are there any other?—No.

The county of Suffolk is generally pretty well culti-

vated ?—Yes, I think so.

Sir C. Lemon.] You mentioned that Mr. Tollemache

first began that system in 1840?—Yes.

At the time he first adopted the system of compen-
sation was there any agreement as to increase of rent?

—Not at all.

Tliis compensation was not given in consideration

of any increase of rent?—No, 1 am not aware that it

was.

Are you aware at all, from the persons residing in the

neighbonrbood of that estate of Mr. Tollemache's, whe-
ther, generally speaking, there would be an inclination

to give on the part of the tenants an increase of rent

in return for the compensation?—In part. I think I

can explain the way in which this draining was d(.ne :

the fact is this, when the draining is done with tiles,

tlie tenant always paid one-third of the amount, or

about four per cent, of the outlay as an increase.

As an increase of rent?—Yes.

Then there has been an increase of rent as a condi-

tion of money laid out?—Yes.

And that, you say, was about four percent.?—Yes.

Do you imagine, ordinarily speaking, that amongst
occupiers in general there would be a disposition to

submit to an increase of rent to the amount of five per

cent, in consideration of the prospect of compensation ?

— I have been where I have had farms to re-let, and I

have been enabled, where this system has been carried

out, to get an increase of rent. I have found no diffi-

culty, and they have been perfectly satisfied with it.

Can you a-!sign any general amount of that Increase?

—No, I cannot.

Has that been in return for a given prospect of com-
pensation ?—It has been begun but a short period; but
the thing is increasing in value, and will increase as it

goes on.

How does that value come into the hands of the land-

lord ; by agreement in the first instance, or by the ad-
dition to the nnt in proportion to the sum actually

laid out .'—It would be an addition to the rent, in pro-

portion to the sum laid out by the landlord, of course,

ultimately.

Mr Henley.] You stated that a good many addi-

tional buildings had been put up on this estate in con-

sequence of this agreement?—Yes, I did.

What was the cuse with regard to the buildings be-

fore 1840?—They were in a very dilapidated state,

some of them.
Wlio used to do them?—That was under particular

circumstances ; the estate belonged to a lady. She
had only a life interest in the estate, and they onlyjust

kept the buildings in tenautiible repair.

In consequence of the owner of the estate having
only a life interest in it, nothing could be done?—They
did what was right.

Mr. BouvERiE.] Has Mr. Tollemache the fee or

power of dealing with the estate as if he had?—Part
of it.

Mr. BuRROUGHES.] Have you cut down a great

deal of timber?—Yes.
On the arable land as well?—None in the park

at all.

All upon the arable land ?—Yes ; all upon the arable

l»nd and wood.

That must increase the value of it very much to let ?

— It will do after a time.

Is it not the practice in that part of Suffolk for the

landlord to drain and charge a per-centage ?—Tlie

tenant does the labour. There have been some instances

in which deep draining has been done by way of expe-

riment ; that has been done in one field on a farm.

The landlord has done that?—Yes, and has paid the

expense, to see whether it would answer.

And then he has charged a per-centage?—Yes, and
charged the tenant a per-eentage on it. There are two
or three cases where it has been done.

Is not it likely to answer as well as the other plan ?

— 1 think not.

Not so well as letting the tenant doit, and then paying

him a compensation at the end of the term ?— If the

tenant leaves there is a compensation ; there is no com-
pensation without he leaves.

Do all tenants understand the nature of drainage ?—
I think the Suffolk ones do.

Would a man coming from Woodbridge, coming
from farming light land, understand draining?—Yes

;

there is a very little doubt of it.

You would trust him ?—Yes ; that is not far distant,

only for ten miles.

Take the case of a man coming from Newmarket?

—

Of course we should prefer a heavy-land farmer to take

it, if the farm was to let.

It is your opinion that the system of compensation

for what is done by the tenant is superior to the practice

of the landlord paying for the drainage and charging a

per-centage upon it ?—It is more beneficial to the land-

lord for the tenant to do it.

That is your opinion?—That is my opinion.

Chairman.] Is it not often more convenient to the

landlord to allow his tenant to pay for the drainage of

the land ?— It would cause an immense outlay.

The question is, whether it is not often more con-

venient to landlords, who are not veiy rich, to allow the

tenants to drain the land under compensation, than to

undertake it at a heavy outlay ihemselves?—Yes.

Mr. Burroughes.] Does not it as frequently happen

that the tenant is not very rich as that the landlord is

not very rich ?—It happens very frequently, but the

person who is on the farm himself, I would say, he

can use his hand.-, if he has not the means in his pocket,

in a great measure. lam speaking now of small occu-

pations.

Mr. Henley.] Is the return to the tenant greater

than the per-centage he would be required to be paid by

thelandlord; in yourjudgment is the profit orreturn upon

the outlay of the capital to the tenant greater than he

would be required to pay to the landlord, provided the

landlord expended the money ?—The questiim means,

provided the landlord drained the whole farm, and the

tenant had no outlay to make at all?

If the landlord laid out £100, and charged a per-

centage of five per cent, upon the tenant, would there

be profit beyond the five per cent, to the tenant ; or, to

put it in another way, if the tenant laid out the £100,

would he make more' than five per cent, upon the out-

lay ?—I would rather give my landlord the five per

cent, to do it.

In your opinion is the profit greater than the five

per cent, in the outlay for draining?—It depends en-

tirely upon the soil ; it is a question I am incompetent

to answer ; it depends so much upon the soil, that no

person could give a direct answer to the question.

Upon the estate that you are cognizant ofand speak-

ing of, would it be greater or less on that estate?— It;

would vary with the soils; in some fields it would be

greater, in others it would not be half so much; it

would be impossible to draw a line.
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You are unable to give an answer to that question ?—

<

I am unable to give an answer, because of the variety of

soils there is to contend with.

Mr. BuKROUGHES.] Would tenants be induced to

drain to any extent unless they had the expectation of

making more than five per cent, upon their outlay?

—

I do nottliink tliey would.

Mr. CoLViLLE.] Have you had any farms to let

since these operations came into force?— Yes.

Have you found that the incoming tenant has had
any objection to pay for the improvements .•'—None
at all.

What amount do they come to, do you know ?—I do
not know at all; I cannot say.

You do not happen to know what amount the tenant

right has been?—No, I do not; it is a perfectly under-

stood thing, if I let a tenant a farm, he knows he has

the improvement to pay for, and it is stated to him.
And if lie has sufficient capital it is, of course, no in-

convenience to him?—The fact is that, as near as we
can judge, we do not let a farm to a person who has not
capital enough to carry it on.

You say if a tenant makes improvements in draining

you do not require any notice ?—No ; only wheu they

apply for draining tiles.

Do the tenants give you any notice ?—No.
How are the umpires to ascertain, after the lapse of

years, the depth of drainage ?— I keep an account of it.

Then they do give you notice?— I am always upon
the estate, and I know the number of fields drained on
each farm.

Chairman.] Then they do not require your pre-

vious consent, but you expect them to give in the ac-

count of their outlay after the improvements are made?
—Yes.
Mr. CoLViLLE.] In the event of the referees not

agreeing, tiiey are to appoint an umpire ?—Yes, and his

decision will be final.

Supposing they cannot agree upon this umpire, to

whom is that appointment referred ?—It is imperative

upon them.
How do you make it imperative upon them ?—It is in

the agreement that the decision of a third man shall be

chosen by those two.

Is not it often the case that when things are left to

referees they decline to appoint an umpire .'—They are

compelled to appoint a third man.
In short, if they do not appoint an umpire they do not

derive the advantages of their improvements ?—No.
Have you got a copy of the agreement under which the

tenants farm ?— I have.

Mr. BouvERiE.] Is that stipulation introduced into

the several clauses in the agreement with the tenant ?

—

Yes, exactly so, from year to year.

Mr. Henley.] What is the size of the farms that

have changed tenancy under this agreement .'—One
hundred and fifty acres.

Do you chance to recollect the gross amount of the

coming-in and the valuation ?—As near as I can judge,

between 40s. and 50s. an acre, the whole of the valua-

tion.

Did that include drainage ?—That included some
drainage.

Was there much 1—I think six or seven acres.

Did that include chalking ?—It included some chalk-

ing ; about ten or a dozen acres.

Did that include any claying or marling .'—I think
none of that was claying or marling.

Did that include the manure and tillages ?—Yes, that

included the manure and tillages, the hay and so on.

Mr. BuRROUGHES.] Did it include the tenant's cove-
nant as well ?—Yes,

Mr. Henley.] The 50s. an acre covered it all?—
Yes, and it was a high valuation too.

You say that included the hay ?—Yes.

Do you recollect the number of acres of hay ?—I do
not ; I cannot say exactly ; I think somewhere about ten

to a dozen ; I cannot bear it in mind exactly.

Mr. Moody.] The custom is very indefinite in this

part to which you are alluding. Supposing, for instance,

the case as to which you were asked just now of a person

carrying off one-half of the hay, supposing him to mow
the whole 100 acres, how, under an action for damages
for mismanagement, would the landlord recover ; is the

custom so imperative as that, if it were improperly

carried off .'—If he had anything to recover upon he would
recover it.

Supposmg the tenant not to be insolvent ?—Yes.

Upon drainage the calculation is from the benefit de-

rived from it .'—Yes, the benefit still to be derived from
it; so that it rests very much upon the judgment of the

valuer and the condition which the land is in.

Mr. Henley.] Do you make any offset from the

valuation if the farm is foul ?—Yes, certainly.

Is that in your agreement ?—Yes, and it is a breach

of covenant, too, in case the farm is not farmed pro-

perly.

The Evidence of Mr. William Shaw.

Chairman.] You are a practical farmer residing

near Northampton ?—Yes.

As a member of the council of the Royal Agricultural

Society, you have had an opportunity of observing farm-
ing in England pretty generally ?—Yes, I have.

What is the extent of your farm ?—The farm I hold is

320 acres now ; I have had two farms under my present

landlord; I took my father's farm, who occupied that

farm 52 years, under my present landlord.

Mr. CoLviLLE.] Is it a grass farm or arable?—Two-
thirds of it are arable and one-third grass, or nearly so.

Chairman.] On what tenure do you hold your farm ?

—Simply from year to year.

What is the general holding of farms in your neigh-

bourhood .'—Almost universally from year to year ; in

Northamptonshire there is scarcely a lease.

Have you improved the land in your occupation by
drainage or otherwise?—I spend £700 a year in labour
and ^300 a year in oil-cake on 300 acres of land ; I

think, therefore, I must have done so.

Does the custom of your country give you any
compensation for those improvements?—None what-
ever ; it merely pays for acts of husbandry and seed and
labour.

Have you that confidence in your landlord that in-

duces you to make those improvements without com-
pensation?—That is the only thing that induces me
to do it.

Are you to be understood to say that there are no
compensations for any kind ofimprovements in North-
amptonshire ?—None whatever.

If there were compensation for improvements, do you
think farmers would be induced to lay out their capital

on their farms ?-—Yes ; although we have many farmers
who have held their land for a great number of years
under the aristocracy of Northamptonshire (whose
pride, in many cases, is never to change their tenantry),

and yet have not improved. These men, however, only
enjoy security of possession. I quite think if security

were given for unexhausted capital employed, the im-
provement of agriculture would go on much faster.

You think there is room for improvement in North-
amptonshire?—I do not know any county where there

is greater room for improvement.

Of what nature should you say arc the improvements
you contemplate ?— Draining, and the better making
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of manure ; for the generality of farmers in Northamp-
tonshire keep their i)lough land in what they call condi-

tion, by robbing the grass portion.

Does the manure belong to the farm when the tenant

quits it?— Generally to the landlord.

Do you think tliat if compensation were given to the

outgoing tenant for an improved quality of manure, by
the purchase of artificial food, that that would tend to

increase the productiveness of Northamptonshire ?—

I

have no doubt of it.

Do you think that tenant-right is equally apylicable

to yearly holdings and to lenses .'—Yes, equally.

Why do you think that leases are imperfect without

a tenant-right for compensation at the conclusion of

them?—Because I find, in every lease that I am ac-

quainted with, if a man is going to leave he acts on the

defensive, by robbing his land the last four years ; in

fact he will take the readiest means of taking all out he

can ; therefore I think a lease imperfect without a te-

nant-right. I should prefer a lease, for giving me se-

curity of possession, but I think Ihere would be longer

holdings under a legal tenant-right than under a lease.

Speaking as a practical farmer, you j)rcrer a yearly

holding with a tenant-right to a lease?—Yes, I would;
a lease with a tenant-right I should like ; I should how-
ever prefer tenant-right to a lease.

You would prefer a yearly holding with a tenant-

right, even to a lease with tenant-right ?— Under my
present occupation I should, because simply I have
found the thing goes on from year to year, without any
fresh bother; and I think you are more likely to hold

the farm longer under a tenant-right than by a lease.

Do you think the granting a tenant-right compensa-
tion to tenants would be any injury to the landlords?

—

Certainly not, I do not think a good landlord would
know such a thing had passed at all ; nor do I think a

bad or indifferent one would, except that he would see

his land improved, contrary to his wishes.

Sir. J. Trollope.] Do you know cases where a land-

lord objects to his estate being improved ?—No ; but I

know of estates not improved.
Do not the Northamptonshire landlords afford every

encouragement to their tenants to improve .'—I do not

think they do afford every encouragement to improve-
ment.
Do they ever give them any tiles for drainage ?—Yes,

in some few instances.

Is not that an encouragement .'—Decidedly.

Do they ever give any good buildings ?—Yes, in some
few instances.

Is not that an encouragement ?—Yes.

Then they do give them some encouragements ?—Yes.

You have have passed a sweeping condemnation upon
the whole of the landlords of Northamptonshire, without

: considering the effect of your answer perhaps ?—It was
i quite unintentional if I did.
' It was a sweeping condemnation

;
you say that some

landlords would have a disinclination even to the improve-
ments of their farms. Are not great improvements going

on there, and have not you seen them ; how long have

you farmed there .'—My answer does not imply that ; my
own case is a striking proof to the contrary. I divided

the classes into two ; good, and bad or indifferent land-

lords. I began business when I was twenty-one
years of age, and have been farming there ever since,

thirteen years.

And have not you seen considerable improvements
going on in Northamptonshire atthattime ?—Yes, Ihave;
but I still think they would have gone on much faster if

the landlord had not the power of peremptorily taking the

advantage of the improvements.

By raising the rent ?—Yes, or by six months' notice

to quit.

You say that you have farmed thirteen years there,

and succeeded your father in the farm ?—Yes.

How long did he occupy the farm ?—Fifty-two years.

Is not that a great encouragement to good cultivation,

even without tenant-right ?—Yes, decidedly.

And you have acted upon tha principle that your

landlord was a good one and would not interfere with

you or raise your rent ?—Yes.

And do you not,',therefore, afford a very strong instance

in your own case of encouragement given by the landlord

to the tenant ?—Yes.

Do you not know of many other such cases ?—Yes.

It is not correct then to say that the landlords do not

encourage their tenants to make improvements?—There

are cases where the landlords do encourage their tenants

to make improvements, but it is correct that in the ma-

jority of cases they do not ; consequently the tenants,

for want of tenant-right, if not standing still, are making

but slow progress.

You have stated that there are many cases where the

grass land has been robbed to enrich the arable land ?

—

Yes ; it is the general mode of farming in Northampton-

shire by folding from and mowing the grass land.

Have you known a case where the landlord has sued a

tenant in a court of law or otherwise to recover compen-

sation for dilapidation ?—Yes.
More than one ?—Yes.

Do you recollect any damages being recovered by the

landlord ?—Yes ; damages were given (although it was

sworn by several eminent valuers that the tenant had im-

proved his farm) for growing more wheat than the custom

of the country warranted him in doing.

What is generally called cross-cropping ; that is, too

many white crops in succession ?—It is diflBcult to answer

that question.

That was for growing extra crops of wheat?—Yes.

Were any damages given in that case ?—Yes.

By a court of law or arbitration '—By a court of

law.

Chairman.] As to the custom of Northamptonshire

between outgoing and incoming tenants for acts of hus-

bandry, when is the period of entry ?—Lady-day, I think,

more generally.

Has the outgoing tenant the away-going crops ; does

the outgoing tenant, that is, have the following wheat and

barley crops ?—No ; the outgoing tenant is paid for acts

of husbandry, for ploughing, sowing, seed, and labour, up

till the time of his leaving.

That is, the outgoing tenant does that ?—Yes.

Then has the incommg tenant the privilege of coming

upon the farm to put in his wheat ?—No.

Then does the outgoing tenant sow the wheat .'—The

outgoing tenant sows the wheat.

You conceive that if an improving tenant takes a farm

which is out of condition, and leaves it in|good condition,

that he would undergo a heavy loss in consequence ?—
I do.

To what extent do you think the produce of the soil in

Northamptonshire is capable of improvement ?—I think

I might say one-third.

One-third of the corn crops?—Yes, one-third of the

corn crops.

Could much more meat be raised ?—Yes, much more.

Do you think that the present high price of meat

would be in any degree diminished if tenants were en-

couraged to use artificial food in the keeping of cattle ?—
I conceive that it would materially tend to increase the

quantity of meat, and reduce the price.

If an estate held in fee-simple were mortgaged, is it

your opinion that the owner should nevertheless have the

power of giving compensation for improvements to his

tenants ?—Yes, I think so.
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But do you tliinlc that the mortgagee would be in any
degree involved thereby ?—No.
Why not ?—The farm would be in so much better con-

dition, that it would let with much greater facility and
sell for double the amount charged as the tenant-right

for improvement.
Sir J. Trollope.] In regard to the feeding of cattle,

which was adverted to just now, is not it the common
practice in Northamptonshire for the beasts brought in in

the autumn to graze the ensuing summer, to be fed upon
oil cake during the winter?— It is by no means a general

system, because they find if they give cake in the winter,

there is so much grass incapable of improving them in

the summer that they keep Ihem poor in the winter ; in

fact, the beasts are starved to suit the land, instead of

the land made to suit the beasts and sheep.

How are those cattle kept in the winter ?—In the straw

yard ; in many instances the straw yards are let at from
Is. to ls.6d. a head.

They are put out to hiring in the straw yard ?—Yes.

No cake being allowed ?—It is quite a new system.

It is introduced ?—Yes.

Say for Herefords ; those are the cattle mostly grazed

in large numbers in Northamptonshire ?—Yes, by gra-

ziers, but they are not the men that use cake ; it is by the

producers, the farmers, that cake is used.

And has not great improvement taken p lace in the cattle

and also in the farms, from their being so kept .'

—

Yes.

Do you use cake ?—Yes ; I expend £500 a year for

cake, linseed, and other food.

Any for sheep ?—Yes, for both.

Do you farm upon any agreement ?—Yes, I do ; I have

an agreement.

What are the terms of the agreement ?—That I agree

to farm in a good and husbandlike manner, and to

leave according to the custom of the country.

Has any of this poorer land been broken up for arable

purposes of late years?— It is graduallybecoming more so,

but not so much as I should like to see it.

Has not a considerable portion been broken up all over

Northamptonshire ?—It has partially, but bj no means
considerably.

Is that land drained before it is broken up ?

—

It ought to be, and I have no doubt it is with all

good farmers.

Have you been permitted to break up any ?—Very lit-

tle ; not more than 12 or 14 acres.

You have broken up some ?—Yes.

Was any extra rent charged upon you for so doing ?—
It was talked of.

It has never been done ?—No.
Still it was for your benefit ?—I drained it at an expense

of £4 or ^^5 an acre.

Finding the tiles ?—I pay interest for the tiles ; the

landlord found them and I did the labour.

Has there never been a system of compensation for

draining in Northamptonshire where there has not been
an allowance for materials or labour found by the tenant ?

'—Not by the custom of the country.

Is not that system increasing of making compensation
to the tenants ?—No ; Lord Pomfret and a few more
possessors of farms are draining their lands, for which the

tenants pay interest.

In that case the landlord does it, and all the expense the

tenant is put to is the interest of the money outlaid by
the landlord ?—Yes.

Mr. Henley.] You said you wished to have a legal

tenant-right ?—Yes, I did.

Can you tell the Committee what advantage there

would be in a legal tenant-right over a tenant-right with

an agreement ?—I think that if it was made imperative

it would be an advantage to the landlord, and be a greater

certainty to the occupier.

What greater certainty would the occupier get than he

would if he was to get it by agreement ?—I do not know,
if the contract is binding, that it is any difference whether

it is by Act of Parliament or by private agreement.

The Committee wish to know, you having considered

the subject, whether you can point out any difference

that there would be if the tenant was secured by private

agreement, or by the operation of a law .•'—The private

agreement is such a slow process ; and then another

thing is, the competition for land is so great that we have
no power to make private agreements.

That merely says that if you cannot make a private

agreement, then a private agreement would not exist

;

the question is, whether an agreement can be made
where the parties are willing to make it ?—In that case

I do not see but what the one way is equally as good
as the other way ; but in Northamptonshire the land is

generally pretty good, and the number of people that run
after land is quite surprising.

You would be guarded against the competition ?—Yes ;

undoubtedly. In my case I happen to have a landlord

so truly honourable, that I am sure nothing will ever

occur to my prejudice ; but I know many cases where
tenants have paid for their own improvements a round
sum ; even among some large landed proprietors where
the tenants have improved their farms, the valuer has

come over, and the tenants have had to pay for those im-
provements which were their ovpn ; and, on the con-

trary, I have known where a man who has damaged his

farm has probably had his rent sunk.

You state that you know instances where tenants have
paid for their own improvements ; what number of years

have elapsed before the rent was raised, after those im-
provements had been made in those cases that you say

you know of?—Perhaps I am just now hardly able to

give an exact answer to that question.

Are you able to state, of your own knowledge, any
case where a tenant has not had possession of the land,

without an increase in his rent, long enough to repay him
for his outlay ?—In the estate I referred to, most of them
are old tenants.

You said you knew cases whei'e the tenants had been
made to pay an increased rent for their own improve-

ments ; the question put to you is, whether you knew or

not the time that had elapsed after that capital had been
expended before the tenant was called upon to pay that

increased rent ?— No, I cannot just now charge my mind
with the exact facts, although I know of some excessive

cases of hardship.

Then you cannot form any just judgment as to whe-
ther the increase of rent was fair or not ?—I can form this

judgment so far, that the man who improved the land the

most, the proprietor not knowing the circumstances, that

is, the man who had farmed the best, had the most money
put upon his rent.

Then all you can say is, that the farm being in good
condition when valued, it was put at a higher rent than

one in a bad condition ?—Yes.
What is the length of time, in your opinion, that

drainage ought to be paid for ?—That, I think, depends
so much upon the mode of drainage.

Take that which you have yourself done upon your
own farm ?—Mine is done at four feet deep with tiles,

and I should say from 10 to 12 years would be a fair

length of time.

The- depth of the drainage only increases the expense-

In what way does that alter the number of years that

the compensation ought to be spread over ?—In no way
whatever, if the draining is perfect ; if it is more expen-

sive I suppose it would last a greater length of time.

You say it would be more expensive ; what is the rea-
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son why it should be spread over more years ; it would
be merely an outlay of ^10 instead of £b ; is that a

reason why it should run over more years ?— If it is more
permanent and costly, it should last more years.

Is it more permanent ?—Undoubtedly.
You stated that you and your father had been upon the

farm for G3 years, 13 years yourself, and 50 odd years

your father ?—Yes.
And that you would prefer holding under a yearly

agreement with a tenant-right rather than by lease ?

—

Yes ; I would rather go on as I am now with what I call

a le^al tenant-right than any lease whatever.

You said that being so you would prefer it, because

there would be no " bother," that was your word, not

from any apjirehension of an increase of rent .'— I meant
to say that at certain periods with leases fresh contracts

are made, at which there is generally some great change.

It is not often that they are let from father to son right

through ; it tends to the quietness of the thing.

You think that if the land is periodically looked over

there is a chance of a periodical increase of rent '—

I

think there is some probability of it.

That is not a desirable thing for a tenant ?—Not too

frequently.

If the land is going on in a progressive state of im-

provement, do you think it is fair that a landlord should

get an increase of rent ?—Most decidedly I do.

You have stated that you lay out about ^700 a year

upon 300 acres of land, about one-half being arable?

—

No ; 200 acres of arable, and 100 of grass.

Can you say what the ordinary average expenditure

per acre of labour in Northamptonshire is upon one
farm .'—Where there is two-thirds arable and one-third

pasture, I should say from 20s. to 25s. per acre.

Not exceeding that .-'—Not exceeding that.

What is the custom of Northamptonshire about build-

ings ?—All the buildings that are done, I believe, are

made by the landlord ; and it is the tenant's duty to keep
them in repair. I never knew a case where the custom
allowed anything, even if a tenant did build.

Are the farms in Northamptonshire, speaking generally,

supplied with sufficient buildings for the cultivation of the

land .'—I think they are not sufficiently provided
;
per-

haps they are as well supplied as most other counties, and
perhaps a little better than some.
You think Northamptonshire is better supplied than

other counties, but not sufficiently supplied with build-

ings nevertheless :—Yes.
Do you think that the tenantry would generally be

disposed to pay a fair rent for the putting up of build-

ings ?— I have no doubt of it.

An increased rent ?—Yes, an increased rent for the

money sunk.

Do you know where applications have been made to

landlords to make such an arrangement, and they have
been refused .'—I do not know a case where a tenant has
ever built upon the supposition that he should be com-
pensated by the custom of the country.

You say that you think a tenant would be willing to

pay an increased rent for additional buildings ; can

you state that you know any instance in which the tenant

has gone to the landlord, and asked him to expend money
for buildings, offering at the same time to pay a higher

rent .'—I know cases where the proprietor has declined.

You have told the Committee where rent has been in-

creased upon the tenant ; do you know any instances

where farms have been given up in a deteriorated condi-
tion to the landlord .-'—Yes, I do, a great many.

Do you think there are as many cases of deteriorated

farms given up to landlords as there are of rents unjustly

raised upon tenants ?—I think, perhaps, there are

more cases of farms being left in a deteriorated condition

j

than there are of rents being unjustly raised upon
tenants.

You are now speaking merely from a general observa-
tion of the mode of conducting the business in the county
you live in .'— I am speaking of rents being raised upon
improvements. I say there are cases where men have
made improvements upon their farms, and the valuers

have come over, and then a higher rent has been put
upon those farms ; at the same time other farms that have
been deteriorated, and would have been left, have been
reduced in rent.

In what way would tenant-right prevent that .'— It

would prevent it so far that a man might go on or not at

his own option ; because he would have the power of
claiming his tenant-right if he left ; whereas now he is

induced to take it again to recover his outlay, although
compelled to pay interest to the landlord upon his own
improvements ; that is the only way in which the tenant-
right could act in that case.

The chances are, that if it were worth a man's while to

come in and pay the increased rent, it would be well

worth a man's while to stay in the farm .'—Yes, it may
be ; for I know a case of a man who had his rent raised

three times in 12 years, and yet stayed, because he had
spent his money in improvements.
And it may have been a cheap bargain after all ?—

I

cannot say as to that. The competition, as I have said,

is so great at all times that men will take farms where
they are to be had, and particularly those that are well

farmed.

You said, that in your judgment the produce might be
increased one-third in Northamptonshire .'—Yes, more
than that, if a good deal of the grass land were broken up.
You mean if some of the poorer pasture lands were

broken up into tillage you could then get one-third, but
not keeping the lands in the same position as they now
are .'— I think I might put it at one-third. There is little

oil-cake used there ; consequently little good manure
made. I think the produce would increase if the manure
were made better.

You have admitted, in answer to a question put to you,
that agriculture has improved very much in your time
in Northamptonshire'—Yes, no oi.^ can deny that; and
I think it would still more impr; 2 if there were a

tenant-right for unexhausted improvements ; in fact

if the custom of the country was made in accordance
with the times ; but it is not so ; the custom of
Northamptonshire is a damaging custom, an impoverish-
ing custom.

Should the tenant-right be ascertained according to the

money outlay, or the benefit to the incoming tenant ?

—

According to the benefit to the incoming tenant.

That would be your judgment as a principle ?—Yes,
decidedly.

Mr. BuRROUGHES.] Would not there be considerable

difficulty in ascertaining the exact benefit to the incom-
ing tenant ?—No, I do not think there would ; I think

with men of business it is easily ascertained.

What is the custom of the country in Northampton-
shire .'—The custom of the country is to pay for acts of

husbandry, and for seed and labour, and for dead
fallows. For the turnip ground they pay nothing at all

;

they consider the crop to be equivsdent to the cost of

producing it.

Is the root crop valued ?—With respect to the Lady-
day holdings they are considered to have nothing for

them ; they are worth the eating off.

You were understood to say, that it is customary for

the landlord to find all the materials, and to erect all the

buildings that are necessary ?—Yes, it is.

Then of course it would not be fair for the tenant to

expect any compensation for those buildings to which he

contributes no part .-'—Certainly not.
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In the event of the landlord not finding it convenient

to erect the necessary buildings, would there be any dif-

ficulty in the tenant by agreement stipulating that if he

was at the expense of erecting the buildings he should be

allowed for them at the end of the term, or take them

away ?—There could be no difficulty at all ; there could

be no objection to that.

You said that you considered that the buildings in

Northamptonshire generally, although better than in

other counties, were not sufficient ?—Yes ; I think

that is so.

Did your answer with regard to that apply to the ar-

rangement of them, or to the extent of them .'—I meant

my answer to be this, that the farms in Northamptonshire

are generally small farms, and I think in proportion to

the size ofthem there is as much building as in any county,

perhaps a little more, but I think the order of them is not

good.

Does not that apply more to the arrangement than to

the extent of them when you say they are not sufficient ?

—I have no doubt that if the buildings were to be made
new, by scientific arrangement they might be made so that

half the buildings would do that are now made ; they

want condensing, so that we might use steam engines ; I

would put one immediately, if it was not that my build-

ings are divided.

Thatwould be a very expensive proceeding, would not it?

—Yes ; they will want wholly re- arranging to make them

perfect.

And that would come hard upon many landlords ?

—

Yes.

If the tenants had a right to re-arrange the buildings,

and then quitted the farm within a certain number of years,

and the landlord were to be called upon to compensate

them for that, would not that produce considerable in-

convenience ?— Landlords need not be under any alarm

of money being uselessly applied even under a system of

tenant-right.

It would amount to a large sum, would not it.'—It

would be very rare for the tenant to do it without some

mutual arrangement with the landlord.

Then, your opinion is that the tenant-right would not

enable parties to put the buildings into that state that you

would like to see them ?—Not to make such an extensive

alteration as is now spoken of.

Then the erection of any additional buildings for which

the landlord, by tenant-right, would have to pay, would

be rather a nuisance than otherwise, as incumbering the

ground without benefiting the property ?—No.
Not if there is a sufficient extent now .'—The previous

question was to making buildings.

The question was whether you did not think the diffi-

culty arose from the bad arrangement of the buildings

rather than from the want of a sufficient quantity of them ?

—I think there is a want of both, a want of order and a

want of buildings too.

Considering the occupations in your immediate neigh-

bourhood, do you not think that money could be more
beneficially expended in arranging than in adding to the

buildings ?—In arranging them.

Can you point out any means by whch the establish-

ment of tenant-right by law would improve the condition

pf the occupiers materially ?—By expending capital on
|.he soil, without the fear of losing it by the caprice of the

jandlord, on the death of the parties.

Is there any chalk or marlin Northamptonshire?—No
chalk.

Is there any marl .'—There is some little marl, but it

is not used to a great extent now.

Sir C. Lemon.] You spoke of there being great com-

petition for land in Northamptonshire ?—Yes.

Has that competition increased of late years much ?

—

Yes, it has.

When you speak of " competition," you mean com-

petition amongst parties having sufficient capital to work

the land ?—Yes, I should suppose so.

Not of the desire of tenants to have farms, those te-

nants having little or nothing to farm with, not knowing

whether they could farm the land or not?—There is a

great deal of that.

Is there not also a fair and just competition amongst

parties having capital enough to farm the land properly ?

—Yes, I am bound to say there is.

Then do you think from that, that there is an increase

in the total amount of agricultural capital now in the

country ?—No, I do not think so, not with the present

occupiers of land. I do know that a great many young
men totally unconnected with farming are being brought

up as agricultural pupils.

There can be no dangerous competition against persons

like yourself occupying a farm with full capital by com-
petitors of that sort ?—Perhaps in my case, situated as I

am, there might be, because I live near a town, and the

competition there is excessive.

Still no landlord would hesitate to choose between a

person like yourself with sufficient capital, and a young
man merely taught how to manage a farm without suffi-

cient capital ?—No, he would not.

Sir J. Trollope.] The farms in Northamptonshire

are rather small, are they not, generally speaking ?—They
are much smaller than in Lincolnshire.

What is the average size of farms in your district, in

Northamptonshire 1 I should think from 200 to 500
acres.

Those are considered large ? Anything like that is

considered a good sized farm with us.

And amongst the smaller class of tenantry there is a

want of capital ? No doubt about it.

Still there is the same active competition among them
to obtain farms ? Yes.

Many of those men occupy farms with a borrowed
capital, do they not, by the assistance of friends, or

bankers, or others, who may be willing to advance

money ? Yes, I should think so.

Does not that produce a bad system of farming by
those persons struggling with adverse circumstances ?

Yes, and I think the present custom of the country does

a great deal towards it.

Have you acted as valuer between outgoing and in-

coming tenants ? Once or twice only.

You are not in the habit of doing so ? No.

Do you know in your practice amongst valuers be-

tween incoming and outgoing tenants, if the tenant-right

has not been increased in some degree in its liberality,

more being allowed for artificial manures, some of which
are of a new description, and also for drainage ? No, I

do not thing so.

Do you not find any progress making to allow the out-

going tenants more liberal valuations ? Not the least.

Is it at a stand-still ? Completely so.

{To be continued)
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IMPORTANCE OF STEAM POWER AS AN
AUXILIARY IN FARMING.

Visited on Friday, Lower Netherwood, now the property

of Mr. Stott, as also High Kcltoii closely adjoining-
possessions obviously united by nature, despite the fortune

which occasionally divides, and together comprising 220 acres

of land, much of which is alluvial, and bounded on the lower

side by the Nith. In accordance with expectation, found all

the arrangements trim and busiaess-like, under the manage-
ment of Mr. Brown, a husbandman trained in the East
Lothian school, and from lengthened experience master of his

art as practised in that land of extensive superfices, scientific

enterprise, and high cultivation. The barn-yard first attracted

attention in this, as in most other cases, not merely full, but
running o'er, and including seventeen goodly stacks of beans,

probably the greatest amount of pulse, acres considered,

grown on a single farm in Nithsdale. By an easy transition

turned to the sheds aad straw-yard, where, thanks to room
and verge enough, the cattle in progress of fattening are ex-

ceedingly well accommodated. Many farmers, hampered for

space, are forced in winter to tie up bullocks and heifers ; but
at Netherwood the practice being by no means necessary, is

neglected as supererogatory with marked advantage. Freedom
is as dear to the genus bovine as to those flho tend them ;

and, accordingly, Mr. Stott's stock, with no halters round
their necks, are permitted to indulge their own fancies, whe-
ther in munching turnips under cover, or taking the air iu an
open court, thickly lined with oaten straw—whichever they
find most agreeable. In the sheds we found troughs well

filled with bulbs, and in the centre of the straw-yard a smaller

accommodation of the same kind presentingjuicy neeps—so that

the animals on a fine day have a choice of food to masticate

alternately as they feel inclined. And there can be little doubt
that this is the natural way of manufacturing beef, for reasons

that will occur to every reader, especially the fresh air exercise

which aids so powerfully healthful digestion. One thing how-
ever was wanting, of which cattle are instinctively fond ; and
that is, lumps of rock salt, a cheap article smce the duty was
removed, and which, even if dearer, is an essential in the eco-

nomy of every straw-yard. Pigs we observed running about
well-grown and even fat, although allowed to fend for them-
selves by snouting among thrashed straw, with scarcely any
artificial aid, excepting occasional odds and ends not easily

better bestowed.

But our cliief object in visiting Netherwood was to inspect

the steam thrashing-mill lately erected by the lord of the

manor. And, very fortunately, we found it at work, and had
thus an opportunity of marking its performance, in connection
with insight into the whole machinery. And although only of

four-horse power, a more complete or serviceable brownie of the

kind it is impossible to imagine. By means of apparatus at-

tached, it pumps its own water, and tells the depth in the

boiler by means of an index. Fuel of course must be thrown
into the/urnace below, and sheaves placed in the feeding orifice

above ; but these necessary requirements complied with, every

other operation is performed by machinery, down to the fanner

work, which, in reducing the contents of stacks into portable

bulk, renders their fruits farther, measured and sacked, a mar-
ketable commodity. Mr. Thornburn, senior, who resided long

in Netherwood, and happened to be present, said the mill in

question, apart from other advantages, would save the labour
of a man and a pair of horses, which he estimated at above
£100 yearly. And as regards speed, the manager stated

frankly that instead of one stack, formerly milled by a double
team, he could now thrash two in considerably less than the

same space, to say nothing whatever of garnering labour better

executed into the bargain. This of itself is an important con-

sideration, extending as it does ability to meet markets under

the most favourable circumstances ; but even that advantage

we consider trifling compared to the saving in the tear and
wear of animal power—viewed whether humanely or econo-

mically, the crowning triumph of the whole. By all it is ad-

mitted that tugging round in the thrashing mill is by far the

severest yoke that falls to the lot of horses, alike from the con-

fined atmosphere they breathe, and the monotony inseparable

from drudgery the most repulsive. In the plough or cart, farm

steeds enjoy the open day, and by being frequently near their

kind, are excited to exertion—an appointment very different

from galley-slave labour forced witiiout appeal on the brute

creation. Even on the largest farms, where many teams are

kept, animals that merely take their turn at the mill are ex-

ceedingly apt to become invalided. Hence the difficulty of

keeping stocks entire—a circumstance which, wherever carefully

weighed, suggests forcibly the employment of steam, where

water-power, the cheapest of all, is from untoward circum-

stances unavailable.

In inquiring into expense, were informed by Mr. Brown,

first, that the machinery in use at Netherwood cost £110,

apart from the buildings, which are more a landlord's than a

tenant's concern ; and secondly, that in working five or six

hours he consumes five cwt. of Canonby coal, which, at 7d.

per cwt,, amounts to23. lid. ; but this expense, he added,

would be sensibly reduced were the motive power constantly

in action. In getting the steam up, more fuel is required than

in impelling cranks and cog wheels afterwards ; and his own
opinion is, that even a four-horse mill, in reg\ilar gearing,

would suftice to thrash all the grain grown in the parish of

Dumfries. And after pondering the subject in every way pos-

sible, we beg to tender Mr. Stott our warmest congratulations

for a good example set, which we trust before long will be

generally followed. Our humble testimony, we are well aware,

cannot be expected to weigh with the mitiated ; but it is to-

tally disinterested, and that at least constitutes a something,

seeing we are neither farmers nor machine-makers. In laying

land thoroughly dry, proprietors not unfrequently furnish the

tiles at a moderate per centage ; and why not adopt the same

principle in the case of machinery, better than bone and mus-

cle, constituting a right arm of strength. In our own and

adjoining counties, farms might be reckoned in hundreds which

have no convenient access to running streams ; and why not

in all such cases put the enterprising tenants of Dumfries-shire

and Galloway in possession of a power available in all weathers,

not excepting protracted drought, which, in place of fatiguing,

enables relay horses to overtake other employments and is con-

sidered a. sine qua non in economical, scientific, farming?—Dum-
fries Courier.

CROSS-BREEDING OF CATTLE.

The cross of a short-horn with a Shetland cow has, with

common feeding, attained the weight of forty-five stones, and

possesses such remarkably fine quality of beef as to command
the highest price. The substance, symmetry, and weight of

the native ox are greatly improved, and the proverbially fine

quality of the beef not deteriorated. A cross with a North
Highland cow, though much inferior to that with a Shetland,

is a decided improvement. A cross with a Galloway cow, a

Buchan doddie, or a large-homed Aberdeenshire cow, is im-

proved at once in weight and substance, quality of beef, and

fineness of appearance. An ox from a short-horned bull and a

large Aberdeenshire cow obtained the first prize for fat, sym-

metry, and weight, at the Highland Society's Show at Aber-

deen, in 1834, and weighed, when aUve, 224 stones, and when
dead 173^ stones. A cross with a Fife cow loses the gaunt

form of the native breed, and has a greatly-increased dispo-

sition to fatten. Across with a West Highland cow is very

nearly equal in substance and symmetry to the pui-e short-

horn. A cross with an Ayrshire cow, in consequence of the

exclusively dairy uses of the Ayrshire breed, is altogether un-

advisable. A cross with a long-horned Irish cow, of any of

the midland or southern counties, is quickened in disposition

to fatten, and has its beef of a very fine quality, and thick

upon the sirloin and back. A bullock from a short-horned

bull and a Guernsey cow, and fed on distillery offals, yielded

to the butcher 104 stones in his four quarters, and 22 stones

of tallow. Mr. Dickson says, " I saw him when fat, and he

was without exception the fattest bull I ever handled." A
heifer from a short-horned bull and an Indian cow was exhibited

at the Highland Society's Show at Kelso in 1832, and admired

by every person for fatness and extreme beauty, and her back

and sirloin well covered with beef. The crossing of native

ewes with Leicester rams has for a considerable time past been

as generally practised for the improvement of sheep as the

crossing of native cows with short-horn bulls for the improve-

ment of cattle, and has been conducted with nearly the same
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want of discrimmation, yet with much of the same prepon-

derauce of excellent result. Let it be strongly impressed on

all improvers of cattle and sheep by crossing, that the use of

cross-bred bulls or rams, particularly such as are of merely

the first or second generation, is in all respects injudicious and

often exceedingly disastrous. The use of a cross-bred bull

or ram among e\'en the race to which he belongs, or on tl'.e

farm on which he has been bred, may more than counteract

all the benefits of the original crossing, or may originate a

progeny considerably more defective in aggregate character,

than the imcrossed and unimproved race ; and the use ot a

cross-bred bull or ram among a breed of difterent points and
difierent situations than that of his own female ancestry, is

simply to produce mongrels from mongrels, to destroy all dis-

tinctions of breed, probably to elicit an assemblage of motley

and misshapen animals, and certainly to enact a burlesque upon
the whole theory of crossing.—Rural Cyclopedia.

PORK IN THE UNITED STATES,

Pork packing in the west has already commenced, and pro-

mises to be very large. Mr. Cist, in his Daily Advertiser,

gives the following statistics respecting pork packing in 1847
to 1848 :—

In Virginia—Wheeling 5,000

In Kentucky—Louisville 97,200

MaysviUe 11,000

Co-iangton 6,000

In Tennessee 100,000

Indiana—Wabash points 162,641

White River do 29,000

Madison 75,000

Aurora 10,000

In Illinois—Quiucy 20,000

Alton 30,500

Other points on the Mississippi 43,000

Illinois river points 121,000

In Missouri—St. Louis 63,924

In Missouri—Haimibal 20,000

Lexington 6,009

Missouri river points 37,900

In Iowa—Bloomiugton 10,000

Fort Madison 10,000

Bm-lington 15,000

In Ohio—ChUicote and other points 80,000
Warren county 30,100
Clinton county 17,200

Brown county 17,824
Cincinnati, &c 488,160

Total 1,506,458

The editor of the St. Louis Republican estimates the year's

packing in the west at 1,492,924 hogs—the difference between
us, which is not more than 14,000 hogs, is more than made up
in tliis state's packing operations, not included in his state-

ments. When it becomes evident that the packing here would
approach half a million, it was generally supposed that the en-

tire packing of the west would reach 2,000,000 hogs, Cincin-

nati usually packing one fourth the entire quantity put up in

the west. It is now, however, probable that what 1 have
hitherto set down for the entire putting up of the west for

1847-48 as not exceeding a million and a half of hogs was
correct.

The following particulars respecting the cheese trade are
authentic, and may be reUed upon.

The Western Reserve Chronicle says,—By a reference to the
books at the canal office, we are enabled to state the amount
clearsd for market during the last six years, viz :

—

lbs.

1842 1,230,168

1843 2,415,177

1844 3,944,404

lbs,

1845 2,995,376
1846 4,763,723
1847 6,599,170

The Albany Journal gives the following statemeut of the

amount of cheese received at Albany and 'IVoy during the past

twelve years :

—

lbs.

1836 14,060,000

1837 15,500,000

1838 1.3,810,000

1833 14,530,000

1840 18,820,000

1841 14,170,000

lbs.

1842 19,004,000

1843 24,331,000

1844 26,677,500

1845 27,542,861

1846 35,560,180

1847 40,814,000

The following are a pai't of the exportations of cheese from

the state of Ohio :

—

lbs.

Trumbull 4,000,000

Portage 2,000,000

Geauga 250,000

Madison 200,000

Ashtabula 5,000,000

Five counties 11,450,000

It appears, then, that the state must export at least twelve

millions of pounds of cheese—probably much more.

Of butrer, the comities engaged in exporting are much more
numerous. The following are part :

—

lbs.

Carrol 75,000
Crawford 200,000
Ceauga 50,000

Harrison 250,000

Hancock 35,000

Huron 100,000

Muskingum 200,000

Morgan 20,000

TrumbuU 160,003

Nine counties 1,020,000

The export of the state is probably about four millions of

pounds. The dairy products of Ohio are, therefore, very large.

BRIDGNORTH COUNTY COURT.
Thursday, Nov. 16.

Important Special Jury Case.—Right of Land-
lord AND Tenant as to the Removal of Fruit
Trees.—Thomas Charlton Whitmore, Esq., v. Thomas Min-
ton.—Mr. Samuel Nicholls, solicitor, conducted the case for

the plaintiff, and Mr. R. O. Backhouse, sohcitor, was retained

for defendant.—The following persons were called on the jury

and sworn:—Mr. W. Augeworth, of the Hay Farm; Mr.
George Birken, of Endon ; Mr. Ezekiel Crow, of Romsley

;

Mr. James Bromley, of Frog Mill, and Mr. John Cox, of

Binnall.—Mr. Nicholls opened the case for the plaintiff by
stating that this was an action brought by him against the de-

fendant for damages done to a farm at Harpswood, in the

parish of MorviUe, near Bridgnorth. The defendant had had
notice to quit at Michaelmas last, and had done so, but pre-

viously had cut down a quantity of shrubs and trees, growing
upon the premises. The house was shamefully left, and a

quantity of windows broken, for the repairs of which and for

the removal of the fruit trees, the present action for damages
was brought. A farming tenant, he contended, had no right

to remove fruit trees ; it was quite a different case as to a

nurseryman, whose trade it was to transplant and sell, the

law made a wide distinction between the two. He should prove

that the nut trees had been planted twelve years.—Mr. G.
Parson, sworn : I am agent to Mr. Charlton Whitmore. I

saw eighty filbert trees growing in the garden : they were

from eight to ten feet high, and growing about six feet apart

;

they were large enough to bear; last year they were luxurious

in bearing. The trees were of from 12 to 14 years' growth.

Defendant had said he planted them in 1834.—Cross-examined

by Mr. Backhouse : I have been in practice as a land-surveyor

and agent some years, and I never knew trees so removed.

There were sixteea apple trees, part Spaniards ; some were
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plauted to remove, others to stand. Such trees ought not to

be removed. On Michaehnas-day, when I went, I found thera

removed, and he (Minton) said he had a right to do it, and

he did remove them. There were also some fine laurustiunses

and other shrubs growing up in front of the liousc, and they

had all been cut down and removed, some large enough to

stop up gaps in the farm. I consider the house and premises

damaged to the amount of £10. A glazier went round the

premises to count the broken panes. I have been in this

neighbourhood two years. I do not know the custom with re-

gard to filbert trees. Miuton said he brought them there,

and as a nursery he should take them away. I believe that no

trees can be removed from custom. I did not understand

that the defendant had an unlimited right of farming on the

property. The house and garden was in excellent condition

when the defendant entered.—An agreement for lease and re-

lease was here put in by Mr. Backhouse, signed by the parties

and dated the 6th of October, 1818, wherein Mr. Wilson, of

Claverly, was chosen by the plaintiff, and Mr. Baker, of

Eardington, by defendant, as referees, to whom all subjects in

dispute should be left, and an umpire was agreed to in the

person of Mr. Griffiths, of Bromden.—The execution of the

agreement was admitted by the plaintiff's solicitor.—Mr. Ni-

choUs then called Mr. Thomas Branson, who being sworn said :

I was agent for the late Thomas Whitmore, Esq., plaintiff's

father, in 1834. 1 let the Harpswood farm to defendant, Mr.
Minton. He was not tied down as to any particular line of

farming, as the arable lands and farm were in bad condition.

I told him I had no objection to his planting trees, but should

reserve the right of purchasing such at the expiration of his

time on the farm, within ten years, at the cost price of such

trees. After that period should not think of giving compensa-

tion for such. I never, during my agency, gave any tenant

leave to move trees, nor considered they had any right to do

so without approval or consent.—The evidence for plaintiff's

case having closed, Mr. Backhous, solicitor for defendant, rose

and contended, in an elaborate speech, that the evidence of

Mr. Branson was conclusive, and in favour of his chent, as to

the liberty given to his planting the trees with the reservation

of the right of purchasing them on the defendant's leaving,

and called Mr. Thomas Minton, who said : I became tenant to

the late Thomas Whitmore, Esq., at Mr. Michaelmas, 1834,

leaving Kinlet, from whence I brought my nut trees, and

plauted them in the garden. I spoke to Mr. Branson about

planting fruit trees in the orchard. He agreed to pay me for

all I planted ; I do not at this time recollect the price. I am
certain the nut trees did not bring me in 5s. in any one year.

Mr. Parson had said that it was on Michaelmas-day he went
through the garden : it was not so, for it was on the second

day of October. [Mr. Parson here rose and admitted the

error as to date.] There were notliing but fir and laurel trees

in the garden when I came in 1834, and what was in the gar-

den I paid Mr. WilUam Jones for, he being the off-going

tenant. W^hen I went away I did not stir any of the rasp-

berry, gooseberry, or currant trees ; these were all left. It

was the place of the landlord to ask me about the purchase of

the other trees, and not my place to offer them. The question

was as to my right of removal, and as I brought them I took

them away.—Mr. Baker, of Eardington, farmer, sworn, said it

was the custom to allow the off-going tenant for all trees

planted by him of ten years' growth, but not above that time.

It had been his usual practice at Middleton Farm and other

places, and at Dudmaston, from which farm he moved, he had
removed the trees. Where such trees were not removed the

tenant was always paid for them.—His honour addressed the

jury, and went over the evidence at very considerable length,

explaining to them that the question was to what amount of

damage the plaintiff was entitled by the removal of the trees.

—The jury, after consultation, returned a verdict for the

plaintiff of £10, deducting £4 13s. therefrom for the defendant

lor the value of his trees, making the absolute judgment for

plaintiff £5 7s.

A second action was brought by the same plaintiff against

the same defendant for trespass on the said farm, but which

was settled by the judge, with the consent of both parties, giv-

ing the plaintiff' a verdict of 30s. damages, the two verdicts

carrying the costs.

The event of these trials caused great interest to a crowded

court. They were not concluded till half-past five.

WORKHOUSE FARE AND PRISON DIET.

We stated last week, in our Session's report, that all the

remonstrances of the magistrates, backed liy their strongly ex-

pressed opinion that the increased scale of dietary recommended

by the government would operate as a direct premium to crime,

had had no effect upon Mr. Inspector Perry, but that he (with

the approval of Sir George Grey) was determined to enforce it.

The policy and the justice of such a course will be best seen

by contrasting the fare upon which the paupers in our work-

house are fed (by order, be it remembered, of the Poor Iaw
Commissioners) with that hereafter to be given to the moat

depraved characters in the county, whose misdeeds have

gained them an admission within the walls of our prisons.

PRISON DIET.
Sunday— Breakfast, 1 pint of

oatmeal gruel and G oz. of
bread. Dinner, 4 oz. ofcooked
meat, ivithoiU hone, 1 lb.

of potatoes, and 6 oz. of
bread. Supper, 1 pint of

oatmeal gruel and 6 oz. of
bread.

Monday—Breakfast, 1 pint of
cocoa, sweetened with J oz.

of molasses or sugar, and 6

oz. of bread. Dinner, 1 pint

of so\q) [see note], 1 lb. of
jjolatoes, and 6 oz. of b> ead.

Supper, as on Sunday.
Tuesday— Breakfast, 1 pint of

oatmeal gruel, and 6 oz. of

bread. Dinner, 4 oz. of
cooked meat, ivithout bone,

1 lb. of potatoes, and 6 oz.

of bread. Supper, as before.

Wednesday - Breakfast, 1

])int of cocoa, sn-eetened

with 3 oz. of molasses or su-
gar, and 6 oz. of bread.
Dinner, 1 pint of soup, 1 lb.

of potatoes, and 6 oz. of

bread. Supper, as before.

Thursday- Breakfast, 1 pint

of oatmeal gruel, and 6 ot..

of bread. Dinner, 4 oz. of
cooked meat, without bone,

1 lb. of potatoes, and 6

oz. of bread. Supper, as be-

fore.

Friday— Breakfast, 1 pint of
cocoa, sweetened with f oz.

of molasses or sugar, and 6
oz. of bread—Dinner, IjJint

of soup, 1 lb. of 2}Otatoes, and
C oz. of bread. Supper, as

before.

Saturday—Breakfast, 1 pint

of oatmeal gruel, and 6 oz.

of bread. Dinner, 4 oz. of
cooked meat, without bone,

1 lb- of potatoes, and 6 os.

of bread. Sapper, as before.

Note.—The soup to contain,

per pint, 3 o~. of cooked
meat without botic, 3 os. of
2iotatocs, 1 oz. of barley,

lice, or oatmeal, and 1 oz. of
onions or leeks, ?vith pepper
and salt. The gruel, when
made in quantities exceeding
fiO pints, to contain IJ oz.

of oatmeal per pint, and iJ

oz. per pint when made in

less quantities. The gruel

on alternate days to be
sweetened with f oz. of mo-
lasses or sugar, and seasoned
with salt.

None, however, but those who commit r/reat offences are to

have this advantage over poverty. In order to prevent that

which it is well known has already occurred, and is more likely

than ever to occur hereafter—insubordination in the work-

house for the purpose of being committed to prison, as the pre-

ferable place of confinement ; and as if to visit with a heavier

punishment the miserable wretch who, goaded by pincliing

hunger, may seize imaaked a piece of bread or meat belonging

to his more fortunats neighbour, the government scale of

•WORKHOUSE FARE.
Sunday — Breakfast, 8 oz.

bread, and a pint and a half

of broth, gruel, or milk.

Dinner, 8 oz. bread, and an
ounce and a half of cheese.

Supper, 7 oz. bread and an
ounce and a half of cheese.

Monday—Breakfast, the siime

as on Sunday. Dinner, 8 oz.

bread and 3 oz. of cooked
bacon. Supper, as on Sun-
day.

Tuesday—Breakfast, as before.

Dinner, 5 oz. bread and a

pint and a half of soup. Sup-
per, as before.

Wednesday — Breakfast, as

before. Dinner, 18 oz. of

suet or rice pudding. Sup-
per, as before.

Thursday -Breakfast, as be-

fore. Dinner, 8 oz. bread

and 4 oz. cooked meat. Sup-
per, as before.

Friday—Breakfast, as before.

Dinner, 18 oz. of suet or rice

pudding. Supper, as before.

Saturday—Breakfast, as be-

fore. Dinner, 8 oz. of bread
and 4 oz. of cooked meat.
Supper as before.

Note.—Tliis is the workhouse
dietary for men ; the women
and children have less in

proportion.
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dietary provides, that were prisoners have coinmitted small

offences, such as deserve only a few days' imprisonment, they

shall have, for breakfast, a pint of oatmeal ! for dinner, 1 lb. of

bread ! for supper, a pint of oatmeal gruel ; or, if committed
for a fortnight, they become entitled to something better ; such

as, for breakfast, 6 oz., of bread added to their pint of oatmeal

gruel; for dinner, 12 oz. of bread; and for supper, a pint of

oatmeal gruel and 6 oz. of bread ; and so on, in increased pro-

portion, according to their terms of confinement, until they

get up to three months' imprisonment, when they become en-

titled to the fare placed opposite the workhouse diet—a fare,

we will engage to say, not one out of 20 of the honest,

hard-working labourers of this county enjoys.

It is needless to dwell upon the probable result of such a

system of dietary in our gaols. The magistrates of the

coimty have too truly anticipated its effects in their strongly

expressed opinion " that it will operate as a direct premium
to crime"—and that of the worst character.—Devizes Gazette.

THE VEGETABLE MARROW : ITS COMrO-
SITION AND FEEDING PROPERTIES.

BY ALFRED GYDE, ESQ., M.R.C.S.E.

The repeated failure of the potato crop, and con-

sequent difficulty in obtaining an abundant and
nutritious food for pigs, particularly by the cot-

tager, has induced a behef that the vegetable

marrow may be substituted for the potato with
considerable advantage.

A writer in the Agricultural Gazette* states, " I

have been trying various experiments this autumn
with ripe vegetable marrows ; and I find they con-
tain a rich, sugary, and farinaceous matter ; and
my taste, as well as that of those to whom I have
sent them, very much approves of them if cooked.

.

. . But my object is to recommend the vegetable

for fattening pigs. We wiU suppose that early po-
tatoes are grown ; for to grow late ones any longer
is a waste of land, and starving to the population,

imtil better seasons come. The early sorts, having
been taken great care of during the winter, and
treated as recommended in my pamphlet, will be
off the ground early. The seed of the marrow may
be sown about the 1st of May, in the open ground,
in any warm corner. When transplanting-time
comes, the potatoes wU not be near ripe ; but pro-
ceed thus : Lift a root of potatoes every five or six

feet apart in the row, leaving six or eight rows of
potatoes between the rows of marrows, and so on.
I find that, with moderately rich land, I can grow
20 tons to the acre easily. When ripe, they can
be stowed away anywhere, and may be boiled along
with other food for pigs, for all pig's food ought to
be boiled. ,. .The cottager may grow marrows
where other things will not grow, such as on
walls, poles, trelUses, and over his cottage."

Supposing the above data as to produce, culture,
&c., to be correct, a series of chemical experiments
on the vegetable marrow were undertaken by me,
with the view of ascertaining its composition and
relative value. The following are the results :

—

1. When submitted to the process of drying, at
the temperature of 230 deg., until it no longer lost

* Mr. James Cuthill, Camberwell.

weight, 10,000 parts of the recent vegetable mar-
row* was found to consist of

Water 8,820

Dry organic and saline matter 1,180

10,000

Thus the relative amount of water and dry or-

ganic matter approaches much nearer that of the

turnip or carrot than of the potato.

2. When the dry matter was submitted to proxi-

mate analysis, its composition was found to be

Fibre and starch 120

Sugar and mucilage 494
Protein compounds, with pectic acid .

.

486
Oil and fatty matters 20
Saline matter and ash 60

1,180

3. When the ash was chemically examined, it

was ascertained to consist of

Carbonate "I

Phosphate j- of lime.

Sulphate J

Chlorine,

Potash, and
Magnesia.

From the above composition, the vegetable

marrow very nearly resembles the swede-turnip,

both in the per-centage of its organic constituents,

water and ash, and would be found to be at least

equal to it in its feeding properties, when given to

cattle ; but we may be allowed to express a doubt
as to its properties of keeping being at aU equal to

the swede or carrot, yet for the cottager it may be

found a valuable acquisition.

We are given to understand that a great number
of farmers visited the Ishngton Cattle Market last

week, all of whom were astonished at the extent

and excellence of the accommodation. The market
is capable of accommodating conveniently within

the walls 8,000 head of cattle, and 50,000 sheep,

besides horses, pigs, &c. A junction railway, which
is now in the course of formation, passes within

380 yards of the market, and from which a

tram-road will be laid into the market. This
railway runs from Blackwall, and will unite the

Northern and Eastern, the Eastern Counties, the

Great Northern, the North V/estern, and the Great
Western railways, and \vill hereafter be extended
over the Thames to the South Western, thus ren-

dering it unnecessary for any animals to pass
through the streets of the metropolis to arrive at

the market, it being ascertained that seven-

eighths of all the cattle brought to London arrive

by the northern and eastern lines. AVe are in-

formed that a Committee for carrying out the ar-

rangements of the Ishngton Market is in course of

formation.—Mark Lane Express.

* The vegetable marrow used in these experi-

ments was a spotted green variety, and about
three-parts grown.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR SANITARY REGULATIONS.
BY J. TOWERS, MEMBEU OF ROYAL SOCIETIES OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

So much has been ah'eady said on the measures

now contemplated for the general health and com-

fort of the jieople, that it might appear su])erfluous

to write one more line upon the subject. As, how-

ever, there are some points which have been ina-

dequately noticed, or erroneously viewed, I feel

inclined to offer the following remarks, which I

hope may not a])pear inappropriate.

In the first ])lace, as the pollution of the rivers—
that of the Thames above all—has been dwelt upon

by the leading periodical press, it is to this most in-

teresting subject that I would solicit attention.

There can be no doubt that sewers and egouts of

every description should be so constructed as to fa-

cilitate the passage of their contents to some fitting

receptacle, and also to permit the entire removal of

the more sohd portions by " flushing," if any sedi-

ment be deposited. But the question here presents

itself—Where should such receptacles be prepared ?

How should they be constructed in order effectually

to guard against the diffusion of those oflJensive

gases which at present form the subject of serious

complaint ?

By nature, the rivers are constituted the best and

most effective channels of conveyance, and man
has in a degree availed himself of the facilities thus

afforded. We have then to consider whether the

fecal matters conveyed by sewers into running

streams do really contaminate their waters. Ap-
plying this inquiry to the river Thames, on account

of its pre-eminent importance, I would ask whe-

ther the ^^'ater of that vast river is in truth vitiated

and " poisoned" by the influx of sewage through

the drains of the metropolis? If

—

de facto—it be

so deteriorated, how does it happen that Thames
water is, and has been through time immemorial,

employed and preferred by the great brewers fortheir

" London porter," and also used for its excellent

qualities in the naval and merchant service ? Has
one instance of virulent or epidemic disease been

traced to the domestic use of Thames water ? But
to come nearer home—to Croydon—where I am in

a degree interested. The neighbourhood of this

populous town abounds with small and rapid

streamlets, which act as tributaries to the river

Wandle. In the town itself there are two ponds,

not of stagnant water, since some of these small

streams traverse them ; yet these basins (one in

particular) are made the recipients of the foul drain-

age from the most dirty and closely packed quar-

ters, densely filled with the lowest part of the po-

pulation. A vast deposit of foul mud is made in

the greater pond, yet the moving water which
passes through it on its course westerly towards
Carshalton becomes so pure as to rival that of any
of the mountain streams which flow into the north-

ern lakes. Water acts directly as a powerful anti-

septic ; for when sewage impurities descend to the

bottom of a stream, fermentation gradually pro-

ceeds, gas-bubbles are extricated and pass into the

air. During the course of this elementary decom-
position, the fecal matter is most effectually deodo-
rized, and thus one great object of the sanitary re-

gulations is obtained. Aquatic vegetation becomes
a powerful adjunct, not only by the agency of its

peculiar vital principle, but also by the instrumen-
tality of animalcules attached to each individual

weed. These microscopic agents perform a role oi

vast importance to man—a subject whichwas treated

most instructively in the Gardener's Chronicle of
Dec. 2nd, under the head of the removal of duck-
meat (LemnaJ from the surface of ponds.

f had a very fair opportunity to witness the re-

sults of the processes just alluded to, in a walk
which I took on the 11th Dec. inst., wherein for

miles I inspected the course of the running brooks
to and beyond Carshalton. The water was pellucid

as crystal, the weeds being distinctly seen in the

deepest places " waving about their undulating
home." Yet I noticed with satisfaction that in va-

rious places, particularly by the whole length of

the streams in Beddington Park, the black mud
had been withdrawn from the bottom of the chan-
nels in such quantity as to raise a very considerable

bank on each side. Not a hint of foul odour was
emitted from this substance ; and I have observed

the same thing when the Croydon ponds have been
cleansed, and the mass deposited on the side of

some meadow near at hand. If, then, water and
its vegetable accessaries purify the sewage matters

deposited therein, converting them into a rich ma-
nure, the fluid itself remaining pure and undefiled,

are we not authorized to conclude that the rivers

and streams are the proper and fitting channels of

conveyance ?

But here another view of the subject presents it-

self. The ar/ricuUure of the country requires ma-
nure J and were it possible to collect all the drainage

products of our great towns, it would be supplied

in a form that could not be surpassed. Still, how-
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ever, there are obstacles to be overcome ; for how
and where are receptacles to be found or made which

could receive the enormous volume that now passes

away ? Again, the substances so collected must be

effectually deodorized, otherwise the land would be

exposed to an atmosphere of " pestilent vapour."

I say pestilent not as implying the propagation of

epidemics correctly so called, but as bearing far

and wide odours of so foul a character as to be in-

supportably disgusting. I would not, however,

pretend to interfere with any just and scientific

plans now in progress
;

yet, under the desire of

being true to nature and its unimpugnable laws, I

cannot refrain from insisting upon the truth of the

facts already adduced.

If, then, it be demonstrably the fact that the

rivers are the natural channels destined to carry

away the ordures of the land ; if, moreover, water

purifies such peccant matters, decomposing the

urinous salts, expelling the hydro and phospho-

carbons and ammoniacal elements, which subse-

quently are yielded to the earth through the media

of rain, snow, and mists ; if, finally, the more solid

I'emains are converted to a black hunnis mud, void

of otlensive smell, and rapidly convertible to the

best of manure by due exposure to the atmosphere,

would it not be wise to reflect, and in the end re-

solve to clear and render effective the bottoms of

brooks, streams, and rivers, in order from time to

time to remove from thence the semi-prepared ma-

nure, and thus, without any offensive processes, to

secure the utmost possible bulk of solid natural

manure by appropriate machinery. Nothing ever

is or can be lost ; those gases which would, if pro-

duced in cesspools or open tanks, be offensive to

the last degree, are yielded (when under v/ater, and

acted upon by vegetable matter) to the atmosphere

in a state qualified to enrich the earth and feed the

plants that the wants of man and animals require.

I hope the foregoing remarks, offered with a view

to extend truth, will be perused with a spirit of can-

dour corresponding to that in which they are

written.

Croydon, Dec, 12.

ON THE USE OF ARSENIC IN AGRICULTURE.—POISONING BY ARSENIC, AND
SYMPTOMS OF CHOLERA.—THE POSSIBLE EFFECT OF THE GAME LAWS.

Sir,—la these days of alarm respecting cholera, any
facts suggesting an occasional and hitherto unsuspected

source of gastric irritation cannot fail to prove interest-

ing to the medical practitioner ; and as the circumstances

I am about to communicate have an important bearing,

not only upon the sanitary condition of our population,

but upon the whole question of poisoning by arsenic, I

need make no apology for laying them at once before the

profession.

For some months past, in certain parts of Hampshire,
partridges have been found dead in the fields, presenting

a very remarkable appearance. Instead of lying pro-

strate on their sides, as is usually the case with dead
birds, they have been found sitting with their heads erect

and their eyes open, presenting all the semblance of life.

This peculiarity, which for some time had attracted con-
siderable attention among sportsmen in the neighbour-
hood, led to no practical result until about ten days ago,

when a covey of ten birds having been found nestled to •

gather in this condition, two of the birds, together with
the seeds taken from the crops of the remaining eight,

were sent up to London for examination. I was re-

quested to undertake the investigation, and the result of
my experiments I will now briefly detail.

I first examined the seeds taken from the crops of the
birds, and detected, as I anticipated, a large quantity of
arsenic. I will not take up your valuable space by de-
tailing the various steps ef my analysis ; suffice it to say,

that by Reinsch's process I speedily obtained a very
thick incrustation of metallic arsenic ; that I then ap-
plied the reduction test, and subsequently Marsh's test,

and the tests of the ammonio-nitrate of silver and the
ammonio-sulpliate of copper, each of which gave its

characteristic result.

Having thus ascertained the presence of arsenic in the
food of the partridges, I proceeded to examine the birds

themselves. They were plump and in good condition,

but the oesophagus was in both cases highly inflamed

throughout. The intestines were not inflamed, and pre-

sented no trace of ulceration, but they were remarkably

empty and clean, almost as if they had been washed with

water. May not this have been the result of diarrhoea ?

I now, at the suggestion of my friend, Mr. Stone, pro-

ceeded to ascertain whether the flesh of birds so poisoned

might not itself prove poisonous when eaten, and with

this view I carefully cut the flesh off the breast and legs

of one of the birds, and gave it, together with the liver,

to a fine healthy cat. She ate it with avidity, but in

about half an hour she began to vomit, and vomited
almost incessantly for nearly twelve hours, during the

whole of which time she evidently suffered excessive pain.

After this, nothing would induce her to eat any more
partridge. I kept her without food for twenty-four

hours, but in vain ; she resolutely refused to touch an

atom more of the bird. This being the case, I gave her

some beef and some milk, which she eagerly swallowed,

proving beyond doubt that her instinct, and not her want
of appetite, induced her to forego the dainty meal which
had just been offered her.

I now felt satisfied, from my observation of the symp-
toms induced in the cat, borne out as they were by many
facts we are acquainted with respecting the action of

poisons, that the arsenic which the partridges had swal-

lowed had been absorbed in suflScient quantity into the

system to render the flesh of the birds poisonous, and
to induce poisonous effects in any one partaking of it.

However, I was anxious to leave nothing to hypothesis,

and as the cat had so soon rejected by vomiting the

greater part of the bird she had eaten, and pertinaciously

refused to repeat the experiment, by again partaking of

the poisoned food, I was obliged to have recourse to

chemical analysis, with the view of ascertaining with

certainty the existence or non-existence of arsenic in the

flesh itself. I therefore cut the flesh off one side of the
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breast of the other partiidge, and after about an hour's

boiling, I obtained by Reinsch's process a thin incrusta-

tion of metallic arsenic, thus demonstrating beyond
question that the previous experiments had left little

room for doubting. I was now anxious to ascertain the

source of the poison, and a very little inquiry served to

satisfy me on this point. I will not stop to go into

many details which, though in themselves exceedingly

interesting, have no direct bearing upon the question at

issue. I will simply mention the leading facts— viz.,

that in Hampshire, Lincolnshire, and many other parts

of the country, the farmers are now in the habit of

steeping their wheat in a strong solution of arsenic pre-

vious to sowing it, with the view of preventing the

ravages of the wire-worm on the seed, and of the smut
on the plant when grown ; that this process is found to

be eminently successful, and is therefore daily becoming
more and more generally adopted ; that, even now,
many hundreds weight of arsenic are yearly sold to ag-

riculturists for this express purpose ; that although the

seed is poisonous when sown, its fruit is in no degree

affected by the poison ; that wherever this plan has been

extensively carried out,* pheasants and partridges have

been poisoned by eating the seed, and the partridges

have been almost universally found sitting in the posi-

tion I have already described ; and lastly, that the men
employed in sowing the poisonous seed, not unfrequently

present the earlier symptoms which occur in the milder

cases of poisoning by arsenic. This last fact I give on
the authority of Dr. Ileale, who xip to the last two or

three years practised at Staines, and has repeatetUy had
men under his care, suffering from symptoms due to this

cause.

Now, the facts just enumerated suggest several most
important points for consideration. It is notorious that

many of the dealers in game are supplied through the

agency of poachers and others who have a direct pe-
cuniary interest in supplying them with the largest

possible number of birds. It is certain, moreover, that

if men of this sort were to find a covey of partridges in

a field, dead, but fresh and in good condition, they

would not hesitate to send them with the remainder of

their booty to the poulterer, who would as certainly,

without suspicion, sell them to his customers. And after

the experiments above detailed, there can be no reason-

able grounds for doubting that these birds, when eaten,

would produce disagreeable and injurious—not to say

poisonous—effects on those wlio partake of tliera. It is

obvious, therefore, that in all cases of supposed cholera,

or of suspicious belly-ache, occurring at this season of

the year, we shall do well to make particular inquiry

as to whether our patient has recently partaken of pliea-

sants or partridges purchased at a poulterer's ; and it is

further manifest, that in all cases of poisoning or sus-

pected poisoning by arsenic, the fact of the persons hav-

ing lately eaten of partridges and pheasants must form

an important element in the inquiry, and must tend to

cast a suspicion on the evidence adduced to prove a

criminal intent in the administration of the poison. So
that, in a medico-legal point of view, the question is one
of the gravest import.

Secondly.—If it should prove, on further inquiry, that

the practice of steeping seed wheat in arsenic is, even

indirectly, productive of injurious effects on our jjopula-

tion, it may become, in these days of sanitary reform, a

matter for the anxious consideration of the legislature,

whether they should not adopt some measures to prevent

the continuance of such a custom.

Thirdly.—As in the event of a practice so destructive

of game becoming universal, pheasants and partridges,

in their wild state at least, must, at no distant day, be-

come extinct in this country, it is a question whether

landlords may not henceforth be induced to insert a

clause in their leases, prohibiting the use of arsenic on
their farms ; while, on the other hand, it may be a ques-

tion with those who are already weary of the protracted

debates on the game laws, whether they should not al-

low them to die a natural death, by the gradual but in-

evitable destruction of the game it is the object of these

laws to preserve.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Henry William Fuller,
Assistant Physician to, and Lecturer on Medical

Jurisprudence at, St. George's Hospital.

Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, Dec, 1848.

[Having received the above communication only a

short time previously to going to press, we have, at some
inconvenience, published it this week, as, in a medico-

legal point of view, it refers to a subject of very great

importance. The facts which Dr. Fuller has elicited

with so much scientific tact and sagacity will form very

important additions to our works on state medicine.

—Ed. L.]

—Lancet.

CONSTRUCTION OF LEASE — CROPS,
North v. Williams. Nov. 7 and Dec. 1. Judgment.

Pollock C. B.—This was an application for a new
trial, on the ground of evidence being refused touching
the meaning of the word " crops." The question arose
on a farming lease, in which the word " crops" occurred ;

and in reference to one of the covenants, Mr. Martin
proposed to call witnesses to prove that a particular co-
venant, with reference to not taking more than so many
crops meant ivhite crops, and not crops generally ; and

* In a review of Mr. Taylor's work on Poisons, in the last

October volume of The British and Foreirjn Medico-Chirurgi-
cul Review, the reviewer states, that " in the spring of 1846, a

great number of pheasants having been found dead in their

preserve, their crops were removed and sent to us for analysis,

and with them some young wheat, about six inches high, which
had been grown from poisoned corn, and on which it was sus-
pected that the birds had fed. The earth about the roots of
the plants yielded distinct traces of arsenic, but the leaves
were perfectly free from it."

my brother Creswell, at the trial, refused to receive the

evidence. Mr. Martin applied to the court, and ob-

tained a rule to show cause, and we took time to con-

sider. We have conferred with my brother Creswellj

and looked at the leaee, and it appears to us perfectly

clear, from the language of the lease, that the word
" crops" is used in the lease in its ordinary and popular

sense, and as including any crops ; as we find the ex-

pression, " crops of turnips," spoken of as well as

" wheat crops," and crops of beans and other produce.

It appears to us, therefore, that the lease, speaking for

itself, shows that the word "crops" was meant to include

turnips as well as wheat crops. We think that the evi-

dence was properly rejected, and that there ought to be

no rule for a new trial.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—The above is copied from the " Law Times" of

G 2
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the 9th instant, from which it will be seen that the appli-

cation for a new trial was refused, and that the rejection

of evidence at York to prove what was the real meaning
of the word " crops," as inserted in the lease, was
proper ; though had such evidence borne out the state-

ments made by Mr, Martin in his opening address to the

jury (special), I have reason to know that they were
unanimously of opinion that the plaintiff was entitled to

a verdict.

Now, sir, as the above decision is so directly contrary

to the generally received opinion entertained by practical

farmers, and as it may on future occasions be referred

to as good legal authority in matters affecting their in-

terests, it may be as well to call their attention to the na-

ture and wording of their agreements, and thereby, if pos-

sible, avoid such expensive litigation as the unintentional

omission of a word might occasion. I am, however,
far from supposing that there are many landlords who
would take any undue advantage under such circum-
stances ; but, however liberal and just they may gene-

rally be, it would be better that in all agreements between
themselves and their tenantry, that the different clauses

should be clearly expressed, containing nothing of a

doubtful or ambiguous tendency, calculated to create

disputes, where a mutual feeling of good will is so essen-

tial to the interests of both.

In this case, I may state that the tenant was entitled

by his lease to be paid half the original cost of what
bones were used upon a certain portion of his farm upon
quitting, where he had not grown or was entitled to grow
a second crop ; therefore, the whole dispute turns upon
whether turnips, consumed upon the land where grown,
are or are not to be considered a crop, and stand in the

same place as a crop of wheat or any other grain re-

maining upon the land to ripen, and then be cut off and
taken away.

C. B. Pollock says, from the language of the lease,

that the word " crops" is used in the lease in its ordi-

nary and popular sense, and as including any crops ; as

we find the expression, " crops of turnips," spoken of
as well as wheat crops and crops of beans. On the

same principle, the learned Chief Baron might readily

overthrow the Copernican system, in the absence of evi-

dence, by stating that we have conferred with brother
Creswell and looked in the almanac, and it appears to

us perfectly clear, from the language of the almanac,
that the words, " rising of the Sun" are used in the al-

manac in their ordinary and popular sense ; and as we
are satisfied, from actual and daily observation, that the

length of day and night, and the time of high water at

London Bridge, are accurately given in that almanac, we
think that the evidence was properly rejected. Many
other instances might be adduced to show that the ordi-

nary and popular language made use of does not always
convey a correct idea of the subject spoken of; and per-
haps, in few instances, can that be better illustrated than
by calling, in ordinary and popular language, turnips
consumed upon the ground a " crop." Were they
taken from the land as are the crops of corn, or did they
remain to perfect their seed, then might they be properly
denominated a crop ; but when they are cultivated at an
expense often exceeding their real value, for the express
purpose of meliorating and improving the condition of
the soil upon which they are grown, and preparing it

for the growth of a crop of corn, whatever may be the
ordinary and popular designation, they are more law-
yers than farmers who would place them in the same
category with wheat, or beans, or oats, or barley, when,
in truth, they are only a preparation for these crops, as
much as fallowing and manuring, or depasturing grass
seeds, tares, or any other green preparatory crop.

To practical farmers another word need not be added
further than to remind them of the situation in which

they are placed with regard to their ofl'-going crop, if

turnips consumed upon the land be a crop, according

to the judgment given in this case, which puts them in

the place of a crop of corn. Why, it may be asked,

are not depastured grass seeds to be considei'ed an equi-

valent for a crop of com ? Merely, it may be answered,

because the ordinary and popular language of the day

does not assign to them the name of a crop, and because

high judicial authority, as in this cape, has confirmed

this opinion, so that in future the action must be suited

to the word, and not the word to the action. j
Your constant reader and obedient servant, I

A Farmer.

FARMING STOCK.—The Law of Distraint.—A case

was argued in tlie Court of Common Pleas on Tliursday w- ek,

in reference to the law of distraint on farming stock, \\hich in-

volved a decision of the Court that cannot be too generally

known. Tiie facts are briefly these :—A distress had been levied

by the tithe impropriator in satisfaction of arrears of rent, and
a wheat-rick was seized. At the last assizes for Salop, the

owner of the rick brought an action for compensation, the tithe

impropriator having severed the straw from the corn, and sold

the latter only ; the verdict, however, went for the defendant,

and the matter was now brought before the Court on the

ground of excessive distress, and that the defendant ought also

to have sold the straw. The rent-charge, it seems, in arrear

was £39 ; the rick seized and sold was worth, with the straw,

£60 ; the corn severed from the straw sold for £42. Counsel

contended that the seizure of the whole rick, worth £60, was
an excessive distress, and that the defendant ought to have

seized a smaller rick, or have taken a moiety only of the rick

seized, and not sold the whole. The Court ni giving judgment,
said the evidence did not support the count for an excessive

distress. The statute of Marlbridge, which gave the remeuy
tor an excessive distress, pointed to cases of flagrant abuse;

and in Lord Coke's notes upon this statute an instance was
mentioned of the seizure of several oxen as a distress for Id.

The landlord was only bound to use reasonable caution. He
was authorized to seize as much as any reasonable man would
think adequate, and not excessive. Here it appeared there was
more than one rick of corn on the premises, but the value of

the other ricks was not given. If a small rick would satisfy

the distress, and a large one had been seized, undoubtedly the

defendiint would be liable on the second count. Here the rick,

straw and corn together, were wortli £60 ; the rent in arrear

was £39, and the expenses of the sale would be some few

1 ouuds. There was a question whether the straw could be sold

or not. The titheowner seized the whole, as he was justified

in doing, it being one entire thing, and he was justified in se-

vering it and selling a part sufficient to satisfy his rent in ar-

rear, and leaving that portion which was subject to question

untouched. It appeared to the Court that there was no ground
for saying that this was an excessive distress, and there was no
ground for entering the verdict for the plaintiff on that count.

—Rule refused.

We do not think it has been made generally-

known that the day upon which the cattle mil be
required to be in the yard of the Smithfield Club
ne.xt year has been altered from Monday to Satur-

day; the object being to prevent the necessity,

heretofore imposed upon many persons, of travel-

ling and bringing up the animals on the Sunday.
The managers of the London (Islington) Cattle

Market have announced Tuesday as the day upon
which the market shall be held instead of Monday j

it having been a source of regret and annoyance
to many persons that they should be compelled to

desecrate the Sabbath through the cattle market at

Smithfield being held upon the Monday. All per-

sons who desire to see this object attained, and
that the Sabbath should be observed as it was
intended, should give their support to the London
Cattle Market.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
DECEMBER.

We consider the weather of the month just con-

duded to have been seasonably fine in every parti-

cular. It is scarcely desirable to have a very mild

temperature at this period of the year, yet it is to

be remarked, that although the atmosphere was

extremely open from the 1st till about the 19th,

with the -wind vibrating between the south and

west, a much less quantity of rain fell than might

have been expected. Vegetation in general—the

young wheat plants in particular—had all the fresh-

ness of an early spring ; but the sudden appearance

of a somewhat severe frost, from eight to eleven

degrees, speedily changed the whole face of the

vegetable creation. Had it continued for any length

of time, without a fall of snow, it might possibly

have had a prejudicial effect upon the wheats.

However, another change, equally as sudden as the

first, took place on the 24th, since which day we

have enjoyed almost a May temperature.

From nearly all parts of England we have been

favoured with communications respecting the pro-

gress made in out-door farm labours, as well as

upon the subject of other matters equally important

to the interests of the agricultural body, to which

we shall presently direct particular attention. By
some of our correspondents the past is not consi-

dered a good seed time, from the many interrup-

tions it has experienced from the continued damp-

ness of the soil. Their observations may, however,

be considered as exceptions to the remark that,

taken as a whole, the heavy wheats have been sown

under somewhat favourable auspices, as we find

that no serious difficulty has presented itself in

cultivating the soil under the usual " courses" or

" shifts." Another point of perhaps greater impor-

tance than usual, may be considered the stocks of

wheat at this time on hand in our various lai-ge

grain districts. Taking their " text" from certain

remarks v/hich have lately found their way into

print, and which are to the effect that a serious

deficiency exists in all quarters, some parties have

jumped to the conclusion that an advance in the

price of both English and foreign wheat is close at

hand. We are ready to admit that the acreable

yield of the new wheats in the whole of our

southern, western, and some of the eastern and

midland counties exhibits a considerable falling off",

both as to quantity and quality ; but, at the same

time, we must riot forget that in most other por-

tions of England, including Ireland and Scotland,

there is a slight excess in the supply. If to this

we add the continuous arrivals from abroad, and

the comparatively large stocks of foreign wheat in

warehouse, awaiting the abrogation of the import

duties, it must be tolerably evident—especially as

speculation, in the strict sense of the term, is

rapidly giving place to a regular trade in corn

—

that no rise worthy of special remark can be rea-

sonably expected between this and the close of

February. The soundness of the doctrine of free

trade in corn has yet to be tested. What its ulti-

mate effect upon prices may be, it is not our pro-

vince here to inquire. We may, however, observe,

without fear of contradiction, that an immense con-

sumption, certainly, in excess of the home produc-

tion—as is proved by the fact that upwards of one

hundred thousand quarters of foreign c/rain and

flour have been consumed weekly in the United

Kingdom during the whole of the year 1848—is

going on. The yield of spring corn is by no means

so heavy as was at one time expected ; hence the

bulk of the imports from abroad has gone into con-

sumption. It would appear, as we hinted some

months since would probably prove to be the case,

that the losses sustained by the potato disease have

been unnecessarily enlarged upon. Potatoes unfit

for consumption are to be met with everywhere, yet

the markets have been well supplied at moderate

prices. Our continental neighbours have sent us

supplies to an extent which could be scarcely cal-

culated upon. Into London alone upwards of

SEVENTEEN THOUSAND TONS of potatoes liave

been received since our last report, and which,

as might be expected, have had a depressing

influence upon the demand, and caused a some-

what considerable reduction in the quotations.

How long these importations will continue, it is

impossible for us to say; but it is quite evident

that the foreigner has paid great attention to po-

tato-growing during this and the preceding year,

for the purposes of shipment. The moderate price

of bread has greatly interfered with the consump-

tion of potatoes, and certainly tended to check

—

even in the absence of supplies from France, Hol-

land, &c.—any serious rise in their value. ^From

their dry and somewhat superior quality, the

foreign potatoes, though generally small, have

found considerable favour with the dealers living

in poor localities ; hence nearly the whole of the

supplies have been worked off", without the vessels
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having been placed under demurrage. Very supe-

rior samples of home-grown potatoes have sold as

high as iGOs,, foreign qualities having gone as low

as from 40s. to 90s, per ton.

Most graziers have suffered to some extent from

the prevailing epidemic. It is, however, obvious

that the virulence of the disease has received a

wholesome check, the actual losses having been

less than we have had occasion to notice at some

previous corresponding periods of the year. The

stocks of hay, roots, &c., having been heavy, and

of excellent quality, the grazing community have

l)een enabled to keep a somewhat larger number of

beasts upon their farms than usual, at a compara-

tively moderate cost : indeed, we have the best

authority for stating that the supply of that descrip-

tion of stock at this time in the country has been

on the increase to some extent during the present

year. Sheep are an exception; and we conceive

that some time must of necessity elapse ere the

sacrifices made in 1844 will be made good. During

the a])proaching spring, store beasts will doubtless

be obtainable at low prices. On the other hand,

we may expect rather a high value for store sheep,

notwithstanding the immense numbers which are

almost daily arriving from abroad.

The leading fat- stock shows have, in spite of the

efforts of a certain clique to write them down,

passed off extremely well. Animals of somewhat less

bulk than usual have been exhibited, but this fall-

ing off" has in no way detracted from their general

importance. In most instances the number of

both beasts and sheep, as well as of pigs, has in-

creased, and we have observed the most favourite

points brought out in fully their usual perfection.

The stock markets, from the immense supplies ex-

hibited, have been in a very depressed state for

beasts, at unusually low prices, and, as a conse-

quence, great losses have been sustained by the

graziers. In the value of other kinds of stock

—

the numbers of which have decreased—we have no

material change to notice : if anything, it has been

on the advance.

The pressure of large supplies of foreign flovir,

as well as most kinds of grain, upon our markets

has produced some heaviness in the corn trade.

Prices, almost generally, have been on the decline,

although the millers have held rather light stocks.

On the 5th of December the bonded supplies of

foreign consisted of 266,060 qrs. of grain, and

87,213 cwts. of flour and meal. These quantities

bear but a small proportion to those at the ])resent

time on hand—free as well as under lock—as most
of the importers, from the duty on wheat having

advanced to 7s. per qr., have come to the determi-

nation of bonding their future arrivals till the pre-

sent duties shall have run out.

Advices from Ireland and Scotland represent

the sale for wheat and other i)roduce as in a very

inactive state. Some extensive importations of the

lower kinds of foreign grain having taken place,

the consumption of potatoes has been greatly in-

terfered with. The "outward" shipments have

been trifling in the extreme, owing to the low prices

ruling in England ; and we are of opinion that

they will ])e small during the greater part of 1 849.

In London and elsewhere, the demand for both

hay and straw has continued in a very unsatisfac-?

tory state, at a low range of currency. The best

meadow hay has sold at from £3 10s. to £3 15s,

per load.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH,

The prominence invariably given to the cattle

rade during the month of December, by the

holding of our numerous and well-regulated fat

stock shows, would appear a matter deserving of a

lengthened commentary from us at this particular

moment. We purpose, however, confining our-

selves more to general remarks, from the difficulties

experienced in detailing the merits of the several

exhibitions in a given space. First in importance

—as a great reflux of the whole country, a remark

borne out by the number and quality of the stock

brought together at the local shows—we may refer

to the exhibition in Baker-street. The condition

of the animals was unquestionably first-rate, not-

withstanding there were fewer "bulky" short-horns

amongst them than we have been accustomed to

witness. The object of the owners appears to have

been not to produce the bulkiest animals, but to

produce in each the largest quantity of meat for

human consumption. That that object has been

gained, must be evident to all who visited the show-

yard. The re -arrangement in the classes for beasts

—the doing away with the restriction as to feeding

—has afforded considerable satisfaction ; and it is

gratifying to observe that the prospects of the Club

were never more satisfactory than at this time.

Turning from the show-yard to Smithfield market,

we, in common with most other persons, cannot

but express our astonishment at the splendid col-

lection and the immense number of beasts shown

there on the great day. It would appear almost

invidious for us to particularise any breed of beasts

:

yet the crosses—varying from 2 to 5—shewn as the

property of Mr. Hay, of Shethin, Aberdeenshire,

may be pointed out as proving the accuracy of that

gentleman's judgment in crossing with the pure

bull. A more splendid lot of beasts than those to

which we have referred we ha\'e seldom, or never,

witnessed in any open market. As the supply
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greatly exceeded the Avants of the butchers, con-

siderable heaviness in the trade was the result, and

with it miserablj' low prices. The large numbers
turned out unsold had a most prejudicial effect

upon the demand in the subsequent week, and
which only partially recovered itself on the '25th,

on which day prices were somewhat on the

advance. A steady, but by no means large, business

has been doing in sheep, calves, and pigs, at very

full currencies. The foregoing observations may
be equally applied to the trade in the principal

country markets.

For the time of year the imports of live stock

from abroad have been extensive. In the quahty
of the foreign beasts we have scarcely any improve-
ment to notice. The sheep and calves have mostly
come to hand in full average condition. The ar-

rivals into London during the month have been as

under :

—

Beasts 2,401 Head.
Sheep 9,334
Lambs Ill
Calves 492
Pigs 8

Total 12,340
Corresponding month!

in 1847 J
^^'"^^

The importations at Hull, &c., have not exceeded

2,900 head, chiefly beasts and sheep.

The annexed statement shows the total supj)lies

exhibited in Smithfield :

—

Beasts 19,016 Head.
Cows 490
Sheep ,, 87,240
Calves 1,113
Pigs 1,549

COMPARISON OF SUPPLIES.

Dec, 1847. Dec, 1846.
Beasts.... 18,978 .... 19,639
Cows 500 520
Sheep 101,720 108,610
Calves .... 1,240 1,095
Pigs...... 2,765 .... 2,150

The past month's quotations have ruled as under :

Per 8 lbs. to sink the offal.

s. d. s. d.
Beef . . from 3 4 to 4 6
Mutton 3 8 5
Veal 3 10 4 10
Pork 3 8 4 8

COMPARISON OF PRICES.

Dec, 1847. Dec, 1846.
s- d- s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef., from 3 6 to 5 10 2 10 to 4 6
Mutton 38 54 38 52
Veal 3 8 4 10 3 8 4 8
Pork 3 6 5 2 3 6 4 10

Newgate and Leadenhall markets have been very
heavily supplied with both town and country-killed

meat ; nevertheless a very extensive business has
,

been transacted, owing to the comparatively low
|||

prices demanded by the salesmen, and clearances

have been mostly effected. Beef has sold at from 2s.

Od. to 3s. 8d. ; mutton, 3s. 2d. to 4s. 4d. ; veal, 3s.

8d. to 4s. 8d. ; and pork, 3s. 6d. to 4s. 4d. per

Slbs,, by the carcass.

Our accounts from most of the large grazing dis-

tricts are somewhat more favourable as respects the

general health of the stock.

NORTH NORTHUMBERLAND.
The season having now advanced so far, that if we

have not seen the deepest gloom of winter, we at least

have arrived at the era of time " wlien darkness broods
over the fice of the earth," and this season, the shortest

days falling with the change of the moon, in the absence

of a serene atmosphere we have limited time for out-door
avocations. In general, however, farm work is in a for-

ward state ; the exceptions, generally, are where the

tenant is quitting (in Northumberland the time for quit-

ting farms is almost universally May 12, or March 25),

and it is only in partial instances where the out-going

tenant has either the confidence or resolution to plough
up the succeeding fallow break ; hence, wherever we see

a white stubble not yet come under the plough, it is where
the land is either in the market, or the tenant is " like

one of the pests of society," awaiting reply from his

landlord or agent from an application for reduction of

rent, or renewal of contract. Be this as it may, we
condemn the system and hope shortly to see it finally

set aside. Whether a man renews his covenant or not,

surely the successor is blind to his own interest if he re-

fuse to pay for the working up the land for turnips, or

even naked fallow, which reaps all the benefit of a win-

ter's pulverizing, and also saves him from the baneful,

obligatory, and always uncertain resource of uplougliing

day. Havingdeviatedperhapstoomuclifrom ourusuali ou-

tine, our observations regarding the present and future

prospects of the yield of the late produce of the soil, and
preparations for an ensuing crop, must necessarily be

curtailed. Our opinion remains firm, that the produc-

tions from the late harvest will fall short in quantity on
the thrashing floor, over all the cereal crops, taking the

entire northern district of the county into calculation
;

while for the forthcoming year wheat sowing has been
freely carried forward for a period of fully six weeks,

whenever wind and weather would allow the plough or

harrow to work, and even up to this (the shortest day),

wheat sowing is far from being completed. Our re-

ports are never depending on inquiry or hearsay evi-

dence, but from actual observation ; and we can attest

that on one farm, on the IGth inst., no less than 140

acres of naked fallow were then unseeded, while over a

widely extended district scarcely a blade is yet to be

seen in braird. In our last report we noticed some land

being sown in good order in the northern part of the

county, all of which is now looking green and healthy.

Should the weather continue mild and open, as it has

done for three weeks past, we may yet hope the late

sowings will realize fully to the expectation of the

anxious husbandman. Turnips, when lifted, are short

of acreage weight, and are disappearing very early from
the field. In fact, the early October frost and snow an-

nihilated the top, when the bulb was half grown ; hence,

they take very little trouble, either for carting off, or

consumption on the land by sheep ; our stock markets

are consequently prematurely glutted with cattle and
sheep in a half-fed state, and at present it seems as if
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our great flockmasters were taken by a panic, when we see

them forcing beef and mutton on the market at less casli

by the carcass than they were severally purchased for in

September and October. Such a state of things cannot

long exist, yet without extra artificial food be liberally

resorted to, we may look for overstocked supplies for a

few weeks to come. Our principal corn marts being

also freely supplied, prices of grain of all sorts have re-

ceded during the last month, until corn of ordinary

quality is nearly unsaleable, fine runs of wheat selling at

5s. Gd. to 6s. per bushel. The demand for railway la-

bourers having now subsided, many of the working

classes are but partially employed. Draining to consi-

derable extent is carried forward on some of the large

estates ; his Grace the Duke of Northumberland, Earl

Grev, A. J. B. Cresswell, Esq., being the most notable.

Drains are by piece work. Day labour, good hands, 2s.

or 12s. per week,—Dec. 21,

WEST CORNWALL.
This month, thus far, like most of its predecessors in

1818, has received an over quantity of rain ; notwith-

standing this, the wheat tillages are nearly concluded,

and the plant which was early sown, appears more
vigorous than could have been anticipated. The next

step for the farmer to take will be to consolidate the

soil, so that the root of the wheat shall be embedded in

firm soil, and resist the cutting and blustering winds we
may expect in February and March, which are felt with

great severity from our peninsular situation. The chief

art in growing a healthy, strong plant, and causing it to

tiller well in loose or light soils, is the fastening of the

soil by kneading, to be followed in the spring by a heavy

rolling. There is but little complaint of the rolling of

the seed, which has taken place in other counties. The
root crops are generally light, with an evident disposition

to decay, arising from the moisture of the atmosphere at

the period the first germ showed itself, and duringits subse-

quent growth. Mangold is a short crop, patchy and irre-

gular, owing to the partial germination of the seed in the

dry May. Turnips are small, which (if in these uncer-

tain times predictions are allowed) may tend to increase

the price of meat in the spring ; whether it comes or not,

a rise in something is necessary, to excite the farmer to

employ some of the hands at present idle, and to enable

him to make an outlay of capital in artificial food and
manure, with some prospect of being remunerated for

the investment. Young clovers are looking well, and
the general appearance of the country shows a good dis-

play of grass : this has been a leading feature since

May, but the quality proves inferior. Sheep in rape,

bullocks in old meadow grass, have put on less fat the

last summer than for many years previously, and have

paid worse, in consequence of the approximation of the

prices between fat and lean cattle. Until lately the epi-

demic had not reached us : there are now some farmers in

the neighbourhood of Probus whose beasts and flocks are

suffering from it. "When sorrows come, they come
not single spies, but in battalions." Under more auspi-

cious circumstances the loss of bullocks or sheep would
not be so severely felt, as the survivors paying well would
materially reduce the real loss. The yield of grain in

quantity and weight will not permit the farmer to allow

it an average year, prices are quite unremunerative, and
sales are effected with difficulty, with wheat at 5s. 9d.

to 6s. 2d. ; barley, 2s, 9d. to 3s. ; oats, 2s. 4d. to 2s.

8d. per imp. bushel. Should this state of things con-
tinue, as some protectionists foretel, John Bull, as a

farmer, must reduce the burly sides with which Mr.
Punch clothes him, and instead of only working others,

work himself also ; the farming interest must become less

bigoted, enterprise must more prominently mark the

farmer's career, and every member of the large body
must prove a useful one. Jupiter would not assist the

waggoner till he had first attempted to aid himself.

—

Dec, 16,

REVIEW.
A GUIDE TO THE HOUNDS OF ENGLAND.

Whitaker and Co., Ave Maria Lane. 1849,

This useful and elegant little work is ai)in-o-

priately dedicated to the hunting community of

England, for whose service and entertainment it

has beeen especially provided. The author, in his

introduction^ complains that the " sons of the

chase" have " no work of reference, no guide to

point out and expatiate upon" the several estabhsh-

ments and countries hunted by the hounds of
England ; and this deficiency it has been his ob-

ject to supply. To collect and embody materials

for a work of the kind must necessarily have en-

tailed considerable labour, and, to treat it artisti-

cally "required a hand thoroughly conversant with

the subject ; but that " Gelert" has done so effec-

tively, and that his labour wUl be amply requited,

we havft the fullest confidence, inasmuch as many
distinguished masters of hounds have expressed

their high approbation of the work, and hunting

men in general have given it a hearty welcome.

Being clothed in scarlet, with a flying fox upon the

cover, and embodying, as it does, a vast deal of in-

formation, it may truly be called attractive, inex-

pensive, and most serviceable to all who follow tho

chase.

THE SMITHFIELD NUISANCE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THK MORNING POST.

Sir,—Will you interfere with your powerful pen to

put a stop to one of the direful nuisances in this metro-
polis, viz., the uproar and scenes of desecration which
take place in Smithfield Market from Sunday afternoon

to the Monday morning following .' What with the in-

cessant barking of dogs, the bellowmg of the oxen and
the calves, the bleating of sheep, the grunting of swine,

the roaring and swearing of men with torches, passing to

and fro amongst the frightened aninaals, and the con-

tinued sound of blows inflicted on the horns, heads, and
bodies of the poor animals, produce an impression on
the beholders that no person can adequately describe,

and must be seen to be believed. The desecration of
the Sabbath is bad enough, but parties who reside in any
of the streets leadmg into Smithfield, from the confined

space, are absolutely in danger of their existence, more
especially the female portion, from the terror inspired

by furious oxen ; and surely the present deplorable state

of things, as far as regards this nuisance in the heart of

the City of London, cannot be much longer endured.

Most certainly in no other city of the world would such
abominations be suffered.

I remain. Sir, yoiu- most obedient servant,

An Inhabitant of We.«!T Smithfield.
December 20.
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CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.—JANUARY.

Dec. IS, 1848.—The retrospect of the weather

and results is deferred till the end of the article,

I therefore now only state that the season remains

so remarkably mild that garden vegetables are

growing, and in every particular are fine and abun-

dant. It is to be hoped that the injurious alarm

created by the worse than useless caution against

the use of fruits and vegetables is passing away,

and that our persevering, industrious market-gar-

deners will no longer be sacrificed to idle pre-

judices: their great expenses, higb culture, and

prodigious skill merit a far different reward.

Operations in the Kitchen Garden.

The jiotato—it appears to me—acquires value

just in proportion to the privation the country lias

experienced. We cannot, must not, relinquish it

;

and I feel assured that, by perseverance in a right

direction, and by ceasing, for a time, to plant late

varieties at the usual season, we shall succeed, and

finally restore this nutritious tuber to its pristine

excellence. Justice, therefore, requires that I should

offer a few'extracts from thepamphletby Mr. Cuthill,

of Denmark-hill, " on the culture " of the earliest

potatoes, more especially as I have inspected his

processes, and can attest the excellence of their

final result. The weather and state of the land as

to moisture must of course decide, but if both be

favourable, the ground cannot be too speedily

prepared. The ash-leaved kidney is the chosen

variety, and upon the whole it has suffered com-

paratively little from the disease. Each well-

greened tuber ought to be laid under the stage of a

cool green-house, or in some cellar or potato-

thatched house, where frost could not enter. The

eyes would then, naturally, begin to stir about the

15th day, and so soon as the shoots become visible

as much dryish mould should be sprinkled over the

potatoes as would just cover them. For greater

security, five or six inches of dry straw might be

laid on the mould in the event of sharp frost.

These preparatory steps are only needful when a

very early crop is required; but otherwise the

"greening" only is essential, with the total absence

of long straggling shoots, induced by bad keeping,

in dark, warm cellars, and moist pits. As to

the ground, Mr. Cuthill says " it is prepared

during the winter (very little dung being used) by

trenching two spades deep, and laying it in ridges

twenty inches from centre to centre. As soon as

the ground is trenched I sow about two hundred

weight of salt, and about three bushels of soot over

the ridges : this is the proportion to fifteen rods of

ground." The soil of Mr. C.'s garden, appeared to

me to be a deeply worked, dark grey, garden earth,

certainly not heavy or binding ; and in every case

a light sandy mould is to be preferred. Here we

must stop till the season of planting comes round,

only observing that the ridges are raised fully eight

inches above the furrow between them. The

quantity of salt appears to be enormous, being

above one ton per acre ; still as it is applied, perhaps

six weeks before planting, every shower must carry

it into the land, and finally into the subsoil.

Framinr/ is now universally practised by the best

gardeners, public and ]n-ivate ; by it lettuces of all

kinds, radishes, small salading, endive, mint, young

carrots, cauliflowers, &c., are preserved and brought

forward, as are likewise seedling cabbages. Greens

of all kinds are liable to be injured, and even cut

off by severe Christmas frosts ; yet the market gar-

deners are on the alert, and never fail to have stock

ready to plant out by the first promising weather.

Hoops and mats—even fronds of fern, interlaced

between lines of low sticks, will indeed preserve in

moderate frosts, but they must fail to promote

growth. Winter spinach is often mangled by small

birds ; a line of rough twine stretched an inch

above the leaves will prove an eflUcient preventive.

Sow, in open weather, when the ground is

favourable, a row or two of spinach, spring radish,

lettuce, parslei/, horn-carrots j of these there is a

Dutch variety, which, when sown, produces small

long carrots, but is very proper for drawing young.

Peas and long-pod beans must now be sown for

successional crops.

Earth-up carefully on each side every row of

plants now growing, and stick the j'jeffs M'ithout de-

lay. If artichoke plants have not yet becTi pro-

tected, let the directions lately given be attended

to without loss of time. Look over the cauliflowers

raised in frames, displace the decaying leaves and

every weed ; loosen the surface soil with a hand-

fork. Do this in mild weather, and then give air

to frames, and also to the plants under hand-

glasses. About the middle of the month, if the

ground be free from frost and the air genial, trans-

plant young cabbage to succeed or make good those

set-out in the past autumn.

Celery,—Any that is full-grown, the leaves being

fresh and high above the ridges, may again be

moulded up, with fine, well-broken earth, after
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which the ridge-board, or other defence, can be re-

placed.

Digging, trenching, and ridging, in dry weather,

can still in-oceed. A good sprinkling of powdered

quick-lime (where the soil is deficient in its cal-

careous element) would be very serviceable, not

only chemically, but as a great destroyer of small

slugs. If lime be not required, a pound or two

of salt scattered over each square rod (30j square

yards) of ridged or fresh-moved ground would

destroy the slug, and convey alkaline salt (i. e., soda

and chlorine) to the land. We cannot expect that

gardeners are as yet qualified to be analytic

chemists, but the three ingredients just named are

essentials ; therefore a moderate application of such

elements, and also of fine bone-dust, to yield phos-

phoric acid, must be advantageous, especially to

plots which are perpetually subjected to routine

croppings. Soot, also, is a capital adjunct ; it con-

tains mui'iate and sulphate of ammonia, decomposa-

ble oils, blended with a bulk of charcoal in the

most minute state of division.

Forcing, in the vegetable department, includes the

treatment of mushrooms, cucumbers, melons, aspa-

ragus, sea-kale, and rhubarb.

Of mushroom, the art consists in avoiding super-

fluous moisture and the presence of a gentle bottom

heat, not to exceed 80 degrees, while that of the

surface shall a])proach to 55 or 60 degrees, which

would coiTespond tolerably with the average tem-

perature of September, the natural season of our

true agaricus compestris. A mushroom-house or

thatched shed is preferable to any exposed beds,

and we would substitute slate, as shelves, in lieu of

wooden boxes. In such houses, &c., sea-kale and
Buck's scarlet and the Tobolsk rhubarb could be
grown fit for table at Christmas.

As to asparagus enough has been already said in

former articles.

Leaves now mixed with a small proportion of

rather fresh and lively stable-dung produce the

best hot-beds. Prepare hot-beds for cucumbers

early, for melons at the end of the month. Pits are

to be prepared, which often are heated by hot-water

pipes, by external linings, or by both conjunctively.

The seeds are sown three or four in a pot of light

dryish earth, an inch deep, pressing the points

downward. Great care is required to regulate the

heat of common-frame hot-beds ; but in chambered
pits there can be little fear of overheating or burning.

Fruit Department.
Currants and Gooseberry bushes.— Commence

pnming with the first mild and dry weather. Spur
the former very closely, cut out old and ill-placed

shoots, and shorten the leading new wood. With
gooseberry plants avoid regular spurring ; unless

the habit of the individual sort show that fruit buds
do not form along the main shoots, but at the heel

of a series of short laterals. Use the knife freely

with the old wood, to keep up a constant succession

of regular and open l)ranches : avoid shortening

those.

Apple andpear trees,on espaliers andivalls.—Keep
the leading branches in a straight, orderly direction,

from eight to ten inches asunder, not shortening

the leaders, unless they have attained their pre-

scribed hmits. Spur the bearers, cutting back to

three or four full eyes ; keep them close and com-
pact. Treat the short, dwarf trees much in the

same manner, and keep the branches regular and
open.

Cherry and plum trees, with one exception, are

pruned and treated as apples. The Morillo cherry

is not properly a spur-bearer ; therefore a succes-

sion of young, bearing shoots must be provided

for, and the old, barren wood must be cut away.

Of apricots, peaches, and nectarines enough has

been repeatedly said. All I would now insist on
is, to avoid pruning till nature shall prove that

growth is at hand : the trees and young wood are

tender, and we would leave them imtouched till the

sap is prepared to heal the wounds. Whenever
these trees are regulated, the ground should be

neatly forked ; and then, a board or two being laid

in front of the wall, about eighteen inches in ad-

vance of it, spare glass sashes placed sloping, so as

to cover the trees from top to bottom, would pro-

tect the choice fruit from frost far more effectually

than nets, bunting, old flags, or mats. As glass is

so cheap, why should not our gardeners avail them-

selves of their advantages ? and sashes could very

easily be safely fastened at top.

All kinds of fruit ti'ees and bearing-berry shrubs

can be planted at the end of January, provided the

ground be thoroughly prepared and worked ; then,

after planting, mulched with three or four inches

of long litter, half-decayed tree-leaves, or fern. To
keep the moisture in, and the ground warm, is the

grand consideration in these late removals.

Third week.—Now make cuttings of currants and
gooseberries, and plant them deep in nursery rows.

The vinery, to produce grapes at the latter end

of May and to Midsummer, ought to be started on

the first day. Progressive increase of heat from

55 deg. is preferable to sudden high temperature
;

but great warmth by night becomes more and more
out of favour with the best authorities. The late

president, Thomas Andrew Knight, led the way to

this judicious alteration. When in flower vines

seem to demand the most powerful heat, with dry

air by day, and an abatement of moisture ; and this

because the farina should be left dry, in a condition

fit for dispersion in every way.
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A Propagation House,

One purely such, furnished with a tank, slated,

and prepared with a bed of sand and charcoal for

plunging, and heated by an economical hot-water

apparatus, is a most desirable appendage to a good

garden. In it every plant can be raised, and all

the fine operations of propagation performed. All

the other houses should be devoted each to their

own particular object ; and if we could induce

gardeners to adopt the simple method of supplying

their furnaces with air led from the house itself

(which was described in a former number of last

year), they would have at command all the chief

advantages of the Polraaise system ; without any of

its expense, inconvenience, and doubtful results.

So much has, on many occasions, been urged, in

reference to general cleanness in all the depart-

ments—to giving and taking off air in the green-

house and pits—to protecting evergreens against

the sun after snow, &c., &c., that it is now need-

less to enlarge our article on subjects of such

moment.

Retrospect,—^The general condition of the weather

since November 20 could not be mistaken. The
land had been constantly soaked with rain-water at

the close of October j fortunately the early days of

November proved warm and sunny, and a few

morning frosts occurred in that month, just suffi-

cient to destroy the dahlias and heliotropes, to in-

jure some chrysanthemums, and to bring down the

leaves ofjieaches, apricots, and a few other trees,

&c. The rain returned, and fell profusely through-

out the greater part of December to this time.

Saturday, the l6th, was thoroughly wet ; but the

wind became easterly, the high temperature was

gradually reduced, and, after three days of cloud

and gloom, the night of the 20th became bright,

and the morning of this (the shortest) day has

dawned with fully 7 deg. of frost (25 deg. F.). The

barometer is high : and my instrument now marks

30 in. 30 cents. ; we may therefore, perhaps, ex-

pect a few days' continuance of bracing weather.

John Towers.
Mem. Hort. Soc. of London,

Croydon, Dec. 21. and Roy. Ag. Soc.

KEVIEW OP THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.

In looking back to the past, the year 1848 does not

afford many points on which to dwell with pleasure.

To the British farmer the last twelve months

have proved very disastrous : unfavovxrable seasons

and undue foreign competition have combined to

deprive him of the fair reward his industry and

perseverance entitled him to calculate upon. The
weather has, from the commencement, been sin-

gularly unpropitious, and the only wonder is that

the crops did not turn out much worse than they

have ; this we attribute mainly to superior drainage

and other improvements in cultivation, which, to a

certain extent, have counteracted the injurious

effects of almost incessant rain towards the end of

the summer. The produce of grain of the United

Kingdom must, nevertheless, be estimated as very

defective in quality and quantity as compared with

moderately good average seasons ; and the only

thing which could have compensated the grower for

the shortness of yield would have been prices pro-

portionate to the deficiency. We need not say how
miserably farmers have been disappointed in this

respect, and how unremunerating must have been

the business of arable farming. About the time

when the new wheat first came to market, good

qualities of red were worth, at Mark-Lane, 54s. to

58s., and white 58s. to 65s. per qr. These com-

paratively high terms few were, however, fortunate

enough to realize ; the downward movement com-

menced almost immediately, and has continued with

scarcely a check. It would give us great pleasure

if we could hold out hopes of a better state of things

for the future ; but the prospect ahead is not parti-

cularly cheering, and the opening year does not

commence very brightly for the British agriculturist.

Low as prices of corn now are, holders appear to

be fearful of a still further decline when the free-

trade poUcy shall have been fully carried out, and all

restrictions on foreign importations removed. The

first of February is consequently looked for with a

good deal of nervousness ; and though we are in-

clined to think that the effect has already been in a

great measure anticipated, still it must be confessed

that under existing circumstances there is little

chance of prices of grain improving at present.

The fact that wheat might now be bought, at many
of the continental ports, at something below 40s.,

and that there are parties wiUing to contract to

deliver good sound qualities of red, weighing 61 to

62 lbs. per bushel, at 38s. to 40s. per qr., free on

board in spring, when freights to this country

and premiums for insurance will, of course, be lower
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than at this season of the year, aflbrds strong

ground for doubting whether any advance can be

calculated on. The future is certainly looked to

with much distrust, and all parties engaged in the

corn trade show far more anxiety to realize than to

enter into fresh engagements. This disposition to

sell, and the unwillingness to purchase more than

absolutely necessary, have caused the extreme lan-

guor which has for some time prevailed in this

branch of business. This, however, is indicative of

prudence, and may be the means of eftecting an

improvement hereafter. No artificial support is

afforded to prices by speculation, and the improfit-

able result of the greater part of the importations

from abroad has deterred and is likely to deter our

merchants from sending out large orders for the

purchase of corn abroad. It is, therefore, not un-

likely that the imports may for some months to come

be on a more moderate scale than they have been

of late ; in which case, the downward movement

might be checked. But so little can at present be

known of the workings of free trade, that an opinion

on the probable range of prices must be almost

wholly speculative.

The weather has not been favourable during the

autumn for the different kinds of out-door work,

still farmers have managed to get the seed in

tolerably well. During the greater part of Novem-
ber and the first fortnight in December we had

almost constant wet, which rendered the seeding of

the land by no means an easy operation ; about the

20th a sudden change took place, and for some

days we experienced very sharp frost. The ground

was full of water when the frost commenced, which

cannot be regarded as favourable for the seed, and

many parties already begin to predict ill conse-

quences ; we are, however, umvilling to anticipate

evil, and, kno^ving the hardy nature of the wheat

plant, do not apprehend danger from the sudden

changes which the temperature has lately undergone.

The appearance of the crop early in the spring

will be sure to have great influence on the markets,

as all parties are in general very sensitive and easily

induced to enter into speculations when prices are

low, particularly after so very defective a harvest as

the last. Of the shortness of the yield, especially

in the southern and western portions of the king-

dom, there can be no manner of doubt ; and, small

as the deliveries of wheat have been up to the

present time, we doubt whether farmers have as

much remaining on hand as they usually hold at

this time of year.

We have now enumerated the different matters

for and against an improvement, and must leave

our agricultural friends to judge for themselves

whether it be the more prudent plan to take

advantage of the Avinter months, during which the

foreign competition will be less active, to reahze, or

trust to the chapter of accidents for something to

turn up in their favour.

The fluctuations in the value of wheat have not

been very important during the month, and the

transactions have been on so restricted a scale as to

allow little scope for comment. At most of the

markets in the agricultural districts business has

been quite in retail, but sellers have not been very

pressing, and prices have been better supported

than at the large consuming towns, where the

foreign supplies have come into more immediate

competition. Taking the kingdom collectively, the

fnll in prices may, however, be estimated at 2s. to

3s. per qr. since the close of November. How this

has occurred will be better explained by detaiUng

the operations as they have taken place at Mark-

Lane.

The trade, as already intimated, has throughout

the month remained in a wretchedly depressed

state ; and with as short supphes of English wheat

into the port of London as we almost ever recollect

in the month of December, the value of that arti-

cle has gradually receded. This has unquestionably

been caused by the unwiUingness which millers

have naturally felt to hold stocks on the eve of the

period when the trade in grain is to become totally

free. The desire to meet the new order of things

\vith as httle on hand as possible has not been con-

fined to the millers alone ; but all parties having

anything to dispose of have been ahke anxious to

realize, and there has been a constant pressure on

the market. The first fortnight holders were tolera-

bly firm; and owing to the extreme insignificance of

the supphes of home-grown wheat, prices remained

nearly stationary up to Monday the l8th; and

even then the best dry qualities were not generally

sold lower : the commoner descriptions (of which

the bulk of what was on sale consisted), though

offered at reduced rates, could not be placed. Good

runs of red Essex and Kent wheat did not, on that

occasion, bring more than 47s. to 48s. per qr., and

some inferior lots were sold below 40s. per qr.

The following Monday being Christmas, there was,

of course, no market ; and the operations have since

been on so restricted a scale, as to render it a mat-

ter of no ordinary diflSculty to quote prices. It

may, however, be safely affirmed that the turn has

been in favour of the purchaser ; and that, where

sales have been made, even lower rates than those

named above have been taken. The very boisterous

weather experienced in the early part of the month

interfered for a time with the regular arrivals of

wheat from abroad, and, for a week or two, the

receipts into the port of London were comparatively

small. No sooner, however, did the weather

moderate, than vessels again began to drop in from
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all quarters ; and taking the total receipts for the

month, we find that 50,000 quarters have come to

hand. Only a small prijportion of this supply has

been entered for home consumption, the importers

having mostly preferred to land in bond, with a

view of entering at the nominal rate of Is. per qr.

in February. There has, however, been no scarcity

of free foreign wheat, either new or old ; and the

country enquiry having been far from active, prices

have receded to fully the same extent as the value

of English has fallen. Owing, however, to the

superiority of the quality of the former over the

latter, quotations are not so low. Prime red Baltic,

particularly Rostock, has at no period been sold

below 50s. to 52s. per quarter, duty paid ; indeed,

some parcels have been held some shillings higher.

French wheat has ranged from 44s. to 48 s. red,

and 46s. to 53s. white ; and Hamburg, Rhine, and

Braband red, 46s. to 48s. per quarter, all duty paid.

We have no means of arriving at the stocks of free

foreign wheat in the kingdom ; no official account

being kept of the deliveries from granary, after the

duty has been paid. That it has been going into

consumption very freely, is proved by the insignifi-

cant quantities of English taken by the millers

;

still, judging from what we have been enabled to

collect fi'om the principal granary keepers, there

must be something like 400,000 quarters at this port

alone. Under lock we had only 196,131 quarters in

the United Kingdom, on the 5th of December, of

which 73,624 quarters were in London. The

averages and the probable fluctuations in the duty

have ceased to be of much interest, owing to the

close approach of the period when only a nominal

rate is to be levied on imports. The only change

which has taken place is a rise in the duty on wheat

from 6s. to 7s. per quarter.

We had, at the close of last month, a large quan-

tity of foreign flour—principally French—at this

port. Since then, further important arrivals have

taken place from that country ; and a considerable

supply has, besides, reached us from America.

These continued receipts have greatly interfered

with the sale of flour of home manufacture ; and

the millers are beginning to call out loudly against

the unfairness of admitting the manufactured arti-

cle on terms corresponding with those levied on the

raw material. There has, indeed, of late been some

talk about petitioning Parliament on this subject;

fears being expressed of the probable efl'ects a free

importation of Flour is likely to have on the meal-

ing trade in this country. The town millers have

certainly experienced great competition ; and

though the nominal top price has not been changed,

households have been sold at low terms—say,

good Norfolk, and similar qualities, at 34s. to

35s, per sack. Superfine French has been oiFered

freely, duty paid, at 40s., and the secondary sorts

at irregular rates, varying from 34s. to 38s. per

sack. The highest quotation for American flour is

not now over 28s. per barrel, and other sorts may

be had at proportionate rates.

The arrivals of barley, of home growth, into the

port of London, have been on quite a moderate

scale since our last, and the foreign supplies have

not been particularly large. What was said at

the] time of harvest, relative to the inferioiity

of the quality of this grain, was not, it has

since been jjroved, exaggerated; and really fine

malting samples are, and have all along been,

scarce. The depression in the corn trade has,

therefore, had less eft'ect on the value of barley than

on that of other ai'ticles; and the best qualities

have commanded fully as much money this month

as in November— say, 34s. to 35s. per quarter.

This has, however, been only the case as regards

fine ; the common sorts of barley having been

quite as difficult to place as other descriptions of

grain. Some of the imports from abroad are suit-

able for malting purposes ; notwithstanding which,

30s. per quarter, duty paid, may be regarded as

about the highest quotation for foreign. Grinding

sorts have been offered at rates varying from 24s.

to 28s. per qr. ; the latter figure being only obtain-

able for sweet heavy samples. We have heard

of offers to ship in the spring, at continental ports,

at very low rates, which we consider to be against

any advance on such sorts as are usually received

from abroad ; but the value of really fine English

malting barley may be expected to be maintained.

Very little variation has taken place in prices of

malt : the transactions in the article have not been

by any means extensive, but the receipts having

also been moderate, sellers have remained tolerably

firm, and the business done has been at similar

terms to those current when we last addressed our

readers.

Oats of home growth have not come to hand
freely, and the arrivals from abroad have fallen

short of expectation ; it being, however, the pre-

vailing opinion that a good many vessels laden

with this grain are at present on passage to this

country from the continent, and that the shipments

from Ireland are likely to increase, the dealers have

throughout the month conducted their operations

with extreme caution. The tendency of prices has

therefore, notwithstanding the very moderate cha-

racter of the receipts, been decidedly downwards,

more particularly in regard to light and inferior

qualities. The recent arrivals from Scotland have

turned out much inferior in quality to the ship-

ments made immediately after harvest, proving

that the crops there were not saved much better

than in the south. Some parcels have come to
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hand quite hot, owhlg to the gvecu and unripe

manner in which they were harvested. Such have

been almost unsaleable, and have been placed with

great difficulty at prices varying from l7s. to 21s.

perqr. Good Scotch feed have been sold at 22s.

to 23s., and fine potato at 25s. to 27s. per qr.

Irish oats have sold according to weight, say

40lbs., at 20s. to 21s., and 41 to 42lbs. qualities at

21s. to 23s. per qr. The smallness of the supplies

of British oats has caused the consumption, for

months past, to be in a great measure thrown on

foreign, and the stocks of the latter at this port

have undergone a material diminution. What now
remains consists principally of secondary and in-

ferior qualities, which may be bought at from 18s.

to 20s. per ([r. For shipment in sjn-ing the offers

from abroad are at low ])rices— so low, indeed, as

to render it very doubtful whether the British

growers will derive any benefit by holding, and

the Irish farmers are likely hereafter to feel the

competition with foreign in our markets very se-

verely.

So long as the mild weather lasts beans are

but little required for horse feeding, and in the

early part of the month the value of this article

gave way Is. to 2s, per qr. This decline has not

as yet been recovered, but the demand has recently

improved, and the turn has been rather against the

buyer. Egyptians in warehouse were at one period

offered, duty-paid, at 25s. per qr. ; now they are

again held at 26s., and some fine parcels at 27s.

per qr. Good French may be had at 2Ss. to 31s.

per qr., and very nice new English small beans at

34s. to 35s. per qr.

Though peas of home growth have come to

hand sparingly, and the arrivals from abroad have

not been so liberal as was the case last month,

still prices have undergone a further depreciation.

Grey and maple have maintained their value better

than white, but the former sorts cannot at present

be quoted higher than 35s. to 36s. per qr., and the

latter have been offered at from 33s. to 36s. per qr.

English, and 30s. to 33s. foreign.

In Indian corn, on the spot, there lias been very

little doing since our last ; and it is a curious fact,

that the article might be bought cheaper in granary

here than it can be purchased floating, though in

the latter case the buyer has the risk of the cargo

arriving in bad or damaged condition. Tliis

may, however, be explained thus : in London this

article is scarcely used, and to send it to Ireland

would enhance the price, as working expenses,

freight, &c., would have to be added ; hence the

Irish buyers prefer to purchase floating cargoes, as

the captains of most of the vessels from the ports

eastward of Gibraltar have orders to call at Fal-

mouth, Cork, &c,, for instructions as to the port

of discharging. For Galatz, to arrive, 35s. per qr.,

cost, freight, and insurance, has been asked, and

one or two cargoes have, we believe, changed hands

at 34 s. per qr.

In conclusion, we shall say a few words relative to

the position of the corn trade at those places abroad

from whence we may hereafter look for supplies.

The weather appears to have been unusually mild

all over the world, and the inland navigation re-

mained open later than in ordinary years, not only

in Europe, but hkewise in North America. The

latest accounts from the United States inform us

that, owing to the canals and inland water-courses

having remained free from ice, supplies were daily

arriving from the west to the east, and that the

stocks of bread-stuffs on the sea board had accu-

mulated considerably. If, therefore, the British

markets should at any time hold out an induce-

ment to consign, shipments might be made.

At New York, on the Gth December, business in

flour was dull, the suppUes having exceeded the

demand. The exports from thence from the 1st to

the 30th of November had consisted of 233,681

brls. flour, 180,378 bushels of wheat, and 604,326

bushels of Indian corn. Common brands of

Western Canal flour were then obtainable at 5 d.

25 c. to 5 d. 3lJ c, and good parcels at 5 d. 371 c
to 5 d. 50 c. per brl. ; superior lots were held re-

latively higher, owing to a preponderance of the

lower grades. Wheat had not excited much at-

tention, and Indian corn had rather receded in

price.

From the Baltic no further shipments are now

likely to be made until next spring. By the most

recent advices, the navigation was still entirely free

from ice, but most of the vessels had departed, and

the shipping season was considered over. At

Danzig good stocks were held, the arrivals down

the Vistula that were much impeded by the want of

water during the summer and autumn having come

to hand subsequently. The last sales for export

had been at 39s. to 40s> high mixed, and 37s. to

38s. per qr. for mixed.

From Rostock we learn that the farmers had be-

gun to deliver wheat rather freely, and that the

warehouses were fast being filled. The quality of

the produce in that neighbourhood is not equal to

that of average seasons, and few of the parcels

brought forward have exceeded in weight 6llbs.,

the major part being below 60lbs. per bushel. The

Ughter sorts might, we are informed, be bought so

as to be put free on board in spring at 34s. to 35s.,

whilst for the heavier kinds prices equal to 36s. to

37s. per qr. had been firmly insisted on.

At Stettin prices were, by the last accounts, about

the same as at Rostock.

At Hamburg some fluctuations have occurred in
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quotations of wheat. At one time fine Upland was

offered at 38s. ; subsequently the price rose to

40s. Gd.j and the last quetation was 38s. 6d. to

30s. 6d. per qr.

In the Dutch and Belgian markets good wheat

might, about the middle of the month, have been

purchased at 38s., but since then 40s. per qr. has

become the current price.

In France the value of the article has also risen a

trifle of late, and neither wheat nor flour could at

l)resent be imported from thence at a profit.

At several of the Mediterranean ports large sup-

plies of wheat had arrived from the Black and

Azofli' Seas. Most of the vessels had been directed

to proceed to Great Britain, and we may calculate

on receiving some quantity from ports lying east of

Gibraltar.

At Marseilles the price for Polish Odessa was

37s., and for Romelia 32s. per qr., free on board

on the Gth December.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Shillings per Quarter.

OLD. NEW.
Wheat, Essex and Kent, white 50to57 45to55

Ditto, fine selected runs — — 45 55

Ditto,red 46 52 42 48
Ditto, extra 50 53 SO 53
Ditto, Talavera 52 55 56 58
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. . 45 50 — —
Ditto, white 45 50 — —

Barley, English, malting and distilling. . — — 32 34
Ditto, Chevalier — — 34 35
Ditto, grinding — — 27 29

Malt.. Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk — — 58 59
Kingston, Ware, and town made .... — — 58 60

Oats, Essex and Suffolk — — 18 20
Lincolnshire and Yorkshire (Polands) — — 19 22
Ditto, feed — — 17 20
Devon & West Country, feed or ack — — 16 17
Northumberland and Scotch, feed .. — — 21 25
Dundalk, Newry, and Belfast, potato — — 22 23
Limerick, Sligo, and Westport, potato — — 19 23
Ditto, feed — — 18 21
Cork, Waterford, Dublin, Youghal, and

Clonmel, black — — 15 20
Ditto, white — — 17 20
Galway — — 13 17

Rye — — 23 30
Flour, best marks (per sack of 280 lbs.), . — — 41 46

Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship — — 36 38
Beans, Mazagan 33 35 —

—

Tick 28 32 — —
Harrow 32 38 — —
Pigeon, Heligland 37 39 — —
Windsor ^ 30 40 — —
Long pod 28 30 — —

Peas, non-boUers 30 33 — —
White, Essex, and Kent, boilers 35 36 35 36
Ditto, fine Suffolk 36 38 —
Maple 36 38 36 38
Hog and grey 35 37 35 —

Tares 30 35 — —
Indian Corn 33 35 —
Indian Corn Meal (per brl. of 196 lbs.) . . 17s. 6d. to 18s
Tares, winter, per bushel nominal.
Rye Meal (per ton) £7 lOs. to £8 Os.

Ditto, foreign, per ton £8 lOs. to £10 10s.
Rapeseed >..,.. £4 15s. to £5

Cakes, Linseed, English, per 1,000 .• . £12 Os, to £13 15a.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.

Week Ending;
Nov. 11, 1848..
Nov. 18, 1848..

Nov. 25, 1848..
Dec. 2, 1348..

Dec. 9, 1848..

Dec. 10, 1848..
AggregateAverage

of the six weeks

which regulates

duty
Comparative Aver-

age same time

last year

Duties

Wheat,
s. d.

52
52 3

50 4

52 10

7

Barley.
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PLATE I.

A SHORT -HORNED BULL.
The subject of our first plate (Deception, roan, 7957), was calved in 1845, was bred by Mr. Thomas

Gurne, Broadmoor, near Northleach, obtained the first prize at the Melksham Agricultural Show, in 1847,

was shown as extra stock at the Chippenham Show, and obtained a prize ; the first prize of Forty Sove-

reigns at the Royal Agricultural Society's Meeting at York, was awarded to him, being then the property

of Mr. Richard Keeril, of Shaw Farm, Melksham, Wilts, who afterwards sold him to Mr. Douglas, of

Chelsonford, Scotland, for £200. He was got by Elevator (6069), d. (Wellington Lady) by Raffler

(7391), g. d. by Consul (1868), gr. g. d. by Gazer (7030),—Vide " Coate's Herd Book," vol. vii., p. 48.

PLATE 11.

DIAGRAM SHEWING THE FLUCTUATIONS IN THE AVERAGE PRICE OF WHEAT
DURING THE YEAR 1848.

REVIEW OF THE CAUSES WHICH INFLUENCED THE
DURING THE YEAR 1848.

(See diagram.)

PRICE OF WHEAT

The opening average price of wheat for the year

1847, it will be perceived, was 53s. lid., to which

point it was slowly advancing from the 11th of

December previous, the average price then being

but 51s. lid. : but after the 1st of January 1848,

the general appearance of the autumn-sown corn,

and the reports from the agricultural districts being

favourable for our future prospects, a hang-

ing and falling market was the consequence. Added
to this, the month of January, although some frost

occurred in the early part, was so mild that the an-

ticipation of an early opening of the Baltic pre-

vented anything like a disposition with either the

merchants to speculate, or farmers to holdback; on

the contrary, the holders of wheat towards the latter

end of January manifested a decided inchnation to

realize. From the mildness of the winter there was

less consumption of food than in ordinary years,

and more foreign wheat was left on hand

than was calciUated upon, added to which the

OLD SERIES.]

arrivals from foreign countries during the months

of December and January had exceeded ex-

pectation, and the demand for bread-stufTs for

shipment to Ireland was less than what was anti-

cipated in the previous autumn. We therefore find

in the first month a fall in the average price of wheat

of nearly two shillings. On the last week of January,

in consequence of heavy frost and snow having

suspended all out-door work the farmers were

I

obhged to employ their men in thrashing, and al-

j

though not an excessive, yet a steady supply was

,
kept up in the principal markets of the kingdom,

! the consequence was a fall in the second week in

' February of nearly one shilling. During that

month the operations in the corn markets, not only

of London, but in the country generally, were of a

hand-to-mouth character ; and notwithstanding

that on the coming 1st of March the corn law would

again come into operation, yet such was the disin-

clination to make investments in corn that we find

H \No. 2.—VOL, XXX.

hi
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the prices falling week after week until March the

11th. This may he accounted for hy the reports

from every part of the kingdom being of so favour-

able a character as regarded the autumn sown

wheat, which was described as "being vigorous

Avithout being too gay," and that farmers were

holders of a greater projjortion of the previous year's

crop than is usually held at that period.

The month of February having been on the whole

a wet one, and several parts of the lowlands of the

country being flooded in the early part of March,

thereby rendering it too wet to be worked for

the spring corn, added to the fact that there

was then a duty payable on foreign corn of 6s.

per qr., caused a little reaction in the trade, and we

consequently find the averages going up during the

month of March, to the extent of 2s. nearly;—this

was also at the time partly caused by the French

tevolution, and the general tendency evidenced by

the other kingdoms of the continent to become

disturbed, which it was feared would preclude the

possibility of our drawing large supplies from

abroad ;—added to which, from the wet weather

in the early part of March, out-door work had

scarcely commenced up to the 20th ; consecpiently

the state of the corn trade, from these inauspicious

circumstances, could not be otherwise than favour-

able to the seller. 'J he corn brought to market

was also much deteriorated by the wet weather, and

the demand for dry samples was ver}- general, never-

theless upon the first appearance of dry weather at

the latter end of the month, the markets again be-

came unsteady, and this, notwithstanding it was

well known that millers and dealers had miserably

short stock on hands. The first week of April

brought a series of depressions in the trade

that, with few exceptions, continued until the

middle of June. The weather underwent a de-

cided improvement, and the spring corn, with

the exception of some districts, was very generally

being sown. The reports also from the agricul-

tural districts of the young wheat plant were more

favourable than from the previous wet weather was

anticipated—it was represented as "wearing a

healthy aspect," and that this did not arise from

premature luxuriance was strengthened by the fact,

that farmers at thecommencement ofApril manifested

a greater desire to sell than they showed earher in the

season. A very general opinion was likewise ex-

pressed that farmers were holders of larger stocks

than usually held at a corresponding jjeriod

of the year; in fact, from the disinclination

of merchants or millers to speculate, no rise in the

price of wheat was expected unless the general

appearance of the growing crops were such as to

anticipate a coming deficient harvest. The impor-

tations of foreign corn were liberal, 111,7/8 qrs.

having been received during the month ending the

5th of April, 1 848, so that speculative investments

were avoided by all.

The months of May and June were very favour-

able for the growth of the spring corn, a larger

breadth of potatoes was sown in the kingdom than

the previous year, and the accounts of the luxuriant

appearance of the latter crop was so satisfactory as

to bring the average down gradually from the 5th

of May, when it was 50s. id., to the I7th of June

(with the exception of one week), when it attained

the lowest point for the year, viz. 46s. lOd. ; the

fall from the highest to the lowest ])oint being in

the first six months (nearly) 5s. id. At this low

price although there was not sufficient to encourage

importation, and it Avas manifest that there

must be a loss on most of that which had arrived

from the continent, yet supplies from abroad kept up

a dead weight on the market; the quantity of foreign

wheat which arri\'ed in the port of London alone

during the quarter ending 28th June, being 165,166

qrs. This amount shows a falling off as compared

with the corresponding quarter of the previous year

of 75,135 qrs.; but it must be borne in mind that

in the year 1847, there was only a nominal duty of

Is., v/hile in the quarter ending 28th June, 1848,

the duty payable upon the aggregate average of the

six weeks previous to the day on which it is struck

was 7s. for the first seven weeks of the quarter,

8s. the next three, and 9s. the last two.

A reaction took place at this time, which could not

be ascribed to speculation, but solely to apprehensions

which were entertained that the potatoes were not so

promising as they had, a month previous, appeared.

In the commencement of July the weather became

very changeable, whispers came in from several

parts of England that the potatoes were becoming

diseased, the merchants and millers had run their

stocks to the lowest point of convenience, and the

farmers kept back the supplies from the country

markets upon perceiving the firm tone which was

taken by the great leading markets of the kingdom

;

the supplies from abroad, too, began to fall off, and

the belief was fast gaining ground that the foreign

arrivals must become more moderate—all those

circumstances combined, gave increased confidence

to holders ; we therefore find that the rise in the

price of wheat was rapid, going from the lowest

to the highest point it arrived at during the year in

the short space of thirteen weeks, the total rise

being, however, only 10s. The weather and the

progress of the potato disease was the only cause

for this advance : the early and the latter part of

July was very changeable ; heavy rains had fallen,

and it was feared had injured more or less the

wheat plant, which in many localities was thin on

the ground, and the size of the ears smaller than
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usual; the lent sown crops too were far from

heavy, therefore an average crop was not

expected, even with auspicious weather, for its in-

gathering. But this did not seem likely to occur,

as up to the end of August the rain fell heavily and
generally throughout the country. Wheat was cut

in some districts in the latter end of July; and in the

heginning of August, harvest became pretty gene-

ral in the southern parts of the kingdom ; still, from

the unsettled state of the weather, hardly any had

been carried, and that which was cut, as well as

that uncut, was considered in imminent danger.

In the last weeks of July a good many orders for

wheat and Indian corn were received from abroad,

and it was expected that the importation of the

latter article would be heavy in autumn. That

the rise would have been more rapid, and to a

higher amount, is not at all improbable, but for the

fact that upon its being so generally stated that the

potatoes were diseased and would not keep in the

pits, the apprehension of the growers as to this

fact induced them to dig and send into market

potatoes which were apparently sound, and sell

them at almost any price ; so abundantly were the

markets supplied during the month of August in

many parts of the kingdom, as to cause a material

decrease in the consumption of every other kind of

food, particularly bread ; this desire to dispose of

the potatoes was the more remarkable, from the

fact that those sold were on the whole better than

for several years past : in some parts of the king-

dom they were sold as low as 3lbs. for one penny.

This, as a natural consequence, had the effect of

lessening the demand for wheat, which otherwise,

from the very uncertain and unsettled state of

July and August, would have gone to a much higher

figure than it did on the 9th September.

In the early part of. September the weather

cleared up generally throughout the kingdom, the

harvest was secured in most parts of the southern

and western parts, and from the favourable accounts

which were received, contrary to general expectation,

merchants and speculators began to act with

e.xtreme caution. Even had they been disposed

to forget the lesson taught them the previous year,

the same facilities for entering into speculative

operations were not obtainable ; and although the

farmers generally were very moderate in their de-

liveries, it was not felt, in consequence of the regular

supplies of foreign grown, and the abundance and

cheapness of the potatoes, which actually glutted

the several country markets. The merchants too

saw that a new position must be taken, in conse-

quence of the alteration of the corn laws, which was
to commence on this day—February the 1st. The
important questions now are: "how will prices

range when all restriction on importation is re-

moved ?" " What will be the amount of the deli-

veries from America and the continent ?" And " to

what extent will be the amount of foreign corn

imported after the first of February?" when

we find that in the fortnight ending the 7th of

October, 1848, the enormous supply of 66,000

qrs. of wheat had flooded the London mar-

ket, and nearly 74,000 in the following fortnight?

Indeed by the official account published it appeared

that 485,270 qrs. of wheat were imported into the

United Kingdom from foreign countries for the

month ending the 10th October, that duty was paid

within the same space of time on .508,654 qrs., and

that there remained under lock on that day 212,909

qrs: the imports of flour were 193,539 cwt., duty

was paid on 181,574 cwt., and there remained in

bond 35,920 cwt. The importations of other

articles were on the same extensive scale, the total

quantities of grain and pulse entered for home
consumption for that month amounting to the

enormous quantity of 1,140,155 qrs., being more

than was imported during any whole year from 1811

to 1827 with the exception of 1818, when 1,694,261

qrs. of foreign wheat and flour were received, and

this included the trade with Ireland. With these

immense supplies the wonder is that prices did not

recede still more rapidly.

From the 9th of September, with the exception

of the last week in September and the three

first weeks in November, the averages were

declining, although neither merchants nor

millers were half supplied. On the 30th Decem-

ber, the average price of wheat was exactly the

same as it was on the I7th June previous; but the

causes of this decline were in both cases different.

In the former, the weather, and the promise of

abundance in the harvest, operated ; in the latter,

in the teeth of the fact that our harvest was under

an average, and our millers buying merely what

was required for daily use, nothing could induce

speculation, from the fear naturally entertained

that the quantity of foreign corn which would be im-

ported after the 1st February would be so enormous

as to preclude the chance of improved prices ; and

this opinion was strengthened, from the fact that

importers were anxious to realize on board ship,

and not go to the expense of storing for the chance

of a rise in the market. All parties were averse to

hold stocks, particularly as the weekly supphes ex-

ceeded the quantity required for immediate con-

sumption ; and the general feehng amongst mer-

chants, millers, and dealers was to meet the new

order of things, on the 1st of February, with as

little stock on hand as possible ; and naturally so,

when we find it asserted, a short time before

Christmas, by a first-rate authority, that " it would

not be difficult to find parties willing to contract to

h2
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deliver fine quantities of red wheat, weighing 61 to

62 lbs. the bushel, at 38s. to 39s. the qr. free on

board next spring."

Duty was paid in the last eleven months of

1S4S, ending December 5th, on 1,843,536 qrs. of

wheat, 829,643 cwts. of flour, 1,352,257 qrs. of

maize, and 130,807 cwts. of Indian meal.

(

ON THE MIXTURE OF GUANO WITH COMPOST.

BY CUTHBERT VV. JOHNSON, ESa., F.R.S.

An important practical question often arises as to

the best mode of applying guano as a manure. It

is generally used by the farmer as a top or other

dressing, and spread by hand. This is perhaps

the most beneficially accomplished in wet weather,

when the aramoniacal, and other soluble salts of the

guano, are thence dissolved, and intimately mixed

with the soil. Another mode is that recommended
by Mr. A. F". Gardner, of Borrochan, in Renfrew-

shire, the object of which is to add to the power of

the guano, by increasing the number of chemical

ingredients in the mixture, and also by decomposing

and rendering some of the salts of ammonia found

in guano no longer volatile in the temperature of

the atmosphere. He thus decidedly expresses his

opinions on the subject (Trans. High. Soc, 1847,

p. 16). " From repeated trials now for four years,

upon almost every description of plants in our

farms and gardens, I am induced to place this mix-

ture in the foremost rank of fertilising substances.

If not the very first, I have ever tried. Combined
with guano, with or without farm-yard dung, it

has grown very large crops of grass, grain, and

green crops, leaving the land in first-rate condition.

Indeed, I consider that guano ought never to be

used without being combined with this mixture,

either as a manure or top dressing ; and it possesses

the property, which many, if not all, other of our

artificial manures want—that of not being so easily

dissolved and washed out of the soil by rain. The
mixture alluded to is made as follows :—Take any

quantity of animal charcoal or burnt bones you
may require ; dissolve these in a tub, with half its

weight of sulphuric or muriatic acid, adding to the

charcoal, before putting in the acid, as much boiling

water as will bring it to the consistency of thin

gruel ; let it stand and dissolve in the tub at least

twenty-four hours, frequently stirring it up during

that time. For every 1 12lb. of animal charcoal or

burnt bones so dissolved, take 5Glbs. of carbonate

or sulphate of magnesia, 56 lbs. of sulphate or

muriate of ammonia, ll2lbs. of common salt or

carbonate of soda, and 561bs. of potash—mix them
well together, and pour them into the tub amongst
the dissolved charcoal, stirring it all the time ; and
again let it stand for ten or twelve hours. If this

mixture is to be used by itself, add saw-dust, dried

peat, or any absorbent, to take up the moisture ;

put it through a half inch sieve, which will divide

it, and make it sow better ; or you may now add

guano, which will absorb a portion of it, and thus

have a portion of the ammonia in the guano fixed."

Mr. Gaidner gives the result of several trials

made with this mixture. For instance, with

Swedish turnips grown on a medium loam, which

had previously grown a crop of oats, after trenched

lea.

1. The soil dressed per acre with 30 tons of

farm-yard manure, costing £10 10s., produced, of

bulbs, 34 tons 5 cwt.

2. The soil dressed with—
Farm-yard dung 15 tons.

Peruvian guano 3 cwt.

Animal charcoal

Sulphuric acid

Carbonate of magnesia
Sulphate of soda
Muriate of ammonia
Common salt

Horn dust 3

Costing together £9 3s. 4d., produced, of bulbs,

46 tons 5 cwts.

3. The soil dressed with

—

Farm-yard dung , .

.

15 tons.

Peruvian guano 3 cwts.

Animal charcoal 2

Muriatic acid - c . . .

.

1

Carbonate of magnesia 1

Sulphate of soda ....,» 1

Sulphate of ammonia 1

Horn dust , , 3

Common salt 1

Costing £9 5s. 4d,, produced, of bulbs, 46 tons

17 cwts.

The omission of the charcoal, acid, &c., caused &

material falling oflf in the production of bulbs;

thus in experiment 4, the soil dressed with

—

Farm-yard manure 15 tons.

Peruvian guano 3 cwts.

Horn dust 4 „
Common salt 2 ,,

Sulphate of soda 2 „

Costing together £7 ] 5s., produced, of bulbs, 37

tons 2 cwts.
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The object of these additions to tlie guano is,

therefore, not to waste its salts of ammonia, but to

convert such of them as are volatile, by the excess

of acid in the recommended mixture, into either the

sulphate or muriate of ammonia—salts which are not

volatilized by the temperature to which they are

exposed in the soil. In such a way then guano may
1)6 advantageously mixed with other substances.

A very different result, however, is produced by

mixing guano with the compost heaps of the farm-

yard. For by this plan, although the compost is

improved, the guano is more than proportionately

impoverished. This is one amongst many instances

of ill-considered attempts to form economical fer-

tilising mixtures, without the requisite knou'ledge

of the chemical action produced by the substances

emjDloyed. The case of guano, too, is only one in-

stance amongst many. Thus, as I lately had oc-

casion to remark in another valuable agricultural

periodical, the sprats which abound on the coast of

Essex, and which, at the rate of 30 or 40 bushels

per acre, produce such extraordinary effects on the

oat crops of that county, have frequently been

added to the compost heaps of the farm-yard. The
result has very commonly been the rapid putrefac-

tion of the fish, the exhalation of a great mass of

gaseous matters, the enrichment, it is true, of the

dung, but with more than a commensurate loss of

the rich matter of the sprats. The practice of the

old farmers of Essex and Kent is much better

;

they either at once spread and plough the fish into

the land, or they mix them with earth ; in which

they dissolve away, it is true, but they escajie the

fermenting influence of the farm-yard compost heap.

It was thus, too, that the late Lord Somerville em-

ployed as a manure on the sandy soils of Surrey

refuse whale blubber. He mixed it with earth, and

even then ploughed it as soon as possible into the

soil. To expose such rich oily substances to the

heat of a compost heap, he well knew would be to

take a certain means of decomposing and wasting

them. It is thus that I have fi'equently of late

noticed with regret the erroneous plan employed in

the case of guano, of adding it to the compost heap,

by way of improving the goodness of the dung.

This practice saves very little labour in the use of

the guano, and is not nearly so good a plan as

spreading it by hand over the surface of the ground,

either as a top dressing, or just previous to plough-

ing. Let the inquiring farmer only refer to the

chemical composition of guano, and these facts will

appear tolerably clear. The composition of the

varieties of guano of commerce is thus stated by

Professor J. F. Johnston (Johnson an^l Shaw's

Farmers' Almanac, vol. 3, p. 31)

—

Kinds. Water.

Peruvian
|

7 to 9

ChiHan
j

10 to 13
Bolivian fi

Ichaboe i 1 8 to 20
Saldanha, hght

,, dark

Algoa Bay . .

Halifax . ..

Bird's Island

Patagonian, light

,, dark

17 to 27 ^

33 to 44 S

r 2.2G

I 23.93

24.47

f 25.49 J

L 14.18 S

40.99 }

20.55 S

Ammo-
niacal

matter.

56 to 66
50 to 56
65 to 64
36 to 44

Earthy
])hos-

phates.

16 to 23
22 to 30
25 to 29
21 to 29

14 to 22 43 to 56

22.37

23.16

20.61

19 to 21

70.20

43.15

22.67

S 22.43

( 5.37

20 to 25' 24 to 32

Now it is evident, from the results of this analysis,

that the best varieties of guano are those which

most abound in the salts ofammonia ; the Peruvian,

or highest priced guano, containing from about 56

to 66 per cent., the inferior low-priced varie-

ties only yielding from about 15 to 20 per cent.

If such then is the fact, the next question which

suggests itself is as to the policy of adding these

salts of ammonia (a good portion of them very

volatile) to the dungheap of a farm-yard. It seems

to be a practice of a very injurious nature, since

the warmth of the fermenting dung is pretty certain

to dissipate a large portion of these salts, without

at the same time accomplishing a single good ob-

ject. It is merely feeding with carbonate of

ammonia a mass of fermenting dung, from which

that volatile salt is already copiously emitted in

almost every instance. The matters which are thus

evolved were long since pretty accurately described

by Sir H. Davy. Three ])ints of fermenting dung,

when confined in a retort, yielded in three days 35

cubic inches of elastic fluid, which, when analyzed,

aflbrded about 25 cubic inches of carbonic acid gas,

the remainder being hydro-carbonate, mixed with

some azote ; with these gases was evolved a por-

tion of water, which, when collected in the con-

denser, was found to amount to nearly half an

ounce. This had a saline taste, owing to its con-

taining acetate and carbonate of ammonia. Here

then was a wasteful evolution of ammonia, which

the farmer very correctly endeavours, on all occa-

sions, to avoid as much as possible, by so regu-

lating the fermentation of his compost, as to prevent

that excess of temperature by which this evolution

of the volatile salts is so materially increased. An
attempt has been made to calculate the ])roportion

of the chief chemical ingredients added to the soil

in a dressing with farm compost, and in African

guano (Quar. Jour. Ag. 1848, p. 554), and this has

been done in such a way as to give easily under-

stood information to practical men. The estimate
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is based on the supposition, that 10 tons of farm-

yard compost and 4 cwt. ofAfrican guano are added

to the soil. Farm-yard manure contains

—

Tons. Cwts.

Water, about G 10
Humus 16

Organic matter l 12
Inorganic matter 1 2

The inorganic matter consists of the following

substances

—

Cwts. Qrs. Lbs.

Potash . - 2 20

Soda 2

Lime o 7
Magnesia 6
Sulphuric acid 2 23
Chlorine 2 18
Silicic acid 1

Sihca 3 2
Phosphate of lime 1 i 18
Phosphate of magnesia .... 1 22
Phosphate of iron 3 18
Carbonate of lime 1 3 n
Carbonate of magnesia .... 24
Sand 11

To sum up the more important part of this cal-

culation, in 10 tons of manure is added to the

land, of Cwts. Qrs. Lbs.

Phosphates 2 3 2
Alkalies &c 1 25
Lime and magnesia , . . 2 2

Together with azote in organic matters, nearly equal

to 1 cwt. of salts of ammonia. To contrast this

with the inferior or African guano, we find that

4 cwt. of this manure contains, of

Cwts. Qrs. Lbs.

Ammoniacal salts about .... 1

Alkalies 1 IG
Phosphate of lime 1 2

Water 1

Earthy matter , 12

If, however, the farmer is of opinion that the in-

timate mixture of the guano and the compost is de-

sirable, then he may still accomplish his object, and

yet avoid exposing the guano to the too high tem-

perature of the fermenting dung-heap, by follow-

ing (and this is only one mode amongst many) the

plan adopted by Mr. Pusey, who took some valua-

ble precautions to ensure a correct result in his

trials. He remarks (Jour. R. A. S., vol. 6, p. 529),

that, " having found that when manures are tried

by being spread upon distinct portions of the same
field, some uncertainty is cast upon the result by
difFerences in the crop, which evidently do not arise

from the action of the respective manures, but from
variations in the depth or quality of the soil, from
previous manurings, from the depredations of in-

sects, or some other cause that cannot be detected,

I apportioned the manures to be tried in a new
method, which increased the troul)le indeed, but

which I thought would make the result trust-

worthy. The rows were opened three feet apart

upon the whole piece. In three rows I put the

heavy dressing with dung ; in the next two rows

the lighter dressing. In the two following rows we

added rape-dust to the dung, and so on, until, in 19

ridges, all the trials had been prepared. We then

began again, as before, with the heavy dressing of

dung, and comjjleted another set of 19 ridges like

the first. The extent of five acres allowed six sets

thus to be made, which might be regarded as six

repetitions of the same experiment, and as, there-

fore, deserving greater confidence. Thus the rows

which received artificial manure only, of whatever

kind, were of a darker green than the rest, until

some hot weather came in August; their leaves

then blistered, and many of the leaves withered

suddenly oflT. If this had occurred on one patch of

ground only it might have been imputed to acci-

dent; but no one who saw it repeated on these par-

ticular rows in six different stripes across the field

could doubt that it was caused by the absence of

dung, which on such sandy land as this appears

necessary for carrying a crop through to harvest.

This experiment (which was made in 1845) with the

yellow globe beet, shows very clearly that in this

way the addition of guano to farm-yard compost

very materially adds to the power of the manure.
" At the end of October the roots were taken up,

and the produce ascertained by weighing the yield

of half an acre, measured across the six sets of rows

at one end. The yield of clean roots per acre was

as follows :

—

Tons.

Soil simple 15

Dung 13 loads 27

i

Dung 13 loads, guano 3 cwt. .

.

36
Rape 7 cwt. 2O5
Bones 14 bushels 20
Guano 3 cwts 2O2

These trials, made in widely different portions of

the islandj all tend to the same conclusion ; viz.,

that guano is a valuable and ])owerful fertilizer,

not only used by itself, but when added to other

manures. They seem to prove also, that the best

mode ofmixture, is not by adding it to the ferment-

ing heaps of the farm-yard, but by avoiding, how-
ever, this injurious fermentation, they may be more
profitably used in conjunction than when employed

in their simple state.

We understand that Mr. Thomas Hine has in

the press, a pamphlet on the "Giant Sainfoin, and the

Capability of its Successful Cultivation." Coming
from one who gives the result of his personal ob-

servation and practical tests during several years,

upon this plant, this pamphlet, we are confident,

will be most valuable to the agriculturist.
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JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE L\ AGRICULTURE, &c.

BY J. TOWERS, MEMBER OF ROYAL SOCIETIES OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTUKE.

Enquiries have from time to time been made
concerning the probable utility of this plant to the

stock farmer. It has been little thought of lately,

as few persons like it, and the gardener dreads to

introduce a vegetable which cannot be removed with-

out difficulty from any spot whereon it thrives, and

has obtained possession. Hence, as few researches

have been undertaken by analysts, we had remained

ignorant of its nutritive constituents. Not long

since a gentleman, Avith whom I was in corres-

pondence, wished to ascertain its acreable yield,

and also the extent of its nutritive power. Having
grown the plant for years, and in several places, I

knew it well as a garden vegetable, but no further
;

and therefore consulted such authorities as were at

command, but to little purpose. Within the last

week an article has come to hand, which is now
copied verbatim, in the hope Ihat it may prove use-

ful to the farmer, to the labourer who participates

in the allotment system, and to the rural domestic

economist.

"Jerusalem Artichoke.—This plant was intro-

duced from Brazil—and not from Palestine, as is

erroneously supposed—in I6l7, while the potato

was introduced from Peru as early as 1597. Still,

the former attracted the attention of the cultivator

long before the latter was much thought of ; even

so late as 1708 we find the potato thus noticed in

'Mortimer's Gardeners' Calendar,' ' as a root very

near the nature of the Jerusalem artichoke, although

not so good and wholesome, but that it may prove

good for swine.'

"The following analysis, by M. Braconnet, a

French chemist, will show its composition, in 100

parts :
—

Uncrystallizable sugar 14.80

Inuline , 3.00

Gum 1 .22

Albumen 0.99

Fatty matter 0.09

Nitrates of potash and lime 1.15

Phosphates of potash and lime 0.20

Sulphate of potash 0.12

Chloride of potassium 0.08

Malates and tartrates of potash and lime . . 0.05

Woody fibre 1.22

Silica 0.03

Water 77-05

" This root, excellent though it be, has long ago

given precedence to the potato, and is now held by

many in as low estimation as the potato was in the

days of Mortimer. It is, however, the Ix'st sub-

stitute, if we excej)t the parsnip, carrot, and beet.

Jerusalem artichokes may more properly be said to

have been allowed to exist in our gardens than

cultivated, for no useful plant has been less cere-

moniously dealt with ; any out-of-the-way corner,

where nothing else would grow, has been the place

allotted to it. The greatest weight of crop of

Jerusalem artichokes, we have ever heard of, is

that stated by Boussingault, namely, 14 tons

8 cwt. 2 qrs. 27 lbs. ; and the still more

extraordinary return of Mr. Tweed, recorded in the

' Irish Farmers' Journal,' namely, 32 tons 1 qr,

3 lbs. per acre, grown in a garden at Woolwich.

If such returns as these could be depended upon,

it would be a substitute for the potato.—J. John-
ston, December 26, 1848."

It is gratifying thus—and so recently—to have

obtained the authority of so eminent and candid an

analyst as is Mr. Johnston. I beg to remark on

the elements above tabulated, that the quantity of

sugar is of great consequence, but that in all other

particulars the inuline—which represents elecam-

pane—the small proportion of gum, and of albu-

men, must be little esteemed, when compared with

the large amount of starch contained in the potato,

to say nothing of the fibrous matter and albumen
which are separated by mere washing. Davy has

written that " Potatoes in general afford from one-

seventh to one-fifth of their weight of dry starch,"

Einhoft, from the analysis in the great way, of 7,680

parts or pounds of potatoes, obtained of starch

1,153, of fibrous matter 540, album.en 107, mu-"

cilage 312, total 2,112 parts, equivalent to nearly

one-third of the whole. By two trials in 1827, I

obtained from 8 lbs. of potatoes, first of starch 1 lb.

6 oz., of pulp pressed 1 lb. 11 oz., of water and

soluble matter in the washings 4 lb. 15oz. j 2nd,

peelings before rasping 1 lb. 5 oz., starch 1 lb.

3 oz., pulp, by pressure, 1 11). 14 oz., washings

3lb. lOoz. Such crude experiments tend only to

prove that while potatoes differ considerably in their

varieties and products, they all abound in nutritive

substances, and cannot be represented by any other

vegetables.

The Jerusalem artichoke {Helianthus tuherosus,

or tuber-bearing sun-flower) is not hkely, in my
opinion, to yield, under ordinary culture, much
more than 12 tons of tubers; but if highly tilled,

it is very possible tliat a much larger crop might

l)e procured, the acieable weight of which would.
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on an average, be from 15 to 20 tons. But so long

as the plant is restricted to any untilled waste plot

of an orchard, or the hke, it can obtain little more

from the earth than salts of potash and hme, cor-

responding with those detailed in the foregoing

table, which, altogether, will be seen to amount to

1.61 per cent. The tuber is a nice vegetable to

those who like it; but it greatly lacks gluten and

albumen : the former could be supplied by flour

of wheat, and by Scotch oatmeal, mashed up with

the steamed or boiled tubers. Of the proximate

nutritive principles of the entire oat, we may obtain

a tolerably correct idea from a table compiled from

analyses by Boussingault, Sprengel, and Dumas.

There they are estimated as consisting of, water

16 parts, husk and fibre 20, starch, gum, and sugar,

50, gluten, albumen, and casein 14.5, fatty matter

5.6, salts 3.5. By the separation of the husks and

water the meal acquires a greater proportion of

purely nutritious substances, which, by assimila-

tion, are converted into fat and muscular flesh.

If animal chemistry be founded in philosophical

truth, we need no longer doubt the extreme value

of genuine farinaceous meals ; and it is upon this

view of the subject that I have repeatedly urged

the propriety of combining kiln-dried oatmeal with

all those roots which have been recommended as

substitutes for the potato.

From table above referred to, I find that the

carrot has been found to cromprise, in 100 lbs. and

a small fraction more, water 85 lbs., coating and

fibre 3 lbs., starch, gum, and sugar 10 lbs., gluten,

&c., only 2 lbs., fatty matter 0.4 lb., sahne matter

1 lb. This root, therefore, stands low in the

comparative scale of nutritious elements. Yet it

has been greatly extolled, particularly in an article

which appeared in the Mark Lane Express of

January 8th, wherein, if I mistake not, the

acreable yield of the root only, without tops, is es-

timated as high as 30 tons. To obtain this crop,

the land must be peculiarly appropriate in its fine

tilth and temperament. Near Maidenhead, carrots

could scarcely be produced nine inches long

without fork and distortion. A few miles remote,

in the heathy lands of Surrej', the plant would

spindle straight downward to the length of eighteen

to twenty-four inches, free from spot or blemish.

The parsnip does much better in strong land, and

I presume should rank higher in feeding qualities.

But to return to the carrot. I know, by experience,

that in soils which do not suit °the long-rooted

varieties, the early-horn carrot will grow re-

markably well ; and, therefore, it should appear

that the writer of the paper in question was correct

when he recommended that variety as more profit-

able. The white Belrjian is doubtless good ; and

where the land suits it, and the seed is pure, and

judiciously sown in drills, so distant as just to per-

mit a cautious hoeing of the mere surface, it bids

fair to rival the mangel wurzel. Carrots of all kinds

require a nice and peculiar treatment. If sown too

early (before the middle of March), and the weather

prove wet, the seedlings are rapidly destroyed by

slugs. If the weather of April be dry, and the

plant not fairly established, the seed may lie inert

in the ground ; if deeply sown, under any circum-

stances, a failure will generally result ; and lastly,

as is too common, if two-year-old seed be mixed

with that of last year, the crop will be very thin

;

and as the seed is tardy at best, the grower may have

to wait till it become too late to recover lost time. If

all circumstances prove favourable, there can be no

doubt that a crop of considerable value, extremely

salubrious to horses and cattle may be obtained.

But I repeat it—the soil jiiust be light and sandy,

deeply moved, and be naturally free from stones

and roots. Maniire, I think, should always be

placed deep, to attract the tap-root.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS,

A LETTER TO THE KIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF CARLISLE.

My Lord,—Since the introduction of the

bill for making provision for the collection

of agricultural statistics, the agricultural por-

tion of the community have had a full opportunity

of examining its principles and details, and of ex-

pressing their opinion of its character.

Under the impression that it was withdrawn

rather to court an expression of opinion, than from

any doubt of its value and necessity, I have ven-

tured to address your Lordship on the subject ; and

some excuse for so doing may be pleaded from the

intercourse I have had with all classes of farmers,

and from having some knowledge of their wants and

feelings.

\
'. It is impossible to escape the notice of persons

acquainted with our soil and climate—with the

wants of our large and increasing population, and

the capabilities of production of the soil of this

country—that we are unable to arrive at any definite

conclusion as to the means we possess of supplying

its wants. Experience has shown, that, on a

sudden deficiency of one vegetable production—

a
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calauiity to wliicli all cultivated plants are more or

less liable in the course of a series of years — no

adequate conception was entertained of the wants

of the country; and the very ignorance of this

subject involved thousands of parties in specula-

tions ruinous to themselves—and others with

whom they were connected, caused fluctuations

of a most frightful and ruinous character to

prevail, and placed thousands of parties, once con-

sidered rich, in a position unable to meet their

liabilities.

No reasoning from past experience, no analogy

can help a government in such an emergency

:

they have no data, neither to determine the precise

amount of any deficiency, and therefore are vin-

able to decide what kind or degree of interference

will be necessary, to place our population in pos-

session of their necessary amount of food, nor have

they any better means of ascertaining the consump-

tion of our masses either by the cjuarters or by the

acre ; and the guesses of statisticians differ so

materially in themselves, that it is difficult to say

whether any or all are to be equally discredited.

The only remedy for this most uncertain state of

tilings, is a well-digested mode of obtaining an

account, not only of the surface growing any

particular description of food for our people, but

the produce of that area in weights and measures

more appreciable by the recognized modes of cal-

culation.

When the deficiency of the harvest, and the

potato failure, in 184G, became so manifest that the

consequences were severely and extensively felt, the

government rescinded the minimum duty to save

the country from the horrors of starvation, and an

importation of some ten millions of quarters of corn

was the consequence; but so general on the conti-

nent was the failure of the crops found to be, that

the continental purchasers were all in the market,

and from this circumstance the price was nearly

doubled compared with what it was just after the

harvest ; and we have had to pay some 33| millions

of money for our importations to supply the defi-

ciency. Had the government been in possession of

accurate and detailed statistical information of the

quantities and produce of food, these ten millions

of quarters of corn, instead of 33| millions of pounds,

would probably not have cost more than 20 or at

most 25 millions, and our commercial and monetary

difficulties would have been less by that very

considerable sum.

Had our patriotic government had the means of

ascertaining the produce of our own crops, as well

as the French had of theirs, they would doubtless

have rescinded the four shillings' duty at a much
earlier period ; so that when the French were buy-

ing English corn in ; Lincolnshire, wc should

have known our wants and admitted corn free

at a period when it could have been purchased
at some 48s. per quarter, instead of having to pur-

chase it when it was nearly double that ]u-ice.

Unless, on such a subject, accurate information

can be obtained,—something more wortliy of credit

than the vague and unsatisfactory reports which
obtain all but general credit if they be only calcu-

lated to serve particular interests,—we may be ex-

pected often to be placed in similar circumstances,

and need ten millions of quarters of corn from abroad,

instead of three or four.

The productions of a given area of land are well

known to vary from 30 to 100 per cent., from causes

totally out of the reach of the cultivator ; a dry

season may reduce a produce which could be fairly

calculated on by fully that ratio, or a wet one

produce a similar -effect. Cultivated vegetables

are liable to periodical visitations of peculiar diseases

or insects, and even animals are not free from
them ; so that any one of these, coming suddenly

upon us, may place the government in a most criti-

cal position ; and if our millions were overtaken by
any of those periodical visitations, and the minister

of the day were unable to satisfy himself of the fact

until a famine were staring us in the face, conse-

quences which it is frightful to contemplate might

follow, which would all be obviated if we had a

carefully made and accurate system of agricidtural

statistics.

The only objection with any force used against

such a measure is, that it is inquisitorial— that such

investigations and returns are likely to be unpalata-

ble to the farmer, and to deprive his business of that

privacy and independence which are necessary to

his maintaining his proper position with his land-

lord.

The bill of the session before last was evidently

framed to avoid this unpleasantness ; and all it

provided for, was to ascertain the acres growing

wheat, barley, rye, oats, &c., and the number of

cattle, sheep, &c., on the various farms. The
farmer makes his own returns of the area of land

under each kind, and the number of stock he keeps,

and these added together would give the aggregate

numbers of stock, &c., in the kingdom.

Assuming this fully carried out, what would the

government know ? They could tell for instance

the average acres of wheat—they could compare

this with the previous year, or strike an ideal

average of the entire produce, and make their cal-

culations accordingly ; or they could number up
the oxen and sheep existing in the country ; but

they could not tell whether the land would produce

15 or 35 bushels per acre, nor whether the stock

were fattening for market, or used for mere holding

purposes.
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The whole machinery would therefore be defective

in this particular— the entire expense would be in-

curred, and yet the minister would not possess the

precise information he wanted, viz :—the quarters

of corn, and the heads of fat stock available for

food for the population ; and yet to expect from the

farmers an estimate of their yield would be so ob-

jectionable that it could never be carried out, and

so difficult to obtain from the farmers themselves,

that no dependence whatever could be placed upon

it. A plan of this kind would meet vnth imiversal

dislike and opposition, and too many would try to

defeat, rather than assist its operations.

The farmers generally are by no means adverse to

a proper and judicious system of agricultural re-

turns. Their own interests are so much identified

with the best means of obtaining the accurate in-

formation, that if a fair, open, and reasonable plan

be devised, they will readily give their assistance

and co-operation; and the government which carry

it out will do much to render easier the manage-

ment of the affairs of this great and growing com-

munity.

The fanners at present are totally ignorant as to

the amount of home produce which their saleable

article has to meet. Immediately before every

harvest, the markets assume a " weather" character.

A low barometer—a cloudy day, or even a genial

shower gladdening the face of nature, will send corn

up or down by some shillings per quarter; and

every farmer is anxiously listening to reports of the

" api:)earance," and "promise," and circumstances

of the crop. In harvest-time hope and fear

prevail, according as newspaper reports, and " corn

letters" of the satisfactory or unsatisfactory nature

of its state in the ear, and before the scythe, prepon-

derate ; and as soon as harvest is over, the same
anxious feelings pervade, as favourable or unfa-

vourable accounts get into print, as to the ap-

pearance of the stackyards, and the yield of the

crops.

It would manifest little knowledge of the charac-

ter of the earth's products, if I conceived that no
difficulty exists as to obtaining correct information

of the yield before it is thrashed ; but a close ap-

proximation is not impossible. A changing tenant

has often to ascertain it ; a purchaser of a crop in

the field has it to do, and does it with great accu-

racy ; and tithe- owners have had it to do, as a basis

for letting their tithe : none of these processes are

considered improperly inquisitorial, and yet they

are so accurate, that many thousands, and possibly

some millions of pounds, are risked upon them an-

nually.

Now, if a i^rocess like this has worked satisfacto-

rily for centuries—if no one is offended, and no one

aggrieved, why, my Lord, should not the govern-
j

ment adopt a similar course ? There would be no

difficulties, no complaints ; and a return would be

obtained, sufficiently accurate for all practical pur-

poses, and a full and detailed body of statistical

information procured, not only capable of settling

the means of sidjsistence of the population in any

particularyear, but an historical document exhibiting

the steps of the development of the agricultural re-

sources of the country, and would be a most in-

valualjle collection of certain essential facts.

Nor would the machinery be expensive. Let a

commission be appointed, attached either to the

Board of Trade, Registrar General's, or the Poor

Law Commissioners' Office, or even an indepen-

dent office, provided with clerks, &c. ; at a particu-

lar day, say June 30th in each year, let a form of

notice be sent, through the overseer of the poor,

who has nov/ but few duties, to each occupier of

land in the kingdom exceeding three acres, with in-

structions for him to fill up the acres he has grow-

ing corn and other crops, and stating the number

of feeding and holding stock he possesses.

Then for each poor law union, let a valuator be

appointed by the government, who shall, on a cer-

tain day, commence and take these returns, either

in detail from the overseer, or in a summary to be

made by him ; and let him make an inspection of

the crops in each township of the union, an'' -^ '^'ver

in an estimate of the average prouuce, say by the

30th of July. This is to be attached to the sche-

dules, and returned to the central office by the

valuator, within a certain day ; and the officer and

clerks of the central establishment shall calculate

the whole. An aggregate would thus be obtained

from correct and irrefragable data, and yet no oc-

cupier's secrets would be betrayed, either to the

government, to the landlord, or his neighbours ; the

valuator making a return only for the aggregate

township.

The cost of this measure would be comparatively

trifling. The overseer of the poor acting as dis-

tributor, the enumerators would thus ]je saved.

The payments of the superintendent registrars

would also be avoided, and beyond the simple office

expenses, necessary to any return whatever, there

would be no payments except to the valuators.

This would be much less costly than the machinery

of the bill of last session.

Assuming the poor law unions to average an area

of 80,000 acres each, and the average number of

occupiers of above 3 acres to be 20 for every ] ,000

acres, or 1,600 occupiers in the whole ; the cost of

enumerators would be £40, and the charge of the

superintendent registrar would be £4, so that the

sum of £44 would be expended to ascertain the

average of the union. Now as there would be

scarcely 20,000 acres of corn in the assumed area.
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in any union, and as the grass-land crops would

not have to be valued, the valuator might very

easily form his estimate in ten days— eight for the

view, and two for the calculation ; this, at three

guineas per day, would amount to £31 lOs. ; or if an

additional allowance were made for expenses, it

would still be within the sum charged for the enu-

merators, and supply an impartial, clear, and accu-

rate estimate of produce, on which to base any

measure which might be required for the safety

or advantage of the community in times of

scarcity.

A measure of this kind would be in every respect

unobjectionable;—it would silence opposition, be-

cause it would be precisely the kind of enquiry to

which most of the farmers Uving have been sub-

jected from time to time, till the tithes were com-

muted, and to which they are constantly liable on

leaving or entering on a farm ; and it is too reason-

able and sound for any person of common sense

being likely to oppose it, merely because it is put-

ting government in the possession of accurate in-

formation, when the question of providing food for

upwards of 20 millions of our population becomes

an element in deciding the measures of a paternal

government. The cultivators themselves may

derive advantage from it, but injury they cannot.

I trust that an humble farmer thus expressing

the feelings of himself and his class to your Lord-

ship, will not be taken amiss. The interest yoxi

take in agricultural matters, and the fact of your

being a Yorkshireman, have induced me to address

your Lordship, in preference to the Vice President

of the Board of Trade—assured, however, that the

hints, so far as they are practical and useful, will

be received with candour and forbearance, even

though emanating from so obscure an individual as

myself. I have the honour to be.

My Lord,

Your Lordship's most obedient servant,

Matthev/ M. Mii.burn.

Sowerby, near Thirsk.

THE UPTON DRAINING TOOL.

Sir,— I had recently an opportunity of examin-

ing a draining tool, novel both in form and in its

principle of action, the invention of a gentleman re-

siding in this neighbourhood. As it appears

hkely to prove useful for deep draining in clay

soils, and to be attended with a considerable saving

in the cost of labour, a description of it may not

be unacceptable.

It is well known that in digging deep drains, ac-

cording to the usual practice, it is found necessary

to make the upper part of the cutting considerably

wider than is required for the cylindrical pipe to be

laid at the bottom ; and this occasions a waste of

labour both in excavating and returning a larger

quantity of earth than is absolutely needful.

The tools used for excavating the drain are of

two diflferent classes ; they are either flat or curved.

In the actual use of the flat instrument, it will be

found that the workman inserts his tool thrice into

the ground before he can remove the spit of earth

;

a thrust on each side separates the spit laterally,

and the last thrust detaches it at the bottom.

Great force would be required to tear the spit of

earth from its place without previously detaching

it at the sides. 'ITie scoop or curved tool is in-

tended to obviate this necessity, but is not found

to do so effectually in practice ; the spit of earth is

still not completely separated at the sides, and must

either be torn away or detached by side thrusts.

It has been well shown \h^t friction is the great

and main antagonist which an agricultural tool has

to overcome; and it will be found that the resist-

ance offered when an ordinary draining tool is

thrust into the ground is very great. My friend

found reason to conclude that this resistance would

be very materially diminished if the spit could be

entirely detached as the tool descended. He de-

cided, therefore, on the trial of a tool with two

sides united together at the back, so that its section

would be like the letter V. Considering, also, that

if spits in the form of equilateral prisms could be

taken out the drain v.'ould be most readily exca-

vated, the angle between the sides was fixed at 60"

—the angle of an equilateral triangle.

The advantages of the new tool are—the ease

with which a considerable depth is obtained at one

thrust, and the small quantity of earth required to

be excavated and filled in. It is clear that the man-

ner of using this tool is equally peculiar with its

form.

Of the accompanying figures. No. 1 shows (in

ground plan) the manner in which the ordinary flat

tool is used in practice, the black lines indicating

the place on the surface where the spade is to be

inserted ; No. 2 shows the same for the scoop or

curved instrument ; No. 3 shows the manner of

using the new tool above described, and of which a

drawing is also given.
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It will be understood that in thrusting in the

toolj the right side must be kept flat against the

right side of the drain ; and when this spit is with-

drawn, and the next thrust is made, the left side of

the tool must be kept against the left side of the

drain, and so on alternately.

The black line (V) shows, as before, the mark
made on the surface by thrusting the tool into the

ground; h indicates the position of the handle;

the spits of earth marked out on the surface are

numbered 1, 2, 3, &c., in the order in which they

are removed. The blade of the tool is from 19

inches in length by 4 in breadth to 24 inches by 3

or 2, and the length of the handle 2 feet 6 inches

to 4 feet 6 inches, « is a piece of iron fixed by a

wedge as a rest for the foot in driving the tool into

the ground.

In a district comparatively free from stones, my
friend was led to the invention by the wish to ob-

viate the disadvantages described when he had oc-

casion to drain, and he has availed himself to some

extent of the facilities and economy which it

offered. The success of the tool appeared to me re-

markable. When the drain is once begun, the re-

sistance offered to the descent of the tool is com-

paratively small ; the friction is confined to the first

few inches, and above tliat, even after considerable

use, the varnish remained on several of the tools

which I examined ; this arises from tlie spit being

wholly detached as the tool descends, so that there

is no pressure on the upper part of .the tool. A
little dexterity is required in keeping the tool pro-

perly along the side of the drain, also in withdraw-

ing the spit which has been cut out. On the latter

account, it will not do to drive the tool straight

down ; it must, as usual, be inclined as is found

convenient.

It is well to make use of two or more sizes of

the tool. Of these, the first and largest takes out

about 18 inches of earth ; and when the drain has

been excavated so deep, a smaller tool (which is

usually made longer) will complete it to a total

depth of four or five feet. I had the opportunity

of seeing a drain, only A\ inches wide at the top,

3 at the bottom, and 5 feet deep, excavated with

ease by a boy of sixteen with these tools ; the soil

was a stiflfloam.

On account of the diminished resistance, the

great size and weight of most draining tools is ren-

dered no longer necessary, and the handles may be

much lighter.

The value of the principle of avoiding after-re-

sistance by detaching the spit as the tool moves on

may be illustrated by attempting to thrust this tool

into the unmoved soil before an opening has be en

made for it to work in ; a strong man cannot force

it more than a few inches into the ground. This

principle is worthy of consideration in the case of

other agricultural imstruments. The frequent prac-

tice of running the point of tlie ploughshare several

inches beyond the coulter appears to violate it, as

it has to force its own way through the unmoved

subsoil. I may mention that in some very excel-

lent ploughs which I re cently examined, near Lau-

sanne, in Switzerland (where the form of the

mould-board sliowed the attention which had been

bestowed on them), the point of the share was one

inch behind the point of the coulter.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

Keynsham, Somersetshire. A, Milward.
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BAKEWELL FARMERS' CLUB.

At a meeting of the " Bakewell Farmers' Club,"

held on Monday, the 23rd of October— present,

Mr. Gardora, Chairman; Mr. L. Furniss, Secre-

tary; Messrs. Greaves, White, Walters, P. Furniss,

Mower, Gregory, Bagshaw, &c.

—

The Chairman called upon Mr. L. Furniss to

introduce the subject for discussion :

Mr. Furniss said : The subject appointed for

discussion, which I beg leave to introduce to the

notice of the club, is one in which the cattle

breeder is deeply interested; namely, "The best

and most economical system of feeding cattle

during the winter months." In the first place,

I beg to digress a little from the subject under

notice, in making a few remarks as to the

quality of stock which the farmer should possess.

I conceive it to be of the utmost importance to the

success of the breeder that his stock should be of

good quality. I am decidedly of opinion that if there

is one circumstance more than another in the

routine of farming which tends to the ruin of the

farmer, it is maintaining on his farm an inferior

stock of sheep and cattle.

In stating what I have to say on the subject of

cattle feeding, I purpose dividing the cattle on the

farm into classes, beginning with

Class 1. The weaned or rearing Calves.—First

week after birth, give 4 quarts of the mother's milk

per day, 3 pints in the morning, 2 pints at mid-day,

and 3 pints in the evening. Give the same quantity

of new milk the second week, per day, in two equal

proportions, morning and evening. The third and
fourth week thequantity of new milk to be increased to

6 quarts per day. The next four weeks the calf to have

6 quarts of skimmed milk, ])er day, with an addition

of 2 quarts of linseed gruel made from the best

quahty of ground linseed cake. At the end of this

period, until the calf is twelve weeks old, the

skimmed milk may be diminished to 3 quarts per

day, the quantity of linseed gruel increased to 5

quarts per day, that the calf shall not have less than

4 quarts at each end of the day. When twelve weeks
old the calf to be weaned; hay, &c., may be given

to the calf when four or five weeks old. After

weaning to be fed on hay, mangold wurtzel, and
Swede turnips, \vith a small quantity of Unseed cake,

say half a pound per day, which will maintain the

animal in a thriving condition until turned out to

grass.

Class 2. The year-old Calces.—This class to have

suitable building in which to feed and lodge ; to

have access to the same early in October. The

proper feeding of these animals, at this period of

their existence, is of greater importance than the

farmer is apt to imagine ; if well supported the re-

sult will ])e improvement in their natural constitu-

tion, and the animals' bulk and proportions fully

developed. A result the reverse will take place if

improperly fed, constitution enfeebled, stinted in

their growth, and consequently, when brought to

market, of much less value. The food I would re-

commend is a plentiful supply of good hay, with

one pound of linseed cake per day to each calf : if

straw be given instead of hay, allow a supply of

yellow or Swede turnips, not omitting to give the

cake.

Class 3. The two-year-old Steers and Heifers,

which are expected to consume the coarsest food

on the farm, namely, the straw ; which, of itself, is

not sufl'iciently nutritious ; in addition, give 2 pecks

of yellow turnips, with one pound of cake, to each

beast per day, to go out in the fields on fine days.

If no turnips are given, allow two pound of cake to

each beast j)er day. I would recommend that this

class be tied in sheds open behind, having mangers

in which to eat their food ; thereby each beast would

get its due proportion thereof, at the same time

being properly sheltered from the severity of the

weather.

Class 4. The three-year-old Heifers and Steers I

would have maintained somewhat better than the

two-year-olds ; the heifers supposed to be incalved

(the steers I shall class with the stall-fed cattle) ; the

incalved heifers to feed upon straw until a month

of calving, with 4 pecks of yellow turiiip and 2

pounds of cake per day to each beast. When
within the specified time of calving, give hay instead

of straw, with 2 pecks of turnips, giving the pre-

scribed quantity of cake at the same time, to be

tied in sheds open behind, as recommended in

class 3, until near calving.

Class 5. The Coivs giving milk.—Give to this

class a plentiful supply of nutritious food : hay alone

is not sufficiently nutritious for the new calved

cow. Cabbage will be a good addition ; two pecks

of turnips per day—more would give the milk an

unpleasant flavour. Mangold wurtzel is an excellent

vegetable for producing milk; give likewise

ground oats, \\\i\\ an admixture of bran ; add to

which a little bean-flour, which will be found ex-

cellent, not only for producing milk and butter,

but for maintaining the cow in good condition.
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By all means see that the milk cow is properly

housed and kept warm, otherwise much valuable

food will be expended for another purpose than in

the production of milk &c. Cows that have been

giving milk for a length of time do not require such

high feeding, but may be maintained after the same

manner as the heifers in class 4. Do not give less

nutritious food to the cow because she is dry for

calving (condition being highly essential at the time

of calving), otherwise the cow for the dairy will fail

to be a source of profit to the farmer for that

season.

Class 6. The Cattle intendedfor stall feeding.—
In this class I would include, as before stated, the

three-year-old steers, they having arrived at an age

when they should be grazed for the butcher. AH
cattle intended to be fattened during the winter

months to be housed at the commencement of

November, in sheds open behind, or cow houses,

as most convenient. Food best adapted for pro-

ducing beef : for a few weeks at the beginning of

the season give the commoner sort of turnijjs, to be

succeeded by the yellow and Swede turnip, the

Swede turnip to be principally relied on ; in addi-

tion to hay or straw, give ground oats, barley flour,

bean flour, and linseed cake ; be sure to give

variety of food. The quantity to be given to each

beast will depend upon circumstances, and must

be regulated at the discretion of the grazier. Other

most essential points to be attended to are cleanh-

ness, warmth, and regular feeding. Give the first

meal, to consist of sliced turnips, by six ©'clock in

the morning. At nine o'clock give each beast its

feed of corn or cake ; at one the turnips to be re-

peated ; at 5 o'clock the feed of corn &c. to be re-

peated ; the night meal to consist of hay or straw,

hay preferable, especially if made from the artificial

grasses. A system of stall-feeding cattle has been

practised of late by several eminent graziers, and it ,

is said with great success, giving to each beast one

pound of linseed boiled for two or three hours in

about I3 gallons ofwater j added to this 2 or 3 lbs. of

ground corn to 5 lbs. of cut chaff, this quantity

given to each beast twice a day.

In the remarks that I have made I have kept as

closely as possible to the side of economy, so as to

be compatible with the well-being of the cattle, as

there can be no doubt on the well-being of the cattle

depends the success of the breeders and graziers.

I have likewise, as much as possible, economised

the hay produce of the farm, knowing it to be an

expensi\"e crop, and to the farmer's interest to avoid

growing it to a great extent. The green crop

system I would recommend the farmer to carry out

to the greatest possible extent ; by so doing he will

be enabled to maintain the greatest possible amount

of stock on his farm.

Mr. Furniss having closed his remarks, none of

the members present appeared disposed to say much
on the subject, except to signify their approval of

what had been said.

The subject for next meeting : The best and most

economical mode of keeping farm horses through-

out the year ; by Mr. Greaves.

ON SMUT IN WHEAT.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—At the commencement of the present

wheat seed time, I received a circiUar from H.

Down, Chemist, Woburn, or one of his agents,

strongly recommending Down's Farmer's Friend,

as a certain remedy for the smut in wheat, also a

preventive to the ravages of the slug, grub, and

wirewoi'm ; and containing also upwards of forty

letters and testimonials from some of the first prac-

tical farmers of the day.

My clover land this year being very much in-

fested with the slug, I was induced to purchase a

quantity of the " Farmer's Friend," and prepared

some wheat according to the directions given in

the circular; but before sowing it I thought it

would be wise to ascertain, if possible, how far un-

palatable the wheat was rendered by the said pre-

pai'atioa. Accordingly I took some of the wheat,

and scattered along the seam between the furrows.

and carefully covered it with a board, to prevent

the birds or mice getting to it, and left it for the

night. The next morning on turning up the board

I found a great quantity of slugs feeding upon it,

and a great deal of the corn completely eaten, and

almost every grain sufficiently eaten to destroy

vegetation, the slugs apparently none the

worse.

It may be a remedy to a certain degree against

the smut in wheat 5 but as to its being a preven-

tive to the ravages of the slug and wirevvorm the

above experiment aflfords a sufficient proof of the

fallacy of the statement,

I have found by many years' experience that it ia

entirely the farmer's own fault, who grows smut in-

stead of good wheat. The general practice in the

neighbourhood in which I live is to use quick-lime

mixed in boiling water, in the same manner as
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masons mix their lime-wash, and ahout the same

consistency, applied to the wheat boiling hot.

The Mode.
Shoot four bushels of wheat on a brick floor

;

one man pours the mixture on the heap, another

quickly turns it over vmtil it is completely saturated,

then proceed with other portions, until a sufficient

quantity is prepared. This should be done at least

three weeks before sowing ; but the general prac-

tice here is to sow the wheat the following day,

consequently the dressing proves ineffectual , of

which I had a convincing proof some years ago.

I limed a quantity of wheat, intending the whole to

be sown the next day ; but owing to a heavy rain

coming about the middle of the day, only part of it

was sown : the remainder was sown three weeks

after. At harvest I, found the wheat sown the day

after it was dressed produced a great deal of smut

:

that which grew from that dressed three weeks be-

fore sown was perfectly free of smut. Such being

the case, I was induced the next autumn to try the

following experiments :

I procured a sample of fine wheat, also a quan-

tity of smut-balls, and rubbed them together until

completely black ; I then divided it into three equal

parts. The first was sown without any preparation.

Second, limed as above, and sown the next day.

Third, dressed in the same way, and sown three

weeks after. The utmost care was taken during

the following year to mark the result, which was as

follows :

—

First.—About four-fifths of this was smut.

Second.—Almost the same in every respect as

the first.

Third.—Completely free of smut.

Should you consider this worthy your notice,

I should feel obliged by your inserting it in your

Journal.

I remain, yours, &c„

A Northamptonshire Farmer.

ON THE ADVANTAGES OF DIBBLING IN SOWING.

BY A MEMBER OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The practice of dibbling wheat has been carried

on from time immemorial in the eastern counties of

England to a considerable extent ; and having lived

in the district, I shall be able to give the opinion of

the farmers of that part of the country, respecting

the utility of the practice.

In the first place we shall consider the relative

advantages of dibbling grain in comparison with

other methods. Broadcast sowing was the ancient

and, imtil the last few years, the most prevalent

way of depositing the seed : but this manner of

sowing has many objections; for, however evenly the

seed is distributed over the surface of the soil, there

will always be an inequality in the depth at which

the seed is deposited ; this equality of depth cannot

be secured by broadcast sowing, or by the harrow-

ing which follows that operation. Consequently

the seed, lying at several depths in the soil, will

vegetate at different periods; and the crop will not

only be unequcil in its growth, but those plants which

have had an unfavourable vegetation, from the

seed being exposed on the surface, or from being

imbedded deep in the soil, will have acquired a

feeble habit of growth, from which they will be

some time in recovering. Broadcast sowing also

frequently occasions a great loss of grain ; for as

some quantity is scattered about on the surface, it

either does not vegetate at all, or very imperfectly, or

is eaten by birds and other vermin. However, after

all, the greatest objection is the utter impossibility

of pulverizing the land, or clearing it of weeds : in

consequence of this, broadcast sowing has been su-

perseded by drilling and dibbling.

Drilling possesses very great advantages ; the

seed being planted inrows, admits the pulverization

and loosening of ^the soil about the roots of the

plants, which at the same time promotes the growth

of the cultivated plant, and destroys weeds. Though
drilling is vastly superior to sowing by hand, yet

the crowding together of grain crops in rows cannot

develop their full vegetative power, for this ob-

vious reason : the air, instead of having access to all

parts of the plant, will only gain perfect access on

two of its sides ; and the roots in like manner will

only have room to extend in a lateral direction.

The following will be some of the advantages

possessed by dibbling : the roots spread and the

plant tillers in every direction ; the roots have a

good hold of the soil, and as these derive plenty of

nourishment the plant is developed in its greatest

perfection ; and from the room the corn has to tUler,

a saving of the quantity of seed sown is effected.

The small squares of land occupied by each bunch

of grain will admit the hand-hoe to be used com-

pletely round the plant, and, with the exception of

the spaces occupied by the bunches of grain, the

whole of the ground may be cut by the hoe.

The custom of the country to which I have been
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accustomed is to plant wheat on one year's clover or

seeds. In ploughing up the clover layer, care is

taken to have the furrows laid flat, and of as regu-

lar a size as possible. Two rows of holes are gene-

rally made on each furrow slice, by a man who

uses two dibbles ; walking backwards, and giving

the instruments a twist as he makes the holes—the

twisting motion prevents the holes filling up when
the dibble is withdrawn. It has been recommended

to place the two rows near together in the centre of

the furrow slice, so that the wheat has a firm bed

to grow in, while a wider space is left for weeding.

It is found that where wheat is planted after seeds,

the weeds and grass grows chiefly at the edges of

the furrows, so that this part requires the most hoe-

ing, which cannot be given it if that part of the soil

is occupied by the crop. A single row of holes

is sometimes placed on a narrow furrow slice ; and

on rich land, this method combined with a small

quantity of seed may be beneficial. When two

rows of holes occupy each furrow, the distance be-

tween the rows is about five inches, and the dis-

tance of the holes in the rows from three to five

inches. To cover -in the seed the land will require

a light harrowing; this is often done with bush

harrows, and even hand raking has occasionally

been resorted to. When the latter practice is adopted

the trampling the land with horses will be prevented.

We may now consider some of the advantages of

dibbling, independent of having the seed distributed

at equal distances, so that the crop grows in small

bunches ; a perfect consolidation of the soil is se-

cured by the trampling of the persons employed

—

this on soils of a loose nature, on which the wheat

crop is liable to be thrown out by the action of

frost, and on land where wire-worm exists, is of

paramount importance.

The cost of dibbling wheat by hand, day-wages

being Is. 8d. for an able man, is from 7s. to 8s. for

two rows on a furrow, and about 5s. per acre when
one row on each furrow. A man used to the work

will dibble nearly half an acre in a day, and find

employment for three boys or girls dropping the

seed.

I have thus in a cursory manner mentioned some

of the advantages attending the practice of hand

dibbling, as this is the method usually practised.

But we have, among many other improvements in

agricultural machines, some for the process of dib-

bling, and which in all probabiUty will in a short

time 1)e as common as the drill. The drop drill,

which is a modified form of dibbling, is of great

service in economising the use of expensive ferti-

lizers ; for as the manure is dropped in a small

quantity immediately under the seed, a proportion-

ately small quantity will produce an equal effect in

the quick development of the young plant, and at a

much less expense than if a large quantity had

been sown or drilled over the surface. The plant-

ing by the drop drill applies more particularly to

turnip sowing ; as not only will the quantity of the

manure be economised, but the turnips will be

planted at the proper intervals, and will therefore

merely require singling out by the hand.

The following is an experiment inserted in Mr.

E. Roberts' prize essay on the Management of

Wheat :
—" In order to show the tillering properties

of wheat when dibbled, I planted several varieties in

1843, of which the following is a memorandum ; the

result sufficiently shows that plants of dibbled wheat

will multiply to a very great extent. October, 1843,

planted 30 grains of six varieties of wheat, with a

view of testing their tillering properties, as well as

their time of coming to maturity. The wheat being

dibbled one grain in each hole at equal depths and

distances, the intervals being ten inches by four

inches. The following table viill show the result

of the experiment :

—

la

Variety of Wheat.

Belle-vue Talavera, white

COw a

O CO

Marygold, red

Spanish Talavera, white

Spalding's Prolific, red

Jonas's Seedling, white

Shirriff'sHopetoun white

26

26

26

27

a
o .

June 3

June 14

June 8

June 14

26

25

June 12

June 12
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ON THE ADVANTAGES OF BREAKING UP GRASS LAND.

BY A MKMBER OF THE llOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The breaking up grass land will, with a few ex-

ceptions, be a source of profit to the farmer, of em-

ployment to the labourer, of improvement to the

landowner's property, as well as a means of pro-

ducing a larger quantity of the necessaries of life to

the pubhc. This is a sweeping condemnation of

permanent pasture ; yet I think, if circumstances

are favourable to the bringing arable land into the

highest state of cultivation of which it is capable,

there M'ould hardly be a need of permanent pasture

at all; but as circumstances are not always favour-

able, I shall proceed to show the causes why
breaking up grass cannot be adopted by all

farmers.

In the first place, the tenant is often fettered by

stringent covenants, which confine him to a certain

course of husbandry, and do not allow him the

right of breaking up grass land ; and secondly, a

want of capital will often render the farmer unable

to cultivate the new land to the best advantage.

From a want of this, the farmer is perhaps obliged

to take a succession of corn crops without manure

;

and in a short time the once-fertile tract of meadow
becomes a barren waste of arable soil, barely pay-

ing for cropping ; or should it be again laid down,

it will take many years of rest to recover, by a fresh

accumulation of organic matter, its former state of

productiveness. It is not, therefore, much to be

wondered that when grass land is brought into

tillage, and scourged by frequent cropping and

bad management, many landlords have put their

veto upon the practice altogether. But when land

is broken up by an occupier who has both skill

and capital, the matter is far otherwise : the land

being judiciously manured and cultivated, it will

continue to produce crops of corn, roots, and grass

alternately, which will more amply repay the cost

of farming than if it had remained in its former

state.

The cases in which the breaking up grass cannot

be done with advantage are irrigated and water-

meadows, and those rich and fertile marshes and

grazing grounds upon which so many cattle and

sheep are annually fattened; and it is to be doubted

whether we should, by the most favourable calcula-

tion, be able to make a larger i-eturn either to the

tenant or landlord. There are also clay soils of

such a tenacious character, that the labour and ex-

pense is too great for their successful cultivation ;

and consequently, the cheapest way is to allow

them to icmain in pasture; or if the land pi-oduces

rough and useless grasses, the land may be broken

up, with a view of laying down again with better

and more nutritious varieties. Land liable to be

flooded cannot be brought under the ])lough. This

is also the case with pastures abounding with

peat ; and land of a hilly nature can, of course,

more profitably be planted, or used as sheep-walk.

The direct advantage of grass-land to the la-

bourer bears no comj)arison with arable land ; for

we shall find the cost of labour on some lands of

the former kind is the mere amount of wages paid

to the shejAerd or person who tends the sheep,

who is the only man employed on perhaps three or

four hundred acres. This a])plies to downs, open

heaths, and sandy soils, used as sheep-\A'alks,

which very rarely receive any other manure than

the droppings of the sheep fed thereon.

Where cattle or sheep are pastured in small in-

closures, the cost of la]:)our will be increased by the

necessity of keeping the fences in j)roper order, by

the cost of draining on wet soils, and by carting

and spreading manure, should any be used.

Grass mown for making into hay will give an in-

crease in the price of labour, by the mowing,

making into hay, stacking, and the occasional ma-

nuring, rolUng, and harrowing. In Suffolk, grass

is mown and made into hay at a cost of 4s. or 5s.

per acre ; and the other operations rarely, if ever,

make up the cost to 15s. per acre; and, indeed,

there are many hay-farmers who do not expend

near that sum per acre. In the neighbourhood of

London the meadow lands afford more employment

to the labourer. A different plan of haymaking is

adopted, and there is altogether a more hberal sys-

tem of management pursued in manuring and the

other et-ceteras of grass land farming.*

Taking the produce of inferior meadow-land, not

including downs, at one ton of hay per acre, the

marketable value at £3 per ton, and the value of

the aftermath at 15s., it will give a total of £31 5s.

per acre. The same land, taken under the plough,

and cultivated on the four-course rotation, would

produce, on an average, as follows :

—

* From a careful calculation, founded upon data

derived from various parts of the country, I have

no hesitation in saying that the average expense for

labour, throughout England, upon arable land,

amounts to from five to eight times as much per

acre as that expended upon grass land.
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f s.

Turnips, 15 tons, at 10s 7 10
Bailey, coomb, at l6s. "1

Straw, 1 ton, at 10s / -^

Clover, ] .J- ton, at £4 ; and after-

math at 20s. an acre 6
Wheat, 7 coomb, at 25s. T mi'
Straw, li ton, at 32s. . . J

^"

Total £33 9

Being an average of £8 jjer acre for one year.

The expenditure for labour would, upon a low

calculation, amount to, per acre

—

£ s.

ist, Turnips 1 5

2nd, Barley 1 3
3rd, Clover 11

4th, Wheat 1 14

In describing the manner of breaking-up and
tilling grass-land, I shall divide my subject into

three heads ; namely, down lands, cold pastures,

and good meadow or grazing ground.

1. Doivii lands.—Under this head I shall allude

to those soils that chiefly occur on the chalk and
limestone formations, where they are often found

in extensive tracts of sheep walk ; these occur upon
the downs of the south of England, the wolds of

Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, the heaths of Norfolk

and Suffolk, and also upon the limestone forma-

tions of Gloucestershire, and many other counties.

Where the calcareous matter is close to the surface,

the produce in grass is short and of tbw growth,

though sheep thrive well upon the herbage ; and as

the life they lead approaches towards their natural

habits, they are comparatively hardy and free from
disease.

These tracts include some of the most naturally

barren land in the kingdom, produce a scanty
covering of turf, overrun with furze, ling, and
brakes ; in some parts, as in Suffolk and Norfolk,
the soil is often of so fine and loose a texture, as to

be blown and drifted into heaps in the manner of
snow, by high winds. The greater part of such
lands formerly produced but a nominal rent to

their owner, a scanty supply of gi-ass to the flock-

master and occupier, and but a few furze, and no
employment worth speaking of to the labourer.
The benefit the pubhc derived from these lands, in
their unbroken state, must have been trifling.

However, some of these—in Lincolnshire and Nor-
folk, for instance-now grow as fine crops of turnip
and corn as any in England; though it must be
confessed, in many places, there is still room for
improvement.

The first oliject to be considered, in breaking up
the very light and exposed pasture, is to afford

blitUcr fioui high wiiid^-, which are a great trouble

and annoyance to the farmer ; for if his fields are

unprotected, the chances are very bad for obtain-

ing the means of improvement by a turnip crop.

For upon a blowing sand in a windy season there

will be a difficulty in getting a plant : the sand is

then blown so that some of the seed is either blown

with the soil or exposed on the surface, and some

covered too deep for it ever to vegetate. The

blowing sand also does much damage to other

crops.

Belts for shelter are usually formed of Scotch

firs, and these answer the purpose for which they

were intended, though for timber they are of little

value. Banks faced with turf are sometimes raised

to form enclosures : upon these, furze or Scotch

firs may bs planted, and thus form an additional

shelter.

We shall now proceed in bringing the land into

tillage. If the soil is covered with furze or heath,

the general practice is to get rid of these by stub-

bing them up, and burning on the spot ; the land

certainly derives benefit from the ashes, but the

furse might be more profitably disposed of for the

purpose of fuel. On calcareous soils covered with

a fair quantity of turf or decayed vegetable matter,

paring and burning may next be resorted to ; but

if the soil consists principally of sand, with a thin

surface of turf, I would not recommend it. By
paring and burning a thin sandy soil, we shall

lessen that which already exists in a small propor-

tion—the organic or combustible part of the soil,

consisting of decayed vegetable and animal sub-

stances, accumulated by the decay of the grass and

by the droppings of sheep. In all soils organic

matter is found in a less or greater degree ; and

being the combustible portion of the soil, it is in

some measure consumed by the process of burn-

ing ; and it cannot but be productive of ill effects

where it exists only in a small proportion to the

inorganic or incombustible portion. And again,

the expense of paring and burning can hardly be

repaid on very light sandy land ; and therefore, I

should imagine, the best way of bringing such land

into cultivation is simply by the plough : if roots

abound, the first time of ploughing will be a

troublesome operation ; and it will require the at-

tendance of a man or two, to remove them as the

plough proceeds. The ploughing is best done

in autumn, or the beginning of winter ; for, by ex-

posure to the frost, the land will work better in the

spring than when freshly broken up ; it may then

be either sown with oats, turnips, or coleseed, to

whichever the land is best suited. If we begin

with oats, turnips may follow, then rye, which is

better suited for dry sandy land than wheat, as it

produces a greater quantity of straw for convei'ting
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into luiinuic. H«\vc\(.r, tlie aame kind of rotation

cannot always be pur«ued on first breaking up

land ; as a general rule, I would never take two

corn crops in succession, and if tbc land was fine

enougbj I would first lake a root crop if not, oats

or wiieat might be grown. Wheat dibbled on a

piece of land, just after being ploughed up for the

first time, produces a good crop, though the

jiractice is hazardous where grub and wire-worm

abound.

After a time, the following crops may be grown

with advantage :

—

].— Turnips, coleseed, or carrots.

2.—Rye or barley.

3.—Peas.
4.—Rye or barley.

5.—Clover one year, or seeds two years ; or on a

chalky soil, sainfoin for three or four years.

C—Wheat.

On breaking up the sainfoin, a crop of oats, rye,

or wheat may succeed, followed by turnips. In

addition to what I have already mentioned, rye may
be grown for sheep, and will be found to answer

well for spring-feed on dry soils.

The means of improving land brought into tillage

will depend upon the resources of the farmer. On
fresh broken-up heath land, lime may sometimes be

used ; but as its effects are in proportion to the

animal or vegetable substances in a soil, it will be

of little use unless farm-yard manure has been

used. Bones maybe drilled with the turnip crop in

conjunction, if they can be procured, with peat-

ashes and burnt clay. The benefit derived from

using bones on a chalky or limestone soil is well-

known ; and to this alone the improvements in the

turnip cultivation of Lincolnshire may be attributed.

However, the great source of the improvement of

the thin soils and blowing sands, and indeed of a

very large portion of Noi-folk and Suffolk, is the

application of clay, marl, and even chalk; or, in

other words, the admixture of the subsoil with the

surface. Where clay or marl can be found within

a few feet of the surface, its application, as a means

of improvement, is not so expensive an operation as

may be imagined, and the results it has produced

are most satisfactory to the light-land farmer. A
moderate dressing of 50 cubic yards per acre can be

applied at a cost not exceeding 35s., if the carriage

is not more than a quarter of a mile ; of this, 12s.

will be for the labour of filling and spreading. The
clay, if it is of a good quality, will effect a per-

manent improvement upon the soil by giving it a

firmer texture and adhesiveness, and it becomes

more retentive of moisture, so that the crops are

the better able to withstand a dry summer ; clay

also prevents the

sands.

2.— Cold Puslures.-'-'}]nA<iV this FeaA 'may b^

classed grass-lands whidv are wet, cold, and lena-.'

cious ; and also peat and fenny-land, lying on %\^

Ijorders of rivers and other situations. When the

soil consists of a very stiff, tenacious clay, difficult

and expensive to work, the advantage of breaking

up grass is much questioned ; but, nevertheless, if

the farmer has spirit and money, it may be done

with advantage ; and there are no soils which, by

being brought into cultivation, will give so much
employment to the labourer, and by that means be

a public good. The quickest and perhaps the best

way of bringing cold pastures into a fit state for

tillage is by paring and burning, for here we are

not likely to do that injury by it as on light sands.

On clay soils burning will in a great degree reduce

the stiffness and tenacity.

With us, the expense of paring and burning

varies from 25s. to 30s. per acre, and is almost

entirely done by manual labour by means of the

paring spade, or, as it is sometimes termed, thebreast-

plough ; when dry, the flags are burnt in small

heaps, distant from each other 5 or 6 yards ; each

of which, when burnt, contains six or seven bushels

of ashes; but this, of course, varies with the thick-

ness of the flags and nature of the soil. The whole

of the ashes are generally spread upon the land,

though it is good policy to cart a portion of them

away for drilling with turnips.

The operation of paring is commenced in March,

and if the weather is favourable, the burning is

completed in time to plough for a late crop of oats;

but, should it be too late, coleseed ^vill serve as a

substitute. Oats and coleseed are grown as the

first crops both on cold clay and on peat ; and are,

I think, well chosen. New land always produces

bulky crops of straw and bad quality of grain. Oat

straw is most valuable for feeding ; and the prime

quality of oats is not of so much importance, as we
usually consume them at home.

Coleseed, independently of its succeeding well on

new land, is to be preferred to turnips, on v/et landj

as it may be fed-ofl!" during summer and autumn.

Burning the surface soil of cold clayey soils

has been proved to be a great source of amehoration;

and, next to draining, it is probably the most im-

portant aid the farmer possesses. The soil is dried

and burnt in large heaps with coal or wood, at an

expense of about 8d. per cube yard.

Draining and Burning are found to bring a clayey

soil nearly upon a level with a first-rate loam ; the

same kind of crops are grown, and the expense of

cultivation is about the same, where it has been

carried to its full extent, as upon some farms in

Worcestershire.

I 2
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The following crops may be taken on freshly

broken clay lands :

—

Fh'st year,Coleseed; 2nd, Oats; 3rd, Beans; 4th,

Wheat ; 5th, Turnips, swedes, or beet; 6th, Barley;

7th, Clover, followed by oats or wheat.
j

I shall now give the details of the practice pursued

in breaking up a loamy soil, resting on a subsoil of

clay, intermixed with veins of sand and gravel. The
l)asture was coarse and rushy : the value in rent

'

could not be reckoned more than 15s. an acre.—
j

1st year of breaking up : Pared and burned at ai

cost of 27s. an acre ; the land was then ploughed
j

and sown with Skirving's swede : a very fair crop.

2nd year: Partly drained during winter; the field

was unlevel, and was made dry by running drains

along the low parts, then planted with spring wheat:

a very bulky crop, though the yield was not more
than six loads an acre. 3rd year : Winter tares fed

off by sheep in June ; the land was then sown with

coleseed, fed off in October. 4th year: Wheat sown
with Italian rye-grass, produce about nine coomb
per acre. 5th year: Italian rye-grass, mown three

times for soiling, and then fed with sheep. The
land is now being clayed at the rate of 40 cubic

yards per acre. The extra amount of manual labour

during these five years would-be per acre— 1st year;

Tillage, 4s.; paring and burning, 27s.; total 31s.

2nd year : Drains, 20s. ; tillage, 4s. ; hoeing, 3s.

;

cutting, carting, and stacking, 12s.; threshing, 10s;

total 49s. 3rd year: Tillage, 9s.; hoeing, 4s.; mow-
ing tai-es, 2s.; total 15s. 4th year: Tillage, 6s.;

hoeing, 3s.; cutting, carting, and stacking, 12s.

;

threshing, 10s.; total 31s. 5th year; Mowing and
carting off rye-grass, 8s.; claying, 8s.; total I6s. The
total for five years is £7 2s., or for one year £1 Ss. 5d.

This is direct advantage to the labourer, as the land

in its state of pasture gave but little employment,
except for tending sheep, and this is amply balanced

by the labour of feeding sheep on the alternate

system; besides which, the labour attending the

making straw into manure has not l)een reckoned.

On a peat soil, which produced abundance of

rough and poor grass, of but little value (for, not-

withstanding its bulk, cattle throve but little upon
it), the following system of breaking up and tilling

was practised :—^The meadow was bordered by a

small stream, by which it was occasionally flooded;

this has, however, been put a stop to by heightening

the banks, and by digging an open ditch to receive

the overflowing water, at a distance of about 9 or 10

yards from the river bank. In bringing this soil

into cultivation, paring and burning was again

resorted to at a cost of 27s. an acre. The land was
then sown with coleseed, and produced an abundant
crop ; next year, oats ; then coleseed again ; then

'

rye, with which grass seeds are to be sown in the

spring. Eye may not appear well suited to this

kind of land, but it is thought to be better for

sowing with seeds than oats, as it is not so liable to

destroy the young grass by being laid.

On another field of the same kind of land, pared

and burned, we grew coleseed, cabbages, and oats,

with which Italian rye-grass was sown ; this grew

so fast, and appeared so well suited to the soil, that

it was mown for soiling four times in a year, and

produced more than double the bulk as well as of a

better quality, than the soil had ever done in any

previous year of permanent grass. The rye-grass

remained for two years, and was followed by oats.

In ploughing up freshly broken peat, and other

soils free from stones, in place of the common
plough-coulter an instrument called a cutting

coulter is used, and does the work cleaner and

better : it is formed of a circular piece of iron, sharp

at the edge, and about ten inches in diameter; it is

fixed on a stalk by a small axle, upon which it

turns when the plough is in motion ; but it will be

a better explanation if I make a rough sketch

—

In the improvement of peat the practice of claying

stands next to drainage ; for, though we may have

rendered our peat soil dry, yet it is often of so loose

a texture that corn cannot be grown without much
danger of losing plant in winter by the action of

successive frosts and thaws, or of its becoming

root-fallen in summer from a want of sufficient

firmness in the soil. The application of clay will

correct the want of tenacity, and give the roots of

grain crops a better hold upon the land. In the

fenny districts of Lincoln and Cambridgeshires

clay is frequently found close to the surface, and is

often dug by making trenches and thromng out

the clay without any aid from horses or carts.

Bones have also tended to produce a high degree

of fertihty in all well-drained fenny soils. Lime is

also beneficial, and tends to reduce the inert vege-

table matter of a peaty soil.

The following is a rotation resembling in some

respects the course of cropping of some of the best

fen farmers :—Coleseed, drilled with bones ; Oats

;

Seeds, clover, trefoil, or Italian ryegrass, for one or

two years ; Wheat ; Beans ; Oats.
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3. Good Meadoiv or Grazing Ground.—The ad-

vantage of breaking up land of this description is

much doubted ; and before doing so, it will always

be a matter of serious consideration to both the

landlord and tenant. Productive meadow land

will certainly be as fertile arable as it has hitherto

been fertile and productive in grass ; but it is very

difficult to determine whether such land is most

profitable to the agriculturist in grass or in tillage.

When doubts hke these exist, it is perhaps as well

to allow the meadows to remain as they are ; for it

is a hard matter to restore to broken-up land its

good covering of permanent grass : for though we

shall be able to produce abundant crops of clover

or ryegrass for a year or two, yet it will take several

years when laid down again to recover its former

goodness. Nevertheless there are certain cases in

which even the most productive meadow land may

be broken up with advantage to the farmer, though

more particularly to the labourer. I mean in those

places where the nmnber of labourers is such, that

the farmer is obliged either to maintain them by

poor-rates or by finding them employment. In

such a case as this, it must be an advantage to

break up the most fertile pasture. By doing so,

the farmer will not only find employment to the

poor, but produce more of the absolute necessaiies

of life ; and thus become a twofold benefactor to

the public. However, where the calls for the em-

ployment of the labourer are not so urgent, we

must take another view of the case, and be guided

by our account of profit and loss ; and if we find

permanent grass the most profitable, it will be folly

to pursue a practice to our own disadvantage. In

the neighbourhood of London, for instance, where

the management of hay meadows is perhaps belter

understood than any other part of the country, hay

farming is made profitable by a good market. It

would therefore be imprudent to exchange the cul-

tivation of hay—which by its bulk is out of the

reach of competition from distant and cheaper dis-

tricts—for that of corn, or the business of grazing

sheep and cattle, as he then would have to compete

with articles brought to market at an expense for

carriage not much exceeding his own. And again,

it would be foolish to convert the rich grazing land

of Lincolnshire and other places, where the grass

is natur^dly so fattening that it requires no aid from

corn or other artificial food to bring cattle and

sheep to perfection.

In breaking up good meadow land, as well as all

soils rich in decayed vegetable matter, paring and

burning may be resorted to as the readiest way of

bringing grass into tillage, and of forming the un-

yielding and tough sward into a fit state for the

reception of the seed of coleseed, or oats, or what-

ever is first grown. Where the inducement of

breaking up grass land is to give employment to

the labourer during winter, digging, or even trench-

ing, may be resorted to as a means of getting rid of

the toughness of the grass.

I shall not give any further details of the crop-

ping on good soils, as when good meadow land is

broken-up the land may be farmed in the same

manner as superior arable land of the same de-

scription. Remembering it is a good maxim not to

take too much from the land at first without

returning anything in the shape of manure, as

many are apt to do when they see the first crops of

corn so very abundant in straw ; and they therefore

continue to grow corn crops till they get but little

of either straw or grain.

TENANT-RIGHT.— BURTON-ON-TRENT FARMERS' CLUB.

At the meeting held on the 12th October, there

were present a large and influential portion of the

members, and several visitors. The President, R.

C. Chawner, Esq., took the chair, and in discharge

of his engagement to bring forward the subject ap-

pointed for discussion, read the following paper :

—

" What should be accounted dilapidation of the

land, and what improvement, and in what respects

might the customs of this part of the country be
altered with advantage to the progress of good
farming, and to the interests of both landlord and
tenant."

Gentlemen, having the honour of being the

President for the year, of this club, I could not

hesitate when requested by the committee to under-
take the task of introducing to your notice the above
important subject, involving as it does the question

of tenant-right. The subject is not a new one, for

it has been discussed in various forms in this club

on previous occasions. The greatest possible in-

terest has always been evinced by the members of

this club upon the question of tenant-right, and it

has been their unanimous opinion that, by full, fair,

and free discussion, a satisfactory settlement of the

question might be arrived at. 1 may now congratu-

late the club upon the present position of this ques-

tion, not only with reference to the legislature, but

to public opinion as expressed at various clubs antl

agricultural meetings, as also through the press.

You are aware, gentlemen, that a committee of the

House of Commons was appointed early in the la^t

session of Parliament, upon thequestion of agricul-

tural customs. You know also that much valuable

evidence was collected, and that a report was made
by that committee. I rejoice to see that evidence

and report before us. The farmers of England have
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at last obtained their blue book. They have now,

as I hope and believe, the material for successful

legislation u]jon this most important subject. But
before I enter into detail, or call your attention to

particular evidence, evidence the more valuable be-

cause sifted ])y a committee taking some pains to

show their hostility to legislative interference, I wish

to place this question upon its true basis, and to

divest it of that personal character with which it has

for some time been so pertinaciously surrounded.

The very name of tenant-right has been objected to,

and the claim has been most unfairly represented

as an unjustifiable and impertinent interference with

private property. Had this been true the subject

would never have obtained the attention of this

and similar societies, would never have been referred

to a committee by the legislature, nor should I have

been at the present moment its humble but sincere

advocate.

If we fail in shov/ing that the adoption of a tenant

right will secure the interests of the landowner and
labourer, as well as the tenant farmer, we have no
satisfactory grounds for an appeal to the legislature.

It is a notorious fact that a very large proportion of

the laud of this country passes from one occupier

to another every year. It is equally notorious that

with some exceptions such land (v/hether it be held

under lease or by annual agreement, written, or

simply according to the custom of the country), is,

in its transition from one to another, purposely de-

teriorated and reduced in condition ; thus impair-

ing thelandowner's jn'operty, the in-coming tenant's

ca])ital, and worse than all, depriving the labourer

of his continuous employment, and thus threaten-

ing his very existence. If we add to this the fact

seriously affecting the public interest—that in al-

most every instance of change of tenancy, under the

present system, is introduced a serious diminution

in the supply of food—we shall be fully borne out

by the evidence before us. Mr. James Stewart, an

eminent barrister, who has paid considerable atten-

tion to the subject of the rights of in-coming and
out-going tenants, thus describes the present state

of the law :
—" I conceive the law to be this, that if

the tenant in any way improves the land let to him,

either by erecting fixtures or by manuring the land,

or by any other thing that goes to improve the land,

cither by that which is temporary in its nature, or

that which is permanent, I conceive that he has no
right by law, independent of custom, or going off

the land demised to him, to claim anything either

from the landlord or the incoming-tenant."

Such then being the state of the law, and custom
being the only protection for the tenants, if we can
show that such protection is totally insufficient, we
have a clear right to ask for recognition at least, by
the law, of that property of the tenant which is em-
ployed in making valuable the property of the land-

lord. Mr. Stewart also says, in reference to legis-

lation on this subject :—" I think the rule should be
that the right of the tenant should be admitted ;"

and he being the first witness called, adds in con-
clusion, " If there were a body of evidence collected

upon the subject, then it is possible that legislation

might be advised upon it." Mr. C. W. Iloskyns,
also a barrister, is of 0])inion that a species of court
of arbitration should be established, by which the

tenant-rights might be ascertained. Mr. C T.

Beasley, gives evidence as to the customs of Lin-

colnshire :
—" The usual compensations in South

Lincolnshire are as to tillage, manure, and draining.

The whole of the last year's bill for bones is al-

lowed, when only a crop of turnips has been taken ;

one-fourth part of the cake bill is allowed, which is

ascertained by producing the bill for last year. We
have found it desirable to promote the tenant-right

as much as possible. The tenant (having the per-

mission of the landlord), upon receiving notice to

quit, continues the same manner of cultivating, with

the assurance that he will be paid for all acts of

labour performed between Michaelmas and Lady-
day'; that is, sowing wheat, and jiloughing the land

ready for the turnip fallows. He is paid for the

herbage upon the land that is sown with wheat

seed. The custom," he adds, " in regard to drain-

ing is to allow the out-going tenant the whole ex-

pense incurred, where he finds the tiles, during the

five preceding years, divided over five years ; if the

landlord has found the tiles, the tenant is allowed

only three years for the labour." Mr. Beasley con-

siders the tenant-right as now existing in Lincoln-

shire to be in a satisfactory condition, and yet he

says, " The tenantry of Lincolnshire would be glad

to have the custom which now prevails in Lincoln-

shire secui'ed to them by an act of Parliament. I

think," says Mr. Beasley, "a man who had a

family would feel more confidence in farming the

land, if he knew that his wife and children, if he

died, and they could not continue the cultivation of

his farm, would be paid for any unexhausted im-

provements."
I will not multiply these quotations, but rather

refer you to the whole evidence, aud proceed to

direct your attention to those gentlemen (witnesses),

who are opposed to legislative interference. A
question was repeatedly asked by a member of the

committee to this effect, " Can you not effect ])y

jjrivate agreement, the parties being willing, all

that you expect from legislation ?" Now it is most
true that if the golden rule of, " doing unto others

as we would they should do unto us " was observed

in its most comprehensive sense, no legislation

would be necessary; but, unfortunatel}^, we have to

grapple with the fact that a great portion of the

land is not held under agreement; that the tenant is

left to the custom of the country; that such custom
is ill defined, often contradictory, affording little

or no protection to the tenant ; and that the conse-

quence of such a system is, depreciation of the land-

lord's property and the tenant's capital. The very

reverse of all that takes place where an equitable

tenant-right has been agreed upon. Mr. C'lutton

argues that, because certain customs in Surrey have
a mischievous tendency, legislation would per-

petuate them, and therefore prejudice the interests

of landlord and tenant. The continued existence

of bad customs rather proves the necessity for

legislative interference, not to perpetuate, but to

abolish them, by restricting the tenant's compen-
sation to such unexhausted improvements as must,

in his change of tenancy, become the property of

the landlord or the in-coming tenant. You will

observe, in examining the evidence of those gentle-

men who are opposed to legislation on this subject.
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that they one and all approx-e of certain extensions

of tenant right, viz., as for drainage, buildings,

cake, bones, chalking, marling, and liming ; in fact,

the extension of tenant-right as it prevails in Lin-
colnshire, to other districts at present possessing
no similar advantages.

I will now proceed (o state in detail how far, and
in what manner, the interference of the legislature

is necessary and desirable; and it is here more par-

ticularly that I expect to receive the benefit of your
several opinions. I quite concur in the observation

made by a member of the committee, " that if prac-

tical men who have turned their attention to this

subject are unable to point out a satisfactory mode
by which this question may be arranged, we shall

look in vain for relief and assistance to that mystery
called the wisdom of the legislature."

By the terra " unexhausted improvements," I mean
that portion of the tenant's property which he must
of necessity leave in the land for the benefit of the

owner or the incoming tenant. The recognition by
the legislature of that property is what I especially

desire to obtain ; convinced as I am that the addi-

tional capital which is required for the proper cul-

tivation of the soil would be speedily brought into

action by the confidence which would be excited by
the enactment of such a law ; and thus would be
secured the interest of all jiarties connected with
the land. Taking into consideration the extension

of tenant-right in certain districts, by the various

additions which have been made from time to time
to the local customs, and beheving in the future

jirogress of agriculture, I look to the appointment of

arbitrators, with an umpire, as the proper means for

securing to the landowners and the tenant their re-

spective rights in every case of change of tenancy,
whether such tenancy be by lease, agreement, or
si:n])Iy according to the custom of the country.

The arbitrators would be called in (one by each
party), men of practical experience, but the umpire
should be a man having a knowledge of evidence.

I believe that the judge of the county court would
be an eligible umpire. In all cases vf tenancy by
lease, or agreement, the duty of the arbitrators would
be restricted to this point, viz.— the satisfactory

fulfilment of the covenants, or the carrying out of

agreement fairly and impartially. In the absence
of all agreement the arbitrators would have to con-
sider that part of my subject, " What should be
accounted dilapidations, and what improvements."

Dilapidations are already legally consideied, and
I trust that improvements will ere long be placed
in the same position. Equal facility in obtaining

compensation ought to be afforded to both parties.

A schedule of the claims on either side should be
])roduced to the arbitrators. In the list of dilapi-

dations would be enumerated, neglect of buildings,

drams ana fences, crops, croppmg, or crops out ot

proper rotation, and any other act by which the

productive power of the soil was diminished, so far

as it might be possible to bring it into detail, sup-
ported by evidence. Such dilapidations to be taken
as a set-ofF against any claim for compensation.

Improvements must be considered as j)ermanent
or temporary. The former includes buildings,
drains, extensive works of irrigation, roads and
bouiKJary fences ; with respect to these it appears

only just and reasonable that the landlord should

have notice—an opportunity to assent or object to

such improvements. The committee are of opinion,

as ex])ressed in their rej)ort, that the tenant's privi-

lege of removal, with respect to fixtures set up for

trading purposes, should be extended to those

erected for agricultural objects. With resjiect to

the other jiermanent improvements, the application

of the same i)rincij)le is generally conceded, and
further (as stated by Mr. Hoskyns), the same
analogy must necessarily be followed in degree

throughout the class of improvements which are

less ])ermanent, viz.— alterations which change the

constitution of the soil, as marling, chalking, or

claying. The more temporary improvements would
include artificial food and manures, to which I be-

lieve the customs of this part of the country do not

extend. These two main questions of dilapidations

and improvements should (in my ojjinion) be set-

tled between the landlord and the off-going tenant,

without the intervention of the in-coming tenant,

and for these reasons the productive power should

be kept up in the land to the jjeriod of the expira-

tion of the tenancy ; and this would be done if the

tenant could look to the landlord for remuneration

from his continuing to lay out his capital up to the

time when he could not any longer receive the in-

terest of it back, in consequence of leaving the

farm : he then ought to receive it from the landlord,

who ought to make a new agreement with the in-

coming tenant. In making the new agreement the

landlord might then put his outlay to the out-going

tenant in the shape of rent upon the in-coming

tenant, and not take from him that capital so neces-

sary for the cultivation of the land. I may add,

that the landlord is as much interested in the ques-

tion of improvement as that of dilapidation : as he

receives for the latter, he should remunerate his

tenant for the former. He would thus be ])racti-

cally taught the advantage which an equitable and
extended tenant-right would confer on his own pro-

perty. The same power which the landlord now
possesses over his tenant for the recovery of his

rent (which I would extend to dilapidations), should

be granted to the tenant for the recovery of his

comi)ensation ; or it might be made a rent-charge

upon the land, the same as the tithe commutation.

It has been suggested, in order to facilitate the

business of the arbitrators, that the tenant should

send in a list of items to the landlord, at the end of

each year, upon which he intended to claim com-
pensation. I have some doubts whether such a

plan would work well in practice. In addition to

the schedule of claims which the tenant must pro«

duce to the arbitrators, the landlord ought by his

agent to have free access to the farm, to make his

own inquiries, and might rely upon the evidence

which his arbitrator would call for in proof of the

tenant's claims. The arbitrator must have reference

to the customs of the district ; but they should re-

quire proof of expenditure, either in labour (r

manure, as in the case of half tillages and half ma-
nures claimed by custom in Surrey. They should

also have the power of awarding compensation for

unexhausted improvements, although any improve-

ments may not be recognised by the existing cus-

tom of the country ; thus extending the tenant-right,
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as has been done in Lincolnshire with such great

success. I must here add, what I stated to the com-
mittee, that in all annual agreements the present

notice to quit should he extended from six to twelve

months, this heing as short a period as will enahle

a tenant to change his position, to sell his stock,

and invest again under totally diflerent circum-
stances. In reference to our local customs, I may
say that they are meagre, insufficient for the pro-

tection of the tenant, ill-defined, and varying in

every locality. In addition to the uncertainty of

the customs, a tenant claims to quit as he entered

;

and in many cases he has entered upon a farm
without observing the usual customs, and probably
claims the right of selling off hay, straw, and ma-
nure, thus increasing the difficulty of effecting any
arrangement between himself and his landlord. In
addition to the claims for compensation for the per-

manent improvements, of which the landlord has
had notice, viz., building, draining, and irrigating,

and of which the arbitrators must determine the

unexhausted value (and here I beg your attention

to the evidence of Mr. H. Blandford), I would add
to our own the admitted customs of Lincolnshire,

which are detailed in the evidence of Mr. Beasley,

already quoted. I will only add that for marling
and claying the outlay is spread over four years,

securing a great amount of employment to agricul-

tural labourers in the winter.

I must not omit to draw your attention to there-
port of the committee, for although the suggestions
for legislative interference are few, they are suffi-

cient to prove that, in the opinion of the committee
the present state of the tenant-right question is by
no means satisfactory. In addition to the recom-
mendation as to an improvement in the law as re-

gards agricultural buildings, they report—"That
it seems desirable that estates vmder settlement

should be endowed with every practicable privilege

which is attached to absolute property ;" that is, in

])lain language, that landowners thus situated should
be enabled by law to grant just and extended
tenant-right, which they now cannot do. The com-
mittee seem alarmed at the practical difficulties

which surround the question, and their suggestions
for future legislation are consequently very limited.

I must, however, in conclusion, gentlemen, presume
to express an opinion, that great as may be these
difficulties, the considerations upon which the claim
for tenant-right is founded are so serious and im-
])ortant that an earnest attempt ought to be made
to legislate u])on this subject in the very next
session of I'arliament. The individual interests of
landlord and tenant cannot be separated from the
two great questions—the employment of labour and
the sui)ply of food. Constantly increasing as may
be the demand for food, great as may be the num-
ber ofable-bodied(anderelong, I fear, ofunemployed)
labourers, the food could well be supplied, and the
labour usefully absorbed, if that additional capital,

which an honest adjustment of this question would
render available, was brought to bear upon the cul-
tivation of the land.

Mr, Robinson, of Tamworth, expressed plea-

sure that this important subject was receiving so

much attention. It was certain that the laws re-

lating to tenants' compensation were not in a satis-

factory state; and the more the subject was exam-

ined, the more clearly it would appear that the in-

terests of the tenant and those of the landlord were

entirely one and the same, and every day would add

to the number of those who desired an alteration of

the law. He was not prepared to say that the

exact estimation of the respective rights of the

owner and occupier could in every case be arrived

at ; but he had no doubt that the attention of Par-

liament being once directed to the discovery of a

remedy for a manifest defect, some satisfactory

method of valuation, and a safe means of enforcing

it, would be found. He was glad, therefore, that

Parliament had begun the inquiry.

Mr. Joshua Harding agreed in almost all that

had been so ably set forth in Mr. Chawner's paper.

Of the several hindrances to the advance of the

practice of good farming, none was so serious as

the want of protection to the capital invested in im-

provements. There was no lack of knowledge, if

farmers dared but put it in practice. He was of

opinion that a sufficient definition of the tenants'

rights could not ever come from a continuance of

the present dependence on customs, which were so

uncertain and various. A legislative enactment

v/as necessary, and he was glad that there was now
a good assurance of the attainment of one. He
agreed with Mr, Chawner that farm buildings

erected by the tenant should be placed on the same
footing as those erected by persons in trade. As
to draining, he thought the compensation made for

it was commonly too low, but he did not quite go

the length of Mr. Blandford in estimating the

tenant's fair interest in it.

Mr. Roper thought it expedient that the various

customs should be superseded by a legislative mea-
sure, which should declare the i)rinciples on which

compensation was to be given to the tenant. He
did not see any great difficulty in estimating im-

provements, nor in apportioning to the tenant his

fair interest in them. If it had been relevant to

the subject under discussion he would have liad

pleasure in stating his views on the exact mode of

compensating vai'ious kinds of improvements. In

all cases the rate of compensation should be such

as would stimulate a tenant to make improvements.

A tenant might receive back the cost of drainage in

five years by the augmented productiveness of his

land; still, if the interest of the tenant in drainage

was Hmited to five years, it would not operate as

an inducement to that kind of improvement : yet he

thought there should be a limit.

Mr. WoRTHiNGTON was sorry to say that in

conversing with landlords on the subject of a tenant-

right he had generally found them averse from any

legislative interference with the relations of landlord
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and tenant ; they had a belief that somehow or

other something was intended which was at enmity

with their interests. That was a fancy which could

only arise from an imperfect examination of the

matter. Landlords, as a body, were not apt to

look after their own business, and had not the best

eyes in the world to see what was best for them-

selves. He hoped the spectacles furnished by this

club would, in time, enable them to see the matter

in its true light. If it was true that the landlord

was benefited when the land was improved, it must

be equally true that it was his interest to offer every

inducement to a tenant to improve it, A tenant

could improve land without making the land worth

more to rent, and after a time the improvements

would become the landlord's. It was in vain to

expect men to exert themselves imless you ofiered

the necessary inducements ; and when a tenant is

not legally entitled to remuneration, he has more

inducements to forbear than to make improve-

ments. Put the most favourable case, where he

was pretty sure his possession of his farm would

be continued to him, yet he would ask what might

become of his wife and children in the event of his

death ? Perhaps the wife would find it best to leave

the farm ; then what becomes of the capital wasted

in improvements ?

Mr. W. T. S. Daniel, of the Chancery bar, ob-

served that as he had no practical knowledge of

farming, he felt diffidence in addressing any obser-

vations to the meeting upon the subject. The

Chairman, however, had stated that the question

was one upon which the views of a practical lawyer

might be of service. He (Mr. D.) had often felt

astonishment at the diflference in the law as to the

rights in respect to improvements made by tenant

traders and tenant farmers. The law favoured

trade and commerce, but left the interests of those

engaged in cultivating the land to take care of

themselves, and the result had been that the tenant's

rights had been very much neglected. The farmer

was as much a manufacturer as the cotton spinner.

Corn and beef could only be produced by the skil-

ful apphcation of capital and labour, and were as

much a manufacture as a table-cloth, or any like

article of convenience or luxury. The right of the

tenant farmer to compensation appeared to him so

clear that it could not be much longer withheld, and

he had often thought that it would have been con-

cededlongago,iffarminghadbeenconsideredatrade.

The consequence of its not being so considered had

been that farmers were not subject to the Bank-

ruptcy laws. This, which had been considered a

favourable exemption, he believed had been preju-

dicial to the interests offarmers as a class : he thought

that if their estates had been administered in bank-

ruptcy, their creditors, who probably had supplied

the very materials by means of which improvements

had been made, would have succeeded in establish-

ing against the landlord the tenant's claim. The

principle of a tenant-right would require some

modifications to adapt it to holdings from year to

year, and to leases for a term of years : but he did

not think that minute legislation on the subject

would be desirable. Over legislation was one of

the evils of the day. Once establish the principle,

with its proper modifications, and he thought it

might be safely left to the good sense and experience

of practical men to apply it. He agreed with Mr.

Chawner that it could be very well done by arbitra-

tion of competent men. He doubted, however,

whether, as suggested by Mr. Chawner, the judges

of the County Courts should be the umpires.

These judges could not generally be possessed of

sufficient practical knowledge of the subject; and

as their districts were fixed, he felt some jealousy

of their decision of such matters. It was impossible

altogether to be proof against the influence of

neighbourhood and caste, and he thought the safest

way would be to leave the choice of the umpire to

the arbitrators, according to the usual habits ofmen
of business.

Mr. Chaavner said that during the inquiry by

the parliamentary committee, the question was often

asked of the supporters of a legal tenant-right

where they would find men of skill and experience

capable of deciding the questions that would arise.

Mr. Daniel thought it was a sufficient answer

to the question to say that when once a demand for

such men arose they would surely be forthcoming.

If upon the first railway bill, Mr. Geo. Stephenson

had stated that he expected to live and see what is

now seen—trains traveUing from London to Liver-

pool in six hours, at the rate of fifty miles an hour,

stage coaches superseded, and post horses aban-

doned—and if he had been asked where he would

find the working men to manage the engines tra-

velling at sxTch speed, he might have had difficulty

in answering the question. But these anticipations

had been realized, and the men needed to realize

them had arisen at the call of the occasion. And
so it would be in every other instance ; whatever

the public interests require, which human skill

could supply, would always be forthcoming when

the emergency arose. Let but men be free to direct

their talents, and exert their energies to any useful

design, and it would be accomplished, if it was within

the compass of man's power. Freedom was the

mother of improvement and progress.

Mr. J. Ordish thought it would be more satis-

factory if the landlord in all cases supplied proper

buildings for the use of the land. The rain drains

should also be made by him. The tenant should

only take on himself the less heavy, but not less
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important, operations of draining and improving the

texture of the soil, by marling, &c., and enriching

it by extra manures. For his part he did not know

how any one could refuse his assent to the tenant's

being fully compensated for what he did. He

would give seven years' interest in marling, but was

not disposed to think that artificial manures need

have any long date assigned them.

Mr. Gretton said that after the paper of Mr.

Chawner, and the able arguments of Mr. Daniel,

he was in no doubt that it would be just and expe-

dient that a recognition of the tenant's claim to all

unexhausted improvements should Ije embodied in

the law. A tenant should certainly be compensated

for improvements, as he is made to pay for dilapi-

dations. Still, he was of opinion that a long lease

would form the best tenant-right, and that where

improvements were needed, no mode of tenant-right

was so good as that which left to the tenant the risk

of the unskilful, and the reward of the skilful, ap-

plication of his capital.

Mr. Daniel reminded Mr. Gretton that to se-

cure the land from dilapidation at the end of the

term of a lease, and to enable a tenant to expend

his capital at that period in fertilizing the land, for

the benefit not only of himself, but his successor, a

tenant-right was equally necessary in the case of a

lease, as of a yearly tenancy. To tliis Mr. Gretton

assented.

Mr. W. HoLLiER was glad to see this subject so

ably taken up ; he agreed with Mr. Chawner that

the principle of compensation ought to be that

which was advanced by Mr. Blandford. The im-

provements of the tenant should be taken at what

they were worth when he quitted the land, without

regard to the time he might have enjoyed them. He
had seen drains that had been laid twenty years ap-

parently as perfect as at first, and, in his opinion,

the tilth of the tenant lasted as long as the benefit

rendered to the land by what his capital and skill

had done to it.

Mr. G. Greaves not having had the advantage

of hearing Mr. Chawner's paper read, could not ad-

dress his observations to it, but would state his

view of the changes required, in the arrangement

between the on-coming and cfF-going tenant. It

would be useless to advert to the customs of this

neighbourhood jiarticularly ; he would confine him-

self to pointing out the main features of what he

considered the best system. The on-coming tenant

could scarce have too much to pay for unexhausted

temporary improvements of the land, but he should

have as little as possible to pay for the things that

were permanent, and the produce of the land itself,

and the operations of the ofF-going tenant. The

farm maniu'e should be left on the farm, as belong-

ing to it; but extra manures should be paid for.

Fodder and straw should be left at a consuming

price, because the manure in them belonged to the

land. But he thought a tenant ought to have the

power of carrying oti" hay, &c., on quitting, on con-

dition of paying the price of as much manure as it

would have made. If a tenant paid for manure on

entering a farm, the capital he advanced for it lay

dead until he quitted the land ; it returned him

nothing. It was not so in his advances for crops,

or tillage operations, or produce ; for these he was

repaid in his first year for any advance of capital on

them. It did not, therefore, much signify whether

the land was entered at Lady- day or Michaelmas,

merely on account of the capital required ; but it

was, he thought, better to enter at Michaelmas for

another reason, namely, that the on-coming tenant

would then have to pay for less labour done by the

ofF-going tenant, and thus avoid the risk of l^aying

for things that had been done unskilfully. Yet a

Michaelmas entry was inconvenient to the otf-going

tenant, and the interests of both parties were of

equal importance. As to payment for farming

operations, all customary work done by off-going

tenants must be paid for, though sometimes they

may have done but little service to the land. It

was true that a full luxuriant crop often cleaned

land more than a slovenly fallow; nevertheless the

fallow must be paid for if the work has been well

done. The principle of the present customs was,

that the on-coming tenant should i)ay for the bene-

fit the land had received by what the ofF-going

tenant had done for its future productiveness. The

customs would fulfil all the purposes of a good

tenant-right if they were but altered to the model

of the best among them, and made to include im-

provements which were not thought of when they

first arose. It seemed strange that custom should

so often allow manure to be paid for, which be-

longed to the land, and yet, that manures actually

carried on to the land sliould not be paid for
; yet so

it was. He saw no difficulty whatever in adjusting

claims for improvements on the principle of the

present customs. Any competent man who was

told what a tenant had done to land in the way of

improvement, and how he had farmed it, woidd be

able to say v/hat the tenant ought in fairness to re-

ceive. He thought you could not enter into detail

and declare by law that certain things should be

paid after this or that date. But it could easily be

declared that what was really beneficial to the land,

and had been done for the prospective fertility of it,

should be compensated according to the judgment

of arbitrators fairly chosen. Such parties as did

not choose to abide by such a law might enter into

special agreements to modify it just as the present

customs were modified by agreements now. As to

what should be accounted imj>rovement or dilapi-
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elation, it was manifestly such things as fencing,

draining, marling, manures brought on the land,

and extra produce consumed on it. But if a farm

was left with pasture well laid down by the tenant,

or if he took it after being over-croj)ped with corn,

and left it with a greater proportion of well-laid

seeds, and fallow green crop, the improvement was

equally decided, and a tenant would give more to

take to land in such better stale. If, on the con-

trary, land was taken with much grass, clover, and

green crop, and left in stubble, it was dilapidated
;

and no one would deny that a landlord had as good

a title for compensation for dilapidation as the tenant

for improvement. He thought it a bad i-)lan for a

tenant to pay for all seeds or grass, &c., on enter-

ing, and receiving for all when he left ; he should

receive or pay only for the excess over, or deficiency

under, what was on the land at his entrance ; he

woidd thus not have so much dead capital in the

land, and it was important for a tenant to avoid all

outlay of capital which was not to return him a

farming profit.

Mr. AV. HiGGOTT spoke in favour of the practice

of entering at Lady-day as more convenient.

Mr. Wagstaff agreed that compensation ought

to be made on a tenant's improvements according

to the principle laid down in his evidence by Mr.

Blandford ; but regard should be had to the actual

benefit done to the land, and the landlord should

not be obliged to take to buildings which were un-

serviceable to the farm— such, the tenant should

have the power of removing.

Mr. A. Bass had on former discussions of this

question been accustomed tQ say a few words on its

legal asjiect. Mr. Daniel, however, had so well

trod this ground that he would not attempt to halt

after him over it. The club had reason to be proud
of enlisting his valuable assistance in a cause of

which it had from its first origin acknowledged the

justice and importance. He congratulated the club

on the present aspect of the question ; as, however
humble its eflTorts had been, there had gone forth

from it something which certainly had not been
without its effect on the opinions of the general body
of farmers. The refusal of a fair legal tenant-right,

in his opinion, could not be continued. Common
justice demanded it, and it was a manifest absurdity,

a.s well as injustice, that a state of the law should

exist, in which a landlord might claim and recover

comjiensation for a pound's worth of dilajndation of

a single field, at the same time that a thousand

pounds' worth of improvement had been done by
the tenant on the whole farm.

Mr. Greaves said that such a case had actually

occurred. Mr. Smith, of Dishley, had a verdict

against him for a few pounds' dilapidation, in a suit

in which he proved that his improvements on the

farm were of several hundred pounds' value.

The President felt it to be unnecessary to pro-

long the discussion by any remarks, for the mem-
bers had, without exception, expressed their assent

to his opinions ; he would, therefore, only ask them
to concur in a resolution to the effect " that the club

is of opinion that a tenant ought to receive com-
pensation for all unexhausted improvements, and
that it would be expedient to give a title to such

compensation, by a legal enactment which would
enlarge or supersede the customs now prevalent."

The club then voted its thanks to the President

for his valuable paper.

COLMAN'S CONTINENTAL AGRICULTURE.

We were very glad again to meet with a work

from the pen of the author of " English Agricul-

ture ;" and as the latter was written in a fair,

candid tone of criticism, there was every reason to

hope that something useful to English farmers

might be found in the work, the title of which is

at the head of this article. Nor have we been alto-

gether disappointed. Notwithstanding the title be
" Continental Agriculture," the work is confined to

a description of France, Holland^ and a very few

pages on Switzerland, none of the other European

counties being mentioned.

In addition to this (perhaps not very serious

fault), as we like to get over our criticism at once,

we have, especially, to remark an evident feeling in

favour of the republican tendency of the laws affec-

ting land in France. To this part of the subject

we will again recur, and proceed to point out a few

exaggerated statements scattered through the book.

Colman speaks highly, and perhaps truly, of the

condition of the French agricultural labourers, and

commends their sober habits : he says,

—

" In all respects they furnish a striking contrast

with a considerable portion of the Scotch agricultu-

ral labourers, who are dirty and squalid to an excess

;

with many of the English, who are servile, broken-

spirited, and severely straitened in their means of

living ; and with the poor Irish, who are half-clad,

and in a half-savage condition, and to whom truth

andfidelity are ordinarily ivords without meaninr/.'"

As we have spent the whole of our life amongst

the agricultural labourers of these three countries,

we give the whole paragraph a flat contradiction.

The Scotch labourers are not squalid, the English
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labourers are not servile and broken-spirited ; and

as for their means of living, the wages through

much of the north of England and south of Scot-

land are at the present time about 14s. per week;

and it appears from the savings' banks returns,

that in Devonshire, where the wages are lowest, we

there find the greatest number of depositors to be

agricultural labourers. Whilst we admit the

misery of the Irish, still they do not deserve the

imputation of not knowing the meaning of the

words truth and fidelity. Such generalizations as

the above must damage the character of any work.

There can be no doubt but that circumstances

do not warrant any such strong expressions as the

following

:

" If there exists a more wicked, inhuman, op-

pressive, and demoralizing system, than that of the

gang-system in Norfolk, where the cottages of the

poor labourers have been removed from the large

estates, and the people have been driven into a

crowded village, and are wholly at the mercy of the

farmer or the gang-master, I have yet to find it.

In physical comforts, the condition of the slaves in

the Southern United States is a paradise in com-

parison to it. I have no hesitation in holding up

such a system to public indignation. It is said

these people are free to choose what they will do.

That is to say, they may work on the terms pre-

scribed to them, or they may die. This is the only

freedom left to them. There is no alternative or

remedy. What freedom is this ? What slavery

more galUng ? They are in the power of their

masters as much as if they were their own property.

The extreme exactions of avarice and abuse of

power follow of course. The condition of the

French peasantry is wholly different from this," &c.

It may be necessary to inform our readers that

Colman is an American, and perhaps intends the

above tirade as a set-off for the statements of the

Anti-Slavery and other societies. Whilst we ad-

mit that there is much to be found fault with in

the Norfolk system, it is strange that one very im-

portant difference between the Norfolk labourer

and the slave, of whose superior condition he would

convince us, has not met his discerning eye. If

the Norfolk labourer have fewer opportunities than

the Frenchman of possessing a piece of land, he can

at least transport himself to the paradise of slavery

in the Southern States, if he feels inclined to do so.

On the other hand, it is indeed strange that whilst

we read in almost every newspaper of the efforts

made by these happy slaves to escape from their para-

dise, we never hear of any of our numerous agricultu-

ral emigrants shipping themselves to the hlissful

cotton fields of the Southern States. It is scarcely

woi'th occupying any space in confuting such asser-

tion§ as those contained in the last quotation. John

Bull can well afford to laugh at a slave-holder's im-

putations on his character. Besides, Colman

ought to know that the master cannotof his own will

reduce his labourer's wages—these, like everything

else, are regulated by the supply and demand.

Besides the above, after commiserating the state

of Ireland, he gravely assures his readers that up-

wards of 1,000,000 people perished in consequence

of the potato disease ; and in another place he

limits the number to 116,000.

The great peculiarity of the French agriculture

arises from the law which originated with the revo-

lution of 1790. By this law, landed property must

always be left by will in nearly equal proportions

amongst the children; the object being to prevent

the accumulation of such large landed estates as we
have in this country. This, Colman assures uSj has

been attended with the happiest effects in France,

and contrasts it with the state of England. Our
government, it appears, makes a mistake in pro-

tecting property, it ought to protect poverty. He as-

serts that labour has the first claim, " as the great

source and instrument of subsistence and wealth. A
man is not the richer for houses which he cannot oc-

cupy, lands which he cannot use, money that he can-

not spend." These are strong assertions, and are not

even attempted to be proved, except as regards

land ; and though the weakness of our author's po-

sition renders him a tempting mai'k, we will con-

fine our observations to agriculture.

The first point is, are large or small farms the

most advantageous to the community ?

The average size of the farms in France is

under fifty acres. Should we divide all our farms

into holdings of that size ?

The second question is, are lai'ge estates in-

jurious ?—And the third is.

Will land be better farmed when the tenant rents

it from another, or farms his own ?

It will be obvious that these questions involve

the subject matter of many a learned volume and
tough dispute. It is scarcely possible in the limits

of this article to enter upon them as they deserve.

We shall, therefore, briefly answer them from the

results of our own observations.

1st. Are farms of fifty acres the best size? We
decidedly think not. However much it may
suit would-be patriots to rail against those pro-

prietors who let their land in farms of 200 to 1,000

acres, we fear they will fail to make their cause

good. Small farms might do when the farmer

sent his own corn to the mill, and spun his own
coat from the wool of his own sheep ; but now a

farmer must be possessed of capital and intelligence,

with a good education—and these are rarely found

combined, with a farmer on fifty acres of land. Not
that we would say that it is impossible to find farms
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of that size well managed j but we are inclined to

think that, as a rule, those of a larger size will be

found to be better and more economically managed.

Besides, a farm of fifty acres will scarcely employ a

pair of horses, and with one pair of horses a

thrashing machine cannot be advantageously

worked. On this view, a farm of 100 acres is the

smallest that we can wish to see, and would rather

recommend 400 to 500 acres, or one on which a

steam thrashing-machine would be used,

2nd, Are large estates injurious? There is no

subject more agreeable to an uneducated populace

than to hear the owners of large estates reviled as

everything that is evil. For our part, all the advo-

cates for a subdivision of estates have failed to con-

vince us that any one of our social evils can be

traced to the existence of the princely estates of our

landed proprietors. On the contrary, independent

of every other consideration, they certainly afford the

best possible safeguard against the constant changes

which we fear would take place in the government

of our country, to the utter ruin of trade and com-

merce. We are strongly disposed to attribute the

present state of affairs in France to the want of

such a bulwark. Besides this consideration, we

find that the owners of large (or, at least, mode-

rately sized) estates are always the most anxious to

encourage improvements, and more capable of

effecting them than the owners of fifty acres, which

is the size that Colman so much admires in France,

3rd. Will land be better farmed when the tenant

rents it from another, or farms his own ? A few

years ago the writer of this article was engaged in

a railway survey, which took him across a great ex-

tent of country, and he invariably found the owner of

a small farm managing his land much worse than his

neighbour who paid rent. We have remarked that

the law of France compels the parent to divide his

jjroperty nearly equally amongst his children; thus

giving nearly every Frenchman the chance of pos-

sessing a few acres of land, and it is this state of

things which Colman praises so much, as he says

that nothing tends to encourage saving habits

amongst the working classes so much as the chance

of possessing a few acres, which, he alleges, our

laws of entail completely prevent an English labourer

from doing. The last assertion we deny, as there

are always small properties in the market for sale.

But we think that even were they more numerous,

they are not by any means the best investment for

the savings of a working man in England. He
has the savings'' bank ; and long and learnedly may
Colman argue before he can convince us that

France, with the chance of being the owner of a

few acres, is a better country than England with

her savings' bank. It is true that they have savings'

banks in France, but one of the first acts of the

revolution of February last was virtually to confis-

cate the money deposited in them. In this respect,

perhaps, land may be, in France, the more preferable

investment. But what security have we that the

next Provisional Government may not see the same

reasons for seizing the land, that the present one

has seen for seizing the railways and Bank de-

posits. In our humble opinion (as we have already

remarked), the present state of affairs in France is to

be directly attributed to the existence of the very law

which Colman praises so much. It does seem strange

that Republicans in the old and new world, with all

their boasted superiority to honest John Bull,

should be so unwilling to perceive—whether they

make a law preventing a parent from doing what

he chooses with the money* he may have earned

or the land he may have purchased ; whether they,

by another law, apply the savings' banks and rail-

way shares to the purpose of government ; or

whether, by a third law, they may repudiate their

debts altogether—that the only true road to national

prosperity and the only true business of govern-

ment consists in giving security to savings wherever

they may be deposited, and not in directing or

forcing them into certain channels.

Colman says that the possession of a few acres

of land tends to promote the happiness and ad-

vance the true interests of the individual.

Here again we must differ from him, and with-

out entering into any arguments on this much dis-

puted point, we would point to the poor dupes of

O'Connor's land scheme, as a sample of small pro-

prietors cultivating their own land, and to the

miserable holdings in Ireland, as an example of

small tenants paying rent, as the best arguments

against his opinion.

In the next number we will proceed with

Colman's book, and extract all the practical infor-

mation it may contain

.

T. L. C.

* Money, as well as land, is to be nearly equally

divided amongst the children, by the law of France.
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CHEAP MANURING.

The writer of this has been for several years

watching the progress of experimental and scientific

manuring; and giving, from time to time, summaries

of the results, when of particular interest or benefit.

So many of these results are now confirmed by re-

peated experience, as well as by chemical reasoning,

that it seems time to collect them into a concise

system, for the benefit of the small and unlearned

farmer, who has little time or means for experiments

or study, and can still worse afford to misapply his

manures, upon the old rule of thumb system. And
it is for those only that this and some following

letters are intended ; the stocky and learned farmer

having the same means of information as the writer.

His object is, then, to give the working farmer with

small capital as much of the benefit of the modern

experiments in manuring as he can make simply

and concisely intelligible to persons of such limited

education ; to show them the cheapest means of

increasing their produce, and at the same time im-

proving their land, by applying to each crop or

course just the right sort of manure it requires, in-

stead of turning them in at random, without selec-

tion or understanding the preference of one to ano-

ther.

But in all our cheap selections, the dung-heap

must still stand first, as the farmer's treasury ; and

whatever may be hereafter discovered, it may still

be said, so far, that the good and economical

management of this will do more for him, than all

the other new experiments put together.

We will, therefore, begin with the dung heap,

return to it occasionally, and conclude with the

same—so that such of your farming readers as take

interest in what I have to say, should keep this for

reference.

Farm-yard dung, or rather muck, remains to

be, notwithstanding the valuable help of the mineral

fertilizers, the great store of food for plants, and

should be thoroughly understood in all its bear-

ings—quantity, quality, preparation, waste, fer-

mentation, and application.

a. Quantity. The solid and liquid excrements of

animals, of all kinds, should be carefully preserved

(see Waste, m), and may be much more largely

collected by soiling and stall feeding ; every kind

of animal offal and refuse should be likewise taken

care of.

Two acres of ground will keep a beast, which,

well littered, will make 1 cwt. dung, &c., per day,

or 18 tons a year; and this may be tripled by

the addition of vegetable compost (see Preparation,

i) : one beast, or two acres, thus giving 18x3=51
tons, or 27 tons per acre yearly. It is for the

farmer to judge how many beasts he will keep, and

how much of their time he will feed them in the

homestead (the more dung the heavier green

crops ; the more green crops, the more cattle food ;

the more cattle the more dung ; and so improving

from year to year). A horse may nearly equal a

cow, setting quality against quantity ; and two oi

three j)igs may perhaps equal one beast. Sheep

are so much out, that they add but little to the heap,

though very eflfectual in fold and i)asture.

b. Vegetable matter of all kinds, fresh, dry, or

decayed, should be also brought to the heap ; or if

too distant, composted where it lies, not rotted to

waste. AVeeds, roots harrowed up, hedge clijipings,

fallen leaves, or other recent herbage, containing the

vegetable salts, readily decay with salt and lime

(.^ cwt. each to the ton), proilucing an excellent

humus. Theaddition of sea weed improves it much,

and the salt is not then required.

c. Peat, sods, turf-parings, ditch and pond

scourings, way soil, humous earth in whatever form,

and ashes of all kinds, are good for the heap.

d. All liquids in which vegetables or animal mat-

ters have been soaked or boiled, and all that contain

fertilizing materials, as soap suds, dish washings,

pot liquor, &c., are good to moisten it.

e. Quality.—We must remember that vegetable

matters work sour, and that animal substances

generate ammonia, which neutralizes the acid, and

is fixed by it; so that, in due proportions, they

correct each other. Urine gives most ammonia.

/. But vegetable matters, including peat, sods,

&c. (c, above), being much more plenty than ani-

mal, the acid may still predominate. This may be

corrected by lime and salt {h), which will also kill

weeds and insects, and quicken the manure.

rj. It should contain, not only all the elements

of vegetable food, but all in due p)roportions. Much
of the dung tried in experiments against other ma-

nures, seems to have been exhausted by drainage,

h. The heap should be alike throughout in com-

position and consistence, which requires a circula-

tion of the juices. For this purpose, the drainings

should be thrown back upon it, from time to time,

to spread the soluble matters right through the

whole. But no other water should touch it, unless

it gets too dry, and therefore it is best under a shed,

or any cover from rain.
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/. Pre/xuation.—A staunch pit, lutlier deej) tliati

wide, being made to icceive tlic drainings, dear of

land-springs ; a bed of luunous earth may be first

laid down, iiic-lining towards the pit. Upon this,

spread hard stalks, &c., which are slow to decay,

then a layer of dung, &c., mixed from the cow

houses, stables, and styes, six inches thick, sjirinkled

with salt ; next a layer of vegetable matter (b), same

thickness, dusted with slaked lime ; and upon this

four inches of peat, bark, sawdust, turf parings, or

other humous earth (c) ; and so repeating salted

dung, limed vegetables, and humous earth ; keeping

the lime from touching the dung, until four or five

feet high. If green turfs are used, they are best

laid face _to face, with the lime strewed between

them.

k. Then pour over it the liquid drainage, &c., de-

scribed below (l), till it soaks right through. Then
build on again as before, and pour the drainage, &c.,

upon the next four feet ; and so as high as you find

convenient. In this way your quantity is threefold,

your quality free from sourness, but may be deficient

in activity, for want of ammonia—for this you have

to depend on the urine.

I. Every drop of this essence, not absorbed by the

litter, must run into the tank or pit, to be thrown

upon the heap : deep narrow drains being cut from

every stable, stye, and cowhouse, to the pit or tank.

All the other liquids (d) may be thrown on as they

are got, so as to mix in soaking down. As the

liquid passes through it will dissolve salt and lime,

and carrying the juices of one layer to another, give

it the same quality throughout. When finished,

slant it at top with straw or long dung, to throw off

the rain ; and once a month open the centre, to

throw back the drainage, which should always soak

right through ; and if there is not enough, including

the hquids (d), water must be added.

If the farmer thinks the proportion of vegetable,

&c., too great, or more than he can collect, he may,

of course, put less ; but experience has shown that

well saved dung will bear double its weight of such

additions, with aid of salt and lime. In six months

it is ready for use.

Many other improvements have been proposed

for the muck heap ; but this appears to me the best,

considering quantity as well as quality.

m. Waste.—Materials for the dung heap are

wasted in many ways. The essence itself (the urine

and drainage) is let run away, or even wash ovit by
the water-course of the yard and weather, leaving

the dung cold and hungry {g). The dung dropped

on pasture is let lie in patches, throwing up coarse

grass, which the cattle \^^ll not eat for a year or

more, till the dung is exhausted. Vegetable and

humous matters are left lying about unnoticed, or

put to rot in running water, which carries off their

salts ; even the wa.sh of tiic cuuulry is let run

through the straw-yard. Roots, weeds, and parings

arc needlessly burnt, whereby their humus is wasted

;

and the ammonia, which gives life to the manure,

is let fiy off in fermentation. These wastes, brought

together, would sometimes make a larger and better

heap than that remaining in the yard.

n. Fermentation.—The greater the number of

vegetable elements, thoroughly vmited together in

a sufficiently soluble state, the better the manure

for general purposes. In the above muck heap we

have most of the vegetable elements, and can regu-

late their proportions by those of dung and vege-

table matters ; and add all that are wanting by the

inorganic manures to be hereafter described. And
hy fermentation they may be brought to a state of

uniform composition and solubility. Spit dung,

when well made, cuts down soft and fat, with little

appearance of sti'aw. This is probably the most

generally active condition, half digested for the

root sap ; and with care it may be fermented so far,

with little other loss than the evaporation of water :

over-worked, it loses both ammonia and humus.

Short dung having less risk of loss, it may be safest

generally to stop there.

0. The ammonia may be retained by crusting over

with humous earth (c), and still better by mixing

gypsum and sulphate of magnesia with the salt

thrown on the dung {i), by which the deficient mag-

nesia and sulphuric acid are at the same time sup-

plied.

p. Application.—Long dung is said to do best in

stiff land, and for potatoes and pasture. It works

slower in the ground than in the warm heap, and

may therefore require three or four years to become

thoroughly incorporated with the soil; and the

quantity must be in proportion. But spit or short

dung, which is all ready for the root sap, may be ap-

plied every other year to the green crop, in half the

quantity ; thus bringing a quicl.er return, and allow-

ing less waste by the weather when the land lies open.

By thus returning to the soil not only all that he

draws from it, but also much carbon which the plants

have drawn from the air, the farmer may gradually

enrich his land to the highest degree. But do

what he will in this way, the salts actually carried

off by his market crops must be restored, or his

crops will be limited, and the most costly of these

will be potass and phosphate, of which more in

future letters.

Stable dung, containing more ammonia and phos-

phate, would bear a larger proportion of vegetable

matters, &c., say three to one, if there was spare

urine to pour on, which is seldom the case. But

as it is generally collected in towns, this deficiency

may be made up by night soil, which is much richer

;

still ; and any of the liquids (rf), or even common
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water, poured on to keep it moist and circulate the

juices.

Prepared niglit soils are yearly increasing in im-

portance, and may make good our wants of phos-

phate, by the time the supplies of bone fail ; for the

present waste of night soil (and urine), by sewerage

and neglect, probably exceeds 4,000,000 tons yearly.

The best materials for stiffening and unstinking it

for carriage are charred sods, or other compounds

of charcoal with burnt earth ; but coal ashes answer

the purpose, and areeasier obtained in towns. Lime

is unfit, as it wastes the ammonia.

q. Gypsum, salt, and sulphate of magnesia, com-

pose an excellent fixer of ammonia, and supply the

sulphate, soda, and magnesia chiefly wanting in

muck heaps. J. Pkideaux.

HINCKLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The first annual meeting of this very promising

Society took place at Hinckley, on Monda)', the

27th of November ; and a stronger proof of what

energy, perseverance, and determination can do, we

never witnessed. The society was established on

October the 16th, 1848; and on the 27th of

November following, the institution then being

about some six weeks old, the first exhibition of

stock took place—and such an exhibition it was

as must make the Hinckley society's elder brethren

look well around them unless they are prepared to

be shorn of their laurels. We may venture to say

that there was scarcely a visitor to the show who
was not astonished at what he saw. Some of the

finest and some of the most useful animals, that

could only have been expected to be brought for-

ward for competition after long preparation by a

society in its maturity, instead of by one only in its

infancy, graced the show-yard, much to the credit

of their breeders and feeders, and greatly, we are

sure, to the advantage not only of the Hinckley

Agricultural Society, but of the public in general.

There were also some fine pens of sheep, some ex-

cellent pigs, and a few good useful horses. The

entries were, beast, 90 head ; sheep, 165; mares, 4 ;

pigs, 18 pens; foals, 2; total, 279. Of implements

and vegetables there were not many shown. Of

the former the principal, if not the only exhibitors,

were Messrs. Cort, Law, and Co., of Leicester, and

Hinckley.

Of course, from the short time that there was for

nreparation, the necessary arrangements were not

so perfect as we may hope to see them in a future

year. As for example, the beast were classed in the

various stables and sheds of the George Inn, instead

of being exhibited in an open paddock. The con-

sequence of this was, that about the more deserving

animals there was a crowd continually gathered, so

that it was almost impossible to do more than take

a cursory glance at them. Of one apparently fine

Hereford bull, who might as well have been among

the Hinckley catacombs as in his dark stall, all

that we could see was" his horns. Another year this

no doubt will be remedied. Mr. Orton's splendid

three years and nine months old Durham bull, bred

by Mr. T. Miles, of Keyham, attracted considerable

attention, as also did the Earl Howe's fat Durham

cow, Josephine; Mr. Crosland's Durham dairy

cow Gay Lass, the same gentleman's roan Durham

heifers Venus and Ruby, and his white Durham

bull Salisbury, Mr. Thomas Johnson's six years

and eight months old long-horned dairy cow, and

Mr. Richard Warner's pair of long-horned heifers,

were likewise very commendable animals. The extra

stock was remarkably good. Earl Howe's seven

years old Durham dairy cow, bred by the Marquis

of Downshire, and Mr. Crosland's Durham dairy

cow Red Rose,winning the two prizes; and Mr. John

Toone's ten years old dairy cow being highly com-

mended by the judges. One of the prettiest (if

such a term can be used of a pig)' among the swine

class was the Hon. E. Russell's Neapolitan fat pig,

two years old, bred at Naples (not competing). The

competition must have been close between Mr.

Henry Footman's black Essex fat pig, and Mr.

James HoUier's new Leicester fat pig, although

to the latter the prize was awarded. Indeed

the same remark will ap})ly to almost all the

classes.

The principal exhibitors were Lord Howe, who
showed four beasts ; Mr. Crosland, of Burbage

House, twelve beasts and two pigs ; Mr. W. Warner,

of Ryeton Gorse, two beasts and one pig ; Kirby

Fenton, Esq., of Caldecote Hall, two beasts ; Mr.

Geo. Townshend, of Sapcote, eight beasts (one

withdrawn from competition) and one horse ; Mr.

Nicholas Ward, five beasts (three withdrawn from

competition), two pens of sheep, and two pigs

;

Mr. Shakspeare, of Griflf, two beasts (one with-

drawn), two pens of sheep, and one i)ig; Mr. S, C.

Pilgrim, of Burbage, one beast, four pens of sheep,

and two pigs; Mr. C. D. Breton, of Elmsthorpe,

four bea»ts (three withdrawn), and two pigs ; Mr.

T. Johnson, of Burton Fields, three beasts ; Mr.

Wright, of Earl Shilton, three pens of sheep (with-

drawn) ; the Hon. E. S. Russell, M.P,, two pigs;

Mr. T, Gilbert, of Aston Flamville, three pens of

sheep ; Mr. W. Millhouse, two beasts, and one pen
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of yhffc'p ; Mr. li. Bonner, Hinckley, Uvo pens of

sheep ; Mr. R. Chapman, of Upton, live head (one

withdrawn), and one pen of sheep (withdrawn)

;

Mr. T. S. Cottcrill, of Minckley, two beasts, and

one i)en of sheep ; Mr. J. S. Speneer, of Hinckley,

two pens of sheep, and one \ng ; Mr. F. Spencer,

of Wibtoft, two beasts, and one pen of sheep ; Mr.

W. Grewcock, of Barwell Fields, one beast, and

two pens of sheep ; Mr. R. Warner, of Weston

Hill, four beasts; Mr. T. Warner, of Wolvershill,

one cart mare, three pens of sheep (one withdrawn),

and on(! pig; Mr. W. Neale Berry, of Stoke Gold-

ing, three beasts ; Mr. J. Gear}^ of Dadlington,

one pen of sheep, and one pig; Mr. J. Adcock, of

Burton Hastings, one Ijeast, one cart mare, and

one pen of sheep ; and Mr. E. Darlinson, of the

same place, three pens of sheep. Wc here use the

terms beast, sheep, and pig, in their general sense

for brevity's sake, as including stock and extra

stock bulls, cows, heifers, sheep and lambs, boars,

sows, and pigs.

The ])ri?;e-holders, to the amount of £58, were—
Mr. Crosland, 7 premiums, the Earl Howe 2, Mr.

R. Warner 3, Mr. T. Johnson 2, Mr. W. Mc'Ewan

], Mr. T. S. Cotterill 1, Mr. Townshend 1, Mr. C.

Orton 1, Mr. W. Neale Berry 1, Mr. E. Darhnson :

1, Mr. J. S. Spencer 2, Mr. N. Ward 1, Mr. T.
[

Gilbert 1, Mr. S. C. Pilgrim 1, Mr. C. D. Breton
i

1, Mr. J. Hollier 1. 1

From this it will be seen that, with the exception

of Mr. Crosland, who certainly took the lion's

share, the competition was very open. Of these,

the Earl Hov/e, Mr. Crosland, Mr. C. D. Breton,

'

and Mr. Warner generously returned their pre-

miums to the society. Upon this point there was

much force in the noble Earl's remark ; however,

that though to a young society it might be advan-

tageous to return the premiums on its first meeting,

it might, and no doubt would, be injurious if the

same thing were done in after years, as it might

tend to restrict competition to those only who could

thus afford to indulge their kindly feelings, to the

manifest injury of the society, and in contravention

of its declared objects; which are—to promote en-

terprise and emulation in the breeding and feeding

of cattle ; to advance the cultivation of the land

;

and to encourage skill, industry, and good conduct

among servants and labourers, more particularly

those engaged in husl)andry.

The rules of the society have been printed, and
are in accordance with those of most similar

societies, and may be obtained either of Mr. Gil-

bert, the secretary, or of Mr. Short, both of Hinck-
ley. From these we learn that it is intended to

have an annual ploughing match^ and that rewards

for labourers and servanti^ in husbandry will be

taken into consideration by the Committee previous

to the show of IS49, and that these will form an

important feature in the objects of the society.

The present officers of the society are the Right

Hon. the Earl Howe, jjrcsident. Vice-presidents :

the Right Hon. the Earl of Denbigh; the Right

Hon. the Earl de Grey; the Hon. E. S. Russell,

M.P., Kirkby Mallory ; Sir Grey Skipwith, Bart.,

Newbold Revel; Sir Frederick W. Ileygate, Bart.,

Roecliife Hall ; Major F. Woollaston, Shee])y Hall

;

C. W. Packe, Esq., M.P., Prestwold Hall ; Rev.

Robert T. Adnutt, Rectory, Cadeby ; Rev. Joseph

Arkwright, NormantonTurville; WiUiam Brooke."^,

Esq., Croft; Rev. J. M. Cooper, Rectory, Peckle-

ton; J. S. Crosland, Esq., Burbage House;

Dempster Hemming, Esq., Lindley Hall; Henry

Townshend, Esq., Stoney Stanton ; Robert Good-

acre, Esq., UUesthorpe ; Rev. Geo. Mettam, Rec-

tory, Barwell ; and Kirby Fenton, Esq., of Calde-

cote Hall. The Committee are Mr. Breton, Elms-

thorpe; Mr. Campion, jun., Sharnford ; Mr. Cot-

terell, Hinckley ; Mr. Crafts, Burbage ; Mr.

Grundy, jun., Drayton; Mr. T. C. Harris, Hinck-

ley; Mr. Kendall, Hog Hall, Burbage; Mr. Mil-

house, Barwell House ; Mr. F, Spencer, Wibtoft

;

Mr. J. S. Spencer, Hinckley; Mr. Geo. Towns-

hend, Sapcote Fields ; Mr. Nicholas Ward, Hinck-

ley. The Treasui'er is Isaac Hodgson, Esq. The

Stewards for the present year are J. S. Crosland,

Esq., Burbage House ; Mr. F. Spencer, Wibtoft

;

and Mr. G. Townshend, Sapcote Fields. The

Secretary is Mr. J. W. Gilbert, at Messrs. Pares'

bank, Hinckley.

The Judges of the show were Mr. Chas.

Stokes, of Kingstone, near Kegworth ; Mr. John

F. Potterton, of Stowe, near Weedon; and Mr.

John N. Buckley, of Normanton-on-Soar, near

Loughborough.

The principal instrument exhibited was one in-

I

vented by Geo. Coode, Esq., called the Patent Irri^

' gator. We commend it to the consideration of our

agricultural friends.

The rest were of the ordinary kind—cheese^

presses, ploughs, winnowing machines and the like.

Among the company present we noticed the

Earl Howe, Lord Curzon, the Hon. H. W. Wilson,

C. W. Packe, Esq., M.P., the Hon. E. S. Russell,

M.P., Col. Wollaston, Major Wollaston, R. S. J.

Winterton, Esq., Kirby Fenton, Esq., Wm.
Brookes, Esq., Wm. Sills, Esq., C. S. Preston,

Esq., Henry Trethewy, Esq. (agent to the Earl de

Grey), the Rev. J. M, Cooper, Dr. Slade, Rev.

—

Roby, Rev. T. F. Avard (curate of Hinckley), Rev.

W. Wilkinson, Rev. C, AVilkinson, Rev. John

Fisher, Rev. N. Small, Rev. J. Longhurst, Rev. D.

Somerville, and many with whose names we were

not acquainted, comprisng almost all the gentry

and principal agriculturists of the neighbourhood.

K
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'i'lie large influx of visitoia to the town, and the

connoisseur-like scrutiny and judgmatical obser-

vations of good judges, all tended to show how
great an interest the agricultural world of Hinckley

and its neighbourhood—not forgetting Leicester,

Coventr_v, Nuneaton, Loughborough, Lutterworth,

and other places—took in this truly agricultural

enterprise; an interest which, we hope, will con-

tinue to grow with the growth and strengthen with

the strength of the Hinckley Agricultural Associa-

tion. And we were surprised and pleased to ob-

serve the extent and excellence of the show, de-

monstrating, as it clearly did, the generally excellent

quality of the farming stock in and about Hinckley,

and its prime order— this, too, without any previous

preparation or notice, from the recent formation of

the society ; so that the animals shown had gene-

rally been l)red and intended for ordinary purposes

and sale.

There was also another very pleasing and not

very ordinary feature about this show. With a few

very marked exceptions the exhibitors were ordinary

tenant farmers, living in the vicinity of Hinckley

;

some, too, occupying only small farms. Indeed

one of the prize beasts was bred and fed by a gen-

tleman occupying only 25 acres ; another prize

beast was fed on a farm of half that size. Yet the

breed and character of their stock would not have

brought discredit upon breeders of even exalted

name and fame, thus proving at once the general

improvement of the stock kept by ordinary farmers ;

and that the coarse, nondescript mule-bred animals,

of former days, are fast passing away, or live only

in the almost iminhabited portions of our now
highly-cultivated land.

The day was fine, and the general good order and

arrangements reflected the highest credit upon the

stewards—so much so as to induce many ladies to

honour the exhibition with their presence.

The judges having made their awards, the yard

was thrown open about one o'clock, and till about

four was visited by the public " in great force," but

without creating any confusion or pressui'e.

Too much praise cannot be given to that excel-

lent and highly esteemed nobleman, Earl Howe,

who, by his very earnest zeal and personal atten-

dance, gave an impetus and importance to this

society which it never could otherwise have obtained.

Hinckley and its neighbourhood are indebted, and

we believe fully acknowledge it, to this kind and
benevolent nobleman for very many benefits j and
he lives, we knov/, in their very best affections.

£25 5s. was received for admission to the yard.

The Dinner

Was seiVed in the Town Hall, which, had it been

twice the size, would not have been too large to

hold the comj)any who squeezed themselves into it.

The hall was tastefully decorated with evergreens,

drapery, and devices. Amongst these were a

plough, reaping hook, and other agricidtural im-

plements. At the lower end of the room was a

gallery filled with ladies, who seemed to take a great

interest in the proceedings of the day.

Above the gallery was placed the inscription,

"Agriculture—its advantages and blessings :

"

facing the windows, and above the device of the

plough and the reaping hooks to which we have

adverted, was the inscription " Speed the plough ;"

and over the head of the noble president, who sat

in a cano])ied chair or throne of state, belonging to

the Freemasons' lodge, was the device of the lion and

the crown. In fact, the whole thing was in excel-

lent keeping, and displayed judicious taste and

honourable feeling.

The Earl Howe occupied the chair, supported

right and left by Lord Curzon, Major Wollaston,

the Hon. E. S. Russell, M.P., C. W. Packe, Esq.,

M.P., the Hon. H. W. Wilson, KirbyFenton, Esq.,

W. Brookes, Esq., and other leading gentlemen

and clergymen of the district. The vice-chair was

occupied by Mr. Crosland, supported by G. Coode,

Esq., and other eminent agriculturists.

After the usual loyal toasts the Chairman

gave " The health of the Duke of Rutland, the Lord

Lieutenant of the county " (cheers, and three times

three, and one cheer more).

The judges here rose to leave the room, having

to meet the train, which having been noticed by the

Earl Howe,

The noble Ijord rose and briefly and emphatically

proposed the health of those gentlemen, with thanks

to them for their services (cheers).

Mr. Stokes shortly acknowledged the toast, and

observed that he most heartily congratulated the

society upon the exhibition of stock which had been

made that day (cheers).

The noble Chairman then said theyhad theplea-

sure of seeing one of the members for that division

of tiie county amongst them ; and of him, as of his

colleagues, they were truly able to say, that there

was no division in the House of Commons, espe-

cially in connection with their own county, or with

the agricultural interest, or that affected the general

welfare of the country, in which their names were

not to be found (loud cheers). It was, therefore,

the duty of that meeting to show in the only way

in which they could display it, the estimation in

which they held their parliamentary representatives,

and to acknowledge their unwearied diligence and

high integrity, by drinking their good healths in a

bumper (cheers, and three times three).

Mr. Packe, who was received with much ap-

plause, said—The very kind and flattering manner
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ill which the noble jnesidcnt had done hiin the

honour to propose his name to their notice, and the

enthusiastic rccep.tion which it had met with, de-

manded his warmest and sincerest acknowledg-

ments (cheers). Although not residing within the

limits of their association, he was most thankful to

the comniittce for allowing him the opportimity of

becoming a member of their society (cheers). He,

on two most particular grounds, independently of

the situation in which he stood as one of their re-

jiresentativcs in jiarliament, thought it to be his

duty to do the best he could for the Hinckley Agri-

cultural Society (cheers). First, he was anxious on

this ground, because in the county of Leicester,

every part of which, from his having lived in all the

four quarters of it, he considered as part of his

home, he took such an interest, that he could not,

if he would, but be desirous that every interest in

it should flou-'ish, and the agricultural more espe-

cially (cheers). Another ground was that in this,

as he had every reason to believe and regret, most

distressed portion of the manufacturing county of

Leicester, the establishment of meetings of this de-

scription would be of the utmost advantage in cir-

culating money in the town of Hinckley. On those

two grounds he was most anxious to lend his aid to

this society, in every way wWich was in his power

(Hear). He had the gratification, in conjunction

with his honourable friend on his left, of assisting

at the establishment of a great society of this kind

in the town of Leicester. He had also had the

honour of assisting at the establishment of one at

Ashby, and he likewise had the honour of assisting

in the formation of another, of which he had the

pleasure and the pride to be president— at Lough-
borough (cheers). He could not, therefore, but

feel highly gratified at having the opportunity of

being present at the opening of the Hinckley Agri-

cultural Association (cheers). He could only wish

that the manufacturing interest would take a pat-

tern from the agricultural, in the formation of some
such society, to connect together the diflerent

classes in that interest (Hear, hear). It was most
gratifying to find the land owner, the land occupier,

and the humble cultivator of the soil, joining hand
in hand for the mutual benefit of all (Hear). He
believed it was mainly attributable to that good
feeling which existed among, and was promoted by
the agricultural societies of Leicester, that the

county had been preser\'ed from the vice and crime

which had befallen neighbouring counties. He
spoke advisedly, from his situation as one of the

magistrates for the county, when he said he beUeved
there had been scarcely one incendiary fire in the

county, and which, he believed, was attributable to

the influence which these societies exercised, and
the respect with which they imbued the mind of the

labourer fur the employer (loud cheers), 'i'hcy

were aware that in those meetings politics were

strictly excluded from their discussions, or, as their

representative, such would have been the s\ibject

upon which it would have been his duty to address

them; but, nevertheless, it certainly was a gratifying

circumstance that they were enabled to meet to

discuss that which was beneficial to agriculture,

and therefore of benefit to the community at large

(Hear). He had observed in a part of the rules

of the society, which had been transmitted to him,

that the rewards for good conduct among the

labourers were to be commensurate with the en-

couragement which the society itself might receive.

Holding, as he did, that agricultural societies were

one of the greatest blessings to the country, and

that one of their prime objects was the encourage-

ment of good conduct among the labouring classes,

if they would give him leave, he would beg to offer

to them two premiums for the encouragement of

that particular class, and those two premiums

should be equally divided between those who were

connected with agriculture, and those who were

connected with the manufacture of the town of

Hinckley (much cheering). He should propose,

then, that for the agricultural labourer who should

be supporting the largest number of children, un-

der twelve years of age, without parochial relief, he

should be allowed to place at the disposal of the

committee the annual sum of £3 (cheers) ; and he

proposed to place at their disposal a similar sum

for the stocking-maker, who should be entitled to

the premium upon the same conditions (cheers).

He was anxious that in dealing with the labouring

population, which they, as agriculturists, had more

particularly to do with, they should deal at the

same time even-handedly witli all—those they em-

ployed themselves, and those who were associated

with the staple manufacture of the county of Lei-

cester (Hear). They all derived great advantage

from having good labourers, and he thought it

their duty to think of those who, by the decrees of

Providence, had been placed among ths manufac-

turing classes. He did not desire that they should

be selfish enough merely to consider the interest

with which they were themselves more immediately

identified, but that they should likewise have regard

to the happiness of those connected with the manu-

facturing interest living among them (Hear). In

conclusion, he had to express his most sincere

thanks for the kindness he had ever experienced

from the constituency he had the honour to repre-

sent, and that in every way in which he could pro-

mote their well being, whether individually or col-

lectively, he would devote his best services to the

accomplishment of that purpose (cheers). But

although he had responded to the toast more par-

K 2
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ticularly as relaterl to the part which he lihnsclf

bore in it, he might in the name of his colleagues

say, that, from what he knew of their sentiments, he

was sure they would desire to echo his words were
they present (cheers).

Hon. H. W. AViLSON had the pleasure of pro-

posing a toast, which was one that had only to be
named to be honoured. It was one which he was
sure would excite in their breasts all the sympathy
and all the enthusiasm which the name of Howe
formerly excited in the breasts of English seamen
Cloud cheers). Although long friendship, and the

feelings of regard which he had towards their

noble president might induce him to wish to dilate

at length upon the noble earl's merits, he was well

aware that it would not be agreeable to his lordship

;

and he was also aware that the high character and
noble qualities of their president were too well

known and esteemed to render it necessary that he

should say a word about them in a company like

that before him (cheers). He would therefore con-

tent himself with proposing " the health of their

noble President," and many thanks to him for his

able support of the interests of the society (cheers,

three times three, and one cheer more).

The noble Chairman, who was received with

great applause, said that he could assure them most
unaffectedly, that he was unable to find words to

express the grateful sense he entertained of their

kindness to him. The very undeserved compli-

ments paid to him by his honourable friend had
been prompted by the feelings of very old friend-

ship. They had known each other since they had
been boys, now some six-and-thirty years ago ; and
he attributed the enthusiasm Avith which his name
had been received to the fact that in this county

he had been born, and in it he had lived all his life,

and in it he hoped to die (loud cheers). But pass-

ing from the topic of self, he would turn to a much
more important subject, and one that was matter of

heart-felt congratulation to him—that was, the

])leasure of seeing them there that day (Hear). He
would not conceal that when first the idea flashed

across his mind that he should belong to the

society, he almost felt that in their poor little neg-

lected corner of the county, it would be impossible

to form such a society as he had now the pleasure

of seeing around him, and over which he had great

pleasure in presiding, Hesitation, however, he had
not felt, but something of alarm lest they should

not succeed. But the result had been far different

;

and now from his heart he congratulated them on

the most perfect success which they had achieved

(cheers). When they remembered that the society's

existence did not date more than six weeks, it

seemed almost impossible that in that time they

should have assembled so excellent a meeting, and

made so fine an exhibition of stock. He sincerely

hojied that this was Init the presage of what might

yet be accomplished, and that their society would

not be excelled by any in the neighbourhood

(cheers). The committee had exerted themselves

most manftdly, and those who had brought animals

for exhibition had seconded them most ably ; and

hence the superior show they had that day wit-

nessed. "What he wanted was, to see the tenant

able to pay his way, and to be able to rear and ex-

hibit useful animals, such as would make the

cheese. It was not simply for those who had

abundant means—the men of property—to exhibit

fine stock, but he wished to see the tenant farmer

placed in a position to l)e able to pay his rent, and

to be able to rear such animals as would enable

him to do so ; it was easy enough for men of high

name and good income to do it ; what he wanted

was to see the tenant farmer making choice ofthose

things that would place him in that position

(cheers). But let not his (the chairman's) mean-

ing be mistaken. His desire was not merely to

put money in his own pocket (No, no !) He
meant that he hoped to see a man able to pay his

rent, and to go ])ack with a cheerful countenance

to his own fireside (cheers). He had no doidjt

that, with a little more encouragement, and a few

more premiums, they might have the happiness,

another jvear, of seeing a few more of their brethren

joining their society, and exhibiting stock. He
would take the liberty, therefore, of handing round

a paper that had been prepared, that any one who
might feel disposed might be kind enough to put

down their names, and whilst that was being done

he would read them a note which he held in his

hand, offering a premium to the society. It was as

follows :
—" Mr. Brown presents his compliments

to the secretary of the Hinckley Agricultural

Society, and he will give a premium of £5, to be

divided between three of the stocking-makers of

Hinckley, out of twenty, who shall reap the greatest

number of thraves of wheat, and in the best work-

man-hke manner, during the next succeeding corn

harvest. The ages of the competitors to be between

18 and 21, and the i^remium to be divided in the

following manner, viz.—£2 10s. to the first, £1

10s. to the second, and £l to the third best reaper,

and to be decided and adjudged by some one mem-
ber of the committee of the societ}', to be chosen by

Mr. Brown. Mr. Brown will find a field of corn

for the purpose. The names of the competitors to

be given in to the secretary on or before the 1st of

June, 1849, so that the qualification of each person

may be enquired into, and, if satisfactory, to receive

a certificate on or before the 24th of the same

month" (cheers). That was a very useful thing

—

to assist the stockinger at times when work was
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short. He had been commissioned by his wife

(the Countess Howe) to bestow a i)remium fcheers)

to the wife or widow of a framework-knitter, not

possessed of projierty, except gained by her own

servitude, to the amount of £10 (exclusive of her

household goods), who has brought up, or is now

supporting, the largest numberof children, all born

in wedlock, in the most orderly, cleanly, and moral

manner, with the smallest parochial aid, £4 ; to

the next £2; to the next £1 (cheers). He (Lord

Howe) had added the smallest parochial aid, be-

cause it was almost impossible that in times of very

severe distress, but that the most industrious man
must fall upon the parish (Hear). He proposed

for himself to give to the dairy-woman, not pos-

sessed of property (except gained by her own ser-

vitude), who has lived the longest time, without in-

termission, and is still living in the house with the

same master or mistress, or their son, or daughter,

and who, during that time, has had the manage-

ment of a dairy of not less than twelve cows, £1

lOs. ; and to the next, £1. To the committee for

the benefit of the cottage allotment gardens con-

tained in the district, £10 (cheers). He had been

in the habit of giving premiums to the holders of

the best cultivated gardens of this character, he

now proposed to hand that sum over to the com-

mittee for the purpose he had just stated (cheers).

He had only further to say that, wishing as he did

all success to the society, no exertion of his should

be wanting to promote its welfare, and to drink

success to the Hinckley Agricultural Society (loud

cheers).

The secretary then read the following list of the

awards :

—

Thefolloivlag Premiums are all by the Society,

Cattle.

Class 1.—For the best fat cow or heifer, of any

age, breed, or weight ; breeding open to all coun-

ties, but fed in the district ; without restrictions as

to feed, but the kind of food to be stated, £3, to

Mr. Thomas Johnson, Burton Fields. Second

ditto, £1, to Mr. Wm. Mc Ewan, Hinckley (7 en-

tries).

Class 2.—For the best fat heifer, under four

years old, fed in the district, without restriction as

to feed, but the kind of food to be stated, £2, to

Mr. Thomas Samuel Cotterill, Hinckley (2 entries).

Class 3.—F'or the best dairy cow, of the Durham
or short-horned breed, fed in the district, in-calved

or in-milk, without restrictions as to feed, but the

kind of food to be stated ; breeding open to all

counties, £2 10s., to J. S, Crosland, Esq., Burbage

House. Second ditto, £1, to ditto (11 entries).

Class 4.—For the best pair of heifers, in-calved

or in-milk, under three years old, of the Durham
or short-horned breed, without restrictions as to

feed, but the kind of food to be stated ; fed in the

district, £2, to J. S. Crosland, Esq., Bm'bage House

(7 entries).

Class 5.—For the best pair of heifers, under two
years old, of the Durham or short-horned breed,

without restrictions as to feed, but the kind of food

to be stated ; fed in the district, £2, to J. S. Cros-

land, Esq., Burbage House (3 entries).

Class G.—For the best dairy cow, of the old Lei-

cestershire or long-horned breed, in-calved or in-

milk, fed in the district, without restrictions as to

feed, but the kind of food to be stated ; breeding

open to all counties, £2 10s., to Mr. Thomas John-

son, of Burton Fields. Second ditto, £1, to Mr.
Richard Warner, Weston Hill (7 entries).

Class 7.—For the best pair of heifers, under three

years old, in-calved or in-milk, of the old Leicester-

shire or long-horned breed, without restrictions as

to feed, but the kind of food to be stated ; fed in

the district, £2, to Mr. Richard Warner, Weston
Hill (4 entries).

Class 8.—For the best pair of heifers, under two

years old, of the old Leicestershire or long-horned

breed, without restrictions as to feed, but the kind

of food to be stated; fed in the district, £2, to Mr.

Richard Warner, Weston Hill (no competition).

Class 9.—For the best bulk of the Durham or

short-horned breed, above ten months and imder

two years old, open to all counties, without restric-

tions as to feed; to be fed within tlie district, £3,

to J. S. Crosland, Esq., Burbage House (5 entries).

Class 10.—For the best bull, of the Durham or

short-horned breed, of any age, that has served

cows in the previous season in. the district at not

exceeding ten shillings each ; breeding open to all

counties, £3, to Mr. Chas. Orton, Stoney Stanton

(4 entries).

Class 1 1 .—For the best bidl, of the old Leicester-

shire or long-horned breed, above ten months and
under two years old ; breeding open to all counties,

without restrictions as to feed, but the kind of food

to be slated, £3 (no entries).

Class 12.—For the best bull, of the old Leicester-

shire or lon^-horned breed, of any age, that has

served cows in the previous season in the district,

at not exceeding ten shiUings each ; breeding open

to all counties, £3, to Mr. William Neale Berry,

Stoke Golding (no competition).

Sheep.

Class 13.—For the best pen (of five) under

twenty-two months old, long-woolled fat wether

sheep, without restrictions as to feeding ; breeding

open to all counties, £2, to Mr. Edward Darlinson,

of Burton Hastings (3 entries).
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Class 14.— For the best five ewes, bred and fed

in the district, which have suclded lambs to the 1st

of July, 184S, and have again been put to the rair,

and are supposed to be in-lanib, and have been fed

on grass and green vegetable food only, from the

1st of May, 1848, £2, to Mr. Jos. Sharp Spencer,

Hinckley (9 entries).

Class 1 5.—For the best five theaves, that have

been put to the ram, and supposed to be in-larab,

and have been fed on grass and green vegetable food

only, from the 1st May, 1S4S, open to the district

only, and the i)roperty of any member not letting

more than four tups, £2, to Mr. N. Ward, Hinckley

(10 entries).

Class 16.—For the best pen (of five) Leicester

ewe lambs, fed in the district, without restrictions

as to feed and breeding, the property of any mem-
ber not letting more than four tups, £2, to Mr.

Thos. Gilbert, Aston Flamville (6 entries).

Class J7.— For the best pen (of five) ewe lambs,

of any breed or cross, not qualified to compete as

Leicesters, bred within the district, without resti-ic-

tions as to feed or breed, £2, to Mr. S. C. Pilgrim,

Burbage (2 entries).

Pigs.

Class 18.—For the best in-pigged or suckling

sow, bred and fed in the district, £l 10s., to J. S.

Crosland, Esq., Burbage House flO entries).

Class 19.—For the best boar, fed in the district

;

breeding open to all counties, £1 10s., to Mr.

Charles D. Breton, Elmsthorpe (4 entries).

Class 20.—For the best fat ])ig, of any age, bred

and fed within the district, £1 10s., to Mr. James

HoUier, Market Bosworth (4 entries).

Horses.

Class 21.—For the best brood mare, the property

of a member, and to be considered by the Judges

as best adajited for the general piu-poses of agricul-

ture in the district, £2 10s., to Mr. George Towns-

hend, Sapcote (4 entries).

Extra Stock.

Class 22.—For the best in-calved dairy cow, of

any age or breed, that has been regularly milked

during the summer, and has been fed on grass,

ha)', and green vegetable food only, from May 1,

1848, £2, to the Right Hon. the Earl Howe, Gopsal.

Second ditto, £1, to J. S. Crosland, Esq., Burbage

House. N.B.—This premium will be withheld until

the beast has calved (13 entries).

Class 23.—For the best beast, shown as extra

stock, £3, to the Right Hon. the Earl Howe, Gop-
sall (11 entries).

Class 24.—For the best pen (of five) sheep, shewn

as extra stock, £2, to Mr, Joseph S. Spencer,

Hinckley (3 entries).

Saveepstakes.

Between Mr. Thos. Gilbert, Aston Flamville, and

Mr. John Campion, jun., Sharnford Field, of one

sovereign each, for the foal best adapted for sport-

ing purposes ; decided in favour of Mr. Campion.

Entries:—Beast, 90 head; sheep, 165; mares,

4; pigs, IS pens; foals, 2. Total, 279.

The Chairman said the next toast upon the

list was one which it was imjwssible that he could

offer to their notice—it was that of " the successful

Candidates." The only way, therefore, in which

he could get out of the difficulty was by coupling

together, in one toast, " the successful and the un-

successful Candidates." He hoped another year

the tables might be turned, and that the unsuccess-

ful candidates might then jirove to be successful.

He would couple with the toast " the health of Mr.

Crosland" (cheers).

Mr. Crosland, in responding, urged the ad-

vantages which the society held out, and recom-

mended the unsuccessful candidates to try next year

to beat the at present successful ones.

The Chairman here said that he was, as all the

society must be, deeply sensible of the liberality of

the gentlemen who had so kindly returned their

]iremiums to the society. So far as this year was

concerned, the object was a good one, and was to

be commended. But he would suggest that the

same course should not be pursued in future years,

inasmuch as it might tend to injure rather than

benefit the society, as it might tend to induce those

to withdraw from competition, who might not have

the same amount of means at their command, and

yet who v/ould not like to be behind hand in gene-

rosity. He was sure that he should be excused for

the suggestion he was offering, and he thought that

upon reflection, there could not be a doubt in any

man's mind that such must be the result (cheers).

Mr. IvENS remarked that the word " dis-

qualified " had been written against one of the ani-

mals he had shown.

The Chairman explained that it was not in-

tended to cast the least imputation upon the animal,

but that it had been " disqualified " because the

terms of the condition of exhibition had through

mistake not been complied with.

The few remaining toasts were then given, after

which the noble earl quitted the chair, amidst the

loudest applause.

Another gentleman was then called to the chair,

and the last toast proposed in our hearing was that

of " Mr. Thomas Moxon and the Press," whom we

left ably responding to the burlesque.

The following song, composed by Mr. J. Dare,

of Leicester, was sung in the course of the evening

:
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HONOUR TO THE TOILING HAND.

All honour to the toiling hand,

Or in the field or mine,

Or by the harnessed fire or steam,

Or on the heaving brine.

Whatever loom, or barque, or plough

Hath wrought to bless our land,

Or given around— above—below,

We owe the toiling hand.

Then honour—honour to the toiling hand !

It battles with the elements,

It breaks the stubborn sward

;

It rings the forge— the shuttle throws —
Anil shapes the social board.

It conquers clime— it stems the wave

—

And bears from every strand

The sweetest, best of all we have

—

Gifts of the toiling hand.

Then honour—honour to the toiling hand !

—Abriged from the Leicester Journal.

SOME ACCOUNT OF JOHN BAMFORDS'
FARMING ON HIS FIVE ACRE FARM,
AT BARRETT.

Wheat.—The first work done belongiug to this crop was

getting in the seed ; this was done in November last year.

Tlic plot is about half au acre, and the preceding crop was tur-

nips and potatoes. The seed was sown immediately on the

removal of the turnips upon the ridges, just as the turnips left

them, and was hacked in. The whole amount of labour given

to this crop, up to its being safely in the barn, amounted to

12J days' work, which, with a bushel of seed, amounts to

£1 lis. Cd. No mauiu-e was put on, it was sadded down and

rolled (his spring, and from the results of the prize rod, the

produce is at the rate of -14 bushels of 601b. to the bushel.

Oats.—The next work of any consequence was getting in

the oats. The breadth of ground is about J acre. It was dug

with the spade (before winter), and sown with 4 bushels of

Tartarian oats, and the seed covered from equidistant trenches,

after the Flemish mode. This crop, when housed, has occu-

pied 43 days working, and 1^ doz. of lime liad been put upon

it, the whole expense wlien in the barn aud ready for thrashing

is

—

£ s. d.

43 days' labour at 23. per day 4 6

ll^doz. ofhme , 1 19 9

4 bush, seed 13 6

6 19 3

The return is (according to the measured rod) 100 bushels

per acre.

Potatoes.—The preparation of the ground for the potato-

crop commenced in November last, by paring about cue rood,

and, as the weather permitted, removing the parings and ridg-

ing up for exposure to the winter's frost. Tlie amount of

labour expended upon tl)is crop from first breaking the ground,

to its being cleared olf is

—

£ s. d.

Gl days 6 2

Seed 1

7 2

This crop is rather a failure, owing to the disease being pretty

severe upon it.

Carrots.—Tlie plot of carrots of about J acre ia part of

the potato ground of last season. At the time of sowing

(April) it was covered over with ashes saturated with tank

liquor, and dug in. This crop is yet in the ground, five days'

labour has been expended on it, which with the seed, amounts

to lis. This crop will be profitable. The white Belgian carrot

is a root that may be cultivated in this locality with consider-

able advantage.

Turnips.—The ground constituting the turnip plot is about

1 rood, and is part of the potato ground of last year. In the

getting up of the potatoes, the whole soil was completely forked

deep, the weeds got out, and the ground left with a smootli

uniform surface, and in the March following, it was covered

over with ^ doz. of lime, and remained in that state till the

latter end of April, when the ridges for sowing upon was fonued

without any other preparation whatever. In the making of

the ridges, a rather scanty quantity of dung was used. Cost

—

ISfdays £1 11 G

I doz. Ume 13 G

Seed 1

2 6

Return is at the rate of 17| tons per acre.

The turnips are what I should call an average crop ; they

are yet on the ground. The method that I have used for this

crop is a very ready one for raising a turnip crop, yet it is one

that I am not inclined to recommend.

Grass.—The remainder of the ground of my little farm is

in grass, it will be about 3 acres, and is used for stall feeding

and making into hay. In mowing and getting the hay, there

has been 27| days work. Nearly 2 roods has been cut as green

food for stall feeding, some part of it has been twice cut

this season. I find grass, as a green crop for stall feeding,

to be superior to either rye or tares, it can be got earlier, and

of greater weight, aud in the raising of this crop the tank

becomes of special use.

amount of labour. Days.

At the wheat crop 12^

„ oats 43

„ potato 61

„ carrots 5

„ turnip 15a

In miscellaneous work 5A-

Yet wanting to clear off the crops 20

The spade cultivation of 2 acres 162^

27i days, the grass cultivation of 3 acres.
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The following address was delivered and balance sheet

read by the Rev. Anthony Huxtable, at the last meeting :

My most kiud friends, I beg to assure you that although

this is the UfLh time wliich I have had tlie honour and happiness

of addressing you, I never rose with greater satisfaction on the

one liand, or with greater fear and dread on the other, than I

do on this occasion. I rise to address you in somewhat of a

corporate capacity, for tliere is one prize of Mr. Hill's, two

awarded to Mr. Farquharsoii, five to Mr. Miller, and one to

Mrs. Jane Ilallett ; so tliat I have to return thanks on behalf

of myself and fourteen other candidates. I have no doubt

that all these individuals feel gratified with your kindness, but

if there is one person to whom you have been more kind still,

it is I, myself; and I should be something more or less than a

man—and I profess to be neither— if I did not feel moved by
the kindness you have shown to me. The best return which I

can make is to tell yon all I know. Mr. Hill, just now, was a

little roguish when he talked of the strength of my pocket.

Without a strong pocket I could not make experiments ; for

what did experiments mean ?—chance, trial, risk ; and a man
could not risk if he had not got the money, or, as the " Times"
facetiously termed it, " a sly reserve iu the Three per Cents."

I will, iu the first place, speak to you about the prize which I

have won, which will prove the great use of prizes of this de-

scription ; although a Hampshire gentleman has said that he
" wished ]\Ir. Huxtable would speak of his failures," which I

think was a most unkind cut, foi- I have always stood before

you in a white sheet, and last year I said my swedes were quitt

a disgrace. What does the gentleman want more than that ?

When I went home, I said to my bailiff, " Joseph, yon must
grow a better crop of turnips next year, as there is a £10 cup

to be given : look to it." lie did, and won it. The rev. gen-

tleman then proceeded to observe that Mr. Hill had told them
that his manure had cost him the sum of £1 4s. 2d. ; his (Mr.

Huxtable's) had cost him less—and here he somewhat dif-

fered with the judges : they said he ought to charge for the

value of the farm-made dung, but he never did so, and on this

principle, that in valuuig his crops he never valued the straw,

and therefore the dung ought not to be valued. The artificial

manures he had used were—2 cwt. of coprolites, dissolved in

half their weight of sulphuric acid, and seven put loads of

dung with the sulphuric acid. He had used a hard word—
coprolites—and some of his friends present might ask, " What
does it mean ?" He was himself obliged to refer to a Greek
lexicon to discover its meaning, which was " dung stone," or

in other words, "fossil dung." It was a remarkable dis-

covery, and one which would prove of considerable importance
to this country. To show them its value, he would quote a

passage from Liebig, the celebrated chemist, on whose won-
derful discoveries a farmer once made a bad pun by saying,
" It's & bi[/ lie !"~" A3 England owes her strength to her
manufactures, her power among the nations to the coal mines
which are to be found beneath her hills, so it will be discovered
that she owes the strength of her agriculture to her fossil

phosphates, or the fossilized bones, which she holds in her
soil." Well, then, the suedes which he (Mr. Huxtable) grew,
were manured with these dung stones, which were obtained

in large quantities from Norfolk, and which he had ground

down for the purpose of manure. Those which he had used,

he had purchased ; but he had found them in his own parish

also. A learned ph.ilosophcr, who came down to visit him,

said—" Sir, this is the grey sand stone, here is the London

clay ; and here you will find these stones." Well, he (Mr.

Huxtable) dug away, employing men to sink pil;s, and at last

he found them, and he had brought some specimens to show

them ; but the portion which he had brought with him was

only about the sixteenth part of one. These dung stones

were supposed to be the dung dropped from the Saurians,

ei.ori^ious animals, 20 or 30 feet long, which inhabited the

earth at a very remote period of its history. It was conjec-

tured that they dropped this dung in the clay, where it had

become fossilized. (Considerable laughter from many persons

iu the room, who appeared to consider Mr. Huxtable's state-

ment as an attempt to impose upon their credulity.) Some of

them supposed he was joking; he was really speaking serious.

It was a most providential as well as wonderful thing that this

country had these treasures in its soil, fur they were of the

same corapojition as though they took horses' legs and bones,

and burnt them to pieces. There were tens of thousands of

these stones in our soils. He had them in enormous quantities

in hii own parish, and if any person should feci d( sh'ous of

seeing the specimens, he should be most happy to open a pit,

and show them the stones as they lay in the formation. Thoy

do not, however, pay to wo'k, and therefore he was obliged to

purchase what he required from his friend, Mr. Lawes, who

supplied them from Norfolk. He had used about 2 cwt., and

his manure cost him about 10s. an acre—he meant for pur-

chased mamire. He would tell them of hi< failure; a glorious

failure, from which he had learned more than he ever had from

anything he had ever done. He had got bumptious about

growing swedes ; he thought he could beat everybody, but he

had failed signally. He had planted a field of six acres of stiff

land with turnips ; he first drilled in 3 cwt. of superphosphate

of lime, and put in the seed ; it came up beautifully, but to

his utter astonishment the roots never grew, and many of thera

were not larger than a wine glass. The cause of this was,

that after the rains the clay soil had run together and bound

the plants so tiglitly that they could not grow. He then en-

deavoured to remedy this evil, which he did by dibbling one

acre, drawing a gardener's line from one end of the field to the

other, making holes, which were filled with dung and super-

phosphate of lime ; and although, in the other parts of the

field which had been heavily dunged because lie could not make

them grow, because the roots could uot make their way through

the stiff clay
;
yet where he put their food under them, the

plants grew wonderfully. AVith respect to liquid manuring,

finding that by the old system the land was cut all to pieces^

and knowing that there was no evil for which there was not a

remedy—he had set to work, not on a small scale, and had

laid down 1,350 yardi of wood piping, made of larch, Scotch

fir, or elm ; it was bored with a boring machine, by a man at

Foutmel, first by a onc-incli and afterwards by a two-inch

borer. The charge for b jring was about 7d. per yard ; it cost

him also 2d. per yard for posts, and altogether the expense

was about one shilling per yard. He had got a forcing pump.
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which oanieJ water 30 feet high, and thus he could carry these

pipes all over his farm. But it might he asked, IIow could he

afford to do all this ? The expense iucurred iu laying dowa

pipes to water 90 acres of land was £70 10s. lie had got

stumps placed iu various convenient positions, and as the water

rushing down into the pipes under ground would always find

its level, it rose up in these stumps, which were six feet high,

and from wliich the water carts were supplied. He employed

a lame man to pump at the well at a shilling a day (and they

must rememher that he was lame, and that it was not hard

work), and then he employed a hoy with pony carts, each able

to contain a hogshead and a half. He chose the pony carts

and the small carts in preference to larger ones, because he

found that the latter cut up the ground, iu consequence of

broad wheels. It took twelve minutes to fill the hogshead and

a half, and it took eight or ten hours to water two acres of land

with 3G hogsheads of liquid manure. Ihus, it cost him for

the man pumping Is., and for the boy and carts 3s. per day,

making a total cf 4s. ; the actual sum paid for labour being

only 2s. per day, to manure each acre of land. The advantage

of the liquid manure was very great ; it was taken up by the

plants at once, for the moment they mowed down the grass it

was thirsty beyond measure, and woidd drink anything they

would put upon it. lis had intended to have brought them a

specimen of the Italian rye-grass, which had been watered with

the liquid manure, and had grown ten inches in the last six

weeks, and if there was no frost, it would grow a foot higher

before Christmas. Thus, these experiments gave them com-

mand over the seasons. Here, for instance, was barley (a spe-

cimen of which was handed round the room) cut off close to

the stumps, which had actually produced 141 stems from one

grain, and the barley had been raised by the use of liquid ma-

nure. This had been what was called among the farmers a

"lipping" season—this was bad English but good Dorset

—

and the cattle had not done well, the grass being v/atery. But

when he told them that he had cut his clover, which had beeu

watered with the liquid manure four times, they would say that

it had really been a " lipping" season, while his other clover,

which had not been so watered, he had cut only twice this

season. The clover thus raised would be worth its weight in

gold if it came in a scarce time, the green crops iu the month

of August being of great value to the dairy farmer. Speaking

of draining, when he began it cost him £7 au acre, but now he

was able to get it done for £4 an acre. He thought the in-

terest expended on the draining shoidd be 7 per cent., as it

could not be considered a permanent improvement, the drains

being likely to get out of repair. He was not going to spin

them a long yarn, but he would now speak of the profits ; he

was quite open to all the world, and he did not wish to dis-

guise. It was a great national question, viz , that where two

men were once employed there are now fifteen, and where £50

a-year was once expended for labour there is now £355. It

was not a mere personal question to hun (Mr. H.), but he felt

deeply the importance of the subject, or he should not have

attended there that day. Some persons, however, would say

he must have a good bank (laughter) : at all events he did not

keep his experiments to himself ; he told them what he could

do, and the results of his experience were open to the rest of

tiie world, to have the benefit of them. Mr. Huxtable then

proceeded to allude to the observations of the chairman res-

pecting the value of improvements to the farmer, as being as

good as capital. Speaking of diminished capital (said the rev.

gentleman), it is the same thing whether you give the farmer a

certain amount of capital, or whether you diminish his expenses

to that amount. He was sorry that some persons represented

liim as the landlords' friend only, and bad made a very im-

proper use of his name. He did not live by his agricultural

experiments, but he had taken the farms, and risked his capital

on them for the benefit of agricultural iiuprovements (cheers).

An unjust imputation had been laid on him ; he had been de-

scribed as saying that the tenant shouhl effect improvtmeuta

without security : such au assertion was ridiculous. I/mdlords

were but mortals, lie maintained that tenants should have a

good lease. Mr, Huxtable then read the following statement

of his expenditure and receipts at West Farm, Sutton Wal-

dren, from Sept. 1, 1847, to Sept., 1843:—

HEBTOR.

Rent of 100 acres of land, including glebe ....

Interest on capital sunk in permanent improve-

ments :—
Additional buildings and roads,

£400, at 5 per cent, per annum £20
Draining at £4 per acre, the dis-

tance between the drains 3 feet

deep being 24 feet; pipes 1 inch

at 163. ; labour, 8s. the score

perch ; being just £4 per acre,

charged at £7 per cent, on £400 28

Wooden pipes of two-inch boro,

1,350 yards, at Is. ; forcing

pump, and upright delivery

pumps at every 240 yards, £80,

at ten per cent 7

£100

55

Tithes, 5a. per acre ; rates. Is. Cd. per acre ; in-

surance, £2 34 10

Purchased stock : cows, £19G 4s. ; bulls, £14 ;

pigs, £27 15s 237 19

Purchased food : corn for horses, £78 ; corn and

cake for cattle, £63 16s 141 IG

Corn, &c., for seed, £43 17s.; manure, £37 ISs.

2d 81 10

Loss by death of cow, £9 ; miscellancoxis articles

bought, £4 18s. 9d 13 18

Tradesmen's bills 54 10

Labour 375

Ten per cent, interest on £1,500, working capital 150

£1,244 3 11

CUEDITOII.

Wheat, 402 sacks 2 bushels, from 40 acres 1 rood,

at 253. per sack i 509 2 C

Butter and cheese from dairy 220

Pigs 147 9 9

Poultry 9 14 9

Improved value of stock 188

Forty bushels of rye-grass, at 7s. per bushel. ... 14

Two fat heifers 30 10

Keep for 100 sheep 80

Beastssold 177 15

£1,382 12

Deduct expenses 1,244 3 11

Balance 138 8 1

that is, £1 73. 8d. per acre, in addition to making ten per cent,

of the capital employed. In conclusion, Mr. Huxtable thanked

the company for their kind opinion of him, and iu referring

for a moment to the subject of emigration, he hoped that if it

were carried out on so extensive a scale as had been suggested,

it would be remembered that the emigrants had souls as well

as bodies, and that clergymen should be sent out with them.

He knew that at the present time the wants of the poor

were very pressing ; but, as the song said, better times were

coming, and in the hope of those better times he trusted they

wovdd all go on and improve. Mr, Huxtable resumed his seat

amid loud cheering.
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Among the vaiious contributions to the Mark Lane
Erpress, those detailing the experiments of the Rev. A.

Huxtable have afforded much interest and instruction in

relation to agriculture. I doubt not that the announce-

ment of the " balance sheet" of the Sutton Waldron
farm excited more than ordinary curiosity. That balance

sheet is not so clear as it may probably be made ; and if

the rev. gentleman will condescend to supply a little

more information, he will add to the obligations already

conferred on the agricultural interest. The first ques-

tion I would ask is, whether the statement of expendi-

ture and receipts is such as may be fairly considered an

average annual return ? If not, it is worthless. If, how-

ever, it may be taken as an instance of what may be

fairly calculated upon for a number of yeais, it is im-

portant to ascertain by what process such satisfactory

results may be obtained.

Passing by the Dr. account, we come to the first

item on the Cr. side ; the whole of which I annex :
—

Wheat, 402 sacks 2 bushels, from 40 acres 1

rood, at 25s. per sack 503 2 0'

[This item in your type is carried out as

£509 2s. 6d , which makes a difference in

the balance of £6 Os. 6d.]

Butter and cheese froiu the dairy 226
Pigs 147 9 9
Poultry 9 14 9
Improved value of stock 188
Forty busliels of rye-grass at 7s 14
Two fat heifers 30 10
Keep for 100 sheep 80
Beasts sold 177 15

£1,376 11 G"

The total shows a produce of rather more than ^13
I5s. per acre. What, then, is the description of land,

and what the course of cultivation which would realise

forty bushels of wheat per acre four times in ten years .'

The second item is " butter and cheese ;" and as this

must be connected with the cows purchased, I would

ask, how many cows were bought by the £lQij 4s., as

stated in the Dr. account, as well as the number of

bulls and of pigs? And this brings me also to the

number of pigs sold.

The next item to the " poultry'' is " improved value

ofs'.ock." I would here inquire, what description of

stock is referred to, and what has it been fed on ?

Passing by the " rye-grass" we come to " two fat

heifers, .£30 IDs."—for these there appears no Dr.

account. The next is, " keep for 100 sheep, £S0."

Oa what were they fed ? We then come to" beasts

sold, ^^177 15s."—and here we are met by the same dif-

ficulty that occurs with the heifers : there is no account

of beasts bought. Did the heifers and beasts cost

nothing ; or are the amounts from improved value .'

Knowing nothing of the Rev. A. Huxtable beyond

what appears in his publications, I feel that an apology

would be requii-ed from me for thus referring to his

statements if it did not appear that a gentleman, who has

obtained such a notoriety as to be regarded as an autho-

rity on questions of great importance to agriculture, is

bound to give such additional information as is requisite

to enable others to comprehend his practice.

As no one reading the statement referred to can form

any conception of the mode by vi'hich the results are ob-

tained, I will request, as a particular favour to myself

(and I doubt not it will be also so considered by numer-

ous other readers of your valuable journal), if the rev.

gentleman would give a little more information with re-

ference to the items of his account ; and also give us the

cropping of the remaining sixty acres of his farm, for

which no particular statement has been made.

If anything in my letter should appear offensive, I

should much regret it ; as my only object is to gain in-

formation. Being dependant on agriculture for a liveli-

hood, I am anxious to add as much as possible to the

little stock of knowledge I pojsess. Never having made

10 per cent., and £l 7s. 8d, per acre in addition, with

the price of wheat exceeding 25s. per sack, I entertain

fears for myself, and my brethren in agriculture also, if

a free trade in corn should reduce the average price of

wheat much below 25s. per sack, and other articles in

proportion.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Hilchin, Bee. 27, 1848. Wm. IIainworth.

MR. HUXTABLE'S BALANCE SHEET.

Sir,—The astounding account given by the Uev. Mr.

Huxtable at the Sturminstcr Farmers' Club, reported in

the Mark Line Eupress, of obtaining produce equal in

value to 14 rents, and near 15 per cent, interest on a

capital of ^£'2,380, employed on a farm of 100 acres,

having led me to endeavour to ascertain its probable cor-

rectness, I forward you the result.

I could only estimate the probable value of the stock

liable to depreciate in value, from the vague description

given as to arable, pasture, and waste ; but a per-centage

should have been allowed for depreciation.

A credit is taken for improved value of stock to the

amount of j£'i88. Tiiis seems an enormous amount,

and I suppose an error; as the pigs and grazing stock

were sold, and the feed of 100 sheep valued at ,£80

—

£268. And I do not find that the cost price of the two

heifers and other fat boasts is charged or deducted from

the sale price.

I estimate the probable value of the fixed stock as fol-

lows :
—

Cost of cows, as slated £196
Cost of horses, estimated 100
Deadstock „ 104

'Value of permanent stock £400

And of course, if thrashing and other expensive ma-
chines, it will be much more.

Estimated value of permanent stock, subject to deprecia-

tion at 7i per cent £ 30
Cost price of fat stock, sold for £208 104

£134

The £188 credited for improved value of stock I

must leave as doubtful 5 it is a large sum for summer
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grazing on a farm of 100 acres, and should have heen

explained.

Mr. Iluxtable observed that the balance of i.'lSS 8s.

was in addition to the ten per cent, of the capital em-

ployed. The interest of £bb on £880 for permanent

improvements, and of £\bO on £'1500, working ca-

pital, being added to the disbursements, of course reduce

the balance to that amount, and thus the account will

stand :

—

Interest on £S80 £ 55

Ditto ou £1,503 150

Surplus balance 138

343
Deduct a3 above 134

£209

£343 is £14 less than 15 per cent, on £2,380 ;

£209 is £5 less than 9 per cent, on £2,380. But the

balance is struck as if the whole produce was to be sold
;

and by so much as is required to hold the farm on, goes

to pay off the capital employed ; but if held on, a deduc-

tion must be made for horse and seed corn ; and, taking

it at the same amount as charged of £78 and £63, it

amounts to £121, to be deducted from the surplus cal-

culated as interest on capital employed, and then the

account will stand as follows :

—

Interest and balance £343
Previous deductiou £134"!

Additional deduction £121

J

255

Balance for interest on £2,380 ... £ 88

Or less than 4 per cent, on the capital expended by £7.

Possibly a little more detailed account would have shown

that my view of the subject is not correct. Such state-

ments as made by Mr. Huxtable are liable to lead the

public to think that farming may be made a very pro-

fitable business if capital is expended. It shov,-s that

the produce may be greatly increased and doubled, or

even trebled in some cases ; but the main question is.

Will it pay more interest than by other means 1

The 402 sacks of wheat, of course, were grown in

1847 ; the crop in hand may turn out to be less by one

or two sacks per acre, and the selling price may be 2s.

or 3s. per sack less, and thus reduce the credit account

£50 or £100 for the coming year ; and the profit on

grazing may be less. Yet every one will admit that the

produce must be increased, or the cost of production

reduced. How the diftitulty is to be got over I must

leave to others better qualified.

Chas. Poppy.

Witnesham, Suffolk.

MR. HUXTABLE'S BALANCE SHEET.

Sir,—In the Mark Lane Express of Jan. 1, Mr. \V.

Hainworth requests, as " a personal favour,'' that I would

explain certain items on the balance-sheet of my West

Farm, which, without knowledge of the system professed

to be followed, appear to him obscure. Though I fear I

cannot, without giving a detailed account of the manage-

ment there adopted, make that statement clear to a

stranger, yet, as brielly as possible, I will try to eluci-

date the particulars to which Mr. Hainworth refers.

The soil of the farm is various, but all of it required

frequent drainage, which it las received. 30 acres are

of the Oxford clay, 7 acres on the green sandstone, the

rest a fair average loam. The cultivator aims to have

half of his farm in straw, the rest to be in clover and

green crops, which are all consumed in the house by

soiling, save what is required by the sheep. But the

farm is unequal!y divided by a road, and this was the

occasion last year of a considerably larger share of green

food than of corn being grown ; but this would occur

only in alternate seasons. Wheat hitherto has been

grown every other year. The GO acres devoted to green

crops were divided pretty equally between clover, vetches,

swedes, carrots, mangel-wurzel, common turnips, and

Italian rye-grass.

The butter and cheese, and whey (consumed by breed-

ing sows and their young) were the produce of 20 cows,

which was the average number during the milking sea-

son. A considerable number of the calves are reared.

Thus in September, 1847, there were 18 cows, 1 bull

two years old, 1 yearling do., 8 yearling heifers, 12

calves, i.e., 40 head ; but in September 1, 1848, there

were 50 head, i. e., 26 cows, 2 bulls, 6 heifers, 8 year-

lings, and 8 calves.

Several cows were bought with calves by their side ;

some of these were " milked out " and sold as " dry."

These transactions are represented in the debtor and

creditor accounts respectively, as—Cows bought, £196

4s. ; cows sold, £177 los. They were nearly all heifers

with their first calves, and being kept in an almost fat-

tening condition whilst milking, their growth and pro-

gress prevented much loss by their sale. The two heifers

referred to were reared by myself, and sold at 20 months

old for £15 5s. each ; therefore they appear not on the

debtor account as " bought." Similarly with the pigs :

10 breeding sows are constantly kept, and beside these,

for fattening, 22 smaller ones were purchased ; in all,

114 pigs were sold, but most of these were parted with

as soon as weaned, porkers last year having been in great

demand ; the rest were fattened upon boiled roots and

corn.

In conclusion, I beg to assure Mr. Hainworth that I

by no means calculate on obtaining every year forty

bushels per acre of wheat ; but, from five years' expe-

rience over the whole farm, I have exceeded thirty-two

bushels per acre. But I feel confident that the growth

of green crops by the process of liquid manuring can be

vastly increased, and therewith the amount of stock kept

and reared in the house. On this important subject I

should like to have sent you calculations, but I am un-

willing to occupy space with matters which might not

prove interesting to many of your readers.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

A. HUXTABLE.

Sutton Walden, Blandford, Jan. 4.
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MR. HUXTABLE'S BALANCE SHEET.

Sir,—Your Eilitorial remarks, and the letter of Mr.

Poppy, in your journal of the 8th inst., indicate an in-

terest in the balance sheet of Mr. Huxtable, of which

it is probable " many of your readers" partake. The

reply to my inquiries in your paper of this week (for

which I am greatly obliged) throws a little more light

on the subject, although much might have been added

without being tedious.

It being admitted thai the average yearly produce of

Sutton Waldron farm is about 32 bushels, or 8 sacks, of

wheat per acre, tlie amount of whicli for 40 acres, at

25s. per sack, would be 400/., it follows that the ave-

rage annual profit, estimated at the above price, would

b^ 109/. less than the profit of the year set forth in the

balance sheet. After deducting 10 per cent, for work-

ing capital, the balance would be about 30/., instead of

138/. 8s. Id., as set forth for the year from Sept. 1st,

1847, to Sept. 1st, 1848; and would give an annual

profit, including interest on capital, of 1/. 16s. per acre,

instead of 21. 17s. 8d. per acre, the profit announced at

the Sturminster meeting.

We are informed that the farm is cultivated in two

parts ; one part (GO acres) being in green crops when

the other part (40 acres) is wheat, and vice versa. If

I understand aright, the stock on this farm—from

40 to 50 head of cattle, 100 sheep, sundry swine and

farm horses—were fed on the root crops of 1847, which

grew on about 23 acres of land, the proportion allotted

to these crops being pact of the 40 acres subsequently

sown with wheat, which produced the crop of 1848 re-

ferred to in the balance sheet. As the swedes of the

year 1847 were stited to be " quite a disgrace," it is

very important to ascertain on what food this large

quantity of stock were kept "in an almost fattening

condition from Sept. 1st, 1847, to the time when the

rye-grass, clover, and vetches were ready, extending

over a period of about eight months." Itis also import-

ant to know what portion of the green crops on the 60

acre division were consumed by the 1st Sept., 1848,

and (if any) what stock of hay or clover, being a portion

of that produce, v.u8 in hand on the said 1st Sept.,

1848.

There are other features of the " balance sheet" which

merit attention, but I will not weary you by touching

on them. It is to be regretted that on this " important

Bubject" Mr. Huxtable has not furnished a debtor and

creditor account of stock in hand Sept. 1st, 1847, to

shew on what his stock was fed until the spring of 1848.

Until this is done the question will continue a mystery.

Apologising to Mr. Huxtable and yourself for again

trespassing, I am, Sir, jour most obedient servant,

Hiichin, Jan. \2ih. Wm. Hainworth.

THE HIGH FARMING LEDGER.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE WESTERN TIMES.

Dear Sir,—Having read a long statement in The

Western I'imes newspaper of last week, on " High

Farming," which is held up as a pattern scheme, I, as

well as a very considerable number of your agricultural

subscribers, should feel obliged for something like a

proof of that statement ; viz. ;—A full, clear, and com-

prehensive statement of all the items, so as to leave no

room for doubt, and to enable us, if all is right, to copy

the pattern—for instance :

—

What is Mr. Huxtable's system for cropping his land ?

Can he raise forty acres of wheat annually on 100

acres of land .'

Can he grow an average of forty bushels of wheat per

acre, through tlie various seasons, throughout the term

of fourteen years, on very poor land ?

And, if he can, how is the land to be managed for

that purpose ?

How many cows were kept ? How long was each cow

milked ? What was their united produce—and how was

it disposed of.'

How many pigs were sold ? Were they fattened—and

how disposed of .•'

In what state were the beasts sold and other stock, if

any ; if fed, what was their estimated weight and price ?

How long a time were the 100 sheep kept ? At what

rate per head, per week, is the calculation made on

them ?

As Mr. Huxtable grew forty acres of wheat on a farm

of one hundred, sixty acres remain, on which he has kept

the enormous quantity of live stock—the produce of

which amounted to nearly i;900 in one year ! ! !

On what fodder were all these cows, pigs, poultry,

farm horses, beasts, sheep, and other improved stock

depastured during the whole of the year ?

In what year was Mr. Huxtable's balance sheet made

up—beginning and ending when .'

As Mr. Huxtable has been kind enough to give us

(through The Western Times) the outline of his farming

for the benefit of others, he will, by giving us the detailed

proof of a well got-up system of cropping and stocking

of lands, give the farmers the most useful lesson they

were ever taught, and at the same time confer a lasting

benefit on his country.

In conclusion, I trust that you, Mr, Editor, will use

your best endeavours to lay such statement as I have

now asked for, before your readers as soon as possible.

One who farms.

Exeter, Jan. 3, 1849.

AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS.
That there is room for improvement in the habits, as

well as the moral and social condition of agricultural

labourers is unquestionable ; and if employers bad made

their condition the subject of consideration with a view

to their benefit, they would themselves have been

indirect gainers, more frequently than coroplainers.
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Though here is a village school free of cxiirnse and

accessible to the children of the poorest inhabitant, yet

the fruits of their education give the impression that

the children are kept in the most profound ignorance of

all that is really essential to their well being in after

life ; and their education, meagre as it is, is of very short

duration, for as soon as the children can do anything in

the fields they arc taken from school : the parents plead

necessity, through the lowness of their own wages, as

the reason for this : the children are there contaminated

both by precept and example, and too often encouraged

in acts of dipredation and pilfering by their parents.

This is the sort of material from which the labourers in

the southern counties are derived. Then, when the future

labourer is able to do as much work as a man, whatever

his age or qualities as a workman, if single he is paid

2s. a week less than a married man ; and this fact,

together with his knowledge that his condition hardly

can be worse than it is, causes him to get married at

the earliest opportunity ; although he knows where food

and lodging arc to come from on that day, he has not

the least thought or knowledge how or where he is to

get a meal on the morrow. Such is their ignorance and

prejudice that if a new tool or implement is put into

their hands it is either broken, or the prejudice against

it such, that the employer finds he must take to the old

plan or tool again, of necessity.

This state of things is often owing to the manner in

which labourers are treated by their employers, and

the former are frequently objects of sympathy rather

than censure ; one great evil is that the farmer employs

as little labour as possible, more especially in winter,

from an idea that the 7s. or 8s. per week he pays a

labourer is so much money out of his pocket, and when

employed it is always considered as a charity to give a

poor man this pittance and have his six days' labour in

return ; the farmer usually will pay grudgingly Ss. or

4s. a week to keep a man in the workhouse, rather than

7s. or 8s. to employ him. The labourer cannot fail to

see that his services are dispensed with as soon as ever

the farmer can do without them ; if the man does not

go to the workhouse, he often does worse, as his state

when unemployed is usually the prelude to poaching or

pilfering, besides acquiring habits of idleness, which are

not easily forgot when he may work if he will.

It is well known that in agriculture, as in manufacture,

labour judiciously employed will repay, and is frequently

the means of amassing a fortune, as hundreds of manu-

facturers in Lancashire and Yorkshire are instances, and

who will candidly say that employment of labour is the

source of their wealth, that the obligation between em-

plo3'er and employed is reciprocal.

There is abundant labour in this country for all who
are willing to work ; and at a future day, in all human
probability, not only additional labour will be employed

in existing channels, but new channels will be open for

perhaps double the population. I have remarked that

where cultivation is most primitive the labourer is in

the worst moral condilio;i ; the plough may be seen

working four or five inches deep, and the farmer com-

plaining of summers either too wet or too dry, and ligiit

croj/S. I have seen the farmer pay more monry in n

season for extricating his stock out of the j)ound lli.in

would have paid for labour to keep the hedges in i;ood

order ; and roads so bad that more horses have been sent

for to release his team, when there were plenty of stones

upon his land close by for gathering up. I have seen

good arable land for weeks together under water, the

land producing not a fourth of an average crop, draining

considered too expensive ; one farmer said his land lost

its goodness soon enough without draining it away.

I have seen manure spread and exposed to sun and air

for a fortnight before it wjs ploughed in, on land

intended for wheat and turnips, and the farmer in

arrears at rent-day. I have known the farmer's carts

going to the nearest town for guano, and in his cattle

yard at home was a large place occupied by a dark

coloured liquor, reminding one of Barclay and Perkins's

stout. I have seen the seeds of thistles flying in the

air, and almost covering the ground for miles in extent,

and the farmer only employed women at hay-time and

harvest. Can it be wondered that the labourer is in a

low condition where such are some of the specimens of

agrioulture ? To make good labourers there must be a

good feeling between them and the farmer, as also be-

tween the landlord and farmer ; when each of these

parties have an uncharitable feeling towards the other,

the labourer suffers. It is also desirable that piecework

should be adopted ; the farmer should be as good a judge

of a fair day's work as the manufacturer, who ordinarily

has his work executed by the piece.

Good wages are the best means of insuring good

labourers, and a man to whom a shilling a week addi-

tional is paid may and will often save three or four

times that sum to his employer. An employer has it in

his power to make men either good, indifferent, or bad,

according as they are treated ; but .when all are placed

in one category, all looked upon as bad, and treated as

such, no encouragement given for the interest the work-

man takes in his employer's property, idleness and in-

dustry all treated alike, the good are discouraged ; and

the bad and indifferent, although under proper treatment

the latter would have made a good labourer under a

humane and feeling employer, becomes a bad one because

it is taken for granted that he is a bad one and always

treated as such. That solitary instances of ingratitude

and dishonesty are seen, is granted, and this more in

higher grades than agricultural labourers ; and he who
says he has reason to denounce the whole class carries

with him his own condemnation, for it shows he has

made no effort to improve them. I once heard a la-

bourer say in reference to his master, that his master

was so good feeling, high principled, and unsuspecting,

that he would rather a man would rob himself than his

employer. J. II.

—Gardeners* Chronicle.
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SMITH FIELD CATTLE MARKET.
Sir,—Will you interfere, with your powerful pen, to put a

stop to one of the most direful nuisances in this metropolis,

viz., the uproar and scenes of desecration which take place in

Smithileld-market from Sunday afternoon to the Monday

morning following? What with the incessant barking of dogs,

the bellowing of the oxen and calves, the bleating of sheep,

the grunting of swine, the roaring and swearing of men, with

torches, passing to and fro amongst the frightened animals,

and the continued sound of blows inflicted on the horns, heads,

and bodies of the poor animals, produce an impression on the

beholders that no person can adequately describe, and must be

seen to be believed. The desecration of the Sal)bath is bad

enough ; but parties who reside in any of the streets leading

into Smith&cld, from the confined space, are absolutely in

danger of their existciice, more especially the female portion,

from the terror inspired by furious oxen, &c. Surely the pre-

sent deplorable state of things, as far as regards this nuisance

in the heart of the city of London, cannot be much longer en-

dured. Most certainly in no other city of the world would

such an abomination be sufl'ered.—I remain, sir, your most

obedient servant,

AN INHABITANT OF WEST SMITHFIELU.

December 20, 1848.

The medical men who practise in the city of London

declai'e that cancerous and pulmonary affections have

been enormously increased, of late years, by the quantity

of meat unfit for human food, which is daily disposed of

within the bills of mortality. The obvious cause of this

evil is, that, in Smithfield and Newgate markets, where

inspectors are appointed, with full power to seize and

confiscate such carrion, the accommodation is so execra-

ble that they cannot perform their duties at all ; whilst,

in the other meat markets of London, no such necessary

supervision has been established.

Our ancestors appear, in sanitary matters, to have

been wiser than we are. There exists, amongst the

Rolls of Parliament of the year 1380, a petition from the

citizens of London, praying that, for the sake of the

public health, meat should not be slaughtered nearer

than " Knyghts-brigg," under penalty, not only of for-

feiting such animals as might be killed in the "but-

cherie," but of a year's imprisonment. The prayer of

this petition was granted, audits penalties were enforced

during several reigns.

In 1848, however, we are not so squeamish. In the

course of a year 220,000 head of cattle and 1,500,000

sheep are violently forced into an area of five acres, in

the very heart of London, through its narrowest and

most crowded thoroughfares ; and are there sold, and

there slaughtered, in the dark and undrained cellars,

stables, and out-houses adjoining.

The inhabitants and shopkeepers, on the line of march
taken by these herds and flocks, are weekly frighted

from their propriety by the transit of 4,000 oxen and

30,000 sheep, that are hurried along by reckless drovers,

and maddened by savage dogs. Scarcely a market-day

passes without some grave accident to man, beast, and

property. A letter from " An Inhabitant of West

Smithfield," which will be found elsewhere in our

columns, depicts, with the graphic force of truth, the

grievous inconveniences and outrages to which those who

reside in the neighbourhood of this intolerable nuisance

are constantly subjected. The environs of Smithfield

are poisoned by blood and garbage ; the quality of the

meat that we daily eat is deteriorated by the ill-usage

which the animals undergo whiljt alive, and by the faulty

accommodation for cleansing and dressing it when

dead. The graziers, who send their stock to London,

are fleeced, in consequence of the monopoly which the

Smithfield salesmen enjoy ; and the poor of the metro-

polis are sickened by the pestilential trash which the

crowded and undisciplined state of the meat markets

enables the lower classes of salesmen to foist upon them

with impunity. The cruelties, too, practised habitually

on the wretched animals defy exaggeration. It will

scarcely be accredited that the foreign cattle and sheep

which are sold in Smithfield receive, during their transit

from the port of their embarkation to Blackwall—

a

period which varies from two to six days— not one drop

of water nor one atom of food. The deterioration of

meat from bruises and over-driving is calculated, by

butchers themselves, to amount, in Smithfield market

alone, to above £100,000 a year. The evidence before

the various committees abounds in disgusting details of

eyes deliberately knocked out, horns broken off, tongues

torn, women and children tossed, drovers killed and mu-
tilated, and shop-fronts forcibly dashed in. And yet

these are but the minor evils of Smithfield market.

That on which we now wish most especially to dwell,

is the facility which the crowded and disorganized con-

dition of this market affords for the unlawful sale of

diseased meat ; and, unluckily, meat of that description,

being the leanest, is precisely the sort selected, at the

low butchers' shops, by the poor, as being the econo-

mical.

From the 1st day of January, 1848, to the 7th of the

following August, the inspector of Smithfield market

confiscated, out of 120,000 cattle and 800,000 sheep,

not one diseased beast, and but five diseased sheep. We
do not mean to censure that officer for not doing his

duty. We say that he could not do it. It was notori-

ous, at the time, that on every market day no less than

from 50 to 100 head of cattle, and several hundred sheep,

calves, pigs, &c,, in a fearfully morbid condition, were

disposed of. One salesman alone sold weekly, for a con-

siderable period, upwards of 100 sheep, consigned to

him from abroad, v/hich were afflicted with the small-

pox. The sick animals are divided into three classes

—

" choppers, rough-uns, and wet-uns." The best are

driven into the low slaughter-houses in Cow Cross-street

and Sharp's-alley, are there cleaned, curried, and

furbished up, and are then disposed of alive to the in-
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I'erior class of butchers lesiiliiig in jioor and densely po-

jiulatcd neighbourhoods. Those in a more advanced

s(ate of disease are slaughtered and sold on the spot to

tlie compilers of German sausages, polonies, saveloys,

and bla"k puddings, and to the vendors of ii-la-mode

beef, meat pies, and cheap soups. It may be interesting

to epicures to learn that the red tint observable in Lon-

don German sausages is derived from a judicious admix-

ture of horse-flesh, for glandered horses, cows which die

in calving, and still-born calves, are all considered as

fair grist to the sausage mills, which are to be heard in

full drive in suspicious proximity to the knackers' yards.

The men employed in this foul work often die, from ac-

cidentally inoculating themselves with the virus con-

tained in the morbid meat which they prepare for public

food. Tyler's-market is especially infamous for the

measly quality of its pork, which is never outraged by

the censorious eye of an inspector.

These evils exist in the very heart of London. No-

body denies them. They come home to every man's

door—nay, to every man's dining table. All that we

have here stated, and more, and worse, is to be wit-

nessed twice a week in the City. It is to be found in

the reports of the Committees of 1828 and 1847, both

of which have in vain condemned Smithfield as a nui-

sance which ought to be at once abolished ; and we may

also refer these interested in the matter to an able

pamphlet on the subject, lately published by Mr. llidg-

way, of Piccadilly, written in an excellent spirit, by no

less a personage than Mr. John Bull. We trust that

the enemies of over-legislation, who maintain that mat-

ters like these ought to be left to find their own level,

will not be too hard upon us, if we implore the powers

that be, to be as wise in 1818 as our ancestors were in

1380; to exile, at once and for ever, every cattle-mar-

ket, slaughter-house, and knacker's-yard, far away from

the heart of London ; to place tliem under the strictest

supervision ; and, further, to take such steps as they in

their wisdom shall deem advisable, for removing the un-

comfortable imputations which the little work, to which

we have alluded, has been the means of casting—we fear

with much justice—upon the sanitary qualities of the

German sausages, polonies, saveloys, black puddings,

meat-pies, and u-la-mode beef of the British metropolis.

Until the Legislature interferes, it will be impossible for

any thoughtful man, who has read Mr. John BulCs

work, to partake, in future, of these co jkney dainties

with any feelings save those of nausea and distrust.

—

Morning Chronicle.

THE LORD CHIEF BARON AND MR. WHITEHURST'S OPINIONS AS TO THE
SMITHFIELD MARKET NUISANCE, WITH THE PETITION OF THE MERCHANTS
AND BANKERS OF LONDON.

The feeling in favour of abating the nuisance of Smith-

field market is most rapidly increasing ; many who for-

merly opposed the removal of Smithfield mai-ket are now
among the foremost to join the movement in favour of

transferring it to Islington. Bankers in Smithfield,

salesmen in Smithfield, aldermen of the City of London,

common councilmen, many butchers, and a host of in-

dividuals more or less connected with the cattle trade

have already come forward to volunteer their adhesion.

Above all, the opinions of the present Lord Chief Baron

of the Exchequer, when he was at the bar, and Mr.

Whitehurst, the eminent Q. C. (in addition to the law

authorities of the city), have given the coup de grace to

any attempts to legally enlarge Smithfield with the con-

sent of Parliament, which has been nine times refused.

What has been recently and some years before at-

tempted by the Smithfield monopolists to enlarge the

area of their market is clearly illegal. They dare

not sell beyond the original boundaries. The trick of

retaining cattle on the outside until those in the inside

of the legal market are sold, is a palpable evasion of the

conditions of the charter, and an obstructive nui-

sance actionable by all who may be injured by it.

Extracts from the opinion of Mr. Whitehurst, Q.C.,

adopted and confirmed as they are by the present Lord

Chief Baron, will prove this.

Extract from the opinion of Mr. Whitehurst, Q.C. :

" I am of opiniou the City of Londou have uot the power

to enlarge the Smithfield IMarket. I consider the law to be

clearly established—by the cases Dixon v. Robinson, 3 Mod.

108; Curwen !7. Salkeld, reported 3 East 538; Rex. r. Cot-

terill, 1 B. & Al. 67 ; Ue Rictzea v. Lloyd, 5 Ad. & E. 457,

and others—that the graut of a Market or Fair to be holden in

a particular place, confines the market to that spot, and that

it is not lawful to hold it in any other.

"The charter (uoii prescription) uot authorising the City

to make the additions, the markets held on those additions are

iu the nature of nev) markets unauthorized by law, aud must

be considered in the same manner as if held in a distant part

of the city. A.s such they are au usurpation on the Crown,

and if any individual sustains an irjnry to his fraucliises by

means of such new markets, he has the same remedies against

the corporatiou as he would have against any person who

should erect a new market without authority to the prejudice

of his old market.

" Temple." " C. H. Whitehurst.

Extract from the opinion of the present Lord Chief

Baron of the Exchequer :
—

" I am of opinion that the City of London is uot authorized,

at common law or by charter, to enlarge Smithfield Market

from time to time as they may think proper, and to hold the

market and take toll on such enlargement.

" The Corporation is liable iu various ways to different

parties. The Crown may proceed by information for the

usurpation : any persons actually injured may obtain re-

dress by action to recover damages. Or the intervention of

a court of equity :iiay be prayed by Bill so as to restrain a

continuation of the injury. I have read the opiuion of Mr.
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AVIiitchuist, with which 1 eiitiiely agiee, aiul I beg to refer to

the authorities cited by that gentleman in support of the

opinion I have above written.

"Temple." "F. Pollock.

Such is the law as declared by the greatest legal

authorities of the land. Let us now see what is the

view of the " merchant princes" and bankers of London.

In Petitions to the Houses of Lords and Commons the

following firms, among others, offer to advance their

money to be heard by Counsel, Agents, &c., against the

continuance of the Smithfield-market nuisance.

Barnctt, Hoarc, and Co.

Hanbnrys, Taylor, and Ijloyd.

Ciuililfcs, Brooke, and Co.
Lubbock, Foster, and Co.

Smith, Fayiie, and Smiths.

Magniac, Jardine, and Co.

Robarts, Curtis, and Co.

Ovcrcnd, Guruey, and Co.

Hankey and Co.

Jones Loyd and Co.
Baring Brothers.

Crawford, Colvin, and Co.
Johnson and Co.

William Tait.

Francis Ede and Son.

W. Bell and Co.

Kickctts, Boutcher, and Co.

Sanderson and Co.
F. A. Lizardi and Co.
Benjn. Elkin and Son.

Mangles and Co.
J. W. Welch.
Small and Co.

Robt. Eglinton and Co.
H. G. Abott.

John Gore and Co.
Rol)erts, Mitchell, and Co.

Rawson, Norton, and Co.

Daniell, Dickenson, and Co.

Enthoven and Co.

J^aton, Hulbert, and Co.

John Allen and Co.

Hibbert and Co.
Davidsons and Co.

John Locke and Co.
Gongcr and Steuart.

Warre Brothers.

Moflfatt and Co.

Innes, Ilodgc, and Co.

J. Mallett.

W. Moberley, Son, and Co.

Alexander Cullen and Co.

Alison, Cumberlcge, and Co.

Geo. Pye and Co.

G. W. Harrison.

Gledstoncs and Co.

T. Green and Co.
Dickson Brothers.

Berslcr, James, and Co.
Donaldson, Lambert, and Co.
Wood, Brothers, and Co.

F. Le BretoiL

Blyth and Greene.

John Routh.

Dallas and Coles.

Melville and Co.
W. Anderson, sen., and Co.
James Alexander.

Jamicson, Brothers, and Co.
Geo. Little and Co.

Josh. Templeraan and Co.
Siordet, Meyer, and Co.
Eraanuel, Henry, and Co.
Emanuel Henry Braudth.
Lya:l, Brothers, and Co.
Burmeston Brothers.

Thos. Stephens and Co.
Albert Pelly and Co.
Gonae, Lucas, and Gribble.

Sinclair, Hamilton, and Co.
Jno. H. Rudall.

Gillespies, MofTatt, and Co.
A. Stewart and Westmoreland
Lesley Ale.xander and Co.
J. S. Neave.
John Entwisle.

Kelsall and Co.
M. Hetherington and Co.
Barclay, Brothers, and Co.
Gregson and Co.
Drewett and Fowler.
Prescott, Grote, and Co.
H. J, Johnston and Co.
Barnard and Co.
Williams, Deacon, and Co.
John Felthara and Co.
A. Macdonald and Co.
G. C. Jackson and Co.
Trumpter and Rouquette.
Boyon, Hoyer, and Tagart.
W. W. Forbes.

Charles Ball and Co.
Gibson, Linton, and Co.
F. and A. Bovet.
W. Markland.
Quarles Harris and Sons.

CoUmann and Stolterfoht.

Jos. Edermann.
Peter Dickson and Co.
Newman, Hunt, and Co.
Boyds and Thomas.
Williams and Co.

Harvey, Brand, and Co.
Anderson, Brothers, and Co.
Sohu. Hart and Co.
Martin, Stones, and Co.
Brown, Janson, and Co.
Spooner, Attwood, and Co.
Saundersoii, Fry, and Fry.

A general meeting of the members of the Far-

mers and Graziers' Cattle Insurance Association

was held at Chester on Saturday, Dec. 22. The
meeting was called by advertisement, as required by
the regulations of the association. Members were
present from several distant counties, and from
Scotland. A report showing the result of the

experience of the association in resjiect to the

mortality of cattle and the araoimt of losses

during the period it has been established, nearly

five years, was read ; it also contained various

suggestions for the future conduct of the business,

and for the settlement of subsisting claims. A
number of questions were jnit to the chairman,

which were satisfactorily answered, and, upon the

motion of Samuel Sandbach, Esq., of Clayley-

hall, Ilandley, Cheshire, seconded by Simon Ralph,
Esq., of Saighton-hall, Cheshire, the report was
read and adopted with only one dissentient. The
various alterations are to take place from the first

of January, We have no doubt but that this

association, having obtained an amount of expe-

rience which was not attainable at the period of its

establishment, will progress successfully, and confer

a great benefit upon the farmer.—Mark Lane
Express.

PIG MANURE.
Sir,—In your valuable paper of this week you have

been pleased to give an account of something that fell

from me at the Frome Agricultural Society, respecting

pig manure ; but as it is not exactly correvit, I will give

you what I did say on the subject—viz., well knowing

the excellence of pig manure, live years ago I was in-

duced to try it solely for turnips. I tested it against

guano and bone dust. The result was quite equal to the

guano, and beat the bone dust hollow. My farm is one

part clay and another sand ; I found the same result on

both. I have also the management of a farm in Hamp-
shire, a poor thin soil, and there the manure was equally

beneficial. I have continued to use it ever since, with

the same results. To carry out my plan convenient farm

buildings are necessary. I have a large dry shed, in

which, first of all, I put a layer of dry coal ashes, about

a foot thick and four feet wide, to which the deposits of

the pigs are taken, both liquid and solid, and as soon as

it begins to ooze out I put on more ashes, and so on till

it gets to about four feet in thickness. I then again

commence a fresh layer, and treat in the same manner.

After lying s )mc time, it is turned two or three times,

and then it is fit for drilling. I have put in this year

forty-fiive acres of turnips with nothing but this manure,

and the result is now open for the inspection of any who
may choose to see it.

I found the droppings of three pigs, carefully pre-

served, to be ample for two acres, and quite equal to

three sacks of bone dust per acre. I am not speaking

theoretically, but from actual experience ; and I consider

if we can get such valuable manure for nothing but the

labour, it is much better than putting our hands in our

pockets and paying 283. or 30s. per acre for artificial

manures.

This is as near what I said on the subject as I recoU

lect, and if you consider it worth giving a place in your

next paper, you are at liberty to do so.

I am, Sir, yours obediently, Saml, Pocock.

Thouhtone Farm, Dec. 28, 1848.

—Mark Lane Express.
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.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL CUSTOMS,
WITH THE EVIDENCE.

(Continued.)

Evidence of Gicorge IIhimmol Ramsey, Esq.

Chairman.] Where ilo you live .''— In the county of

Durham, ou the borders of Northumbeiland, five miles

west from Newcastle.

I believe you are a proprietor of land, and also an occu-

pier .'—Yes, I am.
And you are also a magistrate ?—I am.
And you are president of the Newcastle Agricultural

Society ?—I am not the president ; I am the vice-presi-

dent; but I believe I was a founder of the club.

Arc you generally acquainted with the state of agricul-

ture in the counties of Durham and Northumberland .'

—

I am ; I have seen a great deal of it.

Can you state generally what is the custom of the

country between outgoing and incoming tenants 1—

I

believe that the customs of the county of Durham are

in many points very dissimilar from those of Northum-
berland.

What is the custom of the country in the county of

Durham ?—There are a good many leases, but there is a

great deal of land held without lease ; the greatest pro-

portions are upon yearly tenure.

Can you state what is the custom of payment between
outgoing and incoming tenants ; and first, what is the

period of entry ?—The period of entry is the 13th of May,
except the grass land, and the grass land is at Lady- day

;

that is, as far as relates to the meadow land ; the pasture

land the outgoing tenant occupies till the 13th of May.
Does the outgoing tenant in Durham have the succeed-

ing corn crops ''—They have. The entry is generally on
the 13th of May, and the first rent is paid a little previous

to the 1 3th of May the following year. There is|a running

half year of six months, both where there are leases and
where there are no leases.

Are there any compensations made there by the custom
of the country ?—Not without special agreement.

Do YOU know of special agreements for that object ?

—All agreements, I think, generally embrace subjects of

that description.

Do the agreements comprise payment to the outgoing

tenant, for draining for instance .'—No, I never knew a

case of that kind.

You have not much other permanent improvement
besides drainage in Durham ?—No ; the buildings are

done by the landlord generally.

What is the usual course of crapping in the county of

Durham .'—It varies a little between the strong land and
the light. The light land has been farmed upon the four-

course system with turnips and potatoes, and sometimes
on a five-course system, with two years in grass depas-

tured. That we consider an improved system of farm-

ing : but upon the strong lands it is very various. In

some cases the clay lauds are left in fallows and succeeded

by wheat, and then sown up mth clover, and in some
cases beans or peas, and then followed with oats generally

speaking ; sometimes tares, but not often.

Is there not a great deal of cold unproductive land in

the county of Durham ?—A very great deal of very bad
land, and they are very small farms, many of them, too.

Is there great room for the improvement of farming iri

the county of Durham ?— I think so, very much indeed.

Is there a great deal of draining required ?—Yes ; there

is a great deal required, and a great deal is doing, and has
been for some years past.

In your opinion would it l^e desirable to afford the

outgoing tenant compensation for the improvement of the

land .'— It is my opinion, and it is pretty generally so,

that a lease with some arrangemeni: respecting the last

four or five years of the lease would be a most desirable

system ; that is, a lease with a tenant-right at the end
of it.

Have you a great many leases in Durh; m Z—Yes, we
have ; and some very well-farmed lands too.

When you say that some arrangement is required at

the end of the lease, do you think that at the er.d of the

lease the land falls back in condition .'—Alwviys ; it

necessarily follows, I think.

Do you find that if a tenant has not a prospect of con-
tinuing his holding, in his own defence he returns ihe

land into the hands of his landlord in an impoverishtl
state compared with the state in which he has maintained
it during the rest of his holding ?—As to the manure in

particular, and in other points. If a lease is granted, it

in some measure protects the landlord ; as to the number
of ploughings, for instance, and the kind of crops that
the land would bear ; but the tenant towards the close of
his lease, however good a farmer he has been for the first

few years of his lease, naturally buys less artificial manure
and keeps less stock.

What is the usual length of leases in the county of

Durham ?—They vary very much ; from seven to twenty
years. From twelve to fourteen years are the more com-
mon length ; the long leases are rather the exception
than the rule.

As to the county of Northumberland, what is the usual

period of entry there ?— It varies a little ; most of them
are on the 13th of May, but on others the entry is upon
a different system altogether.

At what period upon those other estates do they enter.'

—The Duke of Northumberland is the largest landed
proprietor in Northumberland. I am speaking of the

usual leases. Entering upon the 13th of May, the tenant

has the way-going crop to secure the landlord, because
the landlord gives him si.K months' credit for the payment
of the rent ; but he has the way-going crop as security

against that. In the case of the Duke of Northumber-
land the tenant enters at Lady day, but the entering
tenant enters upon all the crops. The outgoing tenant
in the case of the Duke of Northumberland's estates

has not the way -going crops, and there is no run ning

half year, no arrears of rent, or at least for a very short

period indeed.

Is land usually held from year to year, or on jea se, in

the county of Northumberland?—A great de.,i upon
lease, more than any county. In Northumbei-—' and the

farms are much larger.

What is the usual length of the lease \—Many of them
"re for 21 years.
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Do you consider that in Northumberland a tcn;int-

right for improvements is a necessary addition to the

lease ?—As far as the last, four years of the lease go.

In order lo secure the landlord?—Yes, as well as the

tenant ; both indeed, besides keeping up the productive
power of the soil.

There is also a good deal of cold land in Northumber-
land .'—Yes ; there is a great deal of cold land, but there

is a great deal of excellent turnip land, and large breadths
of turnips grow in Northumberland.

Speaking of the northern part?— The heavy soils are

along the east coast, to Bamboroughshireand that couu-
ti-y. Nearer to the south-east part of the county the

land is very strong, and in some parts good, and in some
only middling. Then in tlie middle part of the county
towards the north, joining the Tweed, the land is very
fine.

Is that in the neighbourhood of Woolcr .'—Yes ; the

land is better about Coldstream and that part ; the farming
there is cnpital ; to the west the moorlands come in,

except the Tyne side ; on the Tyne side there are excellent

turnips again.

Is there not a good deal of improvable waste in the

county of Northumberland .'—There is more improvable
land that is now being inclosed ; a very great deal of the

moorlands it is almost impossible to improve ; some
might be done.

Are you of opinion, looking at the whole of the county
of Northumberland, that if the tenant received security

for improvement an increase of produce would take place

throughout the county?—I think there would, and it

would be better for the landlord and the tenant, because
the tenant would produce more and v/ould be able to pay
more rent to the landlord.

It would be an advantage to the landlord as well as

to the tenant to give the tenant increased security for the

outlay of his capital .'—I think their interests are quite

identical. I cannot see any difference. I rent some
land at present belonging to a gentleman ; it has been in

my occupation a long time, and from year to year. I

have great confidence in him, but now he has changed
his opinion he wants to give a lease, and I have agreed
to give him a small advance of rent on that account.

Sir J. Trollope.] la speaking of Northumberland,
- are there any compensations there

;
you say there are

none in Durham ? —There are some payments, I can
scarcely call them a compensation.

Is there anything allowed for drainage ?—No.
Is anything allowed for fencing ?—No. If there is a

lease, they are bound to keep the fences in repair ; if

there is no lease, there is no remedy.
Is there any allowance in cases of manure ? —There is

no allowance.

Are bones used extensively in Northumberland .'

—

Y'es ; very largely.

The improvements have been great ?—Yes.
In your meadow land ?—Yes.
And large tracts have been brought from pasture to

arable ?—Yes ; bone manure has been used.
At the expense of the tenantry has that been done }—

Y^es, generally speaking ; but many of the landlords have
encouraged them.
By assistance ?—Y^es, by assistance ; but the large

farmers do not require it.

They do it themselves ?—Yes.
Do they put up the houses and buildings ?—No ; the

landlord finds them.
Who finds the fences .'- In the first outset the landlord

does it.

Do they improve the fencing ?—Many do ; but it is

their own option.

Chairman.] Do not some of the large tenants require
large buildings .'— Yes ; and the buildings are very ex-

eelk'f.t on most of tlij Northumberland farms, where, ge-

nerally speaking, lh;'y farm from 700 to 1,200 or 1,4!J0

acres and more. '

Sir J. Trollope.] And even more largely ?— There
are enormous estates in sheepwalks.

Have the tenants on those estates done any improve-
ments in the shape of buildings .'—They aie never ex-

pected to do tliat ; they are ;.'enerally provided.

And you believe them to be provided on that estate

you have referred to ?—Yes ; on the Earl of Tankerville's

estate. I believe 20 of his fa-ms let for about ^""20,000 a

year.

Is that a district where great improvements have been
made ?—Yes.

Then those have been made at the joint expense of

the landlord and the tenant ? —As far as the improvement
of the land and tillage goes the landlord has nothing to do
with it.

The tenant has done the cultivation of the surface,

and the landlord has improved it by draining and fencing ?

Yes.

And building ? Exactly.

Is any drainage done on that estate you have just

named of the 20 large farms ? I cannot speak quite so

well respecting that estate as others There has been a

great deal done during the last few years.

Is not the course of cultivation in Northumberland,
which is the best, generally the five-course system .'

Yes, on the light land.

And the sheep feeding between the crops ? Y''es.

Do they mow any of the land ? As much as they re-

quire.

And the rest is depastured ? Yes.

Do they give oil-cake .' They give more now than

they did formerly, but still not to the extent that it is

given in some of the southern counties.

It is not given to such an extent as in Lincolnshire,

for instance .' No, I should think not.

Are there any clauses in the leases that you have seen

for compensation to tenants on giving up their occujia-

tions ? I have seen some trifling things, but it is by no
means the system.

What is the common course of proceeding between
landlord and tenant when the lease is about to terminate

;

does it often happen that the same tenant renews the

lease for the farm which he has previously occupied .'

Y'^es, very often.

They are never put up to tender in the northern coun-

ties as in Scotland ? That is not so much the case now
as it was 20 years ago.

Has the tenant any preference to take his old farm .'

He has no legal preference.

Is it the custom of the country ? Yes ; they stop a

long time.

And they go ou and renew the lease for a fresh term ?

Y''es.

Then the question of compensation does not arise .'

No, there is nothing to give rise to it.

It is an outgoing compensation ? Y'^es ; the outgoing
tenant is obliged to gOf as you will see by the entering,

at the I3th of May. The green crops are then consumed
;

the outgoing tenant eats the pasture land till May with-

out any agreement with the incoming tenant. The land-

lord never interferes j the meadow land he enters upon
at Lady-day.

That is to prevent its being stocked too late in the

spring .' Yes.

Then the outgoing tenant sows the oats ? Yes, which

he reaps, except in the case of the Duke of Northumber-
land.

Has he the privilege of using the barns .' Yes.

Then the incoming tenant receives no produce of the
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soil, except the meadow larui, till the ensuing year .'

None.
It requires great capital ? Yes ; but he gets a consi-

derable time to pay liis rent.

There is the six months, the running half year ? Yes,

he pays nothing ; he is only one-half year in advance.

Ou that improved system of husbandry, which you
have stated exists in Northumberland, do you think that

still further improvements might be made with a system

of tenaut-riglit ? Yes ; and generally the more clearly

it was understood the more capital would flow into the

farms.

Are not the farmers of that country notorious for

being high managers, and great cajiitalists as well ?

Still they would keep more stock, and use more artiiicial

food.

And if they were paid for it they would farm higher at

the termination of the period of the lease ? I tliink if

there was a remuneration for the last four years of the

lease they would, as a matter of necessity, keep it up,

and the farm would be delivered in a better state than it

is now.
Do they put up buildings generally ? No.
Are they allowed to leave those they do put up, or are

they paid for them ? As far as threshing machines go

they are often the jiroperty of-the tenant.

Are they fixtures in any shape ? No, they are not ; and

the landlords are not bound to pay for them.

They are i)laced in sheds ? Yes, on the farms ; and

they are taken away if they cannot agree with the land-

lord or the incoming tenant. In many cases where

there is water power the landlords are at a considerable

expense.

In iitting up the power ? Yes.

There the landlord finds the power and machinery too ?

Sometimes.

If the tenant possesses them he is not prevented taking

them away ? He cannot be prevented.

Is not it a fixture inlaw .-' It is generally arranged in

the lease ; but where there is no lease, by the custom ;

where there has been a fixture I never knew a tenant

prevented taking it away.

They are generally fixed machinery, not portable ma-
chinery ? They are nearly all fixed ; but then there is

nothing in the wall excepting a mere beam going through.

A question was put just now as to bone manure ; I have a

large connexion in that business.

Are you engaged in a business of that description ?

Yes, I have a mill.

Do you crush bones for sale ? Yes ; I was going to

say that some years ago, thinking it was necessary in our

northern parts, as well as Hull, I put up a mill at a con-

siderable expense ; and to show that when a useful thing

is required it is generally supplied in some shape, I may
mention this, that I could get at first but two or three

tons of bones a week ; nobody knew the value of them ;

there were not collected : I found great difficulty in get-

ting them at all. I then formed establishments in all the

towns, or at least gave it to be understood that bones

would be bought, and the increase in the supply became
enormous. It went on then also from the great impor-

tations from abroad, till at length I think, in one year, I

sold nearly £20,000 worth, and for many years from

i,10,000to i,T5,000 and ^^6,000 worth a year in Scot-

land and Northumberland, and elsewhere.

You sent it out to large distances ? Yes.

Then, of course, you wanted largely means of carriage

to your mill ? Yes.

Can shipping get up there ? No, but craft can ; keels

or lighters, and fome small ships.

You state that merely to show the very great increase

in the use of bones in your district?— Yes. and the great

ini|in)vcwifnt in ii^ri.i.ltuic lliat lias ti.ikm i.iu-e.

11 mis liavo fallen oH' williin the last few years.

From what reason?—CJuanohas interlerrd with il.

Do you sell that also?—No, not to any ijireat extent ;

that w'as Ibund cheaper and more preferable, but there

i3 now a great increase in the demand for bones.

Is the opinion of agriculturists in your neighbour-

hood not so favourable to guuno ?—There is a 81 rong

feeling in its favour when it is good, but I am afr.iid il

has been greatly adulterated.

That has injured the sale?—Yes.
Have you used it yourself in your own occupations,

so as to be a judge of its merits ?— Yes.

In cases of compensation, should you include the

use of guano?— I do not think it would be a permanent

manure.
Not exceeding one year?—Rather more than that.

You thhik it would extend longer than that?—Yes,

in the second year it would effect some good.

You canuot calculate upon it then beyond the second

year?—•No, not safely.

You would not include it as a tenant-right compensa-

tion beyond one year?— I have not observed thchcmfit

go anyfurthcr than that, without the system of farm-

ing was of a nature that the truano produced a large

crop of turnips, and those turnips being eaten off by

sheep, then the inprovement would go on Ijy those

means, not by itself.

By means of the sheep ?—Yes.

Have you any opinion as to the durability of bones ?

—They last a long time.

Have .'\ou used them with or without the sulphates?

—I have used sulphuric acid.

Is it the case that a small quantity of bones dissolved

in sulphuric acid, will last as long as bones in the crude

state ?—No.
How long are bones in a crude state beneficial ?—

That depends upon circumstances, as to quantity used.

To what extent are they used?—In drained land,

about two and a half quarters an acre.

The average turnip land ? Yes ; I have seen four or

five bushels.

Without acid ? Yes
;
put in by the drop drill.

Do you use any farm-yard manure, made from oil cake

orother stimulating niiittcr in connexion with the bones ?

The most improved plan is this : we raise manure by

every possible means we can ; suppose we have so much
fold-yard dung as will cover 100 acres by itself, say 12

or 14, or 15 tons an acre, we then would spread it over

200 acres and divide the bones over the land also ; that

is, we would not put the bones upon the one half and

the manure upon the other half of the land, but spread

the two together over the whole of the land.

Then when you drilled the turnips yon would drill

that in ? Yes.

Then when you break up the pasture land, what

white crop do you put in j oats for your first crop ?

Yes.

Do yon grow wheat after turnips ? Yes, upon some

lands, but generally barley.

Tiien v.-hat is your course ; then you have your seeds

for one, two, or three years ? Yes.

And what do you break up your seeds with ? Oats.

Do yon use any dressing in breaking up the seed

land ? Never.

AA'hat do you grow wheat upon ? The spring wheat

upon the turnip soils.

Then in the ordinary course, Ihcy do not grow wheat

on the turnip land ? No ; they growag>-eat deal after

the summer fallow.

Mr. Henley.] You have stated that the day ofentry

is upon the loth of May, and the rent is payable a little

before the i:3th of Mav following ? Yes.

h 2
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Is that the custom iii the leases as well ? Yes, they
are generally the same.

Is the rent not reserved quarterly in the leases ?

—

No, they are six months' payments.
When is the first payment stated in the lease to be ?

—The first payment is six months after the 13th of

May you enter ; there is seldom any paid till near the

May following.

Tlie question you were asked was, when it is made
payable in the lease ?-*-Six mouths after entry ; a strict

landlord would say, You must pay me six months after

the entry ; but it is not the custom to ask for it till

three or four months afterwards.

That is by the forbearance of the landlord ?—Yes.

Still, by law, it would be reserved to be paid six

months after ?—Yes, he could legally demand it.

It is not the custom to receive the rent quarterly ?

—

No, it is six months in all cases.

Is there any difficulty, in your judgment, in securing,

in the leases, a proper tenant-right, if both landlord

and tenant were willing to agree to it ?—Where there

are long leases, there would be very little difficulty in-

deed.

What would be the difficulty in a short lease ?

—

There would not be much difficulty, but the valuations

would be more often necessary.

Would there be any, and if any, what difficulty, in

the landlord and tenant agreeing between themselves,

that there should be a tenant-right at the end of the

term ?—I think it would be more likely to get an in-

telligent man of capital, with a tenant-right for the

last fevf years of the term, than you would be able to

get a good tenant to take upon a yearly tenure ; for

this reason, that a man of capital will not settle down
without some certainty ofremaining a long time.

In your judgment landlords and tenants, if they both
were willing to make an arrangement, can make an

arrangement sufficient to secure a proper tenant-right?

—I think it would be a great improvement upon the

present plan.

And they would be able by law to do it ?—Yes ; but

there is no agreement in the present case ; tliere is

seldom any agreement sufficient for the improving te-

nant.

Would there be any difficulty in introducing proper
clauses or covenants into leases or agreements to secure

a tenant-right at the end of the term ?—Supposing
there is a lease and agreement for one year ?

Supposing there is a lease or agreement cither for

one year or 20 years, what difficulty is there in intro-

ducing a proper covenant of tenant-right into that

agreement or lease ?—There would be no difficulty as

to the introduction of it.

That would not, in your judgment, answer the pur-
pose ?—It would answer the purpose better with a lease

than without a lease.

That, of course, is a separate question, whether a

lease or agreement is the best system of holding, hut
the tenant-right to be paid is irrespective of that alto-

gether ?—I think it would simplify tlie whole business

both for landlord and tenant in both cases.

To have an agreement?—Yes, to have an agreement,
with some sort of arrangement, you may call it tenant-

right or anything else.

What is meant in the question by tenant-right is,

that the parties should be liable to pay, and the tenant

to receive the outlay that he had made upon the

farm after he quitted the possession ?—I think it would
be a great imiirovement.

You see no difficulty in introducing that into the
agreements ?—No ; I think if it was the general custom
throughout the kingdom to enter into those arrange-
ments, then very likely there would be no possible ne*

ccssity for going i'uitlier; but the cuL-.toins are very

various and complex, even in our counties, as well as

with reference to some evidence I have heard with
respect to other counties, that it might be very prtju-

dicial to allow matters to remain as at present.

Do you not think it is easier for landlords and
tenants, the customs being so complex, to settle those

matters by agreement rather than by law ?—No.
Why ?—Because where there are so many differrnt

opinions, that in the end, perhaps, there is no opinion

at all.

Is not it then a very difficult matter for the law to

come in between all those opinions ?—Yes, but it must
step in at first in any case.

If the tenants and landlords agree they can make their

own bargain?—Yes, if they agree upon a system that

enables thfgiound to produce a fair quantity of produce,
then I think they are doing all that can be almost done

;

if land lies in a waste state in a populous country like

this, it is disadvantageous to all concerned.

It is the interest of the landlord as well as the tenant

to cultivate the land ?—Yes.

Should you cultivate it, when properly secured, in

laying out your capital ?—Yes.

And it is the interest of the tenant and the landlord

to do that which is the interest of both ?— I should think

so; wo think that holding from year to year is a bad
system with us.

You would not compel persons to grant leases ?—
You cannot compel any person to grant a lease.

Why should it not be as desiiablc to leave the land-

lord and tenant to settle the covenants of a lease, as to

settle the question whether they would take a lease or

grant one?— Tlie present system is very imperfect,

both of letting and taking land.

And yet under this imperfect system the great im-
provements you have spoken of have gone on in the

county of Northumberland ?—It does not exist so nuich

there.

What is the plan there ?—They have long leases of

the large faro s.

Are you to be understood to say that the teniancies

are very small in Duiham ?—Yes.

That may be one reason why so much capital has not

bcenoutlayed on that land ?—The small farms, generally

speaking, arc very badly fanned.

Those small farmers arc probably short of capital ?

—

Very often.

Then is it your opinion that, for the sake of increasing

the produce of the land, all those smaller farmers should

be swept off? No ; I would not say that.

Then if it is requisite to have that capital which they

do not possess, how would you deal with them? I

should say that many of those farms that have been

spoken ot in Northumberland are of a difl'erent de-

scription of farms from the farms in Durham. Smaller

farms would suit the county of Durham as well as if

they were very large: for instance, I should think that

a farm of 1,000 acres would be a very large farm in

Durham ; a farm in Durham 250 or 300 acres is con-

sidered a large farm; the nature of the soil is so

dififercnt, aud there is the smallncss of the inclosures

besides.

How low do the holdings go in the county of Dur-
ham ? Many of them just to keep one pair of horses

;

40 or 50 acres.

And on that kind of holding the occupiers are gene-

rally short of csipital ? Yes, and they work the farms

themselves very often.

If there were to be an extensive outlay of capital on

those small farms, those small tenants must be got rid

of, and men of capital must be brought in their places }
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>—Many men have not got capital enough to farm with

at present.

Then those improvements would result in those men
being put out of their farms, and four or five farms being

run together, men of larger capital coming in , in their place?

— 1 think that the great advance that has been taken of

late )'ears in farming knowledge will improve those men
and make them better farmers.

Have tliey got the money ?—Yes, I think a man with

a small farm, generally speaking, with a family of his

own, makes it up by industry, and there is not that great

difference in the productive power between the one and
the other.

The benefit of good farming being generally known,
those men are availing themselves of what they see going

on, and making improvements upon tlieir own farms?

—

Yes, just so; though they do not join a farmers' club,

they get a newspaper and see what is going on there.

They are improving ?—Yes, very fast.

Without any law to help that improvement ?—Where
they have good landlords they generally improve ; where
they have bad ones it is not so.

You say tlie improvements are going on fast ; da you
consider the bulk of the proprietors to be good land-

lords ?—There is great need of improvement. I do not

know that, generally speaking, they are different from
other landlords, but many of them are without a large

quantity of money, and lands are held under the clmrch

and in various ways ; there are different tenures of pro-

perty.

Are the church lands worse or better cultivated than

the lands held by laymen ?—I have said, generally

speaking, I do not know that there is a great deal of

difl'erence ; the laymen, where they understand the farm-

ing business, I think have better tenants than could be

expected in common with the churck ; the church cannot

pay so much attention to it.

Are the church lands in Durham generally let to the

actual occupier, or are they let to some persons who un-

derlet them to others ?—The glebe lands are generally let

by some land agent for the rector.

Speaking of church lands, the question does not refer

to parish glebes, but to the lands belonging to the cathe-

dral of Durham, under which tliere is a great deal of land

held ; is there not ?—Not so much in the shape of lands

as in the shape of mines.

They have not a great deal of land ?—No ; as I have

said, it is in mines ; their great wealth is in the coal and
lead mines.

With respect to the Dean and Chapter land, is that,

generally speaking, let to the actual occupier, or to other

parties who underlet it ?—Generally speaking to occu-

piers ; but the Dean and Chapter let land in various

ways ; a great deal of it in building sites ; for instance,

the town of South Shields is nearly all Dean and Chapter

land.

Have they much farming land?—Not much ; they

have a very considerable property, of course, in farming

land, but not the major part.

In your opinion would it be an advantage if agricul-

tural buildings were put upon the same footing as to

right as trade buildings are ?—Trade buildings are very

various. I should scarcely know how to answer that

question.

The trade buildings, in the shape of fixtures, are always

the property of the tenant ; would it be an improvement,
in your judgment, if the same principle in law were ap-

plied to agricultural buildings and fixtures ?—I have

always understood that the property, the houses for in-

stance, will constitute the property of the landlord, and
the fixtures that of the tenant.

You do not know the distinction in law between what
are t( rmed trade fixtures and other fixtures ?—Yes.

There being a great distinction, would it be an advan-

tage to the farmer if the same distinction were extended

to agricultural fixtures ?—They would have no fixtures

except their machinery, which would be the threshing

machine.

Buildings put up to put threshing machines in ?—That,

1 would say, would be better to be done by the land-

lord.

Supposing the tenant does it, would it not be an ad-

vantage that he should be able to remove it or be paid

for it ?—The tenant would not do it unless he paid con-

siderably less rent for his land.

Do you think it would be any advantage to him to

have any such alteration in the law ?—No
;
proper re-

strictions and regulations might answer both parties, but

it would be injurious to the landlord if the tenant was to

build what he thought necessary, and to call upon the

landlord to pay for it.

What would be the injury to the landlord if the tenant

was permitted to take it away, leaving the premises as

before ?—There would be none.

The tenant would have that advantage?—Yes.

He could not do it now without the permission of the

landlord ?—That depends upon the nature of the fixture

;

if the tenant were going to take it away he would build

it of wood.
Then the law would not consider that a fixture to the

soil ; in the event of putting up other buildings, would

not it be an advantage to tenants to have the light of re-

moving those buildings, if the landlord would not take

them ?—The tenant would not do so without a lease

;

then it would be a consideration with the tenant, if he

were not quite certain that he could take them away.

But if the law was to be altered, would not it be a be-

nefit to the tenant to be able to take them away ?—Yes,

it would.

Does any difficulty occur in your knowledge in the

counties of Durham of Northumberland from parties not

having the fee-simple of the land being unable to give

leases to tenants ?—Yes, many cases.

Would it be an advantage to the country generally

that persons upon such disability should be able to secure

the tenant at the end of the term ?—Yes, it would be an

advantage to the landlord in possession, and also an ad-

vantage to the landlord that succeeded.

And also to the tenant ?—Yes, and to the tenant also
;

it would ensure that land to be as well farmed under

such regulation as property where there was a full power

to grant a lease ; tenant-right would apply particularly

to that.

Then would it be an advantage that power should be

given to parties having limited interest in land to do that

under certain regulations, the same as if they had the fee

simple ?—That is self-evident.

Should that be extended to the cases of incumbrances

upon land, mortgages, of course, included ?— I do not

know that they would be able to protect themselves ; a

person will not give more money than he sees a prospect

of realizing. If he is so improvident he must run the

risk of getting it back ; he would have a better chance

in that way, but of course it would affect him too.

Do you think the mortgagee would be injured by tlie

tenant being secured in the possession of the farm by u

lease?— I think his position would be improved.

And the power of the tenant to receive compensation

at the end of the lease, under the covenants of the lease,

would be no injury to the mortgagee?— Considering the

extent which it could ever go to, it would not be large.

For instance, as to buildings and drainage, the buildings

would still be there, and the land would be of more

value than before when it was undrained, therefore the

mortgagee would still have a superior guarantee.

The value of the land upon which he has spent his
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money being improved, he would be in a better position

instead of a worse ?—Yes ; I do not see that in any case

Le could be worse.

Do you think that the tenant being about to outlay a

large sum of money in drainage or in permanent im-

provements, bhould give notice to his landlord?—That

would be necessary. I have known serious cases happen
in that way.

In your judgment notice ought to be given ?—Yes. T

know some Scotch farms where the tenant has taken a

new lease upon the condition that the landlord would

expend a certain siun of money in drainage, and the

tenant a certain sum of money ; a 19 years' lease has

been granted ; that is the common way in the Lothians

in Scotland. A man of capital goes to work imme-
diately, and goes a little faster than the landlord would
like or feel it convenient ; but that n:ight be remedied by
stipulating that a certain amount of work sliould be done

in eacli year, which might be dene by arrangement either

by tenant-right with or without a lease, which is generally

done.

Supposing a tenant, by virtue of his agreement, or by

law, to be entitled to receive payments for permanent
impi'ovements at the end of his tenancy, in your judg-

ment should notice be given to the landlord when those

improvements were about to be made?—The word
" improvement" would depend upon the opinion of the

parties.

But should the landlord have notice of the work about

to be done, in order that he might see how it was done ?

— I think he decidedly ought. I would not trust a great

many tenants to drain my land unless I knew how it was
done.

Your opinion being that notice should be given, ought

the landlord to have the power of objecting to the work
or not ?—Then it would become a matter of opinion

again between the landlord and tenant, which would not

be very easy to manage, because the tenant would say,

" I will have a drain three feet deep ;" and thelandloid

might say, " It shall only be 18 inches;" and they might

be both wrong ; it might be left to men ofjudgment to say

what is the best drain, and what the parties are

entitled to.

That, of course, is giving the landlord as well as the

tenant a voice in the matter ?— It is highly necessary that

be should have a voice.

Do you extend that to buildings as well as drainage ?

—Yes, I think so.

Do you extend that generally to all permanent im-

provements?—Yes; I think the interest of one ought not

to be sacrificed to the o:her.

In the valuation that would take place at the end of

the tenancy, should that valuation be based upon the

outlay of the tenant, or upon the unexhausted value to

the incoming tenant ?— I think the outgoing tenant.

In the valuation that would tuke place at the end of

the tenancy, should that valuation be based upon the

outlay of the tenant, or upon the unexhausted value to

the incoming tenant ?— I think the outgoing tenant ought

to have what they arc worth.

You think it ought to be based upon the outlay of the

outgoing tenant ?—Yes ; leaving the incoming tenant

and the landlord to make such arrangement as they

pleased upon coming in.

In the valuation that would take place at the end of

the tenancy, should that valuation be based upon the

outlay of the tenant, or upon the unexhausted value to

the incoming tenant ^—They are both interested in that.

Without entering into the question of the interest,

which do you consider to be the principle upon which

the value should be determined ?—The principle should be

as far as the outgoing tenant goes, and as far as the unex-

hausted improvements go upon the incoming tenant;

those unexhausted improvements would have to be paid

for by him.
Is the amount to be paid by the incoming tenant to be

ascertained by reference to the capital expended by the

outgoing tenant, or by the value derived by the unex-

hausted improvements to the incoming tenant ?—It

strikes me that the question is entirely between the out-

going tenant and the landlord.

Suppose the tenant has expended £^500 on drainage,

and the drainage has been done so badly that it is no ad-

vantage to anybody, what, in your opinion, should the

incoming tenant pay for that ?— If it was so badly done

that it was no advantage to anybody, he would have to

pay nothing at all.

The result of that would be, that the valuation should

be upon the benefit to the incoming tenant, and not in

proportion to the capital spent by the outgeing tenant ?

— If it were well done, and if there were anything to re-

ceive for the money he was expected to pay, then he

would get something for the money he paid.

That is an extreme case ; but cases may arise, for in-

stance in respect of manures, where a party may have

made a great expenditure, and great doubt may arise

whether any, and if any, what benefit vpill accrue to the

succeeding tenant?— I think vVe are not so well ac-

quainted with that subject in the North as they are in the

South ; but I think, if an injudicious man took saturated

lime, for instance, and threw it on the land at great ex-

pense, instead of laying it on dry, so that it would come
to no good in the one case, though it might do a great

deal of good in the other ; if he was so bad a judge of

his business that he did not impart any benefit to the

land thereby, he would be entitled to no remuneration.

Then the result of your answer to those two questions

is to be taken to be, that the valuation ought to be made
upon the benefit to the incoming tenant, without re-

ference to the capital expended by the outgoing tenant ?

—Without reference to the capital, but to the improve-

ment.
Then by whom, in your judgment, and how, should

the money be paid between the outgoing and incoming

tenant ; what security should the outgoing tenant have

for the payment of the money ?—His security ought to be

his landlord.

What security would you give him against the land-

lord?—I should expect that the landlord would pay him
and that the landlord would make the best arrangement

he could with the incoming tenant, as far as the money
part goes.

Yourjudgment being that the landlord should pay, in

what mode would you secure to the outgoing tenant that

he should get his money ?— I think the landlord ought to

deduct it off his rent, or give it him.

Suppose the amount is greater than that amounts to,

in what way would you propose that he should be secured

in getting his money ?—Supposing it was equal to half

the rent .'

The question was put, supposing it to be more than

the rent due ?— Then I think the landlord would be as

much entitled to pay it if it was more than the rent as if

it was the rent itself.

In what mode would you propose that the tenant

should get the money from the landlord ?— I do not

know any other way than its being deducted ; not to

make the landlord pay it before the tenant had a fair and
equitable right to it. I do not know any other way, but

the landlord must pay it.

Chairman.] Supposing the landlord to have a

settled estate and to be insolvent, the question is, what

remedv would you give the tenant ?—The tenant would

be exactly in the same position that other people would

be in who make bad debts.

Mr. Henley.] There are a great many estates that
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are dealt with by the Receiver of the Court of Chancery,
and others that are in the hands of various parties ; the

landlord may be out of the kingdom, so that the tenant

could not get at ins person. Have you considered in

what way you would give a remedy to the outgoing

tenant to get this money you say the landlord ought to

pay ?— In that case, I do not know how he is to get it.

rhcn would not that be laying out a trap to induce

the tenant to Iny out his money, without giving him any
security by law to recover it ?— If it was a yearly tenancy,

the tenant would get the farm cheaper, or have his eyes

open to run the risk.

How is he to get it .'— In the one case a man cannot
perceive what may happen 20 years afterwards, but he
may have an idea what will happen one or two years

afterwards.

You say a man would not take a yearly holding of an
insolvent landlord .'—Not without he got it very cheap.

Then you cannot tell the Committee what, in your
judgment, would be the best security for the outgoing

tenant to get his money in the case supposed ?— I think

if it was in Chancery, I can scarcely tell what would be-

come of it then.

You having considered the cjuestion of tenant-right,

can yiiu inform the Committee what you consider to be

the best security for the tenant to get his money in the

case supposed ?—If there were a particular case stated,

perhaps then I might be able to give a particular an-

swer ; but there are so many various ways of lordlords

being involved and having nothing to pay, that it would
be dilfieult to answer the question.

In wlpit mode would youpropose that a I'emedy should

be against the landlord ; various remedies have been

suggested to the Committee, and they desire to know
your mind upon the subject, you having turned your at-

tention to it ?—No, I never thought of it till within this

last week or two ; it has not been much thought of in the

North.
Chairman'.] Could you not give the outgoing tenant

a means of recovering his claim for tenant-right similar

to the remedy which is given for the recovery of tithe

rent-charges ? —Yes, that might be done ; the land might
be made liable to the debt.

Mr. CoLviLE ] Prior to other debts ? — I do not know
that ; there are so many things involved.

Mr. Moody.] In the instance of land being under a

mortgage, how would you give the remedy then .'— It is

impossible to pay something out of nothing ; as, for in-

stance, the Tithe Commutation Act ; there is no legis-

lative measure passed now which could supersede that

Act. I conceive that cannot be set aside ; that is one
charge.

Ycni gave a decided opinion that the remedy should be
against the landlord, and not against the incoming te

nant .'—Yes, I think so.

Having given that decided opinion, the tithe rent-

charge, if it were to be similar to that, would be reco-

vcrable against the tenant.'—Yes, the crop would be
seized ?— I'he crop is liable to the tithe rent charge ; that

is the principle of the Tithe Commutation Act.

You could deduct it ?—Yes ; the incumbent can seize

the farmer's crop.

For the current rent .'—Yes ; the rent is not so good
to recover in the second year.

Chairman.] When you say that this might be done
by private bargain, you do not desire to be understood
to express a legal opinion whether the owners of settled

estates, and other persons of limited interests, have the

power to do so by law ?—I should think they had not

;

in many cases they have not.

You have many settled estates in your part of the

country, have you not ?—Yes, a good many, under
marriage settlements and otlter things of that kind.

Is that a large proportion?—No, I do not know that

it is a large proportion.

Have you a great deal of church land there ?—Yes, in

the county of Durham.
And land held in fee-simple is often mortgaged ?

—

Yes, and there is a great deal of copyhold.

Then when you take out land under a marriage settle-

ment, and held under the church, and copyhold and land

in fee-simple that is more or less mortgaged, will you
not have taken a very large proportion indeed of the

whole of the county ?—A great proportion of the county

of Durham ; there is so much church land and land of

that kind. The copyhold lands are generally let at a

very small rent indeed.

Mr. Henley.] With fines ?—The fines are very

trifling ; the Dean and Chapter I find generally expect

one rent in seven, both in land and houses ; but copyhold

lands are held on very small fines ; that is considered a

property nearly equal to freehold.

That copyhold land is according to the custom of the

manor under which it is held ?—Yes, there is a copyliold

court.

Chairman.] Though you have some extensive cases

of very large farming in Northumberland, have you not

also a great deal of land not well farmed .'—The inferior

soils are certainly worse farmed than the good ones, but

generally speaking it is a very well-farmed county ; of

course there is a great deal of bad farming in it, as well

as in other places ; it is much the same in the parts I

mention as in Berwickshire and the Lothians.

Then there is first-rate farming ?—And there is some
in Northumberland, in the neighbourhood of Newcastle

;

that is rather cold; and when you come near town?, land

is not farmed on very scientific principles ; they crop

away as fast as they can ; they pay a high rent, and put

on a great deal of manure, and grow plenty of couch,

make the most they can of it, andl ave it in bad condi-

tion.

Evidence of Mr. George Kilby.

Chairman.] You reside in Leicestershire?—I do.

What is your occupation ?— I am a tenant farmer in

the county of Leicester, residing half way between

Leicester and Melton Mowbray.
What is the extent of your farm .'—Two hundred and

sixty acres.

What is the time of eatry upon farms in Leicester-

shire .'—At Lady-day, principally.

Does the tenant take the succeeding wheat crop ?
—

No ; it is valued to the incoming tenant.

Does he pay anything for the turnip crop that is fed

off?—Nothing at all.

To whom does the dung belong ?—To the landlord.

Is there any compensation to the outgoing tenant for

any improvements that he may have made ?—None that

I am aware of.

Do you think it desirable that certain compensation

should be given .'— I do. I think that in consequence of

there not being compensation the capabilities of the soil

are not developed in that way that they would be if there

were compensation allowed.

In what way do you think the land would be improved

if compensation were allowed .'—Generally, I think, by

drainage.

Is there a great deal of drainage required in Leices-

tershire?—A great deal is required in the county of

Leicester ; a very great deal indeed.

Would it generally increase the produce of the land .'

— I think it would very much, especially the produce of

corn, and also the food for animals.

Is there any land there that if it were drained would

grow root crops for sheep, which now is nut capable of
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bearing sheep ?—Yes, I think that is so. I do not say

it would bear them to be fed ofl"; but it would grow very

good root crops for food.

Have you any inferior grass land in Leicestershire ?

—

A very great deal undrained.

If that were drained, would it be desirable in your

opinion to break it up ?—I think so. We have a great

deal of tlie eastern portion of the county that lies entirely

in grass, with no arable land whatever attached to the

farms, and I think if the inferior parts of those farms were

properly drained and broken up, they would produce a

vast deal more of food, and everything that would be re-

quired, than they do in their present state.

Where there is a farm of poor grass land, with-

out any arable land to produce straw, there is not

much good manure made ?—No ; of course very little.

And there is very little employment for labour there ?

—There is very little employment for labour there ; not

one-fourth, nor perhaps one-eighth of the employment
for labour that there would be if a certain portion of the

farms were broken up.

You think then that in this poor grass district of

Leicestershire, if the land were drained and broken up,

that that land would be able to employ four or even

eight times the number of labourers it does now ?—Yes,

I think so.

W^hy is the land not drained at present ; is it that the

landlords are not disposed, or that they do not find it

convenient to lay out so much money on their farms ?

—I suppose that is partly the reason
;
perhaps there may

be a prejudice in the minds of the landlords against

having their land turned from grass to arable land. I

think that is the principal reason.

You think that the landlords are afraid that if the

grass land were broken up it would be injured in value ?

—Yes.
In your opinion if there were proper covenants be-

tween landlord and tenant, would those dangers arise

that the landlords apprehend ?—No ; they would be
entirely removed, I think.

Do you think that if this poor grass land which is

.
now so unproductive were broken up and put under a

properly secured course of husbandry they would have

a tendency to improve in value rather than to decrease

in value?— I think they would, and they would employ
more labour at the same time, which would be very de-

sirable in that district.

Are there any other points connected with the subject

which you wish to bring before the Committee ?—With
respect to buildings, there is a great difficulty in that

respect ; if the tenant erects any buildings for his own
convenience I understand by the present law that he is

not at liberty to take them away at the expiration of the

tenancy ; that is a most im]iortant matter. I think that

if the tenant should choose to erect buildings he ought
at least to have the privilege of taking them away at tlie

expiration of his occupancy, provided the landlord would
not take them at a valuation ; that would be a great
point gained.

You say the farm buildings in Leicestershire are fre-

quently inadequate for the improved cultivation you
propose

; coupled with the breaking up of the land,

there would be a greatly increased demand for room for

stock .'—Yes ; it would require a considerable outlay in

buildings to break up and drain and turn into arable Ian I

that whicli now is entirely in pasture.

Are there any other points which you wish to men-
tion ?— In regard to the present law, I would say that
where there is not an agreement between the landlord and
tenant, as is frequently the case in our neighbourhood,
I believe that a six months' notice to the tenant is ex-
tremely inconvenient. If it were extended to the whole
year I think it would be to the advantage very much

both of the landlord and of the tenant. I do not see

where any inconvenience could arise to either of them
from giving a twelvemonths' notice ; giving notice at

Michaelmas for Lady-day is too short a period to enable

the tenant to make the best of what he has to dispose of,

and it also gives him very little time to seek out another
situation. I think also, on the other hand, that extend-
ing the notice to 12 months would give the landlord a

better opportunity to look out for an eligible tenant to

succeed the one who is going to quit the farm. If there

could be any alteration in tlie law in that respect I think

it would be a very good alteration.

Sir J. Trollope.] Do you tliink a year's notice

enough .'—Yes, I think generally speaking it is, but for

large farms it might be extended to two years, and be of

advantage to both landlord and tenant, and oflittleorno

disadvantage at all.

By the eastern part of Leicestershire you understand
all that district of land which lies between the town of

Leicester and the county of Rutland ?—Yes, it lies in

that direction.

In tliat direction has not a large portion of land been
already broken up from pasture ?— No.
Do you know the parishes of Pickwelland Leesthorpe ?

—Yes.
Do you know whether land has been broken up in

those parishes ?—Yes, no doubt, but there is a great

deal of land in Pickwell that does not apply ; it is a dif-

ferent nature of land.

Still it has been broken up ?—Yes, a great deal of it has.

In the parish of Queniborough, in which you live,

is not there a great deal of land broken up .'—No, very

little.

On your farm what is the proportion of grass land to

arable land .'—About two-fifths are arable land.

Has any of it been broken up since it has been in your
occupation ?—No, excepting about six acres.

Is not a considerable portion of East Leicestershire ex-
ceedingly hilly ?—It is rather hilly.

Would it be advantageous to plough those steep hill

sides ?—There are only very few steep hills that it would
be better not to break up.

The question refers to the neighbourhood of Tdton ?

—The land there might be broken up, except just the

steep points.

Some of those hill sides have been broken up, have
they not.' — Yes; the Honourable Mr. Wilson has

broken some up on the steepest hills in that neighbour-
hood.

Has not it been found in very wet seasons that a great

deal of the soil washes to the bottom from those hills .-'

— It must do so. I would not recommend those parts

to be broken up.

A considerable portion of the parish adjoining that

district of country is steep hill, is it not .'—It is not so

steep as might be imagined.

The lands there are of a cold nature, are they not ?

—

Yes.

Many of them are unimproved and covered with ant
hills, are they not ?—Yes.

In your memory has not a great deal of this land been
drained ?— Some of it has.

Has it been drained on the Leicestershire plan of

drainage ?—Yes, it has been drained with turf.

Does not that answer the purpose on pasture land ?

—

Yes, it does for a certain number of years.

According to the nature of the subsoil ?—Yes.
Has not that greatly increased the quantity of sheep

in Leicestershire ?—Yes.

The herbage has improved, and the number of sheep
kept has increased .'—Yes.

Is not that as good a mode of employing the land as

breaking it up to tillage ?— I think not.
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You mean the cold and steep hills ?—Yes ; but there

is a vast deal of other land.

They are almost entirely depastured with slieep, are

they not ?—Yes, sheep and young cattle ; but there is a

very small portion of land that might not be broken up.

lias not the breaking up of grass land been going on
in Leicestershire for a considerable number of years ?

—

It has been going on, but very slowly ; but it has gone

on in some degree.

And where land has been broken up to any extent

there must be more buildings?—Yes.

The farm buildings in Leicestershire are not very

good, are they ?—They are very bad indeed.

Did you ever value between incoming and outgoing

tenants .'— I have always declined doing so.

Are you a member of any farmers' club v.'here this

question has been discussed .'—Yes, I am a member of

the Leicestershire Club, and I am also a member of the

Loughborough Club.

Have you ever discussed this question at either of

those clubs?—Yes, this question has been considered.

Do you wish to legislate for the customs that exist, by
the nature of the custom of the country there ?—1 do,

where it is possible, and for more.
Are not the customs of the country very various ?

—
Yes, the custom of the country is almost nothing.

Does any custom exist beyond paying for seed and

labour ?—There is nothing beyond that.

Is there anything paid for the use of oil- cake .'—I have

never known anything allowed for that, neither is there

a vast quantity of it used.

And nothing is allowed for draining ?— I never

knew it.

Then there is no allowance beyond the simple seed

and labour ?—No, just for that, but for nothing else

wl'.atever.

Does not that arise from the land being chiefly occu-

pied as pasture land ?—There is a great deal of arable

land, as well as pasture ;
probably there is about one-

half arable, excluding the grazing district.

Has it got to that extent ?— I think nearly so.

Then the breaking up of the pasture into arable land

has gone on pretty quickly ?— Not so much so in that

district I speak of; there is a vast deal more land that

might be broken up, which is of a better nature, and of

a better quality.

Mr. Hkni.ky.] In your judgment, what would be the

necessary outlay upon a farm, in the shape of farm-

buildings, on a farm of 200 or 300 acres ; that is, in the

sha|)e of barns, and so forth ?—One-tenth.

Would one-tenth be a fair sample ?—Yes, I think so ;

about one-tenth of the value of the land.

If an estate were worth ^^10,000, then it would be

necessary to lay out ,£"1,000 in buildings?—Yes, where
entirely new buildings are required.

What is the amount now per acre expended upon land

in those farms in that district ; that is, upon these grass

lands ?— It is very trifling indeed ; upon purely a grass

farm 1 should think it would be about 4s. an acre,

probably.

You mean 4s. an acre in labour ?—Yes.

That is to say, upon 200 acres £-iO a year would be

the whole amount of labour expended ?— Yes.

How many acres would be mown of that ?—That would
depend upon circumstances a great deal.

Upon the average ?—It would depend upon what stock

they kept ; it would vary very much.

Sir J. Trollope.] You are speaking of 4s. an acre

being the yearly expense, everything included]—Yes,

including the keeping up of the fences, and everything
;

there is very little labour required in keeping the land

clean.

Mr. Menj^ev.] Do you adhere to that answer, that

the expenditure upon a farm of 200 acres, in the shape
of labour, would not be more than £40 a year ?—Yes, I

think so.

You b*elieve it would not exceed that ?— I do.

And you think that that would cover the getting the

hay and repairing the fences, and everything?— I th'nk

it would.

And in your judgment what amount of land would it

be requisite to break up to increase the labour eight

times ?— It would depend upon the quality of the soil.

Take a farm of 200 acres, what proportion would yon
break up to increase the labour eight times?— I do not
know whether I could answer that question exactly

without some consideration.

How much per week, per head, do you pay for

labour?—About 10s. to 12s. a week I have paid lately.

Upon 200 acres of grass land, you would not kiTp

two labourers ?—Not upon the poor grassland
;
perhaps

it would be about a labourer and a half.

Two labourers at r2s. a week would be £52 a year?

—Yes, it would.

Do you think there are farms of 200 acres of grass

land with only a labourer and a half upon them ? — Yes,

I think so.

How is the haymaking done?—That is a trifling ex-

pense ; that is done by women, and so on.

But it is nevertheless some expense ?—Of course it is.

Sir J. TuoLLOi'E.] They do not make hay very well

in Leicestershire, do they?—No.
They stack it in the corners of the fields, do not they ?

—Yes, they do in some places ; it is done with very little

expense indeed.

Mr. Henley.] Are the farms generally held by lease,

or at will ?—At will mostly ; there are very few farms

leased there indeed.

Are there any difficulties in making a bargain, to have

a year's notice instead of six months' notice, if they

like it }— I do not know that ; it is scarcely ever men-
tioned.

Why is it scarcely ever mentioned?— I suppose the

tenants think that they should have no chance of getting

it if they did.

Why should not they get it?— I do not think the

landlords would let farms upon those conditions.

You say that the advantage to the landlord would be

greater even than to the tenant to have that twelvemonths'

notice ?—No, I say it is much the same ; it is an advan-
tage to each.

Have you ever known it to have been asked and re-

fused ?— I do not know that it has ever been asked, being

of no use, and perhaps it has not struck either one or the

other ; the present custom has been so long established

that it is almost like a law.

The tenancy being yearly, if it is to the mutual advan-

tage of both persons that there should be a notice of that

length of time, why is the notice not given?—It is per-

fectly just that it should be.

You say it is quite as great an advantage to the land-

lord as to the tenant ?—Yes, quite so ; I see no reason

why the present custom should not be altered.

Would it not also prevent anything wrong being done

upon the farm by the outgoing tenant without the land-

lord knowing it ?—Yes, just so ; and then I would have

the landlord secured that the tenant should not chafige

his course of cropping for that extra half-year.

Of course the landlord would have a better chance ?

—

Yes, supposing it were legalized; I would have the

landlord secured against any change in the course of

cropping which the tenant might do unless he was

checked.

May he not do it better now if the landlord does not

know he is going ?—If the landlord does not know lie i?

going.
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Unless the tenant gives notice ?—It more frequently

happens that the lancllorcl gives notice, not the tenant.

It may be either way ?—Yes, it may be.
' Ts there any difficulty in intnidacing clauses into the

agreements to secure a proper tenant right ?—Yes, a very
great difficulty.

What is the difficulty ?—The landlords would not
agree to it.

But if the landlords were willing to agree lo it, would
there be any difficulty ?—Then of course there would be
no difficulty in drawing up the agreement if the landlord
would sign it.

If the landlord were not willing to agree to it, should
he, in your judgment, be compelled to agree to it?—

I

think; for the interests of the nation, it would be well if

he were compelled.

For the interests of ths nation, you say ; if, then, the

liindlord ought to be compelled to do that, would you go
further, and say, ha ought to be compelled to let the land
whether he liked it cr not ?—No.

If you think the covenants of the agreement should be

settled by law, do you think the rent ought to be settled

by law ?— 1 do not say the covenants should be settled

by law altogether ; that would be a matter beyond my
comprehension. I cannot say what should be done,

but still the question is what the wisdom of Parliament

may see light Lo do. It is not possible for me to say

what Parliament may do if they take it into their consi-

deration.

Perhaps the wisdom of Parliament may not be able to

reach the subject, if you, who have considered the subject,

cannot see your way to advi->e Parliament in the matter '

—I do not know that.

What covenmts should you recommend ; beoausj if

the law is to be made it must be defined, and well un-
derstood ?— I think for all draining that the tenant does

he ought to ivceive compensation. The way it is done
in our neighbourhood is, that the landlord iinds the tiles,

and he charges five per cent, interest upon the tiles in

the land : then the tenant is at all the expense of putting

in those tiles and the haulage, and the soles the tiles are

placed upon ; and that ought to be considered, and then

compensation for the proper number of years should be
given in case the tenant leaves previously to the expira-

tion of that number of years ; that is a matter that might
be laid down.

What depth is the drainage done at?—About two feet

six in the strong land.

And.how many years, in your judgment, should that

run over ?— It depends whether it has been done well or

not ; of cour.rc, a great deal dejiends upon the manner in

which it is done.

Supposing it to be well done, how many years should

it run over then ?—Twelv'e years at least.

Then if any person of equal competency to judge
with yourself were to say five years were sufficient you
think he would make a great error in saying s-o ?

—

I think so.

What ought the land, in your judgment, to be fixed

at .'— I say 12 years for that description of drainage.

Would you extend that to any other description of

improvements ?—To the use of some kinds of food, for

stock, and manure, and lime.

To what sort of food would you apply that ?

—

To oil-

cake.

How would you deal with oil- cake by law?—There
should be a small compensation m de for the year fol-

lowing the ye ir when the tenant quitted.

What would you call a small compensation ?—I should
call a fourth of it at least projier.

You would give one-fourth of the cost to be paid by
the incoming tenant?—Yes.

If any party thought that a half ihould be paid for,

would you throw that half upon the incoming tenant ?

—

That is matter of ojnnion.

Then as to lime, what would you do .'—Lime ought to

cover a space of ab .ut six years.

Do you use any other manures ?—No, we do not use

much ; we have mostly farmyard manure, and some-
times a little of some other manure, such as guano.

You do not chalk or marl your land ?—No ; very

little is done in that way. I think those are funda-

mental points that ought to be taken into consideration.

Do you think that the principle ought to be the capi-

tal expended by the outgoing tenant, or the advantage

to the incoming tenant?— I do not mean to say that the

tenant may not lay out what he considers proper, but if

he lays out more than ought to be expended, that should

not all be fixed upon the landlord to pay, nor should the

landlord be called upon to pay without an agreement be-

tween himself and the tenant as to what those improve-
ments shall be, and in what manner they shall be made

;

but I say, that if th?,y both agree to certain improve-
ments, and then that the tenant quits sooner than those

improvements are exhausted, of course he should come
upon the land for compensation ; that his right would lie

against the landlord.

In your judgment would it be better that that should

be settled by law than that the landlord and tenant should

agree what improvements should be done, and what
period those improvements should run over ?— I do not

mean to say that it should be settled by law ; it cannot

be settled by law. If they would be willing to settle

those things between each other as matters of agreement,

it would be well, but I cannot see that that would be

likely to be done.

You think it is because they are not likely to agree

that you would settle it by law .'—Yes ; it would insure a

better state of cultivation.

Would you extend that beyond compensation for oil-

cake and drainage ?— I no not know that there are other

points, except timber, for buildings. Those are the

chief points that strike me as being wanted in our dis-

trict ; of course there might be other districts that other

things might be applicable to.

Have you turned your attention to the way in which
the remedy should be secured to the tenant against the

landlord?— It might be secured to him by law as v.ell as

other matters are.

Should the compensation be paid by the landlord or

by the incoming tenant.'—The landlord, bee luse tliere

might be no tenant ; the landlord might have the lav d in

his own hands. I would have it as a lien again-t the

land.

If it lies against the land it is a different thing from

being against the landlord ?— I say it should lie against

the land.

You have stated that, in your opinion, great improve-

ments would ba made in the produce of food by breaking

up certain districts of land which you have spoken o. 1 —
Yes; there would be a certain increased produce of food,

for animal food and for the food of man, by the land

being broken up that is now in grass.

Do you think that that ought to be by law, or not .'—
It has been made a matter of law in former times.

Should it be made a matter of law now, or should it

be left as it is to parties to settle for themselves ?—

I

think it might be left to parties to settle for themselves.

It would be a great national a Ivantage, if it could be

done, to have a greater quantity of land brought into

arable cultivation, because there would be a greater

quantity of food and a greater quantity of labour em-
ployed too.

That sort of land, if it were not very carefully culti-

vated, miglit have great benefit taken from it for eight or

ten years, might it not, and then it n)ight be let fall back
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ia an indifferent state of cultivation altogether ?—It

would require good cultivation.

And proper management?—Yes; all those things

ought to be secured to the landlord.

May it not be their knowledge of that which rnay have

rendered landlords indisposed to have their land broken

up?—Yes, no doubt ; but the tenants now sre getting a

much better insight into the cultivation of land than

they have had formerly, and the land is now better

managed.
In the improved state of agriculture, has the great and

generally increasing value of laud itself had a tendency

to induce the landowners to permit those poor pasture

lands to be broken up?— I should suppose that w.uld
be the case.

Is not it safer and better to trust to the mutual in-

terests of parties in that respect than to determine it by

law ?— I think it might be so. In regard to breaking

up the land, I cannot see how the law can touch it,

though it has been so.

In your judgment, it would not be well to atterajit to

do it now ?—Not in the present state of society, if you
can induce them to enter into it by agreement.

It being better to leave that probably great increase of

the food of the country to be settled by private agree-

ment, why would it not be better to let the other im-

provements be settled in the same way?—The only

reason I see in it is, in consequenceof the great difficulty

(here is in legislating upon it.

It is as ( asy to make a law to say that so many acres

of grass land should be broken up, as to say that so much
money shall be paid for so much drainage, is not it ?

—

Yes ; but it v\ould be so far an arbitrary law.

Why?— IJecause in the case of drainage, I am sup-

posing that what is laid out by the tenant is done to im-

prove the land ; and if he is obliged to quit his land

sooner than those improvements are exhausted, then I

say he ought to receive remuneration for it ; that is a

different thing to breaking up the grass land.

The tenant is not compelled to lay out the money un-

less he likes ? — No, but he is a great simpleton if he does

not do so if he is secured ; and then if he does not lay

out his money well in those matters he does not know
what is to his own advantage.

Can he not secure himself by making an agreement ?

—If his landlord will not make the agreement he

cannot.

And you would compel the landlord to make that

agrei ment ?—I do not know how far you would be able

to do that.

Is there not as much compulsion in the one case as in

the other?—It does not go to that extent.

Yoii v/ere understood to say that you think notice

ought in all cases to be given in the event of improve-

ments to be paid for ?—Yes, I think it would be so that

that notice should be given, and that a mutual under-

sianding should be come to. I do not see how you can

pass a law to make the landlord pay for any sort of im-

provements that the tenant might take it into his head

to do ; that, I think, would be unjust to the landlord.

You say, yourself, that you would have it made matter

of agreement what should be done ?—Yes.

And why cannot that be done without a law ?— Be-
cause attention is not drawn to it so much as it would
be in case it was taken up by the Legislature ; then

agreements of that kind, I think, would be sooner en-

tered into.

Even supposing a law to be made, would a man be

induced to turn his attention to anything so much as by
his own interest?— No, I suppose not.

And it is to the interest of the Lmdlords that they

should have their land well tenanted and well cultivated,

is it not ?—Yes.

Has not the cultivation very much improved in the

last 20 years ?—Not to that extent that it might have

been.

rcrlnii<3 you cimsi'lcr that tbcie has boon an advance
of capital, both between the himllord and the tenant,

and that they have laid out as much money as they
ha\c fjot ?— I think ciipitalists Irive provided money
now for the land.

How ?— I thought there was a law for them to liavc

money for draining.

The taw gave a certain amount ; but that money was
taken up belbre three months were over; arc you aware
of that?— I was not aware of that.

If the million of money whicli was provided in the

way you refer to was taken np so quickly, as v,ms the

ease by the Irish landlord.-, so that tlie English land-

lords cc.nld hardly get any of it, dies not that sh(>w

that t'".e reason why improvements have not pone on
faster has beeii that it lias arisen from the want of

money?—Yes; and it would be an advaniage to the

hmillord to take np money (m his estate for drainage ;

he would soo:i be repaid for it.

Peilinps he ciinnot borrow it?— I do not know how
(hat may be.

\\'hat interest, in your judiiment, wouhl a tenant be

willing to pay the landlord for money expended in

drainage ?— Five ijor cent.

If the landhird could only borrow his money at five

l)er cent, and the tenant paul only five i)er cent, there

would not be much inducement, would there, for the

landlord to borrow the money under those eireum-

stanees?— It would impro\e his land, and in course of

time, no doubt, his hind wnnhl be more valuable in

ease he wantid to sell it; after a few years it would
make him much nioie money, tVoni being well drained

and well cultivated.

Drainage, like other things, after a certain number
of years wears out, does it not, and then wants doing
afresh ; and therefore, if the landlord hdd no more
than the five per cent, ijitcrest paid to him, which five

per cent, interest he had paid upon the money bor-

rowed, would he not be a lo.-cr?— I say it would im-
prove his estate and make it worth much n.orc.

Then the tenant ought to be able to i)ay more rent?

—

The landlord vi-ould find that out.

Then do you think that the tenant would consent to

pay more than five percent?—No, I think notat first.

Wlien the land was got into a better state of cultiva-

tion, as regards cultivation tlien the tenant might be

able to pay move I'cni in some cases.

Assuming, on tlie aver;ige, thiit the drainage had
stood 22 years, would not that be a long period ?— JVo,

it would be a very short one, I think. If drainage was
done as on my land, then it would stanrt as mine will

;

that which I have done will stand 200 years, with very

slight repairs.

Tlien it is of a permanent chaiacter ?—To be suie it

is ; it is done in that way that makes it ofapennanent
chai-actcr.

Do you think it the geatral oidnioii tint drainage
will last that time without repair?—No; generally it

is not done with a view to last that time ; it is very
imperfectly done frequently.

Take pipe draining, do you think that the general

opinion of agiiculturists has been that it would li;stfor

ever without any impiovcment?—No, it woidd not do
that at all. I merely speak of the way in which I have
done mine. I know very well the system upon which
I drain is a good one, and diaining done in the same
way as mine is won! i last for many years; mine will

last for 200 years, with bat very slight i-epairs.

Is it not ])ossible tint there may be persons very

I conversant with'agricultural improvements tliat would
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not hold with the mode of drainage that you have

described as henvx tlie best ?—Very Hkely. I do not

doubt that there is a variety of opinion upon that as

upon other things.

Tliat wouhl make some difficulty, would it not, in

lcy;islating uj)on such a matter ?—There would be dif-

ficulty certainly, as T have admitted ; I see all the

ilifficuUies. 1 do not pretend to point out the way in

which those difficulties can be overcome, but I point to

tiiose as some of tlie fundamental points.

Supposing' the landlord is as strongly in favour of

pipes as you are of tiles with tlie soles, should he then

be made to pay for such tile draining for 200 years ?

—

He pays upon the principle he drains; he would not

tade my view of the case ; he would take his own and
his tenant's.

Your mode of drainage, with tiles laid upon flat

soles, is more expensive tlian pipes, is it not ?—Yes, for

that reason I say that it will continue so much longer.

But it does not follow as a necessary consequence

that because a thing is more expensive it will last

longer?—Not at all ; it is the manner in which it is

done, and the material which it is done with, which
makes it valuable or otherwise.

The landlord preferring to have his drains done with

pipes at a less expense, would it be fair tliat he should

be called upon to pay for a mode of drainage which in

his opinion is less beneficial and more expensive ?—He
would not be called upon to do so.

Why?— He would have his draining done more
superficially and at less expense, and the drainage

would not be so permanent.
Then, according to your notion, the landlord ought

to have the piivilcge of over-riding the law after the

law was made ?—You cannot pass a law making
imperative any particular mode ol drainage, or tliat it

should be of a certain depth, or that it should be with

tiles or pipes.

But should the landlord and the tenant have the

power to over- ride the law if they choose, by agree-

ment?—.1 caimot sfc how you can prevent landlords

and tenants breaking the law, if they choose to do so by
agreement.

Suppose a landlord to say, " I shall not have V.ih

land drained," and the landlord and the tenant to enter

into an agreement to defeat the law, ought that to be

done?— I do not see how it can be avoided.

What then is the use of making the law .'— It would
be of no use in that case.

You have told the Committee that those agreements

are not entered into, because the landlord will not agree

to them?-—Just so.

If you are well founded in that respect, what is

to prevent them setting the law aside the moment it is

made?— If you can have a law obviating that, so

much the better.

Can you point out to the Committee any way in which
it can he prevented being set aside ?—There is a diffi-

culty, 1 allow, and I do not exactly know how to over-

come it; but still it is highly necessary that a system
should be laid out in regard to improving tlie soil of the

countrj', and that cannot be done better than by drain-

age : if it can be done by legislative enactment, well
;

but if it is impossible, it cannot be done.

In your judgment then, you do not think that any
law could be made or ought to be made to prevent men
making private agreements?— I do not see how you
are to prevent them.

Mr. Coi.vii.r.E.] As to the custom of the country in

Leicestershire, the outgoing tenant is not paid for

the manure?— Certainly not, it is the property of the

landlord.

Do you think that a good custom ?— I do not like the

manure to go off the land.

Is it a good custom that the outgoing tenant should

not be paid for the manure?—What is made upon the

land ?

No ; with artificial food in it?—I think he ought to

be pai<l for that.

You have said that you think that the tenant ought

lo be allowed to remove buildings ?—Yes.

What sort of buildings?—Any he chooses to erect,

that would not be detrimental to the properly.

Suppose a man to erect a brick and mortar building,

could there be any remuneration to him in pulling it

down, and taking the bricks away?— Probably he
would not choose to erect that ; it would be at his own
option if he did ; or if he would, he would do it in a

very slight manner probably. Tenants would erect

buildings very useful, more than they do now, if they

had the power of taking them away, or if the landlord

would take them at a valuation.

Sir J. Troi.lope.] Are you doing this very durable

drainage without any prospect of compensation?

—

Yes ; but I have not had to pay for the tiles. I have
great confidence in my landlord. I am occupying a

farm now that my great-grand father occupied 120 or

130 years ago.

And has it gone on in succession in your family?

—

Yes, it has, time out of mind. Sometimes it has been

under lease, and sometimes not. In fact, it is not
precisely the same land, because the land has been in-

closed, but it is the same property.

Do you know what the tile drainage costs per rod or

per acre?—£'2 to 50s. per acre. The drains 33 feet

apart.

Air. CoLviLLE.] The turf draining there is generally

done with a tile put at the mouth, is it not?—Yes.

My farm was drained 50 years since, and now the

drains have become bad, and most of them are doing

over again with tiles.

Sir J. TuoLLOPE.] You would not put that drainage

you have spoken of in land you are going to break up ?

—No ; only in the i)asture land.

Is not the average durability of draining 20 to 25

years?—Yes, turf draining. My soil is clay, a great

deal of it, and there are fissures, and at those places I

have put in tiles wherever there is a running sand,

wiiich makes it more durable.

"Wherever there is a solid subsoil, that turf drainin;^

will stand for some time ?—Yes ; it will last for many
years if it is well done.

Ecidence o/Mr. Benjamin Hatch.

Chairman.] Wliere do you live?—At 'i'cnterdon,

in the Weald of Kent.

What is your profession?— I am a farmer and land

valuer, and general agent.

What is the extent of your occupation?—About 115

acres.

Are you in the habit of valuing between outgoing and
incoming tenants ?—Yes, a great deal.

What is the time of entry in your part of the coun-
try?—Generally speaking, it is either the 11th of

October or the 29th of September, but always at

the Michaelmas period ; old Michaelmas or new
IVIichaelmas.

What are the piiymcnts generally made by the in-

coming tenants?—^The outgoing tenant is paid for all

tillages of every description. He is paid for Iiay and
straw at a feed price, which is different from a sale

price, and lie is paid for the underwood. It is a woody
country where I reside, and he is paid for all di'idnage,
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of ovcry flvscrijitioii, tluit is pcrtornKd with tilos or

woofl ; if wood, lio is p.iid four years ; that, is, he is ul-

h>\vcd ii certain portion for four years, if it is laid per-

manently; witii tiles we allow him to go buck 10

years ; that is, we deduct a certain amount each year.

Snjiposing he left at the end of the ninth year, he would
have 2rJ. to receive, if the first cost was 20s.

That is the custom of the country ?—That is the

custom of the county.

Is there any other improvement that is paid for in your
partofKcnt?—Manures; all bought maTiures ; we pay
also for half manures ; that is, the half part of what
the dung would bo valued at had it bceu valued the

year before.

Does that apply to artificial manures ?—Yes, that

ai)plics to artificial manures, but not in the same ratio.

They are recognized as being used to be paid for ac-

cording to their durability. In our judgment, for

instance, guano would be paid one-third of the cost

l)riee after one crop off; for bones or lime he would be

allowed half the sum ; and lor dtmg carting, marl, or

mould, there is nothing at all after one crop.

Are you acquainted with the chalk districts of Kent ?

—Yes.

Do you use chalk for improving the soil?— Not
much in the Weald; the only place wliere they use

chalk to any extent is the isle of Sheppy, and it is

not used as a manure much in Kent, unless in that

particular jilacc ; it is used more in the shape of lime,

aftrr it is burnt.

\\'hereit is used as chalk what quantity is put on an

acre?— I cannot speak to that with any degree of cer-

tainty, I should think somewhere about 20 to 25 wag-
gon loads an acre.

Do you know of any allowance being made for that ?

—Where chalk is used it is a very permanent job, and
the outgoing tenant is paid considerably for it, but I

do net know the amount.
You say lime is used ?—Yes ; lime is used to a great

extent about us, particularly in Sussex. I value a great

deal in Sussex ; it is brought there as many as 35 miles

to be put on the land.

Over how many years does it run ?—It is paid half

the cost; carriage so much per mile; and half the

labour alter one crop off.

Do you make any allowance for naked fallows

there?—We pay everything, all the labour and every-

thing.

Does it extend over more than one year ?—No.
Suppose a naked fallow taken and a crop after it,

you do not allow half the naked fallow ?—No.
There is no allowance for the improvement of build-

ings?—No ; this is the only thing that we wish for, we
think it would place us in a belter position; mine is a

hop district; an oast is a thing which is required where
tiiere are hops, and I think if the tenant were allowed

to build his oast, and take it away if the landlord would
not pay for it, it would be doing a good thing.

Is there any difficulty in making those valuations for

the improvements ?—No ; we find where those cus-

toms prevail, the farmers are improving fast in the

farming, because tbcy have security for the outlay of

their capital. We do not find that it interferes at all

with the landlord, because a tenant would rather take

a farm with those improvements than have to make
themliimself.

Why would a tenant rather take a farm with those

improvements than have to make them himself?— Be-
cause where drainage is done, it is a very considerable

cost; and it is perfectly well known, that after land is

well drained a while it is permanently itnproved, there-

fore he would be in a better position to take it after

four, or five, or six crops had been taken, than to outlay

the capital himself; lie never scrnjjlcs at paying for

those improvenjents.
And being able to take land in good heart, he would

rather do so luid pay for it, than take land out of

heart and have to bring in into heart himself ?— Yes
;

about mc in that part of the county of Sussex, thero

are the Iieaviest valuations of anywhere in England
that I know of; that is, a man has to pay more money
to enter his farm than in any part of England; and in

proportion as he pays that, although it is heavy at

first, it gets more easy afterwards.

Mr. Hi'.Ni,EV.] Then a smaller farm comparatively
takes a larger capital to enter upon it?—Certainly, if

there are hops.

As to hops, you stated that they cut the woods to the

stubbs
; you do not speak of woods to any extent, do

you?—Yes; there arc woods of 90 acres, and some
times of 100 acres.

Does the tenant pay a yearly annual value for that ?

—No ; but sometimes it comes to J^o, or it may come
o £50 an acre.

Whom does the money go to 1—The outgoing te-

nant.

What income has the landlord from that wood
;

does the landlord receive so much per year?—The
farm is let together ; perhaps it is a farm of 200 cr 300

acres altogetiier, and he takes the whole farm at so much
money.
Not by the acre ?-^-No, we know of no acreage.

Thea if he takes a farm at 30s. an acre, if it be 20i)

acres, he will pay £300 for it ?—Yes, there is no dis-

tinct rent])aid upon the wood land.

Then the outgoing tenant receives for the number of

years cut as to that wood?—Yes, according to ihe

value.

The great value of the woods in Kent is for conver-

sion into hop poles, is not it?—Yes.

And if near cutting, he has a larger sum to pay for

the wood?—Yes.

Does that extensive tenant-right cripple the opera-

tions of the farm ?—No, we find it induces men to

farm much better; and if we could only have one thing,

then we should be satisfied with the tenant-right we
possess, and that is, if wc could have in the Weald of

Kent, which is proverbial for its woodiness and small

inclosu res, the country a little more clear; there is a

large extent of country where the fields are so very

small that the sun in some cases never shines across

them. I will give you an instance or two.

Is it a condition of taking ihose farms that you shall

retain the hedges as they exist and the woods as they

arc?—Yes, that is too much the case.

Are you tied down to maintain those hedges, whe-
ther useful or not ?—The custom of the country inva-

riable is to tie them down, although I know many cases

where that custom is broken through.

The landowners do occasionally let their tenants square

their fields, and take away useless hedge rows ?—Yes,

occasionally that is done, but by their leases they pre-

serve the timber and the timber rows, which are particu-

larly mentioned, that they shall not grub anything close

to the hedges.

What instances were you about to state with reference

to the enclosures ?—I spoke of the parish of High
Halding, in Kent ; there is one farm of 50 acres, which

is divided into 26 pieces ; there is another farm of 37

acres, divided into 20 enclosures ; there is another farm

of 54 acres, which is divided into 24 enclosures ; there is

another farm of 23 acres, divided into 16 fields ; there is

another farm of 155 acres, where there are 42 fields;

some of those eases are cases of small freeholders, men
using their own land. Then there is another farm of 142

acres, belonging to a noble Earl, which is divided
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into 48 pieces. Taking tbe total of the i)arisii tlicic

are 3,753 acres, and out of those there are 1,020 acres

of waste or uncultivated, viz. hedges, underwood, ponds,

&c.
Do you think iiedges are waste ?—The hedgerows are

wide, and there are very wide lanes where the fences are

not set out straight ; they leave immense widths.

Taking the whole parish as containing 3,753 acres, it is

divided into 1,303 enclosures, and that gives an average

of 2f acres and 20 rods for the size of each field.

Chairman.] Do those hedges pay for being

grubbed ?
—

"Yes ; they would al)out pay the workman-
ship for perfiirming t!i£ work ; but the object oi' getting

the field grubbed woula be this, that there is a great dis-

position, and indeed a perfect rage for drainage. If

they could get those fields into something like ten acres,

they could run their drains through them, and cause a

great increase of corn, by thorough drainage, and get

more land into cultivation.

It varies in various districts ; it pays in some cases to

grub the hedges ; but in no case in your neighbourliood

would the tenant be entitled to yrub the hedges .'

—

No ; but the subsoil is stiff clay ; good wheat and bean

land.

Sir J. Trollope.] Where the woods are in large

masses, are they not considered to be more valuable than

the adjoining land, on account of the high value of hop
poles ?—Yes ; underwood land, projjerly managed and
])lanted, is the most profitable land that a man can hold

as owner. I have known that wood sold at from ^50
to £iJO an acre ; the average price might be called ,£'20.

Are many of those hedges cultivated by the owners or

occupiers, to get hop holes out of them ?—No ; I think

not at all. I think it is more from a disposition to follow

their neighbours ; their neighbours do not grub the

hedges, and they do not do it. If they see anybody else

do it, they say, " I wish I could do it ;" but then

the lease or agreement steps in ; but no doubt if they

had more energy they could get all those things righted.

Mr. CoLviLLE.] Are those high hedges?—It is a level

country ; when you get upon the top of those hills and
look down it is like looking upon a forest.

Sir J. Trollope.] Those small corn fields will be
totally shaded from the sua ?—Yes.

Are not many of the hedges as large as this room ?

—

Yes, and there is much loss of time in ploughing ; the

horses lose half a day's work in turning round ; they
cannot do a good day's work.
Mr. Henley.] In the drainage you have spoken of as

running over ten years, is any notice given or required as

between the landlord and tenant at the time the work is

performing ?—No ; we do not consider there is any ne-

cessity for it, because the whole of the work is done by
the tenant ; the landlord in some cases finds the tiles.

We generally find it the best plan to have the drains

done in a perfect manner ; every man does not under-
stand that ; where we find the tiles we take care that

the work is sufficiently and properly performed, then
ten years would be the portion we should allow for the

labour.

Is not it as material for the incoming tenant or the
landlord to know that the work is well done where the

tenant finds the whole materials as where he finds only
part of them?—No question, with th's difference, that

there is a greater guarantee for the work being properly
performed, because I apprehend that a man would not
begin as a tenant to drain his land thoroughly unless he
has a good prospect of stopping. For his own interest

he would do it well ; he would not do it to make a market
of it when he left.

Is that never tbe case ?—I think that would be so
palpably seen that men of experience would soon
check it.

Aro any means taken in the Kentish valuation to as-

certain the consumption of the oilcake by the farmer ?

—

No ; there is nothing allowed for it only in the shape of

1
the extra price of the manure so made, and, as a matter

of course, manure made from the straw is put at a dif-

ferent pric(^ from the fattincr-cake dung.
I What evidence do the valuers require in respect to the

fatting- cake dung?— Simply practice ; they view it and

know what it is ; they know one article from another by
I looking at it ; they can judge of the goodness.

j

Can they judge by looking at it, the quantity of cake

I

that may have been used ?—Cert-iinly not ; they can

judge whether the dung is good or not ; they can tell

pretty nearly what it contains as to quality.

Do you look at all at the quantity they purchase ; do
you require any evidence of that, such as the bills being

produced .'—If we doubt it we should call for evidence

when we came to value artificial manure ; it is the cus-

tom of the country for parties having a farm to produce

the invoice.

If they produce the invoice do you go into further

evidence to see that the thing purchased has been ex-

pended upon the land ?—Yes, if I have a doubt about

it, I call the servants, or agents, or anybody about the

place.

How long have you been acquainted with the weald of

Kent ?—Twenty years.

Was there any difference of the custom when you first

became acquainted with it from the present custom?—

I

do not think there was much difl'erence in the custom, it

has continued as long as my memory ; but it is in con-

sequence of that custom, that from being one of the worst

farm districts anywhere I know, it is now getting to be

one of the best ; and I attribute it to this, that other

people do not enjoy the same benefits that the men who
are making those improvements do.

You say the custom existed 20 years ago ?—Yes.

Was the district then badly farmed .'—Yes.

How long have the customs existed .'—I cannot tell

that at all ; but even only 20 years back the crops were

notoriously bad about that district ; and the place was
so isolated altogether, that those men, though they pos-

sessed the privilege, did not exercise it, of doing those

things. In fact, they had not begun to know what good
farming was.

Then as it could not be the custom that made them
good farmers, as you say they were bad farmers 20 j'ears

ago, what is it that has effected the change?—I presume
increased intelligence, and having the opportunity of

farming better.

You say that the customs equally existed 20 years

ago, and yet they farmed badly ?—No doubt they would
farm badly now, if they were not allowed those things

upon the expiration of the tenancy.

Bi4t they were allowed them then ; why did not they

farm as well then as now ?—From the want of intelli-

gence.

Then it is increased intelligence that has made thera

farm better ?—A combination of both.

Have you heard how long the custom of paying for

drainage has existed in that part of Kent.'—I cannot
answer that question. I do not know how long it has
existed ; but till within a few years it has never been

acted upon much ; that is, I mean the drainage has not

been done to any extent at all till now ; that it has been
the exception, and not the rule, to be drained at all

;

some few, a good many years back, used to do it.

A custom cannot become binding unless it has had an

existence 20 years at least ?—That might have been the

case, no doubt; but where that has been acted upon, it

is an exception. There was not much drainage 20 years

ago, though the custom would have paid it.

You call it the custom, though you say there was no
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draiswge dotic .'— I do not say Uktc was no drainage

done; no doubt these customs Were introduced to pre-

pare the men to farm better.

In your judgment, was that custom of paying for

drainage introdiicod 40 years ago, to induce people tn

farm as they do now?—No, as a measure of common
justice that every man ought to have held out to him

;

that has been recognized ever since I knew anything

of it.

All those customs you have named, as far as your in-

formation goes, have been practised as long as you can

recollect ?—Yes.
What has been done about guano ?— One-third is al-

lowed for that. Of course that must be a new custom,

because it was not in existence. We soon found out by
practice and experience how long we thought this manure
would last, and we thought pro])er to place it in a different

catalogue from other manures that were of a permanent

character. We recognized the right of paying half

manures, but the details must be according to circum-

stances ;it all times.

According to the average, what is about the income
jier acre in a farm in the weald of Kent ?—That will de-

pend upon whether it is hops or not.

Take a farm where there are hops grown .' —From £3
to £7 an acre.

Does it vary so much as that }—Yes, from two cir-

cumslances ; one from the district, and the other whe-
ther the farm is in a high or low state of cultivation.

Some of our best lands are the cheapest to get into.

Some of the finest pasture land in the county is in

Romney Marsh.
There, of course, the acts of husbandry do not run so

high ?—No.
£7 an acre, you think, is the outside of the income

upon that .'—Yes. I am looking at a farm where there

is a considerable portion of hops, and a considerable

portion of underwood. I was speaking as to those things

that the incoming tenants would e.xpect to pay to the

outgoing tenants ; not as to the capital necessary to carry

on their farms.

What is the valuation, excluding wood and hops ?— It

varies from 30s. to 45s. an acre.

Not exceeding that ?—No, unless you speak of the

fallow ; there would be not more than one-fifth of the

land fallow, and that would be £5 an acre.

Supposing a farm drained within five years ?—The
outlay would be very large there.

Speaking of cases where there has been a great deal of

drainage, how would it be .'—That would be in propor-

tion ; of course, some shillings an acre more.

What does drainage cost in your district ?—That de-

pends upon circumstances ; it varies very much indeed.

There is no regular criterion for it ; it will cost Is. a rod

if it is 3 feet or 3 feet 3 inches deep.

That includes labour and tiles ?—Yes ; pipes we use to

a great extent.

Then if the drains were put a rod asunder it would be

a cost of ^'S an acre ?~Yes.
Chairman.] Are they usually put so near as that .'—

No, that is a great quantity.

What is the average distance between the drains .'
—

The deeper the drains are, the wider we can get them
apart ; if we drained 2-^ feet we should go a rod, we should

go 22 feet, from that to 30 ; if deeper it would depend

upon how porous the ground was.

Sir J. Trollope.] You seem to have an extensive

tenant-right upon everything but buildings. If you

had payment for buildings, or the right of removing

them, you would have very little to complain of ?

—

Just so.

Is there anything else you would require ?—I am aware

it could not be compulsory ; but it is a fine country, and

if anything could be done to lay it open instead oflKiviiig

those miserable fields I am speaking of, it would be a

great advantage.

You do not sec your way to compulsory enictmcnt ';

—No.
Mr. IIenlf.y.] Have you considered at all as to the

nature of the remedy you would give, or how you would
carry it out ; for instance, how you would make tenant-

right recoverable ? — My advice would be, do not leave

till you get the mom y. We never have any difficulty

about that.

You find that in practice you hive no difficulty about

it?—No.
But have you considered at all ; because where cus-

tom regulates tliose things no difficulty may occur, but

where a law is to be made it is different, and those mat-

ters must be well weighed. Can you tell the Committee
what, in your judgment, would be the remedy that shduld

be provided ?—I would make it a rent- charge upon the

land, the same as the tithe commutation.

That it should be payable by the incoming tenant .'

—

Yes ; tkat it should be payable by the incoming tenant

;

if he refused to pay I should go to the land for it, as the

titheowner does.

Supposing the land is not occupied .'—It must be

occupied or else the circumstances would not arise ; it

must be cultivated or the charge could not be there.

That is with the outgoing tenant ; supposing no tenant

comes in, how would you deal with that case ?— It would

be a very extreme case to suppose there was no tangible

property that you could get at, of any description ; and

if it be unoccupied, by making it a rent-charge up(m the

land it would be a charge upon the land generally, if iu

cultivation.

The Act gives the power to the titheowner to enter and

cultivate .'—Yes.

And to give an account; do yi)U think that would be

desirable?— I have not thought enough ol it to give an

opinion upon it.

Of course this is a matter, if there is to be legislation,

that must be settled ; do you think the right ought to be

against the tenant or the landlord ?— Against the land, in

my opinion.

Can you suggest any mode by which it should be re-

covered from the land?—No ; I have not turned my at-

tention to that subject at all, but I should not apprehend

any difficulty about the matter ; because this charge

forming part and parcel of the valuation itself, I do not

see any greater difficulty in the tenant's paying a per-

centage upon the improvement, than in his paying upon

the other part of his valuation. The tenant will never

know ; he does not get the detail of the works ; he is

charged the sura total, and he does not care how much
he pays for this, or how much he pays for that ; it would

be a general valuation, a tenant's valuation.

In the part of England you live in, the valuations are

large, and parties taking lands are accustomed to them,

and no difficulty occurs ?—No.
In other parts, in fact, where the valuations to the in-

coming tenant are extremely small, if there is legislation

upon it, you must make a proper legislative provision,

the man laying out his capital upon the faith of getting it

back again .-'—Yes.

Because there is no custom to help him ?—I would

wish to make it secure to the tenant.

In your judgment should the landlord have any notice

of those improvements ; because in Kent it appears that

they have none, according to your statement ?— I should

say that in all improvements of an extensive nature the

landlord ought to have the privilege ofoverlooking it ; or

at all events, if he had not the privilege of saying it

should not be done, he should have the privilege of
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knowing it was done in the best manner as to economy,

and as to the work being properly done.

Do you think that he should have the privilege of re-

fusing to have those things done ?—If you were to say

that, you would be making a law with one hand and up-

seting it with the other.

How should the law act upon agreements, if such a

law were made ?—That is a difficult question for me to

answer. If there were an extensive tenant-right bill, no
doubt something must be done ; because with long leases

with clauses hostile to the spirit of the law they could

not work together, and they must be set aside by some
means or other.

If any law were made, should it override or not any
existing agreements?—I think it would be a very hard

case upon a tenant having a long lease not to be allowed

to participate in the benefits of any new law which was

passed.

Supposing a tenant holding under a long lease at alow
rent, with the stipulation that he should improve the

farm, would it be just to make the landlord pay at the

end of the term for that ?—No.
How is that to be managed by law ?— I do not see that

such a thing could ever be contemplated ; because where

a tenant has had a long lease, he would have had the

benefit of the crops, consequently he would leave the

land better cultivated, and he himself would be better

off by having reaped the benefit of what he had done to

the land.

In the cases of long leases, do you think the law ought

or ought not to override the agreement?—That would

be a difficult question to answer ; but I should say that

if it was, as many of our agreements are in the Weald of

Kent, that you should not do that or the other, if those

covenants were decidedly hostile to the spirit and inten-

tion of the law now passed, it would be hard to deprive

)iim of the benefit of the law, and in that case it should

override that agreement ; but it is a difficult question,

and I have not turned my attention to it, therefore I

should wish to answer the question generally.

You have not given that attention to the subject which

would enable you to give a confident opinion upon it ?

—

No.
Are you able to give an opinion as to what ought to

be done in case of future agreements ?—I should be

very happy to suggest to the Committee, that in agree-

ments between landlords and tenants they should

always have those clauses inserted which would keeji

one object steadily in view, namely, the permanent
benefit of the land. I would at all times have a man's
lease drawn so that he should be looked particularly

close after upon his quitting, for two or three years

before his quitting ; there would then be no necessity

to guard against his farming well at the beginning of his

lease, and badly towards the close of it; he would then

farm all through for his own benefit.

The point to which your attention was directed was
this, whether in your judgment if a law were to be

made giving tcnant-iight, that law should give per-

mission to landlords and tenants to exempt themselves

rom that law by private agreement?—No; I would
not make a law with one hand, and upset it with the

other.

Would you make any compulsion upon landlords to

let their land ?—No ; I would never interfere with the

just rights of property.

Then is making a man let his land under certain

circumstances no interference with his property?—

I

would not have any law to make a man let his land in

any particular way ; he should let it as he pleased, but
I would permit the tenant to be paid for judicious im-
provements ; I want to aflord the benefit he ought to

derive for unexhausted capital.

Tlicn the hiiidlDid must eiilicr let his land ujion the

terms and arrangements which would be fixed, or not

let it at all?—Whatever the agreement might be he

must be subject to the law, so far as permanent im-

provements of the land went.

That would be the operation of such a state of things,

that he must either not let his land at all, or let it under

those conditions?—Certainly.

Do you think it is likely that, under such a state of

things as that, there might be any indisposition to let

land ?— I should think not the slightest. I think in all

those cases it would soon be seen that what was for the

benefit of the tenant would be so for the landlord ; they

must go hand in hand together ; there is every disposi-

tion upon the part of the landowners to let land, and

to meetthe wishes of the tenants; but Iholdland of that

kind where, if they would, they could not allow me to

do anything. I am speaking now of buildings. I

should be permitted, nj doubt ; but they cannot give me
leave to erect an oast, for instance. I have no oast to

dry my hops ; I have said. If I were to build an oast,

would jou allow me to carry it away; and they have

said. No, we cannot give you leave to go contrary to the

law ; that property is in trust.

Sir J. Trollope.] What is the cost ofan oast ?—One
would cost £100.

Including everything ?—Yes.

It requires two buildings ?—Y'^es.

With drying room and kilns it would cost nearly

£200 ?—Yes ; but generally speaking, it is close to

another building.

Arc not the hop oasts furnished generally by the land-

lord?—Generally there is an oast, but it is not so ge-

neral as a barn. The landlord may say, I do not like

hops ; I know you rob the other land for them.

Mr. Henley.] Is there any difficulty, in your judg-

ment, for the landlord having the fee-simple of the land,

and the tenant, if both parties are willing, to secure to

the tenant what he ouglit to have, by agreement?—

I

think there is a difficulty in all those instances such as

I have mentioned ; for instance, where an estate is in

Chancery.
The question is as to the fee-simple without incum-

brance, where the landlord has the full power over the

estate?— Circumstances very often arise where that

cannot be done, for this reason, because gentlemen do
not see their own interest in the matter.

That is because they do not choose to do it?—

I

think there is every disposition where they know;
but there are many gentlemen whom we cannot

expect to be farmers ; they do not know what is best

for the estate.

The question points to this: is there any difficulty, if

the landlord is willing to grant proper clauses, and the

tenant is willing to take those clauses, is there any
difficulty in the tenant's being properly secured for the

outlay of his capital?—There can be no difficulty, if

both parties are agreeable; but in every case they are

not agreeable, and it is because they are not agreeable

that the tenant farmer comes and asks for a bill.

If both parties were agreeable to an agreement, there

would be no advantage in being secured by law, over

being secured by private agreement ?—I do not see any
particular advantage in one way over the other, pro-

vided the end is obtained ; but I do not see how the end
is to be obtained without an enactment.
You think that parties would not be mutually agree-

able?—No, I think not.

It is, in your judgment, that the landlords do not

see their own interests to induce them to grant those

ai'vantages so generally as they ought to do?—I do

not think it is sufficiently prominently brought before

landlord or tenant ; I think they have got a good deal
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to learn, both of them, and the aooiicr thoy imdeistaiKl

it the better for tliemselves and the eountry too.

In Kent, then, you understand it ?—Yes, to speak
generally.

To the whole extent, except buildings?—Ttis only in

the immediate districts of Kent and Sussex where I am
that I speak of; it is not a custom riding over the whole
district.

You have seen your interest there sufficiently to es-

tablish everything you require but buildings ?—Yes.

But you have not seen your interest there to get rid

of your enclosures?—No.
IBut in other parts of England where they have had

the good sense to get rid of the enclosures, they have
not got all those other things

;
perhaps there may be

some reason there that you may not be aware of?

—

There is one reason for our not having got rid of the

enclosures, which is the clause in the agreement
which says that you shall not touch timber nor hedge
rows.

The landlords and tenants in Kent, seeing their own
interest sufficiently to introduce the tenant-right you
have spoken of, have not been wide awake enough to

get rid of those monstrous hedges?—I fear they have
not given attention to it sufficiently, and it cannot be
brought too prominently before them.
Would you bind them to it by law ?—No ; it is an in-

terference with the rights of ])roperty.

Why more so in this case than in the other cases you
have spoken of—The circumstances are different, un-
less you would pass a law to compel the landlord to re-

move his timber, which would be an interference with
the rights of property. All we ask for is only that where
money has been outlaid for the benefit of the tenant,

and he does not receive a just remuneration for it, the

law should so far protect him that he should be paid,

seeing that it is not any injury to the party paying it,

but a benefit to him. Many gentlemen would not like

to have their timber cut down. I see a great difference

between the two cases.

Did not you say the landlord should let the land
subject to certain payments, and have no voice in the

outlay of that money, to prevent the money being out-
laid?—If I have stated so I stated what I did not in-

tend to state.

That is the result of your evidence?—I stated this :

that where a tenant made the whole outlay himself,

and found his own tiles (that was in regard to drain-

age), I did not see any necessity to appeal to th.e land-
lord in such a case; I said, where the landlord found
the materials, or where he was compelled to pay for an
article that cost money, he should of course be con-
sulted to see that what was done was done properly.

Taking it as you put it now, the tenant laying out the

whole of the expense against the landlord s consent,

you would make a law that the landlord should pay it

at the end of the term?— I should apprehend the land-

lord would never be against draining.

Taking a case, supposing him to be against it ; the

case is put as an extreme case, and that is the only way
those things can be judged ofj you are asked to draw
the distinction between that and making a law that a

man shall cut his hedges down .'—I think the distinct-

tion is this, that one is an outlay of capital for which
the man should be paid ; but to compel a man to cut

his hedges down is a complete interference with the

rights of property. A tenant taking an inclosed farm
would not perhaps give so much for it as if it was an
open farm.

As to buildings, you would not say that the tenant

should positively be paid for a building which he had
put up ?—No ; he should have the option of taking it

away.

MJKit diiliiiction shoid'l you draw between the out-

laying of money in draining, and theoutlayingof mon-y
in building. You say you would not go the leuuMi

of making the landlord pay for the buildings?—No,

not necessarily; it, is very possible that he might Imve

erected some buildings, an oast for instance, whicli

might not be required afterwards.

The distinction you have spoken of h to be diav.'n

according to the benefit ?—According to the perma-
nency of it; the one is a case, as for instance a barn,

that might be required at all times; and the other is a

case that might not be so.

Take the case of a barn with a hop oast, what
distinction would you draw between the two ; would

not both be equally good to the incoming tenant?--!

would merely give the alternative of taking the build-

ings away.
You would not make the landlord pay for them ?

—

No.
Is not there this distinction, that you can take

away buildings, but cannot take away drainage ?—

1

can do so ; I have buildings that 1 have erected that I

can remove.
That does not apply; you say you can take away

your buildings, but you cannot remove drainage from

the land; that is the true distinction, is not it?—No
;

that is not the distinction I wished to draw, nor the

inference I wished to come to. There may be one work

done by the tenant which is not of necessity, nor of

general utility, nor for the benefit of the land. It does

not follow that the landlord must be advantaged by

having: a lot of buildings placed upon his land for the

tenant's own benefit, when they are neitherjudiciously

erected nor well arranged.

Is there no land in England where a great outlay of

money might be made even upon drainage, with regard

to which, if produce fell to an extremely low price, the

outlay would not be remunerative ?— I know some of

the stiff clays of a part of Kent where drainage acts

upon it like magic. It is preferable to manure and

everything else; and if you get land in our country

with a stiff subsoil once thoroughly drained, it totally

alters the class of land.

Speaking generally, do you think there is no land iu

England that drainage might be ajxplied to, where it

might not be remunerative?—I do not say that.

Some land would not pay for drainage ; but I do not

think a tenant would outlay money for it.

Take, for instance, the very poor lands that have never

been brought into cultivation; might not drainage be

outlaid upon them, without their being rumerative to

any body ?—That would be an extreme case.

The question supposes an extreme case : a general

law would affect that as well as the other ?—I should

think it will be a very unlikely thing for any land not to

pay for drainage.

None at the high rate of £S an acre, you have

spoken of?—The question was asked me about £8 an

acre, if there were so many rods would it be so ; I said

yes ; I do not say that it would cost more than half

that money.

You said Is. a rod ?—Yes, 3 feet 3 inches deep.

And if put one pole asunder, it would be £S an acre ?

— But our lands arc not drained in that way; our

drains are put in where the surface water would drain

if there were not upon the grouiid enough open furrows,

which have been called top furrows, which is across the

stitches; it is then moled with six horses; and ac-

cording to the full of the field, if they drain that field

judiciously, it would not be more than from £2 to .£'4

an acre; those drains empty into the main drams;

they put those moles down, not more than two or

M
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throe (cct iip.irl ; they liij' <l<>wii cvvry three or f )ur

furrows.

Then the master-drains are put in, in the Weald
of Kent, with tiles, and a furrow with a. mole-plough ?

—

Yes.

How long docs the mole-plour,h drainage last?—

I

did some six years ago, audit stands well now.
How deep do you do the inolc-t'longh ? —Not more

than 15 or 16 inches with the mole.

It does not tread in?—No; the soil is too stiff for

that.

That system is not generally used?—No, except the

soil is very stiff; but where the subsoil is very porous,

then it would not want IGO rods of drainage to the

acre.

Chairman.] What is the extent to which this prac-

tice obtains ; wliat extent of country does this custom

go over?— It takes the whole of the Weald of Kent and

Sussex ; the two Wealds.
Do you fii:d any inconvenience, when you act for

outgoing tenants, in obtaining for them the money that

is due to them ?—Not the least.

You never met with such a case?— I cannot say that

I never met with such a case in my practice of20 years

;

l)ut I think I never met with but one.

You say that there has been a great deal of drainage;

is your land such, that after thorough-drainage it becomes

capable of carrying root crops ?—Yes ; we are growing

mangel-wurzel and turnips to great advantage, after

drainage.

You say that there is an allowance for naked fallows

;

is not the effect of drainage on yom* land to raise an in-

crease of charge to the incoming tenant for drainage,

but there is a decrease of charge for the naked fallows,

the root crops having been grown upon the land ?—Yes.

So that the recognition of the tenant-right for im-

provements has a tendency to diminish the charge for

acts of husbandry ?—Yes, for fallows in particular. It

is rather rare to find what we used to call a naked
fallow without any crop at all ; while we have to pay
rent and taxes, you will generally find roots grown or

tares sown.
That has greatly increased the quantity of stock kept ?

—Most decidedly.

Has the drainage already greatly increased the produce

of corn ?—Yes, decidedly.

Have the landlords ever objected to the extent to which

drainage is carried on by the tenants ?—No ; I think the

general feeling is that if they would go on a little faster

they would like it.

They have never found fault with their draining too

much ?—No ; some of the landlords about us offer as

many tiles as they want to put in the land.

What is the rate of wages with you ?—An able-

bodied labourer makes 2s. at the lowest penny a day, and

2s. 3d.

W^bat, in winter ?—Two shillings in winter, and 2s.

3d. in summer. I am paying 2s. 3d. a day to my la-

bourers.

Mr. Henley.] In your tenant valuations, do you
make any set-off for dilapidations ?—Yes.

As to buildings or land, or both ?—All of it; we gene-

rally feel ourselves at liberty to look at the whole facts of

the case, to take the landlord's interest into considera-

tion, and if we find the man's agreement says he shall

maintain and uphold his buildings, and soon, if they are

not properly done we charge him for them.

If the land is in a foul condition ?—Then we charge

him.
Then that ought to be a matter to be regarded, ac-

cording to your judgment ?—A matter never to be lost

sight of.

So that it should cut both ways ?—Yes.

One to be set against the other ?—Yes.

Is there any reason, in your opinion, except want of

capital, in Kent, that has prevented the drainage being

more extensive ?— I think want of knowledge is the great

cause.

As much as want of capital ? —Yes, in the district I

speak of, although they are now getting on fast, I think

that has been the case in a great measure.

The thorough drainage of land, wliere there are no

springs underneath the clay subsoils, has been a thing,

within the last 14 or 15 years, very generally recognized ?

—Yes.

Were there not more differences of opinion about it

formerly than now?—Yes. In the district in which I

reside there has been a variety of opinions the last three

or four years, so much so that many men have not gone

in it to any extent till lately, till within the last three or

four years ; now they say it is the best money they can

expend.

The experience of those who have done it has convinced

others that it is a most beneficial outlay ?—Yes.

There used to be a great difference of opinion, even

within these few years, upon the fact of thorough drainage

of these stiff subsoils ?—Yes ; it used to be supposed that

it could do no good.
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Chairman.] You are a practical farmer living at

Stow-on-the-Wold, in Gloucestershire ?—Yes.

What extent of land do you occupy ?—Upwards of

2,000 acres.

Of what description ?—A great deal of what they call

stone brash, limestone rock.

Have you occupied it long ?—I have occupied all for

14 or 15 years ; for 16 years, I think.

Have you made any improvements in it during your

occupation ?—Yes, I have.

What has been the nature of those improvements ?

—

The greatest outlay I have made has been on draining

upon the lowland ; not the stone brash, the lower parts.

Have you found that increase the productiveness of

your land ?—Very much.
Do you use artificial food for your cattle ?—I never

use less than j^ 1,000 worth a year in artificial food and
manure.
What is the usual custom in your part of the country

between out-going and in-coining tenants ?—The usual

custom is not to make any remuneration to out-going

tenants.

Not for any kind of improvement ?—Not for any kind

of improvement ; in some special cases there is some-
thing ; I am in the habit of doing a great deal in valuing

acts of husbandry, and those kind of things ; but it is the

exception rather than the rule to allow anything for

improvements.
What is the mode of giving up a farm from one tenant

to another ; what is the period of entry ?—Half at Mi-
chaelmas and half at Lady-day ; they vary very much,
but they are all Michaelmas or Lady-day.

Supposing it to be a Michaelmas holding, what does
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the in-coming tenant pay for ?—All the costs of husban-
dry, the ploughiugs, and sowings, and th3 manuring

;

that is, the drawing it, and hoeings in some instimces
;

and not any artificial manure is paid for.

Then tlie dung belongs to the landlord ?—Yes, it does,

in all instances.

Is the consequence of that, that it is not of very

superior quality ?— I do not know that that makes any
difference ; whether it is well made or ill made, nothing

is allowed for that.

And in the case ofLady-day holdings .'—It is the same
in that case ; the tenants in some instances have eaten

their turnips oft", and therefore the value of the turnip

crops is taken out of the acts of husbandry.
You say that in some few special cases there is com-

pensation ?—Yes ; where there is a bargain made, the

custom of the country would note it.

Is it your opinion that it would be an advantage to the

farming of the part country you are acquainted with to

give compensation?—Very great indeed; the land is

suffering for the want of it.

In what way is the land suffering for the want of it ?

—

I think it is only producing one-third of what, with a

judicious outlay of capital, it would produce if the farmer
could be secured the advantage of his outlay.

Are you speaking of the light lands, or the heavv lands,

or of both ?— Both.

Have you a great deal of light land ?—The larger por-
tion is light land.

In what way would the productiveness of the Cots-
wold be increased by improved tenant-right ?—By artifi-

cial manure being used.

You think that the turnip crops would be much bet-

ter ?—Yes.
Would there be a great increase of stock kept in con-

sequence ?—There is not the least doubt of it, I can fairly

instance ; sixteen years ago I took the Hinchwick Farm
of 700 acres, and the first year (I took it at Lady-day) I

could only find manure enough to dung 12 acres;
my turnip quarters were about 90 or 100 acres ; I had a

lease of fourteen years ; I set to and laid out my money,
and before the lease was out, instead of finding dung
enough to manure 12 acres I could do 60 ; the increase

of straw had been so great, that enabled me to dung itall

but about 30 acres ; the other I did with bone dust.

A turnij) crop is rather an uncertain crop at present

on the Cotswold Hills ?—The present year is the worst I

have known since I have been in business, and the better

I did it the worse it was ; the more I put on the worse
it was.

With the artificial manure ?—All our land was poisoned
with the weather ; the turnips, after a certain period, suc-
ceeded very well, more especially with artificial manure.
Without looking to such a peculiar season as last year,

you have no doubt that the use of artificial manure would
be highly beneficial on the Cotswold Hills ?—It is essen-

tial ; without it we cannot grow good crops.

Have you below the hill, in Gloucestershire, towards
the Vale of Berkeley and the Severn, a great deal of
strong land ?—Yes.

Is it capable of much improvement by draining ?

—

Very great.

Is there much poor grass land there ?—Yes, a great
deal.

What would you recommend being done with that ?

—

Its being well drained and converted into arable land.

Do you think in that way farmers would be induced to

give an increased employment to labourers ?—Yes, ma-
terially so.

What sort of buildings are they in the Vale of Berke-
ley ? —There is very bad accommodation indeed ; though
I have 2,000 acres of land I have not above one barn
that is fit to put anything in.

Are the buildings better on the Cotswold ?—Yes, they

are in the large farms on the Cotswold.
Even there, do you think thpre would be room for im-

provement if the best modes of agriculture were carried

out in keeping stock ?—Yes. If you increase the produce
you must increase the facility of threshing ; therefore you
must have more barns.

And you would also require more sheds for cattle ?—
Yes.

Do they use lime in the Vale of Berkeley ?—Yes ; I

used 800 quarters a year, for many years.

Is there any compensation for that ?—Not a penny.
How long do you think the benefit of the lime lasts ?

— I do not know what end there is to it ; on the strong
land it alters the nature of it completely.

You think it would be just to give a compensation to

the out-going tenant?—Yes, certainly; very much so

indeed ; for the landlord as well as the tenant.

It would be a benefit to the landlord, by encouraging
the tenant to make such an outlay ?—Yes.
Do you know anything of another mode of improving

the clay land, by burning the soil ?—Yes ; I have tried

it to a large extent, and did not find it answer.
Do you know of other places where it does answer ?

—In the Vale of Evesham it answers.

What is the expense per acre ?—I do not know.
Have you any other remarks to make to the Committee

on this subject ?—No, I think not ; except the hardship

of the tenant laying out a great deal of capital in drainage

and not being allowed for it ; that is a hard case indeed

;

that was the case in instances I can mention. I drained

a farm, which cost me ^'400 ; I had not had it more than

two years after before a surveyor was sent over it, and it

was raised fifty per cent, upon the rent, though I laid out

every penny myself upon the farm ; my landlord did not

find a penny of it.

Is there a great deal of land that wants draining ?

—

Yes, in all the vales they suffer dreadfully ; it is no use

manuring, or ploughing, or sowing, unless the water is

out of the land.

Do you think the wheat plant has suffered this year .'

—Yes ; it will show more when the dry weather comes.
What loss per acre do you think it will be ?—One-

fourth, and in some instances one-half, from the excessive

wet we have had in March ; we find the water cannot be
got off, and the roots of the plant die away ; in some in-

stances they are starved to death.

Are they aware, in Gloucestershire, of the benefit of

drainage ? —Yes ; if they had security the tenants would
drain fast enough.
Do you think the landlords are aware of this, but do

not find it convenient to make the improvements out of

their income ?— I am rather surprised they do not ; the

improvement is so very evident.

At all events you think, if tenants had tenant-right for

draining, they would carry out those improvements ?

—

No doubt of it.

Mr. Henley.] How long have you been acquainted

with the neighbourhood you speak of?—I was bom in it,

and have known it all my life.

Has there not been any improvement in the neigh-

bourhood since you have known it ?—Not a general im-
provement.
Not over the Cotswold Hills .'—No ; the same system

is pursued now as was pursued thirty years ago.

What is the system of farming on the Cotswold Hills ?

—The system is about the same.

Do you think it is not better carried out, and that there

is not more stock kept ?—Perhaps there may be a little

improvement in that respect, but it is capable of mueh
greater improvement.

In your opinion, is not there more stock kept on the

Cotswold Hills now than was the case thirty years ago ?

M 2
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—No, I think not, except where aititicial manure has

been used ; but with those farmers who liavc not used it,

there has been no increase of produce ; they do not keep

any more stock.

Over the v^holeof the Cotswold Hills, speaking gene-

rally, do you not think there is more stock turned out

there than was the case thirty years ago ?— I think not.

Is the land generally held by lease .'—No, from year

to year.

Is it held under agreement, year by year, or without

any agreement ?—We generally have an agreement the

first going in.

Tliere is an agreement with the holding from year to

year ?—Yes.

Have you had much to do with the letting of land ?—
I have had the valuing of some estates for letting and for

purchase.

Are you agent for any estates ?—No.
Then you cannot, probably, say whether the tenants

have required to have conditions in their agreements ?—
I cannot ; it is the general talk at market, that if they

were better protected, they would lay out more money,
which they do not feel justified in doing now, because

they know that men who have done it have been taken

advantage of; I do not think it safe to do so.

Do you know, from conversation of that sort, or have

you any opinion of your own, whether application has

been made to have that security, and been refused?—No,
I do not know that I can speak of that ; I do not recol-

lect at the moment.
In what way would you propose that the security

should be given .'—For manure, I think that the tenant

ought to be indemnified, and that he should be allowed

that portion which was unexhausted, which could be

ascertained by two persons, one chosen by the landlord,

and one by the tenant, or by the in-coming and out-

going tenants ; and such portion as is in the land, if he

was paid for it, I think he would consider it nearly tanta-

mount to a lease.

In your opinion, should the valuation be made upon
the principle of the expense that has been undergone by
the out-going tenant for the benefit to the in-coming
tenant '—That would be the simplest way, between the

in-coming and the out-going tenant.

In your opinion, should the valuation be made upon
the principle of the expense that has been undergone by
the out-going tenant for the benefit to the in-coming
tenant ?—Both ; more especially to the out-going tenant,

because he has laid out his money. There are several

instances where it should be paid for ; for instance,

bones should be paid for ; the cake and bones laid on
at Lady-day; if one crop of corn had been taken, there

would be 75 per cent, to be paid for ; if two crops had
been taken, 50 percent. ; and if three crops, 25 per cent,

to be paid for, and then to cease ; that would meet the

evil in a great measure.

You stated that you tried burnt clay, and that it was
not beneficial upon the land .'—I did not do it the right

way. It was the hot summer of four or five years ago.

. I had some strong clay land, and it got very dry. I had
heard a great deal about burning clay. I set some men
on, and they burnt 3,000 bushels to the acre, thirty or
forty loads in a heap ; and then we were obliged to get

sledge-hammers to break it, and from that time to this I

have never seen the least advantage in it.

If you had left in that year, who ought in yourjudg-
me nt to have paid for the expense of that ?—That was on
my own land.

Supposing you had been a tenant, and you had gone
away ; under those circumstances who ought to have
paid for it ?—As it was an experiment of mine, I ought
to have paid for it ; unless the out-going tenant can show

an improvement, the in-coming tenant ought not to pay

for it.

Then the principle would be the benefit to the in-

coming tenant, not the capital expended by theout-goinj

tenant .'— I think it should be both ; I am sure it is an

advantage to both, and more especially a greater advantage

to the in- coming tenant. My opinion is, that the out-

going tenant should produce the vouchers of what he has

expended, and it should be in that ratio, because manure

ceases after a certain time to be a benefit, except as to the

increase of manure, that is caused because the land will

bear more straw. I think it ought not to go further

back than four years in the case of bones.

How long should drainage go back?—I cannot say;

drainage effectually done is done for ever, I think.

Then, supposing a man to have drained a farm and

occupied it fourteen years, and then left the farm at his

own will, do you think the in-coming tenant ought to

pay the whole expense of drainage?—No.
What proportion ought he to pay .'—I should say

fourteen years ; I should say he ought to pay half.

If he went out in seven years, what should the in-

coming tenant jiay then ?—Seven years.

Supposing a man had drained a farm and went out

after occupying it seven years, what proportion of the

expense should the in- coming tenant pay?—Three,
fourths.

What should he pay at the end of fourteen years ?—
Half the expense.

W^hat should he pay at the end of twenty-one years ?

—

In twenty-one years I think he ought not to pay anything

if it had been done twenty-one years, he would have had
sufficient advantage to remunerate him for the outlay.

Should the person who outlays a capital upon a farm

be entitled to receive interest for his money, profit upon
that interest, and the return of his capital?—In what
time ?

You are asked whether it is not the just principle as to

a farmer laying out his capital upon the land, that he

should receive interest for the capital, profit upon the

interest, and the capital returned to him again ?— Yes, I

think he ought to receive that.

When that is done his claim to any future advantage
is exhausted ?—Yes, if he received a good interest for his

money.
la your judgment, should the payment by the in-

coming tenant be equally liable to be made whether the

tenant quits of his own accord or by notice from his land-

lord .'—I think he ought ; circumstances may have made
him quit although he could not help it.

In the event of the improvement of the farm being an
unprofitable one to him, do you think it would be just

that he should go away and leave the in-coming tenant
to pay the outlay ?—Yes, if he can show that it was judi-

ciously made.
In your judgment, if any law was made, should it

over-ride private agreements or not ?—I think not.

You think it ought not to over-ride private agree-
ments ?—No ; because, generally, the lease expresses
those things.

Speaking of an agreement as well as a lease, should it

over -ride that?—No, I think not.

If the tenant and the landlord agree to defeat the law
they ought to have power to do so, in your opinion ?

—Yes, I think so.

In your judgment, should the operation of any law
that was made be retrospective or prospective ?—Pi'o-

spective.

Then the persons who have now laid out money, in your
judgment, should not be entitled to receive anything ?

—

Not compulsorily, I think.

You have stated that, in your judgment, great improve-
ment would take place if a certain portion of the Vale of
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Gloucester by the Severn was broken up, some land you
said below the hills ?—All land below a certain value

;

all green land below a certain value ought to be converted

into arable.

You said that it would employ a great increase of

labour, and afford a greater increase of produce ?—Yes
;

and not only that, but we could keep as much stock upon
it lifter it had been converted, although one-third i-hould

be in corn ; the remaining part would produce so much
more food, and we could keep as much stock, although
one -third produced corn.

Produce includes meat as well as corn ?— Yes ; the

[1 reduce includes meat as well as corn.

Should that be done by law, or left to the option of

the landlord and tenant ?— It is going on so slow; I

!-liould like to have a law to enable me to do it ; that

would be my wish.

You said that you think the law should put a rent upon
it ?—Yes, I think the landlord ought to have an increase

of rent.

Do you think that would be better done by law than by
private agreement .'— It might be done by private agree-

ment ; it is so slow. I have been advocating it for twen-
ty-five years ; I have been cultivating land, and I see the

advantage is so great, I am astonished it is not generally

done. 1 have five fields of land that have been broken
uj) now for eight years ; they have produced four crops
of wheat, and seven green crops, in the eight years, upon
tliis very description of land I am speaking of. Before
it was broken up it was not worth 15s. an acre ; it would
starve the beasts, and make them lousy, and rot the sheep.

I have one of the pieces iu flax ; I never saw so great an
improvement in my life as in the conversion of poor pas-

ture land into arable land ; it is all done by breast plough.
I have not had a horse plough, nor a cart load of manure
upon it.

Do you not think, that seeing the gain you have derived,

that would induce others to do the same thing ?—They
will not come to see it ; the Rev. Mr. Huxtable came to

see it, and was astonished at it. There seems in my
neighbourhood a prejudice against that sort of thing.

Perhaps it is because up to the present time they have
not been so certain of the advantages as they will now be
by seeing what you and others may have done ?— I have
seen it practised for thirty years upon the Cotswold Hills.

That is a difi'erent description of land .'—Yes, that was
what we call down land ; I know a piece done thirty years,

cultivated with a breast plough, and never had a cart load
of dung upon it.

You have told the Committee, that in the Lady-day
tenancy, the value of turnips are deducted .'—Sometimes
they are ; that is not always the case.

Is that by agreement ?—Yes, that is by agreement.
What is done by the custom where there is no agree-

ment
; what is the practice then }—Then if the tenant

eats the turnips, he must have the value taken from the

acts of husbandry, if he so entered.

That is the custom ?—Yes.
Is the value settled at a certain rate, or do the valuers

see the crop ?—The valuers see the crops ; in some sea-

sons a good crop would be equal to the acts of husbandry,
in other the acts of husbandry woidd be greater.

Is there any practice in that part of England of out-

going tenants taking the away-going crop ?—In very few
instances.

After the tenancy terminates ?—Yes, that was the case

in the common fields in our neighbourhood ; it is very
rarely the case now.
That is pretty well extinguished }—Yes ; the landlords

see the impolicy of it, and they see that the best thing

is to purchase it.

And put an end to it ?—Y'es, and put an end to it.

Has there been much enclosed land in the neighbour-

hood in the last tliirty years ?—The fields are nearly all

enclosed.

The landlords having put an end to this custom that

v-'as prejudicial by buying it out?—Yes.

That shows that the laiuUords are disposed to facilitate

what may be for the public advantage ?—Yes, in that

instance.

With reference to buildings, what is the custom ; who
puts them up ?—Tiie landlord puts them up.

At his own expense.'—Generally. I was ovcra farm
yesterday where it wascollege property, where the tenant

had expended i.'3,000 in erecting buildings; aiul yesterday

he was called upon to pay for dihxpidations upon those

very buildin^s. I was employed by tlie tenant to meet
the valuer on the part of the college ; and though he put

up nearly all the buildings, every wall and stone, and
every bit that was broken down, we were obliged to put a

value u|)On ; that was very inicpiitous.

How long had he been on the land ?—Twenty years.

Do you know the terms of that holding ?—No ; I did

not see the lease from the college ; I saw the lease between

the incumbent and the tenant.

Do you know whether there was any condition as to

the rent or in the holding requiring the tenant to put up
the buiklinu' ?—No, it was completely voluntary.

With so heavy an outlay there could have been no
buildings upon the land .'—Very few ; only the farm

house.

Then it must have been clearly understood between the

parties at starting that the buildings were to be put up ?

—He took it for the life of the incumbent, with the risk.

And therefore, of course, if he meant to occupy it he

must put up the buildings ?—Yes ; I thought it a hard

thing to be obliged to put those buildings into excellent

repair.

Sir J. Trollope.] Did you see the lease .'—Between

the late incumbent and the tenant ; he was bound to

the incumbent, not to the college ; the clergyman

who died happened to be insolvent, and they looked to

the tenant.

Mr. Henley.] Then, taking the lease, he might have

guarded against a contingency of that sort if he had been

a prudent man .'—He depended upon the life of the

clergyman.

Sir J. Trollope.] He ran the risk of that life ?—
Yes.

Then was it in the conditions that he should put up

such buildings ?—Not at all.

He did it then for his own convenience ?—Y''es.

And he took the chance of the death of the incumbent]?

—Yes.
Was that a hardship then .'—Yes I think it was ; he

was obliged to pay when I think he ought to have been

paid for a certain portion of those buildings, which

ought to have been paid for by the next occupier or the

incumbent.
Mr. Henley.] Do you know the rent he paid?

—

About 12s. an acre.

Was that a full rent ?—Yes, the land was wretchedly

out of condition.

It was a fair times rent .'—Y'^es.

What is the practice in that part of England aboutagri-

cultural fixtures, such as threshing machines ?—They do

not take farms with machines, or they come to an agree-

ment about them.

There is no difficulty made about the removing fixtures

of that sort ?—No ; they are genei-ally portable machines.

Buildings put up for horses to work in ; whom do they

belong to ?—The landlord.

Are you aware of the custom there is in trade, that

buildings put up for the purpose of trade may be removed

by the tenant ?—No.
In your judgment, would it be fair to put farmers upon
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the same conditions as tradesmen arc put in that particu-

lar?—Yes.
Do you see any objection to it ?—No; it is a very good

plan and very fair.

In yourjudgment, if a landlord, having the fee-simple

of the land, and the tenant are both willing to make an

agreement to give a proper security to the tenant for his

outlay, could they do all that is requisite ?—Yes ; I do

not see why a bargain could not be made by the landlord

and tenant for their mutual interest.

Would it be of considerable advantage to give the

owners of settled estates power to make the same agree-

ments beyond their lives ?—Yes, I think so ; I have seen

the evil of their not being able to do it.

It would be a great improvement if it were done ?

—

Yes, I think so. I occupy a parsonage farm, and I

should like my landlord to give me a lease ; but he has

not the power.

What period do you think oil-cake should be paid

for ?—With regard to oil-cake given to the cattle, the

cattle derive a :ji-eat advantage from the oil- cake ; in the

first place, in making beef, and of the price. As to the

proportion, I should say two-thirds of it ought to go to

the beast that eats it.

And one-third to be paid by the in-coming tenant, if

the manure is left ?—Yes.

How long should you put bone-dust at .'—Longer
than that ; I have seen the benefit of bone-dust seven

years sfter. I have never valued it at more than four

years.

You divide it into four equal portions ?—Yes, into

four equal portions ; and for guano not so long.

And for guano how long ?—Not above two years ; we
get it out directly almost.

In your judgment, in the event of a person having ten-

ant-right, when he quits a farm should any notice be

taken of dilapidations .'—Certainly ; and if he has farmed
badly, I think he ought to pay for it ; if he has neglected

the land he ought to pay for that.

That should be set off against any claim he might have

for other things ?—Yes, certainly, I tliink so.

In your judgment, as a valuer, have you seen any farms

given up in a bad condition ?—I have ; and in some in-

stances the tenant has been obliged to pay, and in others

the landlord has been indulgent, and has let him off.

Mr. Newdegate.] With respect to these five fields

that you say have increased in value so much, you were at

some expense to bring them into that state, were you not ?

—The expense was very trifling.

You say in eight years they produced four crops of

wheat?—Yes, and seven green crops.

Were you not repaid for the expense upon them after the

second crop of wheat ?—Yes, I reckon I was paid the

first year for all the expenses.

Then, if you had been holding that land as a tenant,

you would have been amply repaid, and any compen-
sation you would have received for the expenditure

would have been a I)onus ?—Yes, I should be satisfied

with that ; but I drained it first ; that is a permanent
improvement.
At the same time you saj^, that after the first year,

and, at all events, after the second year, you were paid
the whole of the expense?—Yes, the expense was
nothing hardly.

Then, supposing that you held that land of another
person, and had made the outlay, and had been repaid
in two years, would you have had any claim, injustice,

for further compensation if you had given the land
up ?—No, certainly not ; I should not claim compen-
sation iti that case; tlic landlords are very particular
about that ; we hnve generally in our leases a forfeiture

of £50 an acre if wo break it up; that is what I com-
plain of.

Would not it be fair that an increased rent should

be charged upon broktn-up land?—Yes, certainly;

at least 10 per cent, more rent the landlord ought to

have.

Would you take any part of that increased rent as

compensation after you had reaped the full benefit of

your improvements, and received back your capital and
return for your outlay ; should you advocate a law like

that ?— No".

Then after two years, in that case, the tenant would
be repaid his money?—Yes, the outlay is not greater

than common cultivation ; I contend it is cheaper.

You drained that land?—Except the drainage; I

leave the drainage out ; that ought to be paid for ; but

for the simple conversion of the land from pasture to

arable, nothing ought to be paid.

You drained this land, you say ?—Yes.

After the expiration of two years, you say you were
fully compensated ?—Yes.

For drainage ?—Not for drainage.

How long did it take then to compensate for the

whole expense ?— I think I had it all out of the first

crop of wheat.

Drainage and all?—No.
How long was it before you were compensated for

drainage?—I should consider I was paid for drainage

and all now, if I were to rent the farm.

After how long ?—It has been eight years in cultiva-

tion.

Would you not have been repaid the expenditure of

drainage by the ra])id succession of four crops in less

than eight years?—Yes; but the green crops are some
expense ; that must betaken out.

The question refers to the four crops?— It takes two
years to grow a crop of wheat; the green crops are ex-

pensive crops to grow.
But you had four crops of wheat in the eight years ?

—Yes.
Tlie land would not have produced those crops till

you drained it ?—No.
Do you think that those four crops of wheat did re-

pay the expense of drainage ?—I would not say exactly

four, or three, or seven; I cannot tell; my crops hap-

pened to be very good, and they did repay it.

The four crops then did repay it ?— Yes.

Would it require the value of four crops of wheat to

repay you the drainage?—No, I do not know that it

would ; but we got the four good crops.

Would not two crops pay it ?—Yes, I think they

would.

Then from what you say it appears that the whole
expense of drainage in such a case as you spoke of

would be repaid by two good crops of wheat ?—Yes, I

drained it in a peculiar way ; it was very strong clay,

and came up to the surface. I dug a clay pit, and burnt

200 load in a heap with small coals. I bad the drains

dug out : it was ridged, and I put a drain in every

furrow, and dug out to that, and got some small one-

horse carts and filled it in.

What is the expense per acre of that kind of drain-

age?—That would de])end upon circumstances, where
there ought to be a drain up every furrow.

What was the expense per acre you tried?— I cannot

say.

Sir J. Trollope.] Did you put in a pipe?—No,
merely filled it in, in the way I have said.

Did you not throw your ridges down ?— It has never

been horse-ploughed yet.

You do not want to remove the surface soil to the

top ?—No.
You purchased this land?—Yes.

Supposing yourself to be a tenant ofa quantity of this

poor grass land, do you think the law ought to entitle
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you to break it up without tlic landlord's consent ?—It

would I)c a strong' meaHnre, but I say it would be a very

great advantage to the landlord, the tenant, and the

community.
Would the landlord be, in such cases, perfectly cer-

tain that his laud was not deteriorated ?—Yes ; if he

hiid a proper restriction upon the cultivation.

You would not allow a tenant, if ycu were a landlord

or agent, to break up pasture lands without special

agreement?—No.
Y^ou \A'0uld not allow him to do it without consent ?

—No.
Your first position was, that a tenant ought to have

liberty to break it up ?—Yes.

Is not it necessary to get the landlord's consent .>
—

Yes.

Who should put up the buildings if there were 1,000

acres of poor grass land, and you should have power to

take that land and break it up; it would require dif-

ferent buildings?—Yes.

Who is to put those buildings up ?—Ifyou would give

me a lease of 21 years I would put them up.

Would that be a hardship at the end not to be re-

paid?—No.
And you would be bound to hand them over in a good

state of repair ?—Yes.

Would not the actual fee-simpie of the estate be ac-

tually deteriorated in many cases if it was left to the

tenants to do as they pleased ?—Yes, if thcy cultivated

it as they liked.

Yours is not a very highly cultivated district ?—Yes,

it is improving.
Would it be safe for the legislature to make a j)rovi-

sion to interfere with the general arrangements between
landlords and tenants ?—I cannot say as to that ; but

it is so advantageous a thing that I cannot see any harm
in it under piopcr restrictions.

Will you state the course of your own cultivation;

do you turn the sod first with a breast-plough?—Y^es.

Do you burn that sod ?—Yes.

And' spread the ashes on the soil ? —Yes ; then breast

plough it again, and plant the turnips, if I can getit up
early enough.

Is this land sufficiently dry to enable you to eat

those turnips ofi"?—Yes.

With sheep ?—Yes ; the land that is breast-ploughed

is never too dry nor too wet.

What is the cost of turning the turf, per acre ?—The
first I gave I-ls. an acre.

And then the second breast-plough ?— Six shillings.

Then you do it for 20s. an acre ?—Yes.

Does that include the heaping and spreading?

—

Yes.

You take a very thin skin off the land?—Yes.

What amount of asl.cs per acre do you put on?—
That depends upon the turf; if it is good turf it will

produce more than a middling turf.

You tlien take, after the turnips, and sow it with

wheat?—Yes; and I sow Italian rye-grass among the

wheat the next spring, and mow it for hay, breast plough,

and burn the stubbs and plant turnips ; then comes
wheat again.

lliat is, the year when you take two green crops ?

—

Yes ; it comes wheat every alternate year.

How long will it stand that rotation ?—As long as I

can get five quarters to the acre it shall stand.

What manure do you put in ?—None ; I fold and eat

the turnips off ; I mow the rye-grass; tlie sheep eat

all that is grown upon it, and corn with the turnips.

You fold the turnips?—Yes.

That is sufficient manure?—Yts, with corn.

And then you have four crops of wheat ?—Yes.

Is (he fourth crop as good as the first ?—Ye?.

The first crop may perhaps be afibct< d by the wire-

worm ?— I get it to do very well even at first.

And the fourth rotation is as good as the first?— Yes.

J)o yon intend to goon witli that?—Yes.

Ill fact without expense ?— I may give it a few bushels

of hone dust.

You say that land was worth 15s. before its conver-

sion ; what would you value it now at?—Forty shil-

lings an acre ; there is no land producing so much
money.
Chairm.in.] IIow do you manage about couch ?

—

Tiiere is never any couch in old turf, and I take care to

get none in ; nothing keeps it so clean as the breast

plough. If I had a bit of foul land that liad been cul-

tivated to the depth of five or six inches, I should clean

it with the breast plough first, and then fetch up the

deeper soil.

Do you only give it one breast plough after turnips ?

—Sometimes two ; we breast plough it after the tur-

nips in March ; it sometimes gets trodden down ; that

is done at 4s. 6d. an acre.

Tliat is 9s. an acre to prepare it for wheat ?—Yes.

Do you get a sufficient depth of mould?— fes, I

dibble it.

Do you get mould enough to drill?—Yes.

Mr. Moody.] What do the men earn?—One shil-

ling and sixpence or 2s. if they have a full day; they

do it very fast.

Would tenants, unless under special agreement, be

liable for dilapidations of buildings?—Not unless

under special agreements, it' it is not mentioned in the

lease.

The person who had to suffer under those hardships

spoke of just now, in fact, merely took of? the liabilities

of the life tenant?—Y^es.

You would not ask for protection to the tenant gene-

rally, merely upon that case ?

—

jVo.

Chairman.] You say that there is a general wish

amongst farmers for protection for the outlay of their

capital?—Yes, certainly there is.

You also say that it would be a great advantage to

the in-coming tenant ?—Y'^es ; it is much better for a
man to have to pay for an improvement than have to

wait to make it himself; then the land is fit to go to

work upon.

In your opinion, the tenant would lose more money
than he would have to pay, if he were to have very poor

crops whilst he was getting the land'into condition?

—

Yes, he would have to make an outlay in either case;

but in the one case the land would be ready to bear the

crop.

Mr. Henley.] Have you considered who the pay-

ment is to be made by ?—The in-coming tenant.

In your judgment, the remedy should be against the

in-coming tenant?—Yes ; only for manure.
Supposing land not taken, against whom would you

go then ?—The landlord ; he has tie bcntfit of it in his

land.

Supposing the landlord is not to be found, what
would you go against then?—If there is no one to be

found, I could not tell where to go.

Chairman.] Could you not find the land?—No; I

would not have a lien upon it.

Have you considered the question, where the land-

lords or tenants are not to be got at, whether you
would give a remedy against the land ?—I do not sec

who you could go to, if there was neither landlord nor

tenant.

Evidence of Mr. John HouriHToN.

Chairman.] You are a land agent and also an oc-

cupier of land, residing near Sunning-liill, in Berk-

shire?—I nni.
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What extent of laud do you occupy yourself?—-4,000

acres.

In what parts of England ?—In Sussex, in Berk-
shire, in Middlesex, hi Buckinghamshire, in Surrey,
and in Suffolk.

Have you much improved the land you occupy in

Berkshire ?—Yes, very much.

Ill what state was it when you first took to it?—

I

farm in Berkshire one farm ofmy own, which Ibouglit
freehold property, which was part of Bagshot Heath

;

that was in a state of nature. I have expended very
large sums of money upon it, and now I have made
part of it bring good crops. Upon another farm I have
in Berkshire, whirls is leasehold property under the
college, which I have a beneficial interest in, there I

pay a fine every seven years, and a very small reserve

rent ; that was also in a state of nature, or nearly so,

when I took to it in the year 1830. What I complain
of, and what I most certainly wish to call the attention

of the committee to, is this— the very great hardship we
labour under, after going through that time ; when our
fine comes round at the end of the seven years, a very
great increase is put upon our improvements ; with re-

gard to fines I have known a very great increase put
upon them, and I think it a very hard case, because
every shilling of the improvements have been made by
the tenant. It is one of the greatest impediments to the
improvement of agriculture that the whole of the col-

lege property and cliureh leases are let out for a term
of years on paying a fine every seven years. If you
happen to break up your waste lands, or build a new
house and premises, and lay out a large sum in making
it a fit residence to live in, they come round at the end
of the seven years, and make you pay an increase upon
your own capital expended. Tl.at is the same with
respect to ini])rovements of land, they not having con-
tributed one shilling towards those improvements

;
you

have the beneficial interest, and if you do not choose to

pay them what they think proper to ask they will not
renew, and at the end of 14 years more you have to
give up the whole concern. I think that if any
arrangement could be made for some definite plan it

would be a very great advantage. Taking, for instance,
the average of the last three fines ; if it could be made
satisfactory, so that the fine shall not exceed the
average of the last three fines, then it would give an
immense benefit to the country at large. Now, for
instance, I know a place very well where it is dean
and chapter property ; the parties who are the lessees
would be glad to build better residences, but they
cannot do so because of the uncertainty of the tenure.
If they put up a new house, at the end of the seven
years the surveyor would come round, and he would
say, "Yes, when I was here last time it was an old
tumble-down house, but I see put up a new one;
we must have 2 or 2| years according to what we now
find."

Sir J. Tkollope.] Is that invariable with all college
and all church property ?—Yes, with all college and all

church property. I do not mean that they all increase
the fines, but if you look back you will always find
that the increase is very considerable, some are very
liberal.

Is not ,it the fact that you can generally tell church
property by the appearance of the buildings ?—Yes •

and that is the very reason why I wish to call the at-
tention oi-' the committee to it. As to the land, they
do not make the most of that ; and as to the buildings,
the tenant says, " I should be very glad to improve
those buildings, but the time for my fine is coming
round, and if I do improve the buildings my fine will
be increased in proportion as the property is improved."

It is proverbial that is the case ; I found my place in the

most ruinous state.

You say in Berkshire you have a freehold property of

your own ?—Wiiy build on a leasehold farm.

Why did you build the residence upon the leasehold ?

—I bought my leasehold first, and then I bought my
freehold.

Chairman.] Will you tell the committee what is the

ordinary mode of giving up farms from the out-going

to the in-coming tenant in Berkshire ; is it much the

same as in Buckinghamshire?—No ; there are no two
comities the same.
Mr. Newdesate.] You were perfectly aware of the

liability to the increase of the fine when you took this

leasehold property ?—Yes ; I am now speaking gene-

rally 3 I say that it is one of the greatest clogs, not

only with respect to the owners ofproperty themselves,

but to the lessees, because the cViurch would be very

glad themselves to do it ; they say, " If we had the

power, we would give you a better tenure." But there

is another consideration, they are a moveable body.
For instance, tlie man who at the end of one seven

years is in possession of the fund arising from those

fines moves off, and somebody else comes, and he says
" I know nothing at all about that.''

The disadvantage you are pointing out is the disad-

vantage of leasing property on the terms that the church
and colleges now let their land ?—I think that the plan

of church leases should be put upon a different footing

altogether.

Sir J. Trollope.] You want a power of redemp-
tion ?— Eitlier a power of redemption, or that the fine

should be upon the average of a certain number of

fines previously paid.

Making it a fixed payment ?—T would have it done
as it is done in Ireland; it is done in Ireland, and it

works very well indeed. I am connected with Ire-

land, and I have seen the working under the Ecclesias-

tical Bill.

Chaikman.] What is the usual time of entry upon
land in your pait of Berkshire ?— I take the two coun-
ties of Surrey and Berkshire; a portion of my land is

in Surrey, and a portion is in Berkshire.

What then is the period of entry at your end ofBerk-
shire ?—Michaelmas.
What has the in-coming tenant to pay for ?—If I

left my farm in Surrey I should be entitled to be paid
for clover lays, but I should not be in Berkshire.

Now, for instance, I should be entitled in Surrey to

be paid for my half dressing, but I should not be in

Berkshire.

In Berkshire you are paid only for acts of hus-
bandry ?—'Yes, I am paid only for acts of husbandry.
To whom does the manure belong ?—To the landlord.

Are you entitled, as an out-going tenant, to com-
pensation for any kind of improvements ?—No, I am
not, except under special agreement.

Are those special agreements common?—No, they
are not.

The out-going tenant is not entitled to be paid for

any drainage in Berkshire ?—No.

Is there much room for that in your part of Berk-
shire .'—Yes.

Do you know the district called the Forest ?—Yes,
I do.

Extending from about Windsor to Reading, nearly ?

—Yes.
Does a considerable portion of that district require

drainage .'—Very much.

Arc the crops very deficient, compared with what
they would be if the land were well drained .'-—Yes, I

think so.
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Ts there not another mode of durable improvement
by chalking in that district ?—Yes.

Is the cliallv brought from a considerable distance

there?— I fetch mine 10 or 12 miles.

Is there any compensation awarded to the out-going
teniint for that?—No.
Bo you know the expense per acre ?—I consider

that iny chalking costs me £4 per acre, and from that

to £5,

'

Inchiding that expensive hauling?—Yes.
In a great part of the forest they are obliged to go a

Kieiit distance for chalk, are they not?— I am speak-

ing of sand land ; if I was chalking what is termed the

clay land of the forest, it would come to more, because
a greater quantity of chalk would be required.

Is that operation very beneficial both on the sand
and clay land?—Yes; it is impossible to farm without
you chalk or lime it; you can grow nothing without
that.

If all this cold clay land in tlie forest were drained
and chalked, in your opinion would there be a very

great increase of production ?—Very great.

Do you think a tenant from year to year can, as a

prudent man of business, incur that risk himself with-

out compensation ?—Certainly not.

Do you tliink the landh^rds generally have the means
to pay for it out of their own pockets ?— I should sup-

pose that some could do it, and some could not. I

will tell you presently of a plan that I was going to

suggest, showing the way in which I tliink the diffi-

culty is to be got over ; I have turned ray attention

very much to this subject for these last few years,

both as a land agent, as a land owner, and as a land
occupier.

In Surrey, M'hat is the custom between the out-going
and in-coming tenants?—As to the custom there, 1

should say that Surrey is the most expensive county in

England ; I do not think any out-going tenant could

complain of Surrey ; he is paid for his dressing, and
half-dressing, and clover lay : the custom of Surrey, as

it is, is a very expensive county indeed for a man to

take a farm in.

Are you acquainted with Buckinghamshire ?—Very
well.

Are the customs there different from those of Berk-
shire ?—No ; they are very similar.

Is there any difference in those customs that itoccuis

to you to menticu?—No, there is no difference that I

know of in that respect, between Berkshire and Buck-
inghamsliire.

In what part of Buckinghamshire do you hold land ?

—Near Aylesbury.
Do you know whether the chalk district of Bucking-

hamshire would be much benefited b^- the application

of chalk to the surface soil ?—No, I do not think the

chalk district would; the clay district would; where
the chalk is near the surface I do not think it would
be any benefit to that, but there are lands in Hamp-
shire I know, and some parts of Berkshire, where the

chalk is lower down, and the clay rests upon the

chalk ; there the best management you can adopt is to

chalk it.

Generally speaking, you mean there is chalk enough
in the soil of theBuckinghamshire chalk hdls?—Yes;
on what I should call the chalk hills, taking I he district

about Wycombe.
Going north of the chalk hills you get to heavy land ?

—Yes, there it wants chalking.

Does it also want drainage?—Yes, very badly on the

heavy lands.

Do you believe that if facility were given to tenants

to carry out those improvements a considerable increase

of employment of labourers would be the consequence 1

—No doubt of it, and 1 think it an extremely hard

case that a tenant should not be allowed the same ad-

vaiitagc* as the tradespeople; if a tradesman puts up
a building, it is his own property ; if a farmer puts up
a barn or stable in order to carry on his trade, it must
be left for the benefit of the landlord, and we have no

claim upon it at all ; it is a very hard case.

Have you any other point to mention?— I Will go
into that question to which I just now referred. In
Sussex you have the same difficulties to contend with

as those I have been exi)Iaining in other counties; but
in Lincolnshire you get allowances where I am con-

nected a great deal ; in Lincolnshire the tenants get

allowances for their improvements. What I was going

to suggest was this : first of all I will take the case of

church property, where the tenant takes a rectory

farm; the difficulty that the clergyman has there is,

that he cannot give a lease, and you find that the

buildings of the rector are generally in a very dilapida-

ted state. There ought to be some power given to the

rector of the parish ; he can do it once after an inclo-

suro; that is, he has the power of leasing for 21 years,

with the consent of the bishop. That ought to be

carried on, not only for the first time after an inclosure,

but it ought to be carried on in the same way for ever,

because it is absolutely necessary. Take, for instance,

a clergyman ; I will suppose him to be a most excel-

lent man, but he is taken off suddenly by death, and
the tenaTit has no power whatever. As soon as the

breath is out of his body, whatever may happen, in

comes the next incumbent ; and the whole of the

tenancy being put an end to, he comes in the next day,

and takes possession of that land; there is no time

sziven, whatever the tenant may have done upon the

land ; as soon as the breath is out of the incumbent's

body the next incumbent comes and takes possession

of that land, and with that land he takes the possession

of all the improvements the tenant may have made. I

think it is an extremely hard case ; and I have had
cases that have come to my knowledge that I have felt

very much. A tenant has said, " I had no idea our

rector would have died so suddenly, and I am now
completely at the mercy of the next man." I know a

case at this moment where a man has improved his

farm, the rector is just dead, and there is a new incum-
bent appointed ; and the increase in the rent is between
30 and 40 per cent.

Sir J. Trollope.] What remedy would you point

out?—I would recommend that the incumbent should

have the power of leasing, with the consent of the

bishop, for 21 years, the same as under an inclosure.

In that case would you permit the fine being taken

as in the case of colleges?—No.
You have stated, from your knowledge of the county

of Surrey, that it is a very expensive one to make an
entry upon ?—Yes.

From the extent of the valuation?—They have to

pay for the clover lay; I have known 50s. an acre

charged. *

Upon what principle is that clover lay valued?—They
consider a clover lay a preparation for wheat.

Do they pay the year's rent of the land in addition

to the value of the seeds and labour ?—No ; it is what
they call the clover lay, and it is valued ; they call it

the preparation of the wheat.

In fact, all manures are allowed for then?—Yes.

Upon what principle is oil-cake allowed for ?—I do
not think oil-cake would apply to that county ; it is

prmcipally London manure.
Is that calculated by the number of tons or loads

brought down?—They calculate it according to that.

Have you found, in your experience as a land agent

and occupier in that county, that that has encumbered
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the tenant and made him short of capital for eiil -

lion, having- to pav so largely on entry ? - 1 have heard

that.

Have you heard that it cripples the inoans of the in-

coming tenant paying so largely for the entry?—Yes.
Is that sum of money invaria!)Iy paid from tenant to

tenant, or does the landlord become responsible in any

^ay ?—No, it is from tenant to tenant.

Docs it tend to deteriorate the value of laud; for

histance, docs this heavy tenant-right cause the la::d to

be let lower ; Yes ; there are not so many people who
can take them.
No act of parliament is required there?—It is tlie

custom they have.

In the other four counties, Susse.v, Berks, Middle-

sex, and Bucks, are there not various customs existing ?

—Yes, various.

And some ]daces are very much inferior to others in

point of allowance ?—Yes, Middlesex.

Is it there unsatisfactory to the tenants ?— I should

say they are.

In Middlesex, what is the tenant-right ?—The pro-

duce is generally sold to the London market, and

thereforethe general rule is to bring a load of dung
back for a load of straw.

Suppose a tenant was going to leave, does not he

sometimes sell his produce in London and omit to bring

back the dung.—Yes.

Arc they leaseholders or tenants-at-will?—Both.

Those that are tenants-at-will, do they hold under

agreement ?—Yes.

And that is a portion of the agreement ?—Sometimes

it is, and sometimes it is not.

Do you or do you not see any great difficulty in the

legislature framing any compulsory enactments to le-

(laUse all those very great varieties of tenant right?

—

Yes, I see great difficulties in it, but I think there are

very hard cases. I will name one now, of a man who
three years ago took a large farm under a certain no-

bleman who, up to a certain period, stood exceedingly

high as a landlord : the in-coming tenant, and not only

him, but in a number of other instances, are so

situated; those estates are to be sold, and that tenant

came to me the other day and said, "Now, v.'hat a pretty

state I am in ; I took this farm of mine only three

years ago ; I iiave laid out half my capital upon it; I

knew that I had such a good landlord, and now these

estates are coming into the market, and I shall lose

the whole of it." That is a hard case. And I could

point out to the committee many other cases shnilarly

situated ; and I think, for instance, where a man has

only a life interest in the estate, such a condiiion of

things ought to be provided for. For myselT I tell the

committee, very candidly, I farm very largely, l)ut I

never farm without leases ; I might as well expect to

fly without wings as to farm without lease. I have all

the land I occupy under long leases, and therefore I

take care, as far as I am concerned individually myself,

that I have security for all the improvements I make.

But I have had those cases under my notice, and I do

not know when I ever felt more, for that m;ai had been

the great stay of the parish in employing the whole of

the labourers in draining, ditching, smd fencing, and
now that estate is in the market, and he cannot recover

one shilling.

It is not a certainty that he will be dismissed ?—One
thing is c(uite certain, that the farm looks so different

to what it did when I saw it in its unimproved state,

that whoever is the purchaser I am satisfied will think

the rent too little. In fact, some measure must be

adopted as to what should be paid for, and what should

not. At the same time it would be impossible to say

that whatever the tenant chose to do upoii the farm

when he left that farm should necessarily be paid for,

because, whatever improvements he might call im-

provements, it would be ejuite another cpiestion whether
another man might call them improvements. I consi-

der, however, that some measure of this description

ought to be framed, and that is tlie only way in which
you can meet the difficulty. Supposing, for instance,

that I am a tenant from year to year upon a farm, and
I want to carry out certain improvements, that I should

be bound to senel to rny landlord a written statement

of what I am going to do. I should then give him
notice that such and such fields ree^uired such a sum
of money in drainage; and that I I'equired such and
such sums for so and so, going through the whole of the

improvements ; and then if he did not choose to make
those improvements and charge me aper-centage upon
the rental, I ought to have the power of doing them
under some superintendence which might be appointed.

I have thought of diiferent tribunals that that should

be decided by ; for instance, if I gave my landlord

notice that I required such and such things to be done,

the Board of Guardians, I have thought, would be a

very good tribunal to sign this document, stating that

they should be done ; then I ought to have a lien, or

what I call a first charge upon the land; and it should

run it off gradually year by year till the whole amount
liad been paid to me again ; that is one way in wliich

that difficulty might be met.

Would you give the landlord the power of assenting

or dissenting?—Of course I would.

You would give him notice?—Y'es, I would give him
notice.

Would you give him the power to withhold his assent ?

—Yes; and suppose he did not, then this tribunal of

which I am speaking should be allowed to say whether
it should be done or not. Now, with re.'p ' 'o the

breaking up of grassland it v/ouli! '.^u i..i.)OSsu>io suffi-

ciently to express how strongly I fVel upon the neces-

sity of having the inferior grass lands of this countiy
broken up ; but it is impossible to make any enactment
to say they shall be or shall not be broken up ; it must
be left to the individual interests of the owners of that

particular property. You cannot say to a man, You
shall break this up, or You shall sow this down ; that

is impossible.

You state that you farm entirely under leases ; are

there conditions of management in those leases?

—

Yes.

Would not such an act as you now wish to bring in

supersede all leases, and break every lease in the king-

dom ?—No ; I think there should be some such tribunal

as that I speak of; wliether that would be the proper
one, or not, I cannot say.

By referring to a tribunal of any sort, matters be-
tween yourself anet your landlord, would not you be
taking it out of the landlord's power to give his assent

or difscnt ; would you not create a tribunal which would
decide upon the expenditure of capital upon a person's

property ?—You would create a tribunal of that

description ; but still I hold this opinion, that you
may be acting in dog-in-the-manger fashion, to make
use of that phrase ; and I say, if he will not give his

consent to make the improvementhimself, nor any one
else make it, the legislature should say, " We cannot
allow this land to be in a state of unproductiveness

;

vfe must have some tribunal to deciile whether the

proposed outlay will be proper or not."

Would not it be fair to extend that tribunal to other

matters besides land, as it regards the employment of

capital in any other business ?—No.
Is it right to set up a tribunal in judgment upon the

mode in which the landowner shall deal with his pro-

perty, an<l not extend it to mercantile affairs as well?
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—I do not think yoii can bring any business into the
coniparison tliat is ])rcciscly simlhir to land.

People might tliiuk that a timber merchant, or a
coal merchant, did not do the best with liis capital

;

would vou like any tribunal to interfere with him ?—
No.

Is not the landlord in the same category ?—Yes ; but
the landlord would be in this position : I take it that a

great many of the landowners in England would be glad

to have the improvement made, and to adopt the plan

I have been suggesting ; they would have no sort of ob-
jection if they had the power of giving a man notice

;

and that notice has nothing at all unreasonable in it,

because, for instance, I say you merely appoint a tri-

bunal to decide whether it shall be done or not. If

you go and look in districts that I know of, and which
I have too often seen, there the buildings are all

tumbling down, and the land has no drainage going
on, and there is no improvement in agriculture going

on there; and then, if you ask the tenant why that is,

he says, " I am only tenant from year to year ; my
landlord will not do anything, and I cannot."

You say you have a general knowledge of most parts

of England, and you alluded i)articularly to Lincoln-

shire, where you say great improvements have gone on,

and where tenant-right exists?—Yes.

Do you know of any compulsory law to make tlie

landlords improve their property there?—No.
Have they not been doing it in the voluntary en-

deavour to do the most they could for the advantage
of the community and for their own advantage?

—

Yes ; I have Icnown Lincolnshire well ; every individual

parish.

You recollect the rabbit warrens on the heath ?

—

Yes.

Have not the improvements that have been effected

been made by the mutual arrangements of the landlords

and the tenants ?—Yes.

Is not a similar improvement of land going on
steadily and satisfactorily all over England?— I liave

seen great improvements made in the last25 years.

And the county of Lincoln has set an eminent ex-

ample ?—Yes, certainly.

Do you know wliether in that county, where the

landowners have done so much, they particuLnly ob-

ject to any interference by the legislature in their private

affairs in the management of their estates .'—Yes; the

landowners are there very liberal ; there is no such
county for landlords and tenants.

Did you bear that they had protested against the bill

brought in by the honourable chairman of this commit-
tee last year?—I saw it in the paper.

And you are well aware that in that county a very

liberal tenant-right exists upon the voluntary princi-

ple?—Yes; upon the voluntary prineiide.

Of mutual arrangements ?—Y'es.

Do you wish to make that a statutory proceeding

throughout the land ?— I am now only speaking to

this : I want the exception to the rule. As to the in-

stances that I have been pointing out upon a certain

nobleman's estate, there very great distress will arise.

I have known also in Lincolnshire, where land has

been sold, and the parties who have improved that land

have not had the opportunity of reafjing the benefits of

their improvements.

Then you would carry over the contract between the

landlord and tenant, when it is out of the power of the

lundlord who sells the estate to fulfil his portion of the

conditions?—I think so ; but suppose a landlord to

sell his estate, as I have known to be the case, at a

very great increase in price, from the improved state of

the tenancy, the tenant then ought to have the power
of giving them notice from time to lime of what he is

going to do ; and then, when the landlord has decided
whether he would accept such improvement or not, the
tenant should have ihe power of going to some tribunal

;

because I wish distinctly to be understood, the land-
lord will then have the power of giving the tenant
notice to quit; he might say he did not agree to the
plans, and would not carry them any farther. Where
there was any gentleman or nobleman who had only a
life interest in the estate, and in the cases of other es-
tates subject to life interests, some sort of security to
the tenant is required.

If you uiulorstand the legal part of the question,
you will see that that would enable a person to bind
his successor, a power which the law does not give
him ?—Y^es, exactly ; and as I have said, a great ileal

of good would be done iu this country if a measure of
that description could be passed. I know, and I find
it from experience, that landowners have regretted that
they have not had the power ; they have said, " I have
only a life interest in this property, and I have no
money

; I should be c;lad to do somethins if I could
for you, but I cannot ;" therefore the legislature should
step in to give the tenant the power of carrying these
improvements out. I had a ease the other day, it was
that of an old lady of 75. The case is exactly similar
to the one I have mentioned : the tenant said, " I have
no power whatever to do anything; as soon as the
breath as gone out of the old lady the property goes
into an entirely different channel ; I cannot do it, and
she will not do it ; I cannot lie dry in rny bed." And
as to the rest of his premises also they were in a state
of dilapidation ; they were actually tumbling down.
Those are instances where I think the plan that I have
suggested would work ; and it is the same with the
buildings. I very frequently go into a district, and I

see that the buildings are all in a stale of dilapidation.

I had a case the other day : I was looking over the es-
tate of an old lady, who has died since, at the age of 88^
and as to the buildings I never saw such a scene ; the
tenants said, " We cannot do anything, and she will

not;'' and the thing went on until it was a sort of
wreck altogether. Sujiposing this power had been
sanctioned by the legistature, all parties would have
consented to do what was requisite ; no one would have
objected; the tenant would have given the notice, and
the old lady would not have raised any objection to it,

and the tribunal would have seen it was a beneficial

outlay ; they would merely have signed this notice to

say it should have been done. I have thought, as I

have said, that the Board of Guardians would be a very
good tribunal for the district.

Are not Boards of Guardians composed chiefly of te-

nant farmers ?—No, there are ex-officio guardians.

Y'ou are speaking simply of the rural districts ?—But
suppose a gentleman wished to object to it, and he
brought evidence to say that those things he had received

a notice for appeared to him to be unnecessary, you
would bring evidence to refute it, and it would be soon
decided. 1 do ilbt mean to say a Board of Guardians
would be the best tribunal, but merely that I wish some
such tribunal to be appointed.

It is the best you can think of ?—Y^es, it is the best I

can think of; because it is composed of men who know
the district and know the neighbourhood.
Would you also limit the power of landlords to raise

their rents ?—Certainly not.

You would allow them to do that if they please ?—Of
course.

Have not all tenant farmers the same privilege of
taking leases as you have, if they like to do so, or of re-

fusing to take the farm ; that is, at the commencement
of their tenancy cannot they state the terms upon which
they will take the land ?—Yes ; but many men are not
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situated exactly as I am ; for instance, 1 do not care

whether I form a farm or not; it is not of that im-

portance to me ; but a man who has agreed upon a farm,

and who has only just the means of going on profitably,

and which, perhaps, his father may have left him, he

finds, when he come into possession after his father's

Heatli, that from being a better educated man, he could

do much better than his father had done if the

law would allow him ; but he comes to the place, and he

seeo that the landlord has only a life interest in it, and

lie says, " I would improve, but I cannot improve ; I

want the power of doing it, and I would do it if I were

able to do it." I wish particularly to be understood to

say, that I do not want any law except one which is

based upon justice to both parties. But circumstances

have occurred within my knowledge showing that great

liardships have existed, and there is no law now to pre-

vent those hardships existing and going on ; and the

country remains still in a state of nature for the want of

this law, for which I am now contending.

Mr. Henley.] Your observations have principally

had reference to parties who have life interests .'—Yes,

exactly so ; and in fact to all parties. I am now taking

extreme cases that I know of.

Hut those are cases where the landlords have had only

a life interest ?—Yes.

Can a landlord, with a fee-simple interest, willing to

make a proper arrangement with the tenant, the tenant

being willing to make such arrangement, do that for

themselves ?—Yes ; but if that notice could be given by

the tenant when he saw it requisite to give that notice,

whether it was to a life tenant or a landlord in fee-simple,

the landlord would then have the power in his own
hands, because he could say to the tenant, " You shall

not stop here any longer."

Would you take from the landlord the power of giving

notice to quit?—Certainly not; I merely say that if I,

being the tenant of such and such property, give notice

that such and such fields require such and such an out-

lay, and then state what it is for ; for chalking, or

drainage, or whatever it may be ; the landlord should

then have the power, after tke receipt of that notice, to

say, " I shall not entertain it ; I shall give you notice to

quit. That would put an end to the matter. Or it

might be that he would say, " I will send over my
agent, and we will agree to it ;" or he might say, " I will

refer it to this tribunal." That notice should go to say,

that on bone dust four years should be allowed, if the

landlord pleased to take it at four years ; that is the

principle upon which I would legislate.

Then of course, if you would not deprive the landlord

of the power of giving notice to quit, the thing would

result in an agreement between the landlord and the te-

nant; because if the landlord was not willing to go

further, he would give notice to the tenant ?—I do not

see that, quite.

Yv^ould it not be so if the landlord chose to take that

course ?—Yes ; he would have the power of putting a

veto upon it if he pleased.

So that any tribunal could not come into action with-

out the consent of the landlord .'—It could not come
into operation without; the consent of the landlord ; he

would have the power of putting his veto upon it.

You were understood to say, that in your opinion any

legislation that might be made should not over-ride

leases ?—There are parties that cannot give leases.

But in the case case of leases existing, should it over-

ride the lease ?—No.
You would not interfere with a lease ?—No.
Would you interfere with any agreement made on

terms of holding year by year under a formal agreement ?

?—Wherever they came under the plan I have been lay-

ing down, I would.

Then in that case you would over-ride an agreement ?

— If it was only an agreement from year to year, and if

those improvements which I have been pointing out were

necessary to be carried out, the tenant should then give

notice, and the landlord could put an end to that agree-

ment, if that be an over-riding of the agreement. The

measure that I am now advocating would be beneficial to

every party ; because, supposing circumstances to press

very heavily, say where the property was in Chancery,

or in the hands of life tenants, or in the hands of noble-

men who have not the means of making those improve-

ments, but who would be glad to have it done ; those

are such cases as those that I have now been pointing

out.

Then if you are correctly understood, what is most
wanted is to put life tenants into that position, that they

would be able to give the same security to their occupy-

ing tenants as the fee-simple owner of the land can ?—

I

think the fee-simple owner too should be dealt with by
the plan I am stating ; because no hardship could arise

to the owner of the fee-simple, any more than in the case

of the life-tenant.

If you make a law that a fee-simple owner can defeat

by giving the tenant notice to quit, is not that holding

out a delusion to the tenant ?—I could point out plenty

of landlords who would be glad to say, " I have no

money, but if you can tell me how it can be done I shall

be glad to make it secure to you."

Why cannot they do it now ; there is nothing to

hinder the owner of the fee-simple from doing that ?

—

Of course it might be done.

There is no impedimtnt at all in the case of the fee-

simple, is there, that you know of?—No ; but still I am
speaking more as to where tenants for, life are con-

cerned.

And the question asked vou is, whether it would an-

swer the purpose to give the tenant for life the same
power of dealing with it that the tenant in fee-simple has ?

—I would take it more extended.

Why would you do so ?—I will state my reason ; I

say that already a great many of the occupancies through-

out the country are in the hands of tenants in fee-simple
;

there are many who would say :
" I do not want to

go into this, but if you can show me that it is reasonable,

I have no objection to it ; let it be done." The land-

lord would then feel that the tenant could serve him with

a notice as a life tenant, and he would say, " I know the

power I have; lean cither accept it or reject it." I

know that many landlords who are the tenants in fee,

not having the money, would be glad to see the thing

carried out.

Then if you put a tenant for life in the same position

as tlie tenant in fee, it would do all that you want ?^
That would not do it altogether ; because, as it now
stands, the landlord, who is the tenant in fee, would re-

quire to have some tribunal that he could know whether

those impi'ovements, for which he had received notice in

writing to be done, were proper to be done.

Is not the landlord as competent to select proper par-

ties as any tribunal you could propose ?—Of course that

might be the case ; but I knov^ there are large districts

of country where the landlords are abroad, and it is not

dealt with at all.

Would not the result of getting such a tribunal, with

a power on the part of the landlord to impede its action

by giving notice, be to lead to an extensive giving of

notices to quit, and by that means prevent the tenant

going on with both his improvements and his cultiva-

tion ?—No, I think not ; because the landlord would
not feel it imperative upon him to turn out his tenant.

Then it would stop the improvement ?—Of course it

would.
Then would not the more simple mode be at once to

I
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let the two men agree to carry it or not, as they likeJ ?

— I have pointed out instances, particularly under public

bodies, and with tenants for life, where there is not the

power of carrying it out.

Confine yourself to the case of the fee-simple, if you
please ; would not it be better in a case of fee-simple

landlord that the tenant and landlord should agree with-

out this expensive machinery being called in between
thein ?—I do not think so.

Do you think that either landlords or tenants would be
better pleased to refer the covenants of the holding to the

tribunal you propose ?— It would not be the covenant of

holding.

It is a covenant ; the landlord and the tenant have to

refer the rent he is to pay to the Board of Guardians
rather than settle it themselves ?—It is not the rent, that

has nothing at all to do with it ; I am confining myself
strictly to what I term permanent improvements upon
the land and buildings.

Confining yourself then to permanent improvements,
can you inform the committee whether, in your opinion,

the landlord and the tenant could not better agree upon
these permanent imjirovcments between themselves,

both having full power to deal with the question,

than by going to a Board of Guardians or to any other

tribunal to settle it between them ?—Of course it might
be done.

Do you not think, that in the ordinary transactions of

life, men like better to make their own bargains than to

have a public body to make the bargains between them ?

—Yes, I do ; but I do consider the plan I have laid

down will be the best ; it may be termed a bargain or
anything else ; it is only to ascertain whether certain

things are proper to be done, which things are stated in

the notice, also the length of time those improvements
are to be paid for, or that the improvements are to run
off in a certain number of years.

Then if that tenancy determines, should the in-coming
tenant or the landlord pay that ?—It should be a first

charge upon the land.

How would it be recoverable .'—I would put them into

possession of the land until it was paid.

Is the man who remains in possession of the land to

cultivate it ?—Yes ; I should say he should retain the

possession until the money was paid.

B. retaining possession of the land, is he to cultivate

it?—I should have no objection to that.

To whom or to what tribunal is he to account if he is

to cultivate the land ?—The same as a mortgagee in pos-
session.

The mortgagee accounts to the Court of Chancery,
does he not .'—Or the party he forecloses the mortgage
with.

Is it desirable to give that remedy to the out-going
tenant, that he should continue in the possession of the

land and account to the Court of Chancery ?—That
question supposes an extreme case. I do not mean to

say it is impossible that it can occur, because such a

thing might occur, although I do not suppose it would
;

but I would give him precisely the same power as a

mortgagee in possession.

»

That is, to account through the Court of Chancery ?—
1 do not know how you account. That is not always
necessary. In great numbers of cases the mortgagee
forecloses and gets the money, and the thing is settled

without going to the Court of Chancery at all. After

this notice had been served, and it had been stated that

those improvements were necessary, I would give to the

party who had advanced this money precisely the same
power as is given to a mortgagee in possession.

Would you give that in the first instance or in the last

instance against the in-coming tenant .'—Supposing the

land to be let, of course the in-coming tenant should
pay it.

You would give it, in the first instance, against the

in-coming tenant ?—Yes ; and supposing there to

be no in-coming tenant, then the landlord ; and if there

were no landlord, then the land.

Then, in the first instance, the committee are to under-
stand that there should be a lien upon the land ; that

you would take the in-coming tenant first, failing him
the landlord, and failing him tlie land ?—Yes.

Then upon what principle should the valuation be
made ; upon the principle of the capital expended, or

the benefit to the in-coming tenant ?— I would advise a

plan that should be bound to state, in each particular,

what is required to be done ; supposing, for instance, I

was chalking a particular field, that I should be bound
to state the quantity of chalk that I intended to put on,

and the price j that I should then state, if drainage was
wanted, the quantity of drainage I intended to do ; and,

if it was the case of buildings, the quantity of building I

intended to do ; that that should be all vouched for and
signed; and then, if you take the tribunal, the Board of

Guardians, or whoever it may be, for those difl'ercnt

outlays in chalking, building, and marling, and so on,

those vouchers should be signed by the chairman of the

Board, and that the charge should run off in a certain

number of years ; for chalking, say 10 years.

Then your opinion is that all those matters should be

previously arranged ?—Previously arranged before any

outlay is attempted at all ; it should be arranged and
signed that it is to be done ; and then, before it is finally

signed, it is to be stated that it is actually done.

Then you would say, not only that the thing is to be

done, but that the terms and conditions upon which it is

to be done should be previously arranged .'—Yes.

Will it be safe to leave it to be done at any indefinite

time afterwards ?—I should have the particular time

stated.

In your judgment would it be safe, instead of ascer-

taining all this before it is done, to leave it to be settled

at the end of seven or eight years, at the ter-

mination of the tenancy ?—No ; I should have the no-

tice served, and have a certain time to commence the

work ; and then, when it was done, it would commence
to run off.

Would it in your opinion be safe to let expensive im«
provements of this kind take place, the value to be paid

for them to be ascertained only at the termination of the

tenancy ?— The value to be paid would be ascertained

before.

Would it be safe to leave the value to be ascertained

in your judgment at the end of the tenancy ?—No, cer-

tainly not ; what I contend for is this, that it would be

very unfair for a tenant upon a farm to have the power
of going on with what he considered or might call im-

provements, but which the next occupant might not

consider to be so ; therefore, either the landlord or the

tenant should know precisely what amount he is to be

liable for, and that when they are carried out he should

know exactly the nature of those improvements.

You were asked whether in your judgment your plan

would be a safe one, to leave it all to be ascertained and

settled at the end of the tenancy .'—No, I do not think it

would ; it would open a door for constant litigation and
quarrelling ; because, for instance, if the thing were not

ascertained and settled the tenant might say, I have done

this and the other, and nobody would know what he had
done, because you could not get at it afterwards ; it

would be a very unfair plan of proceeding to allow a te-

nant to go on spending money, the landlord not knowing
what he was being made liable for.

That would be so in your judgment?—Yes.

You have stated that you think that agricultural build-
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ings should be put upon the same footing as trade build-

ings ?—Yes, I do certainly.

That is, you would be satisfied with a power of re-

moving the buildings on quitting the farm, unless the

landlord thought it right to pay for them ?—Yes, I

would.
That would be just, in your opinion ?—Yes, I think it

would be nothing but fair ; I have always had the opinion

that it is very unfair as it is.

You have stated, with reference to the soil, what the

custom is as to the clover lay ; is there any difference

made in that if it is mown or fed with sheep ? —None
whatever; they charge 50s. if it is fed with sheep, and
they charge folding besides.

Then, in fact, it is not the same ; there is an addition .'

—Of course they charge for penning.

With reference to the outlay that you have spoken of,

as being necessary on the farms, do you not think that

that may be partly owing to want of capital as well as to

want of security ?—I think it is owing to the want of

security in general. It will often be found, that if the

landlord has not the money, the tenant has ; but then he

feels that he has got no security ; that is the difficulty

that we require to have met, and particularly with the

very large property I have spoken of there will be consi-

derable distress arise.

Then it would be a great improvement, in your judg-
ment, if agricultural buildings were put upon the same
footing as trade buildings, and that persons having

limited estates in land, of whatever nature, should have
powers, the same as fee-simple landlords have, of giving

reasonable security for improvements ? —Yes ; and I also

think that this plan, if it could be adopted with respect

to all, would be a very great improvement to the country

at large ; there is no question about that, I should say.

You think there would be no risk, if such a plan were

to be enacted, of raising ill feeling between landlords and
tenants, by its inducing landlords to give general notices

to quit, in order to prevent the law being put in opera-

tion .''— I think not ; I should have no sort of objection

to send to this committee a form, which I have in my
own mind, of the manner in which it should be done.

Mr. Newdegate.] With reference to Middlesex, you
have stated that a case has occurred in which a property

is to be sold, and a tenant is likely to lose his capital ?—
Yes.
And to secure parties so situated, you would in such

cases refer the compensation between the landlord and
tenant to a tribunal .-'—Yes, I would.

And you state that that is justified by its being so great

an object to have the land improved ? —Yes. This was
not in Middlesex it was an estate in another county.
You are aware that in Middlesex there is a great

quantity of building land .'—Yes.

You are also aware that there is very great want of ac-

commodation for the poor of this metropolis ?—Yes, very
great.

Would not it be fair to apply the principle of referring

that case to a tribunal, namely, the possession of certain

lands, and the desirability of building upon them for the

accommodation of the poor ; and if it were just to compel
the landlord either to improve his farm or to pay com-
pensation for improvements, would not it be just, in the

case of this building land, either to compel the owner of

it to build, or to compensate the builder for providing

for the poor ? — No, 1 think you could not carry that

out ; I quite agree with the question, so far as the ab-
stract principles goes, that houses for the poor are very
necessary in the metropolis ; but that is not a case in

point, that you shall refer to a tribunal the propriety of
land being given up for the erection of those houses.

How do you justify the referring of improvement of

agricultural land to any tribunal .'—Take a party in pos-

session of the land, for instance ; 1 will suppose a case ;

suppose a party in possession of a farm, and he sees

that he could make much more of that farm if he had
security for the money that he was going to expend. He
says, " I cannot get it done ; in the first place, my
landlord is one of the best of men, but has no money ;

I have the money ; and if I had the means of applying

that money to the land I should be a richer man, and

the poor would be employed, and my landlord would be

no worse off."

Take the case of Lord's Cricket Ground ; supposing

the lessee of Lord's Cricket Ground in possession to make
up his mind that it would be a great improvement that

the property should be built upon for the accommodation
of the poor ; would it be just to refer that case to any
tribunal which should have the power of deciding whe-
ther it were desirable that Lord's Cricket Ground should

be built upon or not, and thereby bind the discretion of

the owner of the property as to its application .'— I do not

think it is a case in point.

Where do you see any difference. You stated that the

parties in the case of the fai'ming land are in occupation ?

—Yes.

And the holder of Lords Cricket Ground is in occu-
pation .' —Yes.

There is no more urgent necessity than for housing the

poor of this metropolis. If it is just to compel the land-

lord by some tribunal to consent to improvements and
to incur liability for that purpose, how can it be unjust

to compel the owner of Lord's Cricket Ground to com-
pensate his tenant if it is decided by some such tribunal

that buildings ought to be there built for the accommo-
dation of the poor ?—I do not consider that a similar

case.

Wherein lies the difference ?—The owner of Lord's

Cricket Ground might not choose to have the whole of

the poor of London brought there. He would have the

power, under my plan, of saying to the occupier of Lord's

Cricket Ground, " You shall quit ; I will not agree to

that."

Then, except the liability which the property might
incur as to the additional rating, you do not see any
difference between the cases?— Yes, I do, a very great

difference ; but I say, supposing you do take the case,

even then the owner of Lord's Cricket Ground could

ray: " Why I do not choose to have the whole of the

poor sent here, and therefore I shall give you, Mr. Lord,

notice to quit." I am supposing my plan to be carried

out ; then it would meet the difficulty supposed.

In that case, except the liability to rating, the justice

in the case of Lord's Cricket Ground would be as equal

as in the case of a farm .'—^I would say yes, because the

owner of Lord's Cricket Ground could say " No ;" when
Mr, Lord gave notice to the landlord of his intention to

do that, he would have the power of saying, " I will not

have the poor of the metropolis there, and you must go

away."
You have no objection to constituting a tribunal .'

—

There must be a notice given under my plan.

And then you would see no injustice in constituting a

tribunal ?—Supposing the tenant and the landlord both
agreed.

To take the case of the poor ; you must be aware that

in many of the farms of England there is great difficulty

arising from the labourers being so far distant from their

work 1—Yes, it is a very great misfortune.

Would you give power to the tenants to build cottages

upon land they held upon lease to house those labourers .-'

— I think such would be a very beneficial measure.

And to put the compensation for that outlay upon the

same terms as compensation for other improvements ?—
I should be happy to see it done.

And you would refer it to this tribunal .'—I see no
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objection to that ; it is a very excellent suggestion ; I

think that is the very first improvement that should be
carried out in agricultural districts, providing good cot-

tages for the poor, with certain portions of ground
between them.
Then that would complete the analogy between the

cases of Lord's Cricket Ground and the farm, so far as

the principle is concerned ?—Yes ; I think that good
cottages are very desirable ; and I think it very desirable

that every poor man should have a portion of land.

That completes the analogy between the two cases upon
the principle ?—Yes.
Do you think that the system of arbitration for the

decision of cases arising under customs does not work
well in Lincolnshire at present ?—I think it works very
well ; I have never found it work otherwise.

Is not that system preferable to a constitution of a

tribunal of any kind, for the purpose of judging between
the parties ?—But then I am speaking of those counties

where it does not exist. I am willing to admit that

Lincolnshire is an exception to the general rule.

Would you have any objection to extending the prac-
tice of Lincolnshire, with i-eference to arbitration, to the

counties where customs do not exist ?—With respect to

tenant-right altogether ?

With respect to the establishment of any system that

shall have the effect of tenant-right ?—You could not
apply the Lincolnshire system to other counties, except
you applied the same tenant-right ; different counties

require different management.
Why could not you apply the same system of arbitra-

tion for the decision of tenant-right in any other county?
—So we do ; it is left to two parties to decide.

Take .Surrey, for instance ; is not there a system there .'

Do you find any objection to the working of that sys-

tem ?—No, I do not.

Is not that system better than constituting a tribunal

for the purpose ?—If the tribunal that I now speak of

does not meet the difficulties about which I am now
speaking, it might be differently constituted. Supposing,
for instance, the tenant for life dies, and the tenant has

expended a large sum of money upon the land, there is

no tribunal in existence to repay the man the money.
The question had reference to a tribunal assessing

compensation on the one hand and dilapidations on the

other hand, as between the out-going tenant and the

landloi'd, or the in coming tenant, as the case may be ;

wherein does the system of arbitration fail in the county
of Surrey ?—You could not get compensation for drain-

age.

Is that owing to the arbitrators not having drainage

referred to them, or because they are incompetent to

judge of that improvement ?—Because drainage is not an

act of husbandry in Surrey.

It is not the fault of the arbitrator, but of the custom ?

—Yes ; and the want of greater security for tenant-right.

You are of opinion that in other counties the same
systeni would not operate if the custom was established ?

—You cannot apply one particular custom to every

county.

The same system of arbitration. Supposing you have

established a custom in Surrey and Middlesex, why
should not the same system of arbitration answer in Mid-
dlesex that answers in Surrey ?—It would.

And if you were to extend a good custom, say a cus-

tom similar to that of LiHcolnshire, or that which is

most applicable to the different parts of the country
throughout England, would not the system of arbitra-

tion suffice in all those cases ?—Yes, but there are places

as I have stated, where there is no law at present to get

it done ; both parties arc willingthat it should be done,
but they have not the means of doing it.

Supposing- that throughout England a custom was
established siicli as that existing in Liiiculnshire ?

—

Then there would be law.

Supposing that to be the case, where would be the

difficulty in having conipGiisation under it decided by
arbitration ?—I think, with ros|)ect to what has been
said, that tiie difficulty would be in referring to arbitra-

tion, after the farm is let, the whole of the improvements
I am speaking of; it might open the door to a great

deal of quarrelling.

Does that difficulty arise in Lincolnshire?—No, it

does not.

Why should it arise in other places ?—Because taking

the tenant-right of Lincolnshire, it is a good deal of it

dry land on the Wolds, and you can ascertain it better,

and the buildings are frequently done by the landlord;

but I am taking the other parts of the country where it

is draining and fencing that is required, and building

which lam now speaking of; because in Lincolnshire

the buildings are done by the landlords in many in-

stances, and by the tenant too.

Are you aware that the wolds and heath do not form
above one-tliird of the county of Lincolnshire, and tliat

the remainder is flat land, needing drainage ?—

A

great deal of the land that is not on the wolds does not

need drainage.

You are not aware that drainage has been practised

there extensively?—I know nearly every parish in

Lincolnshire.

Do you know the district extending from Gains-

borough on the one side, to Horncastle on the other ?

—•Yes.

And bounded by wolds on the one side, and heath on
the other ?—Yes, a very wide district.

Do you know that that has been extensively drained

under the custom ?—Yes, by the landlord finding the

tiles : I have known myself, in Lincolnshire, where

difficulties have occurred from the want of the means
which I have stated.

Would you then, in Lincolnshire, supersede the prac-

tice of referring questions of difference under the cus-

tom to the arbitrator ?—No, I would not interfere

in that ; but the plan that I am suggesting would refer

particularly to this estate that I spoke of, which was
in Lincolnshire, where the lady was old and could not

do any thing because she had a life interest. I will take

Lincolnshire itself; that was the very place where the

tenant could not improve the land.

That is not the point that the question referred to;

the question was referring to this : yon have admitted

that all the wet district in Lincolnshire, has more or

less drained, and compensation has been recovered un-

der the custom ?—Yes.

You state that the circumstances that have arisen

under that custom have been referred to arbitration ;

that they have been decided satisfactorily to both par-

ties, and you are now asked whether you would break

up that system of arbitration in Lincolnshire ?—No ;

and nothing that I have said to-day is at all wishing to

break up the custom that is there established : but

what I contend for is, that in Lincolnshire the custom

does not go so far as what I am now speaking of; I

am supposing a tenant for life, or a tenant under pub-
lic bodies.

You mean, it does not go to the laws of real property ?

—No.
You have stated that the system and custom on refer-

ence to arbitration works well in Lincolnshire, and you
would not disturb it. The question then is, if customs

extended throughout the wholeof the country, whether

the system of arbitration could not operate as well

throughout the country as in Lincolnshire ?—You must
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understand that wliat is custom in one county is not

custom in another.

Supposing the custom established ?—Then it is a law

if it is the universal custom.

And if it were the universal custom, and therefore,

as you say, the law, what objection have you to the

system of arbitration that prevails in Lincolnshire?

—

It does not go far enough ; it does not always meet the

difficulty.

Your objection is not in any failure of the system so

far as it exists in Lincolnshire; but that you think it

does not go far enough ?—Yes.

Mr. Henley.] Do you know when the origin of the

custom of Surrey was ?—No, I once had to take a

farm in Surrey, and I know it required a very expen-
sive outlay.

Chairman.] The payments in Surrey are not for

actsofimprovement?—No; acts of husbandry.
You liave been asked about the power of fee-simple

landlords and tenants to make agreements for them-
selves : are you aware whether a fee-simple landlord

whose property is mortgaged has the pov/er of making
an agreement if he is not supported by the custom of

the country?—I think he could if he was in the pos-

session.

It being in evidence before this Committee, by a

barrister, that he could not do so without the consent

of tlie mortgaaiee, are you prepared to give an opinion

adverse to that legal opinion ?— I should say that it

would depend very much upon what the terms of that

mortgage were ; if the mortgagee had the power of

entering into possession, and if he should not enter into

any agreement, he could not do it.

Generally sjieaking, you are of opinion that land is

tied up by i'amily settlement, or by church holding, or

encumbered by mortgages ?—Yes.

Do you think that the land that re.dly is held in foe-

simple without any incumbrance whatever is a very

small portion of the land of the country ?—Very small.

And very inconsiderable ?—Very inconsiderable.

You have been asked about the building of cottages
;

is it your opinion that it is advantageous to tenants to

have a few cottages for some of their labourers imme-
diately contiguous to their farm-houses?—Certainly.

And is it also an advantage to the labourers them-
selves?—Yes, certainlJ^

Is it a disadvantage to the farmer to have non-resi-

dent carters and shepherds who have to come some
miles to work ?—It is a decided disadvantage.

Would it, then, be advantageous in atiy act of legis-

lation to give power to tenants^ with the consent of

landlords, to put up dwellings for some of their labour-

ers ?—Yes.
You think it would be decidedly advantageous to the

farmer and to the labourers ?—Yes.

Mr. CoLYiLLE.] Would that be an advantaueoLS
measure without national settlement ?—-I am in favour

of national poor-rate, and national settlement too.

{To he continued.)

SHEEP BREEDING.
In reading the discussion held at the London Farmers'

Club, Nov. 6, 1848, I saw with mixed pleasure and

pain, the lecture delivered by Mr. Cherry on Pleuro

Pneumonia. There was much in the lecture to interest

me ; but it was lowered in my estimation by observations

perhaps rather loosely considered and expressed. I

have neither leisure nor inclination to enter into contro-

versy with Mr. Cherry : I am but a plain farmer, unac-

customed to letter writing, but generally endeavour to

speak to the point, and not easily persuaded that hints

or unsupported assertions, even when clothed in good

language, constitute the whole of an argument. With

every respect for Mr. Cherry's great attainments, I con-

fess I am not yet persuaded of the soundness of some of

his expressions, and beg leave to review what he has

advanced. He informs us that much of the matter he

had previously intended for us at the Club he has since

employed in other ways. I am sorry he has prematurely

used up the best of his arguments. I am quite willing

Mr. Cherry should prefer calling this disease epidemic,

endemic if he pleases, and state it as of political conse-

quences to the community, for it really is so. After a

lengthy address, he cautions us against trusting to cura--

tive agency as fallacious, but rather to seek for the pre-

ventives in a new direction ; and here all ambiguity

should have ended. Mr. Cherry asks, has breed any-

thing to do with it .' To be sure it has ; and he seems to

have some faint glimmer on the subject, for he says—" It

is true that our highest breeds have been most free from

the disease ;" and here the lecturer finally broke down.

and unwisely falls foul of what he evidently knows but

little about, viz., in-and-in breeding ; for if the highest

bred animals are freest from disease, it follows that in-

and-in animals, which is the acme of all high breeding,

must necessarily surpass all others in health and

stamina ; and facts fully bear me out. As to his opinion

that in-and-in brute creatures is repugnant to nature, it is

an assertion as feebly sustained as it was rashly made.

It is a high sense of moral decorum, and the delicacy of

civilized society, that keep human relationship generally

in its proper channels. He adds that " if we look at

things as they are, we shall scarcely ever find animals of

the same family procreating together." I grieve that

Mr. Cherry has said it: for the robin, the cat, the hare,

the par: ridge, and all uninstructed nature, flatly deny

his proposition ; and he himself doubts the soundness of

his own doctrine, for he presently informs us that into

thequtstion of " in-and-in, he will not now enter :" had

he beei\ discreetly silent, he might have concealed his

lack of knowledge. He exhorts us that " by care and

attention, by selecting animals of the best form and

healthiest character," we shall get along. This is pre-

cisely what in-and-in breeders study and practise. Can

the everlasting crossers say so, whose flocks have not

character at all.' But oh ! we are also to " avoid as

much as possible breeding in-and-in." Really, when I

tell him what I have done, unaided by his advice, I must

ask him why need I avoid in-and-in, &c. I am an incor-

rigible in-and-in breeder in my sheep flock, which has

been bred strictly on that principle for sixty years ; and I
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have never had any interchange of ram or ewe for

thirty-seven years, and I have been free from this and
all other diseases in a very eminent degree. Is tliis, I ask,

any palliation for in-and-in breeding ? May I ask also

what on earth has in-and-in to do with small pox ? Mr.
Cherry informs us that the yearly casualties of sheep and
lambs in England is 200,000, and asks, did nature do
this ? No, nature is not such a noodle ; this " heavy blow
and great discouragement" to profitable sheep breeding

is purely of human invention. I believe that out of the

200,000 sheep destroyed by parturition, at least 150,000

are lost from malformation of the female pelvis and the

great malformed head of the lambs, and not from the

clumsiness of the shepherd ; and it is to be regretted that

Mr. Cherry has not better informed us on these very

important subjects ; and permit me to say, I have been a

shepherd for 50 years, and have gone through the last

15 years without losing a single ewe from lambing, out

of nearly 3,000 ; and my men generally have been quite

young men, but of practical knowledge, and that know-

ledge acquired from the book of nature, which I teach

them to read ; and if breeders of stock would consult the

laws of nature a little more than they do, and confine

those animals which are to propagate their species to

natural food, we should hear less of diseases, and less

of pleuro pneumomia ; and this is the best answer I can

offer to Mr. Cherry's voluntary attack on a system he

does not understand. I am Sir, yours &c.,

Valentine Baktord.
Foscote, near Toiocester.

ON THE COMPARATIVE MERITS OF CORN, &c., AND OIL CAKE, IN FEEDING
CATTLE AND SHEEP, &c.

Mr. Editor,—I hope you will permit me, through

your impartial and long-established paper, to address a

few lines upon this subject to the highly respectable

body of men in question, feeling it is one worthy of

their most mature consideration, and hoping I may make

a few remarks which will induce some of them to test it

to their own satisfaction, and that of the public. Sir,

in these Xixaesoi openports, free trade, and the depressed

state of our markets, it surely is most desirable to use

the produce of our own soil in every possible way ; for

we have proved beyond a doubt, that whatever the fo-

reigner may bring into this country, he wishes to take

nothing back but our money ; and my object is to prove

the general advantage of using barley and other meal

over oil cake, for the above purpose. The price of cake

is now about ^'10 per ton, delivered at home in this dis-

trict ; a very long price, especially as it is so liable to be

adulterated in the manufacture, and the risk you run of

getting a spurious article—and it is 15d. per stone.

Barley meal is about lljd. per stone ; so that upon this

calculation you may give a beast at least one- fifth more

meal than you can of cake, at the same cost ; and I have

yet to learn that a beast will not thrive as much upon

even the same quantity of the former as the latter ; and

if so, the saving in the first instance is sufficiently ob-

vious. But there are still further advantages ; it mi.\es

so well with the grains, cut hay, or straw, so that you

may use anything with it, which is too inferior for cattle

to eat without it : a more extended consumption of it

must inevitably help to keep up the price of corn, for

there is too much reason to fear that the price of wheat,

in a general way, will not exceed the price which cake is

at now, so that I believe any meal will be fully as cheap

as cake. If this is the case, how preposterous it seems

to employ your team in fetching home cake and taking

corn to market, when you can send a portion of it on

the backs of your cattle, in the shape of beef, leaving a

balance in your pocket which would have gone into that

of the cake crushers if you had consumed the same

weight of that article, besides having raised the value of

the corn you sell considerably, by taking a portion out

of the regular course of consumption. I believe, too,

the beef would be much less oily and more wholesome,

fed upon meal ; and if anything is used with it, should

greatly prefer a portion of linseed, which I have no

doubt we can grow in our own country ; we should then

be, as far as the feeding of cattle is concerned, inde-

pendent of the foreigner, and the adulterations which

are so extensively carried on in the process of making

cake. I have arrived at the conclusion that the cake

crushers are a class of men we can dispense with without

loss to the public. All farmers might very advantage-

ously get a quantity of corn for their cattle by winnow-

ing it an extra time over ; by so doing they would greatly

improve the quality of the bulk for the miller or malt-

ster, and get a better price for it. I am also of opinion

that corn meal, beans, or peas, &c., may be used for

sheep, instead of cake, with advantage to the flock-

master. I cannot think, where half a pound or even a

pound of cake per day is given to each sheep in large

lots, they can get it at all equally : the sheep which puts

its head in the trough first gets more than its share, and

the one which puts its head in last, little or none. I,

therefore, think corn or meal, &c., mixed with chaff, or

malt comb, is much better for this purpose than cake.

Now I am upon this subject I will say a few words

upon the present hateful and universal practice of feed-

ing rams with cake, or any artificial food, so fat that

they become perfectly useless for the purpose nature has

intended them ; and if I speak rather strongly upon it,

I hope the ram breeders will excuse me, bat I sincerely

wish this crime, for I can call it by no other name, was

made felony. It is a most grievous evil to the public.

If a ram will not get sufficiently fat upon vegetable food

only, so that you may judge of his quality, &c., he is

not fit to be kept as one ; and if all breeders would

pursue this rational mode of feeding, they would have an

equal chance iu showing, and letting their sheep have

much less loss among them, and give infinitely more sa-

tisfaction to their customers.

N
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T hope I have said enough to induce some intelligent

aud practical men to try tiiese experiments fairly, and I

have no doubt in my mind but the result will be that a

beast will fatten quite as well upon the same weight of

meal, &c., as cake, the latter having the same advantage

with the former as to any auxiliary which may be used

with it. I shall hope to see some mention made of the

matter in your paper, for I am very strongly impressed

with the importance of it to the country at large, and
beheve me Your obedient servant,

A Farmer and Grazier.
—Leicester Journal.

GUANO, OIL-CAKE, AND LINSEED.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—As a constant reader of your magazine, I

beg to thank you for the insertion of the fraudulent

case this month, one of many which exist in the

sale of so-called guano. These spurious represen-

tations are not only manufactured in Manchester
Liverpool, and other large towns, but even the
other side of the water, by those who know best
what to introduce having weight, and being least

discernible to the sight.

Guano, your readers are all aware, is said to be
the excrement or deposit of birds. How long or
in what quantities is this deposit to be found, with-
out adulteration, while hundreds of thousands of

tons are required annually ? Some may entertain an
idea that genuine guano is as exhmistless as coals

in the bowels of the earth, enough for thousands of
years to come; those who so think, think amiss;
and those who never thought at all I particularly

address ; in truth, multitudes generally rush and
act together in popular matters until the turn takes
place, when on comes a retrograde movement

:

therefore caution is commendable ; and it becomes
the agricultural community, not only to suspect

food, and so use it to the best ))0ssible account :

there are some I can speak to who have done so,

and are perfectly satisfied. The result of trial

leads them to conclude they must breed more, rear

more, and fat more ; to do so they are resolved to

cut up into chaff all the vStraw, stover, and hay they

can possibly spare, and use linseed meal : moist,

boiled, or steamed roots should be cut small, so as

to well mix up with dry food. A sprinkling of fine-

ground linseed may be given with good advantage,

not only to the relish of the stock, but also

with a certainty of having a good manure, contain-

ing a considerable quantity of phosphate; more

hands would be employed ; and we should be less

subject to contamination from foreign stock, by
those diseases that in a great measure arise from

over driving, and transition from heat to cold, con-

sequent thereon, with the varied lodgment un-

suited to promote health in animals ; and I feel

sure the time is coming when free trade will compel

the English farmer to prepare for low prices both

in horn and corn.—I beg to subscribe myself,

your obedient servant,

A Member of Agricultural Societies.

ON CARBONIC ACID.

There are few questions connected with vegetable

physiology which have been more keenly debated

among scientific men, than the part which carbonic

acid takes in vegetation. Our attention has just

been directed (Dr. Davy, in Silliman's American

Journal) to a property of this acid, which, though

doubtless important, has hitherto not received the

attention it deserves. We were rather surprised at

some of the experiments which Dr. Davy appears

to have tried for the purpose of discovering the sol-

vent power of carbonic acid, as they seem to betray

a somewhat poorer knowledge of chemistry than
ffuano, but also oil-cake, manufactured in many we gave him credit for ; a perusal of his paper will
cases by those who know best what to introduce bear out the assertion,
with the husk of seed. That which is weighty and Whilst it is disputed whether the carbonic acid
least detectable, such as Fuller's earth, with the re-

fuse of other seeds, is well known to exist in a
good deal of foreign cake ; and can the general
farmer detect it ? and if so, would not the expense
and trouble amount to this—making the remedy as
bad as the disease ? I admit the farmer cannot
afl?brd to become the dupe of these impositions,
growing to such an extent in these two articles.

English cake is not altogether without alloy : bad,
unsaleable foreign cake is remanufactured, fre-

quently, into English.

Nowin order to check the liability to these im-
positions, surely it is time to think if we cannot in
the genuine article of linseed obtain a rich fattenino-

which is abrmdantly formed in the soil, takes any part

in supplying carbon to plants, there can be no doubt

but that it must exercise a powerful chemical or

(as we have already named it) a solvent effect upon
the mineral substances present in the soil. It is to

this property that we would direct attention.

1st. On phosphate of lime.—This, when applied

as bone earth, is insoluble in water ; but the car-

bonic acid formed by decaying vegetable matter acts

upon it in precisely a similar manner that sulphuric

acid does, when used for preparing super-phosphate

of lime. It has recently been recommended to mix

bones with wood-shavings and saw-dust, as a more
economical plan than with sulphuric acid. There
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is no doubt but that the super-phosphate of lime

will be formed; but the operation will require a very

long time, and must be very carefully attended to,

if it is to be as well done as with the sulphuric acid.

It must be obvious that when bones are mixed with

burnt ashes, as has also been recommended, the

only change that can take place will be the decom-

position of the animal part of the bones, and the

absorption of the ammonia thus formed; if the bones

have been burnt or boiled, no change whatever can

take place, as the ashes can supply no carbonic acid.

2nd. Besides the phosphoric acid, we must have

potash and soda for perfect vegetation. These al-

kalies exist in the land, and in farm-yard manure,

principally as silicates, or compounds of silicic acid.

In this state they are, like the phosphates, insoluble

in water. Carbonic acid, however, by a slow and

sure action, decomposes these silicates, and presents

the soda and potash in a soluble state. At the same

time that it presents another equally important part

of the plant in a soluble form, namely—-

3rd. The silicates, without which the straw of

beans, peas, oats, or wheat cannot be formed.

Silicic acid exists in a state of purity in quartz, or

the best sea sand ; there has as yet only been one

substance discovered 'vhich can dissolve it, and yet

by the action of carbonic acid on the silicates of the

soil, it is furnished in great abundance to our cereal

crops.

4th. Lime exists in the soil both as a silicate

and carbonate : the former, like the silicates of the

alkalies, is decomposed, and the latter is dissolved,

in water containing carbonic acid.

There can, therefore, be little doubt but that

plants are indebted to the solvent and chemical

action of carbonic acid for the phosphoric acid,

soda, potash, silica, and lime, they require to pro-

duce a healthy and vigorous vegetation.

A special meeting of the members of the Harles-

ton Farmers' Club was held on Wednesday, for

the pvirpose of considering the subject of insurance

of cattle against pleuro pneumonia, at which a great

number of the members attended. The chair was

occupied by G. Durrant, Esq. Mr. Shaw, the

chairman of the Farmers' and Graziers' Cattle In-

surance Association, attended the meeting, accom-

panied by Mr. Ford, and gave a full explanation of

the principles upon which the association was

established, and the mode in which the business

was conducted. A lengthened and interesting dis-

cussion took place, during which the speakers re-

lated the fatal effects of the disease, as well in their

own cases individually as amongst their neighbours.

The losses were generally estimated as amounting

to five per cent, from ])leuro pneumonia alone. An
earnest desire to support the association was evinced

and warmly expressed. At the close of the dis-

cussion the following resolution, proposed by Mr.

Frener, and seconded by Mr. Spillman,was adopted

unanimously.

Resolution,—" It is the opinion of the Harleston

Farmers' Club that, as relates to the system of insur-

ance for pleuro pneumonia in cattle, it would be advisa-

ble to obtain a more immediate insurance of stock, having

regard to a sufficient time for due inspection of the

same ; at the same time it would be only fair and just

that all the cattle upon a farm should be insured, and

that bought cattle, as well as where the disease has

already appeared, should be insured at increased rates."

We are authorized to state that the Earl of

Leicester has given permission to have his name
added to the list of Patrons of the Farmers' and

Graziers' Cattle Insurance Association, amongst

whom will be found the following noblemen :

—

His Grace
The Right
The Right
The Right
The Right
The Right
The Right
The Right
The Right
The Right

THE Duke of Richmond
Hon. Earl of Westmoreland
Hon. Viscount Torrington
Hon. Earl Howe
Hon. Viscount Wellesley
Hon. Lord Kenyon
Hon. Lord Abercrombie
Hon. Lord Beauclerk
Hon. Lord Lovaine
Hon. Lord Ossulston, M.P., &c., &c.

LONDON FARMERS' CLUB.

Monday, January 1st.

MONTHLY MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE OF
MANAGEMENT.

Present : Messrs. J. Beadel, W. Fisher Hobbs, J. J. Mechi,

J. C. Nesbit, and T. Owen. W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq., in the

chair.

The Minutes of the last Committee Meeting were read,

confirmed, and signed by the Chairman of this day.

The Minutes of the General Annual Meeting were also

read.

The following gentlemen were elected Members of the

Club :—
F. King, Oxford

H. Kirk, St. James's Square

F. J. Simpson, Cannon Park Farm, Edgeware.

The names of six other gentlemen proposed as Members were

read for the first time.

The following gentlemen were appointed the House Com-
mittee for the year :—E. Aitcheson, J. Beadel, W. Fisher

Hobbs, T. Knight, and W. Shaw.

Tiie following subjects were selected for discussion during

the year :

—

February 5 :
" On the Burdens pressing upon Agriculture,

especially in reference to the Malt Tax."—Proposed by

Mr. S. Cheetham, of Oakham, Rutland.

March 5 :
" What is the most efficient, beneficial, and econo-

N 2
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inical mode of providing- iMaiiure for a Farm ?"—Proposed

by Mr. C. Lawrence, of Cirencester.

April 2: "On deep Cultivation, by the Plough, the Spade,

and the Fork."—Proposed by Mr. J. J. IMcchi, of Tiptree

Hall, Esses.

May 7 : "On the most beneficial means of providing Em-

ployment for the Agricultural Labourer."—Proposed by

Mr. W. Shaw, of the Strand.

June 4 :
" On the uses of Machinery as applied to Agricul-

ture, and the advantages that would follow from its more

general adoption."—Proposed by Mr. James Thomas, of

Lidlington Park, Beds.

November 5 :
" On the improvement and cultivation of

Bogs and Peaty Soils."—Proposed by Mr. W. Bullock

Webster, of Hounsdown, Southampton.

December 5 :
" Upon Farm Leases, particularly in reference

to the Cropping and Cultivation of Laud."—Proposed by

Mr. J. Beadel, of Bromfield Lodge, Chelmsford.

The Discussions will commence at Half-past Five o'clock

I'.M.

There will be no Meetings for Discussion in July, August,

September, or October.

REVIEW.

COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE.

By H. Weaver, Architect and Estate Agent, Bevis-

brook House, Calne, Wilts.

London : J. Ridgway, Piccadilly ; Henry Pope, Budge-

row.

It has never been our lot to review a work better

calculated to improve the personal comforts as well as

the moral and social condition of the labouring classes

of England than Mr. Weaver's work on " Cottage

Architecture." The object of the work is, as expressed

by the author in his preface, " to promote the improve-

ment of the home accommodaiions of the poorer popu-

lations in rural districts, &c , &c." That such an

improvement is necessary, all who in travelling through

the country and direct attention to the subject will be

compelled to admit—That the peasant after his day of toil

retires to a hut in many instances not superior to those

occupied by the peasantry on the other side of the chan-

nel, and that, regardless of sex or decency, the inmates

are huddled together in the sleeping apartments is too

well known.

To remedy this and other evils Mr. Weaver has pub-

lished this excellent volume, beautifully illustrated with

plates and plans of superior neatness of execution.

Attached to them are " introductory notes," containing

"estimates" and "schedule of materials." The first plate

is that of a single cottage, " an appropriate dwelling for

a keeper or superior servant ;" and attached thereto we

have the plans an 1 elevations, the description of work

as regards doors, windows, cottage range ; wash-house,

covering; and estimate. Plate 2 is a design for a pair

of labourers' cottages, with similar directions and esti-

mate. The work contains nine plates, with plans and de-

scription. The last plate is intended to represent the great

difference, both as regards internal comfort and conve-

nience as well as external effect, which may be obtained by

a comparatively shght alteration of a row of three old

cottages, at present most inadequate to the necessary

requirements of a family. Mr. Weaver illustrates this

fact to admiration, that out of those three old cottages,

which contained neither wash-house nor backdoor, and

only one bedroom each, two cottages will be provided,

each containing a wash-house &c., three sleeping rooms

to one, and two to the other. Where groups of old

cottages can, by trifling expense and slight alteration,

be converted into comfortable dwelling houses, it will

be a great inducement to the owners of such cottages to

adopt the improvements suggested. We earnestly re-

commend all persons who contemplate the erection of

new cottages, or who wish to improve old ones, to obtain

Mr. Weaver's book of plans.

TITHE COMMUTATION.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MORNING IIERALU.

Sir,—As your agricultural as well as clerical readers

may feel anxious to know the result of the averages for

the seven years to Christmas last, which has been pub-

lished in the London Gazette of Jan. 5, IS 19, viz., —
Wheat ..
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CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.—FEBRUARY.

The season advances, and already we arrive at

the second month of the year ; about the middle of

whichintroduces the horticultural "Spring." Astro

nomers take a different view, they being guided by
the four equal divisions of the ecliptic circle ; but

the gardener is practically made aware that the

period of vegetable torpor is strictly confined be-

tween the middle of November and the 15th of

February, as its extreme limits. Nature, it is true,

is in a state of revival at the present moment—

a

fact which is established by the swelling of many
buds and the advance of bulbous plants; still,

however, the absence, presence, or degree and

power of frost, and direct solar hght, must produce

corresponding effects. I therefore have adopted

the line of demarcation above described as suffi -

ciently definite. As yet, we have experienced a few

transitory frosts, with a very shallow fall of snow;
but the temperature the past tw6 months (15th

November to 15th January) has been above its ad-

mitted average—that is to say, so far as the 52nd
degree of north latitude across the entire kingdom.
And here apology is claimed for an oversight

which, in common with others, we have committed.

Garden calendars are generally written for one

climate and locality ; as if nature, by its position

and meteorology, was dependent upon dates. Now,
it is self-evident that temperature, solar power,

temperament of soil, and atmospheric moisture,

must influence the entire vegetable creation. Those

operations which are adapted to the southern coun-

ties, and therefore calculated to succeed in

January, may be precocious by a full week in the

more northern of the midland counties, and cer-

tainly must fail in North Britain. Mr. M'Intosh,

of Dalkeith, in his truly judicious " Calendar,"

commenced on the third January, in tlie first ruun-

ber of the Scottish Agricultural Journal, has no-

ticed this remissness. As, however, no one can

enter into those precise minutiae which are inevita-

bly influenced by climates, subject also in them-

selves to vicissitudes, we must be content to recom-

mend a cautious adoption of our directions, under

the guidance of that experience which ought to

instruct observant persons who have long been

residents in a certain locality. Little is gained at

any time by very early sowing anywhere (as in

December and January), unless a sufficiency of

framing be at command; and in the north, where

the spring season is usually much limited, those

operations which suit the market-gardens of Lon-

don ought to be deferred for a fortnight, at least.

Frosts here have touched the broccoUs a little : of

late, the temperature has been quite mild, the wea-

ther dark and wet. A change is again likely to

take place ; but the equinoctial prognostic appears

to be still borne out by the continuance of lively

south-west winds, and a general changeable cha-

racter of the weather.

On the 14th day the barometer ascended rapidly,

and the 15th became beautifully fine. Subsequently

there v/as little sun, the sky was overcast, and some

drizzling rain came on. Upon the whole, there

was some improvement, with a higher glass, and

fresh drying air till the 21st, when a rapid change

took place; and wind, with threatening clouds,

now, as I close this notice, warn us of renewed wet

weather.

The average temperature of the entire month,

comprised between the 20th of December and the

25th inst., is above 40 degrees. The prevailing

winds, south to west. Sunny intervals have been

rare and far between.

HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT.

Pruning must now be assiduously attended to,

according to former directions ; finishing off those

trees or shrubs which are the most advanced.

Apricots take the lead ; then follow peaches, nec-

tarines, plums, and cherries. The habits of every

tree must be studied and understood; so that

(while using the knife for the object of immediate

fruit bearing) the future may be philosophically

provided for. Gooseberry trees will generally take

priority of the currants ; and the order of pruning

is very dissimilar. The black currants dislike the

knife ; therefore, old wood should be removed from

its lowest position. Raspberries should retain four

to six strong canes, and all wandering suckers

ought to be forked up for new plantations. Each

retained cane should be shortened back to behind

the bud where there is a curve. After these regula-

tions, any manure that has been on the ground all

winter should be just forked in.

A few spare sashes, placed sloping in front of

early wall-trees, secured at top under a boarded,

narrow coping, and at bottom by resting on plain

slabs, fastened with pegs, would protect far more

effectually than nets, bunting, or mats. Figs could

thus be brought in more early.

If American blight affect the apple-trees and

their roots, let them be regularly washed, by means
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of a strong hand-brush, with a solution of soft

soap. The ground should also be raised to some
depth, to observe the downward extent of the mis-

chief. Much business remains over for the next

month.

TENDER FRUITS.

The first vinery ought to be rapidly advancing

;

and the fires of the second should be lighted in the

first week. Begin at 45 to 50 degrees.

Of Pine Apples, till the question be more settled

concerning their proper situation, whether in pots,

or plunged in the open bed, we shall say but little.

The subject of the due application, or non-

application of manure, is still also on the tapis.

Melon j)lanfs should now be advanced, by sowing

the seed in pots or pans, the points downward in

the earth. They are to be raised in a lively, sweet

heat, as are cucumbers ; and when the rough leaves

are developed, each plant is to be moved to a small

pot of rich i-educed turf, plunged in gentle heat,

and kept shaded till the plant begins to grow;
then, sun and air should be cautiously admitted.

Future remarks will be timely offered when I come
to describe Mr. Knight's practice with his highly-

prized Persian Housainee and Sweet Ispahan me-
lons. The Cantaloupes, scarlet and green-fleshed,

with numerous varieties, are still generally grown,

and have their admirers; but surely no judge of

real merit, who has tasted the genuine, well-grown

Persian fruits, could twice hesitate in his choice.

OPERATIONS IN THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

First week (a little earher ; or it may be in the

north a week later).—After duly preparing the

ground, sow peas in rows at least four feet apart,

and long-pod beans. Earth up about former sow-

ings, if the plants are two or three inches grown.

Begin with the first sowings of small saladings,

hardy lettuce, and radish—all on a warm border,

digging the ground and making it fine. The wea-

ther still must decide ; for a wet, pasty condition of

the ground prohibits success ; and if disturbed, its

texture (urdess very sandy) becomes much injured.

Earth up celery very carefully, and make a sowing
upon a bed of fine earth, over a mass of warm
leaves. Such beds and temperate frames oflFer

vast advantages to the gardener in his early and
progressive crops. Brick-pits, three parts filled

with decaying leaves, should be prepared for

cucumbers and melons. Sow the seeds of the for-

mer directly ; of the latter, after the middle of the

month. When cucumber plants are already grow-
ing on the hills, or in deep garden pots of very
rich mould, each lateral produced, after the second
and third stopping must also be always stopped at

the showing fruit ; this was M'Phail's practice, and

led to a regular and perpetual development of

fruit.

Earli/ Ash-leaved Potatoes.—In the second or

third week, if the ground be friable, commence in

earnest to adopt the practice recommended by Mr,

Cuthill (see Dec.) ; and be careful to set up the

ridges straight, and to make the furrows equi-

distant, and quite nine inches deep, at the least.

If the weather be open, plant immediately, scatter-

ing the soot first, and some fine coal ashes over

the tubers, which ought to be whole, and placed

six or eight inches apart. If they have been ex-

cited, and already have strong shoots two or

three inches in length, great care must be used not

to break any of those oflT from the rose-ends. As

one row is finished, turn the earth of the ad-

joining ridge over the sets, and ridge it accurately,

that thus the line of potatoes may have nine to ten

inches of soft, friable soil exactly over it. Preserve

the same order through the extent of the plot.

Cabbage Seedlings.—Transplant a number of

these from the nurse- rows that have stood the win-

ter, or from those frame-sown—which latter are to

be preferred. Sow also York and other cabbage-

seed, Brussels sprouts, savoys, German greens, and

all favourite sorts of kales, for succession.

Winter Spinach will be growing. Clear the

ground, and point-in some decayed horse drop-

pings. This manure, in common with that of the

sheep, is not rich in itself, but it is manageable

among growing crops; and, in all probability, would

be improved by the addition of about one-thirtieth

part of genuine Peruvian guano incorporated

with it.

Sow and plant Lettuces, of any favourite varie-

ties : some from Paris are found particularly good.

The black-seeded Gotte comes early into vise : it ie

the smallest of all the cabbage lettuces, forming a

round, rather flattened, ball, scarcely four inches

across — of fine flavour, pale green, and little liable

to run to seed. We had specimens last year from

a neighbouring garden, Vv'hich continued excellent

till autumn. It may be sown occasionally through-

out the spring, and till Midsummer.
Parsnips, Carrots, Beet-root, ])repare the ground

for, by trenching from fourteen to twenty inches

deep. Fork the bottom, and deposit two or three

inches of strong, lively manure thereon. Fill up the

trenches with fine soils, free as possible from stones

(parsnips will bear the stifter land) ; and by the

time the ground shall have duly settled, the seeds

may be sown in rows, eight inches apart for the

early-horn carrots, ten inches for the small purple

beet, and twelve to fourteen inches for the larger

carj-ot and parsnij). The first week of March will

be early enough to sow these seeds, and also

Onion. The gi'ound should be made ready for the
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larger sorts - tluiy : trench twenty inches deep,

thoroughly manuring it as the work proceeds.

Some guano, or reduced night-soil and soot, may
be incorporated with advantage. SuiFer the bed to

settle, till pretty firm {see next month). Leeks may
be so prepared for.

Pdrsley-seed can now be sown, either in beds or

drills, half an inch deej), along the edges of bor-

ders.

Horse-radish.—The public have been led on by

writers to try various schemes to propagate this

useful garnish ; yet, strange to say, sturdy and in-

trusive as it is, few plants are more fickle and diffi-

cult in their choice of situation. There must be

some constituent in its elements that has not yet

been detected, and which the generality of soils

may not contain. Still, there are methods of plant-

ing which should be adopted, and one of these I

have borrowed from G. Lindley's Guide, &c.

Trench the ground, in some out place (not the gar-

den) two feet deep ; each trench the same in

breadth. The first trench, however, is to be dug
out fifteen inches only ; the mould to be harrowed

back to the opposite end, as a reserve for filling

the last trench. The bottom of trench 1 is next to

be dug to the full depth, and made fine and level.

Place the line lengthwise, at six inches from each

side, and plant horse-radish crowns, cut with an

inch or two of stick to each, nine inches apart,

along the Une. Then remove the line twelve

inches, and turn the earth over the sets, taking out

fifteen inches from the second trench. Treat that,

and plant it exactly in like manner. Thus trench

after trench will be completed, and thus the crownrs

will stand level, at a dejjth of fifteen inches belov/

the original surface, twelve inches distant row from

row, and covered with the earth removed from

each adjoining trench. Keep the surface always

clean, and the chance is that the plant will soon

appear at regular distances. A good bed, pru-

dently dug, when in full strength, will last a num-
ber of years.

We must defer the usual remarks upon orna-

mental gardening, either in the open ground or

under glass. This period of the year in general

prohibits active operations, and March will be far

more eligible. The increments of light and heat

must be duly observed ; and being so, the skilful

gardener will follow in the path thus indicated by

nature. John Towers.
Croydon, 20th January.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

JANUARY,

The all-engrossing topic of discussion amongst

the agricultural body, since we last wrote, has been

the probable working of the new corn law scheme,

to come into operation on the 1 st of February. Its

effects have been already felt to some extent.

During the month just concluded, millers and all

other parties connected with the corn trade have

purchased with more than usual caution—so much
so, indeed, as to leave themselves almost bare of

stock ; hence there has been a pressure of grain

upon our markets, and which has resulted in

drooping prices. Some parties appear to be of

opinion that a considerable decline will take place

in the value of wheat during the next two months

;

we, however, are of a contrary opinion. The quan-

tity to be released at the nominal duty of Is. per qr.

will be about 700,000 qrs. Of that large supply-

nearly 200,000 qrs. have been sold for delivery;

hence the total quantity to be thrown upon our

markets will not exceed half a million qrs. Now,

when we consider the immense consumption which

has been going on for some considerable time past,

and the limited quantities in the hands of the mil-

lers, we arrive at the conclusion that no material

fall will be the immediate result of the new import

scale of duties. Another argument against an exten-

sive decline may be derived from the fact that no ar-

rivals of grain worthy of notice ctin take place from

the Baltic until the latter end of May or the begin-

ning of June. From the Mediterranean and
United States supplies may occasionally drop in ;

but they will not l)e large in extent. What may be

the effect of the new law later in the year it is not

very difficult to define. Should we be favoured

with an abundant harvest, we shovild not be sur-

prised to find wheat selling, during the winter

months, from 20 to 25 per cent, lower than at

present. Spring corn can scarcely go lower than

it is now, and the continuance of low prices may
prevent excessive importations. Our foreign ad-

vices state that comparatively little business has

been doing in grain on English account for some
time past, as the growers have almost generally

demanded very full prices for nearly every descrip-

tion of corn, the supplies of which at the various

sea-ports are represented as very moderate.

In the early part of the month the weather, in

nearly all parts of the United Kingdom, was very

severe ; and ice in considerable quantities was pro-
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duced in most of our deep rivers. Since about the

1 5th we have been favoured with a mild open at-

mosphere, with occasional rains, and strong gales

of wind blowing mostly from the southward and

westward. The winter wheats have stood the

various changes remarkably well; and we may
observe that our accounts agree in stating that

very few instances of winter-pride are to be met

with. Field labours, such as the carting of ma-

nure, &c., have progressed slowly, from the tender

condition of tlie soil ; yet, on the whole, they are

seasonably forward.

Less wheat has been thrashed out than we al-

most ever remember; the consequence has been

that the sales have been chiefly confined to parcels

of foreign growth. Our farmers have naturally

felt disinclined to over-stock the markets in the

face of a duU trade and of drooping prices. A
question has arisen, and a very important one it

must be considered, as to the quantity of English

wheat at this time on hand to meet our wants,

without the aid of the foreigner. We have caused

some extensive inquiries to be made on the subject,

and we feel justified in asserting that, notwithstand-

ing the large supplies displaced by foreign quali-

ties for some time past, the sujjply is by no means

extensive, the time of year considered. This re-

mark applies more particularly to Essex, Kent, and

the whole of the western counties ; hence it must

be obvious tliat a serious fall in prices at the pre-

sent moment must not be expected. The quahty

of the wheats produced last year in the above-men-

tioned districts is far from good : and at least two-

thirds of tlie samples are still requiring a large ad-

mixture of foreign to produce really fine flour.

The early lambing season has gone on remarkably

well, and the losses may be set down at a very low

av-^erage. Lambs have already appeared in our lead-

ing markets, but they have produced very low

prices.

The almost continuous influx of foreign pota-

toes into the metropolis have greatly disappointed

the hopes of the home growers. During the month

there have arrived, from France, Holland, and

Belgium, about 3,200 tons, in fair average condi-

tion, and which have sold at prices varying from

40s. to 105s, per ton. As might be expected,

English potatoes have ruled dull in sale, at droop-

ing currencies. Since the beginning of last Sep-

tember, the arrivals of potatoes from abroad, into

London, have been not less than 56,210 tons,

a quantity greatly in excess of all previous calcu-

lations.

The losses sustained by the epidemic have not

been very heavy, compared with some correspond-

ing seasons, and but few instances of foot-rot in

sheep have been met with. Food has continued in

great abundance; hence both beasts and sheep

have fared extremely ^^'ell in the whole of our large

grazing and flock districts.

Large supplies of both hay and straw have been

on oflfer in the various markets, owing to which

the demand has been in a very unsatisfactory state,

and prices have been with difficulty supported.

Li Ireland and Scotland the corn trade has con-

tinued in a very inactive state. Wheat has mostly

sold at full prices ; but all other articles have had

a downward tendency. The direct imports from

abroad have been somewhat extensive. The ex-

port of grain to England has increased.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

Notwithstanding we have.to notice a considerable

falling ofl:' in the imports of live stock from abroad,

and that the supplies of both beasts and sheep,

home-fed, on offer in our various markets have

been smaU, an unusually small amount of business

has been transacted during the whole of the month,

at drooping prices. We may observe, however,

that the arrivals of country- killed meat into London
have been large in the extreme, and the low rates

at which they have been offered have in'luced

many of the cutting butchers Ij purchase their

supplies dead, rather than run the risk of the live-

stock markets. The graziers complain loudly of

the present depressed value of their produce, which

is now quite 20 per cent, lower than at the same

period in 184S. For instance, in Smithfield, the

primest Scots have sold as low as 4s., and the

primest old Downs at only 4s. lod. per Slbs.

These must be called extreme quotations, as we
have seen veiy useful animals sold at prices from

4d. to 6d. per Slbs. beneath tliose rates. Our
readers will probably recollect that we have long

since predicted this state of things ; we have in-

formed them that a considerable addition has taken

place to our supplies of English beasts, which to an

extent have been displaced by the foreign importa-

tions : and we should not be at all surprised to find

mutton suffer a decline of from 6d. to 8d. per Slbs.

during the next two or three months.

The northern " season " for beasts has not yet

closed, and we learn that the whole of the supplies

originally intended for the London market wiU be

disposed of elsewhere. The number of beasts and
sheep in Norfolk, and the other eastern counties,

fit for slaughtering, are unusually large, and of very

prime quality. With abundance on all sides, we
look in vain for any advance in present prices.

The approaching stock fairs are likely to prove

dull ; and great caution will be necessary on the
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part of the graziers in effecting their purchases,

however large the quantity of pasture and other

food in the spring months.

The supplies on offer in Smithfield have been as

under :

—

Beasts 16,623 Head.
Cows 568

Sheep oc 93,150

Calves 873
Pigs 1,185

CORRESPONDING PERIODS.

Jan., 1848. Jan., 1847.

Beasts 15,589

Cows .... 480
Sheep 91,880
Calves 770
Pigs . . ^ c . . 2,435
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20s. for 32 to 36 and 40 lbs. per bushel ; English bar-

ley, malting, 30s. to 31s.; grinding, 26s. to 28s. : but

few verj' fine qualities. In wool there is very little

doing
;
prices quite nominal. To all engaged in agri-

culture, this year will be, we should suppose, a losing

one ; and what will be done with the large bulk of da-

maged wheat, which at present cannot find a vent, we

are at a loss to know ; or how, from its proceeds, the

rent is to be made up. The few peas saved well are very

low in price, good white boilers not being worth 6s.

;

and the quantity and quality of the clover-seed is such

that very little will come from this, in some seasons, no

little source of provision for the rent day. In this coun-

try, and in the West, free importation could not have

commenced under more adverse circumstances to the

farmer ; as it is only with good crops he has any chance

of meeting foreign competition ; still we are disposed to

think the present prices obtained for foreign will be, on

an average, a loss to the importers, or at least will not

pay them. It is clear there is a very large con.

sumption of wheat, through different channels—much
greater than this time two years ; as then other corn—
barley, peas, beans, rice, &n., were substituted, in large

quantities, for wheaten bread. The quantity grinding

at the mills, in shape of grits, is very great ; and there

is full work for the miller to supply, even now, the de-

mand for flour, restricted, as it is, to immediate use by

the bakers.—1st Month, 19th.

REVIEW OF THE COUN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY.

The winter has up to the present time heen extra-

ordinarily mild : such weather as we have expe-

rienced does not generally prove favourable either

for the human frame or for vegetation. With the

exception of a few days in the early part of the

month, we have had no frost : there has been snow

in some parts of the country, but in the neighbour-

hood of London the ground has only been covered

once to the depth of an inch or two, and this dis-

appeared within four-and-twenty hours after having

fallen. Latterly the teiuperature has been very

mild for the season, and the autumn-sown wheat is

growing more rapidly than is considered favoiirable

at a time of year when, in the ordinary course of

things, vegetation is usually dormant. The great

cause for apprehension under these circumstances

is the probabihty of injury being hereafter done by

a sudden check in case February or March should

])rove cold and wintry. On the other hand, should

tlic weather be similar to what it has been of late,

tiie spring would be unusually early.

Keep has beezi very abundant, and there must

have been a great saving of provender by the mild-

ness of the season, and the consequent ability of

providing food for cattle, without the necessity of

stall-feeding : there can be no doubt that this has

had some influence on prices of oats, beans, peas,

and other articles usually employed for that pur-

pose during severe weather.

The grain trade has remained in a very depressed

and languid state throughout the month, and

though many usually well informed are of opinion

that affairs are now about to mend, we must ac-

knowledge that we are not very sanguine on this

head. By the time that what we are now writing

shall have met the eyes of our readers the corn

laws of 1846 will have ceased, and free trade have

been established. We have frecjuently expressed

our opinion as to the i)robable working of the new
order of things, and as all argument is now of little

use, we shall refrain from going over a twice-told

tale. We sincerely hope that our fears may prove

groundless, and that the country may have no

cause to regret the departure from the system of

protection to native industry. At all events, the

trial must now be made. The immediate effect of

the removal of the duties is not likely to be great, sim-

ply from this reason—that it has been anticipated.

All parties having long been aware of what was

about to take place on the 1 st of February, have

prepared for the event, and prices have gradually

arranged themselves to meet the new order of affairs.

The value of most kinds of grain has been reduced

step by step, until prices have come down to a point

at which it will no longer pay to import ; and for a

time at least we shall probably have diminished

supplies of foreign produce. We are, therefore,

inclined to think that, for a month or two, quota-

tions will not vary much; after that period the

range of prices will depend on the aspect of the

crops in the ground, the weather, and other mat-

ters of which nothing can at present be known.

We have certainly no excess of stocks of home-

grown corn. The last harvest in Great Britain was

unquestionably deficient ; and though the extent of

the potato disease was exaggerated, there can be no

doubt that a large proportion was diseased ; hence

we are likely, under any circumstances, to require a

foreign importation. At present we have rather a

large accumulation of stocks in warehouse, the

imports having during the last two months ex-

ceeded what has been wanted for immediate con-

sumption ; but what we have now on hand will, in

all i)robability, be pretty closely worked up before
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the spring shipments from the Baltic can l)e ex-

pected to reach us, hence we look for a tolerably

tmiform range of prices until something like an

opinion can be formed as to the promise for the

future. Should there be reason to view the i)ros-

pects in regard to the next crop favourably, the

value of agricultural produce would probably un-

dergo a further depression ; for, whatever the range

of prices may be here, the surplus growth of the

continent is sure to find its way to this coimtry, now
that no duties are longer levied on foreign imports.

We shall advert more particularly to the position

of the different markets abroad at the end of this

article, so as to afford the materials for forming a

judgment of the capabilities of our neighbours to

afford us supplies, and shall now proceed to notice

the changes which have occurred at Mark Lane
since our last.

This part of our subject must, from the very na-

ture of things, be a mere dry detail. In times of

excitement something like interest may be imparted

to a trade review; but when, as has been the case of

late, all parties act on the reserve, the business is

of so retail a character that the operations of one

day bear a close resemblance to those that have pre-

ceded, and the reviewer has little to comment upon.

Contrary to what might have been expected on the

eve of so great a change in the laws as that now
about to take place, the farmers have not manifested

any anxiety to force their produce forward for sale,

and the markets in the agricultural districts, as

well as the large consuming towns, have been more
moderately supplied with home grown corn than is

usually the case at the corresponding period of the

year. The fact is that prices are, and have for some

time been, so unremunerating to the growers that

they appear to have come to the conclusion that

they cannot do much worse, and may perhaps be

benefited by waiting.

The aiTivals of wheat coastwise into London have

been very small throughout the month, and the

quantity brought forward by land-carriage samples

from the home counties has been trifling in the ex-

treme. The almost constant dampness of the at-

mosphere has acted injuriously on the condition,

which, coupled to other causes, has rendered the

sale very difficult. Taking into consideration the

bad order in which the Essex, Kent, and Suflfolk

wheat has come to hand, and the consequent de-

terioration in its intrinsic value, the fall in prices

has been unimportant since our last. Some of the

inferior kinds have been parted with at very low

terms; but really good useful qualities, whether red

or white, have commanded nearly the same rates as

those current at the close of December. The fact

is that the London millers are obliged to employ a

certain quantity of fresh English wheat to mix with

the old foreign, and the extreme insignificance of

the supply of the former has enabled facto'-s to

make retail sales without giving way in prices. The
market has, however, been in such a state that it

could not have borne any quantity without causing

a dechne; purchasers have all along confined their

operations to as narrow limits as their pressing

wants have allowed ; and when there has appeared
anything beyond what has been required for imme-
diate use on the Monday, it has generally remained
over till the latter part of the week, by which time
the little previously bought had been worked up,

and thus sellers have managed to get through the

small English supplies without submitting to lower
terms.

The transactions in foreign wheat have hkewise
been on quite a restricted scale ; there has been an
abundance of the article to dispose of, but there

has, at the same time, been a decided unwillingness

to buy more than needed, and it has consequently
been useless to endeavour to press sales. The
arrivals from abroad have been large, upwards of

85,000 qrs. having been received at this port since

the end of January. The high duty, and the

close approach of the time for the repeal of the

same, have prevented any ])art of the supply being
entered for home consumption; but the quantity

of free foreign wheat at this port being, as already

remarked, large, we have had a plentiful choice of

quality. The attendance of buyers from the coun-
try has at no period of the month been numerous,
and the few who have visited Mark Lane have
confined their operations to as narrow limits as

have the local purchasers. Tliough holders of free

wheat have naturally been anxious to clear off as

much of their stock as possible before the release

of the bonded, they have seen the impracticability

of making large sales ; hence they have refrained

from forcing business, and quotations have been
better supported than would otherwise have been
the case. Prices have nevertheless given way Is.

to 2s. per qr., and jjonded samples having been
held Is. to 2s. perqr. higher, the diflference between
the two, which at the close of last month was about

5s. per qr., was gradually diminished as the time

for the cessation of the law approached, and during

the last week parcels under lock have been held at

rates httle more than Is. per qr. above those asked

for similar qualities duty paid. It is, therefore,

scarcely necessary now to make any distinction,

Polish Odessa may be quoted 42s. to 44s., good
red Lower Baltic 44s. to 46s., and very fine Ros-
tock 50s. to 52s. per qr., including duty. Mean-
while there are offers to ship in spring somewhat
below these rates, though not so low as to hold out

much inducement to purchase abroad. The fact,

that what may be sold can be easily replaced, is
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against any rise occurring in prices, particularly as

the mildness of the season will probably have the

effect of opening the navigation of the Baltic a

month or six weeks earlier than in ordinary years.

The trade in flour has been very languid through-

out the month, and though the arrivals from France

and America have not been nearly so large as was
the case the last month or two of the past year, the

quantity of foreign previously stored has been

brought into active competition with the sale of

that of home manufacture. Until the 15th ult. the

top price of town made flour remained stationary,

and the decline of 2s. per sack then submitted to by
the millers has failed to impart more activity to the

demand, the bakers having refused to take beyond
what they have absolutely needed for their imme-
diate wants. Norfolk households have been freely

offered in the river at 33s. per sack, and other

kinds of country flour at corresponding rates.

American has sold slowly, duty paid, at from 26s.

to 28s. per brl., according ^to quality, and French

at prices varying from 30s. to 38s. per sack. Some
of the recent arrivals from that country are of very

inferior quahty, but the best marks continue to find

favour with our bakers.

The arrivals of home grown barley have been
moderate; having, however, received immense
supphes of foreign, the value of even the finest

Enghsh has been more or less influenced, whilst

all secondary sorts have decHned materially in

price.

During the first fortnight in January upwards of

85,000 quarters of foreign barley were received at

this port alone ; and at Hull, and some of the other

ports on the coast, the arrivals were of correspond-

ing magnitude ; that prices should have given way
is, therefore, only natural. The greatest depression

in the London market occurred on the 15th inst.,

when good 48 to 50 lbs. grinding barley was freely

offered at 21s,, and heavy 52 to 53 lbs. qualities at

22s. to 24s. per quarter, duty paid. These rates

being regarded as tolerably safe, our large dealers

and distillers began to operate; and though
no quotable advance has since been established,

prices have slightly crept up. Altogether a

considerable proportion of the supply has

passed into second hands, and the pressure on
the market has been a good deal reUeved.

Within the last week as much as 30s. per qr.

has been asked for prime Saale malting qualities
;

and heavy Baltic sorts, not suitable for malting

purposes, have been held at 25s., whilst such as had
been forced off at 22s. to 23s. have been held 6d.

to Is. per qr. higher. That there are good stocks

of this grain at several of the Baltic ports, in the

Danish Islands, and in some parts of France, is

certain; and during the summer we are likely to

be kept well supphed with secondary and inferior

qualities from those and other quarters.

Prime English malting barley, being really

scarce, has been less depressed in pi-ice than might

have been expected, having at no period of the

month been offered more than Is. to 2s. per quarter

below the rates current in December.

The transactions in malt have been on quite a

retail scale since our last, and quotations have un-

dergone no particular change; the lower grades

have been sold at somewhat reduced rates, but the

top price has hardly changed, the scarcity of fine

barley having induced holders of the best descrip-

tions of malt to remam firm.

With English oats the market has been very

sparingly supplied, but we have had a fair sprink-

ling of Scotch ; and within the last fortnight the

arrivals from Ireland have been large. Of foreign

the receipts have lately been moderate, owing to the

near continental ports having been closed by ice since

December. Altogether the quantity brought forward

has proved more than equal to the demand, though

the greater part of the supply from abroad has been

kept back to meet the 1st of February. The low

range of prices of all other articles suitable for feed-

ing has, no doubt, cause a diminished consumption

of oats ; the demand has at all events been very

languid throughout the month, and the large dealers

have manifested no disposition to add to their stocks.

The fall in quotations since the end of December

may be estimated at Is. to Is. 6d. per qr. on all

sorts of British and free foreign corn. Bonded oats

have, on the other hand, risen about Is, per qr., in

anticipation of the reduction of the duty to 1 s. per qr.

Latterly good qualities of Scotch feed have been

offered at 21s. to 22s, Irish of 40 lbs, weight at

20s., and foreign, duty paid, at from l7s, to 21s.

per qr., according to weight, condition, &c. The
stock under lock to be released on the 1st of

February is not very heavy, but in the present dull

state of the trade the liberation may, perhaps, cause

some further depression in prices, more particularly

as renewed supplies from abroad may be calculated

on, several of the near continental ports being now
free from ice, and contracts entered into a month or

two ago, for shipment at first open water, may
therefore be expected to be at once completed.

The very mild character of the weather during

nearly the whole of the winter has caused beans to

be less extensiv^ely used than in ordinary seasons;

and though the receipts of English have been small,

previous prices have not been supported. New
horse beans have been offered at 28s. per qr,, and

even lower, and handsome samples of small beans at

32s, to 34s, per qr.

The quantity of Egyptian and other foreign sorts

received has been rather large, hence the value has
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receded about 2s. per qr. since the close of 1848.

Latterly there have been offers of cargoes of Egyp-

tian to arrive at 21s. per qr., cost, freight, and in.

surance ; and a bid of 20s. per qr. would probably

not have been refused. In granary this description

has been held at 23s. to 25s. per qr., according to

quality.

Peas of home growth have come rather sparingly

to hand; having, however, been well sujjplied with

foreign, and having previously rather a large stock

of the latter at this port, the downward movement

in prices, noticed in our last monthly article, has

continued. Within the last fortnight good English

boilers have been sold at 32s. to 33s., and the very

finest have been offered at 34s. to 3.5s., whilst

foreign have become almost unsaleable. Non-
boilers have been offered as low as 25s. to 26s. per

qr., without exciting attention, and fair breakers at

30s. per qr., duty paid. English grey and maple

peas have, in consequence of their comparative

scarcity, commanded better terms, fine qualities

having realized 33s. to 35s. per qr.

In Indian corn nothing of the slightest interest

has occurred ; there has been little or no Irish de-

mand ; and for local use the article has been en-

tirely neglected since barley, oats, &c., have been

obtainable at rates which have done away with the

necessity of using substitutes. Indian corn does

not appear to gain favour in England, either for

human food or for cattle feeding ; and we are in-

clined to think that it will be but little used in years

when other sorts of grain rule low.

Our notice of the foreign markets need not be

very extended this month, the operations at the

different ports on the continent of Eurojje having

been of little importance. It may be remarked as

a leading feature, that comparatively little impres-

sion has been produced on prices abroad by the

discouraging advices from hence. The fact ajipears

to us to be that the knowledge that all restrictions

on importations of corn into Great Britain are re-

moved has given confidence to foreign holders.

Looking back to former times when duties have

been taken off, the effect has almost always been

to cause prices abroad to advance ; and it is cer-

tain that, for the present, quotations at the principal

shipping ports in the Baltic are too near on an

equality with our own to allow much margin for

profit on consignments.

By the latest advices from Danzig fine high

mixed wheat was held at 44s. to 45s. per qr., and

moderately good qualities at 40s. to 42s. per qr.,

free on board, in spring. At the lower ports ])rices

are not so high ; but even 38s. per qr., which may

be considered the value of fine Rostock, Stralsund,

&c., at the ports of shipment, will not leave much

room for profit, when we add freight and other ex-

penses, if prices continue as low here as they now
are, say fair runs of Essex and Kent red wheat 44s.

to 45s. per qr.

The most recent accounts from Hamburg inform

us of the probability of the almost immediate re-

opening of the navigation of the Elbe. Prepara-

tions were consequently being made to commence
shipping, where contracts had been entered into

during the winter for shipment at open water.

The quantity of wheat oflfered had, however, proved

equal to the demand, and its value had rather re-

ceded; prime parcels of red upland, weighing 61

to 62 lbs. per bushel, having been sold at equal to

40s. per qr., and even somewhat lower.

From some of the Dutch ports we may calculate

on soon receiving supplies of oats; and should there

be no return of frost shipments of barley on rather

a large scale will be made early from the Danish
Islands, were some quantity was bought in the

Autumn and Winter on English account.

Taking quality and price into consideration, the

northern poi'ts of Europe afford a decided advan-

tage over the south for the purchase of grain

;

hence no very active business is likely, in the first

instance, to be done at any of the places lying east

of Gibraltar. Letters from Marseilles, dated 20th

January, inform us that the wheat trade was dull

there, but that Polish Odessa was nevertheless held

at equal to 36s. to 37s. per qr, , free on board.

From the north of France we may reckon on
further supplies of wheat, flour, and barley, but

not of so liberal a character as those already received

from thence.

We have now only to notice the American
markets : the last accounts from New York are of

the 10th January. The shipments of bread-stuffs to

Europe had for some time been on a moderate scale

;

stocks there and at other ports on the seaboard

were, however, small ; and purchases having been

made for local use, for the supply of the West India

Islands, and last, though not least, for California,

prices had risen about 50 cents per barrel, in the

face of the dvdl English advices : at 5 ^ to 6 dols.

per barrel for good to fine Western Canal flour

—

the rates current at New York—it clearly would

not pay to ship to England, when it became known
that the value of the same article in the London and

Liverpool markets barely reached 28s, per barrel,

duty paid ; hence we do not calculate on much
fi'om the other side of the Atlantic, after what may
yet be on passage shall have reached our shores,

STOCK OF GRAIN IN BOND IN LONDON
JANUARY 10,

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Beans. Peas. I\laize. Flour
187,482 27,-522 23,617 10,811 6,780 — 16;S028

IN THE KINGDOM.
Wheat. Barley. Oats. Beans Peas. Rye. Flour.
qis. qrs. qs. qrs. qrs. qis. cwtf.

498,834 62,950 !H,U6 26,191 1.';,'272 8,461 498,015
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CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
SliilUngs per Quarter,

OLD. NEW.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white 50to57 46to53

Ditto, fine selected runs — — 48 54

Ditto, red 45 50 40 46

Ditto, extra 50 53 43 48

Ditto, Talavera — — — —
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire.. — — 44 46

Ditto, white — — 45 48

Barley, English, malting and distilling. . — — 29 30

Ditto, Chevalier — — 30 32

Ditto, griudiug — — 24 26

Malt.. Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk — — 58 59

Kingston, Ware, and town made .... — — 58 60

Oats, Essex and Suifolk _ _ 18 20

Lincolnshire and Yorkshire (Polands) — — 18 21

Ditto, feed — — 17 20

Devon & West Countiy, feed or ack — — 16 17

Northumberland and Scotch, feed . . — — 21 25

Dimdalk, Newiy, and Belfast, potato — — 21 23

Limerick, Sligo, and Westport, potato — — 19 22

Ditto, feed — — 18 21

Cork, Waterford, Dublin, Yonghal, and

Clonmel, black — — 15 20

Ditto, white — — 17 20

Galway — — 13 17

Rye — — 28 30

Flour, best marks (per sack of 280 lbs.)., — — 39 44

Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship — — 31 33

Beans, Mazagan — — 32 34

Tick — — 27 31

Harrow — — 31 37

Pigeon, Heligland — — 36 38

Windsor — — 29 39

Long pod — — 27 29

PkaS, non-boilers — — 28 30

White, Essex, and Kent, boilers ... . 31 32 33 44

Ditto, fine Suffolk 33 34 — —
Maple 34 35 34 35

Hog and grey 30 33 — —
Tares 28 32 — —
Indian Corn 30 32 — —
Indian Corn Meal (per brl. of 196 lbs.) . . 17s. 6d. to ISa

Tares, winter, per bushel nominal.

Rye Meal (per ton) £6 Os. to £6 10s.

Ditto, foreign, per ton £6 Os. to £6 10s.

Rape-seed £4 15s. to £5
Cakes, Linseed, English, per 1,000 £12 Os. to £12 15s.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.

Week Ending:
Dec. 16, 1848..

Dec. 23, 1848..
Dec. 30. 1848..

Jan. 6, 1849..

Jan. 13, 1848..
Jan. 20, 1849..

Aggi'egateAverage

of the six weeks
which regulates

duty
Comparative Aver-

age same time

last year

Duties

Wheat,
s. d.

47 6

47 6

46 10

45 10
45 4

45 4

46 5

Barley

s. d.

31 4

31 4

31 3
30 8

29 1]

29 1

30 7

Oats.

s. d.

18 11

18 4
18

17 10

Rye.
s. d.

28 3

Beans.j Peas,

s. d. s. d.

34 338 1

33 7 37 10
33 11

32 4

32 2

31 1

32 11

40 1

2 6

35 9

37 9

35
34 9

36 6

45 10
2 6

PRICES OF SEEDS.
BRITISH SEEDS.

Cloverseed, red 30s. to 35s.; fine,35s.to36s.; white, 30s. to 403.

Covv Grass (nominal) —s. to —s.

Linseed (per qr.). . sowing 56s. to 60s. ; crushing 42s. to 48s.

Liiiseed Cakes (per 1,000 of 3 lbs. each) £11 10s. to £12 10s.

Trefoil (per cwt.) 15s. to 21s.

Rapeseed, new (per last) £27 to £30
Ditto Cake (per ton) £4 15s. to £5
Mustard (per bushel) white . . Bs. to 10s. ; brown, (nominal.)

CoiiAmkr (per cwt.) 18s. to 25s.

Canary (per qr.) S5s. to 88s. ; fine, 90s. to 92s.

Taies, Winter, per bush Os. Od. to Os. Od.

Cavraway (per c%rt.) 28s. to 29s. ; new, 30s. to 31s.

Rye Grass (per qr.) 17s. to 38s.

FOREIGN SEEDS, &c.

Clover, red (duty 5s. per cwt.) per cwt 28s. to 353.

Ditto, white (duty 5s. per cwt.) per cwt 22s. to 45s.

Linseed (per qr.) . . Baltic 42s. to 46s. ; Odessa, 42s. to 46s.

Linseed Cake (per ton) £8 10s. to £10 10s.

Rape Cake (per ton) £4 ISs. 5d.

Coriander (per cwt) 16s. to 203.

Hempseed, small, (per qr.) 45s. to 4Ss., Do. Dutch, 45s. to 473

Tares, (per qr.) 28s. to 30s,

HOP MARKET.
BOROUGH, Jan. 29.

We have nothing to report in alteration of last week's

statement. Trade continues heavy at the quotations

then noticed. Horton and Hart.

POTATO MARKET.
SOUTHWARK WATERSIDE, Jan. 29.

The continued adverse winds have left our market so

barely supplied with every description of potato that we
have but few sorts to quote the prices of, this week.

Yorkshire Regents 100s. to 150s.

Newcastle 90s. to 11 Os.

French ditto 90s. to 110s.

Belgian ditto 80s. to 100s.

Dutch ditto 503. to SOs.

BRITISH WOOL.
LEEDS, Jan. 26.—We have no change to report this week

.

Sales not quite so extensive as for the last few weeks. Prices

firm, at advanced rates. Stocks at market still light.

LIVERPOOL, Jan. 27.

Scotch.—There has been less animation in our Scotch

Wool market this week ; and except in good Cheviots,

which are scarce, the transactions have been more
limited, but holders are firm at late rates.

8. (1. s. d.

Laid Highland Wool, per 241bs.... 6 to 7

White Highland do 8 9
Laid Crossed do., lil^vnshpd.... 7 9 8 9

Do. do... washed 8 6 10

Do. Cheviot do,., uitv.-'s'i. a 8 6 11

Do. do... v.n.^^hrd 12 15

White do, do 18 20

Foreign.—There has been a fair business doing by
private contract this week, though not the same eager-

ness ; and the accounts from the manufacturing districts

are not so encouraging,

FOREIGN WOOL,
The public sales commence on the 7th of this month,

and from 20,000 to 25,000 bales are expected to be oflered.

Already prices are higher by anticipation.

Accounts from Breslau state that a good business had
been done in wool. The Rhenish, Saxon, and Silesian

manufacturers were buyers, and also a large Hamburgh
dealer. The Seehandlung sold a good deal, as the estab-

lishment is going into private hands. Contracts for

the new clip were freely made.

At Paris the wool market is rising, and the article

has become scarcer. Wool in the grease was iti request.

There was not a large stock on hand.

LEEDS, Jan. 26.—Business has been a little quieter this

week, but prices remain firm.

Printed by Joseph Rogerson, 24, Xorfolk-sfreet, Strand, London
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PLATE I.

A HEREFORD OX,

The property of W. Triucler, Esq., of Wantage, Berkshire, for which the first prize of Thu'ty

Sovereigns was awarded in Class II., at the Smithfield Chib Cattle Show, December, 1848.

PLATE II.

A CART STALLION,

The property of Mr. Samuel Clark, Mauswcrie, Kilbarchau, Renfrewshire,*which obtained the

first prize of Thirty Sovereigns, at the Highland and Agrictiltural Society's Show at Ediubm-gh,

in August, 1848.

GENUINE BROWN BREAD:

AN ALIMENT OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE, THOUGH BUT LITTLE UNDBKSTOOD AND STILL

LESS APPRECIATED BY THE COMMUNITY.

BY J. TOWERS, MEMBER R.A.S., H.S. OF LONDON.

I am reminded by the diagram so strikingly

displayed in the front of the last number, of a

•subject which claims great attention at the pre-

sent momentous period, when the corn trade is

freed from all restriction, and competition fairly

occupies the field.

OLD SERIES.}

In the month of June 184/, when corn was

nearly at its maximum, when bread was sold at

from lid. to Is. id. the 4lb. loaf, when her Majesty

adopted the use of second bread, and recommended

her subjects to do the same, I wrote an article

"On the nutritive quahties of the bread in com-

o {No. 3.—VOL, XXX.
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mon use," in order to show the fallacy of common
opinion, l)y embodying the leading points of a paper

written by that able and analytic chemist Professor

J. Johnston, then of Edinburgh, From the period

when our organic chemists first announced that all

the constituent elements of the human and animal

frames were built up and supported by the assimila-

tion of certain specific matters contained in the food

with which each was furnished, it became a primary

object with them to subject every article of such
food to severe analyses. Bone, muscle, and fat,

constitute the three chief materials of animal struc-

ture, the blood being the vitalised fluid which con-

tains, and conveys through appropriate channels,

those elements that are destined for their ultimate

supply. Bread ranks among the chief of the nutri-

mental substances destined for the support of the

human frame; and therefore, particularly at the

time of the late or anticipated scarcity, it became
an imperative duty not merely to secure to the

pubUc a genuine and pure article, but to point out

the means by which pure wheaten meal could be

most economically prepared, and so manipulated as

more eS'ectually to nourish the body and promote

its general health. The professor announced that

the best and most nutritious bread could not be

made from the " whites " or household flour; but

only from the "whole meal," consisting of the en-

tire wheat grain ground up in one way, and used as

it comes from the mill-stones, unsifted, and there-

fore containing all the bran. He also showed by
calculation that 1000 pounds of such whole or entire

meal contains of the elements of

—

Muscular matter 156 lbs.

Fat 28 „
Bone material 170 „

354

"Whereas in fine flour are found only, of

—

Muscular matter 130 lbs.

Fat 20 „
Bone material 60 „

210

If then the real elements of food, convertible by
assimilation into muscular flesh, fat, and bone,

superabound to the extent of 144 lbs. in whole
meal, the preference ought to be given to the meal,

and, as an inevitable consequence, to pure
brown bread, when compared ^vith the white, taste-

less, artificial compound, made by the white and
"fancy" bread bakers. Some allowance must, how-
ever, be made for constitutional variations ; for it

is proved that, in many instances, bread which con-
tains all the coarse bran becomes flatulent and too

laxative, in consequence, perhaps, of irritation pro-

duced by the mechanical action of unreduced

scaly particles. In such cases the best "one-way,"

or grist flour, obtained from the mill with the

separation of the rough bran only, should be sub-

stituted.

A sack of good wheat, weighing 248 lbs., if

honestly dealt with, ought to i^eturn about 200 to

205 lbs. of grist flour, and 40 lbs., little more or

less, of excellent mealy bran of great value in the

farm-yard, and also in the household baking, used

in the form of bran-water for making up the dough.

Persons are apt to lose sight of these sound princi-

ples, which lead to liberal economy, and tend to

promote constitutional health ; we write from con-

viction, and from the evidence of facts. The bread

made from the " grist flour " of white wheat will

not, however, be brown ; its shade approaches to

a hint of delicate yellowish buflf, and its odour, when

fresh, is temptingly fragrant. Such bread (24 lbs.

of the flour giving 32 lbs. when taken from the

oven), we have kept, and used during three weeks,

on several occasions.

But to return to brown bread : we recommend

the reader to look at the Gardene/s Chronicle of

Saturday, the 1 0th of February, wherein is a very

able and remonstrative article, under the title

" Brown Bread." The practices and excessive

charge of the fancy bakers are there properly ex-

posed. As a simple general fact, it is stated that

this bread, which ought, as a natural result of its

great yield, to be comparatively low priced, is sold

at 4d. the 2lb. (so called) loaf, the real weight of

which rarely exceeds ijlb. The writer then in-

quires how and where small flour-mills may be

obtained, whereby true and genuine brown flour

can be manufactured at home. In answer to this

question, a gentleman of great experience, and well

known to me, has written to the effect, that cutting

mills, resembling those used for malt, can be had

at Birmingham, one of which cost him about 50s.

Dissatisfied with the bakers' bread and charges, and

kno^ving also that it is a common practice to mix

up coarse pollard or middlings (often stale and

musty), with flour j or even to knead them into a

lump of common batch dough (in which latter case

the bread turns out bi-coloured and motley), he

resolved to grind his own red wheat, adding a very

small proportion of rye ; and thus he has for many
years obtained a fine brown flour, that completely

effects his object. I once tasted this bread, and

can assert that nothing which can be purchased

here will bear comparison with it. And now to

look at the expense incurred.

A mill fully adequate to the purposes of any es-

tablishment which would consume a bushel of flour

joer week, has been and could be again obtained, at

the cost of 50s. That sum and its interest might
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be covered in one year, if a saving of Is. 3d. per

week in the ])rice of pure bread were effected in the

like period. We know that at the Croydon union,

where the best wheat is ahvays purchased l)y con-

tract, and ground by the inmates of the house in

very great tpiantities, excellent bread, divested of

tlio coarse bran, is made at a reduction of many
shillings per sack below the price charged by the

cheapest dealers. Estimating such " one way "

flour at 37s. per sack, and that half a bushel

—

2Slbs., without an atom of potato, will produce, on

an average of batches, 37 albs, of bread, what

would, I ask, be the price of the 4lb, loaf? Call

the flour 3s. 9d. ; lire, under the judicious manage-

ment of a domestic economist, 3d. ; salt, yeast, and

a little sweetwort to enliven it, 2d. = 4s. 2d. Nine

lib. loaves at SJd., with the extra lalb. of bread,

would more than cover the expenses, and in point

of nutritive qvialities would be equi\*alent to twelve

second-bread loaves, now charged 6^d. = 6s. 6d.

A brick oven, however, must be employed, and

nothing should be left to reckless servants. Ex-

perience of fourteen years cannot mislead, and I

claim assent only on the ground of facts so obtained.

But " one-way " flour, I have said, does not pro-

duce brown bread; and therefore it remains to

state, on the authority of the party alluded to above,

that the red or dark husked wheat (cheaper than

the white varieties), is ground at home by a cutting

mill, blended with a small portion of lye, just suf-

ficient to confer a little sweetness, and to keep the

loaves somewhat moist; the meal is then passed

through a sieve, and the coarse bran set aside for

other purposes. The dough is made and fer-

mented without any addition by the ordinary pro-

cesses, and loaves proportionally cheaper are the

result.

There are prejudices against brown bread, because

its colour and flavour are peculiar, and also be-

cause the loaf never rises so light and spongy as

that which is made from household Hour, divested

of all the bran and fine pollard ; the process of

pranary fermentation Ijcing assisted by the pulp of

potatoes, by alum, and a portion of alkaline salts,

to say nothing of the chalk, ground bone-dust, and

other extraneous matters that report has uncere-

moniously admitted. Whatever may be the tempt-

ing delicacy of the appearance of our snow-white

cottage bread to the eye, certain it is that in nutri-

tive value it is at a sad discount. As to adulterated

comj)ounds they should not be tolerated as bread.

Nor is it in any degree surprising that antibilious

and laxative medicines should be so frequently re-

sorted to, when our " staflf of life " is ])roved to con-

tain chemical agents that act, daily, as astringents.

Brown bread, as now sold (and it appears to come

into more general request), is not only extravagantly

dear, but cannot be trusted as a pure aliment.

Let the public look at the tables reporting the

averages of wheat during the last twelve months,

and thus become convinced that a brown, or even

a " one-way " loaf, of 4lb., ought not to cost Gd.

One important consideration remains in favour

of grinding at home. Wheat per sack should

weigh at least 240lbs. ; we, among others, have

sent our corn to the mill, and never, in any two

instances, had a corresponding return ; there have

always been diflferences, sometimes amounting to

10, 15, or more pounds in the flour, not accounted

for by the comparative yield of the bran. Hence

the mill cannot be confided in ; and the thorough

economist (and such there ai-e in country places)

must not only grind, but bake, at home.
" The proof of the" bread "is in the eating," and

we venture to assert that " the rule " will be proved

without many exceptions. The consumer, whether

of the higher, the middle, or the more humljle

and industrious class, may rest assured that great

reforms are imperatively called for in the article of

bread.

SELF-SUPPORTING CONVICT LABOUR.
BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

One of the many diflScult questions of political

'

economy is the best mode of employing the crimi- I

nals confined in our public prisons. Frequent have
I

been the attempts, often unsuccessful, to enable
the prisoners to in part, at least, maintain them-
selves by the product of their own labour. To
some small extent this has commonly included the

cultivation of prison gardens, of more or less ex-

tent and productiveness. There is now a vigorous
attempt making by Mr. Charles Pearson, the mem-
ber for Lambeth, to extend this convict ciiltivation

on a larger and a more remunerative scale, by the

cultivation of large farms, or enclosed tracts of

land, of say 1000 acres each. The plan, although

not imattended with difficulties, is yet such as

should at least attract the serious attention of the

landowners of England. In a circvdar letter to the

members of the London Farmers' Club, of Lon-

don (of which Mr. Pearson is a member), he thus

explains his objects :

—

" My project, in an experimental and practical

form, proposes the formation of two cheap prisons,

o 2
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with 1 000 acres of land to each, under two distinct

sets of circumstances, for the purpose of testing

their relative powers of surplus production, after

the primary condition of each establishment shall

have been complied vAih, namely, the raising on

each 1000 acres respectively, an amount of bread,

meat, oatmeal, and potatoes, sufficient for the sus-

tenance of 1000 prisoners and 100 officers. I

propose that one establishment shall be placed upon

1000 acres of the crown land in the New Forest.

At a recent meeting of the London Farmers' Club,

one of the members, who farms largely on adjacent

land, showed me a map of 1500 acres in the forest,

which he says, if properly drained by the labour of

the prisoners, would be superior to his own, for

which he now pays, I think he said, 25s. per acre

per annum. The land he referred to is, he says,

suitable to the growth of every description of crop

required. It is close to the railroad, which leads,

at no great distance, to several important market

towns. The whole property is, as you are aware,

crown land, which recent revelations, under my
Lord Duncan's auspices, show does not produce to

the nation a single shilling of revenue. I propose

the formation of another establishment within a

few miles of London, Liverpool, Manchester, or

other populous city, where, by the application of a

greater quantity of manure, a greater amount of

labour may be profitably employed (after supplying

the prisoners with requisite food) in raising market

garden produce, which would bring a considerable

cash return, and increase the consumption of a

wholesome and nutritive description of diet, by

bringing it within the reach of a larger portion of

the community. In the Essex forests, ^vithin ten

miles of London, there are many thousand acres of

land suitable for these purposes, which, like the

New Forest, are unproductive in the hands of the

Crown^ under the withering management of the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests. At Wan-
stead also, there are 1 500 acres of waste land which

do not produce a rent of 2s. 6d. per acre, although

they immediately adjoin to land of the same qua-

lity, which, by the labour of man, has been well

drained and cultivated, and was recently sold at, I

believe, upwards of £lOO per acre. To simplify

the question upon which I desire information, I

shovild observe that the maximum of produce yearly

required for the use of the estabhshment, is 930

qrs. of wheat, 16,900 stones of meat, 700 tons of

potatoes, and 360 qrs. of oats. Bull and cow beef

would be quite tender enough for the prisoners' use.

Animals to furnish this food may be purchased

lean all the year round, I understand, at a price,

which if fed and fattened for three or four months
on roots, clover, and bean-meal grown on the land,

would come out capital wholesome meat at about

2s. 6d. or 3s. per stone. If, for the purpose of ob-

taining a greater quantity of manure to ensure a

higher degree of cultivation, it were deemed better,

occasionally to feed sheep or to fatten a greater

number of beasts of a higher character, in addition

to, or in substitution for the bull or cow beef, the

inferior parts of the fatted oxen or sheep would

serve the prisoners, while the more valuable por-

tions of the carcass might be sent to market, to be

consvimed by honest men. These are suggestions

which I venture to throw out, for the purpose of

illustrating my general views upon the subject,

rather than from any presumptuous idea of being

able to originate any opinion upon the best mode

of using the land so as to ensure the largest amount

of cash return after supplying the exigencies of the

establishment ; this is a point upon which I shall

regard as final and conclusive the opinion of the

gentlemen to wliom this letter is addressed."

With the circular letter to the members of the

Farmers' Club, to which I have referred, a copy

was inclosed, of the resolutions adopted at a large

meeting of persons interested in prison discipline

and prison reform. The chief of these, with sundry

explanatory notes, are to the following effect :

—

" 1. That the number of commitments and re-

commitments to prison in England and Wales, for

trial, on criminal charges, has increased within the

last 40 years upwards of 400 per cent., whilst

population has increased only 65 per cent. [The

committals for trial in England and Wales in 1810,

were 5,146; those in 1846 were 26,851 ; an increase

of 428 per cent. The population of England and

Wales in 1810 was 10,407,556; in 1848 17,458,809;

an increase of 68 per cent.] 2. That 80 per cent,

of all commitments and summary convictions are

for larcenies, vagrancies, misdemeanors, juvenile

oflfences, and other petty delinquences, punished by

short time sentences of imprisonment, varying from

seven days to six months. [The commitments for

trial in England and Wales (see 12th report of the

Inspectors of Prisons, page 243) were in 1846

26,851 ; and the summary convictions for the same

year were 65,992 ; making a total of 92,843 : of

this number 75,070 were sentenced to imprison-

ment for terms of less than six months]. 3. That

to habits of indolence, improvidence, and self-

indulgence, the origin of a large portion of these

o9:ences may be traced; and in the opinion of this

meeting the improvement in the beauty and com-

fort of our gaols, and the substitution of short im-

prisonment for graver punishment, are another

fruitful source of increase, both of committed and

recommitted prisoners ; as English gaols no longer

create either terror or shame, but are often regarded

as a place of shelter for the unfortunate, and for

the idle criminal a congenial home. 4. That the
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elegant model gaol and house of correction at

Reading, with its cellular system, is calculated, in

the opinion of this meeting, further to increase the

number of petty offenders within the range of its

influence. By the rules of the gaol hard labour is

excluded. By this system no direct means of refor-

mation, except rehgious teaching, are employed.

Cellular separation is the only punishment j and

every prisoner is provided with a spacious, well

warmed, and ventilated cell, with an abundance of

wholesome and palatable food, without himself

making a single effort to earn it ; and he is allowed

ten hours for sleep, and the remainder of his time

at his own disposal, for instruction in reading,

writing, and arithmetic, or some light occupation,

not enjoined but only permitted, for his recreation

and amusement. 5. That in the opinion of this

meeting, in order to check the increase of crime it

is necessary that a total change of system should

take place ; that the aspect of our prisons should

be made rather sad and repulsive than cheerful and

attractive, and that not one shilling should be ex-

pended in the beauty, or convenience, or strength

of a prison, more than is required for the health

and security of the inmates. 6, That while it ought

to be an essential part of prison discipline to endea-

vour to eradicate the seeds of crime, by the moral

and religious instruction of prisoners, no system

can be sound that does not attempt at the same

time to counteract its proximate c«Mses— indolence,

improvidence, and self-indulgence—by endeavour-

ing to create and confirm the antagonistic habits of

industry, forethought, self-dependence, and self-

control. 7- That besides the cost of building gaols

the annual expenses of maintaining the criminal

classes, in the prisons of England and Wales,

amounts to upwards of £400,000 ; while their pro-

ductive labour does not realize £20,000. [The

total expenditure of the prisons in England and

Wales, in 1846, is vouched by the inspectors of

prisons at £436,977 ; and the year's profits, arising

from the productive labour in those prisons, at

£17,475]. 8. That 81 per cent, of our male cri-

minals, annually committed, are between the ages

of 16 and 45 (the age when, in a free condition,

men not only maintain themselves, but supply a

large portion of the surplus labour and industry

by which the females, the children, and other non-

producing classes of the community, are supported),

and 47 per cent, are between the ages of 20 and 35.

[The average annual number of committals of male

prisoners for trial, and of summary convictions, for

the nine years 1839-1847, was 72,639; of which

number 59,430 (or 81 per cent.) were between the

ages of 16 and 45; and 34,186 (or 47 percent.)

between the ages of 20 and 35]. 9. That the crimi-

nals in some of the American prisons entirely, and

in those of France and Belgium nearly, maintain

themselves and defray the charges of the adminis-

tration by their own labour and industry, moved by

the stimulants of rewards for exertion and good

conduct." In support of this assertion the following

extracts are given from various works of competent

authority. "The States prison at Charlestown, Mass.,

has paid by the labour of the convicts, in round

numbers, upwards of 6,000 dollars for provisions

;

4,000 d. for clothing; 3,000 d. for fuel and other

contingent expenses ; 15,000d. for salary of officers

;

600 d. for transporting prisoners from county pri-

sons ; 300 d. to convicts on their discharge, in sums

varying from 3 d. to 5 d., besides a new suit of

clothes to each of them; 100 d. to increase the

library; and having done all this has 800 d. left in

the prison treasury. There has been an average of

285 prisoners, and only one death the last year,

and only 7-lOths of 1 per cent, of deaths in four

years, and no death since January, 1845, about IJ

years ; and there has been no case of discharge by

pardon on account of sickness.

—

Annual Report

of the Boston Prison Discipline Society. The
government of Belgium formed, towards the end

of 1820, a council for the regulation of civil and
military prisons, which, after three years of con-

tinual labour, succeeded in completing and intro-

ducing the new system into all the prisons, under

which the condition of the prisoners is greatly

ameliorated, at a very moderate expense to the state.

The prisons at Ghent produce annually a clear in-

come of £5000. In those now referred to, the in-

mates are principally employed in weaving hnen,

and in making shirts, pantaloons, and gaiters, for

the army and colonies. On entering the building

there is heard a noise of looms and machinery,

which causes the visitor to imagine himself in a

large active manufactory, rather than in a gaol.

About 350 weaving looms are in full work, which

gives employment to 700 individuals ; the other

male prisoners are employed as spinners, winders,

&c. The work is conducted under a strict rule of

silence. The appearance of the prisoners indicates

good health and cleanliness. The women are

lodged in a separate division of the building, and

are generally occupied in sewing and spinning,

some in weaving linen. The government assigns

to the prisoners a certain portion of the produce of

the work, and retains the remainder to meet the

expense of their maintenance. The prisoners are

divided into three classes ; the proportion of profit

allowed to each class differs according to the nature

of the crime and punishment
;

])art of this allow-

ance is paid to the prisoners for present expenses,

and part is placed in a savings' bank, bearing an

interest of 4 per cent., and is given to the prisoner

on his dismissal. Tiie deposits liave been so con-
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siderable that llie savings' bank of the prisoners

now contains a large capital.— Statement of R. W.
Rawso7i, Esq., Hon. Sec. of the Statistical Society.

The official memorial in support of the projet de

hi upon the Belgian prisons, presented to the

Chamber of Deputies, on the 3rd of December 1 844,

states that, "during the two years, 1841 and 1842,

the profit of the work of the prisoners in the five

central prisons of that country had risen for one of

those years to 149,600 francs, and for the other to

1 95,620 francs, after deducting the charges of ad-

ministration and management"]. [The report of

M. Beranger (de la Drome), and the special com-

mission to the Chamber of Peers of France, on the

24th April 1845, speaking of the prison of Melun,

with an average of 1,058 prisoners, says—"If we
deduct from the ordinary expenses the total pro-

duce of work during the year, arising from the

profits of the canteen (the shop where the prisoners

purchase necessaries), and the accidental receipts,

it \vill be found that within about 5,000 francs, the

personal expense of the prisoners, the general ex-

penses of the prison, the cost of guarding and

superintendence, and the repairs of the building, had

been covered by the produce of the labour,"—See

Official Report, pages 113, 114]. "10. That while

imprisonment is used as a means of punishing and

reforming criminals, the interests of the honest

portion of the community have a right to be re-

garded, by enforcing the prisoners' employment in

productive labour, if it can be accomplished with-

out detriment to other portions of the commxmity.

1 1 . That John Howard, Archdeacon Paley, and

Archbishop Whately proposed, and Capt. Macono-

chie has systematized and exemplified with success,

a plan for calling into full activity the productive

])owers of a prison population, by regulating the

quantity and quality of the prisoners' diet, and ex-

tending or abridging the duration of their confine-

ment, according to their labour, industry, and con-

duct in prison. 12. That, in the opinion of this

meeting, such a system of prison discipline applied

to the cultivation of the land, would be adapted in

this country to the ])unishment and reformation of

the description of offenders, which constitute the

})rincipal portion of our criminal population, pro-

vided it were one of its fundamental conditions,

that the labour should be severe, having reference

to the age, sex, and strength of each individual

;

and that more bodily work should be exacted and

less bodily comforts be given, than the same quan-

tity of work could procure for an able-bodied in-

dustrious man in a state of freedom. 13. That

proofs have been tendered to this meeting by Mr.
Charles Pearson, that one thousand acres of suitable

land might be purchased and enclosed in a wall, as

lofty and strong as the wall round Millbank prison ;

and that a gaol, with every requisite for the health

and safe keeping of 1000 prisoners, might be

erected at less than £100 per prisoner, being less

than one half of the sum jier prisoner which the

Reading model gaol, without any land, has cost

the county. 14. That it has likewise been offered

to be proved that by the employment of the labour

of the 1000 prisoners, the ground may be cultivated

by the spade, the prison may be kept in repair,

the prisoners may be clothed and fed, and a suffi-

ciency of surplus productions may be disposed of

nearly or entirely to defray all the charges of ad-

ministration, from the superintendent to the lowest

turnkey."

In putting into execution a plan so novel as this,

some caution will be required on the part of the

managers. Many little mistakes may in the first

instance be anticipated ; but with prudence,

patience, and firmness, I have no doubt all diffi-

culties will soon be overcome.

Under proper arrangement, for instance, in

placing the premises, and arranging the house

drainage, a large and very powerful supply of liquid

manure will be afforded to the land in the sewage

;

a supply which in the driest periods may be readily

and profitably increased from springs or wells by

proper pumps, worked by the prisoners.

It is, on so bold a scale, an almost untrodden

field of exertion. The only partial examples, on an

extensive plan, with which I am acquainted, is the

spade husbandry of Flanders, and the farm of Mr.

Mitchell, near Wymondham, in Norfolk, described

some time since by Dr. Yelloley. But in all

these instances the system is a compound of spade or

fork husbandry and horse labour. The farm of Mr.

Mitchell consists of 317 acres, viz., 207 acres of

arable, and 110 in pasture and plantation. In this

farm 20 labourers, besides a bailiff, were kept in-

stead of 13 under the ordinary system, and six

horses instead of 12. In this case it was found re-

munerative to dig, or rather fork, the land by piece-

work, for which the men received, for land dug

after a white crop, from 2d. to 2 Id. per rod of thirty

square yards. The ordinary earnings in digging

are from lis. to 12s. per week. The rotation

found most adapted to this mixed kind of hus-

bandry is one of seven years instead of four (Brit.

Farmer's Mag., N. S., No. 4). In a farm worked

by convict labour in the way proposed, a still more

varied rotation may be found desirable. Upon the

whole, I am much inclined to hope that great and

enduring national good will arise from this pro-

posed mode of making the idle and dissolute cri-

minal maintain himself, rather than when idhng

away his time in prison, being fed and clothed by

the labours of the honest and the industrious.
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The ])ropose(l plan involves the use of a descrip-

tion of labour above all others the most healthy and

desirable, the most conducive to the promotion of

activity of the labourer, the avoidance of evil com-

munications, and the readiness of superintendence.

It may, moreover, be made the means of making

those large poor tracts of land productive that are

now of very small and uncertain value.

REMARKS ON MR, LAWES AND HIS DEFENDERS.

BY A FARMER.

No. III.

There is nothing in the course of this controversy

which has excited more surprise than the notice it

has received. In ordinary cases the attack of an

anonymous writer is allowed to pass unnoticed

;

and I can only conclude from the attention paid to

these ])apers that more than one of my opponents

must have felt the force of the arguments.

Professors Way and Johnston, with the editors

of the Agricultural Gazette and Farmers^ Journal,

are formidable opponents ; but as the elucidation

of truth is the only motive that induced me to com-

mence the dispute, and as it involves a question of

great importance to agriciUture, I shall not withdraw

from the controversy until my statements are dis-

proved.

The dispute now resolves itself into the question

of " Wliat is the source of the alkalies found in

plants?" Mr. Lawes asserting, on'the one hand, that

these alkalies need not be supplied in manures,

whilst I have endeavoured to show that they must.

The discussion then involves the question, " llliat

should artificial manures contain ?" Mr. Lawes

asserts that superphosphate of lime, consisting

principally of sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, and

lime, is all that the plant requires to be added to

the soil. On the other hand, I have endeavoured

to show that artificial manures must contain, in

addition to the above substances, potash, soda,

magnesia, and (for some crops) silica, if we wish to

maintain the soil in permanent fertility. This I

think is a fair and candid statement of the question

at issue ; and the importance of it to the farmer

is too evident to need any remarks of mine.

I sincerely regret that any jiart of the dispute

should have been construed into a personal attack,

than which nothing can be further from my in-

tention.

I have been accused of misrepresenting Mr.

Lawes' views respecting the necessity of supplying

alkalies in manures. If the following expressions

do not mean that they are an unnecessary addition,

they have no meaning whatever. " The employ-

ment of potash, soda, magnesia, and silica, has

been suggested by cheraistsyrom an imperfect know-

ledge of agricultural chemistry ; and should a farm

exhausted of its alkalies to the utmost possible ex-

tent come into the possession of a man of capital

and experience, he may in a few years bring it

into high condition, without imparting to it a pound

of potash or soda. (Mr. Lawes' paper, pp. 258, vol,

viii. J. R. A. S.J

Mr. Lawes in his reply to my remarks, has en-

deavoured to show that he does not especially re-

commend superphosphate of lime. What then is

the meaning of the following ? " The only mineral

which, under a proper system of agriculture, it is

necessary to restore directly to the soil is phosphate

of lime." (Mr, Lawes' paper, pp. 259.)

In support of my own view of this question, I

have quoted from various sources, to which various

replies have been made ; but I certainly think that

if I can show that Mr. Lawes himself, in one part

of the papers before us, has advocated precisely

the rule which I have endeavoured to lay down,

and also that his staunchest defender, Professor

Way, has also done so—if, I say, I can do this, I

may surely conclude that the question is settled.

After quoting such a very intelligible sentence

as the above from Mr. Lawes' writing, respecting

the value of phosphate of lime, and the nonutility

of the alkahes, it is rather strange to quote from

the same author in support of the opposite opinion.

At page 259, it is said : "As long as bone-dust,

superphosphate of lime, and guano, will produce a

good crop of turnips, the farmer need be under no

apprehension of his soil being destitute of alkalies."

But, "besides phosphoric acid and lime, the ash of

wheat and wheat-straw contains potash, soda, mag-

nesia, and silica ; and as superphosphate of lime

contains none of these substances, its failure may be

attributed to the absence of these minerals in the

soil." (P. 242.)

So much then for Mr. Lawes. This testimony

is not very clear ; there is not so much emphasis

laid on the necessary supply of the alkalies as the

superphosphate. The one may be used, the other

must ; the former seems to have been written in-

advertently, the latter is seen in every page. We
will now turn to Professor Way, whose testimony,

as late Professor of the Agricultural College, and
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present consulting chemist of the Royal Agricultu-

ral Society, must surely be admitted as conclusive.

He says, " AVhen bones and sulphuric acid alone

are used, where is the plant to obtain its magnesia

and alkalies ? Certainly not from the bones. It is

to no purpose that we feed a plant liberally with

one element necessary to its growth, if we deny it

another equally indispensable. Upon these grounds

we recommend, in addition to the bones, the fol-

lowing mixture : 1 cwt. pearl ash, I cwt. Epsom

salts, 3 cwt. common salt." (P. 204, vol. viii.

J.R. A. S.J

I need hardly point out that the above mixture

is exactly what Mr. Moffat recommends, and whose

testimony in behalf of my own views I quoted in

the first paper on this subject.

Professor Way's opinion is so strikingly corro-

borative of my own, that I regret not having pre-

viously met with it, as it would certainly have les-

sened the number of my opponents, by preventing

him from joining in the dispute. But as it would

also have deprived me of the pleasure of the defence

which Mr. Rawlandson, of Liverpool, kindly volun-

teered, it is the less to be regretted ; more especially

as the ridiculous manner in which the Professor

drew in his horns on the first appearance of danger

has quite atoned for his interference.

Whilst discussing this important question, I have

been led to animadvert in strong terms on the state

of agricultural chemistry in Great Britain, as ex-

emplified in those papers by Mr. Lawes. Most of

those who have noticed my remarks, instead of en-

tering into the merits of the question, have con-

tented themselves with stigmatizing me as "rough,"

" ungentlemanly," and " insolent ;" but as such

expressions are not arguments, I cannot, of course,

reply to them.

Perhaps the strongest proof of the present state

of agricultural chemistry in Great Britain is the pre-

sent dispute ; for I can scarcely think it possible

that any one can be serious when he says that the

use of a7iy one of the substances found in our

plants can maintain the land in fertility. I am sa-

tisfied that no school of chemistry out of England

—not even the veriest tyro from a German labora-

tory—would disgrace himself by maintaining an

opinion which is at once contrary to reason and

common sense, to say nothing about chemistry or

vegetable physiology.

The remarks which I ventured to make, respect-

ing the present state of agricultural chemistry in

England, have drawn from Professor Way and the

editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle the following

eulogium on Mr. Lawes : that " the really eminent

of the scientific world unite in placing his labours

amongst the most important which have of late

years been given to agriculture." In reply I would

ask for an answer to the following questions

—

What do Mr. Lawes' papers teach ?

What principle do they establish ?

What obstacle to the progress of agriculture do

they remove ?

I can obtain no other positive information from

them than that superphosphate of lime is the sum-

mum bonum to the farmer.

I shall now briefly again revert to Mr. Lawes'

papers, to show the character of what is so highly

praised as being of so much importance to agricul-

ture.

It seems that " plants are required in two dis-

tinct conditions ; one in which the nourishment is

more or less circulatory, the other in which it is

fully elaborated and deposited." From the same

source we learn that the " farmer possesses the

means of developing the circulatory and elabora-

tory conditions of plants," though in some cases

" the seasons set his labours at defiance, for an en-

tire absence of the climate necessary for an enhanced

accumulative and circulatory condition of plants

prevents the growth of the spring crops." These

are the precious conclusions Mr. Lawes arrives at

from his experiments. What is the meaning of the

words circulatory, elaboratory, and accumulative,

as applied to plants ? What is the poor ignorant

practical farmer to conclude from the above con-

clusions ? My own conclusions have been so often

expressed that I need not repeat them here ; be-

sides, I venture to say that neither Lindley,

Schleider, Jussieu, nor Linneus, ever heard of these

strange properties ; elaboratory, accumulative, and

circulatory, are decidedly new terms in science; and

worse than that, they are without meaning.

Most farmers have a common wheel barometer,

at which they tap very anxiously every morning

during hay time and harvest. Mr. Lawes recom-

mends them to add to their stock of scientific in-

struments " a rain gauge and register thermometer;

these are all the apparatus required to enable the

farmer to estimate the quality and produce of his

crops before a grain has been removed from the

field." Well done ! Mr. Lawes. We are now
much in want of agricultural statistics. If the

farmer by means of the rain gauge and register

thermometer can estimate his crops, all that the

government requires is to appoint some intelligent

person (Mr. Lawes, for instance,) to inspect the

rain gauge and registered thermometer at Green-

wich, and the value of our corn crops is at once as-

certained. Our Parliament can then be under no

diflSculty in legislating for a future famine in Ire-

land, or our merchants in ordering their corn.

" We now," proceeds Mr. Lawes, " arrive at

another important question—What is meant by
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quality in wheat ?" This grain " belongs to a class

of plants proverbially characterized as yielding

starchy seeds, and whose predominant peculiarity it

is to yield carbonaceous substances. It is, there-

fore, probable that those millers who prefer a per-

fectly developed grain pay the highest price for that

which contains the most starch."

Is it possible that Professor Way can pronounce

the previous sentence amongst the most important

which late years have given to agriculture ? He
cannot but know that the characteristic of wheat is

the very reverse of " yielding starchy seeds or car-

bonaceous substances." This is the characteristic

of the potato, rice, and sago ; the superiority of

wheat as an article of food over these substances

consists in the relatively greater proportion which

it contains of gluten or albumen, as compared with

the potato and other vegetable products of that

class. It is a recognized fact that (other things

being equal) the more nitrogen there is in an article

of food the more nutriment it contains. Mr,

Lawes cannot dispute this, and yet he says* that

millers in purchasing a perfectly developed grain

obtain " that which is richest in starch," or, in

other words, that the finest samples of wheat are the

poorest in Jeeding properties. Any comment of

mine upon the absurdity of this assertion is unne-

cessary.

It might have been thought, that having once

made a conjecture the writer would then have left

it ; but no, he proceeds on in the above style ; and

having directed the miller which sample to pur-

chase, and the housekeeper which priced flour to

use, he next enters into a short lecture, directing

the colonists how to grow sugar ; in the course of

which he comes out as follows : that " it is proba-

ble that the heat capable of being eliminated by

the process of animal respiration must first have

been rendered latent during the growth of the

plant." One of his defenders asks. Is it possi-

ble that the " Farmer" can be so ignorant as not to

know such and such things ? Can any one, pro-

nouncing the paper on which we are at present

commenting to be the most valuable one recently

given to agriculture, be so ignorant as not to know
that there is less latent heat in vegetable substances

than in the air which we expire ?

The following explanation of the cause of corn

breaking down has the merit of being both new
and uninteUigible. " Were I," says he, " to sup-

ply the proportion and quantity of mineral and

organic manures necessary to produce fifty bushels

of wheat in a wet, cold summer, it would unduly

develop the circulatory condition of the plant ; its

vascular structure would be increased to an in-

* B. A. S. Journal, p. 235.

jurious extent, and the crop would be laid." The
mouse as a termination to the mountain in labour

is not half so inglorious as the corn being laid, after

having had its circulatory and vascular structure

disarranged.

But what will the farmer think of that science

which tells him that his turnip tops are more valu-

able in feeding properties than the bulbs ? This is

another of the conclusions which have been arrived

at by Mr. Lawes. That gentleman himself well

remarks that " the contempt which the practical

farmer feels for the science of agricultural chemistry

arises from the errors which have been committed

by its professors. They have endeavoured to ac-

count for, and to pronounce as erroneous, the

knowledge which ages of experience have es-

tablished." In these words he has ably and accu-

rately described himself, and the consequence

which must follow his writings. I wonder he

never thought of the " contempt which every prac-

tical farmer would feel for the science of chemistry,"

when told that though "ages of experience"

proved the turnip to be more valuable than the

top, he had been during all these ages labouring

under a gross mistake ; though his fathers and

grandfathers had fattened their cattle, and paid

their rents, under the false idea of the value of

turnips ; though all the chemists, from Sir

Humphrey Davy downwards to Mr. Lawes, had

paid great attention to the subject, it was reserved

to Mr. Lawes to remove the ignorance, by making
the extraordinary discovery that turnip tops were

more nutritive than the bulbs.

After the above quotations, and those already

given in my previous remarks, I cannot place the

character of the scientific information and practical

deductions they contain in any stronger light.

Perhaps I may be allowed again to allude to the

sentences containing the words, " vascularity;"

" special deposition ;" " the actual and fixed, as

well as the prospectively possible elements—the

latter as yet only in a vehicular condition ;" the

vehicular " element chlorine ;" and many such

like, to raise a feeling of astonishment at what has

been pronounced to be the most valuable contri-

bution modern science has given to agriculture.

To conclude. The farmers will be rejoiced to

hear that Professor Way says, that science holds

out hopes that we shall ultimately be able to do

without mariure altogether. I think I am not far

wrong when I say that the time when our plants

can do without manure mil be cotemporaneous

with the time when we can do without food. The
only parallel I have ever heard of, to this opinion

of the learned professor, is that of the Irishman who
undertook to teach his horse to live without food,

and just when the experiment got so interesting
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that tlie animal could live upon a straw per day, it

unfortunately died. I have heard of science arriv-

ing at such a perfection as to enable the farmer to

carry the manure out to his field in his coat pocket,

and bring the crop home in his waistcoat. This

is well enough, and can be imagined ; but the Pro-

fessor's idea leaves it far behind.

Mr. Lawes says, in his reply to my first paper,

that unless his views are again attacked by an

" acknowledged and creditable opponent" he will

not further enter into the discussion. As the

" Farmer" can have no hope that he will be again

considered an " acknowledged and creditable oppo-

nent," he begs respectfully to direct that gentle-

man's attention to his friend Professor Way, who,

it appears, is of the same opinion as the " Farmer,"

and must surely be an opponent worthy of his metal.

Until those who differ from me in opinion can

bring other arguments than the words, " rough,

ungentlemanly, and insolent," in support of their

view, I shall content myself with being the " chiel

amang them 'takiu' notes," and occasionally print-

ing them. T. L. C.

P.S.—The editor of the Farmers' Journal, after

partly acknowledging the mistakes which he made

in his review of my remarks, again enters into the

dispute, as follows :
—"Was the Farmer," says he,

" so ignorant as not to know that the phosphate of

lime was a pecuhar phosphate ? Professor Johnston

gives the formula of 51^ per cent, of lime and 48^

of acid." Is the editor so ignorant of chemistry as

not to know that the above is not a formula, but a

proportion? But perhaps the editor does not

know the difference between these two expressions;

and if not, we cannot be surprised that he should

be "more convinced of the correctness of Mr.

Lawes' theory and the untenableness of T. L. C.'s

and Mr. Moffat's." Perhaps he will also in future

direct also his remarks at Professor Way, as we

find that he is of precisely the same o])inion as the

two latter.

ON THE PRACTICAL USES OF THE NATIVE PHOSPHATE.

TO THK EDITOR OF THE FAUMER'.S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—The attention of the agricultural world

being at length aroused from the apathy in which it

has so long lain dormant, the sun of intellect

arising, and by his genial beams dispelling the

mists of ignorance and prejudice, it becomes us to

use our utmost endeavour to avail ourselves of the

advantages and opportunities offered, of acquiring in

some measure an insight into the knowledge whichis

daily brought under our notice by the aid of chemical

and scientific research ; but, at the same time, it re-

quires more than ordinary care and circumspection

to acquire (out of the mass of information) what is

really of a useful, practical character, and avoid

that which (being advanced in theory) cannot be

supported in practice, greater discrimination being

required than what at first would appear to be re-

quisite; the sole object of acquiring which know-

ledge being, that we may be in the position of

pi'oceeding in the most economical, as well as bene-

ficial manner, in the \'arious details of agriculture,

at this time it applies with most peculiar force,

the object aimed at being to produce the heaviest

crop at the least expense.

The crop on which the farmer places his chief or

principal dependance is the turnip ; and therefore

any information, from however humble the source,

that serves to impart any assistance towards the

furtherance of this desirable object, must be of in-

terest, and attended with benefit.

Bones have for years stood the test of practical

experience, proving them to be of consideral)le im-

portance in the raising of this valuable and neces-

sary root. Lately, through the instrumentality of

the chemical researches of Professor Liebig, the

formation of a salt, called the superphosphate, has

attracted well-merited attention : its application

proving, that when the proper and necessary nutri-

ment of the jjlant is furnished in that form in which

it can be received as such into the system, its action

is more immediate, and its effects more beneficial

;

not being so dependant upon atmospheric influence

to cause the necessary transformations before the

manure can be serviceable to the crop to which it

is applied. This sul)stance, in most instances, has

overcome the difhculty experienced of forcing tlie

plant out of the way of the fly ; which is an oljject

of the highest importance.

It is now barely a twelvemonth since attention

was first directed to the deposit of phosphoric acid

in many districts of this kingdom. It was thought

then to be, by its discoverers, calculated to confer

an immense benefit upon the agricultural commu-
nity, by its ultimate adoption in furnishing a cheap,

effectual dressing ; and there can be no doubt what-

ever that when its nature is more accurately

understood, it will prove a source of great na-

tional benefit ; opening, as it now does, a wide

and extensive field for impartial scientific enquiry.
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But owing, in a great measure, to the imperfect

knowledge of its nature and the form under which it

there existed, as well as of the most efficient way of

applying this substance,many failures have occurred

from its application
; perhaps a few moments de-

\-oted to the consideration of this subject may not

be lost or uninteresting, in endeavouring to ascer-

tain the reason and cause of this seeming contra-

diction of the expressed opinion of those eminent

men, M-ho first drew attention to it, having found

])y analysis the native phosphate in such propor-

tions as have from time to time been promul-

gated.

The experience of the past year shows the great

care and caution that ought necessarily to be exer-

cised by the practical man before he hastily adopts

any scheme which may have been advanced, even

by the highest authority, for his benefit. But when

he does do so, it then is incumbent upon him to

make himself first fully acquainted with the subject

in all its practical bearings ; so as not to allow, in

case of a failure, the censure of ignorance to be

passed upon him ; nor yet for him too prematurely

to condemn the opinion and judgment of others, in

consequence of his not having derived the expected

benefit, as many reasons may be assigned for its

benefit in one instance and failure in others ; for it

cannot be expected that the same result will in all

cases be experienced, when we consider the extreme

dissimilarity there exists in soils and localities.

The first point of consideration, towards arriving

at a satisfactory conclusion respecting the practical

a'.aptation to agriculture of the native phosphate,

is to a^icertain its presence and determine its

quantity in the substance used. For this purpose

we must depend chiefly upon the opinion and re-

searches of others, who are capable of surmounting

this difficulty by the aid of chemical analysis; as

it is an experiment of the most delicate nature, re-

quiring the greatest care and attention on the part

of the analyst to determine it accurately—which

unless so done, the examination is worse than

useless ; and calculated to lead to disappointment

and error. Many of the most experienced chemists

have at times found a difficulty in ascertaining

satisfactorily the presence of this substance ; and

therefore, in the hands of the unskilled, it is more

than probable that the result would not answer the

expectations. For some time I experienced consi-

derable difficulty in conducting this ojjeration,

owing to its nature and the small amount generally

found to exist in soils, &c. ; having more than once

beenbaffled,when arrived at that interesting point, to

find disappointment staring me in the face, although

confident that a portion was present ; but, by acci-

dent, a means was discovered, which being since

adopted has answered in a most satisfactory

manner in determining its quantity most accu-

rately ; thereby overcoming the difficulty which so

often presented itself in conducting an analysis, es-

pecially for the purpose of ascertaining the presence

and amount of phosphoric acid in any substance ;

the presence of which suljstance being so neces-

sary and of such importance, it requires the whole

care of the analyst to determine it, and conse-

quently in many instances is lost either by too

much haste or not sufficient attention.

Having, then, got the right substance ; the next

step is to render the phosphate contained in it

capable of being assimilated by plants ; for if ap-

plied in its natural, crude state, a failure in most

respects (in its most important part) must be the

inevitable result. Why ? Because the phosphate

contained in this substance being insoluble in hot

and cold water, it depends entirely upon the action

of the sulphuric acid contained in the soil for its

decomposition and consequent effects : and the pro-

portion of this acid, as generally found in soils, is

of such a nature that its action upon the phosphate

would cause such a slow, gradual decomposition to

ensue, that its beneficial effects would in many in-

stances scarcely be perceived, and in others not at

all, owing to the time it would require to reduce

the phosphate to that state in which it would be

serviceable to vegetation. Neither could it act so

rapidly and beneficially upon the phosphate here

applied as on that contained in bones having been

subjected to the process of boiling, because the

acid has to overcome the difficulty in the former

which has been removed in the latter.

It therefore appears that to apply it in its natural

state no benefit is likely to accrue from the applica-

tion. The experience of many during the past year

can bear evidence of the truth of this statement

;

and many who may have tried it in this state might

be too apt to condemn the inquiry in consequence

of their failing to meet the expected results, al-

though what they did apply might have contained

a large per centage of the phosphate ; but imless

manure is suppUed in that form in which it

can ba received into the organism of plants as

nourishment, it is of no use whatever.

As the benefits resulting from the application of

the superphosphate are now so generally acknow-

ledged, that being nothing more than rendering

the phosphate in that state which plants require in

their earliest stages for their future development,

and more suitable to be received into the organs of

their delicate structure, let the phosphate here

contained be also reduced to a similar state by the

aid of sulphuric acid, and the same results will

accrue from the apphcation ; for unless the i)hos-

phate is liberated from its antiquated store, no be-

neficial result can possibly arise from it. This
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seems to have been an error into which many have

fallen ; beUeving there was nothing more to do

than to get the proper substance, and leave its

action to atmospheric influence ; not knowing that

the ino-redient, on which they placed their chief de-

pendance, was acted on so slowly as not to be of

benefit to the crop to which it was applied; and

therefore requiring artificial means to render that

substance of service.

This is no idle theory or supposition, but what

can be substantiated by practical facts in support

of the soundness of these observations. I beg to

draw attention, as an example, to the results of an

experiment already published by the Rev. A. Hux-

table, who, by the aid of 2 cwt. of coprolites (the

substance containing the native phosphate), dis-

solved in half their weight of sulphuric acid, and

seven put-loads (one-horse loads) of dung, \vith

sulphuric acid, he was enabled to carry off the

prize for swedes at the Sturminster meeting, estab-

lishing the fact of the great importance of this sub-

stance when judiciously applied. Further comment

on this is unnecessary.

The last point to be considered on this interest-

ing subject will be the most beneficial, as well as

economical, method of supplying this substance to

the growing crop. This, I unhesitatingly afllirm,

will be effected most beneficially by the aid of Mr.

Chandler's liquid manure drill. First treat the

native phosphate ^vith half its weight of sulphuric

acid, then dilute it with the quantity of water (or

the drainings of the yard) that may be thought pro-

per, according to the convenience and option of the

grower, and drill it in v;ith this admirable imple-

ment. This, no doubt, would be the most judi-

cious way of applying it, but in some situations

could not be followed advantageously, owing to the

distance of water ; but, where it is convenient, the

expense will be no more than applying ashes, &c.

In the absence of water it might be mixed with

ashes, and drilled in the same manner as the super-

phosphate. The slightest observer of the economy

of the vegetable kingdom must be impressed with

the conviction of the truth and simplicity of the

application, rendering to the plant the sustenance

it requires in its earliest stages, in that state in

which it can be absorbed by the delicate rootlets

immediately ; for we must bear in mind that all

manure, or whatever enters into the structure and

constitution of the vegetable world, must be re-

duced to a soluble liquid state before it can possi-

bly be received by them into their organism as

nutriment.

Another great advantage attending this sys-

tem of manuring is, that during a dry season no

time is lost in sowing; for we all know the diflii-

culty we experience in endeavouring to get a plant

or keep it in a growing state during a succession of

dry weather.

Although the superphosphate is a strongly deli-

quescent salt, yet, when mixed with ashes and

drilled in during such weather, the quantity applied

is in some instances hardly suflScient to extract

moisture enough from the atmosphere to keep the

plant in a thriving state ; but if the land is in a

finely pulverized state, the quantity of liquid ap-

plied, owing to the deliquescent nature of the

superphosphate, will then aflford sufficient mois-

ture to carry the turnip or mangold for a consi-

derable time without the aid of the refreshing rain.

On all sides we hear and see the beneficial results

attending this application in this county, which no

doubt will be generally adopted where possible.

It will also be satisfactory to bear in mind that

this was the system suggested by Professor Liebig,

the introducer of the superphosphate* as the most

beneficial way to apply it ; but, owing to the diffi-

culty experienced of applying the fiquid, it was

abandoned, and the mixing the substance with

ashes adopted, as being more practicable : which

difficulty being now done away with, and the impe-

diment removed by the introduction of this imple-

ment, we may now return with safety and confi-

dence to the original suggestion.

In the application of this or any other artificial

manure we must be careful of placing too much de-

pendence upon them for a crop, remembering they

are only auxiliaries to the yard manure, and gene-

rally contain only one principal ingredient. For in-

stance, take the native or superphosphate ; a small

quantity of either per acre will be sufficient for the

turnip crop in its early period of growth. But, owing

to its immediate action, it is either quickly absorbed

or dissipated ; and plants, which up to a certain

time have appeared strong and flourishing, droop

oflFand gradually decay without any apparent reason.

But the truth lies at the root having been hitherto

sustained artificially, and those means being ex-

hausted they naturally die for want of a continued

source of that nourishment ; not but what excellent

crops are raised by the aid of the superphosphate

alone, but as a general system it cannot be recom-

mended. The surer method of piirsuing will 1)6

to apply a slight coat of yard dung as well ; then by

the time that the artificial is exhausted the other

mil carry the crop to perfection.

The deposit of the native phosphate is more

general than it was at first expected ; the difficulty

seems to be to find it in sufficient quantity to pay

for extraction. On the farm I occupy I have found a

strata, about two feet thick, very rich, one specimen

containing 18 per cent. ; and I have no doubt, when

* See page 184 of "Liebig's Organic Chemistry."
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examined more mmutely, others might be found

that contain a much larger per centage ; hut being

late when it was found, and the land coming in for

wheat, I was only able to make a cursory examina-

tion, but still sufficient to stamp its importance,

which at some future period may be attended with

some practical benefit.

In taking leave of this subject, I trust those who
have experienced a disappointment in the applica-

tion of this substance during the past year will not

be daunted at the unsuccessful issue of their labour,

but redouble their exertions, and endeavour to as-

certain the reason—whether some misapplication,

or not correctly understanding its nature, may not

have caused it ; and also that those scientific men
who have now fairly introduced it to the farmer

will lend their aid to render it subservient to the

purposes of practical agriculture, and remove the

impediments from the ])ath of its general adoption,

by doing which they will confer a great boon on the

agriculturists of this kingdom ; so that by the

union of these two important classes the expecta-

tions of its introducers may be realized.

I remain, sir, yours truly,

George Austwick.

Hunfs-hall Farm,

Feb. 13, 1849.

COLMAN'S CONTINENTAL AGRICULTURE.

BY T. L. C.

(Continued.)

Besides the peculiar law affecting landed property

in France, which we commented on in the last

number, there is another arrangement, to which we
have no counterpart in England, and it is one in

which we are very deficient, namely, the machinery

provided by the French government for procuring

statistical returns connected with agriculture. In

the first place there is in the Government a depart-

ment of agriculture, the secretary or minister

of which, being one of the first men in the king-

dom, is expected to look after this great in-

terest; to obtain statistical returns of agricultural

produce from all parts of the kingdom ; to learn

what improvements have been made, what improve-

ments are most required ; and what is the condition

of the agricultural population.

The statistical returns of the produce of France

have been recently completed, and show a work of

immense industry and labour, containing a mass of

information which reflects the highest honour on

the government, and on the persons employed in its

execution.

It seems strange that there should be a moment's

hesitation about obtaining such information in

England, where it might be so easily procured.

The benefit it would be to every one, without the

alloy of injury to a single individual, imperatively

demands some arrangement for procuring, at least

once a year, a statistical account of our agricultural

produce.

Considerable attention has from time to time

been directed to the evils produced by allowing

cattle to be slaughtered in our crowded towns,

where the eflfluvia produced by the decomposition

of the blood and fecal matter must undoubtedly

be the fertile source of disease and death. There

seems to be in England a most anomalous dread of

interfering with " vested interests," no matter how
injurious they may be to the community. In this

respect we think that an occasional mild despotic

government would do us good, and in no point

more evidently so than by copying the abattoirs or

slaughtering-houses in Paris, where there are five

of these estabhshments close to the barriers. No
cattle are allowed to be driven through the streets

of Paris, unless it be very late at night ; and no

person is allowed, under any circumstances, to

slaughter cattle in the city. What a contrast to

our Smithfield !
" The abattoirs of Paris have now

been established more than thirty years ; and yet

London, perfectly aware of their eminent advan-

tages, submits to the terrible nuisance of a crowded

cattle market in the midst of its thickest popula-

tion, to and from which cattle are driven at all

times of the day and night, to the great terror of, and

often at the peril of hfe and limb to, the passengers.

Slaughter-houses are to be found in all parts of the

city—the Newgate market is completely underlaid

with subterranean slaughter-houses of an odious

description, &c., &c. The project for the removal

of the Smithfield market has been defeated, and a

public dinner been held to celebrate the triumph

of the successful party. It ought to have been

given in one of the subterranean slaughter-houses

of Newgate market." No remarks of ours can

place this subject in a stronger light than the above

quotation. In this day of enlightened legislation

a change for the better, not only in London, but in

all our large towns, cannot be far distant.

Connected with the above subject as far as re-
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gards the public health, there lomains one establish-

ment to be sjjoken of, directly connected with, and

of great importance to, agriculture. In some re-

spects (says Cohnan) the habits of the French, both

in their houses and in the streets, are execrable and

abominable. No familiarity in any degree can re-

concile a delicate mind to them ; and exposures are

frequently witnessed in the public streets, which

are absolutely brutal. Rome, Florence, and Naples

can hardly be considered other than three great

public necessaries, where the most sacred places

are hardly free from nuisances which shock all

decency and reverence.

Whilst the value of the filth and refuse of our

large towns to agriculture is so well known, there

is no harder question than how to turn them to the

best advantage, without injury to health. There can

be no doubt but that they ought not, as in Eng-
land, to be allowed to be washed into the nearest

river; and we look with some degree of interest to

the proceedings of the London Sewage Manure
Company, as the first attempt to turn to profit this

source of agricultural wealth.

In Paris all the fecal matter is saved, and by

various i)rocesses* rendered useful to agriculture.

" Chemistry would perform an immense service to

agriculture if it could discover a means of preparing

this substance in a portable form, and in which its

efficacy might be preserved."

The subject of agricultural education has received

much attention in France; that attention is in-

creasing, and new institutions are springing up, to

which the government promptly lend their aid.

Colman's remarks on this subject are so much to the

])oint, and we fear that, without the risk of making
this article too lengthy, we could scarcely do him
justice ; we will therefore perhaps again recur to

the subject at a future time.

The crops cultivated in France are the usual

cereal grains—wheat, rye, oats, andbarley—together

with what, as compared with England, may be

called peculiar crops—wine, silk, and sugar.

Colman states that more than one-half of the

wheat grown in Euro])e is produced in France.

From the best statistical accounts that can be ob-

tained, the wheat annually produced in

—

Total con-

Bushels.

Great Britain

and Ireland 111,000,000

France 1 198,000,000

tents m
square

miles.

90,000
154,000

Population.

23,000,000

32,000,000

From two to three bushels are sown to the acre,

* See Dumas, on the Manufacture of Manure,
in the Farmer's Magazine.

and the produce is from 6.25 to 5.10 for one,

against (according to Colman) 9 for one in Eng-

land.

Bare fallows are said not to be much in use, and

yet Colman does not give us any account of a re-

cognized rotation. Indeed it must be difficult for

a stranger, without a long sojourn in a country, to

give any idea of this important i)art of its agricul-

ture, and in which, we would rather infer from Col-

man's book, the French are deficient.

There is cultivated in France and in Flanders an

inferior kind of wheat called Spelt {Triticum s2>elta) .-

we are not aware that it has ever been grown in

England. In nutritive matter it is said to bear a

proportion of 39 to 50 of wheat. It is occasionally

cut as green food, like rye in the south of England.

Rye is veiy extensively cultivated in Europe; in

Germany, in Belgium, in the cold and mountainous

districts of France, and in Russia, it is their main

dependence. In Flanders it is extensively used in

the distilleries.

Barley is not extensively cultivated in France, as

wine forms the common -drink of the country.

Besides the above grains, Colman enumerates mas-

lin (wheat and rye mixed), maize, buckwheat, mil-

let, clover, and lucerne, as ordinaiy crops in France,

but without giving any information respecting

them which will be interesting to the Enghsh

farmer.

The cultivation of beet-root for sugar is peculiar

to France, and one or two of the neighbouring

countries. It is said by Colman to be a very pro-

fitable business ; but we cannot but think that

when the true interests of nations are imder-

stood, sugar will be better and more cheaply

purchased from some of the inter-tropical countries,

and the soil of France more profitably devoted to

the growth of the cereals, &c.

The growth of the silk-worm and manufacture

of silk is of great importance in France: "its utility

is unquestioned and universal ; the amount of

industry it sets in motion is immense, and the

splendour and beauty of the fabrications of which

it forms the materiel are unsurpassed."

Next to the silk trade in point of importance

comes the wine trade, the yearly value of which is

said to be upwards of £2,300,000, six-tenths of

which is consumed in France.

We will now proceed to the agriculture of Bel-

gium and Holland, which in some of its conditions

and arrangements is quite peculiar to that district,

A great portion of the soil of these countries is

alluvial, and is only prevented from being again

covered by the sea by the erection of immense em-

bankments. Much of this country is actually below

the level of the sea, and can only be drained by the

use of mills, and it is said that about 5,000,000
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acres have thus been redeemed from the sea. A
]nojfct has recently been started (and we l)elieve is

now in operation) to (hain the lake of Haarlem,

covcrinfT 50,000 acres. In order to eftect this 3,000

millions of tons of water must be raised ; and in

order to keep it dry, 54 milhons must be raised an-

nually. Some idea may be formed from this state-

ment of the extent and importance of these works in

Holland.

The agriculture of Flanders is chiefly arable,

" and I begin by saying that it is superior to that

of any country I have yet visited." The great

agricultural implement is the spade. The farms

are small, in many cases not more than 50 acres,

and often less. The land is very deeply cultivated,

for which its alluvial character well adapts it. The

following is a common rotation, and to be profit-

able requires indulgent manuring upon a light soil,

1st. Potatoes.

2nd. Wheat, with turnips in the autumn.

3rd. Oats {this we think is wrong).

4th. Clover.

5th. Rye, with turnips in the autumn.

6th. In grass, to remain as long as profitable.

If we had land in England good enough to sup-

port the following rotation, we could make as much
of it as they do in Flanders :

—

1st. Turnips, carrots, or chiccory.

2nd. Oats.

3rd. Clover.

4th. Wheat.

5th. Flax.

6th. Wheat!

7th. Beans !

!

8th. Wheat!!!

9th. Potatoes.

10th. Wheat ! ! ! !

11th. Oats!!

The land is manured in the 1 st, 3rd, 4th, 7th,

and 9th years. The Flemish call manure " the

god of agriculture ;" and they spare no trouble to

collect it, both liquid and solid. In its application

two objects are aimed at : the one, to have the ma-

nure in a form in which it can be immediately taken

up by the ]3lant ; the other, to apply it at a time

when it is directly needed. This subject has not

yet met with the attention it deserves in England.

"Deep cultivation, liberal and thorough manuring,

a careful and well-tried rotation of crops, and a

thoroughly clean cultivation, may be said to con-

stitute the great principles of Flemish agriculture,

an agriculture for which it is not easy to find a

parallel." Their carefulness in saving everything

which is in itself, or which can be converted into

manure, is most exemplary and worthy of imita-

tion. Colza, navette, carneline, and white mus-

tard are crops peculiar to Flanders, and certainly

bespeak a finer climate and richer soil than the

generality of England. Tobacco, madder, and

woad arc also grown to some extent.

Colman says that the agricultural implements are

few and simple, contrasting advantageously with

the English, which he says are clumsy, heavy, and

inordinately exjjensive, and " best answer the pur-

poses of the ingenious mechanics ; who understand

very well when they have got their pail under a cow
with a full udder, and how in the most agreea])le

manner to abstract the gold from the pockets of

enthusiastic agricultural amateurs !"

In respect to live stock the continental countries

are all greatly behind England.* The Flemish

horses are, however, unexceptionable, and in France

they are not so usually castrated as in England.

The swine are " miserable, lank, lean, and gaunt

;

and if they have not one good point about them,

they certainly have other points in great profusion

—the race seems under a curse." At Gregnon, a

government agricultural establishment, there have

been some of the improved Enghsh breeds intro-

duced. Some of the continental breeds of sheep,

as the Merino, certainly surpass our English slice])

in quality of wool, but we rather suspect that they

are inferior in quality of mutton, symmetry of form,

and early maturity.

In conclusion, we would be glad to meet with

other works from Colman's pen, on the agriculture

of those parts of Europe which he has not yet

visited, only we would advise him as far as possible

to divest himself of his republican tendencies and

his prejudice against England, where, notwithstand-

ing all that can be said to the contrary, we are yet

disposed to think that price of labour and difficulties

from climate being taken into consideration, there

is as much made of the land as in any other part of

the world.

THE EXPORT TRADE OF ENGLAND.
The valuable statistical tables of the exports of

England, published annually by Mr. Burn, of Man-
chester, and known under the title of the " Com-
mercial Glance," have just been issued for the year

1848. By comparing the aggregate amount of ex-

ports in the year just passed with 1847, we find

that the balance is in favour of 1848. But on com-

paring the exports of the past year with 1846, which,

from the high price of cotton in 1847, it is neces-

sary in order to arrive at a just conclusion to do,

the results are somewhat different, for we not only

find that the exports of last year were less than in

1846, but that there was less cotton consumed, and

* Colman says that in parts of Ireland the hay is

carried to market in two large bundles swung
across the back of a donkey.
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consequently less employment for the artizan, and,

above all, less profits. Cotton in 1847 was double

the price of 1848, yet in 1847 goods rose only five

per cent., whUe in 1848, when cotton was half its

former price, goods fell no less than fifteen per

cent. The free-traders are fond of dealing with

fictitious figures, and delight in mystifying the pub-

lic by what they term their " statistical facts."

Such assertions, from the impossibility of at once

giving them an immediate refutation, pass muster !

for a time, and then the cheat is discovered. In

opposition to the boasting language of the Cobden-

its, and the "deliberate judgment" of the ex-

pre-mier, we beg to offer the following results of the

operation of free-trade during the past year. These

figures, we should premise, are published under

the sanction and authority of the Manchester

Chamber of Commerce, and the tables, compiled

with great care, are remarkable for their general

accuracy :

—

EXPORTS FROM ENGLAND.
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THE LONDON FARMERS' CLUB.—M ONTII LY DISCUSSION.

The first monthly meeting of the members, for dis-

cussion, during the present year, took place at the Club

Rooms, Blackfriars, on Monday evening, Feb. 12, when

the chair was taken by the new president, R. Smith, Esq.

Though the attendance was not numerous, the discussion

was one in which the greatest interest was manifested,

the subject being, in the terms of the card, " The Burdens

pressing upon Agriculture, especially in I'eference to

the Malt-tax." The introducer of the question was

Mr. S. Cheetham, of Oakham, Rutland ; and among the

gentlemen present were the following :—Robert Smith,

Esq., late of Burley, and now of Emmett's Grange,

Devon, in the chair ; supported by, amongst others,

Messrs. W. Bennett, Lewsey, Beds ; J. Pain, of Fel-

mersham, Beds; W. Fisher Hobbs, of Boxted Lodge,

Essex ; J. J. Mechi, of Tiptree Hall, Essex ; W. Shaw,

of the Strand ; Rev. J. Y. Cook, of Semer, Suffolk;

J. Hudson, of Castleacre, Norfolk ; E. Ball, of Burwell,

Cambridge; T. Owen, of Clapton, Berks; W. Child, of

Vernham, Hants; W. T. Taunton, of Ashley, Hants;

G. Boddington, of Sutton Coldfield, Warwick ; J. A.

Williams, of Baydon, Wilts ; P. Love, of Naseby,

Northamptonshire ; T. Knight, of Edmonton ; J.

Whaley, of Enfield Chace ; G. Parsons, of West Sam-

brook, Somerset ; W. Sainsbury, of West Lavington,

Wilts ; J. Neame, of Selling Court, Kent ; P. Martin,

of Endsing, Kent; C. U. Lattimore, of Wheathamp-

stead, Herts ; T. Fordham, of Snelsmore, Berks ; C.

Pocock, of Sulhara, Berks; J. Smith, of Springfield,

Sussex ; H. Selmes, of Oak Hill, Sussex; W. P. Lamb,

of Bodiham, Sussex; T. Ellman, of Cuckfield, Sussex;

J. Wood, of Cuckfield, Sussex ; J. Carter, of South

Molton-street; J. C. Nesbit, of Kennington ; E. B.

Acton, of the Temple; E. Purser, of Bridge-street,

&c., &c.

The Chairman said that, in proceeding to open the

business of the year, he must, at the outset, most cor-

dially thank the Club for the mark of respect and good

feeling which they had exhibited towards him by elect-

ing him to fill the important office of Chairman during

the ensuing year (cheers). He had been frequent in his

attendance at the discussions, and he had marked with

satisfaction the great attention and respect which had

been paid to his predecessors in office. Having said

thus much, and knowing the desire of the members of

the Club to support the chair on all occasions, and to

pay due respect to those who were called upon to fill

such an arduous post, he should not dwell further upon
the subject ; he would simply call upon them to give

him their support in the office of Chairman, not only

that evening, but throughout the year (cheers). It

would be well, perhaps, for him to mention one or two

matters connected with the performance of his duties.

He recollected that on past occasions, when parties had

become exceedingly animated by their subject, they had

been wont to outstrip the twenty minutes to which they

were limited by the rules of the society ; and he hoped
that gentlemen would, during his tenure of office, endea-

vour to avoid that error (Hear, hear). There was an-

other point which he was also anxious to mention : it

was simply this, that it was a standing rule of the Club
that no gentleman who attended the meeting should take

part in the discussion unless he had been elected a mem-
ber. Having thus expressed himself in reference to his

own position, he would now proceed to observe that the

subject appointed for discussion that evening was, " The
Burdens pressing upon Agriculture, especially in refer-

ence to the Malt-tax" (Hear, hear). It would appear,

on looking at the card—and he could not deny that

there was some ground for the supposition—tha a wide

field for discussion was here opened ; but when he
looked at the latter part of the terms, and read the

words, " esj)ecially in reference to the Malt-tax," he

concluded that the discussion would, in fact, be spe-

cially directed to that part of the subject (Hear, hear).

In dealing with such a wide topic as the numerous
" burdens pressing upon agriculture," however difficult

it might be for gentlemen to restrain themselves, he
hoped that they would not indulge in the expression of

those strong feelings to which they had given vent else-

where, and that they would endeavour to compress their

observations within as narrow a compass as possible

(Hear, hear). He would now introduce to the meeting
his highly-respected friend and neighbour, Mr. Chee-
tham

; only observing, in doing so, that agriculture had
no warmer friend and no stauncher advocate than the

gentleman who had undertaken to bring forward such an
important subject that evening.

Mr. Cheetham, after expressing his regret that the

subject was not to be introduced by some person more
talented and better able to do it justice than himself, and
after claiming the indulgence of the meeting, on the

ground that he was not so well prepared to deal with the

question as be could have desired to be, so that he
hoped rather to elicit information and observations from
others than to introduce any of his own, which were
worthy of attention—after these prefatory rem irks, he
proceeded to speak as follows : Mr. Smith has truly

informed you, that the subject appointed for discussion

this evening, is "The burdens pressing upon Agriculture,

especially in refei-ence to the Malt Tax." Now, 1 take

it for granted that in discussing this tax, we should deal

with it in reference to its influence upon agriculture, and
nottakeinto consideration itsbearing upon revenue ( Hear,

hear). This course, while it will very much simplify

the discussion as regards matters of detail, will also li;iiit

it within a proper compass. I conceive that the bur-

dens upon agriculture may, with muc!i propriety, be

divided into two classes—the direct and indirect bur-

dens. But as the former, which comprises all payments

V
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made from the floating capital of the farmer, was elabo-

rately discussed in April last, although under another

designation, I purpose, on the present occasion, to con-

fine mj'self to the latter class, which consists of those

imposts upon native industry, which, while they raise

the price of commodities to the consumer far above its

natural level, operate injuriously upon the producer, by

i-educing demand, and thereby lowering the price of

produce, and greatly retarding the full development of

the resources of the soil. These are chiefly the excise

duties upon malt, hops, soap, and, to a certain extent,

bricks ; and at the head of this list stands the malt-tax,

a monument of its own injustice to the productive classes.

It is said by many persons, that the malt-tax being paid

by the consumer, exposes the farmer to very little loss

on that account. But it shall be my endeavour, in the

few brief observations that I shall have the honour of

addressing to you on this subject, to show how incon-

sistent with the truth is the latter part of that assertion.

From my earliest years I have aWays considered the

malt-tax a monster grievance upon the agriculturist and

working classes generally, and time has not softened my
antipathy to it. If it were a " grievance in by-gone

years," with bow much more force does it apply at the

present time, when the British farmer is exposed to the

competition of the untaxed produce of the whole world

in his own market, while a portion of the produce of his

own skill and labour, and the soil he cultivates, is taxed

from 60 to 70 per cent. ! Indeed, taking all the circum-

stances of its operation into account, I might fearlessly

challenge the universe to produce another so great an

anomaly, or so great an injustice, as the malt-tax. Injur-

ing alike both producer and consumer, and the farmer

occupying both capacities, it appears almost miraculous

that he has been able to bear up against such accumu-

lated evils. Nor ought the partial bearing of this

abominable impost to be forgotten; for while the farmers

of the Isle of Ely, the Fens of Lincolnshire, and other

places where they are not barley growers, are exempt

from its visitations, the consumers in the cider coun-

ties know nothing of its operation. I believe manu-
facturers know full well how to appreciate a tax upon
native industry. When the duty of about 3d. per square

yard was removed from printed cottons, the consump-

tion doubled itself, and which continued until low priced

silks and woollen fabrics came into close competition

with the better descriptions of printed calicos. And
allow me to ask, are not we manufacturers of meat,

bread, and beer—at least the raw materials of the two
latter articles? Are we not, as manufacturers, subject to

the same regulations of supply and demand, as manu-
facturers of broad cloth ? Does not then a tax levied

upon a portion of our produce, although paid by the

consumer, seriously injure the produce by curtailing the

demand ? Most assuredly. Now, in reference to the

consumer bearing the whole burden of the malt-tax, 1

take leave to say, that if it be so (and which I shall not

here dispute), that forms an additional and a very

cogent reason why it ought to be repealed ; be-

cause, in lowering the price of produce, it also de-

ranges the whole system of cultivation, in as far as that

the farmer no sooner finds his barley crop comparatively

unprofitable, than he turns his attention to some other

description of grain, which perhaps may not improve his

husbandry. In proof of this, permit me to say that I

have heard it remarked that since the year 1834 the pro-

duce of wheat has doubled itself, while that of barley has

remained stationary. And although I am a believer in

the truth of this observation to a considerable extent, yet

having no data whereby to ascertain its correctness, I

cannot of course vouch for its accuracy. Nor ought the

vexatious restrictions under which the maltster labours

to be overlooked in this category of abominations, be-

cause, being unable to vary his process according to soil

and seasons, should he be unfortunate enough to have a

steeping of barley fail, although it may be wholly unfit

for brewing purposes, he must nevertheless pay the duty

for it, which renders it too expensive as an article of

food for cattle and sheep : and hence the necessity of

selecting his samples with great care and judgment, leav-

ing the doubtful qualities to be got rid of by the farmer

as he best may. Further illustration of this fact may be

found in the table at page 11 of the Prize Essay of the

Total Repeal Malt Tax Association. I trust enough has

been adduced to prove that a tax upon the produce of

the soil operates as a tax upon the soil itself. It will

not, I conceive, be denied that price regulates consump-

tion to an almost inconceivable extent ; in proof of which

I beg to draw your attention to the year 1829, when the

duty of 5s. per barrel on beer was removed, which in-

creased the consumption of malt 30 per cent., while the

imposition of Sir Robert Peel's 5 per cent, in 1840,

trifling as it appears, again reduced it somewhat more

than 12 1 per cent. I have endeavoured to show that a

trifling diff"erence in price exercises an extraordinary influ-

ence upon consumption. If this be correct (and I con-

tend it is), who shall venture to estimate the amount of

reduction which must take place in consumption in con-

sequence of the monopoly enjoyed by the brewers and

maltsters, who, with the publicans, dispense malt liquor

to the labouring classes at a cost of 120 per cent, upon

the price of barley ? and all this because the tax, by

placing malt beyond their reach, prevents their brewing

a wholesome beverage at home, which they would do

under other circumstances, more especially in the rural

districts. Gentlemen will find at pages 12 and 13 of the

prize essay to which I have before alluded, how the price

of beer is raised 120 per cent, above the price of barley

fully explained. I have hitherto only alluded to malt as

the most nutritious food for cattle and sheep ; and,

although we have the testimony of a learned professor

(whose name shall be mentioned with due respect, be-

cause he is unfortunately deceased : I mean, of course,

Professor Thompson) that barley contains more nutrition

than malt, still we have living witnesses—practical men
—whose word I feel it would be gross injustice to sus-

pect, and whose experiments leave no doubt on my mind

that malt possesses the most feeding properties of any

known vegetable production. And when I mention the

names of our worthy chairman, who I trust will give

this meeting the benefit of his most valuable experience,

Mr. Hudson, of Castleacre, and a gentleman named
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Cock, living, I think, near Maidstone, wliose testimony

is most conclusive on tliis point, together with many

other gentlemen whose names I cannot now recollect, I

conceive I require no other evidence to establish the

truth of my position. With these facts then before us,

who can doubt that the malt tax, as regards enterprising

men in particular, forms one of the gi-eatest obstacles to

the perfect cultivation of the soil in reference to its ferti-

lization by stock being fed upon it. Nor is the restric-

tion it places upon the supply of meat to the consumer

to be regarded with more complacency. It therefore

stands in this unfortunate predicament, that it is a curse

alike to producer and consumer ; and permit me here to

observe, that agriculturists in this case also stand in both

relations. It would be an unprofitable speculation at

least for me to enter upon, to endeavour to ascertain

what the malt duty costs the country in lowering the

price of produce to the producer, and raising the price

of food to the consumer, to say nothing of the expense

of collection : but if I were to hazard an opinion, I

should say many times its own amount. Our brethren

of Surrey, Kent, and Sussex next claim our attention,

to inquire how far the hop duty is ti burden upon agri-

culture. And here I beg leave to profess myself lament-

ably deficient in knowledge of all that appertains to hop

growing. But reasoning by analogy, the same arguments

relative to supply and demand are equally applicable in

this case as in the case of malt, namely, that every en-

hancement of price, no matter from what source it

springs, must have a tendency to check the demand, and

hence the hop duty, being, as it appears to me, excessive

upon an article which requires an enormous outlay of

capital to bring it to maturity, must press with undue

severity upon the growers, and forms an intolerable bur-

den upon that branch of our agriculture. Hops, how-

ever, differ materially from malt, in as far as they cannot

by themselves be forced into consumption, and conse-

quently the hop growers labour under a double disadvan-

tage ; firstly, because they have the hop duty pressing

upon them, which of itself amounts to a serious sum per

acre ; and secondly, because the demand for their produce

is greatly impeded at times by the want of consumption

in malt ; and therefore the malt-tax operates most inju-

riously upon the hop growers. Having disposed of that

portion of my subject in reference to the excise duties

upon malt and hops, I proceed to notice the duty on

soap ; and if ever I were inclined to depart from the

subject of the present discussion I should do so here, for

perhaps never was a tax of the same amount so unjustly

levied, the duty causing it to be an article of inconsis-

tencies ; for, while wc import foreign tallow, barilla,

and potash duty free to make it cheap, we lay a tax on

its manufacture to make it dear. And thus, when we

have sanitary commissioners sitting in every quarter of

our large towns to enforce cleanliness, we are taxing

heavily the very object sought. The soap duty then, as

far as it goes, is an indirect tax upon breeders and gra-

ziers, operating to their injury in checking the demand

for tallow, of which they are the producers, and which to

them is a matter of some importance, and to that extent

is a burden upon agriculture. Relative to the excise duty

on bricks I conceive little need be said, except indeed that

as the last straw is said to break the camel's back, so the

augmentation of price, in consequence of the duty, may

deter landlords from erecting a sufficiency of buildings to

enable the tenant to carry on his business with advantage.

Gentlemen, in concluding these very imperfect observations,

perhaps you will allow me to call upon my friend, Mr. Robert

Smith, to give you the result of his experience as regards

feeding with malt. I am quite sure that he will say nothuig

but what is strictly true. He is not a man to romance or to

lead you astray, either on that or on any other subject. I re-

gret exceedingly, as I said before, that this question was not

entrusted to an abler hand ; however, I hope the result will, at

all events, elicit information ; and if that result is attained,

my object will have been accomplished (cheers). Mr. Chec-

tham was then proceeding to read a resolution which he had

prepared embodying his views in reference to the repeal of the

malt tax, when the Cliairman intimated that, according to the

usage of the club, it should be postponed until the discussion

had terminated.

The Chairman said : Mr. Cheetham has called upon me

to state the result of the experiments which I have tried in the

feeding of animals with malt. I tried malt in the feeding of

sheep at a period when I was preparing some Leicester lambs

for exhibition, and of course, therefore, did not wish to be out-

rivalled by any other individual (Hear, hear). I commenced

by giving the animals oats. I gave them peas, I gave them

beans, I gave them oilcake, and lastly I gave them malt. In

an essay which I wrote on the management of sheep, I have

noticed about twenty experiments which I tried at the period

when I had recourse to malt. Let me assure you of this—that

malt made more mutton than any other article of food which I

gave them ; and what is more, gentlemen, after they had had

malt, the animals refused to eat anything else (Hear, hear, and

laughter). I have also exhibited oxen at the Smithfield Cattle

Show ; and I have found that when oxen had been crammed,

and would eat nothing else, they would eat malt.

A Gentleman inquired whether the Chairman gave the

sheep in question malt in the dry state, or malt mashes ?

The Chairman replied that he gave malt in the dry

state ; and taking the fair market value of oats, beans, and

peas, and the fair market value of malt, he found that, value

for value, the latter was the best food (Hear, hear). He would

here mention a httle fact of some importance in connection

with the question then under discussion. If any one had one

hundred sheep, and divided them equally, and if he gave to

the one-half all turnips, and to the other all malt-coombs, the

one would become fat and fit for market much sooner than the

other.

Mr. Lattimore asked the Chairman if he could say any-

thing as to the time required for fattening animals on malt ?

The Chairman said, the time would of course depend

much on the degree of warmth which the animals enjoyed.

The time requured to gain a certain quantity of animal flesh

would be regulated by the standard of heat. If the heat were

above 100 degrees the temperature woidd he too hot, and the

progress of the auimal would be arrested ; if, on the other

hand, it were too low, the effect would be in a contrary

direction.

Mr. Hudson said, he had supposed untU that day that his

own experiments on this subject were almost entirely forgot-

ten ; but, in coming up to town in the afternoon, a gentleman,

who sat in the next compartment to himself, reaching out of

the window, presented to him the Economist, and asked him

if he took it. He had not seen the paper before, but, on ex-
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.tmiuing the number prcscuteJ to him, he found it to contain

au account of liis own experiments in the feeding of Highland

Slots with. malt. The thing was, as it were, dug up again ;

and he hoped that other practical farmers would take the

matter in hand, and fairly carry out the experiments wliich

had been begun by himself. If malt had a fair trial, he had no

doubt the same results would be arrived at. He was amply

repaid for his own outlay. He quite agreed with Mr. Smith

that malt was a most excellent article for the feeding of sheep,

particularly rams, which had to be prepared for a particular

purpose ; and he hoped that practical men would not fail to

pay attention to the subject.

The Chairman observed that Mr. Clieetham had directed

the attention of the meeting to the experiments of Dr.

Thompson. He (the Chairman) had purchased a little book

containing the result of those experiments, and, strange to say,

he had found that this book was written entirely about two

milch cows (laughter). Now it was clear that if malt would

make milk it would not make beef, and vice versa. Therefore

he thought the decision of the Government agents had no

bearing whatever on the feeding qualities of malt (Hear, hear).

A gentleman asked the chairman what quantity of malt he

had given at once.

The Chairman : About a pint.

Mr. Ball asked the chairman whether he was of opinion

that malt was as cheap as other food, notwithstanding the

duty.

The Chairman : Yes ; value for vulue. I found that it

made the most mutton.

Mr. BoDDiNGTON wished to learn whether in the case put

by the chairman, of 50 sheep being fed on one side and 50 on

another, the one being fed with turnips and the other with

malt, he had intended to speak of malt itself.

The Chairman said he had spoken of maltcoombs; and

the way in which he had meant to put the point was this : if

maltcoombs were so good, what must malt itself be ?

Mr. BoDDiNGTON Said he would now proceed to make a

few remarks on the question of the evening. He quite agreed

with the gentleman who had brought this question before the

meeting, that the malt tax was a very great burden upon agri-

culture. But there were other great burdens upon agriculture

which had been created more recently ; and with regard to the

malt tax, he must declare that it was a standing monument, to

use the expression of the gentleman by whom the subject was in-

troduced—a standing monument of the incapacity of the men by

whom this country had been governed for the last thirty years

(Hear, hear). The malt tax was a war tax ; yet it had prevailed

during thirty years of peace (Hear, hear). The income tax

was another burden upon land; and that, too, was a standing

monument of the incapacity of the government. Instead of the

industry ofthe country beingrelieved and its resources developed,

such war imposts as the income tax and the malt tax werejmposed

and retained. The malt tax was especially objectionable, inas-

much as it was a partial tax, and unjust towards the labourer.

The labourer who had to produce the food of this country, and

to sell it in the same market as the foreigner, had to pay a tax

of 75 per cent, for the beverage by which he was to be sus-

tained, while the foreigner did not pay 6d. It would really

seem as if the government sought to devise means of damaging
and injuring our owii labouring population. If there were

to be free trade in corn, let not barley be excluded from
the operation of the principle. Everything in the shape

of produce was dependant on labour ; and to put a heavy
tax on the labourer's beer, and yet expect him to pro-

duce the same amount of food, was just like putting a

heavy weight on a race-horse's back and expecting him

to win the race. He had no wish to prolong his remarks

;

but before dismissing the income tax, he could not help

observing, that since it was imposed, a policy had been

adopted in this country which tended to deprive farmers

of any income which they might possess. It was impossible

that farmers could sustain the burdens under wliich they la-

boured, if they were exposed to a system of competition with

foreigners, and had no protection whatever (Hear, hear). Ano-

ther burden rested on the landlord, which had been created

very lately—namely, rent. Rent, he repeated, had become a

burden. Those who had taken farms and made contracts

under a protective system were clearly cheated, if called upon

to compete with foreigners without any kind of protection.

If the produce of the land sank to the continental level, so

mvist the rent. The rent of land on the continent was about

5s. an acre. How was the English farmer, therefore, to com-

pete with the foreigner, while he paid for his land from 25s. to

30s. per acre ? There was abundance of good land to be ob-

tained in France and Germany at 5s. per acre. Those noble-

men and gentlemen who advocated free trade, of course antici-

pated that their rents would sink down to the continental

level (laughter). It was impossible that such should not be

the result, if the present state of things continued (Hear,

hear). Englishmen could not work miracles. The capital of

the country would go abroad ; it would find its way to places

where excellent land was to be had for 5s. an acre, instead of pay-

ing 253. an acre, with the addition of poor rates. Poor rates

formed another burden upon agriculture. They were increas-

ing every day ; the land was full of beggary and vagrancy,

and that was one result of the policy adopted by the govern-

ment. He felt convinced that if the present system continued

the poor rates would ultimately eat up the rent of the land.

As for the farmer, he stood between the landlord and the la-

bourer ; and if burdens pressed too heavily upon him, he was

obliged to shake them off as well as he could ; he was a sort of

go-between. It was clear that the old payments, in the shape

of rent, could not go on. It was impossible to " get blood out

of a stone," or the present rent out of farmers who were fast

losing their capital (Hear, hear). If the agriculturists came

down to continental prices, they must also come down to con-

tinental payments. And here he would refer to a remark of

Earl Stanhope on this subject. That noble lord, who was, he

believed, as clear-headed man as any in the coimtry, had said

that, in his opinion, there must be a general equitable adjust-

ment : if they had the continental level of prices, they must

have the continental level of rates, rents, taxes, and everything

else (Hear, hear). What had the new system done? Why it

had placed the government in a difficulty from which it could

not possibly escape. There was some talk of cutting down

the army and nav^. But would the Whig government sanction

any such scheme ? Would they go over to that side of the

question (Hear, hear) ? It was his (Mr. Boddington's) belief

that nothing would enable the country to meet its expenses

until Parliament reverted to the protective principle, in some

form or other. And here he would just remark, in reference

to an observation made by a preceding speaker, that it was

price which regulated consumption, that, though that might be

considered true in some respects, yet the proposition was, in

fact, a very doubtfiU one. They had very cheap prices at pre-

sent ; and yet there were a great many people out of employ-

ment, who of course could not consume much. He thought

wages had a good deal to do with consumption. Those men
who were traversing through the country in search of employ-

ment of course had no wages; and if bread were ten times

cheaper than it was, still they would be unable to consume

;

and therefore he could not admit the axiom that it was the
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price of food wliich regulated consumption. Prices were lower

than they had been for many years, and there were a great

many people out of employment. If the price of wheat were

8O3. a quarter, and wages were at the same time 15s. or 16s.

a week, the consumption would be just as great as it was at

that time, provided labourers generally were employed. In

fact, he believed that high prices were conducive to the employ-

ment of the people, and tended to relieve the country from the

burden of taxation ; whereas low prices were injurious to the

revenue.

Mr. W. Bknnett (being loudly called for) said, that he

fully concurred (he thought he might say) in almost every

word which had been uttered by Mr. Cheetham, in introducing

the subject of discussion. The malt-tax had always been a tax

pressing unfairly on the skill and energies of the British far-

mer, and greatly detrimental to the comfort and morals of the

labouring classes ; but under the present greatly (he might say

unjustly) altered circumstances of the farmers of this country,

it had, in his judgment, now become quite insufferable (cries

of Hear, hear). The gentlemen who had preceded him had,

however, gone so fully into the subject of malt, that he would,

with their permission, briefly direct their attention to some

other burdens which he considered pressed also very unfairly

upon agriculture. He meant principally the local burthens,

such as poor, highway, and county charges ; these he con-

sidered were borne in very unjust proportions by the farmers.

He knew, in fact, from his own observations, that there were

manufacturers in the same parish where they would make a

return of some 30,000Z. to 40,000Z. a year when trade is good,

and on premises rated to the poor at about 1001. per annum.

Now a farmer in the same parish, renting 400 acres of land,

would be assessed at about 4.001. Well, then, how does the

case stand ? Why, that we may be quite within the mark, and

allow a good margin, if we take the average annual return of

the manufacturer or merchant at 25,000Z., or if you please take

it at 20,000L, although we have known instances of its being

double that amount. The return upon the farm of 400 acres

would not, under good farming, be more than 1,6001., or four

times the re.ital on an average of years. Now taking it for granted

that the manufacturer gets his 7i per cent, only upon the sale of

goods, after deducting his loss for bad debts, and the farmer a

sum equal to his annual rental, after deducting losses of stock,

&c.—wliich he ought to do, although this year in many cases

the whole wiU be lost (Hear, hear) ; still, to get at the truth,

extreme cases must be omitted ; and in fairness we must add

the rates of a decent dwelling house—say of £60 per annum

—

rateable for the manufacturer, the farm house being included

on the other side. Now, in the parish to which he particu-

larly referred as an illustration, the parochial rates would be

from 5s. to 6s. in the pound : say 5s. So that, upon the pre-

sent system of assessment, the manufacturer or merchant

with an annual income of £1500 per annum would pay £40

to the parochial rates ; and the farmer of 400 acres, with the

income of £400, pays £100 to the same object (cries of Hear,

hear). Now, with free trade in corn, we have a right to have

a free trade in taxes also (loud cheers). If, then, a person's in-

come were the basis ou which the indigent poor were main-

tained (and for himself he could see uo jusler principle)

(cries of Hear, hear), in that case the merchant, manufacturer,

or tradesman, with an income of £1500 per annum, as compared

with the farmer of £400, would pay something like four times

as much as the latter, instead, as at present, paying consider-

ably less than one-half. The pressure upon the farmers, as

regards the highways, was still worse. lu many instances,

from the establishment of railroads, the turnpike trusts

were defunct. The roads had been consequently thrown upon

the farmers, while the toll gates were kept up to pay the in-

terest of monies borrowed by those trusts ; so that, while the

farmers made the roads pretty much at their own cost, they

could not use those roads without the toll-bar charges in addi-

tion (Hear, hear). He thought enough had been said to con-

vince every unprejudiced mind, that if the farmers of this

country are in future to be brought into competition with the

untaxed productions of other states, the measure must be accom-

panied, not merely with the total repeal of the obnoxious malt

tax, but also by a revision of the general and local taxation of

the country. Mr. Bennett resumed his seat amidst loud

cheers.

Mr. Knight said, that with regard to the poor law, Mr.

Bennett had ably discussed that subject, but did not seem to

him to have gone quite far enough. In speaking of the

manufactory in his parish, he forgot to mention how many of

the people employed in that manufactory were thrown upon

the poor-rates (Hear, hear) ; and that when the manufacturer

was paying only £5 in rates, and the farmer perhaps £20, the

manufacturer was employing his 50 men whilst the farmer

could employ but 10, The manufacturer seemed to have the

advantage in every shape ; and this inequality of the burden

of the poor-rates was in his (Mr. Knight's) view one of the

most unjust and oppressive of all the burdens the farmers had

to sustain (Hear, hear).

Mr. Lattimore had been rather anxious that evening to

hear the observations which his brother farmers had to make

relative to the subject upon the card, because it was felt

desirable that notwithstanding the general conviction upon

their mind that an inequality of local burdens did exist, they

should at least point to some tangible grievance, in order to

indicate to the farmers of the country the way in which they

might get relief. He (Mr. Lattimore) agreed with Mr. Bennett

that there did appear at first sight to be a great disproportion

betv/een the burdens borne by commercial and manufacturing

capital and the burdens borne by the capital of the agricul-

turist. That he was ready most fully to agree to; but Mr. Ben-

nett had made one important omission, for he did not attempt

to show the meeting any reasonable and tangible mode by

which the valuation could be made more equitably (Hear, hear).

He would ask Mr. Bennett this question. As the law at

present stood, was it not provided that all property should be

rated to the poor in proportion to its current rental or value ?

Mr. Bennett rose in explanation. He complained that

Mr. Lattimore must either intentionally misrepresent him, or

else that he could not understand what he believed every other

gentleman in the room fully comprehended (loud cheers). He
said he must repeat v/hat he had ou some previous occasion

felt compelled to say, that while it was the duty of a speaker

to furnish arguments, he was not bound to furnish comprehen-

sion too (great laughter). He believed he had said nothing

reflecting upon manufacturers ; he knew their importance too

well ; but all he contended for was that under free-trade (so

called) these charges which have for ages pressed with such

unequal severity upon laud, must henceforward be borne by a

tax on the general property and income of the country, whe-

ther funded, commercial, inauufacturing, or agricultural

(cheers).

Mr. Lattimore.—It did not meet the question simply to

say that the labourers ought to be supported out of all the

property of the state. The property must be tangible, as he

had before observed, something of which the current value

could be rated. The law said they must do that, and if they

had not the means of taxing all property, Mr. Bennett's scheme

at once fell to the ground. ^lanufacturers occupied a very di.^-

fcrent position from agriculturists. In the first place, ma-
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chinery was more available in manufactures than in agriculture

;

and in the second place, the commercial classes were men of

larger capital according to their occupations, and could turn

their capital over many times, whilst the agriculturist did it

but once. (^Hear, hear.) No man could be more anxious than

he (Mr. Lattimore) was, that every description of property

should bear its fair proportion of the public burdens ; but if he

were asked why he objected to the suggestion of Mr. Bennett,

he should distinctly reply that the farmers could not make a

fortune in a manufacturing town without adding to the pro-

duce of the farm.

Mr. Bennett.—There was a property and income tax as-

sessment in existence at the present time, and he contended

that its extension and the abolition of local rates would at

once reach every man with an income.

Mr. Lattimoue.—Could the House of Commons be induced

to entertain the proposition, he shoidd be delighted to find

that that portion of the industrial capital of the country which

realized larger returns than capital embarked in agriculture

was made to pay its share of the burdens alluded to. What
he woidd now press upon the meeting was, that they had met

there upon a question wliich pointed to certain burdens that

were tangible, and capable of being dealt with in a practical

manner, which were of long standing, and had been the sub-

jects of discussion over and over again. So long ago as the

year 1816 the malt tax was the monster grievance—(Hear,

hear)—which had fettered the farmers, and hampered and

pressed alike upon their capital and their mdustry ; yet here

they were, 33 years after, in the year 1849, witli all their pro-

tection and other supposed advantages swept away, still dis-

cussing the question, without having made oue step in advance.

(Hear, hear.) It was a disparagement to the farmers of Eng-

land, that with all the professions their friends had put forth

in parliament and out of doora, they should remain as powerless

as ever. With respect to the assessment of property to the

poor rate, IMr. Bennett had alluded to a manufactory in his

own district ; but such was the state of the law that it had

never rated property of that sort, though it was assessed to

the income tax.

Mr. Bennett.—Then it is time that it did so.

Mr. Lattimore then proceeded to comment upon the

" monster grievance" of the farmer—the malt tax. That he

took to be a question affecting the emancipation—the setting

free of native industry (cheers) ; and if there was any one

branch of native industry that ought to be perfectly unre-

stricted, it was the cultivation of barley, and the making it

into malt (cheers). Its subjection to a duty of 70 per cent, he

regarded as a perfect anomaly in the present day ; and if the

question were properly understood by agriculturists, who
would now come into court with clean hands (Hear, hear), it

could net much longer be maintained. The weight or burden

of the malt tax always pressed more heavily upon the fanner

in proportion as the price of the raw material of barley fell

:

that was an injustice (Hear, hear). He recollected that some

years since he went into Norfolk and Suffolk aud advocated

the abolition of this tax ; but the price of barley being at

that period 50s. a quarter, the farmers were too busily en-

gaged in selling their grain at that price to Usten to him then.

Now, however, when circumstances were different, they were

rather disposed to hear a discussion upon the subject (Hear,

hear). The hon. member for Cambridgeshire (Mr. Yorkc) ob-

served the other day, that the advantages which would result

from the repeal of the malt tax were rather doubtful ; but no
sophistry which might be resorted to by gentlemen who de-

sired the continuance of the tax would convince the farmer

that he derived a benefit, or that it was a very good thing

for him to give eighteen bushels of barley for

eight bushels of malt, which he was doing under the

operation of the tax (cheers). He maintained that

the utmost freedom must be given to the tenant farmers, and

that the only course now open was, to reduce the burden of

taxation which pressed upon tlicm, and fettered them in the

field of industry ; emancipate them from the trammels of the

exciseman, and encourage them to exercise their industry, their

skill, and their capital in those departments which were most

likely to be remunerative to them in their business of farmers.

The malt-tax was a hindrance to the growth of barley ; con-

sequently it was a hindrance to the carrying out of that system

which had been practically proved in Norfolk to be most essen-

tial to the prosperity of the occupier and the welfare of the

community at large ; for he held that, by the " Norfolk system,"

whatever tended to produce more barley, also tended to pro-

duce more meat (Hear, hear). Following the turnip crop came

the clover and barley, and after the clover and barley came the

wheat, so that whatever tended to provide for the essential

comforts of the people, was a positive advantage to the com-

munity ; and if he were right in this conclusion, whatever on

the other hand tended to militate against the production of

those articles, was a public injury. The committee of 1828,

of which Sir Henry Parnell was the chairman, laid down the

maxim that it was unjustifiable to levy upon the people any

tax that might be obtained at a smaller sacrifice ; and con-

tending, as he (Mr. Lattimore) did, that the malt tax impeded

corn growing and stock feeding, deteriorated the fertility of

the land, and lessened the quantity of meat produced for the

consumer, he denounced the tax as altogether and entirely

indefensible (Hear, hear). Well, then, having agreed that it

was an evil, where, he asked, would they find their remedy

for it ?

A Member.—Free trade and the tariff have destroyed that.

Mr. Lattimore hoped that free-trade itself would prove

an instrument by which the object in view would be attained.

In 1816, as would be seen by reference to Hansard, the late

Earl of Leicester advocated the abolition of this tax as a simple

act of justice. In 1829 it was confidently expected that the

tax would be abolished ; but the brewers had more influence

with the Government than the farmers, and therefore the beer

duty only was repealed. In 1834 came ou Sir Wm. Ingoldsby's

motion for the repeal of the malt-tax ; but although the motion

was carried, it was soon after rescinded. When the late Lord

Spencer intimated to their faithful representatives, that if this

tax were abolished it would be necessary to impose a property-

tax, in order to fill up the void which the abolition woidd

create, their courage, like that of Bob Acres, oozed out at their

fingers' ends. In 1835 Mr. Cobbett proposed the abohtion of

the tax, and in so doing dwelt on the injury inflicted on the

inhabitants of towns : and he recollected heariug Mr. Bennett

enlarge at Freemason's Hall on the monstrous injustice and

the numerous evils of such an impost. The matter went on

until 1843 or 1844. In 1846 an association was formed in

thajt house, of which he had been from the first an humble but

sincere member ; and that association had consistently endea-

voured to carry out what was attempted so many years ago

;

aud he could not help saying that he felt disparaged as an

agriculturist at finding in the year 1849, after so many discus-

sions had taken place in the House of Commons and in other

places, that a gentleman in Cambridgeshire could declare that

he did not know whether the repeal of the malt-tax would

produce any benefit, as men might be led by it to drink

spirits. He hoped they would all shake hands with

intelligent men in towns. Those were the persons who

would settle the question. When there was a duty on cotton
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and wool, they did not dilTer amongst each other, as farmers

were in the habit of doiiij?. He had heard it objected that

the effect of the abolition of the duty would be to increase
;

competition. When he heard such an observation he almost

doubted whether he lived in the nineteenth century. How
could tliey proceed on any other principle than that of com-

petition ? It was the principle by which almost everything in

this world was regulated. On all these grounds he thought

they had a right to demand the repeal of this tax, and such

other relief as was fair and equitable to agriculturists in their

present position.

Mr. Ellm.\n said he was very unwilling to attempt to

follow his friciul Mr. Lattimore through all his arguments.

jMany sentiments had been expressed that evening, of which he

desired to take some notice, beginning with the observa-

tions of Mr. Cheetham in reference to the feeding properties of

malt. It had, he thought, been proved that evening, that the

malt tax formed a considerable restriction on the proper cul-

tivation of the land and ou the feeding of cattle ; but he

thought the statements made on that subject did not go far

enough. A friend of his, a brewer, once said to him—" Did

you ever try malt ? Did you," he asked, " try it in the dry

state or the wet?" He replied that he tried it in the former

state. '• You should have tried it wet," his friend rejoined ;

" you should feed cattle with malt in the same state in which

it is used in making beer. If you were to mash it, you would

find that one bushel mashed would go as far as two bushels

unmashed." He had thought it desirable to mention that

conversation (Hear, hear). A gentleman who had employed

a number of horses for many years told him that he had never

fattened horses in his life so quickly upon anything else as

upon malt in the mashed state. Among the difficulties in

which they were placed as agriculturists, the burdens which

they had to sustain, as they heard that evening, the malt tax was

one of the most prominent. He had ever been anxious for the

repeal of that impost ; and his father had advocated its aboli-

tion fifty years before. When Mr. Pitt proposed to make an

addition to it fifty years ago, his (Mr. EUmau's) father accom-

panied other gentlemen on a visit to the minister, and declared

to him that he was convinced it would prove one of the most

injurious taxes ever imposed in any country. He would appeal

to the meeting whether such had not been its operation.

Some persons would tell them that there were other objects

which were more important than even the repeal of the malt

tax ; such, for example, as the removal, or rather the equaliz-

ing, of local taxation, and the partial removal of poors' rates to

the shoulders of those who are better able to bear the burden

than farmers were under present circumstances (Hear, hear).

They were met by the objection, that if they agitated the re-

moval of burdens they would never be able to get back protec-

tion. Now, all the burdens in question were peculiarly felt in

consequence of their having lost protection ; and to tell him

that they must not agitate the question of removing burdens

because they had lost protection, was to tell him that they

ought to submit to be well thrashed, and not attempt to strike

a blow in return ; it was like throwing a man into a ditch and

telling him to lie there and die, and not struggle to escape. If

they had not lost protection they would not be so anxious to

get rid of burdens which were now too heavy to be borne. Now
he was one of those who considered that the malt tax was not

a burden peculiar to agriculture ; he had always maintained

that, at the same time, he believed that the malt tax was the

most unjust, the most crnel, and the most immoral tax ever

imposed
; pressing heavily on the poor labouring man, and

driving him, as it did, from his own fire-side to the public-

house (Hear, hear). It was not necessary that he should go

more fully inlo the question of the malt tax. He thought

enough had been said to enlist the hardest heart in favour of

its repeal. He only regretted that they could not find that

kind feeling in the House of Commons or the House of Lords,

which was to be found amongst the yeomanry of England ; that

persons were not found in Parliament anxious to come forward

to advocate the repeal of the malt tax for the sake fjf the poor

man, as well as to spout at public meetings, and to call them-

selves the poor man's friend because they proposed his good

health. Whenever he heard a nobleman or gentleman propose

the labourers' health, he could not help saying within himself,

" Would to God the labourer could drink our health in a mug
of ale !" He would state to the meeting what was the prevalent

feeling in his own neighbourhood with regard to the burdens

which press so heavily upon agi'iculturists. He now spoke more

particularly of the poor's rate and other burdens not connected

with malt ; for he happened to live in a poor district, where

barley was scarcely grown, and where many of the farmers

were so poor that they could not afford to drink ale, so that

they could not so well appreciate the advantages of repealing

such imposts. When a person so situated was asked, " How
would you like to have the malt tax repealed ?" he naturally

replied, " Oh, we don't know ; we like beer very well, but we

can taste very little of it." It was extremely questionable

whether they ought to give up agitating for the repeal of the

malt tax, in order to increase their chance, as it were, of

getting back protection. His opinion was that, if they asked

for protection, they would never get it (Hear, hear) ; but that

if they did not ask for it, they would have it (laughter). If

they were to go to the House as the manufacturers had done,

and demand the repeal of such taxes as pressed upon them un-

fairly, if they were to demand—or to request, if that latter

word were considered preferable—that certain burdens, placed

exclusively on their own shoulders, should be put equally on

the shoulders of all who were able to bear them, he thought

they would find the legislature prepared to listen to them.

Seeing that it was impossible for the legislature to relieve

them altogether, the chances were that it would relieve them

as much as it could, giving them as much protection as was

practicable. However, in whatever way the legislature might

choose to act, it was not their province to dictate, nor should

the}', he thought, discuss the chances of getting back protec-

tion or not getting it back. They were now placed under a

law of the land which allowed foreign corn to come into this

country, and exposed them to competition with those who

were not taxed as they were. They were placed at a disadvan-

tage by having to compete with those who paid no taxes here,

and bore no burdens ; and he was the more anxious to bring

that subject before the meeting because he knew that a feeling

was abroad in the country in reference to it, which was

somewhat opposed by those who called themselves the farmers'

friends in the House of Commons. They were all aware that

there had lately been some discussion which had ruffled the

feathers of the aristocracy ; and the discussion which had

chiefly led to that result was that of tenant-right (Hear, hear).

He had, indeed, no wish to ruffle the feathers of gentlemen

who might render assistance to them ; and if he could stand

between the two parties, and make peace, most happy would

he be to do so. But those to whom he referred had no right

to compromise the interests of farmers for any purpose, what-

ever might be the prevailing feeling in the country. Before,

however, the farmers could carry out their object, it was ne-

cessary for them to come to some positive understanding. He

would not give up protection, but he w'ould for the present

leave it out of question. He believed that the country could

not go on without protection ; but Lord John Eussell had
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told tliein that he could not give it to them ; and what they

should aim at, therefore, was, to be delivered from that pres-

sure wliifh had become so peculiarly burdensome since free

trade had been inflicted on the comitry (Hear, hear).

Mr. Mkciii wished to say a word in reference to the subject

before the meeting. On one point he thought they were all

agreed ; namely, that the imposition of the malt tax was con-

ducive neither to the welfare of the farmer nor of the country

generally. The question, then, was how to get the tax re-

moved. It was found, on examination, that it could not be

well spared as a source of revenue ; but then it had also been

found, practically, that when a certain majority in the House

of Commons had asserted that a particular tax ought to be

abolished, the Minister was generally able to find some means

of effecting the object, either by diminishing the expenditure

of the country, or by providing some substitute for the tax to

be removed. He would venture to suggest, therefore, that the

farmers of this country should endeavour to make the members

of Parliament promise to vote for the repeal of the malt tax

;

exercising all the influence which they could over landlords

;

and not voting for any candidate in future who would not pro-

mise to vote for the repeal of the malt tax, provided he should

obtain a seat in the House of Commons (A voice : It is too

late !).

Loud calls were then made for Mr. Ball, but were not imme-

diately responded to. At length, on their repetition,

Mr. B.\LL said he could assure the meeting that it was from

no feeling of disrespect that he did not at once respond to the

call ; but having recently advocated the repeal of the malt tax

in his own county, and his sentiments having been fully given

to the public through the medium of the press, he felt that

there could be no utility in reiterating that evening v hat he

bad so recently said before ; more especially as the views \7hich

he entertained had, in fact, been expressed by some of the pre-

ceding speakers. Under those circumstances he did not feel

justified in taking up the time of the meeting.

Mr. F. HoBES said he was sure it would be unwise for him

to enter into a detailed statement of his opinions with regard

to the malt tax ; those opinions were so well known that to

restate them at that late period of the evening would be to

inflict a heavy and useless tax on the time and patience of the

meeting. He could only say that he had for a long time advo-

cated the repeal of the malt tax ; because he was convinced

that it pressed most unjustly on the tenant farmer, and most

unfeelmgly on the labourer. At the present time, in particu-

lar, he conceived they had a right to come forward and demand

the repeal of that tax. Taking into consideration the expres-

sions which had been used by Lord John Russell, by his Grace

the Duke of Richmond, and by many other leading men, at

the time when the repeal of the corn laws was discussed in

Parliaineuf—considering the declaration which was then made,

that if the corn laws were repealed, the malt tax must follow

—

he thought they were fully justified in demanding the

repeal of such a tax. He had no desire to

take up the time of the meeting ; but he could not

refrain from reading the opinions which were expressed

by some of the leading statesmen and politicians of the country

at the period to which he had referred. He would begin with

his Grace the Duke of Richmond. His Grace said :
—

" He did

not object to a free-trade in corn ; but, if so, there must be a

free-trade in everything else. You must allow me to get my
coat as cheap as I can. You must next take off the malt duty."

Sir James Graham said :
" He was convinced that if they re-

pealed the corn-laws, the malt-tax would not survive a single

year ; and why should the landlords be precluded from grow-

ing beet-root, sugar, and tobacco." Sir Robert Peel said

:

" As a farmer to the free-traders, let me grow my own tobacco

;

let me manufacture and consume my own malt untaxed." He

contended that by using such expressions, these leading men of

different parties had promised that if the repeal of the corn-

laws took place, the repeal of the malt-tax should follow ; and,

therefore, on the grounds of justice, propriety, and good faith,

they were, he contended, then in a position to demand of the

legislature the speedy and total repeal of the malt-tax (cheers).

He was much pleased with several of the remarks which had fal-

len from his friend Mr. Cheetham, in introducing the subject.

That gentleman had clearly explained the injurious operation

of the malt-tax in reference to the tenant-farmer ; and there

was one point introduced by him upon which he (Mr. Hobbs)

could have wished that he had enlarged rather more, though it

was afterwards dwelt upon at greater .length by Mr. Hudson

and others—namely, the beneficial effects of using malt for

feeding purposes. He was glad that the remarks used by Mr.

Cheetham had elicited the opinions of Mr. Smith, the chair-

man of the club, with respect to the beneficial effects of em-

ploying malt in the feeding of sheep. He (Mr. Hobbs) was

quite convinced that there was no food within the reach of the

tenant-farmer which would be found so serviceable as malt.

He had found it very useful in the case of horses, not only

sick horses, but horses in good condition. He had also used

it to feed animals when competing for prizes ; and he could

conscientiously declare that he believed no man who used oil-

cake, or any other food except malt, could compete with the

man by whom malt was employed. When he himself had re-

sorted to it as an article of food, he had not withheld the fact

from the public. It was well known to many gentlemen in

that room, that the animal, by the exhibition of which he ob-

tained the prize at York last year, was fed, not with oilcake,

but with malt ; and the condition of that animal called forth

the admiration of every one who visited the yard. He (Mr.

Hobbs) observed at the time, and he had since repeated, that

others would, he believed, obtain a similar result if they had

the advantage of malt for feeding. But he could not go

the length of saying, with one or two gentlemen in the room,

that farmers might use malt advantageously for feeding with

the duty on it (Hear, hear) ; he did not believe that it would

or could Ije used, were its superior feeding properties even so

generally known, with a 10s. duty to enhance the cost ; but

ou the other hand, he firmly believed that if the malt-tax were

totally repealed, one-third more barley would be grown in this

country, and the surplus quantity, which was not required for

brewing purposes, would be used for feeding purposes. He

had no doubt, in fact, that malt would, in a great measure,

supersede oilcake and linseed. So valuable was it as an

article of food, that on that account they had a right to call

upon the Legislature to repeal the tax. He wished to say a

few words with regard to the trial which had been made

officially of the feeding qualities of malt. He did consider

that the farmers were very unfairly dealt with by the Govern-

ment two years ago in relation to the experiments of profes-

sors Thompson and Playfair. The meeting well knew that he

had since formed part of a deputation which had waited upon

Lord John Russell to request a fair trial of the feeding pro-

perties of malt; the chief points of the request being that a

drawback might be allowed upon the duty to certain persons

appointed to carry out the experiments. He told his lord-

ship, as did Mr. Hudson, that the farmers were convinced, by

experiments which they had made, that the report of the

learned professors, whose names he had mentioned, would not be

borne out in practice ; and he maintained that the Govern-

ment had not done them justice in refusing to grant another

trial. He felt satisfied at the time, as he did still, that the ex-
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periraents, properly conducted, would have proved successful,

and that tlie Govcrnmeut would have acted wisely, and con-

ferred a great advantage on the agricultural interest by con-

ceding the request made to them (Hear, hear), lie quite

agreed with Mr. EUman, however, that they must now look

to themselves—(Hear, hear)—since those who had professed

to be their friends, and who had on public occasions called upon

them to drink the health of the labourer, were not acting con-

sistently with their professions (cheers). Therefore having re-

gard alike to those who had declared themselves to be their

opponents, and to those who professed to be their friends,

looking alike at the position of those who were neutral

and of those who were adverse, he felt that they had

no chance of success unless they united and deter-

mined to help themselves. They should, therefore, not

content themselves with going to their representatives in par-

liament, who, it must be remembered, had not the same voice

or influence now as they had before the passing of tlie Reform

Bill, but they must go to higher quarters—they must appeal

to the representatives of the Crown, demanding an act of

justice which had been promised to them before they were

placed in competition with the world (cheers). So well did

th^y all know his sentiments and feelings with regard to the

repeal of the malt tax that it could hardly be necessary for

him to state that if he could render any service to the cause by

working in committee, or elsewhere, he should be most happy

to render assistance. Before he sat down he would just ob-

serve that he did not advocate the repeal of the malt tax as a

boon which was to be set off, as it were, agaiust protection

(Hear, hear). He did, however, consider it to be one

of the most oppressive of the burdens which agricidtnre

had to bear at the present time ; while at the same

time he agreed with Mr. Benuett, that there must

be a revision of local burdens, poor's rates, county

rates, and other galling burdens which the farmer had to bear.

If the country was to have cheap bread, it was necessary that

the farmer should be relieved from those burdens which tram-

melled him in the act of producing it (Hear, hear). If the

question was fairly laid before the consuming population of

England, he beUeved they would join them in crying out for

that which would be beneficial to the people generally as well

as to themselves. He felt persuaded that they were then en-

gaged in advocating a right cause—in acting for the poor as

well as for the middle classes ; and he trusted that they would

not be placed in such a position as to be called upou to unite

with the poor man to demand justice of the upper classes

(Hear, hear) ; that justice which those classes did not seem

inclined to yield to them in a friendly manner. The yeomanry

and farmers of this kingdom would, he felt persuaded, ever be

distinguished for devoted attachment to the Sovereign ; and,

unless oppressed aud goaded beyond measure, they would never

do any act which would alter the high character they had

hitherto maintained. He felt convinced that nothing would

induce them to take strong steps unless they were really goaded

on to destruction ; and even if they should be placed in their

last extremity, they would consider that the fault rested with

Her Majesty's advisers, and uot with Her Majesty. But he

trusted that they would not be placed in that dilemma ; and

although the aristocracy and landlords of this country did at

the present day appear to treat with contempt everything

which came from agriculturists, still he did hope that when
they saw that the farmers were determined to have justice,

their demands would not be withheld (cheers). He would not

trouble the meeting any further, but conclude by stating that

he entirely concurred in the remarks which had fallen from

Mr. Cheetham in introducing the subject.

Mr. Taunton thotight that all in that room felt that the

malt tax was extremely objectionable, and their endeavour

should be to convey that impression to the minds of those who
were without. The other taxes mentioned in the course of the

discussion were of minor importance to the malt tax. As re-

garded the hop duty, it had been stated that that was in many
cases an actual benefit to the producer. The grower was, then,

benefited at the expense of the public. Such was the immense
expense of growing hops, or rather of managing the whole

affair, that comparatively few could enter into the cultivation.

One or two overgrown capitalists were able to succeed, while

the man whose capital was very limited was soon ruined : the

latter was obliged to come into the market in a cheap year,

while the former waited for a dear one, and with a large accu-

mulated stock obtained high prices. But that state of things

did not consist with the general interest of farmers (Hear,

hear). Their proper object, as agriculturists, was to arrive as

far as possible at a position in which every person who engaged

in the operations of agriculture might, if he were prudent,

fairly expect to obtain his share of profit. The repeal of the

hop duty would, he conceived, go a great way to equalize the

risk and the profit of the cultivation. Bricks had been men-
tioned as though the duty upon them was a trifling affair ; but

the price of bricks affected the interests of farmers more than

they generally imagined. If they liked to see a team of plough

horses in good condition, how much more natural was it to

entertain a similar feeling with regard to the ploughman
(Hear, hear). The man who had plenty of good ventilation,

aud who was enabled to command the decencies of life throuo-h

the structure of his dwelling, was much more likely to attend

to his work with spirit, and with advantage to his employer,

than the man who pigged with his family in a place little better

than a stye. That being the case, it was the interest of far-

mers that building materials should be rendered as cheap aa

possible. It was the object of some landlords to build a good
house for a labourer's family for about £60 : if the brick duty
swelled the amomit to £90, its remission would enable them to

provide for three famihes instead of two. Even as regarded

the moral character of the labourer, such a remission was most
important: 5s. lOd. per 1000 and 5 per cent, was a duty
which operated injuriously on the moral character of the entire

labouring population. He considered the malt tax the most
partial tax ever imposed. Men who would otherwise enjoy a

good beverage in their own homes, were driven by it to the ale

house, or else to the use of that most detestable of all beverages

—bad tea (laughter). On going into labourers' dwellings he

often saw them pouring out hot water coloured with some vile

stuff called tea. Thence it was that they had the union houses

filled with cases of vermin, and so many poor women labouring

under dyspepsia. Tea, especially such as was ordinarily consumed
by the labouring classes, was the most relaxing of all beverages.

He had hoped to hear more on that occasion with regard to

the utihty of malt for feeding purposes. Especially was it to

be deplored that Lord John Russell would not allow the draw-

back suggested, in order that graziers, farmers, and scientific

men might bring malt to a satisfactory test. On looking into

a respectable paper, on the previous day (the Economist)—

a

paper which contained many good truths—he was surprised to

find an attempt to prove that the malt tax was paid by the

consumer. Never was there so miserable an argument, so

practical a misrepresentation. It was true that, so far as malt

was converted into a beverage, the consumer paid the duty.

But did the consumer pay the duty on the ungrown barley, on

the malt which never had existence? (Hear, hear.) Up to a

certain point, the consumer paid ; but as soon as his pocket

became exhausted he ceased to pay, or at least paid nothing
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beyond his means. Therefore there was nothing at all in that

argument. It had been justly said that the real question then

was, not whether there was an evil—they all felt the evil—but

where the remedy was to be found. If they would alloTT him

to make a suggestion, he would say, " Drive the nail that will

go." He would add one word about the feeding qualities of

malt, in confirmation of what had fallen from Mr. Hobbs. He
would ask if it were not the practice in the livery stables of

Loudon, when an old horse required to be disposed of, to fat-

ten the animal ou malt, aud then bring him to market ? Such

was, he believed, the invariable custom in such cases, and the

object was accomplished within a remarkably short period

(Hear, hear, and laughter). There was not a knacker or horse

dealer in London who was not in the secret ; and, therefore,

though Mr. Hobbs had pointed out the fact with his usual sa-

gacity, he was not the sole depository of that species of know-

ledge (laughter). But now as to the means of getting rid of

the malt tax. He repeated his advice to drive the nail that

would go. They had contended for protection, and they had

combated in vain. He was not one of those who thought it

possible to get back protection. If any attempt of that kind

M'ere made, experience told him that other classes of society

would prove too many and too shrewd for them (Hear, hear).

But let them—the farmers—take a leaf out of the book of

their opponents (cheers). He doubted not that mauy of the

gentlemen whom he addressed had before then mounted a

spirited colt ; and though the snaffle was placed between his

teeth, not the least effect was produced by it (laughter). But

if they happened to have eight or nine miles of a Newmarket

country before them, and tipped him the silk and the

needles, away he would go, and there was no difficulty in

the case (laughter). In like manner let them loose the

reins and join in the cry of free trade ; shouting, " Free

trade for corn!" "Free trade iu home-grown malt!"

"Free trade in home-grown tobacco!" "Free trade in

home-grown sugar!" "Free trade in everything!"

(cheering and laughter). Was it not absurd, that

other classes should have free trade, and that it should be

denied to them? (Hear, hear). Never mind whether free

trade was in itself wise or foolish, let them proceed at once to

Lord John Russell's official residence iu Downing-street, and

unite heartily in the cry. What was sauce for the goose was

sauce for the gander (Hear, hear). What a valuable virtue

v/as consistency in a minister ! What a thing for a minister

to be able to say, " I never turned my coat ; I have always

been a consistent free-trader." Let them, then, call on minis-

ters to abolish all restrictive taxes which pressed upon agricul-

ture, and hurrah with all their might for free trade. If he

might venture to differ from so great an authority as the Duke

of Richmond he would remark, that a sentiment had been ex-

pressed by his Grace in which he certainly could not concur.

It was, that because Mr. Cobden had advocated a certain

measure, the farmers should not unite with him in fighting

their own cause. He (Mr. Taunton) was of a different opinion.

He thought they should, to a certain extent, make use of free-

traders and free-trade doctrines to emancipate themselves from

burdens which were too heavy for them to bear. He had only

one observation to add with regard to the burdens pressing on

agriculture. By the act of Elizabeth personal property became

wteable for the relief of the poor as well as real. But some

acute lawyer found out a distinction ; he said that property

must be visible, otherwise no one would tell where to find

it. Through this discovery it was that the funds escaped ; and

thus personal property had hitherto escaped, because it was

pretended that the« was no way of ascertaining its existence

or value.

Mr. Williams said that though he had felt much plea-

sure in hearing the opinions which had been expressed that

evening with respect to the malt duty and some local burdens,

there had been one omission of some importance, viz., the

county rates (Hear, hear). In two counties with which he

was connected, Wilts and Berks, the evil was very great. New
asylums and prisons were rising up, the expense of which

could not but fall injuriously on agriculture. In Wilts there

was then broached a scheme for building a new hmatic asylum,

and, as the magistrates could not borrow any money, to be

paid off in 30 years, they had come to the conclusion that

in such prosperous times it might be paid off in five

(laughter). He maintained, then, that county rates

formed a serious biu-den to agriculture. The expense con-

nected with prosecutions was very hea\'y. In coming up to

town that day he entered into conversation with a solicitor, and

while he was speaking of the burdens which rested on the

agricultural interest, his companion said, " I will give you an

instance. The other day a lady was robbed of a shawl, and

prosecuted the person who stole it. I, as a professional man,

managed the prosecution ; the lady received her expenses, I

mine, and you and your brother farmers have to pay the whole

cost" (laughter). With regard to the malt tax he quite agreed

with everything that had been said that evening by Mr. Chee-

tham and Mr. Bennett. What made their case peculiarly hard

was, that the malt tax, as well as all their other burdens, was

weighing them down at a time when they were deprived

of the means of meeting their difficulties. They had

been told that if their case were properly represented

to the legislature, their demand could not be refused.

He would not consent to advocate the repeal of the malt

tax as that which would make amends for the loss of

protection, and he deprecated all attempts to place the mat-

ter in that light (Hear, hear). He advocated the repeal of the

malt-tax on the ground that by the operation of that impost,

farmers were deprived of the means of feeding their cattle in

the most economical manner, in other words, with their own

produce ; that they were driven abroad to purchase a foreign

article in the shape of linseed and oilcake, and could not avail

themselves of barley, except in the raw state, as an article of

food for their stock. The duty, in fact, stood between farmers

and the free use of their over productions, and operated most

injuriously upon their interests. Now, as to the remedy.

They had a right to demand a readjustment of the burdens by

which they were oppressed, and to accompany that demand

nith another, viz., that all their burdens should be put into a

clear and tangible shape. They had a just claim to be placed

on an equal footing with those who sent their produce into

the English market, and were, in fact, their competitors iu that

market. It was not necessary that they should tell the legis-

lature precisely what ought to be done ; it was enough that a

rope had been put round their necks, as if with the intent of

throwing them into the sea, and those who imposed that yoke

were bound to remove it. He saw no reason why there should

not be a new property tax. The gentry of such a county as

"Wiltshire were not like those who lived in a watering place,

aud who paid, indirectly, their fair share of the local burdens

—

the highway rates, the county rates, the poor rates, aud the

other burdens which rested upon the neighbourhood. To him

it appeared that the only way of lightening the general pressure

of local burdens in the rural districts, was to place a portion of

them on the consolidated fund, and if that Club were to be of

any practical use, it must go to the legislature, and demand,

on behalf of farmers generally, that they should be placed on

an efiuality, as regarded taxation, with other classes of the

community. Only let that be done, and he felt satisfied that
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the principle of protection would be restored. The members

of the House of Commons had once voted away the malt-tax,

but they quickly restored it in order to escape a property tax

(Hear, hear). A similar result would be witnessed if a demand

were made for the fair apportionment of local burdens, and in

that way they might get back protection. There was one

thing to which he could never consent ; namely, that they

should never hold out the light hand of fellowship to that arch

enemy to their interests—Richard Cobdeu. As long as he

could speak, he should be disposed to say that that man was

an enemy to himself who would enter into fellowship with

Cobden. But for that individual the farmers would never have

lost protection.

Mr. SiiAW, of the Strand, said he did not contemplate

making many remarks on the question before the meeting.

He apprehended that not only that evening, and in that room,

but over and over again, and in other places, it had been proved

to the satisfaction of the minds of practical men that the malt-

tax was an intolerable grievance ; and as on the first occasion

of a meeting being held in that place, some four years since,

for the p»irpose of forming an Association to obtain the repeal

of the malt tax he had observed that it was perfectly useless

to discuss if they did not act, so now he felt himself to be

placed in the same position, and must declare his conviction

that whether they had cause to complain of the malt-tax, or the

poor-rates, or county rates, or the game-laws, any isolated

attempts, whether in that club or in Cambridgeshire, or else-

where, would prove perfectly useless unless they acted as well

as talked (cheers). Had that protection which they prized so

much been wrested from them without action? Did not those

who had deprived them of it act year by year, month by month,

day by day ? Did they not industriously and sedulously per-

severe in their object ? and could they, the farmers, merely by

meeting there and in two or three other places hope to succeed ?

(Hear, hear). They had been told that evening to appeal to

their representatives. Why, they had done so again and again

—as many of them, at least, as dare (Hear, hear). But he would

ask whether there could possibly be a more unfortunate mo-

ment than the present for making such an appeal ? Were one-

fourth of the farmers of the country who were tenants from

year to year in a position in which they dare appeal to their

representatives ? (Hear, hear). No such thing. That, there-

fore, was not the way to act. The only recent instance of any-

thing like a successful opposition to an oppressive measure oc-

curred a short time since in the county of Bedford. It was

proposed to make a large outlay for a county gaol. The far-

mers moved simultaneously—not in an isolated way—not two

or three upon each estate,who could be silenced at once by the

landlord or his agent ; but, he repeated, simultaneously, and

the movement was a successfid one. In like manner,

if the gentleman who had told them of the scheme

of building a lunatic asylum in the comity of Wilts at the ex-

pense of the tenantry, could, when he got back to his neighbour-

hood, induce the general body of farmers to join him in op-

position, there would be some hope of success. But let them

rely upon it that an isolated movement here and there would

be of no avail. They must act together, and not partially and

separately; without viniou they would be crushed (Hear, hear).

He did not know whether or not it were quite consistent with

the object of that evening's proceedings to devise any plan of

action with regard to the malt tax; but it was not impossible

that something of the kind might grow out of the discussion.

What they wanted was to devise some effectual means of ob-

taiiimg relief from the malt-tax, the poor-rates, or any other

burdens by which they were unduly oppressed. Some of the

gentlemen present were on the following mornuig going to

attend a meeting of the General Protection Society. Here,

then, was central machinery which ought to be put in motion.

There were about one hundred and fifty local protection

societies, the majority of whose members were tenant farmers.

Surely, then, the means were already prepared for making

a demonstration. If they could not do what had been done

in the manufacturing districts, it might at least set these one

hundred and fifty societies in motion ; and that, at all events,

would not fail to produce some effect. They could never do

any good by holding isolated meetings, or expect landlords to

take burdens off their shoulders to place them on their own,

which must be the case if the malt-tax were repealed. He
presumed Mr. Cobden would not contend that taxation be so

reduced as to render it necessary to spunge out the National

Debt. (Hear, hear). If there were to be a considerable reduc-

tion of taxation, some of the taxes remitted must be imposed

on property. That being the case, let them, in imagination,

change places with the owners of property. Would they, if

they were landowners, at the mere asking, take a burden off the

shoulders of others, and remove it to their own ? Let them,

then, show by their zeal and co-operation that they felt the

burden to be oppressive and when they returned to their res-

pective localities, let them endeavour to infuse into the minds

of others a sense of the necessity for combined action, seeing

that by such means alone could they hope to succeed.

Mr. Smith, of Springfield, Rye, said that one of the pre-

ceding speakers (Mr. Taunton) had remarked that only men of

large capital could ever grow hops. He differed from that

gentleman. The duty amounted, in many cases, to about £20

an acre on an outlay of £12 ; and when such was the fact,

large indeed must be the capital of that man who coidd afford

to act as had been represented. He trusted that the repeal

of the hop duty would never be lost sight of (Hear, hear).

He had been much pleased with the remarks of Mr. Shaw.

He was quite right in thinking that it was useless for

them to meet there, and in other places, without they did

something beyond. Unless the tenant farmers took up a dif-

ferent position, and appealed fearlessly to the public and the

Legislature, they might rely upon it they would never obtain

any redress. The seutimeuts expressed by Mr. Shaw were

universally entertained in his own district, and he hoped that

all who were present would be the instruments of spreading

such views throughout their respective localities. As farmers

they had now got into a very awkward position ; and unless they

bestirred themselves, never would they be relieved.

Mr. Selmes, of Beckley, also expressed his entire concur-

rence in the remarks and advice of Mr. Shaw, Such remarks

were very much needed at the present time. He felt perfectly

satisfied that, unless they adopted most determined measures,

they would never achieve their object. As treasurer of the

Total Repeal ]\Ialt Tax Association, he felt that a deep respon-

sibility rested upon him ; however, he did not like to proceed

without some practical and effectual demonstration. That was

the proper time to come to a decision. Such was the situation

of affairs iu his county—viz., Sussex—that, unless something

very unforeseen should occur before next Michaelmas, the most

disastrous consequences would, he feared, ensue (Hear, hear).

Under such circumstances, he thought they ought to decide

upon some practical mode of operations (Hear, hear).

Mr. Cheetiiam then replied.

After a desultory discussion, on the motion of Mr. Chee-

tham, seconded by Mr. Bennett, the following resolution was

adopted :
—" That it is the opinion of this meeting that the

malt-tax is an anomaly, being equal at the present time to 70

per cent, upon an article of the farmer's own produce; that it

interferes with the best modes of cultivation, prevents the most
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profitable use of the produce of his own fields, enhances the

price of artificial food for stock, limits the consumption of

barley and the demand for labour, and tends unduly to raise

the price of meat and deteriorate its quaUty, experience show-

ing that malt produces the best quality of meat ; it is further

objectionable in enhancing the price and deteriorating the

beverage of the working classes of the community. At the

same time it is the full conviction of this club that, under the

present greatly altered circumstances of British farmers, its

continuance is now quite insufferable, and that its repeal must

also be followed by an entire revision of general and local taxa-

tion, as unequally and very unfairly pressing upon the cul-

tivators of the soil of this kingdom."

LONDON FARMERS' CLUB.

MONTHLY MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE
OF MANAGEMENT.—Feb. 12.

Present : Messrs. W. Bennett, J. Carter, S. Chee-

tham, W. Cheffins, G. Emery, "W. Fisher Hobbs, T.

Knight, C. H. Lattimore, J. J. Mechi, J. Neame, T.

Owen, J. Pain, G. Parsons, W. Purser, W. Shaw

(Strand), J. Smith (Rye), and R. Smith (late of Barley).

W. Shaw, Esq., in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read, confirmed,

and signed, by the chairman of this day.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the

Club—

W. W. Broomfield, Dunchurch

J. Glutton, Wliitehall Place

R. Glutton, Hartswood, Reigate

E. W. Mathew, Wern, Tremadoc, Carnarvon

C. Pearson, M.P., Park-street, Westminster

W. Slatter, Stratton, Girencester.

Some other names were read for the first time.

The Secretary was directed to forward the following,

in answer to a letter addressed by the members of the

March (Cambridgeshire) Farmers' Club to the Central

Club on the present depressed state of agriculture

—

" That it is the opinion of this Club, that the chief move-

ment that can now be made with any hope of serving the

farming community is to press upon the serious attention of

Parliament and the public at large the immediate necessity of

repealing those taxes particularly pressing upon the cultivators

of the soil : such as the Malt and Hop Tax, and the revision

of the local charges unjustly bearing upon the farming inte-

rest."

It was announced that Mr. J. Pain, of Felmersham,

Bedford, had consented to act as Vice-Chairman of the

Discussion Meetings for the present year.

The late secretary of the Harleston Farmers' Club, Mr. R.

B. Harvey, before his death, entertained the purpose of re-

printing, with the sanction of the Club, the entire series of the

reports of the discussions of the Club ; believing that the prac-

tical hints on almost all farming matters contained in them,

and the fact that it was the second Club established in Eng-

land, w ould make such a work one of considerable interest,

now that the numerous and varied advantages resulting from

farmers' clubs are so generally admitted in the agrioiltural

world. The accomplishment of this pxapose, which was pre-

vented by his too early removal, was taken up by the Club

itself, at its last annual meeting, as a suitable testimouial of

respect for the memory of one who was, from the part he had

always taken in its affairs, so intimately identified with it.

The committee appointed to carry this resolution into effect,

have determined to spare no efforts to make this work useful

to all who are engaged or interested in agriculture ; and the

price of the volume (23. 6d), which will contain about 200

pages, and will give the experience of the district upon nume-

rous practical questions during a period of nearly ten years

—

is purposely fixed as low as possible, to secure an extensive

sale. Persons desirous of obtaining this useful work should

address Mr. F. Dix, the secretary, Dickleburgh, Norfolk.

THE LATE THOMAS GIBBS, ESQ.

Was boru at Ampthill, Bedfordshire, on the 8th of Aug.,

1771. After having received his education at the Aspley

School, he proceeded to Kew for the purpose of studying

botany and agriculture as a pupil of the late celebrated Wil-

liam Alton ; and he eventually became one of the first English

botanists of his time. He founded the firm of Thomas Gibbs

and Co., of Half-moon-street, the seed-merchants, and having

taken an active part in conjunction with the late Lord Somer-

^ille. Sir John Sinclair, and others, in the proceedings of the

late Board of Agriculture in the year 1799, he received the

appointment of seedsman thereto. For many years he was

engaged, at the request of the Board, in experiments on the

value of different agricultural plants ; and his attention was

especially directed to experiments on the cultivation, pro-

perties, and habits of the grasses ; and from him was obtained

many of the results contained in the works subsequently

written on that subject. He was one of the founders of the

Horticultural Society of Loudon, and also of the Smithfield

Cattle Club. At the anniversary dinner, at Christmas last,

when his health was drunk as usual as the father of the Club,

it was stated that he was the only original member living, aud

that he had been a member upwards of 50 years.

In 1799 he married Sarah Prosser, the youngest daughter

of the late Thoswihau Brandreth, Esq., of Haughton House,

Bedfordshire, one of the justices of the peace for that county.

She survives him, and by her he has had a numerous family.

His eldest son was the late Thomas Brandreth Gibbs, one of

the founders and the first honorary secretary of the Medico-

Botanical Society of London, to whose memory there is, in the

chancel of Ampthill church, a monument erected by that so-

ciety, in testimony of his valuable exertions on its behalf.

His four surviving children are Humphrey Brandreth, the

present high sheriff of Bedfordshire, who some time back took

the maternal surname of Brandreth in place of, Gibbs; Ro-

bert Gibbs, of Compton, Surrey; Rebecca, the wife of J. B.

Bergue, Esq. ; and Benjamin Thomas Brandreth Gibbs, known

to most of our readers as the honorary secretary of the Smith-

field Club, and director of the Cattle shows of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England, and, since the retirement of Mr.

Gibbs, sen., as the head of the firm of seed merchants to that

society.

Thus for a period of upwards of fifty years did Mr. Gibbs

stand prominent in the agricultural world, possessing talents

of a superior order, combined with a wonderfully retentive

memory ; and, though he has not mixed in public of late, there

must be many of our readers who remember him when he did,

and who will bear us out in saying, that no man in his time

has done more to promote the agriculture of the country than

the late much respected Thomas Gibbs.
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SCOTCH FARMING.
A correspondent of yours has stated that the high rents

paid in Scotland were chiefly attributable to the tenants not

being burthened there with heavy poor rates, as they are in

this country. There is no doubt a considerable difference be-

twixt the two in this respect, but not so great as to account

for the difference of rent. The rent of the East Barn Farm,

near Dunbar, is £2,250, for 439 acres statute, or about

£4 12s. 6d. au acre. On inspecting it, I remarked that the

high reut might be owing to the tenant having no poor rate.

" No poor rate !" Mr. Murray replied, " I pay £40 a-year, and

my landlord £60." This £40 on 489 acrei would be about

Is. 8d. the acre. In this locality, which, from being a manu-

facturing one, has its rates enormously high, the whole taxes

amount to about 6s. 8d. the acre. This would make the dif-

ference betwixt the two 5s. the acre. Land may be said to let

on an average here at about 30s. the acre, the rate therefore

cannot account for the difference of rent ; and if this be so, it

must be owing to better land or better management. The

rise and progress of Scotch farming is curious and interesting,

as showing what may be accomplished in no very long space of

time by well-directed endeavours. In my " New Husbandry"

(page 22), a description is given approaching to the ludicrous,

drawn by Lord Kaimes, in his " Gentleman Farmer," of what

the Scotch farming consisted in 1768. He says, " Our oxen

are scarcely able to support their own weight, ten going in a

plough, led on by two horses ; the ridges enormous masses of

accumulated earth ; over the greater part of Scotland a con-

tinual struggle going on for superiority between corn and

weeds." Well might Sir John Sinclair exclaim, in 1812,

What a contrast to the present state of Scotch husbandry !

and it is singular that, with hardly any exception, these im-

perfections have been removed. In the same book may be seen

the different causes enumerated which have effected this great

change. The principal of these are, the establishment of paro-

chial schools ; farmers accustomed to travel ; landlords either

improved their estates themselves, or encouraged their tenants

iu exertion ; leases granted ; economy and simplicity of

management ; good-sized farms ; rents progressively increased,

&c. It must, however, be admitted that there is a consider-

able drawback to the return of rent from the large outlay that

is going on in farm buildings. Each farm has its steam en-

gine with its tall chimneys ; and at East Bams, new buildings,

with remarkably neat cottages, had been lately erected, at the

cost of many thousand pounds. Indeed, Mr. Grey, of Dilston,

mentions, in his report of Northumberland farming, that

£10,000 had been expended on two of the farm buildings be-

longing to Earl Grey ; but, on the other hand, the increase of

rent had been progressive ; seven farms, in the beginning of

the present century, produced a rental of £5,560, but falling

out of lease, were relet for £12,057. In like manner the Duke
of Roxburgh's rents have been said to have increased 33 per

cent. ; and in the " New Husbandry" a case is mentioned

(p. 31) where a landowner near Howick, on renewing a lease

with an old tenant, obtained an advance of £100 a-year; and

after the agreement was concluded inquired whether the oc-

cupier had not made a good sum during his late term, to which

the reply was—£8,000 ! Do any of the fanners of the old

school make £8,000 on their farms ? Do they not rather con-

tent themselves with not being losers, and are satisfied if they

can exist and pay their rent at a proper day ? There has now
been a full statement given of the merits of Scotch farming,

and of the grounds upon which it rests ; and if these state-

ments were founded on a mere visionary chimera, they might

be doing all the mischief your correspondent seems to ascribe

to them ; but when facts, stubborn fads, are produced, when

these are supported by unquestionable authorities, so far from

doing mischief, they may lead to incalculable good. They may

tend to dispel the mists of prejudice from eyes too long

darkened with them ; they may hold up for imitation a model

of improved practice; and by the rewards attending good

farming, they may encourage laudable exertions. A man
seated on the false eminence of self-satisfaction, and viewing

with complacency the struggle going on, as described by Lord

Kaimes, may please himself, but can never please others.

—

Law. Rawstorne, Penwortham, Preston. — Gardeners'

Chronicle.

THE DUCHESS TRIBE OF SHORT-HORN.
The following letter was received by George Vail, Esq., of

Troy, from Mr. Bates, of Yorkshire, England, dated August

9th, 1847:—I forward you a paper with an account of the

Yorkshire County Agricultural Society's meeting just held. I

sent five animals, viz., 2nd Oxford and her last five calves, to

show the uniformity of the family ; all obtained premiums

(two first, and three second premiums). Mr. T. Bell showed

a calf, a grandson of your Hilpa, got by my 2nd Duke of Ox-

ford, which won the first premium for b\dl calves. The bull

calf, shown by Mr. Maw, which won the 2nd premium, was

also got by a bull of my breeding, Mr. Maw also exhibited

the second best bull under three years old, got by my Duke of

Northumberland, and bred by Mr. Robert Bell. Mr. Maw
also showed Red Duke (of my stock), and which would have

beaten Mr. Parkinson's bull Capt. Shaftoe, had he been in con-

dition, being much superior to Shaftoe. Shaftoe was very fat,

but his quality was bad, and though a year older than my 2nd

Duke of Oxford, was at least one-fourth less in weight, with

all his high feeding. My 2nd Oxford is from the same cow as

the dam of your Wellington, and got by the same bull.

Nearly aU the prize cattle of the Royal Agricultural Society's

show (to which I sent nothing) this year, were at the Yorkshire

show. Mr. Parkinson was sadly disappointed in not getting

the first premium on Shaftoe ; but there were many better

bulls in the yard. This bull, Shaftoe, was shown in 1845, at

the Highland Society's meeting at Dumfries, and was beaten

by Mr. Harvey's Walton (of my breed), who got the first pre-

mium, and a son of my 2nd Duke of Northumberland won
the second. At the Royal Agricultural Society's show this

year, Walton was shown and beaten by Shaftoe, who won the

first premium there. The judges did not condescend to look

at or handle him ; they were totally unfit for their office, never

having owned or bred a short-horn. It is a disgrace to the

Royal Agricultural Society, that Walton, now shown for the

third time at its meetings, has had the worst bulls each year

placed before him. Shaftoe was shown in 1844, at Richmond,

where my Cleveland Lad 2nd won the 1st premium, and

Shaftoe the 2nd, beating Mr. Hopper's bull, Belleville. Thus

my 2nd Oxford beating Shaftoe this year was equally decisive

as against Belleville. Belleville very improperly received, in

1846, the highest prize at each of the four greatest shows in

England, Scotland, and Ireland. My three short-horns, that

were placed second to others, were as superior to those placed

before them, as the two that were placed first, in their classes,

and this was admitted by all who saw them. Fat and size

are too much looked at in decisions in England, as they please

the eye. I give you this detail, and send you five newspapers

with accounts of the Yorkshire show, that you may show them

at your great state show at Saratoga, and may send them to

your newspapers and to Canada. 1 think you may state the

near relationship of yours to these of mine. I do not doubt

you will be successful with Hilpa at Saratoga,—American

Agriculturist.
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AGRICULTURE IN THE WEST AND NORTH OF IRELAND.

Mr. John Lamb, the intelligent and impartial Quaker,

whose " Notes on the State of the Country" are being

published in the Northern Whig, has made another

tour of the western and north-western counties, and the

following is an abridged report of his observations upon

the present condition of the counties of jNIayo, Sligo,

and Donegal :

—

"Around Westport and Castlebar there was more appear-

ance of starvation than in any other districts I had lately

visited. The poorhouses at both towns are filled to overflow-

ing ; the agents of several benevolent committees have here

expended largely, yet all that has been done seems not equal

to meet the general destitution. The Marquis of Sligo is

exerting himself as far as he can with his reduced means

;

and the Marchioness is doing all a young and benevolent heart

can suggest. Out of her own savings she expended £50 m
releasing warm clothing and blankets out of pawn during the

inclement weather for the poor, and superintended the proper

distribution herself. His Lordship, instead of hunting, takes

exercise in thinning his plantations, cutting down trees, and

sawing them up into firewood for the poor. If he continues

to live within his income there is no danger of him, as he is

not embarrassed, and his broad lands will yet be valuable.

The son and heir of the man who acted so nobly as his father

did, while Governor of Jamaica, will always have the best

wishes of every true friend of freedom.

" Lord Lucan appears to be doing more in the way of re-

clamation and draining than any other person in the country ;

and, of course, in so doing, gives a very considerable amount

of employment ; but he does everything m such an extremely

ungracious manner, that he does not get suflicieut credit for

the amount of good he does. No one seems to have a kind

word for him.

" At Ballina I found there were several Scotch agriculturists

over, looking after farms. One gentleman represented a small

joint-stock company lately established at Edinburgh, got up

through the exertions of a benevolent lady of spirit and means,

who has invested several hundred pounds in the undertaking.

Tlie object is, to take farms in the west, and cultivate them on

the most improved principles, by Scotch stewards. Tlie Bap-

tist Society of London have taken some land to found a

model farm, which, no doubt, will be very useful, if well con-

ducted.

" Lord Palmerston is conthiuing, with increased vigour, the

improvements on his property in the county of Sligo, and,

consequently, is giving employment to his tenantry. They

have made considerable progress since I last noticed their ope-

rations. Some of the large fields are made worth double what

they were. The quantity of stones dug up and gathered out

of one field is beyond conception. When the operations now

in progress are completed it will make a wonderful change in

tlie appearance of the property, and in the value of it ; but all

the landlords in the west and the north also are cast into the

shade by the exertions of John Hamilton, of St. Ernau's, near

Donegafl. Every journey, for the last two or three years, I

have marked, with intense interest and increasing pleasure, the

progress he is making. He has now fully 600 acres in his

own hands, nearly all thorough-drained^ levelled, and trenched

18 to 20 inches deep, laid out in large beautiful fields like a

lawn. Upwards of 400 acres will, this year, be under active

cultivation, and that all by spc.de labour. He is getting it

dug 9 to 12 inches deep for 6s. 8d. the statute acre. The men

work in gangs of six each. They take care to match them-

selves, as some are much more expert than others. At present

he gives employment to 500 men. Sometimes he has as many

as 1,000. Nearly, if not all his labour, is done by task-work

—

even the reaping. He encourages digging-matches by ofi'ering

premiums to the best and quickest gangs of six ; and by this

means his men have become so expert, that at even the low

rate of 6s. 8d. the acre they can earn from lOd. to Is. 3d. per

day. How noble his conduct appears to be, compared to that

of many of the narrow-minded country squires, who have de-

clared to me tliat they would not improve one inch of their

lands, because, in so doing, they would benefit the neigh-

bouring property as well as their own, by keeping the rates

down !

" John Hamilton is now draining a large extent of the land

held by his tenants ; hut I cannot state on what terms. If

all the landlords of Ireland would follow his example, we

should have but trifling poor-rates, no ablebodied labourers

wanting employment, and could spare food that would support

one-fourth of the people of England, and leave plenty for all

our own people."

As an instance of the difficulties and obstructions

which strangers bent upon ameliorating the condition

of the Irish people must be prepared to encounter in

their career of usefulness, Mr. Lamb quotes the fol-

lowing :

—

" With the last number of my uotes I gave some extracts

from the report of two Manchester merchants, who travelled

over nearly three-fourths of our island last autumn, to see, with

their own eyes, the true state of Ireland and the Irish. When
in the county of Limerick, at Castle Conuell, they inquired if

there was any one in that locality reclaiming waste land ?

They were directed to James M'Nabb, of Mona-lodge. They

called on him, and he politely showed them over his farm, and

explained the whole process of reclamatiou. They say :
—

' We
were highly interested in what we saw ; and are convinced

that the bogs of Ireland, under similar circumstances and

management, may be reclaimed. The farm consists cf 272

statute acres. Eight years ago he set to work upon this bog

land, which, as land for agriculture, was not then worth 6d.

per acre. He has reclaimed 120 acres; 16 arevmder plantation,

and the remainder (104) under crop. The produce of his po-

tatoes, wheat, and oats, was equal, in quantity and quality, to

that of the best land in Ireland ; and his garden produces as

fine vegetables as any in the island, which is saying a great

deal. The condition of the cattle and sheep upon the farm

was most beautiful. We saw a field of clover, which had been

three times mowed this year, and was then most luxuriant,

where there was nothing but deep bog five years ago. The

and reclaimed is on a bog, six feet deep
; yet the surface is

sound, elastic, and hard. On his farm of 104 acres, which

eight years ago would not have fed a goat, he now has 20

milch cows, 14 bnllocks, 26 calves, 50 sheep, 3 horses, and 12
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pigs. lie sends 130 boat-loads of turf to Limerick annually,

—each load, on an average, is worth £10. This gives great

employment to the people, besides reclaiming the land ; the

handling of the turf employs old men, women, and children.

This bog was let, 23 years ago, for a terra of 999 years, at a

fixed rent ; yet the present proprietor brought an action to re-

cover possession, and it was tried last July, at lamerick. The

plea set up was, that the father of the present proprietor had

no power to grant such a lease, and that the land was poached.

The idea of poaching a bog was laughed at, and scouted out

of court by a verdict in favour of Mr. M'Nabb. The landlord

threatens to carry the case to the House of Lords ; it is pos-

sible that he will see the folly, if not the injustice, of such a

step. The jury were composed of landed proprietors, not

farmers. We feel confident that, should he follow out his

threats, and the case become known, a subscription in England

would most readily be raised to assist Mr. M'Nabb in defend-

ing the action."

LECTURE ON AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY, AT SAXMUNDHAM, SUFFOLK,

BY J. C NESBIT, ESa, F.G.S., F.C.S., ETC.

On Thursday evening, Jan. 4, a gratuitous lecture was

delivered by the above gentleman, in the new Market

Hall, of Saxmundham, Suffolk, to between 300 and 400 of

the farmers and other residents of the neighbourhood, the

former constituting probably nine-tenths of the assembly.

The occasion was one of unusual interest, and the atten-

tion of the meeting, having been secured at the outset,

was exliibited throughoixt. The chair was taken by W.
Long, Esq., of Herts Hall, to whom the agriculturists

of the district are indebted for the erection of the

handsome building in which so many of them assembled

on the evening in question.

Among the gentlemen present were R. K. Cobbold,

Esq., Carlton Rookery; — Cobbold, Esq.; Captain

Bloomfield ; J. G. Cooper, Esq., Blyboro Lodge;

Thomas Crisp, Esq., Gedgrave Hall ; E. Cottingham,

Esq., Covehithe; S. Cottingham, Esq., Reydon ; E.

Dewings, Esq. ; R. Garrett, Esq., Leiston ; H. A.

Cocksadge, Esq. ; Thos. Mayhews, Esq ; A. Stanford,

Esq. ; John Crabten, Esq. ; J. R. Cooper, Esq. ; H.

Southwell, Esq. ; H. G. Southwell, Esq. ;
— Ling,

Esq. ; Messrs, R. Bond, J. and H. Flatt, Keer, Ha-
ward, S. Howlett, T. Girling, A. and R. Crisp, T.

Capon, jun., N. Garrett, E. Packard, S. Flick, James

Cooper, D. Barker, J. Sherwood, J. Girling, C.

Churchman, the Reverends Skinner, Baker, White,

King, &c., &c,

The Chairman havhig introduced the lecturer as a

gentleman who was connected with the agricultural and

scientific school of Kennington, London,

Mr. Nesbit spoke as follows : Mr. Chairman and

gentlemen, I feel very highly gratified at seeing such a

numerous assemblage of gentlemen interested in the pro-

gress of agriculture ; and I shall feel very great satisfac-

tion this evening, in endeavouring, as far as I possibly

can, to elucidate the science of agriculture with reference

to the application of chemistry to its development. I

am not come down to you with a vast amount of chemi-

cal apparatus ; I have not brought here a prodigious

number of curious things of which you might have

wondered what was their use. I come to you this even-

ing with the language of plain common sense ; and with

the operations which you are continually performing on
your farms as the basis of my arguments, I shall see if I

cannot, by applying to them the rules of plain common

sense, elucidate the subject, and secure to you a greater

knowledge of the science of agriculture than you already

possess. Before doing this, however, I must make

one or two observations. And gentlemen, I must, in

fact, quarrel with you, because you arrogate to yourselves

alone, what I think you ought not to claim for your-

selves alone—the title of practical men. "We, we,

we," you say, " are the practical men," as if there

were no other practical men in the kingdom besides

yourselves, and as if no one else understood the nature

of things. Now, I mean to contend that the title

"practical" does not belong to the farmer alone ; and I

have certainly some doubt whether it ought to be applied

to the farmer at all, in its full signification. I will take,

for example, the case of Mr, Tomkins, who is a capital

farmer. He farms his land well ; he keeps stock, and

grows turnips, and does everything in the best manner.

Now, as a poor student in science, I want to gain from

this gentleman some useful practical information. With
this object in view, I say to Mr. Tomkins, " Pray,

what have you got in your soil—what ai'e its properties ?"

He replies that it is a sandy soil, a loamy soil, or a clay

soil. " Yes ; but what have you got in the one and

what in the other ?" " I do'nt know; I have not gone

so far as that yet." I then ask, " What have you got

in your manure ? " and Mr. Tomkins, good, easy,

practical man as he is, says, " I cannot tell you."

If I ask him what his crops take out of the

land, again he declares that he cannot answer

my question ; he knows that they take away something ;

he knows that if he sows wheat, barley, or anything

else, something or other is taken away by the crop ; but

what that something is he cannot determine. Lastly, if I

ask Mr. Tomkins what is in the air and what in the

water, he is still obliged to confess that he does not know.

Now, gentlemen, I appeal to you whether the term prac-

tical, in its largest sense, will apply to Mr. Tomkins,

while he actually knows nothing whatever of those

things on which the success of the agriculturist pecu-

liarly depends. I grant you that Mr. Tomkins looks

at his crops, manures, and soils, in the whole, and that

he has got some general idea of them as a whole ; but

then he never seriously considers what this whole is

composed of ; and what I propose to do is to extend

his knowledge a little further; so that, instead of his at-
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tention being confined to those generalities on wliich it

has hitherto been fixed, he should be made acquainted

with everything in the soil, in the crops, in the manure,

in the air, and in the water (Hear, hear). Now, I ask

you, gentlemen, as practical men, to say whether you

consider that this knowledge would not be worth hav-

ing, and whether it would not be well for every man, as

far as it may be in his power, to seek to attain such

knowledge. Well, now, having thus prefaced my sub-

ject, I shall at once commence the consideration of the

manure made on the land ; and I shall afterwards offer a

few observations on the rotation of crops and the nature

of those substances which are offered to the farmer under

the name of artifical manure. And let me here observe

that I shall be very happy, at the close of the lecture, to

hear any remarks, or to answer any questions which

may occur to any one present, having reference to any-

thing which I may have said ; for some of the things

which I intend to present to your notice may be so new,

and so contrary to ideas previously impressed on your

minds, that you may doubt the truth of my statements
;

and the best way to settle any question of that kind is to

argue the point at the close of the lecture (Hear, hear).

Let us begin witli the far-famed farm-yard dung,

which is supposed to be so superior to all other things.

It is that which grows the crops, and which, in the esti-

mation of the farmer, is not surpassed by any possible

combination of substances. Now, what is this farm-

yard dung ? It is formed by acting upon vegetable mat-

ter in some way or other. You either take a quantity

of vegetable matter, and pass it through the stomachs of

animals, where it is acted upon and the refuse passed out,

or you put vegetable matter—as straw, or litter— in the

yards, and allow the excrements of animals to be mingled

with it, and a slow decomposition to take place. The

whole being commingled and mixed together is known

by the name of farm-yard dung. Now, a very little

consideration will show that the whole of the mate-

rial which is found by you, gentlemen, to be

practically so useful on the farm is merely de-

rived from vegetables ; so that you are, in fact,

applying the remains and refuse of vegetables to renovate

the land. This is the whole secret of farm-yard dung :

it is vegetable-matter, which, when partially decomposed,

is re-applied to the land, where it forms vegetables over

again ; so that you are continually working as it were in

a circle. Thus the same particles of matter imported on

the farm perhaps in the shape of oil-cake, first re-

appear in the shape of a turnip, again as barley, now as

beet-root, now as wheat—the cycle of changes continues

until the identical particles are exported from the land as

beef or mutton, or as grain. Now I hope I shall be

able to offer one or two ideas with respect to the origin

and nature of this farm-yard dung ; and let me say we
can never have our ideas too near the truth respecting

the origin and nature of that which is so constantly

under our notice. Some gentlemen have got an idea

that animals have a mysterious power—of what nature

it is impossible to say, but they imagine that it really

exists—a mysterious power, by means of which they

can change a turnip, or a quantity of oats or greens, into

a superior manure for land ; and that food must have

passed through the animal before it can be really useful

on the land. That is the idea entertained on this subject

by ninety-nine farmers out of a hundred. I must proceed

this evening to disabuse your minds of that erroneous

notion ; I must inform you that the manure obtained

from animals is always dependant, as regards its

value, on the food which the animal eats ; and that

the excrements of animals are always less valuable,

and less powerful in manuring principles, than is

the food consumed by those animals whilst producing

the manure ; that green food, ploughed into the

land, will give more manure to the land than the

same food eaten by animals. Not that I would recom-

mend you, as a rule, to plough in your vegetables ; but

I wish you to remember that your sheep can deposit

nothing on the land but what they have first received

from the food ; and that, under all circumstances, the

amount deposited will be less than that received. Now
let us look a little at this point. You know that in one

of our ordinary fire-places, when coals are put in the

grate and a light is applied to them, an action takes place

which makes the air above differ from that below the

fire : without any mention of the name of a single

chemical element, you have only to apply your plain

common-sense in order to be aware that an action takes

place between the air and the coals, producing heat, and

that the air above the coals (in the chimney) is very dif-

ferent from the air below the coals, which enters at the

grate. Now you give an animal a certain amount of

food ; that food is taken into the system : the constant

action of the lungs, which inspire and expire the air, has

the effect of bringing into the system a large amount of

air. This air acts upon the food which is taken into the

system. By the combustion or burning of a certain

amount of that food animal heat is produced, which

keeps up the temperature of the animals, so that they

get a higher temperature than the surrounding at-

mosphere. The expired air contains the result of that com-

bustion, and resembles in composition the air of the chim-

ney : another portion of food not used for producing animal

heat is laid upon the bones, forming muscle, or fat ; and

what the bullock itself has no use for, is cast out of the

system. Now, you observe at once that the animal, by

acting in this way on the food, actually deprives it of

certain constituents, and at the same time makes it less

in amount ; so that, in fact, the only real action is one

which takes away certain portions of the food and

renders the others more quickly soluble. All the

soluble parts of the food are passed out in the urine,

and all the insoluble parts in the excrements. There is

a regular process performed in the laboratory of the

stomach, the effect of which is what I have thus de-

scribed. Now, the same thing takes place in the

decomposition of vegetable matter. You lay down a

large quantity of straw, and you let the water fall upon

it, as well as the excrements of animals. You all know

what takes place. The heap gradually heats, and this

gradual heating is nothing more than the effect of the

gradual action of the air upon it. Certain portions of

the vegetable matter thus acted upon by the air are con-
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sumed and taken away, and the bulk becomes less ; so

that, even in the process of acting on vegetable

matter, you lose a portion, and it goes off into the air,

just in the same way as the solid parts of coals pass into

the air by means of the chimney. You all know that

the solid parts of coal disappear and leave nothing but

ash behind. The two cases are, in fact, identical. I may

refer you to the case of a hay rick put up in too damp

a state. In that instance, an immediate action takes

place from the contact of the air with the moist hay, and

that action continues increasing, until, at last, the whole

bursts into a flame. Now, gentlemen, in either case, in

the making of manure there is a diminution and a loss.

You must have seen the reek going off from the dung-

heap, and there are other substances which also

disappear in the air which you cannot see. If

what I have stated be true, you will draw the

conclusion for yourselves, that vegetables ploughed

at once into the hmd, furnish a greater amount of the

substances adapted for the vegetation of plants than they

would supply if passed through the stomachs of ani-

mals—that is to say, to give a plain, practical illustra-

tion of my meaning, if you chop up an acre of turnips,

making them sufficiently small for decomposition, and

plough that acre of turnips into the land, you will have

more manure in the soil than if you fed a flock of sheep

upon it, without the addition of oilcake or any other ex-

traneous manure. Again, take other green crops, such

as rape, and plough them in, and you will have a lai'ger

amount of substances calculated to bring forth the next

crop than if you passed that acre of rape through the

bodies of animals. You may call this theory, gentle-

men ; but it is absolute fact : there is no theory about

it. It has been tested by practical men, and I will give

you one or two instances. A gentleman heard me make

this statement when I was lecturing at Maidenhead

—

and let me re mark that the gentlemen who composed my
audience on that occasion were not quite so decorous as

you gentlemen have shown yourselves this evening

;

for I heard some of them call what I said " gammon"
(laughter). Now, notwithstanding its being " gammon,"
a certain gentleman determined to try whether or not

the case was as I had represented. A gentleman named
Mr. W. Trumper, of Dorney, near Windsor, having 20

acres of rape, ploughed in one or two acres in different

parts of the field. The rest was fed off by sheep. These

sheep were luxuriating every day on a beautiful mea-

dow adjoining, and were folded at night on the rape. I

was invited last Midsummer but one to see the effect of

this experiment ; and about a dozen practical men were

invited to meet me upon the occasion. The land was gone

over, and I could point out every place where the rape had

been ploughed in. The wheat stood eight or ten inches

higher than the rest ; and in the judgment of tliese

practical men there was more than a quarter of an acre

dift'erence between the places where the vegetables had
been ploughed in and the places where the sheep had

been fed off. More than that, I happened to meet Mr.
Trumper at the annual dinner of the Reading Farmers'

Club, when he told me the turnip crop succeeding was

much better, and he fully expected to see it in the bar-

ley. Now, there can be no doubt that the ploughing in of

turnips will have a similar good effect, and perhaps many

of you gentlemen have in your recollection certain in-

stances in which, owing to the severe frost rotting

the turnips, it was necessary to plough them into

the land ; and when, contrary perhaps to the expecta-

tion of the farmers a capital crop of barley was the

result. I would not recommend you to forsake the

feeding of sheep : I am now merely dealing with the

facts of this case. It is a question of pounds, shillings,

and pence whether it is best to feed the turnips off or to

plough them in, and therefore a case for the exercise of

your individual judgments. In the instance of which I

was speaking at Maidenhead it was found more favour-

able to plough in than to feed off, as that year the

crops were excessive and the sheep high in price. A
gentleman there was actually offering to give £2
an acre to any person who would send a flock of

sheep on the farm to feed off the turnips. I at once said

it would be better to spend 15s. per acre for ploughing

in and 25s. in guano, as the crop of barley would as-

suredly be better. Now, gentlemen, at the end of the

lecture I shall be happy to hear any observations which

may occur to practical men on this point, and to answer

any objections which may be urged ; and it must be par-

ticularly noticed that I leave out of the question for the

present the mechanical action of sheep in treading the

land, so necessary on some soils, and speak merely of

the absolute amount of manure. To pursue the subject

of this manure a little further, you see at once that the

manure will vary as the food varies. If you use straw,

or oilcake, or turnips, the quality of the manure will

vary accordingly, as the composition of these substances

varies ; and it will vary because the animal takes away

only a certain proportion from each of these, and casts

out the remainder as excrements. But the manure will

vary, not only as the food varies, but according to the

age of the stock. It is plain and palpable that the

beasts which are already pretty nearly fattened will take

far less out of the food eaten than lean, young, and

growing stock ; because the young stock, having to form

their bones and flesh every day, rob the food which they

feed upon of a much larger quantity of valuable and nu-

tritious matter than such as have nearly attained the

fatted state. Not only does the quality of manure vary

according to the food and the age, but the dung of

milch cows is inferior to the dung of bullocks fed on the

same amount of food. It is plain that if a cow is giving

milk to young animals, the manure is robbed of some

of its most valuable properties. If a chemist analyzes

milk, he finds it to contain some of the most important

ingredients of manure ; and of course, therefore, these

ingredients are lost to the excrements. It is very clear

that the value of manure will vary according to the kind

of food, age of the stock, the nature of the stock, whether

the stock gives milk or not, and whether it consists of

sheep or of oxen. The seeds of plants contain the largest

amount of nutritive matter ; for as the purpose of the

life of a plant is to reproduce its kind, we find that every

other part of a plant is exhausted to produce the seed

which shall give birth to another generation. When,

Q
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therefore, seeds— as barley, oats, or oilcake— are given dung-heap and cattle should be conveyed into a reser-

to cattle, the animals will not only find more nutriment voir, and in dry weather pumped back again over the

than in hay or straw, but the manure will likewise be

much better. Now, having thus spoken of the

origin of manure, and having, I think, clearly proved

to you that it is all produced from vegetables,

and that animals have no power whatever to add one

single atom to the vegetable matter received into their

system, and that they deposit less in the land than they

receive in the shape of food, let me next proceed to

speak of the methods of manufacturing manure. And,

gentlemen, you often mix your dung in a manner which

I must say shows a great want of practical knoicledge.

I have seen manure placed in a position where all the

waters from the outbuildings poured down upon it, and

washed the soluble matter away into a neighbouring

pond, there to poison the horses. I have gone amongst

heaps of dung which were steaming away at a fearful

rate, and my nostrils have instantly informed me of the

escape of a substance which has a very high price in

the market, yet the practical man appeared to be quite

unaware that he was losing one of the most valuable in-

gredients of manure, namely, ammonia ; he did not ap-

pear to imagine that he had any means whatever of

helping himself. Now I wish to point out how pleasant

it would be to the pocket to have a little more knowledge

on this subject : it is the pocket after all which suffers

most. You may term me theoretical, if you please; but

I must say that I think there are as many crude theories

among the so-called practical men as ever emanated

from the brains of all the scientific men of the world

combined. Now let us look at this manure. When

the chemist comes to examine it, he finds that there are

certain ingredients in manure, which are naturally vola-

tile, or which become volatile in the process of fermen-

tation, and go off into thin air, if not prevented ; that

there are other substances which are soluble in water, or

become soluble in the process of fermentation, and

which, if acted upon by water, are carried away ; and that

there are other ingredients which are neither very vola-

tile nor very soluble. Now, to bring chemistry to bear no

further than this, the question really is, how to stop the

volatile substances from going into the air, and how to

prevent the soluble from being washed away. It so

happens that these very substances— the volatile and the

soluble—are those which it costs most money in the

market to import upon the farm, whether the farmer

obtains them in the form of guano or in any other form.

Now it is certainly very easy to arrest one of these wast-

ing processes, that is to say the washing of the manure
;

there is no difficulty in preventing the liquid manure

from being washed away ; and whatever the farmer may

say as to the loss being trifling, I am prepared to prove

that on some farms which I have seen, of five or six

hundred acres in extent, the loss was at least ,£200

a year. Now this, I say, can in a great degree be pre-

vented. If the farmer, or his landlord, will not go to

the expense of having the farm-yard completely covered

over like a railway station, they might at least, by shoots

or gutters, prevent the rain from the buildings falling on

the dung : the redundant liquid and urine from the

straw, which will thus more quickly suffer decomposi-

tion. You are all aware that vegetable matter decom-

poses most readily in contact with animal matter. In

illustration and in proof of this, I need only refer to the

thatched buildings where pigeons are kept. You

always find that that portion of the thatch where

the pigeons deposit their excrements gives way first.

While, therefore, you are to pump the urine back

again, so as to allow decomposition to take

place more quickly than it otherwise would do,

the next question is how to prevent the escape of

the volatile materials. Of these volatile matters one

is called ammonia ; and is easily arrested by means of gyp-

sum, or, what is better still, sulphuric acid. Tlie water in

the tank ought to be kept slightly acid, by means of sul-

phuric acid, which will totally prevent the escape of

ammonia. If no tank is kept ; over all the straw, every

day and every night, sho\ild be thrown a quantity of

gypsum, and the same substance should be applied night

and morning to the cow-houses and stables. I come

now to the difference between long dung and short dung.

This is a long-disputed question, and the practical men

have almost got to cudgel blows about it. Now it is

quite clear that in bringing down long dung to the state

of what is called spit-dung, you lose to a great extent

;

a certain number of substances are carried into the air,

and at the same time the manure becomes to a certain

extent decomposed, so that the fibres of the straw, and

other vegetable substances, are deprived of their power

of cohesion. Now, gentlemen, I am a great enemy to

the excessive fermentation of manure. I believe that it

ought not to be fermented to anything like the extent

that it is done in some places. It is often fermented

till one-half is lost ; and then we are told that a load of

that will do better than a load of long dung. I grant that

in some cases ; but if 100 loads of long c'ung be put

direct upon the land, and another 100 loads of the same

dung be allowed first to decompose and rot until only

50 tons be left, I ask, will the 50 tons equal the 100

tons ? Will one load of the latter beat two loads of the

former (Hear, hear) .' I contend it will not do so

well. If you take 50 pounds in one case, and 10

pounds in another, you will find in nine cases out of

ten that the long dung has the advantage ; because in

making the spit-dung you have a large amount of vola-

tile matter sent off to benefit not your land in particular,

but the whole neighbourhood, which men are not now

philanthropic enough to do on a large scale knowingly

(Hear, hear). Well then, gentlemen, we have seen that

you may arrest the volatile matters, as the ammonia, by

applying gypsum cr sulphuric acid. I hardly like to

name these things among practical men, lest I should be

censured. I know that some persons have such an anti-

pathy to chemical names as to consider them as any-

thing else rather than terms applied to designate certain

substances in nature. But I will venture to speak of one

or two other things by name. There is the charcoal or

vegetable matter of this manure, which goes off into the

atmosphere by the action of the air, in the same way as
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the coals disappear from a fire place, where nothing is

left but the aslies ; the charcoal having assumed the form

of gas and gone into the air. Now, a similar action takes

place in the case of manure; and if it be allowed to pro-

ceed, almost every particle of the charcoal will pass into

the air. Tlien there is hydrogen, another long name for

one of the constituents of water. Another substance is

nitrogen. These are also found in farm-yard dung, and

they are apt to hop away into the air if decomposition be

allowed to proceed too far. Therefore I recommend

you not to allow decomposition to go beyond a certain

extent, but to let the manure rot and decompose in the

land. I will now take another point, namely, the form-

ing of manure heaps when the dung accumulates faster

than it can be put upon the land. The best plan in such

a case is to lay a bottom of mould a foot in thickness.

Upon this the manure ought to be carted, each cart pas-

sing over the manure previously laid down. The manure

ought to be watered copiously with dilute oil of vitriol

(one part to twenty of water) or sprinkled with gypsum,

if those substances have not been previously used. Upon
every two feet in depth of the dung six or eight inches of

mould should be placed, and when built to the required

height a covering of earth eight lo ten inches in thick-

ness should be placed over all. In a compost heap thus

made, the escape of most of the valuable ingredients is

almost entirely prevented. If any of the ammonia

should escape the action of the sulphuric acid, it would be

retained by the mould ; and by the slow action of the air

upon it, nitratesof either potash, soda, or lime would be

produced. Whether you are aware of it or not, it is the fact

that the saltpetre used by the French, in their battles sub-

sequently to the first revolution, was made from the floors

of cow-houses, from old walls, and actually from the

urine and dung of animals— the ammonia of these things

being converted into saltpetre. Now that which produced

such an immense amount of saltpetre sufficient for all

the wars of Napoleon, when the French were cut off

from the East Indies ; instead of being allowed to escape,

might surely be converted by you, gentlemen, to the

purposes of agi'iculture, which I need not say are very

much better than those of war. I now come to another

point—that of box-feeding, or the feeding of animals

under cover. The best way of making your manure

is, I think, either to make it under a large open

shed, covered over, or to put your animals upon

the box-feeding system followed by Mr. Warnes.

I have seen the box-feeding, not only at Mr. Warnes'

and Lord Torringtoa's, but in other parts of

the country, and I must give it my unqualified

Spprobation, as one of the simplest means— I do not

say the best that could be devised—of carrying out the

practical ends of the farmer. Mr. Warnes does not tie

up his bullocks, but he has litter under them, and he

strews gypsum over this litter. The urine of the ani-

mals and the solid excrements are arrested ; fresh

litter is added when the first gets too wet ; and this ma-
nure is continually trodden down by the feet of the

animal, and this treading so solidifies it, that just that

necessary amount of fermentation takes place which pro-

duces a good solid black dung. I am not now going

into the question of cooking food for animals : I shall

leave that part of the subject for a future time. I must,

however, now proceed one step further, which practical

men will, I dare say, consider an absurdity. Gentle-

men, my opinion is that the time will come when you

will have your bullock-houses warmed by as genial fires as

those in this room. I will tell you my reasons for thinking

so. The food, or at least a portion of the food, which

you give to animals goes, as 1 before told you, to keep

up their temperature. Now the more cold to which an

animal is exposed the more food is retjuired to keep up

the temperature, which must be kept up or the animal

will die. We all know that in cold weather an animal

parts with more heat than in warm ; consequently he

must consume a much larger amount of food to furnish

this heat, and this is the reason, and there is no other

reason, why you cannot fatten animals in winter. In

the winter the animal merely consumes to keep itseU"

comfortable. The animal only produces fat when he has

got more food than is required to keep up the proper

temperature of the body. If you were to keep a fat and

lean animal without food, you would find that the fat

animal would outlive the other for many days, in

consequence of having been able, by excess of food at

other times, to lay up a store for other days. You
must not suppose that the animal lays up fat

merely for your use ; it lays up fat for the purpose

which I have stated, and it is only when it is able to

satisfy itself as regards warmth that it lays up a particle

of fat. This, I repeat, is the reason why you cannot

fatten animals so well in the winter as in the summer.

Now, mark what is the idea of the practical man on this

subject. The practical man never thinks of buying a

pound of coals to warm the animal, and thus, at the

same time, to save the consumption of food. Now I do

iiot call that very practical ; and I venture to assert that

the more practical idea of the chemist will eventually be

carried into effect. Instead of valuable food being con-

sumed for the mere purpose of keeping up the animal's

warmth, there will be a consumption of coals, which are

much cheaper, for that purpose, and then you will be

able to fatten quite as well in the winter as in the

summer.

Having thus mentioned the chief points relating

to manure—and I do not recollect, at this moment, any

other point of special importance, except with reference

to artificial manures, to which I will refer at tUe close

—

I will proceed to speak of the rotation of crops, and

of the means by which vegetables live.

I will now, gentlemen, draw your attention to the system ot

the rotation of crops. I have here something to state for

which many a practical man will, I doubt not, find fault with

me ; but I must proceed to the fact. I am afraid that I am
not in a position to alter that which has been found to be

true, and will remain so, notwithstanding the prejudices of auy

party whatever. You have the plants growing m the soil, and

they seem to obtain their niitriment therefrom. You find that

one farmer produces more crops than another, because he ma-

nures more highly. But, for all this, the plants do not obtain

the greatest amount of their livelihood out of the soil ; they

derive most of their nutriment from the air. The soil answers

two or three purposes. First, it answers the purpose of 9

q2
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solid substance, by means of which, plants by their roots are

supported, so as to resist the tempest, and by which, also, they

have a local habitation and a name. The roots also have

for their object the obtaining nutriment from the soluble

matters of the soil. If I were to refer you to the vegetation of

the sea, which, perhaps, you practical gentlemen are not much
in the habit of dwelling upon, I might show you that there

are vegetables there which have no roots, and do not want any.

They are fixed by a certain process to the rock, and they have

no need of the roots which land plants require ; because the

stems and leaves of sea plants spread through the water, and

absorb from the water itself all they require. The roots of

land plants, besides acting as points of support, act as absorb-

ents, in the same manner as the leaves of sea plants. These

roots take a portion of the water from the soil, holdiug in so-

lution a quantity of the soluble matters of the soil : the water

makes its way into the leaves ; and under the influence of the

light of the sun, these plants, through their leaves, have the

power of acting on the air, and of absorbing therefrom sub-

stances which unite with those already in the water to form

the various products and tissues of plants. For, gentlemen, I

venture to tell you, though it may appear rather extraordi-

nary, that there is a vast deal more charcoal and other

constituents of vegetables in the air than in all the plants

which live upon the earth. It is not necessary for me to

state how many hundreds of millions of poimds the air

contains. There is, however, a large amount of charcoal in

the air, existing in a form in which it is called by chemists

carbonic acid gas, and by miners choke-damp—a gas which,

when collected at the bottom of wells, or brewers' vats, kills

persons who unadvisedly descend without having first tried

whether this gas be present. If a lighted candle is extin-

guished by the atmosphere of a well, a human being cannot

live therein. Now, this same gas, which is also given out by

all burning fuel, and decajring vegetable and animal matters,

finds its way into the air ; and it is chiefly from the air, not

from the soil, that plants again derive their charcoal. If you

plant an acorn, it wUl, after a few hundred years, become a stately

tree, and contain many tons of charcoal ; and yet the soil around

it shall be richer in vegetable matter, owing to the fall of the

leaves, than it was when the acorn was planted in the ground.

You must infer, from this simple fact,that plants do derive agreat

part of their charcoal from the air, probably as much as nine-

tenths of it. In allusion to this peculiarity, a comical letter ap-

peared in Punch a few days since, purporting to be written by a

Countryman m London to his father in Hampshire, in which this

person said, in allusion to a lecture by Dr. Ryan which he had

been attending, " Why, he says, the vegetables actually breathes

in their victuals" (laughter) ; and, of course, as among ani-

mals, so among plants, some are possessed of far greater powers

of absorption and digestion than others—narrow-leaved plants

not being able to contend with those having more fohage. I

shall now take a general view of what is done by you, gentle-

men, as regards the rotation of crops ; I shall show you that

in this respect you are really " scientific" men, and that you
have devised a most scientific arrangement in your rotation of

crops. Let us look at the Norfolk four-course. You select a

plant with excessively large leaves, and which can produce a

Nrge bulb. The turnip, for example, when the sun shines upon

its broad and large leaves, has the power of absorbing from the

air a large amount of valuable nutriment. The turnip has an

idea of its own, if I may so say—the idea of producing its own
kind, and of laying up in its bulb for the next year a large

quantity of vegetable materials, and it goes on accumulating

until it has produced those enormous vegetable masses which
we sometimes see. Now, when this is done, the farmer, to put

an end to all the hopes of the poor turnip ; instead of allowing

the matter accumulated by the turnip to proceed to theformation

of turnip seed for the next year, he comes in and says—" No

!

I find that a crop of barley will pay me better, and I will there-

fore convert this turnip into barley !" Now, how is this to be

done ? One gentleman will plough the turnips into the land.

Another gentleman says—" I want to produce a little mut-

ton." So he brings his sheep upon the land, and what is not

absorbed by them is deposited on the soil, together with other

substances derived perhaps from oil-cake or hay. The barley

which generally comes next, being a narrow-leaved plant, does

not possess the power of absorbing from the air so much as

the turnip, though it possesses the power of re-producing its

kind. But here comes the question of pounds, shillings, and

pence, which, after all, is the principal question in the estima-

tion of the practical man. He wants to produce a very large

crop of barley, and he makes use of turnips to accompUsh

his object. The barley finds a large amount of vegetable

matter already accumulated in the soil in such a state

that it can be absorbed by its roots. The roots absorb

this, while the leaves act with double vigour upon

the air ; and the consequence is a much larger crop than

could be obtained by the action of the leaves of the barley alone.

Now let us take the next step. You select, in this Norfolk

four-course, the red clover or the trefoil, or some mixture of

seeds, which by presenting a large foliage will be capable of

absorbing a great amount of carbon from the air ; or you select

beans or peas. Now take the case of red clover. You all know

that a good crop of clover presents a large quantity of leafy sur-

face to the air, though each leaf be not so large as the turnip leaf.

Every little leaf sends down a certain radicle into the soil ; so

that in proportion as the leaves grow above the ground, in

the same proportion do roots grow below. The consequence

is, that you get accumulated in the land a very large amount

of vegetable matter in the shape of roots ; and though you take

off such an amount from the surface, yet all your roots are so

much valuable matter added to the soil. Now, gentlemen, I

will give you an evidence of this fact, which I will treat as a

general one. I know that many of you have found that the

wheat crop is better when you have cut the clover twice and

removed all the hay, than where you have fed off, perhaps with

addition of oil-cake, or where you have taken one cut and then

fed off. Now what is the reason of this ? It is that in

feeding off you prevent the growth of the roots. Every

little leaf which was sending its little root downwards ceases

to do this when it has been mutilated or eaten by sheep. A
much less amount of vegetable matter therefore accumulates

in the soil when the clover is eaten off than when it is merely

cut and the hay removed. The succeeding wheat crop, there-

fore, cannot be so luxuriant ; for the roots of the clover supply

the material for increasing the crop of the wheat. This was

proved by the experiment of a friend of mine, Mr. Peter Love,

who took two pieces of clover—cut one twice and the other

once, and then fed it off with sheep. He afterwards dug up

the roots from each portion, and found 75 cwt. per acre where

he had taken two cuts; and only, I think, 25 cwt. where he cut

once and fed off. This is a very large difference, and suflicient to

account for the superiority of the wheat when the clover is twice

cut. Now, gentlemen, look at the preparation which you scien-

tific men have made for the wheat-crop. You have got a large

amount of clover roots in the soil. You plough these up; the

roots decompose, and furnish to the narrow-leaved wheat the

means of producing a much larger crop than of itself it could

obtain from the air. You thus often obtain from five to seven

quarters from a plant which naturally would perhaps produce

only two. Now this is an illustration of the Norfolk four-course.
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The red clover, for reasons which are uot yet satisfactorily

known, refuses to grow in many places oftener than once in

eight j'cars ; in others, once in twelve years. In order to re-

place it in the rotation, seeds, and beans or peas are made use

of. The seeds act like the clover, and accumulate a quantity of

vegetal)le matter in the soil ; but the beans and peas appear to

have little effect in that way. They seem to be able to get

what they want from the air; so that, though they do not much
enrich the soil, they do not impoverish it, and a crop is obtained,

and no harm done to the land. Well now, gentlemen, if you

refer to a more extended series of rotations—to an eight or

nine, or ten or twelve years' system of rotations—you will find

that the very same principle which you have so scientifically

laid down is carried out, and that you merely make use of plants

possessed of different properties, to bring down into the soil

substances which are valuable in the market ; and which other

plants you wish to grow do not possess the means of otherwise

obtaining, in quantity sufficient to produce the crops you require.

It is the object of the farmer to produce all these plants in

the greatest quantity—he wants an abnormal growth of plants,

an unnatural growth—and therefore he endeavours to give to

the ground such an amount of every substance required by the

different plants, that, as far as he is concerned, nothing shall

occur to check their proper growth. Now, here a few practical

considerations arise, which the chemist may present to the

farmer. It so happens that we are not in a position, generally

speaking, to carry on farms without importations from abroad

;

that is, we must look beyond our farms to supply losses sus-

tained by the exportation of beef, mutton, and grain from the

farm. There are, however, certain farms so situated by nature

as to be independent of all such aid. For instance, if you have

a large quantity of irrigated meadow land, you may be able to

obtain from it all that you want for your arable land. You
may have beautiful marsh land, where the application of manure

would not merely be useless, but would, in fact, throw down
your crops. In that case you clearly do not want extraneous

manure. Some parties have even thought that if they had a

larger amount of pasture land, they might do without import-

ing manure. My belief is, that you would injure pasture

land by continually removing substances from it, to manure

arable ; and, therefore, in that case, I cannot admit that there

is no necessity for importing manure, though less may be re-

quired than in other cases. Arable farms, generally must

undoubtedly require importations from abroad. Now, the

question is, how are you to proceed in order to obtain the

most serviceable substances, and at the cheapest rate? I

defy any merely practical farmer to tell me how this is to be

done. He must spend a vast deal of money, and a great

portion of his life, in making the discovery. But look at the

practical chemist, whose opinions have been trodden under

foot. Why, he goes into his laboratory, and in the course of a

week half a dozen questions are solved. He analyzes your

crops, and finds what ingredients are contained in them. He
analyzes your soils and farm-yard manures, with the same

result. He takes a rich soil and a poor one, and he finds cer-

tain ingredients in tlie one which are not in the other. Thus

the chemist is able to give the farmer practical information

which cannot fail to render to him the greatest assistance.

But the question is, I repeat, how to import the best manures ?

In the first place, there are the excrements of man. Man
feeds upon the best of all ; he takes the best of the beeves and

of the sheep, and the best of the grain, and his excrements are

richer than those of any other creature. A full-grown man
eats so much every year, and yet remains of the same weight ;

and his excrements, except what goes off in perspiration and

a gradual change taking place in the atoms of his body, some

being given off and cast out, and others continually rejjlacing

them from the food ; and it is an undoubted fact, that if

you could retain and apply all the excrements of man, they

would repro<Uice very nearly the whole of the food which he

had eaten in the previous year. Now, gentlemen, do you

take advantage of all this ? There are very few towns where

some of this manure may not easily be obtained, and the

question is, whether you, in your respective positions, ever

think of its value ? It is, in fact, one of the most

valuable manures that can be used; and when I look

abroad, I cannot but wonder that so little care is taken of it

Why, gentlemen, look at London, teeming with the excrements

of two millions of inhabitants, which there is very little thought

of saving. How do we know but that at this very time the

guano brought from South America contains particles of

matter which were thrown into the Thames 500 or 1,000 years

since ? the sea-plants having made use of them in the process

of vegetation, the fish having received the matter from the

plants, the birds having caught the fish and deposited their

excrements on the islands ; so that possibly some of the very

same particles of matter now find their way back to this

country (laughter). Gentlemen, I really think this is very pro-

bable. I contend, then, that a saving ought to be made there;

and I hope that all of you who reside in the neighbourhood of

towns, and are in a position to interfere, will not allow such

valuable matters to be lost. I hope to see this matter even-

tually taken up in a public point of view, Let us take, again,

the produce of gas-works—one of the most valuable of manures

—containing that very ammonia which is so apt to escape from

your dung-heaps. I do not know whether or not you are aware

that coal is merely an accumulation of the vegetation of a

former period ; and when this coal is subjectei to a certain

heat ammonia is given off, together with gas, which is used, I

am glad to observe, for the purpose of lighting rooms in this

part of Suffolk. Now, although this ammonia, or ammoniacal

liquid, would be of great use in agriculture, the demand for it

is so little, that it is allowed in many places to go down the

rivers, where it kills the fishes. Nearly all the ammonia used

at present in the various manufacturing processes is derived

from this source ; which offers such an abundant supply that

the gas companies do not know what to do with it. Now, I

recommend gentlemen to procure some of this ammoniacal gas

liquor, and to put it on the land ; they will very soon observe

the effect of putting it on pasture land : only they must take

care uot to put too much ; for it is so strong, that if they did

it would kill the vegetation. Now what use, gentlemen,

should you make of the discoveries which have been made in

this county and in other counties ? Without going deep into

geology, it may be stated that the land upon which we stand

was once under the sea, and that there lived in that sea great

numbers of animals, as whales and fishes. Their bones and

excrements accumulated for a long period at the bottom of the

sea ; and after a long lapse of time these became covered with

sand, or silt, or mud. These deposits have since been raised

to the surface of the earth by volcauic agency ; and thus, in

your own county, there are animal remains of a former world,

which, if dug out of the earth, are capable of being made

almost as useful for manure as they would have been at the

time when they were deposited. [The lecturer here exhibited

to the audience some interesting geological specimens.] Tliese

remains contain, in many cases, a greater amount of phosphate

of lime than the bones which are ordinarily so'.d in commerce;

because these latter are so much adulterated. Experience has

proved that it is the mineral portion of bones, and not the

expiration, must contain the whole mass of his food. There is :
animal, which produces the greatest ett'ect on the turnip crop

;
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aud it must be interesting, as a matter of pounds, sbilliug3,

and pence, to know that the mineral part of bones, as burnt

bones, produce a greater etiect than uuburnt. I refer to Mr.

Pusey's experiments in corroboration of this latter state-

ment. Now, you can get these phosphates of lime (com-

monly called coprolites) at about 35s. per ton; while the

bones of animals cost from £5 to £6 per ton. You have

here, then, a means of making good manure for your turnip

crops. I have analyzed the constituents of similar specimens

scores of times ; aud if one ton of these coprolites be mixed with

one ton of acid, supposing it costs 50s. a ton, ground, that will

be £7 10s. for three tons, and with £7 for a ton of acid, £14

for four tons of the mixture ; four cwt. is the largest amount

which it is necessary to use to grow 20 or 25 tons of

turnips per acre, without any other manure. I would recom-

mend you, however, to use a half dressing of dung and from

two to three cwt. of this mixture in addition, as the best

dressing. The best way is to use the half dressing of dung, if

you have it ; and if you have not you can make it up by a

larger addition of the coprolite mixture (pointing to the speci-

mens). I see that in this neighbourhood guano is sold at some-

thing like the fair value ; but I have known places in which

£6 lOs. per ton has beeu demanded for an article not worth

30s. There is such a liability to be cheated in these things

that I recommend no man to buy without seeking the aid of a

chemist, in order that he may know that he is purchasing the

right thing. I also recommend you to deal with none but

respectable dealers—men whose character or knowledge, or

both, testify to the quality of the articles they sell, and who

make use of the best scientific information to confirm their

opinion on the manures which they sell. It is not necessary for

me to dwell very much on the use of guano. Gentlemen,

guano is chiefly valuable—the best Peruvian guano—for the

ammonia, and the bone-dust, or phosphate of lime, which it

contains. The best guano is useful for dressing grass lands

and corn crops ; but under ordinary circumstances, I would not

so much recommend it for the turnip. It is apt to throw the

turnip into leaf, to the detnraent of the bulb ; and I object to

such an imnatural development of the leaf to the injury of the

more useful portion. A mixture, however, of one cwt. of

Peruvian guano, with two or three of the coprolite mixture,

would be very good, and would probably send the turnip

quickly past the fly, which is one of the most important

points with reference to the turnip culture. I hardly know

whether I should trespass any longer upon your time (cheers)

;

but there are one or two other points which I am desirous to

mention. Now these other points have reference to other

manures, some of which are on your own coasts ; for example,

there are sprats. I took the trouble of drying some sprats and

analyzing them, and I found them, when dry, equal in value, or

nearly equal, to the best Peruvian guano. Now, gentlemen,

when you have such substances as these within your reach, and

know their value, dry sprats containing ten per cent, of ammonia,

and twenty per cent, of phosphate of lime, I must say that I

cannot help conceiving that you are very wrong in not using

them. Now sprats may either be put on the land and ploughed

in at once, which is perhaps the best way, or you may make
them iato compost. You had better do the last in this way.

Supposing that the soil does not contain too much chalk—that

it is loamy—spread a layer of soil, and then a layer of sprats,

and so on, as mentioned before for dung. Let the sprats be

well watered with dilute sulphuric acid. You will then have

a gradual decomposition taking place : the anmionia will

be arrested completely by means of the acid, and the

other gases will be arrested by the soil. I do not know
a cheaper method of supplying manure for the crops. It has

been proved by many experiments that, generally speaking, if

the mineral ingredients be found in their proper quantities in

the land, the produce of gra?s will generally be found in pro-

portion to the amount of ammonia. Wliile, therefore, gentle-

men, you may use strong manure, as sprats or Peruvian guano,

for grass, you must beware of using too great an amount for

wheat, or other grain crops; for the ammonia has the power of

stimulating, to a vast extent, the growth of the straw of the

crop, aud diminishing the strength of it. There is often a

liability of its being thrown down ; and nothing, I believe,

strengthens the straw so much as the use of salt (four cwt. per

acre, in spring,) or superphosphate of lime, made from the copro-

lites ; the latter would perhaps do best in this part of the

country, as it is not distant from the sea. Salt strengthens the

straw, aud generally increases the weight of the bushel. You
see, then, gentlemen, that chemistry is really a practical

science. It does not deal merely with theories, as many of you

have perhaps supposed. Chemistry is not a theoretical science

;

it is one which has a practical daily bearing on the affairs of

agricultural life ; and, gentlemen, you would be much more

able to carry out your ideas, if you had some knowledge of

potash, soda, silica, and ammonia, aid could gi\e some

explanation of their properties as well as of the properties of

other elements of your soils. You would then be much more

practical men than you are at present. And, as many of you

have reached a period of life when it is not to be expected that

you can acquire much chemical information, I think it is a d^ity

incumbent upon you, if you have sons who will succeed you

on your farms, to see that they, at least, are properly instructed

in such things. Most of the schools at present in operation

are incompetent to educate on these subjects. Schoolmasters,

as a class, do not move in the matter ; aud as long as you

gentlemen are contented with the education which your sons

reeeive, the schoolmaster will not desire to make any

alteration. His goods sell in the market, and that is all he

wants. I maintain that in order tliat education may be what

it should be, you, gentlemen, must appreciate, as I do, the

necessity for scientific education. Though you do not remove

your children from the schools in which they are at present

placed, you may immediately impress on the teachers the

necessity of giving to Thomas, or John, or Henry a little

knowledge of botany and chemistry and geology; by de-

manding that the elements of these sciences be taught youv

boys ; and you may depend, if the demand were made by a

number of parents having children at the sime school, that tliq

schoolmaster would alter his system ; and thus you woulil

obtain a great deal of good for your own children, and, at the

same time, be instrumental iu conferring a great benefit on the

country at large. Now, gentlemen, there is one other point

which I regret the necessity of introducing. I may, after all,

be met with some such words as these:—"Why, really, Mr.

Nesbit, what you say is very good ; but we are placed in such

a position, that if we were to expend £1,000 upon our land,

we should not know that we should be able to take any of it

out ; we dare not spend a penny, lest we should be

obliged to leave the value in the land." Here, then, I must

confess that the want of compensation for unexhausted

improvements stands in the way of the tenant farmer (cheers),

and therefore is opposed to that very scientific and practical

improvement which I have been advocating ; and I believe

that if landlords and tenant farmers would only look the mat-^

ter fairly in the face, and if the former would give what ia

right between man and man, each party would be benefited.

Gentlemen, in conclusion, I am extremely obliged to you

for the kind manner in which you have listened to my re^

marks this evening. I have purposely been very general, con-
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sidering that scientific terms might sound harshly on many

ears. I hope, geiitlenieu, to meet you, perliaps, twelve mouths

hence, to deliver you another lecture, wlieu 1 shall be exceed-

ingly happy to find so kind au audience (loud cheers).

The Chaiuman having rcniindcii the audience of Mr.

Nesbit's oll'er to answer any questions whicli might be put to

him at the close of the lecture, having reference to the subject

of it-

Mr. Garrett said there was one question which he de-

sired to put to ]\Ir. Nesbit—namely, whether he had paid any

attention to the application of liquid manure. He (Mr. Gar-

rett) was in a position which enabled him to collect a rather large

quantity of such manure. lie had at that time a large quan-

tity on hand, and knowing that Mr. Nesbit was going to visit

Saxmundham, he had kept it, in order that he might be able to

obtain information as to the proper mode of applying it. What

chiefly puzzled him was the question, whether it should be

applied as a liquid, or whether it should be mixed with solid

matter, decomposed, and then put on the land. He fancied

that it was best to mis it with somethuig solid, and not to

apply it as a hquid; and he had, with that view, obtained a

quantity of maltcoombs. Maltcoombs would absorb a large

quantity of liquid ; it was almost like a sponge. He had got

a quantity of that ready, and he had also got a quantity of

wood ashes.

Mr. Nesbit : With respect to hquid manure, lie must ob-

serve that urine was one of the most powerful of manures

—

about 1,000 lbs. of urine containing 15 lbs. of ammonia ; while

the soluble phosphates of soda and potash were contained hi

it to a large extent. If this were mixed with maltcoombs, an

extraordinary decomposition would take place, and consequently

a loss; maltcoombs being, in fact, a manure of themselves.

He imagined that, with a large quantity of soil mixed with them

and the urine, the loss would be much less. With respect to

the wood ashes, a good deal depended on the freshness. If

too fresh, he should be apprehensive of their driving off some

of the ammonia. That could easily be ascertained, however, by

mixnig two or three buckets full of urine with a bushel or two

of the ashes If any ammoniacal smell were given off upon

making the mixture, they might be sure that injury would arise.

With respect to the application of the manure in the liquid or

the solid state, much would depend upon the kind of crops.

Mr. Garrett wished to know what would be the effect if

it were applied to grass.

Mr. Nesbit said, if he wanted to apply it to grass, he

should certainly use the manure liquid as soon as ever the

spring began to turn, and afterwards as the grass was cut. It

must be weakened with water to a certain extent, otherwise it

would be too strong for the laud,

Mr. Howard wished to know wliether, if manure heaps

viere covered with mould to the depth of ten or twelve inches,

so as to be made air-tight, that would prevent the loss of am-

monia.

Mr. Nesbit thought that such a covering on the top of a

manure heap answered very well, but that when it was required

to keep manure for some time, lie preferced putting five or six

inches of mould on every two feet depth of dung, as before

described, and covering the whole over with a thicker layer.

The addition of gypsum or sulphuric acid should not be for-

gotten.

Mr. Howard wished to ask one more question. They

found that in wet seasons their meadow lands produced a

much larger quantity of grass than in dry. Was that in-

creased production to be attributed to the ammonia contained

in the rain water ?

Mr. Nesbit : It was not only to be attributed to the am-

monia, but to the water. I i dry seasons tlie plants were in

the position most men were sometimes in—they could not

get circulating medium enough, and therefore sometimes found

themselves in an awkward position.

Mr. Howard said he apprehended, then, that in selecting a

manure for grass lands, they should choose one containing as

large an amount of ammonia or nitrogen as they could find ?

Mr. Nesbit : Most certainly ; not omittuig the other con-

stituents which the grass has taken away.

Mr. Howard wished to be informed in what form ammonia

or nitrogen had best be supplied.

Mr. Nesbit replied, either gas liquor, sulphate of ammonia,

nitrate of soda, or Feruvian guano, according to their market

value at the time.

Mr. Cook, said, Mr. Nesbit had taken up a novel position

with regard to the turnip crop. Farmers generally had been of

opinion that turnips were only useful to the land when eaten

off by sheep. Mr. Nesbit said chemistry pointed out a more

beneficial course, viz., that of having them ploughed in. He

did not doubt the correctness of Mr. Nesbit's position, pre-

suming that he had better data to go upon than he (Mr. Cook)

possessed. But, assuming that to be the fact, they were all

aware that the grazing of bullocks had been for several years past

over tlie left as regarded profit ; and he would ask Mr. Nesbit

whether, under sucli circumstances, it would not be better for

him to bury the green food as manure ? He merely put forward

this point with a view of eliciting Mr. Nesbit's opinion. That

gentleman had given it as his opinion that sheep deposited less

manure in the laud than the food contained upon which they

were fed, and he wished to know if the same applied to the

feeding of bullocks.

Mr. Nesbit said he thought the meeting would fully bear

him out in the statement that he had not recommended the

ploughing in of turnips unless a pouud-shilling-and-pence view

should lead them to pursue that course (Hear, hear) ; and he

thought he had also mentioned that on many light^ lands

there was a certain beneficial mechanical action produced

by the treaduig of the sheep, which could not be so well pro-

duced by any other means. But with respect to bullocks, if

Mr. Cook and other gentlemen found that the fattening of them

was " all over the left," and that they had not a single sous

left at the proper side of the sheet, why, in that case, he would

recommend them to leave off (Hear, hear). But he knew many

gentlemen who asserted the contrary, who stated that they

really did find something in the shape of profit.

Mr. wished to know whether, if a gentleman had

£100 to dispose of, he would employ it best by buying food

to increase the manure in the yard, or by the appUcation of ar-

tificial manures ?

Mr. Nesbit said that in the case mentioned by Mr. Cook,

that of bullocks yielding no profit, it was plain that tne £100

would be best expended in introducing artificial manures. He

had no doubt that in many cases the buying of food to be con-

sumed on the land was not the best method of introducing ma-

nure, but he equally believed that in many others it was deci-

dedly the best, because there was a profit derived from the

consumption of food by means of the animals. If there was no

profit, but a loss, the proper course to be pursued was obvious ;

but he had no doubt whatever that in many cases £100 might

be expended more beneficially in the importation of manure

than in the production of food.

The CuAiRM.AN said it was now his pleasing duty to pro-

pose a vote of thanks to Mr. Nesbit for the able and gratuitous

lecture which he had giveu that evening, and, he must also

add, to Mr. Packard for bringing him there (cheers). Even

though some of us may not have fully coincided in his views, I
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am sure Mr. Nesbit's object will have beeu fully carried out if

the result shall be to iiroraote iuquiry on this most important

subject (Hear, hear). He had there a section or drawing ef

the Bawdsey Cliff, whence the fossils exhibited had been ob-

tained. Wliile speaking on tliat subject, he could not but re-

fer to a report of an examination of Mr. Nesbit's pupils which

he held in his hand. There were some persons of great dis-

tinction in the scientific world present at the examination ; and

it appeared from the report of the proceedings that a course of

education was carried out in the institution which was highly

interesting and improving in relation to the progress of agri-

cultural science. Though such subjects as had been introduced

that evening might at first sight appear difficult of compre-

hension, yet they were all within reach, and in a short

period of time a great deal of practical knowledge might be

gained. He held in his hand a list of several very cheap and

useful elementary books. The first was a work which he had

no doubt was regarded as a text-book in most agricultural

circles, "Johnson's Elements of Agriculture ;" the next was
" The Muck Manual ;" a third was Liebig's " Chemistry of

Agriculture and Physiology ;" and, lastly, he would mention

some of the proceedings of the Geological Society, including

accounts of the strata of most of the wells of Suffolk, and the

dips and depths of different soils. He only mentioned

these works for the purpose of showing that a certain amount

of knowledge was attaiiiable by all who paid any attention to

the subject. The little attention which he had given to it

himself had convinced him that the whole subject was one

which must raise the thoughts to the great Giver of the

many blessings which they enjoyed ; and in the language of a

Suffolk poet they might say :

" Almighty Power ! from whom these blessings flow,

Teach us still more to wonder, more to know."

Mr. Nesbit, in returning thanks, said there was one point

which he had omitted to mention, and which he thought im-

portant that the meeting should know. They must all recollect

that Liebig was the chemist who first pointed out to the farmer

the necessity of making the phosphates soluble. He recom-

mended the use of sulphuric acid for that purpose. Some

years after Liebig had, like a man of science, given this know-

ledge to the public, a patent was taken out for the very pro-

cess recommended by Liebig. Since the existence of large

quantities of fossil phosphates was pointed out by Professor

Henslow, himself (Mr. Nesbit), and others, the party who

took out the patent was so sensible of the value of the dis-

coveries, that he w as now attempting to get the whole of the

phosphates into his own hands, and to prevent any other

party using them with acid, without his license. With this

view an action had been commenced against a party who used

the coprolites last year, which was at present pending. He

believed the person seeking to establish this most uuhcard-of

power over the property of others had neither a legal nor a

moral right to what he sought to obtain. On a question there-

fore, not important to this county alone, but to the whole

kingdom, he thought the farmers ought to take care that

the right involved was not taken out of their hands by any

chicanery whatever (Hear, hear). He felt very deeply obliged

for the reception which he had met with that evening. It

would give him great pleasure to meet the company twelve

months hence in order to pursue the inquiry still further

(Hear, hear).

A vote of thanks v/as also given to tlie Chairman, and

briefly acknowledged ; after which the audience dispersed, the

proceedings having occupied altogether nearly two hours,

T E N A N T - H I G H T

.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL CUSTOMS,
WITH THE EVIDENCE.

(Continued.)

Evidence of Mr. Thom.is Owen.

Chaikman.] You are a land agent for .some pro-

perties In the neighbourhood of Hungerford, in Berk-
shire?—Yes, I am.
And to some extent you arc an occupier of land ?

—

Yes, I am.
What is the custom of the county in that part of

Berkshire, as between in-coming and out-going tenants;

first, what is the time of entry 1—Michaelmas is always
the time of entry ; there is no other time of quitting.

What does the in- coming tenant pay for ?—All acts

of husriandry. It is various as to the in-coming tenant;

what the in-coming tenants are called upon to pay for,

for instance, straw and hay, and all that, is taken to by
valuation ; many tenants are allowed to sell wheat
straw, but the general principle is to take by valuation.

The hay is taken to at a spending price ?—Sometimes
at a spending price, sometimes at a market price ; in

fact there is no standing custom at all; it is just a
matter of old custom that the farms on the estates have
been in the habit of going on upon ; it is very various

indeed in our county.

To whom does the dung generally belong?—To the

in-coming tenant always ; I never knew the thing

otherwise.

That is, it belongs to the landlord ?—The manure of

the two last years we consider the in-comina: tenant's

property, provided the out-going tenant hart it when
he entered ; that is usual generally.

Is there any compensation for the purchase of artifi-

cial food or manure?—None whatever.

Nor for any more durable improvements of the land 1

—None whatever.

Is not there a great deal of land in your neighbour-

j

hood, between the river Kcnnett and the hills that would

be the better for draining?—There is, which we call

I

a stout clay, on the hills near the Kennett; there is

some very stiff laud, the clays; but our principal land is

very kind, gravelly, dry soil ; still there is a portion of

I almost every description of land in our county.
I You have another mode of improving the land, by

j

chalking it?—Yes, we have ; it is done very extensively

j

^particularly on new broken ground ; there has been a

great deal of land grubbed, and it is always advisable,

audit is alwavs recommended that that should be
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cliL'lked ; in fact it is the first step towards tlie recov-
ering of JaiuJ.

The clialk has to be hauled from some distance, has
not it?—No, it is generally subsoil chalk; I have
scarcely a piece of land on my farm, or on the estate I

manage, but what I could find chalk under.
You are rather confining your answer to your own

immedi ite neighbourhood ?—-Yes, to my own imme-
diate neijjhbourliood ; there are many farms, I have no
doubt, in Berkshire where you could not find the sub-
soil chalk without going miles.

Going to Woodliay, for instance, you have to

haul the chalk a considerable distance ?—Yes, but it is

usual to find chalk in many parts of it.

What is the expense of chalking per acre?— From
35s. to 50s., where we can get it subsoil ; I never paid
for any chalking but what we could come at easily.

That is the expense, where you find it immediately
under the land ?—Yes.

Does it make a very great improvement in tlie land ?

—Yes, it is a great preventive of wire worm, and many
other insects ; ours are very kind gravels, and on that

gravelly land I have found the greatest benefit from it.

I have had for years a number of bulb roots.

Sir J. Trollope.] Have you had any turnips ?

—

Yes, and the chalking is a very great security to those

crops.

Mr. CoLviLLE.] It makes the straw hold up in

wheat?—If you get your crop of turnips injured you
get the following crop injured

Does the chalk prevent the sti'uvv from falling; that

is does it have the effect of making the straw stand,

for wheat?—If you overdo it, it perhaps would loosen

the soil too much, and the straw might fall, that is in

doing it very heavily; our principal object is that of

securing the turnip crop more than anything; we con-
sider it a very great boon.
Chairman,] That same practice of chalking is

found beneficial upon the extensive range of hills to the

south of Hungerford, going on into Hampshire?

—

Yes, but I do not think Hampshire is so much adapted
to the chalking as many parts of the strong clay land

;

I think they are rather of the nature of chalky soils in

Hampshire themselves.

In youropinion, would it be desirable that the tenant

should receive compensation for those various improve-
ments that your attention has been called to?— There
is no doubt of it; I think any security you could give

the tenant for his outlay must give a stimulus to the

improvements ; the tenants would do a great deal more
if they could be certain as to being repaid ; every ten-

ant who has capital I am convinced would outlay it.

Would it be more likely, if tlie tenants had security

for their outlay, that they would be better able, and
more disposed, to give employment to the labourers

in winter ?— No question about it.

The winter is the time when those improvements
will be carried out ?—Most of them.
And that is a time when it is particularly desirable

to find employment for the farm labourers ?—Yes,
decidedly.

Have you any other suggestion to offer to the Com-
mittee ?—No, I think not.

Mr. Henley.] Your opinion is, that if the tenant
had security he would lay out more money ?— I am
convinced that he would.
Of course, if a landlord has a fee-simple interest in

tliat estate he can give that securitj' if he chooses?

—

He could; but it is so seldom understood, I think, by
many tenants, that the uncertainty of being repaid
puts a stop to tliose improvements; whereas, if tliere

was a law by which the tenant would be sure of being
repaid for the outlay, there would be a very great deal

more studied and done, both for the benefit of the land-
lord and the tenant, because I am convinced you cannot
benefit the one party without benefiting the other.

Should any law that should be made over-ride leases,

in your opinion?—No, I should say, certainly ; I should
think it would be dangerous to do so.

In your opinion, if any law be made, should landlords
have the power to make agreements with their tenants
not to come under it ?—Y^es, certainly.

Then what would be the use of the law ?—There is a
difficulty, I can see, and have always seen it.

You have not been able to see your way through that
difficulty ?—No ; but I am convinced of this, that where
landlords are not in a situation to make the improve-
ments, there are so many cases wliere the tenant has the
means, in point of capital, for making the improvements,
that he could make them very much to his advantage,
and very much to the landlord's advantage, because I

consider that under the present system in our county of
letting farms, they are what we call beggared out ; there
is not a farm that I have re-let but every tenant who has
quitted that farm has taken everything out of it that he
possibly could. If a system could be laid down where
that never could be allowed to be done, and that any
outlay that the tenant had made upon that property,
whether they were improvements by building or manure,
he should have the certainty of being repaid for them. I

think the benefit would be immense, both to the landlord
and the tenant, and the public.

This being clearly as you say to the advantage of the
landlord and the tenant, why should not they both agree
to it .'—It is not sufficiently studied ; there are many
landlords who will not even think of it.

It would be a great step towards it, to enable persons
of limited interests to do as much as landlords who have a
fee-simple interest do now ?—Yes, it would be ; I think
if the thing were to become a law, it would prevent the
action of any such injurious system, and would lead to
improvements that would be beneficial to all parcies.

You yourself state that you cannot see your way to
make a law, so that persons who wish not to come under
it could be dealt with ?—I do see very great difficulty

myself, inasmuch as it would be making a law to inter-

fere with existing agreements and leases ; still, if it could
be done, it would be one of the most beneficial things
that ever the legislature took in hand.

Supposing that not to be able to be done, it would be
a great step in the right direction to enable persons
having only life interests in land, or limited interests, to
do that which persons can do, having a fee-simple interest
in land ?—Yes, it would, certainly.

It would be a great step in the right direction, to give
tenants the privilege of removing any buildings that they
might think necessary to put up ?—Y^es, it would ; and
I consider there are many properties that are let run to
ruin entirely, because the tenant, if he does it, would do
it at his own cost, at the risk of never being paid again
for it ; and, therefore, it goes on from time to time, and
it is not done at all till the place tumbles down.

There is a great dislike in most men to have their pro-
perty interfered with by law ?—Of course, there must be
that feeling ; no doubt there is ; but I think they are
very frequently in the wrong to allow of it. It would
encourage a very great deal of outlay, if you could frame
a law to prevent all those immense dilapidations, and it

would prevent a very great deal of cost to the landlord
all at once ; the thing would be kept up regularly,
whereas novf it is let run to ruin, and it requires an im-
mense outlay to replace it.

Have you turned your attention to the point in what
way the law should be made .'—I have not; I am puzzled
very much to suggest anything.

You have considered the subject a good deal, have
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you ?—I have thought that the benefit which would
accrue would be immense if it could be made a law.

Having so considered the question, you are not able

to suggest anything to the committee ?—No ; I would
not venture to lay down anything.

The subject itself is full of difficulty, is not it, in your
mind .'—I think, taking it upon the whole, it must find

a difficulty, certainly.

May 4th, 1848.
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Philip Pusey, Esq., in the Chair.

Evidence of Mr. James Crisp.

Chairman.] You have occupied land, and are now
an estens-ive commission agent and auctioneer of stock
in the county of Northumberland?—Yes, and I am resi-

dent in Newcastle.

Have your ]n"ofessional pursuits made you intimately
acquainted with the county of Northumberland ?—Yes.
You have travelled through a great portion of that

county ?—Most of Northumberland ; nearly the whole
of it.

You are also acquainted with the county of Durham ?

—

In a great measure, by visiting the principal farmers
there, professionally and privately.

Is there any compensation for improvements to the
outgoing tenant in most of those counties ?— It is not at

all general ; there is scarcely any instance of it.

Is a good deal of land held under lease ?— The northern
part of Northumberland is nearly all under lease ; the
southern part varies very much indeed, from no lease at

all up to leases for 8, 10, 12, and 14 years. There are

scarcely two estates adjoining that are on the same
system.

In the county of Durham is the land usually held from
year to year, or on short terms ?—Almost entirely from
year to year.

Do you find that the system of letting is sufficient to
ensure that the landlord receives his land back at the ex-
piration of the term in a state of good cultivation .'-^The
farmer, during the farmer ])art of the lease, is generally
engaged in improving the land ; and then during the
latter part of the lease they curtail their expenses, and
crop as severely as the covenants will allow, so as to leave

as little in the land as possible.

What is the usual length of lease in Northumberland ?

—Twenty-one years in the northern part.

How soon do you think the tenant begins putting his

farm in order to prepare for giving it up .'—About half
the lease.

When he has been in the farm about 12 years he thinks
it time to let the farm go down again.'— Improvements
are made in the first six or seven years of the lease

;

about the middle of the lease the expenses are not so
much curtailed, but the improvements are not made

;

towards the conclusion of the lease the expenses are cur-
tailed considerable, so far as the keep of a draught or
pair of horses, and on very large farms sometimes as far

as the keep of two pairs, together with the corresponding
manual labour.

The committee are to understand, then, that this
diminished cultivation is carried on so systematically,
that some of the plough teams are sold off and the carters
discharged .'—To that extent sometimes ; one draught to

,

a large farm of 10 or 12 draughts ; sometimes I have
known as much as two curtailed, that is a rare case of

two draughts, one is nearly the outside.

The purchase of manure is generally diminished to-

wards the end also, is not it?—The purchase of manure
is not so much curtailed until within the last four or five

years, then they do it with caution ; sometimes they will

go on nearer the end of the term than that ; they may
have guano for turnips purchased ; I have seen that

within the last year, but no further than they can possi-

bly help ; sometimes two or three years before the expi-

ration of the lease they will cease from it.

There is no doubt, then, that the land falls into the

landlord's hands in a very inferior condition in compari-
son to what it was in at the middle of the term ?—It is of

very considerable less value at the end of the term than
it was eight or ten years previous.

Does that render it more difficult for the landlord to

obtain a good rent from a responsible tenant .'—Cer-
tainly, no tenant will give the same rent, as he considers

the state of the land in his valuation ; it is not in a state

to yield so much rent at the expiration of the lease as it

was within six or eight years before that time, when it

was in its full power of producing crops, when it would .

have given 10 per cent, rental more ; sometimes more
than that.

In your opinion, is the system known even of long
leases insufiicient for protecting the tenant in the outlay

of capital during the whole of the term ?—A lease is a
sufficient guarantee to improve the farm to its utmost
during the former part of the lease ; but the tenant does
not carry on the improvements the latter part of the

lease. I have seen where they have had a break in the

lease every five years where the tenant was full-rented,

although the landlord was bound to him, the tenant did

not make the improvements ; he said, " I may leave this

in three or four years ; it is high rented ; I shall not be
compensated for it ;" and therefore he is nearly in the

same state as the person without a lease, because be will

have no compensation when leaving at the end of five

years ; he would not be compensated for the improve-
ments during the latter years.

Have you known any case where capital has been laid

out under the present system by tenu;.ts in Northum-
berland, and where losses have bean sustained from the

want of sufficient protection ?—Yes ; I do know some
very serious cares.

Will you state them .'—There have been cases where a

tenant has been induced sometimes by the agent, with-

out proper authority, giving him to understand that he
would get his farm again, to drain and build and other-

wise carry his improvements on to the very utmost to

the last ; that has been done from mistaken authority on
the part of the agent, or wilfully to lead the tenant to

believe that he would have the fdrm again ; cases of that

kind have happened where the tenant has not retaken

the farm, though he was induced to make improvements
which he never reaped the benefit of.

You say that in tho.se cases tenants have laid out
money in draining and building, and got uo return?—
Yc-s.

What sort of building was that money laid out upon ?

— Sheds for cattle, and stone walls, and other fences

for dividing and enclosing fields, and draining.

Are thei-e any other c;ises of that kind which you
could mention to the committee?—A few cases I know
of, of that kind ; but they are all upon the same prin-

ciple ; that is buildincr, draining, and dykoing, in-

duced either without authority from the landlord, that

is, the landlord not sanctioning it, or otherwise wilfully

done to induce the tenant to keep the farm up for an
acquaintance of their own, who has sometimes taken

tho farm afterwards.
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You say you do not consider Ihe present system even

of long- leases sufficient i)rotection to tlie landlord and
the farmer; do you think the farmers in ymir ]jart of

tho country would be satisfied without any leases at all,

if tliey had due security for money laid out in improve-
ments?—Many in the southern part of the county
would prefer that to havinsr a lease.

You think they would prefer yearly holdiiin;, with

tenant-right, to leases?—The tenants in the southern

part of the cjunty would ; in the northern part the

farmers are partial to leases, from custom. Tlie

tenants in the southern part of Northumberland would
gladly receive this recompense for improvements. T

Jiave the authority of many of them, from conversation

with tlicm, to say they would improve considerably if

they had a certainty of recompense in case of leavin;^'.

You say many farmers have told you that if they
had certainty of recompense for improvement, they
would lay out their money in improving the land. Is

there much I'oom for improvements of that kind in the

county of Durham, for instance ?— It is one of the

worst farmed counties in the kingdom that I have met
with ; I have the authority of farmers in the county for

saying so, by letter and also persnnally.

I suppose this bad farming in the county of Durham
jniy be a good deal attributed to the wet chilled state

of the land, that is really a great discouragement to a

farmer ?—l'hcre are a great number of small farms in

tlie county of Durham, not of sufficient size to induce

a large monied tenant to take them, and they arc taken
by men often who have risen from the working classes,

who have no lease and have no means of improving the

land, and the Lmdlords will not assist them, and they
struggle on for two or three years. One gentleman in

tliat county told me three years was about the time of

their holding : and last Saturday 1 had occasion to go
into a village; I was looking for a bull ; a gentleman
told me where the;e was one in the village ; I inquired

for the master; he was out in the fields with the muck-
cart ; the wife said she would show me it. The back
door was towards the village; I went through the

most wretched house I ever saw occu]jieel by a tenant,

1 never saw a servant's house in Northumberland any-
thing like so miserable ; the front of the house is oc-

cupied by muck middens, and little houses for cattle

round about it here and there clapped down as if they
had fallen from the clouds ; the manure was at the

fiont of the door, and three or four steps went down
to a mass of lillh and contusion. This I remarkeel to

the gentleman on my return, and he said " That is the

general way with ou'- small farmers." In this case the

man and his wife could neither read nor write,

Mr. BouvERiE.] What was tiie size ofthatfarm ?—
200 or 3U0 acres.

Chairman.] Though you have some first-rate

farming in the northern parts of Northumberland, in

the southern part of the county, and in other parts, is

not there still great room for improvement .'^-There is

very great room for it indeed.

liy draining aud otherwise?—By draining prinei-

jially, and I think if they had recompense for it (aud
tome of the tenants I have alluded to said, if they had
a certainty of recompense,) they would im])roveagreat
deal iiiore; but they have their leases in this way : the

landlord was bound for so many years, generally eight

or 1.0 years, sometime.? 14, the tenant was nearly always
loose, and they only went on so as to be sure to be paid
the next year, or the year after when they found it con-
venient to leave. I had this fiom a very excellent tenant,

in Newcastle market last I'ucsday,

Is there much old grass land that might be drained
and broken up in Northumberland?— In some parts,

hut more in Durham. I recollect about a year ago

being over u iarm there, and I came to a very bad grass

field, an<l said, •' Why do you not plough this out? it

will not keep more than a sine]) an acre." The tenant

said, " My agent calls that old grass land;" he said,

"How much would it improve it? That land will

grow turnips and be worth £2 an acre, now it is not

worth IDs. an acre.'' I inquired of another farmer last

week to what extent that prevailed in the county, and
he said, a very great deal in that neighbourhood,

growing bad blue grass, not keeping above a sheei» or

a sheep and a half an acre, and sometimes scarcely a

sheep. If j)loughed out it would treble the value of

the land.

Can you speak to that point practically as to the

improvement of inferior land, from some that you have
had in your own occupation?—My occupation in tlie

northern part of Northumberland had attached to it

about 100 acres of marshy, boggy land, about the edge

of the moors.
What was growing upon the land when you took it,

rushes or heath ?—The princijial part was s|)rat, a sort

of rush, and there was one 10 acres field that was at-

tached to 100 acres of good land, on which good land

theie would be a large number of cattle ; but there

would not be a single foot of cattle upon that part; the

previous tenant had mowed part for hay, and the hay
was lying in the stack rotting, having been put together

in a rotten state, and all that was lying vvas left as

manure and never used as hay at all. I found that

was the usual result after cutting aud making the hay,

of letting it rot in the stack yard, or in the corner of a

field. I drained that land tlie two succeeding years,

and I left it, at the end of ten years fiom the entry

upon the farm, worth £2 an acre.

What was the value of it when you took to it ?— It

vvas valued at from Is. to 2s. Gd. an acre.

Wliat was the extent of that.'—One hundred acres

altogether, in detached pieces of 10 acres here and 20
acres there.

Tliose 100 acres were all, in the state you describs,

worth Is. to 2s. Gd. an acre .'—Yes.

You have some heath land ?—Yes.

Mr. CoLViLLE.] What was under the heath?—Sand-
stone ; and under most of the marshy parts sand, and
in some cases gravelly clay.

CiiAiuMAN.] Have you some heath land still unre-

claimed in the north of Northumberland?—Some hilly

and marshy land ; tlie close heath grows upon the

rock mostly ; and there is the long heath intermixed

with rushes; that is upon a marshy bottom. I consi-

der a great quantity of it is capable of imi)rovement.

There is a great deal of sand land in the neighbour-

hood of Belford ; can you state whether that heath land

is capable of improvement?—That country, I think, is

capable of great improvement ; there are some
restrictions ujjon it under tho head of old grass ; for

100 years some of it has been called so. A little

further north of it, I said to a farmer, " Why do you
keep this field in this state .•"' About 80 acres ; it was
not worth 5s. an acre. I said, '' It is a disgrace to the

rest of the farm; why have it in such a state? It

would grow better crops than the best of the land you
farm at 30s. He said, " My agent will not hear me
speak about it."

Can you state iu the case in the neighbourhood of

Belford, whether the heath land is not sufficiently im-
proved ?—There is a range of hills west of Belford,

where a tenant has improved about 100 acres;

the first two years he told me it would not pay ; it was

a great expense without sufBcient recanjpense; but

since then I believe he has applied to the landlord to

have more done, and he intenc's to go over nearly the

whole of it. It is a very large inoor, about from 000
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to 1,000 acres altogether ; some of it is heath upon a

rock that could not be well cultivated, and that being

burnt would be good for sheep ; it would not be well to

take it out on a dry rock.

This tenant whom you persuaded to improve the 100

acres of heath land, you are understood to say is so

well satisfied with the soundness of your advice that

he is disposed to take in 600 acres now ?—He has ap-

plied to his landlord to take in more. I believe this

case is under special agreement. He told me that he

had applied for leave to do it, and the agent told him
to go on ; that was in the late landlord's lifetime ; he

said, " No, I will not go on till I have a letter of sanc-

tion in writing," and then it was delayed till he got that

letter, under some special agreement : what the agree-

ment is I do not know. He is now improving that

moor to a considerable extent; he did not say the

number of acres.

You have put this as an instance where a practical

man has found such moor land as you have in North-

umberland capable of beneficial improvement?—

I

have ; he is convinced of it from experience.

You are of opinion that the farmers of Durham and

Northumberland, if they had compensation given them
for improvements, would be disposed to embark in

them ?—The security of a full recompense would induce

them to lay out a great deal more money than they do

;

and I believe if they had that security many would im-

prove the land to the utmost ; but the district now
alluded to is under three or four difi'erent classes of

farmers. In the northern part the farmers are men of

large capital, and they would not stick at any sum of

money where they saw a recompense for it.

You arc asked generally whether, if compensation

were given for improvements, the farmers, not all

farmers, but a numerous body of farmers, would be

disposed to make an increased outlay of capital in im-

proving their land?—I believe they would.

And is it also your opinion as a practical man, inti-

mately acquainted with those counties, that there is

still great room for an investment ot capital in the im-

provement of the land .'—There is very great room
for it.

Have you not a peculiar sort of improvement in

parts of Northumberland, by the removal of loose stone

on the land, which is very expensive to the tenant ?

—

In some cases it is very expensive. I have laid out as

much as £4 an acre myself. In Aberdeenshire I have

seen a landlord lay out from ,€12 to if13 an acre for

trenching 20 inches deep, to make the land plough

free.

Is it your opinion that it would be a proper head of

compensation to the outgoing tenant?— I believe it

would be a very proper one.

And likely to encourage the improvement of land?—
Yes.

Have you any other observation to make to the

committee?—With regard to those small farmers

holding without leases in Durham, they say they cannot

get tenants to farm any better, the farms are so small.

1 have been told that by agents, that they cannot get

tenants who are men of capital to take them. If they

had any recompense, if there were any security for

persons farming on, or for others lending them money
to improve with, they might be induced to do it. One
great cause of the farmer not being able to farm is, that

they frequently begin with a smallish capital, and the

landlord does not improve for them, and they cannot

do it for themselves. The landlord has of course the

preference of his rent bj' seizure and such like, if the

tenant gets back in his rent ; therefore persons lending

money would be subject to losing it. That prevents

monied men lending their money ; but if they had se-

curity, people might be induced to support those small

farmers with money when they saw them industrious,

and likely to do well if they had more capital. In

some parts of Northumberland I have seen speculating

men of small capital begin to improve a large under-

taking. Previously to 1816 or 1817 some of those

young speculators laid out a considerable amount of

capital, and they had to leave their farms, and others

came in, and made fortunes, where the men who made
the improvements were ruined. I know two or three

striking cases where they have improved by digging,

removing stones, reclaiming moor land, and liming.

What is the expense of liming ?—I farmed a place in

Roxburghshire which cost £b an acre, and £'3 or £4
in removing stones.

What is the expense of liming in Northumberland ?

—I think the common price of liming is about £3 to

£A an acre.

Is that a lasting improvement to the land?—It is

considered a lasting improvement to newly-improved
land, such as moors, in bringing them into cultivation.

I have seen a crop of corn four times as good upon
one ridge which had been limed, as upon another ad-

joining wliich had not been limed; and it is much used

for preventing the grub in turnips.

In thjse cases where the tenants had commenced im-

provements, and were unable to carry them through,

you say that the succeeding tenants made fortunes?—
Yes, I know several instances of it.

Would it then have been just that the outgoing te-

nants should have received compensation for those im-

provements ?— I certainly think so.

You are understood to say that the tenants did not

fail because the improvements were judiciously carried

out, or unprofitable to the landlord or the succeeding

tenant, but simply because they had not sufficient

means for carrying them out completely?—Yes, just

so. If they had had the means of carrying them out

they would have made their fortunes, which they were
entitled to do, and which the next tenant did without

any expense ; they merely came to reap the crop which
the men who were ruined had sown for them. If the

tenant had had compensation for those improvements,
he would have probably continued in the farm. I am
of opinion, from what I have seen, that we are better,

in the majority of cases, without leases, with 18 months'

notice to quit; and there would be more improve-

ments and longer holdings. On both sides of the

Tweed, with no leases, the tenants remain much
longer with the same landlord than where they have

leases.

Is that the opinion of many farmers with whom you
have conversed?—It is allowed by farmers I have

spoken to, as well as landlords, and it cannot be denied

to be the fact; examine any gentleman's rent-roll and
you will see the same names without leases standing

for ages, and sometimes there are more improvements
than where there are leases.

Do you think many farmers would prefer a yearly

holding with compensation, to a holding for a terra

without compensation ?—I am not sure that the north

country farmers would accept of it willingly without a

lease ; they have a strong partiality for leases upon the

large farms; in the middle and southern part of the

county, and Durham, they would accept of it ; many
farmers have told me if they had leases offered them,

they would not take them. They said the corn laws

were changed, and things might transpire so that they

would not wish to lake a lease, and they did not choose

to be bound. That is the answer I generally get from
the farmers in that district ; they say they do not wish

to be bound, they think it is better to be loose.

Mr. Henley.] In the case of the farms you have
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spoken of, and in respect of which you use the term
young speculators who made improvements which they
were not able to carry out so as to reap the benefit of
tliem, wore those large or small farms ?—They were
farms offrom 600 to 1,600 acres.

You would call those large farms?—They were a
pretty good size. They were not the highest rented
farms.

The question refers to the extent of the farm, not
to tlie amount of the rent ?—Upon those matters
sometimes they are intermixed with what is called

sheep-walks, to the extent sometimes of three or four

thousand acres; fifteen hundred is above the average.

Should you consider those to be large farms as com-
pared with the farms you have spoken of in the county
of Durham ?—Yes, three or four times the size.

What do you mean by the word speculators?—Y'oung
enterprising men, having good capital to go on with in

the usual way, taking advantage of the profit to be
derived from the improvement of the land. I have
known men set to work, and I have heard them say

they would beg, borrow, and steal to make improve-
ments; but they have injudiciously gone beyond their

available means.
You do not use the term then with reference to the

nature of the improvements they were carrying on ?—
No, it was not speculative at nil as to the improvement
of the farms.

Were those men of a better or inferior class of life to

the men you have spoken of in the county of Durham?
—They were the better class of standing in society.

Would they be more likely to have better friends than

the men of the class you have spoken of in the county of

Durham ?— Y''ea.

Then how can you expect the people of Durham
would be able to carry on those improvements, when
those gentlemen could not do so with better friends and
a better class of life?—The small farmers in Durham
might verj' probably be supported if their friends saw
they could be repaid for their money. It is often the

case that a man of industry has friends and relations

who, knowing the man's industry and knowledge of his

business, will support him, and enable him to recom-
pense himself for his outlay. There is so much land in

the cour.ty of Durham that requires very little trouble,

it is a sort ofwet gravelly land, that very little improve-
ment M'ould make it capable of growing turnips, in-

stead of keeping a sheep an acre, which would not
yield above from 7s. to 10s. an acre a year, but which,
if they had a crop of corn, would compensate them
largely.

Why do you think that a man taken from the

labouring class would be more likely to find persons to

lend him money than the speculators you have spoken
of in Northumberland, whose friends are in a better

class of life?— As to those farms that I have my eye
upon, the improvements were difficult and expensive
to accomplish, and I believe the two parties that I am
alluding to had borrowed money to a great amount of

their friends before thoy failed ; they failed in the year

1817. The years 1816 and 1817 were notorious in our
districts. Those men could not get any more money

;

if they could have gone on three or four years more
they would have made their fortunes. The im-
provements were upon the edges of the mountains

;

they had stones to take out, and walls to build, and
so on.

You said the improvements were not speculative but
safe in their kind ?—Yes ; but those two years were two
much i'cr them, as well as many others. Tliose farms
in Durham I am thinking of require only the plough
and a few drains. I passed over some last Saturday
and Friday, and I looked particularly at thorn, and

nothing was wanted but the drains ten yards asunder,

and they would want nothing but the common plough-

ing and sowing afterwards.

You have said that the reason that that land is not

broken up, is because the landlord will not give his con-

sent ?—That is the reason given to me by a great farmer

in the neighbourhood.
Then the want of security has nothing to do with not

breaking it up?—No, I think not. The reastm given

me is that the agent would not have the grass land

meddled with, and the landlord never meddled with it;

he had an idea that it was a deterioration of the property

to plough the land.

You have stated that in Durham the tenants occupy
about three years ; do you mean that is to be taken as

tiie general rule or the exception ?—That is what a gen-
tleman farmer in the neighbourhood told me ; I tliink

it is too limited; he said they generally run their race

in three years. I do not agree with that ; 1 think they

go further than that.

Which, in your opinion, are we to take it as, the ex-
ception or the rule ?—The exception, I think, though
he gave it me as the rule.

Do you consider a lease any security ?—Yes, a lease

is a security to the tenant to be reimbursed iiis improve-
ments, and men of capital will not make improvements
without security.

Yet you have stated that the tenant without that

security, as far as the lease goes, holds longer on a
series of years on the Tweed side of Durham ?—No, not
on the Tweed side, they were the middle and southern
sides of Northumberland ; but the improvements ge-

nerally do not go on there.

You said that the tenants upon the Tweed side,

both north and south, have no leases ?—You misun-
derstood me.
Was it right to understand your evidence to be, ge-

nerally speaking, as well as your acquaintance with the

tenants will allow you to form an opinion, that they
hold for a longer period at will than where they take

leases ?—That is the general rule to a great extent in

the middle part of Northumberland, more there than
in the southern part of Northumberland ; where there

are no leases they are continually changing, in the

southern part; sometimes the tenants have not been in

foi more than one year, and the estates are in a wretched
condition.

Speaking generally, and not of exceptional cases, is

it your opinion that the tenants hold longer under te-

nancy from year to year than under leases ?—There are

three or four cases where they seldom change, and they

hold longer than under leases; speaking of Northum-
berland, there are two distinct descriptions of tenure of

land : in the southern part of Northumberland, where
they have no leases, they are continually changing, but
in the northern part, not the Tweed side but farther

south, large estates from year to year are very seldom
changed, they have confidence in the landlord; but the

improvements do not go on ; but they go on holding

for generations.

Are those estates well or ill farmed?—They are not

generally well farmed : there are some exceptions, and
very great exceptions, where they are as well farmed
as anywhere without any recompense or security at all.

You were understood to say that taking a farm held

upon a lease of 21 years, for the first five or six years

great improvements were made, in the middle no im-
provements were made, but the same amount of

labour was expended in the ordinary cultivation of the

land ; and the last five or si.x years labour was taken

off?—Yes.
And you were understood to say that in a general

way it would be about one team in twelve that would
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be knocked off?—That lias reference to all the seasons

except turnip time; they have a great many breeding
mans there, and they have a gcrcat quantity of younf>'

colts, which, as soon as the turnip timeis over, they sell

off or turn to ^rass, and keep less during the autumn
and winter; the turnip time requires a great many
more teams than any other time, in that particular

quarter.

Take some one farm upon these 21 years' lca?es
;

have you any farm in your mind at this moment that is

soheld? Take one of the farms you have been speak-
ing of, where this change of management has gone on,

do you know at all about what rent the farm was taken
at?— I cannot speak distinctly to tlie rental; but they

were, I should suppose, about £1,500 to £2,000 a

year.

And about how many acres was the farm ?—Au or-

dinary one.

Confine yourself to any one farm that yon have in

your mind ?—They have frequently hill land attached

to them, fay perhaps 1,500 acres.

Forabouthow many acresof hilly land, and about how
n^any acres of tillage ?—One thousand acres of tillage

land, and about 500 to 700 acres of hill land.

What would be the value of that land in your judg-
ment in the middle time, when the improvements were
in full swing ; what would be the value of that farm,

supposing it then to come into the market, and su])-

posing the tenant had the jjowcr to underlet it ?—There
would be at least 10 per cent, more value.

At the end of it ?—At the middle of the term than at

the end of the lease.

Then at the end of the term what would belts value?

—I am alluding to the end of the term. In the

middle it would be worth 10 per cent, more than ut

the end.

What would it be worth, then, at the beginning?

—

Ufion the farm I have in view I should think it

would be worth 20 per cent, more in the middle of the

lease than at the beginning, and 10 per cent, more than

at the end.

Then this falling off in the management would he a

deterioration of 10 per cent ?—Yes, I think so ; it would
be worth that less to the person taking it.

And less to the landlord to let it ?—Yes.

What, in your judgment, upon that farm would be

the acts of husbandry that would be now payable in

Northumberland ? What in an ordinary change of

tenantry would be the amount of money payable
now in Northumberland to the outgoing tenant by the

Incoming tenant, according to custom?—The straw
and the manure all belong to the incoming tenant

;

the incoming tenant only pays for the grass, seeds,

sowing the year before, for which the outgoing tenant
must produce his receipts.

Then the outgoing tenant takes the away-going
crops ?—Yes.

There are no acts of husbandry by the incoming
tenant?— No, the manure lies in the hovels where it is

made.
At the end of a 21 years' lease, according to your

notion of the payment that should be made by the in-

coming tenant, how much money ought to be paid do you
think for this 1,000 acresof tillage ?—Some farms would
not require much improvement in draining, because a

part is generally dry land

.

Will you confine your answer to some one farm. You
have spoken of those 1,000 acres of tillage; and where
that takes place in the first five years, the value is raised

20 per cent, in the middle of the term ; then it is dete-

riorated 10 per cent, at the close of the terra again.

You are now asked in your judgment what should the

outgoing tenant be entitled to receive upon that farm.

provided he kept up the cultivation at the full swing to

the end ?—For nothing but the purchasing of manure,

and feeding his cattle and sheep with oil-cake.

About what would it amount to in capital, in your

judgment ?—It is not at all the custom to feed cattle and

sheep with oil-cake at present ; they buy manure at ^"'3

an acre.

You are giving evidence here upon the state of things

which you say is under your own knowledge ;
you have

been asked to confine your ;ittention to some one farm,

and you have told the committee that farms are

deteriorated in that part of Northumberland 10 per cent,

towards the close of the term, by the want of security to

the tenant ; what amount of capital, then, in your judg-

ment, according to the Northumberland practice, would
that tenant be entitled to receive ?—We have no custom

of that kind ; the improvements do not go on to the end

of the lease, there is no recompense for them. If the

lease be renewed, the tenant would go on with liming

until four or five years or more than that previous to

removing, and he would be recompensed for that if the

farm was capable of a good deal of improvement in re-,

claiming.

How often do tenants in Northumberland, upon such

a farm as you have spoken of, lime their land?— Gene-

rally not above once during a lease of 21 years, and

sometimes not that unless for preventing grub in turnips,

which requires to be done oftener, say at intervals of 15

or even 10 years.

What in your judgment would a man be entitled to at

the end of the term, for the use of lime?—Nothing, be-

cause then he has got the benefit arising from it.

Would he be entitled to anything for drainage ?—Upon
this farm, if he were to drain at an early period, he would

be recompensed.

Is it the custom in Northumberland, upon such a

farm as you speak of, to feed with oil-cake ?—Very
little ; it is however increasing.

In your judgment, if it were carried to such an extent

as would be prudent in your opinion, how much money
would the tenant be entitled to receive upon such a farm

for oil-cake ?—Half what he laid out.

How much would it amount to .'—He might use 10

tons ; half of that would be .£50 ; oil-cake is very little

used with us.

Do you purchase any other artificial food upon such a

farm as you have spoken of in Northumberland ?—No ;

there is a little linseed sometimes for calves.

Do they purchase artificial manure ?—Yes, bone dust

and guano.

About how much would the outgoing tenant be enti-

tled to receive for the articles of bone dust and guano .'

—

Of guano he would require about ^^150 worth for the

land for turnips, where he had a deficiency of common
manure.
How much of that should the incoming tenant be

obliged to pay .'— I think it would repay itself in four

years sufficiently.

Would the incoming tenar.t have to pay three-

fourths ?—Y^es ; he has both a great increase in the

crop of corn as well as turnips, and the manure from
them.
Then £120 would be paid for that three-fourths ; what

other artificial manure is used ?— In the article of guano
it is found that it has a great effect upon grass seeds

;

and if they were compensated for it, they would sow it

considerably upon the young grass land ; tenants have

told me themselves, those who have very short leases,

that they would sow guano within the last two or three

years.

How much more of that could they sow upon the good

land ?—About £l an acre.

How much would it come to .'—About £300-
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That would be three- fourths of it; perhaps it would
not go on so long ?—It would recounpense thern much
earlier than that; but unless they bad some profit along

with it they would not do it ; they want an inducement
for doing it.

Would half be fair in that case ?—For one year's use.

Supposing the tenant manured the grass seeds the

year he was going out, would it be fair for the incoming
tenant to pay half?—He should pay more, because

the hay is consumed upon the farm, and he would have

a great increase to his manure and the following year's

grass.

The outgoing tenant does not take the hay ?— No.
Then the incoming tenant would have to pay for it ?

—

Yes, he would get the full benefit of it at once.

How much money would be paid for that ?—The en-

tering tenant ought to pay two-thirds.

It would be ^'200 ?—Yes ; perhaps less than that

might do ; but to induce the tenant to lay out money
freely he ought to have more than a bare recompense.
With respect to bones ; having taken this large allow-

ance for guano, would he purchase any bones ?—No ; I

am taking the guano as a substitute for bones.

In that part of Northumberland do they purchase any
other artificial manure?—No, not that I am aware of

;

there have been some little experiments sometimes ; at

one time they had some chemical preparation for grass

seeds ; that did not answer.
Then £^50, £"'100, and ,€200 would be the aggregate

of what the incoming tenant would have to pay ?—Yes.
That is the difference between keeping up a farm in a

high state of cultivation and keeping it in a deteriorated

state ?—If a person had a full recompense, he would
take his farm again and keep his land in a much higher

state of cultivation.

In what way would be keep it in a higher state of

cultivation other than by the ordinary acts of good hus-
bandry and tillage, which a man is bound to do under
any circumstances : state the items by which you come
to that conclusion. You say that the tenant takes steps

at the beginning by draining and otherwise to make the

farm worth 20 per cent, more ; in the middle of the term
he would not be entitled to that full 20 per cent. ?—The
principal advantage would be to keep the farm capable
of employing more hands to keep it clean.

Which of those acts of husbandry do you think, in

your judgment, the tenant ought to be paid for }—
The draught, and the different kinds of labour
attached to it.

That would be the ordinary operations of husbandry ?

—Yes.

Do you think the outgoing tenant ought to be paid for

those ordinary operations of husbandry ?—It would be
that much more value, and the tenant had better pay it

than have the land in the state you often find it in.

How much do you think the outgoing tenant would be
entitled, upon this farm you have spoken of, to receive

under the head of acts of husbandry '—This farm I

allude to, it would take the away-going tenant to expend
.£150 a year more in acts of husbandry than he generally

does ; that is, he would curtail his expenses £^150 or even
£200 a year.

How much would it be just that the incoming tenant
should pay ; what proportion of that .'—Upon the ad-
\iantage he would derive I should say nearly the whole of
it, because the away-going tenant has received little or
no return upon his capital, and therefore nearly all the

expenditure he makes would be for the benefit of his suc-
cessor.

How many years would it be an entire benefit to the

Do you think a man letting his land begin to get foul

does not suffer something in five years ?— I think he

suffers very much ; I have seen tenants injure themselves

by overdoing it.

How should that expense be divided between the out-

going tenant and the incoming tenant, if you admit that

he injures himself by letting his land get foul ?— If the

land gets foul he would be entitled to scarcely any re-

compense. The incoming tenant would not be entitled

to pay for anything he did not receive ; if the land did

get foul, the away-going tenant should be if possible

made to pay for it, that is for the injury done to the

land.

There is a degree of foulness that may not be a posi-

tive injury to himself?—Without any loss to himself.

That has happened within your recollection ?—Yes ;

not in a great degree, but with a slight degree of foulness

they could get a good crop of corn.

What then would be the sum which the outgoing te-

nant would be entitled to receive for those additional

tillages ?— I would say from £200 to £250 a year, for

those last three years.

That would be £750?—Yes ; having the land in good

order or in indifferent order, there is more difference to

the incoming tenant than that.

In your judgment, the acts of husbandry would be

£750, and the manurages would be £370 ?—I think I

have stated that.

Those are the figures taken from your statement ?

—

Yes.

Is there anything else in your judgment, so far as

manures and acts of husbandry are concerned, that the

outgoing tenant would be entitled to receive for ? — I think

not, unless for making new fences and such like ; it is of

great importance to the incoming tenant as well as to the

out going tenant to have the machinery in good order,

the fixed machinery or threshing machines.

In that part of England does the tenant remove those

machines or not ?—He is not bound to remove them ; he

can remove them if he likes ; but the entering tenant

very seldom takes them , which is a very great loss to the

outgoing tenant. I have seen a machine repaired to the

amount of upwards of £100 two years before, sell for

£40 at leaving.

It is a matter of agreement between the parties

whether they take them or not ; if the incoming tenant

does not take them, the outgoing tenant takes them

away ?—Yes, they do not belong to the landlord gene-

rally ; the way that the farms are taken it is a very

great loss ; the tenant says, I would rather have a new

machine and my own machinery. I think it is a serious

loss indeed.

Then if you are rightly understood, those items you

have spoken of, apart from the buildings, and fences,

and machinery, amount to £1,120 ?—I decidedly think

that the farm would be that much better to the incoming

tenant than when it is in the way in which he often re-

ceives it, from the land being let out of condition. That

is the difference between entering upon a farm in a good

state of cultivation or a bad one.

The result of this would be what is wanted to be got

at in figures ; which is this, that according to your judg-

ment this farm of 1,500 acres, with that amount expended

upon it, what rent do you p\it it at?—About £1,500 a

year, that farm I allude to.

£1,500 a year, with the increase spoken of in the

middle of the term, would be worth £300 a year addi-

tional rent when it was at its full swing ?—Yes.

At the termination, in consequence as you say of this

want of security, it deteriorates so that it is only worth

incoming tenant?—From three to five years, because £1,500 a year ?—Yes, that is my opinion.

the curtailing the expenses generally begins five years ! Then in your opinion what is the great inducement to

before leaving the farm. They do it gradually. I the outgoing tenant to alter the mode of his cultivation ?
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—He saves that expense the last few years, and he con-

siders he gets as good a crop. I have said that

sometimes he carries it too far ; the object is to save as

much expense and take as much money off the farm as

possible.

Would any man holding a farm be content at the end

of 21 years to pay £300 a year more rent for it ; that is,

the same tenant ; would it answer his purpose to have
laid out these £1,120 to secure to himself the payment
of £300 a year more rent for his farm ?— If he expected
he was to pay £300 a year more rent, he would rather

not improve it to that extent ; he would not improve
it to make himself to have to pay it out again so largely.

Then a tenant holding by lease lets his farm fall back
that he may not have to pay an additional rent the next

21 years .'— If he leaves the farm it is to save himself, and
if to take it again, to make the rent as small as possible.

Then this security of payment would not induce him
to keep up the cultivation ; not to go on the same, be-

couse at the end of the 21 years if the farm was worth

£300 a year more, be would be required to pay £300 a

year more for it ?—Yes.
If you were agent, would not you ask £300 a year

more?—That would depend upon other things. If I

thought it was worth that, I would ask it.

Therefore to prevent paying the £300 a year more is

a stronger inducement to the tenant to let the farm go
back than to save this £1,000 ?—Yes, he would not im-
prove it up to the end of the lease.

Whether there is security or not, he would not im-
prove to the end of the lease?—Not to so great an ex-

tent, because he would have to pay for his improvements ;

that is why I advocate 18 months notice to quit ; at the

end of the lease so many changes take place, the tenant

is always preparing for that to save himself, or take the

farm as low as he can.

That would be the effect whether there were security

for payment at the end of the lease or not, since

the increased rent would be more against the farmer
than the receipt of the capital ?—The increased rent

would be more against the farmer than the saving of the

capital.

As to those Durham tenants, you said 200 acres was
the average ?—There are a great many of 100, 150, and

300 ; but I am not so confident about the size of the

farms there.

You have stated that the grass land is worth about 10s.

an acre, and worth 40s. if ploughed up }—I saw that

myself; when I saw it, it was in a high state of cultiva-

tion ; the annual value of the grass land would not be

more than 10s. an acre, and the farmers in that district

say there is a great deal of it ; the svet gravel is that

which I allude to, as ploughing out would not improve
the clay. I do not think that I would take it out at all.

And the reason why that grass land was not broken up
was, that the landlords would not give their consent ?

—

Yes, that was told to me.
Is it not a strange thing that the landlord does not

like to get 40s. a year rent, instead of 10s. .'—That I

think would be an act of insanity.

Are the Durham landlords insane ?—In that point

they are, where they refuse such grass land to be

broken up.

Where it is worth 40s. converted into tillage, and 10s.

in the grass ?—Yes ; the answer I got was, it is old

grass land, and neither agent nor landlord will allow it.

Is that a general thing, or an exception ?— I believe it

is very general ; they do not draw the distinction.

The tenants would be glad to break it up without any
security ; that is not done for want of security ?—With
two years' security they would do it ; the draining would
cost £4 an acre, and in two or three years it would then

produce crops worth £6 or £10 an acre.

The first breaking up of old pasture land is very

profitable ?—After the first or second year I have seen

it do better ; it may have done badly the first year or

two.

It is very profitable in three or four years ?—Yes.

It requires great care not to spoil it by great crop •

ping ?—Yes ; if that land were kept in a good state of

cultivation, it would become valuable if it were fairly

cropped ; if a man were to go and overcrop it, at the end

of five or six years it would be of very small value.

That may be one reason why the landlords do not give

consent to have it broken up, the difficulty of securing

it from being overcropped ?—It is the want of knowing
the subject.

You have stated that in Northumberland there were

some cases where parties had been put out ; do you
know any cases where farms have been given up in a di-

lapidated condition to the landlords ?— Yes, I have seen

some.

Are those exceptional cases 2—Yes, those are excep-

tional cases.

But they must not be taken as the general rule ?—Not
as the general rule.

In Durham those small tenants that you have spoken
of, raised from the labouring class, if there was to be an
improved system of husbandry on a large scale those

poor men must all be turned out?—They are a very in-

dustrious class of people, and could be employed in some
way to great advantage.

Your view would be to reduce those men to labourers ?

—They are very active intelligent men, but they are in

want of capital, and therefore they are not the people to

carry out those improvements ; if they had the land

drained by the landlord they could pay good interest

upon it by the increased crops ; they have not sufficient

capital to improve it themselves, therefore it lies as it is.

There is no doubt that if the land were improved, it

would be a benefit to them ?—Both to them and to the

landlord : they would pay more rent and interest upon
the money laid out, there would be a considerable addi-

tion to their income from the crops.

You were understood to say that this bad state of

things in Durham was owing to the want of capital, and

not want of security generally?— It is both ; sometimes
I have spoken to stewards upon the subject, and they

say they cannot get any good farmers and men of

capital to take the farms. I said to one agent, " Why
do you suffer such farming as that ?" and he said, " W^e

cannot get better tenants to take them."
On account of the size of the fai'ms ?—Yes, and the

bad clay land ; he said they could not get the farms off

their hands. In alluding to the good grass land in

Durham, the general custom is there to farm without a

lease, and they have no money laid out by the landloi'd
;

the estate I allude to us being badly farmed, I know two
or three farmers on it whose farms are in the best state

;

he is an excellent landlord, and will not turn them out

or raise the rent. The tenant I have in my eye was
offered a few years ago a lease ; the landlord said, " You
must have a lease as you are making such great im-

provements ;'' he said, "No, I want no lease; I have

farmed under your family so many years."

He continued farming as he was ?—Yes, without any
lease ; his land is in the highest state of cultivation ; he
has no recompense. He says there ought to be leases

generally, and to be taken three or four years from the

end of the lease, although he himself refused a lease ; he

says generally there ought to be leases.

Therefore he chooses to act one way and recommends
his neighbours to act another ?—I cannot reconcile that.

The result of the communication is, that he chooses to

occupy one way himself and tells his neighbours to act

another?—I have bis letter in my pocket to say there
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ouglit to be leases, and renewed four or five years before

their expiration ; I have his authority that he refused a

lease from his landlord.

His theory is one thing and his practice another?

—

Yes, I suppose so, but he farms in very first-rate style ;

and on the same estate, the farmers having smaller capital

farm badly.

Mr. Newdegate.] Supposing that a poor tenant had

an agreement giving compensation for certain improve-

ments, draining, for instance, would not that induce

persons to advance capital to him .'— I have said in my
evidence that their friends might be induced to assist

them ; I have known many cases where the friends will

join together to su)iport a relative in a farm where they

saw they would not lose their money.
And you think that an agreement giving compensa-

tion for the large outlay in permanent improvements

would give that security, providing it were binding on

the landlord?—Yes, I think so, if the farmer were in

circumstances to pay him anything after paying his land-

lord ; somttimes he is back in his rent, and the land-

lord would require all the capital of the tenant to secure

him, then there would be nothing to recompense the

friends ; where they saw a man could pay, and he was

in such a state with his landlord, they would assist

him.

Would not an agreement place him in that position,

with proper covenants?—If his rent gets back, and he

has to leave the farm before the expiration of the lease,

the landlord would come in.

The question refers to a yearly agreement giving com-
pensation for permanent improvements ?—Yes ; in a

great measure it would.
Can you account then for the fact that such agree-

ments do not prevail ?—It is a new thing, we have never

had such a thing, and they have gone on for ages without

it, and, like everything new, they take it up with great

caution.

Then you attribute the not entering into such agree-

ments merely to the fact of their being ignorant of their

operation ?—I believe so ; it is nearly new in our district,

and they I'eceive everything new with a great deal of

caution.

You spoke of security, and afterwards of 18 months'

notice, is that the security which you think desirable

with yearly tenure ?—Yes ; I had occasion lately to lay

a paper before the farmers' club on that subject, and I

recommended the farmers instead of lease to have 18

months' notice to quit, and to be recompensed for per-

manent improvements ; that is, I think, preferable to a

lease.

Then 18 months' notice must be the condition of agree-

ment for yearly tenure ?—Yes.

For the current holdings ?—Y'^es.

The tendency of your evidence is to show that in the

latter part of the lease the land is somewhat deteriorated ?

—Yes.
Would not that process go on, particularly during

those 18 months, under notice in the case of current

holdings ?—It would in a measure, it could not goto the

same extent ; they would not have so long a time to do

it as at the end of a lease ; they would have only one

summer fallowing to come through their hands, that

is the only time they have of saving the expense ; it is in

the cleaning of the fallows that the expense is saved.

Then in fact that would limit the means of recom-
pensing themselves to what they could get during the IS

months' notice ?—They would not expend any money
but what they could have back during the 18 months

;

they would go on making the improvements, that is, by
buying artificial manure, such as they would be recom-
pensed through the additional crop, and by the incoming
tenant.

They could only compensate themselves by what they
could get out in the 18 months ?—Yes.

Might not that system lead to the prospect of the sys-
tem being continued for some years, and then leave the
tenant in a position to be only able to compensate him-
self by the 18 months' notice ; then it would be very in-
ferior to the whole outlay he had undertaken ?—For the
draining and such like, before the 18 months he would
have to be compensated by the incoming tenant what-
ever he had done

; supposing it is eight years, all that he
had done previously he would be recompensed for before
the 18 months. I would not swamp all improvements
made previously.

Then you are to be understood to say, that you pro-
pose that the tenant should be repaid in certain propor-
tions for his outlay in the j)revious years, but that he
should have those 18 months' notice to compensate him-
self for the less permanent improvements, acts of hus-
bandry, and so on?—Yes, and to look out for a situation
for himself. Six months' notice to quit is far too short
a time for a tenant to suit himself with another situation,
because it requires two or three months often before they
can get settled with his present landlord, or get a new
one, and the tenant is waiting for the settlement to take
his new farm, which often leaves only four months to
look out for a new farm, which I think "too short.

Would not the 18 months' notice tend rather to dete-
riorate the farm than to give the tenant means of com-
pensating him ?—He would save his expenses.
Would not it be a temptation to increase that saving

to the deterioration of the farm ?—Yes.
Then would not it be preferable that he should have

only to be compensated for his improvements, to a
later period than would be included in the 18 months ?—It would be better for the land and the incoming
tenant.

Would not it be as well for the outgoing tenant ?—

I

think he would not be enough compensated ; but for all
the minutiae of the expenditure it would be difficult

to define which had the benefit of it, the outgoing or in-
coming tenant ; that might make it too complicated.
The further you extend the time back, the greater you

would render that difficulty?—Yes, I believe so.

Mr. CoLviLE.] How long do you consider guano
remains unexhausted when sown on seeds ?—If a tenant
were allowed to sell hay, he would recompense himself in
two years, in some cases it requires three years before it

is recompensed. I have seen it four years.

Speaking of seeds that are mown, how long do you
think it requires before it is exhausted. Before the
tenant is recompensed, taking it exactly, how long is it

before it becomes exhausted ?— It is effective for two
years.

When it is mown both years?— Only one year.
Graze i the one year and mown the other ?—Depas-

tured the second year.

Is not the land in a worse state after that guano is ex-
hausted than before?— I have not had sufficient experience
to try that, but with soot I have seen it worse, but with
guano I have not seen it.

It is not a permanent fertilizer, but a stimulant ?—Yes
a stimulant.

Why then should the incoming tenant pay for that
which he deems rather an injury than an advantage ?

He has the hay upon a part.

You think the extra growth of hay ought to remune-
rate him for what he pays?—Yes, 1 think so.

By what power is the threshing machine worked ?—
Always by water, where possible ; secondly, by steam

;

and thirdly, by horses.

In cases where they have a steam-engine for the
working of the machinery, has not the landlord to pay an
extra insurance ?—No, I believe not.
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It is not the cuslom of the Northern Insurance Office

to demand a larger insiiiance ?—The tenant pays a larger

insurance upon the steam-engines.

Does the tenant insure the buildings ?—Very often he
is compelled to do it in his lease.

It is the common way of letting the buildings that the

tenant should insure the buildings?—Yes.
Then any extra cost he has to pay for erecting a steam-

engine the tenant suffers from ?—The insurance is so
small he would be glad to pay the extra insurance. I

never beard any objection to that ; the advantage is so
superior to working it by horses that the tenant would
not hesitate to pay 10 pcf cent, to have a steam-engine
erected to his hand.

Evidence of Mr. George Tcrner.

Chairman.] You are an occupier, and also an owner
of land, residing at Barton, near Exeter ?— I am.
You are a member of the Agricultural Society of

England, and a successful breeder of cattle ?—Yes.
What is the extent of land you occupy ?—Between

800 and 900 acres. Above 600 I rent, and 200 or 300 I

farm of my own.
What is the usual time of the year for giving up farms

in the county of Devon ?—Lady-day ; sometimes at

Michaelmas
; it varies, but it is either Lady-day or

Michaelmas.

—In a Lady-day holding, does the tenant have the way-
going crop ?—No, he has nothing after he quits his farm

;

he gives up everything when he leaves.

Who puts in the wheat ?—The incoming tenant gene-
rally. There is a provision made for the incoming te-
nant to come in and sow so much wheat.
Does the incoming tenant plough up the wheat eddish ?

—Yes, where there is a lease to that effect, it is generally
provided.

You say that sometimes by lease the incoming tenant
has a right of entry to put in the wheat crop ; how is it if

he has no agreement ; how is it by custom .'—There is no
custom to give him a right at all.

Is land generally held by agreement and not by the
custom of the country ?— It varies so much as to the
holdings in Devonshire that you may say there is no
general custom in the county with respect to that.

Has tlie outgoing tenant any claim for improvements
that he has made on his farm ?—None at all.

For cake purchased for the food of cattle ?—No, I

believe it is never recognized on that principle in our
county, except by special agreement.

In your opinion is the tenure of land in your part of
Devonshire such as is not encouraging for the improve-
ment of its cultivation ?— I think it is ; I think if proper
encouragement were given and a better mode of tenure
existed, or some legislative enactment was passed, that
the land could be vastly improved m the county of
Devon.
You hold land underlease?—! rent £700 a year under

lease.

You have also compensation for improvements at the
end of your terra ?—I am to have in the new lease ; it is

a suggestion that was made by myself and some other
parties, and the agent is coming into it ; he thinks it

would be better to bind the tenant to good farming and
give him some compensation at the end of the lease.

So that, in fact, you are disinterested in the evidence
you give .'—I am quite disinterested in the evidence I
give ; I have no interest beyond the public good ; I
happen to hold under a long lease, and am to be com-
pensated for any manure I may have at the end of that
lease, and the remainder of my farm is my own.

Point out to the committee what you consider to be
the defects in the tenure of land in Devonshire .'—A great

deal of land in the neighbourhood of Exeter is held on
lives.

The committee do not wish to enter upon the question
of church leases, but is the land held on lives, to which
you refer, under lay landlords ?—A great deal is held on
lives.

Mr. Henley.] Do the occupiers actually hold it under
lives ?—Not altogether ; there is a great deal of land in

the county leased for lives. Some years ago I held some
land in trust and do at this moment, under a noble lord

;

he is the owner of the fee- simple ; I have a lease for life

on it, and some part of this proper! y is held on a single

life, and at this moment we cannot carry on my improve-
ments ; I cannot say to the tenant, " You do not farm
your land well," because he would reply " I may be

turned out at the end of any one year if the life drops,"

and, consequently, a very bad system of cultivation goes

on there ; we are almost squabbling about fitting up the

buildings ; some dispute has arisen within the last fort-

night whether the buildings shall be put up in a first-rate

way by some arrangement, or whether tliey shall be put
up in the old fashion style that the lease binds us to do.

With respect to land held for a single life, when the life

becomes infirm, or when illness takes place, the tenant

in possession ploughs up all the land and sows it with

corn ; there is no law to prevent it ; I have known many
instances of that, and the land gets deteriorated because

there is no preventing it ; " quiet sow, quiet reap." If

you can sow your crop, and the day after it is sown the

life dies, you can take it off again, and the land goes on
in that state ; no land can possibly be farmed worse than
it is, and there is nothing to prevent it. If compensa-
tion could in some way be insured to them when the life

dropped, a better cultivation would take place ; it is a

crying evil in my neighbourhood, that single thing.

Then again, a great deal of land is held under lay land-

lords for short terms, such as seven years.

Chairman.] Have those short terms the effect of se-

curing the tenant sufficiently ?—No ; in some farms in

the former part of the lease, say for three or four years,

the tenant improves the land, and the next three or four

years he will be exhausting it again ; I have a relation

who farmed in that way ; I said to him " It strikes me
fhat some of this land could be improved ;'' he said,

" What is the use, I cannot get more than seven years'

holding in it ; it is to pass into other hands at the death

of the life, and I cannot improve it ?" I said, "It
would be worth more if you could ;" he said, " Yes ; I

could make a couple of hundred a year more of it."

Would it be desirable to give tenants compensation
for draining and otherwise improving the soil ?—Yes, I

think so ; it would be one of the first things to be done.

Is there much improvement of that kind required in

your part of Devon ?—Yes ; there is a great want of im-
provement, and I have found that farmers are quite

ready to invest their money if they get security ; I have
spoken to many of them, and they say, " If I was sure

to get it again, and could get a lease, or get compensa-
tion in case anything should happen if I should quit my
farm, I should be quite ready to iavest every shilling I

have got in it."

In some parts of Devonshire the farm buildings are of

a very moderate character, are they not ?—They are very
bad indeed.

You have not, generally speaking, a very great uumbei
of good farm buildings in Devonshire ?—No ; some have
been erected by some gentlemen lately.

Is that an impediment to the increased produce of
the soil ?—Yes ; they cannot make the best of the

land with bad farm buildings ; they cannot farm the land
to the best advantage under those circumstances.

In some parts of Devonshire catch meadows may be

made at moderate expense ?—Yes ; there are a great
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nmiiy there already, and more might be done in that
|

uay ii good deal.

If tenants had a good system of eompensation they i

would be disposed to improve tl)e farms in that way?

—

Yes, in every way ; I see a disposition to do it among
j

the farmers ; but there are so many short holdings in I

Devonshire, and there is such insecurity altogether, that

there are not many men who have an inducement to in-

vest their money in that way.
As a practical man yourself, and conversant with the

views of a large body of farmers, are you of opinion that

they would so avail themselves of this privilege of com-
pensation if the legislature granted it, and that they would
increase the employment of the labourers to any extent ?

—Very much, I should think ; indeed I have instances

of it near me, where men have had long leases granted,

and at the beginning of the lease they have improved tlie

land very much indeed. I have been reclaiming some
land lately, having taken a new lease in the farm which I

rent, at the expense of ,£"20 an acre.

Mr. Newdegate.] What is the length of the lease ?

—Fourteen or IG years.

Chairman.] Witii a compensation at the end.'

—

Yes, for manure, and some part of the permanent im-
provements, such as drainage ; my landlord is going to

do part of it.

Would anything which increased the employment of

laboui ers be very desirable in Devonshii'e ?—Yes, indeed

it would ; the bett.'r farmer a man is, the more labourers

he employs, and the better he pays them ; it is gene-

rally the bad farmers that pay the worst, and employ the

least.

You think that the state of the Devonshire labourer is

such as would render it very desirable to find any means
of giving him increased employment?—Yes, certainly.

Have you any other observations to make to the com-
mittee ?— I received a communication this morning from
a very practical man who lives near me, which I can pro-

duce to the committee if desired; but it mevely states

those facts corroborating what I have stated. There are

many instances of tenants having offended their land-

lords, who have had six months' notice to quit, and who
have received no compensation at all, and they are obliged

to quit. I know many instances of that taking place in

the county, and I also know instances where bad tenants

have been obliged to make compensation to the landlord

for the bad farming. I think it quite desirable that the

law should give the landlord the power of recovery from
the bad tenant, as well as the tenant to recover from the

landlord.

Mr. Newdegatk.] You have spoken of leases upon
lives ; are there any fines upon renewal ?—It is generally

determinable upon the death of the life
;
perhaps there

is nothing but a heriot, or the best beast is taken by the

landlord ; the man who holds the fee-simple generally

steps in, and takes the best beast, and the land is delivered

up to him in a very miserable state.

There is the practice of heriots or fines, but not to a

great extent ?— No, it is not a matter of great conse-
quence ; that is the greatest fine imposed.

Then the evil you complain of is the uncertainty of the
tenure ?—Yes.

In your case you have proceeded upon a systen which
mitigates the evil of that uncertainty by giving you com-
pensation for improvement ?—Yes, that is the thing that
is wanted generally.

And that is done by private agreement ?—Yes, that is

done by private agreement ; but we have many cases
where that private agreement cannot be entered into,

cases where parties cannot let upon lease ; it is required
to have some legislative enactment to protect tenants.

It is not the good landlords who need to be meddled with,

but it is tlie bad ones, and t!»oic who cannot give com-

pensation, who require to be dealt with.

Tlicn it is desirable that the landlord should have the

power of giving compensation and entailing the payment

of that compensation upon the property ;
you mean the

difficulty arises from the landlords being tenants i^or life,

and not being able to give security for compensation .'

—

Yes, there does want some general legislative enactment

entitling the outgoing tenant to receive remuneration by

fair arbitration ; the matter then would be quite satis-

factory, and there would be no difficulty in it at all.

Then you are an advocate for a law which would entail

upon an estate compensation not given under the agree-

ment by the landlord or by any possessor ?—Where a

private agreement is entered into, the law would be of no

use ; I should wish to have a law made that would give

an improving tenant, whenever he quitted his farm, com-

pensation for what he had not had remuneration for.

In default of an agreement from the landlord ?—Yes,

in default of an agreement of that sort from the land-

lord.

Would not it be equally just that the law should let

the land ?—No, I would not have the law let the land ;

let every man make the best bargain he can with his

farm, only do not let him dispossess the tenant without

giving compensation for what is in it.

Is not the rent of the farm in the agreement between

the landlord and tenant ?—Y'es, certainly.

Why should not the rent be put on the same footing

as the compensation for improvement .'—There is a very

wide difference between the rental and the compensation

for improvement ; one is the landlord's property, the other

the farmer's.

What would be the practical difference to the landlord

if he had to take a less rent or to pay a higher compen-

sation. Supposing a landlord to let a farm, and the law

to step in and to say, " You shall pay compensation to

the extent of i;500,"" would not it be the same to the

landlord where he w^as bound to pay that £500, as if the

law decided that he should receive less rent ?—No, I

think there is a wide difference ; because if the law says

you shall pay your outgoing tenant compensation for

what he has not derived a proper remuneration from

during the time he has occupied that land, the incoming

tenant would glacUy take it ; the better the condition the

land is in, the more money the landlord would let the

farm for. I have lived long enough to put farms in a

very good condition from being in a very bad one, and I

should have been the gainer if I had paid a large sum,

and had had the land given up in a better condition.

Would not that almost be saying that the law should

relet the land, although at a higher rent ?—No ; the land

is my pi'operty ; I select my tenant and put a rent that is

fair upon it ; the law that I want is one to enact thit a

tenant shall not be dispossessed and have his private pro-

perty left there for the benefit of another person.

Then you would have the law decide the whole ques-

tion ?—I would have the law merely to say, that at the

end of the occupancy proper valuers should be called in

to say what that man had done upon the farm, and which

he has not had remuneration for ; and the incoming tenant

or the landlord should be bound to pay over a reasonable

and fair sum, which a reasonable, and fair, and honest

man should say he was entitled to.

Then if the law does not secure to the landlord an in-

coming tenant, the landlord would have to pay the com-
pensation ?—I never saw a fair landlord that could not

get a tenant for his land.

At the same time there is an uncertainty about it ?—
Not at all.

You do not mean to say that the taking" of land at an
increased rent is a certainty ?—No, not that taking land

at an increased rent is a certainty ; times may vary, and

R 2
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a liuuJred things may alter the position of matters.

When I took the farm I now occupy, I took it in a very

poor state, insomuch that the land, though it is called a

good farm, did not grow the first three years more than

20 bushels of spring corn per acre. I took it of course

at a less rental from being in such a bad state. At the

end of my lease my landlord stepped in, and he certainly

was pleased to compliment me ; but he said, " You must
pay a higher rent." " Very well, how much more?''

"So and so." I said, " Very well, I shall take it ;"

and I shall be a better gainer, and be better able to pay
a higher rent now the land is in condition, than I

should be able to pay a low rent with the land out of con-

dition.

Supposing that you had declined to give an increased

rent, and the landlord would have had to pay you a com-
pensation, he would then have to fish for a tenant ?—He
would not have much fishing for a tenant for a farm that

is in good condition.

Then what is the difference between the two princi-

ples ; you make the landlord directly liable for the im-

provement, with the prospect of the increased rental,

that is, you make him liable to a payment ; what is the

diff'erence between making a man liable to a payment,

and making him liable to a deduction from his rent .'—

I

think, on the one hand, it is but fair and common justice

that I shall not be dispossessed of my property, that is,

that I shall not be turned out of my farm at six months'

notice without receiving some compensation for the good
farming I have bestowed upon it ; on the other hand, if

I were a landlord I should be very sorry to have anybody
interfere with the choice of my tenant, or the direction

of my rental, that belongs to myself; the one is a public

question, and the other is a private question.

Where is the distinction, or how do you establish a

distinction, as regards the landlord .-'—If I understand

tlie question rightly, it is meant to put the question in

this way, that the legislature has as great a right to choose

the landowner's tenant as the outgoing to get compensa-
tion from the incoming tenant. I think there is a mon-
strous difference ; in the one case I should be willing, as

a landlord, to pay the outgoing tenant, and in the other

case, as an incoming tenant I should be wUling to pay
the landlord ; but in the case of its being my own private

property, no man has a right to say, I will choose your
tenant, or fix your I'ental, or separate, as I think, the es-

tate from the owner; on the other hand, too, if you
suffer the land to be deteriorated and out of condition

altogether, what does it pay for some years ? it is just

like a horse almost worked to death, it takes a monstrous

time to get him fit for work again, and so it is with land

out of condition.

Does not the difficulty arise here, that you assume that

the capital has been laid out ; if notice has been given to

the landlord that the capital was to be laid out, would
not it then be just, and only then just, that he should be

rendered liable for the re-payment of it ?—I would
give the landlord notice of the improvements wanted to

be done.

You wish to see a system established by which, after

due notice to the landlord of the outlay of the capital,

the tenant shall have the power to regain so much of

that capital as is unexhausted in improvements .'—Yes,
exactly so.

Mr. Henley.] This land you have spoken of as being
held on lives in Devonshire, is that any considerable

portion of the county ?—It is a good deal here and there

scattered about; I know a case of a man the other day,

a farmer in the western part of the county, that held
some land under a noble lord ; and his brother told me
that the life being a lingering one on the farm, his neigh-
bours lent him horses and ploughs to plough up all the
land.

Was that land originally on three lives or one life ?

—

Originally on three lives.

It is now under-let to the occupying tenant?—This is

under-let, but it is the same with the leases ; I let mine
to under-tenants.

In those cases where the land is under-let, generally

speaking, is the occupying tenant paying a highly in-

creased rent for it ?—No, he will not pay the rent that

ought to be paiduponit,becau3eof the uncertainty of the

tenure, nor can he farm the land in the way it ought to

be farmed, from not being entitled to any compensation

when the life drops.

Then the committee are to understand that the lessees

for lives are under-letting this property, without

making any profit upon it .'— I am letting some property

now for a great deal less money than it would otherwise

let for.

The question is, whether the land now held by lessees

for lives, and under-let, is under-let by them at a greater

or at a less rent than that which they are paying to the

head landlord ?—They are not paying to a head landlord

at all, it is held for a life.

They pay something ?—No, they pay no rent at all,

they have held it 20 or 30 years.

Then if it had been granted for lives they must have
paid a fine at the commencement?—Yes; they put in

three lives; it is a very common plan in Devon; a

nobleman has the power under the settlements to lease

certain portions of his estate for three lives.

Then if this is granted for three lives, a fine having
been paid at the commencement, there is no rent taken
year by year .'—None at all.

In your judgment, at the termination of those hold-

ings who ought to pay the tenant-right ?—The person

who becomes the possessor of it at the end of the term.

That is to say, the landlord who has been receiving

no rent at all for 20 to 30 years from the tenant, you
would saddle with the payment of the tenant-right?

—

I would only saddle him with the part which the in-

coming tenant would fairly and justly be entitled to

pay for. As to buildings, and all that sort of thing, I

would only let him pay, having due notice to repair or

erect a building at all, only a certain portion.

What certain portion should you think just to be

paid by the fee-simple landlord, he having had no voice

whatever, nor anything to do with the land during the

three lives ?—I would give him the same voice as other

landlords.

But he has no voice by law ?—I would give it to him.
You have stated yourself to be a disinterested wit-

ness?—Yes.

If all other parties were in the same position as you
are, then you think they would have nothing to com-
plain of ?—Of course they would not, if they were in

the some position as I am.
Your condition being that of holding under an agree-

ment for 16 years?—Yes, with compensation at the end
of the term.
Which was done by agreement between you and the

landlord ?—Yes.
In Devonsliire, if the tenant of a Lady-day holding

sows wheat at Michaelmas, on quitting the farm at

Lady-day, is he entitled to receive anything for it by
the custom of the country ?—No, he does not sow it.

If he did sow it, he would be entitled to nothing ?—
Of course he would not do it.

That is the custom of Devonshire.'—Yes, the in-

coming tenant steps In to sow unless there is a private

agreement that the outgoing tenant do it by being paid

for it.

Would not the same common law step in,thatwhere

a man sows he mows ?—No, it is not the custom in

Devonshire.
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Yon are quite sure of that?—Yes.

Mr. CoLviLE.] On which side of Exeter do you live ?

— On the Plymouth side.

What is the ordinary course of farming in your part

of Devonshire, not on your own farm ?— It varies very

much ; it would take a great deal of time to describe

it. There is a great deal of good farming in the neigh-

bourhood of Exeter, and a very great deal of bad.

Is not the ordinary course of farming this, that they

breakup land, take as many white crops as they think

pi'oper, and let it lie down till the natural fertilities of

the soil are restored ?—It may be so in some isolated

districts in Devonshire.
The manure becomes the property of the landlord ?

—Yes.

When the tenant leaves his farm ?—No, where they
are tenants-at-will from year to year, the tenant is

subject to six months' notice; and whenever the six

months' notice is given, there is an auction, and the
tenant sells off everything.

He is allowed to sell the manure as well .'—Yes, at

least they do it.

According to the custom of Devonshire, are they
allowed to sell any part of the produce off?—There is

no agricultural custom existing scarcely in the county
there ; they vary so much it would take a great deal of

trouble to define them.
Is not the custom that they are allowed to sell the

reed, but not other straw ?—By lease.

By agreement also ?—Yes, by agreement, that is ge-
nerally the case ; they are not allowed to sell hay or
straw, the covenants restrain them ; but they sell reed.

Then the custom is, that a tenant when he is going
out never sows wheathimself but by agreement; on the
custom of the country the incoming tenant may make
a breach for wheat ?—By agreement; but not by the
custom of the country.

Have you any custom as to machinery?—No.
Not as to threshing machines ?—None at all.

There is a great deal of cider made in Devonshire?

—

Yes.

Is there no custom as to cider presses ?—Sometimes
they are the property of the tenant and he takes them
away ; if not the property of the tenant, ho leaves

them.
Is the cider press considered a trade fixture or an

agricultural fixture?—It is considered, I suppose, as a
trading fixture, hecause it is just in this way, if the te-

nant puts it up, he takes it away ; ifltis the landlord's

property, it remains there.

'i'hen there is that distinction between a threshing
machine and a cider press, that the tenant could take
the cider press away, but not the threshing machine?
—Yes ; and if it is his own property, if he put up a
threshing machine, he could take it away.

But it is a part of the freehold ?— It is not a part of
the freehold.

You say that you are a landlord as well as a tenant ?

—Yes, to a certain extent.

Will you say what form of agreement you give your
tenants?—What little property I let was let previous
to its coming into my possession, and it was let in the

common ordinary course of agreements; there was
nothing special about the matter.

You do not give your tenants security, though you
say it is desirable that they should have it?— I wish
the law to do it ; and I am willing to grant a lease that
would give security.

Are your lands let on lease or yearly tenancy ?— On
lease; and I would do it for this reason, that it would
be beneficial to everybody, the community would derive
one- third more produce.

Tlien is there any objection to giving a rider to the

present lease, to give security at the deterTnination of

it?—No ; I am ready to do it.

Have you not a draining company in your neighbour-

hood ?—Yes.

Do they not drain for the tenants where thoy have
security; have they not some such clauses in their

rules?—I do not know their rules.

Is it the fact that if the tenants have security, that

this draining company will drain for them ?—I do not
know that they would, without being paid for it.

They would lend them money if they had security for

it?—I do not know how that is.

Do you know any farms where security has been
given ?—Yes ; very few.

You do know of some?—Yes.

Is not it the custom in Devonshire to let farms by
tender ?—Yes.

Do you know in any of those farms where security

has been given, and they have been put up to tender,

whether they have been let at more or less rent than
previously?— I cannot say at the moment; I know
where security is about to be given a tenant will take a

place with very great avidity.

That is a great test of the advantage of security to

the landlord?— I am quite satisfied if security of tenure
were given, and compensation were given, thelandlord
would generally let the land for more money at

the expiration of the lease ; in the event of short leases,

one half of the lease is taken up in irnprovmg, and the

other lialf in injuring the land.

You cannot give any case where the landlord has

given security, and at the expiration of tlie tenancy the

farm has been put up to tender?—That practice being

so new, I cannot speak to that.

Evidence of Mr. Jeremiah Smith.

Chairman.] You reside at Springfield Lodge, Rye,
Sussex ?—Yes.

You are a landowner and occupier of land?—Yes.
What is the size of your farm?—In occupation, up-

wards of G,000 acres, and I own upwards of 1,300
acres ; I occupy in the whole upwards of G,000.

What is the usual time for giving up land for out-
going tenants in the Weald of Sussex ?—Michaelmas.
What are the terms of arrangement between the

outgoing and incoming tenant ?—^As to the notice of

quitting ?

As to the terms of valuing between the outgoing and
incoming tenant ?—We have a custom existing in our
neighbourhood of full and half manures.
By the custom of the country, when is the outgoing

tenant entitled to compensation for full manures ?

—

The unexhausted manure on the farm, the manure that

has not been used ; that is termed full manure ; but the

manure which has been applied the year before, and
from which various crops of different kinds, aud of a

fair natui-e have been taken, that is called half manure.
The full manure will not have been applied to any

crop at all ?—No ; that manure is exposed to view.

You mean by full manure the dung in the yard?

—

Yes ; everything exposed upon the farm in the shape

of manure is termed full manure.
Then is the half manure paid for equally, whether it

has been applied to a crop of corn or to a crop of tur-

nips ?—No ; the parties who are called in to adjust the

compensation, value it as between outgoing and in-

coming tenants.

It is upon a different principle, whether the manure
has been applied to green crops or white crops?—Yes ;

tlicre is a diiTerenco wluther it is purchased manure or

manure made on the farm ; those matters arc taken
into consideration by the valuers, nnd of course, f lie
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liauurc of tliu crop taken from tlie siil ; one crop wijiild

draw more largely upon the manure than another, and
the gentlemen called in to judge of that, adjust the
matter between the two tenants.

Do the valuers value the manure differently accord-
ing as it has been made?—Of course; if this yard
manure is made in a yard used for the fatting of cattle,

the valuer will place a different price upon it from what
he would do if it was merely a straw-yard in which the
cattle had been fed upon straw only.

Can you state what is the difference of value between
the worst kind of manure and the best ?— I am not in the

habit of valuing ; I can form my own idea when I go
over to take a farm ; but I am not in the habit of
striking a value. To say I do not know what the value
is between the two, I should not say the truth ; but that

is not a portion of my business.

Would one load of oil-cake-made manure be worth
two of mere straw ?—^Yes, I should say more than that

;

I should prefer one good load of rotten oil-cake manure
to three of common straw manure, and I do not know
whether I should not say to four of the other.

Are bones used in your neighbourhood ?—Very little.

Is rape cake used .'— Yes, and nitrate of soda, rags
and guano.

Are they all allowed for?—Yes, according to their

relative value as to the length of duration in the soil ; for

instance, rape cake is considered more lasting than guano,
rags again longer than guano, and of course the gentle-

men who come in to make the valuation are quite com-
petent to judge what is right and fair between the out-
going and incoming tenant.

Are those valuations made easily without giving rise to

much dispute ?—There is no dispute at all.

What class of men are the valuers employed by the
farmers generally?—Men of the first respectability.

Practical men ?—Yes, practical men, men of the first

respectability ; they are men of character all of them.
They go by some general rule they have found suited

to the neighbourhood?—They are practical men, and
they of course vary with the times. Guano is of recent
introduction, nitrate of soda has not been applied many
years, but practical men soon learn the value of them on
the different crops ; when the gentlemen meet together

they consult, and they soon ascertain the relative differ-

ence of one from the other, and in that ratio they charge
to the outgoing tenant and incoming tenant.

Is chalk used in your neighbourhood ?—No, not at all

in my district ; it is in the county 40 miles further down
westward.

Is it compensated for ?—I have no doubt of it; it is

considered very lasting.

Has draining been found necessary in your neighbour-
hood ?—Yes, and it has been done to a great extent.

Is that compensated for ?—Yes, that is a point that

every man knows, too, in valuing the giving compensa-
tion for draining, more than any other point almost ; that
I consider to be a matter very desirable.

What is the term of years generally given for drain-
ing?—I should say from 10 to IG years ; I should say
the permanent draining ; the opinion "generally goes from
10 to 20, that is a vague opinion. My idea is that com-
pensation ought to be given to 14 years for permanent
drainage, one-fourteenth part to be deducted every
year.

You have no compensation for building?—None ; we
consider that buildings erected on the estate become part
of the fee of the estate ; that is the common law of the
land, and we know nothing to the contrary.

In some parts of the wealds of .Sussex the buildings
are not of the very best quality, are they ?—In my dis-
trict they are ; as you get further wes^t they are not so
good ; ours are generally in a very good condition, but

tlisy are capable of much improvement. My opinion is,

that buildings are things which ought most certainly to

be encouraged to be erected, and which could be done
by proper protection in this way, that if the landlord did

not like to take the buildings he should allow the in-

coming tenant to take them., or the ou'going tenant to

remove them.
What materials are they made of?—Brick and tile,

and timber, with us.

As a very large occupier of land, should you say that

good farm buildings are essential for improved farming
by conducing to the thriving of the stock ?—We cannot
farm without ; it is impossible to do so. 1 can only say

that I have one estate which I took some years ago,
which was without a stable or oasthouse, and I erected

the whole of the buildings which were necessary, and ran

the risk of what was to come after. I did that at an ex-

pense of .i,'800.

You think, that though you considered it expedient to

run that risk, it is a risk which you ought not to be
compelled to run ?—No, certainly not ; I ought not to

run the risk. If the landlords sent over their stewards,

and were satisfied at the end of the term that the build-

ings were necessary, there would be no difficulty in ad-

justing the matter. If the buildings were left to the

tenant to erect such as he thinks necessary, and he had
the privilege of removing them at the end of the term , or

yearly occupancy ; if the landlord will not take them, let

him offer them to the incoming tenant, andif he will not

take them, let him have the privilege of taking them
away, and there would be no fear of the tenant erecting

unnecessary buildings ; now, if he erects a building, he is

at the mercy of the landlord.

You have described the system of giving compensation

for various manures in your neighbourhood ; has it a

good effect upon the farming of your neighbourhood ? —
It has a very considerable effect ; on those estates where
this kind of understanding has been encouraged, they

have been improved much faster that others where land-

lords have held aloof from the matter ; there has been

no such improvement ; we could not compel our land-

lords to enforce this compensation where they have no
objection to it ; it is the custom of the neighbourhood,

but there is no law to enforce it. There have been cases

where confusion has been created ; not very often, but it

has been so.

But where the right is admitted, there is no confusion

in adjusting it ; but where the right is disputed, then

that confusion is produced ?—Yes, the landlord says, I

know nothing but the law of the land, and if you get a

tenant who says, " Well, I shall take no more than my
landlord will take of me when I leave, ' there comes a

difficulty.

Where the right is admitted by the landlord, and it is

a mere matter of settlement between the outgoing and
incoming tenant, it is perfectly easy ?—Perfectly easy

;

there is not the slightest difficulty, and there the estate

is improved considerably.

Can you speak positively as to the high state of culti-

vation that prevails in those cases in your district ?—All

the estates that have upheld this principle improve faster

than the others.

And those estates are in a satisfactory state for the

landlord and for the tenant ?—Yes, and the rents have

improved very considerably too ; it must fall back into

the fee of the land, the buildings, and the employment of

manure ; it must come to the entire benefit of the estate

ultimately.

You can speak positively that not only the farming has

been improved and the farmers have done well upon this

system, but that the landlords have done well too by re-

ceiving an iiicrea?e of rent ?—Yes, most assuredly ; in

some instances almost double, and the tenant has thriven
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too ; wherever the tenant does well, the landlord docs

well ; where the landlord is disposed to grind, the tenant

does not well, nor the landlord ; the more liberally the

tenant is treated the more confidence he has ; and if

there was a law so that there should be do difficulty in

quitting, the district would improve much more than it

has done, though it has improved so largely.

If you heard tliat any landlords were apprehensive that

their tenants under compensation would put too much
manure into their land, and saddle the properties with

high and speculative charges, should you consider that

apprehension a visionary one, speaking from your ex-

perience ?— So far as manure is concerned no man can

ever dream of such a thing.

You have never heard any landlords complaining of

undue and extravagant expenditure of capital on the part

of the tenants?—No, T have heard the other side a thou-
sand times.

You have chiefly heard the landlords complain that

the tenants have not expended enough ?—Yes ; where
the custom of the country is upheld wc find they get a

better class of tenants and that greater improvements
are made.

Mr. Newdegatb.] You have been speaking of

customs ; do they prevail only in certain districts ?

—

Tiiey prevail in our neighbourhood to the extent of 40
miles.

They do not have the force of law ?—None whatever,

that I know of; that is what we are seeking ; it is the

want of the force of law that creates the difficulty ; we
have no law, wc have a custom that honourable land-

lords uphold, but if you get a landlord not disposed to

uphold that honourable understanding, the law is dead
against you.

Then the custom is not sufficiently acknowledged to

have the force of law ?—No, not at all ; when you go
into a court the law is against you.
You spoke of draining, and you proposed to spread

the compensation which you think sLould be given for

the draining over fourteen years ?—Yes.

What would be the prime cost of the draining, that

is, the original outlay for draining?—That would depend
upon what materials yon use, whether first, second,

third, or fourth class of tiles, and what depth you are

going to, whether three, four, or five feet.

Would the average cost be about £4 an acre ?— It

depends upon the thickness you lay them ; I have some
land I have drained 20 feet apart.

What would be the cost there ?—Our cultivation is a

liftle different from many counties : we have a great

many hops, and we do it thickly ; we look at what it

will cost us a rod.

How many years does it fake to remunerate you for

the draining that you have described in your hop
ground ?—Fourteen years, deducting one fourteenth

part every year, and at the end of the fourteen years it

becomes the property of the landlord.

How long does it take to compensate you in the value

of the crops ?—I say fourteen years ; I ain ready to

give up one fourteenth part every year, and at the end
of the terra the permanent draining would sink into

the hands of the landlord.

The committee have had a great deal of evidence as

to draining, and generally the term which will com-
pensate the tenants has been placed at seven years.

In the case of a hop garden, that is perhaps the most
valuable of all land, if it is worth while draininsf, do you
not conceive that the tenant is paid for draining that
land in less than fourteen years ?— I apprehend that the
terms now spoken of, of seven years, would be where
the landlord finds the tilos and the tenant finds labour.

At the end of seven years 1 should be compensated fi)r

my labour, but not for my labour and the tiles too.

This draining I speak of would stand as sound at thf

end of 30 or 40 years as it would at the cml of fonrleen

year?, and be nearly of the same service to the soil.

You have mistaken the question ; the question was
not for how many years the draining would stand good,

but in how many crops the tenant would be repaid tlie

capital he laid out in draining ?—I say fourteen years.

Mr. Henley.] The committee are not to under-

stand that there is any eustoin, but that it is a private

acrrecment between landlord and tenant, by which
those payments take place?—There is no private

arrangement in particular ; it is a generally under-

stood thing in the neighbourhood that such a custom
exists.

Which is not capable of being enforced except by
custom ?—No.

Will you inform the committee what are the customs

that can be enforced ; who does the manure belong to

upon the farm ?—To the teiaant.

If a tenant goes away and the farm is not relet, what
can the tenant do with that manure?—Nothing at all

;

he cannot take it off; it must remain then the land-

lord's property.

Would it remain without being paid for .'—If the

landlord chose to take it.

Then it is not the tenant's property ?—•Yes, it is, be-

cause the landlord has permitted him to take it and pay
for it ; he cannot, however, remove it. Again, there is

the evil with respect to admitting tenants; the land-

lord makes his choice of his tenant, when the outgoing

tenant is leaving ; and it may be that the Incoming

tenant, at the commencement of the term, when he

pays yearly, is not in a position to pay the compensa-

tion ; I have made my arrangements perhaps with the

property of my iiroducc, which I am to receive from

this farm, to go and take another ; but, perhaps, from

the default of the person not paying me, I cannot fulfil

my agreement; he goes back in liis rent, and the land-

lord says, " I will have my rent ;" and he distrains for

the rent and leaves me, in order to obtain my money
from the incoming tenant, to follow him in course of

law, to recover his incoming and my outgoing amount
;

that is a very offensive and annoying thing ; that

happens, however, occasionally, though not very often.

That is a case that has occurred- where the landlord

has not interfered between the two tenants ?—Yes,

where the landlord will not acknowledge anything of the

kind, where the landlord chooses his own tenant, and

he will not interfere with the custom.

Is there any custom between the outgoing and in-

coming tenant in your neighbourhood at all than can

be enforced by law ?—None that I am aware of.

What is the custom with regard to acts of hus-

bandry ; what is the holding?—Michaelmus,

Is there any act of husbandry with regard to turnips,

for instance?—Ours is not a turnip district; wc have a

custom so far, that we get the ploughings, tlie sowings

of the seed, and the dressings, which are taken in the

enumeration of the valuation from the outgoing to the

incoming tenant.

By law, if a tenant was to work his fallows, and sow

grass seeds, and do various other acts of husbandry

upon the farm, and went away at Michaelmas, he would

have no claim by law upon the incoming tenant?—

I

am not a lawyer, but I believe there is no claim by

law; but I have very little doubt we should get it

given by a jury of the country, and we should show

tliat we have the common understanding ; that of course

is a very litigious and very expensive process, and it is

a position we ought not to be placed in ; we only ask

for a just right for our property ; I contend, and know
it from experience, that the landlord's property is

benefited by our exertion and expenditure.
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If a jury Viould give this matkr upon the custom,

though it'js not the written hiw, it has the same cfFeet

as law ?—Why should we he pliiced in a position to

appeal to a court for common justice?

Go stop by step ;
you were understood to say that

there is a custom ?—Yes.

Then upon subsequent examination you say that cus-

tom is only by a sort of tolerance of the landlord, and

now you say it would be enforced by a jury ?—In case

you get a landlord not disposed to acknowledge the

custom, and a corresponding incoming tenant disposed

to give all the annoyance he can, your only resource is

an appeal to a jury.

Then if a jury would sustain the custom, it shows

that that custom has the force of law, and therefore for

all practical purposes it is the same as law ?— It is so
;

that is the sense of the country ; but by law we cannot

carry into effect the sense of the country, and we cannot

get our rights without being placed in an improper posi-

tion, and at great expense.

Do you know whether there have been any cases in

which this payment for manure has been enforced in a

court of law?—No; it has generally been settled by
arbitration.

If a pel son would not consent to have it arbitrated

upon, do you know what the course would be then ?

—

Some two or three years back there were some cases.

Where the parties recovered ?—No ; for the last ten

years there has been nothing of the sort attempted in

court; it has been generally referred to arbitration.

There was a case in my neiglibourhood this last year,

in which the incoming tenant objected, and the land-

lord would not interfere, and the matter stood over

three or four months ; and it was at last left to a re-

ference, and they adjusted it.

The arbitrator would have only to ascertain the

amount ?— Pardon me; they ascertained what the

amount and value is in the property that the tenant

ought honestly to pay.
That would be as to the amount; but whether he

had a right to pay anything is another question ?—That
is the question ; I am not a lawyer.

With regard to those cases you spoke of as occurring

ten years ago, and which went through a court of law,

if something was recovered there, that would establish

the custom ?—Tliey did recover in those particular

cases, as far as it went; but they got only a portion.

That was as to the amount ?—Yes, as to the amount.

Do you know what was established by that decision ?

—No, it was not a matter that I was interested in ; I

know they took up some G or 12 months, and of course

there was a great deal of moving about from place to

place, and it was some time before the thing was brought

to an issue.

If the thing had been recovered by law, that would

have established the custom ?—Yes ; they only esta-

blished certain points. I cannot say what points have

been established. I can only speak of the question that

took place in one of the parishes in which I was an

owner and occupier last year ; the party would have

had recourse to law then, but the thing was better un-

derstood, and they called in parties to arbitrate to pre-

vent going into court.

Then is it the duty of the arbitrator to say what is

the amount or what things are to be paid for ?—Tliose

things which are to be paid for, and the amount.
Both one and the other ? —Yes, both one and the

other.

Both to settle the custom and the amount to be paid

under the custom?—Yes.

That was settled by the consent of both parties ?

—Yes, after a great deal of correspondence and diffi-

culty.

To prevent the going to law ?—Yes.

You have told us that you took a farm without
buildings upon it, and put up buildings; was it a farm
taken under louse?—-Yes.

And being destitute of buildings, was it taken at a
low rent ?— It was taken at the full rent of the period.

Was the farm in a good or bad condition?—In a

bad condition ; I expended £^50 an acre to reclaim

some of it.

What was the nature of the reclamation ?—Draining

and grubbing bogs.

And at the cost of £50 an acre for draining?—Yes,

and clearing and grubbing.
What was there upon it to be grubbed ?—Wood, and

what is generally in bogs.

Timber or underwood?—Brushwood.
What was the value of the brushwood ?—Not a

farthing.

And £50 an acre was expended in reclaiming tliat

land ?—Yes, and rather more.
Wliat is the value of the land now, speaking of the

land that you laid out £50 an acre upon in reclaiming
;

what is the value of that land now to let per acre ?

—

Between £2 and £3.
Fifty shillings, or under , fifty shillings?—I can

answer the question ; it is over 50s. I am the present

tenant.

You say it was planted with hops ?—Yes, the follow-

ing year.

Is the planting of hops included in the £50 ?—No,
it had nothing to do with the expense of planting the

hops.

What was the land worth before you planted the hops
after it was reclaimed to let, per acre; that is, after

your expenditure, before you planted any crop ui)on it,

what was it worth to a tenant per acre to rent ?— I slioiild

say 50s.

What is the nature of the soil?— It is a fine deep
loam.

Is it titheable .'—Yes.
There is a tithe to be paid in addition to theSOs. ?

—

Yes, there is a tithe of more than £1 an acre.

That would be £3 10s. ?—Yes.
AVhat rent did you pay for that land before you began

to lay out the £50 upon it ?—I took it in common with

the farm.

How much an acre ; did you value it at anything ?

—

No; it was not worth anything.

It was thrown in with the rest ?—Of course it was

my business and my occupation. I valued it at

nothing ; it was worth nothing ; in fact, it was an in-

cumbrance to the estate ; the brushwood was 13 or 14

years old, and not worth a farthing ; I put it all into

the first tier of drains. It was charged to the rates and

to the common charges of the parish, and of course it

was open to a certain degree of tithe, and I put the

whole into cultivation. It was a nuisance to me when
I took it ; there were all those charges upon it in com-
mon with the rest.

You say it was liable to certain payment of tithe ?

—

Yes, a very small tithe indeed was put upon it.

If it was only liable to asmalltitlie ; the parson only

had a tenth ?—That was a matter of agreement.

He is only entitled by law to a tenth ?—Yes.

If the parson's tenth was worth something, the re-

maining nine-tenths was worth something to somebody
else?— No, you do not understand me. I say it was
liable in common with the rest of tlie farm ; there it

was; there was a certain plot of land, and it was all

taken into consideration as regards tlie rates and tithes

of the parish ; it was wortli nothing to me, I know
nothing of what tliey put upon it; there was so much
put upon the farm in common.
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Your answer was or your statement was, that it

would pay something in tithes ?—It washable; it could

pay nothing, because there was nothing grown upon it.

There was wood upon it ?— It was worth nothing,

but merely the chopping off; it was impoverished with

wet and overrun with grass.

It Is worth 503. an acre per year now, i,'50 an acre

having been expended upon it?—Yes.

In how many years do you expect to be repaid for

that?— I have been paid for it years ago.

By i)lanting hops?—By my mode of cultivation,

which was planting hops.

How long have you held the land?— Fifteen or IG

years.

Have you had any claim upon the landlord for any-

thing ?—No, the draining and everything is sunk into

the estate, and the landlord has got the benefit of it

;

we have agreed upon the marsh land, and the buildings

are all sunk into the land, and I am paying an increased

rent, and I have given up all my buildings, and 1 did

it only from the encouragement of cultivation, because

my hands should not be tied; that farm produces three

times what it did 15 years ago, and I am employing six

times the number of hands. I pay an increased rent,

and I have been well remunerated.

Is there much land capable of being made worth

50?. an acre now lying waste in your neighbourhood ?

—No ; ours is a very splendid district ; there has been

a great deal of land reclaimed that has been worth

little or nothing ; it has become much improved.

Is there much land in the neighbourhood that you

are acquainted with, upon which it could be necessary

under any circumstances to lay out a greater amount
than £50 an acre?—No, that is an extreme case.

That being so, you having as a good tenant been

willing to lay out that money upon a 16 years' lease,

have been repaid many years ago?—Yes, several years,

on that particular outlay on that particular spot.

If it has been so satisfactory to you upon that mode

gave a just and fair remuneration from the outgoing to

the incoming tenant, to be adjusted by respectable

people in the district, that the under-draining and the

general improvement of the county, so far as additional

manure and various other matters of that kind are

concerned, a very large quantity of labourers would be

employed upon the property, and larger produce would

be taken from the soil ; there would be a very great

improvement going on ; no man can tell the extent it

would go to. 1 admit that where we are living upon

estates, and where the farms are held with confidence,

and where thei-e is a good understanding between the

parties, there the improvements are going on, and the

produce does increase ; if it became the law of the land,

the improvements would go on at a very rapid rate.

Can you point out to the Committee any advantage,

and if any, what advantage there is that would exist

by legislation over private agreements?—I consider

that legislation then does away with all confidence as

to any particular acts of A. and B. It is the common
law of the land, and every man has the law to look to

;

if he knows he has protection in laying out his property,

it becomes an A B C thing.

You would have no more protection then than there

is now, where an agreement is made ?—There are no

agreements ; our general letting is a yearly occupancy ;

there are no special agreements.

If there were special agreements the tenant would be

as well protected as by law ?—No, I should say not.

Why not ?—Because you get one laiullord disposed

perhaps to grant them and to go into these agree-

ments, and another will not, hence there comes a

stopper to improvements ; but if it was the law of the

land, the general improvements would go on.

That only applies to cases where there is no agree-

ment ; my question to you is, where there is an agree-

ment why could not the tenant be as well protected ?

—You cannot get all landlords to grant an agreement;

I want the land to be going on improving simul-

of private agreement, why could not it be extended to
j

taneously.

other ])arties ?— It is the only thing wished^ for, that
| la your opinion should the law supersede private

there should be a protection given, so that the tenants ' agreements?—The way I should answer that question

could be satisfied that they would be remunerated when
\ is this : if the law of the land was that a man should be

they left the farm ; if they did not have a lease, which compensated for what there is upon his property, which

is a further stimulus, tliough not a sufficient stimulus, ! shall be decided to be an improvement, and shall be

then I have no doubt large improvements would go on.
;
beneficial to the estate, by impartial people, then it is

You were satisfied to lay out this extreme expendi

ture upon a lease ?—Yes, I could see my way clear

that it would repay me for what I have laid out ; it

was a speculation I took up, and it answered my pur-

pose.

Being an extreme case, why should not other parties

be as well capable of guarding themselves in outlaying

their capital as you have been in outlaying yours ?

—

The nature of our occupation is by the year generally.

If parties choose to take leases, and the landlords

choose to grant leases, the tenant could be protected,

and the landlord could give him the protection neces-

sary ?—The landlords in our district are not disposed

to give leases ; this is the only occupation that I am
now alluding to.

The reason is, that the 1 andlords are not willing to

grant the leases; not that it would not secure the te-

nant if they chose to do it ?—It would not secure the

tenant unless they made a special agreement.

If they chose to make a special agreement, hfe could

doit?—Of course he could; but as the law stands, I

may say very few men would be mad enough to go to

the expense of laying out their capital.

Can you point out to the committee any advantage,

and if any, what advantage there is that would exist by
legislation, over private agreements ?—I am quite con-
vinced in my own mind that if the law of the land only

much better for the common law to admit that it does

away with any difficulty of making any private ar-

rangement whatever, and then there can be no diffi-

culty if I throw myself into the hands of an indifferent

person ; I can have no advantage nor have a right to

take advantage of my landlord, nor can he take ad-

vantage of me, if he throws himself into another man's

hands; that is the fairest way; and the opener it Is

left the more generously and liberally people will be

treated.

Those dilapidations on the farm are to be a set-ofF

against the improvements ?—Yes; they ought to be

fairly taken into consideration, and no honest tenant

would object to that. That ought to come in in the

question in regard to the buildings. Of course the

question of dilapidations would come as an off-set in

the case of the buildings ; any permanent buildings a

tenant places up, the dilapidations would be a deduc-

tion against them ; in the same way it would apply in

striking the valuation for crops and manure most as-

suredly ; no tenant should be allowed to outrun a farm

unfairly and unjustly.

Should the amount be ascertained by the capital ex-

pended by the outgoing tenant, or the advantage to tlie

incoming tenant; that is, should the principle of pay-

ment be the capital expended by the outgoing tenant,

or the advantage to be derived by the incoming tenant ?
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—Ytiu ctuuiot (ax the iiicoiiiing tenant for what there

is not in or upon the soil, but what there is before tlic

eyes of the valuers they will put their price upon, and
tlicn in striking" value they will consider what the out-

croing tenant has taken the crop from ; they can only
judneby the expenditure the outgoing tenant has been
put to, and then they will make their deductions and
draw the balance of what the incoming tenant is to

Should the incoming tenant pay for any capital ex
pended upon the land from which he would derive no
benefit?—Certainly not ; the incoming tenant should
not be taxed for anything the outgoing tenant has paid,

from which he, the incoming tenant, would derive no
benefit.

Then the principle would be the value to the in-

coming tenant, and not the amount of capital expended
by the outgoing tenant ?—He would have to pay
nothing for that which he did not receive a benefit

from, but which the outgoing tenant had derived the
benefit from. As to the half manure, he would pay
what was shown to be right, according to how much of
that manure still remained in the land unexhausted,
and according to the idea of the valuers, who would
say what they thought to be right and fair for the in-

coming tenant to pay ; that is, liis proportion where
the manure was capable of producing another good
crnji ; he ought to pay for it.

You say that drainage ought not to be considered ex-
hausted in less than 14 years ?—Our permanent drain-
ing would stand 30 or 40 years.

You have stated that the tenant who drains land
should not be entitled to receive payment after 14
years?— No; I said if the tenant finds the tiles, and
does all the labour, and parts with all his money, he
should take off one-fourtecntij part each year, and at

the end of 14 years it should become the landlord's.

After 14 years lie would be entitled to receive
nothing?—No.
Upon what principle do you come to that conclu-

sion ?—Because the tenant would have been fairly com-
pensated.

How do you calculate the tenant's compensation?

—

I am sure I do not know, except by experience.
You say you have arrived at that conclusion

;
you

must have had some ground of calculation ?—My ex-
]icrlence has told me that at the end of 14 years the
tenant would be compensated for his outlay.

Do you calculate it by a certain per-centage upon
the capital, or a sort of sinking fund to repay the
capital ?—If you place a tenant in possession for 14
years he will get crops in those 14 years which will

compensate him.
If in the judgment of the valuer the improvement of

the crops in seven years gave the tenant a fair tradhig
interest upon his capital (and a sinking fund to rejjlace

his capital), would not his interest be at an end?—If

the question is left open, of course ; the mode of drain-
ing varies very much ; I am speaking of the most per-
manent draining we have in the district ; we have other
draining, that at theendof seven years would be a com-
pensation ; and when the valuers go over the estates,

of course they are very minute and careful in ascer-
taining in what mode the drainage has been done, and
then, from the expenditure and nature of the draining,
they can come to a fair conclusion of what the in-
coming tenant or landlord ought to pay.

In no case docs it run longer than 14 years ?—No, I

am speaking of the best and most costly drainage.

You have stated that the incoming tenant ought to

pay for everything he derived an advantage from ?—
Certainly.

Permanent drainage, executed in the best manner, is

of considerable ailvantage beyond tl-ie 14 yeiii's ?—Yes,
it would be an advantage for 30 years.

Why is not the incoming tenant, upon that princi-

jile, to pay for it ?—Because the tenant would be com-
pensated in the 14 years, and therefore it would not be
right or just for a tenant to ask the owner of an estate,

or to expect anything beyond the time he is compen-
sated.

Supposing the outgoing tenant to get his money back,
he has no claim upon anybody after that period, be it

seven or fourteen years ?—No.
That would be the principle on which you think the

valuers ought to act ?—Yes, and I think they do act

upon it.

That would be rather in contradiction to the principle

spoken of before, the benefit to the incoming tenant ?

—

Not at all, 1 think.

You were understood to say, you thought the prin-

ciple of valuation was the benefit to be derived by tlm

incoming tenant?—It depends upon the sort of dr;iiu-

injr. With regard to 14 years, I said, I think, at the

end of seven the tenant would have sunk half the drain-

ing, and the incoming tenant would pay them for the

other half of it; at the end of the second seven ycais

he would have reaped as much benefit from it as I

should have done, and at the third seven years he would
have reaped a much greater benefit ; the benefit docs

not cease at the end of the 14 years because the deduc-
tion ceases then.

'i'hen the man who comes in at the end of the 14

years reaps a benefit and pays nothing for it?—Yes,

and pays nothing for it.

The incoming tenant reaps a benefit and pays
nothing ?—Yes. The landlord would send his steward
ovcv to look at the estate, and see the condition of it.

Suppose I have had a 14 years' lease, and my capital is

out at the end of 14 years, the steward would tliin

come over and look at the estate.

And the landlord would then get more rent ?—Y( s,

and very fairly too. I do not object to that, nor to the

outlay after we have had a fair and just return for our

capital.

If you had a fair return for the capital you have ev-

pended, it is perfectly reasonable that then the lanil-

owner should reap the benefit?—Yes, it is the interc-fc

of the landlord and the tenant, and if they do not go

on hand in hand together they can neither of thcin

thrive.

And you cannot give any certain knowledge of the

custom except as you have told us ?— Nothing bcsyond

that we have no difficulty with landlords well disjiosed

to the thing, I could name an instance in one of the

parishes where the landlord did not choose tointerfcic

because he did not understand the nature of it; he had
not a steward; and he would not interfere; he was ;i

very good gentleman, but he did not know anything of

it ; the incoming tenant was one of those rather twisty

ones, and it caused difficulty.

Y"ou complain that in some cases you have known
tenants permitted by the landlords to enter farms who
could not pay or would not pay the valuation ?—There

are such cases, but they are very rare; I look upon tlie

hardship of that.

How would you propose to remedy that ?—I would

propose that the tenant should be allowed to hold over

until the incoming tenant has paid, or the landlord lias

interfered and compelled the incoming tenant to pay.

If I held over a day, I presume I should be liable to be

seized for my rent, and then there would be two te-

nants, and the incoming tenant come and takes pos-

session, and says I will pay you to-morrow or next

week, and all those kind of things. I contend that
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the oiifgoiijg tenant slioiild liave tlic privilege of Iiuldliig"

over until lie is reimbursed all the valuation.

If your view was adopted, that the ontgeing lenaiit

should have the privilege of holding ovir, who is to

cultivate the farm ?—Then it would become the interest

of the incoming tenant and the landlord to interfere
;

the parties would be all interested, and the incoming
tenant and the landlord more particularlj' ; that would
goon bring about an adjustment.

If the outgoing tenant is to hold on, do you mean
that he is to hold on and prevent the parties cultivating

the farm ?—Yes, until the matter is adjusted.

But not to cultivate it himself ?—No, if the farm is

let to a new tenant he cannot cultivate, he could only

hold possession till he got his demand paid him which he
is entitled to, and the landlord would feel it is interest to

see that the incoming tenant does settle with the out-
going tenant.

If lie holds possession, of course the other man could
do iiotliing with the land ?—Certainly not.

That is what you mean ?—Yes ; and keep him out
entirely till it was paid.

It would be a complete alteration of the holding of

the hind?— It would give a right to the tenant to en-

force his claim, or to hold until he got his right claim,

and until that claini was fairly adjusted, give him the

tight of holding possession of the property, because
how the landlord may be quietly looking on, and the in-

coming tenant giving the outgoing tenant all the an-

noyance he could. If I had the jiower to hold over, it

would be the interest of the landlord to see that my
accounts were adjusted and settled.

You cannot make the valuation till tlic completion of

the tenancy ?—No, not until the 11th of October.
Generally about Michaelmas time there are a great

many changes, and of course the valuers fix their times,

the parties are engaged in the district, and they may
come a day or two before, or it is arranged that they

shall come a day or two after ; that is made a matter
of mutual arrangement between the parties ; we do not
get to this difhcnlty till the inventoi'y of the stock is

taken, and the day of payment comes ; then comes the

difficulty.

Would you give the outgoing tenant the power of

holding on till the valuers had agreed what was to be

paid, and in fact till the money was paid ?—Yes ; and
then the landlord would see to the incoming tenant, or

direct his steward to see the matter adjusted, that the

farm may not stand still.

If the landlord has the power to recover the rent of

the tenant, what consequence is it to him whether the

farm is cultivated or not ?—If the farm remains uncul-
tivated he may distrain, unless there is nothing left to

distrain upon.
Then the thing would be at an end ?—Yes ; it would

not be very convenient to me as a landlord ; that of

course is a state of things that could not exist.

Your view is, that the outgoing tenant should be
allowed to hold on, not to cultivate the farm till he got
his money?—Yes, it is so.

That would be your opinion?—Yes; and I am quite

satisfied that it would work well for the landowner as

well as the tenant, because the landlord would take
care that the incoming tenants were parties that could
pay, and not wishing to take up the land to give any
annoyance ; that I am quite convinced of.

Which you think would bo likely to take place under
other circumstances ?—No doubt about it at all; it

would keep out a class of people that are an annoyance
to society ; it would shut out dishonest men, or men
who were disposed to quibble.

Mr. T. Egicuton.] Who are the valuers chiefly em-
ployed

; you speak of them as persons well informed on

the subject of manure; are they in your i^art of the
country farmers themselves?—Yes, to a great extent,

and men of standing, and character, and property. 1

think with the class of gentlemen I am alluding to wc
have not a man that is not of the highest respecta-
bility as a yeoman.
They are paid for it ?—Yes.
When you entered upon the farm you have spoken

of, had you payments to make to the outgoing tenant ?—
' Yes, ni)on all my occupations ; I have not a single

foot that I did not pay for, and I am asking no more
than I have paid for my land.

What did it amount to per acre?—It depends upon
the amount of hops.

In the case which you have stated of the farm which
you took, what did it cost you?—That was lo or 10
years ago; I could not say at all ; I can say one thing,

that it would come to a great deal more now, ten times
the amount.
CiiAiKMAN.] Have you any doubt that it is cheaper

for a tenant to pay a reasonable compensation for im-
provements than to take to a farm that is starved to

death, and bring it round himself?— If any tenant takes

a farm out of condition, it would take him three or
four or five years to bring it round to a paying condi-
tion at all with us; in the hop district it would take
even longer. I am convinced that it is the interest of
the tenant to pay a fair compensation for what is in the
soil, to bo adjusted by responsible gentlemen ; and it is

tlie greatest interest to the landowners themselves, who
are the most interested, and their estates would im-
prove, and nothing could pi-event it.

You sjieak from the experience of your neighbour-
hood, that the estates have been improved under this

system, and the landlords have received increased rent?

—Yes, the production is increased Vv'onderfully, and the

labour also to a large extent ; and the rent has increased

in the same ratio.

Mr. Newdegate.] You misunderstand a former
question which was put to you when you said thecom-
l)ensation for draining was for 14 years

;
you did not

allude to such an instance as this hop ground which
you reclaimed

;
you said you reclaimed it 14 years ago,

and had long since been compensated for that im-
provement; therefore you were compensated in less

time than the 14 years ?—The very particular spot you
allude to I drained in three tiers of draining, at great

cost.

Then is that expense included ?—That of course is an
uncommon thing ; that is an unusual thing, and has
nothing to do with the common rate of farming. It

was bog land, and 1 laid three different tiers of drains;

the last tier I laid at the common depth of two feet si.v

inches, and will remain for ever, or at least it may do.

'J'hen you were compensated for that within the

period of 14 years ?—Yes, because you must under-
stand, that was for the cultivation of hops ; and being

for hops expressly, it made me a return, it hajipening

to be a fortunate spot, quicker than in the ordinary

time; it is not an ordinary case of draining at all. I

merely put that as a case to show that there are gen-
tlemen in our district, if they could have a law giving

them a certainty of being fairly dealt with, who arc

disposed to lay out even ^^50 an acre in reclaiming the

ground.

Your idea of what is desirable, is that some general

enactment should supersede all private agreements?

—

My opinion is, that there ought to be some general

enactment by which parties could be governed, without

going to ask Mr. A. or B. whether he would do this or

that ; there should be a general law of the land to say

what is right to he done, and as the tenant

pays for those thincrs to give liim what he pays
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for, and to say wLatlie lias to pay for when lie leaves ; I

go to Mr. A., he may say, " Go on ;" but Mr. B. may
say, " If you do not like it leave it."

You wish a general law to regulate this matter,

totally apart from and independent of all agreements ?

—Yes, I am satisfied that as soon as it has passed into

a law, every landlord, when he sees the working of it,

will introduce it generally,

Mr. T. Egerton.] In that, do you mean with or

without notice, in respect to those improvements ; that

a farmer should be bound to give notice or not ?—As far

as the permanent improvement of buildings, and per-

manent draining, and the employment of manure goes,

to give notice to the landland ; but in the event of the

landlord's sending his steward and saying " I will not

allow it,'' then the tenant ought to be fairly remu-
nerated.

That is in fact without notice ?—Yes.

Then your answer comes to this, that It should be

done without notice ?—Yes, I should say so.

Mr. Henley.] Were you to be understood that you
drained one piece of land three times ?—Yes, three tiers

deep.

Was it done atone and the same time?—As quick as

we could drain the lower water and fill the land up ; it

was at three diiferent depths; the first was as deep as

this room.
Mr. T. Egerton.] Was it with pipes ?—With tiles.

With soles ?—Yes, with soles.

Chairman.] That piece of land which has been
dwelt upon so much, was an extraordinary good piece

of land ; it was deep loam though in such a bad state ?

—Yes, it was a fine piece of land, there was no end to

it; it was of the finest quality, and from seeing the

state of the soil I was quite convinced that there would
be no end to its productiveness, and so it has proved.

The Evidence o/Mr. George Harriett.

Chairman.] You reside at Basingstoke, in Hamp-
shire?—I do, in its immediate vicinity, at North
Waltham.
What is your profession ?—I occupy a small portion

of land of my own. I attend only to agricultural

pm'suits.

What is the usual time of giving up farms in Hamp-
shire ?—At Michaelmas.
What does the incoming tenant pay the outgoing te-

nant for ?—Not a sixpenny piece. The custom is gene-

rally that when a lease is nearly expired, say this next
Michaelmas, the new tenant would have access some
time before Lady-day ; he would come on to prepare his

turnip crop ; he would prepare for that crop, and have

about June or July a certain portion of land to enter

upon to prepare his wheat season ; there is nothing

else he would be permitted to do until after harvest

;

he would first come to prepare his fallow for the en-

suing year, and for the wheats a short time before

Michaelmas.
Does the dung belong to the landlord or the outgoing

tenant ?—To the landlord ; in fact there is not a single

thing the outgoing tenant can claim ; he would feed the

stock next year on the hay and straw grown the last year

of his tenancy, but he cannot dispose of it ; he may keep
the incoming tenant out, and say, I will have the yards
and fodder myself, and consume the hay ; the incoming
tenant has no claim to one ton ofhay unless he purchases

it by agreement ; he can never enforce it ; in fact if there

is a squabble between the two, the incoming tenant is in

an awkward position.

The outgoing tenant, if he chooses, may spend the

hay ; he cannot sell it ?—He spends the hay. The cus-

tom is so vague, that 1 know an extensive farm where

there are 200 tons of hay that the outgoing tenant does

sell, and the incoming tenant must buy hay ; there is a

great portion of hay belonging to the old tenant still to

sell ; he left at Michaelmas twelvemonth ; it is a large

farm of a gentleman lately dead.

Would it be desirable to give compensation to the out-

going farmer for various heads of improvement ?— I do

not think there is a question about it, as regards the

benefit to the outgoing tenant and the incoming tenant,

and more particularly to the landlord, and decidedly to

the public at large, for this reason, as soon as agriculture

could be brought into the same position as almost every

other business is, there is a great desire on the part of the

tenantry to farm up to the last moment as well as they

have hitherto done, if they could but be assured that the

outgoing tenant would be paid for unexhausted im-

provements ; knowing that they could not then with-

draw it themselves, and that the outgoing tenant would
be paid for it, the eft'ect of that would be that they

would farm well to the very last moment.
Is chalking beneficial in any part of your neighbour-

hood ?— I consider it on a great portion of our land

superior in its ultimate eft'ect to dung ; many of our sour

clays are more benefited in the tillages ; it is only to pay
for the chalk, and it is a great advantage in the plough-

ings. In fact, I have heard carters say they could find

it out where there has been a list of land not chalked ; if

they were ploughing in the dark they would know when
they came into the track ; it pulverizes and separates the

tenacious soil, and it works cleaner in every way and
better.

Basingstoke is near a very wide district of chalk ?

—

A great deal of it is all chalk ; we have chalk even where
we have a great depth of land. I have sunk several

wells, and in gravelly bottoms, below which there is

chalk ; and in clay the same.
Is there a large proportion of this wide district of

Hampshire that would be improved if the surface were
dressed with chalk ?—A grtat portion of the clays are

materially benefited by it ; there is also a gravel which
is of that sort that it will run together and get hard and
callous, on which we find the chalk valuable ; where the

land is in its nature chalky, of course the chalking is not

so beneficial.

Is it your opinion that if the Hampshire farmers had
compensation for chalking their land, they would be

likely to do so ?—To a great extent I have no doubt they

would
;
generally speaking I should say so.

Would this lead to a great increase of employment for

the labourers .'—Very much so ; I have frequently chalked

expressly for the labourers
;
you can get it done at 25s.

an acre ; I have had it done at 20s.

Does not it generally cost between £2 and £Z ?—
No, from 25s. to 30s. ; it has not exceeded that in our

neighbourhood for years ; we frequently get the chalk

at two feet depth.

On many parts of the range you have to go to the

depth of 30 or 40 feet, have you not .'—No, not one in-

stance where chalking is carried on ; it is not in one in-

stance in 100 ; I never knew but one, and the party

said it would not pay, they must go so far down for it,

and they opened another place for it.

You are not acquainted with those parts of Hamp-
shire where they sink a well 30 or 40 feet deep to get to

this chalk ; nor whether that does cost 56s. an acre ?—
No ; when I first went into the county £2 was given

;

it will pay to put on any of your labourers to chalk land.

There is not much drainage required in your neigh-

bourhood ?—None, not in the immediate neighbour-

hood ; there is in the Woodlands, where the Duke of

Wellington lives ; in that district he and Mr. Chute arc

draining extensively.

Is there a considerable extent of land there that would
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be benefited by draining ?—Yes, the whole district called

Woodlands, lying between Reading and Basingstoke, is

very extensive, very lieavy strong wet land.

In such a year as this is the wheat suffering much for

want of draining ?—Yes, I have heard persons say they

are suffering very much where the land is not drained.

To what extent an acre should you say ?—I cannot

say; I have heard as a general observation, that the

Woodland wheats were looking bad.

And there you think if the tenants had compensation

for improvements they would be likely to employ the

labourers in draining ?— Yes, and no doubt Mr. Chute

and his Grace are meeting their tenants in that way.

Some of the tenants you think are anxious to drain ?

—Yes.

Are you acquainted with the south of Hampshire .'

—

Not much.
Have you any other remark to make to the commit-

tee ?—Only as regards the feelings of the tenantry gene-

rally. Holding the situation of chairman of the Basing-

stoke Agricultural Protection Society, it is frequently

mooted as matter of conversation, and the feeling most
assuredly is, with the largest holders of land, that the

protection of a lease is required, with a covenant which

would entitle them to compensation at the end of the

term for all improvements that the incoming tenant

would be benefited by ; there is nothing more simple

that the insertion of such a covenant, as the incoming

tenant would receive the advantage of the unexhausted

improvements.
You mean that if a tenant had laid out his money

foolishly, that then the incoming tenant should not be

called upon to pay for that ?—Most assuredly he should

not.

With the means you have of knowing the feelings of

the Hampshire farmers, are you prepared to state to the

committee that they wish for a recognition of tenant-

right, and the protection which tenant-right would give

to their capital ?—Most completely so ; in fact there have

been lately some exchanges of land that sbow the want

of such a principle. There is one instance I know,

where a farm has been held upon three different terms,

and been in the family thirty years, and the landlord

dying at an advanced age, the property has come to

another branch of the family, and the tenant not doubt-

ing that he should have a renewal of his lease upon as

equitable terms as under his old landlord, farmed high

to the last ; he is now asked by the new landlord to give

a very exorbitant advance (having been, he and his

father, upon it 30 years) ; he said, " No, I cannot afford

to give i,'200 increased rent ;'' he offered £100 : but

whether he is right or not is a matter of indifference to

the principle ; he is now almost in the position of a six-

months' tenancy, and he is not able to avail himself of

that which we know is customary for tenants, that is, to

take as much out of the land the last two years as he can

fairly and legally, to compensate himself for that outlay

which he would not receive in any other shape ; conse-

quently he is placed in a position to say, " I must do
what I can this year." That only shows the state that

tenants are in when they are compelled to do that in

order to protect themselves, by means that are injurious

to themselves, the landlord, to the land, to the incoming
tenant, and to the public at large.

Are you of opinion that the body of Hampshire far-

mers are not only desirous of this protection being given

to them by the Legislature, but that if they obtained this

protection for their capital, they would make a greater

outlay of money, and would thereby benefit the condi-

tion ofthe agricultural labourer ?—I will state an instance

as to this particularly : I am farming my own land. I

two now, and I have increased my stock, and I am a

seller of hay largely, and I have such and such increase

in my corn crops." "Aye, but you are holding your

own land
;
you receive all the benefit. I must be mad

to do it as a tenant ; fifty things may arise ; I am a

tenant-at-will, or unless it was at a very early part of

my lease I could not do it." Only within this week a

person who has done well as a tenant and bought pro-

perty, said, " You and I can do this upon our own
holdings, but I cannot do it upon that which I am a te-

nant of, for this very year I have received notice to quit

upon a farm that I expected to have held for many years

to come."
You say you have increased the productiveness of your

own land ; what means have you adopted for that ?—

I

formerly farmed on the four-field system ; about seven

years ago I was induced to try the six-field system, and

since that time, by my keeping more stock on oil-cake, &c.,

there has been a greater productiveness of the soil ? On
giving you the particulars you will see what it is : a good

fallowfor turnips, then barley, grass, the third year oats,

on once ploughing and pressing, tares, rape, or mustard,

or turnips as a preparation for wheat.

Do you use artificial manure ?—Yes, bones and guano,

and salt.

Do you think that the productiveness of the Hamp-
shire hills generally would be increased by the use of

bones ?—Materially so ; and in this way, supposing you

do not use it as a permanent dressing ; any dressing

that will promote the growth and increase in a turnip

crop, for instance, we are able to bring this poor land,

without the wear and tear of the dung cart, into good

land by giving our sheep corn or oil-cake with the im-

proved turnips.

The turnips are not very good upon the Hampshire

hills?—Not where they are broadcast, but where there

are any artificial manures drilled in as I have drilled for

some time ; I have this year not only enough to keep my
extra stock, but I was able to take 300 ewes into keep

this spring, and if it had been a good turnip year I should

have sold i,'200 worth of hay.

You have doubled your sheep ?—Yes ; I do not be-

lieve I shall this year feed one acre of grass off, but I

shall have early oats, trefoil, early tares, and winter

tares following. We have a very early winter tare,

and then the common winter tare, and the summer tare ;

I shall not require with my stock of sheep one foot of

grass.

And you think many of the Hampshire farmers, if they

had protection for their capital, would be able to increase

their stock in something like the same proportion?—

I

know it to be done, even by tenants, under the present

system ; where a few years ago such a thing as a fatting

beast was not dreamed of, there they are fatting now ;

and in the adjoining farm to me the young man who has

taken it has been fatting oxen and sheep, which he has

sold off, and keeping the exact amount of stock, even

larger, in fact, than it used to do as a breeding farm

;

this is all extraneous, both beasts and fat sheep ; I never

knew one to be fatted on the farm formerly ; he fats

some 200 or 300 head beyond the stock that for years

has been carried on that farm ; the oil-cakes used has

increased and very much improved the manure.

Are you of opinion that in order to insure those im-

provements being made, the wish of the Hampshire

farmers for protection, for reimbursing them their

capital , ought to be complied with?— I have broached

the subject for months, and have never had a dissentient

voice ; they say, only give us the advantage of a lease if

it can be had, and where leases are not granted, a notice

of two years on the part of the landlord or tenant, with

have said to others, " Why not do so and so? I have a compensation clause in both cases, and we should be
doubled my sheep ; where I formerly carried one I have satisfied.
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Mr. Newdkgate.] Is the necessity fw this felt prin-

cipally in the absence of proper ngreenients, or ia the

difficulty of recovering the due of the tenant, under an
agreement ?—I am not aware, and I do not believe there

is any agreement within 10 or 15 miles of me that gives

compensation; it is done too much through an agent,

who says " There is a lease." I have a lease in my
pocket. I wrote into Norfolk to know what is doing
there. A tenant may point out some trifling thing he
wished to be altered ; the agents would not listen to it

;

they say, " If we do it to you, we must do it to all."

Of course it is entirely at the option of the tenant
whether he takes the land or not ?— Yes, of course.

Do you know that the system which has prevailed
beneficially in Lincolnshire, originating in that way, has
extended to a custom ?—I have heard of it.

Do you know that ?—No ; I have heard that it has
almost become sufficiently permanent as a custom in a
limited locality.

Would not it meet the objections of the Hampshire
tenantry if agreements prevailed, and facilities to i-ecover

under them were afforded, that is, if it were the general

custom to give agreements, as it is in Lincolnshire, and
increased facilities were given by the legislature for re-

covering under them, would that meet the wishes of the

Hampshire farmers?—Yes, most assuredly, either in

leases which would have a clause to give compensation
for that which is actually beneficial to the land would
suffice ; or where gentlemen are not disposed to give

leases, but prefer tenants at will, I have heard many
tenants, men holding 2,000 or 3,000 acres of land, say
" In the absence of a lease, let us have a two years'

notice ; not to be thrown on our beam ends at the caprice
or at the death of the landlord."

Then what they desire is this, that they should have
the power of recovering against the property .'—Y^es,

against the property, or rather of the incoming tenant,

for, as I have before said, it would not fall upon the

landlord.

And increased facility for recovery by law .'

—

Quite so.

Then supposing those points granted, would they
desire a general law by which compensation should be
settled independently of agreement and dilapidations,

settled and recovered also independently of all other

agreements ?—Most assuredly they would, upon this

broad principle, that it would be beneficial for all

parties ; it would do away with the prospect of litigation

if you went on one general broad principle, even if you
chose to let the present custom of the counties remain as

to the mode of leaving the farms ; if it were understood
that covenants were to be introduced into the agreements,
that the incoming tenant should pay for the actual unex-
hausted improvements upon the farm upon a valuation,

as Mr. Smith has said is done in Sussex, by accredited

persons, practical men should value what is actually un-
expended upon the farm, and that that amount should be
paid, so that simply that which is beneficial to the in-

coming tenant should be paid, not the capital that has
been sunk, and capriciously laid out, without benefit to

the landlord or tenant, that would be satisfactory to all

parties.

The question is whether they would wish the same
principle extended to dilapidations ?—Most assuredly

;

in common honesty I cannot ask the legislature to give
me a one-sided measure.
Then your view, at all events, is that the system of

letting land, so far as the conditions for compensa-
tion and improvement are concerned, should not be a
matter of private agreement, but that it should be ar-

ranged by law ?—In so far as I mentioned before, that
which is beneficial to the incoming tenant should be se-

cured to the outgoing tenant ; the landlord should, be

secured against loss by neglect or dilapidations, and ther©

should he one general law in the case ; that would not
aftcct the jiarticular mode that may obtain either in

Sussex or Norfolk, or Yorkshire, or elsewhere; but
there should be one simple enactment, by which both
the landlord and the tenant would be protected.

You know tliat tlic most extensive improvonienla
have obtained in Lincolnshire without it ?—Yes.

Tlien is tliere anything peculiar in landed property,

which should render it just to subject its tenure to

such a system as thi.^, tliat would not equally apply to

other property '—It is almost invariably applied t<i

other property ; in the present day there is scarcely

any trade or manufacture where there has not bccu
some improvement; if I take any manui'acturc and I

improve it materially, and am making a greater prolit

by it, the next comer would gladly pay me for it; he
would not like to have the improvements thrown back

;

if I introduce any improved mode of manufiicturc, or

any cheaper mode of producing a commodity, the next

comer says, " I will pay for it."

That is through a system of good-will ?—Y'cs; it ia,

in fact the quid pro quo. Here are two manufactories ;

here is one carried on under the old system, and I find

I cannot make so great a return by that as by the new
one, and they are both offered me, and I shall give,

and gladly too, more for thai; which will give me
greater profit.

That system is one which affects only the out-going
and in-coming tenant, but in no way relates to the

owner of a shop ?—No, only so far i;s it falls back into

the landlord's hands.
That is a system of what is termed " good-will " in

trade .'—Good-will goes very much to this ; it is for

the extent ofbusiness I am doing, and not the improved
mode of manufacture.
The improved mode is included ?—Partially so.

And this good-will affects only the out-going and in-

coming tenant ?—I beg pardon, bui. observe, I consider

that the landlord is the person most benefited.

Speaking of a manufacturer, take this case : a per-

son holds certain ground on a building lease for a silk

mill; if the tenant of the silk mill has the power to

relet, that is, to let his lease, which he generally has,

then it is a matter of good-will ; and it comes to an
arrangement between him and whomsoever succeeds
him ; but the owner of that property is in no way
affected by the transaction?—No; nor will the Duke
of Bedford be benefited by those immense stacks of

buildings in the various squares of London until the

period of the ground rent is out, and so would the land-,

lord ultimately of the mill.

And the principle of good-will applies only between
the out-going and in-coming tenant; that is, between
the two individuals, and does not affect the landlord ?

—Until the expiration of the building terms that are

undertaken for the erections, then it falls back an im-.

proved property into the landlord's hands.

Whatever falls under the good- will does not affecfc,

him?—Not during that period.

At the termination of the lease to this person, sup-.

posing the land has been let upon a building lease, the
building becomes the property of the landlord?—That
is the ease.

Why would you make the exception in the case of

landed property, as between landed property and house
property ; the proposal you make is this, to apply the

principle of good-will to the third person, which is the

landlord, and make it by law binding upon him ?—No.
Yes you do ?—That would make it binding upon the

land, which land is taken by the in-coming tenant,

who pays it, and not the landlord ; the landlord derives

all the benefit, without paying one farthing for it.
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When you say the estate, it is tho lunillord ?—It is

between the out-going iuhI in-coiniiig parties ; because

if tlic hiiid has been benolited to yield u better income

to the iii-comiiig tenant, tlic landlord would get that

additional rent ; the landlord is a gainer without being

II loser by any chance whatever.

Why would you make the landlord liable for this

compensation under custom, or his estate, wdiicli islhe

same thing in the case of agricultural property, when
you do not apply the same principle to trade?— For

this reason: the landlord and the tenant can be now
the only contracting parties ; we can know nothing of

the tenant at the expiration of the tenor fd'tfcn years
j

consequently you must recollect the in-coming tenant

repays the out-going tenant, and the landlord receives

the benefit of the additional rent, he not paying one

farthing to it.

Then you place the landlord in the position oftheln-

Cdining tenant?—Yes; and if a single instance could

be given where the landlord is in any case injured, and

he is made to pay that which he would not receive back

from the in-coming tenant, then the argument would
hold good ; if the landlord holds the land himself he is

the in-coming tenant.

What is the reason, injustice, for placing the owners
of landed property in a different position from the

owners of building property ?— If I improve a building-

ing property while I hold it, by the extent of the build-

ings, or by the facility of manufacturing articles, every

day after I have erected it I am reaping the benefit of it

;

and directly I dispose of it, I say, '' Here is the pro-

perty; you can turn round so many pounds monthly,

and by the improvement of the machinery you will

reap a profit, and I expect therefore to be paid for it.
"

But the moment it falls into the hands of the landlord

he reaps the advantage of it.

How do you establish the difference between the two
properties, because the termination of the tenancy in

both cases is the same to all parties ; if you intend to

apply a different law to the landowner, making him
liable to a custom equivalent to a good-will in trade,

where you do not apply it ia trade ?—I merely in the

one ease leave a naked improvement, which if left by
itself is useless ; but I have poured into your land an
enrichment, wiiich if you left it in an uncultivated

state, and turned stock upon it, would make your
grasses, even your couch grass improved ; it would be

improved by my improved manure, and you could carry

stock upon it that you could not have done before, and
therefore virtually it becomes in any state benefited, but

I have put 3s., 43., or 5s. an acre of improvement, in

the land, which can be made profitable to both parties
;

therefore I have actually improved your soil and made
you a better property.

What is the difference between having improved the

soil and having built a factory upon it ?—When a land-

lord lets me a certain portion of land in the metropolis,

for which for 60 years I guarantee him £4 a year ground
rent, I build a house, and make it worth £70 or £100a
a year, and when it comes into the landlord's hands
he gets the advantage; but during the GO years

he has received only £4 on the and; he has the full

rental.

If the landlord lets by lease, the rental is so adjusted

as to give an adequate profit to the tenant during the

holding ?— I take the land upon the ground rent, and
knowing that if I give £i a year when I have laid out

my £] ,000, I get a return. 1 pay only £4 until the

expiration of the term, then the landowner comes into

it ; but if I take a farm at a fair yearly rent of 20s.

an acre, and at the end of that period I make it worth
2.3s. or 24s., the landlord is benefited, and if I have
left anything upon the property that I cannot take off,

and the next coming tenant reaps the benefit of it, he

ought to i)ay me for it.

Tlic rent in the case of a lease is fixed, and you loidv

to comjiensatc yourself in the term of years, whether

it be land or house property; 8U])po5ing you have

compensated yourself, what further right have you?

—

The point is, that 1 have not compensated myself ; it

amounts to this : I say, " If I am not to be compen-
sated for the next two years' outlay, I shall &U)\) my
hands, I will not improve." I have at this moment
fifteen or sixteen men hoeing wheat ; but if I was at

the expiration of my lease I should strike my men oil",

1 should not be benefited by the cleanness of the land.

I shall grow as good a crop; and if itl)e a very dry

season, perhaps I shall be better oft" than by putting <'n

those men ; and if I put on extra dressings, of wdiich

the next tenant is to reap the benefit, I ought to be

paid for them.
Supposing you expected to give up the lease, you

would not expend that capital?— No: if the valuer

says, " You have been taking out all that you are en-

titled to, and we cannot give you any valuation," wc
must submit to it.

You would not be injured?—No, but the landlord

would.
The tenant would not be injured ?— I should in that

case save myself as well as I could, but not fully. The

great object I conceive is to improve the laud, and the

public would be materially benefited by a better culti-

vation.

Then the object is not a matter of justice in the case

of a lease, because the tenant can compensate himself

by withdrawing his improved cultivation ?—Ho can

in a lease, to a great extent, but not always so, as I

have shown by the instance I have cited.

In a lease granted by the landlord who is in posses-

sion of the fee simple, then the question in that case

is not a question of justice but a question of the ad-

vantage of continuing an improved system of cultiva-

tion ?— It is a question of both to a great extent,

because though I endeavour to repay myself all I can,

I cannot to the full extent ; I can grow something

more ; but if I am to be compensated for laying out

that expense, I will not do it to throw more into the

pocket of the incoming tenant than into my own.

The case put is this : You take a farm that is to be

let on a twenty years' lease ; having taken it, you im-

prove it, and you pay yourself for your improvements,

knowing that you are to give up at the end of the

twenty years : when you give it up at the end of the

twenty years, how are you injured?—If I gave it up

at the end of the twenty years, I should certainly for

the last two or three years of my term endeavour,

though I may not wholly repay myself, to take all I

could out of it, without materially injuring the pro-

perty or the incoming tenant.

You arc asked whether in that case you would have

any claim in justice beyond that which is secured to

you ?— I should if I left anything unexhausted.

You have specified that you do not?— I take all I

can out ; but I cannot take it as far as I ought.

Why do you not?—If I began two or three years

before this, I should have deteriorated the land, and

be a loser also.

Then the substance of your evidence is, that taking

a lease for 20 years certain would be nothing more than

an improvident engagement?— If the object of my ex-

amination is to show that leases arc or are not benefi-

cial, my own impression is, that whether you take it

sulijcct to a lease or an agreement of two years, that in

both cases it would be beneficial to the outgoing

tenant, the landlord, and the incoming tenant to
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insert a clause for compensation fur unexliaustctl im-
l)roveinents.

But would it not be a matter of justice, if you took
it with the certainty of leaving a compensated interest
in the farm ?— It appears to me that all parties would
I'e justly dealt with if you pay me for that which I do
not get benefit from.
The question is this, if you take a farm for 20

years certain, with a certainty of leaving, do you not
adapt your arrangement to that tenure if you com-
pensate yourself ?—Then I have no claim upon you, I

grant.

You have no claim upon anybody ?—As far as that
goes, I grant that; as an individual, arranging between
myself and the landlord or the incoming tenant, I do
the best I can to secure myself: as far as that goes I

am willing to admit it. Permit me to add to the above
one very important matter I have omitted to impress
upon the committee. Much has of late been said to

induce farmers to embark more capital to enable them
to grow more bread corn &c. I am not prepared to

say how many thousand acres are annually injured in

their productive value by the present system of out-
going tenants withdrawing all they can out of (he soil

for the last three years of their tenure, but it must be
very great; the public have a right to complahi that
such loss does occur, and should the landlords object
to an equitable arrangement between the outgoing and
incoming tenants, the onus will lie entirely with them.
The landlords have it now in their power, by consenting
to legislate upon this question, to contradict the asser-

tion made by the late Anti-corn-law League, "That they
were opposed to the interests of their tenants, and were
determined to hold them in a state of feudal
thraldom." I assure you that the great body of
tenants here entertain an opinion that their landlords
are disposed to meet the question upon equitable and
j'cciprocal piinciples.

May 11th, 1848.

MEMBERS PRESENT.

The Earl of Arundel and
Surrey

Mr. Burroughes
Mr. Colvile

Mr. Tatton Egerton

Mr. Henley
Mr, Moody.
Mr. Pusey
Mr. Sotheron
Mr. Staiford

Philip Puset, Esq., in the Chair.

Evidence of Mr. Thomas Chandler.

Chairman.] You are a practical farmer residing at

Stockton, near Warminster, in Wiltshire?—Yes.

What extent of land do you occupy ?—1,000 acres.

Of what kind?—Some vale; the greater part of it

hill, and some down land; they are three descriptions

of soil, quite.

What is the time of year the tenaacy ceases in your
part of the country?—Generally at Michaelmas; the

pasture lands at Lady-day ; there are two leases, the
pasture lands are taken at Lady-day, and the arable
farms at Michaelmas.

Taking arable lands first, wh.it payments are made
by the incoming to the outgoing tenants ?—The tillages

;

if the landlord makes the agreement that he is to do the
tillages he is paid for it, such as ploughing for turnips,

and anything of that kind ; that is oftener done, how-
ever, by the incoming tenant.

By the custom of the country has the incoming
tenant the right of entry to prepare the land for the
crops before Michaelmas?—Yes, a certain quantity of
turnip land.

The incoming tenant, by the custom, has the rightof

preparing and putting in the turnip crop ?—Yes.

And has he the right to come in and plough for

wheat?—Yes, in June, generally, to prepare for wheat
on the old ley.

To plough the fiillows^?—Raftering and preparing the

wheat.

To whom does the manure belong, by the custom of

the country ?—To the coming-on tenant.

Unless by special agreement the tenant has the right

to make those preparations of the land, it appears there

would be little or nothing to be paid by the incoming
tenant to the outgoing one?—Very little in that case,

unless there was an agreement between the two parties

to that effect.

Is anything paid by the incoming tenant for improve-

ments?—Not that I am aware of.

Not of any kind?~No.
You say the dung belongs to the incoming tenant;

if the outgoing tenant had kept a number of beasts

fatted upon oil-cake, would he have no compensation
for that?—No.
Nor if he has used bones?— No.
You were last year chairman of the North and South

Wilts Agricultural Improvement Society?—Yes.

Is that a society consisting of practical farmers ?

—

Entirely.

Is it the general opinion of that society that a

change of the law of tenant-right is desirable?

—

Quite so.

Supposing the legislature were to give compensation
to tenants for improvements, is there much improve-

ment which in your opinion could be made ?—Yes,

there would be, I think, certainly; it is generally the

custom, at least it must be so, that there is a certain

preparation for leaving before quitting the farm.

Do you generally hold the land under lease, or from

year to year ?—In both ways, but principally from
year to year.

What is the usual tenure of land in Wiltshire ?—It is

seldom more than eight years ; there are a few instances;

there is one in the neighbourhood 21 years.

Mr. Moody.] Is the holding by lease generally, or

from year to year ?—It is on lease, except the

Marquis of Aylesbury, and he owns a large portion of

Wiltshire.

Chairman.] Is the committee to understand you
that those leases for eight years do not secure the land

being returned to tbe landlord in a highly productive

state ?—Not in so high a state as it would be if the

terms were for longer.

Do the tenants feel it necessary for their own interests

towards the end of a lease, if they have no expectation

of going on, to diminish their outlay?—Yes, they cer-

tainly do ; because more is laid down to grass ; most
leases confine you to a certain quantity of new and old

field, such as grass mown once and fed two years ley,

which of course requires less employment of labour to

do it ; we do not always comply with the lease through-

out ; it is then with turnips twice following, instead of

so much grass laid down.
If anything were paid as compensation for the use

of bones by the incoming tenant, would the farmer use

them more largely and carry heavier crops ?—They
would the last year, because they would be making
their stock the better to sell on going out of the farm.

Is there much improvement that might be made by
chalking the land in your neighbourhood ?—That is very

commonly done ; it has nearly all been chalked.

With regard to the grass land, what compensation

docs the tenant receive there .'—For permanent pastures

nothing at all.

Does any of it require draining .'—Not in our neigh-
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boiirhood ; in the neighburhood of Devizes it docs; I am
in a drier part of the country.

Would it be an improvement to tlxe cultivation of the

land ifoil-cake were used ?—No doubt of it.

To induce the tenant to do that it would be neces-

sary that he should have some compensation for the

improved quality of the manure when he leaves ?—Yes,

certainly.

Is there any other point which you wish to state to

the committee ?— I think as a tenant I would rather

take a farm from another tenant fjoing out under that

system of management where he feeds high ; I would
rather pay him a compensation and take after him,
than take it in a state where the land has been farmed
badly, even at a less rent.

Even at a better rent ?—I would rather pay him
for the imi)rovement8 on the whole of a heavy farm,

after a man who has been farming high, and pay him
in the same proportion as I should expect to receive on
going out.

It would be not only to the interest of the landlord

to give tliis compensation, as he would get his farm in

a better condition, but you as a tenant would actually

rather pay a heavy sum than come in gratis ?—Yes,

that is the feeling of our club upon it.

And you think you would save money in the end by
it?— I am quite sure of it.

You think it a very expensive thing to bring a farm
out of heart into condition ?—Yes, very much so.

Before you can thoroughly do that you have several

very inferior crops?— I have proved that from my own
experience; I occupy 200 acres of poor land, which
was only a rabbit warren ; T laid out a great deal of

money upon it; it produces wheat and does very well.

How did you bring that land into condition ?—

I

chalked it first, and the landlord paid half, and fed a

good deal with corn and cake, and since then we have
limed; that I do at my own expense entirely.

Do you give a heavy coat of lime or a light one?

—

One heavy one.

How much does it cost ?—£3 an acre ; it depends
npon the distance we have to carry it ; the lime itself

would cost about £2.
Then you consider it would be fair that the incoming

tenant should pay the outgoing tenant for lime?

—

Yes ; it depends upon the time it was put in, in pro-
portion to the time the outgoing tenant has had the

benefit of it.

What should you consider a fair time for lime ap-

plied ?—This is the scale of remuneration for liming or

chalking.

Mr. Moody.] That is the scale you propose ?—Yes,

this is as proposed by the club ; it would not be quite

so long as chalking ; the chalking would be more per-

manent : "Chalking, marling and claying ; where no
crop of corn has been subsequently taken, the landlord

or incoming tenant to pay the whole expense ofoutlay
;

where one crop of corn taken, four-fifths ; two crops of

corn, three-fifths; three crops, two- fifths ; four crops,

one-fifth."

Mr. Henley.] It goes over five years?—Yes, and
then ceases.

How much lime do you put?—Forty quarters per

acre. I take it that the chalking is more permanent
than the lime.

How many years do you allow for lime ?—A year
less ; four years.

Is that your opinion as well as the opinion of the

club ?— It is my opinion more than a club opinion.

Chairman.] Will you state any other items for

which you think compensation should be made ; and
vfhat time ?—" Bones, guano, chemical manures, and
bought dung; where no corn crop taken, the whole

expense including carriage; one corn crop, half the

cost and carriage; two crops, nothing. Oil-cake or

corn fed on the land, and no crop taken therefrom,

two-thirds of outlay, and if one corn crop taken, one-

third."

Mr. Henley.] You put guano and bones on the

same footing?—Yes, we do.

Is that bones with sulphuric acid or raw bones?—It

would be about the same thing.

In your judgment you would class them all alike ?

—

Yes.

Mr. T. Egerton.] Do you mean bones dissolved or

put in dry ?—If raw, there would be more left for the

benefit of the incoming tenant j it would take longer

to take the benefit from the land ; one is dissolved

bones, the other dry bones.

You put bones and guano under one head?—Yes,

dissolved bones.

iVIr. Sotiieron.] Do you now give us the opinion of

the club as to sulphuric acid ?—No ; that is my own
opinion.

Then you would make it a different class?—Between
bones dissolved in sulphuric acid and dry bones.

Mr. Henley.] In your opinion, should there be any,
and if any, what difference between bones and guano ?

—

Dissolved bones and guano ; I think none at all.

Between raw bones and guano what different would
you make?—A larger quantity would be required ; I

should think one-third difierence.

The custom that you have spoken of as existing, of

the incomiug tenant entering upon the land to do the

acts of husbandry, is that tiie custom under which most
of the new tenants have entered ?—Yes.
They have paid nothing, but have done the works

themselves on entering ?—Yes, that is it.

You say that the deterioration of the land for which
the tenant-right is principally necessary, is on land
held by lease ?—That is on part of it, but it applies quite

as much without a lease, because it is always on the

same system ; a person cannot vary.

Under a lease a man cultivates high for a part of the

time, and then towards the end he does not cultivate so

well ?—Yes,
That is the result in your opinion?—Yes; with

yearly tenants it must be always under one system.

Therefore there is not so much change in "the mode
of cultivation under a yearly tenancy as under a lease ?

—There is not so much change ; he is always under a
bad system.

Is it the custom in Wiltshire for farmers to quit the

farms at the termination of the lease ?—They go on
again generally.

Of course if the high cultivation was kept up to the

end of the term, the farm would be worth more rent?

—Yes, I should think it would, most likely.

That might be an inducement to a man to lower the

rate of his cultivation if he meant to continue, that he
might not have to pay an increased rent for the next

lease ?—That could not be the case ; he could not

make it answer to reduce it ; with the laud under a

high cultivation, he could pay better than with land in

a low cultivation.

Taking the sum you have stated, on a farm of 500
acres of tillage land, what claim would the outgoing

tenant be entitled to make upon the incoming tenant;

you have stated a man ought to be paid for oil.cake,

bones and guano ?—Yes.

How much on a tillage of 500 acres, in your judg-
ment, would a man have to pay coming on to the out-

going tenant, supposing a change took place ?—That
would depend upon what rate he had been using of cake

and corn.

Take a high rate of cultivation, put the land in the

S
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best state of cultivation ?— I am not able to say at once,

without (joinsc into calculation, but as a rough opinion,

i sliould^say £400 or £590.
You have come here partly rcprescnlins^ a club

and partly stating your own opinion, to tell this com-
mittee tliat you have come to certain defined opinions

;

will you inform the committee upon what grounds of

consideration you have formed those defined opinions ?

—The rcmards we have made as to the different pay-
ments to be made for chalking, and different circum-
stiinces in husbandry, manurings, and different things.

Then it must liave been an element of that calcula-

tion, how much cost upon the farm, how much money
it would come to per acre ?—We have p;enerally not
confined it to any quantity.

You, as a practical farmer, would know about the

quantity of those different things that would be used
in high farming?—Yes, I could make it out: it is awk-
ward to speak off-hand, without calculating it in figures,

but I think it would be about that.

That would be about £.300 upon 500 acres?— Yes,
about £500 upon 500 acres tor all arable land.

Supposing this farm to have been entered into 14
years ago without any advantages of that kind, and
this style of husbandry continued for 14 years, what,
in your judgment, would be the improved value of that

farm to rent ; that is supposing you entered upon a
farm and paid 20s. an acre for it 14 years ago, and
carried it on in a very high state of farming for the 14
years up to the end of the term, what would that farm
in your judgment then be worth to the incoming tenant

to rent ?—Half as much again.

That would be SOs. an acre?—Yes, :30s. an acre.

Then you say that in your judgment upon that farm
you think from £400 to £'500 would be the amount of

capital that the outgoing tenant would in justice be
entitled to receive?—Yes, I think it would be some-
thing near that.

Then, would it be a greater inducement to a man
intending to continue his farm to discontinue his cul-

tivation for fear of losing the £500, or to discontinue it

to avoid paying half as much rent again for the next
14 years ?— I do not know, I should think not; if he
had anything about him he wanted to keep, ifhe found
it answer, he would continue it.

He would have to pay £750 instead of ^500 a year
for it?—Yes.
Would not most men be apt to let the cultivation

go down, that they might not have to pay ^'250 per
year more rent ?—He could not let it go down so

much; there would be more applications for the farm.
You think he could not let the cultivation go down

30 much as that ?—No.
Have you turned your attention to that?—Yes, I

can speak from experience.

Then, if any other parties equally competent to form
an opinion, have formed an opinion quite the reverse,

etill you would maintain that opinion ?—Yes, that is my
opinion ; certainly, there would be more applications

for the farm.
And you think the tenant could not run it down ?

—

not to the same extent.

Have you given much consideration to the subject of

classing bones and guano in the same scale ?—Perhaps
not to give a decided opinion upon it ; but merely
common conversation of the club at one or two
meetings.
And not having given much consideration, you come

prepared to recommend your view?—Yes, I should
think that was about the proportion of it ; we fancy so
at least. The object is to raise a crop of green food,
and by proper management converting it into manure
for the next corn crop.

Do you speak from theory, or from having used the

manure yourself?—Having used it to a large extent.

Having used it to a large extent, your judgment is,

that they are equal?—I am speaking wrong. I do not

use much guano myself. I have never made it suc-

ceed on my land ; others of the club have made guauo
succeed where bones do not; on my own land bones
having succeeded well, 1 have kept mostly to bones.

The opinion is, that where guauo does well on one farm
and bones on another, it is about the same cost and the

same result.

You have taken your own judgment as to bones, and
that of other farmers as to guano?—Yes.

Do you know whetberany parties that you can speak
to have tried both, and put them upon an equal
footing?—Not at this moment.
The permanent benefit to the incoming tenant, that

is the question?—I do not know that 1 can speak to

that; since bones have been dissolved, I do not think

that the incoming tenant has as mucli good from the

bones as formerly.

You are asked this question particularly because
different opinions have been expressed by other wit-

nesses upon the subject; have you given it much con-

sideration or not?—I was going to state it this way,
that since the introduction of dissolved bones a less

quantity is used for the purpose of producing a green

crop, but it does not last so long afterwards in the

benefit to the land. I think dissolved bones and
guano can be put nearly at an equal value ; in the

raw bones, a great portion of the bones are not con-

sumed in the present crop of turnips, there is more left

to come on.

You mean that from raw bones would be more left

than from dissolved bones ?—Yes, the dissolved bones

and guano come very near together.

What would be your opinion as to the raw bones and
guano ?—That depends upon what the soil is ; on white

clay soils I should not pay much for bones, because

there is very little benefit on such soils, but where it is

suitable for bones I would pay more for raw bones

than for dissolved bones.

You have said that one of the inconveniences that

you are subject to in preventing high tillage is the con-

dition to lay a certain portion of the land down, to-

wards the termination of the lease?—Yes.

In your opinion ought it to be prevented by law ?—
Yes, I think it might be ; if compensation were made
it would be better to have two turnip crops ; it would
be better for the incoming tenant to pay the tillages,

than have the usual method of the old lej\

The compensation to whom?—To the going-off te-

nant; the coming-on tenant would pay for those

parts of the tillages done for the coming-in tenant's

wheat crop ; but he having no old field, would have
two turnip crops.

What is the reason that the covenant to lay a certain

portion of land down, is introduced into the Wiltshire

leases ?—The old sy stem of tenantry in a great measure

;

when it was in common then it used to be wheat,

barley, and grass, and very little alteration has taken
place in the system since then ; the leases have not
been altered to meet the improved system of hus-
bandry.

It is competent to the landowner and tenant to alter

them if they please ?—Yes, but it has not been done
from not being properly attended to on the part of the

tenant.

There may be a difference of opinion ?—Yes, many
landlords are in favour of having those old practices

;

that is the case with my own ; he finds fault with my
system, which is not to keep down old grass.

In your opinion that ought to be altered by law ?

—
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Yes, I think so, or by lease ; by lipccial agreenieut it

mii?ht bo flonc.

By special agreement it can be done now if the par-

tics choose to agree ?—Yes.
If then there is to be any alteration, it must be by

law ?— Yes, for the exemption to be on the other side,

and to make that the law, and the landlord to make the

exemption.
Do you think that the landlords and tenants ought

to have power to exempt themselves if they please ?

—

It would be doing away with the benefit of the law if a

person were to say he would not have it, it would
nullify the act.

That would deprive the landlord of this power of ex-

empting from having the ground biokcn )ip?—Yes.

Ought that to be done ?—A person has a riglit to do

what he likes with his own ; it seems fair, and by-and-

by the landlord will see that it is to liis advantage to

do it.

He will then do it ?—Yes, perhaps so.

Men generally do act upon what is most to their ad-

vantage .'—Yes.

There may be differences of opinion ?—That is the

fact, I believe.

When it is clearly made out that it is to a party's ad-

vantage, he is ai>t to do it, is he not?—In most eases.

Has there been much improvement in your recollec-

tion in the cultivation of Wiltshire ?—Very great im-
provement, no doubt of it.

Under wliat circumstances haa that great improve-
ment taken jilace?—In a great measure the down land

has been exceedingly improved, and so has the other,

from artificial manure; and there is a great inclination to

feed stock or corn, which is done now to a much greater

extent than formerly.

It has be( n progressive for the last 25 or 30 years ?

— More so within 10 or 15 years.

That has gone on under the existing order of things ?

—Yes.
The increased value of stock has pointed out to par-

lies that they can make great profit by introducing
t!iat sort of husbandry ?—^They manure the land higher,

and produce greater crops of corn.

And that has extended itself very rapidly ?—Yes,

VC"y rapidly lately.

And that without any protection except what the

tenant and landlord can make by private agreement?
— It has gone on so progressively from the first, there

was never a period for stoppages to make a talk of it
;

now people begin to find that more can be done than
ha-^ been done where there has been compensation.
Having done so much without compensation, to the

groat gain, generally speaking, of those who have car-

ried it out as well as the public, why should not they
continue that system ?— It is a very expensive opera-
tion, and men would require a great deal of capital

;

and being so short a time as eight years, there is no
time to keep one regular system; we are obliged to

alter the system so often ; a man is obliged to cultivate

according to his lease.

Is there anything to prevent parties taking leases for

longer than eight years ?—Two years' notice and com-
pensation would answer as well as the lease.

Is there any difficulty in parties taking leases for a
longer period than eight years?—Yes, the landed pro-
prietors will not grant them.

That is because they do not choose to do so 1—Yes, I

wanted a 21 years' lease myself.
In your judgment ought landed proprietors to be com-

pelled to grant leases for a longer term than eight years ?

—I do not approve of compulsion.
You do not go to that length .'—No.
Mr. T. Egerton,]—What price do you pay for your

bones?—Half-inch bones 18s. a quarter, and £1 for

the dust.

Mr. Heni.ky.]—A quarter of eight bushels?— Yes.

Mr. T. Egerton.]— Referring to your answer with

respect to the 20s. an acre, into how many rents do you

divide your farm ; that is, in taking the farm, do you

not take the value of the farm and divide it into so many

rents, the rent of the farm forming one certain propor-

tion of it only .'—As I understand the question, it means

before the profit is taken ; m that case, it is generally

three, we consider.

Mr. SoTHERON.]—Three exclusive of profit, that is ?

—Yes.
Mr. T. Egerton.]—What proportion does the profit

bear?— It depends so much upon the season; in some

years it is a good deal worse thin profit.

In a highly cultivated state of farming, does it bear a

much higher ratio than in a low state of cultivation ?

—

In my opinion it would ; there would be much more

employment of labour.

The question refers to the difference which goes into

the farmer's own pocket in highly cultivated farms and

in lowly cidtivated farms ?—There is a considerable

difference, of course.

Would it not be to the farmer's interest, even towards

the end of the term, with probably an increased rent to

pay, to keep up the increased cultivation, in order to

get his own profit ?—No doubt of it.

Mr. SoTHERON.]—The shorter the lease the more you

think it is necessary to have some arrangement for com-

pensation ?—Yes.

Is the usual tenure in your neighbourhood an eight

years' lease?—Yes.

Therefore in the course of eight years, supposing the

tenant to lay out a great deal of money, your opinion is

that he has not the means of recovering a fair return for

the money so laid out ?—No.
If instead of eight years it were 21 years, the argu-

ment would be much less forcible ?—Yes.
At the end even of 21 years are you of opinion that,

under any circumstances, it is just that the outgoing

tenant should receive, in some shape or other, a compen-

sation for whatever he has put on his farm, which he

has not already had the benefit of?—Yes.

Are the Committee to understand your opinion to be

that any law that should deal with this matter should be

compul-ory upon landlords, to compel them to make

any arrangements with others but such as they choose

to make in their own farms ?— It would be making the

law of no effect without it ; but of course people like to

do what they please with their own.

You were understood to say just now, that though

you wished to see it given, still that it should be upon

the principle that every man may do what he pleases

with his own ; you do not wish to see it given compul-

sory, that the landlord should not, if he chose, to in-

clude a clause in his lease, to say that it should not

operate upon his property ?— I should wish to do so.

As to those gentlemen who form your club, what is

their opinion ?—They are all of about the same opinion

as myself ; that we as landlords should not like to be

compelled to do things against our own inclinations.

Y^ou say that the cultivation of Wiltshire has improved

very much lately ?—Yes.

And you think that it is a benefit to the landlord as

well as the tenant?—Yes, and the community.

That which you would suggest would be a still greater

improvement to the property, to the landlord, and

tenant ?—Yes.

You think that it would create a better class of

farmers, and the estates would be generally improved .'

—Yes, and the farms will be smaller ; we shall employ

, the same capital on less land.

s 2
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That is what you suggest, as what you think would be
to the benefit of both parties. Is not the probability
that the landlord, even if he had the power by special

clause in his lease to exempt his farm from the operation
of such a law, if it were found to be practically for the
benefit of the landlord as well as the tenant not to exer-
cise that power of preventing such a law from operating
upon his farm, he would not exercise it ?—No doubt
that would be the case.

Mr. Stafford.]—Do you think that agricultural
improvement has been retrograding in Wiltshire during
the last few years .'—No.

It is still going on in the same proportion as it has
been going on in the last ten years ?—Yes, it is still

going on.

Quite as rapidly ?—Yes ; but it would go on faster if

longer leases or better tenure were given.
You have seen no sign of its stopping at present ?—

I

cannot say that I have seen any.

Evidence of Mr. Henry Blandford.

Chairman,] You reside in North Wiltshire, in

the parish of Poulshot, in the neighbourhood of Devizes?
—Yes.

Are you a practical farmer ?—Yes.
What extent of land do you occupy ?—My rental is

under £^500 a year ; my land not 200 cicres. I rent

heavy, wet land.

What is the time of entry in your part of Wiltshire ?

—Lady-day.
Has the in-coming tenant the away-going crop ?—The

in-coming tenant takes possession of the farm on the 25th
of March, by paying for all tillages. We have but a

small proportion of arable land in our neighbourhood

;

it is generally grazing and dairy land. The tillages are

paid for and the labour of manuring. The same line of

argument does not hold good with myself as with Mr.
Chandler ; many farmers in my neighbourhood have not
more than ten or a dozen acres of arable, and we get no
return for the outlay of our capital upon our pasture
land.

Is there much land in North Wiltshire that requires

draining ?—Yes, a great quantity of the land in the lower
section of North Wiltshire.

If that land were drained, could much of it be brought
under the plough with advantage ?—There is a difference

of opinion. I am not sufficiently acquainted with it to

give a decided opinion.

You have no doubt it requires draining ?—Yes, it re-

quires draining, and I should break it up if I had the

opportunity, if it were thoroughly drained. I cannot
say a great many men in the neighbourhood would break
it up ; they would consider they had advantages for

feeding which would compensate them in grass.

At present the out-going tenants would have no com-
pensation if they drained the land themselves ?—No,
none whatever.

If they had compensation, would they be likely to

drain their land .'—I have no doubt they would very
largely.

Would that give a great deal of employment to the

labourers in the winter ?—Yes, draining must. At pre-
sent the expense of pipe draining in material is not
more than 24s. an acre, and the rest goes for labour.
You pay 64 to 70 per cent, for labour in draining.

Is your knowledge of North Wiltshire such as would
enable you to say anything would be desirable that

would increase the employment for the agricultural

labourers in winter ?— Yes, we want labour, more par-
ticularly during the winter months.
On all the grass land district in your neighbourhood

there is a difficulty in finding employment in the

winter months for the labourers ?—Yes, we have men
thrown out of employment ; in fact, we have to keep
the men, who emigrate into the corn-growing neigh-
bourhoods in the summer. They can afford to give
them a longer job, and they go out of our neighbour-
hood and get 40 or 50 acres of corn to cut, instead of
having 10 or 12 only with us ; then they come back
and throw themselves upon our parishes for employ-
ment during the winter months.
You say there is a difference of opinion as to the

breaking up of grass land ; some of the farmers would
be disposed to break it up .'—Yes, the largest section

of the more energetic men would do so ; there are

men that have done tolerably well grazing and dairy-

ing, and they have not the capacity for any other system
of farming.

Therefore, in your opinion, there would not only be
an increase of employment to the labourers in the ex-
ecution of the drainage, but also an increased improve-
ment in the cultivation of such parts of the grass land
as it should be found expedient to break up?—Most
assuredly ; there is very little labour growing out of
grass land during the winter months, merely tending
the cattle ; it takes two acres of land to support a
beast, two to two and a half, and one man can look
after 20 beasts in the winter months on ordinary pas-
ture land, merely giving them the hay; if those two
acres, or two and a half, were broken up, there would
be the thrashing out the corn, the carrying out the

manure, and cutting the chafF for the cattle, that would
increase wonderfully the labour necessary on two acres

and a half of land.

And taking the whole together, this would be a great

advantage to the labourers of that district of North
Wiltshire?—Yes; of course labour must be of the

greatest advantage to the labourers during the winter
months, when labour is short.

Is there any other remark you wish to make to the

Committee .'— No ; no more than that we are very de-

sirous of having tenant-right, believing that it would
lead to a more regular expenditure of capital in agri-

cultural matters : it does not seem reasonable that a
man should be laying out his money in improving land
towards the latter end of his lease, without he was se-

cure of getting a return of it. In many cases people

give up their estates when the rents are raised, rather

than pay the increased rents; they have lately in our
neighbourhood, although the land is worth the rental

;

I have known one or two cases myself where men have
given up their estates, convinced at the same time that

they were worth the increased rent, but they did not
like paying the interest upon their own money ; it is a
foolish feeling, but that has been the effect of it in a
large portion of land in our neighbourhood ; almost all

the tenants of one gentleman changed in the last few

years, in consequence of the higher valuation of their

farms, from the improvement in the style of agricul-

ture which they had pursued.
Mr. Henley.] You have said that there is a great

deal of land in your district that wants draining?—Yes,
a great deal.

Has there been any draining done in any part of that
district?—Yes, large quantities have been done.
Taking the district of which you speak, is the larger

proportion of it drained or undrained ?—Much the

larger proportion is undrained.
What, in your judgment, is the cost per acre of

draining the pasture land of tliat neighbourhood with
tiles?— It is a very rcntentive clay soil in our neigh-
bourhood, requiring draining at about 30 feet apart,

and the cost in tiles would vary, it used to cost us 40s.,

but it is not more than 24s. now for inch bore tiles.

And the labour per acre ?—The labour per acre de-
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ponrls upon circumstances; we penerally Rivo .^s. a

score, that is for 20 poles. Of course the labour is

calculated as the tiles are, according to the nature of

the soil ; and how far apart the drains may be placed.

What is the average width at which you place the

drains in North Wiltshire ; do you put them in the

furrows ?—Generally so, because the furrows have been

regulated by the nature of the soil, and we put the

drains the same way.
Speaking generally, about what is the cost of drain-

ing pisture land per acre?—We have so many descrip-

tions of soil, you cannot generalize them. Speaking of

the parish in which I live even, one part of it is a

sandy soil, and the other is a stiff clay ; a drain once

in a chain would do for one, and once in fifteen feet

would not do for the other.

Upon the clay what would it be where it is 15 feet ?

—It would cost about 34s. for the labour, and 24s. for

the pipes.

That would be something like ^3 ?—Yes.

In your judgment,''over how many years ought that

expenditure to be thrown?— I think the result ought to

serve us as a guide. In some instances I have known
drains silt up and roots to get into them in a few years

;

others I have known to remain as good as when first

made for 12 or 14 years.

Supposing the tenant to have outlayed £3 an acre

in draining his farm, if then he should receive notice

to quit as soon as it were done over, how many years

ought he to have a claim upon the incoming tenant?

—

My judgment in that matter differs from others; I

think if the draining were efficient in every respect he

ought to be paid the whole outlay ; on the contrary,

if it was not worth anything, he ought not to be paid

anything.

He ought to be paid his outlay if he went out the

same year ?—Yes, if the work were well done.

Supposing he goes out5 years after it is done, ought
he to be paid the whole outlay then, if the drainage is

perfect?—Yes, it appears so to me.
If he remains 10 years should he still be paid the

whole outlay?—The landlord hj<s equally as much
benefit as the tenant, and therefore he ought to pay
for it, because I think if it does not do any good, the

landlord ought not to pay anything, and therefore if it

does good to the full extent, and the landlord reaps

the benefit, he ought to pay the outgoing tenant; that

is the principle upon which I should value the tenant's

claim.

Then you do not look upon the expenditure of capi-

tal by a farmer upon the ordinary calculation of trad-

ing capital ?—Yes.

The ordinary calculation of trading capital is, that a

man should get interest for his money, a sinking fund
to repay him his capital back again, and a profit upon
the money expended, is not that the ordinary trading

calculation?—The general principle would be that, but
tradesmen make speculations that do not have those

results, and they make other speculations that are

more beneficial than they anticipate.

If drainage is not to be dealt with upon those gene-
ral principles, why is it not to be so dealt with ?— I say

you ought to pay for the amount of benefit you expect
to receive from the land. I guard you against paying
for anything which is not a benefit to the landlord. I

have seen very much injudicious outlay. I would
guard the landlord where there was no benefit to him,
and make him pay for the benefit that he did derive,

and the full of it.

Even if the tenant had expended his capital, and
enjoyed the occupation of the land time enough to

derive the whole benefit and interest of his money ?

—

Yes.

That is your deliberate judgment?—Yes, upon tho
same principle that if I bought a horse and used it 10
years, and then it was worth as much money in the
market as it was when I bought it, I see no reason
why I should not take the whole of the value of that
horse, notwithstanding I had used it for those 10 years.

You are to pay for what you have.
That being the principle with regard to drainage,

now go to the question of manures, and take the case
of a farm held for 21 years ; the whole of the manure
expended during that time is still enriching the land,
is not it?—I do not comprehend that.

If a farm is cultivated 21 years by the application of
strong manures, and is in a high state of farming, it is

going on in a progressive state of increase, is not it?

—

That does not follow as a necessary consequence : if I

put on a great quantity of artificial manure, and grow
large crops, and sell them, this does not improve the
soil.

The question refers to the use of artificial manure ?

—If I sell large quantities I do not leave the land
necessarily better; it depends upon the system adopted.
If I grow green crops in a larger proportion than I

grown corn for sale, I improve the land ; on the con-
trary, if I put stimulants for getting large crops, and
sell those crops, I may exhaust the soil and farm highly
at the same time.

Taking it as you have subdivided it into applying
artificial manure for green crops, then the farm would
be in a progressive state of improvement ?—Yes ; if

you put on more than you sell, you improve the land.
Then is it your judgment that manure that had been

expended 20 years back should be taken into con-
sideration, reckoning the tenant-right from the expiry
of the term? I know the general way in which the
statement is put. Suppose I took a farm at £1 an
acre, and held it 20 years, and I make it worth £2 an
acre, I claim for myself the full advantage of that,
either from the landlord or the oncoming tenant. I
do no act of injustice to you, and I only benefit my-
self fairly. Just upon the same principle with drain-
ing ; I do not maintain the same sentiments with other
farmers upon that; I think if I improve the farm by
laying out my capital judiciously, and the land is to

receive a permanent advantage, I ought to receive the
advantage that is fairly to come to me at the expiration
of my tenancy.

Then you advocate this principle : if you take a farm
worth 20s. an acre, and hold it twenty years, and make
it worth 40s. an acre, that that 20s. an acre additional
rent being worth in the market thirty years' purchase,
you would, according to your judgment, be entitled to
receive ^"'6,000 ?— If the valuation brought it to that, I

do not see anything unreasonable in it.

Notwithstanding during the twenty years you had re-

ceived a fair interest for your money, and a sinking fund
to get your capital back again, and reasonable trading
profits ?—Is not that an extreme case put to lead me
into an awkward position ? Suppose I do not get that,

it does not follow that I am to be remunerated. I may
cultivate highly, looking direct to the end of the lease,

when I am to be remunerated. I believe generally that
farmers get nothing for a long series of years when they
farm highly : the benefit is derived towards the latter

end of the holding.

Your judgment is, that whatever improvement the
land may have received ought to be paid for by the
landlord or incoming tenant, without reference to the
benefit the tenant might have received during the oc-
cupation ?—Yes ; it appears to me that you are not to
be guided by the past advantages which the tenant has
derived in calculating the amount of his comi)ensation,
but by the improved state of the land.
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Your jiulgnicnt is, tliai. wl-nlevcr imi-.rovement the

land may have received ought to be paid for by the

landlord or incoming tenant, without reference lo the

benefit that the tenant may have received during the oc-

cupation ?— I claim for such benefit as the landlord is to

derive from it afterwards, not v.hat I might have derived

before ; if I have improved the land and made it worth
more money, I ought to receive compensation ; I do not

ask for more than a regular series of years for manure,
in proportion to the probable durability.

What do you call a regular sei'ies of years ?~Five or

six years for chalking : I have experienced the advan-
tage of marling that had been done twenty years before

I took possession of the land.

Chalking would go five or six years, and marling
twenty years ?—Of course it would be in proportion to

the slowness of the operation that the length of time
would be during which you would derive benefit from it.

How much would you say for marling ?— If it were
to stand for twenty years, I should be paid accordingly.

The question is, w^hat is your opinion ?— My opinion
is, that I should be paid for all the unexhausted benefit;

and I do believe that the effect of marling is to be ascer-

t lined for twenty years.

Tlien, in your judgment, should marling be jiaid one-
twentieth part of the expense each of the twenty years,

or in what proportion ?—I think it would operate more
strongly in the earlier stages of the twenty years ; but
it does decidedly operate upon land for twenty years.

In what proportions do you think it ought to be paid
for ?— I have not entered into that subject sufficiently

to make a definite arrangement ; a great number of ex-
periments would be necessai-y to ascertain that.

If you are to be paid, there must be some definite

judgment and knowledge ; it must not be left to experi-

ments to decide what people are to pay on going out ?

—

It would not be very likely that it would be left to me
to define it ; it would be my opinion and others' toge-

ther. I merely state as a broad fact, that marling ope-
rates upon land for twenty years ; some other men might
state something different, giving you an opportunity of
deciding. I am not in a position to say what would be
the relative jiroportions of the different years.

What would be the relative proportion of chalking ?

—

I think chalking operates tolerably fairly for five or six

years.

Ought it to be thrown in equal proportions over the
five or six years?— I think it ought.
What other manure have you had experience in ?—

I

use guano on my clay.

How long does gnano extend, in your judgment ?

—

If you grow turnips with guano, and feed them on the
land, and then grow a crop of corn, and feed that on the
land, it is all there. It depends upon the style of farm-
ing : we ought to be remunerated according to our style

of farming. If I sold everything I produced by my
manure, I should have nothing to extract from my land-
lord ; I should have received the benefit. Whereas that

is not so if I feed the corn that I grow ; and I do feed
every portion of corn that I grow, except M'heat ; I have
never sold anything but wheat in my life. I graze oxen
with my beans, and with the barley my pigs. I sell no-
thing but wheat.

Have you any opinion, and if any, what opinion,
about the length of time that guano ought to be paid
for by the incoming tenant ?—It mainly depends upon
the system pursued by the tenant.

Supposing it applied to the turnip crop ?—Supposing
it applied to the turnip crop, then the coming- on
tenant ought to take possession of the turnip crop. Is
that what I am to understand the question to mean ?

Supposing guano applied to the turnip crop ; a corn
crop, barley, or oats would follow; and then, if there

were a change of tenancy, what should the incoming
tenant pay you, in your judgment ?— If I had had a crop

of oats afterwards, and sold those oats, I ought not to

be paid for more than one crop ; I should then have had
the advantage twice ; it would last in the land for three

years.

The question of selling the oats, or barley, or beans,

would have nothing to do with it ; if you consume the

barley, oats, or beans upon your farm, they would be a

separate item of payment as artificial food ?—Yes ; then

my claim would be for one crop, or one-third.

Go step by step : in the case put to you, what, in

your judgment, should be paid by the incoming tenant

for the cost expended in guano as manure .'—In answer

to that, I feel bound to say again that it entirely depends

upon the system of farming.

Take the system of a crop of turnips, and barley, or

oats, and then change of tenancy taking place, what

should the incoming tenant pay ?— I could claim only a

third. I want to know whether I am to be charged for

manure in coming on a farm, and whether I am to be

paid for my manm'e again ? One thing grows out of

another.

It is a separate questioil entirely. You are asked

this : In your judgment, you say, you would be entitled

to receive one-third .'—That is my claim, in consequence

of having left a larger quantity of straw to convert into

manure.
That, in fact, would be throwing the benefit of the

guano over three years ?—Yes.

Going back to the point about the improved value of

the farm at the expiration of the term, because, from the

answers you have given, it seems as if there had been a

wrong impression upon the subject ?—I am afraid I did

not properly explain myself.

You have said that, in your judgment, a farm may he

increased from 20s. to 40s. value per acre at the end .'

—

I merely put it as a possibility ; I did not say it would
be so ; it is possible it may be so ; there can be no
doubt that there is land capable of being doubled in

value.

Taking such a case where the land is capable of being

doubled in value, what, in your judgment, ought the

tenant to be paid for having so doubled the value of the

land ?—It seems to me very reasonable that if I have

enhanced the value of the land 100 per cent., I ought to

have my full relative share of the advantage of it.

What would be that relative share, in your judg-

ment ?—I do not feel myself competent to say. It

appears reasonable, looking at the thing, that if

I had made the landowner's estate worth ^12,000
that was worth i.'6,000, without any act or expen-

diture or risk on the part of the landowner, I am
entitled to the whole sum I have put on, on leaving the

farm ; there does not seem anything irrational in my
demanding the whole of that £''6,000, the value of which

by my judgment and capital I have placed there.

Then if a farm were worth in fee-simple £6,000 when
you came in, and when you went out it was worth

,€12,000, in your judgment you ought to be paid

£6,000 in the lump ?—I really cannot see anything wild

or speculative in my demanding it.

Is that your judgment .'—It is really my judgment.

Is that your judgment, without reference to the profit

or recompense that the tenant may have received during

the twenty years he has held the farm ?—Yes.

Your answer is really "yes" .'—Not without an ex-

planation why.
Then explain it, if you please ?— It is this: that

during the whole time I have held the farm I have paid

for the improvements, and if I had lost £6,000 during

that time, and that is nothing very improbable, the land-

lord would not make it good to me ; and then, if I make
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his estate worth .£''6,000 more, it is my money which is

vested in that property, and I ought to have a claim for

it. I am not calling upon the landlord to pay it ; if the
farm is let again, the incoming tenant would pay it. Of
course it is an extreme view of the case ; it is not likely

a tenant would claim or get it ; but if he did, the land-
lord would not sufler anything ; he would only be stand-
ing in as good or a better position than before.

Suppose accidental circumstances, such as an increase

in the value of produce ?— I do not think the tenant has
any claim in consequence of any increase in the value of
land, caused by the increased value of produce.
How are those matters to be separated .'— I do not

think they have any connexion.
Where the value of the land to rent or sell is increased

owing to improved skill in husbandry, without reference
to accidental circumstances, how would it be then ?— It

is improved to rent it; it has not gone back ; there has
not been a great deterioration in the value of laud.

Not gomg back is advancing ?—No, I do not see that.

If the produce has gone back, and the land has main-
tained the same value, that is a relative improvement in

the value of land ?—So far it is, that is in consequence
of the greater quantity grown.
And your judgment is, that without reference to the

profit the tenant may have made during bis holding, he
is entitled to the whole increased value of the land ?

—

It is an extreme case put again in the same way. I

must absolutely reply to it as before.

The question is put clearly, not to have a misunder-
standing of the question .'—Nothing can be plainer

;

and again I state, that if I have taken a holding of the

landlord's, without reference to accidental circumstances,
and have enhanced its value without any expenditure
and risk to the landowner, and have doubled its value, I

fancy myself entitled to the whole advantage.
In letting an estate twenty years ago capable of such

improvement, has not it been ordinarily let, in conse-
quence of that, at a low rent ?—If I take it at a rela-

tively low rent, that is, it the landowner lets me have it

for less money than it is worth, with the view of my
improving it, then he should join with me in the pros-
pective adyantages of it, because I lay out less capital

during that time, and then I participate with the land-
owner in the advantages.

How do you lay out less capital ?—I pay less rent.

That would be your way of considering that you laid

out less capital .'—Most assuredly : many parties do let

farms upon improving leases ; it is as advantageous to

the landlord to let farms for high cultivation, as it is to

us, because it is not so much a question between the
landlord and tenant as the advantage to society. We
employ a greater quantity of labour, and produce a

greater quantity of food.

_
In your judgment, is not good interest of money, a

sinking fund sufficient to repay the capital, and a just
trading profit, sufficient inducement for men to lay out
capital who have got that, without anything beyond that ?

—Yes, it would be under ordinary circumstances, but it

is not a sufficient inducement to make me improve an-
other man's property without some reciprocal advantage
to myself. I do not think I ought to place you in a
better position without receiving some of the advantages
of it. Suppose I take a farm for twenty years, if I farm
that land well up to sixteen years, that is for my advan-
tage. A lease is for the security of the tenant, and it

appears to me that the tenant-right is for the sole and
entire advantage of the landlord, and not the tenant. It
seems a paradox, but nevertheless the effect will be for
the advantage of the landlord, and not of the tenant,
because it will cause me to farm up to the end of my term
m such a way as to secure the landlord a greater rent at
the next letting.

You arc giving a meaning to tenant- right different to

what any other person who has been called before the

Committee has given to it ; what do you mean by tenant-

right ?—The tenant-right appears to me to be a repay-

ment of money laid out in unexhausted improvements,
and the bill that I hold in my hand is for permanent
outlay in building, if it be judicious, and for draining,

and for fencing and road-making, and all those things

which appear to me to be improvements ; and if there

are advantages to be derived therefrom by the landlord

after I have ceased to hold my farm, I claim that as

tenant-right.

Even if you have got back the money and interest,

and the profits ?—That does not weigh upon the question.

If I had neither got profit nor return in any way, the

landlord still demands my rent ; my risk is nothing to

him, and therefore my advantage is nothing to him.
Placing the case as it has been put just now, upon an
estate under an improving rental, it is a very different

thing ; we participate in the advantages and risk.

Who is to judge twenty years back whether it is an
improving lease or not ?—That is a matter to be decided

;

you may put it in your lease that I let this estate to be
at a low rental, because it is in a bad state.

Then is the simple insertion of the words in those

leases to decide whether the tenant is to get anything at

the end or not '—Yes, the tenant would not be foolish

enough to sign it, if it was not to have that effect ; I am
taking an extreme case, and placing it by the side of the

other.

Mr, SoTHERON.] What do you mean exactly by im-
provements ; a question has been put to you from which
it appears that the hypothesis is, that the land is im-
proved to the amount of ^6,000 ; that is an extreme
case .'—Yes, of course.

What is the exact meaning you understand by the

word improvement; do you consider draining an im-
provement ?—Yes.

Is all kind of building by the tenant an improvement?
—Not all. I say if a tenant does anything, and it does

not turn out to be advantageous to the landlord, although

he lays out money, I would have you to distinctly under-

stand he has no claim upon the landlord other than for

the advantages that the landlord is to derive.

Then those buildings that are really beneficial to the

occupation and cultivation of a farm you consider to be

improvements ?—Yes, of course.

You consider manures to be an improvement ?—To a

certain extent.

Marling and chalking you also consider improve-
ments ?—Yes, all mineral manures; for longer dates

than my brother farmers generally do, I consider them
to be beneficial to land.

Now you have stated under the head of improvements,
draining, beneficial buildings, manures, which are to be

taken in a certain proportion, according to the occupa-

tion and the number of years they have been applied,

marling and chalking ?—Yes, marling and chalking, and
other similar things.

Is there anything else you class under the head of im-
provements besides those ?—Yes, but those are the

heads ; if I fed sheep with corn, I consider that an ad-

vantage to the estate, but that would come under the

head of manuring ; I know of no other heads.

Then according to your understanding of improve-
ments, is it possible that an incoming tenant should ever

have a claim upon a farm such as has been spoken of, to

the amount of .€0,000 ; that is, is it possible, do you
conceive, that there should be any such improvements
upon a farm of such an extent as would rmount to

£6,000 ?— No, I do not think it is likely.

Then in what manner do you lay that before the Com-
mittee

3
your opinion is, if you were rightly understood,
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that your mode of reckoning what ought to be paid

under the head of tenant-right is the value of what has

been done by the tenant at the time he quits the farm ;

is that so or not ?—Not what has been done, but the

result of what has been done. I wish the Committee
clearly to understand the distinction : if I have not made
the landowner's property more valuable, I do not think

I have any claim upon him ; but if I have enhanced the

value of his property with my own capital, and my own
exertions, I claim that additional value.

Then it is the value of what you have done upon the

farm at the time of quitting the farm, which is to be

reckoned for the incoming tenant?—Yes, that is what
appears to me to be reasonable.

What is to be reckoned, therefore, is the value that

has been given by the application of the outgoing tenant's

©.ipital to the farm, according to the value at the moment
he quits it, that is to be charged the incoming tenant ?—
Precisely so.

Then you are not to be understood that the tenant is

to receive as a compensation or tenant-right the value of

all that he has laid out upon the farm during the time he

has occupied it ?—No, that is what I particularly wish
to distinguish ; if a tenant were to lay out £6,000, and
not do the estate any good, I do not see the landlord has

a right to pay a farthing for it.

Mr. Henley.] Going back to the question of the

20s. and 40s., suppose a farm to be worth 20s., when
you enter, and by the outlay of your capital you have
made it worth 40s., when you go away, you think that

upon a farm of the given size, if it wei'e worth £6,000
when you went in it would be worth £12,000 when you
went out ?—Of course it would.
Then is it your judgment that the in-coming tenant

should pay the out-going tenant that £6,000 ?—Yes,
upon those premises it is.

And then the landlord would only continue to receive

his 20s., as he did at the beginning ?—Yes ; he has done
nothing to increase his demand.
Then the in-coming tenant, according to your judg-

ment, is to pay the £6,000, which is the increased value

of the farm, and the landlord is to receive his 20s. rent

as he did when you began .'—It does not appear to me
that I am placed in a fair position by answering that

question, put in that way.
Why not ?—I want to give the reasons for answering

the question in the affirmative.

Give those reasons ?—My reasons are that the land-
lord has done nothing to increase the value of that estate

;

that it is through the employment of my capital at my
risk entirely it has been done. If T have manured the
land and put mineral manures, in the first place that

makes a difference. I could speak as to the case of a
gentleman, but of course I do not wish to mention names.
Be so good as to confine yourself to the reasons .'

—

Then I say Yes, in the abstract.

Now will you give your reasons .'—I have already
stated that if I lay out my capital at my risk , I ought to

have the advantage of it as it appears to me.
Mr. SoTHERON.] Supposing a farmer to occupy a

farm for 20 years, and to have improved it from £l an
acre to £2 an acre in value, and that he has laid out upon
itaiticlesin improvements to the amount of £1,000,
is he to receive £1,000 or £6,000 according to your
theory ?—He should be paid for the improved value of
the farm.

To which of those principles do you adhere, whether
the figures be right or wrong ; that is, if by his improve-
ments he has raised the value of the farm to £6,000, is

he to receive the £1,000 expended in the improvements,
or the £6,000 to which he has increased the value of the
estate .'—The increased value.

Putting the interest on one side, is it upon the £1,000

or the £6,000 that he is to receive .'—Upon the eventual
value of the outlay.

Then it is £1,000 you understand he is to receive for

tenant-right—No ; I understand that he is to receive as

much as he has enhanced the value of the land.

(To be continued.)

MR. HUXTABLE'S BALANCE SHEET.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—It having been observed to me that Mr. 1 lux-

table had shown clearly in his reply to Mr. Hainwortli

that his balance-sheet was correct, I forward you a cor-

rected review, founded on his still mystified explanation.

The stock sold for £117 15s., he says, werea part of

the dairy cows ; and the two heifers which were sold for

£30 10s. were reax*ed by himself, and not purchased

for grazing, as I had presumed, and thus it is inferred

that the sale price was all profit ! The dairy produce

of the cows sold was the only profit obtained by them ;

and a trifling loss, Mr. Huxtable admits, was incurred

by sale. The portion sold had to be replaced at that

trifle more money, or the urine tank would have failed,

and the water carts not supplied. If the horses had been

sold, and the sale price placed in the credit account, the

error would have been detected.

The heifers which sold for £30 10s., it appears, were

20 months old, and maybe supposed to have been worth

half that amount on the 1st September, 1847 ; and no

credit is due for improved value during the year, as the

sale price is placed in credit account. The cost of re-

placing the cows was just the same whether reared or

purchased.

The next item unexplained is £188 for improved value

of stock ; from Sept., 1847, to Sept., 1848, Mr. Hux-
table states, in reply to Mr. Hainworth, that there were

26 cows, 2 bulls, 6 heifers, 8 yearlings, and 8 calves

kept during the year. The dairy produce of the cows

is placed to the credit account, and the calves weaned,

of course, in the increased value of stock during the

year, and we may suppose the account may stand as

follows—

Improved value of stock credited , £188

Improved ditto of bulls £10

Ditto of four heifers, two being sold and credited. 20

Value of eight yearlings 48

Ditto of eight calves 32
110

£78

This balance would be reduced by pasture feed, and corn

shack of swine ; but £18 is a full allowance for this item,

and thus it appears as a full allowance is made for the

improved value of stock, and the sheep feed being valued

separately, that £50 too much is credited for improved

value of stock.

The corn account is not clear ; over 10 sacks per acre

is credited as sold at 25s. per sack, none reserved far
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seed, and no dross made, which commonly this year

amounts to a sack in a score, of half the value of market-

able corn. Or are we to infer that 10 sacks of market-

able wheat and one of dross was grown per acre ?

To simplify the account, I will put it in a different

mode. The interest charged on money expended on

permanent improvements should be debited as a certain

outgoing to be invested during 15 years to cancel the

debt ; and the i:'150 interest, debited to pay 10 per cent,

interest on the working capital, should be added to ^138,

surplus balance : total, ^'288.

Balance accordiug to Mr. Huxtable's account on work-

ing capital

From which it appears should be deducted 7i
per cent, on £400, value of set stock . . £30

Sale price of cows sold, which required to be

replaced, and thus ought not to have

been credited 117

Overcharge for improvement of stock, the sale

price of a portion being placed to credit

account, no credit for keep being due . . 50

£288

15

Expenses.

Rent, at 203. per acre ... ... ... £100

Tithes, poor rate, church and highway rates, at Os.

6d. per acre ... ... .. ... 47 10

Labour (a low estimate), at 303. per acre ... 150

Seeds and seed corn (on 74 acres), at 10s. per

acre ... ... ... ... ... 37

Tradesmen's bills, at 53. per acre ... ... 25

Malt and hops, at 23. per acre ... ... 10

Losses on live stock, at Is. per acre ... ... 5

Yearly decrease in value of 4 horses, at 409. eacli 8

Ditto ditto implements ... 5

Miscellaneous incidental expenses, at Is. per acre 5

Thatching, wear and tear of sacks, hiudles, &c., at

9d. per acre ... ... ... ... 3 15

Farmer's profit for house-keeping, consisting of

interest on £800 capital and remuneration for

personal attention (this should never he less

than £1 per acre) ... ... ... 100

No charge made for guano, Ume, chalk, or other

purchased manure ... ... ...

213

Balance as uiterest on £1,500, working capital £75

The experiments of Messrs. Huxtable, Mechi, and

others, certainly prove that our produce may be so in-

creased as to supply the demand ; but the main question

is, whether the increase will pay the extra cost. The
manufacturers have obtained a free trade in corn to ena-

ble them to undersell the foreign manufacturers, by re-

ducing the operatives' wages (no very honest'act), and

disable the home growers from supplying the demand,

that we may require a large import of foreign corn to

induce and enable the foreigners to purchase our manu-
factures.

Such inflated accounts of produce and profits as have

been given by Mr. Huxtable do much harm ; they cast

a slur on the farmers in general, which they do not de-

serve. I am, sir, your humble swvant,

Wilnesham, Suffolk. Chas. Poppy.

£496 5

Acres. Produce.

FARMING BALANCE-SHEET.

Sir,—As so much is being said and written about

Mr. Huxtable's balance-sheet and my own, perhaps

some of your numerous subscribers who farm 100 acres

of poor heavy clay land, farmed in the average way on

the four-course shift, will elucidate the matter by pub-

lishing Meir balance-sheets for the present ruinous season

of small crops and low prices.

Judging from the farms that have come under my
observation, the account wiU stand as follows. Of course

I speak of heavy clays, which appear to have suffered

most. My own accounts this year will be anything but

satisfactory ; my wheat crop I expect will hardly realize

jCeOO, whilst two years since I sold it for £1,050 ; but

we must live by the average of years, and be content.

9 occupied by buildings, banks, fences, ditches,

trees, roads, and waste... ... ...

13 long summer fallow—no crop ... ...

5 winter tares or wheat stubble, consumed by

horses and stock ... ... ...

3 permanent pasture, ditto ... ...

10 red clover, once mown for hay, then fed, all

consumed by horses audstock ... ...

10 white clover or trefoil, fed all summer by

stock ... ... ... ...

Increased value of live stock fed on the clo-

vers, pasture, hay and straw, including

pigs and poultry, calves and butter ... 100

24 wheat, at 20 bush, per acre, at 48s. per qr... 144

10 beans, at 32 bush, per acre, at 28s. per qr... 5C

13 oats, at 40 bush, per acre, at 22s. per qr.

(42 qrs. consumed by horses, say, four horses,

at 2 bush, per week for 32 weeks, and 1

bush, per week for 20 summer weeks; 23 qrs.

sold, at 22s.)... ... ... ... 25 6

100 acres gross produce, £3 Ss. per acre ... £325 6

Loss to balance expenses on the other side ... 170 19

£496 5

I appeal to all practical men whether I have not drawn

far too favourable a sketch of the produce and price.

The expenses also are scarcely charged high enough,

particularly for labour, and no allowance is made for

purchased manures or oil cake.

As to yield of wheat, I know of many good heavy

clay farmers who have been astounded on finding they

only got two, three, and four sacks per acre, although the

appearance of the growing crop promised a much greater

return. I consider, therefore, much credit is due to Mr.

Huxtable for showing such good results ; but when we

look at the enormous amount of capital and labour
employed, and the large quantity of food produced, we
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must all agree that we owe him a very lieavy debt of

gratitude.

The employment of so many labourers must cause a

larger consumption of manufactures and exciseable arti-

cles, and thus raise the revenue, benefit trade, manufac-

tures, and commerce, whilst a proportionate diminution

will take place in poor rates, demoi'alization, and crime.

Let us, then, for the general good, sink all minor and

petty differences. Let us follow Mr. Huxtable's ex-

ample, and unite, so far as our means will permit, to en-

large the path of agriculture, and illuminate it with the

light of science.

I am, sir, your very obedient servant,

J. J. Mechi.

Tiptree Hall, Kelvedon, Essex, Jan. 22.

MR. HUXTABLE'S BALANCE SHEET.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE WESTERN TIMES.

Sir,—The Western Times newspaper being the channel

through which Mr. Huxtable's extraordinary state-

ment on farming was conveyed throughout the west of

England, through the same medium I asked (thi-ee weeks

since) Mr. H. to reply to the few questions then put,

which, if he will be kind enough to do in your 7iext

loeek's paper, will clear up the mystery therein con-

tained. Most assuredly Mr. Huxtable can give us (the

farmers) an account of all the items and articles for

whic'i he has paid or received money on the farm, during

one or more years—then we could judge of his system,

whether it be right or wrong. The late balance sheet

was such as no man of average understanding could
understand, and one that, without a lucid explanation

of all the matters therein contained, will have the exact

contrary effect of what Mr. Huxtable must have wished

for. Any vert/ extraordinary statement is doubted,

unless it be well explained ; and seeing the damage that

will be done by withholding such explanation as I have

asked for, and the be^tlfit that tvill accrue from giving

it, I hope Mr. Huxtable will give us first a description

of the whole of his farm, the system of cropping it, a

full description of the entire stock that has, and is

BEING KEPT upon it— the cost of all ; in fact, an account

of every item that has been paid or received for during

his term of farming the lands.

E.reter, Feb. 7. One who Farms.

METROPOLITAN SEWAGE MANURE COMPANY.
—On Tuesday a deputation from the Metropolitan Commis-
sioners of Sewers, cousistiiig of Viscount Ebriugton, M.P.,

Mr. Cuthbert Johuaou, and Mr. Barford, aceompauied by their

surveyor, Mr. Gotto, inspected the works of tliia company at

Stanley-bridge, Fulham. The deputation was received by

Mr. H. P. Fuller, the chairman of the company, Dr. Guy, an 1

Colonel AVarren, and ilessra. Cox, Floyd, and Kime, directors,

and Mr. Greig, the secretary. Having \iewed the works, the

various gentlemen proceeded to a field about a quarter of a mile

distant, to which pipes from the company's works had been

laid, to witness the mode in which it is proposed to irrigate the

market-garden and other lands with sewage-water, by means of

hose with movable metal arras and fan-like distributors, by

which it is calculated that twenty tons of water can be showered

over an acre of ground by one man in about an hour. The

experiments were considered highly satisfactory, and were

viewed witli great interest by a large number of market-

gardeners who were on the ground. It is satisfactory to find

that the differences which at one time existed between tbia

company and the Commissioners of Sewers have been amicably

settled, and that they now act together with the utmost cor-

diality, the commissioners showing every disposition to assist

the company to the utmost of their power. The company

have already laid down tlieir apparatus for irrigating nearly

1,000 acres of land, and a memorial was lately presented to

the Commissioners of Sewers in their favour, signed liy tlie

holders of nearly 70,000 acres.—Globe.

ARABLE OR PASTURE.—A great lawyer, who
lived two centuries since. Sir Edward Coke, complained

of the disadvantage which was felt in his day of laying

down arable land to pasture. His statement is in ac-

cordance with the views of the most enlightened agri-

culturists of the present day. In his well-knawn com-

ment on Littleton, he says :
—" Agriculture or tillage is

of great account in law, as being very proStable to the

commonwealth, wherein the goodness of the habit is best

known by the privation, for by laying of lands used in

tilth to pasture, six maine inconveniences do daily in-

crease. First, idlenssse, which is the ground and begin-

ning of all mischief; 2, depopulation and decay of

townes ; for where in some townes 200 persons were

occupied, and lived by their lawful labours, by convert-

ing of tillage into pasture there have been maintained

but two or three heardsmen ; and where men have been

accounted sheepe of God's pasture, now become sheepe

men of these pastures ; 3, husbandry, which is one of

the greatest commodities of the realme, is decayed; 4,

churches are destroyed and the service of God neglected

by diminution of church livings (as by decay of tithes,

&c.) ; 5, injury and wrong is done to patrons and God's

ministers ; and G, the defence of the land against for-

raine enemies is enfeebled and impaired, the bodies of

husbandmen being more strong and able, and patient of

cold, heat, and hunger, than of any other. The two

consequents that follow of these inconveniences are :—
1st, the displeasure of Almighty God ; and 2dly, the

subversion of the polity and good government of the

realm ; and all this appeareth in our bookes. And the

common law giveth arable land (which anciently is called

hyde and gaine) the pre-eminency and precedency before

meadows, pastures, woods, mynes, and all other grounds

whatsoever; and atieria caruca, the beasts of the plough,

have in some cases more privilege than other cattell

have."
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THE WAGES AND PAUPERISM OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

Tlic great criterion of the state of the commnn people is the

amouut of their wages, and as four-tifths of the common
people were in the 17th century employed in agriculture, it is

especially important to ascertain what were then the wages of

agricultural iudustry. On this subject we have the means of

arriving at a conclusion sufficiently exact for our purpose.

Sir Wni. Petty, whose mere assertion carries great weight,

informs us that a labourer was by no means in the lowest state

who received for a day's work fourpence with food, or eight-

pence without food. Four shilUngs a W'cek therefore, according

to I'etty's calculation, were fair agricultural wages. That this

calculation was not remote from the truth we have abundant

proof. About the beginning of the year 1G85, the justices of

Warwickshire, iu the exercise of a power entrusted to them by

an Act of Elizabeth, tixed at their Quarter Sessions a scale

of wages for their county, and notified that every employer

that gave more than the authorised sum, and every working

man who received more, would be liable to punishment. The

wages of a common agricultural labourer, from March to Sep-

tember, they fixed at the precise sum mentioned by Petty

—

viz., four shillings a week without food. From September to

March, the wages were to be only three shiUiugs and sixpence

per week.

But iu that age, as in ours, the earnings of the peasant

were very different in different parts of the kingdom. The
wages of Warwickshire were probably about the average, and

those near the Scottish border below it : but there were

more favoured districts.

In the same year (1685) a gentleman of Devonshire, named

Richard Dunning, published a small tract, in which he de-

scribed the condition of the poor of that county. That he

iinderstooal his subject well it is impossible to doubt, for a few

months later his work was reprinted, and w^as by the magis-

trates assembled in Quarter Sessions at Exeter strongly re-

commended to all parochial oflicers. According to him, the

wages of the Devonshire peasant were, without food, about five

shillings a week.

Still better was the condition of the labourer in the neigh-

bourhood of Bury St. Edmund's. Tlie magistrates met there

ill the Spring of 1G82 to fix the rate of wages, and resolved,

that where the labourer was not boarded he should have five

shillings a week in Winter, and six shillings in Summer.

In 1661, the judges of Chelmsford had fixed the wages of

the Essex labourer, who was not boarded, at six shillings in

Winter and seven shillings iu Summer. This seems to be the

highest remuneration given in the kingdom for agricultural la-

bour between the Restoration and the Revolution, and it is to be

observed that in the year in which this order was made the

necessaries of life were immoderately dear. Wheat was then

at 70s, the quarter, which would even now be almost

considered a famine price. Now another thing, these facts are

in perfect accordance with another fact which seems to deserve

consideration. It is evident, in a country where no man can be

compelled to become a soldier, the ranks of an army cannot be

filled if the Government offers much less than the wages of

common rustic labour. At present, the pay and beer money
of a private in a regiment of the line amount to seven shillings

and sevenpence per week. This stipend, coupled with tlie

hope of a pension, does not attract the English youth in suffi-

cient numbers, and it is found necessary to supply the defi-

ciency by enlisting largely from the poorer population of
Munster and Connaught. The pay of the private foot soldier

in 1685 was only four sliilliugs and eightpence a week : yet it

is certain that the Government found no difficulty iu obtaining
many thousands of English recruits at very short notice. The
pay of the common foot soldier in the array of the Common-
wealth had been seven shillings a week : that is to say, as

much as a corporal received under Charles the Second ; and
seven shillings a week had been found sufficient to fill the ranks
with men decidedly superior to the generality of the people.

On the whole, therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that
in the reign of Cliarles the Second the ordinary wages of the

peasant did not exceed four shillings a week, but that in some
parts of the kingdom five shillings, six shiUings, and during
the Summer months even seven shillings were paid. At pre-

sent, a district where a labouring man earns only seven shillings

a week is thought to be in a state shocking to humanity. The
average is very much higher ; aud in prosperous counties the
weekly wages of liusbandmeu amouut to twelve shillings, four-

teen shillings, aud even sixteen shillings.

The remuneration of .workmen employed in manufactures has
always been higher than that of the tillers of the soil. Iu the
year 1680, a Member of the House of Commons remarked
that the high wages paid in this country made it impossible

for our textures to maintain a competition with the produce of
the Indian looms. An English mechanic, he said, instead cf
slaving like a native of Bengal for a piece of copper, exacted
one shilling a day. Other evidence is extant, which proves
that one shilling a day was the pay to which the English manu-
facturer then thought himself entitled, but that he was often

forced to work for less. The common people of that age were
not in the habit of meeting for public discussion, of haranguing,
or of petitioning Parliament. No newspaper pleaded their

cause. It was in rude rhyme that their love and hatred, their

exultation and their distress, found utterance. A great part of

their history is to be learned only from their ballads. One of
the most remarkable of the popular lays chanted about the

streets of Norwich and Leeds in the time of Charles the Second
may still be read in the original broadside. It is the vehement
aud bitter cry of labour against capital. It describes the good
old times, when every artizan employed in the woollen manu-
facture lived as well as a farmer. But those times were past.

Sixpence a day was now all that could be earned by hand
labour at the loom. If the poor complained that they could
not Uve on such a pittance, they were told they were free to

take it or leave it. For so miserable a recompence were the

producers of wealth compelled to toil, rising early and lying

down late, while the master clothier, eating, sleeping, aud
idling, became rich by their exertions. A shilling a day, the poet
declares (from a ballad in the British Museum), is what the

weaver would have if justice were done. We may therefore

conclude, that, in the generation which preceded the Revolu-
tion, a workman employed in the great staple manufacture of
England thought himself fairly paid if he gained six shillings a
week.

It may here be noticed, that the practice of setting children

prematurely to work—a practice which the State, the legiti-

mate protector of those who cannot protect themselves, lias in
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our time wisely and humanely interdicted—prevailed in the

17th century to an extent which, when compared with the

extent of the manufactiiring system, seems almost incredible.

At Norwich, the chief seat of the clothing trade, a little crea-

ture of six years old was thought fit for labour. Several

writers of that time, and among them some who were consi-

dered as eminently benevolent, mention with exultation the

fact that, in that single city, boya and girls of tender age cte-

ated wealth, exceeding what was necessary for their own sub-

sistence by £12,000 a year. The more carefully we examine

the history of the past, the more reason shall we find to dissent

from those who imagine that our age has been fruitful of new

social evils. The truth is, that the evils are, with scarcely any

exception, old. That which is new is the intelligence which

discerns and the intelligence which remedies them.

When we pass from the weavers of cloth to a different class

of artisans, our inquiries will still lead us to nearly the same

conclusions. During several generations the Commissioners

of Greenwich Hospital have left a register of the wages paid to

different classes of workmen who have been employed in the

repairs of the building. From this valuable record it appears

that in the course of 120 years the daily earnings of the brick-

layer have risen from two shillings and sixpence to foiur shillings

and tenpence ; those of the mason, from two shillings and six-

pence to five shillings and threepence ; those of the carpenter,

from two shillings and sixpence to five shillings and fivepence

;

and those of the plumber, from three shillings to five shillings

and sixpence.

It seems clear, therefore, that the wages of labour, estimated

in money, were, in 1685, not more than half of what they are

now ; and there were few articles, important to the

working man, of which the price was not, in

1685, more than half of what it is now. Beer was

undoubtedly much cheaper in that age than it is at

present. Meat was also cheaper, but was still so dear that

there were hundreds of thousands of families who scarcely

knew the taste of it.* In the cost of wheat there has been

very little change. The average price of the quarter during

the last twelvemonths of Charles the Second was fifty shillings.

Bread, therefore, such as is now given to the inmates of a

workhouse, was then seldom seen even on the trencher of a

yeoman or of a shopkeeper. The great majority of the nation

lived almost entirely on rye, barley, and oats.

The produce of tropical countries, the produce of the mines,

the produce of machinery was positively dearer than at present.

Among the commodities for which the labourer would have to

pay higher in 1685 than his posterity pay in 1848 were, sugar,

salt, coals, candles, soap, shoes, stockings, and generally all

articles of clothing and all articles of bedding. It may be

added, that the old coats and blankets would have been, not

only more costly, but less serviceable than the common

fabrics.

It must be remembered, that those labourers who maintained

themselves by means of wages were not the most necessitous

members of the community. Beneath them lay a large class,

which could not subsist without some aid from the parish.

There can hardly be a more important test of the condition of

the common people than the ratio which this class bears to the

whole society. At present, the men, women, and children who

receive relief are, in bad years, oue-tenth of the inhabitants of

England, and in good years one-thirteenth; Gregory King

• King, in liis " Natural and Political Conclusions," roughly
estimated the common people of England at 880,000 families.

Of these families, 440,000, acoordinpf to him, ate animal food
twice a week. The remaining 4'iO,000 ate it not at all, or at

most not oftener than onca a week.

estimated thetii in his time at more than onc-fifih, and this

estimate, which all our respect for his authority will scarcely

prevent us from calling extravagant, was pronounced by

Davenaut eminently judicious.

We are not quite without the means of forming an estimate

for ourselves. The poor-rate was undoubtedly the heaviest

tax borne by our ancestors in those days. It was computed

in the reign of Charles the Second at near £700,000 a-year,

much more than the produce either of the Excise or of the

Customs, and little less than half the entire Revenue of the

Crown. The poor-rate went on increasing rapidly, and appears

to have risen in a short time to between £800,000 and

£900,000 a year ; that is to say, to one-sixth of what it now

is. The minimum of wages, estimated in money, was half of

what it is ; and we can therefore hardly suppose that the

average allowance made to a pauper can have been more than

half of what it now is. It seems to follow that the proportion

of the English people, which received parochial relief then,

must have been larger than the proportion which receives

relief now. It is good to speak on such questions with diffi-

dence, but it has certainly never yet been proved that pau-

perism was a less heavy burden, or a less serious social evil

during the last quarter of the 17th century than it has been in

our time.*

In one respect it must be admitted that the progress of

civiUzation has diminished the physical comforts of a portion

of the poorest class. It has already been mentioned, that, be-

fore the Revolution, many thousands of square miles, now en-

closed and cultivated, were marsh, forest, and heath. Of this

wild land, much was, by law, common ; and much of what was

not common by law was worth so little that the proprietors

suffered it to be common in foot. In such a tract, squatters

and trespassers were tolerated to an extent now unknown.

The peasant who dwelt there could, at little or no charge, pro-

cure occasionally some palatable addition to his hard fare, and

provide himself with fuel for the Winter. He kept a flock of

geese on what is now an orchard rich with apple blossoms.

He snared wild-fowl on the fen, which has long since been

drained, and divided into corn fields and turnip fields. He cut

turf among the furze bushes on the moor, which is now a mea-

dow bright with clover and renowned for butter and cheese.

The progress of agriculture and the increase of population

necessarily deprived him of these privileges. But against this

disadvantage, a long list of advantages is to be set off. Of the

blessings which civilization and philosophy bring with them, a

large proportion is common to all ranks, and would, if with-

drawn, be missed as painfully by the labourer as by the Peer.

The market-place which the rustic can now reach with his cart

in an hour was 160 years ago a day's journey from him. The

street which now affords to the artisan, during the whole night,

a secure, a convenient, and a brilliantly lighted walk, was 160

years ago so dark after sunset that he would not have been

able to see his hand, so ill-paved that he would have run con-

stant risk of breaking his neck, and so ill-watched that he

would have been in imminent danger of being knocked down

and plundered of his small earnings. Every bricklayer who

falls from a scaffold, every sweeper from a crossing who is run

* Fourteenth Report of the Poor Law Commissioners, Appendix
B., No. 2, Appendix C, No. 1, 1848. Of the two estimates of the

poor-rate mentioned in the text, one was formed by Arthur
Moore ; the other, some years later, by Richard Dunning. Moore's
estimate will be found in Davenant's Essay on Ways and Means ;

Dunning's in Sir F. Eden's voluable work on tlie Poor. King
and Davenant estimate the paupers and beggars in 1696 at the

incredible number of 1,330,000 out of a population of 5,500,000;

in 1846 the number of persons who received relief was only

1,382,089, out of a population of about 17,000,000.
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over by a carriage, may have his limbs set and his wouuds

dressed with a skill such as 160 years ago all the wealth of a

great Jjord like Ormonde, or a great merchant-priuce like Clayton,

could not have purchased. Some frightful diseases have been

extirpated by science, and some have been banished by police.

The term of human Ufe has been lengthened over the whole king-

dom, and especially in the towns. The year 1685 was not ac-

counted sickly, yet in 1685 more than one in twenty-three of

the inhabitants of the capital died. At present only one in-

habitant of the capital in forty dies annually. The difference

in salubrity between the London of the 19th century and the

London of the 17th century is very far greater than the differ-

ence between London in an ordinary season and London in the

cholera.—Macaulay's History of England.

THE LAW OF THE NUTRITION OF ANIMALS.
An interesting article on " The Law of the Nu-

trition of Animals," pointed out by Dr. R. D.

Thompson, illustrated by F. Knapp, Ph. D,, Pro-

fessor of Technology and Chemistry in the Univer-

t sity of Giessen, has appeared in " The London,

Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine."

Tiie effect of different kinds of food upon the

(juality, as well as quantity of milk given by cows

is there shown by several experiments. The same

principle, it would seem, applies to the human
frame, in respect to the character and effect of the

particular food upon which man subsists. The writer

of this article says :
—" In order to judge of the

value of the diflferent kinds of food for practical pur-

poses, it must first be ascertained in what relation

the blood-forming or nutritive constituents stand

to the calorifiant. The kind of food must also

vary with age, kind of employment, way of living,

climate, &c. With the highest probability we may
predicate, that a man in an employment demanding

great mental activity will require, in addition to a

greater proportional amoimt of bodily rest, that the

calorifiant and blood-forming constituents should

be in a diflferent proportion in the food to that of

the man whose employment requires great bodily

activity." Our daily experience proves what little

attention is given to these important conside-

rations in the adaptation of the character of the

food persons take to the nature of the employment

or occupation in which they may be engaged.

It is further observed in the article in question that
—" Those barbarous nations which live entirely on

flesh receive a large excess of blood-forming mat-

ter, which may be counterbalanced either by the

addition of calorifiant matter, or bj' increased bo-

dily exercise. On the contrary, the poorer classes

amongst us are obliged to live on the cheapest food

they can obtain, such as potatoes, and which are

one-half poorer in blood-forming or nutritive mat-

ter than the diflferent kinds of grain. In the first

case, nature has only to get rid of an excess ; but

in the latter she has to supply a deficiency, which
must be done by bread, milk, &c." " The previ-

ous views," says Dr. Thompson on Food, " suflfi-

ciently explain the experiments which have been

made upon cows, in which the result was unfa-

vourable when they were fed on potatoes and beet-

root in considerable quantities, as both of these

substances contain an excess of calorifiant matter.

It is well known to feeders of cattle that an animal

fed on large quantities of potatoes is hable to such

complaints as affection of the skm, and also to loss of

weight. These, consequently, it may readily be in-

ferred, arise from the want of the proper balance

between the elements of food." Continuing his

remarks on the eflfect of living on the cheapest food,

as potatoes, &c., the writer goes on to say
—" It

must be evident to every one that this way of

Uving is unnatural in the extreme. A person living

entirely on potatoes may be said to be on the brink

of a precipice, without a single inch of ground

before him, when the only safety hes in retreat.

The disadvantages may be shown in three different

ways : 1st, It leads to imperfect bodily strength

and unsoundness of health ; 2nd, To increased

mortality and shortness of life ; 3rd, To loss of

energy, and to a kind of stupidity, and want of in-

terest in everything but what concerns the merest

animal interests. A country in this state is always

ripe for rebellion, and ready to join in every insur-

rection," The inference thus deduced, and which

we have marked in italics, is most remarkable, and

demands the most serious attention of statesmen.

If this deduction be sound, the exciting cause to

turbulence, insurrection, and rebellion in Ireland

is assignable not to the peculiar character of the

people, but to the nature of their food, to the

" calorifiant matter" contained in the potato. The
subject is curious, and well deserving of investiga-

tion. Will a change of food produce an imme-

diate effect? or will it require a generation or two to

reduce the effect which an " excess of calorifiant

matter" has produced upon the constitutional tem-

peram ent of the people ? Another curious subject

of speculation would be whether the steady plod-

ding habits of our brethren north of the Tweed be

the result of the very general use of oatmeal, as

food. The following observations upon the use of the

potato are deserving of notice : "From the above re-

mark,itwould appear that the manufacture of brandy

from potatoes is a separation of the excess of calo-

rifiant matter, whilst the residue contains all theblood-
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forming constituents : it is mixed with the gluten of

the malt, and thus forms a half-soluble food. In

order, however, that it may suit the nature of ru-

minating animals, straw or some such food should

be added to it. As potatoes contain about one-part

of albumen for ten of starch, the half of the starch

may be converted into spirit, while the residue

will consist of a mixture having the nutritive and

calorifiant constituents in the same proportion as in

grain." (1-5.)

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

A Monthly Council was held at the Society's

House in Hauover square, on Tuesday, the 6th of

February. Present : The Earl of Chichester, president,

in the chair ; Duke of Richmond, Earl of Ducie,

Colonel Austen ; Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Barnett

;

Mr. S. Bennett, Mr. Blanshard; Mr. Burke ; Colonel

Challoner ; Mr. Childers, M.P. ; Mr. S. Druce ; Mr.

Garrett, Mr. Grantham; Mr. Hamond; Mr. Fisher

Hobbs ; Mr. Hudson (Castleacre) ; Mr. Jonas ; Mr.

Kinder ; Mr. Miles, M.P. ; Mr. Milward ; Mr.

Pendarves, MP.; Mr. Shaw; Mr. Shaw, jun. ; Mr.

Shelley ; Mr. R. Smith ; Mr. Stansfield, M.P. ; Mr.

Thomas Turner ; Professor Way ; and Mr. Jonas Webb.

Finances.—Colonel Challoner, Chairman of the Fi-

nance Committee, presented the report of that committee

to the end of the previous month ; from which it ap-

peared, that on the 31st ofJanuary last the current cash-

balauce in the hands of the bankers was ^1848. The

chairman explained, that this balance included the sum

of ^1000 received through the authorities of Norv/ich,

as a subscription towards the expenses of the ensuing

country meeting to be held in that city in July next, as

well as .£'314 received on account of arrears of subscrip-

tion paid up, and £"534 as that of compositions for life

received since the December meeting. The chairman

also reported that ,£1000 stock had been sold out of the

invested capital of the Society for the purpose of com-

pleting the sum required to repay to the bankers of the

Society the loan contracted with them in August

last. The chairman further presented to the Council

the following report of a special meeting of the Finance

Committee held on the 5th instant—namely :
" It

appearing that the Journal is a principal inducement to

the agricultural public to join the Society, and to keep

the subscriptions paid up, the Finance Committee are

of opinion that it would prove advantageous if the

Council would inerease the price of all future Journals

to 10s. each Part for all non-members of the Society."

These reports and the special recommendation of the

committee were unanimously adopted and confirmed by

the Council.

List of Members.—On the motion of Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, seconded by the Duke of Richmond, the

Journal Committee were requested to prepare for publi-

cation, in the next volume of the Journal, a list of the

Governors and Members on the books of the Society at

the date of publication.

Cottage Tracts.—The Council ordered a further re-

print, to the amount of 1,500 copies, of the Society's

Cottage Tract on Gardening, for distribution, at prinu

cost, by Members of the Society.

Norwich Meeting.—The Council decided that the

Norwich Meeting should be held in the week commenc-

ing Monday, the 16th of July next; and ordered tlie

Norwich Prize Sheets for final jiublication.

The Duke of Richmond presented, on the part ot

Mr. Thompson, V.S., a silver and elastic gum tube, in-

tended to be used in assisting the flow of milk from

cattle suffering from diseased teats ; Mr. Shelley a copy

of his work entitled " A Plea for Truth;" and Mr.

Jonas a copy of Mr. Hine's work on the Giant Saint-

foin. Numerous papers were reserved for discussion at

the ensuing Weekly Meeting, to be held on Tuesday,

the 13th February.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House,

in Hanover-square, on Tuesday, the 13th February.

Present—Mr. Raymond Barker, in the Chair ; Mr.

H. R. Raymond Barker; Dr. Calvert; Mr. F. C.

Cherry; Mr. Dyer; Mr. Foley, M.P. ; Mr. Fuller,

M.P. ; Mr. T. C. Hincks; Mr. C. W. Hoskyns; Mr.

Majendie ; Mr. W. Miles, M.P. ; Mr. Parkins ; Mr.

R. Robson ; Mr. Slaney, M.P. ; Dr. Spurgin ; Mr, T.

Turner, and Mr. T. R. Tweed.

Prognostics of Weather.—Mr. Charles Fulbrook, ot

Dallington, near Hurst-green, Sussex, having favoured

the Society with a series of weekly communications on

the probable state of the weather during the previous

five weeks, these communications were laid before the

Council. Mr. Fulbrook stated that his weekly predic-

tions of weather were founded on the average result of

meteorological observations made by Mr. Luke Howard

in the neighbourhood of London, as well as by himself

at no great distance from the metropolis ; and that they

had reference only to a geographical region comprised by

that portion of the south-eastern district of England, of

which London might be considered as the centre.—The

Secretary having reported that Mr. Fulbrook's predic-

tions had been remarkably fulfilled, the Council directed

their thanks to be transmitted to Mr. Fulbrook for the

favour of his communications, with a request that he

would continue them, and when he was sufficiently pre-

pared with just data connected with the principles on

which his law of probabilities was founded, that he would

have the goodness to report the same to them for con-

sideration as to the desirableness of a reference being

made of such report to the Journal Committee.—Mr.

Luke Howard presented to the Society the fourth and
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fifth parts of his " Baiouietrogiaphia," being tlie con-

clusion of that important and interesting series of illus-

trations of changes of weather as shown to the eye by

proportional diagrams exhibiting the results of his long-

continued and well-known observations of the weather,

especially in reference to the climate of London. The

Council ordered their best thanks for the favour of this

present.

Cutting- out and Filling-in Drains.—Mr. George

Blakeway, of Arley Green, near Bewdly, informed the

Council of the success with which he had employed a

machine of his own invention for the purpose of cutting

out drains in the stiffest clay, and at the same time of

laying down pipes and tiles with the greatest facility, and

as exactly as by manual adjustment. He referred to the

case of the Rev. E. Hardwick, and to that of Mr.

Wright, of Park Attwood, near Kidderminster, on whose

lands many thousand draining pipes had been laid down

by the aid of the machine in question, and with perfect

success. The depth of the drains was 20 inches, but by

first ploughing a furrow, the depth might be increased

accordingly. He conceived that by this machine, the

present expense of draining might be reduced one-half.

He had also succeeded in contriving a plan for a stove to

burn small pipe-tiles.—Mr. Slaney,M.P., remarked that

the Council had done him the favour, at the Northamp-

ton meeting, of proposing a prize, at his suggestion, for

the best drain-plough to cut out at one, two, or three

cuts, to the greatest depth, with not more than four horses,

so as to prepare a drain so far for deeper cutting, to

which prize he had the leave of the Council to offer an

additional sum on his own part for the encouragement

of competition for an implement in which he felt so

sanguine an expectation of a successful issue. He had

also leave to offer, on his own part, a further premium,

independently of the former, for the best plough to

fill in the soil cast out of drains, with not more

than four horses (two and two abreast), and not to

exceed £^ in cost. The prizes for these implements

having been withheld, on account of the unsatisfactory

state of the ground at the season of the meeting for the

trial of such implements (" Journal," vol. viii. p. 345),

Mr. Slaney was perfectly willing (notwithstanding the

opinion given on the subject by Mr. Parkes, in reference

to the inutility of such implements) again to offer pre-

miums for these ploughs, to which he hoped other

members of the Society would make additions, in order

that the competition for their construction and use

might be revived, and the trial conducted (as suggested

by Mr. Miles) at a more suitable season, namely, in the

months of November and December, when the land had

absorbed a great quantity of moisture, and the imple-

ments would, in consequence, work to the greatest

advantage ; for, however difficult it might be to attain

perfection in these implements, or to construct them

for attaining all the objects required, Mr. Slaney felt

quite convinced that a great saving of labour might be

efifected by only the partial cutting out and filling in of

drains by implements of the kind proposed. If only a

plough of a simple character were employed, drawn by

horses separated from each other, and removing by two

cuts the soil only to the depth of 2 feet, and another

adapted for the purpose of filling in, a greater economy,

both of time and money, would, in his opinion, be the

result, than in the case of the work executed by hand

labour. He concluded by expressing his hope that this

subject would receive the attention of the Council.

Coli« for Draming.—Dr. Spurgin, of Guildford-

street, Russell-square, reported to the Council the

economy and success with which he had applied the

common coke, obtained from coal by stifled combustion,

to the purposes of under-draining, instead of pipes or

tiles. He found this substance, which might be re-

garded as enamelled charcoal, to be perfectly permeable

by water. During the early part of last summer he had

an opportunity of putting this material to the requisite

test, and the result proved perfectly satisfactory ; for,

although the experiment was made in a stiff clay,

rammed down closely over the coke, the water in due

course ran freely from all the drains thus constructed.

He found that 301bs. was sufficient to form a permanent

and efficient drain along every rod of trench ; and the

expense only one-half of that incurred when employing

the ordinary pipes or tiles. He also intended making

use of coke for the purpose of irrigating his salt-marshes,

as well as land reclaimed from the sea, and meadows

conveniently situated for such an operation ; and he ex-

pected to be able to effect this object independently of

open water-courses.

Stoppage of Drains.—Captain Richardson, of Sutton-

hurst, near Lewes, transmitted to the Council a speci-

men of the fibrous matter that had stopped up a portion

of his pipe-drains, and impeded the progress of the

water through them. Although a hedge of willows had

formerly run across the land where these drains were

laid down, from the roots of which still remaining in

the ground the long, attenuated fibrous masses thus col-

lected in the drains might probably have had their

origin, it was to him remarkable that the exact limit of

the stoppages was the extent to which mangold-wurzel

had been planted on the land in question ; and he was,

therefore, inclined to attribute the stoppages either to

fibres proceeding from the mangold-wurzel roots, or to

some effect their presence might have had on the growth

of the roots of the willow.

Potato Culture,—Mr. Bosanquet, of Broxbournbury,

Hertfordshire, reported to the Council the result of his

cultivation of the South American Potatoes, of which

the seed had been obtained from Chili by Mr. Miles,

M.P., and presented to the Council at their meeting on

the 15th of March last year, for distribution among

such of the members then jiresent as were willing to

favour the Society by the trial and report of its merits.

From a portion of these seeds, Mr. Bosanquet in that

month raised plants in pots with light rich earth placed

in his vinery, paying great attention to the regulation

of the heat and the gradual exposure of the plants to

the open air, as well as to a gradual extension of the

mass of soil required for their growth. The plants

throve well, and grew very luxuriantly, the tops being

full 2 feet high. The appearance of the leaves was

rather different from that of other potato plants, as
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they were longer, smoother, and of a darker green.

About the middle of July, the potato disease having

made its appearance in his garden, he noticed that the

Chilian plants were also affected, the appearance of the

disease being similar to that exhibited by the common

potato, excepting that on the new plants was observed

a greater degree of Botrytis or mouldiness about the

stalks, while the progress of the disease was not so

rapid. By degrees, however, the whole of the tops

were destroyed ; but it was found that the disease had

not extended in every case to the roots, a considerable

number of these having remained sound and formed

small tubers. On digging up the ground in November,

the produce was found to be nearly three quarts, con-

taining above 1,200 small tubers, varying in size from

that of a large pea to that of a cherry ; the number of

plants raised and set out having been about 150. Mr.

Bosanquet stated that, as the tubers appeared to be per-

fectly sound, he intended to keep them in sand until the

spring, and then to plant them in the open ground ; and

he remarked that there was nothing extraordinary in the

smallness of the tubers, as potatoes raised from seed were

never large ones the first year. He considers the cir-

cumstance of these potatoes having been attacked by the

rot to be presumptive evidence that the disease does not

originate in the potato itself; but that, in fact, it is

purely atmospheric. He thinks also the opinion, that it

commences in the tuber, to be erroneous ; as well as

that which entirely attributes its origin to the soil in

which the potatoes are grown—as potatoes grown in dif-

ferent soils are attacked indiscriminately, excepting that

whatever causes a luxuriant growth of the tops of the

plant predisposes them to the attack of the rot and

renders its effects more destructive, the disease appear-

ing to be more prevalent in all rich garden ground, and,

in fact, in all highly-manured ground. Mr. Bosanquet

then proceeded to detail the results he had obtained

from the cultivation of the common potato under dif-

ferent circumstances. In 1847 he grew some pota-

toes (planted between the end of February and the

middle of March) on a piece of ground which had

previously been a plantation, and grubbed up. It

had been trenched, but there was no manure put

on. About the 16th of July the disease made its ap-

pearance, and the whole of the tops were destroyed, and

became so rotten as to be quite offensive. He had them

pulled up, and the potatoes left in the ground until

November. When taken up they were found to be re-

markably good, there not being above 50 bad potatoes

in the space of about H acres, and they have kept per-

fectly well through the winter. In 1848, he again grew

potatoes on one-half the same ground, manuring them ;

and planted the other half with mangold wurzel. The

potatoes came up very well on the side planted with

fresh sets ; and on the other, where the mangold wurzel

had been put in, the portions of potato which had re-

mained in the ground produced a great number of fine

plants with plenty of tubers. About the middle of July,

however, they were attacked by the disease, which first

showed itself in the same spot where it had commenced

the year before, being a part of the field rather lower

and more damp than any other part. Thence it spread

over the whole field as it had done in the previous year.

The self-sown plants, although the largest and finest,

suffered the most severely. He had all the tops pulled

off, as in the year before, and saved a very fair crop of

good potatoes ; the proportion of bad ones being how-

ever greater, in consequence, as he imagined, of the
i

greater degree of wetness in the season. lie had also

grown potatoes last year on a piece of gravelly soil

which had been cropped with barley in the year pre-

ceding, and was manured for the potatoes. These were

not planted so early as the others by about a month.

The crop was a very promising one, but was attacked

by the disease about the beginning of August. He had

the tops pulled off, and saved about 700 bushels of good

potatoes (besides small ones) out of about 4 acres. In J

another field of 8 acres, a stiff clay soil, except in one 1

part where it is rather gravelly (it being woodland re-

cently grubbed up), he had a crop of potatoes which

had been planted at about the end of April. They had

not done very well, on account of the wetness of the

season, excepting in some parts. .\t the beginning of

August the disease manifested itself, commencing on a

spot where some charcoal had been burnt, and where

the tops had grown more luxuriantly than elsewhere.

It extended gradually over the whole field, and did a

great deal of mischief to the tubers ; so much so that he

did not save above 500 bushels of good potatoes out of

the whole. In this case, the tops had not been taken

off. Mr. Bosanquet concluded his communication with

the following observations :
" I trouble you with these

remarks upon a matter of so much importance as the

saving of this valuable crop ; but I am fearful that

preventing the potato disease is beyond the power of

man. It is one of those mysterious visitations of which

the causes will most probably be for ever hidden

from us, but which, like other visitations of the

same kind, will no doubt pass away in time. I am
decidedly of opinion that it arises from some atmo-

spheric influence, and that it always commences in the

tops, and not in the tubers, and extends gradually from

the former to the latter ; very much in the same way

as mortification extends in the human frame from

diseased parts towards sound ones. As far as one can

judge by appearances, it is more prevalent when the at-

mosphere is much charged with electric matter, and

when there is a fall of temperature accompanied with

much wet. A return of fine dry weather seems to arrest

the progress of the disease, if it does not entirely stop it.

I have found that potatoes affected by the disease may

be preserved for a long time, if kept in a dry warm

place ; but that if left in the ground, or in a damp place,

they speedily rot, showing, what is singular, appear-

ances of premature vegetation, by throwing out shoots.

The most certain plan of securing a crop is to plant

early—say at the end of February or during March.

The tubers will then be completely formed and ripe by

the period when the disease usually attacks them. I am

also a strong advocate for pulling off the tops. It can

be done at an expense not exceeding the value of 1 bushel

per acre, and what is that compared with the chance of
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saving perhaps 100 ?"'—Mr. Miles, M.P., liad also been

able to preserve some tubers raised from the same seed

from Cliili as lie had the pleasure last year of pre-

senting to the Council. The peculiarity observable in the

plant was the enormous leaf it bore : he had never seen

such a leaf on any other potato plant ; and the haulm was

so strong as to be less affected by disease than that of the

common potato. He had the satisfaction of believing that

the potato disease was now wearing out, the tubers being

less affected and infinitely better. His own were per-

fectly sound; and agreeably with the result of his

trial of seedling potatoes in 1847 (Journal, vol. viii.,

p. 420), indicating different effects of disease in different

varieties of potato, he bad found one variety that

during the last three years had uniformly resisted every

taint of disease ; and this was the white Scotch kidney.

—

Mr. Parkins had obtained a similar result from the trial

of the seed froni Chili, and fully agreed with Mr. Miles

in the modified condition of the potato disease. He in-

tended to have the tops of his potatoes twisted off in

July as soon as the plant came into flower.—Mr. Fuller,

M.P., had sound potatoes on his estate in Sussex, but in

Anglesey and Carnarvonshire they were all diseased. He
concurred in all that had been said as to the value of

early planting. In Ireland, by converting the bog-land

into what were termed " lazy-beds," sound potatoes had

been grown where previously the result was that of

diseased ones.—Mr. Slaney, M.P., believed the disease

to have become much more mitigated in its character.

He had found the white varieties the least affected.—Dr.

Calvert thought there was a great difference in the differ-

ent varieties in reference to disease under particular cir-

cumstances ; but, in all cases, he concurred in opinion

with those who advocated early planting. He thought

an excess of moisture induced to the disease.—Mr.
Thomas Turner considered the removal of the haulm

decidedly beneficial. He had potatoes planted about the

first week in June last year, after the growth and removal

of a crop of rye by the scythe, and the appearance of

disease in the haulm presented itself at the latter end of

July, when the plant was in flower, and no disease what-

ever could at that time be detected in the tuber, which

was then about the size of a trap-ball.—Mr. Miles had

the hauluis removed by a man standing over the plant,

with his feet placed firmly on each side of it, for the pur-

pose of securing the root and tubers in the ground while

the head was pulled off upwards by his two hands.

Seed Wheal.—A communication was laid before the

Council on the accidents resulting from the employment
of arsenic as a steep for seed Wheat to prevent disease

in the grain, in consequence of such grain being picked

up by pheasants and other game, causing their flesh to

become poisonous as food.—Dr. Calvert stated the suc-

cess with which he had removed smut from wheat, by
washing it by means of a stream of water. Before such

washing the grain had been as black as if mixed with

soot, but became perfectly clean by that pi'ocess ; and
when sown, the crop was found to be perfectly free from
taint or disease of any kind. He had tried the various

methods proposed to remove smut, but washing had
.proved the only one he could depend upon.—Mr. Dyer

had used the sulphate of copper, or blue vitriol, with

uniform and perfect success, at the rate of 3 lbs. to the

sack. His land at first was very subject to the production

of smut in his wheat crops, but now he had ninety-five

acres without a smutty ear in it.—Mr. Tweed had never

met with any accident from arsenic ; it was a most ef-

fectual remedy in preventing disease in seed com.
Portable Railway

.

—Dr. Spurgin favoured the Council

with the inspection of a model for a rotary railway, on
the principle of the simple roller, for use in farms, docks,

warehouses, and other places where heavy weights were

to be conveyed short distances without the aid of horse-

power ; as manure from yards, corn from stack-yards,

timber from woods, turnips or mangold wurzel from flat

heavy land. He considered that this mode of convey-

ance would prove, in these and similar cases, fully effi-

cient in its action
;

particularly as it would combine

great simplicity with ready adaptability for the purposes

required, at a cost not exceeding .£10.

Miscellaneous Communications. — Mr. Edmund
Clowes, of Cheltenham, on disinfecting (on a change of

tenancy) stables, cowhouses, &c., where horses, cattle,

or sheep have been infected with disease of any kind,—
Mr.White, on diseases amongst neat stock.—Mr, Joseph

Long, on flax culture.—Mr. Postle, of Blofield, on the

destruction of rats.—Dr. Searle, of Bath, on the nutri-

tion of animals in relation to the production of muscular

substance or flesh, instead of fat.—Mr. Majendie, on a

variety of wheat from the Asturias, adapted for high

mountainous districts.

The Council, having ordered their best thanks for these

several communications, adjourned to Tuesday, the 20th

of February.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House,

in Hanover-square, on Tuesday, the 20th February.

Present—Mr. Raymond Barker, in the Chair ; Mr.

H. R. Raymond Barker ; Dr. Calvert ; Mr. Christian ;

Mr. Fuller, M. P. ; Mr. Hincks; Mr. C. E. Overman;

Professor Simonds ; Mr. Slaney, M.P. ; Mr. H. A.

Smith ; Mr. Reynolds Solly ; Mr. Thomas Turner ; Dr.

Walker ; and Professor Way.
Analysis of Plants.'—Mr. i^Spooner, V.S., of South-

ampton, conveyed to the Council the expression of his

satisfaction on learning that they had renewed the

grant for the analysis of the ashes of plants. He thought

the investigation, of which the results had been

published from time to time in the journals of the

Society, a very important one : but valuable as it was

thus to obtain the mineral, inorganic, or fixed con-

stituents of particular plants, as found in their ashes

after combustion, there was one protean element not

found in such residuum, which every year's experience

in the progress of chemical science proved more and

more to be of the highest interest and importance in

the economy of vegetable life and the products resulting

from particular crops. The element to which he

alluded was nitrogen; and he would suggest the ex-

tension of the Society's plan of analytical operations, in

order that the amount of that organic element in the

grain or plant before combustion should become a pria-

T
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cipal point of inquiry. He considered it to be now
admitted on all hands, that a supply of nitrogenous

manuring matter was essential to the production of a

good or remunerating crop of wheat ; for, although a

certain amount of grain might be raised indepen-

dently of such direct application of compounds
containing nitrogen, the crop would, in such case, be

too light to repay the outlay of cultivation. Mr.
Spooner concluded his communication with the follow-

ing remarks:—"This being the case, why should an

analytical inquiry be limited to the inorganic con-

stituents of plants, when, by embracing one organic

element, namely, nitrogen, we may obtain all that we
require for analysis ? For the fact of the other three

organic constituents being supplied in the greatest

abundance through the medium of the atmosphere, will,

I imagine, render their examination by analysis alto-

gether unnecessary; but it will be most interesting and
important to ascertain the relative bearings and effects

the supply of phosphoric acid and of nitrogen have over

each other, and more particularly when the same
inquiry will inform us the relative proportion of gluten

possessed by various kinds of wheat, or by wheat

from various soils, or variously manured."—Professor

Way thought the observations of Mr. Spooner perfectly

just. It would no doubt be highly interesting to possess

an organic analysis of the different crops in relation to

their mineral composition. But it was but right that

it should be known that the terms of the grant pre-

cluded him from employing it for such a purpose. Mr.
Spooner had correctly observed, that a knowledge of

the amount of nitrogen in different plants was very

necessary to the proper application of manures ; and
Professor Way thought that information would afford

many important data, of an approximative character,

in reference to the nutritive value of different kinds of

food—a subject, he feared, on which at present we were
comparatively uninstructed.—The Council then directed

their thanks to be conveyed to Mr. Spooner for this

suggestion, and his communication to be referred to the

Analysis Committee.
Cultivation of Maize.—Mr. Keene, C.E., Member

of the Royal Academy of Bordeaux, having resided

many years in the Basque provinces, and had his atten-

tion pai'ticularly directed, since the first failure of the

potato crop in England, to the cultivation of the dwarf
maize, or Indian corn of the Pyrenees, and to its intro-

duction into this country, attended the Council for the

purpose of laying before the members various specimens
of that plant and its seed, as well as of the American
Indian corn, so long the subject of discussion

by other parties on both sides of the Atlantic.

—Mr. Keene stated that the peculiar kind of maize,

recommended by him for cultivation in England, and
which he named " Forty-day Maize," was a hy-
brid, cultivated by himself for our climate, and so

named because it begins to show its flower in about
40 days from the day of sowing. It is distinguish-

able from the ordinary sorts of Indian corn by the

rapidity of its growth, and its capability of resisting

great variations of temperature. The stalk bears but
one cobb, and the whole plant is of dwarf propor-
tions. Dwarf maize is grown on the northern or
cold side of the Pyrenees, and is also sometimes seen
in the plains of the Landes after rye, but this is not so

true a sort as that of the mountainous districts, and the
hybrids Mr. Keene produced by crossings from this

latter. Seeing the continued failure of the potato crop,

he had, during the last two years, cultivated the seed
with great care, specially for its introduction into

England. Since his arrival in London, he had been
informed by the President of the North Cornwall Agri-
cultural Experimental Club that it had been grown expe-

rimeulally with success in the last season, by one of the

members of that Association, and Mr. Keene had reason '

to believe that the seed was obtained from him in the

month of January last year. In reference to the ques-

tion, whether the mid-day heat of a southern climate was

not needful to the successful growth of the plants, he

considered that the more equable temperature of the

summer months ofthe south of England would be equally

favourable, and that the plant would thrive more steadily

than under tbe influence of the extreme i-ange of heat and

cold to which it was subject in the quarter from whence

he brought it, where flooding rains in the summer months,

and hail-storms frequently checked for days and weeks

the advance of vegetation. It had been supposed that

Maize would only ripen where the heat is sufficient to

bring Grapes to maturity in the open vineyard. This

was a mistake, though true of the Indian and American

corn. Whoever had been to Bagneres, in the Pyre-

nees, would remember that vineyards scarcely extend

beyond Tarbes, but that fine fields of Maize surround

the town of Bagneres, which is about 1,000 yards above

the level of the sea. There are no vineyards, and

Grapes attain but a poor maturity against a south wall.

Even the Apple ripens less perfectly than in England.

Now, the Forty-day Maize is a much quicker growing

sort than that cultivated around Bagneres ; it will gain

a month upon it; that is to say, sown at the same

period, it would be fit to gather a month earlier, and

this precocity would bring it amply within the limits of

our worst summers. He hoped that it would be tried in

various districts of England, more particularly as there

can in no case be any loss, for, as a green crop, it would

amply repay all expenses. He explained to the Council

that this was a very different sort from " Cobbett's

Corn," or the American, which will not ripen in tbe

districts where this Forty-day Maize was grown. One
of the dry plants which he showed was, he said, from

American Corn, sown in the same field on the same day

as the Forty-day Maize ; the American was 12 feet high

;

but bore at harvest time no ripe seed, whilst the other,

being only half the height, bore its seed in full maturity.

He exhibited a plant with the Haricot Bean turning

round it, having been sown with it, and stated that the

Forty-day INIaize would always ripen earlier than tbe

Bean. He said bread from pure Maize flour, without

any admixture of Wheaten flour, was the staple food ol

a large population in the Basque provinces ; and, in

reference to its nutritive powers, he affirmed that it

was by them preferred to Wheaten bread, as much
more satisfying

;
partaking of the nature of both

bread and vegetable, it could be better eaten without

animal food than bread; and that the class of labourers

unable to purchase choicer diet always preferred it to

Wheaten bread, and it maintained them in great strength
|

and vigour of body ; but he further observed, that it
'

could not be expected that the labouring classes oi

England would adopt readily for food such maize as is

imported from America— a large flat-grained sort, with-

out sweetness, fit only for cattle food. He had, he said,

sought in vain in the London market for even a mode-

rately fair sample of Indian corn flour ; it is all stoved

and high-dried, to enable it to bear the voyage, and the

" life" is taken out of it, rendering it almost insensible to

the action of yeast, and so charred, as it were, by the drying

process, that it remains gritty and hard, resisting every

kind of cooking, more particularly baking. Maize corn

grown in England, or unstoved corn of a right sort, im-

ported but ground in England as wanted for use (forit lost

its sweetness when it had been ground more than 15 or 20

days), would give a very different result, and be eagerly

sought after when once known. The flour could not be

imported in a proper state ; if unstoved it sours, and is

absolutely unwholesome; if stoved, it would be deprived

I
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both of the sweetness and softness of the natural fresh

ground meal, and rendered nearly insensible to the

action of any kind of leaven. With regard to the

money value of maize relatively to that of wlieat, lie

said it ruled in the market rather higher than half the

price of the latter, or about tlie value of barley, and
that generally the crop obtained was more than double

that of wheat. He then di'scribed the process of the

culture from the putting the seed into the ground to its

gatliering in, and said that the thinnings and cuttings

paid for all the labour of its culture. He thought tiiat

if "Cobbett'scoru" had for a time succeeded in .mypart
of England, that success had been followed by failure

from insufficient caution in keeping the true seed ; for

that no corn plant tended to degenerate so rapidly as this

by the introduction of any strange sorts, and that the

right seed once obtained, the greatest care should be

taken to prevent any other whatever from being sown
with it. He thus accounted for the repeated failures

which kept up prejudice against its growth in England
;

Indian corn being sown indiscriminately, without any
knowledge of its origin or quality, and some of which
requires six months of the hottest climates of the world

to ripen them. The knowledge of its culture, the right

season for putting it into the ground, and the manage-
ment during the growth, he affirmed to be most essen-

tial ; of all which, those who continually sow it in Eng-
land as experiments are ignorant. That these abortive

experiments, repeated from year to year, prejudice un-
fairly the question. He had seen attempts to grow it on
a small scale in England, and that by Americans, but

the sorts sown gave out large branch suckers, or were

sown and came up in tufts ; they were remarkable, from
the great height the plants attained, but the seed never

ripened. Now the right sort very rarely throws out any
suckers at the foot, and no two plants should be let grow
together, for in such case neither will ripen. They
should stand generally at about 9 inches asunder, and,

above all, be sown in the right season, in the month of

]\Iay, for a few days earlier or later might prejudice the

crop.

A very interesting discussion then ensued among the

members present, on the various conditions connected
with the growth of this variety of Maize, and the pre-

sumptive evidence of its successful culture in the southern

d striets of England.— INIr. Slaney, M.P., expressed his

willingness to place a portion of his land in Shropshire

at Mr. Keene's disposal for experimental purposes coir-

neeted with the cultivation of the Forty-day Maize, and
Prof. Way undertook to institute certain chemical ii\-

quiries into the composition of its grain.—The Council
then returned Mr. Keene their thanks for the favour

of his attendance, for the explanations he had kindly

given to the Council, and for the presents he had made
to the Society.

Drum-head Cabbage.—Mr. Fuller, M.P., informed
the Council that he had for the last two years grown the

Drum-head Cabbage from seed obtained by him from
Messrs. Thomas Gibbs and Co., the Seedsmen to the

Society. His bailiff had last year a very fine crop of

40 tons per acre of this plant, v^hieh he thinks a very
valuable one, and economical in its cultivation. He
gives these Cabbages to the cows, calves, and ewes, as

well as to the lambs of last year, and finds all do well on
them. The land on which they were sown was very poor
laud, covered with heath and furze, but which, by well

draining and subsoiling, had produced very excellent

Turnips, Carrots, and the Drum-head Cabbages now
referred to ; while on a part of it last year was grown
the finest crop of Peas in that part of Sussex, subse-
quently damaged, however, before carrying, by the wet-
ness of the autumn.—The observations made by Mr.
Fuller at the previous meeting, in reference to the state

of his Potato crops, having been misapprehended, he

took that opportunity of stating that in Sussex all his

Potatoes had proved bad, as well as those raised from

the seed obtained by Mr. Miles from Chili; also, that

the Potatoes this year in frames in Anglesey and Car-

narvonshire were now showing the disease.

Miscellaneous Communications. — Mr. Fulbrook,

expressing his willingness to supply the communications

on Prognostics of Weather requested by the Council.

—

The Rev. Thomas Cator, suggestions that all stallions

and mares being " roarers" should be disqualified for

competing for the prizes offered by the Society for

improving the breed of horses.—The Rev. E. Sidney,

ofl'er to deliver a lecture before the members at the

Norwich meeting, on some subject connected with

practical agriculture.—Mr. M'Gall, plan for the removal

of the turnip-lly by means of tarred cloth drawn over

the field.—Mr. Dyer, to correct his statement at the

previous meeting " that he had employed 3 lbs. of blue

vitriol to the sack" of corn to destroy smut ; he found

on reference to his memoranda, I hat for the last 13 years

he had used with success 1 lb, of that substance to

3 bushels of grain.—Mr. Blackball, on steaming bones

at high pressure.—Messrs. Youens and Robson, specimen

of antiseptic powder for Potatoes.

The Council then adjourned to Tuesday, the 27th of

February.

NEW M E iNI B E R S.

Alklay, John, Giiston, Watton, Norfolk

Ambler, Henry, Watkinson H;ill, Halifax, Yorksliire

Atherton, George T., Mount Alyn, AVrexham, Deubigshire

Atkinson, J. R. W., Elmwood House, Leeds

Back, Hattield James, Ilethersett Hall, Norwich

Banncrman, H., Hunton-conrt, Maidstone, Kent

Barker, Wra., Poulton-cum-Spital, Birkenhead, Cheshhe

Barlow, Frederick, Burgh, Woodbridge, Sntfolk

Barnard, Charles, Norwich

Barrow, Charles James, Lopham, Norfolk

Bawtree, F., Abbcrton, Colcliester, Essex

Beaumont, Josiiua, Hudderstield, Yorkshire

Beaumont, John, Daltoii, Hudderstield, Yorkshire

Bigg, Edward Smith, The Hyde, Slaughani, Sussex

Bignold, Samuel, ]\Iayor of Norwich

Biichani, Robert Dunton, Fakenhara

Bishop, John, Norwich
Blake, Thomas, LL.D., Horstead, Norwich

Blakiston, Thomas, Thorpe Old Hall, Norwich

Blomlield, John, jun., Warham, Ilolkham

Blytli, William, Wcasenham, Kougham, Norfolk

Brasnett, Thomas, Saham, Watton, Norfolk

Burroughs, James Burkin, Burlingham Hall, Norwich

Butcher, Edward, Tring, Hertfordshire

Butler, Ambrose E., Kcpstiiui, Kirkstall, Leeds

Buxton, Sir Edward North, Bt., MP., Kuncton, Norfolk

Caldwell, Captain William, o, Audley-sqnare, London

Campion, Arthur, Exeter, Devonshire

Carrtwiaht, Sir Thomas, Bart., Aynhoe Park, Brackley,

Northamptonshire

Cator, Captain, Pestwouil House, Southampton

Chapman, Benjumin, Lambcroft, Guishorough, Yorkshire

Chamherhn, Frederick, Toft-Monks, Norfolk

Churchill, Henry, Barton House, Morchard-Bishop, Exeter

Churton, John, Foregate-street, Chester

Cole, William Henry, Pulhiun, Harleston, Norfolk

Cooper, L. J., Leeds, Yorkshire

Custauce, Hamilton, Weston, Norwich

Davies, Mrs. Susanna, Rocldaveston Manor, Nottingham

De Rutzen, The Baron Fritz, Slebeck Hall, Narberth, Pem-

brokeshire.

Deuuison, Wm., jun., Ridbrooke Manor Farm, Blackheath

Dickinson, Wm. Lindow, Workington, Cumberland

Dixon, Wm. Frederick, Birley House, Sheffield Yorks.

Donovan, George, Buckham Hill, Uckfield, Sussex

Dugdale, John, Manchester

Ellis. Thomas R., Oxnead Hall, Buxton, Norwich

T 2
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Fellowes, Thomas Abdy, Chippenham, AVilts.

Gilbert, Robert, Asliby Hall, Berghaptou, Norfolk

Gill, William, Billingford, Dereliarr, Norfolk

Gillett, KicharJ, Plumstead, Norwich
Gossett, Captain, Town Court Farm, Elthara, Kent
Griggs, Money, Creake, Fakcnhani
Edwards, Thomas, Hapton Hall, Long Straiten, Norfolk
Francis, William, Rayiiham, Fakenhaui
Hanbury, Rev. G., Swaffhara, Norfolk
Holmes, John, Norwich
Hudson, Thos. Moore, The Grove, Warhara, Holkham, Norfolk
Hudson, John, AVarham, Wells, Norfolk
Hudson, Peter, Warham, Wells, Norfolk
Humphrey, Robert Blake, Wroxham House, Norwich
Johnson, Rev. P., Wirabworthy, Chumleigh, Devon.
Kaye, Lister Lister, Denby Grange, Wakefield, Yorkshire
Kerrison, John, Ranworth, Norwich
King, Frederick, 0.\ford

Knatchbull, Rev. H. E., Elmliam Rectory, Dereham, Norfolk
Legard, Capt. James Anlaby, Lenton Hall, Nottingham
Lowdell, George, Baldwin's Hill, East Grinstead, Sussex
Mallinsou, John, Thickhollins, Huddersfield, Yorkshire
Marden, William, Gerpens, Rainham, Essex
Martin, John Williams, Shoborough, Tewkesbury, Glouc.
Mertens d'Osten, The Baron, Brussels
Miller, Rev. jM. H., Hopton, Lowestoft, Suffolk

Moore, Thomas Sewell, Warhara, Holkham
Newton, Willam, The Close, Norwich
Nicholson, Charles, Staniwells, Brigg, Lincolnshire
Nicholson, Henry, Broughton, Brigg, Lincolnshire
Ormerod, Ven. Archdeacon, Redenhall Rectory, Harlestoii,

Norfolk
Page, Robert, jun., Bawburgh Lodge, Norwich
Penrice, Rev. Charles, Plumstead, Norwich
Phillipps, Elisha, Tacolnestone, Wymondham, Norfolk
Pierson, John, Thornton-fields, Guisborough
Pocock, T., Wernham, Green's Farm, Chievley, Newbin-y,

Berks.

Powell, John Thomas, Easton, Pewsey, Wiltshire
Proctor, Robert Geys House, Maidenhead, Berkshire
Ciuinn, Peter (J. P.), Newry, Ireland

Randall, Alexander, Maidstone, Kent
Ridgway, John, Fairlaw^^, Wrotham, Kent
Rising, William, Somertou Hall, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk
Ruscoe, Ralph, Newport, Monmouthshire
Savory, John, Burnham-Overy, Norfolk
Seppings, Johnson, Creake, Fakeuham
Seppings, William, Mayor of Lyuu Regis, Norfolk
Shepherd, J., ^High House, Campsey Ashe, Woodbridgc,

Suffolk

Sherringhara, Valentine, Thornage, Holt, Norfolk
Sherrnigham, Edward, Jan., Sculthorpe, Fakeidiam, Norfolk
Sherringham, Edward, Sculthorpe, Fakeuham, Norfolk
Smith, Colonel John, Ellingham Hall, Bungay, Suffolk

Smith, William, Easthorpe, Bottesford, Notts.
Sparke, Alfred, Norwich
Spelman, William, Norwich
Stables, Wm. Alexander, Cawdor Castle, Nairnshire, N.B.
Tanner, James, Kingsnympton, Chumleigh, Devon.
Tayton, William, Syderstone, Fakenham
Thornton, Rev. John, Head Master of the Agricultural

School, Kimbolton, Huntingdonshire
Tunnicliffe, Frederick Warner, Biana, Ecclcshall, Stalls.

Walker, Dr. Thomas, Lower Seymour-street, London
Wellingham, E., Walton, Lynn, Norfolk
Wiffin, William, Crabscastle, Wells, Norfolk
Wrench, Samuel, Great Holland Hall, Colchester, Essex
Wright, David, Hepworth, Ixworth, Suffolk
Yeates, John Yeates, Parkhead, Levens, Milathorpe, West-

moreland

At the request of a correspondent we made in-
quiry last week at the Parliamentary Paper Office
for a copy of the evidence given before the Agricul-
tural Customs Committee, and were informed it

was out of print. This want is now, however, sup-
plied by the publication of a "Digest of the

Evidence," which is a much more readable volume,

the matter being arranged under various heads, as

Customs, Cultivation, Tenure, Law of Entail, Per-

manent Improvements, &c., &c. ; by which means
the evidence given by all the witnesses upon each

subject may be perused in succession, thus enabling

the reader to arrive at a conclusion as to the

general result of the evidence more readily and
effectually. The work is dedicated to the Landlords

of England, and we trust they will give it an

attentive and impartial perusal, they being, as

we contend, the parties who will ultimately benefit

most materially by the adoption of the principle of

compensation to the tenantry for unexhausted
improvements. (See Advertisement.)

In the year 1846 a select committee of the House
of Lords was appointed " to inquire into the bur-

dens on real property, and the impediments to agri-

cultural transactions caused by the system of

excise duties, poor laws, and local taxation ; and
also to inquire and to report on the legislative

exemptions and pecuniary advantages produced by
law in respect to taxation as affecting landed pro-

perty." This committee made a report, por-

tions of which bear upon the malt tax ; and
may, therefore, l)e appropriately referred to

at the present moment. This report states that

" The tenant farmers lay great stress on the malt duty,

and its injurious interference with the cultivation of

barley. The committee, however, cannot consider that

impost, which on the average of the last ten years has

producedvery nearly ^'5,000,000 annually, as borne ex-

clusively by the land. Beer being almost a necessary of
life with the mass of the population, the duty falls as a

general tax on the consumer of the article ; but it is un-
questionable that so heavy a duty diminishes the de-

mand, and deprives of a ready market all except the best

quilities of barley. A duty of 21s. 8d. on a quarter of

barley costing 34s., is so heavy a tax, that Mr. Barclay

is of opinion that no brewer can afford to buy inferior

barley and make it into malt. The agricultural wit-

nesses, examined before the committee, complain loudly

of the restriction the excise laws impose on malting in-

ferior barley for fattening purposes. The advantages of

this process having been matter of dispute between learned

chemists and practical farmers, the committee will con-

tent themselves by referring to the evidence of Mr.
Hudson, of Castleacre, Mr. Bennett, &c., &c., on the

subject, and adding, that if further experiments should

establish the utility of the process, the malt duty must
be considered as a serious obstruction to agricultural

economy.
" The committee consider the malt, and other excise

duties, rather as restrictions on cultivation, and as im-
pediments to the improvement of the land, than as ex-
clusive charges on landed properly."

The following extracts from Mr. Hudson's evi-

dence bear on this question as regards the feeding

of cattle :

—

Q. " Can you state how much an acre you consider

the malt duty affects arable land."

A. " I have made no calculation of bow much per

acre it would be ; I know pretty well how much it would
affect my cattle per head. If I might be allowed to use

coarse barley made into malt, without paying any duty,

J consider that it would be a saving of from £2 10s. to

£2 12s. a head in feeding a beast I think it would be

better than barley by £2 12s., and better than cake by
£2 10s."
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THE MALT TAX.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Were I to read in your magazine that a

nation had been under the necessity of imposing a

heavy tax on one of its native productions, a pro-

duction, too, essential to the comfort and health of

the greater part of its population, I should naturally

feel pity for such a people, that they were obliged to

endure so heavy an infliction. But were you to

tell us that this nation, having previously a duty
also on the importation of a similar, but inferior,

foreign production, had now taken oft' the latter

tax and continued the former, I might be disposed

to inquire if you were not under a mistake; or,

otherwise, whether they could grow the article so

much cheaper at home. Should you, however,
assure us that your report was correct, and that in-

stead of being able to raise it at less cost, the

various items of expense attending the growth of

the native were heavier than tliose attending the

growth of the foreign productions, you could not,

1 think, be much surprised were I to exclaim,
'•' What fools they must be !"

Notwithstanding the credit for sound common
sense generally allotted to Englishmen, I cannot

think but some such sentiment will unavoidably

arise in the minds of many towards us on finding

that the tax is taken off" the importation of foreign

barley, whilst it is continued on that of our own
growth. With a considerable number of our
labouring population verging on starvation, with a

greater portion bordering on pauperism : looking

also at the continuing failure of the potato crop :

few farmers, I think, will grudge, for their sake, if

necessary, the free importation of bread and meat

;

but let us, at least, have a fair remuneration for our
other agricidtural produce, and be enabled, not only

to live ourselves, but to give such employment to

our labourers as will enable them to obtain these

cheap foreign necessaries of life. Otherwise, the

nearer they appear to their grasp, the more bitter

will be the disappointment that they cannot reach

them.

But what an anomaly, to take entirely the duty
off bread and meat, and to retain a heavy one on
beer—an article which, to the labourer, is both food

and a cordial. Let us hope then that our legis-

lators will devise better things ; that they will re-

move that odious duty on malt, and enable the

labourer to enjoy his beer, as they do their wine.

By putting a moderate fixed duty on foi'eign barley,

beans, oats, and other agricultural produce, with
the exception of bread corn and of meat (but not of

flour, to make which ought to assist in employing
our population), they will not only be enabled

effectually to do this, but also to relieve the

country of some other unpopular taxes, and to assist

our agriculturists in bearing up under the heavy
weights which so encumber them in their contest

with the foreigner. It may be said that this will

not assist the wheat growing districts ; but as beans
are chiefly the production of such lands, a duty on
their importation will be a benefit to those lands.
They will also be benefited indirectly, by the at-

tention of the light land farmers being turned

more exclusively to the growth of other kinds of

grain and of seeds.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

WlLLM. HaLCOMB.
Poulton, 17th Feb., 1849.

Those who are earnest in their desire to promote
improvements in the cultivation of the soil, upon a

comprehensive scale, will be much gratified by an
announcement, in our report of the proceedings in

parliament, that, on the motion of the Duke of

Richmond, a select Committee of the House of

Lords has been appointed " to inquire into the ex-

pediency of amending the act for enabling the

owners of entailed estates to charge the estates

with sums expended for the improvement of the

same." We anticipate, as the result of the labours

of this Committee, a valuable body of evidence,

which will clear the way for important legislative

measures, conferring larger powers on the owners
of limited estates, in respect to permanent improve-

ments in which their successors are interested.

With the present and prospective abundance of

capital, it is scarcely ])ossible to calculate the bene-

ficial results to the landowner and the labourer,

were the laws aflfecting the tenure of landed pro-

perty prudently and judiciously adapted to the

character and exigencies of the times. The facts

and circumstances which must be disclosed in evi-

dence before this Committee will, by making land-

owners acquainted with the extent to which their

own position may be amended, open their eyes to

the disadvantages under which tenant farmers la-

bour who enjoy no security for the investment of

capital in the cultivation of tlieir farms, through the

want of a lease, or an agreement for compensation

for unexhausted imin-ovements, in case of sudden

and unexpected eviction. The public are greatly

indebted to His Grace the Duke of Richmond for

thus dedicating his attention to an object of un-

doubted national importance.—Mark Lane Express.

The Gardeners' Chronicle warns its readers

against a class of swindlers who are seeking to

entrap the unwary, in the following terms :

—

" We advise Seedsmen and Gardeners to beware.

There is a gang of about a dozen fellows, located in

Manchester and the neighbourhood, who are carrying on

their swindling vocation with great assiduity. Their

system is to write to the various seedsmen and gardeners

in the south of England for seeds, roots, plants, &c.,

and to give references one to another ; they are all pen-

niless, and living upon their wits. There is also a

smaller gang, located in Liverpool, who use the address,

' Rainhill, near Liverpool,' and are pursuing the same

system. We have heard of one or two who have been

victimised, but we hope our readers will see this para-

graph, and act cautiously with orders from the places

mentioned. The safest and shortest answer to such

orders is to write for the cash before the goods are sent

off, or to send the letters to any of the various Guardian

Societies, for the inspection of the Secretaries, who can

at once give the information as to the genuineness of the

writers. We gave a list of the societies in a late number

of the Gazelle. Rhubarb plants are just now in great

demand by these worthies. Ashen plants well applied
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to their backs would be a suitable acknowledgment of

their intended favours. We advise our readers to copy
this paragraph, and paste it in some conspicuous place

in their counting-houses, that the caution may not be

lost sight of."

We would also caution farmers and others against

parties who forward circulars, offering guano of

excellent quality upon most reasonable terms ; the

terms for doing business are low prices for ready
money, the goods to be forwarded as soon as the

money is remitted. There are parties dating their

circulars not a hundred miles from Birchin Lane,
London, who are playing this trick. We know of

one party who was so incautious as to remit his

cash, but got no goods in return, and only after

long delay, much trouble, and some amount of

threatening exposure, succeeded in getting his

money back. We have frequently recommended
caution to our readers in purchasing guano. There
is no other article, except perhaps cloverseed, in

which a farmer is so likely to be duped in the

quality, independently of being defrauded in the

manner before alluded to. All the Peruvian guano
which reaches this country is imported by parties

whose integrity is unquestionable. It is well known
that their most anxious desire is that it should
reach the farmer in its pure and unadulterated
state. A reasonable degree of caution upon his

part will ensure that object. Let him purchase it

either of the importers themselves, or of the agents
they recommend, unless the purchasers possess a

sufficient knowledge of the dealer to have confi-

dence in his honesty. Let them bear in mind the
Liverpool guano manufactory to which we drew
attention a short time since.

and as it is," and " Sporting Incidents at home and
abroad," by Lord William Lennox, amongst the latter.

The engravings, too, are first-rate ;
" Nobody names

the Winner," from a painting by Herring, sen., is worthy
the pencil of one of the best animal painters of the

day.

REVIEWS.
THE PUBLIC HEALTH versus PESTILENTIAL

DISEASE.
London : Ridgway, Piccadilly, 1849.

This most interesting and useful pamphlet is from the

pen of Mr. Dover, and will be read with profit at this

season of threatened sickness. He purposes to convert
the pestilential flow of the Thames, as it is at present
by the discharge into it of a thousand sewers, into a
stream as clear as it is above Richmond. He suggests

the " intercepting the sewage at the exit of each sewer,

and with anti-contagious and innoxious deputrefying
chemical agents, fixing and precipitating the ammo-
niacal and other valuable properties therein, and thus
converting the residuum into a cheap, portable guano
or manure, of extremely fertilizing powers for agricul-

tural and horticultural purposes, when spread upon or
drilled into the ground." There can be no doubt but
by such a plan an immense revenue would be derivable

from the sewers of this great city, and a most important
and vital good effected by the removal of the daily flow
of filth into our splendid river.

THE SPORTSMAN. Feb., 1849.

London : Joseph Rogerson, 24, Norfolk-street, Strand.
This month's number contains some capital articles,

instructive and amusing ;
" Vicious Horses," by Harry

Hieover, is of the former class ;* " Tattersall's. as it was

^* This is the conclusion of the article ; the previous part
being of such practical value as to induce the talented editor
of the " Veteriuariau " to insert it in bis magazine for the
ffuiclfuice of his readers,

AN ACCOUNT OF THE DISCOVERY, PRO-
PERTY, AND CULTIVATION OF THE GIANT
SAINFOIN.

By Thomas Hine.

London : Ridgway, Piccadilly ; and the Editor, at

Newnham, Baldock, Herts.

A most valuable pamphlet npon the cultivation of this

useful auxiliary to British agriculture. The testimonials

of several parties living in different parts of the kingdom,
who have tested the merits of the plant, show its adap-
tation to our soil in the different localities.

We extract the following method which Mr. Hine
proposed for bringing this giant species into profitable

cultivation in a general way, upon farms where the four-

course system of cultivation is adopted. He says:

—

" I take it for granted that the system of sowing the whole

of tiie barley season with clover is no longer practised gene-

rally, from a conviction that half the shift sown every eight

years will produce at least three-fourths as nnich food as can

upon an average be produced from the whole of the shift sown
every fourth year. When this i)lan is adopted, it will leave

half the shift to be sown with some other crop. Kere it is

that I would recommend to commence operations. Upon a

part of this—say, one-sixth of the entire shift—which I will

suppose to be cropped with peas, and which, upou a farm of

100 acres, in each season will amount to about seventeen acres ;

to this quantity, therefore, I should direct my attention so soon

as the peas were harvested, and, by a little extra labour then

and duriug the period that elapsed before Michaelmas, I should

take care and render the process of summer fallowing after the

ensuing wheat crop perfectly unnecessary. This being done

I should, in the wheat crop, whether sown broadcast or in

rows, deposit the seed with a drill in the spring. In that case,

the land will present you with a crop of saiufoin in place of

the turnip crop. This may be mown early iu June for hay,

and again in August for seed, nnd it wiU then produce a fine

eddish in October. This I should contiuue iu plant a second

year, when it would displace the barley crop, and again in the

third year displacing the clover layer. I then propose that it

should be taken up for wheat with the rest of the season, when,

in my opinion, it will, with the same treatment, produce the

best crop the season will afford. I am quite aware that the

plant of sainfoin will not be exhausted, and that probably

another crop, of greater value thau the wheat crop, might pro-

bably he produced ; hut this, if adopted from any special

cause, must be the exception and not the rule, for the under-

mentioned reasons. I have known, upon a sainfoin layer of

four or five years' standing, that the wire-worm has made sad

ravages in the ensuing wheat crop, and even in the turnips aud
barley that have followed ; hut when the plant was taken up
in full vigour, say, at the end of three years, I have never

known these disasters occur. My practical readers will per-

ceive, that by pursuing this system, and planting another seven-

teen acres iu a similai- way in the ensuing year, and another in

the third year, a breadth of fifty acres may be appropriated

each year to the growth of this valuable plant, without any

sacrifice of corn-growing crops, save the seventeen acres of

barley in each year. From fifty acres of saiufoin thus pro-

duced, 1 calculate that from eighty to one hundred tons of hay

would be realized (in proportion to the productive powers of

the soil) by the first mowing, which will, for the most part, ho

found sufficient for the entire consumption upon the whole

farm, especially when the fodder arising from the fifty acres oi'

seed in each year is taken into account, and which will be equal

iu quantity and value to from thirty to forty tons of meadow
hay, supposing each to be equally well gotteu. By adopting

this system, it follows that the whole of the clover upon the

fiirm may he fed with sheep, except in such localities where a

more successful mode of disposing thereof can be had recourse

to. This practice, ronreovef. will meet one of the peculiar pro''
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perties of this species, which is this : I do not think it will

remain in plant so long as the common stock ; which, when

its maturing itself so much earlier, and the extra mowing it

undergoes, is not very surprising. Still I have known it

answer well for five years, where most abundant crops of hay

were produced in each year ; but the seed crop of the last year

was a failure—not so much from a decay in the plant, as from

the seed dropping from the stem after it was set. And in an-

other instance, when it was sown upon a weak clay, well drained,

in the middle of a thirty-acre field of the common stock, and

treated the same, by being mown once and then depastured, it

remained in plant as long as the other was allowed to remain,

being eight years."

Our agricultural friends should possess themselves of

this vyork ; the price is a mere bagatelle.

DIRECTIONS FOR ECONOMICAL AND EXPE-
DITIOUS WASHING.

By Harper Twelvetrees, Milman-st., Bedford-rovr.

Being of opinion that we benefit the public generally

in recommending a trial of any plan calculated to lessen

domestic labour, we do so in this case without any hesi-

tation. Expedition and economy are said to be com-
bined ; and if, as stated, a family's six weeks' washing

can be accomplished before breakfast for less than six-

pence, and without a washerwoman, we think this little

brochure will soon find its way into the hands of every

prudent housewife.

LONDON FARMERS' CLUB.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In your report of the discussion at the London Far-

mers' Club " Upon the Burdens pressing upon Agriculture,

especially in reference to the Malt Tax," I am reported to have

stated that, " If any one had one hundred sheep, and divided

them equally, and if he gave to the one-half all turnips, and to

the other all malt-coombs, the one would become fat and fit

for market much sooner than the other."

Such a statement, with practical men, must appear a mys-

tery ; hence, requires my notice. What I inferred was this

:

" Suppose one hundred sheep were placed upon turnips, and

equally divided, and the one half supplied with malt-coombs in

addition, tiiey woiUd become fat and fit for market much sooner

than the other." Thus, if malt-coomb (the shadow) was so

essential, what must malt (the substance) be ?

Yours truly,

RoBT. Smith.
Emmett's Grange, South Molton, Feb. IQth, 1849.

HARLESTON FARMERS' CLUB.— (Francis Dix,

Secretary.)—At a meeting of the club, held on the 14th inst.,

the subject for discussion was " The Advantages of Enclosing

Waste Land." The introducer stated there are about

4,000,000 acres of improvable land in England alone, which,

if brought into cultivation, would employ 200,000 able-bodied

men, if we take them at 5 men to the 100 acres—the number
considered needful to good farming in this district—and would

produce as much food as has been imported yearly upon the

average of the past 10 years. After an animated discussion, it

was resolved,
—"That a general enclosure of wastes, by bring-

ing a much greater extent of land under cultivation, would

greatly increase the resources of the nation, and contribute to

the comforts of all classes, by adding to the means of employ-

ing our rapidly increasing population, and furnisliing a very

large proportion of that food for which we are now dependent

on foreign supply. And the club wishes to express its regret

that the lords of manors can, by withholding their consent,

prevent the inclosure of wastes." The secretary's report of the

number of subscribers to the "Series of the Reports," as a tes-

timonial of respect to the memory of the late R. B. Harvey,

was very satisfactory, and the club directed a sufficient number
to be printed to meet the wants of subscribers, with a limited

number for after-disposal. It will be seen that the Malt-tax is

again to claim tiie attention of the club at it« next meeting on

the 7th of March. The following arc the subjects for discus-

sion during the remainder of the year :—March 7, " On the

Burdens presshig upon Agriculture, especially in reference to

the Malt-tax." April 4, "The description of Sheep most

profitable to the Breeders and Graziers within the District of

the Club, with Observations on the Management of, and

Breeding the same." May 9, "Liquid Manure, its Preserva-

tion and Application." June 5, " Is it good policy, and in

what case is it so, to pay for work done by the Piece rather

than by the Day? Give also the Prices of various descriptions

of Piece-work." Sept. 5, " The advantages to the Farmer re-

sulting from a good and sufficient selection of Agricultural

Implements, naming the most improved now in use." Oct.

3, " Planting Wheat, Thick and Thin Sowing." Nov. 21.

" The best method of restoring the Fertility of Land, when ex-

hausted by mismanagement or over-cropping." Dec. 5, " An-
nual Meeting."

YORK FARMERS' CLUB.—The monthly meeting of this

club was held on Saturday se'nnight, Mr. Smallwood, of Mid-

dlethorpe, in the chair, when a paper was read by Mr. Raines,

" On the best plan of preparing land for Spring crops." The
plan recommended was, first, to make the land dry by

thorough draining ; secondly, to grow as many root or

fallow crops as grain ; thirdly, to clear the land by scarifying

or broad shearing the stubble immediately after harvest ;

fourthly, to plough the land in sufficient time to get tempered

by the atmosphere ; fifthly, to plough deep for the bean and

root crops ; and sixthly, to manure sufficiently for them, so as

not to have to apply any to the grain crops. Mr. Hawking, of

Linton-upon-Ouse, Mr. Cundall, and others, took part in the

conversation which followed.

ENCLOSURE OF COMMON LANDS.—A bill brought

in by Sir George Grey and Mr. C. Lewis authorizes the En-

closure Commissioners for Englaud and Wales to enclose the

following lands, for which provisional orders have already been

issued, viz.—Pyrton, in the county of Oxford; Chorley-green,

in the county of Chester ; Bell, Swan, and Silverlace-greens, in

Suffolk ; Bickerton-hills, in Cheshire ; Bramerton Common
in Norfolk ; Headley, in Southampton ; Oakworth Common,
in Yorkshire ; Buckland Newton, in Dorset; Abbotswood, in

Southampton ; Black Torrington, in Devon ; Westwell Leacon,

in Kent ; Holster-yard, in Devon ; Cradley, in Hereford

;

Firbank Fells, in Westmoreland ; Oxton, in Nottinghamshire

;

Dent, in the West Riding of Yorkshire ; Mansfield Woodhouse
Forest, in Nottinghamshire ; and Ce&i Ertham-common, in

Brecknockshire.

We are authorized to state that Lieutenant-

General Su- Edward Kerrison, Bart., M.P., of

Oakley Park, Suffolk, has given permission for his

name to be added to the list of Patrons of The
Farmers' and Graziers' Cattle Insurance Associa-

tion. We are happy in being enabled to add, that

the objects of this useful Association are becoming

better appreciated by graziers and feeders of stock,

who are now extensively availing themselves of the

protection afforded by it. It will be seen that our

Bedfordshire reporter, in his monthly agricultural

report for that county, thus refers to the losses of

cattle experienced in his district :

—

" Among those who bred their stock, there has been much
disease and loss ; while with others who bought in their beasts

and sheep, it has been a ruinous affair."

The Wigtownshire Chronicle says :

—

" We are farther sorry to say that the murrain amongst

cattle has again broken out in this district. Our valuable

veterinary surgeon. Dr. Fulton, is making strict investigation

as to this fresh outbreak, as the country people suppose it has

come by cattle from Ireland, which were landed in this district

six months ago."

Why not secure protection against loss by in-

surance ?
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METEOROLOGICAL DIARY— 184 9.

Barometer.

j

I

9 or

Day. 8 a. m. lOp.m,

Jan. 2l{

22

23J
24

H
26|

271

28

29!

30
31

Feb. 1

2

3

4
5

6

7i

8]

91

10

111

12;

13{
14'

15

16

17
18

19

in. cts.

30.25

29.96

30.27

30.34

30.15

29.80

29.93

29.30

29.40

30.15

30.10

30.20

30.27

30.35

30.40
30.44

30.45

30.40

30.29

30.44

30.38

30.76

30.78

30.55

30.68

30.50

30.47

30.50

30.45

30.25

in. cts.

30.—
30.10

30.40

30.22

30.—
29.95

29.50

29.33
30.—
29.90
30.20

30.22

30.34

30.39
30.44

30.45

30.40

30.32

30.30

30.41

30.50

30.80

30.58

30.55

30.50

30.47

30.55

30.50

30.40

30.—

Thermometer.

Min.

46
43

39
43
46
46
32
38

36

31

35
31

36
42
45
46
44
40
40
34
42
34
31

30
32
41

36
31

35

45

Max.
9 or

lOp.m,

50

48
50

43
50
50
41

44
38

44
40
39
48
46
48
48
45
42
50
46
45
50
48
50
48

57
43
50

48
50

47
44
46
45

47
39
40
35

36
44

37
39
44
44

47
44
42

41

42
44
50

37
37
40
44

47
39
43
45
48

Wind and State. Atmosphere.

Direction.

S. West
iN.W.,SoiUhrl)

Westerly
Westerly
Westerly
W. by Nortb
S., West
W.by N.,byS
N., N. by W.
S.E., S.V/.

Westerly

S.S.W.
S.byWest
Westerly
Westerly
Westerly
West, W. by S
W.byN.,byS
West
W. by S.

W. by S.

N. by W., var.

N.W., S.W.
S.W., var.

S.W., var.

W. by Nortb
W. by N., var

W.byN.,byS
West, W. by S
West, var.

Force. a. m.
I

2 p. m.

strong ,
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CALENDAR OE tlORTICULTURE.—MARCH.
I commence this article at the middle of Fehru- 1

ary, but shall defer the usual retrospect till I come
\

to its closing paragraph, only observing that the

!

weather has hitherto been so benign and propitious

as to authorize a hope that every operation of mo-

1

ment may be performed at the proper, anticipated

periods of this most busy and important month of

March. What a contrast has the weather of the

present year afforded ! Let those who cao-refer to

the registers of 1848, compare and admire.

OPERATIONS IN THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.

First period.—Early Potatoes : look back to col*

2, page 184, on the treatment of the ush-leaved

Hdney, and if any work of the kind remain to be
done, let it be finished without delay. A liberal

dressing of common salt ought to be given before

digging ; this was mentioned a month or two since.

The Gardeners' Chronicle has, for some weeks, de-

voted several leading columns to the subject of

disease, or its comparative absence ; and so far, by
consentient evidence, it appears certain that light,

sandy, unmanured ground, and the earliest, or very

late plantings had produced the besi and soundest
crops. At all events, the public now feel that the

alarm created during last season was an e.xtreme

exaggeration.

Sow Peas—scimetar, blue imperial, Prussian,

and the very dwarf but prolific Victoria ; the last

an inch apart.* Broad Beans, an abundant quan-
tity, being the last that can be relied on, especially

if the spring be dry ; Beet (the small purple-

horn) and Surrey Carrot: Parsnips; Radish of

every kind ; Cabbage, Savoy, Brussels sprouts,

kale, cauliflower, in a warm border, or over a

gently-warm leaf-bed ; Celery and Celeriac, in a

similar way, to be protected by a mat, hand-glass,

or a spare frame-light. Transplant the cauli-

flowers, that have been in frames, into some warm
border, deeply and richly manured, thirty or thirty-

six inches apart, to be covered with hand-glasses,

or carboys divested of their bottoms, in the way
adopted by chemists and sulphuric-acid makers
who have gardens and ])lenty of damaged glass

vessels. Give air to the plants that are already

under similar covers.

When the ground is set apart for any or all

the spindle-rooted plants, either now or in the
autumn, it should be trenched out one clear spit,

and the bottom dug another, adding the required
manure and breaking the lumps thoroughly. Do
this by small, thin spits, to remove large stones
and all other obstacles that might interfere with the
main tap-roots. Parsnips can succeed in very
strong land, provided holes be made with a crow-
bar, and filled up with very fine soil before sowing
the seeds in it, about three-quarters of an incli

• Bishop's new long-pod dwarf pea is now said
to be superior to all others. It is dear; but being
planted four inches apart, and very prolific, it more
than repays.

deep ; but carrots require a new and very sandy

loam, and even prefer the sands of Surrey.

Kohl-rabi—the cabbage-turnip—must be sown
directly, either for the field or garden. It is a very
fine bulb, and the white variety, if grown rapidly,

is a capital dinner vegetable : its " greens, " and
indeed those of the purple sort, are very nice, as

sprouts, in the early sjjring. Dig the seed jjlots

carefully, render the surface compact, sow in drills

just so distant as to admit the hand-hoe, exactly as

with cabbage or kale seed ; cover and rake ; then
pat the surface fine. A large plot in the garden, or

at the edge of the field, will be required for the

farm, and there the purple sort may be preferred.

When grown to the size of common broccoli seed-

lings, each must be transplanted into well-manured
ground ; the field plantings in rows or ridges, over

manure, twenty-seven inches apart, and nearly as

far asunder along the rows. Those intended for

table use will require a moist and warmer site,

more generously enriched, to hasten the growth,
according to the season : the seedlings will be fit

to put out at the latter end of May and to the end
of June.

Earth up peas and beans, previously loosening

the ground with the hoe ; then stake the taller-

growing peas ; the two early varieties already re-

commended require no props. The foregoing

operations demand the earliest attention.

In the covirse of the month plant a good quan-
tity of the Jerusalem Artichoke it can suit any
vacant external plot, and will yield abundantly; but
the ground ought to be trenched and pulverised.

Plant Shallots and Gar ZJc, and sow the main crop

of Onions and Leeks .- the ground for them ought

j

to be deeply worked and manured ; and, as these

pungent vegetables seem to require salts of am-
monia, guano might be mixed v.'ith reduced dung,
one quart to the small barrow-load. Make the site

solid for onions ; then draw the drills, barely half

an inch deep and six apart : trickle Spanish onion

seed evenly along their course, cover with any fine

sifted earth, and pat the surface with the back of

the spade : large, superficially-formed bulbs are the

object, and solidity of bed and rich manure at bot-

tom are the means by which such can be obtained.

For Strasburgh and other oval onions these prepa-

rations are not so indispensable ; neither are they

for the true London leek, which will require trans-

plantion in July.

Lettuces : Every sort may be sown in very rich

soil, to remain where they are, and be duly thinned,

but prefer the true tennis-ball and Gotte, as they

heart of themselves, give no trouble, and remain
long in use.

Hoe and loosen the ground about the winter

Spinach : sow more rows of either sort.

After removing faded leaves of Broccoli, fork

the ground and make it neat.

Asparagus ; Stir the surface of the beds, and on
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each side of single rows ; and try the effect of a

hberal watering with hquid manure, such as the

drainage of farm dunghills, superadding a sprink-

ling of salt, which gardeners do not now fear to

apply to the extent of three-quarters of a pound to

the square yaid.

Sea-kale can be treated in a similar way.

Artichoke beds and rows ought to be trimmed of

all dead leaves and old flower stalks ; the ground
should then be neatly forked, and the manure or

leaves that were laid over in the autumn worked
into it.

Treat Rhubarb plots much in the same manner.

FRUIT DEPARTMENTS.
Finish all the hardy trees and shrubs, and pro-

tect wall-trees in blossom by sloping glasses.

Graft stocks of every kind at the latter end of the

month, preferring open and rather moist weather.

Pineries : Now is the season to repot the young
and succession plants. Persons were in the habit

of disrooting : we disclaim the practice, but would
simply tap the full ball on the potting table, so as

just to loosen the external fibres, and then tranfer

to a deep, well-drained pot, one size larger, always

using pure maiden turfy loam, by no means wet,

or the earth of thoroughly decayed couch-grass

roots. Plants so treated should be plunged in a

bottom heat of about 75 degrees, and be kept

shaded and close till growth be moving ; from 58

to 65 deg. by night will be quite sufficient. A
little weak manure-water may then be occasionally

given. The systems of pine-growing are so va-

rious, that we dare not offer a decided opinion.

We have the Meridan, the Hamiltonian, and the

Fleming system in open beds—that is, without pots.

Mr. Paxton's new series of his Magazine has an

able article in pp. 16 and 17 of the last month's
number ; and in his Calendar it is stated that pines
" do much better if j)lanted out in beds of light

soil, or peat earth, heated by hot-water pipes."

In Vineries, the Grapes set in February should

be thinned very effectually. Heat by night may be

very moderate, but by day above 70 deg. ; and by
sun, with air, 90 deg. The grand question con-

cerning steaming and the syringe, Mr. Williams,

of Pitmaston, has declared that the finest fruit is

obtained on vines where the atmosphere of the

house was so dry as not even to steam the glasses

of spectacles on entering it from the cold external

air ! The red spider {Acarus vitus) is the vexed

question on this subject.

Introduce Straivberry pots in constant succes-

sion, ever remembering plenty of water. The
Keen's Seedhng does admirably in large pits of

rich mellow loam, heated by leaf linings. Air

should be often and freely admitted.

The Peach-house, or pit, demands the most se-

dulous attention. If tobacco-smoke be overlooked

the fly may prevail, and ruin the starting foliage.

The Royal George is the best forcer, but it even

fails to set if heat be not augmented by almost in-

sensible degrees, and should then never advance

(by fire) beyond 45 to 50 deg. When the stoning

process has been effected the case may be different,

but at that we have not yet arrived.

Cucumbers and Melons have been alluded to be-

fore; but the opinion now prevails that,during winter
for the former, and early spring for the latter, there

is no system so favourable as that of growing them
over a tanked bed, in a house or pit heated by hot-

water pipes. If earth or loam beds be employed,
we should deepen and extend the bed as the roots

extend. I once saw a melon plant, growing in a

pot, send forth root processes, of cream-like white-

ness, or as threads of pithy marrow, through
twelve or more feet of the leaf-bed in which the pot

was plunged.

French Beans : Sow for succession, twice ; keep
them growing by a heat of 60 deg,, and clean by a

vaporous atmosphere. The Acarus is a deadly

enemy.
Mushrooms : Spawn the beds that are in a fit

state, and cover the prepared droppmgs with pure
yellow loam, making the surface firm and even.

FLOWER AND ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENTS.
Sweep and roll Grass-lawns. Renew the Gravel of

walks, tread them firm, and carefully roll them after

a shower, or when in a wet and binding state ; use

lime-water where worms are apt to disfigure the

gravel. Renew Box-edgings, and clip the box in

fine gi'owing weather ; it will then remain neat till

the end of August. Point-in plenty of cow ma-
nure, a year or two old, laid over all the borders,

preparatory to cropping them in due season.

Plant Anemones and Ranunculuses, Repot the

best Calceolarias, Pinks and Cloves of all varieties,

raised by pipings or layers, should now be planted;

those in pots, particularly the best Picotees and
Carnations, are to be kept clean, and guarded from
mice; the surface of the soil renewed, at least

stirred, and made clean and level. As chalk (cre-

taceous matter ) is very favourable to the glaucous
leaves of the Dianthus tribe, weak lime-water ap-

plied now and then would be beneficial, and tend
also to expel worms.

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSES.
Examine the plants. Creepers should be pruned

and dressed. The soil should be stirred in the

beds, and that of pots renewed, giving more room
to the plants which want it. Let the roots at all

times be managed with tenderness, and particularly

when using the potting stick ; we are too apt to

forget that wounds so inflicted must greatly injure

an absorbent organ of much importance. Char-
coal, as bottom drainage, or small pieces of hard
coke, are very useful. Pelargoniums, and soft-

wooded, juicy subjects, require a slight increase of

temperature. Air is of great consequence to these

departments ; also to ])its, cold or warm ; above all

to those where roses are excited, wherein tobacco-
smoke should be often and early applied.

PLANT STOVE, AND PROPAGATION HOUSE.
The Gesnerice and Achim6ies, and such plants, are

now stirring, and when the first developments are

observed, they should be repotted in sandy leaf-

mould, with a little decayed turfy loam. All
plants ought to be fresh dressed, or repotted, and
the increments of heat and moisture regulated by
the advance of light and external temperature.

WEATHER AND RETROSPECT.

The gloom of the first ten days of this month.
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and the extraordinary, almost unprecedented, height
I

average was far al)Ove 30 inches. A rapid fall

of the barometer, constitute the leading phenomena, commenced then, with forcible west wind ; and

Once—in January, 1820—I marked 30-80 cents, perhaps rain may be anticipated. Hitherto scarcely

on the same fine instrument, when I resided in the
I

any showers have fallen.

Isle of Thanet. Now I have read off 3070 to I J. Towers.
30-83 cents., and till the close of the 19th day the '

Croydon, Feb. 20.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

FEBRUARY.
During the greater portion of this month the

weather has proved remarkably fine for the time of

year. In our agricultural districts the farmers have

been busily occupied in the fields, and large

breadths of land have been ploughed for spring

corn, under the most favourable auspices. The
only exception we can notice is the very moderate

progress as yet made upon some of the lowlands,

which have continued to retain their superfluous

moisture to a somewhat longer period than usual,

and which, as a matter of course, has prevented

the plough being brought into active operation.

On the whole, however, farm labours are season-

ably forward, and it is gratifying to observe that

our accounts respecting the general appearance of

the winter wheats are somewhat satisfactory. From
some quarters we learn that they are rather thin

upon the ground ; yet it is quite evident that the

prospect of the crop is a good one up to the pre-

sent time. The slight frosts experienced in the

early part of the month have tended to check pre-

mature luxuriance, and we may safely venture to

assert that the young plants, taken as a whole, were

seldom looking better than at the present time.

"Would that we were able to draw an equally grati-

fying picture of the prospects of our agriculturists

as to the value of their produce. The operation of

the new corn law scheme, which has admitted into

consumption in the United Kingdom upwards of

1,500,000 qrs. of grain, meal, and flour, since the

1st inst., is now beginning to be severely felt all

over the kingdom. Increasing supphes of foreign

corn (which have succeeded in displacing immense
quantities of home-grown corn in our markets, and

which the weekly returns testify) have had a most
depressing influence upon the quotations, and all

parties are anxiously inquiring—when the down-
ward movement will stop. That the quantity of

wheat produced last year in Essex, Kent, and

throughout the western counties was small and of

inferior quahty, is too well known to require any

commentary from us ; but we refer to the fact to

show the perilous position in which the farmers of

those districts are now placed. They have no crop

to sell, even at the present miserably low prices

;

while those in the north are very little better off.

The meahng trade have regarded the immense
arrivals of French flour with no little uneasiness ;

but it has become a question with not a few parties

whether the shipments will be continued. Such
was the case last year, during which we received

nearly 75,000 tons of potatoes from France, Holland..

and Belgium, when it was argued that the quantity
of potatoes produced on the continent did not justify

the shipments then in progress to this country.
Events have proved the unsoundness of this con-
clusion. Since the 1st of January, this year, there
have arrived in the port of London alone nearly 6,000
tons of French, Dutch, and Belgian potatoes, and
the imports are now continued at the rate of nearly

1,000 tons weekly. Another point of great impor-
tance, and which requires the most attentive con-
sideration, we conceive to be the foreign supplies
of live stock for our markets. In the month just

concluded they have been considerably in excess of
those at the corresponding period in 1848, and the
mildness of the temperature abroad has greatly
facilitated the efforts of the Dutch graziers. The
consequence has been general heaviness in our fat

stock markets, more especially in Smithfield, at a
material depression in the quotations. The pros-
pect of large imports, and heavy receipts of both
beasts and sheep from Norfolk during the present
season, lead us to suppose that we shall have a low
range in the prices of live stock for some time
hence. It will, therefore, be perceived that the
future opens up ii poor prospect for the farmer and
grazier, whose returns at the present time are, it is

well known, beneath what may be termed a paying
point.

A novel importation of food has taken place into
London since our last, viz., 1,600 canisters of pre-
served beef and mutton from Buenos Ayres.
They were ofl^ered for public sale on the 20th, but
withdrawn at Cd. per lb.

The turnip crop has turned out tolerably well.

In many parts, however, potatoes have become ex-
hausted, and those which remain in the grower's
hands in other quarters are scarcely fit for con-
sumption. Really fine qualities have sold at 150s.
per ton, other kinds much lower in proportion,

owing to the large supplies of foreign pressing for

sale.

Stall-fed and other beasts have continued to fare

remarkably well. They have had a most abundant
supply of excellent food, which has been selling at

low prices.

In the metropolitan markets meadow hay has
sold at from £2 10s. to £3 15; clover do., £3 10s.
to £i l6s. ; and straw £1 2s. to £1 9s. per load.

In some of our flock districts in the West of
England rather severe losses of early lambs have
been experienced. In other quarters the fall has
been a good one. The efltects of the epidemic have
not been so severely felt amongst the beasts as in

some preceding seasons,
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Our accounts from Ireland and Scotland are

rather favourable as respects the progress made in

field work. The continued decline in the value of

produce has, however, much dispirited the farmers,

not a few of whom are anticipating even lower

prices for both corn and cattle.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

Since we last wrote the various fat stock markets

have been rather heavily supplied with beasts.

The numbers of sheep, on a comparison with those

exhibited in some previous months, have been
good. As to the trade in general it has been dull

in the extreme, and a most serious fall has taken

place in prices. In Smithfield the decline in the

value of beef and mutton has been quite 6d. per

8lbs., and great difficulty has been experienced in

effecting sales at that amount of reduction. Look-
ing to the imports from abroad they have been
certainly good, and the prospect of heavy arrivals,

as the canal navigation is now open in Holland, has

induced the butchers to purchase with considerable

caution. It is evident, however, that the depression

just alluded to has been the result, chiefly, of the

immense quantities of slaughtered meat which have
found their way up to Newgate and Leadenhall

markets, and which have sold at unusually low
prices. Really prime beef has, in many instances,

gone at 3s. 2d. per 8lbs., and prime Down mutton
3s. 10s. to 4s. 2d.

Throughout nearly, or quite, the whole of our
large gi-azing districts, there is an extensive supply

of beasts in a state fit for slaughtering ; and it is

calculated that Norfolk will forward to Smithfield

from 8,000 to 10,000 more this season than last.

The numbers of sheep are certainly in excess of last

year. The abundance of good food, and the longer

period at which not a few of the beasts and sheep

have been kept back, have produced a greatlj'' in-

creased weight. This observation may be applied

to all kinds of stock. That we are now fairly in a

position to do wholly without foreign importations,

and yet keep prices sufficiently low, does not admit
of a doubt. The certainty of large supplies leads

us to the conclusion that the value of stock will

rule extremely low during the greater portion of

the present year.

The approaching stock fairs are likely to prove
dull. Prices must be considerably lower than in

the ordinary run of years ; yet the abundance of

food may induce many of the large dealers to pur-

chase extensively.

The imports of foreign stock into London in the

course of the month have been as follows :—beasts,

1,914 ; sheep, 3,092; lambs, 10; calves, 622 ; pigs,

4. At Southampton 1 1 1 beasts have arrived from

Oporto ; and at the northern outports about 2,400

head of beasts, sheep, and calves, all from Holland.

The total importations at the corresponding period

in 1848, were 1,192 beasts, 2,167 sheep, 14 lambs,

and 173 calves; in 1847, I960 beasts, 1,934 sheep,

and 90 calves.

The annexed supplies have been exhibited in

Smithfield :—

Beasts 17,139 Head.
Cows 617
Sheep 81,050

Calves 1,240

Pigs 1,247

COMPARISON
Feb., 1846.

Beasts 13,140

Cows 590
Sheep 78,270
Calves 640
Pigs 2,031

Since our last the bullock supplies have been de-

rived as under :

—

Eastern districts 5,300 Head.
Northern do 2,950
Midland and western do 1,600

Other parts of England .... 1,200

Scotland 1,300

Ireland 220

OF SUPPLIES
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would be low, should importations be permitted

duty-free, is now undergoinnf the test of being

practically tried. That the wheat crop of 1848

was short in quantity, and inferior in quality, to

that of average seasons, all over the United King-

dom, cannot be questioned. Other kinds of grain

were also defective ; in addition to which, little

doubt can be entertained that the partial failure of

the potato crop caused a large quantity of useful

food to be lost. The time for introducing free

trade was therefore favourable, and the removal of

the duties was contemplated with less alarm than

would have been the case if the crops of last year

had proved more productive.

It is yet too early to say much respecting the

new order of affairs ; but our belief remains un-

changed, and we cannot help thinking that prices

will be kept down so low by large foreign importa-

tions as to render corn-growing in this country an

unremunerating employment, unless the burdens

on the land, and the taxes bearing heavily on the

farmer—such as the malt tax, &c.—are removed or

mitigated.

The weather has, throughout the month now
about to terminate, been auspicious. In the early

jiart occasional frosts were experienced, by which

vegetation received a wholesome check, and which

did much service by rendering the land friable.

Very little rain fell during the first three weeks,

and ploughing, sowing, &c., made rapid progress.

The soil was generally in capital working condition,

and most of the seed has been well got in, always

a great advantage. The reports regarding the ap-

]iearance of the autumn-sown wheat are, up to the

l)resent period, of a tolerably satisfactory character.

Here and there there are complaints of its being

thin on the ground, which, however, does not al-

ways prove a disadvantage. The plant is mostly

described as healthy and vigorous, without its

being prematurely luxuriant, and a large breadth

of land is under this crop—a circumstance which

will not be without its influence on the future

range of prices, if the seasons should prove tolera-

bly propitious.

The extraordinary mildness of the winter has,

undoubtedly, had the effect of economising the

consumption of food, and the stocks are not so re-

duced as was expected would have been the case

ere now. Another important consequence of the

mildness of the season has been the very trifling in-

terruption to supphes from abroad. In usual years

the northern ports of Europe generally remain closed

by ice till March, and supphes from thence are not

reckoned on till April or May ; whereas the navi-

gation of the Baltic has been freed from ice since

the beginning of the month, and from some of the

near continental ports supplies have already reached

our shores. Indeed, it is not too much to assert

that the arrivals of foreign corn have never been in-

terrupted for a single day throughout the winter.

During the short time shipments were stopj)ed by

frost from the northern ports, the purchases made

in the Black Sea and Mediterranean ports some

months before (when affairs wore a different aspect

here) came to hand, liesides which we had daily

arrivals from the opposite coast of France.

The shortness of our own crops has therefore

not hitherto been felt, and with a large stock of

foreign grain and flour in our granaries, spring ap-

proaching, and our markets open for the surplus

growth of the world, we see little prospect of ]n"ices,

low and unremunerating as ihey now are, im-

proving. The only circumstance which might,

perhaps, cause a rise is one which we seriously

hope may not occur — the probability of injury

being sustained by the crops in the ground. Should

there be no reason for apprehension on this subject,

quotations would probably recede even below their

present level later in the year, when shipments from

abroad increase.

This is certainly not a A'ery promising prospect

to lay before our agricultural friends, but we think

our view is founded on a just basis ; and on the

the principle that to be forewarned is to be fore-

armed, we deem it best to look matters boldly in

the face. These are certainly no times for apathy :

and if farmers are not content to be utterly ruined,

they must bestir themselves to obtain such mea-

sures from the Legislature as will put them on
something like a fair footing to compete with the

foreign producers of corn.

Mr. Disraeli has given notice, in the House of

Commons, of his intention to call the attention of

the House to the present condition of the agricul-

tural interest, with a view of the more equitable

apportionment of taxation. His motion stands for

Thursday, the 9th of March, when we hope to see

the subject fairly and fully discussed. If the

landed interest is not to be wholly sacrificed,

something must be done ; but to expect success

without continued exertion on the part of the

farmers themselves, would be the height of folly.

With an earnest recommendation to our agricul-

tural friends to be up and stirring, we shall dismiss

the matter for the present.

When we last addressed our readers there was

some appearance of an imjirovement in the wheat

trade, and the prevaihng impression then was that

prices had been reduced to as low a point as they

were likely to go ; indeed, a rally was looked for

with considerable confidence ; and in the early

part of the month quotations actually did advance

a trifle. As the fluctuations which have taken

place at Mark-lane afford a very fair type of what
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has occurred at the other large consuming towns,

we shall confine our remarks principally to the

doings at the former place of husiness.

The supplies of English wheat into the port of

London have been very small throughout the

month ; but the large quantity of foreign in ware-

house, and the constant arrivals from abroad, have

given buyers ample facilities to secure what they

have required for their immediate wants, beyond
which no one has shown any disposition to invest.

The only day on which anything like activity pre-

vailed was on the first Monday after the duties

were taken off. A large number of millers then

attended Mark-lane from dilierent parts of the

country, but they were evidently disappointed at

the turn affairs appeared likely to take, and they

paid the enhanced terms asked with reluctance.

Most of the English wheat was, however, cleai-ed

off at an advance of Is. to 2s. per qr., and a mode-
rate quantity of foreign changed hands at prices

about Is. per qr. above those previously current.

This improvement was never exceeded. The suc-

ceeding week the inquiry became less extensive

;

and though the arrivals of English rather decreased

than otherwise, the rise was again lost on the 1 2th

inst. Since then the tendency has been gradually

downwards, and rpiotations are now Is, to 2s. per

qr. lower than they were at the end of January.

53s. per qr. may be reckoned an extreme price for

the best white Essex and Kent wheat, and the

commoner sorts of red have been offered at 42s.

per qr. of late.

The value of foreign has receded even more ra-

pidly. On the 12th buyers were enabled to pur-

chase Is. to 2s. per qr. lower than on that day

se'nnight. a similar decHne occurred on the IQth,

and on Monday last, the 26th inst., prices were

again reduced Is. per qr. Polish Odessa of capital

quality, weighing 6llbs. per bushel, may now be

bought at 42s. per qr. ; Hamburgh, Brabant, and

French at from 40s. to 45s. ; and the finest red

Baltic at 46s. to 48s. per qr., including the duty of

Is. perqr. These rates are relatively lower than

prices stand at just now at the ports of shipment

;

and the importers of foreign must have been i-ather

heavy losers. The arrivals from abroad into

London have averaged 20,000 qrs. per week since

the end of January, which is more than has been

taken off the market ; the stocks in granary have

therefore accumulated rather than lessened, and as

the foreign supplies are likely to be fully as great

in March as they have been in February, holders

of what is here naturally feel anxious to realize.

During the short time that the excitement lasted,

in the early part of the month, many of our princi-

pal millers were induced to make purchases from
on board at continental ports, which they no doubt
now regret. Some of these cargoes will drop in

from time to time, and the wants of many of the

most extensive millers are likely to be supplied by
direct imports—a circumstance which, to a certain

extent, will prevent them appearing in the market

as buyers. It seems therefore that unless a good
country demand should spring up to relieve us of

a portion of our granaried stock, that business will

continue in a very depressed state. Hitherto the

inquiry from the country has been of a much more

limited character than was expected : the fact is,

there is no want of foreign wheat at the different

ports on the coast, and we have consequently only

a comparatively small circle to supply.

The sale of home-manufactured flour has been
greatly interfered with by the large quantity of

foreign in the market, principally from France, The
imports from that country have, however, fallen off of

late; and there is reason to expect that the supplies

from America will for some time be on a moderate
scale. The top price of town-made flour has re-

mained stationary throughout the month ; but this

has ceased to be any criterion of the value of shiji

qualities, Norfolk households, and similar sorts,

have been selling of late at 33s, per sack in the

river ; and the finer kinds of French at 3Js, to 35s.,

whilst for low qualities of the latter 30s,, and even
less, has been taken—a good deal of apprehension

being felt as to the lower grades remaining in con-

dition in case the weather should set in warm.
American flour has, owing to its comparative

scarcity, realized relatively higher prices than
French ;

prime brands being still held at 26s. to

27s. per brl. This article is cheaper at Liverpool

than with us ; the greater part of the autumn
shipments from the United States having been di-

rected to that ])ort. Stocks are still heavy ; only

a comparatively small quantity of the 800,000 cwts.

in warehouse on the 31st ult. having gone into con-

sumption.
The arrivals of barley of home•gro^vth into Lon-

don have not been by any means large this month,
nor have the receipts from abroad been so abundant
as previously; prices of this grain have conse-

quently given way less than those of wheat, but
there has been a great want of activity in the de-

mand, and the tendency has been decidedly down-
wards. Choice qualities suitable for sowing have

been taken at full terms, say 32s. to 34s. per qr. ;

but the maltsters and distillers have conducted their

operations with extreme caution, and have refused

to pay such high rates. The current value of malt-

ing barley in the London market may now be

quoted 30s. to 32s.—picked samples perhaps Is.

])er qr. higher ; whilst other descriptions may he

had at rates ranging from 22s. up to 28s. per qr.

Very fair sorts of foreign (weighing 50 to 51 lbs.

per bushel) might be readily bought at 23s, to 24s.

per qr. ; which is as cheap as any article suitable

for feeding purposes. The stock of foreign in

granary at this port is considerable ; and though
the arrivals from abroad have been moderate of

late, the low rates at which the article is offered free

on board at continental ports induce us to think

that the supplies will during the svunmer months
be on a liberal scale, hence there seems little pros-

pect of a rise occurring in prices. Farmers have

done better with their barley than with wheat, the

finer sorts having been less interfered with by the

foreign, of which only a small proportion has proved

sufficiently good to satisfy our maltsters.

The value of malt has not undergone much
change ; all but the very best kinds must, however,

be quoted Is. per qr. lower than they were at the

close of January, Latterly the sale has been ex-

ceedingly circumscribed, the brewers having appa-

rently as much on hand as they are desirous of
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holding; 60s. per qr. may be regarded as an
extreme i)rice for fine pale ware, and the commoner
sorts may be had from 4Ss. upwards.
The most novel feature in the oat trade has been

the extent of the arrivals from Scotland : all through
the month the bulk of the supply has been from
that part of the kingdom, and as the receijits from
thence had previously been good, it is fair to infer

that the last crop of oats yielded better in the north

than elsewhere. From Ireland the supply has been
very small since our last, and the quantity which
has come forward from abroad has been moderate.

We have now arrived at a period of the year when
increased supplies from the continent may be
reckoned on; for though there is certainly little

margin for profit, the contracts entered into to ship

at first open water must be fulfilled, and shipments
to some extent are in progress for this and other

English markets. The dealers calculate with con-

fidence on large arrivals from abroad, and are

therefore by no means anxious to add to their

stocks. The trade has thi'oughout the month been
languid, and prices have been gradually drooping.

The fall has been greater on Scotch than on any
other sort, and the former now stand at a relatively

lower point (as compared with other descriptions)

than is iisually the case. This circumstance, and
the probability that the shipments from Scotland

will not be much longer continued on the same ex-

tensive scale, render us inclined to look for a small

rise in prices of the finer qualities of Scotch. Lat-

terly common feed have been sold at 20s., and in

some cases even lower; whilst good parcels of 41

to 42 lbs. weight per bushel have realized only 21s.

to 22s. per qr. Irish, owing to there being few on
the market, have nearly maintained their former

position ; whilst Lincolnshire feed, and similar

sorts, of 37 and 38 lbs. weight, have been offered

at 16s. 6d. to I7s. 6d. per qr. Most of the foreign

oats now on the market are of inferior quality :

really good feed may still be quoted 19s. to 20s.

;

whilst the ordinary stale samples have been in vain

offered at from 15s. to 17s. per qr.

Beans of home-growth have been brought to

market rather sparingly ; the supply has, how-
ever, been fully equal to the demand. The very

finest qualities have been taken for planting, and
have sold at about the same terms as those current

towards the close of last month. Secondary and
inferior descriptions have been greatly neglected,

but have not been ofiered mucb cheaper. The
most important fall has been in the price of fo-

reign beans, particularly Egyptians, which may now
be bought in granary here at 22s. to 23s. i)er qr.,

and to arrive at about 20s., cost, freight, and in-

surance. The loss to importers must be very se-

vere, as high prices were paid abroad, and freights

have also been higlAhis season.

Peas have excited little attention, and beyond a

few purchases for sowing, hardly anything has

been done in the article. The abundance of fo-

reign on the market has kept down the price of

white, and whilst fine English boilers have been

freely offered at 33s., grey and maple, of which we
receive comparatively few from abroad, have com-
manded 35s. to 36s., and in some instances 38s.

per qr. White foreign peas have been offered on

very low terms, say new boilers 25s, to 28s., and
really good breakers at 30s. per qr.

A good demand for foreign sjiring tares has
been experienced, and the value of this article has
risen, 40s. to 44s. per qr. having within the last

week or two been paid for large Brunswick, and
similar sorts.

There has been some inquiry for Indian corn and
rye on Irish account ; but the orders have been at

too low limits to allow of much being done. The
consumption of these articles in England is trifling,

more ])articularly now, when all other feeding-

stuflfs are so extremely low in value.

Most of the continental ports having been some
time free from ice, spring business may be said to

have been commenced ; hitherto, however, the

smallness of the supplies, and the generally high
pretensions of the foreign holders, have prevented

extensive operations. The firmness of sellers was
confirmed, and increased by the tone of the ad-

vices from hence in the early part of the month ;

but upon it becoming known that the carrying out

of the free-trade policy had not been followed by
the activity which many exj)ected, a little reaction

occurred.

The latest accounts from Danzig are of the I7th

instant : wheat was then otfered Is. per qr. below
the extreme rates current in the commencement of

the month : for the moment no further reduction

was looked for, holders of that in warehouse
having apparently determined to wait events, and
supplies coming forward but slowly. A vessel

capable of carrying 1,000 qrs. had been chartered

to load for London, at 4s. per qr. freight. Mo-
derate good wheat had sold at 42s. to 44s. ; whilst

for fine high-mixed 46s. to 47s., and the very best

48s. per qr. free on board had been asked. An
opinion prevailed at Danzig that the yield of the

wheat crop in Upper as well as in Lower Poland,

had been very short last harvest, and that the sup-

plies from those quarters would be too small to

allow of prices receding materially.

From Konigsburg our letters are also of the 1 7th

instant. Some purchases of wheat seem to have
been made at that port on English account early

in the month, at high prices; but the demand
having subsequently slackened, holders had given

way about Is. per qr. The quotations were then

for high-mixed 43s., for fine mixed 42s., and for

good red wheat 40s. per cp% free on board. The
harbour and rivers were not entirely free from ice,

but it was being rapidly dissolved, and shipments

were expected to be almost immediately com-
menced.
At Stettin, on the 19th instant, the navigation

was quite free : fair supplies of wheat had been
brought forward by the growers ; equal to 38s. to

39s. had been obtained for the ordinary sorts, and
40s. to 40s. 6d. for the best.

Our Rostock letters are of the 1 Sth instant. A
good deal of business had been done there in the

early part of the m.onth, and as much as 40s,

per qr. free on board had been paid for fine quali-

ties, weighing 61 lbs. per bushel. After the re-

ceipt of the London mail of the 13th February, the

demand subsided, and prices receded Is. to 2s.j

39s. per qr. being then the top price.
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At Hamburg a rise was caused early in the

month by orders on British account ; but many
of these were subsequently cancelled, and on the

23rd instant good Upland red Wheat on the spot

was obtainable at 40s. to 41s. 6d. ; whilst from out-

ports there were offers at 35s. to 39s. per qr. free

on board, according to quality, rate of freight, &c.
In the Dutch and Belgian markets prices have

also been influenced by the advices from hence

;

and as the accounts from England have not been
very encouraging of late, the value of wheat has
given way at all the near continental ports.

In the Mediterranean prices of wheat have all

along been relatively higher than in the Baltic, and
very few purchases have, we believe, been made in

that quarter on British account. The quantity of

bread-stuffs bought in the markets of the United
States must also, we think, have been unim-
portant, as quotations have been too high on the

other side of the Atlantic all through the winter,

as compared with prices here, to hold out induce-

ment to send orders.

By tlie most recent advices from New York, we
learn that good brands of Western Canal flour were
still held at equal to 24s. 4d. to 24s. lid., and fine

Genesee at 26s. to 26s. 6d. per barrel ; which, with

2s. freight to Liverpool, or 4s. to London, would
leave a poor prospect for the shipper.

At New Orleans, where prices were more mo-
derate, some quantity of flour was reported to

have been bought for England.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Shillings per Quarter.
OLD. NEW.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white 48to55 46to53
Ditto, flue selected runs — — 48 54
Ditto, red 44 48 41 46
Ditto, extra 48 52 42 48
Ditto, Talavera — — — —
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. .

— — 43 46
Ditto, white . — — 45 48

Barley, English, malting and distilling. . — — 29 30
Ditto, Chevalier — — SO 32
Ditto, grinding — — 23 26

Malt . . Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk ..,.— — 58 59
Kingston, Ware, and town made .... — — 53 60

Oats, Essex and Suffolk — — 17 19
Lincolnshire and Yorkshire (Polands) — — 17 20
Ditto, feed — — 16 19
Devon & West Country, feed or ack — — 15 16
Northumberland and Scotch, feed . . — — 20 23
Dundalk, NewTy, and Belfast, potato — — 20 22
Limerick, SUgo, and Westport, potato — — 18 21
Ditto, feed — — 17 20
Cork, Waterford, Dublin, Youghal, and

Clonmel, black — — 14 19
Rye — — 25 28
Flour, best marks (per sack of 280 lbs.). . — — 39 44

Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship — — 32 34
Beans, Mazagan — — 32 34

Tick — — 27 30
Harrow — — 31 35
Pigeon, Heligland — — 35 36
Windsor — — 29 39
Long pod _ — 27 29

Peas, non-boilers — — 28 30
White, Essex, and Kent, boilers .... — — 32 33
Ditto, fine Suffolk —

-

— 33 34
Maple —

-

_ 35 37
Hog and grey — — — —

Tares — — 34 36
Indian Corn 28 32 — —
Cakes, Linseed, English, per 1,000 £10 15s. to £11 5s.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.
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PLATE I.

SHORT-HORNED BULL.
The subject of our first plate (Senator, roan. No. 3548 Coates's Herd Book, vol, 7) the property

of Mr. Henry Ambler, Watkinson Hall, Halifax ; obtained the first local prize of 20 sovereigns at the
Royal Agricultural Society's show at York in July last, as the best bull in Class No. ] . He was bred
by the Earl of Carhsle, calved March 27, 1845; got by Lord Marlbro' (7166), d. (Sunrise) by Bur-
lington (3245), g. d. (Snowdrift) by Rockingham (2550), gr. g.d. (Snowdrop) by Snowball (1463), gr
gr. g. d. (Dahha) by a Son of Mars (413), gr. gr. gr. g. d. by Defender (194), gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d by
Marshal Beresford (415), gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d. by Magnum Bonum (2882), gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. er. s. d
by Patriot (486), gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. by Ben (70).

& b h s
g g g

Senator won the following prizes and medals :

—

At the Calder Vale Agricultural Association, held at Halifax in 1846 and 1848.
At Keighley, in 1846 and 1848.
At Wharfdale Agricultural Association, held at Otley in 1848.
At Wetherby, in 1848, he obtained the prize as the best bull of any age of all the classes, and silver

medal as the best animal of the short-horned breed.

PLATE II.

THE HERO; Winner of the Emperor's Plate at Ascot in 1847 and 1848

(For description see page 3Q6J

GRASS LAND AND PERMANENT PASTURE,
BY J. TOWERS, MEMBER R.A.S., H.S. OF LONDON.

A very great difference of opinion has long pre-

vailed on the question of permanent, or convertible

pasture ; but here, as on almost every other sub-
ject of the kind, a one-sided view only has been
taken. Where the growth of corn and roots is

made a primary object, it cannot be doubted that

grass pasture is not deemed of much importance

;

but, on the contrary, in pastoral districts, wherein
milk, butter, and cheese constitute the staple pro-
ducts of the farm, grass lands are indispensable

;

and these require a peculiar management to make

twofold, it can never be right to yield obsequiously

to the dictum of a person whose mind is influenced

by any single predominant notion. " Cut up all

permanent pastures," says one; but the British

Islands are admirably qualified for grazing and
pastoral productions, and therefore pastures must
be maintained. " Corn of every sort can be, and
is, grown exceedingly well Avith us;" but other

European countries can grow it better ; and, under
existing circumstances, it may perhaps be wise to

take an impartial view of our capabilities, in order
them generally available. Thus, the objects being

|

to arrive at a sound and more profitable result

OLD SERIES.] u [No. 4.-V0L, XXX.
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I have been gratified by observing that the sub-

ject of grass land has been seriously taken up in

the North British Agriculturist, the leading article

of which (on solving natural grasses) I propose to

take into consideration, aided by some references

to other standard works. Experience also may
furnish some additional evidence of what can be

done even with small pieces of land laid out as

permanent pasture, and expressly devoted to dairy

purposes. Whatever may be said of the vast im-

portance of the cereal crops, few persons, we ima-

gine, would be willing to give up the delicious

milk, cream, and butter which are yielded, and can

be produced, only by the real grasses laid down as

permanent pasture ; and, assuming this as granted,

I come at once to my subject.

The late Mr. George Sinclair may safely be re-

ferred to as one of the leading authorities. He
•tated that pastures formed of rye-grass and clover

only, aflford about 75 plants to the square foot

;

whereas, the like space of rich meadow of the best

quality yields 1,798 individual plants, and rich per-

manent pastures generally about 1,090 plants, con-

sisting of 22 different species, showing plainly that

grasses are of a social nature : and experience

proves that, with a well-selected mixture, a much
greater weight of hay or green fodder will be pro-

cured than it is possible to obtain from any one or

two species of plants when cultivated separately. I

have been surprised to observe the predilection for

rye-grass : it is comparatively a poor, dry, leafless

species. True it is that it is a great and heavy

seeder, coming into flower about the second week

of June, and ripening its seeds in less than five

weeks ; but then this fertility renders it not only an

impoverisher of the ground, but far less profitable

than the Dactylis glomerata (cock's-foot grass),

which, in green herbage, is estimated to yield, per

acre, in the spring, 10,209lbs., containing ],189lbs.

of nutritive matter; at the time of flowering,

27>905lbs., or ll,859lbs. when in dry hay; and

finally, when the seed is ripe, the herbage, still suc-

culent, produces 26,544lbs. of grass, convertible

into 13,272lbs. of dry hay, containing 1,45] lbs. of

nutritive matter.

The object of the farmer, whatever that may be,

must guide his individual course. Mine it is to

point to broad facts; and therefore, assuming as

certain, from the results of practice in every in-

stance, that a permanent pasture cannot be formed

by any one or tivo solitai'y species, it must be a

mistake to sow clover and rye-grass alone, or even

if blended with the doubtful, effoete rubbish of the

lofts called "hay-seeds." Another circumstance

of moment {fact, I dare not call it) ought to be in-

vestigated with scrupulous attention. It is this :

an opinion has long prevailed among practical

farmers that, " when the valuable sward of a rich

natural pasture is once broken up, and a course of

tillage-crops taken from the soil, the sward cannot

be again renewed—or, at least, not until the lapse of

many years."

When this passage was written, little was known
of the perfect analysis of soil, and still less of the

organic elements of plants. Now, however, inci-

pient as are our approaches, enough has been dis-

covered to give assurance that when plants fail on

land in which they once flourished, there some

essential constituents are wanting. Our earlier

chemists paid little attention to the phosphates,

sulphates, and sihcates : hence, they could not re-

fer to causes which had never been the objects of

research. Be the opinion above alluded to correct

or not, it behoves every grass farmer and rural

economist to observe, and take written notes of the

results of each experiment.

By the term natural pastures we understand

those lands of deep, well-prepared, good soil,

which become occupied by certain grasses, self-

sown, by the seeds of such species or varieties as

are specifically and locally appropriate to the

site.

Now, it should be borne in mind that, however

simple may be the appearance which the generality

of grasses present to the casual observer, particu-

larly before their flowering season, not any two

species will be found to agree in the time or period

when the herbage is in the greatest vigour and per-

fection of growth, in the quantity and quality of

nutritive matters yielded by that herbage, the pe-

riod of flowering and ripening the seeds, the weight

of grass yielded to the scythe, that of the hay when

mellowed in the rick, and the amount of nutriment

afforded by each. Tables have been constructed,

illustrative of these subjects to a great extent, by

Mr. Sinclair, to which reference will presently he

made ; but befoi'e this be done, it is right to men-

tion a law in the natural economy of grasses, that

seems to govern all the species which experience

has proved to be most valuable to the grazing

farmer. It is this, according to Sinclair : that " in-

dividual plants of the same species will not grow

close to each other for any length of time ; for,

however thickly planted from seed, in one or two

seasons intermediate plants decay, and leave vacant

spaces, which are soon filled up with spurious

grasses, weeds, or moss; but when a variety of

different species, adapted to the soil, are mixed to-

gether, they grow close, form a dense bottom, and

continue permanent."

The following are grasses which, in good deep

land, not previously under pasture, may, upon

good authority, be sown with confidence of a pro-

fitable result. They stand in alphabetical order.
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Quantity of Seed
. . per three Acres.

l.Agroshs stolonifera latifolia (true
broad-leaved florin, or bent-grass) 1 peck.

It affords much autumnal and
winter pasture, and stands
droughty weather well. A small
portion of the seed is sufficient.

2. Alopecurus pratensis (meadow iox-
tai^)

• •
] bush

It flowers in April and May-
ripens seed in June and July

;

yields, of green food, 9,528]bs.j
at the time of flowering, 20,418
lbs.

; and of dry hay, G,125lbs.
each per acre.

3. Anthoxanthumodoratum{s\vtet-scex\ieA
vernal grass) j peck.

It is poor in its produce, yielding
at the season of bloom only
2,8271bs. of green food; but
when the seed is ripe, G,125lbs.
per acre; and as hay, l,8371bs.
Its autumnal produce of latter-
math, compared with the crop
at the season of flowering, is

estimated as 13 is to 9.
4. Cynosurus cristatus (crested dog's-

taij) i bush.
Grreen spnng herbage, 6,125lbs.;

hay, l,8371bs. ; idem, when the
seed is ripe, 12,2511bs. ; hay,
4,900lbs. Flowers from the
middle_ to the end of June;
ripens in July.

5. Dactylis glomerata (cock's-foot) 1 bush.
Already noticed.

6. Festuca duriuscula, or glabra (hard or
smooth fescue) ^ bush.

Its yield is not mentioned ; but it

is said to withstand dry wea-
ther better than most grasses

;

and, in combination with mea-
dow fescue and Poa trivialis,

forms excellent pasturage, par-
ticularly suited to " downs."

7. Festuca pratensis (meadow fescue) . . i bush.
According to Sinclair, in point of

early produce, this grass ranks
next to the meadow foxtail (No.
2). Its first green food is cal-
culated at 10,890lbs. per acre;
at the time of flowering, 13,6 1

2

lbs.; as hay, 6,465lbs., con-
taining 9571bs. of nutritive
matter. At the time the seed
is ripe—grass, 19,0571bs. ; or
as hay, 7,623lbs., but reduced
in nutritive power to 380lbs.

S.Holcus avenaceus (tall, oat-like grass) 1 peck.
The root propagates by bulbs;

and the plant is apt to over-
come the finer-leaved grasses.
The nutritive matter contains
also a proportion of the tonic
principle, which renders it a
valuable ingredient of a pasture.

if admitted in limited quantity.
It ripens its seed in July. Cattle
are very fond of this grass.

9. Hordeum pratense 1 peck.
Abounds in marsh pastures of the

Isle of Thanet. Like the oat-
grass, it constitutes another
link between the cereal and true
pasture-grasses.

10. Lolium perenne (rye-grass) 2 pecks.
The best varieties are" Russell's"

and " Stockney's." The plant,
when new, flowers about the
second week of June; but later

as it becomes older. In about
25 days the seed ripens. The
produce is chiefly in the spring;
the lattermath crop of herbage
is deficient.

1 1

.

Phleurn pratense rnajus (larger meadow
cat's-tail) 7or8lbs.
The culms at the time of seeding

contain more nutritive matter
than any other species, as the
following estimate will show:

—

At the time of flowering (mid-
summer) the green herb is cal-

culated to be 40,8371bs.; in
hay, 17,355lbs. When ripe,

the herbage is the same in
weight; but the hay is in-

creased by 2,040lbs. ; and the
nutritive matter amounts to

2,668lbs. The smaller phleurn
is to be rejected as worthless.

12. Poa annua (annual meadow-grass) . . 1 peck.
A good fodder grass, abundant

according to the richness of the
ground ; but of short duration,
and therefore ought to be re-
supplied by frequent sowings.

13. Poa debilis and depauperata (slender
meadow-grass)

, 2 pecks.
These grasses, little known, are
recommended by Mr. M'Intosh
to " enter largely into all per-
manent pastures, affording a
very early bite, and continuing
to produce ample foliage

throughout summer and autumn,
14. Poa ^nmV///s (smooth-stalked meadow-

grass) 2 pecks.
Praised by Mr. Curtis, Mr.
M'Intosh, and Mr. Sinclair, for
early, late, and abundant in
produce. In June the green
grass is stated at 7,4861bs.

;

when the seed ripens in July,
the herbage is 7,8271bs., and
yields as hay 3,522lbs. ; the
lattermath grass, 4,764lbs.

Besides the afore-named true grasses,
four other plants combine to consti-
tute a permanent pasture: these
abound in succulent and nutritive
matter, and are grateful to cattle.

They are

—

u 2
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15. White or Dutch clover {trifolium

7-epens) 7 jibs.

16. Bush vetch {cicia sepium) 1 peck.

17. Perennial or red clover {trifolium pra-
tense) 61bs.

IS. Yarrow {achillia millefolium) 2lbs.

The reader will observe that these preliminary

remarks bear only upon new-made pastures for

dairy purposes, continued permanently as such.

On convertible and temporary pastures we must
defer our observations for a month.

SOME OF THE USES OF CHARCOAL AS A MANURE.

BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESO., F.R.S.

I have on former occasions alluded to the use of

charcoal as a manure, especially when employed in

combination with rich decomposing animal and

vegetable substances, and even when used in an

impure state alone. I have often noted the power-

ful effects of such a mixture when used as a

dressing for grass. It is always \vith much satis-

faction that I find my own conclusions confirmed

by the observations of the farmer, and explained

by the laborious scientific researches of the chemist.

Some recently published trials of a Scotch farmer

seem to prove the value of charcoal when used in

combination \vith guano—a substance, like or-

dinary farm-yard manure, abounding with ammo-

niacal salts, and therefore, as in the case of char-

coal mixed with farm-yard maniire, its beneficial

action is perhaps explainable on the same grounds.

The practical experiments to which I have al-

luded were made in 1848 by Mr. A. Ross, of

Corehouse, Lanarkshire, on young grass. The

soil selected is a hght brown loam, having an

easterly aspect, and an elevation of about 700 feet

above the level of the sea. The manures were ap-

plied as top-dressings, on the 14th of April ; the

grass cut on the 3rd, and the hay weighed and

stacked on the 15th, of July {Quar. Jour. Agr.,

1849, p- 724). Cwt.

The soil simple produced 36

Peruvian guano, \\ cwt , 56

Peruvian guano, 1 cwt "1

g^
Animal charcoal, 2 cwt J

Peruvian guano, 1 cwt \ ^^
Saldanha Bay guano, 2 cwt J

Saldanha Bay guano, 4 cwt 42

Saldanha Bay guano, 2 cwt \ ^>j

Gypsum, 4 cwt /
'

Saldanha Bay guano, 2 cwt "1

^^
Animal charcoal, 2 cwt J

Animal charcoal, 3^ cwt 40
Animal charcoal, 2 cwt \ ..

Gypsum, 3 cwt J

Gypsum, 7 cwt 41

Gypsum, 4 cwt \ ,

Common salt, 4 cwt J

Coal-ashes, 60 cwt 43
Turf-ashes, 60 cwt 40
Common salt, 9 cwt 39
Turf-ashes, 40 cwt "1

^
Liquid manure, 140 cwt J

Liquid manure, 300 cwt 49

The use of the charcoal, in these trials, was evi-

dently very considerable. We have other evidence

to the same effect. Its general power is, in fact,

undoubted. The readiness, too, with which an im-

pure charcoal is procured in many situations ren-

ders it a valuable agent in the farmer's hands. One
of the many modes of producing an impure charcoal

is as it exists in charred peat or in the ashes pro-

duced by clay-burning. As to the last great and

valuable mode of improving the fertiUty of clay soils,

as I had occasion to remark in another place

{Bell's Messenger), it is a practice which is at

present not in general so well understood as is de-

sirable. Then, again, some recent observations

and valuable experiments reported by Mr. Pusey

render another course of trials expedient for the

clay-burners of many soils. This mode of in-

creasing the productiveness of a heavy clay land

has several recommendations to induce its trial. It

produces not only immediate benefit on particular

descriptions of clay soils, but, to a certain extent,

the benefit is of considerable duration. Again, it

is a mode of improvement easily tried on a small

scale; the manner of the burning may be varied

according to circumstances; and, moreover, almost

all the outlay, all the capital needed for the effort is

in the labour of digging or paring, and in attend-

ing the fires ; so that in any event the labourer

gains, if the farmer fails to reap an abundant har-

vest from his efforts. These circumstances, in

some of the clay districts, are not without their

value. The effect of the manures within the reach

of their tenants are at best often of a very brief du-

ration ; and sand, or chalk, or lime, whose effects

are on many clay soils so extended, are far out of

the profitable reach of the farmer. It is very de-

sirable, then, that the effect produced upon the or-

dinary stiff clay soils by the action of burning or

charring should be accurately examined. The che-

mistry of the operation would most likely, if ac-

companied with comparative examinations of the

soil before and after being exposed to the action of

fire, afford us valuable practical information. We
should then be no longer in doubt as to the cause

of some clay soils being so materially, and others

so little, benefited by being thus treated. We have

hardly, in fact, any more information on this head
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than that which Sir H. Davy left us—a knowledge

which, however valuahle as far as it extends, is

still far from being so extensive as is desirable. He
examined the ashes produced by paring and burn-

ing a chalk, a siliceous, and a stiff clay (Af/. Chem.,

347). The earthy matter of these varied with the

nature of the soil. They had, in common, charcoal

(which I take to be the most valuable ingredient)

and oxide of iron in the following proportions per

cent. :

—

Chalk. Sand. Clay.

Charcoal 4i 6 8

Oxide of iron.. 7h 9 7

It will be noted by the farmer that, as might rea-

sonably be expected, the charcoal of the clay was in

much the larger proportions ; for, more preserved

from the action of the air, its combustion would be

slower than in the other more porous earths. Pro-

fessor J. F. Johnston evidently seems inclined to

search for the explanation of the phenomena of

clay-burning in the mechanical results produced

—

a conclusion in which my own observations do not

lead me exclusively to concur (Agr. Chem., p. 201).

After alluding to the practice of paring and burn-

ing, he continues, " Much greater uncertainty

hangs over the alleged virtues of clay-burning.

That benefits are derived from the use of it, there

can be no doubt, the most waxy clay lands in some

districts being lightened by it, and improved for

many years after it has been applied. In some

cases, indeed, the better tillage of the land gene-

rally presented, along \vith the use of burnt clay,

may have had some share in producing the good

results actually experienced during its use. By the

burning in kilns or otherwise, any organic matter

the clay may contain will be consumed, and the

texture of the clay itself will be mechanically

altered. It will crumble down like a burned brick

into a hard, friable powder, and will never again

cohere into a paste as before the burning. It will,

therefore, render clay soils more open, and may
thus, when mixed with them in large quantity,

produce a permanent amelioration in the me-

chanical texture of many stiff wheat soils." Bricks

are generally more porous than the clay from

which they are formed ; burnt clay is so also ; and

all porous substances suck in and condense much
air and many vapours in large quantities into their

pores. In consequence of this property, porous

substances, like charcoal and burnt clay, are sup-

posed, when mixed mth the soil, to be continually

yielding air to decajang vegetable matter on the

one hand, and as continually re-absorbing it from

the atmosphere, and by this means to be of sin-

gular service in supplying the wants of plants in

the earlier seasons of their growth. It is said very

truly, by practical men, that a good clay for burn-

ing should not bake into a brick, but should fall

to powder in the air after burning. A good clay is

also liable to be over-burned. These facts seem to

imply that the best clays contain a good deal of

lime, which is rendered caustic by the burning,

and falls by slaking when exposed to the air. By
too much burning, the lime would be converted

into a silicate, by combining with the silica of the

clay, and will melt. In this state the lime would

have little immediate effect upon the land. It

must be confessed, however, very justly concludes

the great chemist of whose labours we have so often

availed ourselves, that on all these points consider-

able obscurity still rests. It is the part of science,

therefore, to decline offering more than a conjec-

tural opinion till the facts to be explained are them-

selves more satisfactorily demonstrated. What-

ever doubts, however, we may entertain as to the

chemical theory of the operation of clay-burning, it

is certainly of the most considerable and novel im-

portance to find that it is an operation which on

some soils may be profitably repeated for two or

three seasons. Such are the series of operations

described by Mr. Pusey {Jou7\ R. A . S., vol. 9, p.

422), on land which he describes as very strong

clay. " It may be said to have no soil, to be all

subsoil, and that clay untempered by any grit ; so

that in dry weather the horseway over it shines as

if the roads were polished ; and in such weather I

have seen workmen endeavouring to dig it for

making a road, but obliged to relinquish the at-

tempt, even with the help of a pickaxe. The land

having been drained, the occupier, Mr. Cheer, had

the whole pared by breast-ploughing, in February,

1846, paying the breast-ploughmen lis. per acre.

On part of the land, the sward turned up was

burnt : very wet weather prevented the burning of

the remainder. It was sown with oats, and the

produce per acre was as follows :

—

" FIRST YEAR.

Land where the sward was burnt .... 6 qrs.

On the land, unburnt 2 qrs.

" After the oats were housed in August, 1 846,

Mr. Cheer agreed to pay 18s. per acre for breast-

ploughing and burning the same land again, which

the men did on three or four acres ; but the ground

got so dry and hard, that the men gave the job up,

until rain fell in October, and then finished breast-

ploughing the piece, which, owing to the wet wea-

ther, could never be burnt, so that the sward

turned up was wheeled together before sowing the

wheat. Where it was breast-ploughed and burnt,

there was a very good crop of wheat ; when not

burnt, there was a very bad one.
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" SECOND YEAR.

Yield of wheat on burnt land, per

acre, about 5 qrs.

Ditto, on land unbiirnt, about 5 sks.

" Seeing the good of breast-ploughing and burn-

ing in the year 1846, on August 17, 1847, he again

breast-ploughed the field, and burnt it over well, at

8s. per acre for breast-ploughing, 10s. per acre for

burning, including the unburnt sward of the pre-

ceding year, half-a-crown for spreading; then

breast-ploughing it again in October, in order to

cover the seed which was drilled in. The produce

just harvested and threshed out, was, on the field

of 11 acres, 572 quarters; or

—

"third year.

Yield of wheat per acre, on field

entirely burnt 42 j bush.

" This last autumn," concludes Mr. Pusey, " Mr.

Cheer again breast-ploughed and burnt the land,

obtaining 100 bushels of ashes per acre; and re-

quested, and for a fourth time, with my consent,

sowed it for a fourth year with wheat. It should

be observed that the expense of breast-ploughing

and burning, low as it is, need not be regarded as

an extra expense ; for the land received no horse-

ploughing, which on this land may be valued at

from 15s. to 20s. per acre for each time of plough-

ing." The object in not horse-ploughing the land

was the preservation of its solidity. On so very

heavy a clay, this may seem a hazardous omission
;

but the result proved it otherwise. It is evident

that in this old grass land there must have been a

great abundance of vegetable fibre, or the land

could not have been thus burnt for four years suc-

cessively. Old arable land would not contain

enough vegetable matter, and could not be so

treated. The burnt soil evidently acted as a ma-

nure. In dwelling upon this valuable experiment,

I do not entirely agree with the conclusions

drawn from it by Mr. Pusey. I am more in-

clined to believe that, although the combustion of

the organic matters of the surface-soil would en-

rich the ashes which were so produced, yet that

still an almost equally good result would have been

produced, had his tenant procured the material for

burning from beneath the surface—that is, if he

had burnt the clay produced by sinking a pit. I

am the more confirmed in the conviction of the im-

portance of clay-burning, from some former results

obtained by Mr. Cheer on the same farm, at Long-

worth, in Berkshire, in 1845 {ibid, vol. 6, p. 473);

also a detail, for which the farmer is indebted to

Mr. Pusey. In that year, upon claying for wheat

a field of eight acres, a corner of the field was left

undressed, " that we might know whether it was

worth while to burn any more clay. The crop was
a very fine one; and after harvest, Mr. Cheer

thrashed out about one-eighth of an acre sepa-

rately. The produce of wheat per acre was found

to be as follows :

—

Bushels.
Soil simple 37j
Dressed with 80 yards of burnt clay 45

1

80 yards ditto, and sheep folded . . 47i

" I have now lying before me," continues Mr.

Pusey, " the valuation at which I bought this very

field, one of the worst in the farm (a farm of the

worst possible character, so that even in 1839,

when prices were good, many farmers who looked

at the farm declined to occupy it : it is about 500

acres, on the Oxford clay of the stifFest descrip-

tion); it is lOd. an acre for rent, or £l4 for the

fee- simple."

Thorough-draining with stones, at ten feet asun-

der, cost about £3 10s. ; it could now be done

with pipes for £2. Dressing with 80 yards of

burnt clay cost about £2 5s. The crop in 1846

must have been worth about £17, or nearly the fee-

simple of the land, and the cost of the improve-

ments. The practical farmer will consider these

successful trials with the careful attention they de-

serve. They are of a class of efforts which com-

prehend the calling forth the resources of the land

itself, unaided by purchased artificial fertilizers, or

any outlay for improved machinery. As the result

of my own experience, I confess that I am rather

more inclined, generally speaking, to the practice of

biu'ning the clay obtained from pits, than to the

paring and burning system; since, by the first plan,

we avoid the wasteful combustion of the organic

matters which all cultivated soils contain. By
burning the clay obtained from beneath the surface

of the land, all the other advantages of copious

dressings with clay-ashes are in general obtained ;

and if the carbon contained in these is less, the de-

ficiency is well supplied to the after-crops, by the

advantages derived fi'om the slow decomposition of

the vegetable and animal substances, which are

consumed in the burning of the surface-soil. I

have thus rapidly glanced at the uses of charcoal

as a manure in three different states—the most
powerful as in animal or vegetable charcoal ; or,

less pure, as in charred peat; and in perhaps its

most impure form, as found in carefully-burnt

clay-ashes. In each case it produces, on many
soils, excellent effects. It possesses a value, too,

almost peculiar to itself—it not only is powerful

when used in its simple state, but, when united

with decomposing organic manure, it not only in-

creases their power, but it adds materially to the

duration of their effects.
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THE LONDON FARMERS' CLUB—M ONTHLY DISCUSSION.

The monthly meeting of the Club was held on Monday,

March 5, at the Club Rooms, Bridge-street, Blackfriars
;

the chair being taken (in the absence of the Chairman

for the year) by Mr. J. Pain, of Felmersham, Bedfordshire.

The question appointed for discussion was the following :

—" What is the most efficient, beneficial, and economi-

cal mode of providing- manure for a farm?" the proposer

being Mr. C. Lawrence, of Cirencester.

The Chairman said—In consequence of the absence

of our worthy chairman, Mr.Robert Smith, it has fallen to

my lot, as your Vice-president, to represent him on this

occasion. I have only to beg that you will extend your

kindness to me as you have done to him, and that you

will overlook my imperfections (cheers). It is a part

of my duty to remind you that, with the exception of

the proposer of the question, every speaker is limited to

twenty minutes. That being now a rule of the society,

I hope from this that each gentleman who may address

us will discuss the subject with that good feeling which

has generally been witnessed on similar occasions. The

Chairman having then announced the subject, in the

terms stated on the card,

Mr. C. Lawrence spoke as follows—When the

members of this club were invited by the circular of the

secretary to suggest subjects for discussion at the ordi-

nary meetings during the season, I was not aware, in

consequence of not having been present at such meetings,

that a member whose suggestion had been adopted by

the committee was expected personally to introduce the

subject. Had I been acquainted with this I should not

have ventured to propose one, as the proposer is pro-

bably expected to impart that knowledge and information

on the question which, in the present case, he hoped to

obtain from his brethren of far greater experience.

With this disclaimer of any ability to teach, I will state

to you those points which appear to me, on a very

limited experience, as inviting the particular attention

of the agriculturist on the question proposed for our

consideration this evening, viz., " What is the most

efficient, beneficial, and economical mode of providing

manure for a farm ?" I will also detail the facts and

reasons upon which I have been induced to consider

them of primary importance in our pursuits, and which

have influenced my own practice. What then is the

object of manuring ? To enable us to produce in the

greatest perfection, in the soil we may chance to have

to operate on, those plants which yield to man and other

animals the most nutriment, the natural habitat of many
of which is in other soils and climates. This is, there-

fore, in many respects, a purely artificial process. If

nature had in every soil provided all the requisite ele-

ments, it must be borne in mind that nature returns all

her products to the soil, and provides by their decompo-

sition the essentials of future produce : but man requires

much more than the spontaneous productions of the

soil ; he draws year by year on all the richest gtores of

nature, and carries them from her surface to feed and

increase his race, and that of numerous domesticated

animals. In order to maintain the fertility of our farms

unimpaired, it is undeniable that we must return to them

an equivalent for all those elements essential to the future

crops we require, which we have removed by former

croi)s. Assuming that we consume all our hay, straw,

roots, &c., on the land, in the shape of the manure whicli

results, still we carry off from nature's store much of

her available materials for future crops in the shape of

grain, beef, mutton, &c., which ought to be restored;

and if, from want of attention, care, and good manage-

ment of our home manure, we sacrifice any of its ele-

ments, which are essential to the growth of plants, that

loss must be supplied in some shape at an additional

cost. A thorough knowledge of these essential elements,

and a careful preservation of them are become of vital

importance under the disadvantages and burdens which

oppress us, as compared with the condition of the foreign

growers with whom we have to compete. We must call

Science to our aid as the only sure guide ; it is in her

paths alone that we can tread safely, and therefore eco-

nomically. There is still, unfortunately for themselves,

a large class of agriculturists who not only disregard the

lights of science, but look upon the very term, as applied

to agriculture, almost as an imposition, and say, What

has science to do with agriculture ? That is to be learned

only by experience. I doubt whether such men have

taken the trouble to inform themselves what the term

" science" really means, and that when they shall have

learned that it is simply another term for knowledge, and

means neither more nor less, they will regard it with

more reverence, and I trust with greater regard. Expe-

rience is of the greatest value as respects numerous par-

ticulars of great moment to successful farming; for

example, in the breeding, rearing, and selection of stock

of all descriptions, and the management of it, and in

dealing of all sorts, and in teaching the best times and

seasons for conducting the various operations of hus-

bandry ; but knowledge, or science, is in every pursuit

a very important auxiliary to experience, and becomes

essential to the direction of economical agriculture when

the English farmer, burdened and fettered as he is, must

compete in the same markets with unburdened Europe

and the East. Experience is nothing more than the

observation of facts, and the remembrance of them with

their attendant circumstances. As to the why and the

wherefore it is barren of all intelligence. It is the mere

memory of effects disconnected from their causes, and is

therefore a very imperfect guide as respects many of our

operations which involve considerable cost. The subject

under our consideration has afforded many an expensive

illustration of this. A farmer has observed the applica-

tion of a particular manure followed by a productive crop ;

he knows not wherefore ; he publishes his experience,

aud those who are content to tread only in the paths of
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expei ience purchase this manure, derive no benefit, and
lose their money. Science would have foreshewn why
the application would be beneficial in the one case, and

why it would be inoperative in the other. Aristotle

observed, more than 2,000 years ago, "To know and
to understand belong rather to science than to experi-

ence, and we think that the scientific are wiser than those

who derive their knowledge from experience only ; be-

cause in all men wisdom springs from knowledge rather

than any other source. Those who are skilful from ex-

perience only know indeed that a thing' is ; they do not

know why it is : the scientific know the why and the

cause of a thing." Experience teaches you that the same
cause under the same circumstances will always produce

the same effect ; knowledge unfolds the principles of its

operation, which may enable you to accomplish many
other beneficial objects, under a variety of circumstances,

by the employment of the same means, or some modifi-

cation of them. It is to those superior minds alone,

who have not been content with mere experience without

ascertaining the why and the cause of a thing, that we are

indebted not only for the aids, comforts, and enjoyments

of still advancing civilization, but for our assurance of

their continuance, when based on the unerring principles

of science. It was a matter of common experience that

an apple when ripe would fall from a tree, but a Newton
was not satisfied without inquiry into the cause of this,

and that inquiry developed the laws which have main-

tained the planetary system in its appointed course, and
has led to infinite applications of the principle for the

ordinary conveniences of life. I have been led into this

digression from the specific inquiry of the evening, under

a very strong conviction that agriculture can only be

carried out economically and successfully when treated

as a science ; nay, as the most important of all sciences
;

teaching the mode of raising food for the whole human
race, which, in the most highly civilized states, are

treading close upon the existing means of subsistence.

If we desire to produce any specific compound, the first

inquiry which reason suggests is—what are its elements ?

and in what proportions are they combined ? We then

proceed to obtain the relative quantities of these mate-

rials. Applying this obvious process of reasoning to

any crop we may desire to grow on a particular space,

science informs us, on careful analysis, that a given

weight of the straw and grain of wheat, for instance,

contains certain inorganic or mineral elements in certain

definite proportions : the inference is that these are essen-

tials to its growth ; science will also inform us whether
the soil in which we propose to grow wheat contains

these essentials, and in sufficient quantity ; it will

further point out to us in what particulars, if any, it is

deficient, and thereby indicate the least expensive mode
of supplying such deficiency by suitable manure, and
prevent our wasting materials which are either not appli-

cable to our purpose, or, being applicable, exist already

in the soil in sufficient. Some of the most fertile soils in

Europe have been carefully analyzed ; and not only their

constituent parts, but the proportions in which they are

combined have been exactly ascertained and published.

Similar analyses have been made of comparatively sterile

soils ; and on comparing these results, we have the op-

portunity of seeing at one view the more important

sources of fertility, irrespective of collateral incidents,

such as climate and position. From the lectures of

Professor Johnston, and the analyses contributed by Pro-

fessor Way and his coadjutor to the journals of the Royal

Agricultural Society—by far the most useful and impor-

tant contributions yet made to the agricultural world

—

we learn the essential constituents in soils for producing

in perfection all the roots, grain, pulse, &c., which we
are in the habit of raising ; and the quantity of those

constituents removed from the soil by the production of

a given quantity of any of those crops ; and thereby we
get at an exact indication of what we must, in some

shape, return to the land, on removing such a produce,

to maintain its fertility unimpaired. This we may all

accomplish with very little trouble, by the aid already

provided for us by science ; but we may go a step

further, and procure an analysis of the soil under our

own cultivation, and may thereby learn that it naturally

contains certain necessary essentials to all the crops which

we desire to raise, in such abundance that there would be

no occasion for restoring to the land those elements,

possibly, for a long series of rotations ; or, on the con-

trary, its natural deficiency in some of those elements.

All the materials we have to deal with, whether manures,

soils, or the produce from them, are commonly divided

into organic and inorganic. The former are destructible

by the agency of fire ; the latter are mineral, and incom-

bustible. The organic constituents bear a very large

proportion to the inorganic, from 70 to 90 per cent.

;

the latter are, however, essential ; that is to say, with the

organic elements alone we cannot produce corn or roots
;

but with the inorganic elements alone we can produce

them, though assuredly not in the same perfection as by

the due admixture. Mr. Huxtable's startling announce-

ment, that he could grow a turnip upon the mahogany

table before him, was warranted by science, and was

afterwards practically accomplished, and is an apt illus-

tration of our position. Comparatively minute therefore

as is the requisite proportion of mineral elements, they

demand our careful attention. Having determined their

importance, and ascertained their existence in sufficient

quantity for the production of the crop we propose to

raise, the next inquiry which presents itself is—to what

extent will the crop when gathered have appropriated

in its growth those elements ? It is found, on analysis,

that an acre of wheat, being an average crop, carries off

with it no less than 220 pounds of inorganic elements,

viz., 30 lbs. in the grain, and 180 lbs. in the straw ; a

striking proof, by the way, of the importance of con-

suming the straw upon the land. Barley, in like manner,

appropriates 213 lbs. ; 53 lbs. in the grain, and 160 lbs.

in the straw. Oats 326 lbs. ; viz., 32 lbs. in the grain,

30 lbs. in the husk, 54 lbs. in the chaff, and 210 lbs. in

the straw. As the latter grain is sold enveloped in the

husk, it will be seen that this corn when sold conveys

away much more mineral matter than barley, and more
than double the quantity conveyed away by the grain of

wheat. A crop of turnips of 20 tons to the acre, if

removed from the land, would carry off 650 lbs. of
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mineral matter ; potatoes, 580 lbs., including the tops,
|

which would contain about 400 lbs. ; and cabbage would

carry off nearly 1000 lbs. In order to maintain our land

in the same state of fertility for the reproduction of these '

crops, it is clear that we must return to it those essential

elements which have been thus abstracted. This we

accomplish, to a considerable extent, by the conversion

of a large proportion of them into manure, to be again

applied to the land, provided we take care that none of
,

it is wasted. The only necessary loss is that which is
|

sold off in the shape of grain, beef, and mutton. Our i

ordinary manure consists of the solid and fluid excre- !

raents of our stock, combined with the straw with which
,

they are littered. Even at this day this highly valuable

compound is often treated as if the solid excrement were

the all-important material, and the fluid has been suffered

to run where it listed ; while science teaches us that urine

contains all the soluble mineral substances of the food of

animals, and that the faeces contain only those ingi-edients

insoluble in water. As plants during their growth can

avail themselves only of those mineral or inorganic ele-

ments which are soluble in water, it is clearly of the

first importance that the fluid excrements of animals

should be most carefully preserved, and be especially

protected from rain, which would carry away their most

valuable properties. Nitrogen, supposed to be a most

influential agent in vegetation, is derived chiefly from

the decomposition of organic, and more particularly

animal, matter. This proceeds rapidly under exposure

to air, moisture, and warmth ; and under such influences

this is dissipated into the atmosphere in the shape of

ammonia, which is very volatile. In what manner,

however, plants appropriate nitrogen is yet undetermined.

Reasoning on those facts which have been well ascer-

tained, the conclusion appeared obvious that we should

guard against any waste of the fluid excrements, and

preserve the solids as far as possible from atmospheric

influences. To accomplish these objects various plans

have been suggested ; some have gone the length of

recommending that our yards should all be roofed in
;

and this has actually been carried into effect in some

cases. The plan recommended and adopted by Mr.

Warnes, of Trimingham, appeared to me, theoretically,

to fulfil all the requisite conditions, as respected manure,

and with the greatest economy ; but as respected the

health and condition of the animals, the system was so

opposed to all preconceived opinions, that I could not

entertain it without careful personal observation and

inquiries. I went into Norfolk for the purpose, and

inspected Mr. Warnes' boxes, and subsequently the farm

homesteads of three other gentlemen who had fitted up

their stalls on the same plan ; and I made inquiries of

those who had the charge of the cattle. The experience

of all these parties was most unequivocal in favour of

this system, and my personal observation satisfied me
that there was no foundation for the prejudices I had

conceived. The animals I saw indeed told their own
story. I converted all my own stalls into boxes two

feet deep, and of an area equivalent to nine feet square,

and from my own experience and observation, in other

cases in which this dimension has been exceeded, I would

caution any one against boxes of a larger size. These

are filled in from 12 to 13 weeks, when they turn out

seven cart loads each of manure fit to go at once upon

the land, containing all which has passed through the

animals undiluted and unfermcnted; and consequently

comprising every inorganic element, as well as those the

decomposition of which is to furnish the organic mate-

rials of vegetation and nutrition. Wlien the boxes re-

quire to be emptied at a period at which it would be

ineligible to cart the dung to the land, we lightly plough

a sufficient space on a convenient headland (which will

usually be found deeper in soil than the rest of the field,

from accumulations in the course of years from turning

the team), to receive any little fluid which may ooze out

from the heap, This is formed five feet in thickness,

and of a certain length and breadth, to enable us to cal-

culate, when settled, the quantity in cart loads. We
mix rough salt with the dung as the heap is formed, and

when completed we dilute sulphuric acid with about

eight times its weight of water, and apply this over the

surface, and then cover it immediately with from six to

nine inches of earth. No turning is necessary previously

to use on the land. I should observe that all the litter

is cut, in from four to six inch lengths, by the chaff

machine when the engine is at work for threshing,

bruising linseed, &c. ; a very important feature in this

system, as respects economy in litter, facility of empty-

ing the boxes (which could hardly be accomplished if

long straw were used without the aid of a hay knife, as it

is so firmly trod) , the ready absorption of the fluids,

and the fitness of the manure for immediate application

to the land without any turning. This manure comes

from the boxes in the most satisfactory state ; it is moist-

ened throughout without being wet ; not a drop of fluid

falls from the carts which convey it away. I have seen

very strong opinions urged against this system. I know
they cannot proceed from those who have tried it, or

seen it tried in well-drained homesteads from which no

spring or surface water can enter the bftxes. The state-

ments to which I refer are in every particular exactly

the reverse of my own experience ; an observation which

has been repeatedly made by others on recent inspection

of my animals. The experience of one year, during

which I turned into the market 33 fat bullocks, deter-

mined me on converting my stables into cottages for

those who had charge of the teams, and on building

eight boxes for my horses. These were made nine feet

square and one foot deep only, because I anticipated the

treading would not be so complete as with cattle, which

are always in the boxes, and also because the excrement

of horses, by nature more readily disposed to fermenta-

tion, would by the free admission of air more readily

enter into decomposition. That this does in fact occur

to some extent, I have ascertained when these boxes have

been emptied; but this is in a very slight degree perceptible

to the senses on the surface, which is perfectly i^ool when

the boxes are full. I am by no means sure that this

premature fermentation is not occasioned by the want of

depth, and consequent solidity of the contents ; and I

propose putting a pair of horses into the cattle boxes to

determine this point. These boxes are almost free from
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the effluvia of ordinary stables, and the blacksmith re-

ports the horses' feet in excellent order. They are

emptied every month, and each contains about four cart-

loads of manuie. This additional experience induced

me to erect 14 styes, 8 feet by six, to contain two fatting

pigs each, tlie whole under cover. I find the animals

thrive very fast, and seem thoroughly comfortable ; but

so long as they are in an active state, some of them in-

dulge their inveterate habit of turning over every surface

they can get their noses into with facility ; this is the

only untoward feature of the system as respects them.

When they get lazy and abandon this practice, their

dwellings are infinitely more sweet than those on the

ordinary plan. There is no manure visible on my home-

stead—none exposed to dilution or atmospheric influ-

ences—none which requires any manipulation in turning.

I regret that I am not prepared to give you any com-

parative analyses of manure so made, and of that treated

in the ordinary mode ; but I believe these will shortly be

made at the Agricultural College. Since the 16th of

October last we have hauled out 400 loads of manure

thus made, which I feel confident will turn out equiva-

lent to 600 made under ordinary exposure. I may here

observe, parenthetically, that the gentlemen of the Agri-

cultural College have been more rapid in their move-

ments than 1 expected to find them when the preceding

portion was written. They have made the analyses, and

forwarded them to my residence yesterday ; but as I

happened to be then at my brother's, at Ealing Park,

the letters have not been delivered to me, and I have

thus lost the opportunity of communicating to you the

result.* I sent a portion of manure from my stalls to

Professor Way, and a portion of farm-yard manure

belonging to a friend, who adopts the common farm-

yard system, to the Agricultural College, considering

that although the comparison might not be perfectly fair,

still the result would prove something. In order that

the trial should be perfectly fair, it is necessary that the

animals be kept in boxes ; and the animals kept in the

ordinary manner should be fed in the same manner, and

in other respects be on an equality. (Hear, hear.)

We should then be able to obtain a correct comparative

analysis. I now proceed with the subject. So far as

* Since the above was iu type, we have received the fol-

lowing Analysis, made at the Agricultural College, of manure

taken from Mr. Lawrence's boxes, and of manure taken from an

open yard, into which the litter from ordinary stalls had been

thrown :

—

Box Manure. Yard Manure.

Per cent. Per cent.

Water 71'4 71-00

Nitrogenised matter, capable of

yielding ammonia, 100 parts

dried 2 37 17
Salts soluble in water, containing

organic and iuorgaulc matter.... 10 7 4-6

Organic 642 1.82

Inorganic 4-28 278
Phosphoric acid "3 026
Alkahs—Potash and soda 2-00 'S

This analysis was undertaken merely for the purpose of ascer-

taining whether it might afford any striking evidence of the

disadvantage of the exposure of manure to rain and atmos-

pheric influences ; to form a perfectly accurate comparison, it

would be an essential condition that tlie animals should have

beeu fed exactly alike.

we can judge from external appearances, from the play-

fulness and energy of the animals as feeding time ap-

proaches, the appetite with which they empty their

mangers—their trancjuil siesta during the intervals of

feeding—the supple and soft touch of the skin, and early

maturity—we may reasonably infer a state of enjoyment.

That the system is in no respect prejudicial to health

may be equally inferred from the same symptoms ; but

the most unquestionable evidence on this point is, that

my boxes were completed the end of October, 1847,

since which they have contained 63 head of cattle for

fatting, of all ages, with only one mishap. That was iu

the case of a fine cow, supposed to be barren, which

proved in calf when just fit for the butcher after high

feeding. She dropped her calf in the night, and was

found in the morning out of her box in an excited,

furious state : rapid inflammation supervened, and she

died in 24 hours. Not having found any manure on

my farm when I took possession of it at Lady Day, 1

had no alternative but to purchase all that was requisite

for the crops of that year. Rotten dung, guano, nitrate

of soda, muriate of ammonia, soot, &c., cost me upwards

of .£'200 upon a farm of 270 acres, of which 206 are

under tillage. I shall this year make BOO loads of very

rich manure between the 1st of September and the 1st

of June, which will give me 16 loads per acre for every

root crop. I shall only have to purchase a small cpxan-

tity of bones and sulphuric acid to drill with the turnips,

to give them an early start. This preparation and feeding

off" half the roots on the land will, it is believed, in con-

junction with deep tillage (we always follow the common

plough with a subsoil plough for the root crop), amply

supply the elements required for the three succeeding

crops of barley, seeds, and wheat, which, so far as my
observation has gone, is not the case with any artiflcial

manures, useful as they unquestionably are in particular

cases. I venture to submit, for the reasons assigned,

that the system I have described is an eflicient and bene-

ficial mode of providing manure for a farm ; my brief

experience has been insufficient to enable me to form any

opinion in reference to its comparative economy (cheers).

Mr. Mechi : Mr. Chairman, I have very few words

to say on the subject which has been introduced. I can

confirm to the letter the remarks made by Mr. Lawrence,

in reference to the feeding of animals, having carefully

watched the condition and jirogress of the animals in my
boxes, and the eff'ect produced upon the manure. I was

particularly struck with the excellence of the system as

regards horses, and I think it may be carried out with

great advantage, both to the animals and the manure.

So far as my own experience goes, I have observed that

much of the success of box-feeding depends on cutting the

straw into short lengths. If you feed animals upon green

food, aff"ording a good deal of liquid, you will find that

the glass which encircles the straw prevents the admis-

sion of the liquid. Although the straw may be tram pled,

yet the liquid keeps rising between, without bein;j ab-

sorbed. If, therefore, you are to carry out the opera-

tion successfully, the straw must be cut into as short

lengths as possible. This can be accomplished at a very

moderate expense, where, as in Mr, Lawrence's case, a
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itoam engine is kept on the premises. With regard to

Imy own farm-yard, I regret exceedingly that it is not

all covered in ; for although all my buildings are spouted,

and a comparatively small space is exposed to atmos-

pheric influence, it has been found practically that the

rain which penetrates does considerable injury to the

manure. I should be almost afraid to attempt to calcu-

late the mischief which was done to the farming interest

of this country by the enormous quantity of rain which

fell within a few hours, on Wednesday last. It must be

obvious that the best parts of the manure thus carried away

amounted, in pounds, shillings, and pence, to many

thousands of pounds. As regards animals, I am

certain that their condition in the earliest stages is quite

equal under the box-feeding to their condition under any

other system of treatment which could be mentioned. I

have at the present time two animals which were put into

the boxes as calves, and which have never been removed
;

and their condition is, I am sure, much better than that of

other animals which have had a larger range, and a greater

variety of food. I consider that to carry out the prin-

ciple of box-feeding in the most economical way which

is consistent with the health of the animals, it is desir-

able to admit as much air and as much light as possible

;

and in that respect I have seen no yards so well arranged

as those of Mr. Cook, of Semer. In conclusion, I

would recommend all those who have hitherto felt a

strong attachment for the old farm-yards to arrange with

their landlords either for those being covered in, or for

the erection of boxes, as speedily as possible, feeling

quite convinced that the result of their so doing would

be most satisfactory.

Mr. Spearing wished to learn from Mr. Lawrence

what weight of manure his oilcake made in a feeding box

within a month.

Mr. Lawrence replied that he had not had the

manure weighed ; but in fifteen weeks there were about

seven cart loads.

Mr, Spearing said, that having kept sheep in a

building, upon short litter, chaff, and so forth,

he had not been able to lay on the land one-tenth part

per acre of the quantity which he could apply when

the animals had been upon long litter. If an ox had

10 lbs. of oilcake, a bushel and a-half of swedes, and as

much good hay as he could consume, he would manure six

acres of land in a year. He had ascertained that a well-

fed ox would put on six acres of land fifteen tons of

manure per acre in a twelvemonth.

Mr. Lawrence observed that in a box three oxen

could be fatted, and twenty-one loads of manure be ob-

tained from each in the course of the year.

Mr. Shaw, of Northampton, would endeavour to an-

swer the question which had just been put. He had

happened to have the pleasure of attending the Duke of

Bedford's sale, and they all well knew that, if anywhere,

it was at Woburn that cattle feeding par excellence was

to be witnessed. The Duke's agent, Mr. Bennett, re-

marked to him that there was a great difference of opinion

with regard to box-feeding. Some gentlemen, he ob-

served, considered that under that system the manure

consumed a great deal more straw and the beasts a great

deal less ; but a great deal certainly depended on the

value of the manure in the boxes, for the Herefords, after

being in the boxes four months, had not made more than

four tons of manure each, while the Scots had mude two

tons and five lbs. That he (Mr. Shaw) thought afforded

something like an answer to the question put by the pre-

vious speaker. Now, he wanted to bring the (question

to a definite point. His experience in agriculture had

led him to the opinion that at that time they were giving

something like 6d. per lb. for poor animals, and making

something like 4^d. or 5d. for fat ones (Hear, hear).

This was the main point for consideration. All this

building of boxes, and all similar contrivances, were very

well to a certain extent ; but raw material must nfter

all be produced on the farm, otherwise there would be no

profit (Hear, hear). He had no hesitation in saying that

he was a very strong advocate for early maturity, the

bringing of beasts to perfection at the earliest possible

period, and he considered the breeding of animals under

covered sheds, or in the midst of a close atmosphere,

very prejudicial to fecundity. He had at that time a

steer, not more than sixteen months old, which would

make 8 lbs. the stone. Tliiit animal was indeed to a

certain extent imperfect. After all, if a certain manure

were made in boxes, the breeding department must not

be overlooked. Experience showed that no manure was

so useful or lasted so long as good farm-yard dung.

That, he had no hesitation in saying, was the real staple

article of manure, despite the introduction of guano and

other substances. The Norfolk soils and some others

might require artificial manures ; but they must not for-

get the production of the animal, and that foreign manures

must be mixed with the breeding manures, in order to

arrive at a satisfactory result. He was not a chemist

;

but he was anxious to bring them to this point, namely,

that as they could not all be feeders, some of them must

be breeders of animals.

Mr. Baker, of Writtle, said this subject had long

engaged his attention, and although he did not go so far

as those who supposed that all manure should be made

under cover, being of opinion that good manure might

be made without that condition, he still thought the

question a very important one. A question had been

raised with regard to the quantity of straw which was

used in making manure. Now, he held that straw itself

contained very little manure, and that it ought to be con-

sidered merely as a vehicle for conveying manure to the

land ; and, such being the case, it appeared to him that

the quantity of straw which might be consumed was a

secondary consideration. If an animal were fed in a

covered box or in a close yard, the straw used had the

effect of condensing the manure ; the manure was then

found in a highly condensed state, and there being no-

thing but the fteces and urine of the animal combined

with the straw, one load of such manure was equal to

two or three loads of ordinary manure. Now, it was

not to be expected that the farmer of the present day

could provide himself with covered farm-yards or con-

venient boxes ; that must be the work of the landlord,

and he would leave it to the tenantry of this kingdom to

say whether, generally speaking, they found their land-
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lords falling readily into their views on such mat-

ters, even though they were prepared to pay a fair per

centage for the outlay which would have to be incurred

in carrying out the required improvements. So far as

his own experience was concerned, he had found the re-

verse to be the fact. lie had been obliged to avail him-

self of his own resources to eiTect the object ; and, in-

deed, all that he had done was to convey away the water

from the buildings by means of water-spouts and drains

under the yard, so as to let no more rain enter than was

unavoidable, or than would enter naturally the area

which the yard contained. He maintained that in some

situations, if a proper quantity of straw were added

when extra moisture had been admitted into the yard
;

and if the moisture detained were absorbed by the straw,

there would, in fact, be scarcely any loss. (Expressions

of dissent.) In such a case, though they had not the

manure in so condensed a form, yet they had the

manure deposited by the cattle, which they could spread

equally over the face of the land. The nature of the

buildings required depended very much on the character

of the farm. On ^farms which comprised a large

quantity of grass and turnip land in proportion to corn-

growing parts, it was necessary to have covered build-

ings of great extent, and box -feeding would also be ad-

vantageous ; but on farms where there was a large

quantity of corn growing land, and where the quantity

of turnips grown was limited, the difficulty was to get

rid of the straw and to tread it down so as to maite it fit

for use. On such farms he thought it would be perfectly

absurd to think of covering in the yards ; for, after all,

nothing could be gained in such cases, if proper care

were taken not to let anything valuable escape. Another

important point was the management of manure. He
was in the habit of carting a very large quantity of ma
nure from Chelmsford every week from the stables in

that neighbourhood ; the manure was thrown into heaps,

where it entered into, immediate fermentation, and

within an hour the ammonia passed off to a considerable

extent. If it were suffered to remain there a week or

two it became perfectly dry, almost assuming the form

of straw ; and when carried home it was nearly useless.

It was found necessary to cart this manure daily and

weekly, as it was made, and to spread it over the farm-

yard, where it was turned in and incorporated with the

other manure. That, he thought, was the best course.

He had also observed, where manure was made in boxes,

that a larger quantity of straw being used than in other

cases, the angles of the boxes were never sufficiently

trodden, and the manure got into that dry state which he

had just been describing, and consequently was not so

valuable as it would be if a less quantity of straw were

used. He was quite of opinion that moisture admitted

to a certain extent into the farm -yard, and incorporated

with the manure, was even beneficial ; because it pre-

vented any portion of the manure from getting into a

state of fermentation, and therefore prevented any of the

ammonia from passing off. He always preserved his

manure as late in the spring as he could, and in the

winter he was accustomed to introduce the foddering of

green food as one of the most beneficial methods of ac-

complishing his object, enabling him to apply the ma-

nure to the land more advantageously than would other

wise be practicable. In that way manure might b(

economised to a very great extent. In carrying out th(

object he thought, and his neighbours agreed with him

that it was much better to let the manure remain upoi

the clamps on which it was carted, than to tlu'ow it ou

in large heaps. Under the latter method it got into ac

tive fermentation, and a large portion of it was lost

On the other hand, by consolidating it, and not takin<

more than it was absolutely necessary to convey to thi

soil, all the valuable parts were retained. When he en

tered the room that evening, it was not his intention ti

take any part in the discussion ; he had only risen ii

consequence of certain points having been raised as tin

discussion proceeded. He was of opinion that if tenant:

generally could obtain such yards as those of Mr. Cook

of Semer, they would find them exceedingly valuable

He had been expressly to view those yards ; never hat

he before seen anything so complete. Independently o

the large extent of those yards, it would be worth anj

gentleman's while, who was in the habit of erecting farn

buildings, to travel to see them, if it were merely to ob-

serve the great economy of timber. The combinatior

of iron and tiftiber was such that a great saving mighl

be effected by any person who was desirous to erect

farm buildings, if he would observe the mode in whicl

Mr. Cook's buildings were constructed. As the farn

was an arable one, it might be a question how far thf

principle was applicable in other cases. A neighbour o

his (Mr. Baker's) had been lately covering-in his farn

yard in the same way as Mr. Cook, and he was, nc

doubt, very well satisfied, at present, with the result

But he (Mr. Baker) had pointed out to him two largt

stacks of straw, such as he had never seen before. Thf

farm consisted of 160 acres of land, belonging to Wad
ham College ; and until it was taken by this gentleman, it

was supposed to be almost worthless. Two years ago

the occupier entered upon it in a very spirited manner,

and it had since produced very heavy crops of barley

and wheat ; but he had never seen any straw like that

which he had described, before the erection of the farm

buildings. When he observed upon this to the occu-

pier, the latter said, " Well, that is very handy, for I

never had a truss of straw before." This showed that

these covered buildings economised straw ; but he con-

tended that they did not always make manure. He
should leave other gentlemen to confirm what he had

said on that point. W^hat he maintained was, that if a

quantity of well-fed animals were brought into a yard,

and had a sufficient quantity of straw to make them

comfortable, a certain portion of moisture running into

the yard would tend to the consolidation of the manure,

and the manure itself might be afterwards removed with

great advantage to the farm.

Mr. Nesbit hoped that, as a scientific man, he should

be allowed to intrude on the notice of the meeting for a

few minutes. He could not but coincide in most of the

observations of the gentleman who had opened the dis-

cussion that evening, relative to the making of manure

from vegetable matter. If manure were to be obtained
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from the decomposition of vegetable matter, it must

jeither be through the bodies of animals or in some other

Iway ; and as regarded the former, he believed that the

system of box-feeding adopted by Mr. Warnes was, in a

scientific point of view, one of the best means of effecting

jthe object ; not, indeed, that it was the best that could be

devised, for there were many imperfections in it which

he would not point out that evening, because it would be

useless to do so in the present state of knowledge on

that subject. He must remark, however, that by means

of this system, aided by gypsum or sulphuric acid to

I retain the ammonia, they got manure into a state of

decomposition without the loss of its valuable qua-

I lities. And here he must say that he could not

, agree with Mr. Baker as to the effect of a fall

\
of rain-water on the manure-heaps in farm -yards.

(Hear, hear.) When such a quantity of rain fell as had
' fallen in the course of the previous week—or even in

the course of thirteen or fourteen hours—how were

farmers to prevent the soluble matters contained in their

manure from being carried to the neighbouring horse-

pond ? (Hear, hear.) He maintained that all farm-

yards ought to be covered in, which would pre-

vent them from being subjected to such inundations.

(Hear, hear.) With respect to the interesting fact men-

tioned by Mr. Baker, that he had seen one or two more

stacks of straw recently than before the farm-yard was

covered in, and the inference he drew therefrom, that

less straw was used in making the manure, he must beg

to draw a totally different conclusion. (Hear, hear.) He
was rather led to conclude that the good working of the

new system and the absence of the ordinary 'washing

operations, had so benefited the manure as to produce

two stacks more straw on the farm than had ever been

grown on it before. (Hear, hear.) Now, he perfectly agreed

with Mr. Shaw in the remarks which he had made with re-

gard to the question whether farmers gained any advantage

by the fattening of cattle or sheep ; and he thought it a

most important question which had been raised by that

gentleman, whether, if they intended to gain anything at

all by the fattening of animals, they ought not to breed

them themselves. Let them consider the operation of

the present system. At present they bought animals,

but they did not generally breed them. It was com-

monly supposed that they gained something, in one shape

or another, by the buying of an article of food for con-

sumption on the farm ; and most parties supposed

that if they gained nothing absolutely by the sale of

the animal, if they sold it only for the very same

amount that it cost, adding merely the cost of feed-

ing, still they gained in the manure what would re-

pay them in the subsequent operations of the farm
;

that was one view of the matter. Now he was prepared

to show, that under certain circumstances the buying of

manure in the shape of oil-cake was a very injudicious

and improper mode of importing manure on a farm.

Before he did that, he would just state what his ideas

were as to the nature of manuring. They had to grow

vegetables on the land, and they could only do so by
the use of vegetable matter. If oil-cake were imported

on a farm it must first have been e.xported from some

other farm to the injury of that other farm. They had

been told of some plants which required organic, and

of others which required inorganic substances ; but it

had not been pointed out that different plants had the

power of absorbing substances from the air and soil

in very dift'erent proportions. The fact was that

plants, like men, were very differently constructed

as regarded their physical powers; some could ab-

sorb a small, and others a large amount of sub-

stance from the air ; and this variation was found

to run thiough the whole of them. Take the case of

the narrow-leafed wheat and barley plants : these had
not the power of taking from the air anything like the

same amount of substances as the turnip and clover plants.

They had a rotation of crops. Turnips, which contained a

very great quantity of nutritive matter, they sometimes

ploughed in or fed off, and thus they got a certain amount
of preparation for the barley crop ; and in the case of

clover, the roots left on the soil, furnished by slow de-

composition, ample materials for a larger wheat crop

than nature by herself would produce. Now, the feed-

ing of sheep on these vegetables took away a portion of

the nutritive matter ; and he maintained, therefore,

that they obtain less by feeding off such crops than

by ploughing them in. This question ought never to be

misunderstood. It was a simple question of pounds, shil-

lings, and pence, whether or not ploughing in were

best. (Hear, hear.) If no gain, but rather a loss was

found by feeding sheep upon vegetable matter, he thought

the farmer ought to know that vegetables always con-

tained more manure than the dung made from the same

vegetables, weight for weight.

Mr. F. HoBBS intimated his dissent.

Mr. Nesbit : If Mr. Hobbs would write a letter to

the Mark Lane Express on the subject, he would be

happy to reply to it ; and though he could not enter into

the arguments that evening, he would bring a dozen

practical farmers (some of them were in the room
perhaps that evening), who having made the experiment

could bear satisfactory testimony as to the result.

Mr. Mechi : You are confirmed by a professor.

Mr. Nesbit said, that on such a point he received

the evidence of a practical farmer in preference to that

of a professor. What he maintained was, that the sheep

and the oxen could give nothing to the land but what
they had received themselves. Whence were they to

get it? (Hear, hear.) They could only get it from the

vegetables on which they fed. Now that being the case, if

he applied himself to the analysis of oilcake, which was so

much used by agriculturists for the feeding both of

sheep and bullocks, and compared it with the manures

which they could obtain at certain prices, he should be

able to put them in possession of the actual relative

value of oil-cake, as furnishing manure for the farm.

Now he had looked through a great number of books with-

out being able to find any analysis of oil-cake ; accord-

ingly he had set some of his pupils to work to analyze it.

He had had samples analyzed from Liverpool, London,
and Marseilles. A sample of rape cake was also ana-

lyzed, and the accompanying table would show their fer-

tilizing value, compared with Peruvian guano. From
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comparison of several analyses he had taken the follow-

ing as the average of good Peruvian guano :

—
Per cent.

Moisture 12-0

Inorganic matter 35'0

eontaiuiiig

—

Phos. acid 100

Potash 30
Aininouia li'O

Organic matter 39'0

1000

Eh W
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acid, but claims the sole use of all the phosphates, which

either he (Mr. N.), Dr. Buckland, Professor Henslow,

or others had discovered, or hereafter might be able

to discover. What Mr. Lawes contended was this,

that neither they nor any other persons who had got

these phosphates on their farms could use them without

obtaining his license, and paying a royalty. In prose-

cuting his object he had commenced an action against

Mr. Purser, and by that means had already put him

to great expense. It was monstrous that any party

should by any chicanery of law be able to compel

those who had these coprolites on their land to pay

him a royalty befoi'e using them, or prevent their sale to

any who might wish to use them.

Mr. Mechi observed that the patent could never

stand.

Mr. Nesbit thought that however that might be,

the farmers as a body ought to rally round a party

who had been subjected to such expense and annoyance

in defending their rights. The matter was a public one ;

he took it up on public grounds ; he was not interested in

it himself to the extent of one farthing, but believing that

these phosphates existed all over the kingdom, and could

be applied at an expense of from 8s. to 10s. per acre, he

thought that any attempt like that which he had described

ought to be strenuously resisted.

Mr. Cock said, that about two years ago he had ac-

companied several other farmers to Sir C. Burrell's,

for the purpose of witnessing box-feeding on the estate,

and learning particulars with regard to it. They in-

quired of the man who showed them the system in

operation what the animals were fed upon, and they

made a calculation as to the cost. They then inquired

whether there were any beasts in the yard, and the

answer being in the affirmative, they walked round and

looked at them. They were also told what it cost to

feed them per head, the two sets of beasts being about

the same size. On further inquiry it appeared, that

while the beasts kept in the yard made about ten cart-

loads of manure each in about six months, the quantity

of straw trodden down in the yard was about four-times

as great as the quantity which was stamped down in

boxes. Now the question which occurred to him when

he heard so much on this subject, and was told that

the best mode of making manure was to plough in the

green crops—the question which arose in his mind was,

what would a great many farmers do with their straw,

provided all these suggestions were carried out ? Wa?
the straw to stand in one place until it had rotted ? Mr.

Cock further stated that he had made an experiment as

to the relative meiits of rotten and unfermented dung,

and that his experience was all in favour of the latter.

He agreed that the main question was one of pounds,

shillings, and pence.

Mr. Mechi said he could readily believe what was

stated, but he should like to know what kind of after-

crop there was.

Mr. Cock said, several of his neighbours went over

the land, and all of them perceived immediately which

was the best crop ; the same superiority was observable

in the succeeding year. He might mention that he put

on a ton of rape per acre on two acres besides, and with

very little benefit. In the following year, where the

dung was carried out and laid in the open air, there was

by far the best crop : on the whole, he obtained about

one quarter more wheat per acre than he had done

before.

The Chairman : You mean that you grew the most

where you had put on the rotten manure.

Mr. Cock replied that such was the fact. It was ne-

cessary to look to the soil as well as the manure ; the

same manure would not do for all soils, any more than

the same kind of draining. Mr. Mechi had told them
that he had some calves which were fed under the box

system. He (Mr. Cock) believed it was generally ac-

knowledged that such animals did best where they had an

opportunity of running into the open field.

Mr. Mechi begged permission to make one remark.

Mr. Cook, of Semer, had tried the experiment of taking

calves immediately from their mothers, and tying them
up, and also that of taking them from the land in the

regular way ; and he had found a great superiority in

those tied up, as compared with those fed on the best

pastures. One more remark, and he would conclude.

He himself had tried linseed cruahed, and not soaked or

boiled, and linseed rendered mucilaginous by soaking or

boiling ; and the condition of the animal and its general

progress had been much better where the same quantity

was applied under the last mentioned form than under

the first.

Mr. Cock would only add that he had received two

prizes at Maidstone—one of £b and another of £7—for

cattle fed by him on malt (cheers).

Mr. Baker wished to make one or two remarks.

Mr. Nesbit had contended and declared that he was ready

to prove that the ploughing-in of a green crop was

more beneficial than the feeding-off of animals ; and

this he asserted on the ground that the animal could

yield nothing but what it had received. Now, in that

respect, he entirely differed from Mr. Nesbit. He
would take the case of Swede turnips, tares, or any other

vegetable crop, as aff'ording a contradiction to that state-

ment. He maintained that all vegetable crops had their

constituent qualities altered in the process of feeding.

He would not pretend to say how the alteration was

effected, but that it was effected in some way every one

knew to be the fact. In the county in which he resided

it was common to sow rape, not for the value of the

food, but on account of the manure. A very large quan-

tity of this rape was ploughed in, and he had always

thought that in that case ploughing was more beneficial

than feeding ; but as regarded tares and vetches, his ex-

perience went to show that feeding was twice as beneficial

as ploughing-in. In the winter of 1839 he had tried an

experiment which bore out his statement. The white

turnip contained, he believed, 95 per cent, of water.

How was such a crop to be ploughed in ? He never

saw so good a crop of corn where turnips had been

ploughed in as where they had been fed off by sheep.

On that subject he differed entirely from ^Ir. Nesbit,

and he thought the majority of those present did so too.

Mr. HuTLEY maintained that they could not have
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good manure if it was washed. It destroyed the quality

;

and he contended that this was in accordance with

common sense. Decomposition also spoiled the quality

of the manure ; and therefore he did not agree with the

doctrine that it was advantageous to turn the manure
frequently. He had obtained a great deal of informa-

tion from the discussion of that evening.

Mr. CuTHBERT Johnson said that no one in the

room would be disposed to deny the assertion that it was

advantageous to secure all the drainings and all the

excreta of a farm-yard. He was glad to find that a

practical farmer had put this question, for he was always

happy to listen to practical farmers. The gentleman

to whom he alluded had put this question : Supposing

there is no drainage from the farm-yard, and supposing

that nothing leaks away, and supposing the rain water

which falls on the barns and other farm buildings is

properly carried off, then what harm can the rain

do.' Nothing being carried off from the farm-yard,

everything remains ; and therefore if nothing is lost,

if the farm-yard had no drainage, if the eaves troughs

were pi'operly secured, he could not discover how
any loss could accrue. Then, again, as to the evidence

of the superior value of the box-fed manure. That

system came before them with almost only one claim

to their attention. If it did not increase the value of

the manure, it did nothing. He was at a loss to con-

sider, with respect to the animal which was taken from

its natural habitat where it had been brought up, but

that it must suffer from placing the beast over a pestiferous

dung-hill.

Mr. Lawrence : It is not the fact.

Mr. Johnson : The box-feeding was to confine the

beast over its own dung until the manure was about a

yard deep. He was told that none of the gases of putre-

faction were exhaled. There must be in the case of box-

feeding an evolution of ammonia,

Mr. Lawrence : No.

Mr. Johnson : If he was told that in the accumula

tion of manure there was no putrefaction and no evolu-

tion of noxious gases—that all was as pure, and all as

sweet as any meadow, then he said, he had no objection

to the box-feeding system. He had been led, however,

to come to a different conclusion. He had looked at

scientific facts as illustrating particular operations with

all the care in his power, and he regarded science as of

no value but as illustrating practical results. His friend

on his right (Mr. Nesbit) had addressed himself to

the question of coprolites. He held in his hand an

analysis of coprolites. Now he liked things to be called

by their right names, and did not like hard words when

they could be avoided. Then, if they were to call copro-

lites fossils or old bones, he thought they would under-

stand much better what they were talking about. Co-

prolites were the remains of the bones of animals which

had lived in a former state of the world, and which

existed to a large extent throughout large portions of

this country. Comparing those coprolites with recent

bones, it was found that there was a strong similarity in

their composition ; and he mentioned this in order to

show them that there was no doubt that the origin of

the coprolites was in fact bones. Now, he found that

in 100 parts of these bones, from an analysis made by

Mr. Purser, there was contained between 60 and 70 per

cent, of phosphate of lime and iron, and that this was

very nearly the composition of calcined bones. The

bones having lain in the earth for a long series of ages

had long ago become fossilized. Some years ago these

old bones were first discovered in a variety of shapes

in Cambridgeshire, then in Hampshire, Buckingham-

shire, and afterwards in various portions of the kingdom.

These bjnes being dissolved in sulphuric acid formed

superphosphate of lime. He had hardly comprehended

what his friend near him had alluded to about Mr.

Lawes, because he was not furnished with information on

the subject. He did not suppose that Mr. Lawes was

trying to stop them using their fossil bones. Why that

was a sort of romantic attempt that would be ridiculous

enough. If they used new bones they might use old bones

;

there was no act of Parliament declaring any distinction.

He was at a loss to conceive what the story was about,

and perhaps Mr. Purser would tell them his own tale,

because if the progress of agriculture and the opera-

tions of the farmers of England were interfered with by

any man wLio professed that he would stop the using of

phosphate of lime found on their own farms, without

his leave, then he thought it was high time to stop such

rhodomontade. He thought they would all agree with

him that the thanks of the meeting were fully due to

Mr. Lawrence for the scientific, clear, and able manner

in which he had brought the whole subject before them,

(Cheers).

Mr, Bennet thought the box-feeding system had

been ridden rather hard. He knew a friend of his who
was feeding sixty beasts upon that system, and certainly

did not think it was all gilt. He rather went with Mr,

Johnson in his observations relative to the health of the

animals, and he did not think it was correct to say, that

in the box-feeding system nothing escaped that was

prejudicial to health. He had seen it in all its stages,

and he was perfectly satisfied that there was escape un-

less they kept a very considerable quantity of litter.

He must say, with respect to the farm -yard ma-

nure, that he had occasionally no objection to a little

water. In March, for instance, if there was a quantity

of stock in the yard, and there should be a con-

tinuance of dry weather for many weeks, it would be

difficult to make manure ; therefore he thought a little

ram occasionally would do no harm, if there was no es-

cape. As regarded the warmth of the animals, he was

of opinion, especially for young things, that warmth was

almost equal to half the feed (Hear, hear). In the

winter season, especially if they kept the animals ex-

tremely cold, all the feed they could give them would not

fatten them. He had been very happy to hear the re-

marks by the gentleman who spoke about feeding with

malt. He could fully corroborate that gentleman. He
believed that the system had never been fairly tested, and

he hoped it would become general.

Mr. Ho BBS was very glad that Mr, Bennett had

touched upon the main advantages of box-feeding over

yard-feeding. He said that the great advantage was that
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they could regulate the heat for the aniaial, and that ia

his (Mr. Hobbs') opinion was a most important feature

as regarded the advantage of the box over that of the

open yard. On previous occasions, when the question

had been discussed in that room, he had taken every

opportunity of bringing the subject of coveriug-in the

1 yards forward, as adopted by the Rev. Mr. Cook, of

I Semer, and lie was glad to find that those gentlemen

1 who had witnessed the yards so covered had fully agreed

with his opinion. He believed that ^hat was a superior

system to what was commonly called box-feeding, as,

in addition to all the advantages of boxes, it had the fur-

ther recommendation of affording exercise to the animals,

which was especially required in the case of young

stock. He believed it was admitted by practical men
that five animals under cover, with heat about 60 or 65

deg. , would be maintained with the same food that would

be required for four animals with the heat at 40 deg. or

down to freezing point. That was an important matter

to consider, as it enabled them to produce manure of a

superior quality, and would allow them to grow a greater

weight of turnips, and keep a larger number of animals.

He begged to differ from the argument advanced by Mr.
Mechi, that it is not advantageous to grow roots to cart

off the land. Mr. Nesbit said it was better to plough

the roots in, rather than to feed them off; he also advo-

cated the use of artificial manures alone for vegetable

crops. This might sound very well in theory, but would

not always bear the test of practice. As to straw on his

farms, he never knew that he had too much. It had been

said that in the boxes there was escape of ammonia, and

decomposition when animals were in a confined place.

He had never yet seen it ; nor did he believe it was

the case if there were proper management and proper

litter applied to the animals when they required

it. He had been told by a gentleman last Christmas

that he had in boxes 65 beasts, and there had been

no escape, because the animals were well littered. He
had himself the last two years used fishery salt ; and al-

though it was not considered a disinfectant, still, as far

as his experience went, he had found it very efficacious.

In his part of the kingdom there was a good deal of bog

earth, and he frequently used the charred peat. It

was the greatest disinfectant they had. With respect

to the malt tax, he was very glad to find that his friends

in Kent had tried feeding cattle with malt. He had

never yet met any one who had tried it that did not ap-

prove of it. It had been said that the malt feeding was an

unsettled question amongst the farmers, and that it might

last two or three years before it was settled; but he would

remind them that it was well understood now, and had

been ever since Mr. Handley brought forward the ques-

tion of repeal in the House of Commons, in the year

1835. He would only ask gentlemen accustomed to

hunting whether a malt mash was not the very thing to

revive a beaten horse, when oatmeal or linseed had been

of little effect ? Malt was the best thing animals

could have, and therefore he did hope that the question

would very shortly be set entirely at rest as far as its

advantages for feeding purposes were concerned. He
felt it bis duty to express his thanks to Mr. Lawrence

for the satisfactory, clear, and able manner in which he

had brought forward this subject. With respect to Mr.
Lawcs, he could scarcely believe what he had heard

as to the movements of that gentleman against Mr.
Purser and the farmers of England. He could not be-

lieve such a thing of a gentleman who had been receiving

for the last two years something like a benefit of ^8,000
or i,'10,000 a year from the farmers of England for the

sale of superphosphate of lime. He trusted, if Mr,
Lawes persisted, that the farmers would do their duty,

and support Mr. Purser in defending himself. He had

tol,d Mr. Purser, when he first heard of it, to go on ; for

it was a question in which they were all greatly inter-

ested.

]\Ir. PuRSEii suiil that Mr. Lawes had commenced his

action, and laid the venue at Bristol ; and ever since August

he (Mr. Purser) had been endeavouring to meet him, and to

fight him inch by inch ; and he was glad lie was in circum-

stances to do so. Mr. Lawes had told him that he had laid

the action at Bristol iu order to hicrease the expense. He
{Mr. Purser) was of opinion that these coprolites would even-

tually be of great service to the country ; but if Mr. Lawes was

to have the exclusive right of laying a heavy royalty on every

ton, the advantage would be neutralized.

Mr. Cheetham said he had adopted the plan of Mr. Cocks

ever since the year 1822, and he had always found it success-

ful ; and he had never had a turnip crop affected by the fly or

deficient iu weight.

Mr. Owen said he had not heard a single remark about the

manure of pigs. Pigs were not required to be kept as clean as

bullocks or sheep. He thought the manure of pigs would be

found more advantageous than that of any other animal.

They fed pigs on grain. How much better, then, would the

manure be if the food was malt (Hear, hear) ?

Mr. Spearing advocated the system of mixing ashes with

manure.

Mr. William Siiaw said that as this was purely a prac-

tical question, and having so long been without practice in the

matter, it was not his intention to offer a single observation

upon that part of the question. He could not, however, refrain

fro;n expressing his detestation at any man being run down iu

the way Mr. Parser had told them he was being run down.

He (Mr. Shaw) did not profess to have any very extraordinary

philanthropy ; but he would recall to their recollection that he

protested, twelve mouths ago, in that very room against a step

that was then about to be taken. He vras only sorry that the

course then advocated was not adopted ; for he was fearful

that by not doing so a stepping-stone had been afforded to

Mr. Lawes to pursue his present course. Would they suffer

such a course to be piu'sued against any individual as that

which was being taken against Mr. Purser? He trusted that

some step would be taken to make manifest what the feeling

of that club was with respect to that matter. With respect

to the question before the meeting, he would merely observe

that some years ago he had ten or fifteen men constantly

employed, and he was in the habit of allowing them a quarter

of an acre of potato land, and allowing them to take the mauure

out of the farm-yard. He could never forget the finesse and

exertion that those men always made to get at the place first,

to obtain the dung that had been turned twice or three times,

and the spit dug. Now, there were no better judges than they

were.

Mr. Lawrence, in reply, said he had not had sufficient

experience to give an opinion as to the advantages of rotten or
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recent dung. Chemical se>^tlemeu would probably tell them

that if they placed recent dung at the roots it wo\dd undergo

fermentation in the soil, and very considerable advantages

would be produced from the gases disengaged during the period

of ferraentatiou. The question of growing and feeding animals

had been discussed. Now, he was disposed to make a great

distinction between the two. He thought that young and

growing animals required more exercise and air than older

animals. With respect to the odour from box-feeding, he

begged to say that in his boxes there was no more smell than

in that room. He had heard of fermentation taking place in

the boxes of horses, but he believed it arose from the boxes

not being deep enough.

Mr. Nesiut then proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Law-

rence, for his able exposition of the question wider discussion.

The motion was carried by acclamation.

Mr. Shaw said it was usual to terminate their discussions

with some resolution, and therefore he proposed the following

:

—" That various systems of making manure have been ad-

vanced and ably supported, bnt that sufficient information has

not been submitted to enable the club to recommend any par-

ticular system." He thought they had not sufficient informa-

tion to come to a resolution recommending the box-feeiling

;

but it was open to any one present to amend the resolution if

he thought fit.

Mr. CuTHBERT Johnson seconded the motion, which was

put and carried unanimously.

A vote of thanks to the chairman closed the proceedings.

THE HERO,
WINNER OF THE EMPEROr'S PLATE AT ASCOT

IN 1847 AND 1848.

The Hero, bred by H. G. Allen, Esq., of

Cresselly, Pembrokeshire, in 1843, was got by

Chesterfield, out of Grace Darling, by Defence,

her dam by Don Cossack, out of Mistake, by Waxy.

Chesterfield, an own brother to Crucifix, bred by

Lord Chesterfield in 1834, was by Priam, out of

Octaviana, by Octavian, her dam by Shuttle, out of

Zara, by Delpini. As a race-horse, he received in

a produce stake at Newmarket ; and then, being

drafted out of his noble namesake's string, was

taken down into Wales, where he got beaten at

Aberystwith by one of Mr. Pryse Pryse's flyers.

This closed his career on the Turf, while as a stud-

horse he only lived to father The Hero, who, with

a steeple-chase horse of Mr. Bisse's, called Pem-

broke, are, we believe, the only two by him that ever

appeared.

Grace Darling, bred by Mr. Isaac Sadler in 1832,

figured for some seasons on the midland county

circuit as Mr. Sadler's, Mr. Reeve's, or Mr.

Mathews' Sister to Desperate. Her performances,

however, never exceeded those of a third-rate

plater ; and her produce, with this one grand ex-

ception, have so far been quite on a sample with her

own very inferior merits as a race-horse. So un-

promising, indeed, did she appear to Mr, Allen,

into whose hands she passed after leaving the turf,

that he sent her, with the Chesterfield colt at her

foot, to Bath races in the summer of 1843, to be

sold for what she would fetch. Fifteen sovereigns

was the maximum offered for the two ; and at this

price they became the property of Mr. John

Povvney, of Lansdown, Bath, who has the mare

still in his possession, as well as a half of The

Hero; John Day agreeing for the other half, on the

horse being sent into training.

The Hero is a chesnut horse, with no white about

him beyond a star in the forehead and a few well-

worn saddle-marks. He stands about fifteen hands

three inches high ; has a rather long, lean head,

well set on to his neck, which is good and strong

;

has good shoulders, with fair depth of girth, but

runs slight in his back-ribs, and very mean in his

quarters; he has straight thighs, though rather

long from hip to hock; and tail set on low. He
stands upright on his joints; has a bad, shuffling

walk ; and is, in fact, as mean-looking, hackish as

animal as any sanguine owner ever sent into

training.

Summary of The Hero's Performances.
.

In 1845 he started three times, and one once :

£
A plate at Newmarket, value clear 50

In 1846 he started twelve times, and won eleven :

The Handicap, at Salisbury 300

The Cup, at Salisbury 100

The Dundas Stakes, at York 145

Her Majesty's Plate, at York 105

The County Cup, at York 225

Her Majesty's Plate, at Egham 105

Her Majesty' Plate, at Warwick 105

Her Majesty's Plate, at Lichfield 105

Her Majesty's Plate, at Leicester 105

Her Majesty's Plate, at Doncaster 105

The Cup, at Doncaster 300

In 1847 he started eleven times, and won ten :

Her Majesty's Vase, at Ascot . . 360

The Emperor of Russia's Plate, at Ascot 880

Her Majesty's Plate, at Winchester 105

The Cup, at Goodwood 690

Her Majesty's Plate, at Egham 105

Her Majesty's Plate, at Warwick 105

The Cup, at Warwick 240

Her Majesty's Plate, at Doncaster 105

Her Majesty' Plate, at Liehfield 105

Her Majesty' Plate, at Leicester 105

In 1848 he started five times, and won four

:

The Emperor of Russia's Plate, at Ascot 780

Her Majesty's Plate, at Salisbury 105

The Craven Stakes, at Goodwood 25

Her Majesty's Plate, at Weymouth 105

^5,565
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HINCKLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

S07

On Monday, 5th March, 1349, the usual

monthly meeting of the Hinckley Agricultural

Society was held in the large room of the George

Hotel, and was filled hy most of the leading

farmers and maltsters in the neighbourhood. Such

was the interest felt on the occasion, that many

came from the neighbourhood of Nuneaton, Ather-

ston, and Market Bosworth, who had not attended

the day's market. Altogether not less than 150

were present.

On the motion of Mr. Breton, Mr. Thomas
Swinnerton, of Caldecote, was unanimously called

to the chair, and briefly stated the objects of the

meeting, which was, " The Benefits the Farmer

would derive from the Repeal of the Malt-tax."

Mr. Matthew Oldacres, of Copson Lodge,

then came forward, and said he was sorry the meet-

ing was deprived of the attendance of Mr. William

"Warner, who had promised to introduce the sub-

ject, and that the cause which kept him away was

of a melancholy character, for no one was better

calculated or better informed on the subject than

that gentleman : but, continued Mr. Oldacres, I

have always held a strong opinion of the injustice

and partial bearing of the malt-tax. Taxes are

necessary for the government of any country; but

it is also necessary that all classes should bear

equally their share of such taxation. A great

change has taken place in the policy of this country,

aflfecting considerably the agricultural interest ; in

short, the British fai'mev is thrown into compe-

tition with the whole world, and with countries that

have not a tithe of the taxation to pay—whose la-

bour is secured at nearly one-third less (excepting

only the United States of America) than yours is

obtained, and who have a climate far more con-

genial and propitious to the ripening and securing

their produce. It is a competition, gentlemen, that

to all human foresight, and according to the best

authorities, will reduce the average value of agri-

cultural productions to the extent of 15 per cent.

It is fair to suppose that there are classes in this

country that will be benefited to the amount of

depreciation the agricultural interest must sustain.

Then are they not in a position to pay a greater

amount of taxation ? It is very much like taking

fifteen to twenty acres from a hundred acre

farm, and charging the same vent for it.

Under such circumstances, it was only natural
to expect that Government would have accom-
panied such alterations with a remission of those

taxes which press heavily and injuriously upon the

farmer. But, gentlemen, in vain may the farmers of

England look for a remission of taxation, until they

combine and cause that which is termed a " pres-

sure from without"—the onlt/ successful method of

late years with an English Government ! Gentle-

men, I look upon all taxes to have their indirect as

well as their direct bearings, and I believe the in-

jurious effects of the indirect application of the

malt-tax is almost exclusively borne by the agri-

culturist, and that its direct application to them is

in an unfair proportion. And, gentlemen, are not

your labourers considerably interested in this

question ? has not the abominable malt-tax altered

his habits of life, and reduced his power and ability

to labour? And can you not justly charge the

malt-tax with having called into existence one-half

of the dram-shops that you meet at every turn and
corner of the towns and cities of this country?

And are there not thousands of manufacturing

operatives, who, after a life of labour and toil, die

without having tasted in its pure and unadulterated

state the natural beverage of their country. The
more I consider the working and operation of the

malt-tax, the more bitter is my animosity against it.

Look at the great body of agricultural labourers,

who are toiling from day to day, from week to

week, without tasting one drop of ale to refresh

them in their labour, except the adulterated stuff

they obtain at the beer-shop. Is it not a notorious

fact that farmers find the system of giving their la-

bourers beer so expensive, that it is'yearly decreas-

ing, and will decrease from year to year, without

an alteration of the malt-tax? I am satisfied no
sensible man will ever say beer is not requisite to

enable a labourer to do a fair day's work. I desire

to see it with the labourer of the present day as it

was of old—brewing their own beer, filling their

own bottles, and quaffing the cup of home-brewed

by their own fireside, surrounded by their wives

and children, enjoying the comforts of domestic

happiness— rising in the morning with strength

proportioned to their work, with cheerful coun-

tenances and contented minds, resuming the willinpf

labours of the day. But, can you expect such

conduct, such fruits, to emanate from labourers

who spend their evenings at the beer-shop—in

the company of poachers, drunkards, and the worst

characters of the neighbourhood, where honesty is

scoffed at, good principles assailed, and the worst

passions of mankind encouraged and applauded ?

And are not the leisure hours of your young men
spent in such society and in such company ? I

X 2
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would desire to see these young men contributing 1 superseded in your own markets, because you can-

their share to the replenishing ofajDarent's barrel at not use the same means of fattening them as the

home, rather than in spending their spare cash in the foreigner. I beUeve that no corn, cake, or pulse

adulterated stuff' they in many instances obtain at to be equal to malt for sheep when at turnips,

the beer-shop—a drink that is brewed rather to
j

You know the beneficial effects of malt-dust in

create than to quench thirst. Cannot you look ! strengthening and improving lambs when suffering

around your parishes, and observe many who are from fever, diarrhoea, and other diseases incident

the recipients of your parish-rates, who, in their

younger days, laid the foundation of their poverty,

or sickness it may be, in the course of life they

were seduced into at those beer-shops ? Secondly,

the labourer suffers indirectly from the malt-tax.

Let me have a steam-engine in my stack-yard, and

no tax is laid upon its labour ; but let me place two

men in my barn to thrash, and they will be taxed

three-halfpence per quart for the beer they drink :

with just as much reason ought the steam-engine

to be taxed three-halfpence per quart for the water

she takes. I charge the malt-tax with demoralizing

the labouring classes of this country—with causing

their natural and favourite beverage to be so ex-

tensively adulterated—with disabling them from

performing a hard day's work, and with depriving

them of a legitimate source of employment in their

own country. A duty of four shillings per qr. was

first laid upon malt, in 1697; the duty in 1780 was

ten shillings and tenpence, and the consumption

was greater than it was in 1845, although the po-

pulation had nearly trebled (taking England and

Wales). In 1730 a million and a-half bushels

were made more than in 1830 ; so that, although

the population has trebled, the consumption of

malt remains about stationary. It is fair, then, to

assume, that the high duty on malt has induced

the people of this country to throw aside their fa-

vourite beverage, their o^vn production, and to sub-

stitute the production of foreign countries. The

legislators of this country can take into considera-

tion the duties on coff'ee, tea, spirits, and wines

—

but foreign productions have become so very

fashionable of late. It appears almost as though

England is about to discard her natural sons—the

yeomen of England—and adopt in their stead the

sons of foreign nations. I, for one, have no fear of

foreign competition, if placed on the same equal

footing with my competitors, and I think you will

all respond to that sentiment ; but I am not going

to admit that it will be sufficient if you take off"

the malt-tax. Look at your poor's-rates, excise

duties, assessed taxes, and at your fixed income-

tax, and forget not your contract, and leases for

rent, and tell me if you are not, as it were, matched

to run a race, with a mill-stone round your necks,

against one who is at perfect liberty ? The barley-

growers abroad have no fear of the exciseman be-

fore their eyes. They can malt their barley, use it

for feeding purposes ; and you will see your cattle

to them ; but none of you know the extent of loss

you are yearly subjected to by not being able to

use malt with your stock. It is one of the best

stomachics we possess ; and have we not all, more

or less, suffered considerably from epidemic dis-

ease amongst our flocks and herds imported by the

fashionable foreigner to our shores ? And yet we

are debarred, by the iniquitous duty on malt, from

resorting to the best restorative we ought in justice

to have at our command. I believe no man can

calculate the saving of stock from epidemic in this

country, had the farmer possessed the free use of

malt amongst his stock in 1847. I know that pro-

fessors and doctors have been employed to analyze

and report their opinions on the feeding properties

of malt, and that their opinions are adverse to the

use of it : but I also know that many practical men

have tried it, and report most favourably of it. I

will give you Mr. Hudson's opinion of it, and he is

one of the largest and best farmers in the county of

Norfolk. He takes one peck of malt to be equal

to fourteen pounds of oOcake, and five quarters of

malt superior to seven quarters of barley ; and he

challenges Dr. Playfair, for £100, to fatten 50 or

100 beasts upon malt, against the same number

fed upon barley-meal, in the proportion of five

quarters of malt to seven quarters of barley-meal.

Are you not exhorted on all hands to use scientific

means for the improvement of your occupations ?

Then why does the legislature of the country

cripple your energies, curtail the consumption of

your produce, compel you to use oil-cake, linseed,

Egyptian beans, and other such-like articles, to the

exclusion of the produce of your farms, because

you cannot use it in its most approved state ? I

charge the malt-tax with curtaihng the consump-

tion of our produce—with depreciating the value

of barley the growth of strong land, and such as

may be of an inferior or coarser quality—with pre-

venting an improved system of agriculture (on

such lands)—with impairing the strength of our

labourers, and disabling them from performing a

fair day's work—with preventing the use amongst

our diseased stock of one of the best restoratives

we possess—with preventing the feeding of our

cattle with our own produce—with pressing un-

equally and unfairly on the farmer in its direct ap-

plication. I can only say that, if the farmers of

England tamely submit to the continuing infliction

of the malt-tax, they deserve richly the epithet pro-
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nounced by a noble lord, " That their heads are

as thick as the clods they till
:'' and I entertain a

strong opinion that in consuming our own produce

we take back to our soils in our manure a greater

proportion of those projierties than our crops ex-

tracted from them. It is an opinion entertained by

some parties, that the repeal of the malt-tax would

be a much greater boon to the light-land than to

the strong-land farmers, and this opinion I take to

be erroneous. Under the present system the light-

land barleys are only selected for malting purposes

:

the excise regulations I'ecjuire a limited and exact

process in malting ; no ingenuity can be exercised

or improvement made by the maltster. There is but

little doubt but that the strong-land barleys would

make better malt, had they more time allowed in the

process. But, in fact, the exciseman is the maltster.

I do not believe the repeal of the malt-tax would

increase the proportionate value of barley. I believe

that strong lands would grow a considerable

quantity of barley, and it would lead to an improved

system of cropping on such lands. I am not going

to assert that the strong-land barleys will ever make

better malt than the light land ; but I do assert,

that it would enhance the price of barleys off strong

lands more than the barleys off light lands. Every

acre of bai-ley that is now sown for malting pur-

poses, assuming you to have 5 quarters to the acre,

is subjected to the enormous tax of £5 10s. per

acre. Suppose that at harvest time a Government

officer came and assessed you to pay £5 lOs. an

acre in six months' time for every acre of barley

you had grov/ing upon your farms, you would think

this a great injustice. But that barley, if made into

malt, pays this tax. Last year the produce of my
farm would pay £200 in malt-tax. Gentlemen I

have yet to learn that the farmers are not large

consumers of beer (excepting the cider districts,)

and that it bears more heavily upon them than

upon any other class in its direct application.

My calculation is that every acre of arable land

properly cultivated requires a consumption of beer

that entails upon the occupier a direct tax of 2s. 6d.

an acre. I know that this varies according to the

mode of cultivation adopted and the amount of

labour employed, so that the better you farm, the

greater amount of labour you employ, the greater

amount of the malt-tax you pay : great encourage-

ment this to good farming ! especially when you

meet the fashionable foreigner's corn in your

markets, that was gathered into the barns with beer

at three-halfpence a quart when yours costs

3d. to 4d. I ask where do you find so much
beer drunk as in a farm-house, excepting the

signs you see "to be drunk on the premises."

The manufacturers have not to provide their

operatives with beer ; if they had, I know full well

the malt-tax would soon be repealed. One word

as to the partial bearing of the malt-tax, even on

the occupiers of land ; and this will account, in

some measure, for the want of unanimity amongst

farmers on this subject. Take an arable farm at

£l an acre rent, and you will have to pay at least

Is. 6d. an acre in direct malt-tax ; but take grazing

land at £2 an acre, and you will not have to pay

more than 3d. an acre, hence the poor arable lands

are paying twelve times more than the best grazing

land according to value. I protest against the

amount of revenue being made an argument against

its repeal. If it is unjust—and I defy any man to

prove the contrary—the greater the amount of

revenue, the greater the injustice. It is the offspring

of war, the pet child of oppression.

Mr. Oldacres sat down amidst the hearty ap-

plause of the company.

Mr. Samuel Pilgrim, of Burbage, then came

forward, and said :—Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,

I consider the malt-tax unjust and indefensible,

and I will call your attention to some calculations

made by Mr. Hudson as to the relative value

of oilcake and malt for feeding purposes, which

have appeared in the Farmer's Magazine. In

a work upon Vegetable Chemistry, published by

Dr. Thompson in 1839, we have the estimation

of the real loss in the weight of barley by malting

to be 8 per cent. ; and there is also an analysis of

barley, and the malt made from it, in which a loss

of 2 parts of gluten and 19 parts of starch is re-

placed by a gain of 12 parts of sugar and 9 parts

of gum; by this change of qualities in the malting,

there is an exchange of 21 parts of gluten and

starch for 21 parts of sugar and gum, and the

feeding properties increased, as chemists state that

gum and sugar are far more nutritious than gluten

and starch. But presuming malt to be both a

stimulant and a tonic, it must require some skill

and care in the using of it, for the feeding of cattle,

till better understood : it would then, I have no

doubt, answer our most sanguine expectations, at

the same time taking the place of other artificial

food, which many of us are obliged to have recourse

to in the higher feeding and rearing of our stock.

The inferior qualities of barley which we could

then use for the purpose is now almost unsaleable in

consequence of the malt-tax ; so that large portions

of the stiffer soils, capable of growing abundant

crops of a coarse quality, cease to grow barley at all

;

and the price of oilcake and other foreign artificial

food is thereby enhanced, and consequently a check

o-iven to the progress of agriculture. Thus the

malt-tax diminishes the consumption of malt,

disarranges the best modes of cultivation, increases

the price of artificial food for stock and cattle,

whereby the fertility of the soil is deteriorated, the
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demand for labour lessened, and the comforts of

the people greatly impaired : for it would be in-

variabl}' found that the better class of labourers

were those who enjoyed their beer by their own fire-

sides, and the most depraved and dissolute those

only who were destitvite of all social and domestic

comforts : and it does appear to me unjust to

deprive the toiling labourer of those means of

support the best calculated to ameliorate his toil.

We cannot but come to the conclusion that this tax

is wholly indefensible, and ought to be abolished

;

and, considering we have now a property and income

tax J a total repeal of the corn laws; liberty to use

sugar, duty free, in our breweries; and a desertion

of the would-be-called farmer's friends, who have

left us to seek justice wherever we can find it; it is

for us all here, mutually, hand-in-hand, with other

similar societies, to press upon Government to give

the fanner an equal freedom to his industry, and

security to his capital. (Hear, hear).

Mr. Richard Warner, of Weston Hill, then
moved the following resolution, which was seconded

by Mr. John Toone, of High Cross:

—

"That this meeting views with indignation the

existence of the malt-tax, and pledges itself to take

all constitutional means to obtain its total repeal.

That it is impolitic, unjust in principle, and op-

pressive in its operation. That it curtails the con-

sumption of our produce, interferes with the best

rotation of cropping our land, debilitates our la-

bourers, withholding the best restoratives from our

diseased stock, and preventing the feeding of our

cattle with our own produce."

The resolution was adopted unanimously.

Mr. C. D. Breton, of Elmsthorpe, next ad-

dressed the meeting, and after a short but forcible

speech, iirging the farmers of England to put their

shoulders to the wheel till they made it turn I'ound,

and impressing upon men, whether great or small,

to unite to obtain the total repeal of the malt-tax,

proposed the following resolution :

—

"That it is the opinion of this meeting that the

malt-tax is oppressive and unjust to the labouring

classes of this country, and rendered far more
oppressive to agricultural labourers since the with-

drawal of protection from their labour. That it

tends to their demoralization, lessens the means of

employment, compelling the poor man to resort to

those dens of infamy and wickedness—the beer

houses."

Mr. Robert Swinnerton seconded the re-

solution, which was carried unanimously.

Mr. Toone then proposed that Messrs. Oldacres

and Campion be a deputation to wait on the Central

Association in London, to represent this Society.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Warner, and

supported by Mr. Edward Morris, and carrierl.

unanimously.

Mr. Oldacres then begged to call the attention

of the meeting to the opinions of the Members of

the Southern Division of Leicestershire, at the

Meeting of the Leicestershire Agricultural Society,

Dec. 1st, 1848. Sir Henry Halford said, " He knew
that it pressed heavily upon the poor man in his

beer; and upon the farmer, because it prevented

him from malting his barley to feed his cattle with;

and that there was consequently, so far, a great hard-

ship. There was one point in which he fully

agreed, and that was as to the Custom's duties.

If instead of I'epealing the Custom's duties. Parlia-

ment had repealed the malt-tax, they would have

done a better thing. They had remitted taxes paid

by the foreigner, and had riveted them upon onv

countrymen." My answer to Sir H. Halford is,

Let us have this better thing you speak of, and it ie

a great question if the repeal of the malt-tax would

not compel any Government to resort to Custom's

duties for revenue. Mr. Packe said, "With regard

to the repeal of the malt-tax he had frequently

said here before, that if it was exclusively for the

benefit of the Agricultural Interest, he for one

would give that tax his opposition, and he would

then see whether some other proposition, or some

other species of taxation might not be adopted in

its stead. But he had yet to learn v/hether nine-

tenths of that tax did not come out of the pockets

of the consumer, and he believed most decidedly

that the consumer of malt liquor was the great

paj'er of that tax." 1 would answer Mr. Packe

by asking him if a duty of Is. 6d. a dozen wa«

laid upon stockings, the hosiers of Leicestershire

would be satisfied with being told that the people

who bought and wore the stockings were the great

payers of the tax. Neither, gentlemen, am I

satisfied ; and I declare to you, were I called upon

to-morrow to exercise my elective franchise, I would

vote for no man who would not declare himself in

favour of a repeal of the malt-tax, (Loud applause).

Mr. Oldacres also remarked that it was not only

in not brewing that the labourer suffered, but in

baking also. From the scarcity of private brewings,

yeast to make the home-made bread was so hard to

meet with, that many poor men, with flour in their

houses, had to resort to the baker for their bread.

Ninepence a pint had been paid for yeast in his

village this winter, and seldom to be had even at

that price; and he was told that the loss to a

labouring man, with a family, by being obliged to

buy baker's bread, was Is. 6d. a week as compared

with home-made.

Mr. Gilbert, of Hinckley, said his opposition

to the malt-tax was because it was not based upon

that even-handed justice which ought to charac*
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terize all the transactions and regulations of a preat

and important nation. Now, gentlemen, you grow

wool; and when that is iniinnfactured, soap is

required to scour it. To encourage the manu-

facturer of wool, he is allowed a drawback of the

duty on all the soap he uses in the process of manu-

facture, (a halfpenny per lb.); and I am told there

are parties in this county who have received some

hundreds ])er annum as a drawback of duty. There

is no drawback of malt-tax on the malt consumed

by you in manufacturing beef and mutton; no

return of duty on the beer consumed by your

labourers in the cultivation of the soil, and that

seems almost as necessary to them as oil for ma-

chinery, or soap to scour the wool. No encourage-

ment is held out to the farmer, although the pro-

tective duties on his produce are taken away.

Therefore, I say, make all the use you can of the

only Parliamentary letter you possess, and agitate,

and petition, until you obtain a total repeal of the

abominable and iniquitous malt-ta.Y. We have

learned that of late years a pressure from without

must occur before any notice will be taken within

the walls of the C'ommons House of Parliament

;

I, therefore, propose that a petition be prepared,

and that Messrs. Thomas Swinnerton, Matthew

Oldacres, R. Warner, S. Pilgrim, and J. Campion,

jun., be a committee to draw up the prayer of the

petition.

This was seconded by Mr. Kendall, of Hog Hall,

and carried unanimously.

It was then announced to the Meeting, that the

subject for discussion on Monday, April ind, would

be on "Tenant Right, and the importance of

securing a better understanding between landlord

and tenant for the unexhausted improvements on

the farm." To be held at the George Inn, at .5 for

half-past precisely.

A vote of thanks was passed to the Chairman,

for his able and courteous conduct therein, and

carried with loud applause.

DARLINGTON FARMERS' CLUB

A meeting of the Darlington Farmers' Club was

held in the offices ot" Mr. Dixon, land agent, on

Monday the 12th ult.

James Cookson, Esq., of Neasham Hall, occu-

pied the chair. He opened the business of the

meeting by stating that they were met to resume

the discussion on the subject of tenant-right. He
understood that Mr. Trotter and Mr, Smurthwaite

had spoken on the subject at the last meeting ; it

would therefore very naturally be expected that

those gentlemen should now resume their observa-

tions, and favour the meeting with a further state-

ment of their views.

Mr. Trotter, said his opinion was still the same

as that which he stated last meeting. He thought

there was no necessity for people taking their farms

under leases, provided they were well protected by

Act of Parliament, for the permanent improvements

they made upon their farms, by draining, liming,

and artificial manures. He considered that yearly

tenants should be remunerated for their improve-

ment, without being l:)ound by leases, and that there

should be a legislative enactment to provide for this_

It was not always advisable to take long leases. At
one time wheat might be 12s. per boll, and after-

wards it might fall to 8s., and the tenant ought to

be at liberty to leave his farm, when he could no

longer reap advantage from it; and when he left he

ought to be remunerated for the permanent improve,

ments he had made on his farm. He therefore pro-

posed that the way-going tenant should be paid by

the in-coming tenant for every ton of manui'e that

he makes upon his farm during the last six months

of his occupation. It was very well known that

way-going tenants, under the present system, fre-

quently wasted their straw dm-ing the last few

months of their occupation ; but under the system

which he recommended they would be induced to

be economical, and preserve their manure, as they

would be confident of receiving remuneration for

their good management, at the expiration of their

term of occupation. He also considered that the

way-going tenant should be remunerated for the

lime which he had used upon his land for the last

three years of his occupation. Of cour.se in three

years the tenant would have enjoyed part advantage

from the lime ; but his labour should be considered

as an equivalent for that. He should be glad to

hear the opinions of other gentlemen on the subject.

Mr. Smurthwaite said—if it would be of any

service in encouraging Mr. Emmerson or any other

gentleman present to speak their sentiments, he

had no objection whatever to follow out what he

had said at tho last meeting. He was still of opin-

ion, that all the advantages spoken of by Mr.

Trotter could be provided for by a lease ; and if so,

what was the use of going to the legislature to ask

for an Act of Parhament ? There were many places

already in which the way-going tenant was remu-

nerated for the straw and manure which he left on

his farm. In such cases this was provided for by

a contract between the parties j and why could not
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he also be secured remuneration for his extra out-

lay in improvements, by a simple mutual contract

or lease, as well as by an Act of Parliament ? He
should be a madman to oppose any measure to re-

munerate the tenant-farmer for his trouble and ex-

pense ; but he did consider that leases were pre-

ferable to any Act of Parliament that could be

framed. There were four great sources of expense

to an improving tenant—namely, buildings, drain-

ing, manure of different kinds, and fences. With
reference to buildings, he expressed himself pretty

strongly at their last meeting, but as facts are

stronger than arguments he would inform them of

some in his own experience. He had at the present

time ten stalls on his farm that he did not use at all.

He had also a cart-house and some other buildings,

unoccupied. Those buildings might all be very

useful to the tenant who preceded him, but to him-
self they were of no use whatever, and would it not

have been very hard for him (Mr. SraurthM-aite) to

have had to pay for the erection of those buildings

on entering his farm. He, therefore, considered

leases preferable to Acts of Parliament. Acts of

Parliament spoke in general, and consequently

every particular case could not be provided for in

them ; but leases could be framed to suit every par-

ticular case. As to draining, he would suppose

himself in the position of a tenant succeeding ano-

ther by whom the farm had been drained by drains

cut twenty inches deep and six yards apart. Owing
to some pecuHarity of subsoil, perhaps the drains

ought to be five or six feet deep, so that the other

drains would be of no use. Would it not be a hard
case for him to have to pay for all this inefficient

drainage ? Again, with respect to manures (and
farmers perhaps had been more clamorous on this

subject than on almost any other) who was to be
the judge as to when a farm had been over-limed

or over-guanoed ? To show the mischief of any
enactment providing for the remuneration of the

way-going tenant for Ume and guano, he supposed
a case. Perhaps the way-going tenant had a friend

who sold lime or guano. The out-going tenant,

knowing that he would be remunerated, would then

purchase of his friend a large quantity of lime or

guano, and employ his teams in leading it on to

his farm. Would it not be an injustice to the in-

coming tenant who had to pay for this, especially

as there were differences of opinion as to the quan-
tity and quahty of the manures which ought to be
used ? With regard to fences—any one adopting
Mr. Mechi's view on the subject would set himself
against fences altogether, and wish to be remune-
rated by the in-coming tenant for his labour and
expense for removing the fences set up by his pre-

decessor. The next tenant, perhaps would wish to be
remunerated for replacing the fences ; and would it

not be absurd for the iii-cuming tenant in such

case to be compelled to pay the out-going tenant,

for his alleged improvements ? It appeared to him

therefore, quite absurd to legislate upon the subject

—as absurd as it would be to tell the householder

or the fundholder in what particular way they ought

to spend their money. At their last meeting

an experienced land-agent told them that it was al-

most impracticable to grant leases upon small,

poor farms. He had considered the subject, and

he thought he could not point out a way in which

this contingency could be provided for. He pro-

posed that the landlord himself should take these

farms into his own hands till they are fit to let by

lease to respectable tenants. Those small farms

were least improved of any. Men with a capital to

manage 50 or 100 acres undertook farms contain-

ing two or three hundred acres ; and in consequence

of having their hands always tied behind them, the

farm was no better when they left it than it was

when they entered upon it, and the landlord in

many instances was glad to sacrifice his half-year's

rent to get rid of his tenant. Mr. Smurthwaite

concluded by reiterating his conviction that there

was no benefit to be derived from an Act of Par-

liament, which could not be provided for by a lease,

or a simple contract between the landlord and his

tenant. He also stated that in some counties there

was already a system of tenant-right similar to that

which was proposed to be effected by Act of Par-

liament, and that in those counties the land was

worse managed than in any other place that he

knew of.

Mr. OuTHWAiTE said, the farmer was not pro-

tected by law in the same way as other men. A
farmer, when he entered upon a farm, perhaps saw

that it would be a great benefit to him to erect a

steam engine upon it to grind his corn, and for other

useful purposes. He erected the steam engine, but

on leaving his farm he was not allowed to take

down the building which he had erected for the

engine, nor to receive any remuneration for it. He
might remove the inside of the machine, but the

law did not allow him to remove anything fixed in

the wall. The tenant of a house was allowed to

introduce what he considered improvements, and

he was perfectly at liberty to withdraw those im-

provements when he left the house. He thought

the agricultural tenant ought to enjoy the same

privilege as any other description of tenant. He
quite agreed with Mr. Smurthwaite that it would

be unjust for the outgoing tenant to levy upon the

incoming tenant the expense of buildings which he

had erected for his own convenience. The Tenant

Right Bill would provide that the tenant should not

erect buildings without the consent of his landlord

or his landlord's agent in writing, so that at the ex-
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piration of his term he could claim remuneration,

if he had not occupied long enough to be remune-
rated already. He was quite aware that an agree-

ment could be framed providing for the remunera-

tion of the tenant ; but he would ask, was there one

out of a hundred provided for in this way ? In re-

ply to Mr. Smurthwaite's remark, that a tenant who
liad a friend a dealer in guano, who for the benefit

of his friend used large quantities of guano on his

farm, whether it was necessary or not, he (Mr. O.)

said that the legislature would employ proper men
to investigate such matters, and to report whether

those alleged improvements were necessary ; and if

they were not considered necessary, the outgoing

tenant would not be remunerated. It would only

be for real improvements that the outgoing tenant

would be remunerated. When a tenant took his

farm in a good condition and left it in a bad one,

the landlord was loser ; but if they had a proper

system, the interests of the landlord would be

guarded as well as those of the tenant. When a

tenant entered on a farm in a bad state, and left it

in a good state, the enactment would provide that

he be remunerated—not according to what he

thought proper to charge, but according to the

valuation made by the proper parties appointed

by government, or mutual arrangement between

the parties. It did not appear to him desirable that

the landlord should be obliged to take small farms

of ])oor land into his own hand ; he thought that

it ought to be left to the tenant, and that he should

be remtinerated for the improvements he intro-

duced. The tenant could not legally claim for all

his outlay, for during his occupation he woidd enjoy

part of the benefits ; but it should be provided that

in cases where he has not enjoyed the full benefit

during his occupation, he should be remune-

rated by the incoming tenant or the landlord for

the improvements he had made. With respect to

fences ; that also, in cases of dispute, would be

settled by the government commissioners. It

would be decided by them whether the landlord

coidd claim remuneration from the tenant, or the

tenant remuneration from the landlord. According

to a correct system of tenant right, the tenant would

not be allowed to erect buildings on another per-

son's premises, without the consent of the landlord

or steward. With regard to artificial manures also,

he thought that where a person had been at much
trouble and expense in purchasing oilcake, &c., for

his cattle to improve his manure, he ought to

be remunerated. In cases where a tenant im-

poverished his farm by growing potatoes and the

like, he thought the landlord would have a claim

upon the tenant for damages, and that there should

be a clause in the Tenant Right Bill to provide for

such cases. In many parts of Lincolnshire there

was a system of tenant right estal;lished, which
was introduced about thirty years since. At that

time Lincolnshire was in a very bad state of culti-

vation, caused by the want of an equitable system

of tenant right ; and since such a system had been

.
introduced, the agriculture of the county had

i

flourished, and he did not know of any part of the

I

country in which agriculture is in a more flourish-

ing state than in Lincolnshire. If the tenant did

not manage his farm in a projier manner ; if he did

not leave it in such a good condition as that in

which it was taken when he went to it, the land-

lord had a claim upon him for damages ; and would
not that be a better system than the landlord taking

small farms into his own hands ? He himself, he
was happy to say, was under an excellent landlord

who would not take advantage of him ; but there

were many landlords who did not consider the in-

terests of their tenants, and who, when they saw
that the tenant had his farm in a good state of cul-

tivation, would raise the rent ; and ifthe tenant

would not pay it, they would give him notice to

quit, and get another in his place. This was a hard

case, and it was very desirable that there shouldiae

some enactment to protect the tenant against such
treatment. It was his opinion that a legislative

enactment, such as he recommended, would be as

beneficial to the landlord (if he wished to do right)

as it would to tlie tenant ; for the landlord could

claim for damages, when the tenant did not culti-

vate his land in a proper manner. Again—suppose

a tenant has got his discharge from his farm. It

was very natural in the present state of things for a

tenant, when he has got his discharge, to expend as

little laboiu' as possible on his farm, and to get as

m.uch profit as possible from it. Under a system

of tenant right, if a tenant did not leave his farm in

as good a condition as it was when he went upon
it, he would have to pay damages; and on the

other hand, he would l)e remunerated for the im-

provements he had made. The parties appointed

by government would be able to give a just esti-

mate of the remuneration a tenant ought to receive

for improvements. He quite agreed with Mr.

Trotter, that a tenant, on leaving his farm, should

be remunerated for his pains and expense in pur-

chasing oilcake and linseed to feed his cattle, in

order to improve his manure. The tenant, under a

system of tenant right, would not have his own
charge, unless the in-coming tenant thought it was

a just charge ; the parties appointed by government

to adjust such matters would guard against fraud.

He had now told them freely his opinions on the

subject, and he had said to them the same in sub-

stance as he had said in giving evidence before a

committee of the House of Commons some time

ice. Before sitting down, he wished to remark
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that if any one wished to ask him any questions, he

should be glad to answer him to the best of his

ability.

Mr. Smurthwaite then asked Mr. Outhvvaite

a number of questions, which he replied to in a

very satisfactory manner.

Mr. Dixox said, it appeared to him that though

there had been a good deal of discussion between

Mr. Smurthwaite and Mr. Outh\\'aite, the difference

of opinion was very much less than might at first

be imagined. Mr. Outhwaite had said that he had

no objection to leases, but he alluded to the diffi-

culty of bringing about a general system of leasing,

and certainly the difficulty did appear great, and in

no place greater perhaps than in the covmty of

Durham. Those who let the land to the tenant

farmers were in many cases lessees themselves, and

could not grant leases. Even the copyhold land-

lords could not grant leases. Hence the great

difficulty in bringing about a system of leasing;

and this was a strong fact in favour of a tenant

right bill. He, however, thought the long lease

system preferable to a tenant right enactment. It

was profit that a tenant farmer looked and laboured

for, and not for remuneration for his outlay

merely. Under a long lease a tenant had a far

greater iriducement to labour freely to bring his

farm into a perfect state of cultivation than under

any tenant right bill. He had no objection to an

equitable system of tenant-right, but he thought

the long lease system preferable, inasmuch as when

a man took a long- lease of a farm he would be

likely to go to work freely to improve it, and bring

it into as good a state of cultivation as possible, with

the assurance that he should have an adequate re-

turn. Under a yearly tenancy there was always

some uncertainly, so that the tenant could not go

to work so freely to make improvements in cultiva-

tion as he would when sure of staying upon his

farm. At the present time, unfortunately, there

was neither a system of tenant right nor a system

of lease. A bad farmer would often oflfer a greater

rent than a good farmer (hear, hear) ; and in some

cases where a good manager would ofter £300 for

a farm, a bad manager would oifer fSTjO ; and

when a farm got into the hands of the bad manager

it was pulled to pieces, spoiled, and ruined. It was,

therefore, highly desirable that there should be a

better system of holding between landlord and

tenant, so that both tenant and landlord shoidd be

bound to do their duties to each other, so that

neither could take advantage of the other.

After a little further discussion, in which Mr.

Outhwaite, Mr. Dixon, and Mr. Smurthwaite, took

part,

Mr. Emmerson said, tenant right was not the

custom of the country in Yorkshire. From the ex-

amination of different gentlemen before a commit-

tee of the House of Commons, it appeared that there

v/as a certain landed proprietor in Lincolnshire who

let his tenant a farm ujion these conditions—that

he was to drain the land, that there was to be a cer-

tain quantity of artificial manure ap{)lied to it, and

that he had to purchase a considerable quantity of

oilcake for his cattle, and that he should be remu-

nerated. In consequence of the good effects of this

plan, it became the custom of the county of Lin-

colnshire, and Lincolnshire was now in a better

state of cultivation than the county of York. He
maintained, that if they had an act of ])arhament for

tenant's right, that in the first place it would be an

advantage to the labourer, next to the tenant

farmer, next to the landlord, and next to the

country at large. If a tenant took a wet land farm

in Durham or in Yorkshire, it was a well known

fact that it needed draining, and for that draining

he ought to be remunerated, or at least enjoy the

benefit of it. He considered that Mr. Outhwaite

had treated the subject in a very able manner ; and

that he had done the tenant right question ample

justice, and had left very little for him to say. It

was his humble opinion that it would be for the

advantage of all parties if we had an act of parlia-

ment for tenant right. For himself, as an indivi-

dual, he cared very little about tenant right, for his

landlords were coming forward in a very liberal

manner in erecting buildings, &c., on his farm.

For the benefit of others, however, he advocated

the system of tenant right, feeling assured that by a

proper system great improvements would be made

in produce and in agriculture generally.

The Chairman expressed his approbation of

the manner in which the discussion had proceeded,

but declined offering any opinion on the subject,

—

at the same time stating that there had been much
said on both sides with which he entirely concurred.

He then read a letter, put into his hands by the

Secretary of the Club, from F. Mewburn, Esq.,

chief l)aihff, in which that gentleman regretted his

inabilit}', through indisposition, to attend the dis-

cussion, and intimated a desire, if it should be con-

venient to the club, that the discussion on the same

subject should be resumed at a future time, when

he hoped to be able to attend, and take part in the

proceedings.

In deference to Mr. Mewburn's wish, the dis-

cussion was adjourned for a fortnight, and the

meeting separated.

An adjourned meeting of this club was held in

the office of Mr. T. Dixon, on Monday afternoon

last, for the purpose of discussing the subject of

tenant-right.

In the absenc* of the President, Mr, Chaytor
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oceupied the chair. He observed that he had not

had the pleasure of attending tlie former meetings

of the club when the subject of tenant-right was dis-

cussed, so that he did not know at what point the

debate had been last concluded, nor how it had

proceeded. As the discussion had been adjourned

at the request of Mr. Mewburn, perhaps that gen-

tleman would be kind enough to state his opinions.

James Cookson, Esq., the President of the club,

arrived immediately after these introductory re-

marks, and Mr. Chaytor vacated the chair in his

favour.

F. Mewburn, Esq., chief bailiff, said, he re-

gretted that he was not able to attend the previous

discussions on this very interesting question in con-

sequence of indisposition ; but, having now entirely

recovered, he was enabled to attend this meeting,

and he was desirous of stating to them the opinions

he had formed after great deliberation on the sul)-

ject under discussion. Whilst confined to his

house he had devoted a portion of his time to read-

ing the evidence that was given before the com-

mittee on Mr. Pusey's bill, and he had also thought

a great deal on the question to be discussed by

them that day, namely, the Act of Parliament which

was sought for the purpose of securing tenant-

right. It occurred to him, on reading the evidence

he had named, that it was a great misfortune that

the farmers should have adopted tenant-right as the

title for the measure in discussion. This title, in

his opinion, had caused the great indifference which,

it was not to be denied, the landlords in general

manifested with regard to this question. The far-

mers had unwisely affirmed a proposition which had

yet to be established ; whereas, in his humble judg-

ment, they ought to have launched the question :

—

What are the best means of inducing capital to be

invested in farming ? That was the question the

farmers were anxious to have solved ; and then

eomes afterwards the question—How is this capi-

tal to be secured ? It appeared to him, after much

consideration of the subject, tbat the question should

be discussed under two propositions. The first was,

that leases for the term of 21 years, icith a reserva-

tion of corn-rents, are the best means. The other

proposition was, that yearly holdings, v/ith the

privilpge annexed of the out-going tenant being

paid for unexhausted improvements on his land,

is the best means of inducing capital to be invested

in farming. He would discuss these two proposi-

tions in detail. First, as regards leases. Unless

the lease was for a term of twenty-one years or up-

wards he had nothing to say ; and unless corn-

rents were reserved he also had nothing to

say, because now, that all protection was

withdrawn from the landlord and tenant, they

were in this situation, that although they were

told by the philosophers and soothsayers, the

freetraders, that the price of corn would, on

an average, l)e more equal than under the sys-

tem of protection, they knew that philosophers

were sometimes mistaken, and, therefore, corn-

rents were Just and equitable and proper alike for

the landlord and tenant, as a security against

the vicissitudes which might befal them. If the

prices of corn were more equal and less fluctuating

under the free-trade system, then rents would be

more certain ; but if ])rices were more fluctuating

under the free-trade than under the protective sys-

tem, then it was only reasonable that the landlord

should share the risk with the tenant. These were

the reasons for his advocacy of the principle that

corn-rents ought to be reserved. He took the

affirmative of the proposition, that leases are the

best inducement for the investment of capital in

farming. The grounds upon which he recom-»

mended that proposition were these. In the first

place, the lease being for ihc term of twenty-one

years gave security to the tenant for his capital.

Under such a lease the tenant was not subject to

the caprices of his landlord. If they quarrelled,

the tenant was still secure in the possession of his

farm. If the landlord died, the tenant was undis-

turbed ; or if the landlord sold the estate, he could

only sell the reversion ; thus it is evident that a

term would be a safe security for capital invested.

But, to make this more clear, it would be worth

while to inquire a little into the course pursued by

a tenant in taking a farm for 2 1 years. He would

view it, in order to ascertain the nature of the soils

and their productive qualities—he would inquire

into the amount of local burthens, and next the

locality of the farm with reference to the different

markets to which his produce would have to be

sent for sale. Having satisfied himself on these

points, he would fix the rent which the farm could

afford, and the next consideration would be the

covenants of the lease as regards the cultivation.

When all these matters are arranged, the lease

is execiited. After having got his lease the tenant

would say to himself, " Now, I have taken this

farm, and, on examining it more minutely, I

see that if I expend two or three thousand

pounds in draining, in erecting new buildings,

and iraking and improving fences and i"oads, I

shall greatly improve the farm, at the s^ame time

I shall largely increase its productions. But before

I expend so large a sum let me ascertain what

number of years it will require to reimburse it

—

that is to say, v\'hat additional annual sum beyond

the rent shall I receive from my farm, as the result

of my improvements, to be placed out at comjiound

interest ? In other words, shall I be repaid princi-

pal and interest before the expiration of my term i
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Having satisfied himself that he was safe in his

speculation he would expend his money and imj)rove

his farm, and would employ more labourers : and

whilst the nation would be benefited by the increase

of the j)roduction, the tenant would be repaid the

capital he had invested. Whether a tenant under

a yearly holding, with the advantage of protection

l)y act of parliament, would be equally safe, is for

the committee to decide. Now, we will assume

he term to have expired, and the tenant to have got

back his £2,000 or £3,000 expended on the farm,

what more could he demand of his landlord ?

Would he have any claim upon him for the erec-

tion of buildings and draining ? Of course not,

for the cost of the buildings and draining would be

included in the sum he had expended. If he had

im])roved the land by any new system of agriculture

he had got the benefit of it. What more claim

could he have than the man who takes a building

site for 99 years and erects a house upon it ? In

the latter instance, at the expiration of the term of

99 years, the house goes to the reversioner, and

nobody ever heard of such a thing as the person

who then held the lease demanding remuneration

for the purchase money, he paid for his lease. But
it is said the tenant has greatly improved the farm.

Granted, but remember he had reaped all the bene-

fit of his improvements and got back his capital.

What more could he honestly require ? If he mis-

calculated or failed in his speculations is the land-

lord to make good his losses ? Having discussed

the first proposition, Mr. Mewburn next proceeded

to examine the grounds on which the second rested

its claims to legislative interference, viz., yearly

holdings, with the privilege annexed of the out-

going tenant being recompensed for unexhausted

improvements. That the securing this privilege to

the out-going tenant is considered most important,

is evident from the frequent discussions it has oc-

casioned in all, or most, of the Farmers' Clubs

;

and more especially from the circumstance of Mr.

Pusey having obtained the appointment of a com-

mittee to investigate the subject. Having read the

evidence taken before that committee he was ena-

bled to discuss with greater advantage the second

proposition, but more particularly with reference to

the condition annexed,—that the privilege shall be

secured by an Act of Parliament. That a yearly

out-going tenant should be reimbursed for unex-

hausted improvements is a proposition no one can

justly deny; but the question is—How is he to be

secured repayment ? Those who contend for the

yearly holdings are bound to show that yearly ten-

ants will be as secure under an Act of Parliament

as they would be ander a lease. He confidently af-

firmed—though perhaps he might be considered a

little too arrogant—that it was utterly impossible

that any Act of Parliament could, under all the sur-

rounding circumstances, be framed to secure the

yearly tenant in the same way as a lease, and that

he should proceed to show. He had noticed that

for the last twenty years there had been a most ex-

traordinary anxiety manifested for Acts of Parlia-

ment as a cure for all ills and grievances. When
the commercial interests of the country were de-

pressed from over-production or other causes, there

was an appeal to Parliament to take their case into

consideration and redress their injuries. When the

agricultural interest was depressed, the same course

was pursued—committees were appointed, reports

were made to the House ; and the cry was, " Let

Government pass an Act to remedy the evils under

which we labour. " He fancied that those who
made such appeals to Parliament, and cried aloud

for Acts of Parliament, must have read De Lolme on

the British Constitution. That elegant writer,

speaking of an Act of Parliament, says, " An Act

of Parliament is wonderful. Its power and its eflfi-

cacy are beyond all conception, for it can accom-

plish everything except converting a man into- a

woman. " He thought the advocates for this Act

of Parliament went beyond De Lolme—they ap-

peard to think that it could convert a man into a

woman—that it possessed all the properties of the

elixir vitcs, or possibly they might hope to find

the philosopher's stone. But, joking apart, let us

consider the practicability of obtaining this Act of

Parliament so much desired to have passed. Now,
Mr. Pusey had attempted to obtain an Act, but he

failed. Why did he fail ? He did not even go to

a second reading. His bill comprised all that could

be desired. He should show them that it was

utterly hopeless attempting to get an Act of Parlia-

ment : but assuming an Act, he would also show

that it would be helpless to them, nay, fraught

with evils of which at present they could form no idea.

The attempt to get an Act of Parliament was hope-

less because the landlords, generally speaking, were

not with them. The farmers had not gone the

right way to work. They should have consulted or

enlisted the landlords in their cause—they were im-

portant parties to the Act of Parliament, for if the

in-coming tenant could not pay the out-going ten-

ant for his improvements, who was to pay?

Why, the landlord, or the land. Mr. Pusey was

endently of opinion that he could not carry his

measure in consequence of the landlords not being

convinced on the subject, and did not go to a se-

cond reading—he has abandoned the first, but

brought in another bill, giving tenants for life,

trustees, and others, a power to grant leases with

certain tenant-privileges annexed. But that bill will

fail like the other. Assuming, however, for a

moment that an Act was passed conferring
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upon the out-going tenant the privileges

contended for, he (Mr. M.) undertook to say the

amount of litigation which the Act would engender

would surpass all comprehension. It appeared

from the evidence given on Mr. Pusey's committee,

that there are as many and as variable customs of

tenant-right in the country as there are counties,

and more too ; and how were these customs to be

dealt with in the act ? The farmers of one county

would not be likely to give up their old-established

customs in favour of those of other counties, and

the result would be that at immense amount of

litigation would take place, and the remedy would

be found worse than the evil. This was a point

which had never been touched upon, nor had the

farmers, at any of the different clubs in their vari-

ous discussions, adverted to it. They had never

considered how these various customs in different

parts of the kingdom were to be deal with in the

act. He would tell them how these customs would

be dealt with, and that was the very reason he said

the act would be utterly helpless to the tenant.

The farmers in different counties would clamour

and petition for clauses to protect them in their re-

spective rights, and the county members would

support them. The consequence would be that

Mr. Pusey would either have to withdraw his bill

or submit to the introduction of protective clauses.

Now, what sort of an act would it be ? Would it

give security to the out-going tenant ? Would it

be a greater security than a lease ? Are farmers

aware of the litigation which modern acts of par-

liament engender ? And what right have they to

expect exemption from that calamity ? In truth the

act would be so crude and incongruous, the clauses

would be so contradictory, that it would resemble

the Kaleidescope, and would be known as " the

Kaleidescope Act of Parliament." He would give

them a few specimens of acts of parliament. But

first, he would remind them of what Mr. Baron

Alderson said about them at the last Durham as-

sizes. In speaking of some recent acts of parlia-

ment respecting criminal justice, the Baron said

—

" Acts of Parliament now-a-days are passed to

puzzle, and not to enlighten the community."

They would recollect that in the 3rd of George IV.,

the General Turnpike Act was passed. That act

did not pass until two successive committees in two

successive sessions sat upon it and deliberated and

considered it in all its bearings, in order to make
it as perfect as possible. When the act did pass it

was published with notes by Mr. Bateman, a bar-

rister, and who, in his preface, speaks of it as the

most perfect act that ever was passed. Yet, so im-

perfectly was it drawn, that several acts have been

passed to cure the defects of this act, and the blots

are not all hit, and if it had not been for the intro-

duction of railways it is more than probable that

twenty acts would have had to be passed to improve

upon it. But he would come to a more recent set

of acts that were drawn with great care by most

eminent lawyers, lie meant the Real Property Acts.

When they were passed Mr. Shelford published

them with notes in a thin volume. Yet there had

been numerous and contradictory decisions on
these acts, and Mr. Shelford's last edition of these

statutes has increased to a portly volume. One
more reference, and he should be done with acts of

parliament. In the last session an act was passed

called " The Joint Stock Company's Winding up
Act." It was passed in consequence of the dis-

tressing failure which took place in Newcastle.

That act, to his own knowledge, was prepared with

great care, and with much anxiety by the gentle-

man who undertook it, and who was assisted by
an eminent member of the legal profession in Lon-

don. If any act was perfect, it was considered that

was. Yet, he himself had been engaged in ques-

tions arising out of that act ; but so difficult is it to

put a correct interpretation upon it, that he believed

not less than a hundred opinions had been given

upon it, and scarcely any two lawyers could be

brought to agree upon it. Contradictory decisions

had been given upon this act, and, on one occasion,

the Lord Chancellor refused to hear a case until a

court of law had given an opinion upon it. Such

would be the fate of the farmers' act. He was

anxious to warn the farmers, that if such an act as

they requested was passed, it would be a harvest

for the lawyers. He wished them, whilst they were

clamouring for an act of parliament, to consider

well what they were doing, and not to involve

themselves in a vortex of litigation, out of which

they would come, not only with their pockets

emptied, but their farm-yards likewise. His opinion,

as he had told them, had been formed upon great

and mature deliberation of the subject in aU its

bearings ; and he hoped he had succeeded in shew-

ing that leases for twenty-one years, with corn-

rents, were the best means of inducing capital to be

invested in farming. Under a lease, they had a

security which they could not have under an act of

parliament. Some objected to leases, because they

were afraid of the fluctuations in prices. In reply

to those, he had to say that the corn-rents were a

sufficient safeguard to the tenant. Some, however,

had a dislike to leases which they could never over-

come. If the question was put to him. Is it not

desirable, just, and honest, that the yearly tenant

should be repaid for unexhausted improvements ?

he would answer. Undoubtedly so, to a certain ex-

tent. But some asked how were they to get this

remuneration ? He answered. Agitate, and discuss

the question with the landlords and stewai'ds

;
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make them understand the subject; every one now
has the means of information, and great questions

novv-a-days are always caiTied by discussion. When
you take your farms, make your contract with your

landlord to have a remuneration, and in the course

of years a custom will be established. We are told

that history is philosophy teaching " by example."

Look into the agricultural history of Lincolnshire,

it is a case precisely in point, and confirmatory of

the opinion he had expressed. Forty years ago,

Lincolnshire did not possess a system of tenant-

right, but now it had become the custom for yearly

tenants to be remunerated for unexhausted im-

provements; and if it was so in Lincolnshire, why
should it not be so in Durham, Northumberland,

and Yorkshire ? He repeated, it was by discussion

that they would accomplish their object, and in

doing so, none would be more gratified than him-

self. Nothing would give him greater pain, no-

thing would disturb him more than to see an act

of parliament passed embracing the tenant-right,

but clogged with restrictive provisions and clauses

which would be productive of endless and ruinous

litigation. Mr. Chaytor had prepared some reso-

lutions which he (Mr. M.) had been allowed the

honour of reading. Those resolutions, to a certain

extent, were at variance with the opinion he had

given ; for, if he understood right, Mr Chaytor

wished for some legislative enactment to secure

tenant-right. His (Mr. Mewburn's) objection was,

that any legislative enactment on the subject,

would be pernicious. He was disgusted with acts

of parliament, and he considered that it would be a

great benefit to the country if no act of padiament

would be passed for fifty years to come (applause).

This might appear a strong opinion to entertain,

but he stated it advisedly. Before concluding, he

begged them to allow him to give another illustra-

tion of the efiects of acts of parhament. Some years

ago an act was passed respecting servants misap-

propriating their masters' property. The first pro-

secution thai took place under that act was tried at

Durham. A question arose whether the ofl^ence,

as proved, came under the act? A great deal of

argument ensued ; the table was covered with law

books and reports ; and after much consideration,

the judge said, as the act was a new one, and the

case was doubtful, the prisoner ought to have the

benefit of the doubt, and the prisoner was conse-

quently acquitted. A farmer sitting near the pro-

secutor's attorney, exclaimed, with much vehe-

mence, " D n those bukes ! if it had not been

for them, we might have had the prisoner trans-

ported." How many books would be resorted to,

to show the farmers' act did not afford redress ?

It only remained for him now to thank the com-
mittee for the attention they had given him. He

was only afraid that he had occupied their time tod

long (applause).

The Chairman said, he was exceedingly obliged

to Mr. Mewburn for his observations, and he would

now be glad to hear the opinions of other gentlemen

present.

Mr. Chaytor said, he thought there could not

be the least doubt on the minds of any present,

that Mr. Mewburn was a very able authority. He
had spoken quite disinterestedly touching the opera-

tion of acts of parliament ; and he was very likely,

from his extensive experience, to know what in-

fluence they had exercised upon society. At the

same time, he (Mr. C.) must say this, that if they

took Mr. Mewburn's opinion to the full extent,

they must do away with all laws and acts of par-

liament whatever. Mr. Mewburn's interpretation

went to the extent that no act whatever should be

passed, merely because there were errors in it. He
quite agreed that it was impossible for the legisla-

ture to provide an act to meet every case which

might arise. He also agreed that the landlords

might object to the term tenant-right, but he was

afraid they would object to Mr. Mewburn's term

also. The opposition of the landlords had sprung

from the very nature of the agitation. The land-

lords, who ought naturally to have taken the ques-

tion up for their own benefit, for it would be bene-

ficial to them by bringing capital upon their land,

had neglected to take up the question and to con-

sider the state of things ; and the consequence was,

that the majority in numbers—that is, the tenants

—have at last been obliged to bring the subject

forward in self- defence, to force the question upon

the landlords ; and as the movement had originated

with the tenants, they had naturally designated it

by the term tenant-right. It was very clear that if

Mr. Mewburn's designation had been given to

the movement, the tenants, generally speaking,

would not have interested themselves in the ques-

tion ; they would have said, " This is a landlord's

question : it is not ours." This agitation had only

originated recently. Why did it not originate

twenty years ago ? The answer was this, great im-

provements had taken place in thorough- draining.

The new requirements of agriculture required a

greater expenditure of capital by tenant farmers
j

and it was discovered, that unless they were pro-

tected and remunerated, they would not make such

new improvements as Mere desirable. They had

found out that if they did make those improvements

without some protection, they placed themselves in

a position to lose a large part of the capital they had

expended. They therefore found a necessity for

some alteration taking place in the customs or laws

which would enable them to have the security they

ought to have. There could be no doubt that leases
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were desirable. He should go as far as Mr. Mew-

1

burn, and say they could not do without them ; for

no .«:ystem of tenant-right, no act of parliament,

could secure the possession of the land to the

occupier for a term of years. Even though he paid

his rent regularly, he was still liable to he removed

at the instance of the landlord; and all knew that

though the tenant were paid for the money he had

expended in draining, &c., there was still a great

loss in moving from one farm to another. A lease,

therefore, was required to secure the tenant in his

occupation for a reasonable time. He did not think

that yearly holdings with remuneration by act of

parliament for improvements would by any means

supersede the necessity of leases ; at the same time

the leases did not supersede the necessity of some

law to recognize the position of the tenant, and

enable him to recover the damages and remunera-

tion to which he was entitled for improvements,

because they were aware that the term of a lease

was always decreasing ; besides, a man might take

a lease, and expend all his money on the farm the

first year, and then die, and what then became of

his family ? Many leases were terminable by the

death of the occupant ; and, in such a case, a te-

nant's family on his decease might be ruined.

Under leases, therefore, it was necessary that there

should be some system of tenant-right to protect

the family of a tenant under a lease at his death.

Under Mr. Mewburn's system, however, there

would be none whatever. Again, they all knew

that if they embarked in a business—and what was

farming but a business?—they looked for something

more than merely getting the capital back ; they

looked for ])rofit. If they got nothing for their

risk of capital, where was the inducement to im-

prove cultivation ? The landlord was necessarily

benefited by the improvement, and surely the tenant

should have a share of the benefit. Properly

speaking, it was the landlord's duty to make im-

provements in draining, &c. ; but tenants were wil-

ling, on certain conditions, to undertake those

improvements themselves, and it v.'as right that they

should be remunerated. Of course, it came within

the scope of a private arrangement with his land-

lord that the tenant, at his removal, should receive

the value of the unexhausted improvements he had

made; but it was found that this custom, which

already existed in Lincolnshire, could not be ex-

tended to the county of Durham until a very large

change took place in the tenantry and the mode of

farming. The description of the soil was different

from Lincolnshire, and the modes of cultivation

varied accordingly. The tenants of Lincolnshire

had sufficiently vmderstood the subject to jirove

that it was desirable that some private covenant

should be made with their landlords with i-egard to

remuneration. Their landlords had concurred

;

and no doubt it could be managed in other parts of

the country as well, if landlords and tenants were

a little better informed, and more conciliatory. As

that, however, was not the case, he did consider

himself that there should be some enactment on the

subject. Mr. Mewburn had made some excellent

remarks on the advantages of discussion ; and cer-

tainly discussion on the subject would be produc-

tive of good, even if it did not result in any act of

jjarliament, or in any national measure. He did

not think the case of a person who bought a lease

of building land was exactly i)arallel to that of one

who occupied a farm for a series of years : the pro-

fits derived by the tenant in the former case were

of such a nature, that he could afford to lay out his

money with the certainty that by the time his lease

was expired he would both redeem the capital he

had expended and have a handsome profit. There

was no question that legislation on minute particu-

lars with regard to tenant-right would be produc-

tive of litigation and mischief : he therefore should

propose that the act should only extend to such

general principles as were ajiplicable to everybody,

and leave it to be determined in all cases by arbi-

tration, such arbitration to be final. It was per-

fectly true that an act of parhament, embracing

minute particulars, could not be framed to apply to

all the country ; but the extensive improvements

on which he recommended legislation to provide

for the remuneration of the tenant were the same

all the world over. I'he general principles of drain-

ing were the same in every country ; the same

might be said of tiles and the articles of building.

Manures, also, were nearly the same all over the

country, and he did not apprehend' that much diffi-

culty would arise with regard to them : the remu-

neration which a tenant ought to receive would, in

most cases, be easily and satisfactorily adjusted by

arbitration ; and in a short time such a good under-

standing would take ])lace between landlord and

tenant, as would effectually prevent vexatious liti-

gation. Mr. Chaytor then read over the resolutions

he had to propose, which will be found in their

proper places. On the whole, he did not think

that he differed so widely from Mr. Mewburn in

this matter : he, too, considered leases as being

preferable to an act of parliament, but he said

that neither i)lan was perfect without the other.

The operation of leases with regard to improve-

ments was this—that if a tenant had just four

or five years of his lease to go at the present

time, when such great improvements are every-

where being inti'oduced, the landlord would not

make changes or erect buildings for the good of the

tenant. The consequence was, that the tenant

must either introduce the improvements, or erect
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the buildings, cv be content to go without them,

and to lag behind his neighbours in the culture of

his farm. If he did erect the buildings the present

law did not allow him to remove them at the end of

his term, nor could he claim remuneration for his

expenditure of caj^ital and labour. He concluded

by stating that he was quite satisfied that an act

descending to minute details would bring upon the

country evils worse than those which were Bought

to be remedied ; he therefore deprecated any legis-

lative interference extending beyond general prin-

ciples, and the affirmation of the right to compen-

sation for unexhausted improvements, such com-

pensation to be settled by arbitration.

Mr. Mewburn said, that Mr. Chaytor, in his

observations on leases, had forgot that the interest

of the tenant in the lease being absolute, could not

be taken from his family in the manner described

at his death. The family could sell the lease for

every shilling it was worth ; and if the proprietor

chose to sell the property, he could only sell the

reversion.

Mr. Chaytor said, he knew landlords that

would not grant leases on these terms.

Mr. Meavburn said, he had assumed that the

lease should be taken for 2 1 years, so that the pro-

prietor could neither mortgage nor sell it. In the

Scotch leases which he had had an opportunity of

perusing, he found it expressly recognized that the

term should be secured for his family if the tenant

should die. On the whole he had not much objec-

tion to the resolutions of Mr. Chaytor, though he

was opposed to any legislative interference what-

ever. He qviite agreed that the tenant should be

remunerated for unexhausted improvements, but

the amount of compensation should be settled be-

tween him and his landlord ; for he was perfectly

convinced that legislative interference would end in

nothing but vexation and sorrow.

Mr. Chaytor said, as soon as they got every

tenant fully to iiaderstand, not only what the land

required, but what was necessary to his own protec-

tion and interest, they would not require any legis-

lative enactment. If, however, they chose to

wait till every one was enlightened, they might

wait till the end of time. They ought to accelerate

the arrival of that time by putting the tenant in a

more fair position to deal with his capital. It was

very well known that in matters of business trades-

men had all the facilities they could reasonably

hope from laws for recovering their just claims.

With tenant farmers it was otherwise. If the land-

lord had a claim upon his tenant, he could recover

easily ; but, if a tenant had a claim upon his land-

lord, in point of fact he had no remedy at all. He
thought that under the system of arbitration he had

recommended, vexatious litigation might be ob-

viated. The arbitratois would be well acquainted

with the customs of that part of the country in

which they went, and their decisions would there-

fore in general be equitable and satisfactory. He
thought they ought to come to some resolution on
the subject before they parted. He therefore pro-

posed the resolutions he had drawn up, though of

course any gentleman would be at liberty to pro-

pose others more in accordance with their senti-

ments.

The Chairman then read the resolutions pro-

posed by Mr. Chaytor; they were as follows ;

—

Tfesolved— 1. That legislative enactments, recog-

nising the capital of the tenant, and which will

facilitate his recovery of just claims for compensa-
tion or damage to be settled by arbitration, and
which will enable him to remove buildings, of what-
ever description, of his own erection, are, in the

present advanced state of husbandry, absolutely

necessary to the national welfare.

2. That a more minute interference by the legis-

lature 'SA'ith details, further than to settle the general

principles on which compensation shall be awarded,

is not desirable.

3. That whereas no system of tenant-right will

entirely supersede the advantages of leases, and as

landlords and tenants have, in general, the power to

grant and demand them, that no enactment on this

point is desirable, excejit to enable all landowners
at present without such powers to grant leases as

far as 21 years, as there is reason to hope and be-

lieve that the spread of knowledge will enable par-

ties to discern and act upon their true interests by
private contract.

Mr. Mewburn said he should not object to the

resolutions.

Mr. Smurthwaite could not see any great

advantage in being allowed to remove buildings.

There would be only stone and timber, and, without

remuneration, of what value would be the ])rivilege

of removing them ?

Mr. Chaytor said, if the tenant did not think

it would be advantageous to him to take the build-

ings away, he would be at liberty to leave them.

Mr. Mewburn said, it had been found practi-

cable in many cases to I'emove buildings without

misplacing a single stone.

Mr. Neasham said, that in many cases arbitra-

tors would be found to differ on the matters they

were called in to decide upon.

Mr. Chaytor said, the umpire wordd then settle

between them.
Mr. Smurthwaite said, they had the example

of Lincolnshire before their eyes, and why could

not the same system be introduced here ?

Mr. Mewburn said, the answer to that is, you
must enlighten the landlords.

After some further discussion on compensation

for improvements, remuneration for or the removal

of buildings, the propriety of legislative interfer-

ence, and the respective merits and defects of a

system of arbitration, in which Mr. Mewburn, Mr.
Chaytor, Mr. Addison, and Mr. Smurthwaite

joined, the resolutions which had been proposed by
Mr. Chaytor were seconded by Mr. Mewburn, and

unanimously carried.

The meeting then separated.
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TENANT-RIGHT.
REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL CUSTOMS,

WITH THE EVIDENCE.

(Continued.)

Evidence of Mr. Thomas Swinnerton.
Chairman.] You are a farmer, resident at Caldecot,

in Warwickshire ?—Yes.
What is the extent of your occupation ?—About 480

acres.

What is the time of entry upon farms in Warwickshire ?

—Generally Lady-day.
Where is your farm ?—In the north division, on the

side of Leicestershire.

The entry being at Lady-day, who takes the following

crop of wheat, the out-eoing or the in-coming tenant ?

—

The out-going tenant takes the following crop, except
an arrangement is made for payment ; the agreements
are now generally made so that the out-going tenant
cannot hold it, but it must be valued to the in-coming
tenant.

Mr. Henley.] By custom the out-going tenant takes
it.'—He takes the value of it, whether it be in the crop

in money.
If there is no agreement he takes it ?—Yes, if there is

no arrangement between the two tenants.
Chairman.] Whom does the manure belong to that

is on the premises ?—To the landlord, we should call it so,

or to the in-coming tenant.

If the out-going tenant has spent cake upon the feed-

ing his beasts does he receive compensation ?—I do not
think that has been generally done in my neighbourhood.
I do not think he could claim under the present custom
anything.

If he has used bones, has he any compensation ?

—

Bones are not much used except on the sandy lands

;

where they are beginning to use them, some little altera-

tions arc made in the agreements, so that there shall be
compensation for the bones for a series of years afterwards.

Is land generally held from year to year with you, or
upon lease ?—A lease is very rare indeed ; the holding
generally is from year to year.

Mr. Egerton.] Over what number of years would
the compensation for bones on your land extend ?—

I

should think about to five years ; I think they improve
to five years upon our land.

Have you used bones ?—A small quantity myself ; they
are not generally used upon our land.

Chairman.] Is there any compensation for improve-
ment of the land with you paid by the in-coming tenant ?—No, except for draining.

And what is the nature of that compensation ?—Ac-
cording to the opinion of many valuers it only extends
over three years. I am a land valuer myself, and there-
fore have had considerable experience in the customs of
our neighbourhood for 15 or 20 years.
Are you accustomed to value between out-going and

in-coming tenants ?—Yes, frequently.
In the opinion of some it only goes for three years ; is

that the general custom .'—Yes, that has been the custom
;

we are getting it extended to a longer period.
Does that period apply to old bush draining without

tiles ?— It has been more common to drain without tiles

than with
; till within the last few years, it used to be

done by turf draining ; now that we drain with tiles and
deeper it requires a longer period.

It formerly was considered that three years was a

sufficient remuneration for turf draining ?—I never

thought so.

For tile draining you would say decidedly not ?

—

Decidedly not, and particularly upon grass land ; it

wants a longer period for grass land than ploughed
land.

It does not answer so well upon grassland?—It is

immediate upon the ploughed land ; upon the grass land

it is for a time a disadvantage.

How so .' — I have seen it change the nature of the

grass ; it frequently does not produce so much as before,

until a different description of grass gets up.

What would be a fair period for compensation for tile

draining upon grass land and arable land .'—We are

draining three feet and three feet six inches upon some
of the strong clay lands ; over ten years there, certainly

not less than seven.

Have you any marling in Warwickshire ?—Yes.

Mr. Henley.] Is it ten years upon the arable land ?

—Upon both, if it is deep draining.

Do you put it the same upon both ?—Arable might be

put at seven, and the grass land at ten ; it is only the

first year or two that there would be any difference ; at

the end of two or three years there would not be a dif-

ferent compensation upon grass land from the arable.

Chairman.] Is there any marling in Warwickshire ?

—Not so much as there used to be.

Is it better to employ artificial manures ?—It has been

done till our land is heavy ; ours is a strong clayey land

;

our forefathers, when they marled so much, they got it

done cheaply, and now we suffer for it.

They have over-done it .'—Yes, in many instances.

Mr. SoTHERON.] That is putting marl upon clay }—
Yes.

Chairman.] They made it too strong .'—A small

portion might be beneficial ; it has been done over and
over again, and it is got now too close.

Are your buildings capable of improvement in War-
wickshire ?—We are improving them very much now ;

I think they have been capable of very great

improvement, and I am glad to see a good spirit among
some of the landlords and tenants ; they are imj)roved

very much upon a good principle, and they are better

adapted to make better manure.

They have not improved all the farm buildings in the

county ?—As a matter of course it depends in a great

measure upon the landlord and upon the tenant and their

means, in some respects ; ours are generally small hold-

ings ; on a great many of the estates, I could mention one,

near me ; I speak of Leicestershire as well as Warwick-
shire ; the custom is similar in my district, some of the

buildings are much improved, but some of the smaller

farms have not been done anything with.

Would it be desirable to admit the principle of com-
pensation to the outgoing tenants for their reasonable

improvements made on the farm ?—Yes, it is very desi-
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rable, and it would tend to improve the cultivation of the

land very much.
In what way ?—By a greater outlay of capital, where I

think the great check to all improvements is now.
You think the outlay of capital is at present discou-

raged, from a feeling of want of security ?—Yes, that has

been the impression upon many occasions when I have

valued.

Could you state any cases in point ?—I could state

cases where it has occurred.

Will you state them without mentioning any names ?

—I know a case of three brothers, occupying land under

one landlord, I believe to the extent of about 670 or 680

acres ; they were encouraged by the landlord to lay out

their capital, under a promise that they would never be

interfered with ; they found most of the materials them-
selves, and found the tiles for some years ; the last two
or three years of the draining the landlord found them
tiles ; nearly every foot of the land was well drained.

About the period of completion, a notice was given to

the tenants, and an intimation that a valuer would be

appointed to go over the farms ; that was done ; what
the value was which was put upon them did not trans-

pire, but the rent was increased ^£"1 an acre, but even-

tually it was compromised for 10s. ; that was the

hardest case I ever knew of outlay of capital and want of

security.

Can you state other cases of a similar character .''—

I

know of several, but not cases so clear as that.

The question is whether you have any doubt that the

want of security for the outlay of capital is a discourage-

ment to increased cultivation in Warwickshire ?—Most
decidedly so.

Is it generally a discouragement of the employment
of the agricultural labourers ?—Of courae it is ; it would

be mainly instrumental in the employment of labour

more than anything else ; the great neglect of the proper

cultivation of land is from the want of labour being em-
ployed vipon it.

As a practical man, do you think if the tenants of

Warwickshire had a reasonable security for their outlay,

they would be disposed to avail themselves of it, and to

produce more wheat and employ more labourers ?—Many
farmers would do it, no doubt, as far as they have the

means.
Is there any other point you wish to mention to the

committee?—No, except as to the farm buildings ; it is

necessary that the tenant should have good farm build-

ings ; that is one of the greatest improvements that could

be made ; tanks are much wanted for the liquid manure and
so on ; and if the landlord was not willing to give a com-
pensation for them, the tenant should be allowed to re-

move them, as well as to receive compensation for unex-

hausted improvements.
There are cases where landlords could not afford to

make the improvements out of their own pockets ?—Yes,

I know that.

Though all farmers would not be able to make im-

provements, still there are many who would, if they had
security ?— I am quite sure they would, at their own ex-

pense.

Do you think it would be desirable to give security for

money laid out upon farm buildings in a reasonable way ?

—Yes, to secure them, the tenant should be paid for

them, or allowed to take them down ; at the present time
they cannot remove a stone.

You consider that the improvement of the buildings is

almost necessary to the improvement of the farming ?

—

I consider it very important mdeed ; there has been
great improvement made in the land where they have
had good improved buildings ; another thing is, that

with respect to the manure there is much loss ; if a man
knew the loss and waste that there is often in his

farmyard manure, he would not lay out so much in arti-

ficial.

Mr. Henley.] How long have you known the

neighbourhood ?—I was born in the house that I occupy
;

we have occupied that farm 52 years, my father and my-
self.

Are you acquainted with the custom of the trade with

regard to buildings ?—I am so ; when I speak of ac-

quaintance with it, I am acquainted with our neighbour-

hood.

Speaking of trade and commercial fixtures, as con-

tradistinguished between commercial and agricultural 1—
Yes.
Your opinion would be that the farmer should be put

upon the same footing as tradesmen, as regards the build-

ings which he erected ?—Yes.

That would be satisfactory ?—It would be desirable to

have it upon the same plan, either to remove them or be

taken to.

That is the case with trade buildings, a man may take

them away if he does not agree with the party ?—Yes
;

that has been so where I have been called in.

That would be satisfactory to the farmers ?—Yes ; I

have never heard the farmers express themselves so, but

I believe that to be the case.

As to this case which you stated, where the party had

his rent increased, how long was it that he had occupied

the farm ?—There were various periods ; some 10 years,

others seven years, others five years ; they were taken at

different times.

In the case of this party you have spoken of, the rent was

raised lOs. an acre ?—Twenty shillings ; it was likely to

have come into a court of law ; they over-held under the

false impression that the landlord would take the 10s.

;

it was afterwards compromised for 10s.

How long had the party occupied the land, and com-
menced the draining ?— I should think in one instance

perhaps 10 years, in another about five, and in anothei

about eight.

Then the draining during the 10 years had gone ou

partly during each year?—A certain portion in every

year, till within the last year ; nothing was done on any

of the farms during the last year.

Do you speak of such cases as those as exceptional

cases, or do you speak of them as common ?—I coukl

speak of more, but I have not heard of anything like

that upon so large a scale.

Is it not the rule ?—No, certainly not.

Then those are the exceptive cases .'—They are the ex-

ceptive cases.

As a valuer, do you take any notice of the dilapidation

of the farm ?— I have had a case of that kind, where we
have had a very considerable matter left to arbitration ; I

was an arbitrator upon the point, and a most extremely

bad case it was.

Should matters of that kind be set off against any ex-

penditure of the tenant ?—As a matter of course where

there is a dilapidation I consider that would be a set-ofl

in balancing the account.

At present, unless the tenant holds under a lease with

covenants, he has great difficulty, if the land is in a bad

state of cultivation, of settling the question of dilapida-

tions of the land ?—Yes, it is so ill-defined, and so few

people entertain the same opinion about it, that there is

always a difficulty about it.

In your experience as a valuer, have you often seen

farms given up in very bad condition ?—Yes, I have. i

And very frequently no recompense has been re-

covered ?—Yes, very frequently.

Are there as many cases on that side of the questionl'

as where parties may have had their rent raised unfairly ?

—No, I think that is the other side of the question

;

though many leave who have no notice taken of dilapida-
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tions, the comi)laiat is, that there is a want of a better

knowledge of the rights of landlord and tenant.

That is an exceptional case on both sides, and not the

I

rule ?—Yes, perhaps so.

I

In your judgment, do you think a tenant ought to be

I

paid anything beyond the capital he has outlaid, fair

trading interest for the capital laid out, and a sinking

fund to get his capital back again ?—No, that is the test

and the basis of the calculation.

That would be the fair way to reckon this matter ?
—

I

Yes, that is generally the way we have estimated.
' Is there anything in your judgment that prevents a

landlord, having the fee-simple interest in land, willing

to grant security to his tenant, from being able to give

proper security if both parties agree ?—No, that is the

very best method if you can agree to do it.

There would be au anvantage in a law over an agree-

ment cf that kind ?—An agreement might be, of course,

entered into, both parties being willing to make it, and
taking the locality it must be better than a general act,

taking the general system of the country ; they might
adapt it to the particular locality.

In your knowledge many landlords from having

limited interests in the land cannot give their tenants that

advantage ?—That may be the case ; I have reason to

thuik it is so.

Persons having only a life interest in land ?—Yes.
Would it be a great improvement in the law, in your

judgment, that persons having such limited interests

should have power to grant security to their tenants for

a limited number of years ?—Yes.
That would enable many agreements felt to be benefi-

]

cial to be made ?—Yes, I think so.

Is guano used with you much?—Not to any great ex-

tent ; it has been on some estates where the landlord

has encouraged the tenant to make use of it, but not
generally so.

Has that received at the hands of the valuers any judg-
. ment as to the number of years it is to extend over ?

—

No, I think not.

You think it is not sufficiently used ?—No, it is not.

In your county, without any tenant-right, mai'linghas

been carried to an extent even to be injui'ious by your
forefathers ?—That was years ago ; I am only speaking

of my own description of soils ; there are soils I should

be glad to get done now, but it is too expensive, the

carriage is so heavy, to move it from place to place.

The old marl pits about the country show that has been
prettv extensively used bv those that have gone before?

—

Yes."

Mr. CoLViLE.] You say security is desirable for the
tenant?—Yes.

il

How do you propose to get that ?—That is a question
i I am not capable of answering.

? Do you think legislative interference desirable ?—Yes

;

I
I think it is absolutely necessary.

j

Is it not the fact, that voluntary tenant-right is creep-

j
ingin in your neighbourhood ?— I do not know that it is,

further than this, we have been endeavoming, upon cal-

culations, to try and make some alterations where we
have felt there has been some evil.

Have you any relations living near No-Man's Heath ?

—Yes.

Is not it notorious, that a gentleman there is giving

very extensive tenant-right upon his estate ?— I do not
know it personally.

Is not it notorious, that voluntary tenant-right is given
there on one of the estates to a great extent ?—No, I

have not heard it. I suggested it at the time that my
relation took that farm ; I went to value for liim there

;

and I suggested to him some alterations in the system ;

but thei-e are, I believe, some of the landlords in that

neighbourhood now acting upon a very liberal scale, that

I have reason to believe ; indeed, I could speik to that

particularly. On that farm of my brother's they have

been met extremely well.

Where is that?—Near No-Man's Heath.
Then you have heard that tenant-right is creeping in

in that way ?—Yes, with the liberal landlords; but you
cannot compel them if they will not.

As other landlords see the advantages of tenant-
right, will not it extend, do you think ?—To a certain

extent.

You are aware that it has done so in Lincolnshire ?

—Yes ; it has been a kind of tenant-right for many
years.

Is there any difference between Warwickshire and
Lincolnshire?—Lincolnshire is, I consider, rather an
infant in comparison with Warwickshire ; they esta-

blished a better tenant-right there at first • I know the

system is there to be paid for manure, and other
things the same as in some parts of Nottinghamsiiire;

I believe it is generally allowed there, and it would be

a very good thing if introduced in our neighbourhood

;

the difficulty is in doing it without compulsion.

Have you any leases in your neighbourhood ?—
Scarcely any.

Evidence of Mr. James Hakding, of Waierson.

Chairman.] You are a practical farmer, residing

near Dorchester in Dorsetshire ?—Yes.

What extent of land do you occupy?—Upwards of

1,000 acres, nearly 1,100 acres.

You are secretary to the Dorsetshire Society ?— I have
the honour of being so.

Does your land lie on the hill ?—On the hill ; I have
a great deal of chalk land : mine is a variety of kinds,

some is very strong ; I have a variety of soils, some
light sand.

Mr. SoTHERON.] How much down have you }—

I

cannot here state the exact number ofacres ; I suppose,

at a rough guess, upwards of 400 acres altogether ; I

occupy two farms.

That is 400 out of the 1,100 ?—Yes, I lease that with
sheep.

Chairman.] What is the time of entry upon farms

in Dorsetshire.'—There are various times of entry, but
it is generally Lady-day.
When a new tenant comes in at Lady-day, who

takes the following wheat or barley crop?—It is

generally taken by the outgoing tenant, unless by
some special agreement 3 it is valued on the ground,

and taken off; it is generally worked off by the out-

going tenant.

To whom does the manure belong ?—To the incoming

tenant generally.

The incoming tenant takes it, whether made with

oil-cake or whether it is mere straw and water ?—Yes.

Is there any compensation for improvements to the

outgoing tenants in Dorsetshire.'—Not that I am
aware of.

Nor for the purchase of artificial manure .'—Not that

I am aware of; I never heard of any.

Do you think that if compensation were given to the

outgoing tenant for various kinds ofimprovements that

the Dorsetshire farmers would be disposed to avail

themselves of it ?—Yes, they are doing a great deal

now, and I have no doulDt they would still do more if

such was the case.

Is not chalking one of the principal means of im-

provement in your part of Dorsetshire ?—There is a

great deal of chalking in our neighbourhood.

What is the cost per acre of that .'—There are prices

according to the depth and situation; I think the fair

Y 2

il
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average would he, to lake one with the other, say 40s.

an acre ; it could be done well for 40s. ; there are various

ways of doin<j it ; we occasionally get it done for 35s.

;

of course it is in some measure according to the quan-
tity you put on per acre-

Is there a great deal of land that would be
benefited for a considerable time by chalking in

Dorsetshire ?—There is a great deal of land from
which you can scarcely get any crop at all until it is

chalked.

Should you be glad to find employment for the

Dorchester labourers ?—Yes, it is a very great advan-
tage to the labourer, because it employs him when
work is very scarce ; it is generally done in the winter
months.

I suppose the farmers in Dorsetshire find a difficulty

In employing their men in winter?—Wlien corn is low,

labourers have more difficulty than when it sells well,

to get work ; our poor-rates have been very large when
things are low.

Do you think it would be very desirable to give

farmers protection for the outlay of their capital ?

—

Yes ; I am not one of those that want to go to the ex-
treme; I think a just protection would do a great deal

of good. I here mean protection to the capital of the

tenant's outlay.

Do you think that from the loss of protection against

the foreign producer, it is particularly desirable, look-

ing forward to the possible contingency of low prices,

to arm the farmer with the means of meeting low
markets by increased produce ?—Certainly. I think
tliis one cause why the tenant should still continue to

Jay out capital witli some chance of saving the capital

before invested. It is generally the practice of gentle-

men to cry out " Cultivate! cultivate! " Farmers say,

"We do cultivate J we are anxious to cultivate; we will

cultivate ; but we must have some protection now for

the money we lay out."

You can state that the farmers say so?—Yes, they do
indeed, and I think with just reason under present cir-

cumstances.
Is tliat the generalopinion of the Dorsetshire farmers ?

—Many I have consulted are of the same opinion, that

they ought to have protection for capital expended, and
some means of making sure that by having notice to

quit, that capital shall not be left behind unrepaid.

There is now no law to enable us to claim that money
which has been expended on the farms we occupy

;

therefore upon any sudden notice to quit, or anything
of that kind, that which I am alluding to would
happen. For instance, on chalking, if a person lays

out £100, from that perhaps he does not derive benefit

as a farmer occupying the land under three years, a

very little benefit at all; the fourth year he does, and
if it goes on for some years after. It would be a very

hard case for the farmer, supposing anything occurred,

to have notice to quit before those three years ; that he
should leave all that he has expended, say £100, for the

incoming tenant, and yet for which he would have no
claim as matters stand at present.

Has any case of that kind arisen within your know-
ledge ?— I cannot doubt that such would be the case.

Suppose, again, I chalk 50 acres the second year, that
would be £100; that would be £200 which I should
get no benefit from if I were to quit that farm, if within
the three years I had notice to quit.

You mean that chalk in your neighbourhood is not
found so beneficial at first as it is after two or three years

have jiasscd ?—Chalk generally must take some time
to get mixeil with the soil before we get any benefit to

any extent or any remuneration from it : I should say
the third year.

What plan would you propose to remunerate the

outgoing tneant for chalking?—If I take a farm I con-
sider my money is laid out for the three first years

;

that is the first year's chalking. I go on one, two,
three, and four, and then drop to landlord one-fourth

;

the next year one-fourth, the next year one-fourth,
and perhaps you would be chalking the following year
in the same rotation ; then go from the second year
one, two, three, four, dropping to landlord one-fourth,
and every seven years the landlord would be free : still

you are going on with the improvements.
Mr. Henley.] It would be thrown over seven years

to be paid the full amount for the first three years and be
proportionately deducted after ?— It would fall regu-
larly in its turn from the first year.

Mr. Moody.] Do you renew your chalk on the same
land ?—Not for some number of years.

Chairman.] The benefit continues 20 years, does

not it ?—It is considered to last for 15 to 20 years. 1

have seen myself, where part of a ground has been as

different as possible, which had been chalked some
years before in a square, and after chalking all that round
and about, three to four years after has made that ground
as good as the other, although before it would not bear

so much by a third.

You consider that a tenant's claim would be fully

satisfied at the end of seven years, and that the landlord

would derive a benefit more or less for the other 13 out

of the 20?—Yes, and would have nothing to pay after

the seven years on such improvement made the first

year.

On those terms you think the farmers would be

disposed to make improvements ?—I should for one be

glad to do so, and I know many others would also, al-

though we continue to do so without such law.

To turn to another part of Dorsetshire, towards the

west, is not there a great deal ofdraining wanted there ?

—In the Blackmore Vale.

And there, you think, draining would be very bene-

ficial ?—Yes.
Would it tend to increase the produce?—Yes ; it is

very generally carried on more or less. I do not under-

stand much about draining ; I live in a part where no

drainage is required.

Is there any other point you wish to mention to the

committee ?—No, nothing more than respecting build-

ings. I am of opinion, where the tenant is obliged to

put up buildings at his own cost, that certainly he ought

to have it in his power, if he should have notice to

quit, on leaving, to be remunerated by the taking ol

those buildings by the incoming tenant or landlord, or

have liberty to remove them himself.

And you think there are farms in your part of the

country where improved buildings are necessary for

improved cultivation ?—There are farms that have not

got the number of outbuildings for stock and imple-

ments which are desirable to carry on the farming with

advantage. With respect to tanks, it is a pity to see

in the old farm-yards the essence of manures running

away. I think in regard to building tanks, if the land-

lord will not do so, the tenant ought to be allowed to do

it ; and when he leaves, it is very reasonable that he

should have a remuneration, that he should have the

value of them when he leaves. It is a substantial im-

provement, and it is improving the property for the

benefit of the landlord, as well as for that of the tenant.

It would be very fair for the tenant to have remunera-
tion for such.

Mr. Moody.] How long have you occupied your
farm?—My father's occupation and my own has been

upwards of 50 years on Waterson Farm.
You stated it to be 1,100 acres?—That is with

another farm I have since taken, since my uncle's

decease. I have occupied Waterson between eight and

i
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uine years since my father's death ; I followed my
father as tenant.

What was the proportion of the down land to the

tillage when you first came to the farm
;
you say it is

reduced now to 400?—Tiiat is on the two farms.

Speaking of the 1,100 acres altogether?—Where I

am living, at Waterson Farm, full 140 acres have been

broken up ; I have got more tlian 200 acres of pasture

now on that farm, my father and myself have broken

up to the extent of 140 acres, ii great portion of which

was furze.

Did you do that unassisted by the landlord ?—Yes,

which I should have to give up in grass, or in prepara-

tion for turnips.

Must you lay it down again ?—Or give up other land

in proportion.

You have broken that land up with the consent of the

landlord, of course?—Yes.

And were you at all assisted by him in the expense

of that ?—No, only the first banking, plants, and
fence.

Then you considered yourself repaid by benefit of its

conversion into tillage ?—It was not so valuable before

as since it has been broken, certainly ; it has been
chalked.

Do you hold on lease ?—No, by the year.

Lord Portman is a considerable owner of land in

Dorsetshire ; are you aware that he has adopted a new
lease lately ?—My brother-in-law has got a large farm
under his Lordship ; I believe he has taken it on lease

;

I know nothing of the purport of the document.
You do not know that in his new leases his Lordship

has introduced protection for the outgoing tenant ?—

I

am not aware of that; if I were so I would state it ; I

know my relation has taken a farm by lease, but what
the nature of that lease is I do not know.
Mr. BuRKOUGHES.] Are there any agreements in

which a compensation has been made for chalking in

the manner in which you propose it should be done by
legislation ?—I have not seen any such agreement.
Would it not be very easy to make an arrangement

by agreement to allow remuneration in the manner you
have described for chalking ?—I think it is very simple
so to do, and 1 think other outlays by tenant might be
carried out on the same scale, as to bones and guano,
and the tenant going on with improvements. The same
with fences and orchards.

Could not that arrangement you allude to be as well
done by agreement as by legislation?— It could be
done ; but I suppose there are many landlords who
may not feel inclined to do it. I consider that remu-
neration for unexhausted outlay by tenant would be
justice between parties ; it is taking no advantage of the
landlord.

The question was simply whether you see any diffi-

culty in the way of making that arrangement by private
agreement?—Yes; I expect there would be great diffi-

culties in making it the general rule, at all events.

Mr. Henley.] Would therebeany difficulty besides
that of the landlord not choosing to do it ?—There ought
to be none.

Do you know of any difiiculty except that either one
party or the other would not be willing to make such
an agreement ?— I know of no reason besides that ; it

is justice; it is, in my opinion, taking no advantage.
I am not one of those who wish to seu advantage taken

;

I only want fairness between landlord and tenant. I

have the honour of holding under a good landlord.

Have you yourself asked, or do you know of parties
asking to have agreements in the way you describe ?

—

No.

Whether the landlords would grant them or not, jou
cannot tell ?—No.

Why do not the farmers ask for them if they would
be of so much advantage ?—That is very true. I do
not know of any reason why, except, perhaps, not

thought of before; farmers do not like to ask too

much.
Where it is for the mutual advantage, is it not a strange

thing that the farmer cannot ask a plain question of

that kind
;
you say that in your own case you have gone

on from father to son, without any agreement from
year to year?—Yes, no agreement of this sort.

And could not you ask your landlord, seeing that

this is so great an advantage as you say, to come to

some sort or arrangement?—It is a sort of security

against any sudden notice to quit. If 1 laid oul in the

last year or two the sum of £300 and I have no benefit

from it, and the incoming tenant has the benefit, it is

butjustice, I think, that I should have compensation.
It is a good reason why you should have it, but what

is the reason why you do not ask the landlord for it?

—Because, I suppose, I do not wish to be the first to

do it. With good landlords it is not so much needed.

Should you like a law to settle the rent between the

landlord and the tenant ?—I should like a law to make
it more easy to pay.

Should you like a law to do it?— I am afraid that a

time will come when we shall have greater difficulty,

and for that reason I think we ought to have protection

on our outlay.

Would you like a law to be made to settle what rent

the tenant was to pay and the landlord to receive ?—

1

do not see how it could be done.
You would sooner have that settled between the

farmer and the landlord ?—Yes, most certainly.

Why cannot you now go and settle all these ques-
tions yourselves?—Because there would be difficulties

unless it was a general thing, and then we should be
about the same.
You say that you have not asked the landlord, and

you do not know any one who has asked the landlord

to give a six or seven years' security ?—Yes, I repeat

that. Since I received the letter to come here, this

plan has struck me as a very simple plan ; I hud not
thought of itbefore.

Mr. SoTHERON.] Is not it the fact, that with a liberal

landlord you do not think it necessary ; and that where
you have not a liberal landlord, you do' not like to go
and ask for it ?—That no doubt would be the feeling of

many.
Is not that the reason why it is not generally done?

— I cannot give any reason why it is not generally

done. Until I received the letter, within this week, it

never struck me about looking so much into it as I

have since.

Mr. BuRROTJGHES.] Has that suggestion of yours

originated within the last week or within the last

month ?—Within this last week.

Then your idea of compensating for chalking has

suggested itself to you since you received the letter

summoning you to attend this committee?

—

Yes; and
I think with resptct to manures, they may be brought

up in exactly the satne scale with ending in a less

number of years.

Chairman.] Does that paper in your hand contain

a calculation fertile remuneration for chalking ?—Yes

;

it is a suggestion of my own ; and artificial manures
may come under the same law.

Mr. SoTiiEUON.] Have you put into figures the sub-

stance of wliatyou liave told the committee about tlie

number of years for compensation?—Yes; and on the

same principle I think the manures may be put under
the same law.

Mr. IIeni.ey.] Do you apply tl^e sani? prin( i|ilo o

all manures?—Yes, when bought.
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Have you any manures calculated for in that paper?

—There is nothing about manures in this paper. I

think the system may be the same, but not to the same
extent of years,

Mr. SoTiiERON.] That is to say, those are the figures

which you think are applicable to marling and chalk-

ing, and you think that the same principle may be ap-

plied to manures, only spread over a different number
of years ?—Yes, a less number of years.

Chairman.] Will you hsnd in that paper to whicli

you have spoken ?—Yes.

[Thk Witness delivered in the foi^lowino
PAPER.]
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Evidence of Mr. Thomas Carpenter.
Chairman.] You were lately a practical farmer near

Chipping Norton, in Oxfordshire?—Yes.

What iH the time of entry in Oxfordshire ?—Michael-

mas generally.

Does the incoming tenant pay the outgoing tenant

for acts of husbandry?—He pays for the ploughings

upon the turnip land, and generally takes a portion of

the hay.

At a spending price ?—Yes, at a spending price.

He pays for the clover seed sown, witii the barley?

—

Yes, the seeds of course.

Mr. Henley.] You are speaking now of the district

round Chipping Norton ?—Yes, I am speaking now of

the district round Chipping Norton.

Chairman.] To whom does the dung belong ?—To
the incoming tenant, that which is made from the last

crop.

In whatever way it is made it belongs to the incom-

ing tenant ?—Yes, the fold-yard manure, of course.

Is any compensation given for any improvements

made by the outgoing tenant?—There is very seldom

anything of the kind; there has been an instance of

that sort.

Of what nature were those cases ?—Compensation for

bones and guano, when I left my form.

Generally spe.nking, there is no compensation ?—

I

never heard of another instance.

Nor for draining?—No.
In your opinion would it be desirable that such com-

pensation should be given ?—I think it a very desirable

thing indeed ; it would very much improve the culti-

vation of the land.

Taking the different heads of improvement with

which you are familiar, in what way do you think the

Therefore if the tenant had compensation for drain-

ing and was allowed to break up that grass land he might

give a considerable amount of employment to the

labourers in winter?—No doubt of it.

In some parts of Oxfordshire it is difficult for the

farmers to find labour in the winter?—There is too much
labour in some parts of Oxfordshire.

Would the draining and breaking up of grass land

tend to remedy that evil?—Of course it would, in a

great measure ; it would increase their employment.
Would it be desirable to give a tenant power to put

up additional buildings where requisite, and receive

compensation for them?—My opinion would be, if a

tenant put up additional buildings, that he should either

be allowed to remove them or be paid for them.

Would it be a desirable thing?— It would be unfair

to compel the landlord to take any buildings.

Then if a tenant put up buildings without the

landlord's consent, you think that he should have the

power either of removing them or being paid for them ?

—Yes.
If he put them up with the landlord's consent, would

not it be desirable that a long time should be taken,

within which the tenant should consider himself repaid ?

—Yes, most clearly that would be so if it were done

with the consent of both parties.

Is there any other point you wish to mention to the

committee ?—No ; not more than with respect to the

use of bones, what time they should extend.

What period would you give for bones?—For bones,

four years; and guano, three; my system was two

quarters of bones and two quarters of wood-ashes to

the acre, and then take off four bushels of each every

yea
You consider guano lasts three years?—Yes, and

farmers in your neighbourhood would avail themselves i

bones four. ™ , » i ^ i

of it, if there were binding clauses for compensation ?- i

Have you seen the effect of guano last so long as

I think it would be a general thing to use bones and ' that?-I have seen very good turnips grown from

guano for the turnip crops; ours is a very light soil,
j

guano ; and then by feeding turnips off you will receive

and does not grow sufficient to manure itself. My cus- 1

more in the next crop, an increased quantity of turnips

;

tom always was, during a great many years, to sow ' would increase the barley and seeds both.
_

about one-third of my fallows with artificial manure. '
You do notconsidera turnip crop to be a paying crop in

Supposing I fallowed 70 acres, I did 24 or 25 acres with
}

itself, but you look to the greatly increased productive-

bon.'s or guano I

"^ss of the land arising from a good crop being fed off?

AVould that t'end to increase the crops of turnips very '—A turnip crop would not pay the expense; but by

much '—Very much indeed the increased manure put on, the barley crop would pay

You are not far from the Cotswolds ?-No ; it is very
|

it. The guano is not so lasting as the bones,

much the same description of land. !

Mr. Henley.] The period that you have spoken of

Is the turnip a very casual crop unless it is helped in
|

for bones and guano was by arrangement made when

this way—Yes, very; by buying artificial manure fori you quitted your farm?—\es. ^. „. ^^ ,,

one-third, we could manure the other part well.
i

That, in your judgment, is what is fair between the
part

You dunged a part of your turnip land?—Yes.

And bought bones for the rest ?—Yes.

If the farmers were encouraged to buy artificial

manure for the turnip land, would it tend to increase

the production of mutton in the country?—Yes, very

much.
Mutton is very scarce now?—We should improve

the quantity of feed, and that of course would make
mutton.
And it would lead to an increased production ofcorn ?

—Yes, it would increase every crop.

Do you know that part of Oxfordshire which re-

quires draining?—Some round our part does require

draining.

Would that land be very much benefited by the drain-

ing ?—There is land there that requires draining ; it is

the foundation of farming, I fancy.

Should you keep that land in grass or break it up ?

— It would depend upon the nature and locality of it.

Is there a great deal of grass land that might be put
under the plough with advantage?—Yes, it might be
broken up with advantage.

parties ?—Yes, I think so. If I were entering a farm,

I would be very willing to pay it rather than not have

the manure put on.

Guano has been used but for a few years, and bones

not much longer, in your neighbourhood?—Bones have

been in use longer than guauo.

For what period have they been in use ?—Bones have

been in use more than 20 years.

Do you knov/ whether any other instances have taken

place of arrangements being made in your neighbour-

hood of the nature you made when you quitted your

farm ?—No, I do not know of any.

Whether that has been done or not, you do not

know ?—I never heard of any.

Have you been engaged in valuations ?—Yes, as to

acts of husbandry, crops and stock.

Ought the breaking up of grass land to be compulsor

by law, or ought it to be left to the parties to do as they

please in the matter?— I think itouubt not to bo com-

pul«nry. There is one observation I wish to make. I

think it is a great injury to the cultivation of the soil
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for gentlemen to employ people to value land that take

a per-centage upon the rent.

It is a bad mode of paying the valuer ?—Yes, it is a

bad mode of paying the valuer. I consider he is only

a yearly valuer, and if you get a yearly steward and a

yearly tenant, the one gets all he can ojjt of the gen-

tleman's pocket, and the other all he can out of his

'and ; that is one of the things we want to get rid of.

You would not hold to valuers not being paid at all ?

— I should rather not have those sort of men. I know
very good men gentlemen's stewards that do justice

between landlord and tenant ; I do not know any of

those men that take so much for valuing a farm that

do it.

Mr. SoTHERON.] Is it the stewards whom you pro-

pose not to be paid by a per-centage ?—The land

agent ; I think it is a bad custom for him to be paid a

per-centage.

Your observations do not apply at all to the stewards ?

—No, I mean to make no observations against the gen-
tlemen's stewards ; they generally do justice.

Chairman.] You are understood to say that bones

have been used for the last 20 years in your neighbour-

hood .'—Yes.

But that you are not aware of any instance in whicli

any compensation has been made to the outgoing te-

nant, except ill your own case ?—Yes, just so; I have
not heard of any other.

Therefore nothing that can be called a custom has
grown up in those 20 years of allowing the outgoing-

tenant for the bones ?—Nothing whatever.
And as a practical man, you are of opinion, that if

allowance were made for bones, the use of them would
be increased ?— I think they would be very extensively

used, and, as a farmer, I should be always very glad to

pay on entering a farm in the way I state.

You would rather pay for entering a farm in a good
condition than come into a starved farm gratis ?—Very
much rather. It is the same thing as if 1 should take a

new coat at a fair price, or have one out at elbows for

nothing.

When you find a farm out ofelbows, however spirited

your outlay may be, it lakes you a long time to get
your money out of it ?—Yes.

In the meantime you are losing your money ?—Yes.

May 15th, 1848.
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Philip Pusey, Esq., in the Chair.

Evidence of Mr. Henry Higgins.

Chairman.] You are a practical farmer residing in

Hereford ?— 1 am.
What extent of land do you occupy ?—The whole of

the land 1 have under my management is now about
870 acres. I have cultivable land over 600 acres.

What is the time of entry upon farms in Hereford-
shire ?—Chiefly Candlemas Day, the 2nd of February.
What has the outgoing tenant to receive from the

incoming tenant ?—Nothing whatever.
Are there no acts of husbandry to be paid for?

—

None.
Will youexiilain vvhatarrangement is made forgiving

up farms?—The notice to quit is given on the Ist of
August, six months previous to the 2nd of February

;

then all acts of husbandry for the crops of the succeed-
ing year are finished ; that is, the farmer of course has

,

all his turnip fallows and his wheat land pretty well

prepared. His lime and his artificial manure, and the

chief of his manure in fact, ought to be in the land by
that time, the wheat crops and turnips and everything
else ; the landlord can then of course take the benefit

of all that ifhe chooses, which I believe is always done
in the event of a tenant's quittings.

Does not the incoming tenant come in to plant the

wheat?—No, the outgoing tenant plants the wheat as

his outgoing crop.

Mr. Henley.] There is the awaygoing crop?—There
is always the outsroing crop of wheat.

Chairman.] Then are the awaygoing crops of wheat
and barley valued to him?—There is nothing com-
pulsory about it ; it is a voluntary act ; the bargain is

always made between the outgoing tenant and the in-

coming tenant.

What is the usual course?—That is the usual course.

Is it the usual custom that it should be valued to

him ?—In general it is, but it is optional.

What do they generally agree upon?—Frequently

there is a great deal of contention about it ; it is a

matter I have always found fault with. In my opinion

there ought to be an arrangement with the landlord,

compelling the outgoing tenant to sell, and the incom-
ing tenant to purchase. I have seen great trouble

originate from the want of this stipulation, because it

is in the power of the outgoing tenant to reap all his

corn, and not thresh until after Candlemas ; if he

chooses he has till May to end his crop, consequently

he may prevent the incoming tenant having a bit of

straw; you may judge the inconvenience.

Mr. Henley.] He has the May twelvemonth after

he quits to end his crop ?—Yes.

What crops does he take; or does not he take any-
thing but the wheat?—He takes nothing but the

wheat.

Chairman.] You say, when the tenant receives

notice to quit there are some artificial manures already

in the ground?—Of course the artificial manures are

already in the ground, or ought to be, I consider, in a

well-managed farm.

And does the outgoing tenant get no compensation

for them.'—None whatever; I never knew a shilling

paid in my life for that.

Is there any compensation for draining, or any other

kind of improvement, to the outgoing tenant .'—No

;

those are special acts between them. The landlords

have some few of them been in the habit, of late, of

allowing the tiles, the tenant doingtlie workmanship
;

but very little of that has been done until within the

last few years.

You say that the landlord allows the tenant tiles, but

you are not to be understood to say that the outgoing

tenant has any claim for putting in those tiles, or for

any draining, from his successors?—None whatever;

if he does it, he does it at his own expense.

What is the usual term for which farms are held in

Herefordshire?—Twelve months only.

Are there any longer terms than that?—No, I

know of very few beyond my own. Leases are the ex-

ception, not the rule; I do not know of any lease for

20 years but my own.
Sir C. Lkmon.] You do not know of any lease for

14 years ?—There arc no leases for 14 years ; or at least

I do not know of such a one.

Chairman.] Why do you think tbere are not more
leases given in Herefordshire?— I have always attri-

buted it to game preserving, in a great measure, and

electioneering movements; I cannot lay it to anything

else, myself. My ideas have always been, that the

landlord would be consulting his own interest if he

granted leases or compensation clauses.
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Is there a feeling of insecurity on the part of the

Herefordshire farmers as to the outlay of their capital

in the improvement of their land ?—A very great
' doubt indeed.

Is that a just doubt?—It is the general feeling.

And it is a just feeling in your opinion?—Yes; I

consider it so.

Why do you consider that to be a just feeling?—

I

consider that it is testing a man's interest and honour
too much. It is throwing men into collision with each

other, and therefore it frequently is a temptation to

landlords, after seeing very great improvements made
in their properties, to raise the rents, or at least to tell

the tenants if they will not submit to it that they must
submit to a valuation ; and consequently I consider the

man who farms the best is exposed to the greatest danger
of having his rent increased.

Have you known such valuation take place?—Cer-

tainly ; I have known notices on the same property

given tliree times in six years.

Do you mean that there have been three valuations

in six years?—Yes; I have known three valuations in

six years.

On the same farms?—On the same farms. There

are some few exceptions. I am happy to say we have
some good landlords.

When have those valuations so taken place ?—Within
the last six years.

You consider, that although landlords in general are

disposed to deal honourably by their tenants, yet such

cases as those produce a considerable feeling of inse-

curity in the minds of the farmers ?—Yes, a distrust,

particularly in the event of a change of proprietors ; then

a person is very insecure. I may be perfectly safe under

one landord occupying an estate as tenant at will, but in

the event of the property changing hands it is too fre-

quently the case that that property is put under survey

by the next owner ; and then in all cases, of course, the

man who has put the best face on his farm is exposed to

the greatest danger of having his rent raised ; of course

the valuer values as he finds, without looking to the

question of whose property it is that has put the face

on it.

You have no doubt that this feeling of insecurity pre-

vents the farmers of Herefordshire from cultivating

their land so highly as they otherwise would ?— I have

no doubt of it.

If you were an in-coming tenant should you have no
difficulty in advancing ready money to pay for the charges

that might be made as compensation for improvements
by way of tenant-right ?—I should much prefer it ; I

should much prefer paying for the spirited acts of my
predecessor, rather than to have a worn-out farm and

! to wait six or seven years to get it into cultivation
;

because it is a work of time. We cannot set about it

and build up our improvements like we could machinery
;

I

it must be a work of time, and of a regular course of

(
j cropping.

'

I
And the committee are to understand you to say, that

as a man of business, you would rather pay a fair sum
out of hand, to have a good farm in good condition,

than take a starved farm ?—Much rather. I would have
the acts of my predecessor submitted to arbitration, to

men of business, to say what it was fair for him to

leceive and me to pay, and then I should get my return

quicker.

You consider that the quickness of the return will

more than remunerate you for the money you may be

immediately out of pocket ?—Yes; I could mention an
estate that, owing to the badness of its condition at the

commencement of the present tenant's term, he has sunk
at least j£^l ,500 in about two years in one way or another

;

the landlord in that time has also expended jtSOO in

draining, for which the tenant pays 5 per cent. , and is

glad to do so.

How long do you think it takes a man who has entered

upon a farm thoroughly out of order before he can get

full crops from it ?—From five to seven years ; I say

seven before he can get round a farm and put it in any
thing like condition.

And those years would be losing years to the farmer

however spirited he might be in his outlay ?— It must be

so. I should think it must take from five to seven years

;

it is not one good meal that will make a poor ox fat.

How would the landlord be affected by this sort of

charge upon his farm, when he had to look out for a
tenant ?— It ought to be a matter between the in-coming
and out-going tenants.

And you think the landlord would be able to find an
in-coming tenant able to pay the amount ?—No doubt of
it ; I have never had but one opinion, which is that the

landlord and tenant would be mutually benefited as well

as the community at large. Surely if there were a pre-

mium offered for good cultivation there are few men who
would not endeavour to obtain it. I think the system of

compensation would always ensure farms being left in

good condition, which is quite the reverse under the pre-

sent system.

At present tenants are disposed to take too much out
of the land ?—Of course when they are about to quit, if

they have farmed freely and made great improvements
they ought to derive the benefit.

And you are of opinion that this charge for improve-
ments by tenant-right would not have the effect of de-

terring competition in taking farms ?— No, I do not
think it would ; but I think it would have this good
effect, it would beat the mere adventuring farmer out of
the market, and a gentleman would be more disposed to

take a man of business and of capital capable of develop-

ing the capabilities of the soil. With the present system
it is too frequently the case that the man who will give

the greatest amount of rent is taken in preference to the

man who understands what his business is, and gives a
fair rent with a prospect of a permanency.
You think it would prevent farmers undertaking to

pay rent which it was impossible for them to continue
paying, but that it would encourage men of business

and of sufficient capital in competing, for such farms,
and doing justice to them afterwards ?— I do ; I have
always had that opinion ; and I think that gentlemen
would then be looking for different men to what they do
now. I have always thought it would bring about the
greatest revolution in agricultural improvements of any-
thing that could take place.

You mean to say it would secure the application of
those improvements which are well known to farmers,

but which under the present state of insecurity for their

capital they do not feel justified in carrying out ?—
Certainly ; everything they do now they do grudgingly,

or at least they appear to do it grudgingly.

You think the farmers know well enough how to farm

,

but that they do not feel sufficient security for carrying

out their knowledge to the full extent ?—There are ex-
ceptions, certainly ; there are men who do not do as they
ought to do, quite. I look at it upon the broad princi-

ple ; there are men of course whom nothing would
induce to make improvements, but they are wearing out
very fast, I think.

Will you state to the Committee, from vour knowledge
of Herefordshire, what are the sorts of improvements
that would be made by the farmers of that country if

they had sufficient security ?—I think the cultivation

would be much improved ; farmers would be more spi-

rited in using artificial manures, and give their cattle and
sheep a better quality of food, which would of course

greatly benefit the quality of the manure aud in-
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crease it also ; nor do I thiak, if security were offered, the

fences would be left in the slovenly way they now too

frequently are, nor would there be so much waste lands

about farms as at present.

What sort of waste land do you speak of ?— That

which is under the hedges ; there is a great deal of waste

land in that way.

Is Herefordshire a county that requires much drain-

ing ?—A great deal.

There is a great deal of land undrained in the county ?

—Yes ; I should say three parts of it would be benefited

by drainage.

Is there much land which, if it were drained, would be

capable of carrying stock ?—Yes, the greater part of it
;

for instance, my own farm.

Is there much arable land that is now waste and un-

drained, and incapable of carrying sheep, which could

grow root crops if it were drained ?—Certainly ; my own
farm is an instance of that. When we commenced drain-

ing it, some parts were so wet that a cat could scarcely

go across it at times ; but since it has been thoroughly

drained it has altogether changed the nature of the soil,

which enables me to grow pretty good crops of turnips.

And what do you do with them ?—Eat them off the

land, and find benefit from it.

Do you keep many more sheep than your predecessor

did ?—I have not held the farm sufficiently long to test

its capabilities as to what flock of sheep it will carry. I

hope to have it in the four-course system, the same as my
last farm, and expect I shall succeed.

You mean that you are a young tenant on this particu-

lar farm ?—Yes ; I have been at farming all my lifetime

;

I mean that I am a young tenant to this property.

Can you form any calculation of how many sheep you

could keep upon tliis farm, in comparison with what were

kept before ?—I cannot say ; I do not wish to speak on

that head ; it may be unpleasant to my predecessor for

me to mention what I can do more than he did on this

particular farm ; but of course it is a great advantage

where a farmer can finish off his sheep on turnips in

many ways.

You are a breeder of Hercfords ?—I am.

You do not want to increase your stock merely in

sheep ?— I wish to increase it in cattle also. I am feed-

ing sheep on turnips, which is a thing that I believe has

never been done there before, on the tillage.

Do you think that if the system of tenant-right were

carried out in Herefordshire, there would be an increased

production of meat there?— I have very little doubt

about it, of beef and of mutton too ; and I think men
would go to work with more spirit. There is now a

kind of suspicion and doubt about making improvements.

Has the wheat suffered this year upon the undrained

land in Herefordshire ?—Very much. I passed yesterday

two fields of wheat, and I know that land, if the wet

were got out of it, is as good as any we have in the

county.

Do you think a quarter of wheat an acre more could

have been grown on such land this year if it had been

drained ?—No doubt about it. I do not consider eight

bushels an acre is a very great deal to grow with land

thoroughly drained. There is land in the county that is

now not growing 13 bushels an acre that would grow
double that quantity if it were drained. I think it is a

very great question whether the crop of Herefordshire,

take it altogether, would average 18 bushels an acre.

What do you think it would average if it were drained

and well farmed ?—That is a difficult question ; but I am
sure the produce may be very much increased ; we have

a large proportion of inferior land, which would very

much reduce the average of the county.

What should you say would generally be the increase

of the growth of wheat per acre in Herefordshire if the

land were well drained ?—If the land were thoroughly

drained there are districts in Herefordshire that I think

I am speaking within compass when I say that the quan-

tity may be doubled ; I mean that there are districts in

the county that would do that.

You quitted your former farm partly from the want of

security, did you not ?—I did, and left one of the most
kind and indulgent landlords possible, because he could

not grant me security ; he was only tenant for life.

Your landlord was disposed to grant you compensation

;

but from the land being in settlement he was unable to

do so, and therefore you felt yourself compelled to quit

his farm ?—Certainly. The gentleman who was to in-

herit the estate after my landlord's death was a farmei

himself, and I knew very well that should any thim

happen to my landlord this young man would come tu

farm the estate himself; therefore when I knew he w:.

to inherit it, I looked out immediately, because I knev

he would be on my heels.

Do your buildings require improvement in Hereford

shire ?—Yes ; buildings require great improvements in

Herefordshire ; our buildings are very bad indeed gene-

rally speaking; they are ill arranged, and very dilapi

dated, a great part of them..

Do you think it would be desirable, where the landlord

has not the means to make all those improvements on

buildings, for instance, out of his yearly income, to em-
power the tenant to improve the buildings on proper

security ?—I have not a doubt about it.

Do you think the present state of the buildings is an

obstruction to improved farming in Herefordshire ?

—

Certainly, greatly so ; for with the present arrangement

of our buildings, it is impossible for a man to produce

the capabiUties of his soil ; his manures cannot by possi-

bility be made properly ; we have scarcely a spouted

yard in our county, with the exception of my own, and

two or three others I could name.
And you think that though all farmers would not be

able to lay out money on building, yet that there would

be a fair number to be found who would be disposed to

invest their capital in that way, under proper security ?

—

Yes, I think they would ; and as I do not wish to spea!

one-sidedly upon the question, I think there are many
little things that farmers may do that they do not do. 1

must confess they are rather nice about them ; whether

it is from want of security or not I do not know, but it

is the only excuse that can be made for it.

Looking at the thing as a whole, have you any doubt

that the legalization of tenant-right would encourage the

farmers of Herefordshire to invest capital of their own
on their land ; one in one way, and another in another

'

—That is my firm belief, certainly.

Mr. Henley.] What part of Herefordshire do you
farm in ?—I farm six miles beyond Hereford.

Between Hereford and Leominster, and that direc-

tion ?—Between Hereford and Kington.

You stated that the buildings generally wanted

spouting ?—Yes,

Is that the main objection, or are they short in num-
ber as well .'—They are both short in number, ill man-
aged, and, generally speaking, very inconvenient ; most

of the fold yards are on a slope, running all the best

parts of the manure into the adjoining ditches ; of

course this would be much obviated if the buildings

were spouted.

Of course those spouts, if they were put round the

buildings to take the rain-water away, would be mov-
able, and would not be the property of the landlord ?

—You could move the spouts, but you must not move
the brackets.

The main expense is in the spouts ?—The brackets

come to a great deal of money, tlie bracketing and

fixing.
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If the bracketing was put up capable of being re-

moved, would not that obviate the objection ?—That

would be an additional expense to a tcnunt.

Might not the spouts beclearly removed at an almost

inconsiderable expense; by screwing up the brackets

tliey might be capable of being removed too ?—Screw-

ing on the brackets would be attended with a greater

expense.

You stated a case of expenditure of i?l,500 on a

farm in two years ; what was the extent of that farm

upon which the £1,600 were so expended ?—The extent

of land that property was expended upon was about

552 acres; then there was the additional land. I

was speaking of the land upon which that expenditure

was made.
And the £800 that were expended, was that upon

the same extent of land .'—That was on the same ex-

tent of land. I cannot exactly speak as to theacreage

of the drainage, but I believe it was about 250 acres,

which were thoroughly drained.

Upon the same farm ?—Yes, upon the same farm.

And under the same holding ?—Yes, and under the

same holding.

In round numbers, what is, speaking generally, the

nature of the improvements that the i?l,500 has been

done upon ; has any part of it been in buildings ?—No ;

that the landlord did, and the tenant kept the buildings

in repair afterwards.

Has he done the buildings besides the £800?—Yes,

principally.

To what extent do you suppose that has been?—

I

. think the valuation was £600 or £700.
Did the landlord find the timber besides the £600 ?

—I think not.

That included every thing ?—Yes ; when the tenant

took the estate it was put under survey ; he took it for

twenty years on a lease, and he covenanted to keep it

in repair ; and leave it in repair it was very much out of

order, and it was agreed to put it under survey ; the

landlord chose one surveyor and the tenant chose

another; the matter was arranged, and everything was
thoroughly repaired.

There being no building forming any part of the

£1,500, you mentioned fencing as forming one item of

the expenditure ?— I wish to correct myself on that

point ; a considerable part of that amount was ex-

pended in building for the tenant's convenience ; I

know he paid the person who contracted to repair the

building a large amount for extras : fencing, stockingup

old hedges and trees, remodelling the fields, reclaiming

waste land, and artificial manures, with many other

matters connected with the farm, has formed this

expenditure. The expense of hauling of course forms a

large item.

You say there was fencing, remodelling the fields,

and artificial manure ; was there any other item ?

—

There had been paring and burning,

That is an ordinary act of husbandry, is not it ?—It

is a very expensive operation.

But it is an ordinary act of husbandry ?—No; it is

an extraordinary act with us.

It is not the custom with you?— No.
It varies in different places ?—The first year the ten-

ant went to this farm he had no corn ; there were about

twenty acres of beans and about five acres of peas

;

that was all he had, which did not pay the expenses.

That was because the farm was so out of condition

when he took it?—Yes, it was out of condition when
he took it ; and the season was very much against

him too.

The tenant who had gone away took the wheat, did

not he ?—He had the oft-growing crop of wheat, which
the on-coming tenant had to pay him for.

Tiiis was a farm of twenty years' holding ?—Yes.
Was it taken upon an improving rent?—It was

taken upon a corn rent
;
part as a fixed rent and part

as a corn rent.

Supposing that the tenant were to go on in the next
tea years in tlic same spirited course of husbandry that

he is now going on with upon this farm, would tbc

farm be worth more rent at the end of the ten years?

—

Of course it would be worth more rent now ; that is, it

would be valued at more rent now ; if it were put un-
der a valuation, I do not consider myself it would be

worth more rent. I think that quite the full rent is

paid for it.

Suppose the same spirited course of husbandry were
to go on, and it were to be valued at the end of the 10

years, would the valuer put a higher rent upon it ?

—

No doubt of it; the valuer values land as he finds it

;

that is where I consider the hardship, that after a tenant

has laid out his money in putting a face upon the farm,

that a landlord should be empowered to send a valuer

over it and value those improvements, and take the

benefit of them.
In your judgment, a valuer would put a highei* value

upon it ?—Yes, no doubt.

In your judgment, what increased value would the

valuer put upon it?— I cannot say, men differ so much
in opinion.

Would he put 10 per cent, upon it ?—Probably he

would.
Would he put 20 percent, upon it?—No, times are

fluctuating a great deal; it would depend in a great

measure upon the price of corn.

Suppose the times to remain as they now are, and
the tenant to pay upon a corn rent, the value would be
with reference to the produce more than the price of

corn, speaking of 10 years hence .'— It is impossible for

me to answer that question, men so differ in opinions.

It is very frequently the case that a man is brought
from a distance to value land.

You say he values according as he sees ?—Yes, ac-

cording as he finds.

What would be the increased value of such a farm n
tlie eyes ofa valuer, looking at it as he found it?—Would
it be fair of a landlord to take the benefit of the increased

value ?

The question is not whether it is fair or not, he
question is what, in yourjudgment, a valuer would put
upon a farm that has been so treated ?—You must
allow me not to answer that.

You have stated, in answer to former questions put
by the chairman, that a valuer came and put an in-

creased value upon lands and tliat persons were fre-

quently turned out or obliged to leave, and therefore it

is necessary tlie committee should have what your
judgment is upon the increased amount a valuer would
put on such a farm ?— I am looking principally as re-

gards my own.
Suppose a farm to be in bad condition to be drained

and farmed in the most spirited manner for 10 years,

what in your judgment would be the difference that a

valuer would put upon such a farm ?—It would depend
upon the state it was in at the commencement; if It

was very much out of condition the probability is, he
would put 5s. to 10s. an acre upon it.

How much per cent, would that be ?—Probably he

may put on 30 per cent, in the thoroughly drained land.

In your judgment is the committee to understand that

30 per cent, increase of value is the greatest amount of

increase that can be made between a farm out of condi-

tion, and when put in the highest state of condition ?—
No.
What is the most, in your judgment ?—I think I could

find estates that may be raised in value more than that

;
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I could find estates that may be increased certainly, to a
maximum of 30 per cent.

You cannot go further than that?—There are excep-
tions of course ; I certainly know land that may be

raised 50 per cent, by the application of capital.

Mr. E. Denison.] You stated in your evidence not

long ago, that a good deal of land in Herefordshire, if

properly drained, would double the produce ?—Then it is

to be supposed it is all on wheat or corn then.

Of course the land takes its regular turn ?—There is

land now in the county of Hereford that I believe is

literally worth nothing to cultivate at prices. I am con-
vinced there is land in the county that I would not have
if it were given me to cultivate as a yearly tenant.

That is not the sort of land you were speaking of, is

it ?—That was the land that would increase double the

crop.

Pretty good land, that is saturated with water, would
be more improved by thorough draining than bad land,

would not it ?—Yes.
Then good land in quality that is thoroughly set free

from water, would be the land in which the produce will

be more increased than it would be upon poor, cold, bad
land ?— I would not go to such extremes as that. There
is some land now that, as I before stated, is literally

worth nothing to cultivate ; but I think if the wet were
got out of it, it may be made of some value.

But you have just answered the question put to you,
that that is not the land from which the greatest benefit

would be derived from draining?—No.
You said that land of good quality, but which is starved

with water, would give a better return for draining than
mere bad, cold land ; is it not so ?— Good land that is

saturated with water of course would be very much bene-
fited by taking the water off it ; and my belief is, it is

not any use a man putting manure into the land that has
a lot of stagnant water in it.

Mr. Henley.] Do you think it is possible that any
land, by being in a wet state when it is commenced with,

and being highly farmed for 10 yeai's, may be made
worth 50 per cent, more rent ?—Land that is in a very
bad state may, I have no doubt of it.

The question is not whether it is fair to the tenant to

pay it, but whether you think the valuer would be likely

to put it ?—Yes.
If it were to go on 10 years more, at the end of the

20 years would it be worth any more rent ?—No, I

should think it would be got pretty nearly to the top of

the tree then.

Suppose a tenant being about to run out a 20 years'

lease, would it be his interest to pay the 50 per cent, in-

crease for the next 20 years, if he proposed to renew his

lease ?—I think it would be a very hard case to do so,

because he could not have reimbursed himself in 10 years

for his outlay.

The question was 20 years after ; you say after 10
years it may be got to 50 per cent., and you think in the

second 10 years it might be kept at the same ?—Yes.
Then at the expiration of 20 years, would a tenant like

to pay for the second 20 years an increase of 50 per cent,

upon his rent ?—I should think not.

Probably to avoid paying that 50 per cent, increase,

he might run his farm out the last four or five years ?

—

Yes.

His inducement to run it out would be to prevent the

50 per cent, increase being put upon the farm in the next
20 years?—Yes, unless he had a compensation given him
for the last four or five years.

Of course, if he continued to farm himself, he would
have no right to compensation ?—Of course not.

Ifi^l,500 had been laid out in the first two years of the
tenancy, would the outgoing tenant have a claim upon
the incoming tenant for that ?—If the money had been

laid out judiciously, and the tenant turned out, his

improvements ought to be submitted to arbitration cer-

tainly.

Would that portion expended upon the fences have
returned its profit ?—Yes, in the course of 20 years it

ought to do so.

Then there would be no claim for it ?—No.
In the ordinary cultivation of such a farm, what in

your judgment would be the annual outlay for artificial

manure to keep it in its best state ?—We must put the

value upon cake, of course.

Take manure first, and go to food afterwards if you
please?—You may reckon ^100 a year, perhaps, for

that.

For artificial manure?—It would depend a great deal

upon the division of the farm.

Mr. E. Denison.] You speak of the four-course

system ?—I speak of the proportion of green land and
tillage.

Mr. Henley.] You say upon the farm which the

question refers to it would be £100 a year ?—This

allowance would be moderate.

Of artificial manure ?—Very small indeed. I am
speaking as though it were my own ; I have a great por-

tion of green land, and my crop of turnips is something
like 50 acres. I am only speaking with regard to tur-

nips ; I have laid out about £2 an acre, that is what I

calculate for artificial manures.

Of course after a farm has been in a high state of cul-

tivation for 14 or 15 years, the quantity of manure raised

upon the farm would be every year increasing ?—Yes,

a farm would begin to be something like basting itself

then.

And the necessity of purchasing artificial manure would
decrease?—Yes, to some extent.

Therefore £100 a year expended in the last four years

would purchase as much artificial manure as the farm

would need ?—Yes, if a farm were kept up in a high state

of cultivation for the previous years.

How many years, in your judgment, should the artifi-

cial manure be thrown over and repaid for by the incom-

ing tenant ?—That would depend upon the kind used.

What was in your own mind when you were speaking

of £100 a year?—Bone, guano, and lime.

Do you put lime for turnips ?—Yes.

How many years would you throw lime over?—

I

would throw lime over three years, or four.

How many years would you throw guano over ?

—

Guano I should not throw over so many years ; I do not

think that is so permanent a manure.
How many years would you throw guano over ?

—

Say two years ; bones I should give a longer time than

guano.

How long would you give bones ?—I think there would
be a benefit of three years, of course, in bones.

Coming now to the article of food, what proportion of

artificial purchased food should you suppose would be

consumed on such a farm ; do you use any food except

oilcake, in the nature of purchased food ?—I should ima-

gine I have this year eaten something like £150 worth,

or nearly £200 worth of flour, and oilcake, and one

thing and another upon my farm.

And is that an extra quantity in consequence of the

farm being now out of condition ?—Certainly it is for the

improvement of my manure.
What at the end of the tenancy of such a farm as you

have been speaking of would be about the average pur-

chase of oilcake, or artificial food for cattle '— It would
cost a man about £150 a year to keep the farm up to the

mark.
In your judgment, over what space of time, supposing

£150 a year were expended in oilcake, should that be

thrown ?—That is a question of benefit.
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Supposing a tenant to expend ^150 the year that he

leaves the farm, what proportion of that should the in-

coming tenant pay, in your judgment ; that is, suppos-

ing oilcake to be consumed by the outgoing tenant in the

last year of his tenancy, what proportion of that expense

should the incoming tenant pay, or in other words, how
much of the oilcake goes to the farm, and how much to

the credit of the beast that eats it /—Suppose we say one-

third should be paid by the incoming tenant.

And of any oilcake that should be consumed by the

outgoing tenant in the year but one before he quits the

farm, should the incoming tenant pay any share of that,

and if any, what share should he pay of it ?—I think he

ought to pay a share of it, because he must receive the

benefit of it to some extent.

What share, in your judgment, should he pay of it ?

—

It is a sort of thing that I have not studied much ; it is

going rather close.

If you have one-third a year before the man quits,

would one-sLxth be a just proportion for the year before

that ?— I think it would hardly be sufficient.

Would you take it at one-fourth or one-fifth?—Sup-
pose we say one-fourth.

Do you think a payment for oil-cake ought to go any
further back than the second year before a man's quit-

ting?—No ; that would be about fair I think.

Then it would stand thus: there would be ^100 a

year of artificial manure for three years, which would be

ifc^SOO ; there would be one-third of i'150 of cake?

—

Yes, that would be ^^50.

Tliere would be one-fourth of ^150 ; that would be
between ^^30 and ^40 ; supposing the farm to have been
drained at the commencement, would the outgoing tenant

have any fair claim for compensation for any other acts

done?—Yes ; I think for the general management of the

property altogether.

These questions are put to you supposing the same
custom continued to prevail in Herefordshire of the out-

going tenant taking the away going crop ?—I think the

general management of the fai"m, and the general state of

the farm, ought to be taken into consideration.

What in your judgment ought he to be entitled to re-

ceive for th it, and under what heads ?—Supposing a te-

nant was found be the landlord to pursue a particular

course of cropping different to what the outgoing tenant

did, that he should be bound for the last three or four

years to a particular course of cropping which was dif-

ferent to what his predecessor's was, then I think that

the outgoing tenant ought to have an allowance com-
mensurate with the difference between that system of

cropping and his predecessor's.

That is to say, if he were bound to sow a less quantity

of corn in the last three or four years of his tenancy
than the average of the four-course system, that he ought
to be comjiensated for it ?—Yes.

Supposing there is no such clause as that, is there any
other act, and if any, what, that the outgoing tenant

would have a fair claim for ?—I think as I have stated,

the general management of the farm.

How is that to be ascertained without coming to par-
ticulars ?—It might be ascertained.

Mr. E. Denison.] How would you ascertain that if

you were a valuer yourself."—By general management.
Mr. Henley.] What particulars would you specify

as being under general management ?—I have before

stated the general management of the farm ought to be
taken into consideration by the valuers, such as the con-
dition of the turnip land, and the expense of making the

fallows for this particular crop, i, e. if the turnip land is

cropped by the on-coming tenant.

But that would be breaking all system of good hus-
bandry, would it not .'—But he may do so.

The question does not presume a course of cross-

cropping at all ; the question refers to the regular course

of husbandry which all spirited and good farmers would

observe without being told. Assume first the four-course

system husbandry continued to the end of the tenancy,

would the tenant be entitled to receive anything, in your

judgment, upon it, beyond what you have stated ?—He
would be entitled to receive for his artificial grasses.

Is he entitled now, in Herefordshire, to receive for his

grass seeds ?—Yes.

Is there anything else, in your judgment, that the

outgoing tenant would be entitled to receive ?—I can-

not charge my memory with anything now, certainly
;

what I started from was with regard to the difference

in cropping ; I have a clause to that effect in my own
lease.

If there are special cases, speaking generally, assuming

the four-course system of husbandry to be that which on
the whole most people seem to approve of, and speaking

with reference to that, do you think there is anything else

that the outgoing tenant ought to receive from the in-

coming tenant ?—I cannot charge my memory with any-

thing else just now.
The question of buildings will arise presently ; the

question is now only as to the management of the farm

that would secure good cultivation ?— I cannot charge my
memory at present with anything more than I have before

stated.

Supposing a farm were cultivated upon the four-years

system with spirit only for the four years, ought it to

have a good face upon it ?—Yes ; but it would depend

on its original condition.

With regard to buildings, would it be sufficient pro-

tection to the tenant to be allowed to remove the build-

ings he had put up, if the incoming tenant did not

choose to take them at the end of the tenancy ?—I think

not ;
probably in regard to a building that had been put

up 20 years, it might be useless to remove it ; it may be

of considerable value to the incoming tenant ; but in

taking it down it may be knocked to pieces, and made
worth very little.

In your judgment, that would not be sufficient protec-

tion ?—No.
What would in your judgment be sufficient protection ?

—To have it submitted to valuation, as to what number
of years the outgoing tenant has been benefited by those

buildings.

It ought to be made a subject of valuation ?—Yes, I

think so ; and also whether the tenant has had benefit

commensurate with the expense that he has been at during

his 20 years' occupancy.

Do you think that with that view the landlord ought

to have any option in permitting the buildings to be put

up .'—Yes, I think so ; I think the landlord ought to be

consulted. I should not like to allow a tenant, if I were

a landlord, to put up what buildings he chose, and then

to charge me afterwards for them.

You are perhaps aware that tradesmen have now the

privilege, by law, of removing buildings that they put up
for trade purposes at the end of their tenancies if they

are not taken to ?—I was not aware of that ; that is not a

law with regard to the farmer.

According to your judgment, upon such a farm as this,

there would be then something like £"'390 capable of being

claimed from the outgoing tenant by the incoming tenant ?

—Yes.
What upon such a farm as that, upon the commence-

ment of a Herefordshire farm, out of condition, that is,

such a farm as you have been speaking of, would be the

probable rent per acre ?—Perhaps 20s. to 25s. an acre.

Taking it at 20s., if it were to be increased 50 per

cent, at the end it would be worth 30s. an acre ?—Yes.

Which would be the greater inducement to a man,

provided he was looking forward to take another 25
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years' lease, to be secure of getting this £'690 or of get-

ting the farm at 20s. an acre rent for the next 20 years ?

—I hardly can answer that question.

You have been talking of a farm of 550 acres of land
;

you have supposed it to be worth £550 a year at the be-

ginning of the tenancy, and by very spirited husbandry
you say it might be made worth at the end, in the valuer's

eyes, 50 per cent, more ; that would be £820 a year in-

stead of ^^550, and the acts of husbandry, those tenant

rights you have spoken of, would amount to ^'390 ; is

not that so ?—Yes ; but of course that would depend on
the price of produce.

You are now asked which would be the greatest induce-

ment to the outgoing tenant, to have a chance of re-

ceiving .€390, or to have a chance of occupying that

farm at ,£'550 a year, instead of paying ^'820 to prevent

his running the farm down the last four years ?—I should

prefer occupying the farm, of course, at my former rent.

That you would prefer it at 20s. an acre ?—Yes.

The tenant right you have been speaking of would not

secure the farm being cultivated up to the mark during
the last four years ?—Perhaps not, if the tenant expected
his rent to be risen ^£"270 per year.

You would sooner stand the chance of losing £390
than have to pay ^£270 a year the next 20 years ?—

I

think I should. When a man is fixed in an estate, he
does not like quitting.

You have said that if there was a tenant right it would
work a revolution in agriculture ; did you mean a revolu-

tion in the modes of managing the farm, or in the class

of men who hold the farms ?— In both.

Then all the smaller men would be squeezed out ?

—

No, I do not mean to say that ; but I think it would work
improvements.

It would have a great tendency to squeeze out men of

small capital?—Perhaps the little men would take such

farms as their capital would be able to manage advan-
tageously.

Do you think a landlord would be disposed to put up
farm homesteads to suit the little farmers, or that they

would be squeezed out of the market altogether .'— 1 do

not foresee that j'l do not think the landlords would be so

cruel as that to the present occupiers. I think, in the

event of a change of tenancy, they would be more parti-

cular in taking tenants who had the capabilities, rather

than those who would give the greatest amount of rent.

Then the smaller ones, who desired to put their

children out upon farms upon short or insufficient

capital, would not have a chance of getting their children

into business ?— They would have the same chance of

getting their children into business, so far as their capital

would be capable of managing.
They would not have the same chance of getting their

children into business upon this expensive mode of hus-

bandry ?—Then I think they ought not to go into it,

because I think the community would suffer. If a
tradesman neglects his business, he only suiFers ; but if

a farmer neglects producing all that the capabilities

of the soil would warrant, I consider the community
suffers.

Now that the community may go anywhere they
like, and buy corn where they please, there is not so

much claim to raise so much at home?—I do not
know ; I think it is only by one system that farming
can be made to pay in any way whatever, and that is

by the very best system of management.
Are the Herefordshire farmers, speaking generally,

men of large capital, or not ?—I should say not ; there

are some wealthy men amongst them ; but taking them
as a body, I should say they were not ; we are none of
us very wealthy men.
Do you think, speaking generally, that they have

got capital adequate to the improved system of

management of husbandry, or that they would be short

of capital?—In some cases there are deficiencies of

capital, no doubt ; in most cases I think there is pro-
perty sufficient.

Herefordshire is a cider county, is not it ?—Yes.
What is the practice of Hereford with regard to fix-

tures for cider making
; presses and such things ?

—

Those in general belong to the landlord.

If a tenant put them up, has he the power of remov-
ing them ?—No ; only the screw, he could take the

screw out.

Are the machines that are used for making cider,

generally speaking, fixtures, or not ?—They are in ge-

neral fixtures.

And, generally speaking, the property of the land-

lord ?—Yes, generally speaking, the property of the

kndlord.
The produce of cider is an uncertain produce .'

—

Very.
And that leads very often to the occupation of land

by persons who rely a good deal upon the produce of

cider?—It does ; I think that a great misfortune.

And that leads to indifferent cultivation of crops

upon the rest of the farm?—Perhaps it may.
Is that so in your judgment?—In some cases it is,

but not very many.
Mr. E. Denison.] You said just now, when asked

whether, under the system that you had been speaking

of, the allowances for tenant-right, small men would
not be squeezed out of the market ; do you think in the

present state of affairs, with the markets of the world

open, that small men, deficient in capital, are likely to

do well in farming as matters stand ?—I do not think

they are with present prospects.

Is the farming in Herefordshire, generally speaking,

on the present system good or bad ?—I could not say

much in favour of it.

Are there many farmers within your acquaintance

who are improving their cultivation under the present

state of things ?—Where it is not done it is owing to the

want of a better understanding between the landlord

and the tenant. I know with respect to the county of

Hereford, in some districts where farming is done as

well as in other places ; but that is only under peculiar

circumstances.

You have spoken yourself of having left one estate

on account of the landlord not being able to give secu-

rity for improvements made, and of having entered

upon another estate where you had a lease?—Yes.

Was that lease accompanied with compensation for

improvements at the end of the lease or not ?—Yes, it

was.

Would you have any objection to state the nature of

that compensation ?—The natui-e of it was this, that all

the artificial manures that I made use of in putting in

any green crops for the last twelve months, are to be

summitted to arbitration at the end of the term. And
I have another clause in the lease, that wherever I put

up buildings at my own expense, with the permission

of the landlord, those buildings are to be submitted

also to arbitration at the end of the time ; and I am
also to have compensation for a different mode of

cropping, which I am tied to for the last four years of

my holding, as being different to the mode ofcropping

by my predecessors. The last four years I am tied to

a particular course of cropping.

Do you think that compensation for improvements
would meet the general requirements of farmers, or

that they must also be accompanied by leases ?—No

;

I think that compensation would in many cases be pre-

ferable. I think it is no use putting a lease in a man's
hand that would not make uae of it, but you may en-
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courage him by compensatiou, tis a spirited agricultu-

rist.

Are you acquainted with the farming in the parts of

England where the principle of enlarged tenant-right

prevails?—I have seen the farming in Norfolk, and I

have heard the opinions of the tenants there, with re-

ference to tliat ; and from passing through Norfolk any
person would soon find out when he got off property

where leases were in existence.

Arc you acquainted with the farming in any part of

the wolds of Lincolnshire, or the heath?— I am not.

Have you any doubt that it would be a benefit, botli

to the owners of the land and the occupiers of land,

that compensation, in the nature of improved tenant-

right, should be allowed?— I have not the least doubt
about it.

It might be done satisfactorily now, by agreements

between landlord and tenant, might not it ?—Yes, if it

could be done voluntarily.

It may be done satisfactorily at present, by voluntary

agreement?—Yes, if they will enter into it; but the

thing is that people will not enter into it; I know of

no landlord who will enter into an agreement of that

sort.

Mr. Henley.] Except your own ?—Except my
own.
Mr. E. Denison.] It might be done satisfactorily

by i^rivate agreement between landlord and tenant?

—It is not impossible to be done by parties where
agreeable.

And yon have stated that in your opinion it would
be a benefit both to the landlord and the tenant ?

—

Yes.

Why then do not the parties to whom the thing would
be a mutual benefit enter into such an agreement ?—

I

cannot state that ; I cannot answer why gentlemen
will be so obstinate as not to see their own interests.

Sir C. Lemon.] You said in the early part of your
evidence you were not aware in any instance except

your own, of a lease of 20 years ?— I am not.

You were asked whether you knew of a lease of 14

years in your neighbourhood, and you said you did not ?

—No.
Do you know of any lease for seven years?—

I

cannot call to my recollection now any lease for seven

years.

\\ hat would be the feeling of the farmers as to leases,

would they be ready to accept leases if the landlord
would give them ?—Not under the present prospects,

I think, unless it were on a fluctuating rent ; it would
not be wise to take a lease.

Suppose the landlord would insert the same cove-
nants as in your lease, would the farmers then be dis-

posed to take leases?—I think they would, probably.
Still it is a matter that they are indifferent about?

—

Inasmuch as very great changes have been made in the
prices of corn in the last 12 months, it would be a
dangerous thing for a man to embark on anything of

that kind, unless it were on a fluctuating rent ; I should
not like to enter upon it, unless at a very low rent.

If you had to make your own bargain over again,

you would not take a lease for 20 years ?—Not unless
it was under a fluctuating rent, as my own is.

There is no reason why it should not be upon a corn
lent?—No.
Supposing that was the practice of the country,

would the tenants be generally willing to take long
leases?—I think many would; many of them do not
understand the advantages of them, and therefore I

think those are the only parties to object.

Would they be satisfied to look to that length oftime
as a compensation for the money laid out .'—Perhaps
they would.

Mr. Denison.] The question is now whether, with-

out compensation, they would take them ?—Just so.

Sir C. Lemon.] The question now is with reference

to a lease, the rent fluctuating accordmg to the price

of corn, and giving no compensation except this cer-

tainty of time, whether tlicy would be willing to take

the leases ; that is, a lease the teims of wliich are de-

pendent upon the price of corn, but having a fixed du-
ration of time?—Upon the offer of a fixed duration ot

time, with a fluctuating rent, without compensation at

the end, it is impossible to say what the feelings of the

farmers in general would be upon that question.

Mr. Newdeo.vte.] Take the case of two men, one
having a lease and the other a yearly tenancy, and
supposing that both of those men became entitled to

compensation for improvements, to which of those men
would it be the greatest advantage, to the yearly tenant

who is liable to six months' notice, or to the man who
could only claim a compensation at the end of his lease ?

— I should think it would be a mutual benefit.

Which man would be most likely to be a gainer by
the compensation, the man who might claim a compen-
sation at the expiration of any six months, when he had
notice, or the man who could only claim it at the ex-

piration of his lease running 20 years ?—I am sure I

cannot say which would have the advantage, but I

should think the yearly tenant would, under present

circumstances.

Then, in your opinion, would compensation tend to

the security of the landlord and of the tenant ?—To a

great extent it would, I think.

Do you consider the capital of the yearly tenant as

secure as the capital of tlie tenant under lease ?—For
my own part I should prefer a lease ; but many I dare

say would rather have compensation, because if the

farm were unprofitable the yearly tenant could give

it up.

Would not a compensation clause be a greater object

to a tenant at will than to a tenant under lease ?—

I

think it would.
Chairman.] A tenant at will, holding under a 21

years' lease, during the first part of the term can of

course take care of himself ?—Yes.

During the latter part of the term it becomes rather

a question for the landlord ?—Yes.

It is a question for the landlord to see whether he
shall get his fiirm back in condition or not ?—Yes,
wliether he should receive the farm at the expiration of

the lease in a good or bad condition.

Mr. Newdegate.] If a tenant has a lease he can,

in a great measure, get the capital expended back
during the latter years?—Yes, he would have time.

If I had a 20 years' lease, and without a compensation
at the end of it, I should have four or five years to

make the best of it I could ; I should say. Now I am
about to quit this farm at the expiration of five years

;

I have no compensation allowed me, I shall therefore

go to work and make the most I can.

If you were a* yearly tenant you would not have an
opportunity of doing that ?—No ; if I were a yearly te-

nant I should be liable to be turned out at six months'
notice.

Supposing that you were a yearly tenant, would not

the compensation under custom, or by agreement, or

by law, be a greater object than now it is that you have
a lease ?—I do not think that you could give a tenant

compensation where he had taken to a farm under very

bad circumstances, and he were turned out in the course

of two or three years ; no valuation that would be put
upan it would be sufficient to compensate him for the

outlay he had made : he might be eased, of course.

Sir J. Trollope.] That would depend upon how he

managed it, whether he did lay out a great deal of
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money or not ?—Yes ; I should say if he had gone very
spiritedly to work upon a very much exhausted farm,
no valuation would be sufficient to compensate him.

Mr. Newdegate.] Tt is not that you doubt that

compensation would iu such a case be needed, but you
think that the amount would be larger than would be
obtained ?—The amount would be larger, in all proba-
bility, than would be obtained.

But whatever was gained would be so much to his

advantage ?—It would be easing him, ofcourse ; it would
be different to what he has now : to turn out, after in-

vesting his property, to turn out without a shilling

being given to him.
Would not he then be a greater gainer by such an

arrangement, than a man is who can by an alteration
of his system of cultivation towards the end of the
lease compensate himself?—Perhaps so; I think he
would.
Chairman.] You have been asked questions as to

the amount of compensation likely to arise upon a cer-
tain farm; upon that farm the expenditure on artificials

would not be so large as on many others, on account
of the grass land?—No.

So that a farm of that size is not to be taken as
afair criterion?—No, it is not to be taken as a fair

criterion.

As a man of business, is it your opinion that a spirited
person with a 21 years' lease, and ample compensation
at the end of that lease, would be so likely to run out
his farm as another with no compensation at all ?—

I

think not.

You have been asked questions as to whether a man
would with a 20 years' lease be compensated by any
claim at the -£ndj you are now asked whether you
think those claims for compensation at the end of a
2] years' lease would not be likely to encourage a man
with a lease to keep up the cultivation fairly ?—Cer-
tainly.

That is the way in which you would act yourself?

—

Yes, that is the way in which I would act myself, and
that is the agreement I have.
You have also stated to the committee that the

greater part of the farms in Herefordshire are held
from year to year, and are likely to be continued so ?

—

Yes, and they are likely to be continued so.

Then do you consider that protection for money laid

out for artificial food and draining, and so forth, would
be likely to encourage the farmers of Herefordshire to
still continue a spirited system of cultivation ?— I am
of that opinion.

Sir J. Trollope.] In speaking of acts ofhusbandry,
you have named some as being extraordinary acts, and
amongst them you mentioned paring and burning land

;

you have done so yourself?—Yes.
To pare and burn, you break up ancient pasture ?

—

Yes.

Do you consider yourself, under those circumstances,
if you have left your farm, and if you have taken one
or two or three crops afterwards, entitled to any remu-
neration for the extra expenses?—It would depend
upon the crop that was taken from it ; if there had
been only a green crop, the incoming tenant would have
the benefit.

You fallow it with a green crop or turnips ?—Yes,
turnips.

Then a white crop ?—Yes ; either barley or oats.
What would follow the oats .'—A crop ofseeds.
Would you only take one white crop ?—That would

depend upon the nature of the soil.

Have.you done so?— I am now breaking up land of
that kind.

Do you consider it a good plan to lay down in seeds
before giving it a course of cultivation?—No, not if

it is good land after burning with a large quantity of

ashes.

You lay on a great number of loads of ashes per acre?
—Yes.
Would not it bear a good many corn crops .'—Two.
Not more than two ?—It would bear another crop,

but we do not like to run it out.

You would then be paid for all that extra husbandry,
paring and burning .-'—Yes.
What is the expense of paring and burning in Here-

fordshire?—About 40s. an acre.

Could not you do it for less than that.'—No; our
land pares very hard.
You breast-plough it, and heap and spread it?—

Yes.

And the man takes that in the contract ?—Yes ; for

which he receives about £2 an acre, taking the value
of the drink and altogether.

That drink is cider?—Yes.
If you have had one corn crop after that process,

should not you consider yourselfamply repaid ?—Query
if I should.

What can you grow per acre, of oats .'—I have never
grown any oats; I have not been an oat grower.
Do not you take oats for newly-broken-up land .'

—

Yes, but I have not got to that yet.

You were not acquainted previously with the breaking
up of pasture land ?—No.
Have you broken any before ?—I have not done

much of it, but I can see the advantages of it. I think

half the land in the country wants breaking up ; that

is my idea ; it is quite a mistaken notion not to allow
that to be done.

Is it heavy clay land you would like to break up ?

—

Yes, I should break up the heavy clay land, or bad
pasture land, with thorough drainage ; that would assist

the drainage very much.
You would drain it before you broke it up ?—Yes,

drain it and break it up
;
you would get double the

produce, or treble the produce you do now ;
poor grass

land produces very little.

That would enable you to employ more labourers ?—

"

Yes, a great many. Our sward land will not grow five

cwt. of hay an acre.

That land, probably, has been mown a number of

years in succession, without manure ?—It is poisoned
with wet.

Chairman.] You were asked how soon you would
be paid after breaking up gi-ass land, for paring and
burning, and other expenses ; should you be quite safe

from the wire-worm in your white crop, after one crop
of turnips?—That would depend upon whether the
land was subject to them.

Is not the risk of the wire-worm, for the first one or
two white crops, a great deduction from the amount of
real profit that arises from breaking up grass land ?

—

Yes ; sometimes the wire-worm will destroy a crop of

oats altogether.

Evidence of Mr. Samuel Mogg.

Chairman.] You area land agent, residing at Bath-
pool, near Taunton, in Somersetshire ?—Yes, and a
tenant farmer as well.

Are you also a valuer between farmers ?—For tenant
farmers, when about to take farms.
What is the time of entry ?—About Taunton and west-

ward, about Michaelmas ; Glastonbury and Wells, and
that district, generally Lady-day, because there is the
pasture and grazing district.

Taking the Michaelmas entry, what does the out-
going tenant receive from the incoming tenant, or
rather, under what heads does he receive anything ?—

<
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There is no rule or system for any compensation what-

ever, because it is very often made the cause of litiga-

tion between the landlord and tenant ; there was a case

of Beaden v. Trimlett, at the assizes, and afterwards

the Judges referred it to arbitration; and I wrote a

letter before I came to town inquiring of Mr. Trimlett

about the expenses. I have heard the expenses of both

parties altogether in taking it to the court and arbitra-

tion, is about £1,500 or £2,000 ; and that was for the

want of a system being laid down for them.
Has the incoming tenant any right of entry for cul-

tivation before Michaelmas ?—No, there is no prescribed

rule laid down to allow him to do so; he generally gets

in to plough the turnip fallows ; sometimes it is a pro-

vision in the lease, but not generally.

AVhom does the manure belong to ?—The manure is

generally used by the outgoing tenant for his potatoes

and so on.

So that there is very little dung to be found in the

farm-yard ?—That was the cause of the law-suit.

Is there any compensation for purchased manure or

cakes used in the fatting of cattle .'—None.
For draining, and any other improvements 1—None

at all laid down.
Then what is the allowance for?—There is no allow-

ance made that the outgoing tenant shall receive any
sum, unless he can get the landlord to allow it; but
sometimes he cannot.

Sir J. Trollope.] Is there any custom of the coun-
try ?— No; there were 11 different customs spoken to,

in the case I have referred to ; one spoke to one thing,

and another to another.
And there might be as many in diflferent parts of the

county ?—Yes, there might be as many in different

parts of the county ; there is no rule laid down.
Mr. Henley.] And each part of the country has its

peculiar custom ?—Yes.
And as the tenants come in they expect to go out?

—Yes ; and if they get a seven years' lease they screw
the farm down as much as they can, and run down the

farm as hard as they can, to put the money in their

pockets which they laid out the first two or three

years.

Chairmak.] Is there much land that requires

drainage in Somersetshire?—A great deal in the dif-

ferent localities, and all of it land that would pay for

drainage.

How are your buildings in Somersetshire ?—A dis-

grace to the county generally.

Do you speak generally of Somersetshire?—Yes,
generally of Somersetshire.

Are there some parts of Somersetshire where the

buildings are worse than others ?—I suppose those

(|

about Taunton are the best ; by artificial manure and

J

food, and otherwise, the farming is carried on best
II there.

Sir J. Trollope.] It is the best land, is not it?

—

No ; there is better land than that.

Chairman.] Are you acquainted with the best
part?—Yes; round Bridgewater and Dunster, and that
part of the country.

Are the buildings generally bad ?—They are not,
generally speaking, what they ought to be.

Does the old system exist in some parts of Somer-
setshire of carrying three white crops, and then laying
down the ground two or three years ?—They crop ac-
cording to circumstances ; if they are going to change
they run the land as hard as they can, there being no
security.

Can you state to the committee, that in a case where
the owner of the property is unwilling to lay out money
for improvements generally, their unwillingness is a
discouragement to the tenant to improve?—I know

one or two cases of tiiat sort, uheie, if a system ofcom-
pensation could be brought to bear by act of parlia-

ment, those tenants who are wealthy men will make
the necessary outlay.

The landlord being unwilling to make the outlay ?

—

Yes.

Is that unwillingness a great discouragement to the

tenants ?—It certainly is a discouragement to the

tenants; because they have no security to do it them-
selves.

In the present state of the farm buildings, it is a

very difficult thing to adopt improved modes of agri-

culture ?—It is ; we want tanks to save the liquid as

well as the solid manure ; there are no such promises

in the county ; we ought to farm so as to save every

pound of liquid manure ; but, as I have just said, I do
not think there are any such premises in the county.

In many cases where tenants have capital and security

for the outlay, they would make such premises them-
selves.

Do you think the tenant farmers in Somersetshire

are discouraged from making outlays, from the want of

security .'—Yes.

Is it a reasonable doubt in their minds whether they

would be justified by prudence in making such an out-

lay .'—Yes.

Can you state any cases of the kind to the Commit-
tee?—I know a case where a tenant took a farm a9

tenant-at-will in 1835, and carried everything out

spiritedly till 1845 ; he put up a steam-engine, and
had 40 or 50 bullocks grazing on 140 acres, feeding

them on artificial food ; and about the year 1845 he

had notice to quit or pay 10s. an acre more for the es-

tate, and consequently he agreed to pay some increase

of rent; I did not hear .how much.
If he had gone out he would have had no compensa-

tion for those improvements?—None whatever.
You have stated that very great improvements are

required in the farming of Somersetshire, and that

under the present system and the want of confidence

they are not likely to be carried out. Is it your opi-

nion that if the legislature gave security to the tenants

for their capital, they would be disposed to lay out

their money in a more spirited way ?— I have no doubt
about it generally ; and when those- spirited men
marched on the way, the others would see it, and that

would give confidence to those who would not other-

wise be disposed to do so.

Farmers are more disposed, you find, to follow other

farmers than merely speculative improvers?—They
like to see the thing carried out practically first.

And you think there would be a sufficient number of

practical farmers who would adopt the best methods,

and induce the others to follow them, with proper se-

curity ?—Yes.

Do you think it would lead to an increaseof employ-
ment of the agricultural labourers?—Yes, five would
be employed in the place of four; and instead of being

inmates of the union workhouse they would be earning

a maintenance, and thus there would not be broken

down that sense of independence which there is in all

men when they can earn their own maintenance.

Is the state of the agricultural labourers in Somer-
setshire such as requires attention and improvement .'

—

Y'^es, and all the country generally with which I have
been acquainted.

Have the farmers difficulty in finding employment
for the labourers now?—The best labourers are all

picked out, but they would be all better employed
;

those who are not quite so good as the best become
inmates of the union house ; others are obliged to get

work the best way they can ; they get employment
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111)011 the roads at a saciilice soinelimcs, because they
will keep at work.
And is it the feeling- of the farmers generally, so far

ns you know of it, that with an increased security for
their capital, they would make an increased outlay
upon their farms?—There is no doubt about it, and
that would confer the greatest benefit upon the labourer,
because he would receive his wages and be bettered in
his condition.

Would the farmers keep more stock?—Yes, because
ifthey improve the tillage of the farm, they must grow
more green crops, and consequently they would produce
more beef and mutton.
And more corn ?—Yes, certainly, because they would

get more in one crop ; as much as one and a half
before.

You think on some farms there would be an increase
of the produce 50 per cent., or even double that, with
proper security .'—That depends so much upon the
different fields, and upon different farms and localities

;

taking the farms together, you would not make so large
an increase as upon certain localities.

You speak of fields, not of farms?—Yes.
Sir J. Trollope.] Are the farms small in Somerset-

shire ?—No ; they are a good size, generally speaking

;

they are smaller where the land is better.
What do you consider a large farm in Somersetshire .'

—Six hundred or seven hundred acres.
Have you farms of that size in your part ofthe coun-

try .'—Yes.
Being farms under the plough, or sheep walks .'—

Sheep walks.

They are chiefly down lands ?—Yes.
Have you large arable lands ?—Some, but not a great

many.
Are the farmers, generally speaking, poor in capital,

or wealthy ?—Like the generality of the county ; there
arc some spirited men with capital, and some wl'o are
not so.

Chairman.] Are you acquainted with the countrv
between Wilscombe and Uurstone ?—I have been
over it.

- Would there be a capability of making catch meadows
there ?—Yes, extensive improvements have been made
by one gentleman there.
You are speaking now of a farm on very high land

there ?—Yes. Another gentleman told me that he let,

some years ago, 180 acres for £12 10s. a year; and now
by the outlay, I think of the landlord, of about £600,
it is now at .£120 a year on that hill.

Mr. Henley.] He turned it into water meadows ?

—

Arable and seed land ; they take very little corn from
land of that sort; it is a great expense on the first

outset.

Chairman.] Liming is essential on that wild hill

land.'—Yes, to make the vegetable matter decay, to be
food for the plant.

Do you know the cost of a good dose of lime an acre ?

—Not exactly
; in that neighbourhood the lime, without

the carriage, is about 30s. an acre.
Sir J. Trollope.] How many bushels do you put

on an acre?—We do it in hogsheads.
Do you know what a hogshead holds ?—I cannot

say
;
the hogsheads vary very much in different vil-

lages.

Mr. Henley.] How many hogsheads will a waggon
and four horses bring ?— I never heard the calculation
made.

It is eight bushels, then ?—Yes.

Sir J. Trollope.] How many hogsheads do you
put on an acre?—The tubs are of a different size ; at
one place they have got three, and at another place
they have got four ; they vary their hogsheads ; there

are only three- fourths of a hogshead at one place, and
at another four.

Chairman.] It would cost £3 or £4 an acre upon
the hills, to cive it a good dose of lime at starting ?

—

£3, I should' think.

Sometimes they have to carry the lime en horses'

backs .'—Yes.
And go 15 miles to fetch it.'—It would cost £4 or

£5 perhaps, carriage included.
Sir J. Trollope.] Does Somersetshire produce no

lime of a quality and capability of Improving the lanrl,

or is it brought by sea?—They produce lime from the

lias and sandstone of different places.

It is the produce of your own county?—Yes, there is

some obtained from the sand rock about Taunton, and
from the blue lias.

That is the best ?— It is greatly used about Taunton.
Is it not the best?— It is good in that neiithbour-

hood.

Chairman.] The committee are to understand that

there is great room for the outlay of capital in different

ways, in that part of Somersetshire that you are ac-

quainted with ; that is, that at present the landlords

are not able or willing to lay out, and that the tenants

in many cases would do so if they had proper security

for their capital?—No doubt they would.

Sir J. Trollope.] Do you make water meadows in

any part of the land you know of?—Yes, where we get

land available.

Who does that, the landlord or the tenant ?—Tliey

always make the best bargain they can, of course.

Do you get compensation for making water meadows,
for the levelling and cutting the land, on leaving?—Wo
have no claim ; we are not satisfied we shall get com-
pensated ; we may chance to make a bargain.

And if you do not make a bargain, you are not enti-

tled to any compensation .'—No ; we get nothing.

Do you drain at all those fields?—Yes.

The landlord finding the tiles?—There we make the

best bargain we can ; upon my land my landlord agreed

to lay out £100 in improving the buildings, and drain-

age too, upon about 120 acres of land.

That would not go far ?—No ; I wanted about treble

that sum.
Have you sufficient confidence to lay out the other

^'200 yourself?—Not under present circumstances.

you?—What are the circumstances that deter

There is not sufficient security at the end.

How many years is your lease for?—Fourteen years.

Did you not bai^ain for any covenants in your lease .

—No, I could not get them.
Did you try ?—No. We can drain for about from

£3 to £3 10s. an acre in the neighbourhood of Taunton,

where we get the tiles, and Bridgewater.

At what depth do you drain?—That does not mat-
ter ; if you drain six feet deep, you do not drain so fre-

quently ; I think it is much the same expense whether

you drain six feet or three.

What you expend in workmanship in the one case,

you would expend in tiles on the other?—Yes,

What is the expense of that draining ?—About
£3 10s. an acre.

To do the whole entirely with tiles or pipes ?—To do

the whole entirely with pipes ; and some with stones,

where we are near a good stone quarry.

In a lease of fourteen years, would you not be repaid

your outlay for doing that the first two or three years?

—You cannot do it at all in one year ; it does not come
in rotation

;
you cannot go into every field.

You drain the fallows ?—I do it wlien down in grass

because then I can see what I am doing. We generally

go upon the four-course system, if we have any confi-

dence at all in our holdings.
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Mr. NEWDEtiAir.J You said tlierc had been a very

large cxi)t'ni--e ; that £1,500 or £2,000 hud been ex-

pended in atrial iiircjiard to compensation ?—Yes, and
that would not have been so if there had been a rule

laid down for compensation. The tenant endeavoured

to take everything himself, and then the landlord

brought his action.

If there had been an established custom, the ex-

pense would not have been so great?—It would have

been avoided.

Do von tiiink it is necessary to alter the law in any

way, to give compensation through a court of law, if

the custom exists ?—I do think it is necessary to alter

the law ; I cannot understand any law to compel com-
pensation at the present time.

That is owing to your not having custom ?— I have
understood there is custom in Lincolnshire, or there is

compensation.
And there the law is decisive ?—Yes.
Mr. Henley.] Was this action you have spoken of,

that cost so much money, commenced by the landlord

because t)ie ttnant had cross cropped or run out the

farm ?—The tenant would not sign the lease ; then the

landlord turned round and gave him notice to quit at

Lady-day. At Michaelmas he was obliged to take all

his crops off; he could not cat them ; and he did so,

and the landlord brought an action against him because

he did so.

Then this litigation was not consequent upon any
want of tenant-right, but in consequence of a quarrel

between the landlord and tenant ?—If there had been

a tenant-right that womW have been avoided.

The action was for carrying the corn off the farm ?

—

Yes, but the tenant understood that he was to rid his

farm at six months' end ; he was to do so, but then the

landlord brought an action because he did so.

No tenant-right enabling the tenant to be paid for

draining, or artificial manure, or artificial food, that he

had spent upon the farm, could have prevented an ac-

tion of that sort, if the tenant had carried all the corn

away ?— He would not have done so.

Ifhe waswrong-headed in the one case, why should not

he be wrong-headed in the other ?—He was not wrong-
headed ; he was obliged to do so.

Why was he obliged to do it ?—He had a six months'
notice to quit and deliver up everything.

His right to be paid for drainins and artificial food,

and so forth, would not have interfered with his right

of carrying his corn and straw ofi" the farm ?—He
would not have made that attempt to do so if he had
been sure of compensation.
Mr. Moody.] Did he bring it upon himself by not

signing the lease?— I do not know ; one thing I know,
they were both hot-headed men.

Mr. Henley.] This did notarise from any claim on
the part of the tenant?—I only brought out that to

show the necessity of a system being laid down.

As you stated it, the Committee would have been led to

believe that the action arose about a dispute the tenant
had for compensation ?—I stated it to show the necessity
of compensation ; because if there had been an existing
law to compensate the tenant, he would have let it stay
on as it was before.

Is there much land in Somersetshire drained?

—

There is a little drained, not so much as there ought to

be by seven-tenths.

There may be three-tenths of the land drained,
and seven-tenths to do ?—Three-tenths is rather more
than there is drained, taking the county throughout.

You have stated, in your judgment, that tanks for
the saving of manure are very much needed ?—Yes.

The attention of the public has been called to the

subject of liquid manure very much within the last two

years ?—Yes.

Is that a thing thiit has bpen much used or under-

stood by the large body of farmers?—Men have been

talking about it ; more the last four or five years.

Generally the public attention has been more directed

to that witiun the last four or five years than for twenty
years past ?—Yes.

That may be some reason why those things have not

been so much done as may appear necessary ?—That
may be the case in a great measure.

Is not the land about Taunton very rich ?—Not so

rich as it is generally considered to be.

It has the general reputation of being rich ?—Yes, it

is, near the gravel.

Y^ou hold land there?— I do ; there is a good deal of

exaggeration about Taunton laud.

Is not it, generally speaking, the richness of the land
that has caused it to pass almost into a proverb as to

the Golden Vale ?—Yes ; there is some very good land
about Tauntcm, and there is some within tive miles of

Taunton that I would not give more than 5s. an acre for.

There is a differenee in the land?—Yes.

Taking some of the best land entitled to the term
" golden," if that land, which is full of water, were
drained, do you not think that it would repay the ten-

ant for draining it in less than fourteen years ?—It may
do so.

Speaking of the " golden " land .'—Good land satu-

rated with water would pay in less time than bad land.

In what time in your judgment, would this" golden"
land pay for the draining?—That which is termed
" golden " would be improved very greatly by draining.

Would a man get his money back in four years ?

—

No, not in four.

Would he get his money back in si.K ?—He may in

land of that description, very good land, but very wet;
he may get it back in two courses of cropping, eight

years.

And not in less time than that, in your judgment?
—No.

Should you alter your opinion in that respect if you
found in Lincolnshire, where there has been longer ex-

perience, that a man has got paid in less time ?—No ;

I should form my own opinion of what J[ have seen be-
fore me, and practically knoM'.

And in land that is not " golden " but only silver or
brass land, perhaps it would take ten, or twelve, or

fourteen years, or three courses of crops ?—It would
work out in fourteen.

Twelve years would be three courses ?—Yes.

Do you think the generality of land would get back
in three courses ?—Not in what we call heavy land, but

with wet it would want a longer time than in the best

land.

There is a great deal of valuable grass land la Somer-
setshire ?—Y'es.

The land that the Chedder cheese is made from is

valuable land?—The laml from Bridgewater to Cross

is grazing land.

Is it very valuable land ?—It is generally consi-

dered so.

Does not a very great deal of it want drainage ?—It

would be much improved by drainage.

Upon grass land of that description, what would your
opinion be as to the time that drainage ought to run
over to repay the tenant for the outlay ?—That depends
upon the quality and the position ; in some it would
tike six or eight years, because in the neighbourhood

of Bridgewater to Cross, and that locality, there is

p-reat facility for getting draining pipes. Brown and
Seely, of Bridgewater, do a very spirited trade in it.

The facility only makes the drainage cheaper, it doe^

z 2
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uot alter the principle and number of years run over?
—Tlie less money you lay out tlie riuicker you get it

back ; if you lay out £3, you would get £3 in a less

number of years than if you laid out £4.
And the tiles are much cheaper iu that neighbour-

hood ?—The carriage would not operate against the

drainage in the district generally.

Do you think the drainage in that country is not
done on account of the want of outfall, because the ar-

tificial outfalls are mostly made under the Commis-
sioners of Sewers ?—They are.

Is that the reason that the under-drainage has not
been carried to a greater extent than it is now ?—Partly
so, and partly from want of security ; those two things
operate against it.

You think both those elements operate against it ?

—

I do.

Are the tenants in that part of Somersetshire men
of capital generally ?—Generally speaking, in that
neighbourhood.

Quite sufficient to undertake it, if the circumstances
permitted it?—Yes, no doubt of it ; that is what they
call a marsh district.

Would draining the land affect its quality for cheese
making .'—The better the herbage you produce, the
better you have to feed ; better herbage would produce
better goods.

Sometimes a very trifling alteration in the land has
a peculiar effect upon the cheese ?—The better the her-

bage, the better the goods.
Is that always so?—Certainly. I know one estate

where a sort of weed comes up and spoils all the
cheese.

The buildings in Somersetshire are bad ?—They are
not worse than the generality. I say that in all coun-
ties they are worse than they ought to be.

What in your judgment would be a proper security

for buildings to the tenant ?—I suppose twenty to

twenty-five years.

Do you think that the same security which trades-
men receive now would be sufficient to an agricultural

tenant ?—To take them down and carry them away''

^ If not arranged for ?—No ; because if you pulled
those buildings down, they would not be worth one-

third.

Then, in your judgment, an agricultural tenant ought
to be put in a different position from a tradesman ?

—

Yes.
That would be your judgment ?—Yes.
Do you think that it ought to be so, that buildings

ought to be put up with the consent of the landlord?

—

Yes, he ought to be consulted, and ought to enter into

an agreement.
Should the tenant have a right of putting them up

without the consent of the landlord?—Ifsufficient par-
ties where called in by the landlord, tending to prove
that those buildings were necessary, then I would put
him out of the question.

Then you would not leave the landlord the option ?

—I would give him notice that I should like to put up
such and such buildings, and let him name an arbitra-
tor, and then if he did not I would have power to name
an arbitrator in another sort of M'ay ; I would let him
have a discretion of that sort, but I should not like him
to put his veto upon it.

What discretion would you give him ?—I would
let him speak through his arbitrator, and he should be
compelled to do it if the arbitrator decided that it was
an improvement.

If the arbitrator decided that it was an improvement
whether the landlord liked it or not, the tenant should
be authorized to do it ?—Whether the landlord liked it

or not, the tenant sh.ould be authorized to do it.

What period of years should the right to be paid for

the buildings run over .'—Twenty to twenty-five years.

Do you think that the landlords and tenants ought
to have power to settle that by private agreement
between themselves?— I do not ; they could not settle

it in that sort of way.
Do you think the landlord and tenant ought to have

a right to enter into a bargain to exempt themselves

from such a law?—No, the law ought to be imper-
ative.

That would be your judgment ?—That would be my
judgment.
Do you think that the tenant u])on going away ought

to be responsible for the dilapidation of the farm ?

—

That depends upon the arrangement, whether the ten-

ant was to keep the buildings in repair.

The question refers to the farm ?—If he is paid for

the improvements, it ougiit to be in sufficient repair.

Whether he is paid for the improvements or not, if

at the end of the holding the farm is in a bad condition

ought the tenant to be responsible to the landlord ?

—

He ought not to leave it in a worse state than he
found it.

If he had made an agreement to cultivate the farm
in a proper husbandlike manner, without reference to

the condition it was in when he took it, ought he at the

end of the fourteen years to be liable for dilapidations ?

—

What one man would call a good and clean state another

man would say was not so.

Supposing that to be the case, that the tenant under-

takes to keep the farm in a clean and sufficient state,

ought he to be responsible ?—If he found it so he ought

to leave it so, to do his duty as a tenant.

If he takes a farm in a bad condition, inconsequence

of which he takes it at a low rent for fourteen or twenty

years, that is, at a lower rent than he otherwise would
have paid, and gets the farm into a bad condition when
he goes away, ought he to pay for the bad condition of

that farm ?—If he improved the farm generally on the

first outset, the difficulty would be to let it back to that

condition again.

The question is not whether it is difficult ; the ques-

tion is, if he did let it back, ought he to pay for it ?—He
ought to be made to pay the landlord if he injured the

property.

The question is, whether he lets the farm go back into

a bad state ?— If it is not in a worse state than he found

it, he ought not to be made responsible.

Your notion is, so long as a man does not leave a farm

in a worse state than he takes it, he ought not to be re-

sponsible for its condition ?— Certainly not.

The Committee are to understand that as being your

opinion ?—Yes.
Would that be just?— It would be just if he left his

farm as good as he found it.

You say that he ought to have a claim upon the land-

lord for his improvements .'—Certainly.

And therefore if he dilapidates the farm, would not it

be equally just that he should be made to pay for it?—

•

I consider the landlord ought to be paid if a tenant leaves

a farm worse than he found it.

Not unless he leaves it worse ?—Not unless he leaves

it worse.

Supposing a man takes a farm in a bad condition,

worth 20s. an acre in consequence of being in a bad con-

dition, he covenants to farm it in a clean husband-like

manner, and leaves it at the end of fourteen years iu a

bad condition, do you think then he ought not to be an-

swerable for the bad condition of the farm ?—If he leaves

a good and sufficient clean husbandry, then you ought

not to make a man responsible for anything of that sort.

Is that your judgment ?—Yes ; because if he brought

up the farm beyond what it was when he entered it, he
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ought to have a right to brbg it back, unless he were
compensated.
The question does not relate to compensation ; but if,

instead of bringing it up by clean husbandry, whi(;h he

has covenanted to do upon it, he lets it go back into tiie

same bad state that he found it, ought he to be responsible

for that ?—No ; because he did not leave it worse than he

found it.

Then there need be no improvement in land ?—Yes ;

but I think every man ought to sit down satisfied : if I

made an improvement I ought to be satisfied with it.

Go one step further
;
you say, in your judgment, if a

man comes into a farm in a bad state he ought not to be

responsible if he leaves it in a bad state when he goes

out ?—No.
Have not many of the farmers of Somersetshire come

into farms with some unexhausted improvements in

them ?—Yes, I should think some have come in with un-

exhausted improvements.

Should you think it right to make a law that those men
having come into farms with unexhausted improvements

in them, by a sudden operation of law should be enabled

to go out, and for the incoming tenant to pay them for what

they have got in the land?—Yes, of the improved land.

Yet if they deteriorate the land they ought not to be

responsible for it ?—The question put to me was, if they

did not make it worse than they found it ; that is, if they

made it worse than when they entered it they ought to be

made to pay the outlay, and the landlord ought to distrain

for it as for his rent.

Yet you say that a man taking land at a low rent, and
in consideration of that low rent conditioning to farm it

in a husbandlike manner, ought not to be made to pay
if he leaves the farm no worse when he goes out than

he found it when he comes in, he having held it at a low

rent because of its being in a bad condition ?—That I

never entered into ; that is left to the arrangement of the

parties at a market price, and the man who gives the

most takes it.

In such a state as that ought the tenant to be responsi-

ble ?—Not if he left it in as good condition as he found it.

Mr. Newdegate.] Supposing a man had a farm

held by a bad tenant, and he let his land to a man who
he thought would be an improving tenant, that is, sup-

posing he let it him at 10s. an acre less than its value in

order that he might improve it, and he held that farm
for seven years, but he did not improve it although he

had it at 10s. an acre under its value, ought not that man
to pay dilapidations, or rather pay for not having improved
according to his contract ?—You do not see business

transacted in that sort of way. I see that perfectly well

;

you must make a special agreement to say he shall im-
prove it.

Mr. Henley.] The question is this: a contract being

made with a tenant that he shall have a farm at a low
rent because he is considered to be a good farmer, and
will farm the land in a clean husbandlike manner, if the

man who covenants to farm that land in a clean hus-
bandlike manner leaves it at the end of the term unim-
proved, ought not the landlord to have a claim upon the

tenant on that account ?—Yes, if he makes a special

agreement.

Did you ever know an agreement entered into in

which that was not one of the covenants, that it should be
farmed in a husbandlike manner ?—I would not take a

lease saying how I should crop the land.

You are asked whether you ever knew a lease without
a covenant in it that the farm shall be farmed in a hus-
bandlike manner ?—No, never without a clause of that

kind in it.

When persona let land without a lease from year to

year, do not they generally etipulate that it shall be
fwmed in a proper manner, according to tlie cuutom of

the country, or something to that effect .—Generally,

but it is done in a loose manner.
But being done in a loose manner, there is an under-

standing that the man is to farm it properly ? —That is

not generally understood, what is called properly, because

there is no custom existing to lay down a system upon
which it shall be done.

It is not generally admitted to be proper to keep land

clean ?—Yes.

Suppose a man takes it foul, and has it at a low rent

upon the supposition that he is a better farmer and will

keep it clean, do you think he ought to be answerable if

he left it as foul as when he found it ?—Certainly, if he

went away and left it unimproved, by special agreement

;

a man ought to do what he signs to do.

Not else ?—No ; if he takes it to do what he can, if he is

not tied to it, he ought not to do it.

You say you think the landlords and tenants ought

not to be allowed to exempt themselves from the opera-

tion of any law about buildings ?—Certainly not.

Do you thing there is any covenant that ought to be

made between landlord and tenant, in which they ought

not to have the power of exempting themselves from

that ; is there any part of the bargain between landlord

and tenant that the law ought to make for them and not

for themselves ?—I do think so.

What parts do you refer to ?—I think that where the

tenant should give the landlord notice that he wished to

make any permanent improvement, draining, or build-

ing, or road-making, if he gave notice of such improve-

ments it is necessary that there should be arbitration

without the landlord having any discretion at all ; if ar-

bitrators were appointed, and they agreed that it was an

improvement, then the landlord should not have the right

to say it is not.

That is as to draining and road-making ; is there any-

thing else you would specify, not of a permanent nature ?

—No; but the landlord should not have discretion ; be-

cause I think if you gave a law, there are many land-

lords would say, " It answers my purpose to get my
rent," and they will not care anything about improving

their property.

You say they should not have a disci'etion in road-

making, draining, and buildings ; will you specify the

articles which you think they ought to have discretion

in ?—To make the best of their property. I would not

interfere with the landlord letting his property ; if there

be an opportunity of calling in two or three disin-

terested men, I do not see what the landlord wants discre-

tion for.

You say they should not have a discretion in road-

making, draining, and buildings ; will you specify the

articles which you think they ought to have discretion

in ?—They ought to have no discretion in any improve-

ment, provided the arbitrators agree that it is an im-

provement ; they ought not to stop any improvement.

I have put it in this way : I have drawn draughts up

that you can refer to the Inclosure Commissioners, or

some other authority; and if the landlord would not

name his arbitrator, they should name one, and the oc-

cupier should name one ; and if the arbitrators agreed

that it was an improvement, the landlord should have no

discretion whatever.

Now you state a general and not a specified improve-

ment ?—That is if the landlord did not choose to name
his umpire ; he could speak through his umpire if he

thought proper ; and if he did not do it, I would au-

thorize some other person in authority to appoint an

umpire for the landlord.

You have said that the landlord should have no dis-

cretion in any improvemont that the arbitrator thought

was an improvement ?—Certainly not.

Which, in your opinion, 19 the greatest cougequenoe to
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the tenant, the improvement to the estate by the mode
you have named, or the rent he pays ?—Having a farm
in a bad state and having it in a good state is a very

great deal of difference, no doubt ; and I think the tenant

vyeuld better pay a greater rent, and have a farm in a

state that he could make it again, than have a farm wet,

and bad buildings, so that he could not make his money.
Which do you consider to be of greater consequence to

the tenant, to have improvements of this kind that you
named made, or the amount of his rent fixed ; I do not
understand what you mean by the difference of rent fixed

;

I understand the question like this, do I consider that the

tenant would be better able to pay an increased rent with
those improvements ?

The question means this, do you think it of great
consequence to the tenant to be allowed to expend such
money as he pleases with the certainty of being repaid

by the operation of the law; do you think that of

greater consequence to him tlian the amount of rent

per acre he pays for his farm ?—The market value of

the thing would regulate it ; when the farm came to be
valued it would be a consideration.

When you speak of the market value, how is that to

be ascertained?—You find a great many gentlemen
throw tl)eir farms open to tender ; I know a case in

which the whole tenantry was valued.

Are the committee to understand your opinion to be
that the landlords ought to ascertain the value of their

farms by tender?—No; let a fair man value their es-

tates.

You think it ought to be a fair man valuing ?—Yes
;

let the man ascertain the value of his estate and then let

it, and then if a man goes and improves the estate let

him be paid for his improvement.
You would not like the law to settle the rent ?—No.
Why not ?— I would not interfere with private pro-

perty in that way.
For instance, a tenant giving notice that he wanted

to lay out a very large sum of money, say £1,000, on
an estate, you would not give the landlord power to

prevent it?—Unless there is an arbitrator.

Would you deprive the landlord of the power of giving
notice to quit ?—No.
That would stop the money being laid out ?— Cer-

tainly.

Would not it be a simpler process to give the land-
lord a veto upon laying out the money in the first in-

stance?— I was only answering the question with
reference to a lease.

Supposing a man made a covenant in a lease that the
tenant should put up no buildings without his consent,

do you think that the law ought to override that cove-
nant ?— I do.

Then in point of fact, a tenant having entered into

an agreement that he wanted to set aside, would be
neither more nor les? than a deception upon the land-
lord ?—I do not understand that to be so.

You say a tenant having a covenant with his land-
lord on taking a farm that he should not be entitled to

put up buildings without the consent of his landlord,
in your judgment ought the law to override that cove-
nant?—Yes, because you would not get them put up
at all.

Then the committee are to understand, in yourjudg-
ment, a man having made an express bargain with his

landlord, and got possession of a farm for a term of
years under a certain condition, there ought to be a law
made to do those things he has expressly intended not
to do ?—I do not think the tenant ought to sign a lease
of that sort.

Confine the answer to the question put to you ?—If
he gives an agreement he must stick to it.

Then the committee are not to understand that the

law ought to override the agreement ?—Not in that

respect; if a man has signed an agreement, he is nota
reasonable man not to act up to it.

That is his discretion?—Yes.
Mr. INlooDY.] Do you consider the property in

Somersetshire to have been greatly improved?—Yes,

And the improvement that has taken place has taken
place by mutual agreement between landlord and to-

nant ?—Yes, that is so.

And that improvement has taken place by a good un-
derstanding between the landlord and the tenant ?—Yes.

Chairman.] You say, in come cases it is desirable

for tenants to have power to make roads ?—Yes.

With compensation ?—Yes ; in all cases the impi'ove-

ment ought to be authorized before the work is com-
menced.
The question was not as to the thing to be done ; the

c(ue9tion was put whether you think that in some cases

it would be for the advantage of the farm that the te-

nant should be allowed to make roads, with compensa-
tion ?—That is where you have to go through a field on
headlands; if the road were stoned that would bo a
great improvement, and all those things ought to be
gone into before they are done, because if the arbitra-

tion was held at the end of the lease perhaps you
would get into a great litigation; but if you
first of all see your way to do it and how
you are to be paid, the thing would go on more
smoothly. I wish to be understood about landlords

having discretion ; I mean they should have a discre-

tion if they chose to appoint an arbitrator; but if they
like to be sulky, and would not appoint an arbitrator,

empower some otlier authority to do so.

May 18th, 1848.

Members present.

Mr. Bouverie Mr. Moody
Mr. Colvile Mr. Newdegste
Mr. E. Denison Mr. Pusey
Mr. Tatton Egerton Mr. Sotheron

Mr. Hayter Sir John Trollope

Philip Pusey, Esq., in the Chair.

Evidence of Mr. Francis Woodavard,

Chairman.] You are a farmer in Worcestershire?—

At Little Comberton.
AVhat is the extent of your farm?—About 1,100

acres.

Has that farm been much improved in any way since

you entered upon it?—My friends say so; it is not for

me to say; I have expended a very considerable sum
of money upon it.

Has it been drained?—Thoroughly ; very superiorly

drained.

Has the effect of the improvements been satisfac-

tory ?—Very much so, indeed ; it has raised the pro-

duce of wheat and improved the farm from 24 bushels

an acre to 48. I do not mean to say that the general

average years would be 48 ; it was last year, and per-

haps will be this.

lias that enabled you to increase the quantity of

stock upon the farm ?—To a very great extent; it car-

ries at least one-third more.

Has that enabled you to have sheep on land which

would not bear sheep before?— Decidedly, and enabled

me to plant a great portion of the mixed strong land

with turnips, which I could not do before it was

drained.

On what tenure do you hold your farm ?—About half

is my own, and the other is land under lease for 21

years ; indeed it is two holdings; one is a lease renew-
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able every seven years, and the other is 21 years. The
farms are rather small with us; I have two ofmy own,
and two I rent.

With rej^ard to the custom of Worcestershire, what is

tlie usual time for the incoming tenant to enter upon
the farm ?—Tliere is no definite period ; at all seasons ;

some at Michaehiias ; I think the majority may be
said at INlicLaelmas and some at Lady-day, others at

Candlemas.
Is there any compensation made to the outgoing

tenant for improvements he has made ?—Decidedly
not.

Not for artiHcinl manures, such as oil-cake used for

cattle ?

—

tiot anythin;? of the sort that I have ever

heard of.

How are the farms generally held ?—They are yearly

holdings generally speaking; in a few instances there

are leases.

Is the land in Worcestershire generally drained ?

—

Tiiire is a great deal being drained lately, but a great

portion is undrained, and in fact not more I should say
than one-fourth of tlie county is drained now.

Is there room for increase of produce in Worcester-
shire generally ?—The average is about 24 bushels per
acre of wheat ; ic is very possible to increase it at least

10 bushels per acre by draining and a goofl system of

Iciiant-right, if the tenants could be compensated for

tlie outlay of their capital. Worcestershire is a strong

deep soil
;
generally speaking a very tenacious wet soil

;

if miglit l>e at least improved to the extent of 10
busliels an acre.

Besides the increased produce of corn, is the land of

Worcestershire which requires drainage, thouah strong,

e:ipable, do you think, of carrying stock if it were
drained ?—Yes, decidedly.

Should you look to a greatly increased produce of

meat?—No doubt of it; in fact, wliere the land has
been drained there are large flocks of sheep, 500 sheep
perhaps on some farms where there were not 100 head
formerly, in consequence of the drainage and soil

burning.

Will you describe to the committee the process of

suil burning ?—Wc do it principally on very strong,

wet, tenacious land ; we plough it up very shallow, or

skim it about two inches deep, and burn the whole of

the surface, at a cost of about £:' 10s, to £4 an acre

;

that would give a very greatly increased quantity of

produce of every description, particularly beans, seeds,

and all green crops, and on some land it increases the

produce of wheat very much. You ought to get a green
crop after burning, before wheat; it sometimes leaves

the land a little too hollow for wheat.
Is this a durable improvement ?—Yes.
Is it one for which the outgoing tenant, if he had not

held the farm long enough to obtain a profitable return,

should bo allowed compensation?—Yes, decidedly so.

I had some done eight or nine years since; it answers
remarkably well to the present day ; in fact it makes
strong lund, so that you can grow turnips upon it, and
eat them off with sheep ; there is a description of land
(sandy soils) which it is not any service to ; it is not
required there ; but if it is done judiciously it is a very
great improvement on strong land.

What sort of farm buildings have you in Worcester-
shire?—Very bad upon the whole.
Are they so bad as to be an impediment upou the

farmer's ailopting the best course of improved hus-
bandry ?—Yes, and in many instances the landlords
are so poor that they cannot afford, or will not put up
the buildings.

Wliere the landlords are unable to afford those heavy
expenses for improvements out of their income, do you
think it desirable that the tenants should be allowed to

do so?—In many instances the tenantry would do it

if they could be allowed for it on leaving the farm.

As a practical nuin you are of opinion that many of

the Worces-tershire farmers have capital enough to un-

dertake the outlay ?— Not generally speaking, but there

are instances ; in many they would borrow money no

doubt for the puri)ose.

Do you tliink tliat if the Worcestershire farmers had
tenant right they would increase the employment of

their labourers ?—No doubt, to a very great extent.

Is that a point of any importance in Worcestershire?

—Yes, decidedly so.

Have you found any difficulty in getting employment
fur your labourers?—Very great; in some years our

Board of Guardians, of which I am cliairman, fiud

great difficulty in some seasons ; we have not this last

12 months.
Do you anticipate that difficulty in time to come?

—

I have known as many as 20 or 30 in a day; men who
wisli work if they could have it.

Yon have stated that the farms in Worcestershire

arc generally held from year to year?—Generally

speaking.

Is it your opinion that the holding from year to year

with tenant right would be acceptable to the farmers

of Wovcestershire generally ?—No, doubt; but land-

lords are so tenacious in general in granting leases. I

do not wonder at it
;
you may get a man close up to a

gentleman's door, and he may choose to be a nuisance,

and may annoy him for years. If you had a good te-

nant right, there would be no difficulty in getting a

good practical man to lay out a large sum of money,

because if the landlord wished to get rid of him he

could then do so by repaying him for his outlay.

Do the farmers of Worcestershire wish for long leases

or tenant right ?—They do not care about long leases

if they have tenant right ; they only want compensa-

tion in case they leave their farms.

Have any of them a misgiving as to binding them-

selves by along lease?—! think they have at the pre-

sent day ; since the corn laws were repealed the tenants

are not so anxious to get leases as they were, and

therefore farming will go back unless we legislate in

some way ; they are afraid to take leases in many in-

stances.

Is there any other point that occursto you to men-

tion to the committee ?—I could mention an instance

of a farm in Worcestershire where a person took the

land three or four years ago on lease for 21 years, and

there was a considerable portion of land that had been

lying idle for some years, and had done nothing ; in

factit was only let to him at 7s. an acre. In conse-

quence of thislease, he set to work and burned a por-

tion of it
;
perhaps only 1 00 acres were at 7s. an acre

;

he farmed it with vetches, and eat those vetches off

with oilcake with sheep, and had 48 bushels an acre

the first year from land only worth 7s. an acre before

that time; I witnessed it with my own eyes.

You say the land had been lying idle?—Yes; the

land had been lying idle a number of years, not carry-

ing a sheep to 'an acre; by this judicious outlay of

capital, through having a lease or a tenant right, which

would have been equally the same thing, he made that

improvement.
Do you mean the land had not been let ?— It was

not cultivated ; it had been let, but not culti-

vated ; it was lying barren ; it would not grow

seeds, it was so poor ; it did not carry a sheep an acre

;

not a lark to an acre, as the old saying is.

Have you any land so cold that it is difticult to find

a tenant for it in its present state?—Yes; a friend of

mine had an estate to let last year ; it was so cold and

wet, and he was so poor, that he could not afford to
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uudtrdraiii it, aiiJ it laid nitliout for some time.

Q'here is a very great wish on the part of the landlords

in Worcestershire and the adjoining; counties, for

povernment to grant them a further sum for under-

draining ; that has been carried out to a considerable

extent, and now there is no money to be had.

And the landlords are not themselves, in many in-

stances, able to advance sums for those improvements
out of their own income ?—No.

Mr. BouTERiE.] You spoke of tenant right ; what
would you define that tenant right to be?—If I were
to take an estate, and go and lay out money upon it, I

should wish to farm it in the best way I could ; and if

at the end of six months' notice I were to leave it, I

should then wish to have compensation for all the un-
exhausted improvements in the soil, either by draining

or by bones and artificial manure, or whatever I had
done upon it.

Have you any stipulations in your leases with refer-

ence to improvements of that character?—No ; I have
not.

You made those improvements with the prospect of

obtaining a profit during the period of your lease .'

—

Yes. Where there are leases in Worcestershire, the

last three or four years the land is run out very fre-

quently ; there are two reasons for that : a man says,

if I wish to continue this farm again in a high state of

cultivation, there will be 20 people wishing to take it

;

but if I allow this land to run out and do nothing to it

the last few years, so that I can just escape the provi-

sions in my lease that I am obliged to fulfil, I can take

my farm again : and I think with a good system of

tenant-right a man would farm as well to the last mo-
ment as at the first, knowing that he should be com-
pensated when he left.

If a farm under those circumstances is improved
generally in value up to the period of the termination

of the tenancy , there would be the same competition to

get the farm ?—There may be certainly competition,

but still I think a man would get remunerated for his

outlay.

You have said that many of the landlords ofWorces-
tershire could not afiPord to make an outlay for build-

ing ?—Yes, a great many of them.

Are you aware of any cases where the tenants have
asked for stipulations and covenants allowing them to

remove the buildings or receive compensation ?—Yes,

I could mention such cases.

Have you known them refused ?—Yes.

You say that there are cases in which the tenants have
asked permission to erect buildings, with stipulations

for their remuneration when the tenancy ceased?

—

Y^es.

Have you known those arrangements entered into ?

—

No.
And you say that the landlords have refused to allow

such things to be done ?—Yes.

Sir J. Trollope.] Are they never allowed for build-

ings at all ?—Nothing whatever.

Not even when put up with the permission of the
landlord ?—I never knew a case.

Do you hold a lease ?—Yes.
Are there conditions in that lease .'—Yes.
What is the nature of those conditions ?—The condi-

tions are principally these : I am to leave the land in a
certain state ; a certain number of acres in fallow, and
a certain number of acres seeds ; I am to be paid
the prices of the ploughings and fallows of the last

year.

That is a compensation, then ?—It is a compensa-
tion.

Is that the only compensation ?—Yes,

Was not it in your power to have made tefms with

the landlord or his agent, 9uch as would have suited

your view of the case, that you should have been paid

for drainage or buildings ?— It was not the custom.

Did you ask for such terms ?—I asked for several

things which I did not obtain.

Then if you had a tenant right with a lease, would
not it invalidate some of the conditions of your lease ?

—No.
It is contrary to the tenure of your lease to be paid

for drainage or building ; if you had a tenant right you

would demand to give that up at the termination of

the lease ?—It would not interfere with the existing

leases.

Do you not think it would do so ?— It ought not to

interfere with existing leases.

Then your legislation would be entirely prospective,

and to take effect at the termination of the present

agreements ?—Y''es.

You would not wish to disturb existing agreements ?

—No, not existing agreements.

You spoke of cultivation by burning?—Yes.

Do you repeat that process on some lands ?— I have

not had occasion to repeat it; it is a new process done
within the last eight or ten years.

Is it always pasture land you burn .'—No, decidedly

not.

Do you burn fallows ?—Yes.

It is, in short, clay burning ?—Yes, clay burning.

Have you ever breast-ploughed and burnt grass land ?

—No ; I should not allow that if I were a landlord, as

I think burning turf injudicious.

Is it good husbandry to repeat burning ?—We have

scarcely had a trial of that, my land does not require

it, it is quite light enough with once burning.

Ashes, are they a permanent manure?—Yes,

For what period ?—I have found benefit for six or

seven years.

Is not that benefit great from the greater porosity of
the land making it more friable and workable than as a

manuring principle?—Both; it acts as a manure;
there is ammonia in the ashes.

Does not that ammonia fly off in the first crop ?—
No.

Is it more permanent than for one crop ?—Yes.

How many years would you be paid for it?—Pro-
bably it would extend to a period of seven years.

As far as that for ashes ?— I think so.

Would you extend it as far as for lime?—Yes ; it

does not eat in the land like lime ; lime will go down.
Have you used lime?—Formerly ; not since I have

known the process of burning.

Do you prefer the burning?—Yes, on a strong land.

Then is it from the greater weight of the lime that

it sinks down?—No, not altogether ; lime is a cold

thing, and it makes it so very porous that some of

the cold clay will blow away almost ; it is bad for

wheat.
Have you drained extensively ?—The whole of my

land.

At your own expense for labour and tiles ?—Yes, at

ray own expense entirely ; that was the condition on
which I had a long lease.

For what period is that lease?—Twenty-one years.

And you began at the commencement?—Yes.

Do you think you would be repaid at the end of 21

years ?—Yes.
J\Ir. BouvERiB.] You had a stipulation in the lease

as to that drainage ?—Yes.

Mr. Hayter.] You prefer a tenant right to the

granting of a lease; you think it a better mode of cul-

tivation ?'=>A better mode for the country, generally

speaking. I do not mean individnally speaking. I

should prefer a i\ years' leaie.
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l)o you know pidctically where there is auy mode of

tenant right existing ?—No.
Have you considered the mode by which practically

that right could be worked out as between the owner
of the land and the tenant?— I have seen nothing of it

till within the last few days, and have heard very

little.

Would you leave it entirely to the discretion •f the

tenant to put as much lime, or to marl or chalk to as

great an extent, or to drain to as great an extent as he
pleased, without any control on the part of the owner
of the land ?—No, certainly not.

What degree of control would you give to the owners
of the land ?—I would always have men fully capable

of ascertaining and valuing what the tenant should be
paid for; but I would guard the landlord so far as this,

that though the tenant may spend a great deal of the

landlord's money, he should not be paid for all that

;

in fact, it is more between the incoming and going-out

tenant, than between the landlord and tenant; this

bill would very little interfere with the landlords.

Sir J. Thollope.] AVould you not make the land-

lord the guarantee ?—Yes, he must be the party gua-
ranteeing.

And the party you deal with ?—Yes.

Mr. Hayter.] The landlord is a person, who on the

occasion of a change of lease, is represented by the te-

nant incoming upon the old tenant ?—Yes.

It is in fact between the landlord and the outgoing
tenant?—Yes.

And it is in that state of circumstances you are

asked whether you have considered the mode by which
those compensations can be practically worked out.

You are not understood to say that you have ?—No.
But you have some general notion, that the right

may be worked out pretty beneficially by means of

arbitration?— I have no doubt of it.

Mr. T. Eqerton.] Does your arbitration apply to

the termination of a lease, or during the time the im-
provements are taking place. You were understood
to say, that arbitration was to settle the matter between
the landlord and tenant?—Yes.
Do you apply that to both the power and extent of

carrying out improvements ?—Yes.
That is to say, if a tenant says, I wish to lay out a

large sum upon lime or ashes in burning a considerable
part of my land, would you give the landlord the
power of saying, You shall not carry it out to such an
extent?—No, but I would not pay that tenant for

more than was thought necessary by competent
persons.

Then according to that, every time that a tenant
wished to carry out an improvement an arbitration

must take place at once between him and his landlord ?

—No, I would allow the tenant to go on and do as he
pleased to the end of his term, then I would have pro-
per parties called in to say what compensation he ought
to receive.

Mr. Hayter.] That would be a compensation with
reference to the improvement that the land had ac-
tually received ?—Yes.
Not a compensation having reference to the quantity

of money he had expended, but whether it had been
expended beneficially ?—Yes.
M. T. Egerton.] How would an arbitrator know

the state of the farm when the tenant entered upon
it?—I think it would be taken generally some
account of; the landlord or the agent would take
some account of it, and generally the neighbours would
know the state of the farm when it was taken; every
one can see the improvement I have made for years,
they all know it, aad the increase of produce and
yarious things,

Should the arbitration have regard to the amount
you have laid out upon the farm, or the increased value
of the farm at tlie termination of the tenancy?—He
should look at it in both ways. I fancy of course the

arbitrator would hear the evidence from the tenant
upon the increased value of the farm, and from the

landlord's agent; he would hear all the evidence upon
both sides, and judge accordingly.

Mr. Bouverie.] If you laid out a pound, and that
pound increased the value of the land a pound a year an
acre, are you to be paid the amount wliich ^ou have laid

out, or the amount ofimprovement so many years' pur-
chase when you quit ?— I should say the principle would
be the general improvement upon the farm, not of any
one particular portion, but if you laid out a certain
portion in bones, and that may be beneficially done,
so that the poorest grass land may be made superior
by laying out ^^5 an acre in bones, but the first and
second years the improvement is scarcely visible; in

fact it does not do any good the first year ; the longer
period the bones are upon the land the better the ad-
vantage is, therefore it should be extended over a period
of years.

Do you think the landlord ought to be paid upon the

cost of putting in the improvement, or upon the increased

value that the improvement has given to the land ; that

is, on what principle is the arbitrator to go?—Upon
the first principle.

The cost ?—Yes, the cost.

Mr. T. Egerton.] Then you would to a certain

degree qualify the answer given before, that the arbi-

trators are to judge of the increased value of the farm ?

—Yes.
Mr. Sotheron.] Unless that cost is produced in

improvement the difference of cost is not to be carried

into account ; if it has done good the cost is to be the

basis of the calculation ?—Yes ; if a man laid out money
injudiciously, I would not pay him for it.

Mr. T. Egerton.] Supposing a person has laid out a

sum of money judiciously, and he has been paid both
principal and interest by the end of seven years for in-

stance, then at the end of the ninth year would he be
entitled to receive any compensation ?—No, decidedly

not.

Although there might be an increasing value in the
property ?—No, 1 should say not ; but what I want is

for a man to receive the benefit of his outlay ; if he has
received that, then give him nothing ; I should say you
have got your compensation.

Mr. Sotheron.] Suppose then, for instance, this

improvement may have been drainage in the case sug-

gested, do you at the end of nine years think that that

drainage is as good as it was the first year ; are the com-
mittee to understand no compensation ought to be given

for that drainage in that case ?—No, I should extend
drainage to 10 years; it would be one-tenth each year.

Take then the 11th year ?— I should say at the end of

10 years he is fully compensated. I have done a large

quantity, and it has repaid me every expense the first

year in some instances ; I have received benefit the first

year. I have 10 bushels an acre more, and expended
£3 an acre in drainage, we did not then drain so deep as

we do now ; I have drained part of a field and left the

other part undrained, and from that part drained I have
got 10 bushels of wheat extra per acre the first year,

which would repay me in that first year. I should say,

generally speaking, if you go to the period of 10 years

for under-draining it is quite sufficient.

And the cost of the improvement is the basis of your
calculation, and that is diminished by the number of

years that the profitable use of it has been possessed by
the tenant ?—Certainly.

Therefore at tUe end qt the term of 11 years or \h
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years, or whatever it may be, although the improvement
may be just as valuable as it was the day it was put in,

according to your principle there is to be no compensa-

tion ?—No, there is no compensation required.

Mr. E. Denison.] You are probably aware that in

Lincolnshire and other parts where this tenant right for

unexhausted improvement prevails, that is the principle

upon which all the calculations are made ?—I am not
aware of the system in Lincolnshire.

Are you not aware tliat that custom which prevails in

that part of the country is generally satisfactory, as

between outgoing and incoming tenants i—Yes ; T have
heard so ; I am going into Lincolnshire this summer to

see the different customs ; being unacquainted with

them.
In answer to a question put to you, you said you

thought that the tenant ought not to be allowed to enter

upon a range of improvements without consultation with
his landlord in the first instance ?—Yes.

Ard subsequently you gave an answer that qualified

that right, because you said you would allow the tenant

to carry on his farm according to his own judgment, and
that a valuation should be made at the conclusion of the

tenancy?—Perhaps I did not clearly express myself at

the time.

Do you think that it would be desirable that before

improvements were made, communication should take

place between the landlord and the tenant, and that the

wish of the landlord should be consulted ?— I think it

would be perfectly right ; if a tenant were to go and
take a farm he should say, I shall make such and such
improvements ; I expect to be remunerated if you part

with me at any period, if I do not liold my farm sufficient

time to remunerate me.
Suppose there were to be some specific improvement

iu contemplation, that the tenant should say, I wish to

layout such a sum of money in drainage of such a land,

supposing that the landlord should have a different opi-

nion and should dissent from it, then what course would
you propose '—I should then allow the tenant to go on.

Then if you would allow the tenant to go on, supposing
the landlord dissented, there does not appear to be much
use in consulting the landlord?—I do not think the

landlords will generally object to it ; they generally wish
to see their estates improved.

But what course do you think would be the course
that should be the prevailing one ?— I would give it in

favour of the tenant if you get landlords of that descrip-

tion who would say, " I will let my farm so and so, and
you may do little or nothing upon it ; I do not care so

that I get my rent, whether the land is improved or not ;"

that would not answer the purpose aimed at, the im-
provement of the land to employ the labourers, and the

growing of a larger quantity of corn.

The case has been put to you where excessive outlay

has been made on the part of tlie tenant that has not

answered its purpose ; do you think excessive outlay of

that kind on the part of the tenant would be ordinary

cases or exceptional cases ?—Exceptional cases, deci-

dedly.

The ordinary and general course would be that the

tenant looking at the probable occupation of his land

would not be likely to lay out more money than he had a

good idea would bring in its return ?—Certainly you do
now and then get an injudicious tenant, but generally

speaking it is not the case.

Such a tenant right for unexhausted improvements
would be in your opinion a good thing for the tenant

;

do you not think it would be a good thing for the

landlord also ?—Yes, more so for him than for the

tenant.

Then those arrangements might be made perfectly

well if both parties were agreeable, by agreement

between the parties ? —No, I think not ; I do not think
they would be likely to agree ; I recommend arbitra.

tion.

They might be ?—Yes, they might be, it is possible to

make them, but I do not think, generally speaking, they
would do it.

The question is, whether those arrangements might not
be made by voluntary agreement, if both entertained the

same views ?—They may be.

Then if they are beneficial both for landlord and tenant,

how do you account for there being such an indisposi.

tion generally to enter into those arrangements ?—The
landlords, generally speaking, do not understand the

thing.

Then do you think there is a reasonable prospect of

those agreements being arrived at without some interpo-

sition on the part of the legislature ?—Certainly not

;

there are a fev/ country gentlemen who are fond of farm-

ing, and seeing their estates well managed ; but there are

others who care nothing about it, they live in town half

the year, and labourers are half starving on the estntes

for want of employment.
The matters in dispute upon this point must be settled

by valuers ?—Yes, decidedly.

Considering the state of the country at present, with

regard to valuers, do you think such important matters

would be left satisfactorily to the present class of vnluers

throughout the country ?—Yes ; I think in the different

localities the valueis would be well selected, or other-

wise, if government were to appoint parties it might be

more satisfactory in one sense, but to send a man down
out of Kent to value in Worcestershire would be a diffi-

cult thing.

Taking the class of local valuers at present, do you
think that those enlarged and extensive matters of arbi-

tration could be satisfactorily left to them .•'—Yes, deci.

dedly, I do think so ; I think there might be men found
;

many respectable men make a profession of it at the

present day ; if government legislate upon the subject

they ought to fix the terms upon which they should

value, and what they should have.

Do you think it would be possible to fix the terms for

different points of improvement in a bill, such terms as

would answer for all counties and all soils ?—Yes, I

think it might be based upon a fixed and general princi-

ple, and that the arbitration should be left to the local

valuers.

Do you think that draining and artificial manures
could be fixed by law as being equally valuable, that

they should extend over the same number of years in all

localities and under all circumstances ?—I do not think

the soil of England varies so much but what you might

fix it ; if you use a certain quantity of bones in one part

of England, I see no reason why they should not be as

beneficial, and remain as long in the soil as in any other

part of England ; I do not see why burnt soils should

not be extended, nor why drainage should not be as be-

neficial in one part of England as another ; of course if

you have local valuers, they would be enabled to make
any little difference if there were any.

That is the point ; would you leave those matters to

the arbitration of local valuers, or try and fix them by

the act?—I would leave them to the local valuers.

You have said that your experience is very great in

burnt soils ?—Yes, I have laid out some hundreds

in it.

You have just said that you see no reason why the

benefit of burnt soils should not prevail equally upon all ^

strong lands, but have you not had experience that

persons who have been sent by you to burn soils in other

parts of the country have done so, and that very different

results as to the benefit of it have arisen?— ! think it

depends entirely upon the soU that is burnt ; on a very
i
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itrong tenacious clay it would be very beneficial in all

parts of England.
If the benefit depends very much upon the sort of

soil which is burnt, equal benefit could not be produced
upon all soils ?—No.
Mr. BouvERiE.] You'have stated that you would not

think of applying this principle of tenant right to existing

agreements ?—No, not where the lease is long. I do
not see how you could interfere with long leases, there
are very few in existence.

What would you call a long lease?—Twenty-one years
I call a long lease.

For anything less than that you would apply this

principle for existing agreements ?—No ; I do not mean
to say that. I do not think you would find one-tenth
of England, or Scotland either, under lease; taking
England, and Scotland, and Wales, I am sure you will

not find one -tenth under lease.

It is more from year to year ?—Yes, from year to
year.

Then would you make it obligatory upon all future
agreements to have this tenant right ?—Yrs.
And would you have no power on the part of the te-

nants and landlords to agree that those statutory enact-
ments should not apply ?—Yes, it should be applied
generally and made compulsory.

So that if the landlord and tenant say, We do not wish
to have this regulation as to our agreement, we would

;

rather go on according to a fashion of our own, you
would not allow them to do it ?—No.
Mr. Newdegate.] You have stated that the cus-

tom is very limited ?—Yes, it is very limited.

Who does the manure belong to .'—The landlord, when
the tenant leaves.

V/ho does the off-going crop belong to ?—The straw
is left on the farm for the benefit of the succeeding te-

nant
; generally speaking, that is the custom of the

country.

Then the custom extends to this, that the last crop be-
longs to the off-going tenant?—Yes, to the off-going
tenant, unless there is some specific agreement.
Does it apply to all grain ?— It applies to all grain.

Then what liberty has the tenant coming on with re-

ference to entry for the purposes of valuing the land

;

does any custom of that kind exist ?—No general prin-
ciple is laid down ; I have known estates very much in-

jured ; there is a great deal of glebe land where there arc
no buildings upon ; for instance, take a glebe farm

;

whether it is from the clergyman being so ]>oor, or what,
I know not, but there have been cases where there have
been no buildings upon the farm ; the produce is taken
to the man's own estate or the estate which he occupies
adjoining to it; if that man dies the jiroduce is all sold
from that glebe land and there is no manure whatever to

go back
; I have known the crops sold by auction, and

no manure for two years.

That tends to the injury of the property ?—Yes, that
tends to the injury of the property ; but if the tenant
had had the power to erect buildings, by being paid for
them, he would have gone on farming in the same way
as with other land.

Would it be satisfactory to the tenants generally, if

they had the same principle applied to buildings for

agricultural purposes, as is applied to the buildings for
the purposes of trade ; that they should have the power
of removing them if the landlord declines to take them
at a valuation ?—Yes, decidedly so ; but I think, gene-
rally speaking, there would be but little done in the
way of buildings.

Then generally the same principle that prevails with
reference to buildings for trade would apply to agricul-
tural buildings, and would be satisfactory ?—No doubt

Are you aware that many landlords in Worcestershire
are only tenants for life, and therefore cannot enter
into voluntary agreements for giving compensation be-
yond their own lifetime as binding upon the estate ?

—

Yes, I am.
Do you conceive that if those landlords had the power

to grant compensation they would in many cases avail
themselves of it ?—I do.

That would be a facility of awarding compensation by
voluntary agreement ?—Yes.
You stated that you would render the law you con-

templated with reference to the extention of leases obli-
gatory upon the landlord ?—Yes.
Would you require notice to be served upon him of

the improvements which the tenant intends to make?—
Yes, I think there ought to be consultation between the
landlord and tenant.

Would you adduce that notice as evidence of the im-
provement having been made ?—Yes, I would.
Would you give the landlord power to refuse his assent

to those proposed improvements ?—No, I would not give
him that power, certainly ; it might be different as to
making an unlimited thing ; a landlord may fancy he is

going to be put to an expense which he may not approve
of: if a man is disposed to improve a farm, I would let

him go on with it.

How would you decide whether the improvement has
been beneficial or not ?—By arbitration.

Would you refer the case to arbitration at the time the
notice was served, or postpone it?—I would have an
agreement that the tenant should give notice of what
was required, and each party keep a copy of the agree-
ment.
The question contemplates a case in which the land-

lord has declined the improvement
;
you say you would

make the compensation obligatory upon him ?—Yes.
W^hat means would you take to decide whether that is

an improvement for which the landlord ought to be made
responsilde, that is, whether the outlay be justifiable for
the improvement of the land ?—If it was not justifiable I

would not give the tenant anything.
How would you decide that ?—That the arbitrator

would be capable of doing.

Then the arbitrator might be called in when the notice
for improvement is agitated ?—I do not see that exactly

;

I do not see that they will be required.

How would you avoid that in case of a landlord deter-
mining not to consent to improvements ?—That is a
question ; I suppose the landlord would not do so ; I do
not think a tenant, unless he had some security, would
lay out anything ; I think they would part.

You propose by law to give him security ?

—

Yes, I do.

If you propose by law to give him security, must you
not decide whether it is advisable that this should be
laid out in the first instance, in case the landlord de-
clines ?— I think you would scarcely find a case where
the landlord would decline anything reasonable.

Cases may arise ?—It is possible.

You state that at present the custom of giving com-
pensation does not prevail ?—No.

Therefore cases do arise .'—Yes.

Would not a compulsory power involve the tenure of
land in perpetual reference to arbitration 7—Probably it

might.

Would not it come to this, that the law would decide
by empowering those arbitrators to decide on what con-
ditions the land should be held, and that the owners of
the property would cease to have any voice in its ar-
rangement ?— If you get very obstinate landlords, in

some instances it may have that effect ; I want to do
away with the probability of being obliged to call in those
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arbitrators at great cApense in tiie first instance, if I

possibly could.

Have you pointed out any means of doing that ?—No,
I have not.

Sir J. Troli>ope,] Would not arbitrators be obliged

to be called in still if you had an act of parliament, be-

cause you say you would do away with them ?—In the

first instance.

If you make the tenant right an obligatory thing by
law, would not an arbitrator be called in in every case ?

— It is possible ; but I would do away with it if I possi-

bly could.

Mr. Newdegate.] Your view of custom is, that it is

more beneficial for a yearly tenant than in cases of tenure

under lease ?—Yes, exactly so.

And you believe that it will render tenure by the year

advantageous by reason of improvement ?—No doubt, to

a great extent.

Does not this question divide itself into two classes,

first, a compensation to the tenant for his outlay, secu-

ring him a proper interest and adequate profit, which is

a matter of justice; and the second a question of im-
provement of agriculture generally, which is not a matter
of strict justice to the tenant ?—Just so.

Do you not think that what the legislature

should contemplate is the question of justice only; you
state there are two bases upon which the compensation
should be ascertained, first the outlay, including the

interest of the capital, and an adequate profit ?—Yes.
And, secondly, the advantage of the general improve-

ment of the farm ?—Yes.
The question then comes to this, do you not think that

the interference of the Legislature should be confined to

that which is a matter of justice only ?—Justice and right,

probably.

If the question of improvement is to be contemplated
by the Legislature for agricultural property, is there any
reason why that principle should not be extended to trade ?

—No, I do not see why it should not.

Mr. BouvEEiE.] Have you seen the Chairman's Bill?

—Yes, I have.

Have you considered its provisions ?—Yes, and J ap-
prove of them very much.

Evidence of Mr. Henry Trethewv.

Chairman.] You are agent to Lord de Grey on his

property in Bedfordshire ?—Yes.
Lord de Grey has thought it right to adopt the princi-

ple of tenant-right compensation to his tenants ?—His
Lordship has.

Would you be so good as to state to the Committee
what are the agreements which Lord de Grey has given
to his tenantry ?—Compensation is granted for unex-
hausted improvements, and it is divided into three heads,

as well as I recollect, for drainage or for improvements
of that description, and for others of a more lasting cha-
racter, and for permanent improvements, such as build-
ings.

Could you state to the Committee the particulars of
those different heads of compensation ?— I could not de-
tail them, but I could give the principal, which I think
are for drainage ; we allow ten or twelve years where the
tenant finds tiles and labour ; and for planting hedges
and other such improvements we give ten years ; and for
marUng and artificial manure and those things, which are
left rather as an open question, from two to four years

;

it depends in the marling upon the situation of the marl
and the quantity required per acre ; and for buildings we
give twenty years.

Is it long that this principle has been acted upon?—It

has only been recently introduced.

Were those terms which you proposed acceptable to

the tenants ?—Perfectly so.

Do the tenants receive them in such a way as to show
that they are disposed to improve the property ?—

I

think so ; in fact they have begun already to a certain

extent.

The tenants have begun to act upon that principle ?^
Yes ; with drainage particularly ; it has not been in

force twelve months yet.

Can you hand in to the Committee the precise agree-

ment ?—I have not got one with me.
Could you furnish the Committee with one ?—I could

furnish the Committee with the principles of them.
Is it your opinion that Lord de Grey incurs any risk

as a landlord in granting those compensations ?— I think

not.

You think it is for the interest of the landlord to grant

them ?—Yes, I think it is for the interest of the landlord

to grant them.
Would you state why ?—We have a great many im-

provements that the landlord is frequently called upon to

effect, for which he derives no immediate benefit, and
perhaps not until the expiration of the tenancy, or until

the death of the tenant, and many of them would be ef-

fected by the tenant himself if he was sure he would have

the full benefit and the advantages that arise to him from
them.
You seem then to think, that instead of a charge upon

the landlords, it would be a pecuniary relief to them to

grant a tenant-right ?—I think it would be an advantage

to the landlord.

You think it would tend to relieve the landlords from

inconvenient expenses during the continuance of the ten-

ancy ; do you think it would be of any injury to them at

the close of the tenancy ?—No, I think not.

Do you think that although the in-coming tenant

might be called upon to repay more than he would other-

wise have to pay, that the better condition of the farm

would in fact compensate the landlord for that claim ?

—

I think the landlord should pay it himself, and then make
arrangements with the in-coming tenant.

Do you think that the superior condition of the farm

would render it easier for the landlord to find men of

capital as tenants, than under the present system ?—

I

think he would receive an increase of rent if those im-

provements are done with discretion ; if they are really

improvements.

If a field is to be drained on a farm, do you require

the tenant to consult you previously as to the mode of

doing it ?—I expect him to give me notice, and if he is a

person upon whose judgment I can rely, I do not per-

haps give myself the trouble to look at it ; but if it comes
from a person I do not know much of, I should feel it

my duty to see that the farm was drained according to

my views.

With regard to marling, do you require a tenant to

obtain your consent before he marls a field ?—No, I

leave it to the tenant's own judgment ; I believe in

the agreement it is stated he should notice give of all

those things.

Then according to the mere letter of the agreement,

the tenant is required to give notice ; is the landlord's

consent necessary ?— I do not require it, but I think the

landlord's consent is required as far as the letter of the

clause runs ; he shall be entitled to those compensations

subject to the following conditions, and I think the land-

lord is to have notice of it.

Practically you think you may rely generally upon the

judgment of the farmers as to such an operation as marl-

ing .'—Practically I do.

Have you considered that inasmuch as he incurs the

risk of the outlay in the first instance, he would do it in a

way to benefit the eitate by benefiting himself ? —Ye?.
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It may be then concluded, as to the purchase of bones
and cake, you would not require notice to the landlord ?

—No, if he claimed anything for them, the landlord
would have to be satisfied that the tenant had expended
the money upon them.

]\lr. Newdegate.] Do you think there is much pros-

pact of Earl de Grey's example being followed?—

I

should hope there is ; I think thefe is.

You think there is sufficient reason for believing that

the example of his Lordship will tend to the establish-

ment of such a system in the neighbourhood where it

is carried out now ?—I think the system would recom-
mend itself.

You have seen very beneficial results from it already ?

—That has not been admitted, but it is in operation, and
I believe such will be the result.

How long has Lord de Grey adopted this system ?

—

About twelve months.
Does his Lordship provide all the buildings ?—Yes.
Does he join in the expense of drainage ?—Yes, it has

been the custom hitherto for his Lordship to find tiles

and the tenant labour ; it is a system that I think not so

good.

What is the present system, that Lord de Grey should
undertake the whole expense of drainage .'—That is the
system I should recommend ; the agreement provides for

each case ; in the event of Lord de Grey finding tiles

they have five years, I think, for unexhausted improve-
ments ; but as an inducement to the tenant to find tiles

and labour, and so relieve his Lordship of the tile for

which he receives no compensation, I should give a

longer period, say twelve years, if they held it as long,
to induce the tenant to take the whole expense upon
himself.

From practical observation, how long a period do you
think it generally requires to repay the expense of drain-
age upon the estate you are acquainted with ?—It depends
so very much upon the description and nature of the
land, some land requires much more outlay than others.

What is tlie present period in which the expense of
drainage is returned ?—I think in some instances, per-
haps, the tenant reaps the benefit of drainage in one or two
crops ; those are the exceptions ; I should not say that as the
general rule ; I should say eight to twelve years, and
I think that is liberal.

What is the longest period before the expiration of
which a person is repaid in those soils for the expense of
drainage ?—I think I have seldom if ever seen any drain-
age of so very extensive a nature but that the tenant
might repay himself in twelve years ; there may be
some exeeptions : I do not know that I have ever wit-
nessed any.

Then you have adopted the ten or twelve years as an
extreme period ?—Yes, as an extreme period.
Was there any custom in the neighbourhood existing

previously to the adoption of this system by Lord de
Grey for compensation ?—No, none that I have ever
heard of.

Does the dung belong to the farm ?— I believe it is

a rule that the tenant leaves the farm as he finds it ; the
agreements would make the dung belong to the landlord.
And that agreement is confirmed by the custom ?—No,

I think not, but I think the custom is (but I have not
been long residing in Bedfordshire), that as the tenant
finds the farm so he leaves it ; if the dung and the straw
were valued to him as the property of his predecessor,
he would be entitled to receive compensation from the
in-coming tenant by valuation ; I believe that to be the
custom of the country.
Then the custom does not extend beyond this ?—

I

believe there are few such cases. I believe that the dung
and the straw has generally been bought up by the land-
lord, so that is now the landlord's property generally.

Then the possession of the dung is not decided by cus-

tom .'—Yes, it is decided by custom.

As being the landlord's .'— It is decided by custom,
inasmuch as the tenant, if he bought it when he entered
the farm, is entitled to be paid for it when he leaves it;

but if the landlord bought it, or it was his previously,

then the tenant has no compensation in the event of his

leaving it : so that custom guides it.

But only in cases where the practice of a particular

property has established it?—I believe that is the cus-
tom generally ; I do not speak of Lord de Grey's estate :

I believe it is the custom generally

That the dung belongs to the property ?—It belongs
to the tenant if he purchased the dung when he entered ;

that the tenant leaves the estate as he finds it : I believe

that to be the custom.
Do you recommend any compulsory system of legisla-

tion by which a plan similar to that adopted last year by
Lord de Grey should be enforced upon landowners gene-
rally .'— I think that the tenant farmer should have secu-
rity for any unexhausted improvements he may have
made.
You have expressed your approval of the system

adopted by Lord de Grey ; should you recommend by
law, that a similar system should be rendered binding on
all landlords '—The details would not suit every estate

;

I should recommend the principle.

How would you provide for that principle ; would you
constitute any tribunal to test the efficacy of the improve-
ments, or to decide by arbitration, whether they should
be made, and how far the landlords should become liable

;

that is, do you deem it advisable that any tribunal should
be established, which by force of law should decide
whether improvements should be made, and how far the
landlord should become liable for them ?— I should leave
that as an open question ; I cannot conceive how any
tribunal could decide whether any improvements should
be made.
You think it would be carrying the operation of the

law beyond its proper functions .'—I think that practi-
cally the system may be laid down ; that is, a general
principle might be laid down, but the application or de-
tails of it must be carried out by other parties.

Then you would leave the application of the details to
some other persons ?—Yes.
Who would you appoint to decide them ?—It must be

left to valuers ; I would take this opportunity of stating

that I think it preferable that the terms of the agreements
upon which those improvements are to be made should
be settled before-hand by the landlord or his agent.

Supposing the landlord declined to become liable for
certain improvements upon the farm, such as drainage,
do you think it advisable that the tenant should call in
arbitrators or other parties, and that their award should
bind the landlord to pay compensation for that improve-
ment ?— I think if the landlord objects to any improve-
ments that the tenant would wish to do, it would not be
fair for the tenant to persist in the face of the landlord

;

that would be taking the management of the property
out of the landlord's hand ; but I do not think that such
a case is likely to occur ; and if the tenant chooses to do
it, and he is a yearly tenant, the landlord may give him
six months' notice, and then he could easily get rid of him.
Your opinion is that the result of such legislative in-

terference would be that the landlord, if he objected,
would give the tenant notice ; speaking of permanent im-
provements, such as buildings and those things?—I think
that in all cases of permanent improvements where the
landlord might eventually be called upon to refund a large
portion of the expenses, it is only just and reasonable
that he should be consulted beforehand.

And if he had not an opportunity he would give the
tenant notice ?

—

I do not say he would.
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Do you think it is probable that he would ?—I would
not offer an opinion upon that.

You think that that course is open to him ?—No doubt

;

but I would not tie the tenant's hands so much for gene-
ral farming.

Yon think it is desirable to afford facilities for land-

lords granting and tenants recovering compensation for

improvements which they have made by agreement and
consent between themselves ?— I think it is desirable

to afford facilities for doing so.

Mr. E. Dexison'.] Do you think it very desirable

that capital should be laid out upon land ?—Yes.
Do you not think that everything which conduces to

the outlay of capital upon land would be beneficial to

the landlord as well as to the tenant ?—No doubt of it.

Do you think there is any fear, in a general way, of
an excessive and unreasonable outlay of capital being
made on land, on the part of the tenants ?—No, I do
not think there is any fear of that whatever.
Mr. SoTHEKON.] To what counties does the evidence

which you have given with regard to the management of
Lord de Grey's estate and the leases upon it apply ?

—

Bedfordshire, Leicestershire, and Wiltshire.

Evidence of Mr. Joseph Darby
Chairman.] Are you secretary of the Martock Far-

mers' Club, in Somersetshire?—Yes, I am.
Are you a farmer ?—Yes, I am.
To what extent do you farm ?—To 195 acres.

What is the usual time of entry upon farms in your
part of Somersetshire ?—Lady-day, generally.

Does the tenant take the awaygoing crop ?—The cus-
toms are very different in my neighbourhood as regards
that. In some cases they do take the offgoing crop ; in

some cases there are none.

Are the tenancies generally from year to year, or on
terms ?—The principal part are from year to year ; but
in a great many instances they are for short terms,
about seven years.

What is the character of the land in your part of So-
mersetshire?—The character of the land in Martock,
which is about 7,000 acres, and the land in the neigh-
bourhood around there, is of a heavy sand and clay.

Is it in want of improvement ?—Yes, it is in want
of improvement generally, in point of drainage and of
good roads.

What roads do you speak of; farm roads.'— Yes,
roads to the fields.

Roads upon the farm ?—Yes ; but I should say that

the fields are very scattered in that neighbourhood ; the
farms are not together.

Is the want of roads upon those heavy land farms
a serious injury to the farmers?—A very serious injury.

Do you think it would be desirable to give power to

the tenants to make roads, with the right of compensa-
tion ?—Yes, I do.

The present state of those farm roads you are under-
stood to say is a serious injury to the occupiers of the
land?—Yes, it is a serious injury; the farmers cannot
get over them all. In some cases, for six months out of
the year, I have known in very wet weather ; even with
horses, I have known them scarcely able to get upon their

farms.

You say that drainage is very necessary there also ?

—

Yes.
Have you ever known the land in your neighbourhood

suffer very much for the want of drainage?—Yes.
Two years ago the average yield of wheat, owing to the
want of drainage, as I have heard several farmers in the
neighbourhood of Martock say, was 12 bushels an
acre, which included the drained as well as undrained
land, but in many instances where it was undrained it

was not more than five bushels an acre. The land is

considered excellent, and is rented at an average of 45s, i^
an acre or more. H
The farmers are puzzled sometimes to pay their rents,

are they not?— It is not always the case; it depends I
upon the seasons.

™
Do you think ihat if tlie laud were thoroughly well

drained, they would be completely free from this loss?

—Yes, 40 bushels an acre has been, I believe, in a
good dry season, a very frequent occurrence there.

Do you know any case where the tenant-right prin-

ciple has been adopted in your neighbourhood .'—

I

know in one instance, the instance of Mr. Parsons, the
steward of Lord Portman (although his land is not so

heavy as the land I have been descrihinp:) ; I have it

from his own mouth, that he has a long lease on tenant-
right principles, and he is by far the most enterprising

man in our neighbourhood.
Has he greatly improved the land?—He has greatly

improved it ; some of his fields are approaching to

garden cultivation : his farm is nearly all drained, and
nearly all subsoiled.

Are the farmers of your neighbourhood prevented
from making these necessary improvements by the

want of security for their capital?—Yes, my opinion
is so.

Do you know of any cases where they have made im-
provements, and then lost their outlay?—Yes, I do; I

know of one instance which has occurred very recently,

where a tenant farmer in the parish of Martock had
drained 12 acres at his own expense, and within four

years he was obliged to submit to an increase of his rent

of 5s. an acre.

Can you state any other case to the committee?—

I

know an instance in the neighbourhood of Chard, where
a young man had his farm for about two years ; he

took it at Michaelmas 1845, and at the end of two
years the estate fell into hand ; and he had ploughed
one field of 12 acres three times for wheat, and manured
it, and he was obliged to give up that without any
compensation, and all the manures upon his farm, and
he would have been obliged to give up the maimre in

his yard, but by applying to his solicitor he saved

that : his apples also for that year he was obliged to

give up.

But, generally speaking, the committee are to un-

derstand you that there is great room for permanent
improvement in your neighbourhood, iind that the te-

nants cannot undertake to make those improvements
unless they have security for their outlay ?—Yes, that

is my opinion. I know of one instance where the oc-

cupier of a very wet farm drained a field of three acres,

and then asked his landlord to allow him the outlay.

The landlord, after a great deal of hesitation, con-

sented, but told the tenant at the same time that if he

drained any more he would be forced to pay for it out

of his own pocket. The tenant held his farm on a lease

for seven years.

Mr. Newdegate.] You say most of the land is held

upon seven years' leases in your neighbourhood?—No,

most part of it is held upon tenancies at will, but a

considerable part in my neighbourhood is short leases

of seven years.

Do you see the land under short leases is better

farmed than the land that is held at will?—I do not i

think it is, generally speaking ; I have seen this with i

the short leases, that the farmers generally take the

land at first in a very poor state ; they try to put it

into a better system of cultivation the first year or two,

and then they take out of it the last year or two all

that they have put in before, and so it is always returned

into the hands of the landlord in a poor state of culti-

vation.

1
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Is it your opinion that if the tenants had security

for being repaid their outlay with proper interest and
profit, that a yearly tenure would tend as much to

good cultivation as a tenure by lease?— Yes, that is my
opinion ; with a proper tenant-right law, I think that

they would generally improve j a tenant-right agree-

ment would give them security to lay out tiuir capital,

end would be as well as lea=es.

You mentioned one case of a property in which com-
pensation was given ?—Yes.

Do you think that the cxmaple of that landlord is

likely to be followed in the neighbourhood?— I cannot
say whether it is likely, it may not bo generally

known thnt such is tlie case. Mr. Parson, the

steward of Lord Portman, has a long lease, everyone

knows that ; he told me he had it on the tenant-right

principle.

Then that lease upon the tenant-right principle is of

recent date?— I believe so.

Tlie fact is that the question of whether it is right

and desirable to give compensation under agreements,
has only lately been agitated in your county ?—No;

within the last two ycoro I think it has been ugitated

mostly.

Do you think that tlie principle is likely to be adopted
by landlords, when they see the advantiigcs that have
accrued to Lord Portman?— I think it will be likely

to be more general than at i)rcsent. I heard a land

agent say some time ago that he had adopted it in the

neighbourhood of Taunton on some property.
You mentioned one case in which a farmer was in

danger of losing the caitital he had invested, and he re-

covered it on applying to an attorney ?—Yes; that is

in tlie case of a young man where his farm fell into

hand ; he did lose all (he manure that he had upon his

farm, and he was in danger of losing the manure that

was in his yard, but by applying to an attorney, the

party that the land fell into hand to was not enabled

to deprive him of it.

Then as to that manure, was it by custom ?—I do not

know whether it was by custom or by law ; it turned

out to be his.

It turned out to be his when the question was sub-

mitted to a lawyer ?—Yes.

{To he continued.)

ON THE CULTIVATION OF CARROTS.
Sir,—The cultivation of carrots by farmers in the

southern and midland counties of England is iu many
places very little attended to, though I am aware many

of them have an admirable soil for such a crop. Some
time ago I had an opportunity of travelling through va-

rious counties in the south, when I could scarcely help

taking notice of many tields, the soil of which seemed to

be of a light, sandy nature, partially mixed with peat

earth, lying almost unproductive, having evidently borae

a very scanty crop of oats, or some other white crop
;

and unless such soil (if not sown down with grass seeds)

get an extra quantity of very superior manure, a good

or remunerative green crop to follow could scarcely be

expected. It has, however, again and again occurred to

me that carrots might be profitably raised on such a soil,

they being unquestionably superior to turnips for feed-

ing either horses, cattle, or pigs, as they produce a much
greater quantity of sugar or saccharine matter than is

found in Swedish turnips ; and though a carrot crop re-

quires a deeper soil than turnips, yet it will be found that

they grow luxuriantly on a soil much inferior in quality

than is required for turnips ; and the reason is, that the

tops or shaws are a great deal lighter than the tops of

turnips, which though fed and nourished partly by the

atmosphere, yet require almost as much strength from

below as the bulbs.

In your most useful " Farmer's Magazine," the

number for November last, which I have just read, I

observe inquiry made by a correspondent, " the proper

time to take up carrots, whether the green should be

wrung off or cut off, and the best method to put them
away, so that they may take no damage from heating or

from the frost, and how many tons per acre are consi-

dered a fair crop of red carrots." As a few remarks

with which I beg to trouble you may supply the infor-

mation wanted by your correspondent, and as these ob-

servations may catch the eye of some enterprising agri-

culturist, who may be disposed to make a trial of a carrot

crop on a small scale in place of turnips, allow me,

through the medium of your useful and interesting

journal, to state that I myself have seen carrots raised

on a very poor, dry, sandy soil (free of stones, of course),

which remunerated the farmer better than the best crop

of wheat that could grov.'. This was on a very exten-

sive farm near the small town of Thetford, on the bor-

ders of Norfolk, where, for a considerable period, I had,

some years ago, an opportunity of acquiring a practical

knowledge of the best style of English farming on a light,

or barley soil. On that farm were several tields of deep

black sandy soil of poor quality ; one small field of nine

acres had home but a very poor and scanty crop of oats,

averaging certainly not more than about 5 coombs or 20

bushels per acre. This field the farmer thought he would

try v/ith a crop of Altringham carrot the following

season, and accoi'dingly the field was thoroughly cleaned

in the autumn, and afterwards ploughed with a very

deep furrow, and allowed to lie over the winter, that the

soil might get consolidated. In the spring, the surface,

after being harrowed, was covered with a moderate top

dressing of very short, well-rotted, farm-yard dung, and

then ploughed down with a light furrow. The seed,

after being prepared by rubbing it between the hands,

and thoroughly mixing with fine sand, put into tubs, and

after watering it for two or three days, that it might ger

minate, was then sown broadcast, and rolled down on

the 14th of April, at the rate of 71bs. to the acre. The

crop was thinned and cleaned twice with the hoe during

summer at 8s. per acre each time, and on the 1st of No-

vember a man with his two sons, to whom the job was

let, commenced to take up the whole with three-pronged

forks, made for the purpose, at 28s. per acre, including

taking off the tops, which should be done with a knife }
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and ia order to prevent any sprouting or growing, a

small piece of the carrot, about the thickness of a shil-

ling, should also be cut off with the tops. Except what

were required for feeding on the farm (which were care-

fully put into dry places, and mixed with fine dry sand

to preserve them), the whole were carted to certain places

on the side of the field, and pitted on the surface in the

manner potatoes are done up ; then covered with straw,

and about six inches of earth. The best judges com-

puted the crop, which was beautifully transparent and

free from worms, to be fully 800 bushels, or about 22

tons per acre ; and they were sold from time to time

chiefly to noblemen and gentlemen who lived in the

neighbourhood, to feed their horses, at the low price of

only 6d. per heaped bushel, the crop, even at that price,

being worth, after deducting expense of cleaning and

taking up, &c., fully ^17 per acre (without estimating

the value of the tops, which were eaten very greedily by

the cattle), and this on land which certainly was not

worth more than 10s. or lis. per acre as rent.

In place, however, of sowing the seed broadcast, the

better plan would undoubtedly be to sow it in narrow

drills, as being more convenient for thinning and clean-

ing, &c. The manure should be well decomposed farm-

yard dung ; for if only half rotted, the crop is sure to

grow short, and probably one-third forked ; what are

technically called in some places, "fingers and toes."

If irrigation by sewerage water from a town, or liquid

from a dung-heap and farm-steading, could be applied as

manure to a field for carrots, it would do admirably
;

but, from the situation of many farm-steadings, this

would be almost impracticable without a great deal of

expense, which few farmers would wish to incur.

The greatest care should be taken in cleaning the field

thoroughly previous to sowing the seed, otherwise the

weeds are sure to smother the young plants, which ap-

pear very small and sickly when they first appear above

the surface. The first thinning may be done carefully

with the common draw hoe, three inches broad ; but the

second thinning, or even perhaps a third may be neces-

sary, should be done with the hand, and afterwards the

sides of the drills cleaned with the push, or Dutch hoe.

Many agriculturists may object to the growing of car-

rots, simply because a proper market for them may be

at an inconvenient distance; but every farmer who occu-

pies land of any extent, and with a soil suited for the

crop, should grow at any rate a few acres every year, as

he will find them, for feeding horses, cattle, milk cows,

and pigs, far superior to Swedish turnips ; and the little

extra expense for seed and labour will be well repaid by
the superior fattening qualities of the crop.

I am, &c.,

James D. Ferguson, Land Agent,
Glasgow.

THE EXCISE AND THE MALTSTERS.

The following general order has just been issued to the

officers of excise, or, as we believe they are henceforth to be

termed, " the inland revenue officers."

" Ordered,—That in throwing grain out of the couch-frame

at maltsters, for the purpose of ascertaining whether it haa

been illegally compressed, no objection be made to its being

thrown back into the cistern in which it was steeped, and re-

turned into the couch-frame, provided the cistern be empty

and upon the same floor with the couch-frame ; and so placed

that the grain can be conveniently thrown back into it with

the shovel in the ordinary manner of working.

" That in all cases in which grain shall, for the purpose

aforesaid, he removed from and returned to the couch-frame in

presence of two officers, each officer gauge the grain before and

after the said operation, and the maltster have the benefit of

any difference between their respective gauges ; that is to say,

the greater gauge of the two as ascertained before the grain is

removed from the couch, and the lesser gauge of the two after

the grain is returned thereto.

"That, from the 1st of April to the 1st of November in

every year, no objection be made to the removal of the grain

from the couch-frame to the floor at the end of twenty hours,

instead of twenty-six hours, provided the officer or officers of i

this revenue shall have had two gauges of such grain in the

couch-frame. But in case any maltster, during the period

above-mentioned, shall, in his notice to steep grain, specify his

desire to remove the grain from the couch frame at the expi-

ration of twenty hours, from the time it shall have been

emptied from the cistern into the couch-frame, and such grain

shall have beenemptied from the cistern between the hours of one

and four o'clock in the afternoon, he be permitted to remove (

such grain accordingly, although the officers of this revenue i

shall have had one gauge only of the said grain whilst it re-

mained in the couch-frame.

" It is to be observed, that no gauge of the grain, after it

:

shall have been removed wholly or partially from the couch-

frame, under the conditions herein specified, is to be treated aa i

a couch-gauge."

DERBYSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S PRIZE!

ESSAY.—A sub-committee of the Derbyshire Agricultural

Society have met for the purpose of reading over and consider-

ing the merits of the essays sent in competition for the pre-

mium offered by Jonathan Thompson, Esq., of Stubbing Court,

" for the best practical essay on the improvement of the Agri-

cultiure of North Derbyshbe." The competition was of a

highly creditable character to the candidates, all the essays

conveying much practical information and sound judgment,

laying open the neglect of landlords and the indolence of

tenants. The committee unanimously decided in favour of the

essay sent in by Mr. Jephson Rowley, of Rowthome, who is to

receive a testimonial from Mr. Thompson and the society in

plate, with an appropriate inscription.
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HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

363

1
A monthly meeting of the Society was held in the

Museum on Wednesday the 7th March.—Sir James

Ramsay, Bart., in the Chair.

Mr. Hall Maxwell, the Secretary, said that,

hefore proceeding to the business in the pro-

gramme, he would call the attention of members to

a subject which had been before the February

meeting, and which had excited very general in-

terest—he alluded to Mr. Blackhall's method of

reducing bones for manure. Since the last meeting

he had received various communications on the sub-

ject. Among these he had one from Mr. Blackball,

with the model of an oval boiler, with a division

inside to support the bones. Mr. Blackball thought

it would answer the purpose for farmers who did

not possess steam-engines, and that it could be

,inade for less than £10. Mr. Shght had made

several experiments, with the view of ascertaining

the effect of steam, and there were on the table

samples of bones, which had been subjected by him

to the action of a current of steam of 35 lbs. pres-

sure to the square inch. They still retained their

original external form, but so softened, that even

the harder and more solid bones could be broken

by the pressure of the hand. Mr. Shght was there-

fore of opinion, that the mere process of steaming

was not sufficient to bring bones into a state fit for

application as manure, but that a supplementally

one of pounding or bruising was necessary. With

that view he had put some of the steamed bones

through a linseed cake breaking machine, which re-

duced them toa state somewhat coarserthancommon
bone-dust. He then passed them through a hand

corn-bruiser, and, lastly, through a sieve, which

brought them to the condition of the specimen

before the meeting, greatly finer than any ordinary

jbone-dust. Mr. Slight was of opinion that the

,^additional process of pulverizing might cost from

iSs. to 5s. a ton. He observed Mr. Shght in the

room, who would perhaps state to the meeting his

ipinion of Mr. Blackhall's proposed boiler, the

model of which was on the table.

Mr. Slight said that it was liable to many prac-

tical objections, which, in his opinion, would render

t inoperative. As a combination of steam gene-

tator and receiver, or steaming vessel, its only ad-

vantage lay in the saving of two or three pounds in

i;he outfit, which would be more than counter-

balanced by the disadvantages attending its adop-

ion. When there is a steam-engine working at

ligh pressure, the connecting its boiler with a

ieparate steaming-vessel, is simple and inexpensive.

Where there is no steam-engine, he felt assured

that the economical course was to adopt separate

vessels for generating and for steaming. The first

expense would be a few pounds more, but they

would soon be saved by avoiding the defects

attending Mr. Blackhall's combination of the two

vessels.

Dr. Anderson said that the subject of the pre-

paration of bones by Mr. Blackhall's process

had been remitted to him at last meeting of the

Society, and since that time he had received several

communications from Mr. Blackball, as well as a

specimen of the steamed bones. The examination

of those had led him to a conclusion precisely

similar to that which Mr. Slight had come to,

namely, that a further process of crushing would be
required, which, however, it was manifest, from the

softened state of the bones, must be comparatively

inexpensive. He had not been content with this

only, but had also made an analysis of the bones,

from which it appeared that they contained

—

Water 12.66
Animal matter 27.37
Bone earth , , 59.97

These proportions did not materially differ from
those of unsteamed bones, except that the amount
of animal matter was somewhat less. This result,

he thought, was of importance, because it appeared
to him that the success of the process must neces-

sarily depend to a great extent on' the animal

matter not being extracted during the steaming.

For this reason, he thought it important that the

steaming should be effected with dry steam, that is

to say, that as little of it as possible should be
allowed to condense upon the bones ; for if it did

condense, the gelatine would be dissolved out by
the water, and he did not think that it could be
economically recovered from the fluid by evapora-

tion. Several communications had, since last

month, been pubhshed on the question of the eco-

nomy of the process; and he had also been favoured

by Mr. Guthrie, of the North British Agriculturist,

with the proof of a letter which was to appear in the

next number of that Journal. The point of these

communications was, that Mr. Blackball had greatly

underrated the price of bones, and overrated the

cost of crushing. From the statements of the letter

alluded to, it appeared that the bone-crusher had
not more than 12s. per ton to cover the expense
of crushing and obtain his profit. It was somewhat
difficult to reconcile these contradictory state-

ments.
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The Chairman said that Mr. Dickson, Saiigh-

tou Mains, would favour the meeting with some re-

marks on Reid's Two-Horse Subsoil Plough, as im-

proved by Mr. Slight.

Mr. Dickson said it was not necessary to

enter into the merits of the practice of subsoil

ploughing, that being already sufficiently well

established, and all who had carefully obtained the

depth to which the minute roots of both grain and

green crops penetrate, where the soil is suitable for

their reception, would at once admit the propriety

of deepening the soil to^the greatest practicable ex-

tent; but it might be interesting to notice very

shortly some steps of its progress. Perhaps the

earliest application that had been recorded in this

country of an operation strictly analogous to the

present system of subsoil ploughing, was that which

is found in Holt's view of the agriculture of the

county of Lancaster, rendered in 1794 to the Board

of Agriculture. In that report, when treating of

the ploughs of that country, Mr. Holt says

"Another instrument has been lately introduced,

which Mr. Eccleston (the inventor) with propriety

calls the Miner, which is a ploughshare fixed in a

strong beam without mould-boards. It is drawn

by four or more horses, and follows in the furrow

of the common plough just made. Without turn-

ing up the substratum, this implement penetrates

into and loosens from eight to twelve inches deeper

than the plough has before gone ; which operation,

besides draining the lands, causes the water to carry

along mth it any vitriolic or other noxious matter

by the substratum thus loosened. The roots of

plants may thus penetrate deeper ; in course of

time, that which is but a barren svdjstance may be-

come fertile soil." Such, then, appeared to have

been, sixty years since, the imperfect notions of the

effect ofwhat we call subsoil ploughing. It seemed

very evident, however, that the miner was no other

than our more modern subsoil plough ; but the

implement of Mr. Eccleston came before its time

;

for draining, which must necessarily precede sub-

soil ploughing, was in the end of last century but

l)artially understood, whereas we now know that,

until the system of thorough-draining is introduced

into every field, there is no benefit to be obtained

fiom subsoil-ploughing. The miner did not appear

to have been adopted by agriculturists to any extent

;

perhaps it never went beyond Mr. Eccleston's own
farm, and it was believed that this important im-

plement lay dormant for nearly forty years after its

first invention. The re-introduction and success-

ful application of the implement was due to the in-

defatiga1)le Mr. Smith of Deanston, who judiciously

apphed it in aid of thorough draining on his farm

at Deanston, originally of very poor thin land, but

which he very much improved, chiefly, it is believed.

through the inslrumentality of the two processeb

combined. The great weight of the Deanston

plough, and the large mass of its body, together

with the comparatively small power which the

ploughman could exert over so unwieldy an imple-

ment where the subsoil was unequal or stony, gave

frequent occasion for complaints of the expense in

horse power to work it. These complaints gave

rise to numerous attempts to obviate the objection.

Amongst the first of these stands that of the late

Mr. Murray of Polmaise, who, by reducing the

weight of every part of the plough, and the bulk ot

those parts that enter the soil, constructed a plough

that two horses could draw, but its effects v\'ert

considered much inferior when compared with iht

original. English agriculturists were soon put or

the alert also. Amongst their productions may Ix

mentioned, Charleburry, Blackheath, and (ialjcll(

ploughs ; but in all these, though they succeeded ii

lessening the force required to draw theimi)lemenl

that advantage was obtained in a greater or les

degree at the expense of its usefulness. In inos

of the so-called improvements on the subsoil plougl

the i)enetrating members were so greatly reduced i

bulk that their efifects on the subsoil became mor

like those of the mole plough, forming a more tic

tached small channel speedily to be reclosed—tha

hke those originally invented by Mr. Smith, whov

effects were the severing, breaking up, and actual'

moving all the subsoil above a given depth, bi

without bringing it to the surface. Amongst tl

late improvements of this kind, Reid's subsc

plough held, perhaps, the highest charact

amongst Enghsh farmers, and had also been f;

vourably received in Scotland ; but while that in

plement possessed the advantage of being work(

by two horses, it was encmnbered to some exte

with the same kind of inefficiency complained of

all others of light construction—want of sufficie

power to stir the subsoil. Mr. Reid, in the coi

struction of this plough, overcame a difficulty th

had been found to attend all those new forms

subsoil plough where a short share only, and }

lengthened sole, had been used. In his plough tl

length of sole was under eight inches. He gave

therefore, four wheels, running in pairs in the fu

row before the share, thereby giving it great steac

ness and faciUty in working. Reid's ploughs we

made of wood, except the share, wheels, and oth

mountings, which were of iron. Mr. Slight,

1847, had his attention directed to Reid's ploug

with a view to manufacture it entirely in iron, ai

to depart also from the two small cast-iron poir

employed in Reid's implements. On trial oft

first one that was made, which was furnished wi

a flat share, he became more decidedly sensible

the inefficiency of all such forms of the share, wb

(I
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ther Hal, or aititiuacliing to cylindrical, as in the

case of Reid's. In order to remove these defects,

his next step was to add two upright spurs, or

cutters, to the back part of the share, and distant

about four inches on each side of its stem. This

alteration jiroduced a sensible improvement in the

action of the implement on tlie subsoil ; the latter

was now not only cut horizontally from its sub-

stratum, but was cut in three lines vertically. A
partial raising of the sujjsoil, thus broken up, was

also effected ; while its partial admixture with the

true soil produced that effect which there was good

reason for believing to be the proper and legitimate

object of the operation. Notwithstanding this last

successful addition to the shure, Mr. Slight, from

further experience, yet observed a particular defect

in it. Stones were liable to be caught and retained

between the spurs and the stem of the share, in

consequence of the three members being all placed

abreast ; and when such a circumstance did occur,

the im{)lement became heavier to draw, and at the

same time much less effective, as it then carried a

mass of accumulated earth before it. The remedy

for this became at once obvious—the two spurs

were carried backward until their front edges came

rather behind the back edge of the stem. By this

arrangement of jmrts, when a stone was caught by

the spur, if small, the plough passed easily through

the opening, and if large, it was thrown off"

laterally. It was thus also freed from the risk of

choking by hard portions of subsoil being retained

by the spurs, there being nothing left by which it

could be retained. Another important result was

also observable from this arrangement of the spurs

;

they seemed to effect the raising such a medium

portion of the subsoil to mix with that above it as is

just desirable, without being overdone. The imple-

ment was drawn by two horses, penetrating to the

depth of six inches below the bottom of the com-

mon plough furrow, and with that depth the

draught was the same as in the common plough

taking a furrow of nine inches deep. In this

respect, however, there would be variations arising

from the quality of the soil and subsoil. Upwards
of a dozen of these ploughs had been jnit in opera-

tion, and had all worked with the most satisfactory

results. Amongst those who had adopted it might

be mentioned the Marquis of Tweeddale—a high

authority in deep ploughing. He first got one of

the form just described; but the Marquis, ever ready

where mechanical subjects were under considera-

tion, suggested a change suited to adapt the plough
to his own views and practice of subsoil and deep

ploughing—being a more extended amalgamation
of the soil and subsoil than was generally ado])ted

or desired, and under which practice he had been
eminently successful in profitably improving poor

II

clay land. "With this object in view, he ordered a

second i)lough from Mr. Slight, fitted, in place of

the two spurs, with a square i)late or mould Ijoard

of two feet long and seven inches broad, springing

from the heel of the share. This plate, if taken

across, lies horizontally, but slightly concave in that

direction above, while in the longitudinal direction

it slopes upwards to a height of about fifteen inches

above the sole. The implement was furnished also

with a coulter, set for cutting the land side of the

furrow. Thus equipped, the plough carries up a

portion of the subsoil as high even as the surface of

the field, and while it does so, a like portion of the

upper soil falls down past the edge of the sloping

plate, and occupies the place vacated by the thrown

up subsoil. The j^lough performs this process very

satisfactorily, and still with two horses. On a very

recent trial of Mr. Slight's improvement, on a field

on his (Mr. Dickson's) own farm, a comparison was

made between it and a Smith's plough of rather a

light construction. The common ploughs were

taking furrows of from 9 to 10 inches in depth, and

the subsoil ploughs going 6 inches deeper. The
draught of each was measured by a dynamometer

;

the indications given by the common ploughs at

the above depths, were from 6^ to 7 cwt. for the

two horses ; that of the new subsoil plough was

between 65 to 7 cwt. for the two ; while the

Smith's plough required four horses. Of the

actual draught of the latter there was some uncei'-

tainty. The instrument was graduated only to 10

cwt., but in the trial the index was carried round

to 12, and the actual draught must have been above

even that. It went so far, indeed, as to derange

the action of the instrument. Judging from the

way in which the horses worked, it appeared that

the four horses were exerting double the force of

the pair in the new plough, while the work per-

formed by the pair seemed in every respect as well

done. Indeed, several practical fanners of great

experience, who saw the work done, preferred that

done by the pair of horses. The field operated

upon contained 10.; aci'es imperial—the soil a clay

loam of medium quality, with a retentive subsoil

;

it was drained in Autumn with i)ipes, the drains

being 3| feet deep, and 16 feet apart; the plough-

ing was done across the line of the drain. The
whole of the field, except one half acre which was

left undone for experiment, was ploughed, and sub-

soil ploughed, eight days with two pair of horses,

and one day with five pair (that being the day on

which the Deanston plough was M'orked); the

daily extent of ploughing was, therefore, one impe-

rial acre per day. The expense thus of subsoil

ploughing in a sufficiently effective manner, by the

introduction of this improved implement, may be

considered as being reduced one-half, say 10s. per
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impericd acre. It had, besides, the advantages of

being worked with far more ease than the old im-

plement, and of involving less loss of time, when

brought into contact with large stones ; instead of

requiring to be drawn back and relieved, it \vas

thrown up and passed over the stones, which were

afterwards removed. This great efficiency by

means of two horses increased the sjjhere of use-

fulness of the plough, because the process of sub-

soiling could now be economically performed on

small farms, where the old heavy plough could only

be used at the inconvenience and expense of pro-

curing additional horse power to that regularly em-

ployed on the farm. His object in bringing this

subject before the meeting was a desire to give pub-

licity to what he considered a great improvement

in a very important implement. The efficient

manner in which the work was done, and at so

httle expense, compared with any former subsoihng

he had ever executed, seemed so desirable a result,

as to be worth communicating to this meeting.

He was not of opinion that every description of

land would repay the expense of subsoiling ; but he

was quite satisfied that a very considerable portion

of the arable land of this country, after being

thoroughly drained, would yield a better return for

the outlay on subsoil ploughing with such an im-

plement as this, than for any other improvement

that he knew. Mr. Dickson, throughout his re-

marks, illustrated the subject by reference to a

variety of highly-finished models, which were on

the table.

Mr. Dudgeon, Almondhill, said he had much
pleasure in confirming what had been stated by Mr.

Dickson in reference to this subsoil plough. He
had seen the experiments conducted on Mr. Dick-

son's farm, and had put his hand to the plough.

He possessed two of Smith's ploughs, which, from

their unwieldiness and expense in working, had

been but rarely used by him. The process of sub-

soiling was now rendered comparatively easy and

economical. He intended to follow Mr. Dickson's

example, and had ordered a plough from Mr.

Slight.

Mr. FiNNiE, Swanston, said, he did not rise to

dispute the alleged beneficial eflfects of deep culti-

vation. On the contrary, he considered the stir-

ring of the soil to the greatest possible depth one of

the essential requisites in order to insure success

in farming ; but in practice, how should this be

done with most profit ? On certain soils, such as

those where moor pan required to be broken up,

and likewise on those where it might be injurious,

from the scantiness of the soil, to turn up at once

with the ordinary plough too great a proportion of

the subsoil, subsoil ploughing was of the utmost

importance ; but, on the other hand, where there

was a depth of active soil, say from nine to ten inches,

he, from his own experience, wovild say that more

benefit would result from making the ordinary

plough go an extra depth ; and, by putting in three

horses, when the fallow break was turned over

before winter, this could be easily accomplished.

He had every confidence in the perfect and judi-

cious manner Mr. Dickson was performing the

operation of subsoiling, and he was further con-

vinced that, whether when subsoiling or not, no

farmer cultivates his land more thoroughly with

the ordinary plough ; and the same he would say

of Mr. Dudgeon ; but he (Mr. F.) had seen much
subsoiling gone about in a way the very reverse.

For instance, the ordinary plough first taking a

furrow of three or four inches, and the subsoil fol-

lowing with about as much more—in short, both

not going to the depth an ordinary plough should

do, and the parties supposing and asserting that

they were stirring the soil to at least from fourteen

to sixteen inches. In no case, he would say,

could subsoil ploughing do harm ; but, the ques-

tion was, are there not soils where it would be more

advantageous to adopt another method of cultiva-

tion ? His object, therefore, in offering these re-

marks was to direct attention to the fact that on

many soils it would be more profitable to the

farmer to substitute for subsoiling the greatest pos-

sible depth it was practicable to turn over the

fallow break with the ordinary plough, and what-

ever extra labour he could afford to expend with

his horses let it practicably be in that way. He
(Mr. F.) had subsoiled extensively on his own
farm ; but since he had followed the practice of ex-

tra deep ploughing, even turning up a good deal of

the subsoil, though not of the best, his crops of

grain and grass fully satisfied him—what, in his

case, was most remunerative. Deep ploughing, he

would say, was the exception and not the rule ; and

many, he was sorry to say, could expatiate upon the

advantages of subsoiling, while their servants were

allowed to fallow down their land, with a depth of

furrow, by the ordinary plough, which was a perfect

apology for the manner in which that important

work should be performed. Lime and other

manure invariably sink into the land, and by

thorough ploughing it was again brought to the

surface ; this certainly was of some importance. In

conclusion, he would say, ensure the lands being

ploughed where the depth of soil wiU admit of it, to

at least not less than ten or eleven inches, once in

the rotation ; and better go over the whole fallow

break in this way, than make a fashion of subsoil-

ing in the imperfect manner it was generally done ;
,

and, in fact, on many soils, from stones and other

interruptions, it could not be otherwise. If, how-

ever, subsoiling was had recourse to, let masters

1
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overlook carefully the operation ; for, depend upon

it, it is most apt to be done in a superficial manner,

as the general impression among servants was, that

they are called upon to kill their horses, while they

are doing very unnecessary work. Few, however,

of them will be bold enough to say that they can be

excused for not taking a good deep fallomng down
fair with the ordinary plough.

Mr. Maclean, Braidwood, said he could not

allow the present opportunity to pass without re-

cording his hearty approbation of the subsoil model

plough now exhibited, as improved by Mr. Shght,

and fully described by Mr. Dickson, as being of

easier draught, less expensive, and as efficient as

the cumbrous one invented by Mr. Smith of

Deanston. Subsoiling was of infinite importance

as an accompaniment to thorough-draining, and he

believed it proved beneficial upon land of good and

middling quality even without drainage. He could

not, therefore, agree with Mr. Finnic, in thinking that

where deep ploughing was practised there was little

or no use for subsoihng. He believed it had been

found generally useful upon all soils. Under many
soils you find the subsoil of a tenacious nature, im-

pervious to water; subsoiling allows free egress

into the drains, and likewise a better spread for the

roots of plants. He hoped to see the process more
frequently practised, and the new plough in general

use. There had been many occasions when every

means for increasing production were found neces-

sary by the farmer to enable him to meet his en-

gagements, but never was this so imperative as

now, when the agriculturist, the heavy-taxed agricul-

turist, of this country has been doomed to compete

with the untaxed and otherwise highly privileged

foreigner. He thought the meeting owed much to

Mr. Slight for his improvements in the implement,

and to Mr. Dickson for his experiments with it.

Mr. Dickson said that if there was any credit in

the matter it belonged to Mr. Shght. The im-

provement was altogether his, and had only been

tried on his farm. He might mention that Mr,
Slight's attention was first called to the im-

plement in its original form by Colonel Kinloch of

Kilrie.

Professor Dick said he had been induced to

come forward to offer a few remarks on the conse-

quences arising from injudicious feeding of horses,

which, if made known, might be prevented^ and
much disease avoided. The subject was a wide

one. A great number of diseases arose from the

difference of feeding ; but, as the time of the meet-

ing had been already much occupied, he would be
as brief as possible. He brought forward the sub-

ject now, because at this season agriculturists were
anxious to get on with their work, and they there-

fore kept their horses longer in the yoke, and, after

the fatigues of the day, allowed them perhaps an

extra pailful of boiled food. The horse was, by na-

ture, always feeding. His stomach was small, and
aide only to contain small quantities at a time ; and
if it was gorged, disease was at once induced. He
observed a gentleman now in the room who had in

one year lost about a dozen of horses from these

causes. Tlie horses were allowed to be indulged

by the servants with an extra pailful—the stomach
was not enabled to act—digestion was suspended—
and death was frequently produced in a few hours

;

if not, some other disease, such as acute founder,

ensued. Now, all this might be prevented by very

shght attention to the practice of feeding. If horses

were allowed to stop and feed twice a-day, instead

of being worked six hours, and then allowed only

one, or at most two, hours in the forenoon to feed

—or were the day divided into three portions— the

digestive process would go on more readily. Even
if no more time were allowed, the division of his

feeds would be more in accordance with his nature

;

but when he is fatigued with long-continued fasting

and hard work, the powers became exhausted, and
the natural processes do not go on with the same
readiness, and rest and time are required. When
a person is on a journey, and pressed for time, he
frequently gives his horse some oatmeal and water

instead of corn— forgetful that digestion must have

time to be re-established and set agoing, otherwise

disease is likely to arise in another form, and the

stomach is often burst by the generation ofgas from

suspended digestion. But the greatest harm is done

by over-feeding immediately after the day's work

is over. After working hard all day, and returning

to the stable in the evening hungry • and fatigued,

the horse is indulged with a full allowance, which is

placed before him at once; he overloads his

stomach, and indigestion takes place. All this

occurs soon after the men have left the stable, and,

unless the noise he makes is heard by chance, he

is often found dead in the morming. After tlie

day's work is over, instead of a pailful (which is the

ordinary allowance) being given on their returning

from their work, he would recommend only a

quantity sufficient to take off the edge of the

appetite, and in an hour and a half afterwards the

rest of the feed. He would strongly recommend
this plan to be adopted at all times, but especially

at this season. A gentleman in the room to whom
he had recommended this plan, who had previously

lost many horses from indigestion and its conse-

quences, has for several years subsequently

scarcely lost any, and these only when, from some
accidental cause, the proper precautions had not

been taken. There was another circumstance which

he wished to bring before the meeting. He would

call attention to the practice of giving horses food
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of an improper description. In the neighbourhood

of mills, husks were sold at a small price, and were

mixed and boiled up as food for horses ; this was

always dangerous, and was the common cause of

an accumulation of dust balls in the stomach and

intestines. He called the attention of the meeting

to specimens which he laid on the table. These

balls were often found in large quantities. He ex-

hibited four balls of large size taken by him from

the same horse, and he had seen half a dozen as large

as those on the table, taken from one horse, which

must have been formed in about six weeks, as the

horse had never tasted the kind of food until within

that period. This disease was most common in

Scotland. In England, especially in the chalk

districts, another form of concretion was found

;

there, instead of the dust, or, as some call them,

dung-balls, calcarious concretions are formed, speci-

mens of which were shown. The progress of the

disease was sometimes slow, at others very rapid—
fresh coatings grew with fresh applications of the

same food, and ultimately the j)assage through the

intestines was generally stopped, causing inflam-

mation and death; in other cases the balls remain

stationary in size and situation, if the kind of feeding

is withheld. He suggested the propriety of doing

away with such food—it might be used for years

without bad effects ; but some accidental cause

might produce a nucleus for the formation of a

dust-ball from the fine particles of barley or oats.

Another circumstance which he found to be

attended with much evil, was giving roots, such as

turnips, carrots, and potatoes, without being-

washed. Some thought these roots should not be

cleaned at all—they believed that earth promoted

digestion. Horses no doubt were sometimes fond

of it ; instinct taught them to eat earth when acidity

existed in the stomach. They might, however,

take too much ; and though a remedy for a disease

to a certain extent, it was not to be given when the

disease did not exist. He had seen 1 cwt. of earth

taken out of a horse which had been destroyed by

it. He would, therefore, recommend that all roots

when given to animals should be washed. Among
the various effects arising from overgorging of the

stomach, he would particularly notice one which

frequently follows it—that is acute founder, the ul-

timate effects of which fall principally on the feet,

and produce very destructive effects upon them.

When a horse has to a certain degree escaped some

of the immediate consequences of indigestion and

gorging of the stomach, it frequently is found that

he is affected with this disease. The sympathy

which exists between the stomach and skin is ge-

nerally known, and appears in a great measure to

direct the course of this disease; as a consequence

of the derangement of the digestive process, a de-

greeofsympathetic fever is induced, a certain amount

of increased irritabihty of the skin is produced, to

the extent, in some extreme cases, of a tendency to

throwing off the hair, even of the mane and tail ; and

as the hoofs are of an analogous nature, are simi-

larly affected, but in consequence of their forming

a close envelope of the sensitive and highly vascular

foot, a reaction takes place from the hoof confining

and compressing it, and being acted on by the laws

of inorganic matter evaporation is produced, which

leads to contraction, and consequently increases the

disease until the combined and violent action may

lead to a detachment of the hoofs, as shown by the

preparations, or a descent of the sensitive foot

through the hoof takes place. Various other causes

tend to produce this disease, and some of them are

combined ; but it was not his intention, nor wa'

there time, to enter on these. In the early stages

the disease might be mitigated, if not altogether re-

moved ; but inflammation succeeded rapidly if not

checked, and for this ])urpose he recommended

copious blood-letting as the chief remedy. The

shoes must be taken off, the sole thinned— even

until the blood may ooze through the horn—the

crust cut down, and the foot enveloped in soft

poultices. The horse from stiffness and pain will, if

not attended to, often stand for days ; but he should

by all means be induced to lie down—and this may

be done by lifting one fore- foot, holding it awhile,

and then, when he inclines towards you, pulling

him over ; he should thus be kept quiet, paying

attention to changing his position, to prevent him

chafing himself, opening the bowels gently, and

giving moderate doses of cooling medicine. With

care, cases have occurred where, when even all the

four hoofs have come off, the horse has so completely

recovered as to have been sold sound and without

any trace of the disease being to be found.

On the motion of Mr. Russell of Aden, the

thanks of the meeting were voted to Sir .Tames

Ramsay for his conduct in the chair.

GRAIN RENTS. — At the first outset, such ^yas the

terror of the farmer at rents agreetl on to be paitl in money in

proportion to the price of grain, in the event of late seasons,

that he insisted on a maximum rate which the rent should not

go beyond. In such cases the landlord claimed a minimum,

under which the rent should not fall. The maximum rent for

the most part agreed on was at first £4 for the three bolls, and

the minimum £3. Latterly, however, maximums and mini-

mums have formed no part of the agreement. Under these

regulations, such has been the downward tendency of prices,

that land formerly let <it from £4 10s. to £5 an acre, Scots,

though still represented by the same qnantitj' of grain as at the

first conversion, will not now bring a rent of £3 for the same

extent of ground. Inferior soils have fallen proportionately in

value. During the past twenty-eight or thirty years, grain

rents have enabled many an honest and industrious farmer to

keep his head above water ; and now that he has to compete

with the whole agricultural world, he may still find them use-

ful, and, moreover, absolutely necessary.—North British Agri-

culturist.

i
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A LECTURE READ AT THE EAST CORNWALL
AGRICULTURAL CLUB,

EXPERIMENTAL

UY JOHN WILLS, OF SOUTIIPETHERWYN, FARMER AND LAND-VALUER, AND MEMBER OF THE ROYAL

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,

" ON THE MOST PROFITABLE METHOD OF TURNIP FEEDING."

Mr. Prksidrnt, and Gentlemen,—In at-

tempting to ofter to your notice some observations

on '' the most profitable method of turnip feeding"

I confess I feel the importance of the subject to be

such that, notwithstanding my experience of 30

years in the matter, I feel great difficulty in doing

it justice; because there are so many ways adojjted,

and perhaps all may lay claim to merit, that to de-

fine and point out the only i)rofitable method for all

farms under all circumstances is next to impossible,

lint besides, gentlemen, these observations are in-

fiMuled to lead to an after discussion which I con-

nive will be far more valuable than anything I can

oH'er you.

The cultivation and storing of the turnip was so

ably and so practically laid before the clul) at its

last meeting that I have only to remind you, on this

point, of the care, expense, and judgment required

in the preparation of the soil, the selection of seed,

the time of sowing, and the' anxiety that must

always accompany the growing a turnip crop. This

must not ])e lost sight of: I wish strongly to im-

press it on your minds. You will, I am sure,

clearly perceive that, if this crop is not profitajjly

and judiciously consumed, all the former care, ex-

pense, and judgment will be lost which would ulti-

mately damage and greatly discourage the cultiva-

tion of this valuable root. Hence the advantage^

the utility of meetings of tliis kind, where all things

connected with agriculture can freely be entertained

and discussed.

Gentlemen, we will now suppose we have a given

number of acres of turnips ready for the use of

cattle; the mode in v/hich this crop is to be con-

sumed follows in natural succession. This was a

matter, 40 years ago, in this county of very little

importance. At that period it was thought a wild

speculation for a man to attempt to grow turnips,

except in an old favoured meadow. I remember
perfectly well my grandfather, who at that time

farmed upwards of 300 acres of the first-class ara-

ble and turnip land in this county, had the courage

to grow a few acres of turnips, wliich created great

excitement and wonder in tlie neighbourhood. Rut

now I have no need to toll you, that on all v/ell-

cultivated farms the tui-nip crop is always grown in

the rotation, and comparatively (thanks to the in-

genuity of implement makers) with as much ease

as any other ; therefore forming a considerable

feature in the returns of the farm.

As I have the honour of speaking before some

gentlemen who, I presume, are not practical far-

mers, and therefore may naturally suppose if a

man has grown turnips for cattle he has only to

give them to his stock and his object is obtained, it

will be my duty to show (as I most anxiously wish

to make myself intelhgible to them and to all) that

what would be a profitable method of turnip-feeding

on one farm would be quite the reverse on another.

To put this matter in as clear a light as I can, I

will first tell you how the turnip crop is consumed

in some parts of England, and then show you, ac-

cording to my view of the case, " the most profita-

ble method of turnip feeding" in our neighbour-

hood, so that it may come home to the door and

pocket of us all, and conclude with briefly alluding

to the farm buildings and to the memory of a

gentleman who introduced the turnip-husbandry

on the correct principle into this county.

Gentlemen, I will now proceed with the mode in

which the turnip crop is consumed in many of the

great turnip-growing counties of England.

On light and mixed lands a proportion, regu-

lated by the texture of the soil, is fed oflf by sheep ;

if very light two-thirds, if mixed one-third, the re-

mainder being consumed by cattte in yards. Of

late years Gardiner's turnip cutter has been intro-

duced, which has effected an important alteration

in the economy of consumption, by enabling the

flockmaster, at a slight expense beyond that of the

machine, to carry a larger number of sheep, and

more profitably on the same space of land. Instead

of allowing the sheep to feed from the land, and

with the mould adhering to the roots, the turnips

are now principally drawn, cut, and put into

troughs, placed at various parts of the field and

moved daily, in order to secure, as far as is possi-

l)le, an equal teathe. The great point in this mode

is, that the sheep unquestionably fatten quicker,

are kept generally in a better state of health, and

there is less probability of loss. The sheep are

confined sometimes by hurdles, sometimes by net-
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ting, supported by stakes placed at regular dis-

tances, which plan has lately very much come into

use ; sometimes on large folds on wheels. These

are hooked together and dragged by a horse where

required. Others, again, are made with wooden

frames, and ledges of an half-inch iron wire, each

21 feet long by 3 feet 6 inches deep. At the com-

mencement of tlie season the white turnips are

thrown on the subbles for the store cattle, or, if

consumed in yards (which is the mode I should

recommend), are shced by boys, whose duty it is to

keep the bins supplied, the offal being always

cleared out whenever a fresh supply is required.

A number of pigs are by this means fed at com-

paratively little expense. On the good loams and

heavy soils the turnips are all drawn off the land

for consumption by bullocks ; comparatively few

sheep are fed with turnip in these districts, as the

soil is so fertile, it being thought that straw rather

than corn would be the conseqvience were the

lands highly teathed.

Having explained the method generally adopted

in the turnip-growing counties for consuming tur-

nips, I now come to our own less-favoured county

of Cornwall. In order to give you a clear view of

this question it will be necessary for me to take a

general view of the country, and, as our soil and

climate differs so materially, to select three farms

by way of illustration.

Gentlemen, should I be so fortunate as to secure

your attention, to awaken your mind accurately to

feel the subject, I think it will lead to a calm and

sensible discussion, which I invite and fully expect

from the enlightened company I haye the pleasure

of seeing around me. It is well known that on

some farms no animals are bred, but that all bul-

locks and sheep are purchased for feeding. The

farm of this description I will call No, 1. It is

equally true there are other farms that rear, or, if

you please, breed, a certain number of animals, and

fatten them all at a certain age for the butcher.

This farm I shall call No. 2, Again, we have the

rearing farm ; this is a farm for rearing or breeding

stock for others to fatten. This plan is found the

most profitable way of managing this estate, v/hich

I will call No. 3.

Gentlemen, having brought these three farms

before you, which will be sufficient for my present

purpose, I beg to offer to your notice No, 1, This

farm, you will be pleased to remember, breeds no

animals, but purchases all cattle and sheep to fatten.

Now, it api)ears to me, the object every intelligent

farmer ought to have in view is profit; conse-

quently he should know the most profitable mode
of converting his turnips into money. It will,

therefore, now be his duty to select, as Bakewell

happily expresses it, the best machine for convert-

ing turnips and other food for animals into money.

For this purpose it is necessary to ascertain the

shape and nature of the animal which makes the

most profitable use of the food it eats. Giving the

farmer credit that he is fully up to his business,

the next thing for his consideration is how and in

what quantities he will daily consume his turnips.

He knows the number of acres of turnips on his

farm, and also whether the crop be a good or a bad

one, and what quantity of other food he has for his

stock, which will guide him as to numbers of cattle

and sheep to be purchased, and also as to the

quantities of turnips to be daily consumed, so as to

have enough to fatten his cattle in proper time.

Every prudent man will keep this in view ; depend

on it, no greater mistake in turnip feeding can pos-

sibly be made than to have consumed all your tur-

nips, and your cattle not fat for the butcher. It

would, in fact, be a complete sacrifice of the turnip

crop. From my experience, added to the valuable

authority of many practical men, amongst whom I

will mention Mr. Morton, on Earl Ducie's Whit-

field Example Farm, in Gloucestershire, the most

profitable method of turnip feeding on No, 1 is to

purchase half-fat oxen, cows, or steers ; and also

sheep ; the cattle to be confined in stalls or boxes,

the sheep in yards or the field. This unquestion-

ably is the most profitable method of turnip feed-

ing where cattle are to go direct to the butcher ; but

if intended to go on grass the ensuing spring, the

cattle should have a nice, well-constructed yard for

their winter's quarters instead of the warm stall.

The quantity of turnips per day for an animal

must entirely depend on the quantity and quality

of other food made use of; many experiments have

been made on this subject, but the result is that all

animals require, according to size and appetite, a

sufficient quantity of food, so as never to let them

feel what hunger is ; and this food must be regu-

larly administered, otherwise the animal will not

fatten so as to afford a profit. Therefore strict at-

tention to diet, cleanhness, warmth, and comfort

are requisites that no man must dispense with, if he

wishes to make turnip feeding profitable.

Gentlemen, there is one remark more connected

with this farm that I must not omit, namely, " the

grazier's profit," Now this will depend more upon

the goodness of the breed than upon the size

of the cattle ; and the secret lies in discovering

those kinds which in the shortest time gives the

greatest quantity of flesh with the smallest quantity

of food

,

Now, I trust I shall not be considered pre-

sumptuous if I give you a short, but true, state-

ment of the correctness of this remark ; for I

conceive anything that comes within our own

knowledge, and proved by practice to be correct
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and advantageous, will aftbrd some degree of satis-

faction. In the month of May, 1845, I put two of

my dairy cows (North Devons), bred by myself to

fatten; they were, from the scarcity of fooder

—

which at that time was universal (and on farms that

had a full stock, more distress for food for them was

never in our day known)— in very low condition

indeed. I believe if the two cows had been offered

for sale at the time they would not have made more

than £16. However, I made them two very good

Christmas fat bullocks, and sold them to Mr. W.
Jasper, who had them at the following Launceston

Christmas market for upwards of £47.

I do not make this statement to call forth any

compliment to myself, but to prove the advantage

of well-bred cattle, and that the secret lies in dis-

covering and selecting those kinds which in the

shortest time give the greatest quantity of flesh

with the smallest quantity of food. Hence the

necessity of every man having a perfect knowledge

of his profession.

I now come to No. 2. This farm rears a certain

number of animals, and fattens them for the

butcher. Here we find one of the causes of the

great improvement that has taken place in the

breed of cattle. Meat is at present, and must con-

tinue to be, in this country the object most gene-

rally attended to ; and it is certain that the breeding

of cattle and sheep for the shambles was never car-

ried to such perfection as it has lately been

brought to in England. The cause of this it may
not be improper briefly to explain. Stock was
formerly bred by one set of men, fattened for the

market by the second, and killed by the third.

Whilst these three occupations continued distinct,

with only occasional communication or intercourse

with each other, no great improvement could be

eflfected. That division of labour or separation of

professions so useful in manufactures was injurious

to this important branch of agriculture, by prevent-

ing the principles on which the improvement of our

domestic animals might be effected from being as-

certained ; but no sooner did the two distinct occu-

pations of breeder and grazier become united than

great skill was acquired in preserving the breeding

stock in the highest possible condition, and we
were thus enabled to ascertain the principles not

only of breeding domestic animals so as to answer

the common expectations of the farmer, but also of

bringing them to a degree of perfection they were

scarcely supposed capable. This attracted public

attention, and that of the farmer in particular, to the

art of breeding such stock as would best pay him
for eating his turnips and other food, which has

most essentially benefited the great and vastly in-

cre^aing population of our beloved country.

Gentlemen, I will suppose the number of cattle

annually bred on this farm to be ten, and that at a

certain age the best heifers are selected to go into

the dairy to replace the cows that it would be well,

under ordinary circumstances, to draft or cull out

annually ; so that the number of ten well-bred beast

would yearly go to the butcher. These will require

the same management and food as the cattle on
No. 1 ; and in addition to these the biLcding stock

and others of all ages require equal care, attention,

and judgment to carry out the principle of the most
profitable method of " turnip feeding." Some
spiiited farmers have been in the habit of keeping

their fattening sheep in a yard during the \vinter

months, and feeding them \vith cut turnips, chafT,

and in some instances cake or corn. This plan is

universally adopted by Mr. Morton at Whitfield

Farm. Mr. Snell, of Landulph, has also for some
years pursued this system. However pleasing it is

to read or hear of any matter tending to improve

the mode of turnip feeding or other matters con-

nected with agriculture made at a distance, no one
will deny, if made in our own neighbourhood, the

interest felt is much greater and more satisfactory,

especially when made under the direction of a gen-
tleman who stands so deservedly high in all agri-

cultural matters as my excellent friend, Mr, Snell.

It has been my good fortune to witness his sheep

feeding system during the winter months for many
seasons, and I am satisfied that any man, on look-

ing at it attentively and dispassionately, would be
desirous to go and do likewise. In the prize report

on the farming of Cornwall, page 54, is the follow-

ing note :—Mr. Snell's shed is 70 feet long, 12 feet

wide, having a yard attached about, 50 feet by 20.

This will contain 50 sheep. They are fed three

times a-day with sliced turnips, in a manger placed

against the inner wall the whole length of the shed.

The yard and shed are prepared by laying down,
during the summer, six inches of earth, and upon
that are hedge parings (which are cut, ricked, and
thatched for the purpose) and stubble; so that

when the sheep are first introduced there is a bed
about one foot in depth, and upon which is after-

wards daily laid straw or hedge parings from the

rick. When the bed becomes inconveniently high

for the manger it is removed, and a fresh one ap-

plied. Mr. Snell adds : "I have not found my sheep

kept in this manner more liable to disease than

others, except the foot-rot, which was easily pre-

vented by carting a quantity of earth in the form of

a mound in the centre of the yard, upon which was
occasionally strewed small quantities of slacked

lime ; and this simple remedy has ever since pre-

vented the disease." I take the following from the
" Cornwall Gazette," July 10th, 1846 :—
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Probuk Farmers' Club,

feeding sheep.

It will be in the recollection of our agricultural

readers that a resolution was passed several montlis

since by the members of the Prol)us Farmers'

Club, to undertake a series of e.xperiments on the

feeding of sheep on Barteliver Farm, under the

management of Mr. Rd. Doljle, in order to test the

experiments of Professor Playfair and Mr. Morton,

conducted on Whitfield Farm, on the same subject.

The result at Yv^hitfield showed that five sheep fed

imder a dark warm shed consumed less than one-

half the quantity of food consiuned by five fed in

the open field, with an increase at the same time of

four pounds more mutton during six weeks. The

argument drawn from this was, that warmth was an

equivalent for food, and that the protection afforded

was ec^ual to a certain amount of turnips, and that

therefore food may be economised by protecting the

farmer's live stock from cold and wet during the

winter. The experiments on Barteliver Farm dur-

ing twelve weeks, from December .'Sth, 1845, to the

28th February, 1846, show a different result from

those on Whitfield Farm. Three lots of Leicester

sheep were selected from one flock, of nearly equal

weight, each lot consisting of five sheep.

No. 1 was fed m an open field, exposed to the

vicissitudes of the weather, on an unlimited quan-

tity of swedes and grass.

No. 2, Fed in an open house, having a yard

attached, and therefore less exposed to the influence

of atmospheric changes than No. J

.

No. 3, Fed in the dark, in a close warm shed.

The two last lots had an unlimited supply of hay

and swedes, and the weight of each consumed was

accurately determined daily. The weight of each

lot of sheep was ascertained before the commence-

ment of the experiments, and the results are as

follow :
—
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value of keeping his stock in good condition, which

it is impossible for him to do during the winter

i months without turnips.

The occupier of this farm would do well to grow

a sufficient quantity of food to enable him to keej)

his stock in a growing thriving state ; this, with

good shelter, and a plenty of litter, are the neces-

saries which fortify our stock against the attacks of

winter, and through these sleekness and good con-

dition (which are the only signs of health and pros-

perity in the animal) are preserved. Now the most

profitable method of tui'nip-feeding here is to dis-

tribute this valuable root amongst all the herd as

each beast may stand in need, and not to fatten a

few to the injury of the many ; neither to be stuft'ed

and starved by turns, ])ut to be regularly fed, and

always kept in a growing state.

Gentlemen, I have now shown you, according to

my view of the case, the most profitable method of

turnip-feeding in different parts of England, and

more particularly on three different kinds of farms

which embrace and include all the materials for

raising this structure in our county. This very

naturally leads to the state of our farm-buildings,

as being closely connected with turnip-feeding.

That a vast improvement has taken place in the

farm-buildings on certain gentlemen's estates I am
proud to acknowledge, but that a great deal

remains to be done is self-evident. That a vast

deal of money is annually spent in repairing old

buildings cannot be denied. Since I became capa-

ble of knowing the advantage of suitable farm-

yards, I have strongly recommended that instead

of repairing the old scattered buildings, let there be

first a proper place for the farm-yard selected.

This being done, have a plan of it ; and if the owner

is not disposed to build his yard at once, as the old

houses fall into decay have new ones erected ac-

cording to the plan : thus every farm will, in the

course of time, have a suitable farm-yard at com-

paratively speaking a small expense, and also in

j
the proper place, which is a matter of no small im-

! portance.

Gentlemen, I cannot dismiss this suhject, " The
most Profitable Method of Turnip-Feeding," with-

out reminding you of the great improvement that

has, within the recollection of all of you, taken

place in the mode and extent of the cultivation of

the turnip ; neither can it be forgotten by whom
we were taught how to cultivate the soil and grow
them to perfection ; for I do, without the least

hesitation, say tliat few are the districts (and my
means of judging are not \'ery limited) that you

will see the turnip better cultivated than in this.

For to duly appreciate this knowledge—this great

advantage—v/e must go liack to the time when
scarcely an acre of turnips was grown in a parish

in this part of the country ; when it was a rare

sight to see a fat bullock during the spring months

;

when it was the general custom to salt-in meat in

the autumn to go through the winter and spring :

no fresh ])eef could he found in our markets in

those days until nature had produced grass to fatten

cattle, (ientlemcn, I wish to draw your attention

to this point— I anxiously wish to fix you here for

a moment—and then behold our dense po])idation.

Pause a moment, and ask yourselves what situation

the people of this great country would now be in

with such a state of things ? And to whom, I

would ask, are we in this part of the county more

particularly indebted to for this invaluable improve-

ment—this inestimable knowledge ? AVhy, to a

gentleman who has some years been removed from

us, but whose memory still lives in the breast of

every man, be he rich or be he poor, who had the

hajjpiness of knowing him. The late deeply la-

mented Francis Hearle Rood, Esq., of Trebartha

Hall, was the man. He was in word and in deed

the farmer's faithful friend, and his memory will

live in the hearts of the yeomanry of Cornwall for

generations to come. We are told the man who
makes tv/o ears of corn or two blades of grass to

grow where only one grew before, deserves well of

his country.

Gentlemen, if this doctrine be correct, I v/ill

leave it for you to say what is due to the memory
of the man who has not only done this, but, in

addition, has been the means of growing fifty acres

of turnips were only one grew before ; thereby lay-

ing the foundation for all good husbandry, to the

great benefit of this county and mankind. I believe

I have fulfilled what I promised you.; I am at the

same time fully sensible how imperfectly I have

done so. I thank you most sincerely for your

kind attention, and trust my observations will lead

to a discussion that will be far more valuable than

anything I have said on " The most Profitable

Method of Turnip-Feeding."

TESTIMONIAL TO MR. WARREN.
Having witnessed the persevering exertions of Mr.

Warren, the Chairman of the Warminster Maltsters'

Committee, in obtaining redress from the oppression

which the trade was subjected to, through the un-

just, vexatious, and tyrannical manner in which the

provisions of the Excise laws have been frequently

administered, we some time since expressed a hope

that the general jjody of maltsters would mark
their sense of his services by presenting him with

some testimonial. It cannot be doubted that the

concessions which have recently heen made by the

Board of Excise, in respect to gauging the grain

while in the couch frame, result from the labours of
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the Warminster Maltsters' Comnaittee, ofwhich Mr.

Warren is the chairman. We are glad to see that

the services of Mr. Warren are about to receive the

recognition due to them. At the late meeting of the

Warminster Maltsters' Committee, the following

resolution was cordially received and carried :

—

" That this meeting, desirous of recording in a substantial

and permanent way its sense of the energy and discreet perse-

verance, combined with talent, displayed by Mr. John Warren,

Chairman of the Warminster Committee, in the discharge of

hii duties as such, agrees to enter into a subscription, ia wliich

it invites the co-operation of the trade generally, that a tribute

worthy of the maltsters may be presented to him."

The resolution further constituted a committee

to carry this object into effect.

The general body of maltsters are numerous and

wealthy. Mr. Warren's services, gratuitously ren-

dered, have been eminently successful. We trust

I

his fellow-tradesmen will recognise those services

in a manner to reflect credit on themselves and

1 afford gratification to Mr. Warren.

THE MALT TAX.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Since last addressing you, the corn mar-

kets have continued to fall in price, and farmers

are becoming seriously alarmed, and already talk-

ing of the necessity of reducing as much as possi-

ble the expenses of management. If corn fall thus

low in price after a deficient harvest, and wth the

money market in an easy state, what must we ex-

pect to be the consequence of free trade in corn

after an abundant harvest, and with a tight money

market ? Should the legislature refuse to do some-

thing for the relief of agriculture, the Exchequer

will soon inform them that from landlords, tenants,

and labourers, and from country tradesmen, they

will find a serious deficiency in the aid hitherto ob-

tained from them in the support of the heavy bur-

dens of the country. It will point out to them, if I

mistake not, in language not to be misunderstood,

that relief from the Malt Tax, with duties imposed

on certain articles of foreign agricultural produce,

as suggested in my former letter, would be eco-

nomy, and surely it would be sound policy ; for it

cannot be prudent, in these times more especially,

to estrange the feelmgs of the whole agricultural

community, who cannot be otherwise than irritated

at seeing the foreigner pocket their legitimate pro-

fits, feeling assured, too, that he is at the same time

laughing in his sleeve at the wisdom of " Johnny

Bull."

The impoverishment of so large a portion of the

community must operate also most injuriously on

the remainder, since the portion of the national bur-

dens, which the former are unable longer to bear,

must be added to that portion already borne by the

latter. With a superabundant labouring and pau-

per population, every means should be adopted for

aflfording profitable employment, and thus render-

ing them the strength, instead of the weakness, of

the country. Of the necessity of such a measure,

whilst it is within our power, whilst employers have

the means for carrying it out, Ireland speaks to u

trumpet-tongued ; and shall we be so infatuated as

not to heed the warning ? For this reason, it does

appear most impolitic to import flour, the manufac-

ture of which would give employment to so many

of our suffering population. Could all our hands

find more profitable employment, the importation

of flour would not be so objectionable ; but as many

cannot be employed at all through a considerable

portion of the year, it would surely be more states-

manlike, as well as more Christian-like, to allow

them to manufacture it rather than the foreigner,

even at a somewhat higher cost. But I contend

that the cost is not higher ; because, though we

may pay somewhat less to the foreigner, we must

add to such sum the expense of supporting our

own unemployed labourer, or two men instead of

one. Nor can I think a legislatorjustified in over-

looking the fact that he is weakening the ties of

patriotism, and losing to the country the benefit of

a willing heart and a ready hand in her defence

when the need for such may arise.

The improved condition which would result to

the whole body of agriculturists and to the country

tradesmen and shopkeepers from the imposition of

duties on certain articles of foreign produce, as be-

fore suggested—from the home manufacture of the

flour now prepared abroad—from the removal of

the Malt Tax—and from the abolition or relaxation

of the assessed taxes, which would also afford means

of employment, and in the benefit of which others

would participate also, would, I have little doubt,

be the means of producing a greater revenue than

will be raised under our present taxation, coupled

with the present free trade in agricultural produce.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Poulton, Feb. 24. Wm. Halcomb.
|

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINEt

Sir,— 111 two former letters I have endeavoured

to point out the impolicy of taking the duty off ^U
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kinds of foreign agricultural produce, and conti-

nuing the tax on malt.

I will now attempt to show that duty on the im-

portation of foreign corn is no more than an act of

I strict justice to the landed interest, and that the

i
portion of the community who have succeeded in

abolishing such duty [have shown either what was
' once termed—in the House of Commons, I believe

—" an ignorant impatience of taxation," or a want

of honesty in endeavouring to shift from their own
shoulders, to those of the landed interest, their fair

share of the common burdens.

Let us then see, in the first place, why British

corn required for its protection the imposition of a

duty on the importation of foreign ; for we cannot

,
suppose that the country would, in the first in-

stance, have consented to a measure raising the

' price of the necessaries of life, or permitted for a

length of time its continuance, had not its justice

been apparent.

It is notorious that large sums are levied on the

landed interest almost exclusively for certain pur-

poses in which other portions of the community
have an equal interest. I would name tithes for the

support of the church, jjoor rates for the support of

the aged and infirm and of unemployed labourers

(for it cannot be said that the manufacturing inte-

rest, or any other class of men, are abstractedly

under less obligation, according to their means, to

relieve the aged and infirm, or to provide either

employment or support for those hands which are

not wanted alike by the farmers as by themselves).

I would name these, with the land tax for general

purposes, and the maintenance ofroads for the pub-

lic accommodation, as some of the largest items in

the case under consideration.

If, then, the growth of British corn was ren-

dered more expensive by these levies on the landed

interest, and if these levies were made for the bene-

fit of the community generally, it was but just that

the landed interest should be remunerated for the

additional expense beyond that portion which, as a

:
part of the general community, it ought to bear

;

and also, that the community should reimburse the

landed interest for taxes which had economically

been, in the first instance, raised upon that inte-

rest. How, then, could this equalization have been

better eflfected than by giving the landed interest

an increased price on their produce, the consump-
tion of which by every person in the kingdom is

very much in accordance with his means ? for the

extra price, entering into the cost of all labour, is

borne ultimately by the several classes of society,

according to their respective powers of command-
ing the produce of that labour. This was done
when duties were placed on the comparatively low-

priced foreign articles which came in competition

with It. Thus was the landed interest protected

from loss and injustice as the sole or chief pay-

master of simdryimpostslevied forthe generalgood ;

and the community reimbursed, in some measure,

by a portion of our taxation being raised from the

foreigner.

If, however, the other part ofthe community now
object thus to reimburse the landed interest, they

must, if they are honest men, bear their share, ac-

cording to their means, in a direct taxation for the

before-mentioned purposes. In that case we shall

be obliged most probably to resort to the simple

mode of abolishing all duties, and of raising the

greater part of our revenue by an increased Income

and Property Tax. Whether this will be more

agreeable than raising a portion from the foreigner,

I must leave them to judge ; but I do not see how
honest men can refuse to do either the one or the

other.

Believing the most desirable course to be the im-

position of duties on most articles of foreign agri-

cultural produce, I wish to revert to, and speak

more fully on, the impolicy of allowing a free im-

portation of flour, should it be deemed necessary to

exempt breadstuffs generally from the duty. The
benefit of employing our redundant population, ra-

ther than the foreigner, in the manufacture of flour,

I have already pointed out ; but the free importa-

tion of flour, instead of the wheat from which it is

made, deprives the country of another material be-

nefit arising from the offal of the wheat, which is

now applied to the rearing and flattening the cattle

of foreigners, to be sent, duty free, into our mar-

kets ; whereas, were the wheat imported instead of

the flour, the offal would be applied At home to the

rearing and fattening an equal quantity of stock, to

the direct benefit ofthe agriculturist, and to the in-

direct benefit of the consumer, by giving employ-

ment to a large additional number of our hands.

It was not my intention, when I began this letter,

to touch again on the repeal ofthe Malt Tax ; but

seeing that it has been recommended by some of

our friends not to attempt its abolition, I cannot

refrain from saying that it is a tax which not only

the farmer, but every man in the kingdom, ought

to exert himself to abolish. It is a tax which, as

Englishmen, we ought to be ashamed of; it is a

tax which denies the poor man the pleasure of pre-

paring for himself and family a wholesome and nu-

tritious beverage, to be enjoyed at their evening

meal after a day of laborious toil—toil, too, the be-

nefit of which is reaped by those who have the

power to remove this tax. It is a tax which demo-

ralizes the labourer by driving him to the alehouse

and the beershop ; and it is a tax which mocks the

sentiment oft uttered by our lips—a sentiment

echoed from the palace to the farmstead, from the
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platform of Exeter JrJall to the board of the village

Farmers' Club—echoed too, I believe, with true

English warmth and sincerity of heart—" Regard

for the ])oor." Shall we then halt in our endea-

vours for the aboliticn of this cruel, thisun-Christian

tax ? No ! rather let us, if nothing better can be

done, reimpose the beer duty ! That, at least,

spared the labourer who might wish to see his wife

and children partakers of the same comforts with

himself.

Hoping tliat Messrs. Co])den and friends will Ije

governed by honesty, rather than by what has been

termed, with more truth than courtesy, " an igno-

rant im]iatience of taxation,"

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

PouHon, March 13. Wm. Halcomb,

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

A Weekly Council was held at tlie Society's House,

in Hanover-square, on Tuesday, the 27th February.

Present—Mr. Raymond Barker, in the Chair ; Lord

Camoys; Sir John V, B. Johnstone, 13art., M. P.;

Mr. H. R. Raymond Barker j Dr. Calvert; Mr. F.

Cherry ; Mr. Christian ; Mr. Dyer; Mr. Foley, M.P.
;

Mr. Fuller, M.P. ; Colonel Hall, M.P. ; Mr. Fisher

Hobbs; Mr. Majendie ; Mr. Marshall, M.P. ; Mr.

C. E. Overman; Mr. Parkyns ; Professor Simonds

;

Mr. Slaney, M.P. ; Mr. Stansfield, M.P. ; Mr. T. R.

Tweed ; and Professor Way.
Dress for Drainers.—The Marquis of Westminster

communicated, in a letter to Mr. Pusey, M.P., a de-

scriptive statement of the leathern dresses presented by

his lordship to the Society, and used with so much
advantage on his estates in Dorsetshire in protecting

the labouring drainers from wet and injury in the

prosecution of the deeper portion of their excavations.

—

The Council ordered their best thanks to be conveyed to

the Marquis of Westminster for these communications

(which they referred to the Journal Committee), as well

as for an implement for placing pipes and tiles in drains,

and for adjusting their position, presented by his

lordship at the same time to the Society.

Implements for Small Farms.—Sir Charles Lemon,
Bart., M.P., called the attention of the Council to the

great advantages that small farmers, especially those

living in remote and hilly districts, would derive from

simple and economical implements adapted for the cul-

tivation of their land. He alluded to this subject with

the greater confidence from being so well acquainted

with the desire of the Council to extend the operations

of the Society in favour of every class of practical cul-

tivators of the soil throughout the kingdom. He wished

particularly to claim their consideration for a class far

below the great experimenters to whom the country

owes already so much—namely, for that of occupiers

whose enclosures are small and on the sides of steep

hills. For them, he thought, the large implements most
suited for large flat fields are quite unavailing, as such

small farmers could not purchase them, and would be

unable to work them even if purchased. Sir Charles

Lemon considered that it would be a great boon to the

class in whose welfare he felt, in common with the

Society, so deep an interest, if the Society would, on the

occasion of some of their country meetings, offer a pre-

mium for some implements of the kind to which he

alluded, to be constructed on a small scale and sold at

a moderate price. He stated, as an instance of the

implements required, that a small drill was much

needed, applicable for corn or turnips, and not having

more than three, or at the utmost four rows, at a price

not exceeding £'10, if for three rows or less, or £^2 if

for four rows. As the time for deciding on the Prize

Sheet of the Society for 1849 had passed by, he was

himself willing to contribute, in conjunction with other

members of the Society, towards a distinct prize for this

purpose, to be awarded by the Judges at the Norwich

Meeting, if it was thought desirable that a year should

not be lost ; but, at all events, he hoped the attention

of the great implement makers would be directed to the

subject ; for it was only by them, and not by local ma-

nufacturers of small means, that the construction of

economical but effective implements of limited size

was to be carried out with the greatest advantage to all

parties.

Liquid Manure.—Mr. Wheble, of Bulmai'sh-court,

Reading, informed the Council of the diflSculty he had

experienced in acquiring satisfactory information on the

process by which the volatile alkali in liquids passing

through iron pipes could be conveniently saturated with

an acid without injury to such metal piping, and also on

the question geneially of strengthening liquid manures by

chemical means. He had on his own farm four tanks,

of 1 ,200 gallons each, and another smaller one, into which

the contents of the whole of the four or of any one of

them could run, before distribution, through thi-ee-inch

pipes, by hose, on the land. Mr. Wheble had made

many inquiries to ascertain the best ingredients for

mixing up with the washing of the farm-yard or house,

or (when that was used up) for making the best manure.

His farm was a gravelly and sandy one ; mostly grass

land, but a portion of it appropriated to wheat, Italian

rye-grass, and flax. He had power of water at com-

mand, and had the means of conveniently obtaining am-

moniacal liquor. He had not been able to learn satis-

factorily whether sulphate of ammonia, gypsum, bones

dissolved in sulphuric acid, or any other particular che-

mical substance, would be most beneficial and economical

in its application, or the proportions in which each

should be used in his liquid manuring ; and thinking it

likely that the inquiry was of equal interest and im-

portance to other members of the Society, he had not

hesitated to state the difficulty he had thus experienced
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in liis inquiries on tlie subject.— Lord Camoys favoured

the Council with a description, from his own personal in-

spection, of the mechanical arran2;ementof Mr. Wheble's

works on his farm ; and Prof. Way and Mr. Stansfield,

M.P. , with their opinions on the application of artificial

manures — Mr. Fisher Hobbs had derived much informa-

tion, on the subject referred to by Mr. Whcble, t;iven by

their lamented colleague, the late Rev. W. L. Rham, in

his " Outlines of Flemish Husbandry," published by

Mr. Knight.— Dr. Calvert described the plan he had

found most advantageous in distributing liquid manure

by means of a cask with openings at the bottom, filled

rapidly from the tank by being placed in a road sunk be-

low its level.—Mr. Marshall, M.P., referred to the in-

crease of strength acquired by re-pumping the liquid

over the manure heaps.

Diseases in Stock.—Mr. Brandreth (High Sheriff for

the county of Bedford), of Houghton House, near

Dunstaple, favoured the Council with a statement of the

mode he had successfully adopted in reference to his

sheep affected with small-po,\. In some cases where

care has not been bestowed upon the flocks, in the

union in which he resided, the loss had been great.

When the eruption had not shown itself on the face of

the sheep, the throat had been more affected, and the

swallowing impeded, and the animal consequently could

not take the degree of nourishment requisite to sustain

its strength under the effects of so lowering a disease.

In those cases in which care had been taken to keep the

animals, on being attacked, moderately warm without

subjecting them to close confinement or a heated atmo-

sphere, it was found that they did pretty well. Gruel

was administered to them, and salt given them to lick,

their noses being sponged three times a- day with warm
water, Sir William Burnett's Disinfecting Liquid being

plentifully used about the premises. The affected sheep

were separated from the rest of the flock. The disease

had been brought into that part of the country by some

foreign sheep. The current opinion among the farmers

in Mr. Brandreth's neighbourhood was, that when care

was taken of the sheep, it was best not to inoculate

them.—The Chairman had the satisfaction of stating,

that in his own neighbourhood, on the borders of Ox-

fordshire and Buckinghamshire, there was no small-

pox at present among their flock.—Mr. Fuller, M.P.,

made the same report in reference to the Southdown

flocks of Sussex ; his own sheep were never in better

order.—Colonel Hall, M.P., regretted to state that in

Cambridgeshire they were surrounded with it. Sixty

of his ewes, out of 180 conveyed from AVest Sussex in

new trucks, by railway, to a dry farm near Six-mile-

bottora in that county, were attacked with the foot

disease. A striking case had occurred, too, of the

breaking out of the foot disease in oxen separated from

each other by two yards, a large barn, and a high wall,

one portion being tied up and the other kept loose ; the

animals tied up in the yards taking the disease on the

other portion having been brought on the farm. He
also referred to the case of foot disease taking place two

years ago in two flocks, though separated from each

other by a plantation and hedge. He dwelt strongly

on the necessity that existed lor greater caution being

taken by the railway companies in preserving their

trucks for the conveyance of live stock in a greater

degree of cleanliness and freedom from taint, by every

means in their power, both on account of the owners,

as well as for their own inlurcst ; for, in consequence of

the ravages in his flocks, a neighbour of his who occu-

pied 800 acres of land had been obliged to reduce his

flocks from 1,100 to 1500 head of stock. Orders had

been given, he was aware, by the Government to the

different railway companies on this ))oint ; but he well

knew, as the commander of a regiment, that orders

were of no use unless it was seen that they were carried

into execution and obeyed; and the fact now strikingly

evident was, that the railway trucks were not attended

to habitually as they ought to be.—Mr. C. E. Overman

related instances of the occurrence of the foot disease

by simply removing the sheep to the distance of a mile

from one pasture to another, the exertion appearing to

act as a predisposing cause of disease.—Mr. Fisher

Hobbs could bear testimony to the accuracy with which

the Government orders were attended to on the Eastern

Counties line. With regard to the small pox, he re-

gretted to state that in Essex it had broken out in one

district in consequence of the shallow manner in which

the animals that had died of the disease had been buried

in the ground. Their carcasses had been torn up by

dogs, and the pestilence again propagated to a great ex-

tent from that circumstance. Had the precaution taken

by Mr. Hudson, of Castleacre, been adopted, of boiling

down the carcasses with sulphuric acid, or had quick -lime

been sprinkled over them in sufficient quantity, the re-

suscitation of the virus would, in all probability, have

been prevented.—Sir John Johnstone, Bart., M. P.,

Mr. Foley, M.P., and Dr. Calvert, having made some

observations on the manner in which the foot-rot

was taken by sheep, and Mr. T. Turner on the dis-

tinction to be drawn between that local affection

and indications of constitutional disturbances in the

animal. Professor Simonds favoured the Council with

his general views on the diseases to which reference

had been made. He quite agreed with Mr. Turner

that a clear distinction should always be drawn

between a local disease and a mere indication of consti-

tutional derangement ; as in the case particularly of the

foot-rot in sheep, and the vesicular disease in the feet of

sheep and oxen : the former being a disease in the foot

of the sheep, analogous f o the one termed thrush in the

foot of the horse, produced by common causes, and, in

Professor Simonds's opinion, neither contagious nor in-

fectious ; the latter, or vesicular disease, arising from

constitutional causes, the vesicules not only showing

themselves in the feet, but in the mouth, and frequently

on the teats of milch cows. He considered that animals

were rendered susceptible of the vitiated atmosphere pro-

ducing this disease, by being removed from one neigh-

bourhood to another, or by their general management or

system of feeding being suddenly altered. This, he

thought, would account for the cattle of Colonel Hall

becoming so soon affected, as the other animals on his

farm had been recently purchased. As an epizootic or
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epidemic disease affected animals in consequence of a vi*

tiated state of atmosphere, extending over a considerable

district of country at the same time, while an enzootic or

endemic disease arose from causes confined to a par-

ticular locality ; so, he remarked, the distinction must

also be borne in mind between an infectious disease

occasioned by poisonous exhalations emanating from an

affected animal, and a contagious disease produced by

actual contact of diseased matter. He had made nume-

rous attempts to produce the foot-rot in the healthy

foot of a sheep by inoculation with foot-rot matter ; but,

in reply to an enquiry of Mr. Marshall, M.P., it appeared

that he had never in a single instance succeeded. Mr.

Youatt, in his work on " Sheep," had detailed experi-

ments made in France to prove the contagious nature

of foot-rot, but Prof. Simonds considered those experi-

ments to have been very unfairly made, and the result

in one instance of what was regarded as foot-rot not to

have been due to the virus, but to the inflammatory

action produced by the long-continued violence of treat-

ment to which the animal was subjected, ulceration with-

out specific virus having ensued- The Chairman stated

that in his neighbourhood, the feet of sheep had some-

times become diseased from their having been driven in

hot weather over sharp sandy roads ; but the disease was

of an ordinary character and soon left them, nothing of

the nature of foot-rot being heard of among them.

With regard to small-pox in sheep. Professor Simonds

feared it had already taken too deep a root in this

country to be ever entirely eradicated ; one thousand

animals in a county continuing still to be carried off by

it. In his progress throughout suspected districts he

had found the small-pox to prevail, more or less, in the

counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Middlesex, Kent,

Surrey, Hampshire, Hertford, Cambridge, Northamp-

ton, and Wilts.—An interesting discussion then took

place on the circumstances under which foot-rot gene-

rally occurred in sheep, and on the apparent presumption

of its contagious nature; the parties contending for such

contagion attributing the disease to the immediate con-

tact of the feet of healthy sheep with virulent matter left

on the ground by diseased sheep that had passed over it

;

while Professor Simonds maintained that the disease had

its origin in the same unfavourable circumstances (espe-

cially of cold, undrained, wet pastures) that had occa-

sioned it in the former flock : all parties, however,

agreeing in the facts of occurrence, but differing only in

their attempts to explain them.

Numerous presents having been laid before the

Council, and their thanks ordered to the respective

donors for their attention in transmitting them, the

Council adjourned to their Monthly Meeting on the 6th

of March.

A Monthly Council was held at the Society's

House in Hanover-square, on Tuesday, the 6th of

March. The following Members of Council and Go-

vernors were present :—The Earl of Chichester, Presi-

dent, in the Chair ; Hon. Capt. Dudley Pelham, R.N.

;

Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P. ; Sir JohnV. B. John-

stone, Bart., M.P. ; Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P. ;

Sir Josiah John Guest, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Raymond
Barker ; Mr. S. Bennett ; Mr. Bosanquet ; Mr. Bran-

dreth ; Mr. Burke ; Colonel Challoner ; Mr. Garrett

;

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs ; Mr. Fisher Hobbs ; Mr. Hudson

(Castleacre) ; Mr. Jonas ; Mr. Milward ; Mr. Pusey,

M.P. ; Mr. Shaw (London); Mr. Shaw (Northampton);

Mr. Villiers Shelley ; Mr. Slaney, M.P. ; Mr. Stans-

field, M.P. ; Mr. Stokes ; Mr. Thompson ; Mr. T.

Turner ; and Mr. Jonas Webb.

Finances. — Colonel Challoner, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, presented the monthly report on

the accounts of the Society, from which it appeared that

on the last day of the month of February just ended,

the current cash balance in the hands of the bankers of

the Society was ^£"1,943. The Chairman explained to

the Council that this balance included the subscription

of £"'1,000 presented to the Society through the au-

thorities of Norwich, as well as £224 received on ac-

count of arrears of subscription due from members to

the Society, and £719 received as compositions for life.

Prize Essays.—Mr, Pusey, M.P., Chairman of the

Journal Committee, reported that 103 Essays and Re-

ports, accompanied by 113 drawings and plans, had

been received in competition for the prizes of this year

offered by the Society in the department of Essays and

Reports. The Council referred the adjudication of

these Essays and Reports to the Journal Committee.

Mr. Pusey congratulated the Society upon the interest

evidently so generally felt throughout the country on

the subjects proposed by the Council for these prizes,

in every class of which there was more or less of com-

petition.

Agricultural Chemistry.— Mr. Pusey also presented,

as Chairman of the Chemical Committee, the report of

that committee, which was received by the Council, and

ordered to be printed for the information of their

members, previously to its being discussed at the next

monthly Council.

Vice-President.—kgtet&h\y with the notice given by

the Duke of Richmond at the previous monthly meeting

of the Council, it was moved by Mr. Pusey, M.P., and

seconded by Mr. Stansfield, M.P., and carried unani-

mously, that Mr. Thomas Raymond Barker, of Ham-
bleden, Buckinghamshire, should be elected one of the

Vice-Presidents of the Society, to fill the vacancy occa-

sioned by the decease of the Earl Talbot. The President

expressed the satisfaction he felt at this result of the

election, and the pleasure it would have given him, had

he not occupied the chair, to have been himself the

mover of the resolution to which the Council had then

so unanimously agreed.—Mr. Raymond Barker returned

thanks for the high honour conferred upon him by the

Council, and expressed to them his entire devotion to

the interests and welfare of the Society, whose prosperity

he had always had sincerely at heart, and to whose con-

tinued advancement in usefulness it would ever be his

pride to contribute by every humble endeavour in his

power.

Draining Ploughs.—T\\e offer of Mr. Slaney, M.P.,

to renew his prizes for ploughs to lessen the labour of
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cutting-out and filling-ia drains, was unanimously ac-

cepted by the Council.

Models, Sfc, for Exhibition.—The Council unani-

mously accepted the offer made to them by the Directors

of the Royal Polytechnic Institution, to exhibit the

models, &c., belonging to the Society, in a room set

apart in that Institution for the public exhibition of

agricultural objects.

The Council then adjourned to their next weekly meet-

ing on the 13th of March.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House,

in Hanover Square, on Tuesday, the 13th of March.

Present—The Hon. R. H. Clive, M.P., in the chair ;

Sir J. P. Boileau, Bart., Mr.B. Almack, Mr. Raymond
Barker, Mr. H. Blanshard, Mr. Brandreth, Mr. W.
Burroughes, Dr. Calvert, Mr. Foley, M.P., Mr. Fuller,

M.P., Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. T. C. Hinckes, Mr.

Kinder, Mr. C. E. Overman, Prof. Simonds, Mr. Slaney,

M.P., Mr. H. A. Smith, Mr. R. Trench, Mr. T. Turner,

Mr. T. R. Tweed, Dr. Walker, Prof. Way, and Mr. H.

Wilson.

The following communications were received, and the

usual thanks of the Council ordered for them :

—

1. From Lord Camoys, a specimen of the improved

syphon, invented by his Lordship, and employed with

so much success in his dairies at Stonor, in drawing

off the milk from beneath the surface of the cream,

and thus effecting a complete separation of the two

liquids, by the simplest means and the least possible

trouble.

2. From Captain Richardson, a further communication

on the stoppage of drains, by fibrous vegetable matter

filling up the interior of the pipe or tile.

3. From Mr. Keene, a statement of the results obtained

by French chemists in the analysis of the Forty-day

Maize.

4. From Mr. Radford, a communication on the question

whether moles were, or were not, injurious to culti-

vated land.

5. From Captain Waterton, a specimen of his Alkaline

Powder, with a statement of its value in the feeding

of cattle, and especially in the fatting of pigs.

6. From Mr. Fuller, M.P., on the "Flat Pole Peignton,"

a variety of Drumhead Cabbage, cultivated with great

success, for household purposes as well as for feeding

cattle, by Sir Charles Burrell, Bart., M.P., and Mr.

Law Hodges, M.P. ; these cabbages, in some in-

stances, weighing no less than 51 lbs.

7. From Mr. H. Blanshard, a report on the effects re-

sulting, on a portion of his property near the coast,

from the destruction of the worms occasioned by an

irruption of the sea ; the land not reached by the sea

I

remaining in the same state of fertility as formerly,

' while that portion of it overflowed by the waves, and

in which, by ample evidence, a great destruction of

worms had taken place, has been deprived of the

porosity previously given to it by the operations of

the worms, and remains a sodden, impervious, and

sterile piece of land.

The Council then adjourned to Tuesday, the 20th of

March.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House,

in Hanover Square, on Tuesday, the 20th of March.

Present—The Earl of Yarborough, Vice-President, in

thechair ; Sir J. P. Boileau, Bart., Mr. Raymond Barker,

Mr. S. Bennett, Mr. H. Blanshard, Mr. Bramston,

M.P., Mr. Brandreth, Mr. French Burke, Capt. Cald-

well, Dr. Calvert, Mr. Druce, Mr. Fuller, M.P., Mr.

Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. T. C. Hinckes, Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, Mr. E. Hussey, Mr. Kinder, Mr. Majendie,

Mr. W. Miles, M.P., Mr. C. E. Overman, Mr. Apsley

Pellatt, Mr. W. Roddam, Prof. Sewell, Mr. Shaw

(London), Mr. Slaney, M.P., Mr. H. A. Smith, Mr.

Stansfield, M.P., Mr. Hampden Turner, Mr. Thos.

Turner, Prof. Way, and Mr. Henry Wilson.

The following communications were received :

—

1. A letter from the Rev. R. A.Roberts, in reference to

the hydraulic power of under-ground field-drains, en-

forced in a work on that subject, dedicated by him to

the society, and recently published, of which he trans-

mitted a copy to the council,

2. A letter and plan from Mr. Henry Clayton, illustrat-

ing what he considered essential improvements just

completed in his double-action tile and pipe machine
;

by which, with reduced power, he stated that he had

obtained increased facility and extension for the manu-

facture, in one and the same machine, of pipes and

tiles of every kind and size, and that he had conse-

quently effected, by such productive means, a further

reduction in the cost of manufacture.

3. A letter from Mr. W. C. Spooner, on the extension of

small-pox in sheep, and his proposed plan for arrest-

ing the progress of that malady. On the motion of

Mr. Fisher Hobbs, seconded by Mr. Shaw, that com-

munication was referred to the veterinary committee,

with a request that they would report on the subject

to the Council, at their next Monthly Meeting, on the

3rd of April.

Presenis.— Plans of Farm-Buildings from Mr. Wit-

ney ; and a copy of Mr. H. Weaver's work on Cottage

Architecture, presented by Mr. Shaw, on the part of the

author. A paper by the Earl of Lovelace on Harbours

of Refuge, read before the Institution of Civil Engineers

;

Report of the Poor-law Commissioners, from Mr.

NichoUs ; and a paper on the Agricultural Value of Sewer

and other Drainage Waters, from Mr. Cuthbert John-

son, one of the Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers.

Transactions of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, and

Mr. Spence's address to the Entomological Society. The

Rural Encyclopaedia, from Messrs. FuUarton ; the

Farmer's Magazine, from the Proprietors ; a Treatise on

Pleuro-Pneumonia, from Mr. H. Douglas, of Cocker-

mouth ; and the Ombrological Almanack, from Dr.

Calvert.

Mr. Slaney, M.P., having favoured the Council

with some interesting remarks on the mode of venti-

B B
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latiiig cottages by means of a simple arrangement by

which the external air was introduced at the back of fire-

places, the Council ordered their thanks for the various

communications then made to them, and adjourned to

Tuesday, the 27th of March.

NEW MEMBERS.
Captain George Waterton, of Grove House, Hunslet,

near Leeds, was elected a Governor, and the following

gentlemen Members of the Society :

—

Bascombe, Thomas, Dorchester, Dorset
Blackbiurn, Capt. John Ireland, juu.. Hale Hall, Warrington
Browaie, George Lathom, 3, Brick-court, Temple
Burton, Thomas, Langley Grange, Loddon, Norfolk
Bush, John Whittaker, Fairwood, Westbury, Wilts
Chetwynd, William Henry, Lougdou, Lichfield

Cook, Charles, litcham, Norfolk

Cooke, William, Risby, Bury St. Edmund's
Cooper, WilUam, Barningham Park Farm, Ixworth, Suffolk

George, George, Cringleford, Norwich
Gooch, Edward Sherlock, M.P., Ashmaus, Beccles, Suffolk

Gregg, James, Ledbury, Herefordshire

Green, Joseph B., Marlow, Ludlow, Hereford
Harris, Joseph, Graysouthern, Cocke rmouth, Cumberland
Haywood, Henry, Moccas, Hereford
Henshall, Edward, Huddersfield

Jecks, Charles, Thorpe, Norwich
Marks, Richard, Quaintou, Aylesbury, Bucks
Martin, William, Bixley Hall, Norwich
Massey, Wilham, Watton, Norfolk
Massey, Alfred, Market-Downham, Norfolk
Merriman, Thomas Baverstock, Marlborough
Morgan, H., Norwich
Morgan, John, Brandon, Norwich
Murrell, Thomas R., Potter-Heigham, Ludliam, Norwich
Pemberton, William Hamilton, Holt, Norfolk
Rippingall, Rev. Stephen Frost, Langham, Holt, Norfolk
Slade, A. F., Kemnal House, Chislehnrst, Kent
Slade, Lieut. Edgar, R.N„ Belmont, Chislehnrst

Stables, Walter, Crossland Hall, Huddersfield, Yorks
Stevenson, Seth W., F.S.A., Norwich
Thomas, John Ayre, Ditchet, Rose-Ash, Witheridge, Devon
Tuck, T. G., Strumpshaw, Norwich
Whitton, Corbett, Stafford

Weld, Joseph, Lnlworth Castle, Dorset

Woods, Henry, Merton, Thetford, Norfolk.

We notice that Messrs. Swan and Sons, the
celebrated auctioneers of Cambridge, have large

monthly sales of horses, cattle, &c.

Price 5s.

DIGEST OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE A
COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF COM-
MONS, APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO THE
AGRICULTURAL CUSTOMS OF ENGLAND
AND WALES IN RESPECT TO TENANT-
RIGHT.

Compiled and arranged by William Shaw and
Henry Corbet.

London : Rogerson, Norfolk- street ; and Ridgway,
Piccadilly.

OPINIONS OF THE PUBLIC PRESS.

(from the SHERBORNE JOURNAL.)
" This is one of the most valuable works yet published

to the class amongst whom we have the honour to cir-

culate—we mean those engaged or interested in the
tillage of the soil, land-owners as weU as tenaut-farmers.

We have here described the agriculture of the present
day as it exists in every county in the kingdom.
Without the aid of a committee of either house it

would have been impossible to have collectedthe ma-
terials, and, without the interposition of Mr. Shaw
and his colleague, the materials, when collected, would
have been comparatively useless. We recommend the

results of their labours to the attention of every one
connected with the cultivation of the soil, and we are

certain that no tenant-farmer who has a regard to his

own interests will be without the work."

(from the sun.)
" The gentlemen who have arranged the present digest have

brought to the execution of their plan more tlian ordinary ad-

vantages, their literary attainments and connexion with the

farming interests have given them peculiar facilities for the

acquisition of soimd knowledge upon agricultural subjects, and
on the present occasion these several advantages have been
turned to the best possible account. The great body of im-

portant evidence taken before this Committee has been ar-

ranged in a most simple and convenient form ; the running
commentary on the report will be found full of sound
practical hints on the several points included in this vexed
question. The inquiry into the customs of the different

counties, arranged alphabetically, together with the mode of

cultivation in each county, also in alphabetical order, are first

given—then follow in order the evidence respecting the nature

of the tenure, the necessity of legislative enactment to secure

or create capital invested in the soil, the law of entail and the

policy of giving enlarged powers to holders of life estates, &c.,

the general benefits that would follow from a recognised system
of compensation for unexhausted improvements. As, no
doubt, tenant-right will necessarily occupy very soon much
of the deliberation of the I^egislature, we can strongly recom-

mend this able digest to the consideration of all parties ia

terested in the subject—tenant, landlord, and legislator—as a

book of reference. It is most admirably classified and con-

veniently arranged ; it contains much sound practical infor-

mation, and is written in a fair and impartial spirit, with s

due regard to the interest of all, and wiU be particularlj

welcome to those who have neither time nor opportunity t(

wade through a cumbrous blue official quarto."

FROM THE "atlas."
"The digest to which we have referred may be consulted witt

advantage by all those who are interested in this question—bj
none more than by those landlords who, from mistaken notions

as to what should be the true basis of their influence ovei

their tenantry, still hold them at will, and for ever without i

certainty of even an equitable tenure of their farms."

FROM THE " ECONOMIST."
" A very useful digest, which should be in the hands of all per+ g

,

sons interested in the question. This evidence contains mucfai

valuable information with respect to the actual state of farmingi

in England, and the present relations of landlord and tenant ; f

and comparatively few persons have access to, or time or in-

clinatiou to wade through the blue book ; the digest will afford

a short road to the substance of the evidence, arranged and

classified. To the list of witnesses, also, there is appended g

short statement of their avocations, residences, and the extent'

of their farms."

FROM THE "literary GAZETTE."
" One of the largest of the blue books upon one of the most

important of British subjects is here carefnlly condensed, and

arranged with so much judgment as not only to elucidate the

great question of wliicli it treats in a very superior manner, buf

also to supply a mass of general agricultural information, which

will be of lasting value long after the discussion now pending

ill Parliament has led to measures of legislation. A volume of

greater interest to landlords and farmers throughout the land

has not come under our cognizance ; but it would not do foi

us to deliver our inexperienced opinion upon the guidance so

judiciously gleaned and laid down from the evidence of many oi

the ablest farmers in the world."

(from THE GATESHEAD OBSERVER.)
We feel much obliged to Mr. Shaw and Mr. Corbet for the

' Digest of the Evidence before the Committee on Agricidtural

Customs,' which they have just pubUshed. The ' Digest' has
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been arranged with great care, and well deserves the careful
jierusal of all parties connected with agriculture."

(from the NEWCASTLE JOURNAL.)
.\ very valuable summary of the evidcuce upon the above

Mibject has just been published. It is the most complete ac-

count of the " Agricultural Customs" of England thathas ever

appeared. Indcod," such an amount of information on this sub-

ject could only liave been obtained through the medium of a

committee. The authors of the " Digest" have not seriously

obtruded their own opinions into the book, but contented them-
selves with leaving the " facts" brought forward in evidence to

work their own way."

SMALL POX IN SHEEP.

The appearance of the small pox in sheep in

Hampshire has been productive of a very interest-

ing and important discussion at the monthly meet-

ing of " the Botley and South Hants Farmers'

Club," held on Monday evening last. The sub-

ject was introduced by Mr. Spooner, veterinary

surgeon, of Southampton, whose name is well and

favourably known in the agricultural world. The
report of the discussion, which appeared in the

Hampshire Advertiser, is so lengthy that we cannot

find space for it in our columns ; we must, there-

fore, confine our remarks to the leading points.

Mr. Spooner described, in his introductory ob-

serv'ations, the symptoms manifested on the first ap-

pearance of the disease. He, moreover, stated a

fact which we have not seen noticed before, that if

a child were inoculated with the small pox from

the sheep it produced a disorder exactly corre-

sponding with the cow pox. Mr. Spooner read

from a diary daily observations of the progress

and effects of an attack of small pox in

the flock of Mr. Codrington, at Kilmiston,

Hants. Mr. Spooner was called in to attend this

flock, and inoculated the greater number of them;

but being unable to attend through illness when
first sent for, a few days were lost, and several

cases proved fatal, which, judging from the suc-

cess of Mr. Spooner's treatment, might otherwise

have been saved. The disease first appeared about

the 10th of Oct., and the condition of the flock is

thus reported in the diary on the 2Sth of Jan. :

—

" State of my own flock this day :

—

of 115 natural cases 79 dead M saved

of 101 inoculated 10 dead 91 saved

216 89 127

Mr. Codrington remarks—" I really believe had

: inoculation been resorted to in the early stages of

the complaint amongst my flock—viz., about the

20th of Nov.— I should not have lost a dozen

sheep." Mr. Spooner strongly advocates inocula-

tion, in which he is confirmed by Professor Si-

monds, of the London Veterinary College. Our
readers will also recollect, that soon after

the appearance of the disease in this country,

the announcement of which was first made
in the Mark Lane Express, Captain Stanley

Carr, who farms extensively in Holstein,

favoured us with a communication, in which he

stated that the disease frequently prevailed in that

country, was very fatal when taken in a natur al

way, and that the only eflfectual remedy known was

inoculation. Mr. Spooner concluded his address

proposing the following I'esolutions :

—

" 1. That it is the opinion of the present meeting that the

small pox in sheep ia an infectious and contagious disease, new

to this country, and brought into it by the importation of cer-

tain German sheep affected with the malady.

" 2. That when such a disease makes its appearance in a

flock of sheep, if a few cases only are affected, it is prudent to

destroy such sheep, in the hope that, with their destruction,

the contagion may be stayed, carefully and daily examining

the remainder to ascertain whether the discise spreads. When,

however, the disease extends beyond twenty cases, it is most

desirable to inoculate the whole of the flock, taking the lymph

from the most favourable cases, unless still milder matter can

otherwise be obtained. In carrying out this object, it is very

desirable, on the first outbreak of the disease, to inoculate a

sheep, so that, if necessary, the matter may be obtained from

the first remove.

" 3. That, thoTigh the plan adopted by Government in the

appointment of Inspectors at the various outports to examine

sheep and cattle coming from abroad, is very advisable as being

calculated to prevent the re-introduction of the disease, yet the

pestilence having been introduced, and being now raging in

many counties, to the great destruction of the property offlock-

masters, it is the opinion of the present meeting that additional

active and stringent measures should be adopted, with the view

of staying the disease, and, if possible, getting rid of it alto-

gether.

" 4. That it is the opinion of the present meeting that an

Act of Parliament should be passed rendering it obligatory on

all farmers to report to the Board of Guardians for the Union

in which they may reside, the existence or supposed existence

of the small pox amongst their sheep, and that any wilful con-

cealment of such knowledge shall be puuished by penalties.

That on receiving this intimation, the Board shall immediately

employ an inspector to examine the suspected flock, which, if

found to be affected, shall immediately be subjected to the

measures previously advised.

" 5. That, in addition to the most rigid means for preventing

the disease spreading to other flocks, no sheep shall be allowed

to be sold from such diseased flock for the space of twenty-oue

days after the Inspector has reported the flock to be free from

the disease, except in the case of fat sheep, which may be

slaughtered on the farm."

The interest in this discussion was greatly

heightened from the circumstance of Mr. Charles

Fielder, of Sparshot, near Winchester, a gentle-

man well known as an experienced agriculturist^

B B 2
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taking a different view of the subject, and holding

inoculation to be wholly unnecessary. Mr.

Fielder thus explained his system :

—

" Having been a great sufferer myself, by buying foreign

sheep, and placing them with my own, caused me to find a

remedy far preferable, in my opinion, to Mr. Spooner'a. And

I am much mistaken if you will not agree with me, after I

have given you many strong cases where it has acted as a

complete preventive, and a total extirpation of this pesti-

lential disease out of every flock where it has been tried, and

that in every case from a few days' trial to the greatest ex-

tent of time of twenty-one days (Hear, hear). The cases I will lay

before you shall not be selected ones, as I give you my word,

I will bring before you every case where my plan has been

adopted. Not one single instance where it has been tried but

complete success has followed. Nothing but real necessity

caused me to discover it. After a great deal of mental anxiety

and many sleepless nights, I discovered a mode of treatment

which I hope will be followed by every person who shall be so

unfortunate as to have this disease in his flock, and that the

same good results may follow ; in which case I shall be pleased

to find I have been the means of rendering to my brother

farmers one of the greatest benefits one man can confer on an-

other (Hear, hear). I will first give you one of my own cases.

On the 16th of August, 1847, I bought in Smithfield 118

Spanish sheep, brought them to my farm, and put them with

300 Down lambs. I at that time had another flock of 300

lambs, which the Spanish sheep were never with. In about a

month my flock of South Downs and Spanish sheep, together

about 400, began to faulter with a disease—a disease I had

never heard of before in this country—as it turned out to be

small pox ; the other flock of South Downs of 300 not having

taken it. Out of this diseased flock of 400, 1 lost by death

about 75 out of 130 which were affected. When they were

at worst, haviug at that time lost about 50, it occupied my
thoughts day and night to find a remedy to stop its spreading

through the whole of my flock, as at that time I had every

reason to suppose that it would, never having heard

of any remedy to adopt as a preventive. I did find a remedy,

and it is so simple that any one can follow it ; the expense is

trifling. (Hear.) If 1000 sheep had the small pox ever so

bad, I could take away every diseased sheep, leaving nothing

but sound healthy sheep together, at a cost not exceeding £3

or £4—£5 would completely eradicate it out of any flock iu

this country. I had a pen made in my sheepfold at one end,

one liurdle wide. I filled it with sheep, employed two men

every morning to begin at one end of the pen, each taking

quietly hold of a sheep, turning it gently up far enough for the

man to look under the shoulder, where the skin looks white,

and is free from wool. Repeat filUng the pen a few times iu

the like manner, when the whole flock will be inspected and

all diseased sheep removed to a distance. The disease is sure

to show itself first on the inside of tlie shoulder and thigh, the

skin looking red, or rather of a purple colour, with a rash, not

pustules, on its first appearance. In that stage of the disease

I am positive it is not at all lufectious, as I will prove to you

from facts, which are far preferable to theory. This, then, is

my remedy—taking from a flock every diseased sheep before

they become infectious to others, liy which means tlie disease

is completely stopped from extending to the rest of the flock

Inspection and separation for twenty-one days will completely

eradicate it out of any flock, let it be ever so extensive. I

therefore now offer it to the Club, in opposition to inocula-

tion, vaccination, or any other remedy yet known. I

have heard and read that vaccination does not answer as

a preventive. I myself have tried it. Mr. Moulder, a

veterinary surgeon, of Winchester, a gentleman of great ex-

perience, was kind enough to send to London for some vac-

cine, when he came to my farm and vaccinated three of my
sheep. One took the disease, was put with Mr. Codring-

ton's sheep, which had the small pox : it caught the disease

and died. From the day I began to turn and inspect my
diseased flock of about 400, 1 found a few fresh cases daily for

about ten days or a fortnight, and one or two cases between

that time and the end of twenty days; after that I never

found another in the whole flock, leaving me 270 sheep out of

the 400 that never took the disease. This plan of at ouce

stopping the disease must be better than inoculation. I have

another strong case of my own. Just before I had succeeded

in eradicating it out of my diseased flock, my shepherd one

morning informed me that one of my sheep of the other flock,

consisting of 300, which had never been with the diseased

ones, was unwell, and on his catching it, it had the pustules

full out on it, so that it must have had the disease for many
days. I immediately had it removed, and followed the same

plan of turning and inspecting this flock every morning, as I had

done the other. In the course of a fortnight two more sheep

were unwell, with a rash out under the shoulders, not then

pustules : after being removed a few days pustules formed all

over thera, shewing the regular smaU pox. Two out of the

three which had it iu this flock died ; but by removing

them in the early stage, when the appearance was like a rash

only, I never found another in the whole 300. I fatted all the

remainder. So fearful was I of selling one sheep that year

that I kept the whole of my two flocks all the winter, rather

than run the risk of spreading this dreadful disease through the

country. This is a very strong case, showing that in its early

stage the disease is not infectious, inspection and removal

being far better than inoculation. It eradicates the disease at

once, making it far less likely to spread in the neighbourhood."

Mr. Fielder then read letters from Mr. Andrews,

of Farnham, Mr, Monk, of Odiham, and Mr.

Holding, of South Warnborough, bearing testimony

to the success of his system in ev^ery instance

in which it had been tried. The subject is so

very important, and Mr. Holding's letter is so clear

and explicit, that we cannot refrain from by

placing it before our readers :

—

" South Warnborough, Jan. 2nd, 1849.

" My dear Sir,—I received your letter, and am sorry to hear

that the small-pox in sheep stUl exists in Hampshire. I have

heard nothing of it lately in this neighbourhood. I enclose

your letter, for which and your information I am much obUged,

as I believe my loss has been less than any one who has had it

in this neighbourhood. I agree with you as to the necessity of

turning them, as several of my sheep had it very light, which I

should not have discovered unless they had been all turned,

when of course they would have infected more."
" I now state to you the particulars of the disease as it

affected my flock, which was 730. Fifty took the disease;

thii-teen died, which I had buried, skin and all, directly. They

were in three lots : lot 1, wether lambs, a few ewes aud rams,

iu all 200. Lot 2, ewe lambs and draft ewes, 260. Lot 2,

stock ewes, 270. About the 20th of June the first sheep that

had the small-pox was taken ill in lot 3, aud was removed to

lot 1, aud remained there for three days, when it was so ill it

was put before the hurdles, before them all, and remained until

the 30th of June. It was then put with lot 2, which were

removed nearly a mile from the other sheep ; it became very
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sore, and on the 3rd of July it was taken from the flock and

put by itself. The Friday following Christmas told me it had

the small-pox. July 11th, five sheep in lot 2 were taken with

the disease ; July 12th, seven more in lot 2 and ten in lot 3,

which was the day I went to ask your advice ; July 13tli,

turned them all, one more in lot 3, and 26 in lot 2, and two

sheep in lot 2 appeared to have had the disease lightly and

were getting better, as the pox marks were then dying off. In

lot 2 there were niue more diseased, occasionally, one up to the

2nd of August, which was the last. I consider a few of the

last sheep that had the disease took it from the two sheep in

lot 2 some time afterwards.

"Mr. Sparshott, of South Warnborougli, had three ewes

diseased out of a flock of 360. He turned his flock three or

four times, without findmg any more. He then killed and

buried them, and has never found any more of the disease in

his flock.

" I am decidedly against inoculation, as I do not believe the

disease in the early stage is infectious, for the following

reasons :—Mr. Sparshott never had any more. In lot 1, 1 had

none ; in lot 2, forty-six. In lot 3 three, and those in ten days,

and two of them were found before any of them were turned.

I am satisfied if people would bury them, instead of skinning

and throwing the carcass into the hedge, the disease would not

have been propagated as it has been. It is a great satisfaction

to me, not to have diseased any of my neighbours' flocks, which

I attribute to not keeping the disease a secret, and burying

them as fast as they died, as I believe the disease has been

propagated by the flesh being carried by dogs.

" I am. Sir, yours very truly,

"To Mr. C. Fielder, " R. Holding.

Sparshott, near Winchester."

Mr. Fielder thus speaks of the effects of inocula-

tion :

—

" When about half his (Mr. Codriugtou's) flock had taken

the disease, Mr. Spooner inoculated the whole of the remainder,

being 101, out of which nine died, and I heard it spoken of

that the loss was considered very moderate. Now, taking this

as a favourable case, with the loss of nine per cent., it must be

borne in mind that the 92 which recovered must have been

made ill, it must have checked the growth of wool, loss of flesh,

with a great risk of having a serious effect on the lambs, &c.

I do therefore contend inoculation will not for one moment bear

to come into competition with the course I recommend and

have acted on."

After some further remarks, Mr. Fielder con-

cluded by proposing " his plan of timely inspection

and separation as an amendment to Mr. Spooner's

—

that of inoculation." Several gentlemen took part

in the discussion, and ultimately

—

" Mr. R. WooLDRiDGE, in order to conciliate parties,

asked Mr. Fielder to allow him to substitute the following in

the place of his amendment to Mr. Spooner's second resolu-

tion :

—

" ' That if the disease can be prevented spreading by sepa-

rating the diseased sheep from the healthy ones (in proof of

the efficiency of which plan Mr. Fielder has stated several ap-

parently well-authenticated cases), it is the opinion of this

meeting that precautionary measures to prevent the spread of

infection, is preferable to inoculating the healthy sheep of a

flock.'

" The Chairman then read the original resolutions and

the amendment ; and, on a show of hands, the numbers

were :

—

For the amendment 15

Against it 5

Majority 10"

The seemingly uniform success which has at-

tended Mr. Fielder's plan in every instance in

which it has been adopted should induce all per-

sons who may be visited with this scourge to make
trial of it. Further experience, if recorded in the

clear and explicit language used by Mr. Holding,

will soon furnish ample evidence to confirm its effi-

ciency or show its inefficiency. The effect of in-

oculation upon those animals which might never

have taken the disease, in " checking the growth of

wool, loss of flesh, with a great risk of having

serious effect on the lambs" in a breeding flock, are

important points. With respect to Mr. Spooner's

suggestion of enforcing returns to the Boards of

Guardians of the existence of disease, we do not

think it probable that such a proposition would be

entertained by the Legislature. The act of last

session, if properly enforced, will prevent the

spreading of the disease ; and the interest parties

have in getting rid of the malady will be sufficient

inducement to induce the adoption of means to

that end, especially if it shall appear that a plan

so simple as that proposed byMr. Fielder shall turn

out efficacious.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.—APRIL.
We beg to solicit the attention of our readers to

the amazing difference which the weather of the

first three months of the current year exhibits when
compared with that of the corresponding period of

1848. January was very mild and rather fine.

February dry beyond precedent, if we except

the vast fall of rain concomitant with the hurricane

of its last day : and March, so far as it has

advanced, has been entirely seasonable ; but more

ramains to b^ said thereon at the close of this

calendar. In 1848 the ground was soaked, and con-

tinued so to be till nearly the end of April. The chief

remark to be impressed refers to the condition of

the broccoli plants, which, mild as has been the

average temperature, have suffered more in the

centres of the inner foliage than they usually do in

winters of ordinary severity. The truth is, that the

whole of the herbage being quite replete with water

about the close of autumn, in consequence of the

vast rains of October, the keen white frost of mid-
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November tended to decompose the delicate tissues

of the heart leaves, which now, to a great ex-

tent, appear as if burnt up ; and some plants have

totally decayed. Knight's "protecting," however,

abounds ; and this beautiful and delicious dwarf

has long been brought to market : it is a variety

which, when true, merits much attention.

Operations in the Kitchen Garden.
All the directions in the last calendar will here

apply; but if the dry weather continue to the end

ofthe month, it will become a work, of some difficulty

to sow and transplant vegetables with success.

However, I will take things in due order, consi-

dering the month to be divisible into four periods

of about eight days each. In the first, then, with-

out any delay, transplant all the brassicas sown in

the autumn—cabbage, savoys, borecole, cauliflower,

and also some lettuces. They who can succeed

with the last will be fortunate, unless the plants

that have stood the winter in frames or pots under

glass have been put out very early : for removed

lettuces almost always run to seed ; and therefore

we would confide in seed-sowing, selecting the

smallest self-hearting cabbage, and some of the

hardiest cos varieties.

Sow more spinach, a good sprinking of early

stone-turnips, and horn-carrot for dra\ving young.

Sweet herbs can be raised from seed ; but it will

generally be advantageous to increase every species

of sweet and pot herbs by slips, rooted layers, or

by running roots— as, for example, garden and

pepper mint. Asparagus, rhubarbflarge and smaW,

sea-kale, and artichoke should be planted, other-

wise their buds may be two far advanced.

Sea-kale can be easily raised from seed, and

asparagus also.

Small Sallading—radish of various kinds

—

spindle and turnip-rooted should be sown three or

four times in succession, according to the required

supplies ; and if the weather prove frosty it would

be prudent to cover the sites with fern or long

litter, being careful to rake this aside in mild days

or nights, using a wooden rake. Birds are easily

seared by thin shoe-maker's twine stretched along

and over the surface and lines of seeds, raised by

sticks a few inches above the ground.

Garlic, shallots, and chives may still be planted.

Onions for large bulbs. It is full late to allude

to this subject ; but it is better to take time by the

forelock, and do good by anticipation, rather than

to lose sight of a probable advantage. A few weeks

since some writer in the Gardener's Chronicle in-

formed its readers that after deep digging and

thorough preparation of the soil (which at all times

should be, if possible, an unctuous, mellow, and
rather sandy loam, as the staple), instead of sowing

the seeds in drills without further preparation, he

was in the habit of laying on a quantity of reduced

manure, and sowing the seed upon that substance

itself, covering it with a very little light earth quite

fine. The surface was then made level and very

firm by the flat of the spade. As the plants rose

and grew, the spaces between the rows were

sprinkled every three weeks with a mixture of

coal-soot three parts, and the purest guano one

part, choosing showery weather. The success had

been proved during several consecutive seasons^

The paper is not now at home, therefore I cannot

be certain of some minutiae, but enough is stated

for the present month should any one be disposed

to try the experiment. As to the white pickling

onion, the small silver-skin variety is to be sown

very thickly in poor soil, made very fine at the top.

Kidney beans may be put into boxes or pots of

light soil mixed with decaying leaves or fern—to be

kept in a frame or warm shed. Do this in the

second or third period of the month. The seeds

will speedilygerminate, and can be transplanted with

some of the adhering litter, when the warm weather

has estabhshed itself. At the end of the month,

when sunny, a row or two may be sown in the

natural ground. Beans are lost by damp ground

and cold. It is said that runners may be kept all

winter as are dahlia roots. I have tried a row of

fine roots by heaping a ridge of earth over them

where they grew, on a south aspected border, with a

wall to the north. We shall soon learn how they

have weathered the winter. In sowing for runner-

beans, sow first in pots, &c., and follow up as above

recommended for dwarfs.

Celery.—Prick out, over a stratum of littery

manure, the young plants that were sown in the last

two months : this nurse bed ought to be rich, so as

to induce a great number of short stocky roots j

and thereon may stand the plants at three inches

aparr, during five or six weeks. They will then

move with safety to the prepared trenches.

Sow^effs twice, at any of the convenient periods,

remembering some of the tall marrows, at six feet

distances between the rows. Stake, in time, all the

former sowings, and draw earth, after a shower, to

the plants. Sow pumpkins and gourds.

Destroy iveeds every where ; hoe among all the

drilled crops ; keep the intruders thoroughly under,

otherwise much trouble and injury will be incurred.

Air-slaked, dry lime, sprinkled late at night, and by

sunrise on the following morning, will tend much
to destroy the small voracious slug.

Cucumbers, melons, rhubarb should be forced,

and carried on according to the directions before

given. Kidney beans, three in a pot, would prosper

better in a tanked pit than in a dry hot-house ; for, a

healthy vapour and seasonable air would more
]

eftectually prevent the red spider or acarus,
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Fruit Department.

Fig-trees on the open wall, prune and regulate

;

cut back so much of the shoots as may have been

damaged by frost, continuing all the sound shoots

at full length, and at least 10 or 12 inches asunder :

the horizontal training is suitable to low walls.

The best protector of peach and nectarine trees is

found in sloping glass sashes, their upper ends re-

clining against the wall under a boarded, narrow
coping, the lower ends being made to rest upon a

frame-trail firmly fixed in the ground, but raised to

some height al)ove it, so as to be open to the air at

bottom. This arrangement, if the lights are made
to lit close at their sides, will favour the gardener's

object when he fumigates with tobacco smoke ; es-

pecially if the side at each end be closed with a

piece of stout linen or cotton cloth. If weather
prove moist, strawberry runner-plants can still be
planted. All the bearing plants should now be
timely mulched with long litter, laid at least two
inches deep over the surface of the ground, and
close up to the plants. It is far more safe and be-
neficial to retain moisture already existing, than to

supply it in times of drought by artificial

waterings.

Fruits under Glass.

Vineries.—The earlier udll show ripe clusters.

Give air, and avoid much water. The scalding of

grapes is often induced by direct sun through clear

glass. Rough glass, admitting white diffused light,

would, I think, prove the grand remedy. White
light contains all the rays—chemical (actenic,

or, perhaps more correctly, chemico-magnetic),

colorific, including the red and yellow, and heating

rays. Nature, and the requirements of trees, will

appropriate the several agencies : man is still far too

undecided to warrant any interference with the

separate luminous properties of light ; let it then,

in its integrity, have free but chastened ingress

;

and, if exposure be required, open the sashes for

free ventilation when the air is soft and balmy.
Pinery.—Fruit is now coming forward : increase

the temperature, and admit air in the finest

weather. The new theory and practice instruct

us that, " when the plants are grown in the soil,

without pots, and the bed is heated by hot water
pipes, the growth will be much finer, and the fruit

considerably larger, with scarcely a tithe of the

trouble attending their culture in pots, with tan."

N.B.—and prove by rigid experiment.

Ornamental Departments.

The following directions are condensed from the

Chatsvvorth and Dalkeith, authorities—for I deem
them to be the highest. " Finish pruning roses

—

dwarf and standard ; but roses recently planted
should not be pruned until the sap shall have begun
to ascend, which ,\dll hs. shown by the breaking of
the buds. (Here, in the south, the buds are veiy
forward ; and, therefore, the knife may be safely

used at half an inch above those buds which are so

situated as to promise a handsome balanced head.)

Prejiare the flower beds, and plant all kinds of

perennials and biennials ; fill uj) blanks in the

borders, and increase desirable herbaceous stock
by division of the roots. Sow hardy annuals,
studying the habits and colour of a few of the best

kinds, so to arrange them that a happy combina-
tion of bloom may be seasonably produced.
Propagate, or pot off, the verbenas, scarlet

geraniums, &c., and forward them i)revious to

]ilanting-out in May and June. Prepare the

dahlia roots for the same purpose. Mow and dress
lawns ; clip box ; clean and roll gravel walks ; put
on fresh gravel where wanted."

Conservatory, Green-house, and Flower-
pots.

Make slight advances of heat (first having duly
repotted, pruned, and trained the plants which
demand such attention) ; avoid fire where possible,

and admit air freely; water newly potted plants

with care, and do not remove whilst recently

watered. Watering must, in sunny weather, be
given in time.

Stove Plants

Demand like attention, particularly as to shifting,

dressing, due watering, and putting on air. Prune
and train the climbers. Among the latter few can
equal the elegant combretum coccineum—usually"

called purpureum. Its treatment is given in

Paxton's first number of the new series of his

magazine.

Orchard House.

The plants beginning to grow should be placed
at the warmer part of a house, attending carefully

to watering, a highly vaporous atmosphere and
partial shade. Flowering plants should neither be
kept so warm or moist as those which are growing.
I inspected the houses of Messrs. Roliinson, on the

l7th. There were not many species in bloom; but
the habits of the many hundreds there gromng, or

])reparing to stir, are equally mysterious and
pleasing; the houses were at 80 degrees about
1 p. m.; the house a bagnio of moisture; and the

floor completely covered with water, from the
morning sprinklings.

The Equinox—that critical period when the ecliptic

and equmoctial coincide, and the sun enters the

ascending sign Aries—took place on the 20th, at

13 minutes past 5 p. ra., the weather being fine, the

barometer rising and high ; the wind passing from
east to north by west. The mercury still rises,

(21st morning), but the wind has backed to S. W.
Tliis change gives the only hint of a struggle, or at

all renders the prognostic of a dry summer as in

any degree doubtful. Rain, however, is required.

The weather is now keenish ; but a finer time for

culture and tillage I never recollect during a very
protracted experience. J. Toavers.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

MARCH.
During nearly the whole of the month, the weather

has proved uninterruptedly fine for all out-door

farm operations. The absence of rain has enabled

our farmers in most of the agricultural districts to

progress rapidly with both ploughing and sowing,

with the land in fine condition for the reception of

the seed furrow. The accounts which have come
to hand, respecting the appearance of the winter

wheats, are, on the whole, very satisfactory. Some
of our correspondents have intimated that the plant

is patchy and thin upon the ground; but their

communications must be regarded as the exception

and not the rule. We may therefore observe,

generally, that the foundation has been laid for

future plenty. Still, the prospects of the agricul-

tural body, as respects prices, are ihe reverse of

flattering. The operation of the present laws,

having reference to the importation of foreign corn,

has, as might be expected, j)roduced a considerable

influx of grain, meal, and flour from abroad—the

total quantity received since the beginning of the

present year having amounted to about 2,000,000
quarters, nearly the whole of which has passed the
Customs for home consumption ; and, notwith-
standing that our foreign advices are to the effect

that only a moderate business is doing abroad on
English account, it is tolerably evident supplies will

continue to arrive hither in tolerable abundance
during the whole of the coming season.

The quantity of English wheat on hand at this time
is much smaller than that held at the corresponding
period in 1848. This observation applies more
particularly to the western, southern, and some of

I the eastern counties. The condition of the wheats
is turning out extremely bad : hence, the quotations

have a much wider range than in the generahty of
years— the most inferior samples of red Essex
having sold as low as 36s. in Mark-lane. We can
easily understand that the preference has been
given to foreign samples, which have come to hand
in much better condition than usual, and which, as

a matter of course, have greatly interfered with the

English wheat trade. This must be obvious, when
we assert that, from the 1st of January, current
year, to the 21st of March, the total sales of wheat
of home produce in the about market were only
38,413 quarters. At the same time in 1848, they
amounted to 61,465 quarters. This year's transac-

tions have, therefore, falling oft' by 23,052 quarters.

Those of spring corn have dechned in the same ratio.

Comparatively speaking, the fall of lambs has
been good. Severe losses have been sustained by
some of the flock-masters in the more forward
counties; but our firm impression is that the actual

number of lambs produced this season is in excess
of many past years. That the aggregate sujjply of
fat stock has considerably increased within the past
twelvemonth, is tolerably certain. The state of our

markets, and the low prices at which both beasts

and sheep have been disposed of, are evidence of
that fact. The eff'orts of the graziers to arrest the
progress of the disease, which last year threatened
to carry off' the best portions of their stock, have,
to a considerable extent, proved successful. Still,

we hear of infection in several localities, which will

require the most vigilant attention to keep in check.
A scarcity of turnips is already complained of;

yet, as the sujiplies of other kinds of food are large,

and as cake is considerably reduced in price—the

highest figure in the metropolis being only £10 5s.

per 1000—Btall-fed and other stock has fared ex-
tremely well.

The arrivals of foreign potatoes in London, as well

as at the outports, continue on a very liberal scale.

From the 1st of January to the close of the present

month about 1 3,000 tons have come to hand for the
metropolitan markets in fair condition, and which
have met a moderate demand, at prices varying
from 75s. to 100s. per ton. These arrivals, though
their boiling qualities are not good, have formed
quite the staple commodity in poor neighbourhoods.
The principal cargoes have arrived from Holland
and Belgium, the remainder being from France
and Germany. The quantity of English potatoes

on hand has been reduced to a narrow compass

;

and it is scarcely possible that any important
addition to our supplies will be made from the

Channel Islands, from which only 130 tons have
reached us during the whole of the year.

The provision trade, though subject to some
extensive fluctuations, has been by no means brisk.

Bacon has declined to some extent, and prime
sizeable Waterford has sold as low as 56s. per cwt.

At the corresponding period in 1847, that article

was realizing 80s. per cwt. The supply of pigs, in

Ireland, is rapidly increasing; and we learn that

immense supplies of bacon may be expected, this

year, from the United States.

Another arrival of preserved meat has taken
place, since we last wrote, viz., 347 cases from
Sydney. Whether these shipments will be con-
tinued, will depend upon the price obtained for the

commodity here. Up to the present time no sales

have been eflfected, even though the importers have
off'ered to take 6d. per lb. In the event of these

arrivals getting into favour, it is scarcely possible to

calculate what may be the eft'ect upon the value of
English-fed beef and mutton, as it is well known
that in New Holland, as well as in most jiarts of

South America, meat may be had at extremely low
prices. A successful market opened here would
produce immense importations, and wliich, doubt-
less, would pay extremely well.

In the course of the month, wheat has declined

in value in nearly the whole of our markets fully 2s.

per quarter ; flour has fallen 2s. per sack ; and
nearly all kinds of spring corn have sold at reduced
currencies. The bonded stocks of grain are small;
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but those in the free warehouses are increasing.

'

There has been an upward movement in the value

of both hay and straw in London, owing to the

short supplies forwarded for sale. The best meadow
hay has produced £4; the best clover £5 ; and the

best wheat straw, 32s. to 34s. per load.

From Ireland and Scotland, we learn that most
farm labours are seasonably forward. The corn and :

cattle markets have continued in a very dull state,
]

and the quotations, almost generally, have had a
j

downward tendency.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

We do not pretend to the gift of jirophecy, but

daily observation and experience fully confirm the

remarks we have so frequently offered to the notice

of our readers, on the all-important subject of

future supplies and prices of fat stock. In the

month just concluded, Smithfield, as well as the

leading markets in the provinces, has been some-
what heavily supplied, and prices in some instances

have fallen to a point below which the graziers can

live. This observation, be it understood, is not the

offspring of imagination, but the result of an inti-

mate knowledge of the delator and creditor side of

the producers' ledgers. Much has been said and
svritten upon this subject ; but we have looked in

vain over the lucubrations of theorists to discover

any real cause why we should not attribute the

present depressed state of the cattle trade to any
other cause save that of the sui)plies exceeding the

demand. Provisions generally, it cannot be denied,

are selling at prices which place them within the

reach of all classes. The foreigner sends us not

only his live cattle in abundance, but he is using

every effort to produce for us salted as well as pre-

served meats, to an extent never before known.
Reduced value is the result ; and yet, thougli the

importers tell us that their arrivals do not jmy, the

prospect is an increased, and not a diminished, im-

portation. Amongst the " sayings and doings" of

those who are strenuous advocates for the present

state of things, we may, in the first place, notice

the observations made in the House of Commons
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. On the 14tli

ult. he brought forward several coinjjarisons of the

value of live stock in Smithfield in 1844 and 1848,

thereby showing that prices were higher in tlie

latter than in the former year. That the compari-

son was a most unfair one, every practical man
might readily discover. In 1844, the scarcity of

food compelled the graziers to sell their stock,

frequently in a half-fat state, at a ruinous loss.

In 1848 they were, from an abundance of tur-

nips, &c., enabled to keep back a portion of

their supplies from our markets, and hence the

comparative rise in the quotations. Leaving out

of our present matter any further allusion to the

Chancellor's statement on the night in question,

mei'ely observing that the returns, by whomsoever
drawn up, show a lamentable want of even the

common rudiments of arithmetic, we shall now
briefly refer to the remarks which were published

in the Mark Lane Express on the subject of the

inaccuracies in the returns issued by the Board
of Trade, in reference to the importations of foreign

stock into the United Kingdom. The Smith-
field reporter in the Mark Lane Express has proved,

beyond a doubt, that the actual imports of live

stock into London have considerably exceeded
those stated in the above-named oflficial documents;
and this imjjortant fact he has shown from the lists

issued by the Customs in London. The subject

has been judiciously mooted in the Commons by
Mr. Miles. The Chancellor, however, has defended
his returns as correct. We shall possibly have
more to say upon the matter in our next.

The imports of foreign stock into London since

our last have been as under :

—

Beasts 1,736 Head.
Sheep 5,617
Lambs 7

Calves ,, 624

Total
,

8,034

Corresponding month in 1848 . . 4,421

At the outports the arrivals have somewhat
fallen off, although prices in the north have not

fallen to the same extent as in London.

TOTAL SUPPLIES ON SALE IN SMITHFIELD.

Beasts 15,618 Head.
Cows 654
Sheep 91,380
Calves 1,222

Pigs 1,820

CORRESPONDING PERIODS.

Mar., 1846. Mar., 1847. Mar.,1848.

Beasts 12,579
Cows 521

Sheep 77,010
Calves 731
Pigs .. .. = ,.. 2,081

The bullock droves have been chiefly drawn from
the following quarters :

—

Head.

Norfolk, Suttblk, Essex, and Cambridge-
shire 6,700

Northern, western, and midland districts.

.

3,600

Other parts of England 1,650

Scotland 940

At least three -fourths of the beasts and sheep

have come to hand in excellent condition, and
heavy in weight.

COMPARISON OF PRICES,

Per S lbs. to sink the offal.

16,742 .
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH.

The weather has been highly propitious since

our last, and rarely has a more favourable period

been experienced for preparing the land and getting

in the Lent crops. All kinds of farm work are

therefore in a state of great forwardness, and far-

mers will shortly have leisure to thrash out and

bring to market what wheat and other gi-ain they

may still have to dispose of. It is consequently

more than probable that the deliveries from the

growers will be larger next month than they have

been of late, and as there is httle prospect of the

foreign supplies falling off, there is not much rea-

son to calculate on higher prices.

It is difficult to form anything like an accurate

estimate as to the quantity of home grown corn in

the kingdom. The number of stacks seen in dif-

ferent parts of the country afford no ci'iterion, as

I many farmers have their grain thrashed and kept

I

in granaries or barns ; but from the almost imiver-

I

sal complaints of the yield to the acre at the time

I
of harvest, and the very unfavourable reports which

I
have reached us at diiFerent periods, as thrashing

has been proceeded with, in regard to the quantity

of corn in proportion to straw, we feel fully satisfied

that the ])roduce of nearly every description of

white corn was exceedingly deficient last year. The

deliveries have certainly been on a smaller scale than

usual during the winter months ; still we are in-

clined to think that farmers hold less than in or-

dinary years at the corresponding period. That

this is the case in what are usually called the home
counties—Essex, Kent, and Suffolk—we feel per-

fectly convinced ; and though the harvest was

much better in the northern and eastern than in

the southern and western parts of the kingdom,

still we question whether it reached an average,

even in the most favoured localities. Under such

circumstances, the low prices to which all agricul-

tural produce has been reduced by unrestricted

importation are entailing most serious losses on the

home grower, and no surprise can be felt at the

I

growing alarm and despondency which everywhere

prevail. Whether we have even yet reached the

lowest point may be questioned.

The stocks of foreign in granary (particularly of

wheat) are heavy—heavier than many parties are

disposed to admit. By a return made up, on the

motion of a member of the House of Lords, it was

ascertained that on the 1 st of Feb . there were in

warehouse, in the United kingdoiiij of wheat and

wheaten flour, 1,200,000 qrs. The importations

since then have, we think, been about equal to the

consumption, and the stocks have, we are inclined

to believe, been rather added to than diminished.

The bulk of the supjjly that has hitherto reached

us from abroad has been from France, Holland,

Belgium, and ports lying east of Gibraltar : from

the Baltic scarcely anything has as yet been re-

ceived, and that being the quarter from whence we

usually obtain a large proportion of our imi)orta-

tions, the probabihties are that our markets will

continue to be iaundated with foreign grain, and

that the British farmer will have to content himself

with such prices as those now current. It is true

that the i)olitical aspect of the north of Europe is

just now threatening: though the armistice has been

extended, the Schleswig Holstein question is still

unsettled, and the King of Denmark is making

active preparations for a renewal of hostilities.

War between the Danes and Prussians would cer-

tainly have the effect of checking supplies from the

Baltic ; but there is no chance of English vessels

being interfered with ; hence under any circum-

stances the wheat of Russia and Poland, and the

barley and oats of Denmark and Sweden, will find

their way to our shores. The chances of any rally

in prices are therefore, in our opinion, extremely

slight, and we cannot hold out any very sanguine

hopes to our agricultural friends. If matters are

to go on in this way, the tenant farmers must be

ruined, and the landed proprietors suffer exten-

sively. Farmers ai-e proverbially patient to endure,

and difficult to be roused to united exertion ; but

their present position is too serious to allow of

apathy, and there appears something like a deter-

mination to press the consideration of their

grievances on the attention of the legislature, which

will, we trust, be productive of beneficial results.

If their prospects are discouraging in one point,

they have at least some grounds for hope in regard

to the future as relates to the next harvest. From

all parts of the kingdom we receive favourable re-

ports as to the appearance of the autumn-sown

wheat. The ravages of the slug, which at one time

created more or less alarm, have been checked l^y

the severe night frosts which have been experienced

at different times during the month, and the plant

has generally a promising and healthy aspect. This,

and the excellent manner in which the sowing of

spring corn has been accomplished, ought to afford
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some alleviation to the despondency which the un-

remunerating return of the last crop has been cal-

culated to inspire.

In giving a review of the course of the grain

trade during March, we shall have to repeat nearly

what we have had to record month after month.

The tendency has been constantly downwards, and
even now it may be doubted whether we have

touched the lowest point. It is absurd to suppose

that prices ^vill range higher in this country, now
that the importation is free, than on the continent

of Europe, except the small difference of the cost

of transit. In many of the northern countries

wheat is principally grown as an article of export,

the bulk of the people subsisting on rye and other

inferior sorts of grain. The cost of production

varies, of course, in different countries ; but so long

as wheat commands about 40s. per qr. in our mar-
kets, and prices of other kinds of corn rule in pro-

portion, we shall never be mthout abundant sup-

plies, except in years of great scarcity all over the

world. At Mark Lane business has been very de-

pressed throughout the month, and the tone of the

trade there has governed most of the provincial

markets.

The arrivals of home grown wheat into the port

of London have been exceedingly small ; but the

abundance of foreign received has prevented any
scarcity being felt. A considerable proportion of

the supply from abroad has consisted of good
qualities, the growth of last year; we have con-

sequently had plenty of nevv as well as of old

wheat, and many of the millers have carried on
their business without using any English. Trifling

therefore, as have been the receipts of the latter,

the quantity brought forward has proved amply
sufficient to satisfy the demand, and the tendency

of prices has been constantly downwards. On
Monday, the 5th Marcli, purchasers declined to

act until factors consented to submit to a reduction

of Is. to 2s. per qr., at which abatement the Essex
and Kent supply was placed with some difficulty.

During the succeeding week a further small reduc-

tion occurred ; and though prices have remained
nearly stationary since then, there have been no
symptoms of a rally, and quotations are now '2 s. to

3s. per qr. lower than they were at the close of

February. 50s. per qr. may be regarded as an ex-

treme price for the finest samples of white, and red

may be had at from 38s. up to 45s. per qr., the lat-

ter being about the top quotation. The quality has
been somewhat improved by the drying winds lately

experienced, and we may expect that all that has
been thrashed this month will come forward in fair

condition, which will certainly tend to facilitate the

sale.

Foreign wheat (as already remarked) has come
freely to hand, the arrivals at this port having
since the end of February amounted to up-
wards of 130,000 qrs. Some of the large
cargoes of Polish Odessa, it has been found
impossible to place ; and importers have, there-

fore, been compelled to land. A large pro-
portion of the supplies from the near ports has
gone to the millers direct. Hence their wants have
been provided for without the necessity of appear-
ing as buyers in the market ; but that they would

in general have done much better if they had not

imported, there can be no doubt. Indeed, we
should not be surprised if the unfavourable result

of the recent importations were to act as a check

to the system of making free-on-board purchases

on the continent.

The fall in the value of foreign has been fully as

great as that which has taken place in prices of

English wheat. Capital qualities of red Brabant
and French have lately been offered freely at 44s.

to 45s., and secondary sorts at 42s. to 43s., whilst

Polish Odessa, a little out of condition, has been

sold at 38s. to 39s., and fair parcels at 40s. per qr.

We need scarcely say that the importers must be

heavy losers at these prices, still, the stuff must
be sold ; and few parties feel sufficient confidence

in the probable future range of prices to enter into

anything like speculative investments. There has

consequently been, and there still is, considerable

pressure on the market ; and unless the country

inquiry should become much more extensive than

it has yet been, a further reduction will probably

have to be submitted to before any rally can occiu-.

There has not been much done in free-on-board

cargoes since our last, though the offers from the

other side have been on moderate terms—say 40s.

to 41s. per qr., cost and freight, for fine Rostock;

and other descriptions at proportionate rates, leav-

ing a small margin for profit on our present prices.

The millers did not alter the nominal top quota-

tion of flour until the 19th inst., when it was put

down 2s. per sack, at which price it has since re-

mained : 42s. per sack is, however, out of propor-

tion to the rates at which foreign flour has beemi

selling, and can only be regarded as a nominah
price. Very excellent French manufacture hasii

been offered at 32s. to 33s. per sack, and good'l

brands of American at 24s. to 25s. per brl. It<

may, therefore, be easily conceived that the sale for

the top marks of English has not been very exten-

sive. Norfolk household and similar qualities of

flour may be quoted from 30s. to 32s. per sack.

Barley of home growth has come forward rather^

sparingly; but the demand for malting sorts hasj

been extremely slow, and for other purposes there

|

has been an abundance of foreign. The barley

trade has consequently remained heavy throughout

the month, with the turn generally in favour of the

purchaser. Choice Enghsh malting samples stilli

bear a relatively high value, owing to their real'

scarcity ; but good Saale malting samples—a qua-

lity in good repute with our maltsters—have lately

been sold at 24s. to 26s. per qr., whilst common
light parcels of foreign for grinding are only worth

20s. to 22s. per qr. at present.

The drooping state of the barley market has had

more or less influence on malt ; and the operations

in the latter article have been very unimportant.

The partial agitation for a repeal of the excise tax

has had little influence one way or the other, it

being generally deemedj^^very unlikely that the

Chancellor of the Exchequer will give up this im-

portant revenue. Quotations of malt have not va-

ried materially; but, on the whole, the purchaser

has had the advantage in regard to price.

During the early part of the month we received

rather considerable supplies of oats from our own

I
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coast and Scotland, with a few Irish cargoes ; but

until the last week or two, the foreign arrivals were

small. As the latter have increased, so have the

home supplies fallen off; still the total receipts into

London have been large. The principal dealers

have acted with much caution, under the impression

that a large number of vessels, despatched at first

open water from some of the near Baltic ports, must
be close at hand, and that, upon arrival of this

fleet, they will have a moi"e favourable opportunity

of replenishing their somewhat exhausted stocks.

The finer sorts of oats have become scarce, and have

not been sold lower this month than in February

;

indeed, the alterations in prices of this grain since

our last report were slight during the first three

weeks of the month. Good Scotch and Irish feed

may now be quoted from 18s,. to 20s.; foreign,

l6s. to ISs. per qr. ; whilst inferior and unsound
sorts of the latter, and light Irish, have been offered

at very low rates— say from 12s, up to l6s. per qr.

Beans of home growth have come forward rather

sparingly, many farmers preferring to use this ar-

ticle for feeding cattle to accepting the low rates

current. Large horse-beans have been sold at

about 25s., and other sorts at from that price up
to 35s, per qr., according to quality. The value of

Egyptians has not varied much ; and the present

quotation is about 22s. per qr. for fair qualities, in

granary.

Grinding peas have, in consequence of their re-

duced value in this market (say 25s. per qr.), met
with some attention ; and the stock of foreign in

warehouse has been a good deal diminished. Eng-
lish peas have been taken sparingly, the terras de-

manded being relatively high—say 26s. to 28s. for

white boilers, and 28s. to 32s. for grey and maple.

In the early part of the month Indian corn was
completely neglected, but within these eight or ten

days the inquiry for floating cargoes has rather re-

vived, a few orders having been received from Ire-

land ; being however mostly limited too low to meet
the views of holders, few bargains have been closed.

Altogether this has been a very quiet month at

Mark Lane, and quotations have undergone com-
paratively slight variations ; whether the spring

I will impart more activity to trade remains to be

I

seen, but hitherto we can discover nothing in our
prospects to lead to very sanguine expectations.

The continued dull reports from Great Britain

have had more or less effect on quotations at some
;of the continental markets, and by the latest ad-

ivices from the Baltic we learn that more disposi-

ition had been shown to sell than at any previous
period for some time past. The weather, after hav-
ing been very inild in February and the early part

,of March, had again become severe, and at Danzig
land Konigsberg the thermometer stood below
phe freezing point on the 15th March,
I Stocks are not by any means heavy at any of the

principal ports in the Baltic, or prices would pro-
|bably have given way much more than they have

;

|we may, however, expect that as spring advances
jgrowers will bring forward good supplies, and we
bave no doubt that the value of most kinds of grain
an the continent will be regulated by prices in the

British markets. At Danzig only a moderate ex-

;ent of business appears to have been done. Some

contracts for delivery in May had been closed at

what may be regarded high terms, say for fine

mixed, of 6llbs, weight, 40s. per qr,, and at cor-

responding rates for other sorts.

At one period a good deal of imeasiness was felt

by Prussian merchants in regard to the probabi-
lity of a renewal of hostiUties with the Danes ; but
the latest reports from Denmark are of a more pa-

cific character, and it is now expected that the
Schleswig Holstein question will be settled without
any further appeal to arms.
From Konigsberg we learn that the 'navigation

had become so much impeded by ice as to prevent
shipments being proceeded with. The severity of

the frost, and the fact that there had been little

snow to afford a covering to the seeds in the ground,
had given rise to some uneasiness ; damage from
the intense cold being apprehended. This had
failed, however, to inspire holders of wheat with
confidence, and the tendency of prices had been
downwards. On the 15th inst., hi-r^ rii.:cd wheat
was quoted 41s., and mixed and red of 60 to 6llbs.

weight 35s. 6d. to 37s. fid. per qr. free on board; at

these rates few buyers had appeared. At the lower
ports prices of wheat have also of late givenwaymore
or less. The most recent quotation from Rostock is

for the best new wheat 36s., and at Stettin 37s. to

38s. per qr. free on board. These rates certainly

leave no margin for profit on shipments to this coun-
try, but they approach so nearly to that point, that

we should not be surprised if moderate consign-
ments were directed to Great Britain, shippers
speculating on the possibility of some improvement
here. At Hamburgh very good red Upland wheat
had been sold at 38s. to 39s. per qr. free on board,
with low freight to London and Hull, to both of

which places some quantity had been sent off". In
the French and Belgian markets prices of wheat
are relatively somewhat above quotations here, not-
withstanding which constant supplies reach us
from those countries, a good many purchases hav-
ing been made on the other side by our millers and
merchants when affairs wore a somewhat more pro-
mising appearance. These contracts were mostly
for forward dehvery, and are therefore only now in

process of being fulfilled.

From the Mediterranean and Black seas we do
not expect any further supplies at present ; most of
what was bought during the winter must now, we
think, have reached our shores, and for some time
past prices have been much more tempting at

places nearer home than they have at any of the

ports east of Gibraltar, The latest quotation for

Pohsh wheat from Marseilles was 33s. to 35s,, \vith

5s. freight to London or east coast, which certainly

affords no inducement to speculate in that quarter.

The discouraging accounts from hence appear to

have produced no eflfect on the American markets,
and prices of bread stuffs have remained very
steady for some time past. The latest advices from
New York inform us that good brands of Western
Canal flour had been held from 5^ to 5| d., which
is more than the value of the same in our markets,
and it is to be feared that those interested in the

late large arrivals into Liverpool must have lost a

good deal of money. Our correspondent at New
York anticipates hberal arrivals from the westward
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in April and May, and predicts that in the latter

month it may be possible to buy good flour at 20s.

per barrel. Even at that figure it would not pay,

unless prices rise here, to buy on Enghsh account.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Shillings per Quarter.
OLD. NEW.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white 46to53 44to51
Ditto, fine selected runs — — 46 52

Ditto, red 42 46 39 44
Ditto, extra 46 50 40 46

Ditto, Talavera — — — —
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. .

— — 41 44
Ditto, wliite — — 43 46

Bakley, English, malting and distilling. . — — 29 30
Ditto, Chevalier — — 30 32

Jitto, grinding — — 23 26
Malt . . Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk — — 58 59

Kingston, Ware, and town made .... — — 58 60
Oats, Essex and Suffolk — — 16 19

Lincolnshire and Yorkshire (Polands) — — 16 20

Ditto, feed — — 15 18

Devon & West Country, feed or sack — — 14 16
Northumberland and Scotch, feed ., — — 18 21

Dundalk, Newry, and Belfast, potato — — 18 22

Limerick, Sligo, and Westport, potato — — 17 21

Ditto, feed — — 16 19

Cork, Waterford, Dublin, Youghal, and

Cloumel, black — — 14 19

Ditto, white — — 16 19

Galway — — 12 15

Rye — — 22 25

Flour, best marks (per sack of 280 lbs.). . — — 37 42
Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship — — 30 33

Beans, Mazagan — — 28 30
Tick — — 27 30

Harrow — — 30 35

Pigeon, Heligland — — 33 36

Windsor — — 29 39

Long pod — — 27 29

Peas, non-boOers — — 24 25

White, Essex, and Kent, boilers _ _ 25 27

Ditto, fine Suffolk — — 28 30

Maple — — 32 33

Hog and grey — — 28 30

Cakes, Linseed, English, per 1,000 .... £10 15s. to £11 53.

IMPERIAL
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PLATE I.

POLLED ANGUS BULL.

The subject of our first plate is a Polled Angus Bull, bred by one of the most distinguished cultivators
lof the Angus breed, Hugh Watson, Esq., of Keilor, and which obtained the first prize of £20 at the
iHighland and Agricultural Society's Meeting, at Edinburgh, in 1848.

This breed of cattle comes off the tract of old red sandstone which forms the plains of the counties
of Forfar and Kincardine. It has recently been much extended in the north of Scotland, and is gaining
preponderance over the native cattle of the adjoining districts. They are of different colours, but mostly
black, with white marks. The Angus breeders prefer the black. This breed is well adapted to the
natural and acquired fertility of a great tract of country, but cannot be brought to the same weight of
muscle and fat in the same period of time as the Shorthorns and Herefords. " The older breed were
horned, but with a tendency," says Professor Low, " it may be believed, to assume the hornless cha-
racter. But however this may be, the hornless variety ultimately became the predominant one, and is

now to be regarded as the cultivated breed of the district."

PLATE II.

TWO COTSWOLD RAMS.

The animals pourtrayed in this plate are Two Cotswold Rams, bred by George Hewer, Esq., of
Northleach, Gloucestershire, which obtained the first and second prizes at the Koyal Agricultural
Society's Show at York, in 1848.

This breed derives its name from the Cotswold wolds, a tract of calcareous hills in the eastern division
of Gloucestershire, which are comparatively infertile, but yielding a short sweet herbage in its natural
state. It derives its name from co^e—a sheep-fold, and would— a naked hill. The modern Cotswold
Sheep differs from those which inhabited these hills in former times. In 1629 Adam Speed thus
describes the breed—" On those famous hills, called Coteswold hills, sheep are fed that produce a sin-
gular good wool, which for fineness comes very near to that of Spain, for from it a thread may be drawn
as fine as silk." At the present day the Cotswold sheep are of a size somewhat superior to the highest
breed of Leicesters, and their wool is more close on their body. The staple measures from 6 to 8
inches, and the fleece weighs upon an average from 7 to 8 lbs. ; in inferior flocks not exceeding 5 or 6 lbs.
It is strong, of a good colour, rather coarse, but mellow. They have a tendency to produce fat on the
rump, almost producing deformity ; but their constitutions are good, and they are a hardy race. The
females too are considered good nurses, and are prohfic ; and the lambs are early covered with a close
fleece. They weigh, when from a year and a half to two years old, about from 20 to 30 lbs. the quarter,
jrheir most recommendable quaUties are their hardiness and property of thriving under common treat-
ment, and the faculty of the females of producing numerous lambs, and supporting them well.

OLD SERIES.] c c [No. 5.-V0L. XXX.
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ON GRASS LANDS.
No. II.

BY J, TOWERS, MEMBER OF ROYAL SOCIETIES OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

By referring to page 292, it will appear that the

l)revious article had been devoted chiefly to the

preparation of permanent pasture, for the purposes

of the dairy. It is now proposed to offer a few

juu-agraphs on the regular management of such

pastures, and then to advert to grass-lands of a

less permanent character, i)repared artificially for

the farm upon the " convertible" system of hus-

bandry.

Permanent pastures are most important as

attached to small establishments, (to say nothing of

the chief " hay-making" counties,) wherein a system

of self-production on the principles of domestic

economy is adopted. Perhaps a life of more serene

comfort cannot exist than is found in a retired family,

the members of which are affectionately imlted in

working out all the processes of a wise domestic

economy, which the possession of from five to ten

acres of good land renders feasible. Husbandry

and horticulture can thereon be made to yield their

every product ; and, among other things, the dairy,

for home supply and sale, might be rendered very

remunerative. Such establishments I'equire mea-

dows of first-rate excellence; and many persons

would find their interest in creating their own pas-

turage in the first instance. In addition to what

has already been stated in the previous article, I

would urge that (after sufficient drainage, and

thorough preparation of the ground) no annual

grain seeds or broad red clover be sown with the

true grass seeds. The larrje and smaller seeds are

now made up, duly separated by the best seedsmen

;

and we knov/ of none more worthy of confidence

than ai-e Messrs. Gibbs and Co., of Piccadilly.

The best Dutch clover is admissible, and it is per-

manent ; but every annual plant proves detrimental

to the sward, as, by its decay, it renders the surface

patchy, the blanks so formed requiring to be filled

lip by genuine grasses—a process of considerable

delicacy.

General Management.—Much depends upon the

facility or difficulty with which an adequate suijply

of rich manure can be obtained. In situations re-

mote from a large town, where the property must

depend upon its own resources, frequent mowing,

without ample manuring, do great injury; it

therefore becomes the duty of the family to keep

three or four cows, a number of porkers, Ijeside a

breeding sov/ or two, in order to produce much

valuable manure, which, in every instance, ought to

be immediately blended with fresh loam, and what-

ever dry refuse substance exists that can absorb the

liquid matters with which it abounds. Earth, coal

and peat-ashes, break up and modify recent

manures of every kind, and speedily bring them

into a condition of " top-dress"— one of the most

valuable adjuncts to a pastoral establishment. Tliis

remark cannot be too extensively applied. The

sward of the finest meadows comprises, as we have

seen, a number of difterent species—the taller-

growing, and others of dwarf habits, some of which

are of annual duration. When the seeds of the

latter are shed, the plants themselves perish ; but,

in general, the seeds are removed by mowing ere

the grass is mature ; therefore, if a field be mown
for a series of years in succession, the dwarf, and all

other annuals, that constitute the sole or bottom

grass, must disappear, leaving the tall, perennial

sjiecies only, to constitute the remaining thin sward,

thus greatly diminished and impoverished. Ex-

perience confirms!^ what Mr. Sinclair taught ; and

it also proves that " heavy and rich top-dressings,

every season, will do much to keep up the due pro-

portion of sole grasses in the sward. An occa-

sional sowing oipoa trivialis, cynosurus cristatus,

anthoxanfhum odoratum, and agrostix latifoUa,

ought to also be made," the seeds being mixed up

with the richly prepared earth alluded to. If pas-

ture grass be mown green for soiling, manure with

seeds ought so to be applied after every cut ; but

we object to the introduction of cattle during

winter, as sheep only ought to be admitted after

Christmas ; for, when the ground is wet, the surface

is liable to injury, and a great deal of rich manure

is squandered injuriously on the land.

Time of closiinj for the hay crop.—The habits

and flowering periods of the various grasses which

(according to the quality of the land) constitute

the best pasture ought to be studied and noted

down, to fix them on the memory ; for " the time

when the greater number of them come into bloom

is that wherein the meadow ought to be mown for

hay." As the flowering season varies much, and

yet as a certain period must be allowed for the

early spring foliage to grow, in order to produce

new roots and sap to supply the growth of the

summer leaves, the skill and judgment of the hay-

farmer must be exercised, to regulate his operations
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so as to incut the vurialion.s which depend upon

"hahit,"' local chiiiatc, boil, and culture. March is,

[lerhaps, the month of all others most suitable, all

thinffs considered, for closing the pastures. But

the fixrnier must choose the exact period when the

locality and state of the land shall indicate the pro-

priety for top-dressing and seeding, bush-harrow-

ing, and rolling; operations which are essential, not

only to secure a neat and level surface, Init to renew

the annual grasses, enrich the land, and promote the

tillering of the plants.

Coiirerlible husbandry is adapted to"_ the farm,

and, if judiciously managed, can be rendered

abundantly profitable in every respect. It consists,

as the title irajjlies, in the temporary substitution of

certain grasses, combined with several other juicy

herbage plants, that have no just botanical title to

the name of grass, (as clovev, sainfoin, plantain,

cow-grass, non-such, &c., &c.,) exceedingly agree-

able to cattle, and which, as a whole, constitute an

artificial meadow—whence the rather unphiloso-

j)hical terra artijiciul grasses has been adopted.

A treatise is before me, the author to me un-

known, but to which I hesitate not to refer freely,

because it appears to contain information of great

\alue, on points that may readily be brought into

practice by the skilful and enterprizing farmer, with

a promise of the best results.

Artificial pastures offer a two-fold advantage

:

the herbage which they produce contains a number

of the elementary constituents wdiich abound in

corn—organic and mineral ; hence, it is proved by

e.Kperience that the cereal crops thrive abundantly

in pasture land after it has been broken up. Now,
in the prepai"ation of a temporary meadow, " the

seeds usually sown on one acre, are—of red -clover,

12lbs. ; white, do., 61bs. ; trefoil, 4lbs. ; rib-grass,

2lbs. ; Pacey's or Russell's rye-grass, 2 pecks ;"

to which we certainly would add cock's foot

(Dactylis glomerata), the same. Ittfe-grass alone is

insufticient. Again, the grasses thrive well after

arable crops, and turnips, than which— it is said

—

" no better crop can be sown to prepare for the

grass seeds." The best season for sowing the

seeds of the true grasses, after a due preparation of

the land, is doubtless the autumn; but when the

otlier leguminous seeds arc intermixed, llie plants

have been proved to succeed iierleelly, it sown at

any period between March and September, provided

the weather be rather showery.

The fertility promoted by grass, fed olf by cattle

and sheep, gave rise to the practice of converting

arable land to pasture, in order " to recruit its

strength—it was thought to require rest."' ]Cx-

perience, hovi'ever, has shown to demonstration,

that an interchange of crops, with scientific

manurings, rccitore the land, and, in fact, add to its

prolificity.

Setting aside theory, it is proved that land which

has been a few years under grass becomes improved.

The convertible system is founded upon this fact

:

" good pasture is very profitable ; so are good

crops ; by making one subservient to the other the

farmer who adopts the convertible system is enabled

to pay high rents, and still have a better profit than

those who adhere to a simple rotation of annual

cro])s." The greater the number of cattle and

sheep reared and fattened, more is the attention

paid, in proportion, to the means of improving the

breeds.

Again, grazing, especially where the land is not

peculiarly adapted to corn, has been found more

profitable than simply tilling. The grazier is not

equally subject to the casualties of bad weather;

and with experience and prudence he can generally

reckon upon some certain return. Thus, by an es-

timate now before us, " an acre of good grazing

land, worth 40s. rent, is supposed to produce

200lbs. of meat in the year ; and this, if at fid. per

pound, will bring £5 per acre. The expenses need

not exceed 10s. per acre, so that here is a net yearly

profit of £2 10s. per acre. Thus, by uniting the

raising of corn and the grazing of cattle and sheep,

the greatest profit is jjrobably obtained ; and here

we find a powerful argument in favour of the con-

vertible system of husbandry."

Mr. Stephens, in his " Book of the Farm" (both

editions), enters largely upon the comparison be-

tween dairy or pastoral, and arable or " carse" farms

:

to that erudite work the reader's attention would be

profitably directed.

Croydon.

SEWAGE IRRIGATION.

BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON", ESa., F.R.S.

There is now a widely extended and still enlarg-

ng movement of the citizens of England in favour

of sanitary improvements. Mora than 100 towns

have already meinoriahzed the Board of Health for

the better drainage of their crowded localities. As
better information is diffused, prejudices are re-

moved, and a general feeling has at last arisen, that

the evils of the old and defective system of house

c c 2
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drainage are too intolerable to be longer endured.

Amid this general, this fortunate state of advancing

])ublic knowledge, let us examine, on the behalf of

the farmer, the evidence of distant cultivators, who
have employed, on an extensive scale, the sewer

water of large and populous cities. Let us collect

the most recent information ; for instance, those

furnished from the cities of Milan, Edinburgh, and
Paris : let us test these statements carefully, and
let us earnestly endeavour to act on the result of

these long-experienced and successful irrigators.

The enquiry, at all times important, is peculiarly

interesting at the present time. I say this ad-

visedly, for we are all too well aware that without

the most steady and unremitting attention of the

friends of agriculture, the interests of the cultivator

of the soil will be very likely to be disregarded in

the valuable sanitary improvements to which we
allude. A valuable paper, by Mr. Edwin Chadwick,
has recently been printed by the Commissioners of

Metropolitan Sewers, for the consideration of the

commissioners ; and in the Appendix to the work,

I find the following observations, in a recent report

by Dr. James Stark, detailing the practice of the

holders of the meads irrigated by the sewage of

Edinburgh. He remarks that the " drainage pro-

ceeding chiefly from the old town of Edinburgh is

not half so great in amount as it would be, had
these old tenements a supply of water and of water

closets; yet it waters abundantly, at the present

moment, one hundred and seventy-two Scots acres

of land, and it is proposed to bring in fifty more
acres this year—the utmost the present supply

could irrigate. The first thing done is to level and
thorough drain the land, and divide it by proper

ditches into small portions of about half an acre

each. The land being all ready, or the last cutting

being taken, the 30th or so of October, the watering

for the next season's crop commences the first week
of November. The water is laid on a fresh portion

of the divided meadow every other or every third

day, so that some portions are always watering

while the others are drying. The whole sewer

water is thus constantly used, none being allowed

to run to waste. Those who have a small extent of

meadow to water, and more than an abundant sup-

ply, continue the watering of each portion for

several days at a time; then intermit for a fortnight,

and lay on the water again. Those who have a

larger extent of meadow to irrigate, and of course

a smaller proportional supply of sewer water, only

irrigate each lot or division once every fortnight,

the watering being continued to each division dur-

ing the space of one day—and night also, if practi-

cable. That no water may ever be allowed to run
waste, the small half-acre divisions are classed into

fourteen or sixteen larger divisions, and the whole

su])ply of sewer water is laid on each of these larger

portions seriatim once every fourteen or fifteen

days ; so that by the time the whole divisions have

been once watered, it is time to luring back the

water to the first watered lot. The more water

each portion receives, the larger is the crop raised

on it, and the higher the price got for that crop in

the market, so that while the lots which are watered

only once in the fortnight in general bring only

from £23 to £30 per acre annually; those which

receive a larger supply let for from £28 to £50 each

per acre. The above watering is continued unin-

terruptedly at the same intervals of time to each

portion during the whole year : so that it mil be

apparent that though the whole meadow is not un-

der water at the same moment, but only its 14th or

16th part, still the whole sewer water is used for

watering one or other portion of the divided meadow.

This water is sometimes kept in tanks or ponds

for the purposes of irrigation, as it is found to de-

posit a considerable proportion of solid matters

which are worth from 2s. 6d. to 5s, per ton, as a

manure for gardens. But such tanks and ponds

are a constant source of sickness, and ought never

to be allowed in any circumstances. During heavy

falls of rain, when thick mud is carried down with

the sewer water, the whole is allowed to flow direct

into the sea—experience having shown that such

water cannot be used for the purposes of irrigation,

excepting during the winter season, when there is

no growth. If by chance used during summer, it

destroys the next cutting, rendering it so sandy

and tainted that the cattle refuse to eat it. The
best meadows yield from four to five cuttings an-

nually, the poorest three cuttings only. If allowed

to stand too long on the ground, the crop rots at

the root—its excessive weight causing it to fall over

and heat—^just like a laid white crop. In 1845, on

Lot 1 of the Craigentinny Meadows, only day water-

ings were given, and three cuttings obtained ; in

1846 the waterings were continued day and night,

and four cuttings were obtained. During frost the

waterings are discontinued. The first cutting is

usually taken the last week in March." If we com-

pare the report thus clearly given by Dr. Stark, of

the irrigation of the Edinburgh meads, and com-

pare it with that lately made by Count Arrivabene

to Mr. Chadwick, of the water meadows around

the city of Milan, irrigated by the sewage of the

Itahan City, we shall be equally impressed with

their jirodigious fertility and their high annual rent

(Chadwick's Statement, p. 47). The Count thus

concludes his interesting detail
—" Some of the

meadows irrigated by the sewage water of Milan

yield a net rent of £21 per tornutura (equal to

about 2l acres), besides a land tax of 6l francs 10

cents,, &c., &c. These meadows, in the warm
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climate of Italy, are mowed in November, January,

March, and April, for stable feeding; in June,

July, and August, they yield three crops of bay for

tlie winter, and in September tbey furnisli an abun-

dant jiasture for the cattle till the beginning of the

winter irrigation." If we take the result of the ex-

perience of the citizens of Paris, as to the value of

the town sewage, although employed in a different

way, some remarkable facts deserve our very

serious attention, as corroborative of the practice

of the citizens of Edinburgh and Milan. The

Parisians employ the contents of their cesspools,

not in its fluid, i)ut in a solid state—the mode of

thus fertilizing the land is different, but the result is

e(|ual]y instructive. In a valuable paper lately

printed for the consideration of the Metropolitan

Sanitary Commission, page 12, it is remarked

by Mr. T. W. Rammell, that " the total pro-

duce of the cesspools of Paris amounts at pre-

sent to about G50 cubic metres daily; of this

quantity, about one-fifth (that portion contained

in the moveable cesspools) is sent by canal to

a depot, constructed some years since by the Com-
mune de Paris, in the Forest of Bondy, 8 English

miles distant from Paris ; the remainder is con-

veyed to the basins of Montfaucon, which, until

lately, for many centuries past, have been the only

receptacles for all the faecal refuse of Paris. M.
Jules Garnier, in his Visile a Montfaucon, says

—

" For more than nine centuries Montfaucon has

been devoted to the same purposes. It was there

that the inhabitants of Paris were in the habit of

depositing their filth before the walls of the capi-

tal extended beyond the present centre quarters.

Every one knows that the distance between old

Paris and Montfaucon was more than half a

league.' At Montfaucon the solid portion of this

matter is manufactured into a dry manure, called,

from its peculiar appearance, ' Poudrette.' The

basins l)elong to the Commune de Paris, who have

been in the habit of letting on lease, for periods of

nine years, the basins and their contents, for the

purposes of this manufacture, by sealed proposals

to the highest Indder. The last sale took place in

1843, and was effected for £21,000 sterling per

annum. The ])roduce of this sale has increased

enormously of late, as the following figures will

prove ;

—

Sterling

In Francs. per Annum.
1808 the sale was effected for 97,000, or about ^£3,880
1817 „ ,, 75,000 „ 3,000
1834 „ „ 165,000 ,, 7,000
1843 „ „ 525,000 „ 21,000

The proceeds of the sale are, of course, a|)propri-

ted.by the Commime."

" In order to give an idea of the fertilizing powers

of the poudrette, I extract the following comparative

G50

512

numbers from a table of equivalents of manures,

drawn up liy M. Maxiine Paidet, and published in

his ' Thcorie et Praticpie des Engrais.' In this

table the value of each manure is determined by the

proportion of azote it contains. Taking for type

and unity good farm-yard dung, which contains on

the average 4 per 1000 of azote, and assuming that

10,000 kilogrammes (22,0461bs. Enghsh) of this

manure, or 40 kilogrammes of azote, are necessary

to manure thoroughly one hectare (2^ acres nearly)

of land, the quantities of poudrette, and of some

other animal manures required to produce an equal

effect, would be as stated below :

—

Kilogrammes,

Good farm-yard dung (type) the quan-

tity usually spread upon one hectare

of land 10,000

Human urine, not having undergone

fermentation 5,G00

Poudrette of Montfaucon 2,550

Mixed human excrements (this quan-

tity I have calculated from data given

in the same work) 1,333

Liquid blood of the abattoirs 1,333

Bones
Average of guano (two specimens are

given)

Urine of the pubhc urinals in fermen-

tation and incompletely dried 233

" M. Paulet estimates the loss of the ammonial

products contained in the fsecal matters when they

are withdrawn from the cesspools, by the time tbey

have been ultimately reduced into poudrette, at from

80 to 90 per cent.

" I have not been able to meet with an analysis of

the matters found in the fixed and moveable cess-

pools of Paris, but in the ' Cours d'Agriculture," of

M. le Comte de Gasparin, I find an analysis by

MM. Payen and Boussingault, of some matter taken

from the cesspools of Lille, and in the state in which

it is ordinarily used in the suburbs of that city as

manure. This matter was found to contain on the

average 0"205 per cent, of azote, and thus by the

rule observed in drawing up the above table 19"512

kilogrammes of it would be necessary to produce

the same effect upon one hectare of land as the

other manures there mentioned. The wide differ-

ence between this quantity and that (1,333 kilo-

grammes) stated for the mixed human excrements

in their undiluted state, would lead to the conclu-

sion that a very large pro]iortion of water was pre-

sent in the matter sent from Lille, unless we ai-e to

attribute a portion of the difference to the acci-

dental circumstance of the bad quality of this mat-

ter. It appears that this is very variable, accord-

ingly as it may have been produced by persons well

or ill-nourished. ' Upon this sulyect,' M. Paulet

says, ' the example of an agriculturist in the neigh-

bourhood of Paris is cited, who bought the con-
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tents of the cesspools of one of ihe o-ood

" restaurants" of the " Palais Royal ;" finding

that he had thus made a profitable speculation, he

l)urchased the matter of the cesspools of several bar-

racks. This bargain, however, caused him to sustain

a severe loss, for the results obtained from this last

matter came very short of those ^iven by the first.'

" I'oudi ette weighs 70 kilogrammes the hectolitre

(154lI)S. per 22 gallons), and the quantity usually

spread upon one liectare of land {21 acres nearly)

is 1750 kilogrammes, being at the rate of about

1540lbs. per acre EngHsli measure. It is applied

to the land by sowing it in the manner that corn is

sown."

If we ask ourselves during the jierusal of these

statements vv'bat the citizens of our English towns

liave been doing with the valuable contents of their

sewers,

burgh.

what re]ily

Milan, and

be given E(

provident ; their citizens have wisely regarded

the welfare, the enriching of the land by

which they are sustained. Tlw Londoners, on the

other hand, have committed everything to the river

;

and all other English towns have imitated their ex-

am])le. Let us, then, in arranging for the new and

better modes of supplying the inhabitants of popu-

lous places with sewers and with water, no longer

neglect these things. The Sanitary Commissioners

and the Commissioners of the Metropolitan Sewers

have indeed a wide field of usefulness before them.

In following then, the wide paths which are thus

opening before them, let them remember these

things—let them not forget that, though the citizen

has the first claim to their attention, the second

and hardly a less important demand upon their zeal

and energy is presented by the agriculture of the

districts by which those citizens are so materially

Paris have been equally i supported.

ON AGRICULTURAL PHYSICS.
BY CHARLES JOHNSON,

Professor of Botany at Gmfs Hospital: Lecturer at the Agricultural and Scientific School,

Kenninytnn, i^-c, t^r.

No. I.

Among the various arts and sciences, the dis-

covery and practice of which have successively aided

the mental improvement and civilization of the

human race, the most imjjortant are those that

contribute to the supi)ly of food and clothing ; and

yet there are not any whose origin is shrouded in

greater obscurity, or that is so vainly sought among
tlie elementary records of the past. Agriculture,

especially, is one that, among all of the earlier

nations in which it was practised, was held tra-

ditionally to be of divine or mysterious introduc-

tion ; and, indeed, it appears at first sight that the

jHUKUit of it would be unnecessary to an incii)ient

state of society, and to be one unprovided for in the

animal constitution of man.

It has been often observed by those who have

been led into consideration of our physical history,

that while the several species of other animal types

are confined within the limits of j)articular climates,

and so organized by nature as to be capable of sub-

sisting only on certain articles of food, our race is

distributed throughout the world, and sustained by
every kind of aliment. Mere seems the ratification

of the divine command and gift to Noah and his

family after the deluge, " Be fruitful and multiply,

and replenish the earth"—" Evei-y moving thing

tb.at liveth shall be meat for you ; even as the green

herl) have I given you all things." The com-

mand would have been vain without the gift upon

which its fulfilment is dependent. Had the con-

stitution of man been sucli as to have rendered him

incapable of varying his food in accordance M'ith

the nature and produce of different climates ; had

his natural instincts and their con-espondent organs

compelled him im])eratively to the use of either

animal or vegetable substance exclusively, a large

proportion of our globe must have been for ever

shrouded from his view, and his now ever wandering

and enterprizing race have been limited to such

spots as were capable of yielding to his confined

necessities. As it is, Mdierever organic being can

exist, there man may have dominion. He may be

indebted for much of this advantage to the grade

he occupies on the scale of creation. That he is

so, can indeed scarcely be questioned ; he has mind,

he has that within him which involves the capability

ofeluding or of modifying many of those natural

conditions and infiuences that conspire to restrict

the migration and distribution of the inferior ani-

mals ; he can ride at will across the trackless ocean,

bridge the wide and rapid river, and turn the course

of the torrent ; he can guard himself in a great

measure against the vicissitudes of heat and cold,

moisture and drought; he can store up provisions

for the longest journeys and for indefinite periods.

Yet with all these advantages, his migratory powers
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would have been very confined had not his grosser

faculties been adapted to the same end ; and most of

all his appetite, to which, on a broad scale, not

anything comes amiss. He is neither exclusively

carnivorous, fructivoroiis, granivorous, or herbiv -

rous, as are most of his fellow-occujjauts. No

;

man is truly an omnivorous animal. The lion de-

vours the antelope and the buftalo, but disdains the

locust and the caterpillar; the bull and the sheep

crop the green herbage of the meadows, and the

elephant the tender leaf-bearing branches of the

forest ; one kind of animal subsists upon the fruit

or seeds of a plant or tree, another devours its

foliage, a third lives u]ion its bark, and a fourth

undermines its roots. Man alone has no peculiar

bias of this description. Where one kind of food

is scarce, or wanting altogether, he resorts to

another ; indeed, the whole range of l)oth animal

and vegetable being lies within the compass of his

gorge; beast, bird, reptile, and fish, the insect and

the worm, the fruit and seed of the vegetable, the

leaves, the M'ood, the bark, the root, are all in their

turn the ministrants to his wants ; the experience

of their poisonous quality is, at least, the only bar

to their universal appropriation for feeding his

hunger or pam^pering his appetite; nay, even the

very earth we tread upon is not wholly exempt

from the munching propensities of our all-de-

vouring race.

The physical conditions connected with this at-

tribute of man are many and important. His con-

stitution, and, in accordance with it, his digestive

powers, are adapted to the climate in which he is bred.

Born under the fierce influence of a vertical sun,

where his blood traverses more rapidly through his

veins, and his passions require restraint rather than

excitement, 'to prevent them from overpowering

the springs of life, his natural diet is almost ex-

clusively vegetable. The projjensity to the use of

animal food increases in proportion as he occupies

a less and less glowing climate ; and in the colder

regions of the earth it entirely supersedes the

former, not only as the stajile but as the absolute

and exclusive support of human existence. The

various conditions of society, even as regards

moral development, are much dependent, in their

origin, on the influence of climate upon this plas-

ticity of the appetite. Here, nature produces spon.

taneously all that is required to maintain the life

of man ; the most luscious and nutritive fruits

spring from the uncultured soil, and require only

to be gathered to satisfy his craving. There, she

is less profuse, or niggard in the extreme, and calls

fnrth the dormant energies of her children to aid

themselves or perish. Independent of the extremes

of trojiical heat or arctic cold, the face of the earth

itself, liowever diversified and liable to vicissitude.

is everywhere in union with one or anoth.er of the

numerous phases of human character and human
means ; the thick forest, the open pasturage, the

barren moor, and even the scorching desert, are

alike rendered subservient to the economy of the

omnivorous, when necessity compels their occupa-

tion. To no other animal species but our own is

this vuiiversal choice allowed, no other possessing

the natural endowments required to its exercise.

The necessity of a daily supply of food, and the

numerous obstacles and casualties which concurred

in rendering the continuance of that supply pre-

carious, seem to have been the prime instigations

to man, in an early state of society, to bestow his

energies on the cultivation of the ground, and like-

wise to collect around him and tame to his sub-

servience certain animals that in their wild state

would frequently elude his utmost vigilance and

efforts to obtain the required meal. Such, at least,

would appear to be the simplest origin of agricul-

tural and pastoral pursuits ;
pursuits that have, in

our own age, ])een carried by civilized nations to a

degree of perfection and complication that has

placed the first especially upon an equality with the

noblest and most comprehensive of the practical sci-

ences. Throughout Europe, and among its people

nov/ disseminated over a large portion of the world,

the two professions have been so long associated in

their practice, and become so intimately connected,

through the application of their relative produce,

with every department of human ingenuity, con-

venience, and policy, that their separate or indi-

vidual effect on the human character is no longer

ap])reciated ; but the states of society in which we

now find mankind parcelled out, in different

countries, owe many of their peculiar characteristics

to the influence of pastoral or agricultural habits

u])on their progenitors in times long past. The

origin of either pursuit must have depended in a

great measure upon the nature of the soil and cli-

mate, as well as upon the temperament and previous

propensities of the people among whom they were

commenced. A habit of wandering from place to

place would necessarily communicate a distaste for

that settlement in any particular spot which the

cultivation of the earth requires ; hence it is, that

among tribes to whom the use of animal food

chiefly has become familiar, their descendants re-

tain for ages the customs induced among their early

ancestors, on their first transition from the pre-

carious life of the hunter to that of the shepherd or

herdsman. Such are to the present day many of

the tribes inhabiting the central parts of Asia,

especially in the vicinity of the Caspian Sea and to-

v,-ards the frontiers of China, uniil recently con-

founded under the general name of Tatars or Tar-

tars, and a large proportion of the Arab race.
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Such, likewise, were the ancient Scythians, as well

as many of the innumerable hordes of barbarians

which overran Europe on the decline of the Roman

Empire ;
people having no fixed place of abode,

but wandering with their flocks and herds ac-

1

cording to the convenience of pasturage. This ap-

!

]jears, indeed, to have been the primitive condition
j

of nations long since merged into the great mass of

European civilization. The term Nomades, by

which the ancient Greeks distinguished the

Scythian and Arab races, is derived from a word

denoting the act of leading to pasture ; and the

wealth of these people is still estimated, like that of

Abraham and Lot, by the number of camels and

other cattle belonging to them. The immense ex-

tent of pasturage required to feed them, and hence

the necessity of frequent migration, may be readily

understood from the statement of Professor Pallas,

that some of the richest among the Kirghisian

Tatars possess as many as 10,000 horses, 300

camels, 4,000 head of cattle, 20,000 sheep, and

more than 2,000 goats—or 36,300 grazing animals.

The pastoral life, however, notwithstanding all

the encomiums that have been lavished upon it by

poets ancient and modern, is but the first step be-

tween the savage state and civilization. The ut-

most grade of refinement that it has ever realized

has always been far behind that of the agricultural

state of society ; and though for a time, by the

mere exertion of physical force, the hunter and the

shepherd have been enabled to overpower nations

of the latter cast, they have always, sooner or

later, conformed to the manners of the conquered,

adopted their arts, and exchanged their roving

habits for a settled and more permanent abode.

Witness the Assyrian hordes, which in ancient

Egypt levelled the power of the Pharaohs ; the

Huns, and succeeding invaders of the Roman Em-
pire ; the Tatars, in their conquest of China— all of

whom eventually lost their own nationality, and be-

came more or less amalgamated with the people

they had subdued. No nation has ever risen to

more than a mere temporary power and conse-

quence, unless where the cultivation of the soil has

been held as the basis, and cherished as the ac-

companiment of its prosperity ; and wherever that

engine of aggrandizement has been established,

learning, arts, manufactures, commerce, and all

the rewards of civihzation, have followed in its

train.

CHEMISTRY APPLIED TO AGRICULTURE.
Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry. By J. F. W.

Johnston. 1st edition.

Do. Do. 2nd edition.

Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology,

by the same author. 5th edition.

Use of Lime in Agriculture, by the same author.

Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry, by the same

author.

Instructions for the Analysis of Soils, by the same

author.

Contributions to Scientific Agriculture, by the same

author.

Liebig's Reply to Mulder, tested by Morality and

Science. Edited by J. F. W. Johnston.

Proceedings of the Agricultural Chemistry Asso-

ciation.

No author could have wished for more favour-

able circumstances under which to issue his pub-
lications than Professor Johnston the author of

the above publications had at the commence-
ment of his career. We first hear of him as a

public man by his appointment of Reader in

Chemistry to the University at Durham : he there

delivered his Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry, the

first edition of which appeared in 1841, From the

time of Sir Humphrey Davy, 30 years before, no

work on the subject had appeared in the English

language. During this time chemistry had made
gigantic strides ; inorganic analysis had made such

progress as to leave little to be desired : ultimate

organic analysis, by the genius and skill of Liebig,

had also arrived at a degree of perfection Davy
could not even have dreamt of; whilst, by the ar-

rangement of Will and Farrentrap, ammonia can

now be estimated with an accuracy never previously

attained. The spread of education amongst agri-

culturists had also prepared them for understanding

the suggestions of the chemist, whilst the accumu-

lation of capital enabled them to adopt such expen-

sive improvements as would have been impossible

30 years before. Under these favourable circum-

stances, then, did Johnston's first edition make its

appearance; and as if this was not sufficient, in the

year 1843 he was appointed chemist to the Agricul-

tural Chemistry Association, with a salary of £'400

to £500 per annum. This, by placing him above

all distraction of business, and in communication

with the best educated farmers in the world, as well

as giving him an honourable position in the scien-

tific world, furnished Professor Johnston with such

an opportunity of advancing scientific and practical

farming as no individual had ever previously en-

joyed. It is, therefore, our intention briefly to
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examine how far he has fulfilled the reasonable ex-

pectations which had then been formed of him.

Upon examining the first edition of the lectures,

we find that the great majority of the analyses

quoted are ])y S})rengel. This is unfortunate, as

the researches of this chemist are now, from their

known inaccuracy, consigned to the tomb of the

Capulets. Of these analyses (])rincipally from

Sprengel) the work contains about 230, besides

which there are about 17 original analyses,

"made in my laboratory," consisting of

—

7 Analyses of Durham limestones.

1 Examination of the quantity of lime in a pasture

field near Durham.

2 Of guano.

G Examination of ash in wheat.

] Do. of Indian corn.

So that whilst we give our author every credit for

skill in compiling and abridging his own works

and those of others, we see in the first edition of

his lectures but shght evidence of original investi-

gation, which is the first requisite of a scientific

man.

Nor is the evidence of the second edition much
more favourable to Professor Johnston in this re-

spect. When it appeared, he had been four years

connected with the Agricultural Chemistry Asso-

ciation, from the commencement of which the

assistance of a Mr. Fromberg, from the University

of Utrecht, had been secured. We do not mean to

insinuate that the Professor, in securing this assis-

tance of a German chemist, followed the too com-

mon plan of the present day, of reaping the advan-

tage of superior skill and attainments for a salary

equivalent to that paid to a common workman ; on

the contrary the Professor invariably attaches Mr.

Fromberg's name to all analyses made by this gen-

tleman. In the second edition there are 270

analyses derived from previous publications,

—

12 By " my assistant Mr. Fromberg,"

8 Do. Mr. Thomas,"

10 by " my friend and pupil Mr. Norton,"

70 described as done " in my laboratory," (that is

in the laboratory and at the expense of the

Agricultural Chemical Association)

14 by " my friend and pupil Mr. Jones,"

S by "myself" ! !

As the Professor is generally so careful to assign to

every one his due share of the work, are we
to conclude the above " 8 by myself" contain all

the original matter of the second edition ? We hope

not, for they are of the simplest description, and G

of them are the analyses of the Durham limestones,

which had previously appeared in the first edition.

The analyses by Mr. Norton had also previously

appeared in the Transactions of the Highland

Agricultural Society, and the majority, if not all, of

the remainder, in the Transactions of the Agricul-

tural Chemistry Association. This does not place our

author in a very elevated position as showing skill

in original research, and also places his works im-

measureably below those of Liebig in this respect.

The mention of the name of Liebig renders this

the best opportunity for introducing a notice of one

of the works whose title is ])laced at the head of

this article, namely, " Liebig's Reply to Mulder,

tested by Morality and Science. By Mulder,

edited by J, F, W. Johnston." There has been a

dispute going on for some years between Johnston

and Mulder on the one hand, and Liebig on the

other, respecting some abstruse questions in che-

mistry. In the address to the Royal Agricultural

Society, Professor Johnston has, somewhat ridi-

culously, described Liebig as " a sanguine young
person." This is a harmless effusion of feeling,

and sinks into insignificance compared with the

work above alluded to, through which the attempt

to undervalue the researches of this giant in che-

mistry shines in every page, and has aflx)rded us

no little amusement in perusal. Addressing Lie-

big, Johnston and Mulder say (page 5)
—" I seek

only your happiness, your peace of mind, your

glory ; but lay your hand on your heart, and ask

yourself, ' Have I done right in always using so

harshly every one who does not adhere to my ideas,

and who does not follow my method of treating

science ?' Your heart will answer, ' Surely not
!'

Believe me once more, your life is full of troubles,

your old age will be full of vexations, and your

death-bed full of remorse. These are without re-

serve the opinions of a man who never showed you

any other than marks of respect, who will never

write against you unless you force him to do so

;

of a man who is personally unknown to you, but

who seeks in man, first probity, and for science

only in the second place. But two words more

before I conclude : perhaps this is the last time in

my life that I write to you, for I am not a coward.

If this be the case then may yovi live in happiness,

enjoy whatever is good and desirable in life, and if

you should now and then remember the iatro-

chemist, believe me that nothing from without can

trouble him." We imagine the last sentence a

useless bravado, because it must be evident that

both the author and editor of the work must have

been very much troubled before they allowed such

expressions to escape them. " Liebig," they go on

to say " holds the office of executioner, and is never

fatigued with whipping and branding. 'Truth!'

he exclaims, and goes on whipjjing— ' Truth /' and

down comes the rod— ' Truth !' he repeats once

more, while he is heating his branding iron red-hot
—

* Truth !' finally, and he presses it on the fore-
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head of the chemists of the day, and rejoices in the

ascending vapour." It is to he regretted that Pro-

fessor Jolinston should have risked a very fair fame

by attaching his name to such a puhhcation. One
point it ekicidates, namely, the antagonistic feeling

evinced by Johnston and Mulder to Lieljig, which

is of importance to us, as it v>'ill explain some of the

opinions advocated by the former. We may re-

mark, en passant, that this plan of under-valuing

the la1)0urs of others seems a slight weakness of

the Professor. He has more than once expressed

amusement at farmers' clubs, and has characterized

the opinions of some who disputed his conclusions

in the Philosophical Magazine, as emanating from

youn(j chemists. This is not to be wondered at,

when he considers Liebig " a sanrjuine young j)er-

son." There are also several little slips, showing

the Professor's own opinion respecting the Agricul-

tural Chemistry Association [that is of myself)

scattered through the reports drawn np by the Pro-

fessor; one extract is enough. "A society for the

promotion of scientific agriculture was formed im-

mediately after the delivery of the lectures at the

Hague by Professor Johnston, and Professor John-

ston had the honour of naming the first professor,

and of designating his duties. No more convincing

proof could be afforded of the high appreciation,

&c., &c." To us the most convincing proof of the

high appreciation of the association under Professor

Johnston, is that at the age of 5 years it expired a

natural death. Dr. Anderson, a youny chemist,

previously little known, is appointed to work in

connection with the PI. A. S., and Professor John-

ston is,^we hear, planning a trip to America.

Dr. Chalmers in his discourse on "The modesty

of true science," makes the following remarks on

Sir Isaac Newton:—"There are perhaps no two

sets of human beings who comprehend less the

movements, and enter less into the cares and con-

cerns of each other, than the wide and busy public

on the one hand, and, on the other, those men of

close and studious retirement, whom the world

never hear of, save when from their thoughtful

solitude there issues forth some splendid discovery

to set the world in a gaze of admiration. Now the

point that I want to impress \ipon you is, that the

same public who are so dazzled and overborne by

the lustre of all this superiority are utterly in the

dark as to what that is which confers its chief

merit on the philosophy of Newton. "J'hey see the

result of his labours, but they know not how to

appreciate the difficulty or the extent of them. Let

it be understood then that they are the positive

discoveries of Newton, which in the eye of a super-

ficial public confer upon him all his rejiutation."

He discovered the attraction of gravity, the cause

of the tides, and the composition of light. " These

form his actual and visible achievements. But
while he gets all this credit, and all this admiration

for these articles of science which he has added to

the creed of philosophers, he deserves as much
credit for those articles ivhich he has kept out of this

creed, as for those which he has introduced into it.

He would not admit the astronomical theories of

those who went before him, because they had no

proof. He would not give in to their notions about

the planets wheeling their rounds in wdiirlpools of

ether, because he did not see this ether

—

he had no

proof of its existence. He would not submit his

judgment to the reigning systems of the day, l)e-

cause though they had authority to recommend
them, they had no proof. In fact the strength of

his philosophy lay as much in refusing admittance

to that which wanted evidence, as in giving a place

and an occupancy to that which possessed it. The
disciples of this school are utter strangers to that

haughty confidence with which some philosophers

of the day sport the jilausibilities of unauthorized

speculation, and by which, unmindful of the limit

which separates the region of sense from the region

of conjecture, they make their blind and impetuous

inroads into a province which does not belong to

them. Keep the true Newtonian disciple on the

firm (/round of experiment, and none more bold and

more decisive in the announcements of all that he

has evidence for; bvit off this ground, none more

liurnble or more cautious of anything like positive

announcements. He gives us positive opinions

only when he has indisputable truth ; but when he

has no such proof, then he has no such opinion

What even Newton himself had not the confidence

to do, other philosophers have done after him ; and

they have winged their audacious way into forbid-

den regions—they have crossed that circle by which

the field of ])revious observation is closed, and there

have they dilated and dogmatized with all tlie pride

of a most intolerant assurance."

Such then is a picture of a true philosopher, or

student of nature, in the words of one of the most

powerful writers of the day ; and it is for the pur-

pose of pointing out how widely the authors of the

works on agricultural chemistry (whose titles are at

the head of this article) differ fi-ora this picture, that

we have introduced such a lengthy quotation. As

they are not, however, the only writers on such

subjects who have crossed " that circle which

bounds the field of previous observation, and there

dogmatized with all the pride of an intolerant as-

surance," and as the interests of true science seem

to demand that they should be reminded of the dif-

ference between theories founded on experiment,

and theories founded on other theories, we make,

no apology for the quotation. Nor can a more

severe reproof be administered than to point to
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Sir Isaac Newton as an example they maj' safely

imitate, and a leader they need not be aKliained to

follow.

'l"hc science of clieniiHtry has now advanced so

far as to tell us that i)lants are composed of

—

1st, Oxyiren and hydrogen,

2nd, Carbon,

3rd, Nitrogen, and

4th, Inorganic matter or ashes.

With respect to (1) the oxygen and hydrogen,

it is generally admitted that plants jM'incipally de-

rive them from water.

With respect to (2) the carbon, it was at first

sujjposed that as plants would grow fastest in black

vegetable mould, they derived their carbon from

this mould, or humus as it was called. This opi-

nion was never questioned until it was found that

plants had the extraordinary power of decomposing

during the day the carbonic acid of the atmosphere.

This discovery was hailed as one of the most beau-

tiful arrangements of an all-wise Creator. The
carbonic acid thrown off" by animals, and the re-

sults of the combustion of all our fires and furnaces

which threatened to render our earth uninhabitable,

was thus seen to be a necessary part of the food of

the plants we cultivate. It was at one time con-

jectured that the increase of carbonic acid in the

atmosphere, from the above causes, was the reason

of the shortness of our lives as compared with those

of the antediluvians. Further research has, how-
ever, proved that no change in the amount of car-

bonic acid present has taken ])lace within the last

100 years, and it is probable that at the time man
appeared on the earth the proportion of carbonic

acid, as well as the other constituents of the atmos-

phere, had become constant.

We believe that Liebig was the first to ]my par-

ticular attention to the quantity of carbonic acid

in the atmosphere, and to demonstrate by calcula-

tion that there is actually as much carbon (in this

form) in the air as will supply the wants of all the

vegetation on the globe. From this fact, the step

to the assertion, that the carbonic acid of the at-

mosphere actually does sup])ly all vegetation with

carbon, is easy and short. In the early editions

of Liebig's works this theory, or something very

near, is started, and constitutes one of the cha-

racteristics of his school of chemistry, of which our

friend Professor Johnston was a disciple at the time

of the ap])earance of his first edition. However
much any one might be disposed to question the

jtaramount imi)ortance of this atmospheric carbonic

acid as asserted by Liebig, at this stage of the in-

vestigation, carbonic acid, whether derived from the

atmosphere or from the soil is considered " to 1)e

the form of combination in which carl)on is re-

ceived into the circulation of plants." (Johnston's

Lectures, 1st edition.)

Between the appearance of the first edition and

the second of these lectures, Johnston and Mulder,

whose feelings to Liebig have already been shov.'n,

become connected ; this leads to the abandonment
of the above simple theory, and the adoption of

Mulder's views on the subject.

In the advertisement to the second edition Pro-

fessor Johnston congratulates himself that though
" he has made numerous additions, and has found
occasion to introduce not a few alterations, yet he

has not found it necessary to alter a single im])or-

tant theoretical opinion." Let us see how this

agrees with facts.

We have already pointed out how important the

carbonic acid of the atmosphere is considered, and
shown to be in the first edition. Other organic

substances are only incidentally alluded to, and
their use to vegetation is conjectured from an ex-

periment made by Sir H. Davy; who found that

" when plants of mint were introduced into weak
solutions of sugar, gum, jelly, &c., they grew
vigorously in all of them." The conclusion from
this, and one or two similar experiments, is that

"other organic substances besides carbonic acid

may act as food for plants." In this form the

matter is left in the first edition. In the second

the forms in which "these other organic sub-

stances " minister to the growth of plants, are de-

scribed under the following names, which are never

alluded to in the first, namely

—

(«)

(c)

id)

if)

(«)

Ilumic acid from sugar.

from a pasture field.

from Dutch peat.

from soot.

from rotten wood.

from arable soil.

from another do.

from Scotch peat.

L^lmic acid from sugar.

from Friesland turf.

from Scotch peat.

Geic acid.

Crenic acid.

Apocrenic acid.

Mudesous acid.

Humin.

Ulmin,

—{2nd ed. Agric. Chem. 7-1 }^p.)

The previous edition then left the task of sup-

plying the plants with carbon to carbonic acid ; wc
are assured that no change is made in any of the

important theories of the first edition, and here in

the second edition we liave 1 7 other sources of this

important part of vegetation.
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Mulder says " simplicity offood is a condition of

the existence of plants." Surely this is almost a

refutation to the above list of dainties, on which he

Johnston, and Fromberfr, suppose them to feed.

One of the arguments by which Fromberg attempts

to establish this view of the case, is, we doubt not,

original. " Every natural philosopher," he says,

" must know that a molecule whose axis is at-

tracted in one direction only, as is the case in car-

bonic acid, is under the dominion of a far more

intense action than if acted upon in two or three

directions, as is the case of humate of ammonia.

For considering an atom to be endowed througliout

with a fixed quantity of attractive power, which is

brought into action upon meeting other atoms, the

part of that power used to attract in one direction

must be subtracted from that used in another direc-

tion, and so lead to weaken it, and to modify the

coherence of the whole compound." This, from

my assistant Mr. Fromberg ! first assistant in the

laboratory of the Agric. Chem. Association ! !

Mulder's friend and jiupil, as he describes himself! !

!

As we can but spoil it by comment, we leave it as it

is, unexampled in modern chemical works for ab-

surd obscurity. " He has surely, in the above sen-

tence, crossed the circle of observation, and dog-

matized with no little assurance."

But is it of any consequence to the farmer whe-

ther the plant derives its food from carbonic acid,

or from these other 17 sources? We reply, that

correct information must always be important, and

it is difficult or impossible to decide the importance

of any question until it is answered— its apparent un-

imi)ortance may be entirely owing to our ignorance.

So far from simplifying the difficulties under which

we previously laboured in explaining the com-
plicated processes of vegetation, this new sugges-

tion of Johnston and Mulder renders the whole

question more obscure. For instance it was known
1st, That the air contained carbonic acid.

2nd, Tliat ])lants could decompose this substance,

and purify the air, by appropriating the carbon

to themselves, and returning the oxygen to the

atmosphere.

3rd, That the soil also contained carbonic acid : it

was supposed that under certain circumstances

part of this acid might be decomposed like that

contained in the air, and with similar results.

4th, It was considered a settled point, that whether

derived from the air or from the soil, carbonic

acid was the only form in which carbon was use-

ful to vegetation. The anomaly of one form of

carbon being useful in the air, and another in the

soil, had not been thought of.

Respecting these 17 substances which have thus

come to be of such unexpected importance, we will

inquire

—

1st, In what proportions do they exist in the soil ?

2nd, Can the roots of the plants absorb them?

3rd, Do they minister directly to the growth of

vegetation ? or

4th, Do they not undergo decomposition into

carbonic acid, before absorption or conversion into

the substance of plants ?

In answer to the first of these questions, Liebig

says that the soil only contains one part in 100,000.

This, though admitted, is attempted to be answered

by saying that these substances are constantly

forming.

In answer to the second, Liebig also says, that

the roots of plants cannot absorb them, because

they are so slightly soluble in water; and if the car-

bon a crop of wheat contains is admitted in this

form, suppose all the water that falls in rain is

saturated with salts of humic and other acids of the

group, and the tohole passed through the plant, we

could not by this means obtain one-sixth of the

carbon found in a crop of wheat.

In answer to the third question, Liebig gives (l)

the following formula, as showing how easily the

changes in organic substances can be accounted

for, if we take carbonic acid as the basis. We also

add (2) the explanation which Mulder and Johnston

give of the same changes, when humic acid is

taken as the origin.

(1) From Liebig's Agric. Chem., p. 38.

3G Carl)onic acid with 22 hydrogen = woody fibre.

36 Do. „ 3G do. = sugar.

36 Do. „ 30 do. = starch.

36 Do. „ 16 do. = tannic acid.

36 Do. „ 18 do. = tartaric acid.

36 Do. „ IS do. = malic acid.

30 Do. „ 24 do. = oil of turpen-

tine.

(2) Johnston's Agric, Chemistry, p. 23/.

" Suppose humic acid, e (40 c. 17 H. 17 o.), to '

be taken xip by the roots, and to combine with

water, and we have

—
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c. II. o.

1 Ulmic acid, b iO 18 IG

"j humic acid, c 24 9 9

and 20 water — 20 20

we have the sum 64 4/ 45

which is the composition of the soft wood of the

lahurnum = 64 c. 47 h. 45 o." We hardly know
how to comment upon the last, and after all per-

haps the best we can say is to request tlie reader

to compare it with the extract from Liebig. If it

be true that simplicity of food be necessary to the

existence of plants, surely simplicity must be a re-

commendation to any theory which explains the

mode of their growth. If this therefore be a test,

we must give the unqualified palm of victory to

Liebig.

In answer to the fourth question, we are com-
pelled to leave it doubtful. When plants are grown
in a solution of humus, the plant is never coloured

in the slightest degree ; so that the humus must

either be decomposed before entering the plant, or

immediately after.

So that against the probability of the organic

matters of the soil being useful to vegetation in the

form of these 1 7 substances, we have

—

1st, That of fertile soils they only form the

100,000th part.

2nd, That they are insoluble.

3rd, That the formation of all the parts of plants

can be much more easily explained by assuming

carl)oiiic acid as the starting point, than by as-

suming everything to be formed out of humic acid

a, humic acid b, humic acid c, or any other of the

17 substances.

4th, Not one of the series exists in plants.

And 5th, Those soils, as peats, bogs, and such

like, which contain them in greatest abundance, are

the worst description which can fall to the farmer's

lot.

More has been said by l)oth parties, and the re-

sult in our own mind has been a stronger feeling

than ever infavourof Liebig's theory of vegetation—

•

if for no other reason, at least for its great simjjlicity

and beauty, and as being qualified to meet every

difiiculty of the case. We agree with Mulder, that

the dispute has brought no new facts to light. But

we go further, and take this opportunity of con-

gratulating both himself and Johnston on the ob-

scurity in which they have managed to place this

important part of agricultural chemistry. In our

next we will inquire into Professor Johnston's

opinion of the origin of nitrofjen in plants. In the

mean time congratulating him on the important

results which must follow to English agriculture,

when farmers get to know that old hats and

OLD SHOES dissolved in acid, are by him con-

sidered to form a valuable manure. At a time

when farmers are preparing for the turnip crop,

we hasten to give this suggestion pubUcity, and

hope it will be duly appreciated and valued.

(To be continued.)

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House,

in Hauover-square, on Tuesday, the 27th of March :

Present—Mr. Raymond Barker, Vice-President, in the

Chair; Mr. Blanshard ; Mr. Bosanquet ; Mr. French

Burke ; Colonel Challoner ; Mr. F. Cherry ; Mr. Brand-

reth Gibbs ; Mr. Hinckes ; Mr. Fisher Hobbs ; Mr.

Kinder ; Mr. C. E. Overman ; Professor Sewell

;

Professor Simonds ; Mr. T. Turner ; Dr. Walker ; and

Mr. W. B. Webster.

Prize Essays.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., Chairman of the

Journal Committee, transmitted to the Council the fol-

lowing decisions of the Judges of Essays :

—

I. Tlie Society's Prize of £'50, for the best Report on

the Farming of South Wales, awarded to Clare Sewell
Read, of Kilpaison, near Pembroke.

II. The Society's Prize of £2Q, for the best Report on
the Breeds of Sheep best suited to different localities

respectively, with i-eference to soil, climate, elevation,

and mode of farming, awarded to Thomas Rowland-
son, of Greek-street, Liverpool.

III. The Society's Prize of £\b, for the best Essay

on the top-dressing of soil with mineral substances,

awarded to Thomas Rowlandson, of Greek-street,

Liverpool.

Colonel Challoner expressed the satisfaction he felt

at witnessing the admirable working of the Society's

system of prizes for essays on the different topics of

practical agriculture, not only in the sterling prize essays

produced by such system, but in the attendant result of

secondary essays of great merit, and the circumstance of

that general attention and consideration those topics re-

ceived by the emulation and excitement of competition.

—Mr. French Burke hoped that some means would be

adopted to confer a mark of the Society's approbation

on those secondary essays to which Colonel Challoner

had alluded, as they often contained details of great in-

terest on particular points of inquiry.

The Belgian Secretary of Legation presented a copy

of the report of proceedings at the great agricultural

meeting held at Brussels last year ; and Mr. Wyatt

Edgell, papers connected with the management of mares

after having foaled : which were received with thanks.

The Council then adjourned to the 3rd of April.
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A MoNTiiLV Council, was litld at the Society's

House in llanover-squaic, on 'J'uesday, tl»e 3rd of

April. The following Members of Council and Go-

vernors were present :—The Earl of Chichester, Presi-

dent, in the Chair ; Earl of Ducie ; Hon. Capt. Dudley

Pelham, R.N. ; Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, Bart., M.P.

;

Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ; Sir Robert

Price, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Raymond Barker j Mr. Bar-

nett; Mr. Bennett; Mr. Blanshard ; Mr. Branston,

]\I.P. ; Mr. Brandreth ; Mr. Burke ; Colonel Chal-

loner; Mr. F. C, Cherry; Mr. Childers, M.P.
;

Mr. Garrett ; Mr. Brandreth Gibbs ; Mr. Hamond
;

Mr. Fisher Hobbs; Mr. H. Hoskyns ; Mr. Hudson

(Castleacre) ; Mr. Kinder ; Mr. L,:»wes ; Mr. Milward
;

INIr. Pusey, M.P. ; Professor Sewell ; Mr. Shaw (Nor-

thampton); Mr. Villiers Shelley; Mr. Manners Sutton
;

Mr. George Turner ; Mr. T. Turner ; Mr. T. Umbers
;

Mr. Jonas Webb ; and Mr. Henry Wilson.

Finances.— Colonel Challoner, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, presented the monthly Report on

the accounts of the Society, from which it appeared that

on the last day of the month just ended the current

cash-balance in the hands of the Society's Bankers was

£2,050 (including £1,000 as the subscription from Nor-

wich, £281 as the amount of arrears paid up, and £769

as the amount of compositions for life).

Prize Essay.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., reported, on the

part of the Journal Committee, the award of the Society's

Prize of £50 for the best Report on the Farming of Lan-

cashire, to William James Garnett, of Bleadsdale

Tower, near Garstang, in that county.

Agricultural Chemistnj.—On the motion of Mr.

Pusey, M.P., the discussion on the Report of the

Chemical Committee was resumed, and postponed to a

Special Council on the 30th instant.

Veterinary Committee.—Mr. Raymond Barker,

Chairman, presented the Report of the Veterinary

Committee, which was unanimously adopted.

Norwich Meeting.—Mr. Raymond Barker then pre-

sented the Report of the General Norwich Committee,

which was also unanimously adopted. This report had

reference to the advertisement of prizes, railway convey-

ances, Lectures during the Meeting, and plans of the

Show Yard and Dinners.

Country Meeting of 1850.—Memorials for the hold-

ng of the Society's Country Meeting of 1850 were re-

ceived from various places in the western district, and

were referred to an Inspection Committee, consisting of

Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Bran-

dreth, Mr. Milward, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Kind,

and Mr. Shaw (London), with a request that they would

report to the next Monthly Council on the respective

accommodation afforded by each locality for the purposes

of the Meeting.

Honorary Member.—On the motion of Mr. Bran-

dreth, seconded by Mr. Pusey, M.P., Professor Simonds,

Lecturer on Cattle Pathology in the Royal Veterinary

College, was unanimously elected an Honorary Member

of the Society.

A specimen of Soil from Colonel Challoner, inodorous

Manure from the Marquis of Downshire, and an im-

proved Draining Level from the Earl of 'J'yroonnel, were

reserved for inspection and practical discussion at the

next Weekly Meeting.

The Council then adjourned over Easter to 17th April.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's Hoiise,

in Hanover Square, on Tuesday, the 17th of April.

Present— i\lr. Raymond Barker, Vice-President, in the

chair ; Earl of Ty rconnel ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone,

Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Blanshard; Mr. Brandreth; Mr.

Burke; Colonel Challoner; Mr. Dyer; Mr. Fuller,

M.P. ; Mr. Brandreth Gibbs ; Mr. Fisher Hobbs ; Mr.

Kinder ; Mr. Joseph Laycock ; Mr. C. E. Overman

;

Mr. Apsley Pellatt ; Mr. Roddam ; Professor Sewell ;.

Mr. Spencer Stanhope ; Mr. Hampden Turner ; Mr. T.

Turner; and Professor Way. The Baron Mertcns

d'Osten, deputed to this country on the present occasion

by H. M. the King of Belgium, to inspect the practical

results of the different systems of drainage adopted in

England, took his seat at this Meeting of the Council

as one of the life-members of the Society.

Prize Essays.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., Chairman of the

Journal Committee, reported to the Council the follow-

ing awards by the Judges of Essays ; namely :
—

I. The Society's Prize of £50, for the best Report on

the Farming of Sussex, awarded to John Fakncombe,

of Patriot Place, Brighton,

II, The Society's Prize of £20, for the best account

of the Breeding and Management of Pigs, awarded to

Thomas Rowlandson, of Greek Street, Liverpool.

Quality of H ''a/er.~ Colonel Challoner having sub-

mitted to the Council a specimen of sterile prat soil dug

up on his estate in Surrey, in which were found decaying

portions of wood mixed with a blue substance, Professor

Way reported his examination of the same, and his opi-

nion that the blue substance contained in that soil was

powder blue. Col. Challoner then stated the contami-

nation which that soil communicated to the pure water,

from the higher sands, that passed through the peat be-

low, and the circumstances generally affecting the supply

of water in his locaUty. This statement led to a very in-

teresting discussion and detail of facts connected with

the difference in the quality of water as obtained, at al-

most contiguous sources, from the different mineral

strata of the country ; Sir John Johnstone citing the fact

that the purest water, as far as his own experience ex-

tended, was derived from the sandstone formations

;

and Mr. Fisher Hobbs detailing the circumstances under

which common chalk, shot down, in quantities of two or

three tons, into wells yielding water impregnated with

iron, was found entirely to correct the character of the

water derived from that metal—a fact which Professor

Way regarded as very important, and strictly accordant

with the laws of chemical decomposition.

Inodorous Animal Manure.—The Marquis of Down-

shire reported to the Council, that he had found the rich

animal matter converted by the chemical process of Mr.

Home (late 2nd Life Guards), of 22, Brick-street, Park

Lane, into a powerfully fertilizing manure, so economi-

c.d and advantageous an application, one ton at £6 being

ec[ual in effect to 15 tons of farm-yard manure, that he
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had this ytar ordered 10 tons of it for the use of one of

his farms. The Council ordticd tlu-irhcst thanks to the

IMarquis of Downshire for this intimation, with a request

that his lordsiiip wouUl favour tlicm with a detailed re-

jiort of any results he might obtain in the application of

the manure in question.

Slcamcd Bones.—Mr. Wiieble, of IJuUrush-court,

Heading, favoured the Council with two specimens of

bone, submitted by him to tlie operation of steam at

high pressures agreeably with the suggestion of Mr.

Ulackhall, in Scotland, for the purpose of extracting the

gelatine, and leaving the pho.-:phate of lime or earthy

n)atter of bones more distinctly applicable as a manure.

The first specimen hud been submitted to a pressure of

501bs. to the square inch for eight hours, and 13 cwt. of

bones jiad yielded 15 pailfuls of jelly ; the same bones

exposed to the same pressure for 12 hours longer had

furnished 12 more pailfuls of a weaker jelly. Mr.

\Ybeble .'•imply reported to the Council these results as

he had obtained them, without being too sanguine as to

the value of the process in question in com[)arison with

the ordinary mode of at once disintegrating the particles

of bone, and modifying the chemical character of its

jihosphatc of lime by means of sulphuric acid. Profes-

sor Way had analyzed the specimens of bone then sub-

mitted to the Council by Mr. Wheble, and had found

two remarkable facts connected with the process :

—

1. That the bones, after 28 hours' steaming, still con-

tained 15 per cent, of gelatine. 2. That the greater pro-

portion of the gelatine extracted was obtained in the

earlier period of the process, the additional 12 hours'

steaming procuring only 3 per cent, more of that animal

matter. The Council ordered their best thanks to Mr.
Wheble for the favour of this communication, and to

Professor Way for his chemical examination.

Professor Simonds.— Professor Simonds communi-

cated to the Council his acknowledgment of the honour

conferred upon him by his election as one of the

Honorary Members of the Society, and "that while

that distinguished mark of their favour recognized his

previous efforts to be worthy of their patronage and sup-

port, it would stimulate him to increased exertions in

the furtherance of their national objects." Professor

Simonds also expressed his entire willingness to accede

to the request of the Council that he should deliver a

lecture before the Members on the occasion of their en-

suing Norwich Meeting in July next.

Stoppage of Drains.— Captain Richardson favoured

the Council with replies to queries, suggested at a former

meeting of the Council by Dr. Calvert, in reference to

the stoppcge of Drains by masses of vegetable fibre, sup-

posed by Captain Richardson to proceed from the roots

of the mangold-wurzel crop adjoining. These replies

not only furnished, in Captain Richardson's opinion,

additional strength to his conjecture in I'eference to the

nature of this vegetable fibre, but included the expe-

rience of another party, Mr. Stanford, who was led

to adopt the same opinion. In order to investi-

gate this subject microscopically, IMr. Brandreth Gibbs

favoured the Council with a supply of actual fibres from

the mangold-wurtzel root. An interesting discussion

then ensued, in the course of which Mr. Pishcr llobbs

cited his own experience, as wtdl us that of the late Mr.

Ilandley and of Mr. Love, on the great depths at which

the roots of the wheat and barley jilants would strike

into the earth. He thought the subsoil a most impor-

tant one, in connexion with the question of deep culti-

vation and the placing of drains at least four feet bclov^

the surface, in order to remain under ordinary circum •

stances beyond the reach of radical fibres. He had

great confidence in the use of collars applied to drain-

pipes, for preventing the insinuation of these fibres.

—

TheChairman also cited the experience of Mr. i3adc<.ck,

of Oxford, and Mr. Blanshard that of Viscount Bar-

rington, in reference to the great depths to which the

wheat jilant had been found by them to proceed. Pro-

fessor Way had recently read with great interest that

portion of the Statement of Mr. Chadwick to the Sani-

tary Commission (page 22) which related to the faculty

of plants to seek food or mamires by their roots, and the

conditions under which they were repelled from entering

the mouths of drains, a subject which had engaged the

attention of Mr. Denison some years ago, when drawing

up his report on the Clipstonc water-meadows, for the

Society (Journal i. 3G1) ; and he thought Pvlr. Fisher

Hobbs's suggestion of conimon tar, for such a repellant

application to the mouths of pipes, a very good one.

Draining Level.—The Earl of Tyrconnel favoured

the Council with the inspection of a very accurate and

simple levelling instrument, made under his lordship's

instructions by Mr. Cooke, on optician, rcfiding at

York, and which he had himself employed with very

great success in the drainage operations on his own
estates. The instrument consisted of a small but power-

ful telescope, furnished with cross-wires in the eye -piece,

and containing a spirit level, embedded out of danger in

the upper part of its tube. This telescope was placed,

by means of an universal joint, on a very firm and

simple folding tripod stand, and the spirit-level admitted

of accurate adjustment by a screw. The level was used

with a mahogany graduated sliding staff, and was accom-

panied with a book of instructions for its use. Jjord

Tyrconnel hoped that the cheap rate at which this level

was made, and the satisfactory manner in which it fur-

nished its results, would render it desirable to all parties

engaged in the most important but delicate operations of

land-drainage. The best thanks of the Council were

then expressed to Lord Tyrconnel for the favour of this

inspection and explanation.

A letter was read from Mr, Charnock on the advan-

tage of Mr. Cooke's level, and of his own success in

reference to the employment of mechanical means for

cutting out and filling in drains.

New Hoe.—Dv. Spurgin presented to the Council

one of his newly-invented " Shark's-tooth Hoes," for

the purpose of hoeing without injury to the roots of

plants, for which the Council ordered their best thanks.

The Council then adjourned to Tuesday, 24th April.

The following new Members were elected :—
Buck, James, Warhani, Wells, Norfolk

Campbell, Rev. Charles, Weasenham, Rougliaiu, Norf.
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Chambers, Thomas, juii., Colkirk, Fakenham, Noif.

Cobb, Robert L., Higham, Rochester, Kent

Dean, G. A., Stratfonl, Essex

Domvile, C. Comiitoii W., 5, Grosvenor-square, Loudou

Fenn, George, Beccles, Suffolk

Gleaves, AViUiam, Abbotsley, St. Neot's, Himtingdoushire

Hewer, George, Ley Gore, Northleach, Glouc.

Holmes, George, Brooke, Norwich

Johnson, John Godwin, Norwich

King, Charles, New Cottage Farm, Potter's Bar, Herts

Kitton, John, Norwich

Lloyd, Edw. Harvey, Acton Hall, Oswestry, Salop.

Paxton, Joseph, Chatsworth, BakewcU, Derbyshire

Quicke, John, jun., Newton House, Exeter

Reeve, James, Snetterton Hall, Larlingford, Norfolk

Richardson, Thomas, Brandenburg House, Chatteris, Cam-

bridgeshire

Savory, John, Rudliam Grange, Rougham, Norfolk

Seaman, Robert, Norwich

Thorold, William, Norwich

Wiley, Joseph, Sprowston, Norfolk

Wilson, William, Seaming, East Dereham, Norfolk.

SOOT FOR THE POTATO DISEASE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—We have, in the last two numbers (4 and 5,

1849) of the Gardeners' Chronicle, the very important

summaries, of the returns to Dr. Lindley's questions,

from all parts of the United Kingdom.* They confirm

my recommendations in 1845, (and frequently repeated

since in your columns) so far as peat soil, early planting,

dressing with ashes, and avoiding dung or other putre-

factive manure ; but do not even mention soot or char-

coal, which I have all along believed, and remain still

convinced, not only are the best restorative manures for

the purpose, but that potato culture is the most profit-

able employment to which soot can be applied. Wit-

ness the case of Mr. Peel's potatoes at Trenant, reported

at the St. Germans Farmers' Club :

'
' The potatoes which I have sold to the Devonport

and Plymouth people, this year, are from seed which I

got from Ormskirk, in Lancashire, three years ago.

They were sent to me without a name, but I should

judge them to be what are generally called * York Re-

gents.' Autumn sowing is what 1 consider of all things

of most importance. I commenced putting in my pota-

toes on or before the 15th of October, and the result has

been that ever since the disease appeared in the country,

they have given me a good crop. I have tried a few in

the spring months of each year, and these have been a

failure, or, at all events, not much better than those of

• The following is Dr. Lindley's circular:

—

1848.
A return as to the potato disease in the parish of

in the county of
I.—Nature of the land on which the crop escaped or suffered

very little injury.

II.—With what manured, when, and quantity of such manure
per acre.

III.--Time and manner of planting.

IV.— Sort planted in the land above described.
V.—Supposed cause of exemption from disease.

VI.—General observations as to the appearance and progress
of the disease.

my neighbours. For seed I prefer entire small potatoes,

say of one or two ounces each, to cuttings from full

grown tubers. I put the seed in eight inches deep,

which prevents them shooting up too early and protects

them from frost. Over each set I throw a good hand-

ful of soot, or pounded charcoal if soot is not to be had

;

and I have three or four cwt. per acre of salt, which has

been used for salting pilchards, and which cost 20s. per

ton, sown broadcast over the land before I commence

sowing. Soot, charcoal, and salt, are all fertilizers, and,

unless the ground be very poor, will be dressing enough

to secure a crop ; nevertheless as quantity is an object,

I see no objection to giving the potatoes a top dressing

of sea-weed or stable litter, just at the time you begin to

see them peep out of the ground. I do not approve of

putting in stable or other putrescent manures with the

sets, as I think it predisposes them to take the malady ;

whilst soot, or charcoal, and salt, have not that effect,

being all antiseptics or antiputrescent. My potatoes

have been attacked by the disease, every year, like those

of my neighbours, and the haulm has withered away,

leaving the tubers sound, with the exeception of a few

which happen to be near the surface ; this I consider a

proof that the antiputrescent rnanure is a great recom-

mendation. My last year's potatoes I have sold at from

8s. to 14s. per bushel, and they have given at the rate of

about £\(iQ per acre, to pay for seed, cultivation, and

farmer's profit."

Why, with such facts as these before us, should we
despair of gradually restoring the hardiness of this valu.

able plant, no longer despised, now we have so nearly

lost it ? Amongst the other cases of soot manuring fur-

nished to you by me, from time to time, is that of Mr.
Cuthill, of Camberwell, who seems to have escaped the

disease altogether, from the beginning ; and when soot

was not at hand, charred peat, or other charcoal, has

been extensively successful.

It is especially to the culture of the potato for seed,

with a view to the gradual restoration of the hardiness .

of the plant, that I have called the attention of farmers.

High ground, peaty soil, deep and early planting, and
antiputrescent dressings, are just the contrary treatment

to that under which the disease has been produced ; and

if favoured with a few fine seasons to excite and
strengthen the vital action, I hope we may yet have the

potato as hardy, wholesome, plenty, and profitable as

ever.

Having been requested to give an analysis of soot, I

extract the following from the Fanners' Almanack,
1848, page 95 :—

Average composition of Soot in 1,000 parts.

PARTS.
Combustible matter 671
Salts of Ammonia 126
Salts of Potash and Soda 24
Oxide of Iron 50
Silica 65
Alumina 31
Sulphate of Lime (Gypsum) 31

Carbonate of Magnesia 2

1,000

That from the upper part of the chimney being richer

in ammonia and more active than that from below.

J. Prideaux.
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THE LONDON FARMERS' CLUB.—M O NTH LY DISCUSSION.

The usual monthly meeting for discussion took place

at the Club House, Bridge-street, Blackfriars, on

Monday, April 2, J. Payne, Esq., of Felmersham, Bed-

fordshire, in the chair. Subject—" On deep cultivation

by the plough, the spade, and the fork."

Mr. Mechi rose and said—Sir : In deference to,

and in accordance with, the desire of our committee,

I venture to communicate the results of my experience

in the subject matter of the present discussion ; feeling

that I shall require much indulgence from those mem-
bers present, who have had longer practice and greater

experience than myself in agricultural operations. We
are all agreed that some degree of cultivation is neces-

sary for our seed-bed ; nature herself has proved this

necessity by disintegrating the surface of our globe, using

the chemical aids of air and of water, and clothing it with

vegetation, adapted by the Almighty wisdom to the soil

and to the climate, for the use of animated nature. In

vain does man select the most imperishable material as

a record of his skill ; chemical affinity, by the ultimate

action of heat and cold, of air and water, decomposes

and crumbles to dust and to shapeless masses the archi-

tectural beauties of antiquity. It is a singular fact, that

rarely do we meet with a farmer who would deny the

benefit of a long summer-fallow on tenacious soils—

I

mean a frequent ploughing of the surface soil ; and yet,

how few are prepared to admit the advantage of a similar

operation to the subsoil ! This seeming discrepancy is,

however, not to be wondered at. The greater part of

the heavy and hard-bottomed land of this kingdom is

uudrained, or drained too shallow to admit of subsoiling.

1 Experience has proved, that to subsoil without previous

' draining is most injurious. On undrained lands the

open furrows act as drains to the disturbed soil ; but

I when the subsoil is broken up below those furrows

without any subterranean escape for water, it becomes

after rains a puddled mass, into which the horses' feet

force the upper soil, or seed-bed, very much to its in-

jury. In fact, it is a great impediment to cultivation,

and hurtful to the crops ; therefore, drainage must pre-

cede subsoiling. There are many reasons why a dis-

turbance of the subsoil may be profitable, where deep

ploughing or digging would be ruinous. Let us beware

of burying our seed-bed, which has so long been culti-

vated and manured : if we do this, and bring to the

surface a bad, stagnated, undecomposed subsoil, we
shall feel its ill effects for years. I speak practically in

this matter ; for wherever the yellow soapy subsoil of

the new ditches has been spread on the surface, it makes

a miserable seed-bed, and is most difficult to work. Let

us keep the surface soil where it is ; for in breaking up

the subsoil, quite enough of it will of necessity be mixed

with the upper soil. As the solutions of lime, manure,

and atmospheric influences gradually ameliorate the

under soil, we can year by year gain one inch by deeper

ploughing ; remembering, however, that it will be one

hundred tons of new earth per acre, a pretty strong

dressing. In dealing with inferior subsoils we must be

governed by our facilities for obtaining abundant sup-

plies of lime, chalk, and manure, which would enable

us to take a greater liberty with the under soil. I will

now state what soils I consider require deep cultivation

:

Strong, heavy, tenacious clays of almost every descrip-

tion ; these should be broken up in dry weather, because

the treading of many horses is not then injurious ; be-

sides, the subsoil, being dry, is torn or broken up into

fragments and irregular masses, which freely admit the

summer heats and evening dews ; whereas, if done when
wet, the putty-like subsoil would collapse, and the sur-

face become kneaded by the treading of horses. Sandy,

silty, or gravelly soils, having a hard bottom of iron

sandstone, or masses of pudding-stone (an admixture

of pebbles with protoxide of iron, forming a sort of rusty

rock-stone) ; these soils have generally contained much
spring water, headed back by occasional veins of clay,

and are much benefited by subsoiling. I find by

breaking up these soils to the depth of twenty-one to

twenty-four inches, instead of the common depth of

four to five inches, that all crops succeed better, par-

ticularly roots, green crops, and clover. Their roots

descend deeper, and are consequently less subject to in-

jury by the vicissitudes of extreme cold or drought

—

of course drainage secures them from stagnant water. I

speak feelingly on this subject, for before I drained and

subsoiled my land our winter crops were often injured,

as well as our summer ones. I am convinced that it is

the freezing of the roots in our shallow soils that often

destroys our clovers, our tares, and our wheats. I have

traced the roots of wheat and tares from nine to eighteen

inches below the surface, even so early as Christmas,

where the soil has been sufficiently moved and pulverized;

and we all know that clover roots descend very deeply

into good, friable subsoils. The pan, or impervious

mass, that is often formed immediately below the plough,

is a great impediment to the roots of plants ; subsoiling

remedies this evil. It often requires great force to

break up this pan. The advantages of subsoiling on

such soils as I have described are observable for several

years. One result of deepening the staple is to cause a

less rapid, but more perfect development of the plants.

Their growth is prolonged, and forms a striking contrast

to the hasty prematurity and inferior produce of shallow

soils with a hard and unpulverized substratum. It is

stated by Liebig, and other eminent chemists, that iron

has the power of attracting ammonia from the atmos-

phere, which contains ic in unbounded supply ; if so,

this at once accounts for the beneficial results of break-

ing up deeply, and exposing to atmospheric influences

our tenacious clays which abound in iron ; my heavy

soils show by analysis near eight per cent, of peroxide

of iron. Another advantage of subsoiling is the de-

struction of deep-rooted weeds ; I know of instances

D D
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where roots of thistles and other weeds, as thick as ^ ne's

finger, have been disturbed by the fork und the subsoil

plough, but which were merely pruned by the ordinary

plough. Dressings of chalk, marl, and heavy earths

sink down in stratified layers, and in a few years are

below the reach of ordinary ploughing. Subsoiling and

crossing the land by deep summer ploughings often

restore to us the lost application. If wc needed an

argument against those immense mounds or lauds, so

often met with in the midland counties, the impossibility

of cross-ploughing them would be conclusive evidence;

still, being so formed, it would be dangerous indeed to

alter too suddenly the relative position of the seed-bed

and subsoil. My own experience does not extend to

calcareous soils ; but we have evidence on Mr. Hewitt

Davis's Surrey farms, that the gradual breaking up of

the chalks is highly beneficial, especially in destroying

or checking the growth of deep-rooted weeds. At the

farm of the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester,

similar good results have been derived by deep cultiva-

tion, under the judicious and unprejudiced management

of Mr. "Wilson : the soil there is mostly corn brash, or

laminated lime stone ; the breaking up of this by deep

ploughing and subsoiling has a very noisy, and rather

ludicrous rattling effect. I have generally a great respect

for the practical experience of agriculturists ; but I am

bound to say, that on the chalks and limestones custom

has assumed (without practical experience) that deep cul-

tivation would be injurious. There are some soils in

which subsoiling or deep cultivation is, perhaps,

rarely requisite, except to remove deep-rooted weeds,

resulting from neglectful farming, or to recover a lost

dressing of marl or chalk. These are loose, hot, dry

sands and gravels ; deep, loose, rich, friable vegetable

loams, and reclaimed felty bogs. In all these soils air

and water have a very free passage. I have reason !.o

know that in many instances some of them are most

profitably managed by consolidation with sheep folding,

and by heavy rolling, the breast- plough and scarifier

absolutely, or nearly superseding the common plough.

With regard to the mode and cost of deep cultivation,

my experience is, that where horse labour can be pro-

perly applied, it is always more profitable than manual

labour ; the relative weekly cost bearing no comparison

with the relative power. In very strong clays during

dry weather manual labour is almost unavailable ; so

also in hard, concreted, rocky bottoms. My mode of

subsoiling is as follows : we open the ground eight to

nine inches deep, with a strong full -breasted iron plough,

drawn by three horses abreast, having an equalizing

Scotch hinged iron whippletree. Smith of Deanston's

subsoil plough follows in the track of the first plough,

drawn by six strong horses, breaking up fourteen inches

of the subsoil. The first plough turns a furrow slice

on this, and is again followed by the Deanston plough.

The cost is as follows :

—

9 horses ;it 2s £0 18

Smenntla. Sd. .. .. 5

£13
Quantity ploughed five eighths to six-eighths of an

acre per day, seldom so much as the latter. Of course

the chains and every part of the subsoil plough is very

strong ; and it is severe work for six good horses in

hard soils. I find a small wheel in front of the

subsoil plough a great advantage ; it causes the plough

to swim true, nnd prevents those violent jerks so in-

jurious to the ploughman and his cattle. Compare a

man using a pick-axe with the power of six strong horses

applied to a point almost as small. The hard or stony

subsoil, that doggedly resists the repeated hackings of

the labourer, is broken up and shivered to atoms by

the resistless plough, which groans and rattles as it

wedges itself amongst the stubborn masses. The fork

and the spade can only be advantageously employed,

during the winter months, in soils of a more workable

character than some of mine, which are too clung and

soapy in wet weather. In a more friable field I have

forked, under the plough, seven acres with advantage,

at a cost of 42s. per acre, including ploughing. I leave

the details of this to be explained to you by Mr.

Beadel, who is experienced in this matter, and to whom
great credit is due, seeing how much labour he has

employed. I say nothing of spade husbandry, because

that cannot, yet, become the general custom of the

country; however desirable it may be, and undoubtedly

is, in over- populated districts during the winter

season. After subsoiling, the land is crossed and in-

termixed by a strong common drag-harrow, haviug

teeth or spikes eighteen inches long, and drawn by four

horses abreast, the driver sitting on the frame. Although

an old fashioned tool, I can find none better suited to

the purpose of deeply raking the ground, and bringing

the unbroken lumps to the surface, to be crushed by

Crosskill's roller, or to be pulverized by atmospheric

influences. As to the recurrence of subsoiling, obser-

vation must guide us ; there is a tendency in soils to

settle down, and become solid. We shall seldom err

in trench-ploughing our laud for root crops once in four

years. Trench-ploughing will be found easy where

once the land has been subsoiled ; this I sometimes do

before winter, having three horses to each plough, so

arranged as not to tread or solidify the work. The lead-

ing plough has a full bold breast ; the second, that fol-

lows in the track of the first, has a smaller breast or

mould-board. I have used Read's subsoil plough with

advantage, and it is a very convenient tool for small

farmers with a limited team ; of course it does not go

so deep as Smith of Deanston's powerful tool. In

Scotland it has (with some improvements by Mr. Slight,

of Edinburgh) been considered to require less power

than Smith's plough. It is the opinion of Mr. Smith,

in which I entirely concur, that subsoiling greatly fa-

cilitates the passage of water to drains. I find that

subsoiling materially assists the evaporative jjowers of

tenacious soils, rendering them dryer, and consequently

much warmer ; in fact, evaporation is a super-drainage

of the soil after the ordinary drains have ceased running.

When land is trench-ploughed a second time, it should

be across, or at right angles with the first subsoiling.

Although I advocate deep cultivation and a loose sub-

soil, I attach much importance to a fine, firm seed-bed

;

particularly for turnips, mangold, I'ape, and mustard

:
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Crosskill's roller effects this comfortably in dry weather.

Allow me, here, to pay a tribute of justice and respect

to the father of subsoiling in this kingdom, 1 mean
Mr. James Smith, of Deanston ; he is entitled to our

gratitude, not only for applying to the subsoil Jethro

Tull's admirable principles of tillage, but for his general,

ardent, and excellent exertions to promote our native

agriculture. We must all deeply regret the generally

shallow tillage of this kingdom. In too many instances

the mouth of an ordinary wine glass, or 2^ inches, is a

common depth in some districts, whilst rarely can we

find the furrow slice cut deep enough from the solid

land to cover the level of a wine glass in a standino;

position, which is only 4.2 inches. The result of this

shallow cultivation is made apparent to all who travel

by rail during summer, the question frequently being,

which is the strongest crop, the weeds or the corn and

roots ? In conclusion, I thank you for your patient at-

tention to my very long story ; my excuse must be the

importance of the subject. I have always felt that agri-

culture is the corner stone of our existence as a nation

—

our increasing millions must be fed and employed.

Our acres do not multiply—the time is coming when

we must use much more labour and capital, and pro-

duce a much larger quantity of food from the present

space of ground. Tliis can be eftected only by greater

depth of cultivation, and largely increased supplies of

manure. Science and more live stock will help us to

the latter ; but the cottage-gardens and allotments on

our heaths and wastes give undeniable evidence of the

productive powers of our poorest soils, under the in-

fluence of deep and frequent cultivation.

Mr. Thomas said he had paused to see if any other

gentleman would rise, after the lucid, amusing, and m-
structive discourse which they had heard from his friend

Mr. Mechi, and he certainly would have been glad if

some gentleman, older and more experienced than him-

self, had risen to speak on this most important subject.

He confessed that he had never listened with more plea-

sure to Mr. Mechi than he had done that evening.

There was but little which that gentleman had stated to

which most of them would not be willing to subscribe.

Of this one thing he was by practice convinced—namely,

that deep ploughing, like deep draining, without deep

subsoiling, was almost throwing money away, and that

deep draining could only be used with practical benefit

where subsoiUng could be used with equal advantage.

Here was the difficulty at present. Their horses, and

business, and tackle were not generally fitted for such

severe work, any more than the ordinary team of the

farmer was fitted for the heavy carting of timber, which

they saw carted away by those who were in the trade

with the utmost facility. If deep subsoiling were intro-

duced more extensively in this country (he believed it

had not been introduced to the extent that it ought to

be), it would prove successful. The most proper and

advantageous mode would be for the parties who felt a

deep interest in this matter—for example, the landlords

—to keep teams for thtir own individual profit, which

should perambulate the country, being paid properly for

the work done ; and thus, by constant habit, they would

be able to do that efficiently which the farmer, by means

of his ordinary team, would find it exceedingly difficult

to perform. Mr. Meihi had told them that tliey must

now apply themselves more to their stock. He must

say, that in walking through Smithfield about one o'clock

that day, he had seen two thousand splendid oxen with-

out customers ; or, if there were customers, the prices

were such as afforded no profit to the parties who had

bred and fattened the animals. He feared, however,

that the present distress of agriculture in this highly-

taxed country was owing to causes over which, as agri-

culturists, they had no control, and to which, as the club

excluded politics, he could not further refer. He trusted

that the time had come when they might successfully

compete with their neighbours, who were far less taxed

than themselves ; and he was confident that if they could

do it successfully, it could onlj be by the application of

more capital, skill, and zeal, and by their availing them-

selves of such machinery as their attention had been di-

rected to that evening. He agreed with Mr. Mechi that

subsoil ploughing had not been carried out to the extent

that it ought to be ; and he believed that deep cultiva-

tion, properly applied, was one of the great mainstays

on which they had to rely. He was the more convinced

of this, because in the Channel islands—Jersey and

Guernsey—he had seen deep ploughing carried out, by

fourteen or fifteen parislies putting their horses to the

plough, which was the sole means by which such enor-

mous crops had been obtained in those islands.

Mr. Beadel said he should not satisfy liimself, how.,

ever he might satisfy other members of the club, by al-

lowhig this subject to be dismissed without making a few

observations upon it, more especially after two or three

remarks which had fallen from his friend Mr. Mechi.

The subject, as it stood on the card, appeared to him a

very important one Deep cultivation was admitted by

Mr. ]\Iechi and Mr. Thomas to be all important, and the

object of the discussion that night wtis to ascertain whe-

ther deep cultivation could be carried' on best by the

plough, the spade, or the fork. If he read the subject

rightly as it was stated on the card, that was the proper

definition of it ; and though all of them might think

subsoil ploughing exceedingly important, still it might

be that the same object was attainable by other means

not more expensive in the application, and more profit,

able in the result. He felt that in the few observations

which he had to make to the meeting—taking a course

which he knew to be contrary to the opinions of a great

number of agriculturists—he should labour under some

disadvantages ; still, he knew enough of the independent

feeling of the tenant farmers of this country to believe

that he should have a patient hearing. He would state

boldly, in the first instance, that be was there to prove

that deep cultivation could be more cheaply, as well as

more efficiently, carried out by the fork than by the

plough ; and having made that statement, he trusted

that the principles which he laid down would not be set

aside, injured, or damaged by any preconceived opinions

which the club had formed. Mr. Mechi would excuse

his saying that, being wedded to the plough, he did not

pay much attention to the spade or the fork. That ap-

DD 2
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peared a fitting opportunity for him to state to the club

what he had to say with regard to the advantages of the

two systems. All he asked was, that the meeting would
more fully consider the course he had adopted, and duly

weigh and properly compare the two systems. Mr.
Mechi had begun by saying that digging would be

ruinous, meaning that it would be so if the under-soil

was brought to the top. (" Hear, hear," from Mr.
Mechi.) In that point he perfectly agreed with Mr.
Mechi. Nothing could be more ruinous than to bring

up the crude subsoil to the surface ; but the system which

he adopted had not that effect, and in that respect no
ruin could attend the adoption of his plan. He knew
how difBcult it was to disentangle from men's minds the

supposition that he was bringing up the under-soil to the

surface. In reality, however, he did no such thing,

always keeping five or six inches below the surface. Mr.
Mechi had stated that, among other lands which paid

for subsoil ploughing, was clay of all descriptions ; but

he added that it must be done in dry weather, on account

of the treading of the horses. Now, the plan which he

adopted would do in wet weather, when not a single

horse was employed. Mr. Mechi also said that sandy,

silicious, and gravelly soils would do for subsoiling.

Now he (Mr. Beadel) could speak as to the sandy and

gravelly soils, in which he had had to use that awful

tool of which Mr. Mechi spoke—the pick-axe. With
regard to the statement that loose, hot, dry, gravelly

soils were useless to operate upon, he would observe that

by his system he had operated upon such soils also

;

and though it would be too much to say that it prevented

burning, yet he must say that it very much mitigated

burning. If they had land subject to burning, and dis-

turbed and broke up the subsoil, they would find the

burning much less, though the soil itself remained un-
changed ; and he considered that in that respect his

system was beneficial. (Hear, hear.) Mr. Mechi had
stated that the expense of subsoiling by the plough was
32s. an acre. He would be able to satisfy this meeting
that his system of subsoiling would not cost more than

40s. an acre. Here was a difference of 8s. ; but the

description of work would more than counterbalance

the difference in price. Their friend Mr. Mechi had
indulged in a figurative expression when talking of "the
resistless plough." He (Mr. Beadel) had heard the

words, and put them down. Mr. Mechi asked, "What
is your pick-axe compared with the resistless plough
with six horses pulling it ?" For his own part, he did

not think there was anything more resistless in a plough
than in a pick-axe. Mr. Mechi had also observed that

the plough and the spade could only be useful in

summer.

Mr. Mechi : I said in winter.

Mr. Beadel ; Yes, but it was to be done in dry
weather.

Mr. Mechi : The subsoil.

Mr. Beadel had understood Mr. Mechi to say that

the plough would be useful in summer, but the plough
and the fork only in winter. The real diflScuUy

which he found—and it was that which first directed

his attention to another mode of effecting the object-

was the tendency which the soil had to slip down and to

consolidate again in its original state. It was very like

what they might have sometimes seen when they had

snapped a board and not separated it. If they raised

the two ends they would find that the broken parts

exactly fitted. He had discovered, in lands where subsoil

ploughing had been tried, a tendency to settle down in

the same state as before. The soil was not broken up

perfectly in clods and disentegrated, while by his own

plan it was perfectly disintegrated and turned bottom

upwards, and it could not therefore get into its old po-

sition. Mr, Mechi said the time had come when they

must use more labour, and he admitted the truth of that

position ; but why he should take six horses against tea

or a dozen men he could not at all understand. Having

made these observations upon what had fallen from Mr.

Mechi—and he repeated that he had listened to Mr,

Mechi with the greatest pleasure—he would now remark

that he apprehended that in deep cultivation there were

three or four things to be kept in view. First, there

was the improvement of the land ; and he meant those

words to apply more particularly to the surface. The

next point was the difference in the staple ; because he

apprehended that on a large portion of the lands in this

country the present top-soil was neither more nor less

than a portion of the subsoil broken up, then operated

upon by the atmosphere and improved by manure.

Another point had reference to labour. He quite ad-

mitted that no one had a right to advocate the supply of

labour unless he could couple with it another thing

which was absolutely essential ; namely, the securing

that the labour should be profitable to the employer.

With that object in view, if two plans presented them-

selves to the farmer, both accomplishing the same object,

and both pretty much at the same cost, if one gave labour,

and the other did not, that was quite a sufficient reason

for preferring the former ; inasmuch as it put money in

the farmer's pocket by saving the expense of unproduc-

tive labour, which was given in the shape of poor-rates.

Another object of deep cultivation was the thorough

cleaning of the laud. They all knew that if they were

farming land in which dandelions, thistles, nettles, and

other weeds grew plentifully, on the common system of

ploughing, they simply scraped off those weeds—they

did no more. The same thing was done, to a certain

extent, in subsoil-ploughing. Under his plan they were

turned bottom upwards, so that they could not grow

again. He would now proceed to detail the plan which he

pursued, and which experience, as far as it went, showed

to be the best. It would occupy more time than could

be conveniently sjjared, to enter into every detail ; and

he would therefore say, that if any gentleman felt a

curiosity on the subject afterwards, he should be happy

to give him fuller information. He had followed the

system for nearly ten years with almost unvarying suc-

cess and satisfaction ; nor had he any intention of altering

it in consequence of anything which had occurred. The

system which he pursued was this. I take a field (con-

tinued Mr. Beadel)—I take land which has come in-

to fallow, and which is only fit to be cropped with ploughs

and harrows, I first dig the furrows in that field with
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the fork—of which I must have sent two-hiinslred speci-

mens into different parts of the country, so lluit it must

be known ; and there can be no necessity therefore for

me to describe it. The fork is thirteen inches long. I

dig the bottom up. The furrow between the stetches is

first dug as the land lies. It is no matter what is the

width of the stetches. I turn up the furrows thirteen

inches deep with the fork. The man goes and takes off

a slice of that, and turns it on the top, and of co\irse a

furrow is left on each side. He does it with the com-

mon plough, and with nothing else (Hear, hear). I go

as deep as I can. Five or six inches is the ordinary

depth ; but on most of our soils, if you went a foot deep

you would take up two or three inches more soil than

are necessary for your purpose. Thus I have a furrow

on each side. Having dug thirteen inches deep, I then

take another slice, and thus I proceed till I have com-

pleted the entire field. The fork is a three-pronged one,

and is made very stiff in the shoulders. I first tried the

spade ; but when there was a stone or any other hard

substance, the long continuous edge of that implement

could hai-dly wriggle by it. Having thus gone through

the whole field, by an operation which lasts from Oc-

tober to February, you let the field remain exactly as it

is till you are ready for a root crop, which I always take

after digging ; for this reason, that while I get rid of the

root weeds, I bring a vast number of annual weeds under

the influence of the atmosphere. These weeds are

poisonous, and therefore a root-crop always succeeds the

ploughing. After the operation has been performed,

and before I sow my root crop, my usual plan is to

scarify the land. I do nothing else : I have no other

ploughing ; there is simply one plough and a scarifier.

Mr. Swift : How do you get your farm-yard manure ?

Mr. Beadel : I feel obliged to the gentleman for

putting that question, as the point might otherwise have

escaped me. Where I have dug I never manure, and

experience with regard to the crops has shown me that

it is unnecessary to do so. I save the manure, therefore,

for other purposes. If any gentleman wishes to put his

farm-yard manure on the land he will have no difficulty

In doing so ; he has only to cart it on the land as he

would on fallow, spread it on the surface, and turn it in

with the plough. It is an entirely open question, and

any one who thinks it best to put on the manure will not

be prevented from taking that course. But with regard

to the root crops which I grow, I generally find that

when I subsoil with the plough I am better without the

manure than with it.

Mr. W. Shaw, of Northamptonshire : How many
men have you to keep one plough going ?

Mr. Beadel : I do not keep the plough going con-

stantly- If I have eight or ten acres to operate upon I

set the men to dig. Suppose I have two men, I give an

order for the digging at so much a rod, and put on any

man who comes. It is a capital test of industry. I had

on one field of nine acres 85 men at work for a fortnight.

My own men were engaged perhaps with the horses

somewhere else, and if they happen to come near the

digging I say to them "Go and plough the fallows."

Whenever it requires to be done I order it to be done.

I i.lo not wint a plougli !o he constantly following the

in«u in the fields. I liave found it the best workhouse

test in the world. Lazy men will not come to you, and

those whom you employ cannot deceive yuu. You have

only to walk along the furrows with an iron-bhod stick

in your hand, and thrust it into the ground, and I defy

any man to deceive you. If men ever attempt to cheat

you refuse to give them a shilling till they have gone

over the work again ; and, you may rely upon it, they will

not make the attempt a second time (laughter). I am
aware that I am propounding to you something rather

novel. All I ask is that you would give the plan your

best consideration. What appears to be rather outre at

first, after being tried often proves successful. I request

you then to do me the favour to weigh the plan well,

and not to condemn it until you have really done so.

Observe that I am stating carefully the result of actual

and extensive experience. I was, I confess, at first

prejudiced against the system ; I have been convinced

against my will ; and therefore I feel sincerely that the

principle is a correct one. The next point is the expense

of this operation. Here I set out by confessing that

unless I can shew that the farmer will be a gainer by it

I cannot fairly ask him to expend his money in labour.

(Hear, hear.) Now I have bestowed on my calculation

the greatest care. I have felt that if the price of corn

shall continue as low as it is I shall be able to do the

work as low as 2M. a rod, or 32s. an acre. Last year I

gave 3d. a rod, or 40s. an acre. I take 40s. an acre for

the digging, 8s. for the ploughing, and 2s. for the scari-

fying, which gives 50s. as the cost of making the fallow.

Now my next remark is, that the ploughing varies in

different districts. In my district, seven, eight, nine, or

ten ploughings for a turnip crop are not considered an

outrageous number. But if you take six ploughings at

8s. it then comes of course to 48s. an acre ; and I know

that in a large district of the county of Essex, where the

land is carefully prepared and cleaned for turnips, six

ploughings are not considered at all excessive. Thus

there is 2s. an acre difference between making the fallows

in that way and digging. Take a farm of 200 acres

farmed on the five-course shift. Upon that land 40

acres of fallow would come in course for digging. In all

probability, were the plan generally followed, that is a

greater proportion than could be done. Therefore I

will say take half this quantity, 20 acres each year as it

comes in course of fallow. When you have done that

you may get rid of some ef your horse power. Probably

it may not have occurred to many gentlemen present,

in considering this question, what is the cost of keeping

a pair of horses. It so happens that in some matter of

business in which I was concerned it became my duty

to obtain this cost. It was found that the expense of

the keep of the horses, together with that of the harness,

the men, and the shoeing was not under ^£"70 a year. I

believe that if you take the keep of the horses, make a

certain allowance for risk—for in everything of that sort

there is risk—and if you also consider the implements

which are used, you will find that the whole expense is

nearly .€70 a year. At all events that was the effect of

the evidence given by two of the larg est practical far-
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mers that I know anywhere. Therefore if you dig 20

acres of your fallow land, it will supersede the necessity

of keeping so many horses by two, at all events, for a

considerable time. We know also that there is a great

difference between keeping horses in the straw-yard out

of work and keeping them in work. If you work them

they must be highly fed, but if you do not work them

you may keep them upon a sum which will be quite

equivalent to the extra cost of digging the land. Another

great advantage is the employing labour at a time of the

year when the employment of labour is generally short.

The digging runs from the latter end of October up to

the latter end of February ; and if you cannot get it all

dug, and if labour is scarce, you have the satisfaction of

knowing that you have helped the rates considerably and

yourselves too. Looking, therefore, at the plan as a

whole, I do feel that either the spade or the fork is pre-

ferable to the plough. I approve of the fork, however,

for the reason which I have suggested to you, namely,

that the use of the fork would be a very great advantage to

the farmer in every locality, first, by improving the land,

and secondly, by affording labour, and a description of

labour which tests a man's industry. You give a man
so much a rod

; you can tell whether he has done it

right or wrong
; you cannot be deceived. It is a descrip-

tion of labour which you can go on with at any time

and in any state of the weather. Supposing you dig 20
acres, that will be equivalent to employing one man at

2s. a day for a thousand days. Every 200 acres would
employ for four months, or sixteen weeks, 10 men. If

you only follow out that plan to a limited extent ; if you
wash and dig five acres or even one as an experiment,

and if you find that the result of a careful working out

of the system is that which I have stated, you will

then agree with me that subsoil ploughing is a mere
apology for subsoiling, and that it supersedes manual
labour to the prejudice of the labourer and the injury of

the farmer. The subject is one which I have studied care-

fully for a considerable period ; and my only desire is

that gentlemen who have not tried the system will do me
the favour to try it. I should be glad to assist them
with more elaborate explanation ; though, after all, the

plan is as simple as possible when understood. Though
every gentleman present should be an advocate for the

subsoil plough, I should still be an advocate for the fork.

Mr. W. Shaw, of Northampton, wished to know how
many men were employed to keep one plough going.

In his opinion Mr. Beadel had evaded the question.

Mr. Mechi believed that 20 men were required.

Mr. W. Shaw did not see how land could be dug
unless it were ploughed. Mr. Beadel had said that

sometimes he had only two men in the field, and that at

one moment they ploughed a fallow and then again they
left it.

The Chairman thought Mr. Beadel had explained
that in his speech.

Mr. Beadel : What I said was this (and I wish to

be distinctly understood)—the commencement of the
digging is the first operation, so that no ploughing is

needed before beginning to dig. My habit is to send
men into the field to dig all the furrows in existence

;

then to send a man to turn a furrow with the plough
;

and after the men have approached near the end of then-

work, he goes and turns more furrows. One of the

advantages of my plan is that under it you may employ

as few men as you please.

Mr. Mechi believed that it took 20 men to keep a

plough going.

Mr. Beadel : Yes, if you keep the plough going con-

stantly; but I take them as I can employ them, and when
there is nothing else for them to do. I repeat that,

having tried my system for years, I have found no prac-

tical inconvenience, and I am prepared to meet any

objection which may be urged. I am quite aware that

the plan is a new one, and the fact that it is new is quite

sufficient to excite the ojiposition of some people.

Mr. Cheetham said : I have listened with great in-

terest and pleasure to the observations made by preceding

speakers on the subject of deep cultivation by the plough,

the spade, and the fork. I have myself collected the

results of a few experiments which have been made ; not

by myself, but by other persons upon whose accuracy I

can depend. If admissible I shall be glad to give you

the result of an experiment made with the plough and

with the fork, including the practice of spade husbandry

as it is carried on in my own county (Rutland), especially

as it relates to small allotments. The experiment was

made by Mr. Edward Wortley, of Rcdiington, Rutland.

That gentleman has written a short essay on the subject.

He says—"No sooner had I ascertained that a premium

was offered for a statement of the comparative merits of

ploughing, and of digging or forking, than I determined

to undertake the experiment ; and having just concluded

the carting and weighing of the separate allotments, I

feel great pleasure in thus contributing the result to the

public, hoping it may tend to establish correct principles,

and emulate to advantageous practices in the husbandry

of our country. I shall endeavour, in the following re-

marks, to avoid entering at length into a theoretic essay,

and confine myself as closely as possible to a practical

statement. Owing to the continued severity of the

frost, the land was not broken up, either with the fork

or the plough, until the month of March. The experi-

ment extended over four acres, which were cultivated in

the following manner :—One acre forked, with the fork

introduced into this neighbourhood by R. W. Baker,

Esq., of Cottesmore, and drilled with carrots. One acre

ploughed once, harrowed, and drilled with carrots. One
acre forked and drilled with mangold wurzel ; and one

acre ploughed once, harrowed, and also drilled with man-

gold wurzel. I should mention that the tines of the

fork are fourteen inches long. It weighs eight pounds

and a half. The ploughing was done with a Ransome's

N. L. plough—depth five inches. The previous crop

—

the fourth—was wheat, so that (this farm being culti-

vated on the five-field system) the experimental crops

were last in the rotation, and the land itself by no means

of first-rate quality ; in fact, some few years ago it was

a fox-cover. The soil consists of a light red loam,

mixed with red sandstone. On the 12th of April the

two acres of carrots were drilled with five pounds of seed

to the acre, mixed previously with one cwt. urate for the
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purpose of assisting in the more even distribution of the

seed, one cwt. being too small a quantity to li;>ve much

influence as a manure. The two acres of mangold wurzel

were drilled, the rows eighteen inches apart, on the

2nd of May—the same quantity of seed as the carrots,

and mLxed, to facilitate the drilling, with the same quan-

tity of urate. No farm-yard manure whatever was ap-

plied to any of the crops ; so that, however scanty the

fare of food allowed, they were nevertheless all treatefl

alike. The experiment was not for the purpose of testing

mnnures, but implements. As the plants advanced in

growth, the difference between the plough and the fork

became very apparent, and was greatly in favour of the

fork. Each acre was stumped out separately, but the

greater luxuriance of the crops from the forking was so

remarkable, that the stumps were rendered quite un-

necessary for reference. We began to dig the carrots

up the first week in November. I superintended the

gathering of all the roots myself, and can vouch for the

correctness of the following statement :

—

Carrots. t. c. q.

Produce from one acre forked 7 8 2

Ditto from one acre ploughed 4 7 3

Difference per acre in favour of forking 3 3

Mangold Wlrzel. t. c. q.

Produce from one acre forked 13 2 2

Ditto from one acre ploughed 8 5

Difference per ucre in favour of forking 4 17 2

Thus we see that we have an average gain of very nearly

four tons of roots per acre by using the fork instead of

the plough, and the only drawback is the difference in

the expense between ploughing and forking. The fork-

ing cost 2Gs. per acre : the soil being stony, and never

having been moved so deeply before, nearly two cart-

loads of soft red stone were brought up in forking the

two acres, which the plough, of course, had never touched.

Allowing lOs. per acre for ploughing, it leaves ICs. per

acre only in favour of the plough, to stand against up-

wards of three tons of carrots on one acre, and nearly

five tons of mangold wurzel on the other ! I scarcely

know how to place a money value upon the roots, as we
are not in the habit of selling any ; but to a farmer, who

produces and consumes them on his own farm, I do know
they are invaluable, both for food and manure. But,

taking the market value of carrots at 50s. per ton, and

reckoning the increase from forking of 3 tons 3 qrs.

per acre of carrots at 50s.

—

£1 lis. lO^d., and de-

duct, for greater expense of cultivation, 16s., it clearly

leaves us a balance per acre of £& 15s. 10|d. in favour

of the fork. Still more remarkable is its advantage in

the cultivation of the mangold wurzel. Without decid-

ing upon the price per ton of this root, even if its value

should be less than that of carrots, this circumstance is

more than counterbalanced by the relative produce being

much greater." Mr. Wortley informs me, in a letter this

morning, that the benefits arising from forking are the

most apparent in the vegetable and seed crops ; that it

is not so perceptible in the barley crop, he attributes to

the circumstance of the land being all so highly ma-

nured by the vegetab^s being fed oti' by sheep, thai the

whole produces a great crop. He conceives that using

the fork more than once in the rotation would be preju-

dicial rather than otherwise. He continues to use the

fork each succeeding winter with unfailing success. I

am so well acquainted with Mr. Wortley's veracity, in-

tegrity, and practical, business-like habits, that I feel

the same confidence in these remarks as though I had

superintended his experiments myself. I have occa-

sionally seen his vegetables growing, and can speak to

their greater luxuriance upon the forked land over the

ploughed. For much valuable information relative to

cultivation by the spade and the fork, I am indebted to

R. W. Baker, Esq., of Cottesmore, Rutland, who cer-

tainly has contributed largely to the science of practical

agriculture, both by precept and example, and has suc-

cessfully devoted much time and energy in an endeavour

to raise the condition of the labouring classes. And
although I am unable to draw a comparison between the

meritsof the plough, the spade, and the fork, in attempt-

ing to elucidate this question, still I conceive that the

system of small allotments, cultivated as they are en-

tirely with the two latter implements, and carried into ope-

ration under the superintendence and judicious arrange-

ments of Mr. Baker, chiefly upon the estates of the Earl

of Gainsborough, will sufficiently illustrate the advan-

tages arising therefrom. I shall take leave, in the first

place, to draw your attention to the Exton allotments,

66 in number. These were taken out of the park in

1837, the land being dry and thin, and previously not

worth more than 10s. or 12s. per acre. In that year I

inspected the crops myself, as one of the judges for

awarding the pi-emiums to the best cultivated allotments,

and am bound to say that their general appearance was

most discouraging ; but in the years 1840-1-2, the pro-

duce was as follows :

—

Average production upon 66 allotments.
QR. B.

1840 Wheat '.5 1 per acre.

„ Barley 8 „ „
„ Beans 7 „ „

1841 Wheat 5 „ „

„ Barley 7 5 „ „

„ Beans 7 „ „
1842 Wheat 5 „ „

„ Barley 7 6 „ „

„ Beans 7 3 „ „

Average upon 122 allotments in 4 parishes in 3

YEARS.

QRS. BSH. P.

Wheat 5 1 2 per acre.

Barley 7 5 1 „ „
Beans 7 3 „ „

I regret that I have no satisfactory information relative

to the exact quantity of potatoes grown, but I believe

the produce ranged from 40 to 50 bushels per half rood.

I feel convinced that these results never could have been

equalled by the plough upon the same quality of land.

I think, however, that the Church Field, or Brand Close,

at Uppingham, forms the most striking illustration of

the utility of spade and fork husbandry coming within

the sphere of my observation. This field was let to the

labourers in 1844 most completely exhausted, in which

state I saw it ; and I am indebted to the kmdness of
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Mr. \\'illiain Pickering, of Beaumond Chase, who has

watched the system with much interest and attention,

for the figures indicating the average produce, in wheat,

of the field, in the years 1845-6-7-8, and for the fol-

lowing report :
—

1845.

bnsh. pecks.

5

1846.

bush, pecks.

6 3

1847.

bush, pecks.

6 2i

1848.

bush, pecks.

6

Considering the unproductiveness of this season, I con-

Geive this to be the greatest produce of the whole. The
above quantities were grown, respectively, upon half

roods of ground, from one gallon of seed each. The
following quantities of wheat were grown by one occu-

pier upon half a rood of ground, from less than two

quarts of seed each :-^

1846.

bush, pecks.

6 3

1847.

bush, pecks.

6 2

Extracted from Mr. Pickering's letter :

—

" All these have been dug with a spade, and from ten to

twelve inches deep. I can certainly report the foregoing as

being the average produce of the greater portion of the allot-

ments in this once wretchedly-cultivated field, called Brand
Close, and let to the labourers by the churchwardens of the

parish, who, the year before, or in the winter of 1844, requested

me to decide on dilapidations against the out-going tenant,

who, indeed, had cropped and sold away until it would crop no
longer."

Notwithstanding these disadvantages, its cultivation had
attained to such a state of perfection in 1846 as to merit

this report, which is copied from a Stamford paper of

the period :
— " Seventeenth anniversary for awarding the

premiums to the most deserving occupiers of small

allotments in the county of Rutland. Comparative
merits, ' field against field,'—quality of the land, si-

tuation, clean and useful husbandry, general manage-
ment, and the number of years under the system, awarded
to the occupiers of the Church field, Uppingham : 25
occupiers. Is. each. The Ransome prize of one sove-

reign for the best cultivated allotment in any of the fields,

awarded to James Nutt, Church field, Uppingham. These
allotments were set out in 1844, and although this is

only the third year it has been under the system, by the

industry and perseverance of the labourers upon poor
and exhausted land, its cultivation has arrived at this

pitch of excellence to merit the prize for the best culti-

vation, in competition with all the other fields, several of

which have been under the system from the years 1830
and 1831. Some of the gentlemen who had watched
the progress of the system from its commencement, bore
ample testimony to the importance of its arrangements
and annual examination, and to the progressive increase
in production. One fact is worthy of notice, that the
last year, in some of the allotments upon poor land taken
out of Exton Park, from 8, 9, to 10 bushels of barley
were grown upon h^lf a rood of ground, 6, 7, to 8f
bushels of beans, and 6, 7, to 8 bushels of wheat. This
year the judges were of opinion that the wheat crops
generally would excel in quantity and quality the produce

of former years. It was also remarked that if the average

of each family was five in number, 1 000 of the popula-

tion in the county are thus benefited in no small degree.

It is certainly a most desirable feature in the allotment

system that, notwithstanding it has been in operation

from the year 1830, and has gradually increased up to

1844, until they amount to 198 in number, only one man

has lost his occupation for dishonesty, and he was re-

instated in three years." I intend, Mr. Chairman, to con-

clude these imperfect remarks by stating that in conse-

quence of the Royal Agricultural Society declaring that

one of its objects was the amelioration of the condition

of the labouring classes, Mr. Raker sent to the council

a full report of the proceedings connected with the small

allotments, from their commencement to the year 1 842,

in the hope that the system might be adopted by that

society on a scale of magnitude commensurate with its

importance ; but I am not aware that anything useful

has arisen out of the communication.

Mr. Swift said the observations made by Mr. Bea-

del as to ploughing eight times for a fallow crop appeared

to him to call for some comment. He had never in his

life heard of eight ploughings, and he must say that a

farm was indeed badly cultivated if the occupier was

obliged to plough eight times in order to obtain a crop of

turnips. He maintained that three ploughings, if well

performed, would be sufficient for any land in England.

He would like to know what kind of land should be

forked.

Mr. Thomas confessed that he, like the preceding

speaker, could not understand what Mr. Beadel had

meant by talking of eight ploughings for turnips. He
had never heard of more than five previously ; he never

gave more than three himself, and the tilth had always

been so good that in the course of twenty-one years'

experience he had never lost one rood of land by fly in the

turnips.

Mr. Beadel said one of two things must have hap-

pened : either Essex as an agricultural county had been

blotted out of the map of Great Britain, or his friends

who had just spoken were not in the habit of travelling

out of the locality in which they happened to vegetate.

He undertook to say, that if they went to Essex they

would find his statements fully borne out by the practice

which prevailed there, as well as in Suffolk. In those

counties it was not at all an uncommon thing to give six,

seven, or eight ploughings or tilths for turnips. His

friend Mr. William Hutley, who was a very good farmer,

constantly ploughed his land eight, nine, or ten times.

That arose from the nature of the soil. Farmers are not

so blest in Essex as in Bedfordshire ; nature had not

there been so bountiful ; the farmers did not possess the ad-

vantages arising from deep cultivation and digging, or
.

thorough draining. If the land was thoroughly drained

you might plough it. He had tried his own plan both

on heavy lands and on light ones ; and though it could

be carried out better and more conveniently on the latter

than on the former, yet if they thoroughly drained heavy

land they would find, as a general rule, that out of

the four months over which the work extended their men

might be emplo' ed during three.
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Mr. W. Shaw inquired whether Mr. Beadel carried

out his system over all his fallows ?

Mr. Beadet. replied that he did that so long as he

could get men. He would recommend them, as farmers,

so long as they had unemployed labour at command, to

use it in this way rather than send men to the

workhouse.

Mr. Bennett, of Luton, Bedfordshire, inquired

whether Mr. Mechi recommended subsoiling in or near

a chalk ?

Mr. Mechi said his practice had not extended to

that. But his observation of Mr. Hewitt Davis's prac-

tice was, that by bringing up about an inch of chalk once

a year the chalk became disintegrated and lost. Thus

the breaking of the soil by the plough became advan-

tageous to the crops, and the soil itself was less liable to

be burnt up in hot weather.

Mr. Bennett : I have only a few words to offer rela-

tive to the subject under discussion, which is, I think,

a very useful one in all its bearings. There seems to be

some misunderstanding in reference to the different points

brought before us. It strikes me that the observations

of Mr. Mechi were, on the whole, exceedingly judicious ;

and I go to the full extent with Mr. Thomas in saying

that I never heard Mr. Mechi with greater advantage.

The remarks made by Mr. Beadel in reference to the

digging and ploughing of land appear to me to admit of

considerable question and comment as to how far his plan

is practicable with reference to our means, and with re-

ference to the return ; which is, after all, the great point

on which the whole thing turns. Nothing should be

done, especially considering our present prospects, with-

out reference to the question of expense. All I know is

that at four different periods of my life I have had land

which has had something in it that has bothered me

in ploughing ; I have then been under the necessity of

resorting to the manual labour of digging, and very

sick I have been of it (laughter). The expense was

almost endless. I first ordered a new plough of extra

strength to get through the work, because my men were

thoroughly unable to cope with the difficulty, and the

thing became exceedingly costly. So far from consider-

ing it practicable to carry out forking and digging, I

have absolutely been ridiculous enough to take the

plough into my back garden. Instead of taking the

fork and the spade into the field, I have taken my
plough and horses into the back garden (Hear, hear).

Mr. Mechi : Shame, shame (laughter).

Mr. Bennett : By that means I have gone through

the work a great deal quicker, and much more to my
own satisfaction (cheers). In the experience which I

have had of farming, which has extended over thirty to

forty years, I have never seen the practicability of resort-

ing to digging and forking on anything like the cheap

scale which is necessary to enable us to produce corn

for the people. From that point I will never be driven.

A.S soon as parties can show me that they can do the work

cheap enough, I am not so jirejudiced but that I shall be

very willing to try the system ; but all my experience, so

far, is diametrically opposed to digging. I appeal to

the chairman, who lives in one of the best districts for

soil in Bedfordshire—a district which the late IMr.

Foster used to call the garden of Bedfordshire, and in

which land lets as high as four or five pounds an acre

—

whether the gardeners there do not introduce the plough

into their gardens, and whether they do not state that

they find the plough more economical than digging ?

(Hear). The biggest half of the garden plots in the

parishes of Sandy and Garford are being ploughed
;

and, in many instances, parties plough two feet deep

much more cheaply and advantageously than they could

dig. I must, therefore, pause a little before I consent

to set aside the plough, and before I employ men first

in picking about with the fork, then in something else,

and then send them back again into the field. The
moving about of the ploughs, the horses, and the men,

must be attended with great inconvenience, and I think

we should soon be tired of it. In the case of a farm of

any size, if the thing be practicable after the wheat sow-

ing is done, the best course would be to employ a given

number of men and one plough. Without this, there

would be a great loss of time in removing the plough

from one part of the farm to another, and in supplying

men. As a practical man, Mr. Beadel must be aware

of the inconvenience to which his plan gives rise.

Mr. Beadel : I have tried it ten years, and I have

found no practical inconvenience.

Mr. Bennett : I can only say that while I feel much
indebted to Mr. Beadel for his lucid observations on the

subject of forking, he has by no means convinced me of

the practicability of his plan as a paying operation ; and

while I see that in the best cultivated districts, where,

when I went to school, digging was practised, the im-

proved iron plough has been substituted on it, as much
more economical, I cannot but think that by resorting

again to digging, we should be going back haif a cen-

tury, instead of availing ourselves of the science and in-

formation at our command (Hear, hear). However de-

sirable it may be to employ all the labour that you

possibly can employ, that can only be done so far as a

profitable return can be secured (Hear, hear). With
regard to the observations of Mr. Cheetham, let me say

that I have no doubt of the advantages of cottage allot-

ments
J
but we did not see the whole matter exhibited

by him. He did not show the relative value of crops

grown after the plough, and crops grown after the spade.

We all know that good crops can be grown by spade

cultivation ; but it does not follow that they are equally

good with crops grown after the use of the plough. I

could plough a great deal cheaper, and go as deep as tl-.e

forks for half the expense which forking involves.

When I hear of digging 14 inches deep, at 24s. or 26s.

an acre, I am staggered by the statement. I have never

been able to get land dug at anything hke so cheap a

rate. In most instances it has cost me from 50s. to 70s.

an acre, to work the land well with the spade. Of course

much depends on the nature of the soil. On light soils

it would be best. On the whole I confess I have been

edified by the discussion ; but I must say that I think

you would be doing wrong, were you to come to the

conclusion that either fork or spade cultivation is pre-

ferable to the plough in deep cultivation, I am not sure
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thiit it is an advantage to go very deep unless you apply

an increased quantity of manure to the soil. The ad-

vantages of deep cultivation with plenty of manure are

obvious.

Mr. Peter Loa'e said—My practice as a farmer in

connection with this subject has been rather extensive. I

have subsoil-ploughed land in England, Scotland, and

Ireland, during the last 15 or 16 years, having every

year done from eight to ten acres, and in some years as

much as twenty ; and I have not seen any instance in

which it has acted deleter! ously where the land was either

naturally dry or perfectly drained beforehand. I have

indeed seen many instances of land being made perfectly

barren, which before was tolerably fertile, by being sub-

soil-ploughed before it was drained. I have also seen

some instances of land being made dry which was for-

merly wet by being subsoil-ploughed without being

drained. I cannot go into my exiierience in this coun-

try in reference to subsoiling. I have done it all with

the plough and with horse labour, pretty much in the

way which Mr. Mechi has described. I have generally

used four, five, or six horses in subsoil-ploughing, and

the average depth has been from eight to ten inches with

the first plough, and about the same with the second. I

have found some land whicli was proof against the sub-

soil-plough. I have found a stratum running across a

field which no plough could touch ; even the pick-axe

could not touch it ; and I have in that case been obliged

to drive an iron bar into it, and get two or three men to

wrench it up. That was a soil of rotten pudding-stone.

But what was the I'esult. Wliy, it was by cutting through

that very stratum that the whole field was drained. I

have never experienced any disadvantage whatever from

deep cultivation, vphere the land has been ploughed be-

fore ; but in some soils I have experienced considerable

disadvantage from ploughing very deeply before subsoil-

ploughing. There are some soils which it would be in-

judicious to plough. When you get a sandy soil, and the

soil gets poorer the further you go down, the atmospheric

influence has not the power of decomposing the inatter

which is upon it, the sim and air have not the power of

fertilizing to the same extent as on other soils. The soil

I have found the greatest advantage in subsoil-ploughing

in Northamptonshire is a rotten stone, with certain pro-

portion of carbonate of lime, but generally containing a

large amount of protoxide of iron, which gets more

oxidated as it comes nearer the surfacs, and eventually

becomes soil. To prove it, I took a stone which was very

hard, and placed it on a piece of slate, in order to ob-

serve how far it dec )mposed by the action of the air

upon it, by being wetted and dried alternately ; ulti-

mately it all became soil. I mention this to show that

in the case of some soils it is very injudicious to throw

away all the stones which are ploughed up in deep

ploughing ; because you are, in fact, throwing away a

portion of that which, if left to decompose, would

eventually become soil to your advantage. I have ex-

perienced gieat disadvantage in subsoil-})loughing dry

soils when tliey were wet, because clay when wet be-

comes a running substance, and is more tenacious than

before. By practical experience I have found that the

clay when removed actually becomes less porous than

it was when it was left undisturbed. I must now allude

to the description of plough which I consider preferable.

I am myself an advocate for a light instrument ; but by

that I mean an instrument light of draught. A plough

which is very light will not face a stony soil, because its

own weight is not sufficient to overcome the friction oc-

casioned by the continual jolting. Thus, for instance,

a gig travelling on a road will jump over a rut while

a heavy waggon will always bottom a rut. The

Deanston plough is made of a weight varying from 500

lbs. down to lOOlbs. I have used ploughs of all weights,

down to llOlbs. I tried one of llOlbs. with eight horses

in it ; it was quite strong enough, but the horses could

not draw it ; I then got one of 4801bs., and eight horses

worked in the same field with ease, because it always

kept its position of cutting along horizontally, whereas

tlie light subsoil-plough was always running its nose

downward into tlie soil, perliaps at an angle of 30 deg.

Mr. Mechi : Did you try the wheel ?

Mr. Love : I always use the wheel.

Mr. Mechi : Did you ever, try the fork ?

Mr. Love : I have never tried it, but I am sure that

if a mode of employing labour judiciously and profitably

be distinctly laid down, so long as any man uses a flail

he has no right to say anything against digging with a

fork. The fact is, we want to use machinery for the

purpose of preparing the material we produce for the

market, and to employ men in growing their own bread.

I think we have no right to grumble at Mr. Beadel for

bringing forward a method of employing labour after it

has been decided in this club that thrashing machines

should be done away with.

A Member : When was that done ? (Hear, hear.)

Mr. Love : I don't say it was done, but it was nearly

done. For my part, I think it would be much better

to employ thrashing machines in producing corn for the

market than to employ men in thrashing corn, and men

and horses in subsoiling with the plough. Certainly,

labour is a very important item in the farmer's annual

expcnditui-e. By using an engine for thrashing, you do

away with horse labour, and by employing men to use the

fork, you save the same item of expense. Mr. Bea-

del's plan appears to me, in some respects, a very good

one. On all soils of a gravelly nature, or soils in which

there is a considerable proportion of stone and gravel, his

system may be a very good one ; but, at the same time, I

believe the work can be done cheaper by horse and plough

(Hear, heai'). I object in to to to Mr. Beadel's placing

one digging and one ploughing and scuffling against six

ploughings. I stand here to assert tliat never since I

have been in England have I ploughed a fallow twice.

I have always cleaned it with the scufller ; and, according

to the cleanliness or foulness of the land, has a greater or

smaller number of scufflings been required. I want to

keep the scuffling going, in order \,hat what is on the top

may not be turned into the ground to vegetate, and that

it may never come up until I have an opportunity of era-

dicating it. Even where there are good ploughs, if there

be no scuftler I generally find the farm dirty.

Mr. W. Shaw, of Northamptonshire, corroborated
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the statement of Mr. Love. Wv ;.iid : I jilough many

fallows only once. After harvest 1 pare Liie surface of

weeds with a broadshare ; then plough the land once,

and I do no more to it e.Kcept with the scuffler. T can-

not conceive it possible that anything like six ploughings

are necessary. As to strong land, 1 contend that before

the wheat crop is sown the fiUlow should bo dunged for

the next year, and should not be trenched again until

the turnips are drilled into the ground. How six or

eiglit ploughings can be bronglit into operation, I cannot

imagine. In the case of land which is well ploughed

and drained, T do not see how Mr. Beadel's plan can be

either economical or expeditious.

Mr. J. C. Nesbit said : Whether you use the spade,

the plough, or the fork, is immaterial to me. All I

wish to show is, that a certain action will take place on

the land if it be stirred, which will not otherwise take

place, and that this action varies according to circum-

stances. You are perfectly aware that the atmosphere,

whi<;h contains certain chemical properties, acts very

powerfully on the surface of rocks ; and if those rocks,

through being powdered or pulverized, present a larger

surface to the atmosphere, the atmospheric action is, of

course, proportionally increased. It is clear that our

soils have been formed by the disintegration of rocks

beneath, by the atmospheric action on the subsoils, and

that the subsoils become pulverized and lightened by the

atmosphere, and thus continually constitute surface soils.

The question, then, arises whether it be not possible to

assist nature, and, by mechanical means, to expose to

the action of the atmosphere a greater amount of the

surface soil than would be exposed without such inter-

ference. This may be done by stirring the soil. I ap-

prehend that under the old system the use of fallow was

merely to expose the surface of the land to two years'

action of the atmosphere in order to obtain one year's

crop ; and under the new system of cultivation, in which

we are eschewing fallow altogether, we ought to use some

other means to secure an equal amount of atmospheric

action upon the soil. Before I go into the mechanical

working of the soil, I must deal with the question of

draining. It is impossible for the atmosphere to act

upon the soil, however much you stir it, if that soil be

lilled up with water ; for in that state of things the air

cannot opeiate. The first point, then, is to drain the

soil ; and if your drains act well, the deeper you go the

better. I know that in some soils the drains will not

act. Supposing the lands to be properly drained, you

then have to follow by deep cultivation ; for, in the case

of anything like deep draining, deep cultivation must

follow it. In this deep cultivation you must take into

consideration every particular connected with the nature

of the soil. It will not do to plough too deeply at first.

Many soils are so constituted, that if you bring the sub-

soil to the surface, there will be a deleterious action upon

the vegetables growing there which will have the eft'ect of

impeding their growth for years ; and this may be ex-

pected to arise when the subsoil contains a large amount

of protoxide of iron. But this cinnot happen if, when

you have ploughed to the usual depth, you use the sub-

soil plough, and merely stir the soil without bringing it to

the surface. By (h.epniing the ploughing a little every

year you will gradually get a much larger proportion of

soil which is capable of producing vegetable life. There-

fore, upon all soils the deeper the cultivation the better.

Reference 1ms been made to chalk soils ; and I have no

hesitation in saying that deep cultivation on chalk soils is

attended with the greatest amount of benefit. In sup-

port of this view, I might refer you to Mr. Huxtable's

experiments, which, though they are not the experi-

ments of a practical farmer, are certainly those of a

gentleman, who, by means of his experiments has con-

ferred very great benefit upon agriculture. (Hear, hear).

But I prefer referring to the experience of Mr. Drewitt,

of Guildford, who farms upon chalk ; and who, by sub-

soiling twenty inches, and ploughing eight or ten inches,

has produced crops which are an example to all the

neighbourhood, and rank Mr. Drewitt as one of the first

farmers in Sussex. (Hear, hear). My personal obser-

vation goes to show that no soil ploughs so well for deep

cultivation as chalk. As to continuous ploughings, the

question is altogether one of pounds, shillings, and pence.

(Hear, hear). Some soils will turn up far more ad-

vantageously than others. Mr. Hutley has told me that

he uses four ploughings for his mangel wurzel before

Christmas, and leaves the soil exposed throughout the

winter and spring ; and upon his farm 1 have seen finer

mangel wnrzel crops than anywhere else in the south of

England. Recollect that the good or bad effects of

ploughing on land, or of deep cultivation, must depend

very much upon the natural constituents of the soil. I

need not tell you that soils differ very much in their

constituents : and on some poor anol barren soils only a

very slight amount of benefit might result from the dis-

integration of the material. There are in Norfolk some

light sandy soils which you could not subsoil at all. So

exceedingly light are they, that the less they are stirred

the better. A most singular power is possessed by

porous bodies of absorbing gases from the air ; for

instance, one cubic inch of common charcoal will absorb

ninety cubic inches of ammoniacal gas. When a large

amount of surface is exposed, the absorbing power is

proportionably great ; so great, indeed, that if you take

a piece of spongy platinum, which is very porous, and

put it in the stream of a gas pipe, so much of the gas in

the air would it absorb, as to set light to the gas used

for domestic purposes. This is a most important point

to consider in connexion with agricultural pursuits. It

is by the fineness of the tilth, and continuous exposure to

the atmosphere, and ploughing in dry weather, and not in

wet weather, when all the pores of the soil are filled ; it is

by such means that you will do as Jethro Tull did, who was

of opinion that by the exposure of a surface sufficiently

large, you would not want any manure at all. How-
ever you may dispute about the mechanical means of

stirring the Lnid, it must be drained ; and you must

make the soil soluble by bringing atmospheric action to

bear upon it. You will thus be able to grow a greater

quantity of crop than you could by means of a tvo or

three inch cultivation.

Mr. Lawrence said : I quite concur in wh jt has

been said as to the advantage of deep tillage, and beg to
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express my obligation to Mr. Love for the information

which he has given us. By deep tillage we get

more general warmth carried down into the lower

surface by means of the drains, and that I con-

sider an important object. Again, all our manures

contain a great many soluble substances, and these

are by the rains washed below the surface. With

reference to the description of plough, let me say that I

use Read's subsoil plough, with a pair of horses

;

and if the horses are properly adjusted to the

plough, with an experienced ploughman, I find no diffi-

culty in attaining the proper average depth. We meet

continually with stones of from fifteen to twenty inches

in diameter ; and we throw them up without any diffi-

culty whatever. My plan is to use the common plough

as deep as it will go—say, from five to seven inches

—

and to follow that immediately with Read's subsoil

plough, with a pair of strong horses ; and by this means

I find the work no greater than for the first plough.

Thus I get twelve inches deeper, at a less expense than

I could by forking. Mr. Beadel's observations as to

the efiect of his system on the poor-rates may be per-

fectly true ; but I cannot believe that any method is

cheaper than one by which you accomplish a depth of

twelve inches by means of a pair of horses.

Mr. C. Love : Where I have seen Mr. Read's sub-

soil plough tried upon rocky land, it has certainly failed.

Mr. Mechi : Mr. Lawrence's soil is the laminated

limestone rock. Yours (addressing Mr. Love) is the

pudding-stone, which extends sometimes for yards.

There is no comparison to be drawn between the two.

Mr. W. F. HoBBS : I have listened with considerable

attention to the remarks which have fallen from the se-

veral speakers. I was particularly pleased with those

of Mr. Mechi, and his able advocacy of deep cultivation.

Mr. Mechi seems to be of the same opinion as myself

—

namely, that deep cultivation is the foundation of good

farming, but that it cannot be carried out without sound

and deep drainage. I must say, however, that I was

rather surprised that he did not go more into the com-

parative merits of the plough, the spade, and the fork.

I know full well that we have crotchets in the county

of Essex, and we have had a particular proof of that to-

night, in the statement of Mr. Beadel that the fork is an

effective instrument in the subsoiling of the land. I

differ from my friends respecting it, though I am per-

suaded, from experience, that it does its work exceed-

ingly well. But I cannot, as a friend of agricultural

improvement, advocate the use of an instrument which

for a great number of years was the common instrument

of manual labour, when placed in juxta-position with

the science of the present day, and the improved ma-
chinery which has been brought into operation in farm-

ing (Hear, hear). I cannot believe that an instrument

like the fork or the spade will bear comparison with

the plough and other improved instruments which have

been brought to bear on the deep cultivation of the soil

;

and in all the experience which I have had of the fork,

I could never find that, with regard to expense, it could

at all compete with the plough. I myself have subsoiled

in the same field both with the plough and with the

fork. I have used Read's subsoil plough at a cost of

less than £l per acre, whilst the other operation has

cost me from 40s. to 45s. per acre ; and I defy any

gentleman who may walk over that field, which was

subsoiled three years ago, to point out to me the advan-

tage of the fork over the plough. I feel persuaded that

where there is a surplus number of labourers, and where

manual labour can be obtained advantageously, it is desi'

rable to employ as many men as possible. That is a

point which we ought to consider more than we do in

the present day ; for, in the present distressed state of

this country, unless we employ our labourers we cannot

expect that the country will long remain in a peaceable

and quiet condition. If, for a difference in expense of

only a few shillings an acre, we can bring the fork into

operation instead of the subsoil plough, it is in my opinion

our duty to do so ; but as a pi-actical farmer, I cannot

believe that as a general rule the fork or the spade can

at all compete with the plough. There is one remark

of Mr. Beadel's which, as an Essex farmer, I can-

not suffer to pass unnoticed ; namely, that we there

give eight or ten tilths as a preparation for root crops.

I can only say that I never in my life heard of its being

done upon any farm in Essex ; at all events, it is not

common in many districts. Mr. Beadel, as a land agent,

is more experienced than I can be, and the thing may be

done in his own locality ; but I can assure him that in

my neighbourhood I never saw or heard of the practice.

And I will say further, that in the district where it is

carried out, there cannot be much acquaintance with the

improved implements of the day. The remark of Mr.

Mechi, that the thanks of the country are due to Mr.

Smith, of Deanston, for having brought out his subsoil

plough, appear to me to be perfectly just. I think he

did much, in his day, to forward the present improve-

ment in agriculture, both by drainage and by deep cul-

tivation. Though I differ from him most decidedly

with regard to shallow drainage, and also in reference to

his subsoil plough, yet I do think that great credit is due

to him, and that this opportunity ought not to pass

without our thanks being given to him for his foresight

and skill in bringing out the subsoil plough in the manner

he did. I cannot believe Mr. Mechi is right in advoca-

ting the use of the Deanston plough in the present day.

Mr. Read's plan, wherever tried, has invariably super-

seded it ; and if Mr. Mechi will come to the Agricultural

Society's Show, and see the variety of subsoil ploughs

tested, he will find two, three, or four subsoil ploughs

which, for general purposes, are much superior to Mr.

Smith's. Although upon some strong soils the common
Read's plough now in use may not be strong enough,

still the principle upon which that plough is constructed

is far superior to that of the Deanston plough. The

subject of deep cultivation is one of great importance.

If we are to produce large crops, and have but small

returns for them, we must look about us, and endeavour

to cultivate deeper. That involves another question,

namely that of the employment of capital in the soil.

On the whole, I am of opinion that the committee were

wise in determining that this subject should be dis-

cussed. Though while we are here advocating agricul-
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tural improvement, but little encouragement is given to

us for the investment of capital in the soil ; yet I do

hope that brighter days are dawning, and that we shall

have all the encouragement for deep cultivation, the em-

ployment of the subsoil plough, and the effecting of

agricultural improvements generally, which may be neces-

sary to ensure success.

Mr. Lawrence : In the prize essay in the Royal

Agricultural Society's Journal, mention is made of eight,

nine, and ten ploughings in Essex.

Mr. W. F. HoBBS : The prize essay for the county of

Essex, which appeared in our Journal five or six years

ago, contained particulars as to many of the old systems

of husbandry carried out in Essex ; and although our

friend Mr. Baker, the author of it, thought proper to

give the customs of the different districts rather than to

express his own views, still I am not one of those who

would admit that where good farming is carried out, the

custom of Essex is such as we have heard described.

Mr. Mechi, in reply, said he was glad that the sub-

ject of deep cultivation had received such ample dis-

cussion. However his friend Mr.Hobbs might gloss over

the practice of Essex, ploughing six, seven, or eight

times with the summer fallow was a common occurrence.

Mr. HoBBS : I deny it.

Mr. Mechi continued : There could be no doubt that

it was rendered in some degree necessary by the almost

total absence of drainage upon the heavy soils of Essex.

The soil was broken up into such broad masses that, in

the absence of Mr. Crosskill's roller, that number of

ploughings was necessary to reduce the enormous and

stubborn clods by atmospheric exposure. Seeing the

thing every day, he could answer for that. His friend

Mr. Thomas objected to the great and strong horses, and

the strong chains and other things necessary to plough

stubborn and heavy soils, 16 inches below the common

plough. It was with very great regret that he said he

objected to the present form of farm horses owing to the

feeding of them on straw, and enlarge quantities of grain

food. When corn and hay were substituted for the present

inefficient mode of feeding, there would be no difficulty in

obtaining animals with muscular forms, adapted to the

draught of strong heavy ploughs. He had had no diffi-

culty in working his heavy subsoil ploughs with the very

horses which he found upon the farm when he first took

possession. Whatever advantage might be derived from

subsoiling with the fork, he maintained that Mr. Beadel

could never use the fork with advantage in yellow, soapy

clays in the winter season. As to Mr. Read's plough,

however great might be his respect for the judgment

of Mr. Hobbs, he must say that upon such soils having

regard to depth was a toy in comparison with the

Deanston plough. With the Deanston plough they

could do sixteen inches below the common plough ; with

Mr. Read's plough the utmost depth which they could

obtain was from six to seven inches.

Mr. HoBBS : You are wrong.

Mr. Mechi : Can you go deeper with Mr. Read's ?

Mr. HoBBS : Yes ; ten or twelve inches if you like.

Mr. Love : I have never seen any go deeper than

seven inches.

The Chairman, in closing the discussion, said, it

struck him that it did not do to compare the expense of

spade or fork cultivation with cultivation by the plough.

They must not, however, throw cold water on the ob-

servations of Mr. Beadel. He (the chairman) resided

in a pauperised district, which had a large quantity of

surplus labour, and in which it was necessary to invent

expedients to keep labourers from the workhouse. He
looked upon Mr. Beadel's plan rather as an expedient

to be adopted in certain cases than as one for universal

adoption. Any one who cultivated upon Mr. Beadel's

system to a great extent would not, he thought, succeed

in obtaining a profitable return. He quite coincided in

Mr. Nesbit's observations. Two or three years ago he

attended a lecture delivered by Dr. Playfair in reference

to the advantage of turning over the soil in order that it

might have the benefit of exposure to the atmosphere.

At that time a field in his parish was left on his hands as

an assignee. No manure was applied ; but there being

horses upon the ground it was ploughed several times

—

five times he believed, When the valuers came, they

said, " We shall not give you more for your five plough-

ings than we should have done for three." The price

was accepted ; but what was the result ? Why, that the

field produced the finest crop of corn that was ever seen

in the parish.

Upon the motion of Mr. Hobbs, the following reso-

lution was then agreed to:—"That this meeting feels

strongly impressed with the importance of the deep cul-

tivation of the soil ; and although they consider that the

fork and the spade are effective instruments for the

operation of subsoiling, yet that the same may be gene-

rally carried out by the plough with greater economy,

expedition, and advantage."

The Chairman said he hoped the meeting would not

separate without first recording its sense of the able

manner in which Mr. Mechi had introduced the subject

for discussion. He begged therefore to propose a vote

of thanks to that gentleman (cheers). Mr. W. Bennett

seconded the motion, which was put • and carried by

acclamation, and afterwards briefly acknowledged by

Mr. Mechi.

Thanks having also been passed to Mr. Pain for his

able and impartial conduct in the chair, the meeting

separated.

ON SOWING GRASS SEEDS.

Sir,—Now that the ecuversion of arable land to pasture is

becoming so frequently necessary, a few practical hints may not

be considered ill-timed from one who has paid particular atten-

tion to the subject. The common practice of sowing only one

kind of grass, the rye-grass, with clover is very defective ; a

considerable variety is necessary for the complete and perma-

nent occupation of the ground, to the exclusion of the couch

and other grass weeds ; and these should be adapted to the na-

ture of the soil. The Alopecurus pratensis, for example, of

the greatest value ui some few soils, would be thrown away

upon others ; the selection is best left to the careful seedsman.

The land should be in good measure freed, by fallowiflg, from

such root weeds as thistles, docks, and couch-grass, which it ia
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so difficult or impossible to remove from pastures ; annual

weeds, and such perennials as the field sow-thistle (soiichus

ayvensisj, which will not long exist among grass, may be safely

left to shoot up, and then, if desirable, removed with the

scythe. I consider the spring the most favourable season for

sowing ; the autumn sowing sometimes fails, especially on

bleak lands ; the spring sowing will furnish a strong plant the

following year. A thick plant will be obtained by sowing the

grass seeds alone without corn, if economy should require it

;

otherwise a few more seeds sown the following spring, and

trodden in with sheep, where the laud is dry, will supply defi-

ciencies.

Care should be taken not to cover deep by harrowing—much

seed is lost in this way. A roll and light bush-harrotv will

supply covering enough ; indeed, in a showery season it is

best to leave the seed on the surface to be washed in. What

is called a fine " season " is essential ; repeated rollings in dry

weather, when the plant is well up, are beneficial. It is hardly

necessary to say the same of top-dressings of ashes, guano, or

well-rotted manure.

The question of haying or grazing young grass seeds is still

disputed ; I am disposed to recommend the careful feeding

with sheep or young stock after the plant is well established.

The study of the pasture grasses, begun by the late Duke

of Bedford, and carried on so perseveringly since, now points

out the method of a rapid and easy conversion of lands, w'lien

exhausted by repeated ploughings, to profitable and permanent

pasture ; in which condition they may accumulate fresh stores

of nourishment for cereal plants, should a change in our posi-

tion or an increased price encourage or demand their cultiva-

tion. Henry Roger Smithe.

EastUng, Faversham, March 23.

HINCKLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At the usual monthly meeting of this society, on

5th February, 1849, a lecture was delivered by Mr.

John Ashford, an eminent surgeon residing in that

town, to a numerous and respectable body of agri-

culturists resident in the neighbourhood, on

Agricultural Chemistry.

After taking a review, in the earlier part of his

discourse, of the objections taken to this branch of

the science of chemistry, the Lecturer proceeded :

" But, further, it is necessary that something

should be added to ordinary information. You must

read a little, and learn a little ; for you know ' that

he who reads, and who brings no judgment to his

reading, is like the child that gathers pebbles from

the shore.' To understand what especially apper-

tains to agricultural chemistry, you nmst keep in

your mind's eye the basis : you must acquire a

knowledge of the foundation to arrange the super-

structure."

The essential elements, as they are called, viz.,

oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon, were then

spoken of; and their historical outhne and proper-

ties were explained in a manner so that every one

could comprehend their meanings and vises,

" I beg of you to bear in mind, that no element

has yet been found in any living body which does

not also exist in inorganic matter."

One portion on oxyyen we must needs trans-

cribe, relating to the history of its discovery :

—

" With oxygen is associated the name of

Priestley ; a man who, under the most disadvan-

tageous circumstances, made, singly, more important

discoveries than any other chemist ; who was sub-

jected to, and hunted down by, a spirit of persecu-

tion and bigotry ; and was obhged to fly from this,

his land, to seek a home amongst better men."

The tribute to the memory of Priestley was con-

cluded by the following emphatic sentence :

—

" Recollect this happened less than eighty years

ago."

Carbonic acid gas was then reviewed ; and its

history and properties examined. With regard to

the first of these, we quote :

—

CHEMICAL TERMS.

Carbonic Acid
Gas.

common names.

Fixed air.

Choke damp.

HISTORICAL outline AND PROPERTIES.

Discovered by Dr. Black in 1 757- Carbonic acid gas is se*

parated from limestone by means of heat. Lavosier demon-
strated its nature and composition. It is formed during

respiration, fermentation, and combustion. Its relative

proportions are 28 parts by weight to 72 of oxygen. Car-

bonic acid gas exceeds in weight almost every other, and
is almost twice as heavy as atmospheric air. It is unfit

for respiration. It is this gas which suffocates persons

who incautiously descend into vaults, wells, or pits, where
a lighted candle will not burn ; hence it is called choke

damp. It is always present in the atmosphere; and

plants purify the air by withdra^ving carbonic acid from
it, and in return yielding oxygen.
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CHEMICAL TERMS.
\
COMMON NAMKS. HISTORICAL OUTLINE AND PROPERTIES.

Oxygen.
Name proposed

Lavosier ; he con-

sidered it the cause

of acidity.

j

Dephlogisticated air.

by' Priestlejf.

Empyreal air.

Scheele.

Vital air.

Condorcet.

Discovered by Priestley in 1774, and by Scheele soon

after, without the previous knowledge of Priestley's dis-

covery. Oxygen gas is absorbable by combustible bodies

and converts them into oxides or acids—an almost indis-

pensable condition of combustion ; is highly necessary for

the respiration of animals ; is obtained from oxide of man-
ganese, nitrate of potass (saltpetre), and from oxymuriate

of potass in a state of purity. Oxygen, combined with

hydrogen, forms water. Oxygen is a non-conductor of

electricity—is heavier than atmospheric air. All sub-

stances burn with great brilliancy in oxygen gas.

Hydrogen.
Because it forms

water.
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hearers what he very piquantly called " the ABC i)lacc between earths, acids, and alkalies were then

of agricultural chemistry." i referred to and explained ; together with the defi-

The more ordinary combinations which take
[
nition of " chemical attraction, or affinity."

CHEMICAL TERMS.

1 Sulphuric Acid
2 Ditto

3 Ditto

4 Ditto

1 Nitric Acid
2 Ditto

1 Muriatic Acid
2 Ditto

3 Ditto

COMMON NAMES,

Oil of vitriol.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Aquafortis.

Ditto.

Spirits of salts.

Ditto.

Ditto,

COMPOUNDS.

with Potass forms Sulphate of Potass (polychrest salt).

wiih Soda forms Sulphate of Soda (Glauber's salts).

with Lime forms Sulphate of Lime (gypsum, or plaster of

Paris),

with Magnesia forms Sulphate of Magnesia (Epsom salts),

with Potass forms Nitrate of Potass (saltpetre),

with Soda forms Nitrate of Soda (manure salt),

with Soda forms Muriate of Soda (common salt),

with Potass forms Muriate of Potass (explosive salt),

with Lime forms Muriate of Lime (bleaching salt).

"Affinity, or chemical attraction, is the

basis on which the science of chemistry is founded,

and is exerted between the minutest particles of

different kinds of matter ; so that, when they com-

bine, new bodies are endowed with new properties.

By way of illustration, two or three simple instances

will afford a notion of what it comprehends. Thus,

water and sulphuric acid combine readily ; while

oil and water show but little disposition to unite.

In the first, chemical attraction or affinity is shown;

in the latter, there is a want of affinity in the dif-

ferent bodies. Again, we may use, for example

:

Potass.

Soda.

sulphuric acid <^ Lime.
Ammonia,
Magnesia,

In this table sulphuric acid has a greater affinity

for those substances placed in the order they are,

and may unite separately with each. Ammonia
Avill separate magnesia—lime, ammonia— and so

on."

Then followed the distinctive differences in the

animal and vegetable world ; and as it was insisted

on to be of the utmost importance clearly to under-

stand, we subjoin what was said concerning it :

—

" The great contradistinction between animal and

vegetable life is this : that we inspire oxygen, which

is carried through our bodies, in which progi'ess it

unites with the wear and tear that takes place, and

so produces animal heat ; for it is a consequence

of the union of oxygen in the atmosphere with

carbon that heat is evolved. It (oxygen), more-

over, purifies or vitahzes the impure blood; so

nourishment, health, and warmth are produced.

The great source of this powerful element (oxygen)

is the vegetable world. So while the vegetables

give out oxygen, to sustain our bodies ; we, in

return, constantly aflford for them carbon, and its

compounds necessary for their life and health, and

to effect this all substances must go through the

process of putrefaction and decay. So that it is

said— ' The first substance capable of affording

nutriment to animals is the last product of the

creative energy of vegetables.'
"

" Theory of latent heat.—Heat exists in

bodies in two opposite states : in one it is supposed

to be in chemical combination without its ordinary

characters, and remaining quiescent ; in the other it

is free and uncombined, passing readily from one

substance to another. Thus heat is always evolved,

whenever a substance without change of form

passes from a rarer into a denser state, and also

when a gas becomes liquid or solid) or a liquid

solidifies ; because a quantity of heat previously

combined, or latent within it, is then set free."

Allusion was then made to the immense quantity

of land yet remaining uncultivated, or nearly so

;

and as remunerative and reproductive labour just

now engages so much attention, we think we can

hardly do justice to this lecture in omitting that

part of it :

—

" Forgive the presumption, but it will not be

curbed. Here of itself is remunerative labour for

twelve hundred thousand strong, robust paupers,

now in ' union houses ;' which places are, by

strange perversion, called ' work houses,' where no

work is done. Here are so many working men
cabined and confined, while the Earth says, ' Come
and till me ! come and reap me !'

"

Then as to lime

:

—
" Now lime is a substance which nature has

largely supplied to effect the improvement of all

bad soils ; that is, presuming moisture be neither

defective or in excess. It is found that lime has

the greatest affinity for all acid combinations,
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w'liether derived from the metals or from decayed

^egetable matter. This is a complete antidote

before yoii, for all that is noxious in soils. The lime

renders the clay more soluble, the earthy salts are

separated and are taken up by the plants
;
yet is

chemistry nothing to your purpose ? Are the

patient investigations of that great and good man,

Dr. Black, to be turned aside, with a sneer, as void

and of no effect ?"

" As to ammonia, what is it ? Whence its source ?

How far does it appertain to agricultural chemistry?

Ammonia is the alkaline air of Priestley, for he first

])rocured it in a gaseous state. It is composed of

hydrogen, the element of moisture or water, and of

nitrogen, which we have called the diluter of

oxygen in atmosj)heric air. In speaking of vege-

table life it was said, that organic matter must pass

through the process of putrefaction and decay in

order to fit it for vegetable life. Now, ammonia is

evolved from the putrefaction of animal and vege-

table matter ; and it is a singular circumstance that

nitrogen, to be selected by plants to form vegetable

;^luten, must be offered to them in the shape of

ammonia; and that this peculiar combination of

these two gases are not easily re-united when they

have each assumed their gaseous state. Ammonia
is found combined with muriatic acid; in this state

it is called ' sal ammoniac' It was formerly pro-

cured from the feet of camels, dung, and was an
article of commerce. We detect its hartshorn smell

in recently-made dung-hills ; we scent it powerfully

in closely pent-uj) stables, ^'olatile salt is a com-
bination of ammonia with carbonic acid. The al-

kahne earths readily decompose ammonia ; hence
we see in this a double purpose is performed ; the

soil becomes ameliorated, and one of the natural

elements of plants is evolved from the same sub-
stance. It is to be borne in mind that ammonia
will not be of avail unless the earthy salts are in

the soil. Nearly the same may be said as to lime.

Lime is necessary so long as organic matter is re-

tained in the soil ; but lime alone will not do good
unless manure has been previously afforded. In
short, you must return to the soil what vegetation

has taken away."

CLASSIFICATION OF
SOILS.

1 First class of strong

wheat soils

2 Ditto ditto

3 Ditto ditto

4 Ditto ditto

5 Rich light sand, in

natural grass ....

6 Rich barley land .

.

7 Good wheat land .

.

8 Wheat land !

9 Ditto
j

10 Ditto
I

1

1

Ditto
i

12 Good barley land . .
'

13 Ditto second quality

14 Ditto ditto

1

5

Oat land
I

16 Ditto I

Clay

per

Cent.

74
81

79
40

14

20

58

56
60
48
68
38
33
28

23^
18^

Sand
per

Cent.

Carb.

ofLime
per

Cent.

10

6

10

22

49
67
36
30
38

50
30
60
65

70
75
80

4

4

36

10

3

2

12

to d)

Humus
per

Cent.

b

lU
8i-

4

27
10

4

2

2

1^

Val„o Su})posed depth of Soil, six inches,

oubsou sound.

100

98

96

90

78

77
75

70
65
60
60
50
40
30
20

1, 2, and .'} are alluvial soils; and,
from the division and intimate union
of the humus, are not so heavy and
stiff" as the quantity of clay would
indicate.

t a rich clay loam.
S is very light and rich, and best
adapted for gardens and not for

corn ; hence its comparative value
can scarcely be given.

6, 7, and 8 are good soils ; the quan-
tity of carbonate of lime compen-
sates for the smaller portion of
humus.

9 to 14, lime or marl would be the
greatest improvement.

15 and 16 poor light soils, requiring
clay and much manure.

*** The last column, of comparative value, is the result of several years' careful valuation of the
returns, after labour and seed have been deducted.

Composition of Soils.

Rich Soil. PARTS.

(Jarbonate of lime 28

Siliceous earth = . . . 32

Alumina ..... 29

Animal and veoetal)le matter . . . . 11

Li(/ht Sandy Soil. parts.

(,'arbonate of hme 63
Silica - 15

Alumina 1

1

Oxide of iron 3

Vegetable and saline matter 5

Water 3

100 100

E E
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Loam, PART8.

Argillaceous sand 57.0

Finely-divided clay 33. (J

Siliceous sand 7.4

Carbonate of lime l.G

Woody fibre .5

Humus and soluble matter .5

1 00.0

Explanations,—Carbonate of lime (chalk) ; sili-

ceous (quartz rock earth) ; alumina (clayey or

potter's earth) ; argillaceous (clay).

" Again, as to loam or fertile earth. This, you see

by the syllabus before you, is composed of clayey

earth, lime, and siliceous sand or flint earth. These,

in due proportions, form a soil ca])able of produ-

cing almost every species of plants fit for food ; in

other words, the mineral elements of plants are

afforded. Beyond the carbonic acid the atmo-

sphere gives, a fresh source of this carbonic acid is

supplied to the roots, so that increased development

of the plant follows. Soil must be brought to this

state, or to one approaching it, before the im-

provers we have to speak of can be used with any

probable chance of success. Heavy soils must be

drained ; their redundant moisture must l)e got rid

of. To procure this, loam is the object of all the

amendments you put to the soil : climate and

moisture do the rest ; and to compensate for wear

and tear, salts or manure is added, and a fresh

supply of loam results. Thus, the carbonic acid in

it unites with the oxygen of the atmosphere, the

elements are formed which are natural to plants

;

and so, by the aid of moisture, vegetable hfe is sus-

tained. Here we see how it is by draining pits

and bogs a noxious earth is left behind, and how
readily this is corrected by adding lime ; so that

large quantities of fertile earth are at your service."

The subject of liquid manure was then spoken

of; for which the Lecturer confessed a predilection,

to use his own words, " perhaps in this he was a

little hobby-horsically inclined."

" I mean by liquid manure, the application of

restoratives or fertilizers to the soil in a liquid state;

and if liquid manure has its advantages, 1 propose

the following method. I do not mean by liquid

manure merely tlie drainings from dung-hills, the

urine from cattle-shed?, stables, and pigstyes, nor

the soap-suds from the wash-house. This is meant

only the medium of solution for the various salts

and substances to be aftbrded to your lands. But

simply in the form of liquid manure it has great

and useful properties. It contains all the salts you

get in solid manure or rotten straw ; and is said to

be worth ten times as much. These salts it con-

tains are the indispensables to fertilization ; yet I

believe it has been much neglected in this country.

But let VIS suppose, however, that you object to the

use of liquid manure ; while you do so it will be

well to l)ear in mind that in it you have a valual)le

medium for making an excellent compost by ab-

sorbing the fluid in the tank with sand for heavy

soils, and by the same ]>rocess with marl (which is

a compound of clay-earth and lime-earth) for soils

of a light or sandy nature."

To this followed a ready mode of making the

nitrate of soda in solution ; the mode of preparing

ground gypsum, so as to form the urate so extolled

in France ; and the phosphates were also recom-

mended to be prepared after the same method. It

was clearly shown, too, how farmers could make
their own guano. The economy, nay, the prefer-

ence for this mode of manuring land was stoutly
'

maintained. Allusion was made to the discovery

of coprolites by Dr. Buckland, in 1 842, along the

banks of tlie Severn ; and a general review of the

secretions of plants, their analyses, together with

the recommendation that fanners should note down
the results of their experiments for years in suc-

cession.

" The progress of science is, like the develop-

ment of Nature's works, gradual and expansive.

After the buds and branches, spring forth the

leaves and blossoms; after the blossoms, the

fruit."

CHEAP MANURING.
No. II.

SiK,—Having put together, in your last, the best
directions for the enlargement and improvement of
the dunghill, that I have been able to collect, both
from practice and science, let me again request
those who try it, to take especial care of the urine
and drainage from the heap, which are the spirit

and essence of the manure; and to be also careful

not to let v^ater, whether rain or stream, get into it.

more than is required to keep it properly damp

;

keeping it covered from the rain, and turning the

streams away from it. And after two years' trial,

v/ith these precautions, they will hardly need fur-

ther recommendation to continue it.

We may now proceed with suggestions for

CHEAP MANURING.
Tlie fanner well knows that the art of economical
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manuring does not consist in using the lowest

priced dressing, in the smallest quantities; but

little farmers are not always aware of what it does

consist in—namely, in apjiropriating the dressings

to the course and crop, so that each crop shall have

just what it wants, and not that which better suits

another product. We must feed our plants, as we
would our animals, with what nourishes them best.

,
Give your dogs bones, and your cow clover ; not

waste bones upon your cow, and clover upon your

dog. So if you are dressing for wheat, give it what

wheat requires ; and for mangel wurzel or carrots,

vary the dressing accordingly.

Now it is just in learning what each plant requires,

that the art of manuring has made the greatest

j)rogress of late years. And this I must first en-

dea^'our to make clear to the class of farmers for

whom I am writing. To know how to feed up our

plants, so as to get the heaviest produce, we must

first know what they consist of.

If we burn a handful of wheat (or any other ve-

. getable) we have, first, aflame; and when this is burnt

I

out, there remains a skeleton of charcoal ; and if

' we keep this red hot in the air, the charcoal itself

, burns away, and ashes only remain; but these are

fire proof, and may be kept red hot for hours with-

out loss. Thus the wheat seems to have been first

reduced to flame and charcoal, and at last to ashes,

the charcoal also having burnt away into the air.

The quantity of ashes is very small, not perhaps

two-hundredths of the plant burnt. But all the

burnt })art dissolves in the air, from which 2>lants

can get it again : while the small quantity of ashes

will not dissolve in the air, and the plant can get

them only from the soil. But they are quite es-

sential to the plant's thriving, though in such small

quantities ; and it is chiefly in the proper supjjly of

this smaU quantity, that lies the art of

CHEAP MANURING.
The combustible ingredients are, as will be im-

mediately shewn, the same in all plants ; but the

incombustible ashes differ between one and another,

s<o that whilst they cost little and are easily portable,

it is of the first importance that each crop and course

should have its right supply, as well in proportion

as in quantity. It is right, however, that the farmer

should have plain notions of the nature and dis-

tinctions of all these ingredients.

Although the combustible ingredients constitute

the bulk of the plant (the ashes averaging not more

than two-hundreth parts of it, as before said), yet

they are the less numerous, consisting of only four

in all, named Hydrogen, Carbon, Oxygen, and M-
trogen. The flame, which first appears, is due to

the Hydrogen, or inflammable air ; the charcoal is

called in chemistry Carbon; and the other two.

Oxygen and Nitrogen, are the ingredients of the air

we breathe. Of these, oxygen may be called the

spirit of the air ; as it alone supports our breathing

and the burning of our fire and candles. Although

it is only one-fifth of the air (the other four-fifths

being nitrogen), yet if we extract the oxygen, a can-

dle can no more burn, nor a man breathe, in the

nitrogen, than under water. Thus, then, we have

CarboUjthe charcoal; Hydrogen, the inflammable air;

Oxygen, not inflanunable itself, but the necessai*y

supporter of fire and of animal breathing; and M-
trogcn, which will neither burn itself, nor suffer any-

thing else to burn or breathe in it, and which seems

to be mixed in the air (like water with brandy)

because the oxygen alone would render fire so fierce

as to be unmanageable, and would inflame our blood

in breathing it. Yet it will be seen, by and bye,

that this inert nitrogen plays a very active part in

exciting vegetation.

It must be added that these four substances com-

bine one with another, producing compounds of

great interest in the growth of i)lants. Carbon, in

burning, imites with the oxygen of the air, forming

carbonic acid ; which spreads through the air, and

gives back its carbon to the leaves of the plants.

Hydrogen, in burning, also unites with the oxygen,

and forms water; falling again upon the ])lants in

rain and dew. And nitrogen, though it will not

burn, can yet unite with oxygen by other means,

forming nitric acid ; or with hydrogen to form am-

monia; both of great importance in cheap manuring.

But whilst the constituents of the bulk of the

plant are only four in number ; those of the little

I'esidue of the ashes number no less than elcoen .-

2 alkalies—Potass and Soda;

2 alkaline earths—Lime and Magnesia

;

all which are pretty well known to the far-

mer, the magnesia chiefly as a medicine

;

3 acids—Sulphuric, or vitriol;

Muriatic, or spirits of salt; and

Phosphoric, the acid of bones

;

2 earths—Silica, fine sand or flint

;

Alumina, the solf element of clay
;

And 2 metals—Iron and Manganese.

These also generally exist in the soil in combina-

tion with each other. The acids are sour ; the al-

kalies and lime nauseous and biting, but having

the power of neutralizing the acids, and allaying the

sharpness of both. Thus muriatic acid and soda,

either of which would take the skin off our tongue,

united form common salt; sulphuric acid, still

more destructive than muriatic, forms with mag-

nesia, Epsom salt; disagreeable enough, but not

dangerous; and phosphoric acid, also sharper than

muriatic, forms with lime the insipid white earth

of bones. Silica constitutes the fine sandy part of

most soils ; and their clayey portion consists of si-

E E 2
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lica combined with alumina. Iron and manganese
I

are united with oxygen, as earthy powders, when-
ever found in the ashes of plants, or in the soil.

We will conclude this with the remark, that'

whilst the number of these incombustible ingre-

dients is so great, their quantity in the plant is I —Plymouth Herald

small (as before observed), and their influence upon
its growth and products important and character-

istic : hence their especial suitability for

CHEAP MANURING
as will more distinctly appear in our No. 3.

J. Pridbaux.

TENANT-RIGHT.
REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL CUSTOMS,

WITH THE EVIDENCE.

(Continuedj

Evidence of Mr. William Barnes.
Chairman.] You reside at Staplehurst in Kent ?—

You
;

have extensive practice as a valuer amongst
farmers ?—Yes.
Are you also>ii occupier'of land ?—Yes.
To wbat extent ?—One thousand cr 1,200 acres.
What is the rate of compensation for improvements

as between the outgoing and incoming tenant iu your
part of the Weald of Kent ?—We vary considerably in

Kent.
Explain to the committee the different customs of

compensation?—In the weald of Kent nearly every-

thing is paid for. In the eastern part of Kent the cus-

tom is not quite so extensive ; for instance, the dung is

not paid for, it is the property of the landlord, and the

tenant is paid for labour to it only ; this difference does

not exactly take place where the division of the county

for other purposes is taken; I am speaking generally,

there may be a few exceptions. We have another mode

in what we term Mid Kent. In the weald of Kent,

the payments made there to the outgoing tenant are

for the underwood down to the stubb, the fallows, in-

cluding rent and taxes and manures, and generally

speaking half manures, but they are in some cases now
being bought off by the landlords ; hop poles, hay,

straw, ploughings, seeds sown, dressings, young hops

planted, seasons, and generally we pay for those things

that we consider to be an improvement for the land,

which the tenant incoming would derive the benefit of,

such as stricking up land to let off the water, and if the

hop land is also struck up, and laid up round, to take

off the water ; that is paid for too.

Have you compensation for draining there '!—Drain-

ing has been introduced into the weald but a few years

;

when I say introduced, I mean generally ; a great deal

has been done within the last seven years, and the

question very frequently arises when we go to take a

valuation, whether or not the outgoing tenant could

claim for the drainage. I have had it disputed in many
instances, and lost it, if the tenant did not pay for it

upon entering, and had no agreement to be paid upon

leaving ; but if left to ourselves as valuers, we always

charge the incoming tenant with it, and in doing so, if

it be wood, we allow four years to run out; if one year

is fallow, it goes over another ; if one crop is taken, we
give three-fourths of the outlay ; and if two, half; if

three, one-fourth; and if four, nothing is allowed.

You are understood to say, that a valuer always

does a^-ree to allow for drainage if no objection is taken ?

—Invariably, we think it right to do so.

If objection is taken what happens then ?—The out-

going tenant loses it unless he can show an agreement

specifically pointing out that he shall be paid for it, or

paid for it upon intering upon his farm.

Is not that uncertainty rather a discouragement to

the improvement of land?—Very great ; a great deal

of the weald of Kent requires it very much, as much
as any part of England ; it is not drained in conse-

quence.
Is there any other kind of improvement, such as

chalking, in the weald of Kent ?—No ; I never saw a

field chalked in the weald of Kent ; we have several

other little matters that are paid for, we have some-
times things done iu preparing our grass lands for

years to come ; the seed is occasionally paid for in those

cases, and also that which is sown with artificial

grasses for the next year's crop, that is paid for; we
iiave in general in the weald of Kent, I think, as much
paid for as any part of England, in passing from tenant

to tenant.

Are you of opinion that draining would be exten-

sively beneficial in the weald of Kent ?—Yes on arable

land.

Therefore would it be desirable that a tenant's claim

for compensation on drainage should be rendered cer-

tain by law ?—No question about it. I am often con-

sulted about this matter; the tenants, anxious to

drain, say, " Shall we be paid?" I say, "Show me
your agreement," and if I find any provision absent, I

say, " No ; go and get an understanding with your
landlord."

Are you able practically to judge by its effect upon
your own farm of the good effects of drainage?—Yes, I

have drained a good deal of what I occupy.

Have you increased the produce of your own farm
by that ?—Yes, decidedly, where I have under-
drained.

To what extent do you think you have increased the

produce?— I should think the increase would be nearly

one-third on the arable land, not on the grass land.

Have you increased the corn croj) by one-third ?—
Yes, I should think so.

When land is drained in tlie weald of Kent, do you
stock it with sheep, or is it too strong ; that is, will

it grow root crojJs, and can those root crops be fed off

the land ?—No, very little in the weald will admit of

that.

Not even after being drained ?—No.
Do you grow root crops ?—Yes, and take them of.

Though you cannot produce more mutton upon your
farm, you could produce more beef?—Yes, and mutton
too, because sheep are kept in the yards occasionally

with us.

You have increased, in consequence of draining

your land, the growing of root crops ; have you there-
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by increased the quantity of beef on your farm ?—De-
cidedly.

Can you say to what extent?— I think on my land a

third more stock might be kept by root crops.

On your large farm ?—Yes.
You say, in other parts of Kent there is no compen-

sation ?—It is not so extensive. I can point out in the

weald a mode for paying for different things, different

from other parts ; for instance, hay passes from the

outgoing to the incoming tenant at what is called a feed

price, which is a mode that I have not met with in other

districts, and I value in three or four counties. I have
not met with that in other counties, though it prevails

throughout the weald of Kent and Sussex ; feed price

is a price between what we may term the foddering

and dung price, and sale price; that is to say, if it

was worth £4 a ton, that would be 503. ; the dung
fallows in the same way ; our dung is valued in the

weald of Kent and Sussex in the same way, at a feeding

price.

Is the dung valued according to measure, or partly

according to measure and partly according to quality ?

—Both ; we always measure the dung, and make the

best inquiries we can of what the dung is made of; if

cake has been fed, we pay more than for manure made
in the straw- yard.

Then it is an encouragement to a tenant to keep up
the condition of hisland, and feed his beasts well, if that

is considered in the quality of dung, and he gets a cor-

responding improvement in the price?—Our difference

in price is not so great as the difference in the quality

of the manure.
As far as it goes it is so ?—Yes, as far as it goes it

is so.

Should you not consider it a discouragement to the

tenant if the dung all belonged to the landlord, whe-
ther made with oil-cake or water only, and all went to

the incoming tenant for nothing ?— It would.

Must not that be a great inducement to a tenant to

lower his farming in the last year of his tenancy?

—

It must; there is no question about it.

Then if this system of compensation, as you have
described it, were made more certain, would it tend to

the encouragement of good farming generally ?—Yes

;

I wish to be understood that that custom is dependent
entirely upon whether the tenant can show he is entitled

to the custom ; we have many painful instances of the

tenants taking farms without securing themselves at

the first outset, and valuing them out with loss conse-

quently.

Can you state those cases to the committee ?—Yes.

Give them without mentioning names ?— I remember
one case in particular ; there was a fire upon the pre-

mises, the whole of the premises were burnt down ex-

cept the farmhouse. The landlord built up what was
absolutely necessary to go on with the farm, and left

the tenant to do the other things; he did so, and shortly

after he had notice to quit. I am speaking of cases

coming under my own notice. I know many more ; I

was called upon to value him out, and he requested to

be paid for the erection of the minor offices, which
were built by the tenant's timber as well as by his la-

bour. The garden was also laid out, and the fruit

trees planted ; a considerable expense it is well known
will arise in filling up those small things in a farmyard
and premises, none of which the steward would allow

the outgoing tenant for.

Mr. Moody.] That was because there was no special

agreement .'—Yes.
There is no custom at all ?—When I speak of the

custom of the weald, I speak of the custom when the

lease states that the tenantis to go out according to cus-

tom ; it is very common in our agreements, that tlie

I

tenant should be allowed according to the custom of

j

the country, but we do not consider him entitled to

tiiat unless he can show something by which he is en-

titled.

Then it amounts to no custom except by agreement?
—Just so.

Chairman.] You say in this case it was a great

hardship upon the tenant that he was not allowed for

the buildings ho put up ?—Yes, and I asked the steward

if he might take tlie materials which were quite de-

tached ; he said no, nor the fruit tiees; he left the

whole without any compensation.
Could you mention some other case to the commit-

tee?—I will give you another. I went from that farm
to another; they were both in adjoining parishes ; the

one I shall mention now was a large occupation ; the

occupier had offended the landlord by some means,
and very unexpectedly he had Jiotice to quit; he had
farmed exceedingly high, and done a considerable deal

of draining, and planting, and so on ; and I was called

upon to do the valuation upon his leaving, and in none
of the cases which were not strictly and closely

provided for in the agreement could I get any allow-

ance.

What were the outlays for which this outgoing tenant

obtained no compensation?— Such as drainage, filling

up pits, grubbing hedges, and making new ones, making
them straight where they were crooked, and planting

fruit trees.

Could you state any other case to the committee ?—
Yes, I can state another very strong one : a person

took a farm in my neigbbourliood, and paid for every-

thing at coming in ; he even took the household furni-

ture as well as the live and dead stock, and the

agreement for holding was drawn up by a solicitor

who, perhaps, was not acquainted with drawing up
agricultural agreements, and he omitted to put in what
he was to be allowed for upon leaving, and left it entirely

silent in fact. The gentleman whose property it was
had a son grown up, and he was desirous ofputting him
in the farm, and gave notice accordingly. I received a

letter from the proprietor to go and value such effects

on the farm as he was bound to take ; his son met me
to give instructions ; I went and called upon the tenant

to produce his agreement ; I read it over and said, " I

do not find that you have any provision at all to be
paid;" he said, " I took so and so, and here is my in-

ventory ;" I observed it was no use unless he could

find an agreement from the landlord to be paid accord-

ing to the custom. I referred to the young gentleman

who was the son : I said, " Is your father willing you
should pay according to the custom of the country ?"

he said, " I do not know ; I have brought you that

letter of instruction." I said, " I shall be very happy
to do your father's business, but I cannot enter upon a

valuation so unfair as that." I perceived the man
going out had gut the land m a good state, and pre-

pared his fallows for wheat, and his manure was
cast, the haystacks were in good order, and his under-

wood part ready to be cut. I said, " I cannot under-

take this, I decline doing it, I would rather go back ;"

he said, " I have no authority but what 1 brought you ;"

I said, " I will do this one thing ; I will go over the

valuation according to the custom of the country as

usual, and deal as between outgoing and incoming te-

nant, and send it to your father without his being

bound to what I do ; if he chooses to do it, it will be

fair and right; it cannot be expected your father should

wish you to go in this farm, the tenant preparing you

fallows for wheat, and to leave you his underwood and

other things." 1 sent my amount accompanied with a

letter of recommendation. He refused to pay for it and

abide by my valuation, and the result was that the
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outgoing tenant commenced an action to recover. His

solicitor found he had no chance I believe, and they

gave up, he being paid for what he could move off, his

hay-stacks, and hop-poles, and so on. Thougli a small

holding the tenant lost £-200 all from the want of a

well-established tenant-right.

You are understood to say that the lease did not state

that the tenant was to hold contrary to the custom of

the country, without compensation ; but it was by mere

silence of the lease as respects the custom of the country,

which was an accidental silence, that tlie landlord de-

prived the tenant of the very claim to compensation for

that which he had paid himself upon entry .'—Yes,

exactly so.

What was the extent of that occupation?—About
130 or 140 acres.

Was that a heavy loss to the tenant?—Yes.

Then the committee are to understand yon, that

though you have a custom of compensation, it is an

uncertain custom ; and you think it would be desira-

ble that the legislature should ratify the tenant's claim

for well-considered improvements ?—Yes, we think we
have no custom unless there is something to give vali-

dity to it, some agreement of some kind ; and if the

agreement says we are to value according to custom, I

should give them what the custom is.

Mr. Moody.] With regard to this last case, you

would not include in the tenant-right, supposing the

outgoing tenant had taken all his predecessor's stock,

that then the incoming tenant should be bound to take

the stock again, and so in respect to the furniture as

well?—No.
It seems to be a loss incurred by this man in that

manner ?—No, there was no loss in tliat ; he could take

it away. I did not ask for that to be taken.

You mentioned that the incoming tenant took his

stock and furniture, and the young man, when he

came to take on the farm, would not take the stock or

the furniture ?—No, he would not pay for anything that

could not be moved off.

Chairman.] Can you state any other case of hard-

ship to the committee?—The other day I took a valua-

tion upon a large estate, and it happened to be omitted

that the tenant should be paid for underdraining ; the

steward was present, and he, him self the taker, refused

to allow it.

When you say the steward was the taker, what do
you mean?—He is, besides an occupier, the steward

to a large estate, and he occupies two or three farms,

and he increases his occupation by this one.

And the steward of the property is taking one of his

employer's farms into his own occupation, and refuses

to allow the tenant for drainage ?—Yes, because it hap-

pened to be omitted in the agreement, which was pro-

duced by himself.

In this case the compensation far draining was
omitted to be mentioned ?—It was omitted to be men-
tioned in the lease.

Did that tenant conceive he was entitled to compen-
sation when he was draining?—Yes, decidedly.

On what grounds ?—Very many; in consequence of

the great advantage of drainiige,iti3 generally allowed
;

we very seldom find those who refuse to allow

drainage, but it is a mere voluntary act of the parties,

in the absence of an agreement to be paid, and none
paid for on taking in consequence of none being

done.
Tlicn it comes back to what you were understood to

say before, that though there is a general expectation
of compensation for drainage, and a general wish to es-

tablish the custom, that this custom of compensation
is not sufficiently binding, but that if the incoming
tenant refuses to pay, the outgoing tenant is unable

to enforce his claim ?—Decidedly so, without agree-

ment, or having paid for it on entry.

It is so far the custom, that the valuers for the out-

going and incoming tenant, if they are neither of them
instructed by their clients to object, would on their own
view allow the claims for compensation ?—Yes, we make
it a point to do so.

If it is left for you to decide, acting on both sides,

what should be paid for, you in your own judgment
would allow compensation for drainage as being ac-

cording to the custom ?—I should.

But then you were before understood to say that this

custom is so far not binding, that if the incoming te-

nant objects to its being allowed, you have no power
to enforce it?—Certainly not. I wish to be distinctly

understood; when I use the word custom, I mean
rather the mode of valuing ; because I would observe,

if the custom is not binding, it is not a custom at all;

it is very common in our agreements that the tenant

shall be valued out by the custom of the country.

Mr. Newdeoate.] You stated that the practice of

drainage in the v/eald is rather of recent adoption ?— It

has not been adopted, except in hop land, till within

the last few years.

Are the tenures in the weald from year to year, or

on lease?—Three out of four are yearly tenants, or

holding under very short leases.

Do you find that the custom is not more bindin;>; in

the case of yearly tenants than in the case of leasehold

tenants?—No, I think not.

You state that there is no power of recovering, by

process of common law, compensation under the cus-

tom, unless such compensation has been specified in the

agreement?— I am not aware of any ; we do not ob-

tain it ; I cannot say what the law would give : I do

not profess to be a lawyer.

You do not know any instances where that has been

the case?—No.
Most of tlie cases you cited were losses owing to the

absence of specific clauses in the agreement giving com-

pensation ?—Yes.

And those clauses have been omitted to be sought by

the tenant, by neglect, or through ignorance ?—You
must understand that our tenantry, as a body, do not

look at their agreements much; they have the agree-

ments drawn, and they ask, " Is it right ?" and they

receive the answer, " Yes," and they sign it, and the

thing is passed. Ths other day a man came to me,

having given notice to leave, and he said, " I leave, I

suppose, according to the custom, as I took it;'' I

said, " Let me see your agreement," and I read his

agreement; I said, " Why did not you show this to

some surveyor before you signed it?" he said, " I asked

the lawyer if it was right, and he said it was, and I

signed ft:" the man had signed half his things away.

Those cases of losses which you have cited must be

exceptional, they are not of frequent occurrence?—It

is too often the case.

Then does this negligence of the tenant farmers pre-

vail in the face of such losses as you have cited ?—It

does not occur twice. " I will take care," says the

man, "when I take another farm I will look at the

lease, or get some one to look at it for me."

Then surely it is the fault of the tenant if he signs an

instrument which is inadequate or faulty ?—l admit

that ; but the farmers in the weald of Kent and Sussex

may not be such as you m.ay be acquainted with, upon

the whole.

Are the tenants of Kent and Sussex so ignorant that

it is necessary to pass a law to secure them against the

faults of the agreements they have themselves entered

into ?—I think it is necessary to pass a law that they

should be entitled to what is fair and right at leaving,
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without Icaviug it to their own judguK'ut; looking- to

a great number of tliem.

Do you flunk that tlie tenantry of tliosc counties

would admit that they are not competent to form their

own agreements ?—Several of them have told me so.

Is the agriculture of Kent generally of a good
description?— I am speaking of tiieweahl of Kent and

Sussex. I wish to be distinctly understood upon that

point.

Is the agriculture there far advanced?— It has been
improving very considerably within the last few years.

It has only improved recently ?—Yes, until quite

recently our roads were im])assable in winter, with tiie

exception of the turnpike roads ; we used to take our

wives behind us on our horses, and get along as well as

we could upon a stone path the width of tiiis table.

The negligence of the tenantry, and the losses owing
to the informality of the leases, do not prevail exten-

sively except in those districts where you say agricul-

ture is only progressive ?—They do prevail more exten-

sively than you may be aware of. We have diflicultics

very often in our valuations; and as a valuer, I should

be exceedingly glad if those dithculties could be re-

moved by some eleai'Iy defined mode.
You want a clear mode for testing the right of the

tenant and the validity of the agreement ?—Yes.
In short, you require some additional facilities for

deciding matters in dispute, which arise under the dif-

ferent interpretation of agreements, and under the cus-

tom of the county?—We want some well-defined cus-

tom, and we should find no difficulty in applying it; 1

should find no difficulty in applying it ; if by the in-

troduction of a Bill a general mode could be pointed
out, I am sure there would be no difficulty in bringing
it to bear.

The customs in other parts of Kent and Sussex are

more defined, and more satisfactory, are they not?

—

The custom in the eastern part of Kent is not to pay for

so much ; the dung there is principally the properly of

the landlord ; and there the land is of a better quality,

very little fallow is done, and consequently very little is

paid for ; the hay is paid for pretty generally in the

same way as in the Weald.
The custom then in the more improved district is

less extensive; there are fewer payments, but it is

more defined and more general in its operation ?—Mid
Kent is better cultivated than the Weald of Kent, and
things are paid for higher, hay, and straw, and dung,

at a market value, for instance.

And there the custom is more certain ?—There the

custom is more certain; it does not embrace such a va-

riety of things as the mode of cultivation in the Weald
of Kent requires.

As far as your practice goes, the simpler the custom,

that is, the less it involves the larger number of pay-
ments, the more easy in its application, and there is

more certainty of recovery by the tenant under it?— It

is easier and better understood. I should think the

Bill under contemplation would be the greatest boon to

the poorer districts, bringing them into cultivation, and
giving the occupiers that spirit which is found in the

better districts. In the better districts you find better

and more aflBuent farmers
;
you cannot find any dis-

trict anywhere, where farmers ofgreater intelligence and
more opulence exist, thau in Mid Kent.

In short the custom seems to have improved with

the cultivation ?—No, the land is so very different ; in

a good deal of Mid Kent the land is worth 50s. an acre

aud in the weald some of it 10s. an acre is a high price

for it ; and then in the better lands the more opulent

occupiers often become purchasers, or have a better op-

portunity of becoming tenants, and the lower class of

farmers are generally founii in those districts that I

have named : in a poor country you generally find the

poorer tenants ; in good rich laud you find a richer

tenantry ; the nature of things would produce tiiat.

Then which is the most extensive diatiicf, the East

Ivent, the Mid Kent, or the Weald ?—I should think

the liast Kent would be the largest. 1 am sptaUiiig of

those divisions that we used to make use of to under-

stand each other before the division took place, of East

and West Ivent, for the Reform Act; it is quite distinct

now. I am not to be understood in my remarks to apply

to tiiat division, but what we understand when speaking

the difi'crent parts of Ivcnt.

You use the term to explain the difference of custom
as prevailing in those districts?—Of the difterent

parts of Kent, as is generally understood by a JCentish

man.
Do you think that if landlords, who are tenants for

life, hnd the power of entering into nn agreement to

give compensation, and the farmers know that agree-

ments would be moje generally made, that they would
be more carefully looked after than they are at present?

—Very many landlords reside afar ofr", and they do not

understand these things, and the tenant says, " Will

you let me drain and do other improvements, and pay
me for it ?" 'I'hey say, " I do notknaw any thing about

it ; I cannot say anything about it;" and it i-i put off

from time to time, and the thing is not done. Iftiie

landlords lived on the spot, and saw the importance cfit,

there would be no difficulty about it; but they do not

many of them.
But after all, is not it the tenant's own fault in the

Weald of Kent if he does not recover, owing to his

having become a party to an agreement that does not

secure him the compensation that he seeks at last ?—

I

a(hii!t it is his own fault ; but I have described the cha-

racter of the men ; it will be found that there are far-

mers in my neighbourhood, if you read any agreement

they would not understand it; you could not make
them understand it.

Mr. T. Egerton.] When you are valuing, as you
state, between the in-coming and out-going tenant, or

as between them and the landlord, do you takeinto ac-

count any dilapidations ?—We do, when we are per-

mitted to apply the custom.
You do takeinto account the dilapidations as to farm

buildings?—Yes.

And also as to acts of husbandry ?.—Yes, anything

that we consider to be detrimental.

Chairman.] You say that in Mid Kent the allow-

ances are more favourable to the out-going tenant than

in East Kent ?—Yes.
And that Mid Ivent is better f^irraed than East Kent?

—A great part of Mid Kent is hop and fruit plantation.

I do not say it is better farmed ; it is different sort of

land; there are not BO many hops and fruit in East

Kent as in Mid Kent.

Supposing an in-coming tenant made an agreement

that he shall be paid for improvements when he quits

the farm, according to the custom of the country, and
that he drains upon that covenant, and supposing the

in-coming tenant,asyou say he may do, refuses to take

to the drainage, and denies the existence of the custom,

what remedy has the out-going tenant?—I think

within the last three or four years we have generally

understood each other, that we should consider the

draining as embraced under the term custom of the

country.

You were understood to say you thought it was a

custom that was not binding, and that if the in-coming

tenant refused to enter into it, he had the power

of preventing its valuation by not sanctioning it?—Yes,

if he gives a positive order to that eflfect ; we do not take

it if not paid for on entry,
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Then you are to be understood to say, that if the
tenant makes an agreement that he shall be compen-
sated according to the custom of the country, and on
the faith of tliat agreement executes draining u])on his

land, that although lie has done his best to secure him-
self the compensation, it is in the power of the in-com-
ing tenant to deny the existence of the custom, and to

instruct his valuer not to allow compensation for

draining to the out-going tenant?— I have known seve-
ral cases of that, and I have treated it in this way : 1

have asked the out-going tenant to produce his old in-

ventory, and if I found he had paid for it, I have con-
sidered that to be the custom upon that farm, and I

have insisted upon its being paid, if not^ I have given
it up.

Therefore, if an in-coming tenant takes to an undrain-
ed farm, and drains it, under an agreement that he is to

be compensated according to the custom ofthe country
still if his successor refuses to admit the custom, you,
acting on his part, would have no power to enforce it ?

— I think not ; I have lost it in several cases. There
is some doubt about it; much depends upon the cus-
tom of the estate to which the farm belongs.
You have lost the compensation for draining in seve-

ral cases, though the out-going tenant had executed
the draining upon the faith of being compensated upon
the custom of the country?—Yes.

Mr. Newdegate.] You were understood to say
that draining is a modern Invention in this district,

that it is generally accepted as a case of compensation
under the custom?—Most generally, but not always.

It is becoming so ?—It is becoming so. The Chair-
man has put the question quite right in asking the
question whether the farmer took to the undrained
farm ; it was the case in all the instances I refer to.

Chairman.] And no farmer, holding by agreement
to be compensated by the custom of ihe country, can
tell at this moment whether or not he will be allowed
for draining ?— I think not, if there were no draining
when he took it ; but if there were draining and he paid
for it, I do not think it could be refused.

The question was, the draining being a new practice,
110 tenant holding his farm under a condition of being
compensated according to the custom of the country,
can tell whether he will be compensated or not for the
draining, as he does not know whether his successor
would be an awkward customer or not ?—Yes, there
might be some difficulty about it.

That is the state of uncertainty in which the farms
in the weald of Kent at present are ?—Yes, and that
is the reason why a great deal more draining is not
done.

Mr. Moody.] It is daily growing into a custom in-
dependent of the law ?—Y'es; the importance of it is

seen by so many individuals, and adopted by them. I

have no doubt in a short time we shall get it estab-
lished as we have done our manures and other things.

Those have grown into a custom simply from the
manner ?—Yes.

Chairman.] Still you are understood to say that
this state of uncertainty is a great discouragement to
the Kentish farmer in draining his land?—Yes, it is;
and I am sorry to say that a great many landlords, to
whom application is made, do not evince that disposi-
tion to encourage improvements which we could wish
they would. There are causes, no doubt. Our ten-
antry are not in a position to undertake a great deal
on their own account ; it is highly necessary for the
landlord to do the under-drainage, and charge a per-
centage for it.

Mr. T. Egerton.] No system of tenant-right would
give that ?—No, not in that case, but then it is so ne-
cessary to improve; the object of the tenant-right bill

is to improve the land, and I am pointing out some-
thing that may assist in effecting it.

Chairman.] Although yoii think it desirable,
where there are poor tenants, that the landlords should
do it if they are not poor landlords also, are you of
opinion that where the landlord docs not find it desi-
rable to make those improvements, it would be desira-

ble to enable the tenant to do so?—Yes, most certainly;
some land which is church and hospital property is in

that situation that it is all left to the tenants to ini-

prove; and many of them, in consequence of the inse-

curity of being paid for it, do not do it. I know one
farm in particular in our parish, recently taken, where
if they could be fully secured, the parties taking it

would go on with the drainage of it.
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Evidence of William Pinches.

Chairman.] You area resident landed proprietor

in Shropshire?—Yes, I am.
You are also president of the Wenlock Farmers'

Club ?—I am.
Have you turned your attention to the question of

tenant-right?— 1 have, for many years.

When is the period of entry upon farms in Shrop-

shire?—On the 25th of March invariably ; never at

Michaelmas ; and from year to year, determinable by
half year's notice, given on the 25th of the preceding

September.
Does the out-going tenant receive any remuneration

from his successor for any improvements he may have

made upon the farm ?—Never in that county.

Nor for any artificial manure or food ?— Never.

In your opinion, is that a defective system ?—Un-
doubtedly it is ; it prevents the improvement of the

land.

In what way does it operate against the improve-

ment of the land?—It makes the out-going tenant

very careful how he lays out anything during his last

year's occupation ; in fact, instead of keeping up the

farm to the usual and customary cultivation, it de-

teriorates in value the few last years before he intends

to leave it.

Is land generally held for a term, or from year to

year ?—There are leases, and there are terms of years

given ; but, generally speaking, in Shropshire and
Montgomeryshire, the tenancy is from year to year, a

rack tenancy.

In point of fact, do you, as a landed proprietor, see

many improvements by which the productiveness of

the land in Shropshire might be increased if the ten-

ant had a greater security for the outlay of his capital?

—Undoubtedly I do.

You say you see many points in which the produc-

tiveness of the land might be increased by a freer outlay

of capital ; would you be so good as to state to the

Committee in what respect you think it might be im-

proved ?—In many respects ; the out-going tenant

would employ more labourers, and lay out more money
in artificial manure; he would drain more extensively,

and, in fact, would do all acts of husbandry more
fearlessly and with less hesitation if a legislative enact-

ment would protect him in the outlay, in the event of

his quitting the farm. All farming operations he
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would set about with more eaiiiestness, and they would
he gone throuiih with more determination than lie could
do prudently now.

Docs the land require draining in many parts of
Shropshire ?—Yes ; what has not heen already done re-

quires doing almost throughout the whole county.
A re you of opinion that farmers are deterred from

the outlay of capital by the want of security ?—Most
decidedly.

Is there any other evidence which you wish to lay

liofore the Committee on the subject of tenant-right ?

— No other evidence, except in stating my opinion as

to the absolute necessity of tenant-right in some shape
iir other; I see the want of it every day, although I

suppose in the county of Salop wc have as good land-

lords, I mean the large proprietors are as good land-

lords as any in the country. It is as safe to occupy a

farm under them as under an enactment of this kind
if such an one passed; but I think, looking to the

whole county generally, there are many cases where
rack tenants are occujjying farms where they cannot
]:iy out money upon them ; they are afraid to lay out
money ; my opinion is, generally, that if such an enact-

mcnt as this were to pass that more capital would be
invested in agricultural pursuits; that is what we want

;

we want moi'C capital invested in agricultural pursuits
;

we have so many poor farmers now, men who have no
money.

Mr. BouvERiE.] Have improvements of the charac-
ter you have referred to taken place under those good
landlords, as compared with those who you say are not
so good?—Yes, they go on more fearlessly in laying out
tlieir money, because they know their tenure is as safe

almost as it can be. Certainly circumstances may
arise in which they may be turned out of their farms

;

the question of game very often leads to notice pass-

ing between landlord and tenant, and in that case they
would be no better off than anybody else.

As a matter of fact, have improvements taken place

on those large estates that have not taken place on the

smaller ones ?—They have more generally.

Is that under agreement or in reliance upon the owner
of the land?—In reliance upon the owner of the land

;

their family having lived there for generations in the

same tenancy.

Mr. Henley.] Has the condition of the agriculture

in your county improved within the last 30 years?

—

Decidedly it has improved.
Has the improvement been progressive ?— It has so.

Does that extend generally over the whole county ?

—No ; I cannot say it does.

What proportion of your county has improved and
what has not, should you say ?—Somewhere about a
half, I should think. I cannot speak with any degree

of certainty. I know the whole county tolerably well.

You say that about half has improved ; are the Com-
mittee to understand that that half has more imjjroved

than the other, or that the other has stood entirely

still for the last 30 years?—Upon my word, there has

been very little difference in that other part.

You have said that some of the farmers are poor in

your county?—Yes.

What proportion should you include under that de-
scription ?— I should think I should include two-fifths

certainly ; but those are questions of course I could
]

not answer minutely. 1 am speaking to the best of
j

my impression.

The two-fifths of the county being occupied by men
with insufficient capital, probably that may have been
some reason why theimprovementshavenottaken place?
—It may have been, certainly.

Want of means is a very great impediment to spirited

farming ?—Certainly,

And two-fifths of the county being occupied by men
who under your notion would be called poor farmers,

that may be some reason why they have not im[)roved
so much as their richer neighbours?— Certainly that

would be one reason.

j

Do you think that any legislative enactment should
be retrospective as well as prospective in its operation ?

!
— I think not. 1 should be perfectly satisfied with it

j

prospective.

Do you think it ouglit to be voluntary or coiojtul-

I

sory ?—Compulsory.
That neither party should have the )iower of exchi-

ding themselves from it?—That is my opinion.

Are there many estates in your county held by per-
sons having limited interest in them ?—Yes, many.
Would it be an improvement, do you think, if

powers were given to persons having limited intere^!t^

to bind their successors for a reasonable term .'

—

Yes
;

I think so.

And so to enable parties to give security to their ten-
ants ?—Yes.

Could the security necessary to enable the tenant to
lay out capital upon the land be given by a fee-simple
landlord willing to grant it?—It is not given by him.

Tlie question is, whether in your judgment it could
be given ; that is, could a fee-simple landlord, dis-
posed to give security, give that security to the tenant,
in your judgment?—He might now by agreement do
it : by special agreement.
Can you point out any advantage which there wouUl

be by that being done by law instead of by agreemcnr,
both parties being willing to make an agreement?—Tiie
one would be only optional with the parties, and the
other would be compidsory.

If both parties agreed would there beany difference?
— It would be one and the same thing, if both agreed
that the tenant should be remunerated for any outlay
of capital that he might wot have reaped the benefit (if

at the teimination of his occupation.

Is land let "generally on lease in Shropshire?—No,
generally rack tenancy ; I think there are few leases ;

they are generally rack tenancy, and chiefly living un-
der those gentlemen I have alluded to, who are what
we call excellent landlords.

Speaking generally, a large portion of the county of
Salop is held at will, and has been greatly improved
in the last 30 years ?—That is the portion that hm not
been so much improved.
The portion that is held at will ; what portion is not

held at will then?—That portion that is held at will

under rack tenancy is the least improved.
Without reference to the landlords ?—The landlords

I have alluded to make a great difference , tenants are
more fearless in laying out their capital living under
those landlords.

You were understood to say, that a large portion
of the county of Shropshire was held under excellent
landlords, and that the tenants had imj^roved their

farms considerably ?—Yes.

And also you were understood to say, that a large por-
tion, one-half the county, had been very much im-
proved within your memory?—Yes; it has certainly.

All that has taken place without any legislative in-
terference ?—Yes.

Are those jioor tenants, generally speaking, under
the good landlords or under the bad ones ?—Under the
bad ones.

Therefore this state of things results in this, that
where the tenantry are men of capital, holding under
good landlords, the country has been improved without
legislative interference?—Undoubtedly it has.

And that a considerable portion of the residue is held
by men of small capital, and they have no security,
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aud that is where there are no improvemeuts?—

A

great deal of it is held by men of capital, but they are

afraid to lay it out ; they do not feci their tenure se-

cure enough to justify, in justice to their family, the

laying out of tutir money in improving tlicir land to any

extent ; that is, they will not do drainage or other per-

manent improvements.
Wliat operations do you confine your remarks to?

—

Those under the head ofpermanent improvements.

You spoke in the early part of your examination of

the general cultivation and employment of labour;

what do you include under those heads ?— I include

the removal and shifting of fences, and the straighten-

ing offences, and the drainage of the land ; I do not

know that there are muny other improvements whicli

I could put under the head of permanent improvements,

except buildings and things of that kind, putting up

any buildings that are necessary.

You do not moan these observations to apply to the

ordinary acts of husbandry necc?sary for clean cultiva-

tion?—Tliey are acts of husbandry, and very necessary

before you can call a farm in a well cultivated state.

But do you not mean the term general cultivation

to apply to the ordinary acts of husbandry necessary

to keep a farm clean ?—No.
Is artificial manure much used in Sliropshire?—Yes,

it has been more generally used during the last eight

or ten years ; since the introduction of guano It has

been used more extensively.

Is artificial food much used in Shropshire?—

A

good deal of linseed and oil-cake are used.

That lias been probably increasing in use within the

last 10 or lo years?— It has considerably till witlun

the last year, when it has been so dear as to be out of

the reach of an inland county like Siiropshirc, whore

the carriage comes so expensive ; it h.as not been so

much used during the last two years as before.

Up to that time it was increasing ?—Yes, and will

again if the price becomes moderate.

It does not pay at a high price, but it docs at a

moderate price ?—Yes.

There is no other reason why it has been discon-

tinued?—No, none but that.

Is lime used in your county ?—Yes, a great deal

of it is made.
What period of time should lime be tlirown over;

that is, how many years slioukl the in-coniing tenant

be made to pay for lime used by the out-going tenant?

—Not more than two years, I think.

What would be your judgment upon the subject of

guano?—I should think four years.

You would put guano at four years, and lime at two ?

—Yes, but then the fourth year would be at a consi-

derable decrease.

Tliat would be your judgment ?—Yes.

What would be your judgment with regard to oil-

cake used as artificial foofl?— I i-honld put that upon
the same footing as guano generally.

You would throw that over four years ?—Yes.

Has this object oecu})ii'd your attention for some
time?—It has certainly.

The Committee may take this ojinion as your eon-
siiierod and (ieeided oj)inion ujion this matt-;r?—Yes;
I have not been in the habit of feeding uiysilfmudi
upon oil-cake and linseed, hut of course I have had
opportunities of judging of these things, and being

brought up to farming from my infancy 1 can form a
good idea of the application and importance of thera.

Ami that would he your judgment of them, having
considered them ?—Yes.

What period of time should the expense of draining

be thrown over on arable land ?— It depends upon how

it is done; if it is dune in the best manner, I should

say 30 years.

Wliat would be your judgment in regard to fences
;

over how many years should that cost be thrown ?

—

Tliat is a very difficult question to answer ; I should

think it should bespread over 20 years.

What is the principle upon which you calculate those

things .'—Upon the expense attending them in the lirst

instance, and upon the period which the party doing

them would be remunerated for his outlay.

That is to say, interest for his money .'—Yes.

Fair trading profit ?—Y'es.

And a sinking fund to reimburse his capital.'— Yes,

that is the principle upon which I have answered those

cpiestions.

And considering this as the ground upon which the

calculation ought to be made, is it still your opinion

that, upon arable land, the cost of drainage would not be

repaired in less than 30 years ?—I do not think it would
if done in the best manner.
What is your notion of the best manner of doing it ?—

My idea of the best manner of doing it is that you
should have a duct for the water, by means of a pipe, or

a tile, with a sole under it, and put a foot or 14 inches

of stone upon it ; that I consider the best method of

draining.

And about what cost does it come to per acre ?—I do

not think it could be done for much less than ^£10 an

acre, including cartage and all, if the stone lies at any

distance.

Mr. BouvERiE.] How many drains, and what distance

apart do you calculate for?—Three feet deep, and eight

yards apart.

Mr. Henlky.] That .£10 an acre you think would

not be repaid upon arable land in less than 30 years ?

—

No, I should not think it would if the tenant had to do

it all.

Do you make any difference in your calculation upon
good land or poor land ?—Yes ; generally speaking the

stiff clay soils require more drainage, and they do not

repay so soon as the better sort of land.

To what species of land do you mean 30 years to

apply?—I meant it should apply generally to all land.

To land that is worth 10s. an acre, and land worth

40s. an acre?—We have not that difference in Shrop-

shire.

You have no land so high ?—No ; a very little so

high of arable land, except in certain localities.

Some poor clays are worth very little, whilst the rich

loams are worth a great deal more for arable purposes ?

—Y^es.

Perhaps as much as the previous question premised ?

—No.
You speak of land in Shropshire ?—Where it is

adjacent to a town, and its situation is advantageous,

of course we have land worth more ; I speak generally.

Mr. BouvERiE.] Do you occupy any land besides

your own ?—None but my own; I occupy 400 acres or

my own.
Mr. SoTHERON.] What is the tenant right which you

v/ould have enacted by law ?—It is, in a few words, an

enactment that would secure the tenant farmer, upon
the quitting of his occupation, for the outlay of any

capital wliich he had not had time to receive the benefit

of during the time of his tenure.

In what manner would yon estimate that ?— I would

estimate it according to the work done ; according to

the nature of the acts of agriculture which would call

for it.

Would you estimate it by the number of years that

have elapsed since it was done ?—Yes, I would, according

to the nature of the operation.

W^ould you estimate it by the value to the incoming
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tenant from the time he came into possession ?— I think

that the outgoing tenant should he remunerated by some
party, and if he was remunerated by the incoming tenant

it would be the same thing as if the landlord did it ; it

does not matter how it is done, but he ought to be re-

munerated, and without that we cannot have good culti-

vation of the soil,

Tliere are two modes : one fixing the number of years

that have elapsed since the improvement has been made,
and the other is by estimating the value of the thing,

wliatever may have been the number of years elapsed at

tlie time ; upon which of those two ways do you think

the principle should proceed ?—The latter one.

Of the value to the tenant?—Yes, of the value to the

incoming tenant or to the landlord ; the landlord is

enabled to set his farm upon more advantageous terms
if it be in good condition than he can if it be in bad con-

dition ; there are many cases, I know of numberless

cases, where a landlord is obhged to set the farm at re-

duced rent for three years before he brings it to the rent

of the last occupier, owing to the bad condition at the

time he set it.

Suppose the case of a tenant expending £100 in

erecting a shed, and he erects it substantially, and he

occupies the farm for 20 years ; at the end of those 20

years the shed is nearly as valuable as when erected
;

would you consider it right that he should receive for

tenant riglit the value of the shed at the time, or would
you say a certain sum ought to be deducted from the

i'lOO for every year ?—Certainly, that is the way ; there

should be a sum deducted for the benefit he had received

for the 20 years it had been erected, though it may be as

good at the end of the 20 years as it was at first ; that is,

he pught not to be allowed the full value that shed cost

him In the erection.

Should he be allowed the full value that that shed

would be to the incoming tenant .'— It is not as good,

and cannot possibly be as good as when it was erected.

Suppose it is worth ^£'90, should he be allowed £90,
or should £b a year be taken off from the time it was
erected ?—A certain portion should be taken off for the

benefit derived from the time of erecting it ; I am not

prepared to say what proportion would be a fair sum at

the end of 20 years.

You approve of that which is the principle of the

honourable chairman's bill, that there should be some
deduction for every year of additional occupation after

the improvement has been made?—Yes, most certainly.

Mr. Newdegate.] Have you drained much land ?—
Yes, a great deal of land ; most of my property.

Have you found the outlay generally average ^'10 an

acre .'—No, much less on an average ; I am speaking of

draining three feet deep, eight yards apart, and putting a

water-way at the bottom of the drain, and a quantity of

stone at the top, which has to be hauled perhaps a mile

to get it to the place, and then it has cost be ^""10
; that

has been the maximum.
Have you found a great increase of produce in conse-

quence ?—Undoubtedly, I find the benefit of it.

To what extent do you think the increased produce

has been, to one-fourth, or one-fifth, or one-third, or in

what proportion ?—Upon a great deal of the land, I have

found it to be threefold, where there have been springs,

which have completely made the land barren, where you
could not get horses upon it to cultivate it as you ought

to do without draining in the first instance.

Did you find that effect upon the first crop or the se-

cond crop ?—We found it to have its effect after the first

dry summer after the oi)eration is completed ; no
draining acts well until wchave had a thoroughly dry sum-
mer over it, and then it acts as well as it ever will do.

Taking the usual run of summers, one summer out

of two perhaps would bring the draining into full opera-

tion?—Yes, I think so; such a summer as last was,

certainly.

That would bring you one wheat crop, and in that case

you say the increase would be nearly threefold ?—Yes,

where there have been springs.

In the case of wheat crop of threefold increase that

would be almost equal to the first cost of the drainage ?

—Yes.
Then the capital would be returned after that crop,

after the first crop, when the drainage had full efl'ect?

—

In those situations where there arc springs, upon those

portions of a field where the spring breaks out, at the

top it may have that eftect.

And those are the cases where the draining wants the

most expensive manner of layitig '—They are nmch about

the same.

Then the subsequent crop to this when the capital

would be repaid would I'emunerate the person who
drained entirely, giving him also full and adequate

benefit?—I do not mean the committee to understand

that one crop would repay for the drainage of this land

at all.

Not if the increase was threefold ?—No.
You stated that in some instances the increase of the

crop was threefold .'—Certainly the value of the land

was increased threefold. I did not say the increase of the

crop, but the value of the land by the operation of drain-

ing in certain localities.

The value of the land is increased owing to the increase

of this productive power ?—Yes, clearly.

And the evidence of this productive power has been

the threefold increase of the crop ?—Yes, in those parti-

cular places.

And the threefold increase of the crop would, in cases

of wheat crop, most likely repay the outlay of drainage ?

—You would not find it so if you came to calcu:ations ;

at the low price of wheat, it would not recompense you

for drainage at £IQ an acre.

Sir J. Trollope.] Have you never known a crop of

v/heat worth £^10 an acre ?—Yes.

Mr. SoTHERON.] You mean after deducting the ex-

penses it would not pay at ;£'10 an acre ?—Yes.

Mr. Newdegate.] Supposing you had land that

would not grow wheat, and that you made it grow wheat,

that would produce a difference by its improvement cf

three times its value ?~-Yes.

If that only grew twitch and grass before, and then it

became available for wheat, that land would be three

times as valuable .'—Yes.

And that was the basis of your evidence ?—Yes

;

the land would be three times as valuable in some
certain instances, but not speaking generally. I spoke

only of bogs and decidedly unsound places, owing to

springs.

Taking the case you put where the drainage was ex-

tremely needed, in such a case as that would not two

wheat crops be at least equivalent to the expense of drain-

ing and for the profits to be allowed to be for the im-

provement, considering that the land would not produce

wheat before ?—I am speaking of portions of fields that

you could not use in that way before. "Ne know that

the growth is much less where land is unsound than where

it is drained ; in those cases we have very little return.

When we drain those j)laces we make them the best land
;

if you get the wet from it, it becomes the most produc-

tive land.

Take the case where it was not worth while to grow
wheat, and where it became worth while to grow wheat

after the land was drained, you are asked whether two

crops of wheat would not repay tlie outlay for drainage,

with profit to the person who drains ?—Not if you deduct

the expenses attending the growth of that crop of wheat

;

then I do not thiuk it would.
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Taking the increase at threefold, perhaps throe crops

would do it ?—But those crops will not follow each other

in succession.

Taking three crops, they would be spread over a period

of 12 years, without counting the intervening crops that

might be applied to the land in the interim ; would then

this threefold produce of wheat for three successive

crops, without counting the increased produce of other

kinds, repay the outlay for draining that land with a

profit ?— I do not think it would be so in all cases in my
neighbourhood.

Evidence of Mr. John Jephson Rowley.

Chairman.] You are a tenant farmer near Mansfield ?

— I am.
Are you acquainted with Derbyshire ?—Yes.

What is the usual time of entry in Derbyshire ?—Al-

ways at Lady-day. I am not aware that there is any
deviation from that rule.

Has the outgoing tenant an away-going crop ?—He
has not in the county of Derby.

What payments are made by the incoming tenant to

his predecessor ?—Those payments are generally regu-

lated by the restrictions and covenants under which the

generality of tenant farmers live.

Then it is seldom by custom ?—Seldom by custom.

Is there any compensation to outgoing tenants for im-
provements they have made in the farm ?—They are ex-

tremely limited in most cases ; there is an allowance for

bones unexpended, and for other kinds of tillages, such

as guano and rape dust.

Is there any compensation for drainage .'—Generally

speaking, there is no compensation for draining ; the

tenant by his conditions is not allowed compensation

for draining, but in most cases the landlord finds the

tiles.

Is there any improvement made in buildings by the

tenant farmers ?—Yes, there are considerable improve-

ments made by the tenant farmers.

Have they any compensation for that?— I believe

not.

Are you of opinion that if the tenant farmers had more
security for their capital they would increase the produce
of their farms ?—I am quite sure they would be able to

do so.

In what respect do you think improvements could be

made ?—I think the want of tenant right is most inju-

rious, by the admission of men of slender capital to the

occupancy of farms, prohibiting them from, in a great

degree, applying sufficient capital for the improvement
of the soil.

Are there any other points you wish to mention to the

committee?—In many cases where tenants are living

under conditions, the whole of the manure made upon
the farm is generally taken away from him and given to

his successor ; I have noticed some cases during the last

spring where tenants leaving farms have left unconsumed
the whole of their hay and straw too, so that there has

been no manure made upon the farm for the preceding

winter.

Where the manure belongs to the incoming tenant, or,

what is the same thing, where it belongs to the landlord,

the outgoing tenant, you say, has no interest in making
good manures for his successor ?—None.

Is that, in your opinion, a discouragement to good
farming ?—A heavy discouragement and a serious injury

to a farm and to the future crops.

Is there much room for improvement in the farming
of Derbyshire ?—Yes, there is great room for improve-
ment.
You have no doubt that an increased application of

capital would increase the produce of the soil in Derby-

shire?— I have no doubt of it; capital alone seems to be
wanting.

In what way do you think capital could be laid out
advantageously in Derbyshire, speaking of the particular

modes of outlay which, in your opinion, would be ad-
vantageous on the farms in Derbyshire?—Chiefly by
drainage, and by the erection of substantial farm build-

ings with feeding sheds.

Sir J. Trollope.] You say manure is left behind on
the farms of Derbyshire, made of the hay and straw ; is

there nothing paid for the hay by the incoming tenant

when it is left behind ?—'Yes.

Is not it taken at a consumable price ?—It is taken by
the award of the arbitrator, subject to the tonnage
upon the farm, that could not be consumed off the pre-

mises.

But it is allowed for at a price for consumption on the

farm ?—Yes.
Which is a lower price than if sold off?

—

Could the tenant, if he were keeping the farm,

have sold that hay and straw off the farm, if he wished ?

—No.
Then would there be any loss by leaving it behind, if

he was paid for it at a consumable price ?— It would
appear not to be a loss ; there is a difference between the

consumable price and the market price.

You state that the obstruction to good cultivation

seems to be from the slender capital of tenants who take

the farms frequently ?—Yes.
Supposing there were a heavy outlay for tenant right

to be paid to the outgoing tenant, would not the

slender capital be still less left for the cultivation of the

farm ?—Yes, it would appear so. Still I do not see that

the old tenant should be prevented of his right to benefit

the successor ; but if there were a small class of tenantry

in that district, they would still have a less capital now
than they require.

It would require more capital ; where would that

capital come from if they have not enough now as it is for

the purpose of taking the farm ?—There would be can-

didates for farms possessing more capital than there are

at present.

Are the farms small in that district you have spoken
of ?—They will vary from 50 to 300 acres.

Those are usually considered in many districts of

England but small farms ?—Yes ; but small farms.

The class of people generally who are competitors for

those farms are almost invariably people of very slender

means, are they not ?—Perhaps in the applications for

the small class of farms they are ; it is not the case pre-

cisely in the larger farms.

Are they dairy farms or arable ?—On the magnesian
limestone there is a large district of arable land ; and in

many parts of the country there are considerable dairy

farms.

On that limestone you do not require drainage?

—

No.
What is the land requiring drainage, pasture or arable ?

—Both.
Are tiles used in that district ?—Yes.

Does the landlord ever find them ?—Yes, generally.

The tenant does the labour and the haulage ?—Yes.

How long ought he to be paid for that, after the

drainage is done ?—In most of the conditions and cove-

nants on which tenant farmers are living, I believe seven

years is allowed.

Is not that a discretionary allowance ?—Yes ; it is not

the general rule.

In some cases they allow nothing ?—In some cases

nothing is allowed.

You say that people are frequently allowed seven

years ?—That is partly dependent upon the conditions.

And partly upon the workmanship ?—I think in some
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of the conditions under which tenant farmers occupy,

that no compensation is allowed for drainage.

Where the tenants find the tiles and do the labour, you
allow a per-centage upon the cost ?—I believe they gene-

rally do it without any charge whatever.

Have you allowances for artificial manure ?—No.
Nor for cake ?—No.
Nor for guano ?—Yes ; there is an allowance for that

;

that has been lately introduced, and has not been used

to any extent upon the turnip farms of the neighbour-

hood.
Do you mean that the manure has been lately intro-

duced, or that apian of an allowance for it has been lately

introduced ?—Both.

Has there been an allowance for lime lately?—There

is a small allowance for lime ; I am not able to say to

what extent.

Then without a legislative tenant right, new systems

of allowances have grown into custom within your dis-

trict] that is guano, for instance, which is a new
manure altogether. The question is, whether allow-

ances have not been lately introduced which formerly

did not exist, without any legislative tenant right and
without any compulsion upon the subject?—I think I

stated in the former part of my evidence that usages of

the tenant farmers were generally dependent upon the

covenants, and I am not aware that there has been

anything new introduced with regard to guano.

Guano is allowed for?—I think guano would be al-

lowed for ; it is a thing ihat is very little used, the

principal tillage being rape dust and bone dust.

Mr. Henley.] And which they are allowed for ?

—

Yes.

Sir J. Trollope.] How long are they allowed for ?

—It depends upon the size of the bones. I think the

half-inch drill bones extend over a period of six years

;

it may vary according to the conditions. I think

that is generally about the number of years it docs ex-

tend over.

What is your course of husbandry ; is it four course

or six course ?—It is generally about a fifth course.

A five years' course?—Yes, upon the turnip farms.

Is it general to let farms upon covenants to tenants

at will in your neighbourhood ?—Generally.

Would not those covenants be all invalidated if an act

of parliament passed giving those rights to tenants
;

would not an act break through the whole of those

covenants ?—That would depend upon the nature of the

act of parliament itself, I think ; so far as that, any act

of parliament that may be passed would be strictly in-

operative in my part of the country.

Till the termination of those covenants, that is the

covenants that nowexist?—I am not speaking of leases,

only the restrictions under which the tenant farmers

are farming the land.

They are covenants for management .'—Yes, but not
for years.

Are not the allowances that tenants are to take on
leaving their farms recited in those covenants ?—Yes.

The question then is, whether those covenants would
not be broken through by any act passing at this

moment on the subject?—Do you allude to the act of

parliament commonly called Mr. Pusey's Bill ?

The chairman of this committee's bill?—If I under-

stand that bill rightly, it tolerates the special covenants

and conditions in the letting of farms ; therefore, so far

as my part of the country is concerned, that bill will be

inoperative.

And would not break through any of those conditions

and covenants ?—No.
Chairman.] You say the bill that has been men-

tioned would be inoperative, because it is not of a com-
pulsory nature ?—Ifl understand it rightly, it tolerates

or rather permits special agreements and covenautb
between landlord and tenant.

Your objection to the bill is understood to be thig,

that it is not compulsory ?—Yes.

Evidence of Mr. Stephen Gibbons.

Chairman.] Youare the agcntof Lord Yarborongh
for his property in the Isle of Wight?— I am.
Can you give any information to the committee as

to the tenant right which his lordship has given there?

—Yes.
You object to any compulsory enactment to carry

out the principles of tenant right?— I do.

First as to the agreement which Lord Yarborough
has granted. What are the allowances wliich Lord
Yarborough has granted to his tenants in the Isle of

Wight ?—They are upon the same principle as upon
his lordship's estates in Lincolnshire. I am one of

Lord Yarborough's Lincolnshire agents, and lately

have had the sole management of his Isle of Wight es-

tates.

What is the usual period of entry in the Isle of Wight ?

—Michaelmas, the 11th of October.
What are the payments made by the incoming to

the outgoing tenant?—I believe there have been no
payments.
What was the state of the property generally when

you undertook the management of it ?—It was not in

a good state of cultivation.

Were there good turnip crops?—No; generally

speaking, they were not good.
You say no allowance was made for spending oil-

cake ; was any oil-cake spent ?—I think not, or very
trifling.

Was the manure left behind by the tenant?—Yes.

Was it of a good quality ?—No, that was one of the

defects. I think that the produce was not converted
into good manure.
Then you are understood to say that his lordship has

introduced the system of Lincolnshire tenant right in

the Isle of Wight?—He has introduced a tenant right

on the Lincolnshire system, but varying as to the period

over whicii the allowances should extend.

What allowance do you make to tenants for linseed-

cake in fatting sheep or cattle ?—In Lincolnshire we do
not allow anything for linseed-cake for sheep. I have
introduced it in the Isle of Wight.
What allowance do you make in the Isle of Wight ?

—Two-sixths of the cake used the last year, and one-
sixth of the year before ; making, if tlie tenant con-
tinues to use about the same quantity, the allowance of
one-half of what he would use the last year. At first

when we introduced it into Lincolnshire we allowed
one-half of the last year's oil-cake, but that was abased,

as we saw people spending more the last year of their

tenancy than ever they had done before ; and therefore

we spread it over two years, which I consider a great

improvement.
How do you propose to satisfy yourself as to the

tenant having used the oil-cake?—By producing his

bills, and his men and himself giving evidence upon
them.
What allowance has Lord Yarborough given to his

tenants for guano in the Isle of Wight?—One half.

What allowance for bones ; is it one-half the pre-

ceding year ?—We make it extend over four years, and
in Lincolnshire three years.

Mr. T. Egerton.] Is it bones with acid?—I have
made no distinction between bones mixed with sulphu-

ric acid and bone dust.

That is not the grass laud ?—No, arable land only.
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Chairman.] Why do you give four jcavs in tliu

Isle of Wight and only three iu Lincohishire ?—Al-

though Lord Yarbor«ugh's agent, I essentially belong
to the class of tenant farmers ; iny connexions and
family arc tenant farmers, and tlierefore I have fre-

quently heard this question of tenant right discussed,

and I know what the general feeling about our Lin-
colnshire tenant right is, and where I think they have
not been quite liberal enough I have made them rather
more liberal.

What allowance docs Lord Yarborough make for the

use of lime on the Isle of Wight property ?— It extends
over four years tliere.

For chalking the land?— It is 10 years; that is

much longer than it is in Lincolnshire, where we only
allow seven.

Why do you allow more in the Isle of Wight than iu

Lincolnshire ?—I think the tenant does not always
get repaid in that time ; if he happens to put on chalk
and there comes a dry season, and nut much frost, it

does not fall. I have seen, myself, where it does injury
to land for a year or two, and therefore have mude it

extend over a longer period ; I think seven years toe

little.

What allowance do you make for uuder-diaining,
where the tenant finds the tiles and is at all the ex-
pense?—Twelve years.

And where tie landlord finds the tiles and the tenant
finds the labour, what allowance do you make then ?

—

Four years.

Do you consider this a beneficial system on the Isle

of Wight property ?—Unquestionably.
You consider that the state of the farming requires

such encouragement?—I think it would be improved
by it.

Then the old state of farming, in your opinion, re-

quired some such encouragement and security as this

to tenants ?—I think so.

Will you be so good as to state to the committee
your objection to such tenant right being enforced by
law ?—One reason is, that I think where parties are at
liberty to make their or/n bargain, they very often
discuss it with a better spirit; and have le^s difficulty

in coming to a fair conclusion ; and another is, that,

if I understand this compulsory tenant right correctly,
the landlord would be in a great measure at the mercy
of his tenants. For instance, I have known some very
clever and sensible men generally, who have had par-
ticular fancies about farming. Some have a fancy for

machinery, and some for one thing, and some for

another, and they probably would be trying experi-
ments ; and then if they found out, as they would do
sometimes, that they had made a mistake, they might
take the shortest way of p-etting the money back again

;

they would think the best way was to give up the farm,
and probably the landlord would have to pay for an
expensive tenant right, wliere the tenant had not spent
his money judiciously. I know very clever men I

would not trust to spend my money.
Sir J. TiioLLOPE.] Is not it, in fact, letting another

man spend your money ?—Yes ; I am so far an advocate
for establishing a tenant right, that I have thought one
of the best things I could do was to recommend the
landlord to give a fiiir and liberal tenant right upon his

estate ; but I should prefer making the arrangement
myself to allowing other peoi^le to make it.

In your memory, has not this tenant right, and the
principles upon which it has been acted upon, very
greatly extended in Lincolnshire?—It has become more
general.

And for more articles?—And for more articles.

And the same principle has been gradually extend-
ing; in your own case, and within your own knowledge

it lias extended from Lincolnshire to the Isle of Wight ?

—Yes.

Has that practice been pursued in the Isle of Wight
by other landlords as well as Lord YarboroMgh ?—No

;

those agreements are not signed yet.

It is nearly a new thina; ?—Yes, an entirely new
thing.

Within how long?—Since April.

You are only just bringing it into notice iu that is-

land ?—Yes.
You have been in the business a good many years?

—Yes.
The whole system of tenant right has sprung up

voluntarily .'—Yes.

And extended from one end of that great county to

the other '—So far as my knowledge goes it h:is, but

the custom has varied ; if a landowner or a tenant

wishes to make special terms, they take it out of the

custom by having special agreements. Upon Lord
Yarborough's estate, which comprises G0,O0O acres, we
have not a single word in any agreements about any
tenant right, and the custom is so well established that

it is all left to the custom ; but some other landowners
have agreements.
And have you known any landowner object to this

tenant right being introduced upon his estates in Lin-

colnshire?—No.
Do you know any trial to enforce it ?—No.
Have you known any actions at law arise out of the

system of tenant right; do you recollect any between
the outgoing and incoming tenant .'— I do not remember
any.

Has not it been so well established as to become law

by custom ?— I know that people have different

opinions as to whether the custom could be enforced

in a court of law, but I have known some particular

cases where I believe parties would not willingly have
given more than they were obliged, but who felt obliged

to submit to an arbitration, though I dare not say that

the parties would have been able to have recovered in

a court of law.

Do you ever undertake valuations?—No, not at all.

There has never been any hesitation or difficulty of

extending the tenant right to new articles that have
been thought beneficial to the land, particularly re-

ferring now to guano; there has never been any diffi-

culty of including that in the custom of tenant right

in Lincolnshire, where there is no law to compel it ?

—

No.
Do you remember rape-cake being first used as a

manure for turnips?—It is not used for that.

Not in the Wold ?—No.
Is not it used on the heavy land ?—Very little.

Do you remember in your practice any extension

beyond guano for which payment is made between the

incoming and outgoing tenant ?—Oil-cake Is a recent

allowance, and I should say tile draining is too within

my recollection.

Those are both introduced as tenant right valuations

within your memory?—Oil-cake certainly within

the last eight or nine years ; and tile draining was so

little practised, I think I may say the same of that.

Have you much experience of other counties out of

Lincolnshire, except the Isle of Wight?—No.
Then you see theextention of the principle gradually

gaining ground and confirmation not only in Lincoln-

shire, but in the other districts you are acquainted with,

without a law upon the subject ?—I see it is discussed,

and there is so much common sense in favour of it that

I think it will make its way. I cannot speak from my
own knowledge to wliat extent it is gaining ground,
but it is one of those things that must come.
And without the law ?—Without the law.
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Mr. Henley.] You stated you were conneclcd with

families engaged in the cultivation of land in Lincoln-

shire ?—Yes.

And have been acquainted with it all your life?—Yes.

Was the tenant right you have spoken of in Lincoln-

shire generally arranged by the tenants, or by the te-

nants and landlords?— I shotild say, speaking of Lord
Yarborough's estate, it is a matter which none of them
have had much to do with ; but the valuers who have
been called upon to settle those things have, from
time to time, settled the principle until it has been

pretty well established.

And the valuers have settled that upon principles

that have been, generally speaking, satisfactory to the

occupying tenantry?—Yes I should say that a party

about taking a farm knows what the custom is ; and
if he was not satisfied, he would, before he took the

farm, ask if he miglit not be allowed to have certain

variations introduced into his agreement ; and, gene-

rally speaking, they would be so, if he could point out
anything that showed the propriety of it.

The question related to the system that had gone on
in Lincolnshire now for many years ; is that, in your
judgment, generally satisiactory to the occupying te-

nantry ?— I think it would be more satisfactory if the

allowances which are put in the Isle of Wight agree-

ments were adopted ; for instance, if chalk was ex-

tended from seven to ten years, and draining was rather

more extended also. Our present system is that the

landlord shall find the tiles, and the tenant be at the

expense of putting them in. If, ai'ter he has had one
crop, he leaves his farm, he gets no allowance. Now
that many people, and I amongst the rest, contend is

unfair; I say he ought to have it five years to repay
him.

Mr. Newdegate.] That is one course ?—Yes.

Mr. Henley.] If the time were extended it would
be more satisfactory in Lincolnshire ?—Yes, in two or

three matters.

Of course the value of those things can only be

settled by experience ?—No.
And that experience probably will correct the matter

in Lincolnshire if the general opinion is the same as

yours ?—I think it will.

It is not very easy at the first introduction of any
custom to come to a sound opinion as to what its effect

will be ?—Certainly not. I have no doubt that if Lord
Yarborough attempted to introduce into his Lincoln-

shire agreements anything about tenant right, they

being at present silent upon it, his tenants would ask
him for an extended allowance, some such as I have
put into the Isle of Wight agreements. In fact, I may
say, that before that agreement was offered to the te-

nants in the Isle ofWight, it was submitted to several

people in Lincolnshire of the class of landowners, gen-
tlemen occupying their own property, land-valuers, and
tenant farmers; and I believe, with one exception,

that that scale of allowance was approved of by tlie

whole of them.
Taking this very large estate of Lord Yarborough's,

his extensive tenantry are content to settle this matter
among themselves, without having any agreement for

it?—They have been so.

And you think they are so still?—Yes, under his

lordship. I should not be content to take a farm under
some people. As a general principle, I consider the

tenant ought to have all those matters put into his

agreement, but there has been that degree ofconfidence

between Lord Yarborough and his tenants that it Is not
asked for.

Sir J. Tjjollope.] Did you hear of a petition pre-

sented last year against the Tenant Right Bill?—

I

know that there was one.

Did any of Lord Yarborough's agents or tenants sign

tliat petition ? — Not to my knowledge.
Yon did notyouiself .•'—No.
You do not know of any of the tenantry doing so?

—

No.
Mr. Henley.] You have spoken of the expense of

chalk being thrown over ten years ; of course that

would depend very much upon the situation of the

chalk, and the expense that it cost?—We have it upon
the Wolds ; the only land that is chalked is the Wolds,
and the chalk is immediately underneath it. You can
get it in any part of the fields.

If the chalk had to be fetched from any distance,

and the expense were higher, it might be necessary

even to throw it over a larger number of years before

the tenant was repaid ?— It might be; but where that

is the case, it is burnt into lime, and then the cartage

is lighter.

In parts of Essex they fetch chalk from a long

distance and put it on .'—Such a practice is unknown
to us.

If the expense varied very much, it might be re-

quisite to vary the number of years?—Yes; but it

would be a serious question with us, if the cost was
much increased, whether it would be repaid by the

benefit. If it would, then if that expense was larger,

it ought to extend over a greater number of years.

That is the reason why those things are better settled

by private agreement between the parties than by
making a general law to suit everybody ?—A general

law is not suitable to every case.

Mr. Nkwdegatb.] You say that you know of no
instances where the question has come before a court

of law ?— I do not know of ajiy.

What is the system of valuation; is all this valuation

given in the aggregate, or are the sums stated .'—Tlic

particular articles are specified in the valuation, but

only the sum total is given.

In case of any difficulty arising, would it be very

difficult to test the valuation ?—I apprehend that the

parties who make the valuation generally keep memo-
randums, and tlicy would be able to state the prices

they had put upon each.

Have you ever known the case of an umpire being

called in ?—One is appointed invariably ; and I should

say that most generally he attends when they make the

valuation.

He is appointed in the first instance?—-Yes, before

the begin to act.

And in case of a difference between the arbitrators,

would they have to submit the items upon which they

formed the gross sum of the valuation to the umpire ?

— Unquestionably.

Their books then are, in fact, open to the umpire ?

—

Generally speaking, he attends the meetings of the ar-

bitrators, and each of them put their own valuation
;

and if they differ, he settles it then and there, and
decides between them.

The umpire is appointed in the first instance?—

He is.

But in eases where the umpiie does not attend, the

arbitrators should be bound to jivoduce to hinj the

items which, when completed, made the aggregate

of their award ?— Uniloubtcdly ; but tliey would only

ask him to decide such questions as they differed

about.

Did you ever know u diiference arise between the ar-

bitrators upon the whole of the items?—Upon every

one of them ?

Yes.—No; those things do not come out before the

public generally, if they do.

In order to form a law, it would be necessary to

have some stricter system of valuation that at present
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])i'evails .'—I should not like to leave an exteusivc pro-

perty in the hands of valuers generally, without giving

them some rules to guide them.
And if that were attempted by law, the law must

make the rules?—I take it that the landowner, if he
were allowed, would at once set to work in every in-

stance and make his own bargain, so as to take it out

of the operation of the law, if he could.

You think, in short, that the landowners would en-

deavour by all means to evade the interference of the

law ?—I do.

Is there a great desire among the tenantry for inter-

ference by law ?— I can only answer that question from
what I read in the papers ; in our neighbourhood the

question has not been much agitated.

The tenants are perfectly satisfied in your neigh-

bourhood with the custom as it prevails?—Yes; with
some exceptions which I have pointed out.

But they are satistied with the system ?—Yes.

If there is any difference of opinion, it is only on the

details ?—Yes.

Mr. T. Egerton.] In Lincolnshire when the tenant

makes any permanent improvements, such as draining

and the erection of farm -buildings, does he give notice

to his landlord or agent ?—If he wishes to erect farm-
buildings, he goes to the landlord or agent and makes

In the case of drainage, how is it ?—The usual and
indeed almost invariable custom is for the landlord to

give the tiles, and the first question asked is, where
and how they are going to do the draining, and if that

is settled satisfactorily the tenant has the tiles, it being
left with the agent to say either yes or no.

Take the case M'here a tenant, without asking his

landlord or the agent, effected general improvements
in drainingof his own accord, what would he be entitled

to claim for that, according to your custom, at the end
of his tenancy ?—I take it that he would be entitled to

something, but the allowances are too small ; they are
not so liberal as I have put them in the Isle of Wight
agreements. No tenant would attempt to do it with-
out having some understanding with his landlord. The
custom as to allowances for drainage refer more espe-
cially to those cases where the landlord finds the tiles

;

the others are isolated cases. There are indeed but
few cases of that kind.

In the form of your agreement it is stated that in

case the landlord finds the tiles, and the tenant the
labour, you spread it over four years ; and in case the
tenant finds tiles and labour, you spread it over twelve
years ; what is the reason of that difference ?—The
labour is generally rather the largest proportion ; but
in the one case the landlord contributes liberally, by
giving the tiles at once, and the tenant sooner gets re-

paid his outlay. He derives the same advantage from
the drainage of land where the landlord has given the
tiles as if he has found them himself; but as the advan-
tage is obtained at less cost to him, it takes less time to

get it back. You will see in that agreement that the
works of draining and marling, which are the most expen-
sive works, can only be done with the consent of the land-
lord or agent ; that is a provision I would put in every
agreement.

Mr. Henley.] Do you not draw a distinction between
marling and chalking ?—It may not be correctly ex-
pressed in Lincolnshire ; but it is sometimes called

marling and sometimes chalking, and both mean the
same thing.

Do the Isle of Wight people understand it, do you
think ?—They do not use much marl or chalk at present

;

they will understand it before much is done.

Mr. Newdegate.] In one sense, marling means ap- I

plication of clay ?—Yes ; it is introduced there in the

sense I tell you ; probably not correctly.

Chairman.] You say you would object to a compul-
sory Act of Parliament, as putting the landlord too much
in the hands of his tenant ?—Yes.
Upon what item do you think that the tenant would

be likely to incur an expenditure that might be inconve-

nient to the landlord 1— I understand it is intended that

buildings should be considered tenant-right. I have

known people have peculiar notions about buildings

;

some have a fancy for one thing, some another. Some
people are never happy except among bricks and mor-
tar; they might put up many buildings that another

man might consider a nuisance rather than an improve-

ment. The in-coming tenant would object to pay for

them, and the landlord would be obliged.

In your opinion, it would be very objectionable that

tenants should be enabled, by Act of Parliament, to put

up buildings without the landlord's consent on his farm,

and make him responsible for them ?—Yes.

Is there any other item in which you think the ex-

penditure of the tenant might be inconvenient to the

landlord ?—I think opinions vary so much about drain-

ing, that it would not be safe to leave that in the hands

of the tenant altogether.

In your opinion, should the landlord be consulted

previously to any amount of draining being undertaken .'

—Yes.

And his consent should be necessary before any amount
of draining should be undertaken that is to become
chargeable upon his property ?—Yes, I think so.

Mr. T. Egerton.] Would the same answer apply to

taking away old hedges and making fresh ones ?—Yes,

the landlord ought to be consulted about all those im-

provements if he is made liable to contribute anything

to them.

With respect to manure, you do not think so ?—

I

would leave that as much as possible in the hands of the

tenant, but I have seen some people apply bones to land

that did no good ; the allowance however extends over

so short a period that not much mischief would arise from
tenant-right in manures.
Mr. Henley.] That is not so serious a question as

the other ?—No.
Sometimes bones do no good ?—Yes.

Chairman.] You think the farmer would soon find

it out, and the landlord would not be seriously inconve-

nienced by the tenant using artificial manure without

applying to the landlord ?—Cases might arise where

probably there would be a little mischief done, but that

would not be so serious.

You think that landlords would, if the tenant-right

were recognised by law, wish to make private agreements

with their tenants not to leave the whole thing open in the

hands of valuers ?—Prudent men would.

Mr Henley.] An in-coming tenant being asked to

pay a large price for a building would be very apt to say

it was not wanted ?—I should think he would ; I would not

allow another man to spend my emjdoyer's money.
Chairman.] If the landlord's consent were requisite,

you say the land-agent representing the landlord would

be very careful in giving permission to the tenant to

make any large improvements in buildings ?—Exactly

so ; my own opinion about buildings is that they ought

to be provided by the landlord in the first instance ; and

if any special case arose where a tenant wanted some-

thing for his own fancy, he should pay for it.

Some landlords are not able to afford in the backward

parts of England all the money that would be necessary

to put their estates in such order as most of the Lincoln-

shire property is in ?—I apprehend not.

Mr. T. Egerton.] Would there be any objection t

giving a tenant the power of erecting the buildings an
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removing tlicm at the termination of tlic ton.Micj", if

the in-coniinu; I'.naiit or the lundlonl iVul not choose to

take them at a valuation?—Assuming that no buildings

were thore, there would be no harm perhaps ; but assum-
ing there were some buildings, and he took them down
and put ui) others, then an objection would arise, unless

he replaced the old ones.

Sir J. Tkolloi'e.] lias it been the custom on Lord
Yarborough's estate to substitute good new for old bad
buildings ?—Lord Yarborough generally builds in the

first instance, and the tenant afterwards keeps the build-

ings in repair ; if a building is worn out, or the tenant

wants additional buildings which it is not considered tiie

landlord should pay the whole cost of, the tenant

contributes the labour.

Are you able to recollect the conversion of the rabbit-

warrens and heaths .'—Some of them I recollect being
converted.

Have they been done at the expense of (he tenant or

the landlord ?—The landlord made the boundary fences

and, in some cases, the subdivision fences also ; the rest

the tenant docs.

The tenant merely does the surface cultivation .'

—

Exactly so.

Is that a case that requires compensation ?— I think

not, because there is a degree of fieshness in the land that

compensates him.

With the subesquent crops ?—Yes.

Evidence of Mr. Thomas Boniface .

Chairman.] You are the agent for the Duke of Nor-
folk, on his property in Sussex ?—I am ; T have been
agent for the Duke only about five years

;
[ircviously to

that I was extensively engaged in Sussex and the ad-

joining counties as general land agent and valuer.

You are opposed to any compulsory legislative enact-

ment upon the subject of tenant-right?— 1 see great

difficulties about it rather than being opposed to it.

What is the time of entry on farms in that part of Sus-

sex which you are acquainted with ?—Michaelmas
;
gene-

rally the 29th of September in preference to the lOth of

October.

What are the payments usually made by in-coming

tenants to out-going tenants .'—Tiie customary payments
differ very much in the diflerent districts of the county ;

the Weald of Sussex and the eastern parts generally have
customs that are different from the south-west of the

county ; I should say that, taking the boundary on the

north as the South Downs, Hampshire on the west, on
the east tlie Adur, the south being the sea, the customs
differ very much from the other jiarts of the county.

In this part of Sussex, west of the river Adur, what
are the customary payments by the in- coming to the out-

going tenant ?—They are confined very much to acts of

husbandry ; the hay at a feeding-off price, and the fod-

der of the straw.

And in the ^Veald what are the payments ?— They are

extended to the payment of dressings and half dress-

ings of dung and lime, and to the payment for fallows

and tillage performed on the fallows, and the rent and
taxes thereon, and for lays.

Mr. Newdegate.] Including rent and taxes .'—In-

cluding the rent and taxes.

Chairman.] Then the payment for dressings is for

the manures ?—Yes ; made on the land, and from which
no crop has been produced. Half-dressings comprise

the dung from which one crop has been produced. So
with regard to lime, where no crop has been produced,

or if it be in the heap on the farm, it is paid for at the

full cost. If it has produced one straw crop, then is

half the cost.

Is the i)ayment for the fallows a payment for a naked
summer fallow .'—Yes it is a payment for a naked sum-
mer fallow.

On your heavy land is it usual to give naked fallows?

—In the Wealds of Sussex, Kent, and Surrey, it is the

case.

Then the tenant has received no advantage fronr the

expensive course of ploughing and cleaning into which
the field has been put .'—No.
And therefore it is customary to allow liiin for that,

which is a benefit to his successor, but which is no benefit

to him ?—Yes.

Docs the outgoing tenant also receive the rent for

the year for the field that has been a naked fallow?—
Yes.

And the taxes .'—Yes.
You have si)okcn of the payment fur the clover lay ;

will you describe that to tliccommitfee ?— It is usually

in the event of its being an old lay which has remained
over one year; an allowance is made of a year's rent,

or a portion of it, a's the circumstances may be as to

(lie state of cultivation in which it is fouurl ; but by
the custom of tlie country there is a claim for the old

lay.

The foundation of the custom then is thia, that ac-

cording to the ordinary course of husbandry a tenant

would be entitled to break up the clover lay after one
year for a crop of wheat ?—Yes.

And inasmuch as he has forfeited the advantage of

this crop of wheat he might have had by the ordinary

rotation, he is considered as having a claim for that

advantage which lie has forfeited, and which now ac-

crues to his successor?—Yes, that is so; and to exjilain

(he principle that has now been laid down so justly,

and which is acted upon there in many cases from the

land being in a bad condition, possibly tite outgoing

tenant is not disfiosed to sow it, and in that case a

much less sum is paid f(jr it than it it comes to the in-

coming tenant in good condition.

Sir J. TROLLorK.] Is there any valuation of the lay

according to its goodness .'—Yes.

But it is paid for as a lay .'—According to the condi-

tion in which it may be found.

And if it is in a foul and bad state it would not be

paid anything for ?—Precisely so; they ar.^' also paid

in that district of country for tlie hedge-rows and un-

derwood, if included in the occuiiation.'

Chairman.] When they enter upon a farm they

enter upon the underwood also ?—Yes.

They pay to their predecessors in jiroportion to the

number of ycais' growth of theunderwood ?—Yes.

And the princiiilc of underwood is ap|)lied also to the

hedges?— Yes.

Which are often very wide, and approaching the

nature of a copse ?—Yes.

What they call shaws in Kent?—Yes.

Sir J. TROLLorE.] Are they allowed for the growth

up to a certain number of years ?— I'o the stem,

usually, unless there is any special arrangement to the

contrary ; by the custom they would be \alued to the

stem.
Chairman.] Are the comuiitteo to understand that

the difficulties you wish to state to them as to any
general enactment, apply to acts of husbandry or to

acts of improvement of the farm ?—My difficulty as to

any legislative enactment applies to the whole. I am
very desirous in all cases to see the fair beneficidl in-

terest paid to the leaving tenant. 1 am very anxious

to see that us an arrangement between landlord and

tenant, but the circumstances under which the tenants

of different counties hold, and the customs of the dif-

ferent counties differ so much, that I am very fearful

it will be impossible to bring any legislative enactment

F 1'
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ou the subject into operation tliat would not rather
confuse than help ; the principle is good.
You would object then to any general terms of com-

pensation being laid down ?—Yes, I should be afraid
to attempt that. Of the two I should prefer the
leaving a large discretionary power somewhere, and
then the important question is, where that power
should bo placed, and I should have difficulty in
stating whether it should be placed in a board or indi-
viduals.

You would be altogether opposed to any enactment
with the view of rendering unilbrm the custom of
compensation for acts of husbandry ?—Yes ; for my-
self I cannot see, and I have not been told, how it will

be possible when one reflects how various the customs
are, not only in different counties but it different dis-

tricts almost in each county.
As to the acts ofhusbandry ?—Yes.
With regard to acts of improvement, such as the use

of manure, draining, and so on, if a large latitude were
left to tlie valuers, subject to the power on the part of
the landlords of making special agreements, what
would be the principal difficulties which you would
wish to point out to the committee?— In the event of
such a state of things I should be anxious to see
official persons appointed as arbitrators between the
parties ; in case of disagreement I should not be at all

satisfied to see the power that has been mentioned in-
vested in the hands of the ordinary rate of valuers as
referees and umpires in valuations ; each party we will

assume would appoint a referee, those referees would
appoint an umpire; I think that umpire should be a
superior person from the ordinary valuers of tlie neigh-
bourhood.

Mr. Newdegate.] Supposing a person to have been
appointed an official referee, it would be necessary that
he should have access to the whole items of the valua-
tion ?— Unquestionably.
And if you were to select a person as referee, whom

would you select; and what class of men would you
select him from ?— I think the persons best adapted for
that office would be men who have been extensively
engaged in the higher departments of a valuing sur-
veyor. There are great distinctions in the grade of
men ^vlio act as valuers. The experience and practice
of some men are entirely confined to acts of husbandry,
and those in a very narrow district. There arc other
men of superior education and information who prac-
tise, and who have previously to the Inclosure Bill
acted as Commissioners of Inclosures, and who have
been extensively engaged in the valuation ot large es-
tates, in copyhold enfranchisements and apportionment
of tithes. There are men of that description, and I

think this office would be more safely intrusted to them
than to persons who have not a practical knowledge of
agriculture.

It would be essential to their qualifications that they
should be able to judge of everything?— I think the
class efpersons I have referred to would be preferable to
professional men who may have aknowledge ofevidence,
but not of practical matters of farming.
Then what is to be gathered from your evidence is,

that the difficulty that would be first obviated is the
decision of differences arising between valuers ?—Most
clearly.

Has it ever occurred to you whether, by having
valuations more specific with respect to the items, it

might be referred to any court, such as the local court,
for decision, so reducing the whole question to a matter
of evidence?—I am afraid it would not. In cases of
reference to professional men I have observed that
although they may have had a general idea of agricul-
ture, still they have had difficulty to see their way

clearly where a more practical man would have been
quite at home.
That difficulty might in some degree be removed by

an examination in open court ?—Yes.
But you do not see your way for removing it entirely!

—I do not.

Mr. Henley.] The coming in upon a Sussex farm,
where those tillages and half tillages, and rent and
taxes go back, must be considerable now?—It is very
heavy indeed.

Of course if there were to be any additional items it

would be still increasing the payments of the tenant's

entry?—Yes, very much.
In practice now there are very often attempts on the

part of the outgoing tenant to make a good bill against

the incoming tenant ?—Yes ; although I am anximis
to see a fair system of valuation imiversally adopted, as

between the landlord and the outgoing tenant, so that

the outgoing tenant may receive for the beneficial in-

terest which he leaves behind, I am bound in answer to

that question to state that I have found the greatest

difficulties in valuing the tillages where the custom of

the country allows the outgoing tenant to claim upon
those acts that have been performed in former years.

The difficulties have been very great, and the tempta-
tions to mis-statement are very great.

You have found in practice that there has been an

endeavour to force the incoming tenant to pay more
than in your judgment was justly liis right to pay ?—
Yes; particularly in the case of half-dressings; it is

most difficult to get evidence to satisfy yourself upon it.

Of course the amount of money, by incieasing the

articles to be paid for, is increased, and the

temptation to defraud would be greater?—Yes, truly.

To show you how that has been felt by persons practi-

cally engaged, an acquaintance of mine, that I

often met on matters of business some years ago,

stated to me that he found the principle of valuing

half-dressings so difficult that he thought he should ad-
vise a person for whom he acted as agent to buy them
up. I mention that as showing clearly the difficulty

which he felt at that time, which is quite consistent with

my present view^. I said, " I fully agree with you that

those difficulties are very great ;" and we often have ex-

aggerated statements made of half dressings. Still I

think the principle is good to induce a man to make a

quantity of dung, and to make it well ; it induces him
to make it good, because it ensures him a better price. I

felt with him the practical difficulty, but still I thought

the principle correct.

You find this difficulty in practice in the county

where those customs have existed time out of mind .'—

Y^es.

Where all parties are acquainted with the custom ?—
Y^es.

Of course, if it had been newly introduced into a dis-

trict where the parties were not so much in the habit of

it, the difficulty would be greater ?—I do not see that

that would follow.

If you introduced the system of tillages and half-tillages

where the valuers were not so much used to dealing with

them, there might probably be greater difficulty in pre-

venting fraud ?— I do not quite concur in that. I think

one man having successfully obtained a larger valuation

than he has been entitled to, by exaggerated statements

of his half-dressings and tillages, would be an en-

couragement for his neighbour to do the same thing.

The question had reference to the inabiUty of the land-

lord to detect it ?—There might, perhaps, be more pro-

bability of detection than in the other case ; but I think

where it has been many years the custom you would be

more in danger of exaggerated statements than where it

was a new practice.
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Would you always be equally able to fiml persons

(o detect those exaggcratetl statements ? — Yes, 1

think so.

You think they would grow up one with the other ?

—

Yes.

Do you think the tenant farmers in Sussex, where
those heavy ])ayments are made in coming into their

farms, would like to have a law to prevent their re-

ceiving that when they went out }—No, I think not

at all.

Would it be, do you tliink, just to give men, who
have come into farms without paying anything, by the

act a right to take that from their successors which tiiey

did not pay to their predecessors .'—That would not be

just.

A general law would do that in one case or the other '

—Yes, the question of rent, speaking of yearly tenancy,

is always a difficult one, and it is cpiite impossible to fix

it so as to ensure a fair rent fi)r each year. Suppose
such a year as 1828 or the last year, when the price of

wheat w<;s high, as regards the landowner, tlicre would
be but little difliculty at such a period ; he, being a man
of reflection, would feel that if the high price continued

his farm would be worth more money ; this he would
not expect, but on the contrary consiiler these seasons,

the extreme of high prices, to produce, when coupled

with seasons of the extreme of low prices, the average

price he had in view when he let his farm, and, conse-

quently, would see no reason why bis tenant should be

disturbed ; but reverse the state of things, and suppose a

year when the price of wheat is low, the tenant becomes
oppressed or alarmed ; he then suggests to his landlord

that the rent is too much, and that, consequently, an

alteration is requisite. Now the landlord's reply is quite

just : I did not go to you in the year of high price for

an increase, j'ou must not come to me this year of low
price ; the thing left alone will remedy itself, and you
will get a better price by and by. In the low price years

of 1833, 1834, but few instances of this nature perhaps
arose, because the tenant had an interest in continuing

in his occupation that he would not have had if he had
been entitled to such a principle of valuation as I sup-

pose was intended by the bill presented to parliament in

the last session. The great probability is he would have
given his landlord notice to leave, and if it were in many
of the poor districts I have mentioned in the Wealds of

Sussex, Surrey, or Kent, it is very possible that there

might have been so high a valuation that the landlord

might have been unable to procure a tenant. If the

farm happened to fall in a year of average or high price

that difficulty would not apply ; in the event of low price

it migtit be a great difficulty.

In your judgment the existing tenant right has that

efl'ect ?—Yes, in many instances.

It enables the tenant to give notice, and in consequence
of the heavy tenant right a successor is not easily found ?

^ -Yes.
That leads to compelling the landlord to reduce the

rent ?—Yes.

And unduly ?—Unquestionably ; I allude to the year

of low price.

It is very likely, in consequence of the alteration of

the law that has taken place, that we may have as great

if not greater alterations of high and low prices than we
have been accustomed to heretofore ?— I have been so

mistaken upon that subject that I should have difficulty

in venturing an opinion upon it so.

We have had the experience of higher prices than
we have known for avast number of years before ?

—

Yes.

And it is possible we may experience an alteration to

very low prices ?— I cannot but think so ; it is quite my
opinion.

Therefore the reasons that have been stated would

apjjly with greater force ?—Yes, they would.

With regard to buildings, what is the practice in

Sussex ?—The buildings are usually maintained by the

landlord providing the material and the tenant applying

it. There are exceptions to that rule.

Do you think it would be just that if a tenant put up

a building for his own convenience he should be on the

same footing as the tradesman, and at the termination of

his period he should be allowed to remove that buildini;-

if not convenient to the landlord or the incoming tenant

to take it ?—Yes, it would be quite just ; and if there

were no difficulty or confusion in legislating upon it, I

should be disposed to go further, and carry my opinion

to this extent, that if a tenant placed a useful and

desirable building upon a farm, I should be glad to

see it taken at a valuation on his quitting by the landlord.

Do you see any j)ractical objection to putting the far-

mer and the tradesman upon the same footing .'—None
whatever. I see every reason in justice why it should

be so.

That would be an improvement?—A very great im-

provement.
Would it be an improvement to enable landowners

having limited interests or estates upon a mortgage to

be able to give security to tenants for such term as they

might think fit, say for seven years, to bind their suc-

cessors ? Would it be desirable, do you think, for in-

stance, in buildings or permanent improvements upon

the land, where the tenant wislied to make permanent

improvements, the landlord havinga limited interest only,

that he should be able to give the tenant security for a

period to be named, say seven years ? —Assuming that the

money would be judiciously applied, it would be most

desirable.

The question would have reference to the landlord

consenting to the improvement about to be made ?—

I

quite understand the question, but I have difficulty in

giving a reply. I can only repeat that if the money
were properly and judiciously applied it would be desira-

ble.

The landlord would not give his consent unless, in bis

judgment as well as the tenant's, the money was about

to be properly and well expended ?—There might be

those cases in which the interest of a tenant for life might

not be considerable enough to secure that the money was

properly invested. If the money was properly invested

it would be a most desirable power to give for all con-

cerned. I have seen instances in which estates have been

injured from the want of such a power.

Taking so limited a period as seven years, bow would

it be ?—There are some imjirovements that would require

more than seven years to compensate the tenant for doing

them ; the difficulty that now suggests itself to my mind

is as to the proper application of the money. I am
asked if I thought it would be desirable that a tenant for

life should have such a power ; and my reply to that is, if

it can be secured that the money will be properly ap-

plied, and applied in fact as the person who held the

fee of the land would apply it, I think it is most desirable,

but in many cases seven years would not be a full com-
pensation.

In your judgment, would it be prudent to extend that

beyond seven years?—Yes.

To what period would it be prudent to extend that, in

your judgment?—From 10 to 12 years; there are im-

provements, such as draining, which, if well executed, I

think in many cases would require a longer term ; a per-

son performing draining well would be entitled to at least

from 10 to 12 years.

It would be a mutual benefit that there should be a

power for the landlord to extend it to that period?

—

Yes, provided the point is secured I have mentioned,

F F 2
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Taking the answer of course willi the imiviso youliave
made, would there be any difficulty in its being ascertained

whether drainage, for instance, was likely to be benefi-

cial ?— I think there would be no difficulty in ascertaiu-

ing that fact.

Would there be ary greater difficulty in ascertaining

whether putting up buildings would be beneficial?—There
woidd be no difficulty at all.

Those are the more expensive improvements
;
probably

it would extend over a longer period in those cases than
in the others ?—There is another improvement, that of

chalking. A witness spoke just now of chalking and
marling ; they differ materially as I understand ; I un-
derstand marl to mean a species of calcareous clay, that

comes into operation on the land sooner than chalk, and
would consequently require a less time to remunerate the

person applying it.

h^sWould there be any practical difficulty in ascertaining

whether chalking would be an improvement which ought
to be binding upon the successor ?—None whatever ;

chalking" should extend over a longer period ; I think

10 to 12 years.

There would be no difficulty in ascertaining whether it

was beneficial to the land or not?—None whatever.
Chalk in certain seasons may be an injury to the land for

the first two or three years, instead of a benefit ; it may
lie about in large blocks, and not come into operation

until the frost has broken it.

You see no objection to the legislature providing that

agricultural tenants should be put upon the same footing

as tradespeople, and that persons having limited interests

should be able to bind their successors for a proper
jjeriod ?—None whatever.

Chairman.] You say that you have a difficulty

sometimes in ascertaining what is the real claim for half-

dressings ?—Yes.

What was the nature of the half-dressings ; was it dung
employed ?—Dung and lime. The difficulties I have ex-

perienced have been first as to the quantity applied, as to

which you must take the statement of the person in-

terested, and the next difficulty has been as to the quality

of it.

Those were manures that had not been purchased ?—
Manures that had not been purchased.

Where of course no bills could be brought forward to

corroborate the statement ?—Yes, just so.

You have stated that supposing a tenant in consequence
of the lowness of the price of corn to give notice to quit,

then the tenant right of Sussex might produce a difficulty

in the landlord's finding a successor '!—Yes
; provided

the low jirice of corn continued up to the period that the

farm came in hand.

You are understood to say, that a considerable portion

of that tenant right consists in acts of husbandry, im-
provements performed upon very cold land ?—Yes ; I

have described what those customs are ; they are confined

to acts of husbandry, and the dressings and half-dres-

sings, and payment for lays.

Mr. Henley.] And rent and taxes ?—You would
have no difficulty in rent and taxes ; there could be no
mis-statement as to that.

Chairman.] With the exception of payments for

manure, this tenant right is not of a nature to improve
the value of the land ; those fallows, and the charges in-

cident to them, and so forth, belong to the ordinary
course of husbandry, and those are not of a nature to

improve the value of the laud ?—Not exactly so. In
making a fallow, of course the value would depend upon
the horse labour expended upon it, and the value and
the quantity of horse labour, and the number of plough-
ings and harrowings.

Those are in the ordinary course of Sussex husbandry ;

though they are incident to the farming as now practised

in Sussex, they are not in a nature to raise the value of

the land ?—No.
Would not it be possible that if another kind of tenant

right were introduced, based upon the improvement of

the land, such as money expended judiciously in drain-

ing, chalking, and so forth, that would in a measure
counterbalance the difficulty that the landlord might
have in finding a new tenant ?— I think so. Tlie ques-

tion was asked me as to the custom, and in reply to that

question I could not state that those allowances have be-

come the custom ; still it is proper I should explain that

they are daily themselves gaining ground ; that in ar-

rangements that are made between the landlord and the

outgoing tenant, the tenant who has employed consi-

derable capital in his farm has generally the means, with

the consent of the landlord, of making a fair arrange-

ment with the incoming tenant that he shall be paid for

the beneficial interest left on the farm. I have seen that

in every-day operation, and 1 am convinced it is gaining

ground and coming far more satisfactorily into practice

from circumstances, than it could be brought into opera-

tion by a legislative enactment. I am very much dis-

posed to see a fair payment made for beneficial interest

to the outgoing tenant ; and I should be sorry to say

anything which would induce the committee for a

moment to feel I was not anxious on the subject, because

I feel that it is very essential to improved agriculture.

The committee desire to draw your attention to the

distinction between the tenant-right for acts of hus-

bandry and for naked fallows, which it would be unwise

to attempt to alter the tenant-right for the improvement
of, and you are asked whether, though a heavy payment
for naked fallows might be oppressive to the incoming

tenant, and so render it difficult to let a farm, still, with

judicious expenditure in draining, inasmuch as it must
improve the letting value of the land, must not that have

a contrary eflect ?—Truly it would if you could secure •

that the work would be well done ; a man not entitled to

a valuation for draining by custom, knows that if it is not

efficiently and judiciously done he shall get no payment
for it, and so docs it well ; but if, by legislative enact-

ment, he was entitled to payment, 1 do not believe he

would be so careful in the execution of it.

You think in all cases it is desirable that the tenant

should, before he begins, give notice to the landlord of

his intention, the landlord having an opportunity of ex-

ercising a voice upon the subject?—Yes.

You were understood to say, in answer to a question

put to you, that you knew estates that were injured for

want of buildings ?—My reply was that 1 knew estates

which were held by tenants for lives, that had been injured

in consequence of the tenants for lives not having the

power of making an arrangement for the payment of any

improvement that might be effected.

When you speak of 10 or 12 years as the utmost time

for compensation for improvement, would not that be

inadequate for buildings ?—1 did not intend that to apply

to buildings. I stated a different principle and opinion

as to buildings. I would go to the extent that, provided

it was good and necessary building, I would be glad to

see the landlord take it at a fair valuation, that is, at its

value at the period of the tenant's leaving the farm.

You would probably require the landlord's consent

to the erection of the buildings before the tenant could

establish a claim against him on the estate ?— Yes.

You would not allow the tenant to establish a claim

against the landlord for building, which he was pleased

to put up without the landlord's previous consent .'—

No.
And if the landlord gave his consent, would you make

it binding upon his successor in the case of the owner of

a settled estate .'—I am anxious that the difficulty I feel

should be understood. I am afraid, that in all cases the
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tenant for life has not sufficient interest to guarantee that

the money would be properly laid out, or the buildings

properly raised. Provided the money is judiciously

spent, I would be glad that he should have, with the

consent of the tenant for life, a power to hold the estate

liable for the payment of it.

Would it be desirable, in order to protect the re-

mainder man, to prevent the landlord from consenting to

the expenditure of more than a certain amount of the

value of the estate ?—Provided there was a fair probabi-

lity that the money would be properly expended, I should

be quite satisfied to give the power, but 1 do not think

that in all cases the tenant for life would have an interest

to insure a judicious expenditure.

Would you pro])ose any other mode of checking the

tenant for life ?—No.
Mr. Henm5V.] Manure is paid for as well as the naked

fallow?— In part of Sussex (I refer to the Weald, and
the eastern jiart) it is ))aid for at its value ; if artificial

feeding or corn has been used upon it, of course it is paid

at a higher rate than if it is merely the produce of the

farm.

And that, of course, tends to swell the bill for the

incoming tenant to pay .'—Yes. I will give the

amount of a valuation in this nciahhourhood. in

which the rent was £100 a year, and the valuation

was between £500 and £000, betwten five and six

years' lent.

Sir. J. TuoLLOPii.} In that case the money would
have liccn ample capital, porliajis, for such a farm?— It

WDuld have gone far towards it, provided there had
been no payment.
Was it tillage or pasture?—It was arable land gene-

rally.

Arable lan<I does not require a capital above £6 an
aoi'e generally in Sussex, does it?—Yes.

Without a valuation?—Yes, There are large dis-

tricts in Sussex, I am sorry to say, where the capital

hardly amounts to £0 an acre; ifyou take the average
rate of any considerable extent of arable land, it should

exceed that amount to cultivate it with success.

Should you think this heavy tenant right a bar to

good eultivatioi), by the expenses absorbing a large

portion of the incoming tenant's capital, so that he is

not left witli ample means to manage the farm ?—No;
for this reason, the tenants in this district have no diffi-

culty in borrowing money.
That is not tlieir own capital though ?—Still they

obtain it in addition to their own capital. If a man
takes a farm in a district wliere there are not those

valuations, there is a difficulty in borrowing capital;

provided there is a valuation to show as an inducement
to lend nmney, he can borrow it; there is a facility in

that matter to a man wlio farms in this district, where
there are those tenant-rights existing wliich other men
have not.

Then in fact and practice, the tenant right is very

frequently mortv'agod?—Y^es, certainly,

Mr. Hayter.] You say that .£Gl)0 was paid for

com]Knsation in the shape of tenant right to the out-

gxing tenant bv the incoming tenant, upon a farm of

100 a year ?— Yes ; between ,£500 and £000.
What would be the capital besides that, which would

be required on such a farm .'—The farm is less than 200
acres.

Then what wcmld be the capital so put upon the

farm of less than 200 acres, after the £t50U had been
paid?— I should think the man probably employed, in

ad.lition t.. that, £1,000.
Then the capital upon the farm would be £1,000?

—

Yes, it would.

Mr. BouvRRiE.] Can you give loosely the particu-

lars of that payment of between £500 and jf'OOO?

—

Yes ; the valuation comprised the heilges and under-
wood, the dressings and half-dressings ofdiuu and lime,

the lays, the hay and straw at a feeding-oft" price, and
the fallows.

Mr. Henley.] Rent and taxes and fallows ?—Yes,
the fallows, which include the rales and taxes.

Mr. T. Egerton.] What proportion of that would
bo for the wood ?— I cannot say; a small proportion
of it, however; the laI)our upon the fallows is very ex-
pensive.

Mr. Henley.] How many pioughings do you allow
for in that district ?- Four, I should think, and the
harrowings.

Sir J. Trolloim:.] Is it the same as in Surrey ?— In
Surrey they arc higher rather. In the AVeald and
East of Sussex there is a custom, which has become
almost obsolete, to pay for the half fallows ; that is not
the custom in Sussex or Kent, but it is in some parts of
Surrey.

Chairman.] How many pounds do you allow for a
naked fallow ; how many pounds, that is, do allow for

acts of husbandry on a naked fallow?—Tiierc is no ar-

bitrary sum allowed; it is the number of pioughings
and harrowings that have been performed upon it that

would be paid for.

On the average, at what amount would you put
that?—Usually about four pioughings, and 15 or 10
harrowings.

What do you allow for the ploughing ?—In the heavy
districts the price is from 10s. to 14s. an acre.

Mr. Hayter.] Each ploughing ?—Each ploughing :

I am speaking of the Weald.
Chairman.] You allow from 12s. to 14s. an acre

for each ploughing ; how much do you allow for each
harrowing?—The drag harrowings Is. Gd. and the

horse harrowings 9d.

You are probably aware that if land is drained it

often requires much less ploughing and harrowing ?

—

Yes.
You are probably aware that in many districts, where

the usual practice has been naked fallow, that it has
been given up altogether, and that green crops have
been grown instead ?—Yes.

You have no doubt, as a practical man, that the ten-

dency of draining land would be to enable the farmer
to dispense with the summer fallow, and that it has
done so to a great extent ?—Yes.

Suppose a farmer after the land was drained was able

to grow summer vetches or root crops, instead of the

nakerl fallows, would not the heavy charge for fallows

be diminished to his successor ?—If sheep were wattled

off upon it, and sulisequently ploughed and made a
half fallow of, it would be less.

Is not thetendency of improvement in agriculture to

get rid of naked fallows altogether?—Most unques-
tionably it is.

And draining is one of the first steps necessiiry to

that improvement?—Yes; as regards draining, the

present want of arrangement is, I think, very much to

be deplored as regards the water-courses ; where pro-

perties are mixed up one with another, good and
thorough draining is impeded fer the want ofan outfall

to the main course.

Those acts of husbandry on the summer fallows, with

tlio rent and taxes that arise out of the land, having
been useless to the tenant, form a largo projiortiou of

the valuation of tenant right to the incoming tenant ?—
They do.

^Ir. Henley'.] Have you availed yourself in Sussex

of th« provisions of the a(;t passe<l a few >ears ago to

enable you to clear your brooks; you say the difficulty

of draining is from the want of getting thcsmall water-

courjes clear ?—Yes.
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You mean tliat yon aio often iiic;)ii\oiiitncril by (lie

property of other owiais intcrv( uiiig, vvliich occasions

considerable difficulty in getting a complete drainage;

but is not tlierca power by law of getting it done by a

simple mode ?—Yes.

Have you ever got it done ?— No, nor would it apply

to all cases. If I am correctly imformed upon it, it

might bo done in some instances.

But you have never tried it?— No. I can only say,

if there is a remedy it is very desirable that it should

be apjilied. The great inconvenience to modern drain-

ing is the want of a thorough outfall for ditclies to the

main sewer of the district.

Mr. Neavdegate.] For the purpose of assessing

compensation for improvetnent, you would take, as the

basis of the culculatio.i, the original outlay, including

and adding to it a fair trading profit and interest upon
tlie capital so expended ?—No, I would take as the

basis of the valuation the benefit to be derived by the

incoming tenant to the landlord.

That would be your princijial basis ?—Yes.

Without resjtect to the outlay ?—No. I should have
regard to the outlay, but the basis would be the benefit

to the incoming tenant.
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Mr. Newdegate.] You have for many years held

property in Lincolnshire?—Yes.

And have had the management of it in a great mea-

sure yourself?—Yes, for upwards of 53 years.

In what district of Lincolnshire is that?— It is about

equi-distant between Grantham and Lincoln on the

one hand, and Sleaford and Newark on the other; it is

in the western part of the county, very near Notting-

hamsbire.
I believe that property extends partly upon what is

termed the heath, and also into the valley ?—It is of

almost all kinds.

Embracing several sorts of soil?—Yes.

Are you acquainted with the custom which pre\ails

in Lincolnshire, by which tenants recover compensa-

tion for the improvements that they have made upon
the laud?--I am not critically acquainted with it ; but

I do know that they receive a proportion for the out-

lay they have made in artificial manures and in under-

draining, and in other respects, according to the length

of years that they have enjoyed it. There is a certain

proportion allowed per annum for a certain number of

years ; the principle is universal, I believe, in our

county ; but the details vary slightly in different dis-

tricts.

Can you remember the origin or the growth of that

custom in Lincolnshire ?—Perfectly well.

What was its first phase ; what was the first form in

which it was established ?—Lincolnshire, in my early

period, was in a very bad state of cultivation indeed
;

in short, one-third of the whole county was entirely

imcultivated,or very wretchedly and badly cultivated
;

the four-field system was gradually introduced, and
artificial manure was introduced also; and then after

a lapse of time, when tenants had to quit their farms,
valuers began to make allowances to them ; it was a
very gradual thing in its early progress; it was

foufiht very stoutly against; but it is now, I believe,

universal.

The custom then, if I understand you rightly, has

grown up with the improvement of the cultivation ?

—

•

Exactly so.

Do you consider that that custom is the conse-

quence, or was it the cause of that improvement ?—It

was the consequence ; but it has been extended by

the circumstance of the tenant being insured, if he

has any cause to quit, that he shall leceive a compen-
sation, so that it has stimulated the improvements.
And tlie state of agriculture in Lincolnshire has be-

come highly improved ?—Very much so.

Has the custom in Lincolnshire the force of law ?—
Yes.

In short, if the tenant were in danger of losing the

capital which he had expended upon the land, or of

being deprived of the fair interest and profit upon it, he

could recover it by law under the custom ?— I am no

lawyer, but I have always understood that custom in

cases of that kind established the law ; that is a ques-

tion that I really am not prepared strictly to answer,

because probably it is a question of law. Unques-
tionably, if the valuations are conducted in a proper

way, that is, if bonds are executed, and an adjudica-

tion made upon those bonds, then it most unquestion-

ably would be legal.

Are not those bonds what are generally termed cove-

nants under an agreement?—No; when there is any

important case, I have always understood that in order

to do away with the possibility of litigation they enter

into a bond of agreement that they would be bound by
the decision of the valuer; when the tenant is quitting,

the outgoing tenant and the incoming tenant enter

into an agreement to abide by the decision of the arbi-

trate i*.

Are the farms in Lincolnshire generally held upon
lease or by yearly tenure?—I realls am not aware at

this moment of a single farm in my neigh'iourhood, or

within my knowledge in the county, that is held under

lease ; I do not mean to say there are not cases, but I

am not aware of a single one.

Chairman.] You intend to say they are almost en-

tirely under yearly agreement?—Yes.

Mr. Newdegate.] Are leases generally desired by
the tenantry of Lincolnshire ?— I thir.k not ; I have no

doubt there may be cases in which they may be desired,

but there is that good feeling between the landlords

and the tenants that I do not think they are often asked

for.

There are compensation clauses generally in the

yearly agreements by which the farms are held ?—That
I can only speak to in my own case ; I think not ; I

do not think in respect of any one of ray own tenants,

or of the land I occupy as a tenant, that the agree-

ments have those terms in tl.em ; that is left to the

valuers.

Under the custom of the country ?—Under the cus-

tom of the country.

Are the improving tenants of Lincolnshire practi-

cally secure in their holdings?—They consider them-
selves perfectly so.

You have not known many instances of arbitrary-

ejectment by the landlord, or of consequent loss of the

capital invested by the tenant?—I cannot call to my
recollection anything of the kind; there may be in-

stances, but I cannot call to my recollection anything

of the kind.

You consider that under the custom of Lincolnshire

the capital of the tenants is practically secure?— I do.

Is the amount of the rent frequently regulated with a

view to compensate the tenant for improvements that

arc required ujion the farm he takes ?—I do not know
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inslanccs positively; I coiikl not stato instnnccs ; but
I Iiave always understood, and I believe, tliut in cases

wiicre a lenant takes a farm witli tlie buildings out of
order, or the farm out of condition, that lie takes it

upon a lower rent for a certain number of years, that

he may make those impro-vcments himself. Thebuild-
ings of course belong to the landlord, and he ought al-

ways to do them, but sometimes it happens the tenant
does them ; then there is a compensation rent; but in

such cases I presume that there are leases.

In estimating the value, then, of the compensation
to be given to the tenant, the valuer is to take into ac-

count the amount of rent he pays in proportion to the

value of the land when hetookit?—No, not so, I think.

I assume that in such cases as the one just now put,

that where farms are in a bad state of cultivation, or

the buildings in a bad state, and the tenant takes it to

make all the improvements himself, then I presume
that there is an agreement for a term of years, a lease,

or agreement, or whatever it may be, in order that he
may be secure of a return for the capital he has laid

out ; I cannot speak to that positively.

Are the farm buildings in Lincolnshire generally

adquatc, and are they jirovided by the landlord, or arc

tlioy constructed by the joint capital of the landlord
and the tenant?—They are generally amply sufficient

for the farm upon which they are erected, but in all

cases, except by special agreement, they are erected

by the landlord.

The instances, then, in which the tenant undertakes
part of the expense of crectir.g farm buildings are ex-

ceptions ?—They are excei)tions.

Is draining generally performed entirely at the ex-
pense of the landlord or at the expense of the tenant .'

— Generally the tiles are furnished by the landlord,

and theex|)enseof thelabouris furnished by the tenant,

but in a great many instances the tenants do the whole
lliomsclves; but as a general principle the landlord
llnds the tiles.

And when they have done the whole themselves, or

have shared the expense of the drainage, they are

entitled to compensation, should they leave their farm,
under tiie custom of the country ?—The lule, as I un-
derstand it, is this, if the tenant is at the whole expense
of drainage, that is, finding the tiles as well as the

labour, he is supposed to have derived the full benefit

from it in seven years; if he quit in less than seven

years, then he has a proportionate allowance made
liim. If the landlord finds the tiles, and the tenant

only the labour, then it is spread over five years. I

believe tliat is the usual practice in my neighbouihood.
And the same custom extends to other improvements,

namely, manures, and the system of cultivation to be
pursued, ]iarticularly at the close of the tenancy ?

—

The system of cultivation is generally the sul>jcct of

agreement; the rotation of cropping, which I under-
stand to be meant by the system, is generally the sub-

ject of agreement; but in any artificial manures that

are purchased, there is in my neighbourhood, and I

understand it prevails generally in Lincolnsliiie, a cer-

tain proportion allowed each year ; for instance, say

bonis. If a person ajiplies bones for his turnip crop,

he is cnlitled to the whole if he leaves after the turnip

crop ; if he takes a barley crop, then he is entitled to

two-thirds, and if he takes a third crop, then he is en-

titled only to a fourth ; that is, if he takes three crops

out of four ; and for the last crop he is entitled to a
fourth ; that is the custom in my neighbourhood.
And that is found satisfactory to the tenants gene-

rally ?—Yes, perfectly so ; it encourages them to lay

out their capital in the improvement of their land, be-

cause they are sure to have a reasonable return if the

tenant quits before the course of husbandry is finished.

Do you think that any legislative in t( rfercnce is ne-

cessary to define or to secure, or to enlarge the custom
and the comjx nsation under it as it at present exists in

Lincolnshire?— I think it would do a great deal of

mischief; I can ordy speak of my own county; I Ihiidc

there the custom works exceedingly well; it is flexible,

and adapts itself to all new improvements, which no
act of parliament, I apprehend, could possibly do;
therefore I think we are better us we are than to be
protected by an act of parliament. I am largely both

a tenant farmer and occupier of my own land.

To what extent do you occupy your own, and to

what extent do you hold under any other person ?—

I

should say about 800 acres of my own, and 1 rent

about 900 or a little more ; I have let two or three of

my farms, or I used to occupy a great deal more.
With respect to the 900 acres which you rent, you

stand in the same position as the tenant farmers gene-

rally ?—Exactly, without a lease.

And you are satisfied with that position .'—Per-

fectly.

Is the system upon which the arbitrators decide the

compensation upon tenants leaving their farms gene-

rally satisfactory and just?—I have never heard any
complaints of it ; it has worked well, as far as I know :

it is not in my knowledge that any dispute has occurred

afterwards.

You are not aware tliat any dispute has arisen upon
those arbitrations ; are you aware that any cases have
been submitted to courts of law arising from those ar-

bitrations ?— I have been told that there have been
such cases; but within my own knowledge no such

tiling has occurred.

Is it your impression generally, that the tenantry of

Lincolnshire desire legislative interference in respect

t ) those matters at present regulated by the custom of

the country ?— I think you will get that question an-

swered better by other gentlemen than myself; I can

only give a general answer upon the question : my own
impression is that the people arc satisfied.

Chairman.] It was some time before the custom of

compensation was firmly established in Lincolnshire?

—Yes.
And it was a good deal fought against?— It was a

good deal fought against by the valuers and the in-

coming tenants, who regarded it at first as an innova-

tion.

You are understood to say that when bonds are en-

tered into, the arbitration is binding upon the outgoing

and incoming tenants .•'—Yes ; I believe that in ordinary

cases that expense is not incurred, and I know of no
evil arising out of the neglect of it.

Y'ou object to any mterfercnce with the customs of

Lincolnshire, on the ground that no act of parliament

could satisfactorily define the proper length of com-
pensation suitable to each individual case.'— I look

upon agriculture, even now, in Lincolnshire, to be in

its infancy; I think that the present system of valua-

tion works so well, and adapts itself to all the new im-

provements, gradually I admit, but ultimately, that I

think we have better security, and that we feel bettor

protected than we should do by legislative interference.

In your opinion any act of the legislature should

leave you at the same perfect liberty as you now enjoy

as to your custom of compensation?—Y''es; I think no

act of the legislature could be so comprehensive as to

embrace not only what is, but what may be hereafter,

made in the shape of improvements in agriculture.

You have no doubt that your present system works

well?—There is no doubt it works admirably.

And you wish that the legislature should, as far as

Lincolnshire is concerned, let well alone .'—Yes.

And that ifany bill passed the two Houses, that care
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should be taken not to disturb your present anange-
nicnts ?—Yes, exactly so, except in one point ; in one

clause of the proposed bill, if that clause were carried

out further it would be better; that is as to the builil-

inu,s put up by the tenant ; I thinl< it would be an ad-

mirable thing, because by the law of the land the

tt'nant cannot remove a building which he has attached

t) the freehold ; and therefore if any act of the legisla-

ture would give protection to a spirited tenant not

having sufiicient building upon his farm to manage it

in the way tliat he deems it proper to manage it, that

would be productive of great benefit.

You think tlie custom of Lincolnshire is perfect, ex-

cept so far as regards buildings?— I do not presume to

say that; but I think it is better than it wi/uld be by a

legislative interference.

Altliough it is well known you have admirable farm
buildings in Lincolnshire, you still tldnk that the out-

going tenant might fiud room for improvement?— In

many instances ; there arc cases whcie the landlord

might not find it convenient to build, or his tenure

may be of that nature he may not think it right to

build ; we have a variety of cases whci'e buildings are

not now erected, but would be beneficial if they were
erected.

The Lincolnshire landlords are, generally speaking,

a wealthy body, are they not?— I believe so ; they are

a very respectable body, and they have the full confi-

dence of the tenantry.

You have excellent courtyards in Lincolnshire, but
there is rather a deficiency of shedding sometimes for

the beasts ?—Yes, there are in some instances, but upon
large well-conducted estates I think they are pretty

wellotT; but it is precisely in that situati(m that I say

the legislature v;ouId confer a benefit upon the tenant
farmer if it gave him the power of removing such l)uild-

ings, or entitled him to compensation for such buildings

as he might liave erected on the farm.

Sir C. Lemon.] You said your reason for pre-

ferring the jn-escnt system was that it was more flexi-

ble ?—Yes.

If any plan could be devised by which an act of par-

liament could br rendered equally flexible, tlnit would
])lease you as \\cll, would not it?— I should have such
great doubts upon the subject, that I should, for one,

prefer being as 1 am.
Do >ou not imagine that if an act of parliament did

any more than merely establish a system of arbitra-

tion, that it would then be as flexible?— But I would
never sufier the landlonl and the outgoing tenant to

come into collision, as they would do under your ])re-

sent system. Unfler our present system the outgoing
tenant and the incoming tenant do not come at all in

contact; they probably do not know each other: the
outgoing tenant ajipoints his valuer, ai.d the incoming
tenant appoints his, and if tliere is any doubt they call

in anotlier party ; the sum awarded is paid, and there

is an end of the matter ; whereas if you brin^i the land-
lord and tenant togetlar, as it is proposed in this liill,

in most cases there is on a tenant quitting some little

ill-feeling between the landlord and the tenant; the
landlord probably is not satisfied with the tenant's
management, fir the tenant may not be satisfied with
his landlord, in either of which cases there is not a very
friendly feeling, and if you bring Ihem into immediate
collision I should fear it would produce n great deal of
mischief.

Is the present custom carried into operation between
the landlord and the tenant, or between the two ten-
ants among themselves?— Hetween the two tenants
amongst themselves, unless the landlord is going to
enter upon the land himself, then it is between the
landlord and the tenant.

Tlien does not it introduce confusion where the in-

coming tenant has to make a bargain with the landlord,

and at the same time to make a separate arrangement
with the tenant ; in that way may not those two in-

terests clash ?— I do not see how they could clash ; the

bargain would be between the incoming tenant and the

landlord as for future occupancy ; but the question

between the landlord and the outgoing tenant, or

between the landlonl and the incoming tenant, is

merely to ascertain the value of the rights to the out-

going tenant.

Is not that agreement between the landlord and the

incoming tenant made with reference to the ]ireseiit

condition of the land ?—No doubt, 1 presume it is ; the

tenant would not be willing to give so much rent for a

badly cultivated farm as for a good farm.

The incoming tenant takes the thing as it stands ?

—

Yes.

And if the demand of the landlord is fully satisfied

in that way, is not it a hardship upon the incoming
tenant that he should pay the outgoing tenant also?

—

They are distinct properties ; the outgoing tenant has

a property in the soil, and the valuers have to

estimate the value of that, quite distinct from any
agreement between the landlord and tenant that is to

succeed.

Mr. T. Egerton.] Must not the agreement (>( the

tenant with the landlord dejiend mainly upon the sum
that he has to pay to the outgoing tenant; that is,

must not the rent that the inconung tenant asrfcs to

pay to the landlord depend a good deal upon the com-
pensation which he has to pay to the outgoing tenant.'

— I should think not at all; they are quite distinct

properties. If a tenant has woefully mismanaged his

farm the landlord has his action at law against him.

When the landlord makes an agreement for the rent

to be paid by the incoming tenant, does not the tenant

look at the farm, and seeing that it is in a certain con-

dition, agree to pay the rent agreed upon for the fu-

ture ?—Yes.

And must not the sum he will have to pay to the out-

going tenant for improvements that inive been made
for a scries of years, have a material influi nee upon the

rent he would ha\o to pay to the landlord for the

future ?— t'nquestionably ; and tliere is a benefit which
the landlord obtains from having a good tenant, be-

cause by so much as the outgoing tenant has well ma-
naged the farm, by so much more rent is it wortii to

the incoming tenant.

Suppose a tenant has to pay ,£'1,000 to the outgoing

tenant for improvements wlueh have been made by
him, and the landlord asks a certain rent according to

the state of the farm, if the tenant had to ]iay a larger

sum than £1,000 would not it mateiially affect the

question of agreement to be made by the landlord as to

the rent?—The better condition the farm is in, of

course the more rent the tenant can afTortl to pay ; he
will estimate the extra sum he has to jiay to the out-

going tenant in the sum that he offers to his landlord,

which the rent wouhl be set against.

How does he know the amount he will have to pay
until the arbitration lias taken place .'—He cannot un-

til the arbitration has taken ))lace.

Then the agreement for the rent between the land-

lord and the incoming tenant does not arise until tlie

compensation has been settled .'—Tiro rent does not

commence; it has been arranged before that ; it ilors

not commence till after.

How does he know what the actual amount will be?

—If they see fit, they could keep the question open

imtil after the valuation has taken place.

What is the actual fact; how is it actually done?—
I never knew any difficulty in it whatever; the valuers
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go ami value, the sum is paid, and there is an end of it

;

the incoming tenant pays the outgoing tenant, and
takes po^sessi()n.

If the bond tliat yon nicntiotu'd jns^t now is not en-

tered into, what jiowei' lias the outgoing tenant of I'e-

covery ?—He is in ixjssession ; that is one great

security ; he will take care not to give up possession

until he has got his right ; the bond is simply to make
it a legal agreement.

Mr. IMooDY.] To make the award binding?

—

Yes.

Not to affect the conditions of the award ?— No, not in

the slightest degree; if it is upon a very large scale, or

if there is any ill-feeling or any probability of

difference, then it is considered wise to have it legally

done.

Sir C. I.KMON.] Yon say that the tenant would not

give up Ids farm until that bond is signed?— Not until

lie get.'* his value.

Tlie resigning a farm is a question between him and
his landlord ?—The valuation lakes place before the ex-

piration of llie tenancy.

Ui)on the supposition of the incoming tenant not

being willing to siun that bond, what is the position of

the parties then?—Tiic outgoing tenant has his legal

claim ; how it is to be settled I do not know.
Mr. T. F.(;erton.] What would be your objection

to tlie act of parliament settling the cpiestion, that, ac-

cording to your own account, is sometimes in dispute
;

that is, what would be the objection to the act of par-

liament settling the arbitration, or the degree to which
upon the occupier it shall be binding?— It is because,

as I said b( fore, the custom of the country is better
;

it adapis itself to tlie changed circnmstances in agri-

culture, which an act of parliament probably could not

do : the system works well now, and why interfere

with it ?

Chairman.] The committee are to take it as your
opinion, that if it should be found desirable to extend
the custom tliat works so well in Lineolushire to other

parts of England, care should be taken not to interfere

with the existing customs and practiceol Lincolnshire?

—Lincolnshire is probably as well cultivated a county

as any in the kingdom, and those counties that are

badly enlli»ated are only just beginning to improve;
they would no doubt gra<huilly assume the very system

of valuation that we adopt in Lincolnshire, it answers
so well there ; I think it would be much better; I be-

lieve it is not confined to Lincolnshire or Nottingham-
shire, but I believe it extends very generally over the

northern counties ; I cannot sjieak positively to it, but
1 have no doubt that other counties that are backward
in cultivati(m will, as cultivation improves, adopt the

same rule.

You decidedly wish that any bill that niay pass

slumld not interfere witli the present customs of Lin-

colnshire? -Most assuredly.

Mr. MoonY.] Are the committee to understand, as

an agriculturist, generally, that your opinion is that

customs of this kmd will spring up upon agriculture

being practically improved?—Yes, exactly so; why
should not the same effect arise from the same cause

in other districts as i* has done in Lincolnshire?

And upon any change of occupancy that takes i)lace,

theontgf>ing tenant is of course bound to give up, sub-

ject to the customs of the country, and the incoming
tenant to take on subject to those customs ?—Yes.

And the custom is in Lincolnshire that the payment
to the (Mitjoing tenant, sln.nld be made by the inconi-

inu tenant, and not liy the landlord ?—Yes, that it

shoulil be paid by the incoming teinint,and not by the

landlord; I have known instances in my own case

where I have had tenants in bad circumstiinces ; I have

nominally taken the farm into my own hands in order

to secure the arrears of rent.

And you have stood in the place of the succeeding

tenant to the landlord ?—Yes ; as soon as I am satisfied,

I liand it over.

Then tlie sum to be paid by the incoming tenant to

the outgoing tenant would be looked upon as a part of

the capital to take the farm with .'—Yes.

And not interfere with Ihc future arrangementB of

the farm?—Not in the least.

You spoke of the improvements in Lincolnshire

having taken place very gradually; some 50 years ago
it was in a bad state?—In a wretched state ; and I do
not mean to say that the improvemesits have progressed

gradually ; I think we have made a very rapid stride
;

the introduction of the light of the outgoing tenant to

compensation for artificial manures and underdraining
was very gradual in its establishment.

And thst probably has been raised, comparatively
speaking, with the drainage of the land?—We began to

drain in Lincolnshire before wo began the system of

artificial manure.
So that, taking it as a gradual progress, draining

would be the first thing to be done ; it would be
useless to do anything else unless the land is drained ?

—Yes.
Would the draining become general if the custom to

pay by the incoming tenant were established as you
have named ?—Gradually ; there was a great tight, and
it was a long time before it was fully established ; it is

now fully establislicd.

And it became established by the improved system
;

that is, draining is part of the improved system ?— It

became established from the wisdom and justice of the

measure; and the more it was investigated, the more it

was found to be just.

You were asked as to custom, wluther it would be

binding in law ; we have had it in evidence, from a
lawyer of good authority, that custom has the force of

law when fully established?— Custom has the force of

law I am aware, generally ; but as the custom of pay-
ing for improvements made hiis been gradual, a great

inirt of it would not have obtained the force of law
now.
As the custom becomes general and established, then

it has tliH force of law ?—Yes ; everything that has
been established within the last 20 years has not the

force! of law, but the old customs have the force of law.

Do you consider that the customs you have spoken
of are liinding ; for instance, if you were in a position

to be called in as an arbitrator, would you be consi-

dered to be bound to allow those things ?—If called as

a juryman, 1 should certainly feel myselfbound to give

a verdict for the outgoing tenant.

Supposing there is any legal enactment stating that

tenants are to be subject to this custom, and so on
;

that is to say, if arbitrators are to be called in, would
not there fr(!f|tiently be the same difficulty arising from
payments of awards made by those arbitrators that

there are now when arbitrators are called in ; supposing

that the outgoing tenant and the incoming tenant can-

not privately make their arrangement as to the pay-
ment to be made from the one to the other, an
arbitrator would be called in to settle it between them?
—No; the outgoing tenant and the incoming tenant,

according to tlie custom of our country, never come
into contact at all ; the outgoing tenant appoints his

valuer, and the incoming tenant ajipoiuts liis valuer,

and they appoint an umpire.
That is what is proposed by the enactment?—Yes,

that is our custom ; that custom is uncjnestionably

the law of tlu" land, and therefore why interfere

with il ?
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Then supposing there to be an enactment adopting

that same mode of doing things, might not there be the

same difficulty arise as to the payment of the sum fixed in

the award as there is now in your case occasionally ;
you

spoke about the difficulty of altering customs ?— I said

that it was a question that other gentlemen who would

be examined could answer better tlian myself; I do not

know what, except an action at law, could settle it.

There would be the same variance of opinion that

there is now ?—It must be final ; the umpire must de-

cide one way or the other.

In your case they bind themselves under penalty to

agree to the award ?—Yes ; that is not a common prac-

tice, it is only practised where there are great difficulties

and doubts.

Chairman.] In your opinion a new custom becomes
valid when it has been established 20 years ?— I have un-

derstood that to be the law of the land.

{Tq be continued,)

PRINCE ALBERT IN LINCOLNSHIRE.
(from the mark laxe express and agricultural journal.)

We subjoin a report of the proceedings at

the laying the foundation of the Great Grinr.sby

Docks by his Royal Highness Prince Albert. The

formation of docks upon such an extensive scale

on the eastern coast of England is an event of great

national importance to commerce directly and to

agriculture incidentally. There is little doubt but

that in due time Great Grimsby will be for the

eastern coast what Liverpool is for the western

—

the great storehouse of foreign imports, the out-

port through which the manufacturers of England

may be transported to all parts of the world. Visiting

for the first time the county of Lincoln, and taking

up his abode at Brocklesby, the seat of the Earl of

Yarborough, it was not probable that agriculture

would pass unnoticed by his Ro)'al Highness when

a fitting occasion presented itself; accordingly we

find that, in returning thanks when his health was

drunk, and in proposing " Prosperity to the Great

Grimsby Dock, with the Health of the Chairman

and Directors of the Dock Company," his Royal

Highness observed

—

" I have derived the deepest gratification from this

visit, as it has brought me for the first time to the county

of Lincoln, so celebrated for its agricultural pursuits,

and showing so fine an example of the energy of the na-

tional character, which, in this county, has succeeded in

transforming the most unhealthy swamps into the richest

and most fertile land (cheers). I could not, I am sure,

possibly have seen finer specimens of Lincolnshire farm-

ing than have been shown to me by your noble chairman

and my esteemed friend— (cheers)—who has not only

made me acquainted with the most recent improvements

carried on in this county, but also with the gratifying

state of the relations hetiveen landlord and tenant

existing here, which I hope mag become an example to

be followed in time throughout the kingdom'" (loud

cheers).

The tenant-farmers of the United Kingdom have

reason to be grateful to His Royal Highness Prince
'

Albert for this declaration of his approval of the

" state of the relations between landlord and i

tenant" in Lincolnshire, the principle of tenant-
j

right being universally acted upon ; nor should

!

they be less thankful to the noble Earl of Yarbo-

rough, who made his Royal Highness acquainted

with the facts which enabled him thus to mark his

approval of the all- important principle of tenant-

right. Would that all those short-sighted, unin-

formed legislators, who offer such pertinacious

opposition to the Tenant-right Bill now before the

House of Commons (a measure which merely

goes to enable landowners not possessing the

power, to make voluntary agreements v/ith their

tenants) had been at Brocklesby to witness the

practical illustration of the principle in the persons

of from five to six hundred of the Earl of Yar-

borough's tenants drawn upon the lawn in front of

the house, all mounted, and many of them upon

their hunters worth from one to three hundred

guineas each. Well might His Royal Highness be
" greatly struck" with a sight such as no other

country in the world could produce. To the health-

ful and reflecting mind, the commonly called im-

posing sight of ten thousand Cossacks in their

most ghttering costume would be sickening in com-

parison. Not greater is the contrast between the

servile Cossack and the free Briton than between

the tenant from year to year upon the usual terms

and the tenant whose independence of mind and

spirit possesses its natural elasticity from knowing

that by enjoying "tenant-right" his capital is secure,

his pro]ierty protected during his lifetime, and his

family not liable to be summarily dispossessed,

robbed, and beggared, should he be unexpectedly

called hence.

These remarks will doubtless be denounced as

tending to sever the landlord from the tenant, as

calculated to disunite those betwixt whom there

should exist a feeling of common interest. We
challenge the advocates of such hypocritical sen-

timents to show us a closer bond of union, a

stronger feeling of mutual interest, than subsists

between the Earl of Yarborough and his tenantry;

and why? because the "relations of landlord and

tenant" as between them, are based upon true prin-

ciples of honour and justice, securing a sound reci-
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procity of interest. No man would dream of sus-

pecting the noble Earl of taking advantage of a

tenant ; yet, conscious of his own integrity of pur-

pose, he experiences a gratification in placing the

minds of his tenantry at perfect ease, by giving

them agreements securing compensation for unex-

hausted improvements ; in other words, " tenant-

I right."

Scarcely a publication having reference to the

management of land now appears, in which the

I
necessity of security to the capital of the tenant-

farmer is not advocated. A work entitled " A
I Treatise on Landed Property," by James Boydell,

has just been published, in which the author says :

" The contrast which is generally apparent in the pro-

duce and condition between land farmed by the owner of

it, and that by tenants who hold it from year to year at

the will of the landlord, shows how much is annually

lost for want of the latter having confidence that they

shall reap the benefit of their labour, skill, and capital

;

but it is shown more particularly when the same person

farms land as a yearly tenant, and which he may have to

give up at the expiration of any one year, and that which

belongs to himself; when the ownership of laud is so

divided in parishes between owner and occupier, reference

to the parochial tithe valuations will evidence this."

The " state of the relations between landlord and

tenant" in Lincolnshire, which is pronounced by

Ills Royal Highness Prince Albert to be so grati-

fying, would be equally so in other parts of the

country ; and yet, when a measure is introduced

into the House of Commons to enable the owners

of half the land in the kingdom, who are now pre-

cluded from embracing this "gratifying state of re-

lation between landlord and tenant," to adopt the

Lincolnshire principle, it meets with the opposition

of those who should be the legitimate promoters

of such an important object. This fact naturally

leads us to encjuire into the cause of such opposi-

tion. One solution is given by the author we have

(pioted above. He says

—

" Under the present system of election the majority

of the members chosen to manage the aflairs of the na-

tion are men who are not able to manage the most trivial

concerns of their own without consulting their man of

business, or solicitor, nd for tho most part are unac-

quainted with the real interests of the middle and lower

classes. What can be expected from such representa-

tives b^t the continuance of any system of abus3 which

may benefit themselves or their friends?"

The author further enquires, " But how are they

chosen?" which enquiry he thus explains

—

" We will endeavour to give a sketch of a county

election as it has been too frequently conducted since the

I passing of the Ref )rm Bill. We will suppose the county

returns one member, and there are two candidates in the

field. The first step taken by them is to find out the

owners of property, the employers of the voters, and the

solicitors who act for such owners as have no personal

interest in the contest, or can influence tlieni by having

through themselves or their clients advanced money to

them. These are the parties on whom the result de-

pends : very few of the voters have, in reality, anything

to do with it, for they give their voles as they are desired

to do. This does not extend only to the farmers and

artizans, but even to the respectable tradesmen, who, if

they will not vote for a candidate chosen by one of their

larger customers, will not vote against bim. It is not

with candidates and their friends a consideration of what

a voter himself thinks, or which way he is personally in-

clined to vote, but what influence they can get exercised

upon him to make him vote as they please."

There are few persons but will recognise this as

a true description, and at the same time deplore it

as degrading.

Whilst, however, we express surprise at the

want of business knowledge displayed by our re-

presentatives, it is difficult to repress indignation

at the gross or wilful ignorance of some persons

styling themselves land-agents (there are many
honourajjle exceptions), who venture to offer

opinions upon the subject of tenant-right. One of

them, signing himself, it is well for his credit

he does not give his name—" An Old Land-agent,"

Glamorganshire —recently addressed a letter to the

editor of the Chelmsford Chronicle, in which is the

following sagacious observation :

—

" Let a man who is anxious for a ' tenant-rights' bill

go into the Weald of Sussex, and take a farm tliere for

the customary term cf seven or fourteen years, deter-

minable at the end of the first seven years on either

party giving six months' notice to quit, and he will see

the working of a ' tenant-rights' bill on a small scale,

and not be very weU satisfied with its fruits. He will

find, what with claims for ' amendments,' and ' half-

amendments,' ' cartage of lime and other manures,' and

' valuations of growing underwood in hedges and shaws,'

&c., &c., that one-half his capital is swallowed up be-

fore he can enter upon the land, never more to be

realized, until he in his turn comes to be the outgoing

tenant."

Now it is perfectly manifest that this " Old Land-

agent" has not yet learned the distinction Ijetween

compensation for positive improvements, and pay-

ment for acts of husbandry, underwood in hedges,

and other such-hke matters, which have no con-

nection whatever with the Tenant-right we advo-

cate, and which is contemplated by the Bill now
before Parliament. This Solon further ob-

serves

—

"The Landlord and Tenant Bill, now before the

House of Commons, has been read a second time, and

has hitherto excited very little attention, the heads of the

bill not having been brought very prominently before
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the public. Indeed, I think I may venture to say, that

not one farmer in a thousand knows that such a bill is

under consideration ; and being of opinion that all inter-

ference as between landlord and tenant will be produc-

tive of litigation, and injurious to the tenant, I sincerely

hope that it may not pass into a law, at least as affecting

England and Wales."

If not " one farmer in a thousand knows that

such a bill is under consideration," it is quite clear

the " Old Land-agent" does not know what the

object of the bill is which he takes upon himself

to criticise. We recommend this gentleman to

inform himself upon this subject, by carefully pe-

rusing the report of the Agricultural Customs
Committee, and the Digest of the Evidence ; and

if he do not alter his opinions, we shall set him
down as an impracticable, of whom we have no
hope.

LTNCOIiN, April 17.—The preparations for the reception

of Prince Albert in this city, while ou his way to open the

Grimsby Docks, have been fully carried out.

Punctual to the time appointed, the Prince, with liis suite,

arrived at tlie railway station here by special train shortly be-

fore one o'clock. He was received on the platform by the

Earl of Yarborough, as chairman of the Manchester, Sheffield,

and Lincolnshire Railway, and by the Mayor and Recorder of

Lincoln, who were presented to his Royal Highness by the

noble earl. The civic authorities were waiting in open carriages

in the yard, and the Prince having taken his seat in a carriage

provided for him, the whole corl^fje formed into a procession

which made its way to the Corn Exchange, wlicre the respect-

able iuliabitants of liincoln and its neighbourhood had assem-

bled to witness the ceremony of presenting a loyal address to

the Prince.

The Aldermen and Town Council were then presented to his

Royal Highness iu succession, and the charity boys, who

occupied a gallery over the entrance, struck up " God save the

Queen," while many of the gentlemen and ladies hclow joined

in the performance. The Prince immediately after descended

from the handsome raised dais on which he had been standing,

and where the address was presented to him, and proceeded to

visit the Cathedral, where his Royal Highness and the corpora-

tion were received by tlie Lord Bishop of Lincoln, and the Very

Rev. the Dean and the Very Rev. the Chapter. The Prince

was conducted over the magnificent edifice by the Bishop and

the Dean.

Shortly after two o'clock his Royal Highness Prince Albert

left Lincoln for Brocklesby, the seat of the Earl of Yarborough.

Arriving at his destination, his Royal Highness and suite

alighted amidst every demonstration of loyalty and the firing

of a Royal salute, atul were rapidly conveyed to the liiarl of

Yarborough's residence, which is about two miles distant from

the railway. Tlie park, which was thrown open to the public,

presented, from the long stream of visitors passing through it,

a very animated appearance. It is of considerable extent, and

is ornamented at different points with small lakes, and is

well clothed with timber ; but tlie beauties of the landscape

are dependent more upon natural than artificial effects, and for

the stately aveiuies of tall ancestral trees which form the ap-

proaches to the mansions of the great nobles in other parts of

the conutry, there is here oflered to the eye of tlie visitor the

broad, homely, and unadorned features of English woodland

scenery. This absence of anything like ostentation is not

without its charm, and certainly harmonised well with the

rustic garb and aspect of the throng who crowded thither to

welcome their Prince. Tlie Hall is a substantial building

entirely in keeping with all around it, and totally divested

of every thing like architectural embellishment or display.

On the lawn in front of it were drawn up the EarlofYar-
borougli's teautry, to the number of 500 or GOO, all mounted,

and presenting, as may be imagined, a very striking and in-

teresting appearance. Many of them wore tight cords and

top-boots, and firmly seated on their hunters, revealed at a

glance the favourite pastime of the North Lincolnshire

farmers. Whether young men or old, in their open and

manly couutenances could be traced the true yeoman
spirit blended with the contentment which a succession

of kind and liberal landlords never fails to inspire

in their tenantry. A more interesting sight, without the

slightest tincture of theatrical effect, could hardly be witnessed.

The prince was greatly struck with them ; for, after receiving

the graceful welcomes of the Countess of Yarborough at the

entrance to the Hall, he stepped out upon the lawn, and reviewed

this regiment of mounted yeomen, expressing as he did so the

high admiration with which they inspired him. Another im-

portant feature iu " the high state" of our great nobility then

presented itself, and the fox-hounds, which the huntsman

vouches are the oldest and best in England, were seen hasten-

ing from their kennels to the centre of attraction. These

came in also for a fair share of the Prince's attention. The

interest which he evinced in them would appear to indicate

that he is not indifferent, as some suppose, to the pleasures

of hunting which for so many ages has been considered the

noblest of our national pastimes. On returning to the Hall

the Prince received in the drawing-room the Mayor and cor-

poration of Boston, who presented to him an address, to which

his Royal Highness returned the following reply :

—

" I thank you very sincerely for the address which you have

just presented to me, and am much gratified to find that you

believe in the anxiety which I feel for the prosperity and en-

couragement of every undertaking that can improve and elevate

the moral and social condition of the people of this great em-

pire. The trausforinatiou of the district, which formerly was

called the Lincolnshire Feus, from unhealthy sterility to their

present high state of cultivation, is a proud testimony to the

enterprize and skill of your country. I regret much that the

limited time at my disposal during my visit to this neiglibour-

hood precluded the possibility of my receiving .an address iu

your borough. I will not fail to lay before the Queen your

expressions of attachment to the institutions of the country and

of loyalty and affection to her Majesty's person and family."

The ceremony concluded by the presentation of the dlfl'erent

members of the corporation.

It was intended that his Royal Highness should employ the

interval which now remained till the dinner hour in a survey of

the rich country which surrounds Brocklesby, and of the system

of farming which has transformed the fens and chalky wolds of

North Lincolnshire into one of the finest agricultural districts

in England. The skies, however, had prepared a great dis-

appointment. Slight showers of snow, which had fallen at

intervals during the forenoon, after a short but delusive promise

of fair weather, began to increase and be more frequent as the

day advanced. The wind rose till it blew a perfect tempest.

The air became intensly cold, and loaded with drift, and before

the evening closed in, the clianging hues of the landscape had dis-

appeared, and all was white with snow; a great disappointment

this to the Karl of Yarhoroiigh and the farmers. As it was, his

Royal Highness made a visit to the splendid mausoleum of the
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yarboroii^jli fiiiiuly, ami tu tilt pillar cicrlcil uu the ^^'lll(li to the
'

memory of tiie late Iilarl. From tliii [liiiar a siileiuliil view 13 ob-

tained, in fair weather, of the surrounding country, and the Yar-

borough estate is seen extending for many miles in every direc-

,

tiou.

The dinner party at Brocklesby was as follows :—Hia Royal

Highness Prinee Albert, the Marquis of Abercorn, Colonel
'

Phipps, Colonel Seymour, Mr. T. W. Yorke, High Sheriif of

Lincolnshire, ihc Earl of Carlisle, Viscount llawarden, the

Bishop of Ijincoln, Sir Montague and the Lady Gcorgina

Cholmeley, the Lady Mary Corliet, Mr. and the Lady Mary

Christopher, the Lady Adela Capel, Sir C. and Ijady Ander-

son, Lord Worsley, the Hon. Captain 1). Felhani, the Hon.
j

Mr. Monson, the Jjord Mayor of T/ondon, Mr. Parker, ]\LP.
j

for Shetlield, Mr. G. F. Heneage, Mr. E. llcncage, M.P. ; ,

Mr. Chaplin, Deputy Chairman of the Manchester, SheOield

and Lincolnshire Railway Company ; Mr. Rendell, C.E. ;
!

Mr. Fowler, C.E. ; the Rev. R. C. IJraekeidnu-y, rector of
j

Brocklesby ; and the Mayor of Grimsby. Wliile the great
j

and titled were thus receiving the splendid hospitalities of

Lord Yarborough, his lordship had not forgotten the claims of

the poor. Two oxeu were slaughteretl for their especial be-

hoof, and an abundant supply of fine home-brewed ale was

added to complete the cheer.

Li 1845, a company was formed for the purpose of niaknig

docks at Great tirimsby, on the northeast coast of Lincoln-

shire, at the highest part of the mouth of the II umber, facing

the sea, protected by the enormous natural breakwater of

Spurn Point from the German Ocean. The works are of a stu-

pendous character, and consist of a wet dock in area 35 acres,

walled in on the left side by a wharf 2,000 feet long and 200

feet wide, and 36 feet high, having at its extremity a pier of

great length, making altogether a water-side cpiay and pier

nearly one mile long, as a passenger pier for steamers from

Hamburg and the Baltic. The east side wharling of the same

length, and 670 feet wide, will be partly covered with ware-

houses. The passage to the dock will be through an

entrance basin formed by two piers of an area of 20

acres, within which and alongside the piers vessels not

requiring to enter the docks will lie. A steamer

may discharge passengers and goods into the railway

carriages and trucks brought right alongside, taking mails

for Manchester, and silk and cotton goods, and going to sea

again, all in one tide. This cannot be accomplished at Hull.

The communications between the tidal basins and the two

docks will be effected by two locks, the one 300 feet long and

65 feet wide, to admit the largest war-steamer at any time

one hour before and one hour after low water. The other

will be 200 feet long and 45 feet wide. The lowest depth will

be 6 feet of water on the threshold of the dock gates. All

ordinary classes of vessels and steamers will find water enough

to enter and lie in the basin at any hour. The docks have a

capacity for accommodating 700 average vessels, and a basin

for 500 ; in all, 1,200. They will save twenty miles of naviga-

tion to Hull, and fifty miles from London to Hull, and enable

passengers and mail-coaches to reach the metropolis in about

six hours.

His Royal Highness arrived by special engine from Brocklesby

shortly after one o'clock. In the station his Royal Highness

received the corporation of Great Grimsby, who presented a

loyal address, which was suitably and graciously acknowledged

by him. A procession was then formed of a train of carriages

to convey the Prince, the directors and ofticers of the dock

company, tiie corporation of the town, and the visitors of

Brocklesby, to the docks. Immediately after arriving at the

entrance of the dock works, which was graced with an archway

of cvergreoin, tlic cngiue was diTiiiissed, and the carrir.;^) con-

veying tlie Koyal corlcrjc were drawn along by a whole host of

navvies dressed in clean while frocks. The Royal procession on

entering the docks took the outer line of railway, which was

ornamented with Hags and banners placed at ecpial distances

from each other, and wliieh commanded a view not only of

the docks, but also of the Sliccrucsa squadron anchored with-

out. Upon arriving at the amphitheatre the Prince and suite

alighted from their carriage, and the procession descending

amidst the booming of a Royal salute and the enthusiastic

cheers of the spectators, the ceremony of laying the foundation

stone commenced. Colonel Humfrey, the Secretary of the

Manchester, Shetlield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company, took

charge of the inscription or deposituin plate; !Mr. Fowler of

the glass vessel to hold the coins ; Mr. Cole of tlic purse and

coins ; Mr. Adam Smith, of the trowel, which was an extremely

handsome and elaborate piece of workmanship. The plan of

the docks was appropriately entrusted to Mr. Rendell. The

Prince placed a collection of new current coins of the realm in

a glass vessel, and having closed the stopper of it, the Earl of

Y'arborough handed to him the trowel, and briefly explained

the object of the works. The Prince then laid the stone in

due form, and placed the glass vessel in the place of deposit as-

signed for it. The following was the commemorative inscrip-

tion :

—

"This first stone of the Great Grimsby Docks was laid by

his Royal Highness Prince Albert, on the 18th day of April,

in the year of our Lord 1849, and in the 10th year of the

reign of her Majesty Queen Victoria—May God protect these

docks !"

At this point of the proceedings the Lord Bishop of Lin-

coln (who, attired in his canonical robes, stood on the left of

Prinee Albert) invoked the Divine blessing on the work thus

auspiciously begun.

At the close of the right rev. prelate's benediction, a Royal

salute was fired, the various bands playing the national

anthem. The Prince was then conducted, in procession,

to a private tent prepared for his reception, while the as-

sembled company took their seats in the pavilion, and awaited

his arrival.

The lunch took place shortly afier two o'clock, and was

laid out in admirable taste, and on a scale of the greatest pro-

fusion, by the proprietors of the I;ondon Tavern, No less

than 1,000 guests, many of whom v.'ere ladies, assembled to

enjoy the hospitalities of the company.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert sat on the right hand of

the Earl of Yarborough, who presided ; and among the eminent

persons present were :—Lady ilary Christopher, the Bishop

of Lincoln, Colonel Phipps, Lord Worsley, Admiral Elliott, the

Mayor of ^Manchester, the Mayor of Grimsby, the iMarquis of

Abercorn, Countess of Yarborough, Viscount llawarden. Lady

Sophia Pelham, Colonel Seymour, Jlr. Christopher, General

Thome, Captain Maitland, Mr. Yorke, Mr. Hussey Paeke,

Mr. E. Heneage, Sir C. Anderson, the Rev. Mr. Attwood, Dr.

Bai-tolome, the Master Cutler of Shettield, Lieutenant-Colonel

Arthur, Sir John Nelthorpe, Lieutenant Parkes, Captain

Elliott, Colonel ^Vellesley, the Hon. Captain Pelham, Lieute-

nant-Colonel Martin, I.ady Nelthorpe, Mr. Adam Smith, the

Mayor of Shetheld, Mr. A. S. Gee, Mr. J. M. Rendell, Mr.

Turner, Mr. Hutton, Mrs. Hutton, Sir M. Cholmeley, the

Lord ]Mayor, Lady Georgina Cholmeley, Mr. Chapliug, Lady

Anderson, Earl of Mulgrave, and the Earl of Scarborough.

At the close of lunch, thanks having been returned by the

Bishop of Lincoln,

The CnAiRM.\Nroseand3aid,—Your Royal Highness, my
lords, ladies, and gentlemen, the first toast I have now the
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honour to propose to your notice is " The health of her

Majesty the (iiieen, and may God bless her !" (loud cheers.)

The toast having been drunk with great enthusiasm and

amidst every possible demonstration of loyalty.

The Chairman rose again and said,—I have now the honour

to offer to your notice the toast of " His Royal Highness

Prince Albert" (cheers) His Royal Highness has been very

graciously pleased to come to this place for the purpose of

assisting at a ceremony the fame of which we hope will go

forth, not only in England, but in all parts of the world with

which the manufacturing interests of this country can be at all

connected, as a most important undertaking. We have always

considered it a most important undertaking, and his Royal

Highness having been pleased to come here on the present

occasion, shows that we have not been mistaken. His

Royal Highness has been pleased to consider it an un-

dertaking worthy of his Royal patronage ; and when we

consider the readiness with which he has associated himself

with objects of national importance and advantage to this

country, I am sure we must all feel highly honoured

at having him here to-day, popular as he so deservedly

is by the example he has always shown. His Royal

Highness is now visiting a part of the country which,

until the introduction of railways, was scarcely known. Some

people used to suppose we could not move about in this

• county except in boats. It was therefore not surprising, that

when it was understood his Royal Highness was coming

among us, that great anxiety should be evinced to know

whether the report was true. But I am sure his Royal

Highness will admit that in no part of England has he been

where he has been received with greater cordiality (loud

cheers), with a more hearty welcome, and I trust I may add

that there is no part of her Majesty's dominions where there

is a more true devotion to her Majesty than among the subjects

of her Majesty who are to be found in these parts. I am
quite certain that if we should at any time find that her Ma-

jesty vi'ished, in prosecuting a voyage from London to Scot-

land, from stress of weather, to remain quiet at anchor instead

of knocking about in the roads, she will find in a few years a

most quiet retreat in the Grimsby Docks. On the part of the

company which has undertaken these works, I must beg leave

to tender you our thanks for the honour you have done us by

patronising these works ; and I trust, from what you have

seen, that you do not regret the task (for it is a task at this

inclement season of the year) which you have undertaken. I

now give you " His Royal Highness Prince Albert, and may
God bless him !" (protracted cheeruig).

His Royal Highness Prince Albert rose to acknowledge

the toast, and was most enthusiastically received. He said—My
Lord, I return you my most sincere thanks that any exertions

of mine should have met with your approbation, and to you,

ladies and gentlemen, for the great marks of cordiality and

kindness with which you have received the toast (cheers). The

act which has this day been performed, and in which you have

been so kind as to desire that I shoidd take the chief part,

could not otherwise but make a deep impression on nie (cheers).

We have been laying the foundation of a dock, not only as a

place of safety, refuge, and refitment for our mercantile marine,

and calculated to receive the largest steamers of her Majesty's

navy, but it may—and I trust it will—be the foundation of a

great commercial port (loud cheers). This work, in future

ages, when we shall long have quitted this scene, and when,

perhaps, even our names shall be forgotten (cries of " No, no,

never"), will, I hope, become a new centre of life, with

the vast and ever increasing commerce of the world,

and a most important link in the connection of the

east and west (great cheering). This work has been un-

dertaken, like almost all great enterprises in this great

country, by private enterprize, private capital, and at

private risk ; and it shares also in that other feature so

peculiar to the enterprize of Englishmen, that strongly at-

tached as they are to the institutions of their country, and

gratefully acknowledging the protection of the laws under

which those enterprises are undertaken and prosper, they love

to connect them in some manner with the authority of the

Crown and the person of the sovereign (loud cheers). It is

the persuasion of this circumstance which has impelled me to

respond to your call, and come amongst you (loud cheers), as

the readiest mode of testifying to you how strongly her Ma-

jesty the Queen appreciates and reciprocates those feelings (con-

tinued cheering). I have derived the deepest gratification from

this visit, as it has brought me for the first time to the county

of Lincoln, so celebrated for its agricultural pursuits, and

showing so fine an example of the energy of the national

character, which, in this county, has succeeded in trans-

forming the most unhealthy swamps into the richest and

most fertile land (cheers). I could not, I am sure, possibly

have seen finer specimens of Lincolnshire farming than have

been shown to me by your noble chairhian and my esteemed

friend (cheers), who has not only made me acquainted with the

most recent improvements carried on in this county, but

also with the gratifying state of the relations between landlord

and tenant existing here, which I hope may become an example

to be followed in time throughout the kingdom (loud cheers).

Here it is felt that the mutual advantage of both does not

depend on a mere written letter of agreement (cheers), but ou

that mutual trust and confidence which has always been con-

sidered a sufficient security to warrant the extensive outlay of

capital and energy necessary to the carrying out of farming

operations on a large scale (continued cheering). I now, in

conclusion, beg to propose to you a toast which I am sure you

will be all anxious to drink with me—"Prosperity to the Great

Grimsby Dock" (cheers). Let us implore the Almighty to

bestow his blessing on this work, under which alone it can

prosper. I give you, "The Great Grimsby Dock and the health

of the Chairman and Directors of the Dock Company" (loud

cheere, in the midst of which his Royal Highness resumed his

seat).

The Chairman then rose and said : Your Royal Highness,

ladies, and gentlemen, I rise to return your Royal Highness

thanks on the part of my colleagues in the direction of the

Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company, who

have also the management of the Docks, inasmuch as, although

in the first iustauce the railway and the Great Grimsby Dock

were separate companies, now the railway and the dock com-

panies have amalgamated. They were amalgamated because it

was considered by the shareholders that they should be one

undertaking. There was only one interest to be considered, and

it was thought, and wisely, by the shareholders, that it would

be a great advantage that there ahould be a good understand-

ing between the dock and railway companies (cheers). If they

had not been united it might have happened that what might

have been obviously for the convenience of the public

might not, for some reason or other, be carried out, but

that, when the whole was uuder one management, then it

was likely that one would not be at variance with the other,

and that the public would have the advantage of finding that

which I believe is novel in the railway world, viz., having a

terminus on the water instead of the laud—for what will these

decks be but the terminus of the railway ? They will be our

eastern terminus, while our western terminus will, in fact, be
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Liverpool. It is true wc shall not be united under one maiui^c-

inent to Liverpool, but wc sluill to Mancbrstpr, and thence wc

shall run over a line iu which this company has some interest

(Hear). Your Royal Highness cannot fail to observe that

this is a vast undertaking, and when I mention to your Royal

Highness, and those of this company who arc strangers to

this district, that the act for these docks was only obtained in

lSi5—when I rcrahid you of that circumstance, I think it will

be generally acknowledged that very great progress has been

made with the works. Perhaps strangers may not be awarn

of the enormous quantity of timber which is necessary to

construct these docks ; that it was obliged to be brought

from the Baltic ; and that we have succeeded, though it

was prognosticated we should not, in shutting out the

water ; and we may consider it fortunate that we have suc-

ceeded, as we are at this moment nineteen feet below the

water (cheers). The first pile of timber was driven in 184().

Tiie measure of this work, that is, the circumference of it, is 1

J

miles. You may have seen ou your passage here the old

dock. There the principle was to take the water hito the land

as far as possible. Here we take the railroad as far as pos-

sible into the sea. We have enclosed here 135 acres. Gentle-

men, that's a large farm in some parts of England (a laugh).

AYe have every reasonable expectation of concluding the works

by the summer of 1851. We have no reason to doubt that this

port will be connected by a through communication with the

port of Liverpool during July of the present year. It has ge-

nerally bceu supposed that it would be of great advantage to

be able to transport from Manchester and the manufacturing

districts by the means of this railway the goods they have

produced by their enterprise and have to send abroad.

There is also another great advantage, that iu this county

v.e produce a vast amount of food. That food will be sent

into the manufacturing districts, and there consumed at

much less cost than it can be now. On the other hand we

shall receive from those districts and the neighbourhood of

Sheffield coals, which may be brought into these parts of the

country so as to be sold at a cost of 5s. or 6s. less than now,

I could detain you for a long time, stating the advantages

likely to flow from this railway and these docks, but I should

not be justified, and I am sure you would not wish his Royal

Highness should be detained longer than is absolutely neces-

sary. I am sure we thank his Royal Highness sincerely for

having done us the honour of attending on this occasion, and

I think we cauuot better show our sense of it than by doing

all in our power to convince him that we desire to consult his

convenience in every way (cheers). I am afraid that the ar-

rangements I have made for his Royal Highness will oblige

me to ask him now to leave, but I shall take an early oppor-

tunity of returning to continue to act as your chairman

(cheers).

The Chairman and his Royal guest then withdrew, and

were escorted to the train by a large portion of the assembled

company.

On the return of the Earl of Yarborough a great number of

toasts were proposed and duly responded to, among them

—

" The Bishop and Clergy of the diocese of Lincoln," acknow-

ledged by the Bishop ; " The Commissioners of Woods and

Forests," for which the Earl of Carlisle returned thanks ; the

"Army and Navy," acknowledged by General Thome and

Admiral Elliot; the healths of Mr. Rendell, Mr. Adam Smith,

and iMr. Fowler, for which they severally returned thanks.

Several other toasts were also given. " The Jjadies," " The

Civic Dignitaries present," and "The Chairman and Vice-

Chairman," being included among them.

His Royal Highness I'riucc Albert was rapidly conveyed to

town in a special train, parsing thrnugh Boston and I'ctrr-

Ijorongh, reached the Euston Square station at a quarter be-

fore 10 o'clock, being the exact time fixed for his arrival.

VALUE OF LAND IN NORTHERN EUROPE.
[extract prom Jacob's oi'I'icial report.]

Sir,—Tile following extracts will show the value of laud in

northern Europe, the cost of production, &c. :

—

Page .33
—

" In West Prussia an estate of medium soil, the

extent 4,200 acres, taken by the mortgagee at £3000."

" Another estate, in the best district, with a good house

with all the buildings in g»od repair, and the land in a high

state of cultivation, the extent 2,800 acres, sold for £5,400."

" If these two instances may be taken as nearly the highest

and lowest price of the average arable lands of the maritime

provinces of Prussia, the highest limit will be 40s. the acre,

and the lowest 15s. per acre."

2,000 acres, at Is. per acre £100
10 hired labourers, at £5 10s. per acre 55

Total cost of labour on 2,000 acres .... £155
Page 70—" On a farm of 5,500 acres in the province of

Lublin, 2,000 acres were divided between fifty peasants, and

found with two oxen and geers each, for which they worked

two days in a week on the 3,500 acres held by their lord.

Thus, the cost for the labour of 50 men and 100 oxen was

merely the value of 2,000 acres of land, of the value of one

shilling per acre to rent, and some ten hired labourers at £5

lOs. per annum. This, and the land-tax paid on the 2,000

acres, seem to be the total cost of labour and tillage, as the

peasants keep the oxen they use on their own land and pro-

duce."

" The manure of the peasants' oxen is applied to their own
land, and the manure of 60 milch cows, young stock, 9 horses,

and 600 sheep is applicable to the lord's portion of about 3,000

acres of arable land."

" The 60 cows are let to a dairyman at 19s. per year each."

Prussia—Page 45—"Best merino sheep are worth from

6s. to 6s. 8d., cows from 30s. to 653., a few TSs. per head. A
dair)' of the beat description let to a dairyman at 36s. per head

per year."

Poland—Page 86—" Cows here are of various races ; the

common breed of the country are worth about 27s. or 28s. per

head ; the Ukarine, from Padolia, averaging £3, and some

few, very good, £4 10s."

" The lowest native breed of sheep are worth 3s. per head,

and the best about 53. 6d. or 63. Merhios are very rare, and at

present are worth 8s. or 93. per head."

Page 47—" Implements are of the lowest description, and

the cattle are attached by ropes—no leather used—ploughs

ill-constructed, little iron about them ; harrows, teeth and all,

are of wood. In sowing, the seed is carried in an apron or

tail of the frock, by the man who scatters it on the ground."

Prussia—Pages 15 and 17—" Wheat is grown chiefly for

export, and is conveyed on rafts down the rivers ; these rafts

are 75 feet long and 20 broad, rudely put together, and carry

from 120 to 180 qrs.

" The wheat is thrown on mats, and frequently left uncovered

for weeks, exposed to the weather. If rain fall, it soon causes

the wheat to grow, and the vessel assumes the appearance of a

floating meadow. The shooting of the fibres soon forms a

thick mat, and prevents the raiu from penetrating more than

an inch or two deep, and the bulk is protected."
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BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE v. FARMERS.
There has been in a recent number of " Black-

wood's Magazine" such a palpable attempt at over-

rating the past importance of chemistry to agricul-

ture, that we think it deserving of some notice.

" Of all the arts," says the reviewer, " there is

none which draws its knowledge from so great a

variety of fountains as practical agriculture." This

is the text of his 'remarks, and he proceeds to say

that " Chemistry especially exhausts herself in the

cause of the husbandman ; no branch of rural art

is beyond her province and control. For what

purpose does the plant spring up, the soil feed and

nourish it, and Che blessed sun mature its seeds ?

To adorn, no doubt, the surface of the beautiful

earth, and to keep alive and propagate its species,

but principally to nourish the animal races which

supply food and yield their service to man. And
upon the study of this nurture and feeding of the

animal races how much intellect has been ex-

pended ! Has the stoker who heaps coals ut>on

the engine fire, and turns one tap occasionally to

maintain the water level in the boiler, or another

to give passage to the steam, &c.—has he, or has

the man who curiously watches his operations, have

either of them any idea of the long days of intel-

lectual toil, of the sleepless nights during which in-

vention was on the rack, of the mental dejection

and throes of suffering under which new thoughts

were born, of the lives of martyred devotion which

have been sacrificed in order that the complicated

machine might be brought to its present state of

perfection ?" So mvich by way of preamble ; now
for the pith. " Yet," says the reviewer, rising in

indignation and scorn at such ingratitude and igno-

rance as he proceeds—"yet all this has been, and has

been suffered hymen now gone,though the ignorance

of the humble workman, little more thoughtful

than the iron he works with, fails either to feel or

understand it. A7id so too often it is with you who
feed, and with you who look at the simjile process of

feedinrj stock. Too many of our practical men,
even of high pretensions, are themselves only the

stokers of the agricultural machines, and, like un-
grateful and degenerate children, in their ignorance

deny the head of the mother that bred and fed

them. If Science could forget her high duties to

the Deity, and to the human race, she might leave

you and yov\r art to your own devices."

This is certainly complimentary. Tremble, ye

rent-paying, tax-paying, tithe-paying, cattle-fatten-

ing, corn-producing farmers !—tremble, I say, at

the fearful abyss on which ye stand :
" you and II

your art are al)out to be left to your own devices."

It is in vain that you shouW ])lead that you never

before heard of this " mother which bred and fed

you." It is in vain. Science is determined that

her sons shall no longer lead lives of " martyred
j

devotion ;" they shall no longer have " long days

of intellectual toil or sleepless nights during which

invention is upon the rack." Hide your faces with

shame, ye farmers, who are little more thoughtful

than the iron (plough) you work with. It is all in

vain : you and your art are to be left to your own

devices. Such is the position you are in, when

fortunately Science remembers her high duty to the

Deity, and consents once more to work for you.

But it seems that Scotland is herself especially

obliged to Science. Dr. Johnson's definition of

oats as the grain with which Englishmen feed their

horses and Scotchmen themselves, was, it appears,

getting out of date. " The Scotch were getting

ashamed," says the reviewer, " of their natural

food. Chemistry has, however, recently set

the matter at rest, and is gradually l)ringing oat-

meal again into favour. We believe that the ro-

bust health of many fine families of children now

fed upon it, in preference to wheaten flour, is a

debt they owe, and we trust will not hereafter for-

get, to chemical science."* We hope they will not.

For ourselves, we shall never see a rosy-cheeked

son of Scotia without being reminded of this im-

portant result of chemical science. We are very

glad to hear of this increased demand for oats in

Scotland, as such have been in large recent arrivals

in England from Scotland that our markets are

completely glutted. When, however, this know-

ledge of the fattening, health-giving power of

" oatmeal parritch, " becomes once more fairly

established, we should not be at all surprised to

hear of an oatmeal famine in the land of cakes, and

that we shall have to re-export the oats at present

so liberally sent to us. We are sorry that the re-

viewer has not given us the name of the scientific

man to whom Scotland owes so much. The well-

known modesty of these gentlemen must, however,

not be allowed to keep the name of such a bene-

factor of the human race any longer from our ad-

miring gaze.

* These remarks are introduced in a review of

Stephens' " Book of the Farm"—a work the ex-

cellence of which is too well known to need any
remarks of ours.
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HADLEIGH FARMERS' CLUB.

A very large meeting of the members of this

club, and the agriculturists in the district, was held

at the Town Hall, Hadleigh, on Thursday evening,

Feb. 8th, for the purpose of hearing a lecture from

Dr. Ryan, of the Royal Polytechnic Institution, of

London, " On the Chemistry of Agriculture, and

the System of Artificial Manuring. " Professor

Henslow was present, and many gentlemen con

nected wth the farmers' clubs in this county and

Essex, and probably more than 250 agriculturists

were in attendance.

R. Kersey, Esq., the chairman of the club, in-

troduced Dr. Ryan to the meeting. He felt that it

was scarcely necessary to make any remark on the

subject of the lecture which that gentleman was

about to give ; but he might state that there never

had been a period in the history of British agricul-

ture which more required the assistance of scientific

men than the present ; and he was very glad to add

that never was there a period when scientific gen-

tlemen had been more willing to come forward and

give to agriculturists the benefit of their researches

and talents—(applause)—an assertion fully borne

out on that occasion by the presence of their es-

teemed friend. Professor Henslow—(applause)—and

of Dr. Ryan, who had come from London to give

the club his gratuitous services. (Cheers.)

Dr. Ryan said that in his lecture he should not

pretend to teach them farming, nor should he lead

them to infer that he wished them to understand

that science ought to supersede entirely the practical

knowledge which they had been years in acquiring

;

but his object would be to point out, by a few sim-

ple illustrations, how science might become the

handmaid of agriculture, and to teach them to apply

more economically and more safely the knowledge

they had attained at so much cost. He wished

them to understand that the chemist, on a careful

examination of a soil, or a plant, by considering the

requirements of that plant, could teach them how
to apply those various principles for pi omoting the

nourishment of the plant in which the soil might hap-

pen to be deficient. To do so the most effectually this

evening, he should have to go over a great deal of

ground repeatedly trodden ; and must treat his

hearers as if they knew nothing whatever of science

as applied to agriculture ; and though many present

—a large number doubtless—might be well informed

on these points, he would rather they should go

away dissatisfied with the simplicity of his style,

than that a single hearer should depart without the

elementary knowledge which he was desirous of

imparting. He wished to point out, in the first

place, that plants as well as soils contained two sets

of constituents—their organic and their inorganic

constituents. To render this more simple and

intelligible, he would suppose they took a piece of

wood, having weighed thatwood in the first instance.

If they burned it, it would all soon disappear, ex-

cejit a few grey ashes, which would weigh much less

than the wood. All that disappeared during the

burning was called the organic portion of the plant,

that which remained behind, the inorganic portion,

consisting of certain salts which were necessary to

the fertile condition of the land and to the growth

of the plant. The organic constituents of plants

were four in number, which he would first describe

shortly, and would endeavour to show whence they

were derived : and then treat the inorganic consti-

tuents in the same way. The first organic constitu-

ent was carbon, genei-ally known as charcoal ; the

second was hydrogen, a perfectly invisible gas in

its separate condition, and the lightest substance in

nature ; the third was oxygen, another gaseous sub-

stance abounding in nature, and actively engaged in

all the operations and changes in the world around

us ; the fourth was nitrogen. These were the con-

stituents which formed the organic portion of the

plant. But if instead of burning the piece of

wood he were to shut it in an iron box, and then

throw it into a furnace, and allow it to remain there

a considerable length of time, on opening the box

he should find a piece of matter of the same size

and form as the original piece, but not find ashes

as if it were burnt in the open air ; and if any one

examined this matter he would say directly it was

charcoal. This was one way of shewing that in

vegetable matter there was carbon or charcoal.

Again, if they took a quantity of vegetable matter

of any description and burned it, they would find a

gaseous compound given off, in which a mouse, an

animal, a bird, or even man himself, would die

—

this was carbonic acid. They could see by one or

two simple experiments that in the products, or in

the vegetables themselves, thei'e was charcoal. For

instance, if instead of burning a piece of wood, they

took a piece of stick, and dipped it in sulphuric acid

it would become darkened, and if allowed to remain

there suflUciently long, it would become charred.

In the piece of wood would be carbon, or charcoal,

hydrogen and oxygen, which were the constituents

uf water, and existed in most vegetable substances

in the proportion found in water. Well, then, the

sulphuric acid coming in contact laid hold of it,

G G
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and set free the charcoal. He would take a little

sugar for the purpose of i)roving the point. Sugui',

which they knew was a vegetable product, was com-

posed of carbon, and hydrogen and oxygen exactly

in the proj)ortions found in water. If he held a

piece of that sugar in the flame of a candle it would

be observed that the portion to which the atmos-

phere had no access would become blackened, be-

cause charcoal was found there ; or if he poured on

it a little hot water for the purpose of partially dis-

solving it, and then poured sulphuric acid on it, the

change alluded to would take place. As the piece

of wood became blackened, so would the sugar,

because the charcoal locked up with other bodies

was set free. Thus they might ascertain the fact

that vegetable matter contained charcoal. And
they might also ascertain the quantity it contained.

For instance, if they took exactly 100 grains of

sugar and treated it in the way he had described,

and collected the black matter and dried and weighed

it, from the 100 grains would be found 60 or 70 of

charcoal ; what was lost would be oxygen and hy-

drogen in the proportions found in water. And not

only was this the case in sugar, but in starch ; if

they poured on it sulphuric acid, the same change

would occur, for in starch there were the same con-

stituents as in sugar. A question very naturally

arose in the mind, whence do plants obtain all this

charcoal ? They obtained it principally from the

atmosphere, for he should have mentioned to them
that as the inorganic constituentsof a plant consisted

of salts so these salts were principally derived from
the soil while the organic constituents were derived

from the atmosphere. Now, in the atmosphere

there was a considerable quantity of charcoal, and
were it not for the peculiar action of vegetables, the

atmos2jhere would contain so much that the exist-

ence of animals would be prejudiced. Whenever
an animal breathed it gave oft" its lungs a necessary

food for jilants, being carbonic acid, in 22 lbs. by
weight of which were 6 lbs. by weight of charcoal

and 16 lbs. of oxygen. Not only was this the case,

but on burning any vegetable or animal substance

carbonic acid was also produced, and also in large

quantities, in the common process of decay or de-

composition—a beautiful proof of the wisdom of

the Creator that reproduction existed in the very

process of decay : while we were performing the

act of breathing, and when the process of destruc-

tion seemed going on, even then a new and import-

ant compound was forming necessary to the

sustentation of vegetable life, and consequently to

our own. (Applause) Now this compound, though
so useful to plants, was destructive to animals—it

was the same substance as formed charcoal, and they

knew that many deaths had occurred from breath-

ing charcoal. As all animals were giving it oft" their

lungs, and as it was produced by decay, our atmos-

phere must soon become so deteriorated by it, that

it would no longer be fitted for the existence of ani-

mals. This matter escai)ed in great abundance

from many natural springs, as in " the valley of poi-

son " in the island of Java—the Grotto del Cane,

near Naples, and other places ; but that which was

poisonous to man was necessary to the existence of

plants ; and during the day they were engaged in

separating this carbonic acid, decomposing it, as-

similating the carbon to form the future wood, and

setting free the pure oxygen into the air. He would

remind them again that even during the decay or

decomposition of vegetable matter in the soil, roots

and so forth, we were supplied even then with a

very considerable amount of important vegetable

food. The second constituent of plants was hydro-

gen. He had one or two bottles of it on the table,

and from the condition of the bottles they would

perceive it was colourless and invisible— it was also

the lightest body in nature, and 100 cubic inches

of it only weighed two grains. It was a very inflam-

mable gas ; on bringing a lighted candle to it it im-

mediately took fire : and wherever there was a flame

it was always owing to the combination of oxygen

with this hydrogen. When hydrogen was burning

it coml)ined with the oxygen of the atmosphere, and

produced water. Here we had a production of that

useful element, water ; and we could not hght a

fire for heating ourselves or warming our houses,

without contributing to the production of water.

Whence did plants obtain this hydrogen ? There

was no doubt at all that they obtained it principally

from the water which existed in the atmosphere, for

even in the brightest, warmest, sunniest, weather

the atmosphere contained a considerable amount of

water ; and this was evident on a summer's evening,

for they found the moment the earth was cooled

down to a certain point, a heavy dew was condensed

on the surface of the earth ; thus the atmosphere

was in some way taken up by plants for the purpose

of being again assimilated to their constitution. Dr.

Ryan here introduced some experiments with hy-

drogen, to show that, although the insides of the

bottles containing it were dry the moment before,

they were now quite wet from the combination of

hydrogen with the oxygen of the air forming water.

The third constituent of plants was oxygen, a per-

fectly invisible gas, but possessed of most peculiar

properties. Its power to support combustion was

most remarkable ; if he placed in it a taper already

extinguished, but a portion of the wick remaining,

it would immediately rekindle it. This oxygen was

also necessary to the process of common decay, for

decay, they must recollect, was a process of com-

bustion, called by the chemists invisible combustion.

If a piece of iron were exposed to the atmosphere
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or thrown into water, it lost its usual appearance

and its lustre, and would be covered over with a

sort of rust, called oxide of iron ; yet, strange as it

might appear, that process of rusting was a process

recognized by the chemist as a process of combus-

tion, and oxygen was necessary there. Plants

might derive oxygen in two or three ways—from
plants decomposing, and from rain falling, for

whenever rain-water fell, it was found that it con-

tained a certain quantity of free oxygen. The

quantity the atmosphere contained was enormous,

and it was laid hold of by the plants in the same

way as other elements. And it was found that, if

there was any plant which had a great attraction for

oxygen near the root of another plant, the latter plant

would suffer and sicken. This had been noticed

frequently on meadow land, and it was sometimes

foimd where " fairy rings " existed. In speaking

of oxide of iron, Dr. Ryan showed that iron might

exist in a soil in two states of oxidation—as a

protoxide, or as a peroxide. Iron in the first con-

dition looked out for oxygen, took up the free oxy-

gen of the air, or that which was in solution with

rain-water, and therefore in these cases vegetation

was always sickly and diseased ; but where the perox-

ide of iron occurred, no more oxygen was required.

The fourth requisite constituent of plants was ni-

trogen, which was not merely found, as we generally

find it, in ammonia, of which it was the basis, but

existed very largely indeed in the atmosphere : in

100 parts by weight of common atmospheric air,

there were 79 parts by weight of this particular gas.

He should mention also that the oxygen which

plants contained existed not only in water, but also

in the atmosphere, there being 79 parts of nitrogen

and 21 of oxygen. Supposing a plant did not ob-

tain the nitrogen direct from the atmosphere, but

from ammonia, a substance well known to them as

a fertilizing agent, it would be found that in 17 lbs.

of ammonia there were 14 lbs. of nitrogen and 3lbs.

of hydrogen. This ammonia, of which nitrogen

was the basis, was given off during the process of

animal decomposition, and existed in the atmo-

sphere in two or three conditions. It existed there

in the form of carbonate of ammonia, which the

plant had the opportunity of laying hold of, thus

having two principal sustenances, the carbonate of

ammonia and the nitrogen of ammonia itself. It

had been long noticed by many chemists, that after

a thunder-storm, water contained that fertilizing

agent nitrate of ammonia, formed by the union of

nitric acid with ammonia. During the passage of

the electric agent the water became decomposed ;

lightning, in passing through the atmosphere, de-

composed it, producing nitric acid, a compound
consisting of nitrogen and oxygen ; at the same

time the free hydrogen of the decomposed water

combined with the nitric acid, and so strong was

the affinity, that they immediately united together

and formed the fertilizing agent— nitrate of ammo-

nia. This no doubt was one of the reasons why*

after thunder-storms, vegetation looked more beau-

tiful than before, and ])robably a reason why, in

])laces where thunder-storms were more frequent

than they were here, vegetation looked so much

better. Thus they were beautifully taught by che-

mistry the wisdom and power of the Almighty in

providing on occasions like that, which men were

formerly in the habit of imagining were intended

for some judgment, even the lightning itself was

sent on an errand of mercy to produce for the plant

a fertilizing matter (Loud applause). He should

now proceed to discuss the inorganic constituents of

plants, and should take one particular i)lant for the

purpose of enabling him to point out the principal

constituents found in its ashes. He should take

wheat for an example. Its inorganic constituents

were silica, i)otash, soda, lime, magnesia, alumina,

sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, and chlorine. Of

course the inorganic constituents of a plant would

vary according to the character of the soil, the

locality in which it was grown, and the manure ap-

plied to it. The substance silica, which was all-

important to the growth of a plant, was known

famiUarly under the form of sand ; flint also was

formed of silica. In the general condition of flint,

sand or sihca, it was not soluble, but before it could

become the food of a plant it was necessary that

even flint or sand should be reduced to a soluble

condition, and it would be seen that nature found

means for rendering the substance soluble. The

chemist was aware that if he burned silica or sand

in contact with soda, potash, or lime, he could thus

form a sort of glass—in fact he had a piece of glass

in his hand, formed principally of sand or powdered

flints and soda. If these were combined in proper

proportion, glass would be formed ; and this process

then, nature seems to adopt, taking care when silica

was required for a plant to introduce into the soil

certain portions of alkalis, potash, soda, or Ume,

For example, the substance upon the outside of

wheat-straw, and various other vegetable matters,

was a kind of glass ; and were it not for that glass

the straw itself would be unable to bear the

weight of the ear, and consequently the ear would

not ])e exposed to the ripening influences of the sun

and the atmosphere. By-the-bye, he might as well

state at once that all the substances he had men-

tioned, with tlie exception of the three last, were

metalhc substances—metals existing in nature, in

much greater abundance than was supposed. They

generally heard of only 12 or 1.3 metals, but the

chemist was acqiiainted with 40 or 50, and there

was hardly anything we ate, drank or breathed, that

G a 2
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was without them. He came in the next place to

potash, which was necessary to the soil, especially

where silica was present; it was an oxide of a beau-
metal named potassium. The sources both of sihca

and potash might be easily described. In the first

place, in the disintegration of rocks exposed to the

atmosphere for centuries after centuries, the silica

became reduced to almost the state of powder, and
building stones exposed to the atmosphere lost their

sharpness, and would be evidently frittered away by
the influence of the elements, as they were termed

;

so rocks became frittered down, and the sihca of

the soil produced ; but whenever we burned a land
plant we always found potash in the ashes. Men
engaged in burning timber for forming ashes to be
sent to the commercial market found this to be the

case ; and every description of land plant contained

more or less of this potash. But in sea plants soda
was found, and soda and potassium were so like

each other in appearance that the chemist had
scarcely any better or easier plan of distinguishing

the one from the other than by observing the pecu-
liar colour of the flame they produced when on the

surface of water. Both decomposed water when
thrown on it. The great source of soda in marine
plants, or land plants, was common salt. The next
article was lime. This they were perfectly aware
existed in nature in very considerable quantities

and various forms
; perhaps it most abounded in

the very common one of chalk or hmestone, and
these were perfectly insoluble in water ; and before

lime could become useful to plants as food, it was
necessary that some process should be adopted in

nature for the purpose of making it soluble before
it could be taken up—it was necessary that even
the solid limestone, or soUd marble, or chalk, should
be reduced to a soluble condition ; and a beautiful

process was adopted by nature for the purpose of

accomphshing this end ; and he would point out
an experiment for the purpose of illustrating this.

He must remind them that hme was soluble in two
states. If they took a piece of hmestone and burned
it, they would drive away the carbonic acid, and
then nothing would l)e left but lime. If they placed
some of that lime in jjure water it became dissolved,

and lime-water was produced. If they exposed
that water to the atmosphere, the hme became
again insoluble. But, if instead of giving one por-
tion of carbonic acid, they gave another or double
proportion, it became a bicarbonate of hme, and
this lime became much more soluble ; and this was
the condition in which lime existed in most waters,

springs, and rivers ; and thus the plant was enabled
almost immediately to take it uj). (This part of the

lecture was illustrated by various experiments.)
He would now pass on to the next ingredient in the
ashes of wheat, viz., magnesia. It was necessaiy

to say but very little on this substance ; one of the

great sources of it was the magnesian limestone,

where by the agency of certain processes in the

earth it became fitted for absorption by the plant.

Alumina formed the basis of clay ; the larger the

quantity of it, the stiffer the clay, and in those

places where there was a deficiency of alumina it

was a great indication of sterility. He had seen

land lately where there were large quantities of the

fertilizing agent, phosphoric acid, but for want of

alumina the land was worthless. At once then

they would infer that if, on an examination of the

soil, they found an absolute deficiency of this sub-

stance, it was necessary for the growth of plants,

and the most obvious plan for rendering that land

fitted for the crop required from it, was to place

thereon by some artificial means the substance re-

quired, and this was the use of sometimes convey-

ing clay to parts of the soil. In some instances

sand itself became a valuable artificial manure.

(Loud applause) There were cases where there was

a deficiency of silica, and the application of silica

was the very means of reviving that land also.

(Hear hear) He should have to call their attention

for a short time longer to the nature of the three

acids he had mentioned. The first was sulphuric

acid, the second phosphoric acid, which was a sub-

stance which combined with lime to form what was

called bone-earth ; and chlorine, which combined

with lime to form common salt. The sources of

sulphuric acid were very various ; one of the most

common was gypsum, or sulphate of lime, which

was found in various parts of the world. In almost

every soil where vegetation had been going on un-

der careful management for a considerable time,

there were found not only small portions of sulphate

of lime, but of the sulphates of soda and potash.

Phosphoric acid was a compound, consisting of the

well-known element called phosphorus. If they took

a piece of phosphorus, and exposed it to the air, they

would see a quantity of smoke ; but if, instead of

allowing it to pass into the air, they put it into a

bottle closed, they would find it very acid, and this

would be the phosphorus plus the oxygen, or phos-

phoric acid. If combined with lime, it combined

with it with considerable violence and became phos-

phate of lime, and would resemble bone phosphate,

or the phosphate of which bones were formed.

After introducing an experiment with phosphorus,

which was called by chemists an elementary body,

because they could not decompose it—the experi-

ment giving a beautiful example of what was called

the indestructibility of matter—he said that, in order

to ol)tain phosphorus, they must first of all take the

bone of some animal, which was composed like

plants, of organic and inorganic constituents

;

throw the bone into the fire to get rid of the organic
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parts, and then the'earthy parts left would be phos-

phorus. Here the lecturer introduced experiments

as examples of the various changes called chemical

attractions going on around us. Phosphoric acid

was found not only in the bones and secretions

of animals, but in the various rocks, and in this

county an immense quantity was found in a source

most abundant, viz., in that of coprolites. He had

had an opportunity frequently in the course of his

analyses of comparing the super-phosphate made

from bones with that made from coprolites, and was

satisfied that that made from mineral sources was

equal to the other ; he was the more anxious to

mention this, because he found in speaking with

practical farmers there was an impression that the

super-phosphate of lime now employed as a manure

.should only be made from the bones themselves.

(Applause) He now came to chlorine : it had its

source principally in common salt. In its separate

condition it was a gas distinguished by its peculiar

green colour, and its remarkable action on various

vegetable products. After introducing one or two

experiments with chlorine for the purpose of shew-

ing its peculiar characteristics, the lecturer stated

that it had been his intention to have gone to greater

length, and to have shewn the application of

certain manures to certain purposes ; but he

found that the subject was already far too large for

one lecture, but he hoped the opportunity would

not be lost of resuming it. He would rather leave

the topic for a separate lecture. He had been al-

ready far too diffuse, but he had been so with an

honest feeling—for the purpose of leading them

through the elementary portions to those portions

which they would be better able to understand, the

analysis of soils, and the application to those soils

of artificial manure. (Much applause)

Mr. Caleb Kersey said that the applause

which had followed Dr. Ryan's most instructive

and interesting lecture, and which had been evinced

in the course of it, quite warranted him in the assu-

rance that he was expressing not only his own

feelings, but also that of the large audience present,

when he stated the high gratification he had expe-

rienced. They had heard that Dr. Ryan had come

before them gratuitously, and he had just stated that

this would not be his last lecture. (Applause)

When they saw gentlemen like him, of the very

highest scientific attainments (and he was glad to

find that Dr. Ryan was not the only gentleman pre-

sent possessing such attainments), devoting their

time and talents to give the farmers the benefit of

their instruction, they ought to feel under the great-

est obhgations to them ; and he would therefore

propose that through the medium of the chair-

man of the club they should convey to Dr. Ryan

their warmest thanks for the very valuable

and interesting lecture ho had given them. (Loud

cheers)

Mr. J. Rano seconded the motion.

Mr. R. Kersky expressed himself as highly grati-

fied in being the medium of conveying to Dr. Ryan
the thanks of the meeting for his very instructive

and eloquent lecture. It afforded him much plea-

sure that the learned doctor would condescend

again to visit the Hadleigh Farmers' Club, when he

was sure that all its members would give him a

hearty and cordial reception. (Loud applause)

Mr. Barker (chairman of the Oakley Farmers'

Club) said that perhaps as a stranger he might be

allowed to add his thanks for the very instructive

—he was going to say learned—lecture they had just

heard; but the word " learned " would be misap-

plied; for the subject had been discussed in so plain

a style that few could go away without having re-

ceived a very large amount of instruction. (Applause)

He should not have presumed to have said anything

but for having an object which he would explain

before sitting down. Much as they were indebted

to Dr. Ryan, and much as agriculture stood in need

of all the assistance it could receive at the present

moment, he wished to observe that it was not in

the power of gentlemen of Dr. Ryan's attainments

to devote their time to the forwarding of that know-

ledge of chemistrywhich the agriculturists required.

Sanguine though he was on the subject, believing

that chemistry was destined to be the handmaid of

good farming, and that it would be the means of

economizing the resources of farming, he thought

that the agriculturists often misapplied material for

the want of a correct knowledge of the peculiar

qualities of soil and plants ; and till they attained

this knowledge they must be indebted to scientific

gentlemen for the valuable information and assist-

ance which they were able to afford. He had

known many instances of chemistry being resorted

to, and failing ; and on this account many were

prejudiced against the idea that it could be of any

great assistance to agriculture. But chemistry, in

reference to agriculture, was only in its infancy, and

had not received that assistance from practical far-

mers which it ought to have had. The reason for

this was, not that the farmers were not willing—for

he believed they were willing to forward the views

of scientific men and to render them all the assist-

ance they could—but that there was a want of

scientific knowledge, without which their efforts

were apt to prove unsuccessful. (Hear hear!) They

wanted gentlemen who had the attainments of Dr.

Ryan to visit and stay with them—(Hear, hear!)

—so as to see that their chemical knowledge was

carried into practice, and to understand the qualities

of the soil and analyze it. (Hear, hear!) If the

farmers could have that assistance, no doubt they
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would not be long before availing themselves of the

help of chemistry. But it should be remembered

that the time of scientific gentlemen was far too

valuable for them to continue long with the farmers

;

he should therefore like to see the patrons of agri-

culture come forward to introduce such a class of

men to stay awhile amongst the farmers. When
he saw large subscriptions raised amongst the farm-

ing body, he thought they might be more profitably

appropriated in su])plying them with the know-

ledge they stood so much in need of. (Applause.)

He should be glad to see some portion of the funds

of the Royal Agricultural Society appropriated to

such a purpose as this. (Loud cheers.) The soil con-

tained certain compounds necessary to the growth

of plants, and they could not economically and pro-

fitably apply their resources without first having

correct analysis of the soil - whether chemistry had

gone so far as to carry that out, he could not tell.

What the farmers wanted was, that chemists should

come among them, and take into consideration the

qualities of plants—the components of them he

thought was pretty well understood. (Hear, hear.)

They were making a large outlay every year inarti-

ficial manure and other ways, but he was sure it was

expended with great loss to the agricultural body,

because they were destitute of a knowledge of the

properties of the soil and of the assistance it stood in

need of. (Loud applause.) He thanked Dr. Ryan

for his lecture, and trusted that all present would

again attend when he renewed his subject. He for

one, though he had come a long distance, should

make a point of attending any lecture which Dr.

Ryan might give at Hadleigh. (Tioud cheers.)

Dr. Ryan returned thanks for the very kind man-

ner in which his lecture had been received, and

trusted that on some future occasion he should be

able to meet his Hadleigh friends again, and to

bring before them some matters which would in-

struct them, as had been said, how to economize

the resources they already had. (Loud cheers.)

—

Bury and Norwich Post.

MACHINERY AND LABOUR.
It has been often observed that no class of so-

ciety rivets the common prejudices of mankind more

closely and durably than that portion of it which is

employed in cultivating the soil. Condorcet re-

marked that mankind in general persist in their pre-

judices long after they have been overturned by

reason and experience; and farmers continue in

their established routine long after every other class

of society has seen its mistake, and has allowed rea-

son and experience to convince the mind and to

make alterations. It is impossible to find any suffi-

cient reason for the obstinacy with which the

southern farmers of England yet adhere to the ab-

surd notion that thrashing-machinery diminishes

labour, and would throw out of employment the

idle hands that must be employed. On no point

of social economy has the agricultural world ex-

posed itself more openly to ridicule, and on no point

have the very first principles of remunerative em-

ployment been so palpably violated. The object of

all machinery is to diminish labour on non-pro-

ductive points, and allow the saving that is thereby

eflected to be expended in increasing the quantity of

the raw material. The farmer leaves his lands un-

drained, foul, and wantmg manure, and expends

his capital in thrashing his crops by flail at five

times the cost of doing it by machinery ; and the

extra outlay is totally unproductive, for whatever

price he pays for thrashing one quarter of wheat he

gets only eight bushels of grain ; and if the money

was expended in improving the land the produce

would be increased. But to convince a farmer of

this very simple and obvious truth seems beyond

all possibility; reason, facts, and eyesight all fail in

making the least impression on the adamantine

coat of armour within which the farmer has en-

cased himself. They universally complain of the

expenses that must be incurred, and at the same

time they continue an expenditure that takes the

money from their pockets and returns no value for

the use of it. The slow process of thrashing by

the flail very ill accords with the rapid performances

of modern intellect, and acts as a break on the

wheel of railroad speed that is now in full action in

almost every human operation. Sluggishness of

action shows a dull mole-eyed conception, that plods

in the world's mud without once raising itself be-

yond the earth-born ideas that travel within the

narrow circle of a slavish gin-horse track. Nothing

more clearly shows the inferiority of mental concep-

tion than the obstinate adherence to obsolete pre-

judices and antiquated custome that have been

elsewhere overturned by an approved experience.

The original cost of the erection of two or three

timber barns on a moderate- sized fanxi, and the ne-

cessary repairs that are required by timber and

thatch over stones and slates, are greater than the

expense of building a thrashing-machine and a

barn to contain it, and the keeping of it in going

order; but prejudice and custom are able to over-

look this certain fact at the very outset ; and the

very palpable absurdity has seized the minds of the
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landowners who have to be at the expense of the

erections, as well as of the farmers wlio liave to

make the yearly superfluous expenditure. They

all think the draining of land is too expensive an

operation, but they do not grumble to pay the non-

productive cost of thrashing by flail, even when a

cheaper process has been long known and used.

A great anxiety is shown to make original disco-

veries, when, at the same time, the useful facts that

are known are despised and neglected. If the ma-

nufacturers had shown such absurd entertainments

of useful theories, the superiority which they have

acquired and maintained would not have reached

the envy of the world. The government now ad-

vances money at Gi per cent, to drain wet lands of

superfluous moisture; a general enlightened edu-

cation is equally necessary to drain the farmer's

mind of obsolete prejudices. J. D.

FRACTURED LIMBS OF HORSES AND CATTLE.

Sir,—In your journal of the 19th iilt., there is a case of

broken bone in a beast belonging to Mr. George Creed, of Boar

Hunt Farm, Hampshire, taken from the " Hampshire Tele-

graph," said to be an extraordinary case; and certainly it may

appear so to those not acquainted with the animal physiology,

but to those who have witnessed many such cases, it appears

the most extraordiuary that so many valuable cattle and horses

should be consigned to death without any attempt being made

to cure them when such an accident has occurred. The fact

is, that frequently a cure could be performed as soon, in many

cases, as in a common strain. For the encouragement of those

of your readers, whose horses or cattle may have the misfortune

to fracture their limbs, I have sent you for insertion in your

journal the following cases in a brief form :

—

Case 1, June 2, 1837.—Mrs. Barstow, Crab-Tree Bank,

near Sheffield, had a powerful draught horse, which broke his

' thigh about six inches above the hock. All that saw tlie horse

I

were of opinion that he must be destroyed, but on my arrivaj

! I said No ; and further said, rather than destroy him without

a trial to cure, I would be 20s. towards an attempt to cure.

To this the owner agreed. The thigh was therefore tempo-

rarily set, till he could be got to my stable, when he was tlien

put into slings and the thigh properly set, and in ten weeks

and a day the horse was taken from the slings, exercised for a

I week, then turned to grass for a month, and then gradually re-

sumed his usual work. Some idea may be formed of the size

and strength of this horse when I tell you that in about six

months after he was sold to Mr. J. Vail, of Norton Woodsetts,

who informed me that he some time after took from Sheffield

to Woodsetts two tons five cwt. of mainire, besides the weight

of the cart, much of the road being up hill.

Case 2.— Mr. E. Gillatt, Norton liCes, near Sheffield, had

a cow that broke her thigh by falling on the pavement three

weeks before calving : it was a compound fracture. The cow

was put under a shed, but not tied up. I then proceeded to

set the bone, which was very much shattered, and the wounds

large. During the time of cure, six inches of the whole trunk

of the bone was thrown off ; nevertheless.in the course of three

months, the cow could walk to the pasture ; though the limb

was a little shorter, she could travel well ; meanwhile, she

calved, and did well.

Case 3, Dec. G, 1847.—Mrs. Dungworth, Worlow Hall,

near Sheffield, had a cow which broke one of her hind legs

' about midway betwixt the fetlock and hock. The cow was

I put into a stall to herself, and tied by the neck ; the leg was
I then set, and some short litter allowed. Twenty-six days after

she calved and did well ; she had her liberty to lie down at

pleasure. In ten weeks she was sound, and walked out to

water.

Case 4, Dec. 9, 1847.—Mr. Kay, Shiregreen, near Sheffield,

had a heifer which broke a fore-leg a few inches above the fet-

lock joint. I had her put into a stall to herself, and tied up as

usunl ; I then set the leg, allowing her to lie down as she

pleased. In ten weeks she was quite sound.

Case 5.—Mr. Joseph Nicholson, Sheffield Park Farm, had

a cow's thigh broke about six or eight inches above the hock.

The cow was tied up in a stall to herself; the thigh was then

set, and a little short litter allowed ; she was then left to lie

or stand as she pleased, but not on any account to be disturbed.

The bandages and splints remained on the thigh for nine

weeks, when they were taken oflf, and the cow turned out to

grass perfectly sound.

Case 6, Dec. 21, 1847.—Mr. Thomas Genu, Tinsley, bought

a thorough-bred young bull of a Mr. K , of the same

place, which had broken one of the fore-legs about midway

betwixt the fetlock and knee. It had been broken about

thirty-three hours before I was called in, and was much injured

from not being set sooner ; and he had to be removed in a cart

to Mr. Genu's house, about a q\iarter of a mile distant. In

the course of cure, about three inches of the trunk of the bone

was taken from the wounds. In eleven weeks he was able to

walk, though the foot was turned outwards a good deal, the

leg crooked, and the wounds did not heal for some time, from

several pieces of bone being at intervals thrown off. Ultimately

the bull became sound, though his leg was a little crooked. He
was allowed to lie down.

At the present time, a Mr. Lee, of Wortley, near Sheffield^

has a cow which broke her thigh. Mr. L. applied to a person

in the neighbourhood, but he gave him no hopes of her getting

well, though he temporarily set it ; and the cow remained for

five or six weeks before it was put in a way for cure ; still, I

believe it will recover, though a great portion of bone which

has been exposed will have to be thrown off.

Hemarks.—The firgt thing to be done in such cases as the

above, should any of your readers' cattle happen such an ac-

cident, is to bandage up the fracture, applying the best splints

that are at hand, and keep them from moving the limb as much
aa possible, till a competent person can be got to set it.

lours, &c.,

John Nei.son, V.S.

Highfield, Sheffield, March 22,

P.S.—In the above cases slings were only used to the horse.

1
—Mark Lane Express.

II
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PROBUS FARMERS' CLUB.

The annual meeting of this Club was held on Tuesday, the

13th January. The chair was taken by Mr. Tresawna, and the

vice-chair by Mr. Karkeek, of Truro.

After the usual loyal toasts.

The Chairman gave " Success to the Probus Farmers'

Club."

Mr. DoBLE, in returning thanks on behalf of the Club, said

the time was coming, and perhaps was already arrived, when it

was necessary to have greater knowledge in agi-icultnral mat-

ters than had hitherto been required by them (Hear, hear).

Things were very gloomy at present, but he hoped the day was

coming when they should see better times. He did not look

at the gloomy side of things, as some were in the habit of

doing, and become cast down about it. There were already

prospects of amendment in many things; manufactures were

improving, trade was improving in many places, and they

might hope that an improvement in agriculture would follow

(cheers). For his own part he was satisfied that this must be

the result, for one part of the community cannot flourish, or be

in an improving state, without the other part deriving benefit

from its prosperity. If the manufacturers were employed and

prosperous, they must come to the farmers for corn and cattle

for their food, and on the other hand the agriculturists would

repay the benefit to a certain extent by an increased xise of

manufactured articles (Hear, hear). Then, again, if it were

true that gold might be had in California for the mere labour

of picking it up, a large portion of that gold would come to

England for the purchase of articles needed in that country,

and this would also be for our benefit (cheers). But while look-

ing forward to a day when they should be more prosperous,

they must not be at present too extravagant ; they must be

economical, and endeavour to rub along during the bad times

ill the best manner they can. They had before now seen as

bad times as the present. He could remember the time when

meat was down to 3|d. per lb., and in 1836, he believed it was,

wheat was below 40s. per qr. on the average. It was not quite

so bad as that now ; but they must all see the necessity of

doing their best to improve their estates, and endeavour to get

on as well as they can, in the hope of being more prosperous

in a short time to come (loud cheers).

Mr. Henry Tresawna, the secretary of the club, then

read the annual report.

Mr. DoBLE begged to propose " the health of their worthy

chairman."

The Chairman returned thanks, and said it was to him a

source of the greatest pleasure if his feeble services had tended

to promote the object of the Club, which was to acquire more

knowledge than they at present possessed in the various

branches of farming. He thought they would all agree with

him that the wisest and best farmer had yet a great deal to

learn, and that if any farmer thought his knowledge perfect,

he would find himself very ranch mistaken (Hear, hear). It

could not be doubted but that very much information might

be obtained by attending the discussions at their monthly

meetings, and by reading the excellent agricultural works in

their library ; ana he thought that if many of them would look

back to the formation of the Club, and compare their farming

then to what it was row, they would attribute many of the im-

provements they had made solely to the information they had

gained by attending the meetings of this Club (cheers). They

were not increasing much in numbers, but he thought he might

safely say they were in usefulness, for if there had been no

Probus Farmers' Club, they would not have had those splendid

shorthorns in this neighbourhood, a painting of one of which

(by Mr. Goldsworthy) was now before him (cheers). Those

animals were purchased by the members of the Club, and he

thought they might say they could not be surpassed, if

equalled, by any other breed in the county. Three bulls,

three cows, and four heifers had been purchased entirely for

breeding purposes, and no doubt that breed of cattle would

be much improved in the neighbourhood. He thought it was

clear they were progressing, but not so fast, perhaps, many of

them as they ought to do, considering the advantages they derived

from connexion with the Club. The present, however, was not

the time for them to expect any very great improvements to

be made by farmers, for such could not be effected witliout

money, and they all knew, he was sorry to say, that the farmers

at this time have but very little of that, and if the present

ruinously low prices continue they would have much less. If

these low prices continue, the farmers woiild want something

which it was out of the power of a Farmers' Club to supply

—

they would want the kind assistance of tlieir landlords (cheers).

Witho>it this all their eff"ort3 would be unavailing ; but he

hoped the landlords would see it was their interest to come

forward and assist their tenants before it was too late, and he

had no doubt they would do so (cheers). The Chairman then

proposed " Liberal landlords and industrious tenants."

Mr. Kendall said the toast was one that deserved the

consideration not only of every agriculturist, but of the public

at large, for he thought all classes of society were more or less

benefited by liberal landlords and industrious tenants. (Cheers.)

It was by their combined energy that more labourers were

employed, and consequently there were less poor rates to pay

—

also that more land was cultivated, and better crops produced,

so that there was less need of exchanging our gold for foreign

produce to feed an increasing population. (Hear, hear.) With-

out liberality on the part of the landlords, the industrious

tenant's energies were so cramped and fettered that he was

unable to carry out improvements as he would do if assisted

by his landlord. He did not mean assistance by letting an

estate for less than its fair value, for the landlord was as much

entitled to his rent as the tenant to the produce of his farm.

(Hear, hear.) But there were many things which a landlord

might do for the benefit of his tenant without injury to himself,

aud particularly in the providing him with good farm build-

ings, and bringing into cultivation the waste patches of land.

There was a great deal of this sort of work to be done, and

the tenant would reap the profit even if he paid good interest

to his landlord for money judiciously invested in such improve-

ments, for the best hank a landlord can put his capital into is

the bank of his own waste lands. (Cheers.) Nothing besides

will pay him so good and so permanent an interest. (Hear,

hear.) He would not at this time say any thing about the

large tracts of waste and undivided commons which are still to

be seen in a state of nature and almost without inhabitants ;

but they could not go into the best cultivated districts without

seeing a large number of acres of improveable land lying dor-

mant and uncultivated, and a number of able-bodied labourers
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who were ready to be employed in its cultivation, but who are

I

living in idleness when they should be getting their living by

their labour. (Hear, hear.) The tenant should also be aware

that he is a responsible agent, and has duties to perform as

well as his landlord, and that it is only by means of both par-

ties that improvements in the land can be carried out. Where
there is liberality on the part of the landlord, and Industry on

the part of the tenant, to carry out the productive powers of

the soil as far as possible, it was impossible to say to what

state of productiveness the land of this kingdom might be

brought, or what amount of population they might sustain with

the necessaries of life. (Cheers.) They had now all the world

to compete with, and they were told that they must drive the

foreigner out of the market. How far tliey might be able to

do so time alone could determine; but this he might safely

say, that it never would be accomplished but by the united

energies of liberal landlords and industrious tenants, and in

behalf of those two useful classes of society he begged leave to

return thanks. (Loud cheers.)

The Chairman deplored with Mr. Kendall that there was

such a large quantity of waste land lying dormant. A short

time ago he was in the north of this county and the north of

Devon, and he thought it was a pity to see in those neighbour-

hoods such a number of acres of waste land on which labourers

might be employed, and which would pay for cultivation.

There were likewise a number of men there who would be glad

to go to work in improving those tracts of land ; and if the

waste lands were properly cultivated, there would be no need

for the labourers, the strength of the nation, to leave this

country and go to foreign parts. He then gave " Agriculture,

trade, and commerce."

Mr. Downing, in returning thanks for agriculture, said the

farmers at present laboured under many difficulties, and were

thrown on their own resources. Every step therefore taken

in advance should be done with as little outlay as possible, and

they should get the best return they could from the manure

produced on their farms. For years they had been large pur-

chasers of guano, and other manures ; but he thouglit a great

deal of the expense of artificial manure might be saved by

properly taking care of what was raised on their own estates.

He had endeavoured to act in this way, and so far had been

successful. By raising sheds at a small expense and taking

care of their manure, instead of exposing it to the rain and

wind, and allowing the best part of it to evaporate, or be washed

away, they could raise as large a crop of turnips for the cattle

in the winter as if they used guano, and at much less expense.

He was not speaking in disparagement of guano, because he

knew it was a great means of raising a crop at a small expense
;

but considering they were thrown on their own resources,

they should do the best they could at the smallest expense.

(Hear, heai-.) In reading in the Mark Lane Express, he found

that those who speak at public meetings say that both land-

lords and tenants must do their part in the present state of

things. It was said a short time since at a meeting at Ciren-

cester, that every landlord who possessed a sufficient number

of acres to require the keeping of a steward ought not to trust

the land to the steward's governance only, but ought to go

himself to see that the land and also the tenantry were taken

care of. Another person at one of the agricultural meetings,

when speaking of the lauded aristocracy, said the greatest curse

to this nation, and particularly to the industrious farm tenantry

of England, was the landlords livmg beyond their means, and

making the tenants pay a superabundant rent, so that when

rent-day comes the tenant was obliged to draw on the capital

he had invested in the estate, while the landlord, linng beyond

his means, was not able to help him out. This subject involved

also the question of tenant-right, which he should not at pre-

sent enter into. He believed, however, that if they would

exert all their energies, and take proper care of the manure

raised on their farms, they might yet take a step in advance,

and with the prospect before him of future improvement and

better times, the British farmer might rise superior to present

circumstances. (Cheers.)

Mr. W. E. Gill agreed with Mr. Downing that the farmers

would do well to preserve their manure from being washed by

the rain, and exposed to the wind ; but if they could also direct

the urine from the cattle sheds and stables into the dung heap

it would be an incalculable advantage. Since he addressed

them this time two years trade and commerce had been making

rapid strides, which in every degree had more or less affected

the farmer, and they had now arrived at a period when the-

farmers' anxiety in relation to trade and commerce had con-

siderably increased ; indeed he might go further and say the

farmer was almost brought to a stand still, waiting to see the

result of coming events. (Hear, hear.) He had met with a

paragraph that morning which appeared to him greatly to

interest the farmer ; it referred to the importation of foreign

cattle and of farm produce in this country in December, 1847,

as compared with the importation in December, 1848. Mr.

Gill then read the following :—Importation of oxen and bulls

for the month ending 5th of December, 1847, 2,217; during

the same period in 1848, 2,741. Sheep, in December, 1847,

7,162 ; in December, 1848, 15,146. Butter, in December,

1817, 16,752 cwts.; in December, 1848, 28,298 cwts. Cheese,

in December, 1847, 28,606 cwts. ; in December, 1848, 53,978

cwts. Wheat, in December, 1847, 163,723 quarters ; in

December, 1848, 212,359 quarters. Barley, in December,

1847, 20,667 quarters ; in December, 1848, 91,007 quarters.

Oats, in December, 1847, 47,108 quarters; in December, 1848,

78,864 quarters. Rye, in December, 1847, 537 quarters; in

December, 1848, 131,179 quarters. Peas, in December, 1847,

19,469 quarters ; in December, 1848, 42,735 quarters. Flour,

in December, 1847, 197,324 cwts.; in December, 1848,

261,404 cwts. After remarking on the large increase in impor-

tation, Mr. Gill said he thought that however unpalatable it

might be, they ought to know these facts, that knowing the

power of their foe, they might make the better preparation to

compete with, and to beat him. (Cheers.)

After some further toasts,

Mr. Karkeek proceeded to deliver a lecture on the "Breed-

ing, Rearing, and Feeding of Cattle.'' He estimated the number

of cattle generally kept on the various farms, at 130,000

—

these including cattle of all ages—such as calves reared, one

year old and upwards, and valuing them at about £6 and £7

each on the average, gave £845,000 as their net value. He

made his estimate of the number of cattle by calculating the

stock generally kept on the various farms, which he said was

about twenty on 100 acres on the average, which estimate he

arrived at from the returns of some twenty resident farmers in

different districts of the county. Of the cattle kept in the

county he calculated that between 19,000 and 20,000 were

annually fattened and sold ; and the annual loss of cattle in the

county from various causes, he estimated at 5 per cent, on the

total amomit, which made a loss of £42,250 sustained by the

Cornish farmers in one branch of agricultural economy only in

one year. He was confirmed in this calculation by the opinion

of some dozen farmers, as well as by the calculations of the

" Farmers' and Graziers' Mutual Cattle Insurance Association"

which society estimated the aimual loss all over England at 5

per cent. When we consider, he said, how much of the loss

proceeds from mismanagement, it really becomes an object of

importance for the Cornish farmer to endeavour, by every pos-
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sible meau3, to keep his stock in a healthy couditioii, by at-

tendiug more to their {general comfort. The statistics giveu

also showed the importance of more attention being paid to

tlie breeding department—not only as it regards the keeping

of a healthy stock, but also a prolitable one.—Here the lec-

turer entered deeply into the subject of breeding, and showed

that there was annually an imnrense number of cattle bred, on

which great labour and much money were expended in the

rearing and feeding, that proved anything but profitable to

their owners ; and also that it was not so much the quantity

or quality of food which caused an animal to attain a heavy

weight in a short period, as the peculiar disposition, derived

from inherited and transmissible tendencies to acquire flesh

and fat, and come early to maturity. He reprobated the sys-

tem of breeding from cross-bred animals, and recommended

in all cases where a cross was attempted, that pure blood

he had on one side. " Breeding in the line" he considered the

safest way—that is, by first selecting the best of that particu-

lar breed, both males and females, which it is intended to pro-

pagate from, and maintaining the same (changing occasionally

from one family to another) in the greatest purity. He con-

sidered that the size and general appearance of a bull was not

of so much importance as the general size of the family to

which he belonged ; and also as it respected cows, that more

perfect animals were produced by breeding from those of a

small size, than when they exceeded the ordinary size of the

race to which they belonged. In the management of the preg-

nant cow, he recommended that all petted cows, and high-bred

ones particularly, when in a high condition, should have a

gentle purgative administered some three or four days previ-

ously, and repeated, with moderate bleeding, immediately after

calving. This prevented dropping after culvimj. With re-

spect to rearing of young stock, the lecturer enforced the neces-

sity of more attention being paid to this part of the general

management of cattle in the county. He said that the profit

derived from cattle generally in Cornwall was very consider-

ably reduced by a disregard of the proper medium in which

they are placed, as it respected temperature, whether in the

open fields—in the state of the yards - or buildings in which

they were confined. He then described particular cases of

mismanagement, and enumerated the various diseases pro-

duced. Red water, he considered, was frequently caused by

turning young stock that have been warmly housed during the

winter, into the fields just as the spring sets in. From the

hot-house system they have undergone, they are prematurely

preparing to put on their summer coats, which were invariably

formed at the expense of the constitution ; and the exposure

of their almost naked backs to cold and wet, at that period,

produces frequently constitutional disturbances of the digestive

organs; and recZ w«<ec, which is primarily a disease of those

organs, and not of the kidneys, is the result. Hoose, he con-

sidered also an affection engendered by crowding young cattle

together during the winter, and brought into action by ex-

posure to a few cold stormy nights shortly after being turned

out. Diseased lungs were also commonly produced by the

same cause. He considered it dangerous to breed from a con-

sumptive cow, as it is commonly communicated to the offspring.

The heifer of a consumptive cow may rear her first calf, but

very rarely a second one. The lecturer then described some of

those pestilential low typhoid diseases, such as murrain, pleuro

pneumonia, &c., &c., and said he frequently traced their source

to the crowded state of cattle houses, and the exposure of the

inmates to dirt, filth, and want of proper ventilation, as well as

exposure to damp and cold, The felon,—a disease known in

some other counties as "joint murrain," or " quarter evil"—was

very common iii Cornwall. This he considered to be caused more

frequently by an error in diet, and to be the consequence of

pushing the vital energies of young stock too fast and too sud-

den. " I have witnessed it more commonly," he said, "on

fai'ms where the stock are starved and stuffed by turns, than

where regular and judicious feeding is practised ; and we more

commonly find the complaint make its appearance in the

spring and autumn, consequent on an early or late flush of

grass." As one means of preventing so many serious losses

in the rearing department, he strongly enforced that all stock

intended to be depastui-ed the following summer should never

be tied up in close ill-ventilated cattle-houses during the win-

ter, but kept in small yards having sheds attached sufficiently

large to accommodate four or five steers, or two or three heifers

in calf. Those yards, which are called hammels in the south

of Scotland, should have a southern aspect, and the floor of the

shed should be raised about two feet above the floor of the

yard, and well littered to keep the young stock dry and warm.

Alluding to farmers who do not possess these conveniences, he

said they were in the habit of turning their young beasts out

in their farm-yards two or three hours during the day when

the weather permitted, and then it was not a very uncommon

sight to see them scampering about the lanes and parish roads.

He could not too forcibly impress on the landed interest of the

county the necessity, that in all new farm buildings about to

be erected, or in the alteration and improvement of old ones,

the hammelling system should not be lost sight of. Those

yards would be found convenient for many purposes, such as

summer soilinsj where it is practised, &c., and he believed that

few tenants would refuse paying 5 per cent, on the outlay to

his landlord for the accommodation. Respecting /af^eKHi^r cattle,

he spoke of the new method lately introduced on several es-

tates in this district, by feeding cattle in boxes, as on

the estate of Mr. Daubuz, of Killiow, Mr. W. Hodge, Calles-

tock Veor, and the Messrs. Davey, Tywarnhayle farm. He de-

scribed the method of feeding, as adopted by Messrs. Davey'

very minutely. The cost of each bullock was about Is. 5Jd.

per day on the average. Thus

—

d.

2 lbs. of linseed, 44s. per qr 2^
6 lbs. of barley meal, or rye, at '^d 4-^

84 lbs. of turnips, at 10s. per ton . . . . 4J
14 lbs. of hay, at 3s. per cwt 4^
Attendance and fuel 1^

Is. S^d.

The chopped hay or straw was first mixed with the meal in a

shallow wooden cistern, and was incorporated with the linseed
^

mucilage in a boiling state. The cattle were fed six times a

day—three times with turnips, and three times with the linseed

compound ; and on this system they were enabled to fatten *

oxen, averaging 10 cwt. of the very best quality meat, in six-

teen weeks. Thus the farmer is enabled to feed three animals
|

instead of one on the old plan, and thereby make a quicker re-

turn of his capital, which was the life of trade. The lecturer

said that there was good policy in using chaff, of some kind

or other, as a vehicle for the linseed mucilage into the stomachs

of cattle. If the stomachs of cattle were not moderately filled

by a meal, notwithstanding it be a rich and nutritious diet, the

muscles, whose exercise tend to produce a healthy digestion,

are not called into action by the food being kept in constant

motion in the stomach, and indigestion, with all its various

train of evils, was the consequence. After this, the lecturer

proceeded to point out many diseases in cattle produced by

mismanagement in the feeding department, such as distention

of the rumen, called roven; also diseases of the third stomach

—the manyplas —such as fardel bound. Speaking of the third

stomach, he said there were very few diseases by which cattle
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were afflicted, iu which it is not involved. It was frequently

diseased from beiug overloaded with hard, iudjgestible food

—

such as straw-chafi', fibrous turnips; and in most cases of

death, which occur from this cause, portions of indigested food

have been found iu a hard, baked state, between the leaves of

the manyplus. Respecting cooking of food for cattle, he

showed, both by the peculiar digestive apparatus of the ox, as

well as by the experience of farmers, that steaming of roots,

hay, and straw, was unnecessary ; and he strongly recom-

mended the braising of grain of every kind. This part of the

lecture was confirmed by several expcriuieuts, lately conducted

on the feeding properties of grain of different descriptions,

given in a whole or bruised state. The lecture was a long

one, and excited considerable attention ; and many of the

points brought forward were calculated to awaken much
interest.

A discussion of considerable length then took place on the

subjects treated of in the lecture, and first on the cattle sta-

tistics. Mr. James and Mr. UoBLE thought the estimate of

Mr. Karkeek, that twenty head of cattle were kept on one

I
hundred acres, on the average, iu the county, was too high an

estimate ; it was more, they said, than were kept in that neigh-

I bourhood. Mr. Karkeek replied, that when he was getting

up his report on the farming of Cornwall, he had some fifty

different returns from highly respectable farmers iu various dis-

tricts, and he found, including calves and fatted stock, that the

cattle kept amounted in the county to full 20 per cent. ; in

some districts it was from 15 to 30 per cent. Mr. Williams
said, that in the north of Cornwall, particularly in the granite

districts, they rear a great many more cattle, and keep less

I

sheep, than in the neighbourhood of I'robus. Probably the

I
average for the county was thus rendered higher than it was

in that neighbourhood.

In respect to breeding cattle, Mr. IJoble said he had bred

animals which, though kept well, would only make, after they

' were fed, about a dozen pounds at three years old. He had

bred other cattle, and had done it last year, v.hich made £27
each at three years old. These cattle were a cross from a

short-horn bull, though a vastly inferior bidl to tlie splendid

one now belonging to the club. When they got stock from

that fine animal he expected tiiey would have cattle of much

greater weight and more profitable. He would advise all who
' breed to breed from the very best animals they could get.

—

Mr. Williams asked what breed of animals paid only £12

at three years old? Mr. Doble replied that perhaps they

were mongrels, for mifortunately he could not always get

thorough-breds to breed from, sufficient to supply the stock on

his farm. When, however, he bred from pure North Devons

they paid well, though the mongrel stock would not.—In reply

to Mr. P. Davis, Mr. Doble said he believed if they crossed

any kind of cow—North Devon, Jersey, or Guernsey—with a

1 pure -bred Durham bull, they would have a better stock than

. before ; but he did not think they would pay as well as when

they had the pure breed on both sides.

In regard to rearing cattle, Mr. James thought they sub-

jected themselves to great loss in the early days of rearing

calves, which were generally taken from the cows when four,

six, or eight days old, and then are put entirely on skim-milk.

If they were allowed to remain on the cows eight days, and

then had raw milk for the next eight weeks, it woul d make a

very considerable dift'erence in their appearance. But some-

times the calves had not even a sufficient supply of skim milk,

consequently they were impoverished, and their improvement

impeded for mouths to come.—Mr. Downing recommended

that two calves should be put on a cow, and that no skim milk

should be given to calves, but let them suck the cow from the

time tliey are born till they are t.iken from the cow altogether.

—Mr. UoiiLE agreed that the giving calves skim milk was a

wrong system ; the putting two calves on a cow was a very

good plan, but tlioy could not always practise it ; if, however,

they gave them raw milk instead of scald, it would be nmchthe
same thing. He approved of the hammelling system as de-

scribed by Mr. Karkeek ; his father introduced it thirty years

ago when he took Barteliver farm. At Carvazza they had two

linhays, with two fields adjoining one, and one field adjoining

the other. Their yearlings were put there in the whiter, and
they go into the fields by day or by night whenever they liked ;

they go out into the linhays to cat hay, and turnips were car-

ried for them to cat in the fields ; the older ones had no tur-

nips, but only hay. They answer very well, and in the spring,

when turned out to grass, they do not feel the weather, because

they are used to it. The second year they are put into other

yards, withaliuhay attached to run in and out, giving them straw

and turnips, or hay and turnips. In the third year they were

sometimes fed in those yards or were tied up. Mr. Karkeek

might say the best plan was to feed in boxes, and he agreed

with him that it was perhaps an improvement on the hammel-

ling system. Having made trial, however, he thought those

in the yards did as well as those tied up by the neck. Of
course the feeding cattle had the best hay, and the others the

inferior given them.—Mr. Bassett, of St. Enoder, approved

of Mr. Downiug's plan of putting two calves on one cow ; his

father had tried it, and found it to answer much better than

the old system of meatiug by hand.—Mr. Faull said a remedy

for the felon or (|uarter-evil (referred to in Mr. Karkeek's lec-

ture) was the application of a seton to the neck. He knew a

person who rears fifteen animals a year, and he never lost one

since he applied it ; his neighbours practised the same.—Mr.
Bassett said young sheep and bullocks were generally lost

when a iiard frost comes in, when they were fed in an irregular

manner, which was a confirmation of what Mr. Karkeek had

said respectuig the result of fits and starts in feeding.—Mr.
Karkeek observed that it was the practice on Earl Spencer's

estate to apply a seton to the animal's dewlap ; by keeping up

a drain it prevents plethora from the action of a sudden excess

of food.—Mr. Kendall said that during the last fourteen or

fifteen years he had bought and fed about five hundred bul-

locks, and had kept them as recommended by Mr. Karkeek,

running in rough yards dm-ing winter, and let them go in the

fields in summer. His object w'as never to fatten them during

the winter, but in summer ; and during the last fourteen years

he had not lost one out of 500 animals, though he had been

obliged to kill two or three. Still, if he had to fatten cattle

during winter he should keep them in the house rather than iu

the yards. Box-feeding he believed was preferable to tying up.

He had known cattle that were kept in go back very much when

turned out in May, but his bullocks being kept differently were

not so aft'ected by the weather ; bullocks kept in the house he

thought should not be turned out in the .summer.—Mr.

Karkeek considered that cattle once tied up should remain

so till sold to the butcher ; and there was no doubt that cattle

would fatten better if tied up in the house, or in boxes, than if

kept on the hammelling system, because cold, wet, and damp
produced hunger. He recommended hammelling for cattle

intended to be pastured in the following season, but cattle

intended to be fattened should be tied up or put in boxes.

—

In reply to Mr. Downing, Mr. Karkeek said that turning

the cattle out occasionally in winter, when the weather would

permit, which was the common practice in this county, was

preferable to keeping them always tied up by the head, but the

hammelling system was better.—Mr. Kendall was of the

same opinion, for if bullocks were turned out in the morning
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after being kept warm in the night, and a heavy flood of rain

fell, they would be shivering for hours ; then if tied in the

house the heat did them as much harm as the cold. He found

that his bullocks lay out if the weather was dry, though it

might be cold ; but if it was raining they sought shelter. Mr.

W. Trethevvy said bullocks should be tied in to eat their

turnips, otherwise the master bullock would deprive the

others of their portion ; the trouble of doing this would be

recompensed by their improved condition, and they might thus

keep six or eight in a small yard where they could otherwise

keep only four.—The Ch.\irman said he had had a little

experience in box feeding, and there could be no doubt that

bullocks fattened a great deal faster in boxes than when tied by

the head ; bullocks would thrive as much in one month in a

[

box, as in six weeks when tied by the head, and having the

' same food. The question was, however, how could they get

those boxes, for if they could get them there was no doubt

they would answer exceedingly well.—Mr. Kendall said it

would be worth giving the landlord five per cent, on the outlay,

and the tenant would gain ten per cent, from it afterwards.

TURNIP FLY.

Sir,— I have been frequently asked for further in-

formation on the means I have used to protect the

Swedish turnip plants from being injured by the fly,

since an imperfect account was given by Mr. Rainbird,

in his book on "Suffolk Farming; and Mr. Rainbird

has, si7ice he published his book, requested me to give

him a more detailed account ; but I did not, as it would

require a pamphlet to state the nature and habits of the

fly, how and where bred, and why all the various modes

adopted have failed, &c.

All the modes adopted, such as rolling tarred cloths

or boards, sweeping them off with elder boughs, ropes,

&c., were adopted from not being aware of the nature

and habits of the fly ; so also was Mr. Sutton's half-

guinea receipt. The fact is, they abound everywhere

where there is shelter for them in the winter and food in

the summer, and emerge in swarms as early in the spring

as the weather permits, commonly in the second week

in April, in a calm day, thermometer at 60, and sooner

under shelter of a wood or fence, and extend their flight

in still warmer weather, and are constantly alighting on

the space gone over with the roll or the boards, &c.,

drawn over the land ; thus, it is almost labour in vain to

keep them off the plants.

My land being too heavy to feed turnips on, or cast

off without injury, I had tried every mode recommended

to protect swede turnips from the fly for years, as swedes

could be carted and stored in a frost, but with moderate

success. On such soils, as they grow slow, they require

to be sown early, and no other turnips being sown all

the flies near by flocked on them, and if they did not

destroy the plant they jagged them so as to stunt the

plants, and retarded their growth, so that the weeds got

a-head, and increased the cost of hoeing, and injured

the crop. Being informed by the Rev. Mr. Kirby

(joint author of a celebrated book on insects) that the

turnip fly abounded everywhere in a perfect state in the

spring, I intended to give up attempting to grow swedes,

and having swede seed by me I drilled it with my com-

mon turnip seed, presuming (from having adopted the

general opinion) that the flies preferred the swedes ; but

they scarcely touched the swedes, but swarmed on the

common turnip : I hoed them up, and left the swedes

for a crop, and I followed this plan for some years, until

by accident I found that mustard attracted the flies,

and protected both swede and common turnips. It was

a singular circumstance that occurred to convince me
that such was the fact, but it requires too much space to

relate. I have since continually sown or drilled mustard

to protect early sown turnips, and never have missed ob-

taining a plant. Later sown turnips seldom require pro-

tection, because showers fall more frequently.

I am led to forward this to you, in consequence of a

Mr. Abbott, of Needham Market, inquiring for in-

formation as to the mode I pursue ; and by another gen-

tleman, as to whether I thought a tarred board would

catch the flies off the turnips, as stated by a gentleman at

a meeting of the committee of the Royal Agricultural

Society ; which shows that using guano, sulphuric acid,

bones, &c., does not always prevent the fly from in-

juring the turnip plants.

I do not know that any of my neighbours adopt my
plan constantly, but I believe that two who have sown

the swede and common turnip mixed, say it is some trou-

ble, and that the flies do not destroy the turnip plant

very often.

If any one chooses to try the plan, if the field is in-

tended to be part swedes and a part common turnip,

mustard may be drilled a week or two before the swede

seed is sown, on a part of the land intended for common
turnips, or in an adjoining field if fallow ; a small space

will suffice, say a quarter of an acre, and better drilled

than sown, and the thicker the better. The mustard is

worth the cost to plough in.

If the swedes are drilled, and the drill admit, a row of

mustard may be drilled (hick at intervals of 20 or 30

yards over the field to attract the flies that come from

an opposite direction to where the mustard is growing

;

the mustard seed should be steeped to cause it to vege-

tate before the turnip seed.

Furrows may be sown at intervals where a drill is not

used.

Early sown slow-growing beet is sometimes injured

by the fly ; mustard sown or drilled will prevent this.

A market gardener told me that his cabbage plants es-

caped being destroyed by the fly by saving his mustard

intended for market, when all his neighbours' plants

were destroyed. He was not aware that I had used

mustard to protect my turnips, but told it me as a secret

worth knowing.

Turnip flies may be found, I presume, on the mustard
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in every gaiflen ; they breed in May or June, when they

continue night aii'l day on the turnips or inuslanh

Less turnip seed is required if it is found by experience

that the flics feed on the mustard.

In two cases I found that the mustard I had sown

attracted the saw fly, and prevented their hirva from

injuring my turnips, while my neighbours' turnips were

infested.

Tills long epistle is but ii very imperfect history of the

Uunip lly, its nature and habits, where b;ed, why tur-

nips are more injured by the fly than formerly, &c.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Chas. Poppv.

Wilncsham, Ipswich, April 2nd.

SPROTBRO' FARMERS' CLUB

A meetinn; of the members of this club

ti'ok ]ilacc on the evening of January lith, at

tlie house of Mr. Avery, the Boat Inn. In conse-

quence of several unavoidable circumstances, the

attendance of members was not so numerous as on

})revious occasions. There was, however, no dimi-

nution in the interest of the discussion, and it may

1)6 stated without fear of contradiction that the

(k'bate was equally, if not more, satisfactory than

any one which had preceded it. Mr. Wood was

unanimously called to the chair.—The subject

which had been selected for the evening's consi-

deration was that of "manures."

Mr. HicKSON (Sprotbro') gave his experience on

the subject. He said he preferred the various

manures which were taken into the fold-yard being

mixed as much together as possible. For instance,

that from the stable, from the cow-house, and what

was made in the yard, were greatly improved by

being thrown together, and which should be applied

to the land in a fermented state ; turned from nine

days to three weeks before using. In this condi-

tion he found it better for turnips than when cold.

As they found a change of cropping much more

successful, so he believed they would find a change

in the manures ; and, therefore, he recommended

the use of bones dissolved, whether by sulphuric

acid or any other means. He had seen dissolved

and raw bones used together, and the dissolved ones

did much better ; besides, the cost was less. His
chief object in using these was simply giving the

land a change. They had found burnt clay and
ashes good for barley. They had all long used
bones, rape-dust, and farm-yard manure, ^^'ith

regard to otlier tillages he was not very fond of

guano, on account of its uncertainty—sometimes
being successful and sometimes otherwise. In using

bones he preferred mixing with them a little rape •

dust. He might also observe that a greater change

of cropping was desirable; as by growing line,

tares, or mustard. He thought mustard might be

grown to profit without allowing it to stand until it

was ripe. If the land was anything like clean, they

might plough it, sow the seed, and then plough the

crop in, which would certainly improve the soil.

It also might be sown on the ridges of turnips at

the last time of hoeing ; the sheep eating it if they

chose to do so. His main oljject, he repeated,

was in recommending a change of manuring. He
intended trying the plan on a small scale, and then

he could be able to report of its results. If they

were not bound by agreement, he considered they

ought to grow occasionally such half-tillage crops

as line ; not as a general crop, but as a variation they

might be found beneficial.

Mr. DuNWELL., jun. (Wilsic), in reference to a

remark of Mr. Hickson's as to growing tares and
lints, and such like crops, by way of a change, ob-

served that that plan he had seen tried, but it was
not successful. The tares and lints were mown, and
eaten by sheep upon the land, from out of racks, in

addition to a supply of cake ; and yet withal the fol-

lowing wheat crop suffered. The dilFerence was not

so important in the barley.

Mr. Geo. Mann (Scawsby) was next called

upon. He said he considered that it was the duty

of all of them to state fully and fairly their indi-

vidual experience, and whether they succeeded or

failed. The subject they had that night met to de-

bate upon was one of the greatest importance, and
one which he thought opened a very wide field for

discussion. He agreed with the remark of Mr.
Hickson's that as there were many new manures
offered to their notice, they ought first of all to try

them on a small scale, not too much of one at a

time. He believed this club at one of their former

meetings had come to the conclusion that farm-yard

manure, with bones, was best suited for growing

turnips. In that opinion he quite agreed. Too
much attention, however, could not be paid to the

making of that manure ; and therefore the cattle in

the yards must not be neglected. With respect to

feeding and breeding stock, experience had taught

him that stock bred upon the farm.if of a good sort,

did better than when bought in ; consequently he

reared every calf dropped both in winter and sum-

mer. It was quite necessary to keep their calves

in a growing state, giving an unlimited sujiply of

food, thus allowing them never to remain at a

stand-still, and by this means he got bullocks off

fat at two years old which formerly had to be kept

until three years. Not only was much time saved

in bringing them to market, but the manure was

also greatly improved. Their farm-yards generally

were very ill-adapted for the purposes for which

they were required. Every care should be paid to

the yard and the stock in winter, so that a poor

animal, with the present price of cake, would not be

found at spring. Many of them had too much

H H
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straw ill winter, and as they were much incon-

venienced by the general deficiency of yard-room, it

was too a])t to be wasted, if, however, they had a

better arrangement in their yards, and of their

cattle, they would be able to have their straw more
equally trodden, and thus improve the manure. He
had hitherto been very careless as to the liquid

manure, but he was quite satisfied that ought not
to be the case. It was very necessary that their

out-buildings should be spouted, and have the

rain-water conducted away. Whether it was better

to apply this manure in a liquid state, or have it

mixed with compost, he would not say. He pre-

ferred mixing it with compost, and with it they cer-

tainly might have as good a tillage as some whicli

they bought. He had been accustomed to the use
of bones as much as most of them. He had seen

sixty bushels per acre laid upon the land M'ith a

shovel. There could be no doubt that their fer-

tilizing qualities were then not exhausted so soon
as l)y the present method of grinding ; and some of

the fields which many years ago received such a

liberal dressing were indebted to that circumstance
for the present fine crops they now saw grown upon
them. He remembered some years ago observing
at Pigburn, in going through a field of wheat, that

one portion was much better " topped" than the

other ; and on inquiry he found that many years

previously this part had received what would now
be considered an excessive dressing of bones. He
was not favourable to dissolved bones. He had
this last year adopted Mr. Pusey's plan, that was,

by the use of sand, and a rich mould appeared to be
the result, which he had drilled with a portion of

his turnips. The turnips which had not received

dissolved bones were superior to those which had.

He had no doubt that the extra quantity of bones
which had been given to the land, and which he had
before referred to, would tell for years to come. He
was, therefore, no advocate for dissolved bones, and
thought they took away too much out of the land,

without leaving sufficient for after crops ; but this

was a question for the chemist to decide. With
respect to guano : some spoke very favourably of

it. He believed that the late seasons had given it

every advantage. It was an excellent top-dressing

for both wheat and barley ; in fact, every yard that

received it told of its beneficial efifects. Rape-dust
did well in wet seasons, but it was not at all suited

for a dry one. It was surprising how well it had
done the last season. He had used very little guano,
but from his experience and what he had seen, he
thought that it was most successful as a top dressing.

He might state, nevertheless, that the best crop of

turnips he had seen was one which had been grown
from guano. There was no question that artifical

manure had been the making of their land.

Formerly it kept but little stock, and v/ith sheep and
the use of artificial tillages, that which was then
considered the poorest was now the best in the

parish. There was one circumstance which he
wished more particularly to impress upon their

minds. Since the introduction of the new manures
of which they had been speaking, he thought that

the farmer ought to possess some knowledge of

chemistry ; and he trusted those who had children

to follow them in their occupation would not allow

them to complete their education without allowing

them to learn something of agricultural chemistry.

However good practice might be, there could be no
doubt that practice with science was much better.-

Agriculture had very much improved in the last

half century ; much remained yet to be done..

Their only object was to grow as much as they

could get the land to produce. He referred them
to the speech of their member—Mr. Denison

—

delivered a little while ago at the Wakefield show,

when he recommended them to " Read, read."

He quite agreed with Mr. Denison, and he was
confident if they only attended their clubs and
heard what j^ractical men said, they would become
all the wiser for what they were told. For himself

he could say, that he never went away from home
but he returned all the better for what he had seen.

The country was now dotted over with scientific

men, and from all these they might learn some-

thing. The present prices of corn were certainly

low and the times discouraging : he still believed a

good time was in store for them. They must grow
more produce ; and if they wished to farm for jjrofit

they must farm well. With respect to the ap])lica-

tion of their tillages, he had heard of some who at

the present time spread their farm-yard manure on

the land for turnips. He did not think it was a

plan which was generally followed, although he had
seen it practised twenty years ago. On their own
t^oils, for turnips he preferred, with Mr. Hickson,

laying it between the ridges at the time of sowing.

On stronger soils it might be found better. The
fertilizing action was more immediate with dissolved

bones, but he thought there was much more per-

manency in bone-dust. Turnips which were re-

quired for early eating, they might employ dissolved

bones. They now had tiieir bones ground so small,

that it was quite a different thing to what it was
when they were at first applied to the land. He
knew of a person at Mar, who remembered the first

load of bones which came to that village, and so

liberally were they thrown upon the land and in

such large pieces that they were accustomed to tread

them in after the land was ploughed. Bones were

best adapted for growing turnips. If tv/enty

bushels of bones per acre were applied to wheat it

would not be so profitable as if applied to turnips.

They were more advantageous in light soils for

green crops. They also succeeded better in warm
weather. In cold clay land they were found of no
benefit whatever. He had last year tried Kagen-
busch's manure, but it did not succeed. The sea-

son was certainly unfavourable for it. Liquid

manure, he again said, was best mixed with com-

post, and with it he had no doubt they might make
as good manure as some for which they now gave

£5 per ton. There could be no question that im-

provements were required in their farm-yards;

more so than in anything else. They were all much
indebted to the suggestions of scientific men, and
if they did not at all times speak what was really

practicable, they set them a thinking, and thus

created new ideas and new plans. He urged upon
them to make a better use of their straw, and a

better arrangement of their farm-yards and in the

classification of cattle ; more manure would be made
at home, and thus part of the immense expense they
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were now put to in the piircliasc of artificial manures
s ivcd.

In answer to questions from sc\-eral mem1)ers,
l\Ir. Mann furtlier observed that bones in tlie

l.;ilf-incli state lasted longer than dust, and he gave
' I, t, description the preference. Dissolved bones

;ht be better where the crop of turnips was
iiilile to be destroyed by the wire-worm.
Mr. JuNKiNSoN (Cadeby) was next called upon.

lie com])limented Mr. Mann for the interesting^ re-

])i)rt he had given them, and he could truly say he
agreed with everything he had said. His farm
marly wholly consisted of arable land ; therefore he
luid much straw to consume, and was recpiired to

kcv'i) considerably more cattle In winter than he

t lald in summer. The question v/hich sort of

( :;iLle for M'inter keeping was most profitable was
nio very important to himself, shice he must keep
: 'ine in order to convert his straw into manure.
I ! e' had tried many sorts ; but he had not found
t'.in at all profitable— sometimes realizing, and
Dinetimes not, as much as they cost liim. Last

\ lar it was a very unfavourable season ; but without
iMiy profit he thought it better to have stock, rather

tl:;ui have the straw in a half-made state. AVith

io-pect to liquid manure, Mr. Jenkinson gave some
iuteresting facts from a work which he had been
reading, known as the " Muck i\Ianual." From it,

it api)eared that the Flemish farmers and their

farm yards Vv-ere in a very different state to our own.
The urine of cattle was there caught without going
amongst tlie fold-yard manure. With the price of

labour here he thought their plans would not be
profitable with them.selves. Many experiments
with the liquid and farm-yard n~anures were de-

tailed ; but taking into account the respective pro-

portions of each, the farm-yard manure was the

more successful. Presuming that 20 loads of farm-
yard manure and 20 bushels of bones per acre pro-

duced the same result, it was evident that the bones
were the cheapest. He was of opinion that bones,

with ra])e-dust, drilled together, was the cheapest

tillage they could use for turnips. Last year he had
tried nine loads of good Doncaster manure against

10 bushels of bone-dust and two cwts. of guano
per acre. He did expect the former would have
proved the more successful ; but it was not so, the

light dressing of guano and bones growing the best

crop. The comparative expense he estimated at

£4 lOs. for the town manure, and £2 per acre for

the bones and guano. At one period it was his

practice to apply to turnips no farm-yard manure,
but only bones at the rate of 20 to 30 bushels per

acre; and he had never better turnips. He laid

his farm-yard manure upon the seeds. In one in-

stance he had applied the manure too late, and a

hot season following, it did more harm than good ;

and, therefore, it was advisable to lay it as soon as

possible upon the seeds. He was confident that

bones were most profitable for turnips, and sup-
posing that they spent £2 per acre, it was more
judiciously exj)ended in bones than in purchasing
manure. Mr, Mann made use of an observation
which he could quite bear out. He observed that

he never went from home without learning some-
thing. He was of the same opinion. If a person
had any discrimination whatever he could not go

from home without gaining some information which

was valuable to him. J-ast ycdv he had piffcrrcd

bones and raije-dust for turnips. Rape-dust very

much depended upon a season. In 1817 he got a

ton of rape-dust which cost him £10 and was

ground as fine as flour. The rape-dust of the pre-

sent day was altogether of (juite a different descrip-

tion. Guano he would also apjily occasionally with

bones for turnips ; but as at the time of the year

^vhich this crop was sown fine weather was more

probable, the chances of its success were, therefore,

against it. He had used guano for turnijis, as a

top dressing, and on grass land, and only in two

instances had it remunerated him for the outlay.

In one of them he gave as a top-dressing to a crop

of wheat 2^ cwt. per acre, and here he had foiuid

much benefit. Upon a jjortion of a crop of rapes

he aj)plied farm-yard manure and two cwt. of guano

per acre, \\-hile on another portion of the same crop

he gave three cwt. of guano. In the portion which

received only guano the wheat crop was very defi-

cient as compared with the other.

Mr. HiCKSON had used guano, and it was not

generally successful. He had been unfortunate in

the season. On one occasion, on a crop of rapes he

found it of the greatest l)enefit.

Mr. Webster (Sprotbru') had applied guano at

the rate of six cwt. per acre, mixed with ashes, and
had got good crops of turnips,

A somewhat desultory conversation amongst the

members followed in respect of the value of g\iano

and the time of application of farm-yard manure to

seeds ; the result of which was that as guano was
very uncertain in its effects, and chiefly dependent

upon a wet season, its general use was not advisa-

ble except as a top dressing; while with regard to

the latter question the unanimous opinion was that

the sooner farm-yard manure was laid U])on the

land after harvest the more efficacious was it in its

eflfects.

Mr. Dun WELL stated that he would apply not

less than half a ton of guano per acre for turni])s,

sown broadcast from a hopper, the land ridged not

too deep, afterwards splitting the ridges, and then

drilling the seed. The turnips would be equal to

any grown from other tillages. They had used it

for five years, and it had never failed. The value

of this guano was about £S per ton, although he be-

lieved the guano which formerly cost £l5 per ton

was chea])er at that price than the present offered

at £8,

After some further remarks, the following resolu-

tion was unanimously agreed upon :

—

" With a view to the permanent improvement and
most profitable cultivation of the soil, this meeting

is of opinion that good farm-yard manure is superior

to anything else, allowing it to ferment, applying it

to the land immediately after, or while in such

state. In artificial tillages a decided preference is

given to bones. It would, however, recommend for

more general use, a judicious application of the two

together."

After a vote of thanks t o the chairman, the meet-

ing separated.

II u 2
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CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.—MAY.

The last article was brought to the end of the

third week of March, just after the spring equinox,

till when the weather had been settled, and in a

state entirely propitious to all the operations of

garden and field ; some indications of a change

then occurred, which passed away till the day of

the new moon on the 24th. Little reliance is to be

placed upon the changes of that luminary ; although

experience appears in some degree to sanction the

opinion that the morning lunations rather favour a

showery condition of weather, as, on the contrary,

those which occur in the afternoon after 2 o'clock

till rather after midnight, may indicate fine weather.

We would not urge this view of lunar changes

as in any great degree worthy of anything beyond

a certain degree of observation ; but now, in order

to repudiate a weak superstition, it may not be

amiss to allude to the moon of Saturday, March

24. Some persons attaching faith to an old saying,

that bad weather follows a change on the seventh

day of the week, have availed themselves of the

occasion thus oflfered, and announced in the co-

lumns of the pubHc press that there would, in all

probability, be rain on at least twenty days between

that 24th day and the following new moon, which

would occur on Sunday, the 22nd inst ! Now, it

must be admitted that to the l6th April inclusive

our tables note nineteen days whereon there has

been rain, snow, or sleet, with a very depressed

temperature. So far, then, the prophets of evil

have appeared to be borne out in their gloomy

prognostics. But here facts must be set in array

against superstition ; for not only has the weather

been actually dry and more favourable in North

Britain, but we had a full moon on the 1 1 th of

November, 1848, followed by a neiv moon on the

25th, both occurring on the Saturday—and yet

twenty-two of the days were dry ; and many of the

remainder so slightly wet, that November and De-

cember were justly considered to be the finest

months of the last quarter of that year. It were

well to lose sight of lunar prognostics generally,

and especially so far as may be referred to hours

or days.

OPERATIONS IN THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

The m.onth divides into two periods : the first

of which includes the 15th day, when, in ordinary

seasons there remains little danger of sharp morn-

ing frosts ; the second^ period extends to the end

of May. In the first—Sow kidney beans, and the

runner varieties, in pots or pans containing light

vegetable mould, with much fibrous matter. The

seeds need not be more than an inch covered ; and

may be very numerous in the pots, &c. Being

then enclosed in a secure frame, or placed in some

light shed, the plants will advance rapidly ; and the

roots taking firm hold of the fibrous portions will

be ready to be safely transplanted so soon as the

open ground shall be warmed by the sun. Seeds

sown early in open beds or borders will always be

in peril if the season prove cold and rainy.

Sow ]}eas of every variety. The tall marrows

remain longest in season, provided the ground be

deeply prepared ; but the " Queen of the Dwarfs"

is perhaps the best variety of all, because the seeds

may be put two or three mches apart, and the rows

need not be more than eighteen or twenty inches

asunder, so dwarfish is its habit.

Stir the soil of all the jirevious sowings before

staking the plants, and also that between rows of

beans, cabbages, kail, and the several species of

brassica : then draw a little earth near the stems.

One remark suggests itself concerning guano ; as

its great use is found in the ammoniacal salts it

contains. Brassicas abound in hydro-nitrogenous

elements ; and I have proved that in dry weather,

the soil being a firm hazel loam, guano-liquor, ])re-

pared by thoroughly blending about one ounce of

it 'vvith a gallon of rain-water, and applied to the

extent of one pint on the stirred earth of each plant,

induced a richness of colour and luxuriance of

growth that was quite remarkable.

Transplant spring-sown cabbages and savoys for

autumn and winter, also red cabbages, into open

spots. Plant in rows during moist weather two

to two-and-a-half feet asunder; the plants from

eighteen inches to two feet in the rows. Sow, for

savoy, the " Dwarf green," to transplant in July.

Remove the glasess from cauUJlowers j and when

the heads begin to apjiear break and turn over them

a leaf or two, as a defence from hot sun and wet,

If water be required, " dish" the ground about the

stems, or rather form a ring-channel, about six

inches remote, and pour into it the guano-hquor,

or of a fluid prepared by stirring together a peck

of sheep manure, a pint of coal soot, and about half

the quantity of common salt, for eighteen gallons

of water. In three days this fluid, after repeated

stirrings, will, when bright, be ready for use ; and a

further 'quantity may be made by adding to the

sediment twelve gallons more of water.

Asparagus may be cut, with a saw-like knife>
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slanting below the surface. We would fain hope

that the fashionable, tasteless packwax begins to

be discouraged ; fine, green, tender shoots, six

inches or more long, and full of flavour, ought only

to ])e encouraged.

Sow lettuce seed, transjjlant some cos and other

sorts previously sown, and prefer moist weather.

Tie up some jilants that are forward.

Sow small salads, cresses, mustard, radish. Sec,

fortnightly, spinach twice, turnips, carrots, parsley,

and sweet lierbs ; but the latter are more success-

fully raised by rooted suckers, slijjs, and root-

stocks—as mint, sage, thyme, marjoram, lavender,

and rosenumj : shade and moisture are, however,

refjuiied.

In the second and warmer period, sow cucumbers

o\'er a manured trench for late table use, and for

firkins : cover with a hand-glass.

Plant gourds, ^JH7/yj/n'«.9, vegetable marroios, and

love-apples near a warm wall; to be trained either

against a trellis or stakes placed slanting, or close

against the face of the wall.

Slugs are sad pests. Sprinkle powdered quick-

lime freely morning and evening. Lime-water may
occasionally be used.

Celery.—-Plant out from the seed-beds of March
into some small plot of rich earth, first thoroughly

dug and raked,. Set the plants five or six inches

a])art. Sometimes large pans are used, the bottoms

of which are covered with an inch or two of decay-

ing littery dung. The roots seize hold of this, and

become full and stocky; and then are moved with

:ifety.

HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT.
Apricots, peaches, and nectarines begin to make

vigorous shoots ; and will demand particular care

to select and secure those retained. Hence, one of

the first operations (and which also must be per-

sisted in by degrees) is that termed " disbudding,"

that is, the removal of the fore-right, back, and

other irregular new wood. By this means not

only is figure consulted, but a proper portion of

\vell-])laced bearing shoots " for another year"

is provided. Over-luxuriant shoots are generally

considered useless; but the skilful pruner can

frequently convert them to good purpose. Lay-

isig-in and nailing (or what is far preferable tying

to iron rod-trellisses fixed an inch or two in front

of the wall's face) must be thought of when the

new shoots become firmish in texture, so as to re-

tain pliability consistent with strength.

Treat the spur-bearing, wall, and espalier trees

much in the same way with respect to the oblitera-

tion of useless shoots. Train the leaders at full

length. Watch the setting of the fruit of all trees,

and begin with apricots, to thin it, when too thickly

set,

Vines on walls.—If the weather be warm the

shoots will advance rapidly, and the bearers must

be daily observed to prevent their breaking ofl':

useless barren wood is to be removed ; June, how-

ever, will be the criterion season, as it always is.

Strawberries of the early kinds will be in full

blossom. Such are Cuthill's "Black Prince,"

very fine, and the Keen's seedhngs ; the " Pines,"

" Queen," and Knight's " Elton" progressively

later. If watering be required, now is the season

to give it copiously ; but a full covering of straw

litter between the rows, or round border plants,

laid on before the spring moisture has passed away,

oft'ers the best security. The trusses of fruit are

thereby kept clean, and a vast deal of trouble is

obviated.

Examine trees newly grafted. Remove wood

shoots arising from below, on the stock. As the

scions advance in length, remove the clay, secure

them by neat sticks and ties (especially " crown-
grafts") from being broken by wind, and gradually

loosen the bandages first put on. The buds of last

year will shoot vigorously, and should be equally

guarded.

FORCED FRUITS.

Peaches demand great attention. Ventilate

wherever fruit is ripening ; protect from glaring

sun ; and think seriously of the good effects that

may arise from the adoption of glass roughed by

grinding on one surface, or by a light, durable

varnish (fluoric acid, were it cheap and of ready

application, might be suggested). I believe that

we do not suflficiently appreciate the advantages of

chastened white light

!

Pine-apples.—If the spring-shifting be still in

arrears, it must be attended to. Avoid a check

;

shade till the roots begin again to work, and then

excite growth by a warm moist atmosphere. Every

gardener who possesses command of means, ought

to inspect the operations in other gardens wherein

the Hamiltonian and Meudon systems are going

on ; so that, by comparison, he might be more qua-

lified to regulate his own practice.

Figs must be freely watered ; using occasionally

some manuring liquid. As the young shoots ad-

vance compress them forcibly (about the fourth or

fifth joint) between the thumb and finger till the

tissue feels to give way ; and by this method the

late Mr. Knight found that more fruit was deve-

loped.

FLORAL DEPARTMENTS.

The few lines which follow are the substance of

some directions which I find in M'Intosh's Journal

of Horticulture. Perform all the operations of

planting, sowing, and arranging for the summer.

No trees or shrubs, however, can be safely removed,

excepting evergreens (and those only in a showery
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season). " Hardy anmuils may still be sown on the

first (lays of the month; and re?-&ra«5, with other

stock saved over winter for ' bedding-out' should

{fo into their places after the middle of the month

;

those pro2)agated lale in autumn, in winter, or

spring, should be forwarded rapidly, to fit them for

]ilanting in June." These directions are somewhat

novel, and merit the amateur's particular regard.

Perform all the routine operations connected with

a neat and orderly appearance.

Fropagate cuttings of tender plants ; and in the

stoves and glass-houses suit the temperature,

moisture, and admission of air according to the

absence, presence, and power of sun.

Orchids (this word was, by misconception or

oversight, printed Grchard-\\o\\?,e in our last).

—

These singular plants will, by hundreds, be coming

in bloom, in our larger establishments, and their

abodes must be kept extremely vaporous by copious

watering of the floors, and by shading when the sun

is powerful. I hope in my next to report my own
observations m.ade at one of the best establish-

ments.

The weather has become more and more v.-interly,

with abundance of snow on the 17th and IQth.

My lowest temperature on the morning of the 1 8th

was 29° ; i. (?., 3" of frost. Some gusty wind, with

a few scuds of snow on the 20th, with more of sun

than usual of late : this was very serviceable in

drying the ground. J. Towers.
Croi/don, April 21.

DEEP CULTIVATION.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Reading ia your journal of the 9th inst. the

report of Mr. Mechi's speech at the London Farmers'

Club, on the subject of " Deep Cultivation," I was so

forcibly struck with Mr. M's. statement as to the value

of horse labour, that I c:snnot but think it probable that

your reporter or printer may have made an error.

In his calculation as to the cost of subsoiling, Mr.

Mechi is stated to have said that the cost per day of nine

liorses would be 2s. each—18s. ! ! Now, Sir, this is

what excites my astonishment ! Mr. M. says it is severe

loork for six good horses to draw the subsoil plough, and

yet declares the value of such severe work to be but 2s.

per day per horse ! /should value such work at exactly

double ! Why, even at the present price of corn, a

strong, powerful horse required to perform severe work,

cannot be kept for the amount indicated by Mr. M. as

the value of his labour. Every practical man knows

that if a horse be required to perform sei;ere work, he

must be kept well on good, sound food. My object is

not to criticise, but to obtain information, and I shall

be much pleased to learn how to keep my horses so as to

1)C remunerated by their earnhig but 2s- a day each.

Before finishing ray letter, I beg to ask Messrs. Mechi

and Beadel, if they think that the man who farms for a

living can, with present rents and prices of produce,

carry out the expensive system of deep cultivation &c.,

indicated by those gentlemen at tl-.e London Farmers'

Club ? Amateur agriculturists may do so; but the great

bulk of tenant-farmers follow the occupation, not as

amateurs, but to maintain themselves and families if

they can.

In conclusion, I should like to know in what districts

it is that farmers commonly plough but 2\ inches deep.

In fifty years' experience I have not met with it as a com-

mon practice. I am. Sir, yours, &c.,

A Surrey Farmer,
Guildford, April 11. (

AVERAGE PRICES OF WHEAT.
A return has Leon presented to the House of Coiauions,

moved for by Mr. Bright, in continuation of a former return of

Sessiou 1842, wliich gives a statement of the average prices of

wheat iu fifteen principal agricultural and fifteen raauuracturing

and commercial towns iu the three last weeks of April, August,

and Uecember, iu each year since 1841. The aggregate averages

are as follow :

—
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
APRIL.

The extremely severe weather, for the time of

year, experienced during the greater portion of this

month, has tended materially to check the progress

of vegetation in general, and especially the young

grain plants. On several occasions we have heen

visited with rather heavy falls of snow, and at one

time much apprehension existed that the wheats,

as well as the barleys and oats, had received con-

siderable and permanent injury. The change in

the temperature, about the 25th, tended to allay

these apprehensions to some extent : yet we much

fear that the Spring-corn crops will be some time

ere they assume anything like a healthy appearance.

The re-commencement of hostilities between Den-

mark and the Duchies of Schleswig-Holstein— and

which are calculated to interfere to some extent

with our importations of corn from the Baltic ports

—gave a firm tone to the trade in our leading mar-

kets in the early part of the month. Prices ad-

vanced Is. to 2s. per quarter ; but towards its close

the demand fell off, and with it the quotations were

reduced to nearly their former level. The cold

weather has greatly improved the condition of the

new wheats, the transactions in which have cer-

tainly increased, though they have fallen consider-

ably short of those at most corresponding periods.

From abroad the imports have been on a liberal

scale, yet nearly the whole of them have passed into

consumption at the prevailing nominal duties. The

quantity of home-grown wheat this time on hand is

admitted to be small ; and it is pretty generally

considered that large supplies of foreign will yet be

required to make good the deficiencies in last year's

crop. That we shall experience no difficulty in ol)-

taining all that we require is obvious. Throughout

France and the United States, an immense surplus

quantity of grain was produced in 1848 ; and it is

placed beyond a doubt that we can draw almost

unlimited supplies from the latter country, without

materially adding to the original cost. In Ireland

the consumption of Indian corn is jn'ogressing at a

rapid rate, and it is evident that that article is get-

ting greatly into favour amongst the lower classes.

F'arm labovu's, notwithstanding the changeable

state of the weather, are tolerably forward. Potato

])lanting has occupied much attention during the

month. The quantity planted in the autumn of

last year was small ; Ijut we understand the system,

so far as it has been carried out, has proved success-

ful. At the present time the quantity of potatoes

on hand is small. The cold weather having

naturally assisted consumption, prices have con-

siderably advanced—really prime qualities having

sold as high as 180s. per ton. The large imports

of foreign—about 5,000 tons— have tended to keep

down the value of the inferior kinds.

A shortness of grass has been experienced in all

parts of the United Kingdom. That circumstance,

however, has not materially affected the health of

the stock, from the large supplies of hay on hand
;

nor had any decided effect upon the value of dry

food, which has been selling at very moderate

prices.

The fall of lambs, allowing for about average

losses, has been an extremely good one. The dis-

ease so prevalent, amongst beasts last year, has

nearly disappeared.

The turnip crop is variously estimated. In some

districts the turnips have run much to seed. The

crop grasses have not progressed \'ery favourably,

owing to the cold winds.

The ruinously low prices of fat stock, and the

depressed value of corn, have been productive of

great complaints among the farmers. Many are

the remedies pointed out to cure the^e evils ; but

our firm impression is, that so long as almost un-

taxed commodities are allowed to come into com-

])etition with those highly taxed, so long will a de-

pressed state of things be the result.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The continuous increase in the suj)plies of stock

brought forward in our markets has had a most

depressing influence in the demand for, and prices

of, each description ; indeed, we scarcely recollect

any period at which the value of both beasts and

sheep has ruled so low as during the month just

concluded. We have been gra\'ely informed by

those who pretend to a knowledge of agricultural

affairs, that the present low currencies are the re-

sult solely of unnecessary alarm ; that, in other words,

the farmers are needlessly sacrificing their property

;

and, further, that there is every reasonable jjrospect

of better times. We need scarcely say that such

hypothesis is based on a false judgment. Those

who have read our observations from time to time

will have perceived that we have predicted the pre-

sent ruinous state of things, which has arisen, not

from any unnecessary alarm, hut solely from the
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Bupplies exceeding to a considerable extent the

power of consumption. The high j)iices of last

year induced the graziers in all parts of the country

to purchase store animals extensively, and the

abundance of pasture and other food enabled them

to keej) back large numl)ers which were but mode-

rately fattened ; hence, for a season, the arrivals

from abroad passed rapidly into the hands of the

butchers, without liaving any material effect upon

the value of home-fed stock, which, under existing

circumstances, has rapidly increased in number in

the whole of our large grazing districts. Our

opinion, ever since the passing of the new tarifl'

laws, has been that something like the present crisis

was inevitable ; and it must be a matter of specu-

lation when it will end. It has been assumed that,

as we draw the largest portion of our foreign sup-

plies from a high-priced country—Holland -that a

fall in value here would stop importations. To an

extent this may aj)pear a reasonable argument

;

but the question is—what is to become of the stock

long since ready for market, both as to age and

condition ? The simple reply must be—that to

keep it longer in the home-stead would be a daily

sacrifice of capital, and hence no alternative pre-

sents itself but that of selling at prevaihng prices.

The numbers of both beasts and sheep, not only in

this country, but likewise on the continent, are

now larger than for many years past ; and we much
fear that little or no improvement can take place

in their prices for a considerable time. In Smith-

field the highest general quotation for the best

Scots has not exceeded 3s. 6d. ; while the best old

Downs in the wool have fallen to 4s., out of the

wool to 3s. 4d. per Slbs. At those miserably low

prices the demand has ruled heavy in the extreme,

and clearances have not been efl:ected on any mar-

ket day. The annexed supj)lies have been brought

forward :

—

Beasts 16,678 Head.
Cows 520
Sheep and Lambs 1 10,070
Calves 1,178

Pigs 1,840

CORRESPONDING PERIODS.

April, 1846. April, 1847. April, 1848.

Beasts 15,224 .. 17,810 .. 15,322

Cows 587 .. 461 .. 577
Sheep& Lambs 91,620 .. 103,620 .. 82,310
Calves 905 .. 1,049 .. 1,375

Pigs. ... = ... 2,351 .. 2,570 .. 2,818

The bullock droves, since our last, have been de-

rived from the following quarters :^
Head.

Norfolk, Suffolk, &c 7,400
Western, and midland counties 2,900
Other parts of England 2,100

Scotland , 1^740

The prices have ruled as under :

—

Per 8 lbs. to sink the oflfal,

s. d. s. d.

Beef, from 2 to 3 6

Mutton 2 4 4 2

Lamb 5 G 4
Veal 3 2 4 2

Pork 3 4 2

CORRESPONDING PERIODS.

April, 1846. April, 1847. April, 1848.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef, from.. 2 4to3 6 . 3 4to4 6.. 3 2to4 8

Mutton 34 46.. 3 10 58.. 36 5 6

Lamb 54 68.. 5 4 64.. 58 70
Veal 4 4 5 4 . . 4 2 5 4 . . 4 5 2

Pork 3 4 5 2 . . 3 10 5 . . 4 5

The total importation of foreign stock into Lon-

don has not exceeded 3,810 head. At the corres-

ponding period, in 1848, we received 5,391 ; and at

the same time in 1847, 5,826 head.

Imports into London.

Beasts 1,201 Head.
Sheep 1,866

Lambs 87
Calves 637
Pigs 19

For the time of year, the arrivals of slaughtered

meat up to Newgate and Leadenhall have been

good, or about 9,000 carcasses, chiefly of mutton

and veal, the season for pigs being now over. The
trade has ruled exceedingly heavy, on the following

terms, taking the average prices during the month :

—Beef, from 2s. to 3s. 2d. ; mutton, 2s. 4d. to 3s.

2d. ; lamb, 5s. to 6s. ; veal, 3s. to 4s. ; and pork,

3s. to 4s. 2d. per Slbs. by the carcass.

On the whole the stock has fared tolerably well,

although a great scarcity of grass, owing to the

prevailing cold weather, has been generally expe-

rienced.

PROFITS OF PIG FEEDING.—As the slaughtering sea-

son is now closed, the three following cases may be consiJered
a criterion of the profit derived from pig feeding. The three
pigs were two years old, and had had three litters each, which
would average £30. The least belonged to Mr. Marsden, and
when killed weighed 642 lbs., at 5|d. per lb., amounts to
£15 73. 7i|d., and by adding £30 for the young pigs, makes
the amount £45 7s. 7id. The first cost and the extra keep,
exclusive of the waste from the house, and the feeding, was £7
By deducting this £7, it leaves a nett profit of £38 7s. 7^d.

—

The second belonged to ^Mr. Houldon, and weighed 674 lbs.,

which at 5jd. per lb., amounts to £16 2s. ll^d. In this pig
the two leaves of fat weighed 48 lbs., and the loose fat 30 lbs.,

making a total of 78 lbs. of fat, which was considered extra-
ordinary great ; and by adding its pigs its value is £40 2s. 1 1 |d.

;

deducting £7 for its extra feed, it leaves a nett profit of
£39 2s. lli-d.—The third belonged to Mr. Bailey, aud weighed
803 lbs., which at 55d., amounts to £19 43. O^d. ; its young
pigs makes it £49 4s. 9\d., and deducting £7, it leaves a profit

of £42 4s. 9id. The nett profit, therefore, of these three pigs,

is £119 ISs. 4Jd., besides the valuable manure they made
during the two years.—Correspondent of the Lancets' er Guar-
dian ,
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REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL.

We have now arrived at a period of tlie year

when the character of the weather begins to exer-

cise great influence on the tone of the corn trade

;

but o\ving to recent political occurrences on the

continent, less attention has been bestowed on that

subject than would otherwise have been the case.

The renewal of hostilities between the (iermans and

Danes, and the probable effects which the war may
have in diminishing the future supplies of corn

from the northern ports of Europe, have, during the

last few weeks, been the engrossing topic of con-

versation. When the news was first received that

negociations had been broken off, and that the

Schleswig Holstein question was to be settled by

an appeal to arms, an immediate effect was pro-

duced on prices of grain in our markets. The no-

tice given by the Danish government of its inten-

tion to blockade the principal Baltic ports, the

rivers Elbe, Weser, and Jahde, and that neutral,

as well as the German flag, would be expected to

observe the blockade, at once led to the conclusion

that no further shipments would be made ; nor has

anytliing since occurred to alter this opinion. It

would ap])ear therefore that the expected supjjlies

from the Baltic, the anticipation of which had no

doubt some effect in reducing prices in March, are

not likely to come forward at present; and the

future value of agricultural produce in this coun-

try will therefore, in all probability, be in some

measure dependent on the turn affairs may take be-

tween the beUigerent parties. By the latest ac-

counts from the theatre of war there aj^peared little

prospect of a settlement, and business had been

almost wholly suspended. The excitement which

the first receipt of the intelligence produced here

has, however, in a great degree subsided, and

withm the last week the upward movement in

prices has received a clieck. The rise from the

lowest point of depression was at one time nearly

4s. per qr. on wheat, and about 2s. per qr. on other

ai'ticles. Since then buyers have deemed it ad-

visable to pause in their operations, and view mat-

ters more calmly.

That we can be in no immediate want is certain

;

we have still considerable stocks of foreign corn in

granary, and hitherto the weekly arrivals from

abroad have shown little falling off. Though the

Baltic may be closed against us, we have France,

Holland, and Belgium to send us supplies, to say

nothing of the south of Europe, and America; and

many parties, who were at first disposed to expect a

material rise in prices, are already beginning to

doubt whether the encovn-agement offered by free

trade may not cause shipments to be made from

the quarters last named, on a sufficiently extensive

scale to enable us to do without supplies from the

northern European ])orts. We are certainly not

sanguine of any material or permanent advance in

the value of agricultural produce whilst unre-

stricted importation is permitted, feeling convinced

that the surplus growth of the world will be sure

to find its way to this country as long as we have

gold to give in exchange.

The character of the M^eather has been somewhat

singular since our last : the month began favour-

ably enough, with a moderately high temperature,

and frequent showers. Subsequently the ther-

mometer fell materially, and instead of rain we had

snow and sleet; this continued up to the 20th,

when the wind, which had previously been prin-

cipally from the north and east, shifted to the south-

ward, and though it has continued cool for the ad-

vanced period of the year, it is not now so cold as

it has been. Vv'hether the young barleys have

wholly escaped injury from the severe night "frosts

and keen winds may be questioned^ and it is cer-

tain that the early fruit trees must have been dread-

fully cut up. As regards the wheat plant we are

not apprehensive of mischief—indeed we are inclined

to think that the destruction of the slug, wire-worm,

&c., which the froit has most likely effected, will

more than counterbalance any injury which vege-

tation may have suffered.

The reports from the agricultural districts are

hitherto of an encouraging character. Wheat is

generally described as wearing a healthy and pro-

mising aspect. On some badly drained cold clay

lands it does not look so well as could be wished,

but this is the exception to the rule. Spring corn,

and beans and peas, have come up evenly ; and

though the growth has been checked lately by the

cold, a fine May v/ould bring everything forward.

We are therefore of opinion that the prolja')ilities

are rather against than in favour of any rise in

prices. The appearance of the crops on the ground

will shortly affect quotations more than any other

circumstance, and should the weather now become
warm and genial, the blockade of the Baltic would

have less effect than might have been the case at

an earlier period. In that case farmers would cer-
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tainly become anxious to dispose of whatever stocks

they may yet have on hand, whilst an inauspicious

spring wonkl lead them to hold. The M'cather will

lliercfore, after all, mainly regulate quotations ; ])ut

if nothing should occur to cause uneasiness as to

llie next harvest, an advance is, in our ojjinion, im-

jirobahle.

The deliveries from the growers have rather in-

creased of late, which, with the constant arrival of

supplies from abroad, have enabled sellers to meet

tlic increased demand experienced the first fort-

night in April without inconvenience. Buyers

ajipear now to liave as much as they deem ])rudent

to hold, and within the last week the trade has

again become inactive, as well at the large con-

suming towns, as at the principal markets in the

agricultural districts.

A detailed account of the transactions at Mark
Lane will perhaps afford the best criterion of the

actual variations which have occurred during the

month, and we shall therefore proceed in our usual

wa}', commencing with Monday, the 2nd April.

The show of wheat on that occasion by land-

carriage samplesfrom Essex, Kent, and Suffolk, was

small; and the condition being improved by the

frosty weather, the millers were tolerably free

buyers, and the stands were cleared at previous

lirices. This was before the news of the Danish

war had arrived : after that event had become known,

sellers raised their pretensions ; still no very marked

change took place in quotations until the l6th inst.,

on which day the whole of the English supply was

taken eagerly at an improvement of 2s., and in

]iartial instances 83., per qr. During the remainder

of that week the tendency was still upwards ; but

on the 23rd the inquiry had fallen off, and the ex-

treme rates of that day se'nnight were no longer

o];tainable. It would ajjpear therefore that prices

have for the present been at the highest ; and in

comparing quotations with those current at the

close of last month, the advance will be found not

to exceed 2s. per qr.

The arrivals of wheat from abroad have been

tolerably large ; between 65,000 qrs., and 70,000

qrs. having been received at the port of London
alone, within the last four weeks. We are, how-

ever, inclined to think tliat from the extent of the

purchases made by country buyers in the early

part of the month, the stocks in granary must have

been materially diminished.

The rise in the value of foreign has been fully

as great as that on English wheat. During the

fortnight ending April l6th a large business was

done at very full terms, and though the enquiry

has since slackened, the reaction in prices has

scarcely amoimted to Is. per rp'. When we last

addressed our readers common Odessa wheat was

obtainable at 38s. to 39s., and Polish Odessa 40s.

per qr. : these sorts have since been freely sold at

42s. to 44s., and fine qualities of red Brabant and

French, which might at the close of March have

l)een bought at 44s. to 45s., brought 48s. to 50s.

per qr. on the 16th inst. Since then the country

demand has fallen off, and the town millers being

tolerably well stocked, a slight reaction has oc-

curred ; but, as we ha^-e already remarked, the fall

from the rates above-named can hardly be estimated

at Is. per qr.

The advance in the value of wheat, and the gene-

rally firm tone of the trade about the middle of the

month, induced the town millers to raise the top

quotation of flour 2s. per sack on the l6th. The
price of household flour had crept up Is. to 2s.

per sack previous to this being done, and French

and American had also risen in proportion. Since

then the bakers have manifested less inclination to

purchase, and within the last eight or ten days the

sale of all kinds of flour has been decidedly slow

at the enhanced terms previously paid without

reluctance.

The imports of flour have not been particularly

heavy, but it is not improbable that supjilies from

America may increase, the value of the article hav-

ing lately receded on the other side of the Atlantic,

and the exchanges being very favourable for the

American shipper. From France we have occa-

sional offers of flour free on board at prices too

near on an equality with those current here to allow

of purchases being made with profit : a very small

decline there would, however, leave a trifling mar-

gin, and we should not be surprised at further

receipts from thence. American biirrelled flour is

at least Is. and French sacks Is. to 23. higher than

at the end of March, though ]irices are not quite

so high as they were at one period of the month.

Barley of home growth has come to hand

sparingly, and the arrivals from abroad liave not

Ijeen particularly liberal. At one time small Danish,

and similar qualities of grindmg barley, were sold

at the low rate of IBs. to 19s. per qr. at Mark
Lane, and fine foreign malting sorts at 24s. to 26s.

These low rates induced a speculati\'e demand, and

a rally of about 2s. per qr. subsequently occurred.

Within the last week the enquiry has again

slackened, and ordinary grinding sorts, of which

we have more on hand than any other description,

have again tended downwards. English malting

barley has, in consec^uence of its scarcity, com-

manded relatively high terrns throughout the

month, and 30s. per qr. may be regarded as the

current value of fine samples.

The receipts of malt coastwise have been mode-

rate, but a fair quantity has come to hand i)er rail-

way, and the supply altogether has about kept pace
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with the demand. About the middle of the month

an advance of Is. per qr. was, in partial instances,

reahzed for the best manufacture ; this has, how-

ever, since been lost, and quotations are now nearly

the same as at the close of March.

The market has been largely sujiplied with oats,

of which, however, a very small proportion has

been from Ireland. In the early part of the month

the receipts from abroad were very liberal, and

more recently we have had good arrivals from our

own coast and Scotland. Low as prices of this

grain were when we last addressed our readers, a

further decline of Is. to Is. Gd. perqr. occurred on

the 9th of April : this fall had, however, the effect

of leading to a more active business. The princi-

pal dealers, who had long acted on the reserve,

began to ])urchase rather largely, and on the iGth

about Is. per qr. of the decline was recovered.

The following week the supply proved too great for

the demand, and we consider prices at present

nearly Is. per qr. below what they were at the end

of last month. AVhen the depression was the

greatest, some tolerably good Swedish oats, weigh-

ing 37 to 38lbs. per bushel, were parted with at

l4s. to 15s. per qr., and 40lbs. Danish at 15s. to

l6s. per qr. Scotch feed were then not worth

more than 18s. to 20s, per qr., and Lincolnshire

from 15s. to 18s. per qr. according to weight.

Notwithstanding the want of animation by which

the trade has during the last eight or ten days been

characterized, the various qualities are at present

about Is. per qr. higher than the rates just named.

The future range of prices will, in some measure,

depend on the political state of Europe. If the

war between the Germans and Danes should be

protracted, and supplies from the Baltic be cut off,

oats would perhaps be influenced thereby more

than wheat, as there is little prospect of receipts to

any extent from Ireland—the quarter from whence,

in ordinary years, a great part of the supply for the

consumption of London is drawn.

Beans of home growth have come forward

sparingly, and the arrivals from abroad have been

less extensive than expected. This article has not

excited much attention, and its value has remained

very nearly stationary. Taking Egyptian beans

as the standard, we find quotations precisely the

same as they were a month ago, say from 21s. to

23s. per qr.—the latter for very fine parcels in

granary.

The supplies of peas have been quite moderate ;

and though there is still a considerable quantity of

foreign in warehouse, prices have gradually crept

lip. Good English boilers, which at one period

were worth no more than 25s, to 26s, per qr., can-

not now be bought below 30s. per qr. ; and other

sorts [of white peas have risen in like proportion.

Grey and maple, which were relatively high before,

have not risen to the same extent, quotations

ranging from 28s. to 32s. per qr.

There has not been much doing in Indian corn

on the spot ; but floating cargoes, with a clause in

the charter-party for the vessels to call at Falmouth

or Cork for orders as to the port of discharge,

have been a good deal inquired for ; and the paucity

of transactions has been owing more to the high

pretensions of sellers than to a want of demand.

The rates asked have been about 2s, 6d, per qr,

above those at which contracts might have been

closed last month, in consequence of which com-

paratively few bargains have been entered into.

In concluding our remarks with our usual notice

of the principal foreign markets, we shall, in the

first place, direct attention to the somewhat sudden

change which the position of the trade has under-

gone in the United States. For months past the

advices from hence had little or no effect on the

other side of the Atlantic, and whilst prices of bread

stuffs were daily falling in the markets of Great

Britain, flour and wheat steadily supported their

previous value in the United States. It became,

therefore, a matter of doubt whether any shipments

would be made from thence to this country, more

particularly as those winch had been ventured on

had been very imfavourable in their results to the

parties concerned. The last accounts from America

tend, however, to put a difterent face upon the

matter. Stocks at the ports on the sea-board were,

we are informed, rather heavy, and large supplies

were looked for from the interior. This, with the ab-

sence of any export demand of consequence, was be-

ginning to tell, and holders had shown more disposi-

tion to sell. At New York prices of flour had receded

about 50 cents per barrel, and would, it was

thought, be further reduced if more encouraging

accounts from hence were not soon received.

Meanwhile a great fall had occurred in the ex-

changes, which must have the effect of drawing

gold from hence ; it is therefore not improbable

that we may, after all, obtain larger supplies from

the other side of the Atlantic than appeared at one

time likely.

Our letters from the Baltic are so exclusively

taken up with politics, as to afford very little in-

formation of interest in a commercial point of view.

It would, however, appear to be the prevailing

opinion, that though the Danes had given notice of

their intention to enforce a strict blockade,

their naval power would hardly suffice to carry it

out eflficiently.

Letters from Danzig, Stettin, and Rostock, all

agree in stating that no Danish men-of-war were

in sight, and that there was consequently no actual

hindrance to vesselsj running in or out. We
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are, however, inclined to think that few captains

would be disposed to run the risk ; and the ])ro-

bability is that, for a time, all shipments from the

Baltic ports will cease. Should this prove to be

the case, prices can scarcely be expected to be

maintained there, as parties are not likely to buy

whilst matters remain in so uncertain a state. At

Danzig stocks were small, and the supplies from the

interior having but slightly increased, holders of

.wheat had remained tolerably firm. Notwith-

standing the total want of export demand, the finest

(juality of high-mixed had not been ottered below

41s. to 42s., and good red mixed had been held at

3Ss. to 40s. per qr. free on board.

From Stettin we learn that the deliveries from

the growers had not increased much, farmers being

dissatisfied with the prices current. Meanwhile,

little inclination had been manifested to purchase,

and the o])erations had been very imimportant ;

the finest Ollbs. to 62lbs. qualities were then held

at equal to 36s. to 37s. per qr. free onboard.

The accounts from Rostock are of a similar cha-

racter, and the value of wheat had not been much

reduced by the cessation of foreign demand, good

Gl lbs. parcels having been held steadily at 35s. to

36s. per qr. free on board.

At the nearer ports considerable efiTect has been

produced by the late rise in prices in our markets ;

and at Hamburg, from whence vessels under

neutral flags were to be allowed to sail till the 30th

inst., a large amount of business was done during

the fortnight previous, the utmost anxiety having

prevailed to complete the cargoes of the ships

loading, which had enabled sellers to obtain en-

hanced terms. Upland wheat, which had at one

time been freely offered at 38s. to 38s. 6d., advanced

on the I7th to 40s., and subsequently 41s. to 42s.

per qr. free on board was realized for similar

quality.

In the Dutch, Belgian, and French markets the

value of wheat has likewise risen about 2s. per qr.

within the last week or two ; owing ])artly to the

advance here, and partly to the impression that

Great Britain will require supplies, and that there

will be no competition between the Baltic shippers

and those nearer home.

The accounts from the Mediterranean are not of

much interest ; there, as in the north of Europe,

business has been much interfered with by war and
bloodshed ; still some quantity of wheat and Indian

corn appears to have been purchased at Leghorn,

Ancona, &c., for British account, and we may there-

fore calculate on receiving some further supplies

from ports lying east of Gibraltar.

For Polish Odessa, and similar qualities of wheat,

equal to 37s. to 38s., and for Indian corn from 22s.

up to 23s. per qr. free on board, had been paid

;

which rates, with freight and insurance added, will

bring the cost here at more than the present value

in our markets.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Sbillinirs per Quarter.
OLD. NEW.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white 46to53 44to53

Ditto, fine selected runs — — 46 54

Ditto, red 42 46 41 46

Ditto, extra 46 50 45 48

Ditto, Talavera — — — —
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. . — — 42 47
Ditto, white — — 45 50

Barley, English, malting and distilling. . — — 29 30

Ditto, Chevalier — — 30 S3

Ditto, grinding — — 23 26

Malt . . Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk _ _ 58 59

Kingston, Ware, and town made .... — — 58 62

Oats, Essex and Suffolk — — 16 19

Lincolnshire and Yorkshire (Polands) — — 16 20

Ditto, feed — — 15 18

Devon & West Country, feed or sack — — 14 16

Northumberland and Scotch, feed .. — — 18 21

Dundalk, Newry, and Belfast, potato — — 18 22
Limerick, Sligo, and Westport, potato — — 17 21

Ditto, feed — — 16 19
Cork, AVaterford, Dublin, Youghal, and

Cloumel, black — — 14 19
Ditto, white — — 16 19
Galway — — 12 15

Rye — — 22 25
Flour, best marks (per sack of 280 lbs.).. — — 39 44

Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship — — 32 35
Beans, Mazagan — — 28 30

Tick — — 27 30
Harrow — — 30 35
Pigeon, Heligland — — 33 36
Windsor — — 29 39
Long pod — — 27 29

Peas, non-boilers — — 24 25
White, Essex, and Kent, boilers — — 25 27
Ditto, fine Suffolk — — 28 30
Maple — — 32 33
Hog and grey — — 28 30

CAKES.^Linseed, English, per 1,000 £10 15s. to £11 5s.

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings

per Quarter.

Wheat, American 46 to 52
Canada 42 48
Dantzic and Konigsberg '. 48 52
Dantzic, fine white, extra quality 52 55
Stettin and Hamburgh 45 47
Danish 42 45
Rostock, Pomeranian and Rhine 46 50
French and Belgium 44 48
Mediterranean, Odessa, and St. Petersburgh .

.

40 44
Black Sea (nominal) hard to soft 38 44
Spanish 47 52
BnckorBrank 23 25

Barley, malting 28 30
Grinding and distilling 20 25
Hamburgh, Dantzic, Konigsburgh, and Riga .

.

22 28
Danish, Mecklenberg, and Pomeranian 20 26

Beans — —
SmaU 30 33
Egyptian 21 23

Oats, Dutch, brew, Poland, Friesland, and Groningen 17 21
Danish and Swedish 15 19
Russian 16 19

Maize, white 29 33
Ditto, yellow 30 33

Flour, American, sweet 25 26
Ditto, sour 23 26
Canadian, sweet 23 24
Ditto, sour 22 23
Dantzic and Silesia, extra superfine 24 26

Rye Meal (per ton) £6 Os. to £6 lOs.

Indian Corn Meal (per brl. of 196 lbs.) . . 16s, 6d. to 173.
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PiUCES OF SEEDS.
BRITISH SEEDS.

Clovsrsecd, red 35s. to 40s.; fuiR,-15s.toG3s.; \v'iitc,34s. to48,i.

CosV Grass (nominal) —s. to —s.

Liiisscd (pLT (jr.). . sowing 50s. to GOs. ; cnishiii,^ 42s. to 48s.

Liisced Cakes (per 1,000 of 3 lbs. each) £8 ids. to £10 Qi.

Trefoil (per cwt.) Ms. to 21s.

llapcsecd, new (per last) £27 to £30
Ditto Cake (per ton) £4 15s. to £5

IMi'.stard (per bushel) white . . 8s. to lOs. ; bro\:ii, (nominal

)

Coriander (per cwt.) 18s. to 253.

Canary (per qr.) 953. to lOos. ; fine, 103s. to llOs.

Turnip, white (per bush.) —s.to—s.; do. Swedish, — s. to — s.

Tares, Winter, per bush Os. Od. to Os. Od.

Cairaway (per cwt.) 283. to 29s. ; new, 30s. to 31s

Kye Grass (per qr.) 17s. to 46s.

FOREIGN SEEDS, &c.

Clover, red (duty 5s. per cwt.) per cwt 30s. to 40s.

Ditto, white (duty 5s. per cwt.) per cwt 24s. to 42s.

Linseed (per qr.) . . Baltic 42a. to 46s. ; Odessa, 42s. to 46s

I,inseed Cake Qier ton) £6 Os. to £8 Os.

Kapeseed £4 15s. to £5
Rape Cake (per ton) £4 15s. 5d,

Coriander (per cwt) 16s. to 20s.

Herapseed, small, (per qr.) 32s. to 35s., Do. Dutch, 35s. to 36s.

Tares, (per qr.) small 28s. to 32s., large 31s. to 403,

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Week Ending:
Mar. 17, 1849..

Mar. 24, 1849..

Mar. 31, 1849..

Apr. 7, 1849..

Apr. 14, 1849..

Apr. 21, 1849 .

.

Aggregate average

"of last six weeks 44

Duties
I

1

Wheat
s. d.

Barley

s. d. i 3.

29 2!l7
28 10,17
28 11 |16

28 9 16

Oats.

3. d

For the last Six Weeks.
Rye, iBeaus.

s. d. ' s. d.

23 9 30 11

26 4 28 9

24 6 28 1

26 5 28 1

23 1 1 28 5

23 9

1

16 10

1

22
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PLATE I.

A NORTH DEVON S T E E II

.

The animal which forms the subject of this jAate, a North Devon Steer, breil by and the property

of the Earl of Leicester, obtained the first prize of Fifteen Sovereigns in the fifth class and the gold and

silrer medals at the Sraithfield Club Cattle Show, in December, 1848.

PLATE 11.

A BOAR.

The Boar represented in this plate, the property of R. Smith, Esq., of Givendale, Ripon, Yorkshire,

is of Mr. Fisher Hobbs's improved Essex breed, and obtained the first jirize of Fifteen Sovereigns at the

Royal Agricultural Society's Show at York, in July, 1848. The second prize in the same class, was

awarded to Mr. Fisher Hobbs for a boar exhibited by him.

H A Y.—II A Y M A K I N G.

BY J. TOWKRS, MKMBER R.A.S., H.S. Ol' LONDON.

Hay, in the proper restricted sense of the word,

is the product of a meadow containing the numerous

natural grasses described in the preceding paper on

pasture, dried by the sun and air, under a certain

process modified according to the pvevaihng local

notions. But since the introduction of clovers

and other plants which constitute the artificial mea-

dow, greater latitude must be allowed to the agri-

culturist, in theory, as well as practice. In those

counties where genuine meadow hay still prevails,

the process of " making " differs materially. In

Berkshire, toward the borders of Buckinghamshire,

little more is done than to let the grass, as it is cut

by the mowers, he in swath for many hours ; it is

then simply turned by the fork, so as to reverse the

surface ; when half dried the grass is shook out

OLD SERIES.^

into broad wind-rows, then made into cocks for

the second night. On the third day it is again

shaken out, and if the weather has been bright and

airy, the hay is carried before sun-down to the rick.

In Ireland the process there adojited was ably de-

scribed some years ago, in the then Irish Fan/ier's

Magazine, and a certain ])oint of practice insisted

on, which was the very reverse of the one that con-

stitutes the leading principle of Middlesex hay-

farming. "When the grass was cut by the mowers,

it was to be left untouched for a day or more, in

order that it might " drink the saji." This practice

was founded upon the notion that, by repose, the

watery juices becoming inspissated, must leave the

hay richer in quality than it otherwise would be by

early exposure to the drying influences of air and

I I [No. 6.—VOL, XXX,
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sun. Leaving the theory to the consideration of

practised haymakers, I will come at once to the

method adopted by the farmers of Middlesex, which

has produced excellent hay for the London mar-

kets, to the satisfaction of every one.

I learned the art from a person who had been

manager to an extensive grass farmer in the neigh-

bourhood of Edmonton ; and having gone through

the whole of it in company with him, I can attest

that during several years I never had a crop of hay

injured by weather or neglect.

First day.—Make it a rule to cut (if absolute se-

curity of "carrying"be the main object) always with

the first change of wind in June, to the north-east.

If bulk of crop be the object, and the above prime

indication be made to yield to quantity, the farmer

must abide by his risk, and that, in a " casertly
"

summer, is by no means trifling. Cut early in the

morning till 9 o'clock, and then all the grass so

cut is to be shaken out, or tedded, most carefully,

so as to detach and loosen every lump, not leaving

a single knot remaining, and strew it evenly over

the ground. By this rigid tedding the hay will

heat more regularly in the stack, and consequently

be less liable to fire ; it will be more in quantity

when cut into trusses, and bring a greater price ;

it must be self-evident (however the juices may

evaporate) that regularity of texture will result from

the earliest tedding ; whereas, when suffered to lie

in swath, the under-surface of the grass will remain

wet, the upper one will be withered, and the in-

terior pait rendered tough and flaccid without be-

ing dried, so that the forks cannot separate the

knots, or bring the herbage into an equal and re-

gular condition. After dinner (or before noon, if

there be force of hands) the hay-makers turn it

again with the same care; and then, in the afternoon,

they rake it into single wind-rows, three or four

feet apart. Finally it is put up for the night in

small grass-cocks.

Second day.—AW the grass mown after 9 o'clock

of the first day, and also what was mown before 9

o'clock of this day, is tedded as the first; then the

grass-cocks are well shaken out into separate plots

five or six yards wide—called " staddles." If the

crop be so light as to leave open large spaces be-

tween these, such spaces are to be raked clean, and

the rakings scattered evenly over the staddles, to

secure the equal drying of the hay. The next ope-

ration is to turn the staddles, and after that to turn

the grass that was tedded in the early morning,

once or twice, as directed above for the first day

;

and this should be performed before noon, so that

the whole may dry while the makers are at dinner.

After dinner the staddles are raked into double

\vind-rows, that is by two persons raking in opposite

directions towards each other, thus forming one

row double the size of the single wind-row : each of

these should be from six to eight feet apart. The

grass of this day, as was that of the first day, is

raked into single wind-rows ; then the double rows

are put into middle size, i.e., bastard-cocks; and as

a closing operation of the day, the single wind-

rows are put into grass-cocks.

Third day.—The grass mown and not spread

abroad, and that mown before 9 o'clock of this

day, is tedded exactly as above directed ; then the

grass-cocks are to spread as staddles, and the bas-

tard cocks into lesser staddles. These, though last

spread, are first turned, then those which were in

grass-cocks; the fresh or newest grass spread

abroad after tedding is turned once before noon, or

by 1 o'clock when the people go to dinner. If the

weather have been stirring and sunny, the hay that

was put in bastard cocks will be in a fitting condi-

tion to be carried in the afternoon. Three days

generally are sufficient in fine weather ; but, on the

contrary, if it be moist and cloudy no portion of the

hay can be moved : and in that case the first busi-

ness after dinner is to rake that which was in grass-

cocks on the second evening into double wind-

rows, then the grass which was in spread after ted-

ding, and in swaths, into single wind-rows. Sub-

sequently the hay of last night, now in bastard-

cocks, is made up into full cocks, taking care to

rake up clean, and to place the rakings upon the

top of each cock. The double wind-rows are then

put into bastard cocks, and the single wind-rows

into grass-cocks as before.

Fourth day.—The large cocks above mentioned

are usually carried before one o'clock. The other

operations of this day are conducted as those al-

ready described.

This division of time presumes that hay-making

is carried on in a large way, and that the number

of hay-makers is in proportion to that of the

mowers, so that there may be no more grass in

hand at any one time than can be managed in a

regular connected process; twenty makers (say

eight men and twelve women) are apportioned to

four able mowers ; but in very hot and drying wea-

ther a greater number of the former will be required

than when the weather is cloudy and cool. Here,

however, the reader may have discovered, what is

practically the fact, namely that the hottest sun is

not always found the most drying, and that hay will

not always "make" so kindly under such influences,

as where a clear atmosphere is accompanied by a

lively drying current.

If the weather be rainy or showery, in lieu of the

speedy tedding so much insisted on, the grass is

permitted to lie three, four, or five days in the

mowers' swaths, though with care to turn those

over by the heads of the rakes before the under-
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surface become yellow. In this state it will make
so much in about two days, as only to require to be

tedded a few hours, if the weather be fine and lively

previous to its being raked together in istaddles,

and carried. The Irish and Berkshire practice, at

first alluded to, appears to have been derived from

noticing these results.

In small meadows, where one mower can cut the

grass in a single day, it is evident that four or live

active makers can finish the processes in the order

above described. In still larger farms the hay-

making machine is used with great advantage after

the first tedding. If, after the hay has been brought

into an advanced state, much wet shall have fallen

upon it in succession, a good deal of water will

have been absorbed : this is a serious evil as respects

quality and colour. Experience seems to prove

that, in carrying to rick, each layer should be

liberally salted ; the colour will thereby be made

darker, but cattle like the flavour.

While the stack is building, men are employed m
l)ulling the loose hay with their hands, and this is

done also after the carrying is completed ; thus the

sides are rendered even and compact. The puUings

are placed at the top, and a rick cloth, properly

suspended, is placed over the whole, till, in about

a week, the stack can be securely thatched.

THE ACTION OF LIME AS A MANURE.

BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

The late researches by Professor J. F, Johnston,

upon the chemical action of lime when employed as

a manure, serve to place its operation upon some of

the substances, of which all cultivated soils are com-

])Osed, in a clearer point of view. This is a very

desirable result ; for the use of lime is not nearly

so well understood as might be reasonably antici-

pated of so long and so well known a fertihzer. More

than one of these doubts and difficulties were pretty

well described by Mr. Pusey, some time since, when

he remarked (Jour. R. A. S. Vol. 3, p. 212)—
" Quicklime is so largely used on the west side of

England, that it bears there the name of manure, to

the exclusion sometimes, I am afraid, of dung

;

while on the other side of the country it is almost

unknown. Whether lime could be adopted else-

where, is a very interesting question, and what is its

mode of operation. Some persons think that it

should be applied hot to the soil, founding their

view upon chemical principles, but at present it

seems better to follow practice ; and where it has

been mixed heretofore with five times its bulk of

earth, and left so in heaps for some weeks before

it is applied to the surface, it would be well to do

so still. Indeed I am told farmers near Totnes, in

Devonshire, have given a fair trial to fresh lime,

and have found it act not at all better than when it

is slaked.

"On the other hand, at W"oburn, I have just met

with a case in favour of recent lime. The soil was

a light sand with a tendency to blackness at top :

half a turnip-field had been dressed mth fresh, and

half with slacked lime, and there was a marked

difference in favour of the fresh lime. As far as our

knowledge goes, which is not far, lime appears to

me to act wherever there is a natural tendency in

the soil to cover itself with heath on waste places,

and also wherever the soil is of a deep red, which

colour indicates a peculiar salt of iron.
"

Dr. Liebig has more recently discovered that

Ihne has the power of decomposing clay, and pro-

ducing potash and soda, which are manuring

principles : now, if this be the mode in which lime

acts, there could not be a better course than to mix

hme with earth before it is thrown upon grass-land,

and the old practice would agree with the true

theory, as is often the case. Of all things, we must

guard against premature inferences from abstract

science ; but be the cause what it may, the effect of

lime in sweetening sour pastures is wonderful

throughout the districts where it is used, and it

is well worth inquiry whether it could be applied

in those districts where it is at present unknown.

The prevailing uncertainty too, as to its mode of

action, extends as a pretty natural consequence to

the proportion in which it should be applied to the

soil. I find a practical farmer {ibid, p. 429) Mr.

Joseph Sybray of Snitterton Hall, thus differing in

opinion with his neighbours on this important point

;

" When" (he remarks) "a tenant enters on a farm, if

he uses hme, I would advise him to fetch his hme

from different kilns, and lay it down in cart-loads

on his fallows ; when fallen, spread it over the land,

then sow the wheat, taking notice of the respective

spots on which the different limes were placed, and

adopting afterwards that hme which acts most

beneficially on the wheat. The quantity used by

me is from 60 to 80 horse-loads per acre, a horse-

load weighing 2^ cvvt. Some of my neigh-

bours suppose that I put too much lime on my land

;

but six years back, I put on 4 acres of summer fal-

low 80 loads per acre, an acre bemg left mthout ; I

I I 2
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then burned a kilnful of lime to finish the 5 acres,

which kiln hokls lOO loads ; I then directed my
servant to lay the same quantity on the remaining

acre as the others. I believe he did not understand

me, but laid on that acre the 100 loads. I directed

him to remove each alternate heap ; but the day

following being Sunday, it rained before it could be

removed. The lime was set out in small heaps the

same as manure. I was then obliged to plough it

down the same as the rest; I then sowed the wheat

which came up very healthy, and I saw no differ-

ence on the one acre, only a darker colour ; but in

July I could perceive it was stronger; when reaped

I kept the wheat produced from the acre by itself,

which was 39 bushels ; the remaining four acres

produced about 36 bushels per acre ; leaving 3

bushels more for the strong liming per acre. The

wbole of the close was seeded down with the usual

quantity of seeds ; the seeds on the one acre

strongly limed were much better than the remaining

four acres. This close has been pastured ever

since, and to this day the difference may be seen

between the one and the four acres. This was

done on strong, clayey land.

" If only 30 or 40 horse-loads of hme are laid on

an acre and harrowed in, I consider it not sufficient

to mix with all the soil, and it consequently leaves a

harbour for insects ; but lay 60 horse-loads of hme

per acre, harrow and mix it with the soil, leaving

none without ; and when a shower of rain comes,

examine the furrows, you will there find all sorts of

insects dead, such as worms, slugs, beetles, &c. ; if

only 30 or 40 loads of lime have been laid on, you

will find very few dead, indicating the advantage of

strong hming."

As I remarked in another place (Bell's Mes-

senger) not long since, when alluding to exami-

nations of Professor Johnston, some of the phe-

nomena which present themselves when this earth

is mixed with organic matter long since attracted

the attention of even the alchemists. These early

visionaries, according to their wonted custom, made

numerous experiments, and on these built explana-

tions just as vmmeaning as their rude researches.

These early chemists committed, in fact, on almost

all occasions, the error which is too often adopted

even in our age: they substituted mere verbiage as

an explanation of unknown facts. A quarter of a

century since, we find Dr. Thomson (System of

Chemistry, Vol. 2, p. 425), when speaking of some

of the operations in which lime is concerned, and by

one of which saltpeti-e is produced, nearly as equally

puzzled as the alchemists, or the farmers of his day,

who noticed the production of crystals of this salt

on the walls of stables, or on the surface of certain

earth heaps. The preparers of saltpetre in Spain

and France, however, long since discovered, in the

preparation of their nitre beds, that lime formed one

essential ingredient for its production. These beds,

indeed, consist of hardly anything else but the

refuse matters, vegetable and animal, undergoing

putrefaction, mixed with calcareous matter, in a

warm, dry atmosphere. The French government,

n the war of the French revolution, caused some of

the first chemists of the republic to investigate the

subject ; but these were compelled to content them-

selves with tracing the conditions requisite for the

production of phenomena they were unable to ex-

plain. They found that nothing else is necessary

for the ])roduction of saltpetre but a basis of lime,

heat, and an open but not too free communication

with dry atmosjjheric air. Then, again, the use of

lime as a manure, in preference to the carbonate of

lime from which it is procured, were facts which

have given rise to either very erroneous or very im-

perfect chemical explanations. The whole subject,

therefore, abounding as it does with practical

doubts and uncertainties is full of interest

to the farmers, and every way worthy of

the attention of Professor Johnston. I

do not profess in this paper to give more than a

small portion of the observations which he has

made on the action of lime upon the organic sub-

stances in which nitrogen exists, and in which, as

he observes (Quar. Jour. Agric, 1849, p. 581),

there are several well-known facts of importance to

consider. "1. The black vegetable matter of the

soil always contains nitrogen. Even that which is

most inert retains a considerable portion of it. It

exists in dry peat to the amount of two per cent, of

its weight. Since nitrogen, therefore, is so im-

portant an element in all vegetable food, and so ne-

cessary in some form or other to the healthy

growth and maturity of plants, it must be of con-

sequence to awaken this element of decaying vege-

table matter, when it is lying dormant, and to

cause it to assume a form in which it can enter

into, and become useful to, our cultivated plants.

2. If vegetable matter of any kind be heated with

slaked lime, the whole of the nitrogen it may con-

tain, in whatever state of combination it may pre-

viously exist, will be given off in the form of

ammonia. The same takes place still more easily

if a quantity of caustic potash or caustic soda be

mixed with the caustic lime. Though it has not

yet been proved by direct experiment, yet I consider

it to be exceedingly probable that what takes place

quickly in our laboratories, at a comparatively high

temperature, may take place more slowly also in

the soil, and at the ordinary temperature of the at-

mosi^here. 3. When animal and vegetable sub-

stances are mixed with earth, lime, and other

alkaline matters in the so-called nitre bed, ammonia

and nitric acid are both produced, the quantity of
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.nitrogen contained in the weight of these com-

pounds extracted being much greater than was

originally present in the animal and vegetable mat-

ter employed under the influence of alkaline sub-

stances ; therefore, even when not in a caustic state,

the decay of animal and vegetable matter, in the

presence of air and moisture, causes some of the

nitrogen of the atmosphere to become fixed in the

soil, in the form of ammonia or of nitric acid.

"What takes place on the confined area of a nitre

bed happens without doubt in our lime composts,

and may take place to some extent also in the

wider area of a well-limed and well-manured field."

The general comparative utility of burnt and un-

burnt lime as manure are thus contrasted by the

professor :

—

"1. By burning and slaking, the lime is re-

duced to the state of an impalpable powder, finer than

could be obtained by any available method of

crushing. It can, in consequence, be diffused

more uniformly through the soil ; and hence a

smaller quantity M'ill produce an equal effect.

This minute state of division also promotes, in a

wonderful degi'ee, the chemical action of the lime.

In all cases chemical action takes place between

exceedingly minute particles of matter; and

amongst solid substances the action is more rapid,

the finer the powder to which tliey can l)e reduced.

Thus a mass of iron or lead slowly rusts or tarnishes

in the air ; but if the mass of either metal be reduced

to the state of an impalpable powder—which can be

done by certain chemical means—it will take fire

when simply exposed to the air at the ordinary

temperature, and will burn till it is entirely con-

verted into oxide of iron or oxide of lead. By
mere mechanical division the apparent action of the

oxygen of the air vipon metals is augmented and

hastened in this extraordinary degree, and a similar

heightening of the chemical influence of lime takes

place when it is brought in an impalpable state into

contact mth the vegetable matter upon which it is

intended to act.

"2. The effect of burnt lime is more powerful

and more immediate than that of unburnt lime, in

the form of chalk, marl, or shell sand. Hence it

sooner neutralises the acids which exist in the soil,

and sooner causes the decomposition of vegetable

matter of every kind to commence, upon which its

eflficacy in a great degree depends ; hence, when it

can be easily procured, it is better for some grass or

arable lands, for such as contain an excess of vege-

table matter, and especially for such as abound in

that dead or inert form of organic matter which re-

quires a stronger stimulus, the presence of more

powerful chemical affinities, that is, to bring it into

active decomposition. In such cases the lime has

already done much good before it has been brought

into the mild state by exposure in the soil, and re-

maining afterwards in this state in the soil, it still

serves, in a great measure, the same slower after

purposes as the original addition of carbonate would

have done. Further, quicklime is soluble in water,

and hence every shower that falls and sinks into the

soil carries with it a portion of lime, so long as any

remains in the caustic state. It thus reaches acid

matters that lie l)eneath the surface, and alters and

ameliorates even the subsoil itself." Of the last

cause of preference alluded to by Prosessor John-

ston, we have more than once reminded our

readers ; he says, " It is not a small additional re-

commendation of quicklime, that limestone, by

burning, loses about 44 per cent, of its weight

—

chiefly carbonic acid—thus enabling nearly twice

the quantity of lime to be conveyed from place to

place, at the same cost of transport. This not only

causes a direct saving of money—as when the

burned chalk of Antrim is carried by sea to the

Ayrshire coasts ; but an additional saving of labour

also uj^on the farm, where the number of hands and

horses is often barely sufficient for the necessary

work." These properties of lime may be regarded

as common to that earth, from almost whatever

locality it may be obtained. There are other varia-

tions in its action, owing to the foreign matters with

which the calcareous earth is mixed, which also im-

part to it considerable virtues as a fertiliser. In

the volume of the Transactions of the Highland

Society for 184S, pp. 285-293, of which the follow-

ing digest occurs in Johnson and Shaw's Farmer's

Almanack for 1849, p. 19> the chemical composi-

tion of various limestones are given :

In the following table column I gives the ingre-

dients found in (2) limestone from Cockermouth
;

3, from Brampton ; 4 and 5., from an estate of

Mr. Biddulph, in Denbighshire :

—

1 1

'.

Carbonate of hme 94*86

Sulphate of lime
[

0-23

Carbonate of magnesia . . 1*20

Alumina and oxide of iron: 073
Phosphate of lime ! ?

Silica '
2-92

3
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The quantity of quicklime applied per acre in

different districts is {ibid, 4 26)

—

Bush. Yrs. Per Yr. Wlien
Roxburgh .... 200 every 19 or 10^ fallow.

Ayr (Kyle). .. . 40 „ 5 „ 8 —
Carseof Stirling 54 „ 6 „ 9 —
South Durham 90 „ 12 „ 8^ —
Worcester .... 70 ,, 6 or 8

Flanders
rso 12-1

3/"

jQ S G grass or

i tares.

I deem no apology necessary to the farmers ofmy

country, whose indulgence I have so invariably ex-

perienced, for thus endeavouring to illustrate the

labours of the agriculturist by the scientific results

obtained by the chemist. Those great agricul-

turists will remember how much has been in this

way already accomplished, and to them such re-

collections will only serve (even in times as adverse

as the present) to encourage them in their noble

endeavours for other and equally honourable ad-

vances in the practical and scientific cultivation of

the soil.

ON THE IMPROVEMENTS OF RUNNING SANDS.

The light sandy soils were, at one period, con-

sidered incapable of returning any profit to

the cultivator. The benty grass which nature

placed upon them as a covering, and their subju-

gation to the winter frosts and the summer suns,

seemed, to our predecessors, to indicate that they

must not expect any great return for their care and

outlay ; and experience too dearly taught them,

that if broken up, a scanty crop of rye or oats

might be expected for a season or two, and that

couch grass and sterility would soon usurp the

place of a meagre crop at best ; while on the lower

sands, owing to intermixture of clay strata, the

land-springs rose with overwhelming power, and

the semi-aquatic grasses, the moss and the

heather, usurped the sole dominion. Sand was

synonymous with barrenness and sterility, and

only the best portions of it were cultivated in the

following dismal order :

—

Summer fallow, manured with rotten straw.

Rye,

Oats,

and again the summer fallow prevailed ; or, in the

secondary sort of quality of sands a still more

wretched system prevailed, and the order of mis-

management was :
—

Natural grass broken up [and sown with

Oats,

Oats,

Oats,

and then allowed to grow anything, or nothing,

until it had freshened by lying absolutely dormant

for six, ten, or fifteen years ; again to be subjected

to the same imhappy process.

The introduction of the alternate system of hus-

bandry from Flanders, made an entire revolution in

the mode of cropping poor sands ; and by the in-

troduction of turnips and clover to alternate with

them, the whole character of the soil was changed,

and what was once a sterile waste was made a pro-

ductive oasis.

As a necessary consequence, the best parts of

the sands were first taken up. These, as a general

rule, especially on the red sand- stone formations,

are the best on the highest lands. Tliese are not

only naturally dry—being themselves a drain, but

the soil is deepest on the higher portions, and

somewhat more consolidated, and a little more te-

nacious; on the lower portions the sand is fre-

quently grey or yellow, and saturated with and per-

vaded by land-springs, while many of the basins

are either peaty, when vegetable matter is in excess

;

or clayey, where it is absent. These clay basins are

not only common to the valleys, so to speak, of the

red sand-stone formation; but the higher lying

portions also often occupy basins of clay. The an-

nexed sketch will give an idea, far from imperfect,

of the precise state of the superposition of the

sandy soils on the whole of the red sand-

stone series. It will also best describe the

situation of soils of this nature, and the water

they contain. The dotted portion describes the

sand, the part of the dotted portion with

horizontal lines shows the water level, and the part

shaded with perpendicular lines, the clay. Now it

must be clear, that the least obstiiiction of the

water at the jioint described by the word" springs"

will cause it to rise with great force, because the

pressure, not only of the atmosphere, but of the

mass of gravel, described as dry, is resting upon it

;

and it is merely prevented from boiling out at the

very surface, and running over it, by the power of

the capillary attraction of the soil. The section we

have given is in somewhat high relief, but it is

what may be observed at almost any part of the

red sand-stone—it is almost co-extensive with the

series.
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Now, to attempt to palliate a state of things like

this is a delusion—shallow drains may he put in

(id infinitum, and the evil will never be remedied,

because the pressure from below will be so great

that the water will be held almost around the drains

by mere capillary attraction. The evils of a state

of things like this are so great that it is difficult to

pstimite them—the manure applied is like being

put u]-on a sieve to be washed away in the power-

ful stream—the soil will be cold from the excessive

evapontion, and, consequently, the crops will be

late; 't will be tenacious and difficult to work,

and heice its occupier will be always behind-hand.

His stock also will partake of the nature of the

plants, aid he will have poverty, disease, and death.

A renarkable instance of the utter inutihty of

this shalow draining of land-springs on porous sub-

soils ma; be described: —AVe remember a field lying

somewhat low, but having an outfall of some seven

feet, and on the oj)posite side some high-lying

land, in vhich (as it afterwards turned out) the

water was lying, and compressed into the low-

land, abo'e alluded to. This low-land field was

drained atsome four or five feet deep, and some

seven yans apart. It was, doubtless, benefited,

but still nc laid dry—intermediate drains were put

down, but till the work was not completed, and

the probabiity appeared to be that, if a complete

substratumof tiles was laid, so that the field would

be hollow, it would not eftect its purpose. The

boring rodsvvere put down, and a most extraordi-

nary appeannce presented itself—the water gushed

up in threa ;)laces with a velocity, and in a quantity

which wodd embrace several thousand gallons per

hour. W)oden cases, with covered tops and side

grooves, wre put in, which discharged the water,

the whole, "collected, was sufficient to driv^e a mill;

and this coitinues up to the present time without

any apparer; diminution. The field, however, was

effectually cu-ed ; and we have rarely witnessed any

case more fuly exemplifying the truth of the axiom,

that in all daining operations we must be guided

by varieties c circumstances, and modify our pro-

ceedings acordingly. Under any circumstances

the spring nust be tapped, be it where it may

;

and, though his Elkingtonian mode may neither

be desirable lor practicable in a majority of cases,

there are fsv in which deep-draining is not abso-

lutely necesstry. The depth in such subsoils may

be determined only by two circumstances

—

the solidity of the bottom and the capabilities of

the outfall. The difficulties, however, of deep-

draining in such situations are very great. The
sides will fall in, the sand will fill up the cutting by

washing, and the springs will boil up with such

resistless impetuosity that artificial means will have

to be adopted to overcome their violence. We
think it unnecessary to say that such sands should

always be drained with tiles and soles, or with

pipe tiles; and, if the latter, they should have col-

lars. In the former case, however, it will be ne-

cessary to get a foundation for the sole ; and, to

effect this, nothing is better than a filter

composed of bunches or, technically, "whisps,"

of hay or straw, pile upon pile, till the loose

sand is satisfied, and the water filters through

the hay; but the sand is deposited in it. To
prevent the consequences of the sides falling

in, two planks are placed on the drain sides,

and plugs of wood so placed between them as to

keep them at a regular distance ; and, in placing

the tiles, the greatest care should be taken to jjre-

vent the sand fi'om either entering the interior, or

from falling upon the tiles so forcibly as to displace

or destroy them. Between the tiles and the soil,

or just over them, some hay, straw, or, in the

absence of any better covering, the couch which

may happen to be nearest the locality, may be placed,

and incur the least expense in cartage ; but, possi-

bly, the best covering is turf, with the grass side

towards the tiles, the roots formmg a filter which

will admit the exit of the water, but prevent the

residuum from getting down into the tiles.

When a spring bursts below the drain there is

often great difficulty in getting a foundation for the

tile, so as to get the drain over it. The foot of the

drainer maj', bj' being worked up and down, be

worked down to a considerable depth; and so

powerful is the spring that the superstratum of the

sand is kept by it in a continual motion ; nor can

the operator often wait until the spring has subsided

by exhaustion ; and it is possible that it may not

be exhausted at all. In such a case a sole will soon

be displaced, or the pipe tiles even where collars

are used, there is great danger of their ' canting,' so

as to destroy the free level of the drains. The

object to be effected is to allow the water to escape

freely, and still to fill up the vacant place with
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some porous foundation matter. For this purpose I If it is deep it may be at a greater distance. To
there are few things more useful than wisps of ascertain the precise ])lace, several trial holes must
straw stuffed into the quicksand until a firm foun- Ije cut in various parts of the field ; v.-hen a drain
dation is obtained. Through this the water will is cut from the lowest level of the field towards the

flow pretty freely, and it would appear that, as the highest part where the water remains in the trial

straw decomposes, the sand is deposited ; or, pos- holes, and the distance from the drains at whicii

sibly, the flow becomes less violent when the re-

mainder of the sjirings are reduced by the drain-

age of the adjoining land.

At great depths, springs will break out at the

head of the drains, and often so very strong as to-

tally to interrupt the progress of the drainers. A
spring a-head is worse to manage, of the two,

than a spring below, because there are no means of

getting over it, and its contents must, as a primary

object, be obtained into the drain. In this case, if

the flow of water is so powerful as to resist the

futiu'e eflbrts to proceed, the drain mouth must be

stopped with some filtering matter, and another

parallel, or, at least, an adjoining dram, brought

up to the same locality, and continued until the

same spring is again tapped ; and, unless this is

the case, there will be great difficulty in obtaining

so large a quantity of water as frequently presents

itself into any drain whatever. If this second tap

is insuflScient, either to dry the first drain or to ad-

mit of the second being carried so far as it is in-

tended, a third drain is cut into the same, which,

generally, so divides the power of the spring that

each of the drains can be carried to their ultimate

termination, and the effect that one drain so situ-

ated will produce on the soil below, will be very

extraordinary.

But it is not always that the water will exhibit it-

self even when it is very near. We, on one occa-

sion, observed a striking instance of this—a wet

field, commencing with a bottom of water-filled

clay, and, as the ground rose, a bed of peat, and,

above that, a gravelly hill : no sooner was the drain

carried through the peat, than the sides and top

came in of the consistency of thin cream ; this was
barricaded, boarded, and thrown out, till a hole was
made of many cubic yards, and with no better suc-

cess. I advised the drain to l)e left alone and
another proceeded with. This was done, but be-

fore the second drain could make any impression

on the spring, it broke out in a stream of some four

inch bore. This ran on for some time on the tops

of the drains, and was got into them with some
difficulty.

To ascertain the proper distance of drains in

porous subsoils—or, rather, to ascertain where
drains are wanted, is one of the principal elements

of correct drainage : both the requisite dryness of

the soil, and very materially the cost of drainage,

are affected by it. As a general rule, the depth
will be in the inverse ratio of the distance.

these are aflected mark the distance of the next

drain. Sometimes, however, it will be found tliat

ten, or any other number of the holes, are left dry,

while one at the same distance is unaffected— and

this is indicative that some retentive stratum is in-

terfering, and denotes that an arm will effect all

that is desirable instead of a main drain; and thus

a general system of tapping the intercepted springs,

rather than any system of parallel drains, will be

effected. The depth of drains can only be regu-

lated by the circumstances of the outfall ; but, as a

general rule, and some general rule must be laid

down, though it has so many exceptions that it can

seldom be applied— still, seven feet may le con-

fidently named as the minimum, and the maximum
can only be fixed by the depth of the porms ma-

terial and the cost of cutting.

One of the greatest impediments to the perma-

nence of draining poi'ous subsoils is tb depo-

sition of irony or ochreous sedimentary natter on

the sides and bottom of the drains, ,'n cases

where the fall is veiy considerable, then is very

little chance of its ever occuring, as the ripidity of

the current will carry away any sedimen without

danger ; but, in some cases, where the fill is but

little, there is a continual tendency in the drains to

get filled by this deposit. The safest emedy, in

such cases, is to fill up the mouth of tin tile for a

few minutes, until the whole bore of the tile is full,

and then, by withdrawing the stoppage the impe-

tus of the water is so great that it bring away with

it the residuum. If this is attended to ii the spring

and summer, there is little danger of iuy serious

interception of the running of the dnins at any

other season.

The workman will generally require tt have the

water with him, either naturally or artilcially, to

keep the level correctly; and, as it is always

present, even in summer, on porous substrata,

there can in general be no difficulty oj the sub-

ject. Still it ought first always to le carefully

levelled by a competent engineer, that the drainer

may be made acquainted with the geneal accuracy

of the work as it proceeds, and so far be a check

on the workmen, and a safeguard as b the proper

execution of the work.

The work, however, is only begin when the

drainage of blowing sands is effected. Either they

have been, in moorland, covered Ij' gorse, and

heather, and broom, and bent; or thiy have been

cultivated in a \yay, indistinguishable iDsolutely as
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to whetlier it were the crops or the weeds which were

j

the objects of cultivation ; so completely did the

latter exceed the former in number and luxuriance,

and so entirely did they overrun the crops which

the ])oor disappointed farmer attempted to produce.

He might as well have planted it with fig trees,

vines, or oranges, and expect a tropical oasis in a

northern clime, as attempt to grow remunerative

food croj)S in a poor starved soil, where every ad-

verse influence was at work, and where there were

few of the elements necessary for maturing any of

the cultivated crops : while the weeds were lux-

uriating in all the circumstances of climate and

moisture suited to their condition, the same causes

were poison to the crops. It is not necessary here

to discuss the physiology of weeds thriving where

cultivated crops will die—they, doubtless, all ab-

sorb the same elements, in kind as well as degree,

organic and inorganic ; init it is beyond all doubt

that in all soils something will grow ; and whether

it is the constitutional jiowers of some plants which

enable them to extract their food from soils in

which it exists in but a slight degree, or whether

they have some inherent facility of substitution

calculated for indigenous and hardy species, we
cannot, in the present state of knowledge, pretend

to decide ; but it is a fact that such is the case.

To show the difference between a poor soil and a

rich soil, in resjject to the quality of its productions,

and what a plant will take up and what it will

" make do," a very striking instance occurs in the

inorganic elements of hay— taking the one from a

rich and the other from a poor soil, in the same lo-

cality, and analyzed by Mr. Spence, of York. The
soils are at Kirkleavington, near Yarm, and we
believe, belong to Mr. Bates, the celebrated short-

horn breeder. In 1000 parts—
Best land

Potash 12.409

Soda 3.221

Lime 8.128

Magnesia 1.879

Alumina , ^

Oxides of iron and manga-
nese

Chlorine 005 012

Sulphuric acid 2.372 .... 3.600

Phosphoric acid 4.389 .... 4.06G

Carbonic acid 3.300 .... 3.150

Silicic acid 22.105 18.902

.005

Worst land.

... 8.876

.. G.094

. . 8.890

.. 3,359

.. .200

.. .350

57.873 57.499

The general characteristics of newly drained and

unproductive lilounng sands are their deficiency

in potash, phosphoric acid, and, above all, in

ammonia. Whatever may be the relative values of

the inorganic to the organic parts of plants, it ap-

pears quite certain that, in order to enable the or-

ganizations of many plants to assimilate the former,

there need to be sujiplies of ammonia, and, in

some crops, of carbon, to enable them to take up

the inorganic elements into their structures.

But the cultivator of blowing sands, either un-

drained or imperfectly drained, and where land-

springs are within the range of the roots of jjlants,

has also to contend against the effects of evapora-

tion and the great degree of cold it produces.

Mr, Charnock, f)f Stourton Lodge, near Leeds,

made some experiments on this subject, which can-

not be too extensively known, nor too widely dif-

fused. He showed the comparative evaporation :

—

1. From water.

2. From soil in its ordinary citcumstances.

3. From soil saturated with water.

These experiments gave, for a period of five

years, the following extraordinary results (deci-

mals omitted) ;
—

Evaporation in From From Soil

the year water. soil. saturated.

1842 22 21 30

1843 23 20 31

1844 30 15 37

1845 21 23 31

1846 23 lo 33

The cooling effect of this, while it would favour the

development of coarse and semi-aquatic grasses—

•

reducing the soil to the coldness of water—would

also operate to starve the better plants, and, so

LxY, to nullify the best efforts of the cultivator, as

well as evaporate the volatile, and wash away the

soluble parts of his manure.

The next step in improvement, after thorough

drainage, is partly mechanical and partly che-

mical; and though thousands of good farmers

adopt both these means with great skill and suc-

cess, they do not all know the precise physical

principles which they call into operation to effect

the desired end.

There are certain things which the mere act of

drainage changes per se. For instance, in most
undrained soils there is a yellow-ochrey substance

poisonous to plants of a high order, and which al-

ways being saturated with water, remains in inso-

luble masses diffused through the soil. The mere
action of drying tends to disintegrate these parti-

cles. The alternate wet and dry, the effects of at-

mospheric changes of air and heat and frost

tend continually to crumble down, and the rains

wash away this ochrey mass as it crumbles and dis-

solves ; and this is one means of the drains being so

liable to choke with debris, as ^ve alluded to in an

earlier part of this paper. Thus a more favourable

chemical seed bed is procured for the plants.
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But another effect is also i)roduced. The soils we
are speaking of are iinadhesive jjlowing sands

;

they were kept together by moisture, and by the

attraction of cohesion conseqiient on the sameness

of state as regards heat and moisture; but the

same processes which dissolve out the ochre, will

also tend to disintegrate and loosen the sand, and

hence every windy day we have it blowing about

like driven snow. Nor will rolling or crushing

by mechanical pressure effect the object. Still un-

cohesive, the particles of sand may be made to

pack closer to each other, but there is no union

—

no adhesion ; and the flat surface it leaves only

makes it more liable to be swept away by the

winds of spring and autumn. For this, the best

remedy, when approachable, is to cart on marl or

clay. It not unfrequently happens that" there is in

any given tract of loose sand of considerable ex-

tent, some deejj-lying stratum of clay, and often of

unctuous marl. The marls often contain lime and

phosphoric acid ; and sometimes the potash and

soda, of which the super-stratum is destitute

;

but, if not, its mere cohesiveness will effect the

one desirable object so much sought for—that of

furnishing a mass of soil sufficiently tenacious to

prevent the too free admission of oxygen to the

roots of the plants.

Clay will effect the same object, but is generally

less rich in the elements indicated above, and its

application may, for all ordinary pnrposes, be con-

sidered purely mechanical. Amongst the most

striking instances of success in marling to blowing

sands, we have observed, is that of Mr. W. Linton,

of Sheriff" Hutton, near York. The details appear in

the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society ; but

that paper, from the writer's modesty, gives but an

imperfect idea of the results oi the process. A farm

of Avhite or grey sand—positively like the scouring

sands and used for domestic purposes—was taken

in hand by that enterprising agriculturist. Beneath

was a stratum of white marl. This he carted out,

and spi'ead over the land in the autumn. The

winter pulverized it, and the result was that in

three years he grew very i)romising crojjs of wheat

on what had been bent and heather. The quantity

applied varied from 1 50 to 200 loads per acre, and

the quick-wood planted for fences showed its

gratitude for a similar application, by growing with

astonishing rapidity. Similar improvements with

red marl, and even with iron blue clay, have been

produced ; and it is perhaps the cheapest mode,

costly as it may appear at the outset, of effecting

the necessary adhesive texture of loose sands.

Another mode of effecting this operation is by

the pressure of the feet of sheep. The Swedish

proverb says, " The foot of the sheep is gold, and it

turns everything to gold it touches." But it is not

the foot alone : the dioppings from the fleece and

the tail, the laying of their greasy locks upon the

porous surface, the carbonic acid gas they evolve

in eating their food on the ground, and the knead-

ing with their cloven feet of this mixed mass, all

contribute to consolidation ; and this is as neces-

sary to successfully cultivating such soils, as it is

to sow the seed : for, without constant supplies of

manure, and constant kneading and consolidation,

such soils will not produce large crops of corn.

In order to keep sheep, green crops will be a ne-

cessary preparation, and nothing so readily and

successfuDy effects this as turnips consumed on

the land. But to get turnips, ammonia is ne-

cessary to form a large leaf development, in

order to enable them to abstract the requisite

carbon; and there are no means more facile,

more easily adopted, than the application of bones

;

and these happen to be just the manure suited

to such soils.

There is no question that " dissolved bones " are

infinitely preferable on old-going land, and in small

quantities. On newly drained sand the conditions

are different, and what is required is a larger

source of more slowly decomposing material

:

thus, two quarters (sixteen bushels) should be a

minimum apphcation ; but as a small quantity of

comparatively free phosphoric acid may be desira-

ble, the bones may be first applied, a slight cover of

earth fallo^v, made by a straker on the drill, and a

smaller quantity of super-phosphate drilled with

the seed. In bones you have what the green crops

require, and what is nearly always deficient in

such soils—ammonia from the animal matter of

the bones, and phosphoric acid from the phosphate

of lime in the same.

It is wretched policy to take a corn crop from

recently drained sands. It still more injuriously

deprives it of the elements necessary to give green

crops, and still further encourages weeds ; whereas

a green crop first makes a ready supply of the

elements of future corn crops available.

If marl or clay is not available, a further step in

consolidation will be necessary. The mucilage of

linseed cake, passed through the animals, possesses

this in a remarkable degree ; and the cost of it is

often defrayed, partly by the improved condition of

the animals, and partly by the increased fertility of

the soil. If time is an object with the improver,

there is perhaps no means of effecting it so

readily as by supplying the sheep on the turnips

and on the seeds with half a pound to one pound

of linseed cake ])er day each, during the time they

are consuming them.

This is, on the whole, a better plan than apply-

ing top-dressings to the corn crops, or drilling

artificial manures with the corn seed. In the pre-
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sent state of our knowledge we cannot precisely

compound what the crops require, and till we do
know, and know that it is cheajjer, it is best to im-
prove the soil through the animals.

To recapitulate the heads :

—

1. Drain deep and make thoroughly dry,

2. Consolidate by adding marl or clay.

3. Grow green crops to be consumed on the

land.

4. Apply bones, partly raw and partly dissolved,

to produce the capability of growing turnips

and clover.

5. Feed the stock grazed upon them with artifi-

cial food, and especially cake.

G. And lastly, do not over crop it ; and, if ever

the four-course rotation is broken, let the

omission be a corn crop and not a green

crop, M. M . M.
Sowerby, Thirsk, Yorkshire,

May 9, 1849.

PROFITS OF LAND IMPROVEMENT.
The readers of this journal are already familiar

with the very successful exertions of Mr. C. Colt-

hurst, in the reclamation of waste lands in the dis-

trict of Macroom, county of Cork—the compara-
ti\'ely small outlay in his imdertakings—the very

large profits he has actually realized, and the advan-
tage to the ratepayers from the employment aftbrded

by the resident proprietors in some electoral dis-

tricts of that union. Mr. Colthurst, who is now in

Dublin, has favoured us with the following more
precise and detailed account of his improvements,
and we are quite sure it will be read with deep in-

terest by our agricultural friends. In the ])resent

circumstances of the country, the experience of a

man who has worked so usefully and practically, is

invaluable in the way of example.

''TO THE EDITOR OF THE DUBLIN EVENING
POST.

'•' Sir,—I cannot but feel very much gratified at

the notice you have taken of my humble exertions

in trying to develoj) practically the great resources

of this country, which have put money in my
pocket, and enabled me, thank God, to employ and

feed those who stood so much in need of it. I owe,

sir, all my prosperity and present independence to

the assistance of the spade-man (the poor labourer),

and as long as the Almighty leaves me health and

means, f shall not lose sight of his interest

—

par-

ticularly as the interest of Ireland in general is in-

volved in the judicious employment of the able-

bodied labourer.

" In truth, the man who directs the spade has

hardly time to direct his \^e^n. so as to meet the

public eye : but the i)resent crisis demands more

than common exertion, or total ruiu to all classes

must follow.

" There are at present 70,000 acres of unre-

claimed land in the Macroom Union, where I reside;

and I will venture to say, in the entire district, there

was not a more hopeless piece of land, when I com-

menced operations, than these 250 acres. This

large undertaking I expect to have completely re-

claimed in March, 1851, should I be spared to do

so ; and I fully expect it will Ijecome some of the

finest meadow land in the entire union of Macroom.
" I pointed attention to a great district of wet, but

rich land, from Kilcrea to the western end of Inchi-

quin lake, and I take the liberty of suggesting to

the government the propriety of sending an en-

gineer to inspect and report upon this most valuable

project, for, in my humble judgment, a more secure

investment of money could not be had in Ireland

with limestone at hand at all points, and turf to

burn the lime at Agharahala.
" This district is much more favourably circum-

stanced than my farm at Ballyvourney, for I am
ten miles from limestone. I trust the proprietors

will not consider me officious in drawing attention

to this important work, and that they will reflect on

the motive, and apply to government for a sufficient

sum to drain and reclaim this splendid tract (for

splendid it would be if properly done), and as

twenty-two years are given by the Land Impi'ove-

ment Act for repayment of interest and principal,

I trust they will consider their own interest, and

that of the public, by entering upon a work that

will remunerate them and employ every able-bodied

labourer in the union for the next ten 3'ears.

" I wish to draw your attention to the great value

of water as a fertilizer of the soil. I have 250 acres

under irrigation at Ballygarry, and 50 at Clonmoyle.

Now, I consider (and can prove) that the water for

these 300 acres is worth £300 a year to me, or

£1 the statute acre. If, then, I make £300 a year,

why should not others turn their attention to this

great source of national loealth, and not allow the

alluvial deposits of the country to go waste into the

sea, when, by judicious arrangements, a great por-

tion may be retained up the country for manuring

the soil, and not permitted to deposit where it is an

absolute nuisance—suppose, for instance, the Cork

river—injuring the navigation ? liut to enable men
to carry out upon a large scale the general irriga-

tion of Ireland, an act of parliament ought to be
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passed ; for I know a great many persons who

would embark in such works, but cannot get liberty

to take up rivers except at serious cost. If an act of

this kind is practicable, I consider it of vast impor-

tance ; for in addition to the irrigation of the coun-

try, the courses when made would apply also to

manufactures or machinery of any kind.

" That Ireland is now in a fix no one can deny;

but still, I think, there is hope ; if every man is de-

termined to do his duty, and look to his own exer-

tions more than to any government, with self-

respect and self dependance—for it is nonsense

whining like a set of schoolboys, looking to the

government for everything— the country will, ere

long, right itself : and though the the poor-law, as

it now stands, is a grievous tax, yet, if altered, and

made a good measure towards all classes, it will be

the means of improving property eventuall)', and

render it more secm-e, liainrKj a leyal provision for

the poor. I ^et there be no revolution but that which

changes the barren heath into a green field, and no

arms used but the spade, pick, and the bog-knife.

This would be a bloodless battle, but in time, with

God's blessing, a noble victory.

" As it may be interesting to your readers to

know the result of my waste land reclamation at

Ballygarry, I shall give you a brief outline, merely

to show what can be done with Ireland, if people

will go to work in earnest.

" I took from the late Sir Nicholas Colthurst a

large tract of waste land, the average value being

about 2s. an acre. I laid out about £4,000 upon it,

but was repaid back the entire sum by the crops,

save what was expended on building (say about

£1,000), for which I got 10 percent.

" When the present Sir George Colthurst came

of age, I sold my perpetuity lease and interest to

him for £10,000, and took a new lease of three lives,

so as to finish my great bog improvement. When

this is done, in the year 1851, I think this latter

improvement will be worth £5,000 more, at least—

r

thereby making upon the whole transaction £ 15,000.

"To show what a great result has arisen out of a

small experiment, I shall briefly state it:—
" I commenced reclaiming (as a model farm) 20

statute acres of mountain, valued by the Tithe Com-
missioners in 1828 at 3s. lid. per acre. I laid out

il

in permanently reclaiming this piece of land £334

2s. lOd. (see my evidence before Lord Devon's

Commission, in September, 1844, at Macroom),

but was repaid back in five 3'ears all this sum, and

£19 l7s. 2d. over :—

Balance in favour of C. Colthurst £19 17 2

Annual value of hay sold from 1835 to

1846, £80 per annum 880

899 17 2

Deduct head-rent for 1 1 years, at £7
lis. 9d. per year 83 9

Nett balance 816 S 2

Sir George Colthurst purchased

in 1846 this lot, giving 20

years' jiurchase .... £80

Deduct head-rent ... . 7 11 9

£72 8 3 1,448 5

Nett profit from 1835 to 1840 .. £2,264 13 2

" N.B. In the year 1846 Sir George Colthurst's

steward sold the hay for £104.

" The profits and sale of this small lot of land

have formed a fund that will reclaim 250 acres of

deep bog, and if it please God to spare me till the

year 1851, I have no doubt but I shall make this

farm worth £400 a year, clear of head-rent and ex-

penditure.—I am, sir, your obedient servant,

"Charles Colthurst.

"88 Grafton-street, Dublin, I6/A Dec, 1848."

THE CONDITION OF FARM SERVANTS

We rejoice to observe the increased attention

which is being devoted to this all-important sub-

ject. It is forcing itself on the attention of farmers,

whether they will or no. The social fabric of

society is so framed, that a disregard of the relative

duties of life invariably produces its appropriate

fruit. The great Governor of the universe has so

constituted the framework of society, that if one

class neglect the duties they owe to another, the

evil consequences flowing therefrom react on them-

selves. This is strikingly illustrated in the case of

farmers and farm servants. For a series of years.

the interests, comforts, and social and moral well-

being of farm servants, have been very generally

disregarded. The one demand which has been

made, is that they do their work ; and the only

interest felt, has been to see that this work is done.

Of course there are many honourable exceptions :

but such has been the general rule in the north of

Scotland. And what are the results ? Servants

have imbibed the same spirit of selfishness—their

one desire is to do their day's work ; and a

spirit of hstlessness, a love of change, an absence of

anything like a deep interest in their master's
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affairs, have been the consequence. Of course,

here too, there are excejitions : but such is the case

generally. No one who has studied the constitution

of human society, and the peculiarities of human
nature, will feel surprised at this. But there are

symptoms of a reaction. The state of matters is

such, that regard for their own interests, as well as

for the well-being of the servants, have forced on

this question for discussion :
—" What are the best

means of improving the condition of farm

servants?'' Directly and mdirectly, it has been

brought before the pubhc frequently during the

last six months, in various districts throughout

Scotland, At the annual meeting of the Inverness

Farmers' Society, held on the 1st instant, the ques-

tion was formally discussed ; and though the debate

throws no new light on the subject to those who
have studied it, it is not without value as a record

of the experience of practical farmers. We pur-

pose, therefore, gleaning a few of the leading points

advanced on either side of the question.

We select, first, the opinions of those who believe

the cause of the evils now complained of, to be in

the servants themselves ; and to the credit of the

intelligence and judgment of the members of the

Inverness Society, these are only two :

—

Mr. Fraser, Balloch, said—Little could be done

for the farm servants, so long as they were so

much given to changing places. It was rare that

they got a servant to remain a year. This was the

great barrier to improvement in their condition.

The feeing markets afforded facilities for such

changes, and should therefore be discouraged.

Servants, when then attended these markets, cared

^ery little whether they went back to their old

places or took new fees ; and while they were so

careless, masters could do little for them.

Mr. Grant, Kerrowaird, said—It was nonsense to

talk of gardens. Farmers could not calculate on

servants remaining more than six months, and of

what use could gardens be in that time. Besides,

young men had no time to cultivate gardens. The
root of the evil originated in the feeing markets.

These are the only speakers who appear to con-

sider servants, as a class, exclusively the authors

of their present condition. On the other side of the

question, there is weighty testimony :

—

Mr. Gentle, Dell, said—The best answer to the

question of how to improve the condition of the

farm servant was simply, give them more pay and

better rations.

Mr. France, Wester Lovat, said—The Ijothy

system was objectionable. In these they had

nothing to attach them to the place, or to their

master and mistress. How could they spend their

evenings in them ? He thought that every servant

should have his own house, where he could em-

ploy his evenings in readmg, or otherwise im-

proving himself. They should also have gardens.

He always gave his servants their own bothy and

garden, and he found that it attached the men to

the farm, especially the married men. He re-

stricted the garden to vegetables, but he gave them

potatoes from the field, and meal. He also allowed

them a jiig and a few fowls. He had men with

him for twelve or fourteen years ; but of late he had

had a few young men, who, if they were disi)leased

with him, or he with them, went off' to the feeing

market; they did not care for a master, and took

no interest in his concerns. But give the good

servant a good house, and take care of him, and in

this way he will become attached to the place, and

fit himself for other and better things.

Mr. John Grant Duncan, said—He agreed with

Mr. France. He always was inclined to make his

servants comfortable ; and he never had to engage

them but once. No one had left him since he

commenced farming. Feeing markets had never

interfered with him, nor he with them.

Mr, C. Stewart said that it occurred to him

that with farm servants they must bring to bear the

same principles as in common life. They must

educate the young, and carefully train them in

morals and education, to lay the foundation of a

future race of better servants. Much would depend

on the head of the establishment. When the

servants see that the master acts his part as a man
and a Christian, they will be inclined to follow his

example. He would have the master to go among
his servants as a friend and as a superior, entitled to

give them advice. Such advice would be received

far more kindly from him than from a stranger, and

nothing would more conduce to the interests of

both than that such advice should be given and

received with kindness. They must view the ser-

vant as a reasonable being, with hopes and aspira-

tions ; and behave to him as such. He would not

perhaps give him at once the cot and the

garden, the pig and the fowls; but he would

say—Behave yourself for a certain time, and then I

will give you the house and the other things,

Duncan Forbes, Esq., of CoUoden, said—He
certainly thought feeing markets very injurious to

the morals of the servants ; and if three fourths of

the public houses were abolished so much the

better. If masters gave their servants a better

education, it would improve them. At CuUoden

there had been no change of servants, as far as he

remembered, for twenty years. (Cheers.) Three of

the farm servants were married, and had slated

liouses ; they had no cows, but each family had a

pint of milk daily. They might keep as many pigs

as they pleased, and hens without number. They
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had gardens, and he thought wdth all things they

were very comfortable.

The experience of these gentlemen affords a

strong proof of the beneficial influence of proper

treatment. No theory, however plausible, can have

half the weight of this testimony from experience.

The course of conduct here indicated has only to be

acted in the spirit of kindness and affection, and

the evils complained of will rapidly disappear

among servants as a class. It is all very well to

condemn feeing markets—and no one can do so

more strongly than ourselves—but they are only

the off'-shoots of more deeply seated evils. District

registers and certificates of character are good

enough to speculate upon, and their introduction

would be a great improvement upon the present

system ; but they never can effect a thorough

change in the principles, habits, tastes, and customs

of the mass of servants. The efi'ectual method of

undermining their migratory habits, is to give such

inducements as will make permanency advantageous

to themselves, as well as to their employers. They

are not blind to self-interest and personal comforts

;

and if they should not at present be in a position in

which their prejudices may be overcome by reason,

they cannot resist the potent influence of kindness,

and a disinterested anxiety for their comfort. A
spirit of friendly co-operation among farmers in

this great and good work—headed by the pro-

prietary—would very speedily tell on the servants

;

and we have no doubt that if the relative duties

were faithfully and affectionately performed, though

it might not make all servants good, it would

greatly improve the mass, and hnk master and ser-

vant together in one common bond of union.—

Elgin Courier.

A TENANT-RIGHT AGREEMENT
Having been drawn up by H. C. Sturt, Esq. (Critchell

House, Dorsetshire) and his tenants, as an attempt at a

practical recognition of tenant security ; and the same

having been discussed and considered by the ' * Elandford

Farmers' Club" at their monthly meetings, held March

and April, 1849, the following rules were approved of

and adopted, and are intended to apply to the different

soils of the county of Dorset ; and from which each

occupier can select those suitable to his own holding,

and agree with his landlord thereon ; and also, that they

may be hereafter considered the custom of the county,

and be applicable to land held under lease, or otherwise.

Rule 1.—Bone manure with turnips, to extend over

four years. Quantity not to exceed three sacks per

acre.

1st Year, the outgoing tenant, should

he quit without taking a corn crop,

to be allowed 15s. in the £.
2nd Year, when a corn crop has been

taken i 10s. ,,

3rd Year < 5s. ,,

4th Year 3s. ,,

Rule 2.—Guano, superphosphate of hme, and all arti-

ficial manures used for turnips, purchased yard, pig,

or any decomposed manure, over three years, and

value not to exceed 30s. per acre. The same regula-

tions as to corn crops as in Rule 1

.

1st Year, The outgoing tenant to be

allowed ...,,, 15s. in the £.
2nd Year

,, ,
8s. ,,

3rd Year „ ,,•••• 4s. ,,

Rule 3.—Linseed, or oilcake, fed in the last year of

tenancy by fattening stock or sheep, to be repaid 20

per cent. ; the outlay not to exceed 20 per cent, of

the rental.

Rule 4.—Lime if used by itself, or with common
mould, according to the following scales. Heavy

soils, six years.

1st Year, The outgoing tenant to be

allowed 20s. in the £.

2nd Year ,, ,,.... 17s. ,,

3rd Year ,, ,,.... 14s. ,,

4th Year ,, ,,.... lis. ,,

5th Year ,, ,,.... 8s. ,,

6th Year ,, ,,.... 5s. ,,

Light soils, three years.

1st Year, The outgoing tenant to be

allowed 15s. in the jf.

2nd Year ,, ,,.... 10s. ,,

3rd Year ,, ,,.... 5s. ,,

Rule 5.— Chalk, if done by tenant, the price and quan-

tity per acre to be first agreed on. Eight years, viz.:

1st and 2nd Years, The outgoing tenant

to be allowed , 20s. in the £.

3rd Year ,, ,,.... 18s. ,,

4th Year ,, ,,.... 16s. ,,

5th Year ,, ,,.... 13s. ,,

6th Year ,, ,,.... 10s. ,,

7th Year ,, ,,.... 7s. ,,

8th Year ,, ,,.... 4s. ,,

Rule G.—Draining, whether with pipes, tiles, turf, or

other materials ; pond and tank making where the

materials are found by landlord, the tenant doing the

carriage. Ten years, viz.

:

1st Year, The outgoing tenant to be

allowed 20s. in the £.

2nd Year ,, , 18s. ,,

3rd Year „ ,,.... 16s. „
4th Year ,, ,,.... 14s. ,,

5th Year „ >>•••• 12s. ,,
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6th Year

7th Year

8th Year

9th Year

1 0th Year

10s. in the £,

8s. „

6s. ,,

4s. „

2s. ,,

Rule 7.—Any hedge planted by tenant with consent of

landlord, to be subject to valuation.

Rule 8.—If any tenant make, or fresh lay out, any

water meadow, the landlord doing the weir work, over

ten years, the same scale to be adopted as in Rule 6.

Rule 9.—French grass to be paid for according to

value, not exceeding four years.

Rule 10.—Extra buildings required, to be subject to a

special agreement between landlord and tenant.

Rule 11.—Temporary buildings. Any shed put up

for sheep, cattle, or manure, &c., by tenant, to be

taken at a valuation, or removed.

Rule 12.—That for conversion of all pasture land into

arable, the incoming tenant to pay 15s. in the M be-

fore the first corn crop.

Rule 13.—Planting orchard with consent of landlord ;

the outgoing tenant to be paid for the trees as follows

:

The first year the cost of the trees, and to the sixth

year according to their increased value ; from the sixth

year to the twelfth year to remain at the same value
;

after the twelfth year to be considered the property of

the landlord.

Rule 14.—That if at the expiration of any tenancy the

land is not left in proper and husbandry-like condi-

tion, the outgoing tenant shall be liable to be assessed

for such neglect, the amount to be settled by arbitra-

tion.

Rule 15.^A11 chalking and draining, the making of

water meadows, ponds, and tanks, to be with consent

of landlord, and in writing ; and if done by landlord,

tenant to pay 5 per cent, on the outlay.

Rule 16.—That twelve months' notice to quit be given

in all cases by either party.

Rule 17.—If any dispute arise between landlord and

tenant respecting any of the afore-mentioned Rules, to

be subject to reference, one to be chosen by each

party, and a third to be named before proceeding to

business, whose decision shall be final.

It was also proposed, seconded, and unanimously re-

solved, that the " Tenant Security Rules" agreed on by

this club be recommended to the landed proprietors of

the county of Dorset for their consideration and adoption.

Blandford, April 14, 1849.

SEWAGE IRRIGATION.

All writers on the above subject always quote the

example of Edinburgh as an instance of the great value

that attends the application of sewage manure in irriga-

tion ; but they ever wholly forget that the comparison

altogether ceases between the same object being effected

in London—the situations are widely dift'erent, as east

from west ; and no analogy can be traced. The situa-

tion of Edinburgh is on high ground, and the surround-

ing locality slopes in every direction ; especially in the

north-easterly direction, where the chief use is made of

ths contents of the sewers. The new part of the old

town, running to the south, discharges the excrements on

the sloping declivity that fronts Salisbury Crags ; and

there the " cloacae" discharge the semi-fluid manure at

once upon the irrigated ground, with the assistance of a

main carrier to make the equal distribution. After

having floated over the existing quantity of ground, a

ditch receives and conveys the excrementitious fluid to

still lower ground, on the sea-side approaching Porto-

bello ; and after having manured the possible area of

ground there, the watery manure escapes to the sea over

the sandy beach. In other parts of the town, where the

situation does not admit the application, the excrements

go to waste, altogether unnoticed.

In this case there is a very easy application, strictly

economical, and showing itself to the very dullest con-

ception. But London is wholly dift'erent ; the situation

is low, and there is no ground between the town and the

river on which to use the fertilizing fluid. If there were

any lands they would have long ago been irrigated. The
river receives the London filth because no other applica-

tion is possible. Give to London the advantages which

Edinburgh enjoys, and the same use of the excrements

would long ago have been made.

The fertilizing filth of London being deposited in cir-

cumstances where no use can be made of it till the posi-

tion be altered, the question remains to be solved, how
that change can be efl'ected, and by what means the ex-

crementitious mass can be conveyed to the locality of the

useful applications. The exsiccation of the semi-fluid

mass destroys very much of the utility in bulk ; but as

the essences are more concentrated, that mode of appli-

cation may form the preferable method of use. The
grassy herbage that is raised by means of food adminis-

tered in that gross form is very succulently coarse ; the

produce of the irrigated lands at Edinburgh is fit only

for the paunch of milch cows, whose voracious maw will

devour almost any green thing. The reduction of the

bulk will render the food of a finer quality, and produc-

tive of finer articles.

The excavation and arching of the Thames Tunnel has

shown that roads below ground can be made for any

purpose, and that the durability is proved. Hence it

may be inferred that arched roads may be made under-

neath London, on which, by means of railways, the ex-

cremental fluids and solids can be conveyed to the places

of preparation. It is very much easier to intercept and

convert to usefulness descending substances rather than

ascending ; and more especially when the ascent must

be created, as in the case of the " jet" company, whose

motions seem very slow and executions languid. There

can be no doubt that the drying of the sewage manure is

the best mode of use in every respect ; and the above

way of under-arching the roads seems the most plausible

way of converting the mass into utility.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The education of the farmer has attracted some very

considerable notice of late years, and has given rise to

institutions having for their object the very special pur-

pose of imparting the branches of instruction necessary

for that profession. It is evident that, with this object

in view, the direction must be very widely different from

the course that has been hitherto pursued, where the espe-

cial attention lay in stamping the youthful mind with the

dogmas and prejudices of the craft, and making a slavishly

passive recipient, instead of an active exponent ; origin-

ality is thus wholly destroyed, the energies are cramped,

and the powers of thought are never brought into action ;

tricks and trammels usurp the place of active en-

quiry and of legitimate reasoning.

Youth must be very early placed on the anvil of learn-

ing, where it will be forged and fashioned by the

incessant care of the instructor, unceasingly ap-

plied, and skilfully directed. The iron when warm

can be forged by the hammer of the blacksmith

into any form ; but if it gets cool, obduracy takes

place, and defies any further ductility. In like manner,

the warm and tender mind must be early moulded and

fashioned, before it cools and becomes callous from the

impressions of rules and customs. It is of vast import-

ance to fix, at an early period of life, an ardent and gene-

rous enthusiasm, while the mind is susceptible of almost

any impression : at that time a most powerful operative

principle will be produced, which will be attended with

the most beneficial results, and a stimulus will be

afforded which will push into activity the latent powers

of nature. A variety of learning must be poured into

the intellectual furnace, where by the action of fusion

and amalgamation a clear current is produced, which, in

its progress over grosser materials, burnishes every idea

with a brighter polish, and gilds every object with a

clearer varnish than it before possessed. The mind will

be whetted and incited, and yield the scintillations and

coruscations which arise from the attrition of exciting

causes. As a flame is fed by a quantity of combustible

materials, and is rendered more clear by the burning, so

is the mind agitated by a mass of causes, ignited by the

friction, and kindled into a blaze ; the mind abounds

and overflows with the possession of varied knowledge,

and the extent of genius always increases with the ampli-

tude of things.

The existence of one or some few substances, in the

most intimate contiguity, could not produce the combus-

tions and eruptions of volcanic mountains ; the few

materials lie inert and wholly dead ; the presence of many
substances, fused and amalgamated into the most minute

and intimate relationship, gives rise to the mutual action,

which increases to a boiling effervescence, and arrives at

the overflowing of the furnace, producing an entirely

new substance, compounded of the essences of the hete-

rogeneous mass, and under the name of "lava'' is found

to be extremely fertile. In like manner, the variety of

learning being poured into the intellectual furnace, is

agitated by the attrition of exciting causes, and boils to

an effervescence, and at last overflows, producing origi-

nality, or the " lava" of the mind ; which, in the shape

of something wholly new, or in something better ma-

naged, is fuund to be very fertile, and productive of very

great general benefits.

The variety of learning must comprehend all the liberal

and physical sciences, for the understanding of which
branches a very large knowledge of classical learning is

most essentially necessary. Farmers will smile with

contempt at the idea of their sons being taught Greek
and Latin ; but they must recollect that the ancients

thought, and that the moderns only dilute their ideas.

The lofty conceptions which they formed, the elevated

ideas which they entertained, the beautiful imagery with

which they decked every object, and the wide theatre

which they laid open to contemplation, naturally lead

every person conversant with their works to adopt the

same modes of thinking, and to extend to the practice of

an art the same enlightenments of imagination and the

same decorations of performance. Varied education

adorns all persons of wholly different professions, and,

where least expected, raises them to excellence.

A liberal and comprehensive education must be
given to youth before the profession is shown to the

mind in which it is intended to employ its efforts.

When the mind has been abundantly stored with general

Ic-arning, it may then be employed in the art or profes-

sion ; and it will come to tlio performance of it with an
ample store of accessory aid, from which to supply the

wants that are seen to exist. The early impressions of

dogmatic prejudices are thus avoided ; and experience

has shown that no future training of the mind is able to

remove the stamps that are fixed on the tender mind of
early youth.

The object of the present institutions should be to

bring enlightened minds to bear upon agriculture, in

whatever circumstances the performance may be re-

quired. The profession should be kept from view till

the mind be supplied with a profusion of general learn-

ing, which will enable men to see everything, and conse-
quently to abridge everything.

Drilled agriculture of every kind is wholly owing to

Jethro Tull ; the threshing-machine sprang from a
Scotch lawyer—men whose education broke the tram-
mels of the craft, and saw a want which required to be
supplied.

Even the present enlightened age is unable to divest

itself of rules and customs. The clergyman dreads that

youth be not early and ineffacedly stamped with the be-
lief of the Thirty -nine Articles ; the farmer is terrified

that the use of machinery may diminish labour in

threshing grain ; and the landlord dreads the nascent li-

berality that would demand a lease of land in security of
property, even thougli he enjoys the very same liberty

himself, long since settled, and now wholly unchal-
lenged. These, and many simil.ir consequences, will

flow from a liberal and varied education, whenever its

efforts are not counteracted by early dogmas and arti-

ficial trammels. J. D.
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THE LONDON FARMERS' CLUB.—M ONTH LY DISCUSSION.

The ordinary monthly meeting for discussion was held

at the Club House, Blackfriars, on Monday, May 7 ; Mr.

Smith, of Emmett's Grange, South Molton, in the chair.

The subject was introduced by Mr. Shaw, of the Strand.

It was "The most beneficial means of providing em-

ployment for the agricultural labourer."

The Chairman said he proceeded to perform the

i duties of his office that evening with feelings of great

' satisfaction ; for on looking into the annals of the Club,

it would be difficult to find so important a subject of dis-

' cussion as that of which Mr. Shaw had given notice

that evening. There was another source of satisfaction
;

namely, that when he looked round the room he saw

gentlemen from the principal counties of England, whose

presence showed that they were determined to sup-

port his friend Mr. Shaw in dealing with the ques-

tion on the card. (Hear, hear.) The Club had met at

various times under various circumstances and for

various purposes, but never had they had before them a

subject more suitable to the times than that which they

were about to discuss. Not only were the circumstances

of the farmer himself changed, but his position was

changed in relation to the agricultural labourer. In re-

gard to men who had grown up amongst them, who had

been in their employment from youth almost to old age,

difficulties had arisen of the most painful kind. In the

district whence he came he found on this subject but one

feeling existing among farmers— a desire to employ men

as they employed them years back. If the present state

of things continued, it would be difficult to foresee the

result ; but one thing was clear—namely, that the able-

: bodied could not be employed. (Hear, hear.) He had

felt it to be his duty as Chairman to say thus much with

regard to a body of men with whom it had been his

pleasure to mingle from his earliest youth ; and having

done so, he had only further to call upon Mr. Shaw to

open the discussion. When they heard the name of Mr.

Shaw as the introducer of that most important subject,

. they well knew that it was in good hands, and they could

, not doubt that it would be treated by that gentleman in

the manly and straightforward manner which was cha-

racteristic of him. (Cheers.)

Mr. Shaw said: Gentlemen, it was with a due sense

of the importance of this question that I submitted it to

the committee as one suitable for discussion by the

I Club ; but as in proposing questions we leave it open

as to who shall bring them forward, I was in hopes

that this would have fallen into other hands ; for I

should indeed be wanting in a knowledge of myself if I

did not feel that men who employ the labourer daily,

who see his wants, and observe his position relatively to

' their own, who know so well the circumstances which

' militate against him, and those which tell in his favour

• by enabling them to employ him—it would indeed be

strange, and evince ignorance of the whole matter, if I

did not feel that such persons are much more competent

to bring forward this question than I am. Neverthe-

less, I have always felt in this Club, that whoever opens

the question has only to start the hare, and enough will be

found to make a good hunt. (Hear, hear.) Gentle-

men, it is with that feeling that I now proceed to open

this question. I should, however, first state, by way of

apology, that, owing to my various avocations, 1 have

not been able to devote that time to the subject which

it requires, and shall therefore only be able to place my
views briefly before you, though I hope they will serve to

originate a useful discussion. I should also state that my
main object, when I proposed this question, was to afford

an opportunity of again entertaining a question which has

been discussed before in other points of view, so far

as regards its bearing on the interests of the agricultural

labourer ; namely, the question of security for the capital

of the tenant—in other words, tenant-right. We have

had that subject before us, first in I'elation to its bearings

on the tenant, and afterwards in relation to its bearings on

the landlord. It has occurred to me that it might be

treated as bearing also in a very considerable degree

on the interests of the labourer ; and therefore it was

that I wished to have an opportunity of eliciting your

opinions on that view of the question. With these in-

troductory remarks I proceed to submit to you an

outline of the subject, and I shall then offer some

evidence in support of the view which I take, which

though brief, involves the most important points bear-

ing on the position of the tenant, and the influence of

security in the tenant's holding upon the employment of

the labourer. The huge fallacy broached some years

since, that the surplus agricultural labour might find

employment in manufactures, is now completely ex-

ploded, inasmuch as the manufacturers can scarcely reckon

upon constant occupation for the operatives resident in

their respective districts. The agricultural population is

increasing daily, and, as " sharp experience" now demon-

strates, must, in the absence of work, be maintained at

the cost of the rate-payers, the paupers themselves ra-

pidly tending to pauperize the class next immediately

above them. Had the railway speculation been re-

strained within moderate bounds, so that the annual in-

vestment of capital should have kept pace with the means

of the public to supply it, great national benefit would

have resulted, not the least part of which would have

been the absorption of surplus labour, and the increased

consumption of food consequent upon the regular em-

ployment of operatives of every description. The want

of rational interference upon the part of the Legislature

in plaeing some restriction upon undue speculation has

involved the country in serious evils, among which not

the least is that of having a vast number of labourers of

the agricultural classes unemployed. Caution on the part

of the Legislature in interfering with the rights of property

K K
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is Ligijly commendable ; but tlieie is a point beyond wliich

tiie absence of interference is censurable, inasmuch

as evils which might have been avoided arc suffered to

arise, and can only be remedied at the cost of severe

suffering and heavy pecuniary expense. In considering

the subject of this evening's discussion, " The most be-

neficial Means of finding Employment for the agricul-

tural Labourer," I have experienced some difficulty in

determining how to treat the question in respect to the

expression "most beneficial," inasmuch as that term

seems to involve a comparison of all the various " means
of finding employment" which might be suggested ; but

after due consideration, T have arrived at the conclusion

that the expression " most beneficial means" here used

is synonymous with " best," and hence that the ques-

tion might be read, "The best Means of finding Em-
ployment for the agricultural Labourer." On reviewing

the question, I feel sensibly that at this peculiar juncture

there is a preliminary question whicli it would seem ne-

cessary to settle before the subject under consideration

could be entered upon satisfactorily ; but for our pre-

sent purpose, it seems to me, we must assume that the

tenant-farmer will by some means enjoy a priority in

the home market, and hence be placed in a position to

employ the labourer. Taking this view of the question,

it will, I tt.ink, be apparent, from the vast quantities of

foreign grain and produce recently imported, that a sup-

ply of food beyond that which is now ordinarily raised is

needed to supply the demands of our increasing popu-

lation. I apprehend it will not be requisite that I

should advance any arguments to prove that not more
than one-third of the land of the kingdom is farmed up

to the highest pitch—in other words, is made to produce

as much as skill and capital can procure from it. If this

position be granted, taking 17,605,030 acres as the

amount of land under cultivation, there will be

5,868,543 acres capable of affording a larger amount of

produce. Referring to the general character of the cul-

tivation of these 5,868,543 acres, I should be disposed

to consider that the produce might be increased to the

extent of one-third. Again, referring to the pasture-

land (estimated at 11,143,370 acres), I believe that one-

half might most advantageously be brought into culti-

vation. Takuig the whole together, arable and pasture,

my impression is that, at the least, one-half requires

draining, and would amply repay the outlay. I will,

however, to be quite within the mark, call it one-third,

which willbe9, 583,OOOacres. Now, taking the arable land

capable of improved cultivation (5,868,543 acres), I do

not think it will be too much to presume that an addi-

tional outlay of 10s. per acre in labour might be made,

which would amount to £2,934,271. The estimate

which I have formed is that, on well-farmed land, the

cost for labour is about 30s. an acre. For my present

purpose, I assume that, the land being moderately

farmed, in this particular case there has been £1 an

acre already laid out, and I leave a margin of 10s. more
for improved cultivation. A pamphlet by Mr. Caird

has just appeared, in which he gives an account of an

improved system of management adopted on a farm in

Wigtonshire, on which there is an increased outlay for

labour of upwards of .£1 per acre. If, then, we take a

moiety of the grass-lands, which I hold might !'C ad-

vantageously cultivated, and allow an outlay of only

25s. per acre for labour, there will be 5,571,085 acres,

at 25s. per acre, which will amount to ,£'6,964,606. In

drawing up these figures, I felt the absurdity which is

often exhibited in straining an argument or a position by

enlarging figures as much as possible. I have taken the

contrary course, and endeavoured to keep quite within

the mark. Instead of calculating 30s., which I think

would not be an unfair price, I have put down the

amount at 25s. Of the land which requires drainage, I

will suppose that one million of acres were drained an-

nually ; and, seeing that the operation of draining, in-

cluding the manufacture of tiles, consists mainly of la-

bour, a further sum of three millions per annum would

be expended. There you will correct me if I am wrong.

There is so much diversity of opinion with respect to

drainage, as to the depth of the tiles, the kind of pipes

which should be used, and other matters, that 1 have

thought it best to take the cost of draining at an

average of £3 per acre (Hear, hear).

Mr. Mechi : That is very fair.

Mr. Shaav : Now it may seem chimerical to sup

pose that such a quantity of land can be drained ; but I

assert that it can. We have, I repeat, already had evi

dence of the readiness which there is to take up loans

offered by the Government. What we have seen shows

that capital is wanted for drainage : how it is to be ob

tained, is another question. I hope the Legislature will

not always be so squeamish in matters of such vast mag-

nitude, and involving to such an extent the employment"*

of labour. They are not delicate about coming into our-

gardens, our lawns, and even our houses, if they are re-

quired for railways ; and I think that is trenching upon*

the rights of property as much as any one can do. 1

confess I do not see why, when the labouring popula-

tion is starving, some great exertions should not be

made to relieve it, especially when we know

that money might be raised without the slightest

disadvaatage to the country. We know perfectlj

well that the landowners are willing to pay {

larger per centage for capital than the Government need

offer in order to raise it in abundance, provided they

choose to do so for such an object. And here I will

take the opportunity of mentioning that a bill for esta^

blishing a drainage company upon an extensive scale is

now passing through the last stage in the House ol

Commons, and will be immediately sent up to the Lords.

This company will advance money for the purposes ol

drainage, and will also perform the work, after the model

of the West of England Drainage Company, which h

been eminently successful so far as its capital has eX'

tended. The repayment will be spread over a series ol

years, after the Government plan. It is hardly necessary

to observe that, as an investment, the shares of such t

company will be of the highest order, inasmuch as the

land itself will be the security, and they will enjoy prioritj

over other charges. I am very happy to be able to state

this. The matter is one with which I am myself in somt

measure connected. Six or seven years ago I niade J
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siiuilar attempt. A number of gentlemen associated

together in the West of England ; a company was esta-

blished, and succeeded udmirably, the only impediment
being an insufficiency of capital. I apprehend that, con-

sidering the persons by whom this new scheme is sup-

ported, it will iiisjiire sufficient confidence to induce

many to join. Nothing is needed to ensure success but

a portion of that surplus capital which often docs so

much mischief when employed in other departments

(Hear, hear). It would be a work of supererogation to

advance any arguments to prove the advantages of sur-

face draining, or the profitable results of breaking np

inferior pasture land. In respect to the former, we may
cite the experience of Mr. Woodward, of Breedons

Norton ; in respect to the latter, Mr. Beman's essay,

published in the Farmer's Magazine, is conclusive.

Another important source of employment for the

agricultural labourer would be found in clearing the

outfalls, whereby thousands of acres of land now
wholly or comparatively valueless might be rendered

c ipable of cultivation, and consequently valuable. In-

stances are not wanting where land has been increased in

value from £\Q to <£50 and £'60 per acre, and even more,

by arterial drainage. Deeply impressed as I am with the

serious position in which we are placed with respect to

our labouring population—believing, as I do most sin-

cerely, that if this country is destined at any period to

fall, it will be through her being eaten up by a surplus

labouring population for which she cannot find employ-

ment, I say it is the duty of the Government under

such circumstances, without improperly or unnecessarily

interfering, as foreign governments have generally done,

in matters of private or joint-stock enterprise, it is the

policy of a sound paternal government to open out the

great fields of labour as well as they can, and to afford

capitalists and farmers an opportunity of taking advan-

tage of their measures. I maintain that the object is well

worthy of their consideration, and that no public money
coxild be more properly applied than that which might

be devoted to the opening a main trunk conveyance for

the water off the land (cheers). I know excellent land

in Yorkshire which is completely useless because there

is no outfall. The owners cannot go on the land of

their neighbours to cut one, and even if they could it

would be too costly to the individual ; but if such out-

falls were cut on a grand scale, suited to the case,

thousands of acres of land might be made to assist in the

employment of the people, and at the same time contri-

bute to increase the supply of that food of which, as a

community, we stand so much in need. The object is

one to which I am persuaded the government would do

well to direct its attention. The application of drainage

water to mill power and irrigation is an object too fre-

quently neglected where that operation might be conducted

upon an extensive scale, and the nature of the circum-

stances afford facihty. Mr. Williams, in his essay on

Land Drainage and Irrigation, gives the details of the

drainage, irrigation, and erection of mill power at Lord
llatherton's farm at Teddersley ; the result of which is,

that " the drainage of 521 acres, and the employment of

drain water over 8'J acres of land, and the saving effected

by the employment of mill jiower, aflbrd a clear annu;l

interest on the oullai/ of ujnvardu of lhirli/-i,ix per

cent." All these operations not only afford immediate

cnn)loyinent of labour, but also furnisli a future con-

tinuous demand. Now, in mentioning matters of this

dcicriplion, of course it is quite unnecessary for me to

say that I only name them as affording illustrations

of what may be done by those who have extensive means
at their command. As regards the practical farmer, such

improvements could scarcely come within the compass of

his operations. Permanent improvements of such mag-
nitude ought of course to be carried out by the pro-

prietor. Still, it is quite clear that as regards the land-

lord himself there are modes whereby operations might

be performed which would bring him a large productive

interest, and also lay a foundation both for the imme-
diate and for the future employment of labour. If, then,

we take account of the several sources of labour pointed

out, they will show a rational means of expenditure of

nearly thirteen millions per annum, irrespective of the

incidental labour which must arise out of such an outlay

;

that is to say, supposing an improved system were

adopted in respect of one -third of the land already in

cultivation. Supposing a portion of the pasture land

which, though now productive, is only productive to a

small extent, and supposing that one million of acres

which required draining were annually drained, the

amount which might reasonably be expected to be ex-

pended in the several operations is about i/l 3,000,000

per annum. Labour to that extent would be added to

that which is already employed. The first difficulty

which naturally presents itself is, whence the capital to

set in motion this great amount of labour is to be ob-

tained ? This question naturally divides itself into two
parts ; first, as to the capital to be supplied by the land-

lord, and next, that to be supplied by the tenant. Pri-

marily I hold that it is the duty of the landlord to put

the farm and premises into a condition for carrying on
the business : suitable buildings, roads, and fences are

essential, which, together with the drainage, as a general

rule, should be made at his cost. It has, however, been

frequently matter of surprise to me that landowners, not

finding it convenient themselves to make the required

outlay for the improvement of their estates, do not adopt

the same course in respect to farms as is pursued in

letting land upon building leases. There would be no
difficulty in estimatuig the rent and term of years for

which an estate should be let where an outlay of any

description were needed, whether for drainage, making

fences or roads, erecting buildings, or any other improve-

ment. Now that is, perhaps, a somewhat novel idea

(Hear, hear). Nevertheless, I feel persuaded that the

time is coming when that idea will be carried out with

respect to land. I can see no reason at all why a land-

lord who has got 500 or 1,000 acres of land from its

quaUty capable of cultivation, but which cannot be cul-

tivated without a very large expenditure for enclosing,

making roads, the erection of buildings, &c., and there-

fore lies useless, unproductive both to himself and to the

public, because he has no means of laying it out for cul-

tivation
-J
when that land, the raw material of the agri-

Iv K 2
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cultiiiist, is thus craving as it were for labour, I see no

reason why a period should not be fixed upon—say

thirty or thirty-five years—over which a lease should

extend which would secure cultivation (Hear, hear), I

can perfectly understand a person coming forward and

saying to the owner, " I will take 500 acres of this land

at a nominal rent for a certain period ; I will under-

take to enclose it, to make roads upon it, to drain

it, to erect buildings ; and I will enter into cove-

nants similar in principle to those which have been

entered into with regard to land let for building

in the neighbourhood of Regent's Park and Pimlico."

1 really cannot understand why that course should not

be pursued at the present moment- You have all, no

doubt, seen latterly a good deal of exposure with respect

to the use made of the crown lands. A gentleman of

the name of Downs has made himself exceedingly active

in estimating the value of some of those lands, and there

is one particular property which is now producing

scarcely anything to the Crown—in fact, I believe it is

little more than a deer forest for some nobleman—which

Mr. Downs says he would be prepared to take on lease,

provided the terms of the lease were fair, and to pay

£5,000 a-year for it. I cannot see why the Crown,

instead of bringing itself, through the Woods and

Forests, into that disgrace in which it has been of late,

by the exposure of gross mismanagement of its lands—

I

cannot see why it should not set an example to the

whole country by carving out such property into farms

of convenient sizes ; thus making that useful and profita-

ble which is now useless and profitless, and thereby open-

ing out an extended field of employment to the agricul-

tural population ; and were the example followed by the

owners of other land in the same situation, in many

places a property would be growing in value for a future

heir, in a similar manner to that which will fall into

the possession of the son or the grandson of the Marquis

of Westminster at Pimlico. The principle is in each

case precisely the same, while it is evident that increased

means would, in the case of agricultural land, be afforded

for giving employment to the agricultural labourers-

This part of the question brings us to the consideration

of that all-important subject which involves all agricul-

tural improvement upon an enlarged scale, and conse-

quently the extension of the field of labour, namely,

security to the capital of the tenant farmer, without

which it were vain to expect that increase in the employ-

ment of labour which is of such great importance in

reference to the present question. I feel convinced that

were such security afforded, not only would the agri-

cultural labourer be fully employed, but a supera-

bundant supply of agricultural produce of every de-

scription would be obtained from our native soil. In

support of this view I would refer to the evidence given

by the various practical men before the Agricultural

Customs Committee, and particularly to the conclusion

arrived at by that Committee as set forth in the report.

Now, gentlemen, I must tell you that I have introduced

this evidence designedly, because I feel that the report of

the committee which sat on the subject of Agricultural

Customs last year is not so much read and examined as it

ought to be. I think no opportunity should be lost of

calling attention to that report. On this occasion, I

wish to read a few sentences to you, in order to show

what impression was made upon the committee by the

evidence of the practical men who were examined. I do

not know whether I have before stated to you in this

room—but even if I have, it is so important that it will

bear repetition—that of the fifteen or sixteen gentlemen

who formed the committee, all were either themselves

considerable landowners at the time of the inquiry, or

heirs to large landed estates ; and therefore, when any

person chooses to look superciliously on the question of

tenant-right, and to repudiate the notion of affording

security to the practical farmer in his occupation, I say

it is conclusive evidence that it would not be pre-

judicial to the interest of the landlord to adopt tenant-

right, when I find fifteen or sLxteen gentlemen, after

sitting in judgment on a body of evidence which has been

brought before them, coming to the conclusion that the

principle is sound, and ought to be extended. This

would not have been the case if these gentlemen had the

slightest mistrust of its effects. Though there were not

more than three of those gentlemen who went into the

question fairly, and with a determination of prosecuting

the inquiry to the full extent, the committee was un-

willingly led to pronounce a verdict in its favour. I

would now call your attention to a few clauses in the

report of the committee, which bear upon the question

now under consideration. I find in it this passage :—

" That in some parts of the country a modern usage has

sprung up, which confers a right on the outgoing tenant to be

reimbursed certain expenses, incurred by him in cultivation,

other thau those of ordinary husbandry, above referred to.

" That among such expenses are included the purchase of

food for stock, the purchase of certain kinds of manure, and

the draining, chalking, and marling of the soil ; the result of

all which outlays is, to effect an improvement of the soil, more

or less lasting, aud requiring more or less time to elapse before

the increased productiveness, thereby obtained, reimburses the

expenditure incurred.

" That this modern usage appears to have grown out of im-

proved and spirited systems of farming, involving a large

outlay of capital, and to have been promoted by forms of agree-

ment betweeu laudlord and tenant, whereby the former cove-

nanted to give compensation for such outlay; which forms

have been from time to time altered and enlarged, and are still

extending themselves with the continued advancement of agri-

culture.'"

The next clause in the report which bears upon the

question is the following :

—

" That the improvements above mentioned, which are very

generally required throughout the country, in order to develop

the full powers of the soil, are greatly promoted by this system

of compensation, and therefore it is highly important that all

difficulties should be removed which stand in the way of its

extension."

Again:

—

" It seems very desirable to your committee that estates

under settlement should be endowed with every practicable

privilege for their advantage which is attached to absolute pro-

perty ; and that persons having limited estates, in addition to

the ordinary leasing powers generally conferred on them, should

t
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be enabled, under proper precautions, to enter into stipulations

of the nature of those above referred to, which at present it

appears they cannot do.

" That the power to enter into such stipulations, binding on

subsequent interests, might be advantageously made a general

incident to leasing powers of land in settlement, by the aid of

parliament ; and also be conferred on persons having certain

limited interests in laud."

Nothing could be more conclusive as to the necessity for

the adoption of the principle of tenant-right, or of

affording some kind of security for the capital of the

tenant-farmer. The committee then recommend that

those parties who at present have not the power of

granting leases, should be enabled to do so ; that is the

effect of the bill of Mr. Pusey, which is now before

parliament. You are aware that a very large portion of

the land— perhaps one-half— is so held that the imme-

diate tenant for life cannot bind his successor by entering

into an agreement to give compensation to his tenants.

The consequence is, that the tenant remains in daily fear

of being deprived of his occupation, and is of course

unwilling to make any spirited outlay, or to effect any

expensive improvements. I know very well that many

persons talk of the confidence which should subsist be-

tween landlord and tenant. I can never hear the word
" confidence" without a smile. I know it is a very good

thing ; but I maintain that when we hear it said that

Mr. So-and-So never turns a tenant off a farm, the use of

that very phrase is an admission of what I contend for.

Why is not the tenant_turned out ? Because there is a feel-

ing that he ought not to be turned out. That security is

essential. (Hear, hear.) The question is, whether the

tenant should be exposed to accident or to the chances of

loss, when there is room for him to spend his money in

effecting improvements. I say that, however kind, and

virtuous, and liberal the landlord may be, he should not

hesitate to confirm his good intentions by granting tenant-

right. We have an excellent example in the case of a well-

known nobleman, Lord Yarborough, who is not content

with saying, " My father and my grandfather never turned

tenants out of their farms, and I shall not do so," but who
nevertheless grants to hia tenants agreements which secure

to them the benefits of their exertions, and afford to

them that comfort and satisfaction of mind which a man
always feels when he knows that he has good security.

Surely if the tenant's capital is as valuable to him as the

landlord's capital is to him, there is no reason why the

one should not be made as safe as the other. (Hear,

hear.) Well now, gentlemen, I will just give you a few

more extracts, by way of confirming the conclusion at

which the committee arrived, from the evidence of a few

practical men who were examined on this question

;

knowing that nothing comes home so completely to the

bosoms of agriculturists as the evidence of those who
are engaged in the same pursuits with themselves, espe-

cially if, as is the case here, they have also devoted a

great deal of time to the subject as land agents. Mr.

Thomas Owen, of Clapton, near Hungerford, is asked

—

" In your opinion, would it be desirable that the tenant

should receive compensation for those various improvements

that your attention has been called to ? There is no doubt of

it ; I thiuk any security you could give the tenant for his

outlay must give a stimulus to the improvements ; the tenants

would do u great deal more if they could be certain as to being

repaid ; every tenant who has capital I am convinced would

outlay it."

That is the evidence of a gentleman from Berkshire*

Mr. Samuel Jonas, a well-known practical farmer in

Cambridgeshire, is asked

—

" As to the general feeling amongst farmers now, do they

wish for greater security for their capital in your locality ? I

myself know of few men possessing capital who would engage

in the cultivation of land, unless they had some security, or

they would naturally secure themselves in the way I have men-

tioned, by partially reducing the value of their land towards

the termination of their lease. Tliere are tracts of land that

members of the committee are aware of, where the landlord

is debarred from granting a tenant any compensation uuder the

lease ; and therefore, to introduce a proper cultivation of the

lauds of England, it would be necessary to give them security,

which is not now given."

There he alludes to the case of tenants for life, of which

I have just spoken. We then come to Mr. White, a

land-survejor and inspector of farms in Cheshire :

—

" Do you think that the recognition of tenant-right for im-

provements would, both in Lancashire and Cheshire, tend

greatly to the improvement of farming ? I do."

Mr. Rowley, a tenant-farmer in Derbyshire :

—

"Are you of opinion that if the tenant farmers had more

security for their capital they would increase the produce of

their farms ? I am quite sure they would be able to do so."

Mr. Turner, a member of this club, and a gentleman

very well known in Devonshire, is asked

—

" In your opinion, is the tenure of land in your part of

Devonshire such as is not encouraging for the improvement of

its cultivation ? I think it is ; I think, if proper encourage-

ment were given, and a better mode of tenure existed, or some

legislative enactment was passed, that the land could be vastly

improved in tlie county of Devon."

Our friend Mr. Hutley is asked

—

" Is it your opinion, as a practical man, that if landlords

gave this compensation, there would be much increase in the

produce of meat and of corn ? I have no doubt about it : I

am of this opinion, that every acre of land would be capable

of growing a good crop every year if compensation was given

for all improvements ; and some of it would grow half as much

again as it does now at the latter part of the leases."

Then, with regard to the breaking up of grass lands, I

have already adverted to an essay of Mr. Beman's, pub-

lished in the " Farmer's Magazine." This gentleman,

also, was examined before the committee ; and I would

observe that last winter he received notice to quit two

farms which he had occupied for fourteen or fifteen

years, and upon which he had expended a large sum in

improvements, for no other reason than that he had had

the misfortune to get involved in a quarrel with the

gamekeeper ; a pretty cause, indeed, to subject a man

to be robbed of his capital ! Mr. Beman is asked

—

" Have you, below the hill, in Gloucestershire, towards the

Vale of Berkeley and the Severn, a great deal of strong land ?

Yea.

"Is it capable of much improvement by draining? Veiy

great.

" Is there much poor grass land there ? Yes, a great dea'.
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" MHiat would you recommend being done with that? Its

being well drained and converted into arable land.

" Do you think in that way farmers would be induced to

give an increased employment to labourers ? Yes, materially

80."

Then, further on, he is asked

—

" You have stated that, in your judgment, great improve-

ment would take place if a certain portion of the Vale of Glou-

cester by the Severn was broken up—some land, you said,

below the hills ? All land below a certain value : all green

land below a certain value ought to be converted into arable.

" You said that it would employ a great increase of labour,

and afford a greater increase of produce ? Yes ; and not only

that, but we could keep as much stock upon it after it had been

converted, although one-third should be in corn; the remaining

part would produce so much more food, and we could keep as

much stock, although oue-third produced com."

Now, Mr. Beman does not merely state this off-hand,

but he proves it by his own practice and experience, in

the essay to which I have alluded. Mr. Higgins, of

Herefordshire, a very large farmer and a very intelligent

man, is asked—
" What should you say would generally he the increase of

the growth of wheat per acre in Herefordshire if the land were

well drained? If the land were thoroughly drained, there are

districts in Herefordshire that I think I am speaking within

compass when I say that the quantity may be doubled ; I mean

that there are districts in the county that would do that."

It seems perfectly clear that, irrespective of the mere

operation of draining, a constant demand for labour would,

in various ways, be produced ; and, if such operations

were conducted on an extensive scale, an excess of corn

w ould be produced. I believe that if this matter were

attended to, we might, by using all our appliances, make
this country, within two or three years, an exporting

instead of an importing country. The popirlation might

^o on increasing, until the demand exceeded the

supply ; but at all events we ought to exhaust our own
means of obtaining a sufficiency before we go elsewhere.

(Hear, hear.) There is another point which enters inci-

dentally into this c^uestion, which is, as it were, conse-

quential upon increased cultivation, and that is, the en-

largement of small fields. ISIr. Hatch, a tenant-farmer

and land-valuer, is asked

—

" What instances were you about to state with reference to

the enclosures ? I spoke of the parish of High Halding, in

Kent ; there is one farm of fifty acres, which is divided into

twenty-sis pieces; there is another farm of thirty- seven acres,

divided into twenty enclosures ; there is another farm of fifty-

four acres, which is divided into tweuty-four enclosures; there

is another farm of twenty-three acres, divided into sixteen

fields; there is another farm of 135 acres, where there are

forty-two fields ; some of those cases are cases of small free-

holders, men usmg their own land. Then there is another

farm of 142 acres, belonging to a noble earl, which is divided

into forty-eight pieces. Taking the total of the parish there

are 3,733 acres, and out of those there are 1,020 acres of waste

or rmcultivated, viz., hedges, underwood, ponds, &c.
'•' Do you think hedges are waste ? The hedgerows are

wide, and there are very wide lanes where the fences are not

set out straight ; they leave immense widths. Taking the whole

parish as containing 3,733 acres, it is divided iuto 1,303 enclo-

sures, and that gives an average of 2^ and 20 roods for the size

of each AeM."

Mr. Outhwaite, a farmer in the North Riding of York-

shire, is asked this question—

" If the tenants of the North Riding of Yorkshire had

compensation for improvements, there is much room for im-

provement to be made in consequence ? Yes. I have tra-

velled through many countie.?, and there is none more capable

of unproveraeut than Yorkshire. There is some of the very

worst farming in our neighbourhood, which arises entirely from

the want of compensation : I can mention one case in parti-

cular, where there was a large proprietor, who happened to be

a lady, and to one of her tenants I said, 'What is the reason

that your farm is so badly farmed V' and he said, ' Sir, I cau

give a good reason for that ; the last seven or eight years we

have expected the landlady to die,' and he said, tlierefore they

were taking advantage of the land ; he was quite certain that

when they got a fresh landlord they would be either turned off

or have the rent advanced, and they were expecting every year

to be the last : that land was only worth half its value, it had

got iuto such a bad state."

Now, it must be perfectly clear to any man, that if this

land had been let under either the custom of tenant-

right or an agreemeat for compensation, such a state of

things could never have arisen ; not only the tenant

himself would have been benefited, but the reversioner

would have had a good estate to receive, instead of

that mischief happening which the witness describes.

Now, gentlemen, I trust I have said enough to make

myself understood with regard to this subject. My ob-

ject has been simply to point out that there are means in

this country whereby a large additional employment of

labour can be obtained, even through the better cultiva-

tion of certain portions of land already under cultiva-

tion, provided we give compensation to the tenant for

employment, or security to his capital. I may, perhaps,

be met by the objection that, supposing all the existing

tenants had compensation granted to them, there are

many of them who have not capital to carry out my ob-

ject. I feel convinced, however, that if security were

given, capitalis's would be found to engage in the work

of cultivation ; and I am not prepared to state that, as a

general rule, it would be at all necessary that the present

tenant should be turned out to make room for another.

I know there is a clanship which would operate

against such a result. Evidence has been given, by a

surveyor from the north of England, in which he states

specifically that he knows that such is the family attach-

ment which prevails among farmers in his neighbour-

hood, that, if they had security, that attachment would

induce them to advance their money to those who were

related to them ; but that, at the present moment, a

tenant having nothing to give as security— having no lease

which he can assign, and no security of any other kind to

offer, he is unable to obtainpecuniary assistance. I think

that such a state of things tends to sever the nearest con-

nexions. We will suppose the case of three brothers,

one engaged in trade, and another in farming, while the

third is a capitalist. The ti-adesman comes to his

brother, the capitalist, and says, " I want you to lend

me some money." The reply is, " Well, what security

can you offer .'" And then the brother rejoins, " I can

give you the security of my stock." Here there is a

tangible security. But let the farming brother come for
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the same purpose, he has no security ; the security of

his stock is not worth a penny, for his landlord comes

down upon that first of all : he has, in fact, nothing

which he can offer as security for repayment under ex-

isting circumstances. But if he had compensation for

outlay secured to him, he would have at least the secu-

rity of that which he had expended on the farm, and

that would be sufficient to attain his object. I am per-

suaded that by the means which I have pointed out in-

creased emj)loyraent would be given to the labourer,

combined with, and arising out of, protection to the

capital of the tenant. Let protection be given by a lease

if it cai: be done ; if not, let it be given by means of

compensation ; so that in the event of the tenant being

obliged, under any circumstances, to quit, he maybe
enabled fo enjoy the benefit of the improvements which

he has effected. I hope the day will come, ere long, when

we shall get even beyond that, and when it will not be

necessary to adopt the course which was, I am sorry to

say, adopted on the estate of a nobleman who was called

the "tenant farmer's friend," and who, I doubt not,

intended to be so. I hope the time will come when we

shall not witness the spectacle of a widow and her

family being turned adrift because the head of the family

has been taken away. I trust that a spirit will be exhi-

bited by landlords which will enable us to give them

that credit for kindness of feeling which they do not

hesitate to take, and that the " good time" will come

when the example of Lord Yarborough will be generally

adopted (cheers). I heard, with the highest satisfaction,

not long since, that that nobleman has at the pre-

sent moment farms which are now in the hands of

trustees for very young children, and which will be

managed until tiiey come of age with a view to their

succeeding to them. These are traits of chai-acter of

which we cannot but approve, and I see no reason

why the example should not be followed by others.

Let such a course as that pursued by Lord Yar-

borough be generally followed— let a sound and li-

bei'al agreement be oftered to the tenant-farmer—and I

feel persuaded that there is yet sufficient energy and

elasticity in the British farmer to enable him to bear up

against those difficulties which are at the present time so

heavily pressing upon him (cheers). Gentlemen, I have

now — as I promised at the outset— attempted to place

the subject before you in the best manner in my power,

and though I have done it so imperfectly, I have no

doubt that those who follow me will be able to treat the

subject in a more effective manner.

Mr. Ev^E said he felt bound to offer his meed of

thanks to Mr. Shaw, for the elaborate, conclusive, and

satisfactory manner in which he had brought this question

forward, lie trusted that any public capacity which he

(Mr. Shaw) might occupy would always be filled in a

satisfactory manner, as he performed whatever he under-

took in that club- room, and that, if at a future time it

shoiild be his fortune or his fate to offer himself to the

notice of the public of an English county, the broad por-

tals of that county would be open to receive him (cheers).

With regard to the question before the club—that of the

employment of the labouring poor—Mr. Shaw^ had

entered into great detail to show how the poor might be

benefited. lie (Mr. Eve) would not take so much a

different view of the subject, as another view. He
would ask the club to consider what relation the poor

man sustained to themselves. lie was the bulwark of

the nation—the mainstiiy of the public—the mill-horse

of the team ; it was he who created their necessaries,

their comforts, and their luxuries, and without hini they

could not have them ; he was their soldier, their sailor,

and their protector. On all these accounts it behoved

them to endeavour, as far as possible, to improve bis

condition. They were told by a great lawgiver, that the

poor should never cease out of the land ; and again, by

a greater, " the poor ye have always with you, and, if ye

will, ye may do them good." He was happy to see pre-

sent on this occasion men of great intelligence and know-

ledge on the subject of farming, from different counties

in England ; it showed that the subject was one which

excited interest among those who soared higher than

many others in regard to farming-operations. He
thought that Mr. Shaw had said enough on the

general question. He would himself state one or

two practical facts which had come under his own

notice with regard to the employment of the la-

bourer. In the neighbourhood in which he lived

farmers were not generally so cohsiderate towards la-

bourers as could be desired, as shown by the circum-

stance that they did not employ so many labourers per

100 acres as they ought to do. He had lately gone

through a district, and being a poor-law guardian of the

Orset Union, he bad the best means of information.

On Thursday week last it was lamentable to see the

number of able-bodied labourers who came before the

board to ask for relief. Among them were a number of

men who had left a farm of 600 acres. When asked why

they had come there ? they replied " Master won't em-

ploy us." There were a number of them in succession,

and they were all attached to one farm. He (Mr. Eve)

asked them if their not being employed was owing to

any misconduct of their own .' They replied that it was

not. He then asked what was the number of labourers

employed on the 600 acres of land, and he was surprised

to find that there were not more than 6 men. Such a

statement was almost incredible ; but it was confirmed

by repetitions of the question. How was it possible for

such a state of things to continue ? Or how could the

individual who occupied that farm lay his head on his

pillow at night, and feel that he was doing his duty to

his fellow-man ? The remarks made by members of the

board on the occasion were not of a very mild character,

and he was happy to say that last Thursday the scene

was not repeated. A statement of what had occurred

before the board was carried, he believed, to the master,

and he set the men to work. He hoped that there

would not be many such cases to report. Confident he

was that such conduct was not consistent with that spirit

of charity which was to be expected from the employer

towards the labourer. There was one remarkable feature

in the case to which he had referred. A man was asked by

a guardian, "How many children have you?" the reply

was " Four." He was then asked, "how many loaves
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ooukl you eat weekly? and he replied, "Fourteen or

fiftcc-n easily." Tiie guardians dut-stepped the law in

the case of these men by giving them orders for out-

door relief. They made the case a special one, and hav-

ing reported what they had done to the poor-law com-

missioners, it was confirmed by those gentlemen, though

they were told tliat such a course must not be repeated.

He was glad, however, that such a precedent could be

appealed to by other guardians, who might have men
brought before them for out- door relief under similar

circumstances. In this case the man who said he and

his family could eat 14 or 15 loaves, received an order

for 8. Before he applied for relief he had exhausted all

other means. He had strained the baker and every

tradesman connected with the hamlet or village, and he

could not obtain any more, and therefore was obliged to

come before the board. This gave rise, however, to an

important question, viz., the tendency of such things to

check the demand of the consumers (Hear, hear). If

they went through the length and breadth of the

land, how many cases would they find in

which consumption was similarly checked .' And
what was the consequence of checking consump -

tion } Who suffered as farmers did for the want of

consumers ? To look at the article of meat alone, it

appeared that Manchester in the year 1835 consumed 40

per cent, more meat than in 1842 ; again in 1847 there

were in this country, 1,678,000 more quarters of corn

consumed than in 1848 ; that between the two periods,

although emigration was going on to an alarming ex-

tent—for he considered it alarming—there should be a

difference of 5,000,000 quarters of corn appeared to

him very startling, and it was such checks to consump-

tion which as farmers it was their interest to prevent.

In the neighbourhood in which he lived, he had taken

particular care to ascertain the extent to which la-

bourers were employed, and he found that many farmers

farmed land, which was equally good as his own, with

only two men to every 100 acres. There was nothing to

compel them to such a limitation. Applying his obser-

vations to the views stated by Mr. Shaw with regard to

security being given to tenants, he had no doubt that if

that gentleman's object were accomplished 7, 8, or 9

men per 100 acres would be frequently employed ; sup-

posing there were only 6 to every 100 acres, the

change which would be thus effected would have

a most important influence on society. Statis-

tical accounts shewed that there were only at this

time 3 1 men, on an average, employed. If they

could double the number, the influence on con-

sumption would of course be proportionably great.

There was a statement he had seen in one of the local

newspapers a short time ago, in which a gentleman had

said, at a meeting of a great society, that he had already

discharged five agricultural labourers, and intended to

discharge four more on the following Saturday night.

He (Mr. Eve) would have given him much more credit

for liberality and charity and sympathy if he had said

that he was going to add nine to his present number ; for

it was far better to have their labour than to support

them out of the union rates.

Mr. Beadel rose to order.

Mr. Eve said he was merely showing the influence

of checked consumption on the condition of the labourer.

He would not, however, take up much of their time.

Mr. Shaw had traversed over the ground, and shown in

so many instances where the labourer could be usefully

employed, that he could only say he fully subscribed to

all that that gentleman had advanced, and would leave it

to others to fill up better than he had done what Mr.

Shaw had left open.

Mr. W. Bennett rose, and said he had not intended to

have troubled the club with any remark of his after the able

and very satisfactory manner in which Mr. Shaw had brought

the matter before them, he having in his (Mr. Bennett's)

opinion pretty well exhausted the subject ; although he should

much like to liave elicited, even from Mr. Shaw, how he con-

sidered the tenantry of the country on our high-rented and

highly-taxed and tithed lands could manage to compete with

the untaxed labour of other states (Hear, hear). But what

more particularly brought him upon his feet were the un-

guarded, and, in his opinion, very indiscreet observations of

the gentleman who had just sat down (Mr. Eve). He seems to

intimate that boaids of guardians had a right to interfere as to

how many labourers a farmer ought to employ, and that in

these free-trade times too, when our Legislature has adopted

as a maxim, without reference to what is to follow, the right of

buying in the cheapest and selling in the dearest market. And
yet. forsooth, if a poor farmer, finding liis money will not hold

out on the Saturday night, thinks proper to lessen his number

of labourers, his conduct is to be the subject of animadversion

at the board of guardians, and the discharged labourers are to

be brought up and hear their former master abused, because

he fancies he knows better than other people what labour he

can afford to employ. A more preposterous proposition he had

seldom heard advanced ; and he hoped for the credit of this

club it will lend its sanction to no such monstrous abuse (cries

of Hear, hear). Mr. Eve may be, and doubtless is, a very

humane and excellent guardian ; and it is very true that it is a

public evil when consumption is checked by the poor being

thrown out of employment, and he (Mr. Bennett) would be

the last man to sanction a parsimonious system in the employ-

ment of labour. But who does not see how many considera-

tions this question involves, and how impossible it is for this

club or any board of guardians to determine what labourers a

farmer should employ without knowing all the peculiar circum-

stances of the man's lioldiiig ? In the cases to which Mr. Eve

has adverted, for aught this club can tell, some of those far-

mers may have the last shilling wrung from them in the

shape of rent ; and now that the value of their produce is gone

down from 20 to 25 per cent, they may have no confidence

that, while there is anything left upon the farm, any less sum
than they have contracted for will be accepted by the landlord

;

whereas in many cases the defalcation in the farmer's income

will cover the whole labour-account of the larm. How then,

when the means of giving employment are taken from the far-

mer, is he to save himself from inevitable ruin if his outgoings

are to be kept up to the former state of things (clieers) ?

Besides all which, on what principle now-a-days can there be

any interference with quantum of labour a farmer shall

choose to employ any more than a manufacturer ? What
would be thought of a board of guardians at Man-
chester or Stockport who, having various applications for

relief from a certain manufacturer having thouglit proper to

lessen his hands, they were to summon these discharged hands

to give evidence as to how ojany their master had still left in
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Ills employ? (Hear.) Or if when liis business was no longer
|

people expended their money ; and the present Lord

yielding liiiu a profit, lie should think fit to close his mill Grosvenor, or his descendants, expects to reap the fruits.

altogether, which he may do, and send his operatives for their Mr, Shav/'s suggestion was a valuable one, and the fol-

uiainteuauce to the lauJ, and tlie reinaiiiiug factories still in

occupatiou? He (Mr. Jicunelt) could not therefore hear these

reflections (he had almost said abuse) cast upon his brother

firmerSjUndertheir present circumstances, without rising to de-

fend them from such an unwarrantable attack (cheers). At the

same time he was fully aware of the moral and social evils of

throwing large numbers of labourers out of employ, and feeling

as he did that such must be the result very largely of the un-

restricted admission of foreign corn into this country, he had

all along been greatly opposed to the anti-British measure of

free-trade so-called (cheers, and " Question"). He heard some

gentleman from the bottom of the room call Ciuestion ; he

must be excused for sayiug that was to the question, aud he

denied the possibility of discussing the question before the

club, "On the best mode of finding increased employment to

the Agricultural Labourers of this Country," without per-

ceiving at once the awful barrier which large admissions of

foreign corn was imposing upon the employment of our own

people. He had no wish to offend the gentlemen present who

dilTercd from him on this question (he knew they were but very

few), but he contended, this, to all intents and purposes, was a

British labourers' question—(Hear, hear)—as well as a farmers'

and a landlords' question ; aye, and the former far more so than

tl\e latter, because the greater portion of the defalcation in the

price of farm-produce would unhappily operate to lessen very

largely the wages and the employment of our agricultural

labourers, and there was nothing distressed him half so much

in the contemplation of this subject as the conviction that such

is the infatuation of our enemies, that nothing short of the

ruin of a large number of farmers, and the labourers being

driven to complete desperation, will induce them to pause in

carrying out their present mischievous policy, and restore to

the country a wholesome state of things (cheers).

Mr. Be.^dei. begged to say he agreed in a few of the

remarks made by his friend Mr. Bennett. The employ-

ment of the agricultural labourer was no doubt a matter

of the greatest importance, but it appeared to him the

want of it arose from a variety of causes, over some of

which the landlord had little or no control. He might

mention the want of capital amongst the farmers them-

selves. Nothing did more injury to the good farmer than

men taking a larger quantity of land than they had the

means to cultivate properly. The remedy for this rested

with the farmer, and not with the landlord. Every

prudent man would require security for his capital, either

by a lease or a tenant-right, for which so many were

contending in the present day. But game, when pre-

served to a great extent, prevented many taking a lease,

as the covenants must be peculiar and stringent ; and it

was all but impossible to calculate the mischief done by

such vermin, if he might so call them. Another reason

was politics. The landlords possessed a very considerable

influence upon the politics of the yearly tenant ; and until

the farmers were true to themselves, and would exercise

the independence which properly belongs to the condi-

tion they occupy, they must expect to reap the fruits of

their own conduct. Land undoubtedly required im-

provement ; and as suggestive of one of the means to

accomplish that object, Mr. Shaw had compared land

to ground let out on building leases, and alluded to Lord

Grosvenor'ij ancestors who let out land, on which other

£.

1,437

2,500

3,125

4,812

[Mr.

lowing calculation would assist the question, by explaining

how much money a farmer might expend on the improve-

ment of his land, so as to make five per cent, interest and

get back his capital :
—

Suppose present value to rent of oOO acres of land to

be 20s. per acre £500

When improved by draining, roads, and building, say

worth 303. per acre, or 750

Improved rent 2.'J0

This improved rent of £250 would be worth, so as to pay

five per cent, interest, and bring back the capital

—

Yrs.

Ou a 7 years' lease 5^ or

On a 14 years' lease 10 ,,

On a 20 years' lease 12^ „

On a 70 years' lease , 19^ „

If the draining were reckoned at .£'3 per acre

Mechi, .£^4 10s.], a large sum would be left for the cun-

struction of roads, for the erection of buildings, and for

all those improvements which so much added to the profit

of the farmer. He (Mr. Beadel) was not an advocate for

the tenant doing all these things : he thought the duty

very properly rested with the landlord, and that instead

of adding acre to acre, he would recommend them to

expend their extra capital in improving the acres they

possessed.

Mr. Trethewy thought there were some exceptions

to the rule. The breaking up of pasture land was very

beneficial. A great deal of wood land might also be

made to produce nearly treble its original income.

Considerable outlay, however, was required for clearing

and draining. This might be expended either by the

landlord or tenant : but the most satisfactory method

appeared to be, that the landlord should do it in the first

instance, and let the land at a fair rental. With regard

to poor's rates, it would generally be found that in high

parishes there were low rates, and in low parishes high

rates. Hedge rows might also be profitably thinned.

Allusion had been made to the difficulty experienced by

landlords through the want of capital of small tenants.

He (Mr. Trethewy) thought that if the landlord were to

offer liberal terms, he might readily obtain a tenant with

a large capital. One great reason for the unjust com-

petition for lands was the privilege given to the land-

lord of distraining for rent. If that were done away, a

fair field of competition would be opened to the capitalist

in farming, as in every branch of commerce.

Mr. Acton : Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, at several

of our meetings I have been an attentive listener only ;

but on such an important subject as the one now on the

card for discussion this evening, I cannot, in justice to

an honest, industrious class of men whom I much re-

spect, consent to remain silent. I think it was Mr.

Burke who said the whole profit of land arises from

manure and labour. And as there seems to be a general

opinion abroad that a better understanding between

landlord and tenant than at present exists, whether aris-
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ing from legislative enactment or private arrangement,

would tend not only to a greater security in the produc-

tion of food, but an increased employment for agricultu-

ral labourers, it is my purpose to consider their social

condition. Mr. Macaulay says in his History of Eng-

land, " The progress of civilization has diminished the

comforts of a portion of the poorest classes. The pea-

santry in the olden time were almost free from taxation,

and it was no uncommon occurrence for the landlord to

pay the principal rates and taxes. The population in

James the Second's time were about 5,200,000, and wages

were about 6s. per week ; but then money was a third

more valuable, according to the comparative average of

wheat than at present, and the Gs. then was equal to

9s. now ; and the wages then in purely agricultural

counties have not varied more than 2s. or 3s, a

week. Butcher's meat, bacon, cheese, and poultry could

be had for almost next to nothing ; whilst clothing of

every description was twice as dear, and articles of

cotton four times the price they are now ; sugar, soap,

fuel, salt, and iron dearer ; in fact, so dear was iron that

tliere were very few agricultural implements, and, as you

well know, very inefficient. The price, then, of labour,

for above one hundred years past, has varied very much,

according to the difterent districts. In Essex we find

the hij;hest wages ; for when at the time wheat was

100s. per quarter labourers there earned 3s. to 3s.

Gd. a day ; whilst in Dorsetshire, Wiltshire, Bedford-

shire, and Sussex, wages, were not more than Gs., 7s.,

and 8s. a week. T!ie hinds in Scotland, and the bulk

of England are paid in kind or with the produce of the

land, according to the marketable value ; and I believe

Mr. Pusey mentions it amounts to about 9s. per week.

Unmarried men usually obtain from £2> 10s. to .£'5 for

the half year, with bed and board. I believe, from ob-

servationj that this is the practice in Wales ; whilst in

Ireland, owing to a large portion of land being let to

middlemen at rack-rents or at will, the farms are but

badly cvdtivated, few labourers employed, and wages not

higher than 4s. 9d. a week, and in some of the moun-

tainous districts not more than 2s. Gd. a week. Of the

physical well-being of the people of this country, com-

pared with those of France, Germany, Italy, and Swit-

zerland, there is a marked difference. The house accom-

modation is greatly superior in England over other

countries. Hovels are exchanged for good comfortable

dwellings in many parts ; but I am sorry to say hovels

of mud, with windows full of stuffed stockings and rags,

are now to be seen in many of the villages of the west of

England. I have seen it stated that an English labourer

is supposed to consume about 21bs. of bread and Goz. of

meat a day ; whilst a French labourer consumes lib. of

the former and l^lbs. of the latter. Mr. Waldo Emerson,

an acute observer of our manners and customs whilst in

this country, on his return to America stated, at a lec-

ture at New York :
—" Englishmen are great eaters, and

claim that a good supply of food is essential to health.

He presents a stout, respectable, and grandfatherly

appearance. Pluck is their national characteristic. The

cabman, the porter, the nobleman, the bishops, and the

women have it : the press runs over with it," Now,

sir, I have long been of opinion that if under the im-

proved system of cultivation which has prevailed during

the present century, landlords and tenant-farmers would

devise a better method of arranging their differences

when a change of tenancy takes place, and allow their

tenants a more liberal construction of their leases or

agreements, labour would be promoted and wages raised.

We all know that in Lincolnshire, where there is a

tenant-right far more extensive than in any other county,

the land is better cultivated, the farmers more satisfied,

and the labourers less abject. Claying, marling, liming,

and boning go on to a great extent, materially improving

the condition of the labourer ; and there is truth in

the words of the great philosopher. Paley :
" I think my-

self that the poor demand my attention, for this plain

and simple reason: the rich can take care of themselves."

Therefore I hope the club will give this question the at-

tention which it deserves, and that something may be

done for all classes ; for the landlord, for the farmer,

and for the labourer ; and that it may tend to the good

of all classes of the community.

Mr. Meciii entirely concurred with the admirable opening

of Mr. Shaw, having felt the truth of his remarks by expe-

rience. He had laid out some amount of capital in improving

his own land—probably double the fee-simple ; but he should

not have done this if he had been a tenant-farmer, without

the opportunity of obtaining a very long lease, or a security

for the restoration of the unexhausted portion of his improve-

ments. He had no doubt that the same motives which ac-

tuated his mind actuated the minds of all calculating and rea-

sonable men, with regard to the welfare of their families,

throughout the country. Mr. Shaw had exhausted nearly the

whole of the subject ; but there was one point to which he

(]Mr. Mechi) would call the attention of the meeting. It had

occurred to him a few weeks ago to lay out a certain sum in

the purchase of guano ; but, on reflection, he found from pre-

vious experience that that sum would be better employed in

removing earth from the sides of the green lanes in the neigh-

bourhood. He felt that he should be in a much better posi-

tion if that amount were expended in his own neighbourhood,

in the employment of labourers, than in paying foreigners

abroad (Hear, liear). Was it possible for any man who lived

in a v.ild sort of country not to observe that, on the heavy

lands, the greeu lanes were far too wide ; that the middle of

them was very hollow ; and that there was, consequently,

something resembling a pond ? He had paid 7d. per cubic

yard for digging and burning. He sincerely trusted that no

agriculturists would, under the new state of things, show a

disposition to discharge their labourers. As a general rule, it

was not advisable to attribute motives to any one ; but he

was quite sure—and he made the declaration in justification of

his friend Mr. Eve—that a little ill feeling towards Sir Kobert

Peel had caused many a poor labourer to be discharged, or at

least kept out of employment.

A Member : No, it is because of empty pockets.

Mr. Meciii: The effect of employment on the morals of

labourers was well worthy of consideration. He had had his

eye on many a young man whom he had known to be able and

willing to prove themselves good members of society. He had

known them to apply for employment from farm to farm,

where their demands were rejected. The result had been that,

after their being good members of society, h.abits of idleness

had grown upon them. They had been brought before the

magistrates, and gone through the successive stages of poach-
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ing and thieving;, and sometimes something worse. They

were, then, all bound to do their best to look out for natural

means of employing labourers, instead of trusting to artificial

sources of employment ; and he was quite sure that the more

labour they employed, provided they took care that it

was well directed, the better would it be for their pockets ,

(Hear, hear). It had been said that the erection of stoani-

e.igines, and so on, had the effect of displacing a larger

amonnt of labour. That was one of the greatest

mistakes that could possibly be made. It was quite clear that

a man who expended £300 in the erection of an engine, with

the necessary buildings and so on, invested by far the greater

part of that amount in the employment of his fellow-country-

men. The coals which were constantly being consumed were

obtained by labour. Whether in the case of the miner, the

seaman, or the ship-builder, labourniight thus be traced in all its

endless varieties in connection with improvements. That ob-

servation would apply to the difference between the present sys-

tem of threshing and the old one. He would not occupy any

more time, except to state his belief that expenditure on the im-

provement of the soil in general would prove advantageous.

There were some improvements which, for want of practice,

were not effected judiciously (Hear) ; but he had no hesitation in

saying that the erection of machinery and suitable buildings,

the deeper cultivation of the earth, and so on, tended perma-

nently to improve an estate, and to benefit the occupiers (Hear).

Mr. Spearixg was very glad that this subject had been

brought forward in time to set landlords thinking upon it before

it was too late. There were many persons who if they employed

additional labourers must do so at a certain loss under existing

circumstances. However much farmers might fec-1 for labourers,

it must be recollected that charity begins at home ; and if they

were not in a position to give increased employment, no blame

could be attached to them. It was incumbent on landlords to

join the tenant farmer in alleviating the sufferings and im-

proving the condition of labourers (Hear, hear).

Mr. Wood did not see how any one could be expected to

employ a labourer without a reasonable expectation of profit

:

in the price which would be obtained for an article in the mar-

ket lay the only indncement to produce it. No man in his

senses would employ labourers in producing when the articles

produced could be bought at a cheaper rate elsewhere. The

cause of this want of employment was the want of remunera-

tion—the want of an adequate price for the article produced.

What Mr. Shaw had said with regard to the affording of induce-

ments to tenant farmers to employ labour to a greater extent

would not apply to the case to which he (Mr. Wood) referred.

If the article to be produced could not be produced so as to be

sold prolitably at as cheap a rate as it could be obtained

already, there would, even under the circumstances contem-

plated, be no inducement to employ additional labour. V/ith

regard to loans, he did not entirely agree with Mr. Shaw as to

the benefit to be derived from them. To grant loans was to

supply agricidturists with money, not with capital. There

must be land to offer as security before any loan could be ob-

tained ; and having laud agriculturists already had capital.

Money was merely the circulating medium by means

of which labour was set in motion. As to a tenant farmer, or

any one who was engaged hi the cultivation of land, taUng

upon himself to employ labourers with a view of obtaining

profit, without any prospect of ultimate advantage, he trusted

that that was an error into which they would not fall, as men

of business. He deprecated the sentiment that any man was

called upon, as a farmer, to do anything which would not

answer his purpose in a pecuniary point of view (Hear, hear).

It was the duty of the government, and not of the farmers, to

take care that labourers should be sufficiently employed. The

chief means of securing employment for all the subjects of the

state was a fair remuneration for what the employment pro-

duced. That was a point which must not be kept out of sight.

If by any artilicial means the fair remuneration were removed,

employment was reduced in proportion, and, as Mr. Shaw

stated, agricultural labourers would eat up the laud.

Mr. U.vMsiiY had no doubt that every one would agree

with him that it was the duty of the farmer to do all in his

power to employ working men, but he thought they had over-

run first principles. Labour was the capital of every woikiug

man. A working man, who could work equally well with an-

other, started with an equal capital. That capital could only

be beneficial as it was sold or exchanged. Kailways had with-

drawn a large number of men from agricidtural employment.

This, perhaps, made agricultural labourers rather scarce ; but

those large and prosperous imdertakings, as they once were,

had now become not so much the order of the day, and a

great number of labourers were thrown on the old stock.

These were not employed so constantly as before, consequently

the poor-rates were greatly affected by it. But it was argued

that this was a question of money ; he (Mr. Ramsey) looked

upon it in rather a different light ; but he agreed with Mr.

Mechi that when the price of corn was low it was not the time

to do away with growing it, but to grow more by improved

agriculture. So long as there was a depression in trade, the

consumption of agricultural produce was necessarily thrown

back ; but he believed that, if the resources of this country

were freely employed, agricultural produce would not be

so depressed as some people thought. In some parts of Eng-

land, however, these remarks did not apply. In Northum-

berland and Durham the labourers were paid partly in money

and partly in kind. Under these circumstances, it Mas quite

possible that considerable exertions might be made by the

agriculturists at large, actuated as the members of the Club

seemed to be, by feelings of compassion towards the labourer.

But in many districts it would be otherwise. Farmers showed

no compassion in employing more labourers than they required.

In doing so they might think they were alleviating the con-

dition of the labourer ; but, if capital was not properly in-

vested, and yielding a fair return, they could not employ

labourers. It was not what they would do, but what they

were able to do. Some gentleman (ilr. Acton) had referred to

the condition of the labourers' cottages, but those cottages

were not buUt when agriculture was in a low state. He (ilr.

Ramsey) thought that not only labourers, but the children of

labourers, should be carefully attended to, and receive the rudi-

ments of a decent education.

;Mr. Shaw, in reply, said that he had happily nothing to

combat iu the way of opposition, but would offer a remark on

his friend (Mr. Wood's) distinction between capital and money.

He was aware that that gentleman was very fond of the cur-

rency question, and on that account more particular in his

distinctions on that subject than he (Jlr. Shaw) was ; if the

landowners could get three millions of money for the purposes

of drainage, which would lead to the employment of labour,

whether it was called money or capital was a matter of

perfect indifference (Hear, hear, and laughter). AVith re-

spect to the employment of labour, and the farmer's duty

in relation to such employment, he had always deprecated

that sort of lecturing, which was very fashionable at ag-

ricultural meetings, coming, as it generally did, from land-

lords at one end of the room to farmers at the other (Hear,

hear). When he had heard gentlemen speak of the duty

of increasing the amount of produce, and of resorting for that

I

purpose to artificial manures, and a large expenditure of
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capital, it had always appeared to him that they were as-

sumiug a right to lecture men on that portion of their

business which they understood much better than did those

who lectured thera (Hear, hear). He perfectly concurred

in the statement that it ought not to be considered in-

cumbent on the farmer to employ a labo\irer unless he

wanted his services. At the same time he was quite ready

to give full credit to those philanthropic gentlemen who,

possessing ample means and enjoying opportunities peculiar to

themselves, did all in their power to give increased employment

(Hear, hear). He gave full credit to Mr. Eve for his efforts

in that direction ; but he could not consent to blame those who,

being differently circumstanced, were unable to pursue a

similar course. He was glad to find that the importance of

the subject before them had been duly appreciated by the

meeting ; and he trusted that the discussion would have the

effect of inducing landed-proprietors to think more of de-

vising measures which would conduce to the employment of

the labourer, and at the same time to their own benefit, as

well as that of the public generally. He did not expect to see

a decided movement in favour of tenant right until its im-

portance was more deeply felt. The time was, however, rapidly

approaching when landlords would sec the necessity of it, and

then they would move more energetically in the right direction.

He would conclude by proposing the following resolution :

—

"That the most beneficial means of providing employment

for the agricultural labourer would be

—

" 1. The erection of suitable buildings, and the construction

of necessary fences and roads by the landlord.

" 2. The execution of ordinary or extraordinary drainage or

irrigation, also at his cost.

"3. In the event of the landlord not being inclined to make

the required outlay, the grant of a term of years and such an

allowance in the rent as will compensate the tenant for the

requisite expenditure.

" 4. A covenant, in all cases, to compensate the tenant for

unexhausted improvements at the end of the term ; and in the

event of yearly-tenure, of permission to remove buildings

erected at his own cost, provided the landlord will not take

them at a fair valuation, the period for which the tenant has

enjoyed the use of them being taken into consideration."

This resolution simply involved approval of the recommen-

dations of the Agricultural Customs' Committee upon tenant-

right to which he had before adverted, and he thought he did

not go a step beyond that which all enlightened landlords

would be ready to concede.

A Member asked Mr. Shaw whether he was not of opinion

that the importance of granting leases would be more attended

to in consequence of the issuing of the report of the Parlia-

mentary Committee.

Mr. Shaw replied that he thought there would be an

amendment in consequence.

Mr. HoBBS seconded the resolution. His views so fully

coincided with those of Mr. Shaw that he need not long detain

the meeting. He differed very much from Mr. Beadel and

others, who thought that farmers were acting rightly and

wisely iu discharging their agricultural labourers. It had been

frequently stated that evening that rent was regulated by the

burdens which pressed upon the land ; but he, notwithstanding

that, contended that it was the duty of the tenant to employ

his quota of able-bodied labourers—not only his duty to his

landlord, but also to his country. When the New Poor Law

Bill passed, it was not in any way doubted, when the able-

bodied man was refused relief out of the Union, he would find

employment amongst the occupiers of the soil. The price of

labour should be regulated by^ supply and demand. It was

important to observe what was paid to labourers abroad. In

Poland the price of labour was 3 id. per day ; in Russia it was

5d. ; in Germany and France 7d. : therefore he contended

that, although farmers were iu duty bound to employ their

labourers, it was but an act of justice to themselves to get

them .as cheap as possible. The question before theui was one

of vital importance—perhaps more so to the landlord than to

the tenant-farmer. It was the landlord's duty to see that his

land was properly cxiltivated, and that the labourers belonging

to it were fully employed ; but where a man did not give his

tenant full scope for the investment of his capital, by security

of tenure, by security for his money, or by tenant-right, or by

all of these, he was not carrying out the golden rule, that

" Property has its duties as well as its rights."

TheCnAiRMAN,in putting theresolution tothe meeting, said

that he did not agreewith the statement respecting theconditiou

of the cottager so far as Lincolnshire was concerned. As a Lincoln-

shire man, he could say that not only were there splendid dwel-

ling-houses for the farmers, but highly respectable cottages for

the labourers. But in the West of England, where he had been

located for the last twelve months, things were different. In

Lincolnshire he was in the habit of seeing a man get 12s. a

week, but now he only saw them getting 8s. or 9s. ; and

therefore ]Mr. Shaw had done well in directing attention to the

subject of labour. Labour must be as marketable as anything

else; farmers must go out on Monday morning, and purchase

their labour as cheaply as they could. Although cast on the

hills of Exraoor, of which he had undertaken the cultivation,

he did not despair of eventually succeeding. But he thanked

Mr. Shaw more particularly for the idea of parties taking the

land for a number of years, and (as it were) redeeming it on

building leases.

A vote of thanks to the chairman having been passed, the

discussion ended.

LONDON FARMERS' CLUB.

MONDAY, MAY 7 : MONTHLY MEETING OF THE
COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT.

Present: Messrs. J. Beadel, W. Bennett, W. Cheffins,

W. Fisher Hobbs, W. Hutley, C. W. Johnson, T.

Knight, J. J. Mechi, J. C. Nesbit, W. Shav? (of the

Strand), R. Smith (Devon), R. B. Smith (Edmonton),

J. Thomas, H. Trethewy, J. Tyler, and Owen Wallis.

T. Knight, Esq., in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read, confirmed,

and signed by the Chairman of this day.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the

Club :—

C. R. Cundell, Weston Farm, Andover, Hants

R. F. Jennings, Bideford, Devon

E. W. Johnson, Chichester, Sussex

J. P. Ley, Bideford, Devon

J. Parsons, North Stoneham, Southampton

R. Roper, Chichester, Sussex

H. Self, Martin, Great Bedwiu, Wilts

H. Wolf, Park-hill Farm, Andover, Hants

R. E. Yelland, Bideford, Devon.

Some other names of gentlemen proposed were read for

the first time.

The following works were reported as presented to
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the Club, and the usual vote of thanks passed to the

donors of them :

—

" The Rural Encycloprcdia" (Parts i:i contiuuatiou) ; by

Messrs. Fiillartoii, the Publishers.—"The Farmer's Maga-
zme" (in monthly numbers) ; by the Editor.—"The Sporting

Magazine" (in monthly numbers) ; by the Editor.—" Facts

for Farmers on the C\dtivatiou of Maize ;" by the Author.—"Proposed Measures for the Removal of National Dis-

tress" (published in 1827) ; by Mr. A. Scott, the Author.—
A pamphlet " On the Agricultural Value of Sewer and

other Drainage Waters ;" by Mr. Cuthbert Johnson, the

Author.

The following Members were chosen as a Sub-com-

mittee, to make the necessary arrangements for the

Anniversary Dinner of the Club, to take place at

Greenwich, on Tuesday, June 5, the day following the

next Monthly Meeting :

—

J. Bcadel, W. Fisher Ilobbs, C. AV. Johnson, T. Knight, W.
Shaw (of the Strand), and Robert Smith.

On the motion of Mr. Fisher Ilobbs, seconded by

Mr. Trethewy, it was resolved—"That the Secretary

be requested to make out a list of all Members in arrear

of subscription by the next Monthly Meeting, in order

to enable the Committee to take proceedings for the re-

covery of the same."

MR. L A W E S AND T. L. C.

BY A LINCOLNSHIRE FARMER.

Public attention has of late years been called to

many controversies on agricultural subjects. It

may probably, however, be safely affirmed that

very few of these have equalled in interest or im-

portance those called forth by Mr. Lawes' papers

on "Agricultural Chemistry," inasmuch as the

conclusions there arrived at and discussed seemed

generally to justify the practice of those looked

upon as the best farmers, and also to be themselves

justified by the results of a long, laborious, and

carefully conducted course of experiments. In

other words, Mr. Lawes had apparently given to the

methods most commonly adopted amongst good

farmers that scientific support, the want of which

had previously left them almost defenceless against

all kinds of novelty and innovation.

Papers have now appeared in this magazine,

however, throwing a doubt on the honesty not only

of the deductions, but of the experiments themselves

of Mr. Lawes; and though only one important

point is combated by the writer, yet a well founded

and fairly supported attack of this nature upon a

part must be admitted to aftect the degree of reliance

which should be placed upon the whole ; and it

therefore becomes very desirable to ascertain whe-

ther the one in question can be rightly considered

to possess this character or not. The perusal of

the following passages, extracted from the writings

of Mr. Lawes and of T. L. C, (and placed in op-

posite columns for convenience of comparison,)

will, it is thought, enable the reader to form a

decided opinion upon this point, and tend thereby

materially to assist him in determining the degree

of influence which the attack of the latter should

have on a belief in the statements of the former.

PASSAGES * EXTRACTED
from papers in the
Farmer's Magazine,
entitled " remarks
ON Lawes' paper on
Agricultural Chemis-
try." By a FARMER.

Tlie Fanner's Magazine,
January, 1849.

—

Ar-
ticle by T. L. C.

I. Page 4 : "1 st. It

has already been pointed

out that Mr. Lawes con-
siders that alkalies are

an unnecessary ingre-

dient in artificial ma-
nures ; and in his reply

he endeavours to show
(2nd) that in the original

paper he recommends
organic manures, such
as rape cake, to be used
along with super^jhos-

phate. He quotes the

following sentencef from
his original paper (page

511), that 'the mixture
of mineral manures with

organic gives the best

result, as far as develop-

ment was concerned.'

Why did he not give a

PASSAGES * extracted
FROM papers on "AGRI-
CULTURAL Chemistry,"
in the Journal of
THE Royal Agricul-
tural Society, and on
" The Sources of the
Alkalies in Agricul-
ture," IN THE Farmer's
Magazine. By J. B.
LAWES.

Journal of The R. A. S.

Vol VUL—Article by

Mr, Laxves,

I. Page 511: "We
observe, too, that whilst

under the influence of

this DEf-ECT OF RAIN
DURING THE FIR.ST

PERIOD OF THE SEA-
SON, both the weight of
bulbs and number of

plants is much less

where rape-cake is used
ALONE than even where
no manure at all is pro-
vided

; yet the admix-
ture of mineral manures
with the organic gives

the best result in the

series, so far as develop-

ment is concerned."
Page 5G'2 :

" It must,
however, be clearly un-
derstood that the bulk
of an agricidtural crop of

* The italics in every case are the same as in the
originals. The capital letters are my own, and
mark those sentences to which special attention

should be directed.

t And eleven others to the same effect.
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little more from the

same {lage, where he
says that rape- cake
'lessens both the
weight of bulbs and
number of plants'?
It is rather difficult to

reconcile these two opi-

nions.
" Artificial manures

may contain the follow-

ing substances :

—

"1st. Phosphoric acid.

" 2nd. The alkahes, as

])0tash and soda.
" 3rd. The earths, lime

and magnesia.
" 4tii. Organic matter,

as rape-cake.

"(ft) The latter, Mr.
Lawes says, ' lessens

both the weight of bulbs

and number of plants.'

" {b) Magnesia gave no
increase of crop v/hen

tried along with super-

phosphate.
" (c) Potash and soda

have been shown by
several quotations to be,

in Mr. Lawes' opinion,

unnecessarj', and, like

the rape-dust, always

injurious to the young
plant.

" {d) There is, then,

nothing left but phos-

phoric acid and lime, or

siiper2}hosphate. It is in

vain for Mr. Lawes to

reply that he does not

recommend this sub-

stance ; for every

thing else is in some
part of the report depre-

ciated, and some evil

from their use pointed

out. It therefore be-

comes an interesting

subject of enquiry, with

which of the substances

vised as manures Mr.
Lawes is ' commercially

connected.'

"

The Farmer^s Magazine.
January, 1849.

II. Page 6: "The
only reply Mr. Lawes
makes to the writer's

assertion, that he was
not justified in his con-

clusions from his ex-

periments with alkalies,

because he tried them
along with boneSf and in

turnijis depends mate-

rially upon the amount
of organic matter con-

tained in the soil, with-
out WHICH the de-
velopment OF THE
POWER OF GROWTH BY
MEANS OF THE PHOS-
PHATE [wiLL BE UNA-
VAILING.

Pages 560, 562-3 :

" Having, therefore,

shown that to obtain

heavy crops of bulbs

large amounts of car-

bonaceous matters

should be supplied to

the soil, and that dung
is the cheapest source of

this substance, the ques-

tion arises. What are the

next best substitutes for

it ? Dung is an article in

which our farm-yards

are very apt to be defi-

cient."
# * * :;< *

"Rape-cake, as con-

taining a large amount
of organic matter, is an

admirable manure for

the turnip as a substitute

for farm-j'ard dung; it

may be employed in

conjunction with super-

phosphate of lime—the

former being sown
l)roadcast, and the latter

drilled with the seed.

Peruvian guano, which
contains a large quantity

of ammonia as well as

phosphates, is found to

be a much inore certain

manure for turnips in

Scotland, where the fall

of rain is large, than in

those parts of England
where it is much less."

The Farmer's Magazine,
December, 1848.

II. Page 481 : "Now,
it so hajipens that the

statement of the manures
of this jjlot 18 occurs

ni7ie times in the course

of our pa])er—namely,
at pages 517, 518, 519,

520, 521, 529, 540, 545,

and 547. On reference

comparison with super-

phosphate, is, that it is a

misprint, and that he
meant to try them along

with superphosphate.

Tliis is a nice way of

getting out of it, and is

his reply to that ])art of

the discussion."

The Farmer's Magazine.
March, 1849.

III. Page 199: " I

have been accused of

misrepresenting Mr,
Lawes' views respecting

the necessity of supply-

ing alkalies in manures.
If the following ex-

pressions do not mean
that they are an un-
necessary addition, they

have no meaning what-

ever :
* The employment

of potash, soda, mag-
nesia, and silica, has

been suggested by che-

mists/rom an imperfect

to these pages, it will be
seen that, in eigJd cases

out of nine, the manui-e

of No. ] 8 is stated to be
compounded of calcined

bone-dust and sulphuric

acid (or superphosi)hate

of lime) and alkalies,

and not of simply bones
and alkalies ; whilst once
only—namely, at page
527, from which our
critic professes to quote

—the sul])huric acid is

omitted ! a mere over-

sight, which we think is

more to be regretted

than wondered at, con-

sidering the vast amount
of tabulation occurring in

our paper."

" But let us point out

another fact bearing

u])on this 'No. 18,' by
which the judgment of

the reader, which we
will suppose to be still

wavering, perhaps be-

comes more settled.

The second selection is

said to be taken from
page 517, and No. 18 is

again represented as

containing no sulphuric

acid J though, on refer-

ence to the original, at

page 517, it will be found
that it is there stated

that 420 lbs. of sul-

phuric acid were em-
ployed in the manure;
and, as will presently be

seen, the attention of

our critic was specially

paid to the statement of

manures at this page."

Journal of the R. A. S.

Vol. VIII.

III. Page 258-9: "If
there be any truth in my
experiments all hope of

obtaining annual crops

of corn by means of

mineral manures must
be for ever abandoned.
The employment of

potash, soda, magnesia,

and silica, has been sug-

gested by chemists, from
an imperfect knowledge
of PRACTICAL AGRI-
CTLTURE. Having
found these substances

in the ash of the plants,
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knOKlcdfjc of AGlliCUL-
TUllAL CHEMISTRY ;

and should a farm ex-

hausted of its alkalies to

the utmost possible ex-

tent come into the i)os-

session of a man of

(•aj)ital and experience,

he may in a few years

bring it into high con-
dition, without imparting
to it a pound of potash
or soda' (Mr. Lawes'
])aper, p. 258, vol. viii.,

Jour. R. A. S.)

" Mr. Lawes, in his re-

ply to my remarks, has

endeavoured to show that

he does not especially

recommend suj)erphos-

])hate of lime. What
then is the meaning of

tlie following ?
' 'llie

nnlij mineral which, un-

der a proper system of
agriculture, it is neces-

sary to restore directly

to the soil is phosphate

of lime' (Mr. Lawes'
paper, p. 259).

"In support ofmy own
view of this question, I

have quoted from
various sources, to which
various replies have
been made; but I cer-

tainly think that if I can
show that Mr. Lawes
himself, in one part of

the papers before us, has

advocated precisely the

rule which I have en-

deavoured to lay down,
and also that his

staunchest defender,

Professor Way, has also

done so—if, I say, I can

do this, I may surely

conclude that the ques-

tion is settled.

" After quoting such a

very intelligible sentence

as the above from Mr.
Lawes' writing, respect-

ing the value of phos-

phate of lime, and the

non-utility of the

alkalies, it is rather

strange to quote from
the same author in sup-

port of the opposite opi-

nion.
" At page 259 it is said

:

' As long as bone-dust,

superphosphate of lime,

and guano will produce
a good crop of turnips.

they have concluded that

the soil cannot su])ply

them in sufficient quan-
tity

Take the case

of a soil which has been

in tlie hands of a farmer

who has removed from

his land successive

grain crops, and who has

also sold part of liis

straw and hay, bringing

back perhaps a little

soot, or some light

manure. This system

would exhaust the soil of

its alkalies to the

greatest extent possible.

Should it then come
into the possession of a

man of capital and ex-

perience, he may in a

few years bring it into

high condition without

imparting to it a pound
of potash or soda,

THOUGH THE COURSE
HE WOULD PROBABLY
ADOPT WOULD INDI-
RECTLY INCREASE THE
AVAILABLE SOURCES
OF THOSE SUB-
STANCES.

" The quantity of al-

kalies taken up from the

soil by a crop of turnips

is very great, and yet

the artificial manures
most commonly applied

to grow those turnips

contain but little and
often no alkalies what-

ever. As long as bone-

dust, superphosphate of

lime, or guano, will pro-

duce a good crop of

turnips, the farmer need

be under no apprehen-

sion of his soil being

destitute of alkalies.

The only mineral which,

under a proper system

of agriculture, it is ne-

cessary to restore di-

rectly to the soil is phos-

phate of lime."

Page 242: "The ef-

fect of superphosphate

of lime upon wheat has

been the subject of many
experiments, and in some
instances it has been

employed with remark-
able success. It becomes
therefore of imjjortance

to enquire what was the

probable cause of its in-

the farmer need be ui\der

no apprehension of his

soil Ijeing destitute of

alkalies.' But, ' he-

hides PHOSPHORIC
ACID AND LIME, THE
ASH OF WHEAT AND
WHEAT-STRAW CON-
TAINS POTASH, SODA,
MAGNESIA, AND SI-

LICA ; AND, AS SUPER-
PHOSPHATE OF LIME
CONTAINS NONE OF
THESE SUBSTANCES,
ITS FAILURE MAY BE
ATTRIBUTED TO THE
ABSENCE OF THESE
MINERALS IN THE
soil' (p. 242).
" So much then for Mr.

Lawes. This, testimony

is not very clear ; there

is not so much em-
phasis laid on the neces-

sary supply of the

alkalies as the super-

phosphate. The one
may be used the other

must ; the former seems
to have been written in-

advertently, the latter is

seen in every page."

IV. Page 200, 201 :

" ' We now,' proceeds

Mr. Lawes, 'arrive at

another important ques-

tion—What is meant by
quality in wheat ?' This

grain 'belongs to a class

of plants 2^1'overbially

characterized as yielding

starchy seeds, and whose

predominant peculiarity

it is to yield carbon-

aceous substances. It

is, therefore, probable

that those millers who
prefer a perfectly de-

veloped grain pay the

highest price for that

which contains the most
starch.'

" Is it possible that

Professor Way can pro-

nounce the previous sen*

tence amongst the most
important which late

years have given to agri-

culture ? He cannot

but know that the cha-

racteristic of wheat is

the very reverse of
' yielding starchy seeds

or carbonaceous sub-

utility in THIS IN-

STANCE. Besides plios-

])horic acid and lime,

the ash of wheat and
wheat-straw contains

jjotash, magnesia, soda,

and sihca; and as super-

phosphate of lime con-

tains none of these sub-

stances, its failure in this

case may be attributed

EITHER to the absence

of these minerals in the

soil, OR TO A DEFI-
CIENCY OF AZOTIZED
OR OTHER ORGANIC
MATTER." In the suc-

ceeding pages Mr. Lawes
proceeds to show that this

failure was owing to the

want of organic and not

of mineral matters in the

soil.

IV. Pages 234-5-6 :

" We now arrive

at another important
question — Y\^hat is

meant by quality of

wheat ? Does it depend
upon the weight per

bushel, or specific

gravity, of the grain ?

and, if so, does this

specific gravity bear any
relation to the per cent-

age of gluten and albu-

men ; that is to say, to

the most highly nutri-

tive constituents of the

grain ? Before entering

into a consideration of

this subject it may be

as well to state the

opinions generally held

regarding it."

* * * * *

" The following table

demonstrates that the

value of difterent sam-
ples of wheat does not

depend upon the per-

centage of nitrogen

which they contain." ******
" From this table it is

* For the tables see original.
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stances.' This is the

characteristic of the po-

tato, rice, and sago ; the

superiority of wheat as

an article of food over

these substances consists

in the relatively greater

proportion which it con-

tains of gluten or albu-

men, as compared with

the potato and other

vegetable products of

that CLASS. It is a re-

cognized fact that

(other things being
EauAL,) the more nitro-

gen there is in an article

of food the more nutri-

ment it contains."
" But what will the

farmer think of that

science which tells him
that his turnip-tops are

more valuable in feeding

properties than the

bulbs ? This is another

of the conclusions which
have been arrived at by
Mr. Lawes. That gen-

tleman himself well re-

marks that, ' the con-

tempt which the prac-

tical farmer feels for the

science of agricultural

chemistry," &c
"I wonder he

never thought of the
' contempt which every

practical farmer would
feel for the science of

chemistry,' when told

that though ' ages of ex-

])erience' proved the

turnip to be more
valuable than the top, he
had been during all

these ages labouring

under a gross mistake

;

though his fathers and
grandfathers had fat-

tened their cattle, and
paid their rents, under
the false idea of the

value of turnips; though
all the chemists, from
Sir Humphrey Davy
downwards to Mr.
Lawes, had paid great

attention to the subject,

it was reserved to Mr.
Lawes to remove the

ignorance, by making
the extraordinary dis-

covery that turnip-tops

evident that the samples
of wheat most approved
by the miller are by no
means those which are

richest in nitrogen.

His choice is directed

to those samples which
have the character of a

perfectly developed

grain, small, plump, and
thin-skinned. But lay-

ing aside the evidence of

experiment or common
usage, would it not be
more consonant with

general principles to

suppose that a class * of

plants proverbially cha-

racterized as yielding

starchy seeds, and whose
predominant peculiarity

it is to produce car-

bonaceous substances,

should, in their most
perfect state of develop-

ment, be rich in starch

rather than in gluten

and other nitrogenous
compounds ? We might,

indeed, expect to find

the proportion of gluten

and starch vary in dif-

ferent species of wheat,

and in the same species

under the effect of dif-

ferent climates and sea-

sons ; but the more
perfectly the grain has

been developed the

richer in starch and the

poorer in nitrogen it

would become, and mil-

lers who prefer a per-

fectly developed grain

probably pay the highest

price for that which con-

tains the most starch."

Page 257 :
" I have

not tried the compara-
tive feeding properties of

the leaf and the bulb of

the turnip ; but from
the much higher per-

centage of nitrogen in

theformer,as determined

by analyses in my
laboratory, it may be in-

infered that it is much
more nutritive

It is possi-
ble, HOVi^EVER, THAT
THE RELATIVELY LOW
STATE OF ELABORA-
TION OF THE CON-

* A botanical class, evidently, and including

riee.

were more nutritive than
the bulbs."

STITUENTS OF THE
LEAF MIGHT INTER-
FERE W^TH ITS OTHER-
WISE EVIDENT APPLI-
CABILITY AS A
HEALTHY FOOD."
Page 552: "The fact

that, notwithstanding
the LARGE NITRO-
GENOUS CONTENTS OF
TURNIP LEAVES, they

should only be to a

small extent valued as

food, doubtless arises

from the large amount
of matters which they

contain only brought
within the range of the

organism, themselves

as yet unorganized, and
existing as saline and
other changeable fluids,

to which we may readily

attribute a medicinal

and purgative, rather

than a direct nutritive

effect ; elaboration to

some extent being, as

we are aware, an im-

portant element in the

condition of food for

animals."

ABORTION IN COWS.—The cow is more subject to

abortion than any other of our domestic animals. She is liable

to this at different periods of pregnancy, from the fourth to the

eighth month. Mr. Youatt remarks, what has been often ob-

served by others, that " abortion is somewhat singularly fre-

quent in particular districts, or on particular farms. It seems
to assume an epizootic or epidemic form. Some have imagined

it to be contagious. It is destructively propagated among the

cows, but this is probably to be explained on a different

principle from that of contagion. It has been said that the

cow is an animal considerably imaginative, and highly irritable

during the period of pregnancy. In abortion, the foetus is

often putrid before it is discharged ; and the placenta or after-

birth rarely or never immediately follows it, but becomes de-

composed, and as it drops away in fragments, emits a pe-

culiar and most noisome smell. This smell seems to be singu-

larly annoying to other cows—they sniff at it, and then run

bellowing about. Some sympathetic influence is produced on

their uterine organs, and in a few days a greater or less num-
ber of those that have been kept together likewise abort." In

regard to treatment of abortion, Mr. Youatt directs, that if

the farmer has ever been troubled with this pest, he should

closely watch the approaching symptoms of casting the calf,

and as soon as he perceives them should remove the cow to

an apartment by herself ; that he should bleed her, and that

copiously, in proportion to her age, size, condition, and the

state of excitement she is in ; that he should give her a dose

of physic immediately after the bleeding : after the physic be-

gins to operate he should administer half a drachm of opium
and half an ounce of sweet spirit of nitre. Give the cow gruel,

and keep her as quiet as possible. By these means the irrita-

tion may be allayed, and the cow may go her full time. But
if the discharge is foetid, " the natural conclusion will be, that

the foetus is dead, and must be got rid of as speedily as pos-

sible. Bleeding may even then be requisite, if much fever ex-

ists. In other respects, the animal must be treated as if her

usual time of pregnancy had been accomplished." He further

directs as a means of preventing the formation of tliis habit

among cows, that as soon as the fretus can be got rid of it

should be immediately buried deep, and far from the cow-pasture*

A cow that repeatedly aborted should be fatted and slaughtered.
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NEWCASTLE FARMERS' CLUB.

DKCEMBER MEETING, 184S.

The chair, on the motion of William Anderson,

I'isq., J. P., was taken on .Saturday, December 2, at

p the monthly meeting of the club, by G. H. Ramsay,

Esq., J. P.

Several vegetable donations were on the table.

Potatoes, and flour and bread from mummy wheat,

from Mr. Alderman Archbold; turnips grown at

Heaton, from Mr. Alderman Potter; black barley

in the ear, from Mr. Rogerson, of the Crown and

Thistle ; specimens of New Zealand flax, from Mr.

T. L. Colbeck ; beet-root from Mr. Weeks, of

Rytou; turnips, (fine, well-shaped bulbs,) from

Mr. John Redhead, of Walker; and turnips, kohl

rabi, and beet-root, from Matthew Bell, Esq.,

M. P., of Woolsington. A sample of beet-root,

grown in Mr. Bell's garden, attracted particular at-

tention, its weight being 2 libs.

Mr. T. L. Colbeck, of East Denton, author

of the Prize Essay on the Agriculture of Northum-

berland, and of similar compositions, read a paper

on the question, "What has Science done
FOR us ?"

It is (said he) with some hesitation that I intro-

duce the subject of this paper to your notice. It

requires no little courage to face the prejudices, so

openly expressed by farmers, respecting the appli-

cation of science to agriculture. They seem to

think, that because no progress has hitherto been

made in this direction, none ever will be ; and they

ridicule the idea of any one but a farmer being able

to give them advice in the management of their

farms. Whilst I admit that their conduct in this

respect is not without excuse, seeing the character

ofmuchof the advice given to farmers by scientific

men, yet that they should continue to despise the

labours of those men altogether is nearly as foolish

as the sailor would be who ventured across the

Atlantic without a compass. He might possibly

arrive safe in America without his compass, and

agriculture may make progress without the assist-

ance of science ; but there must be, at the least, a

great loss of time, to say nothing of the many un-

avoidable mistakes which will assuredly occur in

both cases. It is with the hops of removing this pre-

judice that this subject is introduced to you to-day;

and in order that I may succeed in doing so, I will,

in the first place, point out afew of the benefits which

the arts and manufactures have derived from the

application of science. These have been so

numerous, that the chief difficulty I have found has

been in the selection; and they certainly contrast

most unfavourably for the farmer, with the

assistance he has derived from the same source.

When we read the history of England under the

early Sovereigns of the House of Hanover, we must

be surprised at the jjrogress made by this country

since the commencement of the last century. It is

difficult to believe that, at that time, we procured

our iron from Sweden ; that we sent our webs of

linen to Holland to be bleached ; that we procured

our ]irinted calico from India ; that a journey from

London to Edinburgh occupied three weeks ; that

except the road leading between tliese two cities

there wei'e few others in the country passable by

wheeled carriages ; that (to come to our own neigh-

bourhood) the road leading from here to Carhsle

was then in a worse state than it had been left in by

the Romans twelve hundred years before, and that

the only communication to other parts of the neigh-

bourhood was by narrow paved causeways, along

which o;ir grandfathers brought corn to market on

packhorses. Such things, I say, are scarcely cre-

dible, when we now have even India within a few

weeks' journey—London as near Edinburgh as

Newcastle was, only five or six years ago—and

Newcastle not much farther from Edinburgh than

Leith to Portobello. How much of this progress is

due to the application of science ? A short time

ago I met with a striking answer to this question.

In a field near Belsay, there was pointed out to me
what may justly be called the parent of our present

gigantic iron trade. It was a hollow in the ground,

about one-fourth of the size of this table, fined with

clay and covered with slag, and had evidently been

used by our fore-elders to smelt iron (perhaps for

their spear heads) long before the Norman Con-

quest. This is indeed a contrast to our present

manufactories, any one of which now produces

several thousand tons per annum—indeed more

than the whole country did only sixty years ago.

The ironstone, from which this vast increase of com-

mercial wealth and activity has sprung, was then

utterly valueless ; because the art of smelting was

so imperfectly understood, that only the rich ores

of Sweden could be profitably worked. This was

our condition until by the pressure of the French

war our sujjply from Sweden was cut off". The

attention of scientific and practical men was imme-

diately turned to our own resources, and means

were speedily devised for smelting our own

L h
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abundant ores. The jirocess has received suc-

cessive improvements, until, by the ai)plication of

the hot blast, we bid fair to draw more wealth from

what was useless to the last generation than the

Spaniards have ever done from their gold mines.

"Whilst England was reaping such benefits from the

application of science, our neighbours the French

were not idle, on finding themselves under similar

difficulties. The English cruisers having stopped

the usual suj)plies of kelp and barilla, v.'hich are

used in the manufacture of glass and soap, a reward

was ottered by the French government for a sub-

stitute. This was soon discovered by a French

chemist, and became the commencement of the

manufacture of alkali ; which is now of so much
consequence to England, that when the Neapolitan

government took upon itself to stojj the supply of

sulphur (a necessary ingredient in the manufacture

of alkali), our government immediately declared war

against them. The tem])orary difficulties our

manufacturers were thus involved in, again turned

the attention of our scientific men to the subject

;

and sources of suljabur were speedily discovered in

England, which may, at some future day, place us

quite independent of all for-eign supplies. The
manufacture of sugar from beet-root was, like the

instances I have already quoted, the result of

France being deprived of the usual supply of sugar

from the colonies during the war. Beet has now
become of great importance, and is generally a very

remimerative crop in those districts where it is used

for the manufacture of sugar. Many thousand

acres in central Europe, and even in Russia, are

now devoted to its culture. This manufacture of

sugar is, in its origin and progress, entirely the re-

sult of the application of science. I might, instead

of a paper such as the present, fill volumes with in-

stances of what science has done for us, and will

therefore confine my remarks to such instances as

are familiar to you. Many of us have been em-

ployed in our youthful days in watering the webs

of linen spun by our thrifty mothers and grand-

mothers, and whicb could only then be bleached by

long exposure to the air and moisture. Near the

end of the last century, a poor Swede discovered,

in the course of his researches, a green coloured

gas, afterwards named chlorine ; and for many
years after its discoveiy it was only prepared as a

ciu-iosity in the laboratory, until, by the continued

application of scientific research, easier means for

preparing it were discovered, and, finally, it was

ascertained to be present in large quantities in com-

mon salt. By tbe use of this green-coloured gas,

thus accidentally brought to light by cbemistry,

many hundreds of square* yards (much more than

any one of our industrious fore-eldei's could have

spun in a life-time) can now be bleached in an hour.

It would be diflicult to over-estimate the importance

of this application. Besides these few instances 1

have named, I might mention nearly every process

used in our cotton, silk, and woollen manufactures,

as examples for what science has done for us. I

can but allude to the manufacture of paper, glass,

porcelain, and china, with many others, which are

indebted for their present position to the application

of science. I might direct your attention to some

others, as electro -plating and photogra])bic like-

nesses, which are indebted to science for their very

existence ; I might point out the many improve-

ments and discoveries in medicine derived from

chemistry ; I might point to the Davy lamji, which

has been the means of saving the lives of thou-

sands; I might describe to you the electric

telegraph, which is certainly the most wonderful

achievement of the present day. If we had had

time and opportunity for all this, still not a tithe of

the instances which might have been, would then

have been, brought forward ; for there is not one

manufactory, and there is scarcely an individual,

who does not in some way or other derive benefit

from the application of science to some of the

every-day processes of life, in the busy, bustling

world around us. It is unnecessary to say much

about mechanical science, as the beneficial results

from its application are obvious to aU, Bonaparte

called us a nation of shop-keepers forty years ago,

alluding to our then extensive manufactories ; but

what would he now call us, when our railroads can

be reckoned by their hundreds of miles and our

steam engines by thousands ? We may justly be

proud of our late townsman, Mr, Stephenson ; and

his name will be remembered along with Watt and

Arkwright as long as ever there is an Englishman.

I do not expect that mechanical science will ever

make any great change in farming, unless we can

get locomotive engines to ascend and descend our

hilly fields as easily as our horses ; though I have

no doubt but that steam thrashing machines will

become more common with us, and fixed instead of

moveable ones more common in the South of

England. Besides this, and the knowledge of a

proper shape of a plough, I see little reason to hope

for improvement in farming from the apphcation of

mechanical science to agriculture.

I trust that I have now said enough to remove

the prejudices which you may feel against the ap-

plication of science to agriculture, by pointing out

the benefits which it has conferred on the arts and

manufactures. With regard to farming, I am sorry

to say that I must alter the form of the question

with which I began this paper, fi'om " What has

science done for us ?" into, " What can science do

for us ?" Will it make us better farmers ? I think

it will ; for, though the commonest workman may
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jierform the labour upon a farm with far more «liill

and success than the most accomplished scholar,

or a plain practical farmer succeed better in the

management of an ordinary farm—he may obtain

better crops, his animals may be better fattened,

and he may haA^e at the end of the year more

money in his pocket than another farmer with ten

times his knowledge, but without his practical skill—

•

who can doubt that knowledge and study will

prove as beneficial and useful in agriculture as in any

other art or science ? 1 admit that many men of

highly cultivated minds have failed in the practical

management of a farm ; but it must also be admit-

ted that men without any scientific acquirements

have as often failed. Persons do not fail half so

often from their science, or from the want of it, as

they do from the want of the two combined,

I have said a great deal about the recent improve-

ments in manufactures, and it would be unjust if I,

for one moment, overlooked or undervalued the

many im])rovements which liaA'e taken place within

tlie last sixty or seventy years in agriculture. Our
])rogress has been very great ; and yet every one

acquainted with the subject must admit that much
of the land under the plough would grow 20 per

cent, more corn if it were properly cultivated. How
has this happened ? Is science less ready to assist

us than our neighbours who build manufactories,

sink pits, or lay railroads ? We are compelled to

confess that our imjiroveraents have only been the

result of chance ; not, as in the instances I have

named in the first part of this paper, the result of

knowing the whys and the xcherefores. For if it

can be said with truth of a physician that his pro-

fession consists in pouring medicines of which he

knows little into a body of which he knows less, it

is equally true of a farmer that his profession con-

sists in applying manures of which he knows
little to a soil of which he knows less. This

is assuredly one cause of our deficient pro-

gress : we are yet ignorant of the principles of agri-

culture. Notwithstanding our misfortune in this

respect, our progress has, however, been consider-

able within the last two generations. For instance,

turnips are now grown to ten times the extent for-

merly. Persons are )'et living who have ploughed

in this neighbourhood with four oxen and two

horses in a plough. On one farm I know in this

,

neighbourhood the crops of corn are more than

doubled since 1812. The thrashing machine is, 1

believe, not more than seventy years old. Bones

were first used about thirty years ago ; and I lately

met with the farmer who first used them in Tweed-
side ; and, as they were then very cheaj), they were

applied in such quantities that the field in which he

tried them has never yet forgotten their first appli-

cation. These are a few out of many instances

wliich might be brouglit forward as examples of

the i)rogress which agriculture has made during the

last fifty years. But so little real attention has the

subject received, that the beneficial result of bones

as a manure, for example, has been attributed by

some to the animal matter they contain—by others

to the phosphoric acid—by others to the lime

—

and, finally, to the power which they have, in com-

mon with other jiorous bodies, of absorbing and

retaining moisture. Such ignorance of the very

principles of the profession by which many of us

have to make our Ijread must be productive of loss

to the community—in many instances of ruin and

misery to ourselves—and in all cases of deficient

rent-rolls to our landlords. The improvement of

agriculture, in this view of the case, becomes a

question in which all are interested ; and I shall

now proceed to point out a few of the difficulties

we are at present labouring under, and to which, I

think, we can only be indebted for solutions to the

joint labours of scientific and practical men. To
begin with the most important.

1. Much attention has recently been paid to

draining, and there has been some discussions as

to the proper depth at wliich the drains should be

placed, some advocating two feet and others almost

six feet. In fact, everything connected with drains

is disputed. Some people recommend that they

should be filled up with clay : others recommend

stones. Some drainers recommed pipes like pencil

cases ; and they are placed at all distances apart,

from 15 to 30 feet. Now, as each advocate of these

\'arious plans carries out his own views, and as

they cannot all be correct, it is obvious that a great

extent of draining must be improperly executed.

This should not be the case. There must be a

proper depth, a pro])er distance apart, a proper size

of tile, and a proper method of filling up the drains

;

and the sooner these matters are set at rest, by a

well-conducted, well-arranged series of experiments,

the better it will be for us all.

2. What is the reason that we cannot now grow

the long potato ? Science alone can answer this

question, and enable us to overcome the difficulty.

We have tried to get over it by raising potatoes

from the seed, and the use of large quantities of

manure ; but we have failed.

3. Is there any remedy for the potato disease ?

What is its cause ? Is it a temporary, or a sign of

a permanent, failure ? I incline to the former ; but

I think the remedy yet remains to be discovered,

and would strongly recommend those writers in the

newspapers and magazines, who are continually

puffing their remedies, to try to disco\'er the cause

of the disease, before they calculate upon much faith

being put in their nostrums.

4. Much of the land near us, which used

L L 2
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formerly to j^row potato oats, will now only grow
Tartar oats. "What is the cause ? I consider that

'

the remarks which liaA'e appeared both in our local !

and in some of the London papers, reflecting in no !

measured terms on the farmers of Northumberland
for growing Tartar oats, were exceedingly ill timed,

and showed a degree of ignorance in agricultural

matters by no means uncommon with the writers of

newspaper paragraphs. Upon some parts of my
own farm I can grow 50 bushels of Tartar oats

where I could not grow 25 bushels of potato oats.

Of course I should be glad to grow the latter only

:

it does not require much calculation to discover

Avhich is the most valuable crop.

5. My worthy neighbour, Mr. Stephenson, can

grow more white wheat than I can grow brown.

The answer to any inqviiry respecting the cause of

this, has usually been that his land is better than

mine. I know it is, but is mine inca]iable of im-

provement ?

6. Some farmers assert that lime hastens the

ripening of corn—others that it retards it. Which
is correct ?

7. Lime has been used from time immemorial
j

yet no doubt exists but that it is many a time mis-

applied and wasted, and mil continue to be so until

more attention be paid to the subject.

8. We find that, after a certain number of

years, our land will not grow red clover. What is

the cause ?

9. It has been ascertained that different poi'tions

of our food go to different uses in our bodies. For

instance, one part goes to form bones—another

part goes to keep up the animal heat, or the forma-

tion of fat—and another part to the formation of

muscle or flesh. When the properties of the

various substances used as food are understood, we
shall then know what kind to give to our young or

growing animals—what kind to give to our fatten-

ing animals—and what kind to give to our work-

horses or milk cows, so as to obtain the end we
wish, without loss to the animal or waste of food.

I have mentioned that the same part of the food

goes to support the animal heat and the formation

of fat. Does not this point out that the common
arrangement of feeding cattle in open folds is the

worst possible, if we wish to get the full benefit of

our turnips, &c. ? I look upon the attempts which

are now being made to steam the linseed and tur-

nips, and to crush the corn, and to chop the straw

and hay, Avith great interest ; and I am satisfied that

they will be universally adopted.

10. Every farmer has suffered from the ravages

of insects on his turnips and his wheat—indeed, on
every crop he grows; and yet, from our utter

ignorance of the habits of these insects, our at-

tempts to avoid the losses they cause oftener fail

than succeed. Some time ago, the Swedish

government sustained serious losses in the royal

dockyard, by a small insect boring into the timber,

and thus rendering it useless, A scientific man was

requested to investigate the matter : he studied the

habits of the insect, and recommended that the

timber should, at a certain season, be covered with

water. This was a perfect cure. How do we know,

if similar attention were paid to the insects living

on our farm produce, but a similar easy cure might

be discovered ?

11. There is little doubt but that every crop re-

quires a different manure. How much more in-

formation have we on this subject than the

Egyptians had when they put their wheat into the

mummy cases, three thousand years ago ?

12. Bare fallows have, by the cultivation of the

turnip, been nearly banished from light soils. Can

we not lessen their extent on strong clays ?

13. The numerous experiments which are tried

all over the country are rendered nearly useless from

the want of some recognized classification of the

soils. Such words as marls, clays, loams, &c., &c.,

convey no information to be depended on. I think

we shall here be indebted to geology, as soils are

well known to be derived from the rocks beneath

or near them.

But I must conclude, or I fear you will be dis-

couraged by such a black list—which might, how-

ever, have been extended much further. What,

then, has not science to do for us ? How are these

difficulties to be solved ? Certainly not as Professor

Johnston wishes us to do, by leaving scientific

farming to scientific men. Nor will Sir Robert

Kane help us, by saying that all fallows are synony-

mous with an ignorant and improvident agriculture.

Nor will we look for assistance from Dr. Thomson,

as he recommends us to cart our newly-mown grass

into sheds erected for the purpose, and spread it

over floors heated with flues to convert it into hay.

This he considers an improvement over our present

plan ! Nor can we even look to Liebig ; so signally

has he failed to enable us, as he promised in a cir-

cular, to grow white crops, one after another, as

long as we wished. In fact, we must look to our-

selves, and to institutions of our own creating and

supporting, as the only source of assistance. The

Royal Agricultural Society and the Highland So-

ciety must take the lead. These have done their

duty nobly so far : they have attracted attention to

agricultural matters, and undoubtedly tended to

raise the character both of farmers and farming.

But I think cattle are now fat enough. We have

seen what can be done ; and if it will pay us, we

will all try to make our bullocks as round and our

pigs as blind as those exhibited in the shows. The

Highland Society seem to be of this opinion, for
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they intend only to have their show once in three

years, instead of annually, and j)urpose devoting

some portion of their funds to the advancement of

education amongst farmers. So far so good : I trust

this is but the commencement, and that they, with

the English Society, will see the importance of some

of the questions I have proposed, and otter such in-

ducements, either honorary or pecuniary, as will

justify a man in devoting a sufficient time to their

solution. Those only who have paid attention to

such subjects can know the labour involved in such

questions. They can only be settled by the

scientific and practical man workmg together;

and without some such encouragement as I have

named, they are beyond the reach of any private

individual.

This, then, is what I think science can do for us.

We are indebted to Liebig for suggesting the pre-

paration of superphosj)hate of lime ; and it is the

only thing science has hitherto done for us. What
a field is here opened out ! If the powers of the

steam engine be unlimited, who can say that so many
quarters of wheat and so many acres of turnips are

all we can grow

!

One word of apology for farmers, and I have

done. If they have not made the progress they

ought to have done, it is because they have had

difficulties to contend with unknown to the manu-
facturer. The weather and the seasons are uncon-

trolable agencies. Farmers' Clubs are also of

recent origin. Besides these disadvantages, there

is also one more preliminary which must be per-

fectly settled before the farmer has a chance of

reaping the full benefit of scientific research. It is

not a Tenant Right Act—at least not in Northum-
berland ; and it certainly is not a per centage return

on his rent in a bad year. It is not one nor both of

these combined. It is a lease. This brings me
to a subject on which I may, at some future time,

address you.

If I have spoken too sanguinely of the benefit

derived from science, or too discouragingly of our

position, you must excuse me, because I am a far-

mer and a farmer's son, and, like the most of you,

dependent upon my farm for my position in hfe

;

and I trust you will receive my remarks with the

same friendly spirit that has hitherto chai'acterized

the pleasant meetings at the Newcastle Farmers'

Club. (Applause.)

The Chairman said that every member must
have heard with pleasure the paper just read by his

excellent friend, Mr. Colbeck. llie only complaint

which he had to make was that it was not long

enough. He rather differed from him, however,

on one point. Science had done ajgreat deal!. for

practical agriculture ; and Mr. Colbeek, he thouglit,

hardly valued sufficiently the services of scientific

men. Sir Humphrey Davy, whom he had not

named, led the way with his work on Agricultural

Chemistry. Liebig and Johnston followed, and

had done good service. As to fully carrying out

their theories, that might be impossible. The same

results could not be obtained in the field as in the

laboratory. The rain, and the atmosphere, and

other influences, affected the operations of the hus-

bandman ; and he could only approximate in prac-

tice to the experimental deductions of the chemist.

But every farmer had now learnt the folly of apply-

ing the same manure to every crop. He knew that

what might be very successful with turnips would

fail with wheat. These and other lessons had been

acquired by the practical farmer; and no better

proof could be aff"orded of the advantages arising

from the combination of science with practice, than

the production of the present admirable paper, the

fruits ofMr. Colbeck's scientific study and practical

experience. (Applause.) It would get into print,

and be read in all parts of the country ; and he

thought it very probable the Club would hear of it

again. Already the Newcastle Farmers' Club had

got a name for producing good papers, and Mr.

Colbeck's would tend to increase their reputation.

(Applause.)

Mr. Joseph Laycock agreed with the Chair-

man that they were deeply indebted to Mr. Colbeck

for his valuable paper. It was quite true that

science had not fulfilled all that it had promised

;

but the farmer himself was often to blame. He
should make greater use of his own observation

and learn to adapt the lessons of science to his own
peculiar circumstances. Mr. Colbeck had spoken

of draining. To apply one rigid rule to the drain-

age of the soil was impossible : it could not be done

with advantage. Soils and situations differed, and

so must the mode of draining. One soil required

that the drains should be carried down from six

to ten feet : for another, a depth of three feet would

suffice. There were certain recognized principles of

agriculture, but the modes of their application must

vary with circumstances ; and he who best adapted

science to situation would be the most successful

farmer.

Mr. Weeks showed how science, in several in-

stances, had conduced to the improvement of agri-

culture.

Mr. Anderson moved a vote of thanks to Mr.

Colbeck. It was creditable to the Club that one of

its members should have produced so excellent a

paper. Great improvements had been made in

manufactures of late years—as, for instance, in

writing paper, now so much better and cheaper

than it w.ta in his younger daya ; and although
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agriculture micrht not have kept pace with manufac-

tures, it was nevertheless a fact that the farmers of

England now fed twice the amount of population

that they did in the early part of the last century.

There was much remained to be done, but a great

deal liad undoubtedly 1)een done already. He had

great pleasure iu moving a vote of thanks to Mr.
Colbeck.

The motion was seconded by Mr. W. Stephens-
son, and carried Ijy acclamation; whereupon Mr.
CoLEECK returned thanks, and the meeting broke

up.

TENANT-RIGHT,
REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL CUSTOMS,

WITH THE EVIDENCE.

CContinued.J

Evidence of the Rev. Christopher Neville.

Mr. Newdegate]. You are a landowner in Notting-
baiTisliire?— I am.
Do you hold any land in your own occupation ?—About

300 acres.

Have you paid considerable attention to the question of
agricultural custom as it exists, and have you also con-
sidered the propriety of legislative enactment upon that

subject, first as regards the existing custom, its alteration

or its extension ?—Yes, I have.

You have written upon the subject 1—I published a
letter to Mr. Pusey.
Are you of opinion that it is desirable that the legisla-

ture should interfere in this matter .'—I think not, as far

as my experience goes.

Your experience extends not only to Nottinghamshire,
but also to Lincohishire ?—Yes, I know Lincolnshire
very well.

Would you have the goodness to state the reasons
which induce you to believe that a legislative enactment
is not desirable iu the counties to which you have re-
ferred generally ?— I see things go on extremely well,

and I would not interfere with them ; in general I should
imagine that it is a bad thing to interfere between two
free agents v/ho are perfecily free, the landlord on the
one hand and the occupier on the other ; it is a bad thing
to interfere by legislative enactment; and my objections
to any act of course would depend upon how far the act
went, and what the provisions of the act were.
Do you think that if the enactmen textended to the

system of valuation between the outgoing and incoming
tenants, and to the liability of the landlord to the out-
going tenant for compensation, that it would be objec
tionable ?—If liberty was given to the occupier to im-
prove at his option, and the landlord was obliged to
compensate, or find another occupier to compensate, I

conceive it would be objectionable ; and if there was any
clause in the act to allow the landlord to evade the act,
or to provide that it should not apply, it would leave the
landlord and tenant at liberty as they are now, and I

think it would perhaps only create unpleasantness be-
tween the two parties, without effecting anything.

Have you lately purchased an estate at Wyston, in
Nottinghamshire?—I have.
Do you find that the payments upon entry upon the

custom of that country are the same as those in Lincoln-
shire .'—No, they are very much heavier at \Yyston.
The occupier there has a right to the following crop ; we
have not that at Thorney ; my farms atThorney are not
let with the claim to the following crop, at Y^'yston they
are ; therefore the sum to be paid is much heavier by
the incoming tenant ; our entry is not so heavy ; the seed

and labour, and various items, do not come to so much
as where the following crop is allowed.

In which of those respective districts is the agriculture

the best, where the payments are the heaviest or where
the payments are the lightest ?—My experience is so

small iu that way I can hardly say ; I do not know of

my own knowledge ; I should say Lincolnshire was far

superior to this estate at Wyston in cultivation.

And are the payments in Lincolnshire lighter than at

Wyston or heavier ?—Lighter, because the occupiers who
have applied to me for farm.s at Wyston, who lived in

Lincolnshire, objected to the heaviness of the entry.

Do you consider yourself bound by the custom of Not-
tinghamshire in respect of the estate you have lately pur-
chased there ?—Yes, I certainly do.

And you find that a practical inconvenience with re-

spect to letting or occupying that property ?—I have

only had two or three farms to let at \Vyston, and al-

though it is a great inconvenience to me, I have con-

sidered it on the whole best to relieve those farms of this

heavy tenant right and charge interest upon it to the

tenants; that was what they proposed to me, and I thought

it desirable to have the men who oftered to me, and to

meet them I agreed to relieve them of the extra tenant

right, if I make myself understood, and to charge them
the interest of the capital to pay me the interest.

In speaking of the extra tenant right, you mean that

over and above the custom wliich prevails in Lincoln-

shire ?—Yes, the following crop for instance.

And the result of that extensive tenant right has been
an increase of rent in the form of interest upon those

payments which you have made, to be exacted from the

present tenants ?—Yes ; my ag. nt fixed the rent upon
the farms, and when the tenants found out that it was a

very heavy entry, they said it would ansv.er to them to

pay me interest upon the extra outlay fnr the following

crop and add it to the rent, if I was able to do so or will-

ing to do so, because the capital would be of more use

to them in working the farm than it would be in the farm

itself; I conclude they meant that it was worth more
than the interest of five per cent, to have the free use of

the capital to work the farm annually.

If you had not bought off this extra tenant right, your
tenants would have been obliged to do so, and would
have been to that extent incapacitated to make future

improvements ? —Yes, they would have had a heavier

entry. So long as they occupied the farm that money
would have been safely invested, but it would have been

only invested ; it would have been locked up.

Is your estate at Thorney entailed?—Yes, it is.

Do you consider yourself bound by the agreements

made by your predecessor ?— Yes.

And by the custom of the country ?—Yes, both.
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certainly do not understand the law upon the subject, but

I imagine that in law I am bound.

In tlie event, supposing sucli a thing to happen, as your

personalty being inadequate, your successor would not

be bound by the agreements that you make yourself ?—
That is a legal question, which perhaps I am not qualified

to answer.

In the case of a tenant for life, he is unable to charge

the property for any purpose beyond his own life ; is not

that the case ?—No, he is not, I believe.

The comiiensation in that case to the tenant must rest

upon his personalty.'— I imagine that any agreement that

he made, if in accordance with the custom of the country,

or anything like the customs of the country, which

customs are very various, would be binding on the pro-

perty, just as an ordinary tenant right would be.

Upon his personal property or upon the estate .'—Upon
the estate, 1 imagine.

Supposing that were not the case, do you think it de-

sirable that it should be made binding upon the estate ?
—

Certainly, I think if it is not so, it should be made so.

I should be quite in favour of such an alteration. I think

that an owner of property for life ought to have the

means of binding bis successor by any agreement that

would not injure the estate.

So far, then, you arc in favour of an alteration of the

present law of entail, as to enable the tenant for life to

bind his successor in a reasonable sum for compensation

to the tenants for improvements ?—Yes, certainly.

What you object to is the extension of legislative in-

terference as to the valuation of improvements, or to a

system by which that valuation shall be ascertained and

enforced .'—Yes ; I conceive a friedom is wanted in an

entailed estate, and anything that wouhl give the utmost

freedom ought to be given to the owner. The part I

object to is anything that would interfere with my free-

dom ; that is, obliging me to let my estate ujjon any

terms that may be supposed to be good, but which I do

not like or approve of.

In fact, you think that an enabling enactment as to the

present holders of entailed estates is desirable, but that

anything in the shape of compulsory regulation for tlie

letting of land is highly objectionable ?— Yes, that is what

I think.

Have you reason to believe that that opinion is gene-

rally entertained throughout Lincolnshire and Notting-

hamshire, either by the landlords or by the tenantry, or

by both .'— I know a great number of the large land-

owners in the county of Lincolnshire, and I am quite

sure that they object very strongly as a body to anything

to regulate or to interfere in any way with the terms upon
which they let their estates ; but I cannot recollect

licaring any of them express themselves in favour of the

other opinion I have given as to the entailed estates. I

couhl not speak to my knowledge as to what their im-

piession would be.

As respects their opinion then, as far as you know it,

it extends merely to this, that they object to compulsory

interference with the management and the letting of their

own property during theh" lifetimes .'—Yes, that I believe

to be the case.

Supposing that the principle of compulsory adjustment

v,-ere adopted with respect to agriculture, can you see

any reasoa why it should not be extended to other trades

and other property engaged in it
.-'—No, I do not see

any reason why I, as a landowner, or any other land-

owner, should be interfered with, even for his own suj)-

posed advantage, if you do not interfere with any other

trade. I do not see why a distinction should be made
between a landowner and the owner of a mill.

Your view of the case is then, that land is an instru-

ment, and that rent is the hire paid for it ?—Yes,

And that it ought to be considered in the same light as

any other instrument for production or manufacture ?

—

I think so ; that is my inij)reision.

Are you of opinion that if regulations were imposed

upon the conditions for letting land, and fur the mode of

final settlement on the tenant leaving his occupation, that

such regulations would affect the amount of rent '!—

1

should say certainly, in my own case, decidedly it would ;

and many other gentlemen whom I know say so. If any

enactment was to pass to enable the tenant to improve,

and to claim froni me hereafter for that improvement, I

should be obliged to raise my rent, because my plan has

been to let land at a low rent, or at a moderate rent, to

parties you know and see will improve, and are im-

proving it. I sacrilice a considerable part of my for-

tune, and large landloids still more, in that way, to

enable our tenants to improve our property ; therefore

if I were answerable for whatever ihey might lay out in

improvement, I should be obliged to raise my rent to

meet tho.-e claims, as an act of justice to myself.

You consider rent then as only one among the other

conditions of agreement between landlord and ten^int,

and that the principle of legislative interference wh'ch

interfered with the other covenants cannot be held sepa-

rate in its operation from land?—No, I cannot myself

see, except the rent be regulated by a forced valuation,

how the act of Parliament could be carried out, because

I ought to have the jiowcr to agree with the occupier,

and the occupier ought to have the power to agree with

me, to relinquish any such claims for a lower amount

of rent, fixing the rent, which is what we do now, upon

express stipulation ; so that except the rent was fixed, I

do not see how the tenant would be secured or pro-

tected.

In the event of an excessive tenant right being due on

the tenant leaving the farm, and the owner being un ;ble

to raise the rent in proportion, or to obtain a tenant, the

landlord would be in the position of having a large pay-

ment to make without being able to compensate himself

by increased rent from the incoming tenant ?—Ye.=, he

would, and then he might not have the means of making

the payment ; there is, besides that, both the interest

and the cajjital to consider ; if two or three other farms

were thrown on his hands, and he did not happen to find

an occupier able and willing to take to those improve-

ments, he might be called upon to pay an amount of

money inconvenient to him.

And the result of that would be, that he would become

liable for money, over the expenditure of which he had

had no control or direction ?—Yes.

You are of opinion that the tenant right, as it exists

in Lincolnshire, is satisfactory?-—! think it is, but im-

provements are made repeatedly. I think the agree-

ments now are very good ; we have been a'tering our

agreements as we find anything advisable ; for instance,

1 had heard that Lord Yarborough had allowed oil-cake

to the extent of one-third, but the occupiers of my farms

never had any claim, so I voluntarily offered, and they

have agreed to it, to let it by agreement, that they

should have one- third of cake, and I conceive that im-

provements may be made in time to come. I imagine

that an agreement between the landowner and occupier

is as capable of improvement as anything else, and as

improvements are made, the thing will be found to an-

swer, and the landowners will be desirous of making

them ; but 1 was under the impression, which I confess

probably may be an erroneous one, that my son and heir

would be bound by this agreement. I imagined that if

it was a reasonable agreement, though the estate was en-

tailed, he would be bound to fulfil this provision as to the

oil-cake.

You think it desirable he should be so bound ?—Cer-

tainly ; I thought he was ; I did not understand the law,

and so very probably was mistaken. I was doing what
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I supposed would be binding upon him, and it would be
unfair to the occupier if it was not so.

With respect to the buildings in Nottinghamshire and
Lincolnshire, are they generally adequate?— I should
say in Lincolnshire, on the wolds, and cliff, and heath,

they ai'e, on the whole, adequate and very good ; but I

imagine in what we call the flatter parts of the county
(I do not know the fens at all), but in the stroxig dis-

tricts, the low districts, that they are not adequate at

present.

Do you think that that arises from the want of capital

to erect them on the part of the landlord ?—From not
being able to expend his capital in that way.
Do you think it desirable that an agricultural tenant

should be placed in the same jiosition as a tenant in

trade with respect to fixtures, namely, that he should
have the right to erect fixtures and to remove them,
without damage to the existing buildings, on quitting his

occupation .'—I think if the general law of the land was
altered it would be a good thing ; supposing there was
no agreement that he should be allowed to remove them,
if he left the buildings in the state he found them, except
the landlord chose to take them at a valuation, I see no
objection to that.

Do you know the general bearing of the custom in

Lincolnshire as to what particular improvements that

extends to .'—As to tenant right .'

As to the custom, as distinguished from agreement?

—

The custom seems to vary so much on different estates

in draining ; I believe at Thorney they have ; on those
farms of mine the draining spread over three years, they
being used to do the labour ; but it varies so, I am hardly
able to say what the general custom of the country is as

to permanent improvements ; it has not been the prac-
tice for the occupiers to make the permanent improve-
ments generally.

But according to the varying systems which prevail in

those limited districts, has that custom the force of law,
independent of the agreements .'— I believe it has; that

is, I believe I am bound by law to allow the drainage for

three years, but I am not sufficiently well informed in

the law of the case to slate positively how it is ; I believe

no case has ever been tried ; I certainly never recollect

an instance of a lawsuit upon the subject, nor do I Isnow
what the issue of any legal trial upon the subject would
be ; I myself should never think of litigating it.

It was under that impression that you purchased the
tenant-right on your property at Wyston ?—Yes ; as a
man of honour, if they they had a claim to it I would not
have litigated it ; my impression certainly was when I

bought the estate, that I bought it with the custom,
which I could not have legally avoided.

Are you of opinion that the custom which prevails in

Lincolnshire has tended to the improvement of agricul-
ture ?—Yes, I think the agreements have been very use-
ful.

You mean the agreements under the custom?—The
agreements and the custom together ; the remuneration
they receive has been of service generally.

Do you think it probable that the custom of Lincoln-
shire will extend with the improvements of the cultiva-
tion to other counties, first to those adjoining, and then
to those more distant?—I conceive it must spread now
rapidly. My own feeling is, that the occupiers will be
unable to farm the land, except they can get liberal
agreements ; that the landowners will be obliged to give
such agreements as will enable them to farm as well as
they can, or otherwise they must let the land at a low
rent, or not have it farmed at all. What I mean is this,

that I ought to be able to give the tenant every advan-
tage, by an agreement that does not injure me.
You think that the general custom of the country

will 80 operate as to establish the custom in favour of,

the tenants without legislative interference?— I think
it must, as far as my opinion goes.
And now tliat a certain system of free trade has been

adopted, this necessity will become more imperative than
hitherto?—Yes, certainly.

And you base your opinion upon the fact, that the
custom of Lincolnshire has grown up whilst legislative

protection was extended to the agriculturists, when the

necessity fur it was less pressing?— I believe that with
regard to what has grown up from the liberality of the

landowner, they will be obliged to do from necessity

what they have in many cases done from liberality and
the spirit of improvement.

AVhereland has to be brought into cultivation, as it

has been in Lincolnshire, extensively, will not the es-

tablishment of custom be tantamount to compulsion
upon the landlord, to enable him to obtain something .'

—I think that in many cases, in the lioath districts for

instance, it never could have been brought to the state

it is now, except liberal agreements had been given, and
except there had been security ; I think the agreements
have had a great deal to do with it, but the feeling of

security has had more ; that is, the feeling of security

that if a man improved his farm, he would have it u

sufficient time to get reimbursed.

You are of opinion then, from what you have seen in

Lincolnshire, that the necessity of the case is sufficient

compulsion to establish an adequate custom througli-

out this kingdom, and that trusting to that necessity

is preferable to enforcing customs by legislative enact-

ments ?—Yes, that is my impression.

J\lr. Hayter.] Has this custom which prevails now in

Lincolnshire within your knowledge extended ; tliat is,

does it extend over a larger area now than when you
w-ere first acquainted with it .'—My knowledge is very

limited ; excepting Lincolnshire and the adjoiiiitig

county of Nottingham, I have only a general know-
ledge and acquaintance with the country.

You assume that the custom will extend, because
such custom has been found beneficial both to the land-

lord and the tenant : was that tlie ground of your be-

lief?—Yes.
And when ytui state this custom has grown up from

the liberality of the landlords, it is to be presumed that

you do not mean to say it is not a custom advantage-
ous to both parties ?—No.
You were understood to say that was a custom tliat

had grown up from the liberality of the landlords .'—

I

intended to say, that I did not consider that the land-

lords had been so obliged to grant liberal agreements

as it was supposed they would be obliged to do under
the competition of free trade ; but that it is the great-

est interest of the landlord to grant liberal agi cements
to his tenants.

Are the committee to understand the word liberal la

this sense, that you mean by liberal a disadvantage to

the landlord and benefit to the tenant, or a liberal

agreement beneficial to both parties .'—I ought to liave

said, instead of liberal, enlarged agreement ; I did not

mean liberal in respect of one party sacrificing his in-

terest to another ; I meant enlarged and free agree-

ments.
Is it then your opinion that those agreements or

those customs are agreements or are customs advan-

tageous to both landlord and tenant?—Yes, certainly.

Both parties are benefited by tliem ?—Yes.

And you think that because it is so beneficial both to

the landlord and tenant, it is a custom that will be the

more active, in all probability?—Yes.

And fill a wider area?—Yes.

Mr. T. Egerton.] You said that you thought one

of the evils that might arise from an agricultural teu-

ant-right bill might be, that a person Avoukl find hira-
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self with two or three farms on his hands, he nothuing
able to find tenants for theiu, and therefore having to

pay, hiniEclf, a very heavy compensation ?—Yes, I did.

Will you take the case of a landlord in the county of

Lincoln, or in any other county ; under the custom
of the country the tenant would have a right to call

upon the landlord to pay a compensation to him, the

out-going tenant ; in Lincolnshire, and in tlic other

counties which you refer to, as in Nottinghamshire, the

custom being to give certain raies of compensation to

the out-going tenant, supposing you could not find a

tenant for a farm in those places, who would be liable

to pay the compensation?—I believe the landowner is

answerable in the end.

Then in fact, under the custom of Lincolnshire, a

person would be placed in no different position to what
he would be under the present bill ?— I consider the

tendency of the present bill will bo to allow more
extensive improvements to be made ; that then any
occupier might under-drain the whole and carry on
heavier improvements ; and that would form an addi-

tional claim, and make it heavier than now.
Then your objection is not so much to the principle

of the bill as to the extent to which it goes?—I object

to the principle as far as it interferes with the free

agency of the two parties.

What is the distinction you draw between compul-
sory arrangements between landlord and tenant under
the custom of the country, and compulsory arrange-

ments between landlord and tenant under an agricul-

tural tenant-right bill?— As the matter stands now, I

may if I choose say to the person who quits the farm,
" I will satisfy your claims," but to the new tenant I

would let the farm against the custom of the country
without any compensation whatever; but if it were
made law I could not do it ; I can now alter the cus-

tom of the country by private agreement.
Is it the fact that in Lincolnshire, by private agree-

ment, you can counteract the custom ?—Yes.

Can you speak of your own knowledge to facts of

that kind, because it is understood that where there

are customs having the force of law you cannot by pri-

vate agreement contravene the custom, which has the

force of law ?— As regards the occupier of a farm I am
obliged to satisfy the custom of the country, but I can
have any agreement I please ; but if 1 allow him to go
in withoutan agreement, I believeitis assumed in law
that in the absence of any agreement each ])arty is sup-

jiosed to be regulated by the custom of the country, or

the custom of the estate ; but if 1 choose I could draw
an agreement for a farm, in Lincolnshire say, completely

opposed to the custom of the country.

Do you state that as a matter of fact ?— I believe so

quite certainly ; but I should be obliged to satisfy the

party in the farm.

Mr. Haytek.] The custom naturally prevails

M'here there is no agreement?— I understand so.

Then the custom becomes the law of the land ?—

I

believe an agreement over-rides the custom entirely
;

the custom only comes in where there is no special

agreement.

You were asked as to a landlord, under those cir-

cumstances where the custom prevails, having two or

three farms thrown upon his hands, he being obliged

to pay a large sum in the shape of compensation. Is

not it also possible that that may happen where the

custom does not prevail ; supposing the same thing to

happen under both those circumstances, which would
be most advantageous to the landlord, he being in the

situation of having three farms thrown upon his hands
independent of the custom of Lincolnshire, or in the

])Osition of having thrie farms thrown upon his hands
where the tenant-right doe« prevail ; which state of

things would the landlord be best placed in .'—That
depends upon the degree of mismanagement on the

farm.

In which case is there the greater i)robability of mis-
management ; in the case of a farm where there is no
tenant-right, and therefore where the tenancy is put an
end to at the end of the lease, or where a tenant-right

docs ijrevail ?—Where a tenant-right prevails, the farms
are better cultivated, on an average.

Taking it as an average, in which case would you
conceive the landlord to be placed in the better jiosi-

tion, where he has those farms thrown upon his hands
where the tenant-iight ])revails, or where he has three
farms thrown upon his hands where no tenant-right
prevails ; which would be the more advantageous posi-
tion for iiini to be placed in ?— I am not arguing that
the landlord would wish to let his farm without a ten-
ant-right. But I am doing what I have stated now

;

I am over-riding by an agreement the custom of the

country. 1 think the custom is bad, and I !cel I can
do as I wish.

CiiAiKMAN.] Will you state to the committee what
are the peculiar tenant-rights whicli you are buying olF

on your property at Wyston?—The following crop is

the principal one.

You have informed the committee that the expense of
the entry in Nottinghamshire is heavier than in Lincoln-
shire .'—Not all over Nottinghamshire, because at Thor-
ney it is a Lincolnshire tenant-right ; at Wyston it is a

heavier tenant right.

Are we to understand that the excess of the tenant-
right in your neighbourhood at Wyston is in the nature
of compensation for improvement, or in consequence of
the right of the outgoing tenant to take the away-going
crop ?— I do not think it is in the light of compensation
for improvement, but the principle I imagine is, that he
would be induced to carry on a good crop when he is

paid for it to the last.

Are the committee to understand that compensations
for artificial manures, or for food, are not heavier at

Wyston than in Lincolnshire .'—No, I think not.

You are aware that an away-going crop is a pr ce
that prevails in many parts of England ?—Yes, I believe
it is ; I do not know the practice of any other counties
except Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire

;

I believe in Yorkshire it is the custom of the country for
the tenant to have the outgoing crop;

Is the time of entry the same in Lincolnshire as in

Nottinghamshire ?—I believe it is the 5th of April ; that
is the general time; there are some farms in Lincolnshire
held from the 13th of May ; I believe where the landlords
have altered the entry, they made them Lady-day.
What you consider especially objectionable as the

charge to the incoming tenant is, that the following crop
should belong to his predecessor ?—I think tliat is an
injury to the occupier of a farm, because it absorbs so
much more of his capital, which is then locked up.
You have stated that you sometimes let your farms at

a lower rent, with a view to the improvement that may
be effected by the tenant; are those farms let out on
lease, or from year to year .'—From year to year. T

have only had the estate at Thomey for three years
;

ray father held it for 20 years, and his plan was to let

the farms from year to year, but to let them at low rents,

if the parties he thought would improve them ; he saw
them improve them, and if they had not he would raise

the rent, or not let them stay.

What is the peculiar kind of improvement ?—The
cleaning of land, the getting of hedges in better order,
using cake for stock, the getting of land into better heart
and general cultivation ; not any great outlay in drain-

ing, but in the general state of the cultivation of the
farm ; that would take some time to dg.
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Still you have thought it expedient to give compen-
sation for cake to the outgoing tenant ?—Yes, I thought
it would be an iuilucument to use more cake, and it is

;

they appear now to use more than they did 20 years ago.
What is the kind of improvement which you think

would be so heavy an outlay as would inconvenience you
])erhaps, in the event of the farm being throv.n out, if

that were made without your control?—Under-draining
;

at Thorney the land is drained, a good deal of it ; I am
now draining it, and it is drained under one of the

Government loans, so that it might not apply at Thor-
ney, but it would at Wyston. Many landowners, if the
tenant under-drained the land at a heavy expense, and it

is often under-drained at £5 or ^6 an acre, would nnt
be able to meet it ; that might be largely done by several

tenants, and that might cause a very heavy payment to

fall on the landlord.

You would object to the tenant having an unlimited
power to drain without the previous consent of the land-
lord .'—Yes, certainly.

Are you aware how long it takes to establish compen-
sation as a legal custom ?—No, I do not know that.

Have you heard another witness state that 20 years

are required to make a custom imperative ; are you of
opinion that only a shorter time than that would be
necessary?— I did not hear that; I do not know how
many years it will take.

Are you aware whether the custom of compensation
has spread from the Lincolnshire wolds to the Yorkshire
wolds ; No, I am not certain ; I am not so well informed
as to the system of compensation in Yorkshire ; I have
merely understood that it is a heavier entry ; the away-
going crop in Yorkshire is a tenant-right, and it is not
in Lincolnshire.

Mr.NEWDEGATK.] Are you not of opinion that in Lin-
colnshire the custom has increased correlatively and con-
temporaneously with the extensions of improvements in

agriculture ?—Yes, I think that is the case.

Are you not of opinion that the more rapidly agri-

culture improves the more rapidly will the custom
extend in other counties?— I think they are sure do
do so.

Do you consider thatlthe custom has been the origin

or the conserp.ience of imiirovcment ?—They have acted
and reacted on one another; lean hardly say that;
it has been the means of improving certain estates,

and then persons on other estates, in consequence of the
good effects of our agreements, have adopted them.
Have not the improvements generally preceded the

custom?—Yes, I should think they have.

That is the general manner in wliieh custom has
hitherto been eotablishcd ; then it grows out of the im-
provement, and confirms the system of improvement
originally established?— I think it docs.

And you think that is the most advantngcous system
upon which ccmpensallon could be established in any
district under custom ?—Or by agreement ; free agree-
ments between the parties, whether it is done by the
custom of the country or by special agreement, the ob-
ject is answered.

And you think it is better to leave that to the natural
operation of external circumstances than to enforce it

by legislation ?— T think so.

Have you known any difficulties arise with respect
to the valuations made under the custom of the coun-
try ill Lincolnshire or Nottinghamshire?—-I believe
disputes often do arise; but the occupier leaving a farm
chooses a valuer and the other party chooses another,
and they have arbitiators who decide it; but I imagine
that under any great improvements, such as under-
dniii.ing, that the arbitration wouhl not be so easily

made as if an occupier underdrained only upon the
authority of an act of parliament giving him the right

to be compensated ; it would be difficult indeed justly

to value that when he leaves a farm.
Do you think it would be possible to establish a sys-

tem of valuation by act of parliament that would he
applicable to the whole of England?—I feel sure it

would not, because it would not do to go upon the sum
laid out, because it might be badly laid out ; and to

know the improvement made you would require to

know the state of the farm when the tenant entered,

which might not be known.
Might not the same difficulty arise also as to the

length of time over which the instalments of the com-
pensation should be extended?— I think so; there arc

parties wlio have fold nic ditferently; some parties have
maintained that three years was sufficient for draining,

and others 10 or 12.

You are therefore 'generally of opinion, that the only

legislation that could be adopted advantageously is that

which v/ill enable the tenant in tail to bind the estate

to a reasonable amount, and the alteration of the law
with respect to fixtures, so as to place the agricultural

tenant in the same position as the tradesman and
manufactunr?—Yes, I think so; ar^d I think one thing

beyond that might be done, that the owner ofan estate

entailed might be enabled to lay out money himself,

and charge the estate with it, under proper restrictions
;

for excepting for the government loan, I could not have
improved my propertj' by any permanent outlay at all.

I think it could be done either way ; that the landlord

should do it and charge the estate with it, or that the

occupier should do it under an agreement for compen-
sation.

And do you think that the law with respect to fix-

tures sh'iuld be placed on a similar footing with respect

to agricultural property as it exists with respect to

trading property ?—Yes, but I do not think an occupier

should he authorized to erect any buildings against the

consent of his landlord, but the general laws should

be altered so that if any agreement were made, he
should, by the general law, be able to take them away,
cxcejit the landlord chose to take thein at a valuation.

With regard, then, to those two last particulars you
have enumerated, you think a legislative intefercnce

would be mischievous ?— I think s&.

Evidence o/Mr. John Parkinson.
Mr. Newdegate.] You reside at Leyfields, near

Newark, in Nottinghamshire .'—Yes.

And have been a large occupier and owner of land,

and you are now or have been a considerable agent for

extensive estates in various localities ?— I am owner and
occupier to a considerable extent, and am agent for

property, and have been so for many years.

In what counties or districts ?—Nottinghamshire and
Lincolnshire.

With respect to Lincolnshire, are most of the farms
held on lease or by yeaily tenure?—As far as 1 know,
a great part of them by yearly tenancy.

Arc leases generally desired by the tenantry ?—

I

am not aware that there is the wish or desire to have
leases.

Have they compensation clauses generally in the

agreements by which the farms are held from year to

year?—Yes.

Are the improving tenants of Lincolnshire practi-

cally secure in their holdings ?— So far ashaseome to

my knowdcdge, certainly.

Are you aware of any instances of arbitrary eject-

ment by the landlord, and of consequent loss of capital

by the tenant?— I do not know a single instance in

either county.

Are yon acquainted with the agricultural custom
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:is it prevails id Lincolnshire?—Yes, to a considerable
ixfcnt,

lias that operated to scfiurc tenants compensation
for til'! outliiy and expense in iniprovenients ?— Yes;
tliL' tenant has confidence tliat lie shall, ami he does

ii'ceive the benefit, in all cases I am aware of,

\.hcre there is improvement; I do not know a single

instance wlicrc a tenant has not done so.

And the improvements in Lincolnshire are as ex-

iciisive, if not more extensive, nioi'e ]iermanent, and
more advanta^'cous, than in any part of England?—In

some parts there have been very great iinjirovements,

and in others improvements are wanted ; speaking
generally, very great improvements have been made in

the county of Lincoln, within my knowledge.
Yonrs jicrhaps is the connty of England in which

ngriciiltnre has improved more than in any other?—

I

have seen very great impi'ovements made in

several counties, bnt in Lincolnshire there are parts

tliat were waste within my knowledge that are now
yielding very great produce, extensive tracts of land.

And the cnstom of Lincolnshire has grown up with
the improvement of the farming?—Yes, and I may
add, that I think the custom of Liiicolnsliire is less to

the tenant than in mcjst counties; that is, that the

allowances to tenants in Lincolnshire is generally less

than in many other counties.

Of what other counties do you speak?— I would
speak of Yorkshire, and jiart of Nottinghamshire and
Derbyshire.

Is the agriculture of those counties generally better

than the agriculture of Lincolnshire?—I think, where
the tenant right in Nottinghamshire is similar to that

in Lincolnshire, it may be said to be the best farmed
part of the county ; where the tenant right assimilates :

what I would say is this, that where tlic following-

crop system prevails, the cultivation is worse than
where the tenant has not the right of the following

cro])s, speaking generally.

Does the custom of Lincolnshire include the follovv'-

ing crop ?—I am not aware that there is a following

crop in Lincolnshire; I am hardly aware of any.

The fact is, that the custom in Lincolnshire, thongh
not so extensive, is more confirmed and ascertained

than the custom in any other county you are acquainted

with ?—No, I do not know that ; I think in Notting-

hamshire it is as well defined as in Lincolnshire, and
also in Yorkshire it is defined ; but the custom in a

great part of Yorkshire is very heavy indeed, what is

called tillage and half tillage ; and a year and a half

manure is paid for upon eiitry in some parts of York-
shire, in others the following crop without payment of

rent or rates; the tenant taking the following crop
without payment of rent orrates.

Do you think these heavy tenant rights (end to the

improvement of agriculture?— No, I tliinknot; I think

hiavy tenant right retards improvement.
Do they lead to improvidence on the part of the

tenant in possession, and incumbrance upon the tenant

who succeeds him?— I think it may be stated that the

incoming tenant is merely the representative of the

landlord ; the landowner is the person to whom the

outgoing tenant looks for his tenant right; and in many
cases, if he treats with the incoming tenant, it is with

the understanding that the landlord is responsible; the

outgoing tenant in fact has nothing to do, unless he
chooses, with the incoming tenant; it is upon the

landlord that bis claim is.

Then be practically, under the custom of the connty
yen alluded to, can recover from the landlord?—Yes,

^\l!alevcr his just claims are, Ins only remedy is against

llie landlord.

Is that remedy efTectual?-— It is cfl'cctnal in this way ;

where a tenant has entered upon land and paid for any

rights whatever, with the sanction of the landlord or

his agent, I apprehend lie is entitled at law to the

amount upon the same system at (|uitting.

But without any agreement with his landlord, sup-

posing he has taken the farm upon the bare under-

standing that he is to pay so Tnnch rent, will or will not

the custom of the country secure hin\ for improve-
ment?— That I think would depend upon circum-
stances : if the former tenant had a good title to v/hat

he charged the incoming tenant for, ilien he has a legal

claim ; if be has not a good title, of course lie

would not have a legal claim upon the landlord, and
therefore it is incumbent upon every tenant taking a

farm to have the sanction of the landlord or his steward

to the terms of the tenant right he is charged with
;

then I think he may be said to have a good title to be

repaid.

Then practically the custom is this, that when the

tenant undertakes improvements, take for instance on
improved land, he must in the first instance have the

consent of his landlord to those improvements ?—

1

think so ; but this may be said, if he took a farm, and
a iiart of that farm was arable, and certain tenant

rights were upon that arable land, and he improved the

waste land or inferior land, he would have the same
claim, in the absence of any agreement for the land

that he had impioved, that he had to the originally

cultivated land.

Because it would be assumed that he improved that

land with the consent of his landlord?— I think it

must bo stated that he held that under the samecondi-

tions that he held the other, and therefore he would have

a good title.

Take an instance, by way of illustration, of a tenant

taking land in the same state that the heath was of

rabbit warren. Supposing that he drained it, and im-
proved it, and brought it into culti\atioii ; if he did

that with the consent of the landlord, he would, under

the custom of Lincolnshire, be entitled to compensa-

tion for all nncxhausted improvements?—In that case

the plan would be to have some definite understanding

as to whether there was a tenant right upon it. In the

absence of that lie would have a good claim

by the custom of the immediate neighbourhood; of

course he would be anthoiized to claim upon
the custom of the nei;,'-hbo;irhood, and that is, if a year's

rent and rates were allowed to the outgoing tenant for

summer fallov,-s in the immediate neighbourhood, that

tenant would claim them, and if it went to a jury I

think he would get the amount.
You have no doubt that he would recover the

amount?—My impression is so ; that he would have a

very stion.? case for the jury, and would obtain a

verdict, inasmuch as it would be assumed and held

that he was under the same custom as the neighbour-

hood.

The custom of the neighbourhood in that case would
be operative to his advantage?—Yes; and I would say

further, that unless an agreement was madeas between

the landlord and tenant upon the taking of such a

tract of land, the court would admit that custom, and
would agree to allow it a priori, as if it were put In the

shape of agreement; 1 mean such as Lincolnshire

heath, or as the wolds when in a state of rabbit

warren

.

You are of opinion, that independent of any consent
of the landlord, a juiy woulfl award compensation un-

der the custom of the country ?—According to the im-
mediate neighbourhood ; if there w(re a number of

customs it would be a matter of doubt ; if on one side

a year's rent and rates were allowed, and on the otiier

side of the land a year's rent and rates were not
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allowed, it would be a doubtful matter which way it

would turn ; therefore an agreement seems desirable in

every case.

The fact of the case then is, that as improvements
extend in each district, the custom becomes thereby

confirmed ?—Yes.

So that the custom is the consequence of the im-
provement?—Yes; for instance, if the tenant had not

that riyht he would certainly not have a sufficient in-

ducement to improve. Talce, for instance, a rabbit

warren ; if he were not paid according to the present

Lincolnshire custom, he would not have sufficient in-

ducement to set about the improvements.
But the fact of the case is, that in Lincolnshire, upon

the heath for instance, the custom lias grown up with

the improvement of the cultivation, and is now fully

established ?—Yes, certainly ; when it was in a state of

rabbit warren there was no custom ; but when it came
into the state of other cultivated land, then the same
custom has followed almost as a matter of course ; and
I thiok that the most advisable tenant ri<<ht is, that

the tenant should be paid a year's rent and parochial

rates for all lands summer fallowed, which is the case

in the greater part of Lincolnshire; if he takes a green

crop, then there is not any allowance for rent or rates;

that has been generally the case in Lincolnshire; but if

he purchases manure for the green crop he is paid for

tiiat
;
generally, I believe, that is done ; therefore a

tenant, though he has taken the green crop, is still en-

titled to the full value of the manure he laid on ; and
with regard to that green crop, the better the green

crop the better the succeeding crop of corn, and the

land is in altogether a better state.

What is the custom of Lincolnshire for compensation
for drainage?—I believe it is very variable; that is a

custom that has risen entirely since I can remember.
I do not suppose that 30 years ago a single penny was
paid to the outgoing tenant for drainage, certainly not

40 years ago, and then very little was done; but to

induce tenants to drain, the custom has arisen, and I

believe, in many cases, where the tenant finds the tiles

and all the labour, he is allowed for seven years, de-
ducting a seventh part every year, until the whole is

exhausted ; in some other cases, where the tenant finds

labour only, lie has then an allowance of three years

upon the labour. I can speak to one case particularly,

on an estate I have the management of; the landlord

finds the tiles and pays the expense of the man laying

them down, and the tenant does everything else, and he

is a tenant from year to year ; that is a case I can speak
particularly to ; but I hold that where the landlord

chooses to find tiles, the tenant has no claim ; although
on every adjoining estate there may be an allowance
for tenant right for labour, there is no legal claim
against the landlord where it is done under a verbal

agreement that the landlord provides the tiles, and the
tenant finds the labour.

In such a case as that, supposing recovery were
sought, would not the custom of the district be pleaded,

and would not compensation bo recovered by a jury ?

—I think not, if it could be proved there was an agree-

ment for the landlord to find the tiles and the tenant
the labour.

Then the bearing of your answer would be, that
where the larger part of the expense is borne by tlie

landlord, the custom has been in all cases operative ?

—

No ; the custom of allowance to the tenant is not
operative ; I suppose that is the way in which I am to

understand the question. Upon a large property in

Nottinghamshire for a great number of years the ar-

rangement is always that the tiles are given and the

tenant pays for the labour, aud there is no claim for

tenant right
i
and a very great improvement is made at

the joint expense of the landlord and tenant, and there

the tenant is as safe as if he had a lease; I do not

think, literally, any of them would have a lease if it

was otTered them, on that estate.

Is it possible by legislative enactment to form such
regulations as small adapt themselves to the varying
circumstances that you have described ?— I think it

quite impossible, the circumstances are so variable
;

there are some cases in which legislative enactment
would be beneficial, but as a general measure I think

it could not be acted upon.
Are the tenantry of Lincolnshire and Nottingham-

shire generally content with the custom as it exists and
operates ?—Tlie custom which is most approved both
by the landlord and the tenant is this : I have said

that there is an allowance of a year's rent and rates for

land fallowed, any payment for a year's manure made
upon the farm, where the tenant has paid for it on his

entry, but not otherwise. In some cases tenants have
paid for a year's inanureupon entry, and in others they

have not; but I am decidedly of opinion that it is ad-
vantageous to both landlord and tenant that the tenant

should be entitled to a year's manure, and for this

reason : a tenant upon quitting, if he is entitled to a
year's manure, would leave the manure better worth
the next tenant having and paying for than having the

other for nothing, because he would, if he had no
interest in the manure, sell off" his stock and leave the

manure little better than straw; that is one of the

allowances that would be beneficial to all parties.

Does that system of allowance prevail in Notting-

hamshire and Lincolnshire, and is it extending ?—It

prevails more in Nottinghamshire than in Lincoln-

shire ; there are estates in Lincolnshire where the ten-

ants have not that right, and should have it; I would
create that right in every case ; that is, I would value

the manure at the end of the current year in each case,

and let the tenant have the advantage of the surplus

value, if it was proved there was any, upon his

quitting.

Would you do that by a law?—Yes.

Would you specify that particular allowance by law ?

—No, I think not, unless you make a law applicable

to those who are only tenants for life, or to the estates

of the clergy, who, in fact, are only holding for their

lives; there I think it would be advisable perhaps to

make an enactment, so that tenants for life should not
suffer, and that their executors should not be subject

to any payment if the tenant for life did no more than
the custom of the country, that is, than what was
generally done; and to that extent he should have
power to bind his successor.

Do you mean thai, you would so far realize entailed

estates as to give the custom of the country the power
of operating upon them, or do you mean that you would
make such payments as those you have alluded to, such
as the dung, imperative and compulsory upon the

holder of entailed estates?—I would make it im-
perative upon the holder of an entailed estate, and his

successor.

Whether he had entered into an agreement with the

tenant of his iarm or not?—I consider there should be

an agreement to have the right, if the right does not

exist ; I think it is expedient that it should exist, but I

think that the right should come first.

You think the right should be admitted by custom,
and then that the law should be so altered as to admit
of its falling upon the estate ?—Yes ; but it is only the

difference of value where the manure does not belong
to the tenant at the present time; I would have the

manure valued on the farm, say it amounts at the end
of the current year to jglOO, and then at the quitting

of the tenant there should be aUvaya manure of llie
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\ aide of i^lOO, and if lie increased it to £1'"»0 tiuMi lie

s)ioald be paid tbe £.'30
j and that would be beneficial,

J liavc no doubt, in all cases.

And is that an alteration in tlic custom which is

likely to be adopted?—I think it is.

Like other improvements, it will grow up as expe-
rience justifies it?—Yes ; I think it is one great reason
for it, that it would be beneficial to all parties, and there

(Ml] not be a stronger reason than that.

Ilitve you known instances where it has proved
benoficial in particular localities?—Yes.

Where ?—In Nottinghamshire.
You think in that respect the custom of Notting-

luunshire is better than the custom of Lincolnshire?

—

In Lincolnshire there are thojc who have the right.

And yon think that the best right?—Yes ; I certainly

think it advisable that the tenant should be entitled to

a year's manure, he paying for it on his entry, or being

charged for it subsequently.

Is it necessary to have a law to ensure those ini-

1
rovenients ?—No, I think not; but it will work

pretty well I think, generally, without any specific

law for it; the agreements will comprise that, and I

think that every farm ought to be held under an agree-

ment, a specific agreement, between landlord and
tenant, that they may know their relative situatiois ;

there is great disappointment, and very great advan-
tage is taken sometimes, where that is not the case;

the custom of the country is as variable as a sliding

scale.

And you think it could not be regulated by law?

—

No.
Your opinion is this then, that the agreements should

be made more specific and more binding?—I think

they should be more definite.

Is there any necessity for an alteration of the law, in

order to render those agreements binding?— In one
respect I think it advisable; that is, where tenants

have made an improvement by building, that they
should have the power to remove it, unless they are

compensated by valuation : but then it frequently

happens that when new buildings are made some of the

old ones are taken away ; therefore the tenant should
not have a claim that would reduce the buildings to less

value than they were originally.

Y^ou mean that the tenant should have a right, as a

tradesman has, to remove anything he puts up himself,

but not anything he found upon the freehold ?—It

generally happens that when a tenant builds he pulls

down something ; I think he is not entitled to the whole
value of the building when he has pulled down a third

of the valueof thenew building : I mean, that he should

be entitled to the additional value of the building in

consequence of his expenditure.
'I hen the tenant has no right to pull down any

building attached to the freehold?—No, he has not at

present ; but I think he might have that right, when
he made improvements.

V^ ithor without the consent of the landlord ?—That
he should have a legal right to compensation for im-
pi ovements of buildings.

To alter the buildings?—To have a compensation for

money expended in buildings, or that he should remove
those buildings ; for instance, a tenant having expended
£100 in buildings, probably on valuation, after several

years it might not come to more than £50 or ^'60, and
he might choose rather to take £50 or £60 than re-

move the buildings.

Are you speaking of buildings he put up himself, or

buildings he found upon the land ?—Of no other than
what the tenant himself put up ; he could not have any
title to remove anything else.

Have you known any difficulties arise under the sys-

tem of arbitration in Lincolnshire?—Yes, I have fre-

quently known difficulties arise, and inagrcat measure

from the ambiguity with which the valuations are got

up. The general custom, though some will not sub-

mit to it, is for a valuer to be appointed by each party,

to make out an inventory of the tenant's claims, and
put down the total sum without entering into the de-

tail of particulars. I have had occasion, as agent,

many times to open those valuations, and to insist

upon knowing the particulars, and I have never done

it but that I havefoundvery great alteration necessary,

so that 1 would guard that especially. Sometimes that

may have arisen from its having been done carelessly,

and at other times from its having been done wilfully:

I never opened a valuation of that kind but I found

more or less of very serious mistakes.

You arc distinctly of opinion that the valuations

should be made more specific, and that they should be

submitted to some umpire or third party ?— I think

there should never be a valuation without a sum being

attached to each particular item ; I think that is the

proper way, and those who know their business will

never make a valuation in any other way; where

that is not done it either arises from ignorance or from

a wish to impose, one or the other of the two; and
in nine times out of ten the valuation is made in gross.

The difficulties you have known arise under the sys-

tem of arbitration have generally originated in the

awards of the arbitrators not being specific in their

items, and the sums not being attached to those items ?

—Yes ; and there is another great difficulty, and that

is, that most tenant-right valuers think themselves

very competent to make a law upon the subject; but

it is their province to put a valuation upon the

different items, and to be instructed according to

what is the law in the case; yet the valuer of the

outgoing tenant frequently makes his claim, and insists

upon it that it is law, and if he meets with one of his

miad, then they perhaps create a new tenant right

;

that is very frequently done.

If that be the case it is submitted to a jury ?—If it

is submitted to a jury, there must, of course, be proofs

adduced that he had the original title.

And you think it would be desirable, in order to

facilitate that proof, that the items should be given

separately, with the charge upon them affixed?—Yes,

and that the outgoing tenant should always prove his

title ; if it is a recent entry ; or if it has gone, as some
farms have, from generation to generation, then, of

course, there is no other title than what the other part

of the estate or neighbourhood gives, but generally it

follows as the remainder of tlie estate goes in that case
;

of course there are instances where a farm has been in

the same family 100 years or more.

But still, on reference to a jury, the case is solved?

—I apprehended that the award would be that tlie

tenant should have the same rights as the remaining

tenants on the estate under similar circumstances.

According to the circumstances ?—Y'es, according to

the circumstances.

But you think it would facilitate the adjustment of

those diflferences if the award were rendered more
specific in the manner you have alluded to ?—Yes, and
I think it might be good if it were enforced by legislative

enactment.
Your opinion is generally that, except for the pur-

pose of specification, legislative enactment is not re-

quired, even in the case you have alluded to ?—Yes.

Do you think it would be possible for the law to lay

down the items, and to attach a compensation to them ?

—No, certainly not, not even lay down the items. I

think the tenant should show a title to his claims ; of

course if he has himself entered, he would know how
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lie luid cnUivd ; (he diliicuKy i.-i in dufiiiiii'^- when it

Jiiis gone from father to son. In every case that, has
come before me the custom of tlie estate has been tlie

one odoi>ted iu those circumstances, find it seems rea-
sonable it should be so ; there are other farms probably
on thcestate where there have been changes, and refer-

ence has been had to those valuations, which have been
made upon the same principle.

But generally the tenantry of Lincolnshire are im-
proving farmers, and satisfied with the svstem ?—Yes,
I believe so.

Do you think they wish for any enlarged legislative
measure upon the subject ?—I never heard any farmrr
iu Lincolnshire or Nottinghamshire say he wishes for
anything of the sort, or that he is desirous of legislative
enactment; they may have said so, but I have never
heard of it, nor have I heard that they have so said.
And you think that any stringent compulsory mca-

sure would operate injuriously as well upon t'le te-
nantry as upon the landlord, owing to its non-adapta-
tion to the peculiar eircumitanccs of the case?—Yes, I

think it would tend to destroy that confidence which is

the mainspring now of improvement; there exists a
great degree of confidence between tlie landlord and
tenant in both counties, and that has done more for
improvement than anything else that I know of. The
tenant holding from year to year feels his certainty of
holding on, he and his family, if they act rijrhtly,

the same as if they had a lease. I perhaps have laid
out as much as any tenant farmer, as a yearly tenant,
not less than £10 an acre in permanent improvements,
witliout a lease at all, over a considerable extent of land.
And you have found that outlay remunerative and

secure?—Yes, I believe so; I am satisfied upon it. I

can only say that the only instance I ever had of ill-

nsagc was a farm held on lease, and when it was at
liberty it was valued at two and a half times the original
rent. I relinquished it, and the party who took it had
a very good year the first year following ; he subse-
quently had bad years ; he took it at the same rent that
I might have done, I and my father having made all

the improvements; and he got twice an abatement of
rent; and he applied again for an abatement of rent,
and the owner, I suppose, having forgotten that T had
held the farm, he asked me to go ancl see to the farm
on account of the tenant's complaining, at the same
time saying that he had had his rent abated twice ; and
I inquired, if that abatement was due to him who had
entered upon the improvements, what would have been
due to me if I had continued to have held it ; and the
result was that the man left the farm, and it was let at
a reduced rent in consequence of his bad manage-
ment. That was a farm that I had held on a lease f I

should never wish to hold another on a lease.
You generally disapprove of leases ?—Yes.
In the case you have alluded to, did you recover any

compensation when you left?—Not a farthing except
the ordinary tenant right, except that tenant right
which I should have had if I had held it from year to
year.

And if you had done that, the rent would have been
raised, and you would have secured yourself by work-
ing out the farm in the latter part of the lease ?—

I

could hardly have made up my mind to give it up in a
very bad condition, or I should not have done so much
as I did.

Your opinion is that a yearly tenure is the best?

—

Yes ; and I may state this, that the system in Scotland
is 19 years' leases generally, and 1 have understood that
aA the end of the term it is not an uncommon thing to
advertise for tenders. I would sooner hold from year
to year than under such a lease, and be put up to auc
tion at the end ; that is the Scotch system.

And you think it a bail system ? -I do.
The result of the operation of the custom and the

confidence that is produced in Lincolnshire and Not-
tinghamshire is tlii^, that tlie capital of the tenant and
the landlord is v.'orked as one, instead of being consi-
dered as a divided interest ?— It is the great confidcnco
that has been the main cause of all the improvements.
I can state no more, for I think if that confidence did
not exist, the tenantry could not have been expected,
nor would they have ex^iended money as they have
done.

Chairman.] You have mentioned that in parts of
Yorkshire the tenant ri^ht is heavier than in Lincoln-
shire?—Y'eSjVcry much so.

Would you state in what particulars it is heavier?—
In the tillage, what is called the tillage and half tillagn,

and that is tliis ; whatever they have done in their

fallow year, and there is a year's rent and rates, and
manure; everything, iu fact, which they have done
they get paid for ; that is the same as in Lincolnshire.
Then they go to a second year, and have half that al-

lowed in the following year; that is a heavy tax.

The tillage is the north-country term for what is

called in the south an allowance for naked summer
fallows?— For working fallows.

Does not that apply chiefly to strong land, or does it

apjdy to all land ?—to all land alike.

So many ploughings and harrowings?—Yes.
In the shape of cleaning the land ?—Yes.
Then you arc understood to say that in the district

you allude to they go further back, and allow for half
that expense the following year?—Yes.
Those charges are for acts of husbandry, are they

not ?—Y^es, and in some cases the tollowing cops. The
last witness stated that he had done away with the
system in part, on re-letting the land, and I have done
it lately myself for the Duke of Newcastle, and when I

was his Grace's agent I did it whenever a farm was at

liberty ; I ai^certained the difierence, and so exo-
nerated it from the following crop, that the tenant
might not have his capital locked up in the farm.

You consider the system of an away-going crop is a
bad system for the incoming tenant ?—Yes^ it is a bad
system for the incoming tenant, because it takes his

capital; and certainly, from what I have seen, and it

is extraordinary that it should be so, that those who
liave the right to the following crop farm the worst

;

whether it may be from want of means I do not know,
but they farm worse than those who have not the

right.

Confining your attention to the question of tenant

right for purchased manures, or purchased food, or

for marling the land, in those respects the tenant right

is not heavier in Y^orkshire than in Lincolnshire?

—

Yes, I think it is ; I do not know whether you have
seen Baildon's Treatise upon the subject, wiiicli ex-
plained that.

You speak of the West Riding of Yorkshire?— Ves
;

that is the larger portion of Yorkshire, and that system
extends partly into Nottinghamshire, a very small

part, and also into part of Derbyshire, though I think
it a very injurious system to the tenant and to the es-

tate.

When you say the system is injurious, are you speak-

ing of the away-going crop or of the half tillages ?—Of
bolh.

You are not to be understood to object to the com-
pensation for purchase of manure or the purchase of

oil-cake?—Where a crop of corn or grass has not been
taken, the tenant has a full right to be repaid for the

expense; in some cases a further claim is set up
beyond that; they claim, upon the principle of half

tillage, half the purchased manure in the second crop ;
"
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I do iiof. fhink tliut is ;il!i>\vn! in many <"as(s, It is in

some.
Is not it common in Lini'olnsliiic to allow three

years for bones ?— In bone manure tlmt is an excep-
tion ; I am sjieakinp; of stable or town manure ; in bone
manure it is in Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire
com toon tiiat the tenant shall iiavc tlircc crops of either

corn or grass mown; that is only limited to bone
manuri', witli the exception of labour, and I think, in

some cases, cake purchased. There is an allowance
for cake purchased, but not for manures, except for

bone manure; one-third upon the imrchasc of cake
tlie following- year is all I have heard of.

Do yon see any objection to the system of i)ayment
for the ])nichase of artificial manure, as it exists in

Lincolnshire?— I should see ai: objection to its being

imperative.

That is not the question.— I do not see any objection

to the owner's making that allowance to the tenant
volunt:iriIy, but then I should say that in some parts

it is advisable and in other parts it is not so ; it should
depend upon circumstances.

^Vhy would you so regulate it ?—For instance, if an

owner had a very poor farm, and all that land that

wanted a good deal of artificial manure upon it, be
could not do better than offer a premium to his tenant

to use linseed cake, by a third or fourth of the original

cost for following years ; but I should make a difter-

cnce with cake consumed by sheep and cake consumed
by cattle, especially if the manure belonged to the te-

nant; the tenant would get the value of bis cake, and
get an increased value in the manure; one load of

manure would be worth two where cake had not been
consumed, and therefore the same allowance ought not

to be made for cake where consummed by cattle as by
sheep.

You would not make an allowance for cake con-

sumed by cattle and also for the improved value of the

manure, because it would be paying the outgoing ten-

ant twice over?—Yes, just so; and I say where a
tenant is entitled to be paid for manure, he should not
be entitled to payment for cake consumed by cattle

;

but in respect of sheep cake consumed in the field, that

is another thing.

What allowance would you make, as a matter of

private agreement, for sheep eating cake on the turnip

land?—A third or fourth; it is partly on turnip land

and partly on the seed land ; it does much good on
seeds broken up for wheat the succeeding crop ; it is

astonishing what the effect is where cake is nsed
liberally. I will venture to say that if upon light land

there were c;ike used upon half of it, and the other half

not having cake upon it, it would generally happen
that where cake had been consumed the succeeding
crop would be doubled ; and therefore there is a great

inducement in such case to make an allowance.

Do you reside in a part of Nottinghamshire where
compensation exists for the purchase of artificial food ?

—No, not at all in my neighbourhood; I know of only
one instance, and that is a recent thing, where an
allowance is made under an agreement for cake, but I

believe generally it is not so through the county of

Nottingham.
Admitting, as in the question it is proposed to do,

that the Lincolnshire system of compensation requires

little or no interfeience, what difficulty do you see

practically in extending that system to other parts of

the country, without entering into any detail as to the

number of years of compensation in each case?— I sec

this, that the tenant might have a great claim, so that

he might have an undue advantage upon quitting ; and
for this reason, he might claim to be paid for what he
had expended in those improvements, notwithstanding

he might have hii land still in a bail slate of cultiva-

tion; for according to the system of valuing outgoing

tenant right, but very little difference, if any, is made
between good cultivation and bad ; I have frequently

seen where, although the cultivation has been very

moderate indeed, the same allowance has been made
as where it was well doiic.

Are you of ojjinion that the landlord ought to have

a set off against the claim for improvement, sup))osing

the land were full of couch ?—Yes ; where it iiad been

badly fallowed I would make a decbiction, and make a

charge upon the outgoing tenant for dilajjidaiions, fur

improper management ; tliat ought to be the case.

Or if any cross-cropping had existed ?—Yes; that

again shows the necessity of an agreement; thcrewants

nothing but an agreement between the landlord and

tlie tenant. If in every case there were a specific

agreement, each jiarty would know how he stood and

would know his relative situation ; and on ail estates,

except those let by tenants for life, the parties are com-
petent to make their own agreements; a tenant for life

I think could not make certain allowances without the

sanction of the legislature.

Y"ou have stated that the objection is to the outgoing

tenant giving up his farm in bad condition ; have you

any other practical objection to state to the application

of the Lincolnshire system to other parts of the country ?

—Yes ; I think it is objectionable that when the owner
and the occupier are both competent to make an agree-

ment, that there should be any interference with them
at all.

The committee understand you to object to the prin-

ciple of interference, but they do not understand you

to state any other practical difficulty but that you have

already mentioned ?—There is this, that if it were left

to the tenant to go to what extent he pleased, the

landlord might have his estate very much encumbered,

and on the tenant giving up the farm he might have a

very large sum to pay, because it is to the landlord and
not to the succeeding tenant that the outgoing tenant

looks for his compensation.
What are the points in which you think the landlord

ought to have power to check such an expenditure ?—

I

think that the tenant should not have any claim against

the landlord for under-draining, unless tiic landlord

previously consented.

Do you think the landlord's previous consent should

be required for what is called in Lincolnshire marling

the land, what in the south country is called chalking?

—In respect to marling and chalking, if I understand

rightly the allowance, it is that the tenant is paid if he

does not get a crop of corn ; ifhe has got a crop ofcorn

I am not aware that there is any claim for allowance

where marl has been used.

Are you speaking now of soft marl or of chalk ?—Of
chalk. I am aware that he ought to have it, but that

is a matter between the landlord and tenant; that would
adjust itself, I think.

Are you not aware that the period of compensation
for chalking on the Lincolnshire wolds extends over

several years?— I am not; I think it is not generally,

but those nearer the wolds than I am can speak better

to that than I can. I think it has been a very recent

custom wherever it is allowed ; I think it is not of a
great many years' standing, but I have no doubt it

may be allowed in some instances. I am not aware
that it is given ; at least I am not aware that the tenant

is in this position, that if he chose to lay on chalk with-
out conferring with his landlord, that he should have a
legitimate claim to be paid : I believe there are in-

stances, certainly, of tenants for life where they could
not have a legal claim.

Y^ou think that iu draining and chalking that the
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ndlord's consent should be necessary? — Yes,

do.

Mr. Newdegate.] Do you think that the custom
of Lincolnshire, if adopted by the Legislature and en-

forced upon the rest of England, would suit all cases ?

— I think a general legislative enactment to that effect

would have an injurious tendency; it would tend to

destroy the present confidence between landlord and
tenant, and I thinkitwouldcause very frequent change
in occupation, inasmuch as there are tenants, who
when they have great tenant right upon their farm,

might give a landlord notice to leave, and to take

another farm to create another great tenant right upon
tliat; that would frequently occur.

Chairman.] Have you found any cases of that

kind in Lincolnshire even ?— I have found that when
there is a heavy tenant right upon a farm, the tenant

cares less about giving up than where he has not a

great tenant right: I am speaking now of Nottingham-
shire.

Are you speaking of a compensation for improvc-

mciits, or of the away-going crop and tillages ?—No, I

am not speaking of the away-going crops; I am speak-

ing of land that has been improved by bone manure,
with perhaps only one year exhausted, and then there

is a very heavy claim for compensation; and then a

tenant, if he sees a chance of taking a farm with a light

tenant right upon it, there is an inducement to him to

give up his farm to receive a great tenant right, and
take to the other that has less upon it; that would fre-

quently be the cose if there were a general legislative

enactment.
You find that the tenant leaves a farm where he has

a claim for compensation for purchased manure, and
goes to another farm ?—Yes, he would look out for

another ; that would cause the tenantry to be more
unsettled, and they would have less confidence in the

landlord than they have now.
Do the tenancies in Lincolnshire go on from genera-

tion to generation inmany cases?—Yes, and Nottingham
too ; they are remarkable for it, and that is the reason

why no leases are wanted or expected.

Evidence of Mr. William Smith.

Mr. Newdegate.] You are resident at WestRaisen,

in Lincolnshire ?— I am.
And you have occupied land extensively ?—Yes.

Do you hold land at present?—Yes.

To what extent ?—I hold at present about 300 acres.

I a short time ago occupied about 600 acres, but having

taken several agencies I gave up a part of my occupa-

tion.

Are you generally acquainted with the customs pre-

vailing in Lincolnshire?—I am.
Do you remember the growth of the custom in Lin-

colnshire, and its beginning ?—Yes ; I have lived in Lin-

colnshire about 30 years.

And have you observed that the custom has grown
up correlatively with the improvement of agriculture?
1—Yes, it has.

Do you consider that it has followed or preceded the

improvements generally ?— I thing the improvement
was first of all ; it was encouraged by the confidence

that existed between landlord and tenant, and in con-

sequence of that improvement the custom has arisen.

Are you of opinion that the same results would be-

come apparent in other districts?—I am, certainly.

With equally advantageous results?—Yes.

Do you think it necessary that the custom should be

enforced by legislative enactment upon the counties

where it does not at present exist ?—I do not think that

necessary.

You think the furcc of circumstances sufficient for

its introduction?—Y'cs.

And you have seen its benciicial results m Lincoln-

shire ?—Yes.

You must have been concerned in several valuations ;

do you think the principle upon which the compensa-
tion is awarded by the arbitrators in Lincolnshire is

satisfactory?—No, I do not think the principle is satis-

factory by any means.
Not sufficiently so to justify its enactment by law?

—Certainly not.

Wherein does it fail ?—Because the system between

one tenant right valuer and another varies so much,
according to circumstances.

Do you think it would be possible by law to regulate

it?—No.
Do you think the obliging the valuers to state the

different items of their valuations, with the sums
annexed, would tend to render the operation of their

awards more equitable ?—I think it would, but the

subjects of valuation vary so much indifferent districts.

There are circumstances where tliose customs vary in

many different districts, according to the will frequfntly

of those valuers.

Tlien the best means of a?ccrtaining whether the

award is just would be to have the award in such a

form that it might be easily accessible to a third party ?

—Certainly.

You do not think that it would be desirable to render

compensation from the landlord to the outgoing tenant

compulsory by law ?—I think not.

What are your objections to that ?—I think not more
than it is at present ; at present I apprehend that in

the absence of agreements there is a sufficient custom

that would enable a tenant ahvays to recover for his

unexhausted improvements, such as manures, or for

working his land, and for under- draining or marling.

Are you speaking of Lincolnshire exclusively, or does

your answer extend to other counties ?—I am speaking

of Lincolnshire principally ; indeed I am speaking of

Lincolnshire now exclusively. I have the care of

several considerable estates in Lincolnshire, and all

those estates under my own care are under special

agreements; I have had occasion to look over large

estates which are regulated only by the custom of the

country.

Do you consider the special agreements preferable ?

—Y''es, certainly.

Have you a form you could sitbmit to the committee

of the agreement you consider desirable ?—Yes, I have.

( 2'he Witness produced the same.)

Would you object to submitting that form to the

committee?—No, certainly not; I have made two or

three observations here in writing, which I wish to have

an opportunity of explaining.

Would you have the kindness to read them and ex-

plain them to the committee ?

—

Sir J. Trollope.] Does it contain compensation

clauses ?—Yes, it contains compensation clauses.

For what articles ?—For labour and for manures.

For draining ?—Yes.

Anything for buildings?— No.

On the tenant quitting, is there any power to remove

the buildings, or to sell them to the landlord or to the

incoming tenant ?—No ; but on the contrary, to prevent

them doing so, except by special agreement to

the contrary. This agreement is to direct what the

valuer shall value, and value only, and that beyond

that they shall have no power.

Are the subjects of valuation contained in a single

clause in that agreement?—They are contained in

various clauses, but the principal subjects of allowance

are contained in one clause.
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Will you rejil tluit clau-i<;?— Pcrlinps I may lie al-

lowed to real] the previous eluuse tliat relates to liie

quitting: " Tlie tenant to sow wheat on all land in due
and proper course to be sown with wheat, the autumn
preceding the expiration of his tenancy ; also to give up
l)Ossession of all the arable land on the 1st day of

February preceding the expiration of his tenancy, with

the exception of one-half of the turnip land, two-thirds

of which remaining quantity of turnip land shall be

given up on the 5th day of March, and the remainder,

with the buildings and the other land and premises, on

the 0th day of April. To find good and sufficient

stable room for cart horses, with all accommo-
dation for the same, on the said premises, without any

allowance for the same, from the said 1st day of

February to the 6th day of April ; and shall leave for

for the use of the landlord, or the incoming tenant,

tons of wheat straw, properly stacked in the stack-

yard, and tons of hay or seeds, on the 1st day
of February, the value thereof to be fixed as after-men-

tioned. The tenant to be allowed the full cost ])rice of

all bones (exclusive of the expense of leading and
labour), and for all lime that shall have been used the

summer preceding, and the like for all other bones and
lime, deducting in proportion of one-third part for each

and every crop of corn or grain, clover or seeds, since

the time the bones or lime were laid on the land, and
also the cost price of any horse, cattle, or pig manure
which shall have been purchased, laid on and spread on
any part of the said land during the last year, from
which no crop of corn or grass has been taken ; but if

a crop of corn or grass has been taken, then one-half

shall be allowed ; and also the cost price, with the

labour of sowing all grass and clover seeds that shall

have been sown the year preceding the expiration of

liis tenancy, if they have not been stocked after Old
Michaelmas; also the value of all manure made in the

fold-yard, stables, or buildings, from the last year's

produce of the farm, or from any oil-cake that may
have been used in the winter preceding the expiration

of the tenancy, such additional value to be ascertained

at one-third part of the cost price of the cake, exclusive

of the carriage." If I may be allowed to make one
observation in regard to what Mr. Parkinson said about

the value of the manure, that he did not approve of the

outgoing teriant being paid for the value of the manure
and for the cake, I think the committee will observe

that in tliis agreement I have guarded against that,

because although the manure is the property of the

tenant, he is to be allowed for the value of tlie manure
arising from the last year's produce of the farm

;

therefore he is entitled to the value of the manure from
the last year's produce of the farm, and also for onc-

third of the oil-cake that has been consumed ; so that

he is not i)aid for the manure both ways, but he is paid
for the manure that arises from the last year's produce,
and the value also of the oil-cake used in the propor-
tion consumed. " Also tlie value of all the labour done
to the clay land that has been ploughed not less than
five times in a good, proper, and husbandlike manner,
and well and regularly summer fallowed the year pre-
ceding, but not otherwise, and for the seed wheat sown
on the same; and for the seed and labour of once
ploughing, with harrowing and sowing, of all the land
sown with wheat in proper course, according to this

agreement. Also the full cost of the labour of leading
and putting into the ground any draining tiles that
may have been properly put in during tlie year pre-
ceding the expiration of the tenancy, if no crop of corn
or grass has been taken therefrom since such draining;
and if one crop of corn or grass has been taken, then
one-half of such expense as aforesaid shall be allowed ;

but if two crops of corn or grass have been taken since

such draining, then no allowance whatever shall be

claimed or paid." Now tliat is where the landlord

linds tha tiles, according to tiiis agreement he binds

himself to find his tenants a sulfieient number of tiles ;

but where ihe landlord requires the tenant to find both

tiles and labour, then the allowances are varied ; they

are generally about five years, or as much as seven

years, upon those estates; but it may be found neces-

sary to vary those allowances ; they are not the same
upon every estate ; some require more and some less.

Tlie practice in Lincolnshire has been in draining clay

land, for the tiles to be put in at the depth of about 18

inches ; I have drained myself, I regret to say, several

thousand acres that have been under my care, where I

put the tiles in from 18 to 20 inches, and from that to

two feet deep ; and now I thought it necessary to

advise my employers and tenants to take up those

tiles, and of course to remove them (some of those tiles

are broken by the operation of taking up), and to put
them in at the depth of three to four feet ; in that case

the tenant is entitled to have an allowance over a

greater number of years than he had before ; and then

I propose in that case that his labour shall extend over

five years instead of three, as before.

Chairman.] Have you any allowance for chalking

in that agreement ?—Yes; I will go on if you please:
" Also the cost of marling or claying any of the wold or

carr, or sand lands, that shall have been done in a pro-

per manner in the year preceding the expiration of the

tenancy, and so on, deducting one-seventh part of the

expense, and so in proportion for seven years." By the

word marling is also meant chalking. That has been al-

tered since this agreement was printed. It was before

only extended over three years. I thought it right to

advise that the allowance should extend further, inasmuch
as in marling and claying, the tenant frequently derives

very little benefit from it immediately after it is laid on

;

he loses his crop partly the first year, and after that he
does not derive so much benefit as at the end of three

or four years, and therefore he has not had in the three

years sufficient benefit, and it ought to be extended over

seven years. And perhaps I may be allowed to make
another observation here. I have a clause at the end of

this agreement :
" And it is hereby declared and agreed

by and between the parties hereto, that the several mat-
ters hereinbefore particularly mentioned and specified as

subjects of valuation and allowance to the out-going ten.,

ant shall be the only matters into which such valuers or

arbitrators shall have power or authority to enter into,

without the special agreement and direction in writing of

the parties to the reference, any law, usage, or custom
to the contrary notwithstanding." And why I found it

necessary to do that was, that there are many allowances

that the tenant-right valuers are in the habit of making
to the tenants that are not contained in those agreements

;

that was the reason why I proposed that clause.

Mr. Newdegate.] Then from the observations you
have made, the committee are to understand that the

custom, even in Lincolnshire, is so progressive as to have
induced you to make an alteration in that agreement,

even since it was printed ?—Ye<

When was it printed ?—Thel. m of this agreement I

have had in use now for the last ten years ; I altered it

about ten years ago.

And those alterations in writing have been made lately ?

—Those alterations have been made lately, within the

last two years.

Then is it your opinion that any legislative rule should

be laid down which should be binding and incapable of

such alterations as those that you have enumerated to the

committee ?—I think not ; for if it were left to the con-

sideration of the arbitrators, I am quite sure that when
these matters are left to arbitration of two persons,

M M
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representing the l-indlorLl and representing the tenant,

I know from my own c.\pciience thiit great abuses urc

likely to be intiodueed, and charges brought upon estates

that have no right to be.

Then your opinion is that no law and no custom can

jirove so advantageous to the cultivation of estates and

the just interests of the tenants as a mutual agreement

specifying their relative interests ?—Certainly not ; be-

cause special agreements adapted to particular classes of

])ro])e; ty are much more easily made, and in fact they

are the only things by which property can be managed,

in my opinion ; it is impossible to have any general le-

gislative enactment that could apply to a whole county,

much more to the whole kingdom.
But you are of opinion that the system upon which

the awards are drawn should be rendered more specific ?

—Yes, I think so, certainly.

And are you of opinion that tenants for life should

have the power of charging estates with a moderate

sum for compensation for improvement?—Yes, I think

so, particularly as regards building and under-draining

and for inclosing.

What rnay be termed permanent improvements?

—

Yes.
Are you of opinion that the law respecting fixtures

should be rendered similar with respect to agricultural

property to that which exists with respect to trading

property ?—Yes, I think it should.

Do you think further compulsory enactment, in rela-

tion to the matters now treated by custom and agree-

ments, would be injurious?—I think it would.

Have you heard a general desire for any such legis-

lative enactment expressed amongst the farmers of the

district with which you arc acquainted ?—No, but on

the contrary, the farmers generally think that it would

be of no service to them.

Do you think that the law as it exists at present

with respect to dilapidations would be sufficient ?—

1

think it is better where there arc special agreements

than where there are not special agreements ; T

think it is very inoperative with respect to dilapida-

tions.

And if any law were passed to give compensation to

the tenant, would not it be requisite at the same time

to define the law v»'ith respect to dilapidations and bad

culture ?—Certainly it would, and that should be es-

pecially specified.

But combining those two objects, are you of opinion

that it is necessary or advisable to pass a general enact-

ment for purposes other than those you have specified ?

—I think not.

Sir J. Trollope.] With regard to dilapidations and
injury done to property by tenants, does not the law as

it stands render it much more difficult at the present

moment for land -owners or their agents to recover

than for the tenants to recover for tenant-right .'—
Yes.
The process is infinitely more ready for the tenant

than for the landlord ?—Yes, much more so.

Then the advantage of good husbandry is on the side

of the tenant, and the bad husbandry not to the advan-

tage of the landlord ?—Yes ; the landlord has no
remedy against his tenant except by action, except he
has been tied under penalties by special agreement, the

same as I have in this agreement.
You are chiefly conversant with North Lincolnshire ?

—Yes, but I have something to do in the south as well.

The custom of tenant- right is not quite similar in

both districts ?— It varies in several districts, even in

North Lincolnshire.

Have you ever known any difficulty in tenants in

that county recovering what they were entitled to from
the in-coming tenant ?—The difficulty is much less

now llian it was a few yeaia ago, inasmuch as the cus-

toms were not dclined then us Ihey arc now.
Have they not been recognised by Courts of huv ?

—
Yes, they have, l)artly so ; that is, that the custom in

a particular district has bound the parties in a court of

law by the custom of that district.

Do you see any fear that if the Legislature was to

interfere in this matter tlierc might be a bar to further

improvement by being more limited and defined by an

act of parliament ?— I do not see how any legislative

enactment could be passed, except it was defined what
the subjects of allowances should be.

And the terms of them ?—Yes, and the terms of

them ; and if those terms were defined by law, the

tenant would be very shy iudeed about making any

improvements beyond what he was entitled to by law.

Then if such was the case, would not that constant

improvement in agriculture that you have seen going

on for the jiast 130 years in Lincolnshire meet with

some discouragement ?— I think it would ; I think it

would lessen that confidence that now exists between

landlord and tenant.

You state that it is not the requirement of your part

of the country generally among the tenantry?—Not

those that I am in connexion with, and it is a matter

that has been very much discussed at the public

ordinaries.

Throughout the country ?—Yes, throughout the

country.

On those estates where the tenant is bound down by

agreement or leases, do you think they would require

that?— I think not, because I am quite persuaded that

very shortly on all estates it will be found desirable to

both tenant and landlord that they should farm under

agreements ; it would be to the interest of both parties

that they should.

Any spirited improvement would be more binding

and stronger than the legislature in this matter ?—

I

think so.

Chairman.] You say that the tenants in Lincoln-

shire now have no difficulty in recovering compensation

since the custom of the country has become defined ?

—Not so much so since the customs have been

more defined, as certain customs are recognised in

certain districts.

There was some difficulty during the progress and
formation of the custom ?—Yes, there was.

Was there a degree of uncertainty in the mind of a

tenant whether he would obtain compensation or not?

—The great difficulty was with regard to fixtures and

buildings, not manures.
You were imderstood to say that you think some

alterations are required with regard to buildings and
inclosing?—Yes; I think it would be very desirable

if the owner of a settled estate had power to agree with

his tenant, in case it is not convenient to spend the

money himself, that the tenant should do so, and that

he should be entitled to be compensated, under certain

provisions.

You have read to the committee a portion of the

agreement for compensation under certain heads ; it

need scarcely be asked you whether, in your opinion,

those are proper compensations ?—I think they are,

and they are what the tenants are perfectly satisfied

with.

Are they advantageous to the tenant as well as the

landlord ?— I think so.

Do you find any difficulty when you have a new
tenant in obtaining a man of sufficient capital to pay

such compensations to the out-going tenant?—I find

no difficulty in tliat, inasmuch as the better the condi-

tion the farm is in, with the more pleasure a man enters

into it, and the more readily, particularly with regard
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to till' inaniiixK. I Iiavc iniulc an aUoiiitioii on all the

est. lies I liavu the care of, with regard to the iiiamircs.

It was foiiiicrly the j)racticc, and is now very iniicli so

upon several e?tatcs, that wlicn a tenant litis notice to

quit his farm, which is at Michaelmas, in October, he
innnediately advertises his stock to be sold ; he sells

all his stock off, and he lets the catage of Ids hay and
straw; his straw of course, without the manure belongs
to liini, will be worth very little if he is not entitled to

bi' paid for i.il-cake ; and he frequently does not use

his straw at all, ami the consequence has been that he

makes no manure, or scarcely any manure; as the ma-
nure belongs to Ids landlord he takes no care about the

manure at all ; he leaves it dispersed about and leaves the

incoming tenant with very little manure to enter upon
;

whiueas if the manure were made his ]>roperty, it is

then his interest to husband that in the same manner
as he does the other part of his farm, and he leaves a

<piaiitity ofgood manure upon the farm, which I thiidi

it is much more to the interest of the incoming tenant

to pay for than to have the straw for nothing, or being

converted into manure for nothing.

If you were entering upon business again, would you
rather take to a farm where you got that dung, such as

it was, for nothing, and the land out of condition, or

would 30U, as a man of business, ratherpay such prices

as you have stated to the committee ?— I would very

much rather pay such prices as 1 have stated to the

committee.
You think it would be cheaper in the long run?

—

Yes, certainly.

Admitting there is very little reason to interfere in

any way with the custom of Lincolnshire, what obsta-

cle do you see in the way of rendering the custom of

Lincolnshire applicable to other counties at a distance

subject to the Lincolnshire custom, it so being modified

by private agreement between landlord and tenant ?

—

1 see no objection to the custom of Lincolnshire being

introduced into other counties, but 1 see this objection

to the i^rcsent custom of Lincolnshire being made a

permanent law ; I think times and circumstances may
so alter that the customs must be altered, and it

would be desirable for the landlord and tenant to be
free.

Every practical man must admit it would not be pos-

sible to lay down specific terms applicable to all parts

of England ; supposing the principle of an equitable

tenant-right were laid down for Hampshire, what
would be the practical difficulties to be guarded against ?

—Not being acquainted with Hampshire, I cannot
say how far the customs of Lincolnshire would be ap-

plicable; the difference of custom of one part of Lin-

colnshire is not quite applicable to other parts of

Lincolnshire ; the custom upon the wolds is not
applicable to the clays, and the like with regard to

the fens.

What would be the difficulty in the application of
the principle of the Lincolnshire customs to other coun-
ties, subject as it is in Lincolnshire to agreements be-
tween landlord and tenant?—I do not see that ihere
would be any objection to applying it; the same might
apply to other counties as applies to Lincolnshire

;

where the custom of Lincolnshire works well it might
work well in other counties.

You were understood to say that the farmers of Lin-
colnshire are content with the custom as it now exists,

and they do not wish it to be altered ?— I am not aware
that the generality of fanners do ; there may be Pome
few that do, but it is ray impressiom that the generality

of them do not ; certainly not those with whom I am
connected.

It being very natural that the Lincolnshire farmers
should be satisfied with a very excellent system of ten-

ant-right, will yi<ii point out to the committee what

would be the iiracliral dilhculties that you woidd ap-

prehend in the application of the same principle to

other eonnties where the farmers are less fortunate?

—

I do not see that there would beany dilticulty in apjdy-

ing the same principle to other counties similarly situ-

ated ; but they uuiy not be similarly situated ; I mean
as to the amount of allowances.

It need scarcely bo asked of you whether the com-
l)ensation on a high wold farm is applicable to a fen farm;

of course the practice Is different there ?—Certainly

it is.

What would be the difficulty of laying down the

principle generally in other counties as in Lincolnshire,

subject to agreement between landlord and tenant, sub-

ject, of course, to the variation arising from the very

different nature of the soil which exists in Lincoln-

shire, and which would also probably exist in other

counties?—I see no greater difficulty with regard to

other counties than Lincolnshire ; there would be no

more difficulty than inLineolnshire, but that times vary

customs, inasmuch as in this agreement Ave formerly

allowed three years for the labour of under-draining
;

now the system is altogether changed ; it would be

exceedingly hard under this agreement now if the in-

coming tenant were to be charged with a portion of

this under-draining that is to he taken up the next

year perhaps, and laid down double the depth : this

would apply with other things ; in farms improvements

are taking place constantly, and it appears to me to be

a barrier against any legislative enactment as to the va-

rious items that should be subjects of allowance.

Still you would not say that under draining should

not be a subject of allowance in Lincolnshire ?—-I would

say it should be in every county.

You would object to any act defining the depth at

which the drains should bo laid, or the time for which

the compensation should be taken ?—Yes, the time for

which the compensation should be taken, and the ques-

tion is in the absence of any agreement between the

landlord and tenant ; I suppose it is proposed to be

left to the tenant-right valuers, and I consider that they

are incompetent to form any general rule ; you will,

have as many different opinions as different districts,

from those valuers.

How do they manage in Lincolnshire?—They man-
age in a very contradictory way very frequently ; I

have known very often, cases where the tenant-right

valuer has been valuing on one farm for the in coming

tenant, and where he has been valuing for the out-

going tenant on another ; he has made most extrava-

gant claims for items of compensation and for the

amount of that compensation, and he has gone the

next week three or four miles off, and there he has

quite altered his tone where he has been for the other

party. The very same thing in one instance came be-

fore me, where 1 was the agent for both owners, and

there I had to call this man to account ; the party who
met him the second time did not know that lie had

been concerned the day before, and I there had to point

out the discrepancy in what he was disposed to allow

and what he claimed for before ; and that appears to

me to be one great objection in leaving those allow-

ances to arbitration.

IIow do you settle at present in Lincolnshire ; what
was the upshot in those two cases?—It was referred to

an umpire ; but that was merely a question of value.

Sir J. Trollope.] If a person valued in that sort of

way would he be much employed ; that is, would there

be much confidence in such a person ?— I am sorry to

say that it is very common with the in-coming tenant

to employ the valuer who will give hun the most.

Chairman.] Then in buth cases the claim was set.
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tied by an umiiire ?— In both cases it was settled by an

umpire ; they were referred to the agreement ; there

was a written agreement which directed the subjects of

allowance.

Mr. Newdegate.] In the absence of a written

agreement the solution of that difficulty would only

have been by a jury ?— It would have been by a jury,

because I should have thouj^ht it my duty, if they had
made an award, to have ordered the in -coming tenant

not to have paid the amount of the award.
Do you conceive that any other tribunal is so com-

petent to decide such cases of difference as a jury in

a court of law ?—No, certainly not.

Do you think it positively necessary to have those

cases decided by a court of law, by competent legal

advice and an impartial jury ?— It would be necessary
that there should be a power of appeal.

Chairman.] In those two cases, supposing there

had been no agreement, would not the umpire have
decided as to the compensation ?—In all probability

the landlord would have ordered the tenant not to have
paid it if he found that his estate was charged with items
that were not the subject of tenant-right, or that it

was property belonging to his freehold, which is very
often the case with regard to fixtures.

You are understood then to say, that in the case

where the valuer acted in opposition to himself in two
different cases, that he endeavoured to bring in matters
wliich were not properly subject of tenant-right ?

—

Yes.
Sir J. Trollope.] You have been asked by the

chairman some questions as to the introduction of ten-

ant-right in Hampshire and other distant counties; is

there any difiiculty or obstruction to thelandowners or

their agents now introducing these customs there with-
out legislation ?—None. I apprehend they would be
quite as likely to do so then as under any legislative

enactment ; if it were shown to them that the system
of Lincolnshire was better than any other, thej' v/ould

be inclined to adopt it.

That depends upon whether there was the wish to

encourage good husbandry ?—Yes.
Have you any estate under your management on

lease ?—None.

Have you ever considered how this subject would
act upon estates now let on lease?—I have read over
the present bill, and I think it would operate very se-

riously indeed ; I think there is one clause, that where
the tenant has more than five years to run for his lease,

that he sliould be entitled, under the provision of this

act, to compensation.

Even though there may be specified agreements at-

tached to tliat lease, is that compensation to be al-

lowed ?—Yes ; that would introduce a new system, for

this lease may have been granted in consequence of this

farm being out of condition, and it may have been let

at a low rate in consequence of that, the tenant having
to lay out considerable sums of money in improvements
upon it; besides having his farm at a low rent, he
would be paid over again under this act of parlia-

ment.

Then in fact it would virtually break all leases that
h ive more than five years to run .'— 1 think so, from
what I have read of it.

CiiAiRM.'i.N.] Are the committee to understand you
to say that that clause would affect existing leases ?—

I

certainly understand it so.

You are not aware then that it is entirely prospective,
and only affects leases hereafter to be granted ?—1 un-
derstand that it did affect existing leases.

Mr. Newdegate.] Which biil are you speaking of?
—The present bill.

Istot June, 1848.
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Philip Pusey, Esq., in the Chair.

Evidence of Mr. George Legard.

Sir J. Trollope.] You are a large occupier of land
in the East Riding of Yorkshire?—I am.
To what extent do you occupy .'— I hold two farms

of about 1,400 acres, or rather more altogetlier.

All under one landlord ?—Under two landlords.

Is it entirely rented land ?—Yes ; that is, the land

that I have in my own hands is entirely rented.

You wrote an essay for a prize given by the Royal
Agricultural Society, and obtained the prize?— 1 did.

What county did it apply to ?— It was for the East

Riding of Y^orkshire.

In what year was that ?—In this present year 1848.

Upon what terms do you hold those farms ?—Upon
yearly tenancy, both of them.
Do you consider that generally farms in the East

Riding are let upon terms satisfactory to the tenants ?

—Yes, as far as I know.
Will you describe the mode of occupation ?—From

year to year is the usual term ; and at quitting and en-

tering there is an away-going crop.

Is the farming in a good and high state, generally

speaking ?—I should say it is on part of the East Ri-

ding, not the whole ; the East Riding consists of three

different descriptions of country.

Are your farms upon the wold ?—Mine are just on
the eastern edge of the wold.

Is it upon a chalk soil ?—The substratum is through-

out my farms upon chalk.

Do you know the wold district of Lincolnshire?—

I

have once seen it.

Then you do not know whether the mode of cultiva-

tion in the East Riding is similar to that of North
Lincolnshire ?—The part of North Lincolnshire I

saw, resembled it exactly, on the four course system.

Do you consider that in your district the farming is

generally good and of high character ?—As far as the

wolds are concerned, I should say it was; I cannot say

so much for the lower parts.

Do you find generally a disposition to improve

in the cultivation of the soil ?—The wold farmers

show it.

Can you describe the custom of entry as to tenant-

right ?—The usual custom is, that the out-going tenant

has a certain proportion of his arable land to fallow.

The growing crop consists of generally one- third of the

arable part of his farm ; besides that he has generally,

but not always, the manure of the last year, that is, the

last year's made manure ; I think I may say tliat is the

custom generally.

Only the manure?—Only the manure.
Is the tenant paid for that ?—The out-going tenant

is paid for that in most cases.

Is he allowed for bones .'—No.
Nor cake ?—Of late years there has been some com-

pensation introduced into the agreements; it was not

so formerly ; it is only within the last few years it has

been the custom to feed with oil-cake ; since that cus-

tom has come in, the practice has been gradually

introduced of allowing compensation for a small part

of the oil-cake that has been used in the last two years.
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Allowing tbe away-going croj), yon consider the ten-

ant takes one crop after the manuring?—One crop
after tlie manuring, ami lie may select that part of the
farm that he chooses, not exceeding one-tliird, for the

away-going crop.

Is tliat paid on valuation?—Yes, and taken by the

in-coming tenant.

That covers tjie manuring for one crop .'—Yes, it

would.
You still then have the power to obtain payment on

1< aving the farm, for the proportion of the manure and
the subsequent crop ?—The manure that has been made
in the last year is generally the property of the tenant
and valued to the in-coming tenant.

Do yon tliink on the whole it would be advantageous
in your district that the legislature should regulate the

terms on whiuh land should be let or entered upon ?

—

I do not think it would.
You do not tliiiik a legislative enactment ought to

take place to regulate tenant-right ?—I do not think it

is necessary.

Can you offer any reasons to the committee why
such a feeling is entertained in your district?—It ap-
pears to me that improvements have gone on in farming
without it, and it appears to me also that there is a
very fair understanding between landlords and tenants,

and therefoi-e I think it is not wanted for improve-
ment, and I think it would rather interfere with that
good understanding between landlord and tenant if it

was introduced.

Do you think it would be any check to any further

improvements ?— It does not seem to me that it would
cause improvements to go on ; whether it would check
them or not I can hardly say.

Do you think on the whole the tenants do not desire

any legislative security for unexhausted improvements ?

—No, not in my part of the country.
Are they allowed for drainage?—No, not as far as I

have heard : it is not the custom of the country.
Your immediate district does not require any ?— iV^ot

the wolds, but in the low country in Holderness and
the parts westward of the wolds where a good deal has

been done, I never heard that a tenant could claim
anything on quitting.

Is it allowed? — I think not, because I believe in

most cases it has been done entirely by the landlord,

or partly by the landlord and partly by the tenant, and
a great part of the expense has been borne by the land-

lord finding tiles and flats, and therefore the tenant is

usually thought to have derived the advantage of his

outlay of capital in the crop that follows.

In one crop ?—Yes, in one crop.

Are there many farms or any within your knowledge
let upon agreement?—They are mostly let upon agree-

ment, not upon leases.

In those agreements have any compensation clauses

ever been introduced to your knowledge ?—In the

agreements that I farm under, (and one of my farms is

under a very extensive proprietor, Sir Tatton Sykes) in

his agreements within a few years there has been a
compensation clause been introduced with respect to

oil-cake, not for anything else. I believe not in any
one of his agreements has any compensation clause been
introduced except as to oil-cake.

Are not bones extensively used ?—Yes, bones have
been extensively used on the wolds.

But they are not allowed for ?—No, except in the

away-going crop; the tenant has the power of taking
the crop where it has been boned the year before.

Do you think the away-going crop system is capable
of being adapted to progressive improvement in agri-

cult ure?— I think that improvements have gone on

very fairly under it, and therefore I should say il. is ca-

pable of being adapted.
Do you marl in your district ?--Tiiere has been some

chalking on [lart of the wolds, but not very much; I

I

may say very little perhaps, but it liiis been done.
It is a beneficial process on the wolds ?— It seems to

j

me to have been exceedingly beneficial, and very ra-

pid in its effects; there is a particular sort of soil that

refers to.

I

Can you speak as to its durability ?—No, I do not
' think, as far as I know, that any clialking has been
done on the wolds beyond the iHst 10 or 12 years.

! Are the farm buildinLTS entirely erected by the land-

j

lords, or any jxirtion of tliem by the tenants?—On the
wolds the farm buildings iire pretty good ; not very
good ; improvements ought to be made in them, and
have been made in them from time to time; a good
deal is done by the tenant.

Have you any ohjecliou to the tenant having the
power of taking the buildings, if on quitting the land-
lord docs not take them?—No; it would be an ad-
vantage.

He should have the power to remove them, in case
the landlord refuses to take them at a valuation ?—

I

think it would be a good thing.

Is much done by the tenantry ?—Not entirely ; the
landlord has in many cases found the materials, and
the tenant the labour.

In cases where the expense has been equally borne
by landlord and tenant, or rather, by the landlord

finding the materials, should you think, in that ease,

the tenant was entitled to any coinpcnsation for build-

ings ?—In that case, no ; those arc cliit-fly sheds, and
made for the immediate advantage of the tenant, and
he would, probably, by feeding cattle in them, get a
sufficient compensation.
That would depend upon the number of years he had

occupied ?— Yes.
Upon the whole, you think it wouM be advisable (o

leave matters, as regards entry to farms, to the jircsent

system in your district, rather than interfering by siil)-

stituting legislative enactment ?— I should piefer that;

and I think it would meet the wishes of the tenantry
of that part of the county.

Chairman.] The wolds of Yorkshire are not unlike

the wolds of Lincolnshire on the other side of the

Humber, are they ?— I think they are
; i^they are

higher.

You have high wold and low wold in Yorkshire ?

—

Some parts are about 800 feet high.

Did the improvement of the Yorkshire wolds begin

about the same time as the improvement of the Lincoln-

shire wolds?—I should say the improvement of the

Yorkshire wolds began about the beginning of the pre-

sent century, or somewhat later.

Then it was about the same time?—Yes, I should

suppose so.

Not later than the Lincolnshire wolds ?—Not mueii.

You say very little land has been chalked on the

Yorkshire wolds ?—Not much in proportion to the

number of acres.

Is not there a good deal of deep land in the high

wolds that would be much benefited by chiilking?—^It

is that part chiefly there, I think, that would be

benefited ; on the north part.

Are you not subject to the disease of fingers and
toes on turnips?—On that soil generally, unless it is

marled.
And also a very troublesome weed, the spurry ?—

Yes, it is very pernicious indeed.

Is chalking a cure for that? — I have seen a remark-
able instance of cure for it in one year, in the course of

one crop.
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And chalking completely alters the character of that
soil?— I believe entirely.

You say that it is not general to make allowance for

cake on the wolds ?—Yes, I think it is ; I know it is

on Sir Tatton Sykes' estate ; and I have been told that
other large proprietors are including it in their agree-
ments.

Is there not some degree of neglect in making
manures on the wolds?—Yes, constantly; no doubt
there is.

Do you not sometimes find large hca])s of straw
lying half a mile from the farm-yard, fhat have been
threshed with the machine, and left there, instead of
being taken home to be made into dung ?—Yes, that
is verj' true.

In your opinion wouM the increased use of cake be
advantageous to the wold fiirraers?— I think it would,
certainly.

Would you give the cake to cattle or sheep ?—We
give it to both.

You think it will be advantagenus generally to in-

crease the cake for cattle as well as sheep?—Yes.
Is not there in the low district on the east of (he

wolds a good deal of land that requires draininu; ?

—

Tliat is the Holderness side ; it has been generally
drained within the last 10 years.

Is there not still a great deal of land requiring
drainage?—Yes, in the Holderness; that would be
improved by draining, and is being improved pretty
rapidly.

Still, though the advantages of draining have been
known for some time, there is land to a great extent
not drained?—Yes, I think so, in Holderness.
Have not increased facilities been given there by

improving the outfall ?—Yes, not very recently ; those
have bt'cn made some years.

Still there is a great deal of land undrained ?—

I

believe so.

Now, to go to the west side of the wolds ; is not there

a cold, wet flat country, that requires a good deal of
draining there?— It is quite a flat country.

Docs not it require draining?— It does require
draining ; but it is rather difficult to drain from want
of fall.

Still, is there any insuperable difficulty ?—1 think in

parts of it there is ; the fall must be first improved
before you could drain deep enough.
The fall might be improved?—Yes, if there were

some great general design ; it would extend through
a large district.

Is not there a good deal of land that has a sufficient

outfall that might be drained .'—Yes; but I always
hear that they can hardly go deep enough.
They do not keep their ditches well scoured?—No

;

bit it is a very flat district.

In a part of that district they go upon the old threc-
s'lift course, two corn crops and a fallow .'—That is the
common way.

Is not that a bad system ?—A very bad system.
Antiquated?—Quite so.

You have also a long narrow tract of land stretching
from the Humber northward, which is very barren ?

—

It is a sand.

Is not that capable of great improvement by marl-
ing ?— Yes, by marling and draining, both.

Could you state to the Committee any instance of
improvement that has been made on that barren
land?— 1 know a case where a property of about 800
acres belonging to Mr. Denison, near Pocklington, has
been improved.

Will you describe the mode?—The first process was
to driiin ; the first expense was, I believe, to get a
better outfall, which he did on tiiat part of his estate,

and then to drain deeply ; and afterwards he subsoiled
the sandy land, finding that beneath the surface there
was a hard, impenetrable sort of matter that might be
broken up by subsoil plough. After that he marled
that land, putting on about 100 or 120 cart loads of
manure to an acre. Having done that he has let most
ofit.

Wliat was the value of that land before it was im-
proved ?—I heard Jlr. Denison say it was not worth
2*. Gd. an acre before ; I recollect it well before it was
done, and I know it very well now; and I am told it

is now let for nearly a pound, if not a pound an acre.

Is there any land of the same character capable of
the same improvement?—Yes, a considerable extent of

it ; and in other parts of it there has been something
of the same sort done ; Mr. Maxwell has done a great

deal, and Mr. Hudson, the member for Sunderland.
W^ould you state to the Coinnittee specifically what

is your objection to any legislation on the subject?—

I

think that, as it appears to me, it would totally alter

the present understanding between landlords and te-

nants. I cannot but think that if this was made com-
pulsory, the rack-rent system would be introduced,

and that farms would then probably be let to the

highest bidder, instead of being now let at a moderate
rent, the tenant carrying out such improvements from
lime to time as are requisite.

Then your objection is understood to be to any com-
pulsory legislation ?—Yes, I mean any compulsory
legislation.

Would you have the same objection to a Bill that

laid down a principle similar to the custom of Lincoln-
shire, but which allowed the landlord and tenant bj'

mutual agreement, either to modify the compensation
or to take themselves out of it altogether ?— If they had
the power of taking themselves out of it altogether, I

should not see any objection to it myself; but all I

can say is, that there is a very fair understanding at

present, and I should be very fearful of that under-
standing being interrupted.

Though there is a fair understanding, it does not ap-
pear that some very obvious improvements, such as

chalking for instance, which according to your account
alters the character of the soil, and other improve-
ments, have been carried out on the wolds of York-
shire?—No; but I believe the advantage of chalking
that sort of land is so great and so quick, that the

tenant from year to year might do it, and I am per-

suaded he would get back all that he had laid out in

the first crop.

Still, though the improvement of the Yorkshire
wolds commenced quite as soon as that of the Lincoln-

shire wolds, and the Lincolnshire wolds have been en-

tirely chalked, it seems this sort of improvement has

been neglected in Yorkshire?— Probably it was not

known, and it is not a large part of the wolds that is

capable of that kind of improvement ; it is only a cer-

tain portion of that particular sort of soil which is sub-

ject to those diseases spoken of.

The Yorkshire wold is an extensive district?— It is a

very extensive district; it is said to contain about

300,000 to 400,000 acres ; but with the exception of

that sort of soil, chalk has been tried and has not been
thought to have had such effect as to induce farmers to

apply it.

The Committee understand you to say that on the

shallow parts of the wolds, which contain already a

great deal of calcareous matter, it is not found neces-

sary?— 1 have tried it, and I could not see the advan-
tage ofit.

Still you have no doubt that on the deep wold land,

the high wold land, it is most necessary ?— It is most
essential indeed there.
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Ami it has boon practised almost within sij^ht of the

Yorkshire wolds, on the south of the Humbcr, for the

last 20 years ?—The portion of the woMs that contains

this sort of soil is to the north entirely, many miles

from the Hnmber, 25 or 30 miles; and tlnit jiart im-

mediately opposite the Lincolnshire wolds does not

consist of that sort of soil.

Thongh those high wold farmers are 25 miles

from the H umber, they know what is going on in

Lincolnshire?—Yes, by hearing, and some by seeing,

perhaps.

Mr. Denison.] Can you tell the Committee about

what time the allowance for cake arose in your dis-

trict?—On SirTalton Sykes' estate, the one which I

am most acquainted with, it has been introduced within

tlie last six or seven years, I think.

Can you tell the Committee how those allowances

arose ?— It was thought that it might encourage the

iarmers, I presume, to use it if tluy had given them a

compensation fur it on quitting.

Are you aware at all whetlier the use of cake having
been bcgim at a time when no allowance was made,
that questions arose among farmers, and difficulties

))re«cnted themselves, which ended at last in this sort

of accommodation of the matter?— I never heard of

ca?cs of that kind ; it is possible there may have been
such cases ; I do not think that cake has been largely

used till within the last few years on the wolds.

Cake has been very largely used in the wolds of Lin-
colnshire and in many other parts, you are aware, for

the last 30 years ?— Yes.

Can you account at all for the use of cake having

been so slow in getting into the wolds of Yorkshire?

—

No, one cannot account for that exactly ; it has not

been the custom undoubtedly; I cannot really say

vvliv.

Your opinion is, that it was introduced into Sir

Tatton Sykes' agreements under the impression that it

would encourage the consumption of cake by the

tenant?— It was thought, I presume, to be fair to give

him that kind of compensation when he quitted.

Do you think tiiat it extends beyond Sir Tatton

Sykes' estate, and tliat it has reached what could

be called the custom of the country yet?—No, I

do not believe it has ; I do not think it has become
sufficiently general iu the East Riding to acquire that

sort of character.

Do you think if a question should arise upon the

quitting of a farm, and reference should have to be

made to the custom of the country, that the custom of

the country would allow compensation for the use of

cake?—No, I do not think it would.

Have you any doubt that it would be an advantage
generally if the custom of the country should go so far

as to allow a tenant a fair compensation for his use of

cake ?—It might be so, but yet it has not been largely

given in tho East Riding, and no such custom could be

introduced ; a great portion of the East Riding farmers

are men of small capital, and I do not think they could

go to the expense of it.

The wold farmers of the East Riding are not, gene-

rally speaking, small capitalists?—No; in their case

it may have been introduced into their agreements ; I

know it has in Sir Tatton Sykes', who has 25,000 acres

on the wolds, and I think it Is possible that others may
have introduced it.

Speaking of the wold district beyond Sir Tatton

Sykes' estate, do you think if a question arose between

the outgoing and incoming tenant, where a good deal

of cake bud been used, that the custom of the country

would allow that man any share of his outlay in cake ?

—I do not believe it would.

where it had been used iu a wise manner, that the

tenant should have that?— I think it would be; I

think evcu nt-w he would have some soit of allowance

in tliis way, that the manure has been generally last

year's made manure, and that belongs to the tenant

;

and I rather think, as far as I have heard, that the

valuers in valuing that uiamire wouhl take into consi-

deration the quantity of oil-cake lie had used the last

winter.

If the custom of the country without any agreement

would sanction that allowance in the manure, the cus-

tom of the country would give it?—The custom of the

country certainly would in that way give him an allotv-

ance, because it would be valued in the manure ; they

would not look at the bills for the linseed cake.

How would you estimate the value of the proportion

in the manure unless you have reference to the quan-

tity that has been consumed ?—The quantity that had

been consumed would be applied for in some way or

other by the valuers, and therefore they would come
at some knowledge of the quantity in a certain kind of

way, though there would not be quite a rigid one-

third or one-fourth, as I am told it is iu Lincolnshire,

and as it is in the parts of the wolds referred to.

Do you not think that the allowance introduced info

Sir Tatton Sykes' agreements is a good thing both for

the landlord and tenant?— I do.

Then do you not think that if such an allowance

were to extend generally, and were to prevail through

the kingdom as the custom of the country, it would ie

an equally good thing?—Undoubtedly ; if it is good in

one case, it is in the other.

Then if you think an allowance for cake to the te-

nant is a good thing, is not an allowance for bones

upon the same principle, and done in the same way,
a good thing too?— It seems now that the away-going

crop gives it to the tenant sufficiently, because he takes

his away-going crop upon that part of his farm where
the bones have been applied ; the custom of sowing

wheat upon the turnip land prevailing over the East

Riding in many parts.

Do you think that the plan of tho away-going crop

is a good system of quitting and entering both for the

outgoing and incoming tenant?—We certainly think so

iu the East Riding, because we have never attempted

to alter it ; we are satisfied with it.

Then you think that the tenant gets his allowance

for bones by selecting that part of the farm from which

lie takes his away-going crop ?—Yes, I do.

In the case of a district of country that reqinrcs

draining, aud where the tenant should undertake to

underdrain the land, do you think it would be a good

tiling that tenants should devote their capital, where

they possess it, to the improvement of the land?—Ye«.

Then do you not think it would be a reasonable

thing, that the tenants should be allowed compensation

for draining upon the same principle as it is for cake

and bones?—I cannot but think that the draining is

much better done by the landlord.

The question refers to a ease where the landlord is

not disposed to do it, and where the tenant occupying

a farm, aud finds that his landlord is not willing, or is

not able to undertake the draining, is himself disposed

to undertake the draining of ids land; do vou not

think that if it is good he should have compensation

for bones and for oil-cake, it would be good both for

the tenant and the landlord, that he should hire an in-

terest in so great a permanent improvement as drain-

ing?—If he did make an improvement of that sort, it

is fair that ho should have some advantage accruing.

Tlien may not the same question bo asked with le-

irard to such an improvement as marling or chaikin-jf

Have you any doubt that it would be a fair thing, the land upon districts where it is a real benefit?—

I
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cannot but lliink that, as far as I have ever seen, the
hciK fit ii so iiiimcdiatc from chalkina:, that there would
be HO necessity to look for compensation afterwards.

Snjipose a man la>sout a yreat sum of money in

mailing- his land in the year 1828, and then dies, his
family ouglit to ii:;ij) that benefit ?— So they would.
How would they reap the benefit?—In the first

[ilaco, the crop would be his, or the property of his

ixcciitors ; and then the iirimediate crop following this

chalking would repay them for anything laid out, as
far as I am able to judge.
Are you not aware tliat the outlay in marling very

often pays nothing the first year?— I saw some chalk-
ing done upon the property of a relation of mine on
those northern wolds, a crop of oafs; half was done,
the other half undone ; and he told me that where it

was not chalked he reaped two quarters of oats an
acre, and where it v. as chalked ho reaped nine ; and I

am sure from the appearance of the stubble that I could
believe that.

Supposing that the benefit of chalking the land
should extend over several years, do you see any reason
why the same principle of allowance should not be ex-
tended to that, tliat is extended to draining ?—No, I do
not see any reason why it should not be.

Then is not it your opinion, that everything which
encourages a judicious expenditure of capital upon land
is a good thing both for the tenant and the landlord ?—Yes, I do indeed think so.

Do you not think that giving a tenant an interest in

any expensive improvements of the sort that have been
spoken of, and such as is done in the case of cake,
would induce the tenant to lay out capital more freely
than where he has no security at present?—In certain
cases it might ; I am quite willing to go so far as that.
Have you any doubt, that if agreements to that effect

could be made between landlords and tenants that it

would be a mutual advantage to both ?—1 think an
arrangement that would be of mutual advantage to
both might be eUccted between the parties.

Then you are understood to object to the direct in-

terference of the legislature
; you would not think

anything a disadvantage that would conduce to an ar-
rapgement between landlords and tenants among tliem-
e'ves to this effect?—No, I do not think it could be

f loductive of evil.

Evidence of Mr. WilliA ai Loft.

Sir J. TnoLLOPE.] You reside atTrusthorpe, in Lin-
colnshire?— I do.

Is that upon the Marsh land near the coast ?—Yes,
on the marsh land on the sea coast.

How far are you from the coast ?—One mile.
Do you occupy more than one farm ?—Yes, I occupy

two.
Are both situated on the marsh district ?—No ; one

is on the wold, near Ilorncastle.

You call those the South Wolds?—No; it is the
Wolds.
Not the higher range ?—Yes. it is a considerable

height.

What is the extent of your cultivation .'—About 500
acres each.

One is your own property ?—The one on the marsh.
Is the mode of entry the same both on the wolds and

the marsh ?—No ; not exactly.

When do you enter generally in that part of Lin-
colnshire?—Generally Lady-day ; in some few instances
May-day.
What part do you speak of ?—Generally in Lincoln-

shire.

All over your district'

—

Yes.

Do you enter upon the liouse and buildings at the
same time as the land?—No; they are held to JNlay-

day ; the land to Old Lady-day,
Wiio does the repairs generally of the buildings of

rented farms?—The tenant generally.

Are they under the agreement to do so ?—Generally
sjieakiiig they are; in many instances the landlord
finds the materials.

Are you under any agreement as to the mode of cul-

tivation ?—When I first took the Wold farm, I took it

very much out of condition ; I took it for 14 years

;

that expired last Lady-day 12 months.
Have you renewed as tenant-at-will ?—Yes.
Without any agreement or covenant ?—Nothing

more than a verbal agreement.
What is the rule with regard to the consumption of

the ])roduce of the farm ; the corn crops?—The out-

going tenant consumes his own sti'aw in the winter in

the usual course.

Is he paid for it.'—No, he is not.

The manure is left for the incoming tenant, free of

any charge.'—Yes.
When notice is given, what is the process of hus-

bandly that a tenant going to give up his holding
usually adopts .'—He ploughs and sows in regular

course.

And is paid for acts of husbandry ?—Yes, he ploughs
and sows in the usual course of husbandry ; he is

bound to do it himself properly, or allow the incoming
tenant to come in and do it.

And when does the incoming tenant come in to sow
the wheat?—Michaelmas ; the 13th of October.
How is it as to the fallows?—They generally enter

upon the fallows in December, and the spring crop
Lady-day.

Are they allowed to enter to sow the spring corn be-
fore Lady-day ?—Candlemas, sometimes.

In regard to the draining ; have you done any on
rented farms?—Yes.
Have you not occupied other farms ?—Yes, I have.

To a considerable extent?—Not a very considerable

extent; but I have occupied other farms as well.

In cases of drainage, where the tenant finds the

tiles, is any allowance made?— It is a very common
practice in Lincolnshire for a landlord to find materials,

tiles for instance, the tenant putting them in.

Is any allowance made to a tenant on giving up a

farm under those circumstances?— Not under those

circumstances ; there is, if he finds all the materials.

How long for ?— From three to five or six years.

It varies according to the mode in which the work
is done, whether it is deep or shallow draining?—Yes.

Is marling or claying done?—Yes.
Is there any allowance for that ?—Yes.

For what period?— From three to seven years, I

should say.

And liming ?—Yes, and liming too.

Is that allowed for?—Yes, a great deal is used in the

marsh district on the clay lands,

A great deal cf that land has lately been converted

from pasture land to tillage ?—Yes, a great deal of It.

In that case you lime ?— Yes.

What allowance is there for the lime ?—Generally

they allow three or four crops.

It is calculated by the crops, not by the year ?

—

Yes.

In regard to bones, what is the allowance ?—They
never use them on the clay land, and in the wolds the

general practice is to take the last three years and
divide it by three

;
you get then one year's bone bill

allowed; taking it on th^ average of the last three

\ears.
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With rpgard to oil- cake, is there any allowance ?

—

It is gettiHjf to be the case very generally.
VViiat is the allowance ?— I know several instances

myself on wold farms ; I am allowed Italf the last year's

cake-bill, and onc-tliiid of tin; year's before. Some
are allowed only half of the last year's.

Whom do the buildings belong to ?—The landlord.
If they are upon base stones they are removable ?

—

Yes.

Are there other things taken into account by valuers

when you leave a farm, such as gardens and fruit-

trees ?— Yes, everything of that kind is valued.

They are allowed for ?—Yes.
AV'hat is the mode of valuation ?— It is precisely the

same as tliat proposed by the new Bill; the incoming
tenant ai)points one valuer and the outgoing tenant
apjjoints another, and the two appoint an umpire.
When a flecision is given of the valuers and the um-

pire, in what form is it given?—In a gross sum.
Not item by item ?—Tliere is no bill of ))articulars.

Is there any ap|ieal from that decision ?—Tliere is no
appeal at all. I think it is a very great source of com-
plaint that they should not produce a bill of particulars,

and that there should be no ajipeal from them. I have
very frequently known it happen that a very unfair

valuation is made, because the two valuers having to

appoint their own umpire ; each one takes care to

name one of his own way of thinking with regard to

allowances, and if they cannot agree as to the appoint-
ment, they draw lots for him, and whose nominee
soever is drawn, it is i)retty well known that it will go
very much in favour of that party ; very often much
more than it ought to do.

Y'on think the mode of appointment is not good ?

—

No.
Nor the mode of settling the valuations ?—No, I

think they ought to be compelled to produce a bill of

jiarticulais.

Would that make the matter right ?—Yes, giving In

a lumping sum in that way hidts their blunders and
mistakes, and their partialities as well.

What mode of appeal would you give, provided a bill

of particulars was sent in?—That I do not know.
Could it be got at otherwise than by an action in a

court of law ?— It could not at present.

What is the course of cultivation of the lands in the
marsh ?—The cultivation used to be wheat, beans, and
dead fallow.

One white crop ?—One white crop in the three years
;

the bean crop had enough to do to pay its own ex-

penses; since we have marled and limed the land we
very seldom have a dead fallow at all.

What is your course of cropping ?—Wheat, then a

green crop, and wheat again, with a dead fallow to lime
once in eight, nine, or ten years.

What is your green crop ?—Sometimes rape, some-
times tares, sometimes clover.

You vary it ?—Sometimes beans, or pulse crops.

Will your land after draining bear turnips ?—It will

bring turnips ; but it is not adapted, for tliis reason ; if

the land is trodden when it is wet, it grows very little

corn after.

It becomes sodden and too dense ?—Yes.

Will you describe the objection you have to the in-

terference of the legislature between landlord and te-

nant, if you have any such objection ?— I do not think
it is generally wished for in the county ; they were
anxious for it at first, but second considerations have
driven away that anxiety entirely. It would destroy

a great deal of eontiiknco that exists between landlord

and tenant, because now the landlords of Lincolnshire
generally are a yery liberal class pf men, and we get

reasonable allowances ; the allowances come as fast as

the improvements are made.
The allowances follow the gradual introduction of

improvements ?—Yes.

Do you apprehend that the legislature defining the
law upon the subject would jiut a check to further gra-
dual improvements?— I think it might in some mea-
sure; I think it would with regard to buildings; the
landlord does them at present, and if the tenant were
to be allowed for them, the landlord would throw them
upon the tenant's shoulders.

More than they do now ?—Yes.
Do you apprehend there would be any danuer, when

the landlords were made answerable for all the tenants'
improvements, of the landlord being inclined to take
the utmost rental of his estate?— It might, but not
always.

Would not it have a tendency to make them desirous
to have the utmost value for their estate if they were
answerable for the utmost value of every improveinent ?

—Yes, I think so.

Would not it brmg about an interruption to the good
feeling you have described to have hitherto existed ?

—

I think it would.
Has not the discussion of this subject in the county

of Lincoln, where it has entered largely into the con-
sideration of occupiers and owners of land, produced
an alteration in their feeling, so that they do not now
regard it necessary to have a legislative enactment?

—

I do not think they do.

Do you think any improvement could be made in

the system of letting land ; that is, agreements for

compensation according to the custom of the country ?

The old agreements, as they fall in, almost all are
altered and improved according to the present sys-
tem of agriculture to meet the prestnt state of the
times.

Chairman.] You consider your present system in

Lincolnshire of compensation to the tenant for diftcr-

ent kinds of improvements a very good one?—Yes, I

think so.

And a great deal of improvement has taken place
under it ?—Yes,

And the Lincolnshire farmers are perfectly satisfied

with it; they do not wish to be interfered with by the
legislature ?— I do not think they do.

Supposing the legislature were to leave them undis-
turbed, do you see any objection to the same custom
existing in other parts of England for the benefit of
the tenants ?— No, I do not see any objection to it.

On the wolds you have a claim for chalkirg the
land ?—Y''es, we liave.

The chalking does not do much good the first year ?

—In a great many instances it does positive injury the
first two or three years.

Therefore it is absolutely necessary, if the tenant i^

to do it, that he should have a term of compensation ?

—Yes ; the tenants always do it ; I never have known
it done by the landlord.

Though you do not require any enactment for your
benefit in the wolds, do you not think that the farmers
on the Berkshire wolds would be the better oft" for

chalking or marling their lands?—Yes; I think if

their system was improved as well as our system in

Lincolnshire, there would be the same allowances ; I

think they would follow as a matter of course.
Y''ou say that the buildings at present are done by

the landlords ?—They are generally done by the land-
lords.

You have rather an opulent set of landlords in Lin-
colnshire ?—Yes.

Are you aware that in some parts of England tlie

landlords are not so opulent, that they iiave a great
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extent of farm buildings almost tumbling down, and
would be unable out of Mieir income to make such fine
buildings as you have in Lincolnshire?—Yes, I am
aware of that.

You say that the marsh land lias been much bene-
fited by liming?—Yes, by draining and liming.

Tliat was in grass before ?—A great deal of it.

What sort of grass is it ?— It is a middle description
of grass for holding stock ; it is not feeding land ; I

have nevei- taken up any feeding land.
What quantity of lime did you put on?—Generally

about four chaldrons to an acre; that is about 128
bushels.

What is the expense per acre ?—It costs me about
60s. an acre.

Has this operation answered ?—Yes, it has answered
very well indeed.

As to your own land, have you not got some prettv
good crops of wheat lately ?—Yes, very good ; I can
produce more wheat now under this system every other
year ihan I did once in three years before, consider-
ably more.
You are not speaking of the grass land, but of what

was wheat land ?—Yes.
You find it beneficial on the arable clay land ?—Yes.
What quaulity of wheat have you thrashed out per

acre on your land?—The greatest quantity I have had
is between tight and nine quarters ; I have had up-
wards of 12 quarters in two following years, on the
same land, taking the two years together.

Y'^ou say that there is some improvement required in

the system which works on the whole so well, as to
the mode of conducting the valuation ?—Yes.
You are understood to say, that as it is a matter of

chance on which side themajority lies in an arbitration,
that tliercfore it would be desirable to get an impartial
umpire?—Yes; in most cases now, I wish to say, that
there is quite as much given to an outgoing tenant who
is a sloven, and has left the land half ploughed, for in-
stance, and everything of that sort done badly, as if

it were done properly ; lie gets the same advantage
exactly.

Ought the incoming tenant to be allowed some de-
duction from the compensation to be paid if the land
is badly tilled or full of couch ?—Yes ; but it is not
the case.

You think the arbitrator should be bound to give a
bill of particulars?—Y^es, I think so.

Mr. Dknison.] If you should find yourself upon a
farm in a country where there was no allowance made
for cake, for bones for draining, or for chalking, should
you feel disposed to enter upon a spirited course of
improving in such a country?—Not without a lease.
Do you think that it would be a good thing for the

landlords and tenants that the sort of allowance which
is made in Lincolnshire, or something of that principle
suited to the country, should extend itself to other
districts ?— I do.

IJo you think it is a good thing for landlords and
tenants that capital should be expended judiciously on
the improvement of land ?—Yes.

Is it possible to get capital expended freely by the
tenantry upon land where they have not either com-
pensation lor unexhausted improvements nor leases?— I do not think it is.

Evidence of Mr. Georgr German.
Mr. CoLViLE.] You reside in Derbyshire, and on

the borders of Leicestershire and Warwickshire?—Yes.
You are a tenant farmer and a land-agent ?— Yes.
Have you any custom in the part of the country you

reside in '— V\'e have very little of what is considered

tenant-right; if the tenant has made a follow, he
c'aims the crop that that fallow would produce.
You have no other allowances r—No.
What mode of tenure do you consider the most con-

ducive to good farming?—I should consider that ii

landlord giving a liberal tenant-right would be the
most likely to get his estate well farmed.

Is tenant-right gradually working its way into the
district in which you live ?—\'es, gradually but slowly.
The landlord of the estate with which you are con-

nected has introduced a system of tenant-right ?—Yes.
Will you inform the Committee what it is?—The

compensations are " To tenants on quitting, for the
following articles bought and used on their farms :

—1. All dung or night soil; first year, the
whole value and carriage; second year, half the
value. 2. Lime: first year, the whole ; second year,
half; third year, one-third value and carriage. It

is presumed the tenant has no benefit the first year

;

but if a crop has been taken, the allowance to com-
mence as for the second year ; this explanation to ap-
ply equally to the first clause. .3. Linseed, linseed

cake, or corn : first year, one third ; second year, one
sixth; but if given to horses, no allowance. The ex-
planation to the two former clauses to apply to this

also, if the manure (improved by the linseed, linseed

cake, or corn) has been used for a crop. 4- Rape-
dust: first year, one-third of th.o bill after a crop of
corn, hay, or clover. 5. Artificial manure. No en-
gagement ; but if Mr. Moore and his agent consider

there is any permanent benefit to the land, will make
such allowance as ihey may deem necessary. This
clause will be liberally construed. G. Also for sough-
ing and draining (with the landlord's consent) ; an
equal proportion for seven years, if more than four feet

deep for ten years : or the soughing to be done by the
landlord, and six per cent, per annum on the outlay to

be charged as additional rent to the tenant. 7. Also
turnip fallow, to be paid for as dead or naked fallow,

and in addition half the value of the crop of turnips
;

provided the half paid for is consumed on the land where
they have been grown.
Do you think that sufficient security to encourage

tenants freely to invest their capital?— I think it is

under the large landowners where the tenant has a
probability of permanent occupation.

You think that the tenants on large estates feel it so?

—Yes.
And will have the effect of encouraging them to lay

out their capital ?—Yes.

Do you think that system will gradually work its

way into other districts ?—Yes.

Do you know whether any other landowners have
cariied out that system, or made inquiries upon it?—

I

do know of inquiiies.

You know that a num.ber of landlords are inquiring

about it, and you believe with the view of introducing

it on their estates?—Yes, I do.

Then you think this will be introduced without the

aid of legislative interference ?—Yes ; but it will take
a considerable time to do it.

In what respect do you think the legislature ought
to interfere between landlord and tenant?—Supposing
you could introduce a liberal tenant-right witljout the

interference of the legislature I would do it, but if it

cannot be done without the interference I would do it

with the interference.

Do you think those persons incapacitated now by law
from giving tenant-right ought to be allowed to do so ?

—I do.

Do you think that the tenants ought to have their

farming fixtures just as much as trading tenants tlieir

trading fixtures ?-—Yes,
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Is it your opinion tliat in tlic event of any act of

Parliament passing on tliis subject, that tlie wliole

question of law between landlord and tenant should be

reconsidered ?— 1 think the whole shoidd be recon-

sidered ; of course it would be taking too wide a field

to say it ought to be all altered.

Do yon know any inconvcnieneethat arises from the

dillieulty of ejecting bad tenants ?—Yes, the Undlord
lias a very uncertain remedy as to dilapidations.

There is one particular case occurred on the estate

you manage; a case of ejectment ?—Yes.

Relate to the committee what that case was ?—

A

notice was given the tenant to quit in consequence of

getting in ari'car in rent.

When was that ?—In 1843 ; and when the notice

expired he disputed the tenancy as to being a new or

old Lady-day holding, 25th of March, or the Glh of

April ; after the (ith of April an offer was made to him
to take part of his fixtures (he was a wheelwright, and
had erected some fixtures for his trade); an offer was
made to take one part and allow him to remove the

others, and to pay him tor some ploughings and a little

fallow upon the land ; he ovcrheld, and the ease had
to go on to trial.

And he held ad\ ersely till the trial, which was the

2nd of August?—Yes.

In the meantime will you inform the committee how
he cultivated his land ?—There were about 44-| acres,

about 15 acres of arable land only, that was in four

fields; two fields of about five and a half acres he set

with early potatoes, and he allowed an immense quan-

tity of weed to grow, and seed among them ; one field

of four and a half acres he allowed kedlock or char-

lock to grow to an immense crop; shortly before the

ejectment was tried it was mown and seeded on the

land.

What did it cost the landlord to eject him ; what was
the legal expense ?—Ihe action of ejectment cost £dO
Gs. lOd.

How much do you think the land was injured by
that overholding and cultivating in that mode ?—By
mowing all the turf except an acre and three quarters,

and taking away the produce; it was injured at the

very least to the extent of a year's rent.

Then had the landlord any remedy against this te-

nant for sowing his land with kedlock ?—Provided the

tenant had been a responsible man, the landlord would
have had an action.

Did he proceed to punish him?—The man got into

the bankruptcy court, and he was opposed there.

What did that cost the landlord?—That cost him
£47 12s. 3d.

In addition to the £90 Cs. lOd. ?—Yes.

Did you go over the farm afterwards to make any
report of the cultivation ?—Yes.

What was it ?—The day we got possession was the

7ih of August: nine acres of upland meadow mown,
the hay taken away ; another field of 12^, 15 ])erchcs

of turf mown, and the hay taken away, in a very im-

poverished slate; five acres and 18 perches of turf

mown, and the hay taken away ; five acres and three

quaiters and 30 perches of peas, worth nothing as

corn, mown Kreen, and taken away ; nine acres, two

roods, and eight perches arable, all wanting fallowing,

and the little time there was between the time that

this grass was mown, and the time we obtained pos-

session, the land had been grazed with sheep by him,

so as to leave no aftermath.

From those circumstances do you think it is desirable

that the landlord should be allowed some power to eject

tenants summarily, to secure tlieir land from deterior-

ation ?—Yes; to obtain possession of his land.

Can you s'iggest to the committee any course for

that ?— I believe now the magistrates liavc power to

give orders where occupations are not above £20 ; the

magistrates might do it in petty sessions, or the

county courts might do it, on the landlord proving his

title, and his legal notice ; if there was a cause of ac-

tion between the landlord and tenant, to go on to the

assizes.

Chairman.] You say the land was injured by the

hay being removed
;
you mean that the hay was sold

off?—Yes.
Was that contrary to the covenants?—There was no

written agreement, but it was contrary to the custom
of the country ; all the produce of the turf land ought

to have been consumed on the land.

Generally speaking, you have no doubt of the ad-

vantage of the system of comjiensation for improve-

ments to the tenant?—Certainly not.

How long have those allowances of Mr. Moore's

been given to his tenants ?—They were proposed at the

Christmas rent-day 184G ; the first printed forms we
delivered was at Lady-day 1847; we thought a little

alteration was necessary, and this is dated March 1848.

And you tliink this would be generally beneficial in

your neighbourhood ?—I do ; I have an old form liere,

which would show that we have lessened the allowance

for cake, and added corn.

Have many other gentlemen done the same thing?

—Not that I am aware of. I have heard of several in-

qtiiries, and have been asked for copies of this paper.

I am not aware whether those allowances have been

adapted.

Will they become universal in your neighbourhood ?

—I should think they would in time; but it will take

a long period to get them.

Those tenants who have not those allowances, would

be laid under disadvantage as compared with their

neighbours ?—Yes.

Do you see any objection to Ihe introduction of them
being hastened a little by legislation, provided there

were no violent dictation as to the terms, and the

landlords and tenants were allowed to settle those

terms between them ?—I should not like to see any-

thing interfering with the good understanding between

landlord and tenant that there is generally : at the

same time I should like to see a fair compensation.

You arc understood to say that you would not like

to see any compulsory arrangement that would say

every landlord must give compensation for all those

improvements, and for certain terms of years; but

supposing a bill were passed that should introduce the

principle generally that the tenant should be entitled

to compensation, which should leave to the landlord

the power even of exempting himself altogether, and at

all events of arranging with his tenant for what time

the compensation should run, and to what articles it

should apply, thould you see any strong objection to

that?—No; but if it left the landlord and tenant to

exempt themselves from it entirely, that would be of

very little use.

Though it would not be compulsory, would not it

turn the landlord's attention more forcibly to the sub-

ject?— It might do good in that way.

Mr. Denison]. Ilow do you propose to have those

questions decided between tenants ; it is not mentioned

in the paper given in?— Mr. Moore's covenants in the

agreements provide that each party shall appoint a

valuer, and an umpire shall be appointed by them,

whose decision shall be final.

Have you had in your country practical experience

of this principle of arbitration ?—A little of it, not a

very great deal.

Do you think it is possible that there may be some
difficulties with regard to valuers to be employed in
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this niatler?— There may be difficulties, but I do not

think tlie difficulty so great as some do. I think men
of business are generally employed, and they either do

or oiiglit to carry out the principle fairly.

You were in the room and heard the witness who
lately gave evidence that there was a fireat deal of par-

tiality sometimes in those arbitrations ?—Yes, I was.

Do you think it would be necessary to take any steps

to provide impartial umpiies, or do you think it could

be satisfactorily left to arbitration between the parties ?

—There is no difficulty in leaving it, but if by any bill

you could make an impartial appointment, I would do
80.

At present you are not able to speak from experience

of the practical working of this system of valuation ?

—

No, I have seen very little against it ; it is generally

acted on on the tenant's quitting, and it is very seldom

an umpire lias had to be called in.

Clause eight provides that "At ihe termination of

each year, the tenant shall give an account to his land-

lord or his agent of all money cxiiendcd by him during

the previous year, for which he is entitled to claim any
allowance on quitting his land ;" do you think that for

the purpose ot facilitating these allowances, that that

is a very important element ?— 1 do.

And without some yearly account were kept, if mat-
ters were allowed to run back for several years, the

difficulty about the arbitration would be much in-

creased?—Yes, and I think a landlonl making himself

responsible for money has a right to know to what ex-

tent he is making himself responsible; we engage that

printed forms shall be furnished to the tenants.

Evidence of Mr. Robert Clutton.
Sir J. Trollopk.] You live at Ilartswond, near

Reitcatc, in Surrey ?—Yes.

And practise extensively as a land agent in many
counties in England ?—Yes.

In how many counties do you act ?—I act as an
agent in as many as 11 or 12, but not extensively in

them all.

You have agencies in as many as that ?—My engage-

ments are principally in Surrey, Sussex, and Kent.
In the county of Surrey is not there a tenant-right

existing to a very great extent ?—Y''es.

Has that insured good cultivation and management
of the land ^— It has not.

lias it even promoted it?—No.
Have you heard that it has led to any imposition

attempted to be practised between the incoming and
outgoing tenants .'—Y'es, to a very considerable extent.

Do you find that it promotes a system of fraud and
falsehood among farmers, and that it has even ex-

tended to labourers ?—It does; I will explain what I

mean.
Do you fimd that tenants on entering farms have a

feeling existing among them that they have been im-

posed upon ?—No doubt of it.

That lie has paid more than he ought to do for fal-

lows, half fallows, dressings, and half dressings ?—Yes.

What is the prevailing custom of compensation that

exists ?— I will describe to you the custom.
Do so, if you please ?—Where the full custom of the

county is spoken of, and where the tenant speaks of

being paid a full valuation, according to the custom of

the country, that means that he is paid for dressings,

and half dressings, of dung, and lime, and sheep fold-

ings, for ploughings and fallows, including the rent

and taxes of the fallows, half fallows, and lays.

Chairman.] Naked fallows ?— Yes, whether naked
or otherwise; seed sown with the spring corn.

That is the seed of the clover or rye-grass?—Yes;

the underwoods down to the stem, hay and straw at

a fecdii g price, the hay and straw being at a mmket
price where the half dressings are not paid for; these

valuations are settled by two valuers, or their um|iire.

Sir J. Trollope.] Have you stated to the Conimit-
tec the whole of the articles for which coiMiKnsation is

generally given in Surrey .'—Yes ; by custom.
You have stated it promotes a system of fraud

and falsehood among the farmtrs, and even ex-

tends to the labourers ; wi'i you slate in what way it

has that etTect?— It takes place princi|jally in the half

dressings; by which I mean, and which is goncnilly

meant in the county, those manurings from which only

one crop of corn has been taken. Where manure h:is

been put on at a distance of time it is exceedingly diffi-

cult to check the quantity or quality of the dressings,

and we find that very false returns are made of it.

Both of the quantity and of the quality ?—Yes ; both

of the quantity and of the quality.

You find in many cases where farms arc about to be

given uj), they scatter down an ini'eiior and smaller

quantity of manure, and claim for it as dressing?—
They work up to a quitting.

They work out a false account ?—They work out Ihe

farm, and put in inferior manure.
To receive payment for it as if it were of good qua-

lity?—Yes; having been so imposed upon at starting,

they feel justified in playing the same tricks upon their

quitting ; it is frequently done.

In what way does it extend to the labourer and con-

taminate him?— lie is called on to give testimonj as

to ([uality and quantity.

And that testimony is not to be relied upon?—Not
always.

Has not the syftc:-n of valuations grown up and
greatly extended in Surrey ?— It has been growing up
for a good many years; it originated when prices were
liiy;her than they are now ; but it has been a gradual
growth, and there are still attempts to increase it.

There has been an attempt since the Tithe Commuta-
tion Act has operated, to add to the cost of the fallows

the tithe rentcharge upon the acres coming for fallow

in addition to the rent and taxes; but the tiling is

better understood now than before, and it has been
resisted.

You are an occupier of land to a large extent ?—To
the extent of 500 to 600 acres.

As a tenant?—It is principally my own property,

partially as a tenant.

Do you find that appraisers arc appointed by tenants

to go over the farms and tell them how to make a

high valuation?— Yes.

You have known that?—Yes.

To make the hiiihest possible charge ?—Yes ; they

go over to tell those tenants how they may get up their

valuations.

You have found that those allowances have been so

oi'.erous on the incoming tenant that in some instances

landowners have been induced to buy them up, and
discharge their estates, because they were found prac-

tically to limit the choice of tenants, and to lock up
the capital of those wlio had been induced to take their

farms?—Tliat has been done extensively.

That landowners have bought them up ?—Yes, par-

ticularly the half dressings and half fallows ; those

being the items of valuation in which the tenant feels

he is most liable to be imposed upon, and where there

is the least check.
You say it has limited the choice of tenants and

locked up cajiital ; do you mean that farms are not so

readily lut in Surrey, owing to this heavy tenant right ?

— It has a tendency to lower the rents of the farms.

Do you find the rent of land in thtit district ia
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le?3ened as compared with otlicr parts of Eiij^laml

where you liavc been employed as an agent?—Yes.

Within your own knowledge you state that fact?

—

Undoubtedly.
Perhaps you can instance estates where you find

those rights purchased up, and which are found so

burdensome?— I have been employed in buying up
those tenant rights principally in the county of Sussex
and in part of the counly of Surrey. I have had a

recent heavy case over 700 acres of land where the half

dressings and half fallows were valued by two valuers

and their umpire ; they came to £690.
It comes to more than the amount of acres over the

whole farm ?— It comes to very nearly two years' rent,

and there was scarcely any acre of the laud upon that

farm that I should have liked to sow corn upon, it was
in such a bad condition.

And was it purchased up?—It was; the half fallows

and half dressings.

At its full value ?— Yes.

You found this custom so embarrassing then that

you could not let the farm without buying it?—Y'es.

Did you get a tenant?—Yes.

Have you been able to get a tenant in consequence
of purchasing up the rights?—Y^es, I have.

Do you find, generally speaking, that it is the desire

of the tenantry of the estates you are connected with

to have a legislative enactment upon the subject ?—

I

have made it my business, in holding my audits, to

inquire whether the tenants are aware that such a

measure is in contemplation ; one in twenty are not

aware of it, and curiously enough large occupiers,

though not far from London, are not aware that such

a measure is in contemplation ; they appear to me to

be wholly indifferent about it.

Have you ever turned your mind to the power of

removal of buildings on the part of the tenant, which
have been put up by himself?— I think it would be
desirable that tenants should be at liberty to remove
buildings erected by themselves; I have seen great in-

convenience arise from the want of it, particularly es-

tates under disability, where the landlord has been a

minor, and has had no power to erect buildings, and
no power to give security to the tenant.

Is that the case in lands held of corporations ?

—

Yes.

And in those cases they cannot remove buildings ?—
No.
You think it would be desirable on the part of the

legislature to grant permission to remove such build-

ings. If not taken at a valuation at the termination of

the tenancy?—Yes, if tlic land is held only for a short

term ofyears.

Have you heard of the use of oil-cake being intro-

duced ?—Yes to a great extent.

Without legislative interference?—Yes, the interest

of the tenant has been sufficient to induce him to use it.

Where the tenants have a right of remuneration for

dressings and half dressings, are they paid for the cake
as well ?—They are paid for the manure, the value of

which is thereby increased.

The value of the cake is taken in the value of the

manure?—Yes, but not as a proportion of the cost of

the cake.

In consequence of the extended use of cake, has it

risen in price to the consumer ?—Yes.

Do you attribute it to that cause?—No doubt.

Have you done much drainage in your agencies?

—

Yes.

Upon what principle is the allowance given when
the landlord does it ; does he charge interest for his

money?—Yes, or if it is inconvenient to lay out the

money, to allow at the end of the holding (where the

tenant is holding by the year,) for a certain number of

years a proportion of the outlay.

According to the number of years ?—Yes, according

to the number of years, and according to the quality of

tiie draining. Draining some few years a<fo was of a

very inferior quality to what it is now. We used to

drain with the mole plough, and with bushes ; now that

draining is improved in its quality, and tile draining i3

carried on extensively, landlords are enlarging the

number of years over which those allowances cvfend.

And to a considerable extent I have made arrange-

ments for landlords, that for any drainage done within
10 or 12 years, the tenant shall be allowed on quitting

a valuation in tenths or twelfths, as may be agreed.

Then in fact, within your knowledge, the allowance
for draining has extended and is still further extending
according to circumstances?—Very much.
Do you conceive it necessary that the legislature

should step in to make any fixed principle upon which
those matters should be allowed ?— I consider it is

wholly unnecessarj"^, and as a landlord I should think it

very extraordinary.

You think it objectionable as a landlord ?—Yes.

As a tenant, do you think it necessary ?—I do not.

Do you conceive that an act of Parliament defining

the mode and the amount of compensation might have
a tendency to check further improvements in agricul-

ture ?—I cannot say that. If an act of Parliament
should pass, leaving it as it is now, that landlords are at

liberty to act under it or not, as they pleased, it would
appear to be useless.

And inoperative?—And inoperative, except as an act
of Parliament pointing out to landlords their duties, if

they require that sort of hint; that would be the only
use of it which I can see.

You have read the bill before Parliament ?—Yes.
Do you conceive that it would be of any use what-

ever?—Except as regards the power to remove build-

ings, it would not be useful. TIic customs of Surrey
have raised up a great number of valuers and
appraisers, and the mode of arbitration is certainly very
objectionable. I heard what the former witness said

with regard to that, and I entirely coincide with it.

Each valuer, in case of difference, which very often

happens, names the umpire, most likely to side with
liis own view, and it is left to a mere toss up who shall

be the arbitrator. If any mode could be adopted to

improve the arbitration it would be a good tiling. I

quite agree in the opinion which I also heard expressed,

that the amount of valuation dots not in the least de-
pend whether the farm is or is not properly left. Upon
entering a farm very much out of order, you have, in a
general way, as much to pay for it as if it was in a good
state.

Upon the whole, in the county of Surrey probably
the legislature interfering would legalize those customs
that you now think positively would be injurious, al-

luding more particularly to the mode of calculating

half dressings and half fallows .'—If a legislative enact-

ment would lead to the extcntion over the whole coun-
try of the customs of Surrey, it would lead to very great
mischief.

But would not your own customs of Surrey then be-
come the law of the land as regards that county ?

—

Yes.

And perpetuate the bad customs ?—I think so ; I

can easily imagine, to a person who did not know the

practice of Surrey, that an agreement to pay for unex-
hausted improvements in the way of half dressings,

foldings, and half fallows, might appear extremely fair

upon the face of it, but in practice in Surrey it is not
found to work equitably or fairly.

Mr. CoLTiLE.] You say, that on tenants giving up
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tJirii (Vtrriis vical. fi;iiiil is fix (iiiciitly iiract'sed willi ic-

jiinl ti) tliu iiiiiniircs tlioy diaigc; do you lliiiik tliiilir

tli(\v year by yciir n turned nn acconnt to tlic landlorfl

of Mic manures wliicli tlicy intended to cliargc at the
expiration of tlx; tenancy, the evil of which you com-
plain would not to be remedied?— ll. wotdd have a
tendency to remedy it, but it would have a tendency to

a kind of interference tliat would be much disliked.
Would not it render it wholly impossible for them to

commit a fraud ?— I can scarcely see that.

Would not it give the landlord an ojiportunity of in-

quirinu- immediately, upon the spot, whether the
manures had been ajiplied, and how they had been ap-
plied ?—No doubt it would.

I'hcrefore if it were done, the evil you comi)lain of
would not exist .^— It would have a tendency to lesson
it.

CiiAiRiMAN.] It appears with regard to the tenant-
riuhtof Surrey, which you have state<I to tlie commit-
tee, it is chiefly for a claim that has been established
by the Surrey tenants for acts of husbandry, and for

what enters into the ordinary occupation of a farm ?—
Yes.

With regard to the dressing, that is dung, on tlie

premises?—Dung made in the ordinary course of culti-

vation.

With regard to that, you have probably no diffi-

culty, the dung that is actually lying in a heap?

—

I'hal belongs to the tenant, and is applied ; that you
sec.

About that you have no difficulty ?—No.
And you do not probably object to that part of the

custom ?—No, I have no objection to the payments for

dung in the yards.

Then as to the half dressings, meaning dung, applied
in a former year, you stated you had great difficulty in

ascertaining the quantity and quality that had been
applied?

—

Vcs.

Inasmuch as it has been made on the premises, you
have no test to go to, no tradesman's or merchant's
bill, as you would for bones, but you are obliged to
rely upon the evidence of the tenant and his labourers ?

—Yes.
That you consider an objectionable custom ?—No.
With regard to the i>ayment for naked fallows,

though they belong to rather an obsolete mode of
farming, probably it has a fair though unavoidable
claim, as long as that system exists?—Yes; naked
fallows are not very much practiced, but whether they
are naked or bearing a green crop, they are equally
paid for.

Is it not the case, that in other counties, where root
crops have been substituted for the naked fallows,

though the ploughii;gs and harrowings may be allowed
for, no one would think of allowing for the rent and
taxes on the turnip crop I—No, I think it is peculiar
to Surrey,

Therefore that is a claim arising out of an old prac-
tice of farming, which, although the motive is gone, has
somehow or other been allowed to continue in Surrey ?

—Yes.
'J'hen of course you consider the half fallows still

more objectionable and unreasonable?—Yes, I do.
And what you chiefly object to in the custom of

Surrey is the half dressings and the half fallows?—
Yes, that is the principal objection.

Though it would be hardly possible for any act of
Parliament to alter the custom of the country as to acts
of husbandry, do you see anything in the bill in your
hands which would legalize this custom in Surrey ?

—

No ; but I say, this bill appears to mo to have a ten-
dency to increase the number of valuers; it would have
a tendency to increase this kind of payment.

Y:iu (I'l iHil find fiti.v worfls in that bill lluti uould
legislate upon the i)rinciple of the custom such as you
Iinvc described ?—My prin-'ipal objection to this bill is

in the temporary improvement of the land by the i)ur-

chfjse of artificial manure, or the ])urehasc ol' food for

cattle
; it is so extremely difficult to stiy liow mM(;h of

this artificial food is paid for by the cattle, aii<l liow

much is manure to the land ; I think it is placing a
great deal too much in the hands of the valuer.

You are understood to say you think it Wduld be im-
possible to distinguish which went to the feeding of the

cattle, and which to the improvement of the land ?

—

Yes ; what proportion of it would be remunerated by
the increase of the corn crop, and what by the cattle

;

and all those questions would arise under that kind of

clause.

You have stated that the quality of the manure is

also taken into consideration by the custom of Surrey ?

—Yes.
In that case no valuer who understood his basintss

would make any allowance for cake, inasmuch as it

was being allowed for in the valuation of the duux ; if

he were to allow for it in the cake also, ho would be

paying for the same thing twice over?—Yes.

You have stated that you consider the present sys-

tem of arbitration objectionable ?— Yes.

In your opinion, is it necessary for the interests of

the incoming tenant, and the landlord, that some
means should be found of obtaining the ai^pointmcnt

of an impartial umpire ?—I think it would be desirable.

And do you think that it would be desirable that

they should make out an account in a bill of ])ar-

ticulars, not in a lumping sum ?—Yes, it would be de-

sirable.

You have also stated that farms are often given up in

a very poor state ?—In a very inferior stale.

Do you think it would be desirable that the landlord
or incoming tenant should receive compensation for

any imperfect husbandry, or for any foulness of the

land?—I have always contended that to entitle the

tenant to be paid according to the custom of the coun-
try, be ought to farm according to the custom of the

country ; but it is so difficult to define what the custom
of this country is. As the arbitration is now fixed, it

is extremely difficult to get any allowance for bad
farming

;
you are sure to have to pay for the half dres-

sings and the half fallows ; but there is no set-off for

the inferior cultivation of the land.

And do you think it desirable that the arbitrator

should in the same way be compelled to have an im-
partial umpire who shouldfurnish the bill of particulars

as to the amount of compensation, and also a bill of

particulars as to any allowance they might think it

right to make for breach of covenants or foul farming ?

— It would lead to a better system if it were practicable.

Do you think if there were arbitrators, with an im-
partial umpire, you would have any difficulty in esti-

mating the counter claim of the incoming tenant, if

they found the land full of couch or ploughed at nn im-
proper season, or if they found that it had been cropped
contrary to the covenants?—Yes, there is very great

difficulty in thiit.

What difficulty do you think there is in it?— It is

difficult to say at what time some of the ploughings
took place; it is the habit in making a clear fallow, in

the county of Surrey, that the ploughing should be
done four times, and they are done some of them at a

season that they have no right to be done at ; it is diffi-

cult for an arbitrator to say in October how they were
done at the time.

They would have no difficulty in giving compensa-
tion for the foulness of the land ?—No.
And if there were any serious injury arising from bad
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cultiviili:)!!, ]>i(iliiilily, witli an itii|i;n (iiil miijiirc, tlicy

Wdiilfl have IK) s^ic;tt difliciilfy in inaKin^- si f-el-oH' for

that :—Not with ;iii iiniiailial man of jail^iineiit.

]\Ir. K. Dknison.] You liavc said tiiat the existing

tenant- liglits are ohjcclionahle in your opinion in the

county of which you speak?— I think so.

But you liavc not hesitated to extend those teiiant-

riglits yourselves in eertain particulars ; for instance,

in drainage?—Aye]iav{' done it toa considciablc cxteul

on the part of the landlord.

Then you think that a tenant-right for drainage is a

good and fair tiling ?— I think so, ami so think my
euiploycr-i, the landlords,

You think also that a tenant-right for cake, as far

as it goes, for the improvement of the quality of the

manure, is a good thing?—1 think that paying for

manure at all is 3 it should be paid for according to its

quality.

IJo you not think that anything that goes to the

improvement of the quality of the manure, is a good
thing for the incoming tenant?—No doubt of it; I

think wc should not feed cake in our yards if at the

same time that it improved our stock it did not im-
prove our manure.
Then you have no doubt that a judicious use of cake,

if it is a good thing to the outgoing tenant, is a good
thing to the incoming tenant, supposing it is fairly

valued to him?— I have no doubt of it, and the coun-
try has no doubt of it ; it has extended so prodigiously

that cake has risen in price to such an amount that we
can scarcely purchase it.

Supposing upon any district of country the applica-

tion of bones should be a useful manure, <lo you think
it would not be an equally good thing that the tenant

expeuding a sum of money in bones should be allowed

something for the unexhausted value of those bones ?—

•

He ought to be allowed for any unexhausted value in

the bone dressing, and 1 think he gets it partly in the

improved crops; principally, in fact, in those improved
crops.

Then do you say that at present the tenant has com-
pensation in his crop if he should quit before those

crops should have been taken into his barn ?—He does

not get his value; he does to a certain extent.

Then in any part of the country where chalking land

should be a great advantage, and an advantage which
should extend over several years, do you see any dis-

tinction to be drawn between the system of allowing

compensation for drainage upon wet land, or for chalk-

ing upon high land, where both are equally beneficial

to the respective soils?— I think an allowance should

be made by way of arrangement between the parties.

Then you think that the extention of tenant-right,

such as you have heard described to-day as prevailing

in Lincolnshire, where it was allowed as between land-

lord and tenant, would be a matter mutually advan-

tageous to the landlord and the tenant?— I think it

would be sufficiently advantageous to induce them to

make such an arrangement for themselves.

Then if you think it would be sufficiently advan-
tageoiH to induce theni to make it for themselves, how
do you account for such very large portions of the

country remaining without those tenant rights ?— It is

difhcult to account for it, but improvement has been
going on of late years at an increased pace, and for the

last three or four years at a very great pace.

The question was, whether you thought that that

sort of tenant-right would be a matter generally benefi-

cial to the landlord and tenant?—-Yes, I think so.

I think anything that encourages the use of chalk

would be beneficial upon land requiring it.

Y'ou think that anything that would encourage a

judicious application of capital upon land would be a

iniillcr hrnilirial iiMli lo tli'i oci'.iipiu- inid the owner u'

the land?— 1 think so.

Do you Miiniytliiit aiiygrciit fr.ir n.cd be entertained

that too much cai)ital would be expended upon the

land if sucli allowances for unexiiausled improvements

should 1)0?— I know tiie didiciilty of watching whatare

called improvements, and asccrtiiining wh:it is really

going on upon the farms; I think tliere is a great deal

in setting the agricultural wit to «ork to run up a

bill for improvements which arc extremely diflicult to

watch.
That is to say, you think that there wouM be a dis-

position to fraudulent demands?— 1 think so.

Tliiit is not an answer to the question, which was,

whether there was a fear of too much capital being

bond fide exi)cndcd upon the laud ?—Tlierc is no fear

whatever.

Sir J. Trolloi'e] "With regard to manures, do you

find that tiiere is any difficulty in ascertaining tlie

value of manure when it is in the yard; it is more in

the half dressings and the whole dressings that jou

think the difficulties and disputes occur?—There is not

much difficulty iu ascertaining the value of the. jnunure

while it is in the yard ; there is a great deal of difficulty

in ascertaining the value of the manure after it has

been carried out and mixed with the soil, even that

from which no crop has been taken ; the difficulty is in-

creased of course with half dressings.

Do you find a disposition among the tenantry to

lessen those payments, by desiring the landlord to take

the dressings and halfdressings?—They arc desirous of

having them bought up.

Do not difficulties arise in consequence of estates

being mortgaged or entailed ?—Yes.

Which makes them indisposed to purchase up those

rights ?—Yes.

You find that a g»-eat impediment ?—Yes.

Do you not find that the disadvantage of the Surrey

tenant-right is, that the same money is pai'l for the bad

farming as for the good farming ?—Y'es.

That is the mischief of the tenant-riglit in Surrey ?

—Yes, if the paying for the tenant-risiht ensured our

getting what we pay for, there would be no objection

to it; but we know from practice that it is not pos-

sible.

Chairman.] Your difficulty appears to be to ascer-

tain the quantity and quality of the dang that had

been put in the land iu previous years ?—Yes ; after it

is once mixed with the soil.

That dung being made on the farm, there is no

voucher of any kind to be called for?—No.

Nothing but the evidence of the farm labourers ?

—

Yes; and the goodness of the manure depends upon

the structure of the yard, and so on.

The soil would be no voucher
;
you have nothing to

refer to but the very loose kind of evidence of the

labourers dependent upon the farmer ?—Yes.

Sir C. Lemon.] Is any of the land you are ac-

quainted with nnder lease ?—It is principally from

year to year.

Leases do exist?—Y'cs, to some extent.

Arc there any covenants in those leases similar to

those that exist in other parts of the country ?—Yes
;

when a tenant entering upon a farm has found such a

right existing, the lease continues it to him ; the rule

of the country is, that when a tenant entering pays for

such things with the cognizance of the landlord, he is

entitled to be paid when he quits.

So that you cannot form any judgment as to the im-

provements that miglit be introduced from the custom

of the country from the regulations in the covenants of

the leases ; where the parties agree among themselves

to introduce certain covenants in their leases, does it
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leii'l you hctfcr (o form in your own mind any (ipinion

by wliicii the custom of tlic country might be im-
proved ?—In granting fresh leases, and making fresh

agreements, we are improving the covenants as between
the landlord and the tenant, and encouraging good
husbundry.
Speaking of the customs of Surrey, in what particu-

lars do those covenants differ from the established

custom of the country, generally speaking?—They
vary very much. Indeed, in several counties with
which I am acquainted, the manure belongs to the

landlord, and then of course neither dressings nor half

dressings are paid for.

That is done by covenant in Surrey?—That is done
by covemint where leases exist.

And you consider that covenant an improvement
upon the established custom?—The established custom
is as I liave described it; but where a lease exists, it is

necessary that the tenant should bo entitled to be paid

for tiiose things he paid for on entry, or that the items

should be remunerated, otherwise the lease would bar
the custom of the country ; if the lease said nothing
about payment on going out, the tenant would be en-

titled to nothing; the lease comes between the tenant

and the custom.

The committee wish to learn from you, whether the

covenants introduced in the leases do matcri.illy vary
from what the custom of the country is ?—The cove-

nants introduced into the leases provide that the tenant

shall, on quitting, be paid that for which he paid on
entry, and that which he pays for on entry is generally

that paid for by tlie custom of the country ; it leaves

it just where it found it.

Mr. Moody.] You stated just now that in some of

the covenants you had omitted the half dressings?—
Whenever the farms have fallen into the hands of the
landlord I have advised not to charge for half dressings

and half fallows on letting it again.

When you speak of the land being deteriorated by the

outgoing tenant, do you refer to land held by lease, or

held from year to year?— Both.
There you say the tenant racked out his land when

about to quit ?—A tenant may liave made up his mind
to quit some years before he gives the landlord notice.

You say that the system of arbitration has been so

bad that it has generally led to much litigation?— Not
very much ; the landlord is very unwilling to go into

court, and he stands a poor chance if he does.

The same system of arbitration being kept up by
this custom, would the litigation be more or less di-

minished by this bill ?—I do not think it would be
affected one way or the other.

CHEAP MANURING.
No. III.

Sir,—It was said in ourjlast that the combustible

ingredients dissolve away in the air, from whence

the plant gets them again. The farmer must then

bear in mind, that plants feed both by the leaves

and roots ; the leaves drawing carbon from the air,

whilst the roots draw water (consisting of hydrogen

and oxygen) from the soil. Our business in ma-

nuring, is with the roots : but it must be here

observed, that although the leaves will draw carbon

from the air, enough for the natural produce ; yet,

to get up a cultivated crop, of 10 or 20 times more

than nature could produce, we must help the car-

bon by the roots also, which is a main purpose of

dung dressing; the dung containing much carbon,

which dissolves in the sap that is taken up by the

roots. Our cheap manures will strengthen the

plant, and thus help it to draw more from the air

than it could without them ; but the greatest crops

are to be expected when we feedfrom below as well

asfrom above, as carbon constitutes near one-half

of the solid substance of the plant. And here we

may pause to remark, that green vegetables may
contain, upon the average, f of their weight of

water ; 400 lbs. leaving only 100 when thoroughly

dried. And of that 100 we may average,

Carbon 48

g-^yg^^
^l Ashes. ...5

Hydrogen 6

Nitrogen 3

Thus the incombustible ashes are only about one-

twentieth of the plant when dry (or one-eightieth

when green and fresh) ; and as the four combusti-

ble elements constitute the substance and form of

the plant, they are generally called its organi"

elements ; whilst the ashes, thus slightly distributed

through them, are commonly termed inorganic.

This the farmer is to remember when he hears of

inorganic manures, &c., which he will frequently

find in agricultural publications and advertise-

ments.

The (combustible or) organic elements then (car-

bon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen), are all found

in every plant, and do not differ very widely in

proportions ; but the inorganic are much more

variable. What their duty is, in such small quan-

tity, is not satisfactorily ascertained ; but careful

experience has proved their absolute necessity to the

plants^ thriving ani maturing their seeds j that for

this purpose, some plants require different consti-

tuents and different proportions from others ; and

that where the land is deficient in, or exhausted of,

those which the plant requires, the languishing

plant quickly recovers its vigour when they are

(properly) supphed as manure. And when we are

aware that they constitute only one-twentieth of the

dry, or one-eightieth of the fresh green produce ;

and that even of this small proportion, the soil

generally contains the greater part, and that much

of the remainder is of very low price, we shall

begin to understand why materials of such hght car-

riage and little cost should form the basis of
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CHEAP MANURING.
Of the eleven inorganic constituents enumerated

in our last^ four—silica, alumina, iron, and man-
ganese—are generally present in the soil, (except in

mere sand or chalk) ; and lime is used as a diges-

tive manure, in much larger quantities than the

plant consumes. Soda and muriatic acid are both

supplied in common salt, worth Is. to Is. 6d. per

cwt. ; but as much more of the soda is required

than of the acid, the additional quantity may be

supplied cheap in soda ash, at 12s. to l6s.percwt.,

or still cheaper in crude sulphate of soda, at 6s.,

which supplies sulphuric acid at the same time.

And sulphuric acid may be supplied still cheaper,

in gypsum, worth about 2s. per cwt. The only in-

organic constituents of serious cost, are magnesia,

(of which so very little serves, that crude sulphate

of magnesia, 1 cwt., at lOs. to 15s., is enough for

three or four acres), and potass, and phosphoric

acid, which are of the utmost importance, required

in larger quantity, and of not inconsiderable price.

Potass, however, exists in all vegetable matters, and

phosphoric acid in all animal excrements ; and both

are therefore present in the dung-heap, unless it is

drained and water soaked ; (when that is the case

there is no knowing what it contains ; its character

and quality are lost.) But the direct supply of pot-

ass is in vegetable ashes, or weeds, routs, hedge clip-

pings, iSic, unburnt, but comi)ostcd with earth and

lime (not rotted in water, which washes all the potass

away.) But our green crops carry off so much potass,

that with all good economy many crops and even en-

tire estates would be the better for a further supply ;

and as wood-ashes are costly in the (juantity required,

a cheaper supply is very desirable. Such an one we

have at hand and inexhaustible, though hitherto

quite neglected. Our granite will probably contain

5 per cent, of potass, which may be rendered avail-

able by heating, crushing, and working with lime ;

for which I hope to give detailed instructions in a

future letter.

For phosphoric acid, the most direct source is

bones : of which great quantities arc lately discov-

ered in a fossil state. They are softened and ren-

dered more active by acid, either sulphuric or

muriatic. A cheaper supply would be in night-soil

and town sewerage if properly saved, which is more

and more attended to every year. Potass and phos-

phoric acid are then the chief subjects of care in

inorganic manuring.

In our next we will see what each crop carries off,

and the cheapest means of supplying them.

J. Prideaux.

—Plymouth Herald.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF BARLEY.
Junius derives the word " barley" from a

Hebrew novm of the same meaning with here

of the northern nations, and the hordeum of

the Romans. The plant belongs to the class and

order Triandria Digynia of Linnaeus, and to

the natural order Graminece of Jussieu.

Willdenow and other botanists reckon ten

species of barley, four of which are cultivated

grains, and six are barley grasses, which are rather

hurtful than useful to the farmer. As many as

fifteen species of hordeum are distinguished by
Professor Kunth, and in addition there are many
varieties. The species are found in a wild state in

most parts of the old and new worlds. Hordeum
is distinguished from Triticum by its spikelets

having only one perfect flower in each, and by its

glumes being somewhat unilateral and bearded.

Rye or Secale differs in having two florets to

each spikelet, and in the same additional circum-

stances as Triticum

Hordeum vulgare, or our common cultivated

barley, is said to have been found wild in Sicily

and in Russia. It is annual : the flowers and seeds

are disposed indistinctly in several rows, with very

long, compreesedj rough awns, There is a sup-

posed variety, termed Hordeum celeste in

which the husk or corolla does not stick to the

seed; and another with black seeds, said by
Willdenow to be biennial.

Hordeum hexastichum has six rows of

seeds; ears cylindrical; awns very long, rough,

and rigid, rather spreading away from the ear;

grains adhering to the husk. The native country

of this species of barley is unknown ; it is the

here or bigg of farmers, and is valuable in

ripening quicker than the common two-rowed

barley. It is also more productive on inferior soils

and in high latitudes, but the meal is inferior in

quality.

Hordeum distichum or two-rowed barley,

ears cylindrical ; awns almost parallel with the ear

;

grains adhering to the husk. This is the

Hordeum vidgare of some botanists, and is

the common summer barley of England. The ears

are not so large as those of the Hordeum
hexastichum, but the grains are heavier. It is

commonly said to be a native of Tartary : Colonel

Chesney found it wild ia Mesopotamia, on the

banks of the Euphrates.

Hordeum zeocriton has the ears conical
j

>f N
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a-ivns spreading away from the eai in a llai)eUiforni

manner; grains adhering to the huak. From the

spreading direction of the awns, the ears of this

barley acquire a much broader figure at the toj)

tlian at the bottom; and on this account it has

been called " battledore barle)'," and also " sj)rat

barley." The native country is unknown, and it

is little cultivated on account of the shortness of the

straw.

The Orye celeste of the French is a naked
six-rowed barley, very j)rohfic, and in many parts

of Europe it is reckoned to be the most productive

of all. The grains are loose in the husk ; ears

cyhndrical; awns very long, rough, and rigid, and
rather spreading away from the ear. It is the

Hordeum Gymno-hexastichum of scientific writers.

Honleum yE(/iceras or Tartarian wheat, is a

most curious species found in Tartary, and in the

northern parts of India ; ears cylindrical ; florets

arranged in a confused manner, not in rows ; awns
soft, short, hooded, and bent downwards

; grains

loose in the husk. It resembles wheat more than

barley, and its naked grains assist the resemblance.

There are many other varieties of barley, but not of

sufficient importance to require a particular notice,

except in works of minute detail.

Barley delights to grow in warm soils, loams,

gravels, and chalks, proflded the subsoil be dry

and not retentive of water. Dry gravels are the

most congenial habitation, where the subsoil, so far

as it is exposed by cultivation, consists of a compact
stratum of materials similar to the upper soil, or

rounded gravel imbedded in a clayey earth, but
thoroughly pervious to water. These soils are

very often of a shallow depth of stratum, and some-
times weak in texture ; but the barley, if not very

large in quantity, is ever the best in quahty,

thinnest in the husk, and the finest in the farina.

The next best kind of land for the growth of

barley is a deep mellow loam or a bottom of earthy

clay, or a concreted loamy earth. Tliese loams
vary in the depth and in the quahty ; but they yield

the largest crops, with the straws large and flabby,

and the ears lengthy and prohfic. The husk is

often thick, and the farina is coarser than on
the thinner soils that have been mentioned.
Sands will produce barley of tolerable quantity and
quality, being the most suitable plant to their weak
texture and hungry constitution. It is capable of

being produced with less moisture than oats and
wheat, and consequently it is used as the grain crop

on the driest soils. It requires the least time, of

any culmiferous plant that is known, between the

periods of sowing and reaping ; and consequently it

admits of being later sown in the spring, and of

being committed to the earth in a very genial period

of the season.

In the i)resent improved system of agriculture,

barley is universally sown on the cultivation of root

crops, after the land has been wrought, cleaned,

and manured for jjroducing potatoes and turnips.

The full preparation of the land has been effected

in the production of these crops, so that nothing is

required but to commit the barley seed to the earth

in order to derive a part of the benefits of the

fallowing preparation. The month of April is the

general sowing time in the British isles : early

southern latitudes will allow sowing in March, and

the most northern climates will jirotract the season

into the month of May. Early sown crops are

generally the best, provided the season does not

extend into the late frosts of the winter, which may
injure the tender germination of the seed. But

hurtful frosts will seldom occur after a sufficient

heat has stimulated the earth to produce the shoots

from the seed ; when they do happen, the efiFect is

slight and transient, and do not penetrate the earth

to reach the bed of the seed. And it is beneficial

that the seed be ready in the earth to meet the

vivifying effects ofthe introduction of caloric, which

penetrates the soil, and urges the development of

life. Early sowing has the utmost possible benefit

of the store of moisture from the winter's wet : the

seed is in its bed, and the earth is laid with a flat

surface to meet the scorching heats. Late plough-

ings expose the soil to evaporations, and the seed

is committed to a loose bed of pulverulent particles

that are wanting in the connection of reciprocal

action. If the season be sufficiently dry and the tem-

perature encouraging, no dangermay be apprehended

in England from sowing barley by the middle of

March, always avoiding the giving barley a wet

season of sowing, as it is the easiest hurt of all

grains, and the land is damaged for the reception

of grass seeds by being hardened and concreted.

Late sowings are much hurt by the excessive heats,

as the land is more recently stirred, and the more

freely admits the rays of the sun, and the penetra-

tion of drought. In the case of early sowings,

the earth is consolidated before the heats com-

mence, and the seed has found a position which will

not be disturbed. Consequently the drought does

not reach the interior of the ploughed stratum, and

the moisture remains. The land being cleared of

the root crops by 1st of April, the first dry weather

will render it fit to be ploughed, which must be

done with the whole strength of the farm com-

bined. At that season of the year a plough will

turn over more than an acre of light lands; and on

large farms the processes of ploughing, sowing, and

harrowing will go on together, and begin at the

same hour in the morning. Eight ploughs will

seed-furrow ten acres of ground, which will employ

the farm bailiflf in sowing the seed on each ridge as
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it IS |»lou;^hi:'{l, and tit the same time over-looking

tlic whole movements of the 0])erations. I'wo

pairs of harrows of two-horses each will he em-

ployed in giving the land three tines of harrowing,

which will sulHciently cover the seed. Five or six

ploughs will prepare six or seven acres, which will

be sown and harrowed in the same way, employing

ojdy one pair of harrows. Thus, at the end of each

day, the work is finished closely up to the ploughs.

On smaller farms, that do not admit the division of

laljour, the seed must be sown on every two days

of ploughing, and harrowed and rolled without

delay. On extensive farms, where the fields are

large, the land is rolled across when the field is

half sown ; the awkwardness of making a turning

in the middle of the field being disregarded, for the

very important purposes of securing the advantages

of a fresh tilth, and the attendant invigorating

combinations. When the fields of land are of

moderate extent, the rolling of the ground across

is performed after the sowing is finished.

The sowing of seeds in the dry periods of the

year requires mucli quickness and dispatch in

bringing the seed in contact with the newly stirred

earth, that the germination may commence in the

midst of the combinations that take j)lace between

the earthy and atmospheric elements. The land

collects during winter a quantity of moisture for the

summer's use, and it must be sparingly used and

husljanded with great care. Little exposure of the

land must be allowed for drought to penetrate the

soil and reduce the land to a collection of dry clods,

and for evaporation to carry off any quantity of the

valuable moisture. In these most valuable cases

the roll acts as a lock and key in keeping the

the moisture in the land, and must be used in a

weight of not less than one ton, and applied imme-

diately after the harrowing of the seed.

Where the drill machine is used for sowing

barley, the same directions hold good that the

sowing of the seed follow quickly after the plough-

ing, and then the harrows and the roll.

The seeds of the hay grasses are sown on the

barley tilth and on the rolled surface, and covered

with a single tine of hght harrows. They may be
sown on the harrowed surface of the barley sowing,

and covered by the rolling of the land ; but on
many kinds of soil heavy rains will form a cake or

a flat hardened surface, which retards every kind of

growth, especially the tender germination of grass

plants. It is therefore preferable to leave the seeds

in a loose surface that has been consolidated under-

neath by the roll. If the weather prove very dry

the land may be rolled again, provided the stems

of the barley be not so long as to be nipped and
broken below the roll, and the shade of the culms

will prevent the crusting of the surface by means of

the moisture which is retained. This second

roUing is often attended with much benefit, but it

requires some attention in judging of the proper

time. Few or no tall weeds will rise on cleaned

lands ; but it is better that the hand weeders walk

over the grounds before the crop gets too tall, in

order that any noxious seeding of weeds may be

prevented.

Barley must be sown in dry weather and on dried

lands ; it will thrive on very stiff' loams of a clayey

nature, ])rovided the tilth be dry. It is very easily

hurt by the wet harrowing of the ground : the least

cementing of the soil damages the germination and

growth of the plant. The harrowing and the rolling

of the cro]) most imperatively require a dry per-

formance.

It is an established fact that when culmiferous

plants are cut before the seeds are (echnivalhj " dead

ripe," the farina is finer in quality, and the

germinating power is quicker and more vigorous.

In the case of barley it is ready to be cut when the

husk is streaked with white, like the back of a

paddock : or, as it is called in some places,

" paddock-hued." The colour will be very finely

variegated, as the universal green colour begins to

turn to white, owing to the husk being completely

filled with farinaceous albumen, and the supply of

juices being withdrawn. When cut and dried in

this state, the hardness of the meal assumes a softer

consistence than when the i)lantis allowed to stand

on the ground until the decay is completed, which

has commenced from the root ; the straw being cut

and separated, the communication is interrupted

and the last stage of retrogression is not accom-

plished. The flinty hardness is not imparted ; the

farina is whiter and more dehcate; and, in the

hands of the maltster, the saccharine quahty is

more prominent and vigorous. The straw indi-

cates the time of cutting in being white in colour at

the most slender part just below the head of grain ;

and the pickles being pressed by the hand will

exude no milk, but show a full kernel of farina.

The crop may then be cut, and the necessary hard-

ness of the meal will be gathered during the time

of drying the straw.

Barley is best cut by the scythe and laid in

swarthes, for which the rolled surface of the ground

will be very convenient. It may lie in the swathe

for three or four days of sunny weather, and then

turned over and exposed for three days more.

This process will dry both sides of the swathe

equally, when the crop may be tied into sheaves

I

and set into shocks of 12 sheaves each, with one

placed on the top as hood sheaves. Crops of barley

are often carried and stacked loose like hay ; but it

is inconvenient to be handled, and also difficult to

I

be thrashed by the machinery. Sheaves are very

N N 2
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much readier for the jntchfoik, and also better suit

the threshing machinery. The heads of the grain

are more together and lie in one direction, so that

the threshing scutchers have a better chance of

separating the grain and the straw. The stacking

of the crop, and the handling of it, in every way, is

much more convenient when it is tied into sheaves

than in a loose state like hay.

In high latitudes where much rain falls, and
where grains are late in ripening, it is very benefi-

cial to set the barley in single sheaves, provincially

called " gaetings," with the tying rope twisted in a

loose manner round the neck of the sheaf, and the

bottom part very widely spread out. From stand-

ing ten or twelve days in this state, the straw dries

very fast, when the sheaves may be tied and set

in shocks, and generally may be carried in a week
after being tied.

The threshing of barley, or the separation of the

grain from the straw, is effected in two ways—by
the flail and by machinery. In either way the

process is more troublesome than in the case of the

other corn-bearing plants : the awns are abundant,

lengthy, and fasten on the straw, which being soft

and spongy, admits the prickly adhesion of the

bearded awns. The scutching of the machinery
does not separate the awns from the pickles, which
much increases the adhesion of the grains to the

straw, and demands a slower process and even a

repetition of the operation. Hence it is customary
to put the machinery into a slow motion for the

purpose of threshing barley, and even to pass the

straw twice through the scutching process,

that the chance may be increased of separa-

ting the straw and the grain. The shaker of the

most improved threshing machinery fails in sepa-

rating the awns and the culms after the scutching

has been performed—the motion is not sufficiently

violent, and the passage to the straw barn is too

short and easy in the accomplishment. The awns
are the end of the elongated husk, and adhere to

the pickle of the grain. In order to detach them
the grain is often passed between the scutchers of

the threshing machinery, which breaks the greater

part of the awns ; but if the rollers be fluted, many
of the pickles will be bruised and broken in the

ends, which forms an objection in the hands of the

maltster. Of late years an upright cylinder has been
placed below the extended end of the iron gud-
geon of the drum, on which a crown wheel works
in another crown wheel, which is fixed on a central

gudgeon standing upright in the cylinder, in which

are fixed a number of sharp knives facing diagon-

ally, and to the extent of the cylinder. The barley

after being separated from the straw, is filled to the

cylinder at the top, and passes downwards through

the action of the knives, which being driven rapidly

round I)y the crown wheels from the drum, cut the

awns from the pickles, and the l)arley comes from

the bottom of the cylinder in a clean state. This

adjunct forms a very valuable addition to threshing

machinery.

The barley after being parted from the straw by

the flail, is spread out thinly on the barn-floor, and

beat heavily by flails in order to break the awns

from the pickles, and also stamped upon by a square

piece of iron bar with a handle ; the process is labo-

rious, and forms a great addition to the naturally

cumbrous mode of threshing by flail, when put in

comparison with machinery. Two passages through

a fanning machine makes the grain ready for the

market— once to drive away the chaff, and

the second time parts the sound and the hght

grains. It is then put into sacks containing four

bushels, and delivered to the purchaser.

The chief use of barley is in being converted into

malt for the purpose of being brewed into ales, and

distilled into spirits, in all countries which do not

permit the growth of the vine. The best and

heaviest grain is selected for this purpose ; dis-

colouration caused by heating in the rick, or by

exposure to the weather in the fields, diminishes

the value, and renders the barley useless for that

purpose. A partial sprouting is provoked by steep-

ing the grain in water, in order to exude the sac-

charine quality, which being diluted, fermented, and

A'^olatilized, forms the spirituous drinks that are well

known in common use. The chief recommendation

of barley for the purpose of malt is a pale colour

and thin husk, both which qualities are obtained

by the cutting of the crop before dead ripeness

takes place. This is a great point in the manage-

ment of barley, and it must employ the chief

attention of the cultivator who wishes the best

price from a superior article.

The next use of barley is in being ground into meal

for human food, and also for animals. This appli-

cation is fully as valuable as for being converted

into drinks. It forms a very palateable food for

invalids, and the bread is yet much used in some

countries where wheat is not grown. The inferior

quahties of barley are very beneficially used by

being ground into meal, and used as food for the

animals of the farm. Mixed with milk, wheys, and

warm water, it is the best provision for brood sows

and for newly weaned pigs ; and for feeding bacon

hogs, the mixture is made of a thicker consistence,

and with steamed potatoes. With water in a thick

consistence it is very useful to feeding bullocks, in

a moderate quantity. For poultry it is equally use-

ful, in drinks, in balls, and in mixture with steamed

potatoes. Barley when steamed forms a most ex''-

cellent food for farm horses, and is given most

beneficially in one feed a day, in the evening meal.
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during the winter part of the year. It very much
improves the diorestion, and the coat of the animal.

Two very useful pre])arations are made of barley,

into " pot " and " i)earl " barley, which are the re-

duction of the substance into the refined quality.

The first is made l)y removing the outer husk or

skin ; and the second by removing the skin

and a considerable portion of the barley pic-

kle, and leaving only a small round kernel.

These preparations difter only in the degree of

grinding which the grain undergoes ; in both forms

the barley is very wholesome and nutritious, and is

much used in broths, stews, and puddings : they

swell and unite with the fat and oily matters of the

meat during the process of boiling. The essential

oil of barley, which gives it the peculiar taste, re-

sides chiefly in the skin and the adjacent parts of

the grain : the interior is a purer farina, more nearly

resembling that of wheat. This circumstance, no

doubt, suggested the idea of removing the outer

part, and using the interior, as approaching nearer

the pure fecula or starch. It is to be regretted

that these highly nutritive substances have not

found a more extensive use among the labouring

classes.

Decoctions of barley are useful in medicine

—

they are palatable and demulcent, but are apt to

clog the stomach, and require the addition of lemon

juice, or some other acid, to quicken the action.

Barley-waters are very grateful in fevers, allaying

thirst, without exciting the circulation.

In eastern countries barley is very extensively

used as food for horses ; but there seems to be

some latent cause that adapts food for the body,

for in our country the use of barley has never

gained ground in that way, probably from the cool-

ness of the chmate requiring a more heating food

in the oat.

Two varieties of barley are suitable for the Bri-

tish isles—the common two-rowed barley, for the

climates of ripening in August ; and the bere or

bigg (Hordeum hexastichum), for the later situa-

tions. The latter grain is earlier than the common
variety, but the quality and the value are inferior.

In the most northern counties of Scotland, it is

known to have been only ten weeks in the ground.

Barley is subject to the same diseases as other

gramineous plants ; but none affect it so much as

to render necessary any preparation of the seed.

The burnt-ear does appear sometimes, in very dry

hot seasons. The greatest enemy to barley is a wet

harvest, being very apt to germinate, from the ear

and straw being so very retentive of moisture.

When the clover grows luxuriantly, it very much
helps this propensity ; and when sprouting takes

place the grain is fit only for feeding pigs and

poultry.

The produce of barley may be stated at the ave-

rage of 40 bushels j)er acre, and the weight at 50

lbs. per bushel.

The value of wheat, barley, and oats, in feeding

cattle, may be represented by the figures 47, 32,

24, the measure being the same. This calculation

is founded on the experiments made on a large

scale by Von Thiier, at his estabhshment at

Mogelin in Prussia, where the account of the re-

sults was very accurately kept.

Barley contains 6.') ])er cent, of nutritive matter,

while wheat contains 78 per cent.

Saussure, the well known French analytical che-

mist, has very carefully examined the ashes of

barley, and of the straw. The grain reduced to

ashes, with its skin, gave, from 100 parts, 18 of

ashes, which contained :

—

Potass 18.0

Phosphate of potass 9.2

Sulphate of potass 1.5

Muriate of potass 0.25

Earthy phosphates 32.5

Earthy carbonates 0.0

Silica 35.5

Metallic oxides 0.25

Loss 2.8

100.00

1800 parts of the straw produced 42 of ashes,

containing :
—

Potass 16.0

Sulphate of potass 3.5

Muriate of potass 0.5

Earthy phosphates 7-75

Earthy carbonates 12.5

Silica 57.0

Metallic oxides 0.5

Loss 2.25

100.00

Barley contains :

—

Starcli 79.

Gluten 6.

These products will, no doubt, vary on different

soils ; but it is very remarkable to observe the pro-

portion of silica in the straw and in the skin of the

barley.

SUBSOILING IN EAST l^OTHIAN.—For several years

past, the subsoilin.s: of land has been fairly tried in East

Ix)thian, on every variety of soils, and under every possible

variation of circumstances. The result has been that the

practice is now relinquished, as producing no benefit, and con-

sequently entitled to no regard. This result Agrees with my

own practice, repeatedly tested on various qualities of land,

drained and uudrained, »• *^'
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MILKING CAPABILITIES OF HEREFORD CATTLE.

Sir,—The dispute between the Rev. J. Smythies and

Mr. Kearyas to the comparative merits of the Hevefords

and Shorthorns, should not be allowed to drop without

some one trying to direct the attention of breeders of

Herefords, and our different agricultural societies, to the

absolute necessity of paying more attention to the milking

capabilities of our excellent breed than has hitherto been

the case. Every person who ever wrote on cattle classed

the Hereford breed as inferior to the Shorthorns as re-

gards the production of milk—most writers, on the other

hand, allow them to be better for feeding. Now, the fact

of Hereford cows being generally bad milkers, while there

are individual cases in every herd of well-bred cows

being excellent milkers and ^ood breeders, plainly proves

that there is misdirected management somewhere; and

feeling strongly that this is the case, I am anxious to

show where the fault is.

In the first place, the different agricultural societies in

this part of the kingdom are to blame in encouraging the

feeding capabilities of the Herefords to the neglect of

their milking properties. Observant persons can bear

me out in asserting that a cow can at the same time be a

good milker and breeder, and possess both qualifi-

cations in perfection. Mr. Kcary in his prize essay says

—" The difficulty of combining the fattening and milking

qualities in the same animal is generally felt and ac-

knowledged ; but is it a law of nature that this combina-

tion cannot take place ? Tiie principles of physiology

forbid us, I think, to affirm that such is the case ; and

the fact of a cow producing a large quantity of butter is

a proof that her food is readily converted into fat ; besides

which, it is a matter of frequent experience for deep

milking cows, when from age or other causes they are

dried, to grow rapidly into fine carcasses of beef. By

studying more closely the habits of our animals, and

paying due attention to those qualities in the selection of

the males, I cannot help thinking that the valuable com-

bination of milking and feeding properties may be

attained."

So far, I think, Mr. Kcary's observations are en-

titled to great weight, and claim our earnest attention.

And Lord Portman, in a note to the above paragraph of

Mr. Keary's, says :
" On this point I have the expe-

rience of my herd of Devons, which has been carefully

managed for at least fifty years. / can show abundant

proofs of this desirable combination. The attainment

of this double object is the work of years, and of con-

stant attention. The rule is, never to rear the calves of

the offspring of a cow which has proved but an indiffer-

ent milker or a bad feeder ; nor to buy a bull of which

you are unable to trace the true pedigree and the quali-

ties of the mother. It is most difficult to ascertain

these points from the breeders of bulls for sale ; and it is

therefore best to buy a bull whose stock has been

proved, before he is introduced into a good herd, how-

ever correct he may be in form and to the touch. In

purchasing cows, it is essential to try to obtain the

knowledge of the observation of the herdsman, at any

cost, to guide the judgment, because at some seasons the

animal may be unjustly condemned or appi'oved by the

cursory observer."

The above sensible and practical note of Lord Port-

man's proves the possibility of this combination of

feeding and milking qualities ; and I- shall now add a

few facts to prove the same, which have come under

my own observation. Many years ago a neighbour pur-

chased a Hereford bull out of a superior stock : the

heifer produce of this bull proved to be good milkers,

and the steers very prime. In due time he sold that

bull and bought another, and apparently superior : the

heifer produce of the last bull were abominable milkers,

and the steers not so good as the other bull's by £2 or

£3 a head. I will give one more instance. My father

had a cow of the Hei'eford breed, of excellent frame and

beautiful countenance, and good size, and an extraor-

dinary milker—so good a milker, that as soon as she

had calved she sunk rapidly in flesh, and would continue

so all the summer, that we were almost ashamed to see

her with the other cows; but her produce, when sold,

were invariably equal to anything we had ; and when

she was dried, which we had difficulty in doing, she

laid on fat faster and more evenly than any cow I ever

saw. This was what I call a profitable animal ; and it

is such animals as these our agricultural societies should

encourage. Let not the difficulty of decision deter

them. Where there is a will, there is a way. Tlie

cows should be brought to a certain spot the night be-

fore, milked clean, milked at a certain hour the follow-

ing morning, the quality and quantity of the milk

tested, and, if necessary, the offspring shown along with

them.

To prove that our present system of giving premiums

for the encouragement of fat only, instead of encourag-

ing a combination of fat and milk, is operating injuriously

to the interest of Hereford breeders, I shall make an ex-

tract or two to show that this is the case. The Duke of

Somerset, in the Mark Lane Express, says—" The

writer formerly bred from the herd of Mr. TuUy

;

better than his he has not since seen ; but he relinquished

the Herefords on account of the lack ofmilk."

And lest the above should not satisfy the gentlemen

who manage our agricultural societies, let them peruse

the following :
—" At the 5th meeting of the Harleston

Farmers' Club, on the 1st of June, another important

subject engaged the attention of the meeting— ' that of

the best method of improving the breed of neat cattle in

the district.' The introducer of this question first showed

by a comparison between the value of home-breds and

other breeds of similar ages, that irajirovement was neces-

sary ; next, by a reference to particular cases, that
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it was attainable ; and concluded by giving his

opinion, that as it would take a long time to improve

our present breed, keeping it pure, the cheapest and

most speedy plan would be to cross the Norfolk and

Suffolk cows with Durham or Hereford bulls, giving a

prefrence to i\\f^ former, as likely to produce the best

milkersy
These are no prejudiced statements, but the senti-

ments of an intelligent body of men seeking after truth.

They abundantly prove, if proof were wanting, that when

premiums are given for breeding cows, the quantity and

quality of the milk should be considered. To give a

premium to a cow dry for months and pampered for

show, injuring the offspring and deceiving the public, is

the height of absurdity ; and I hope that at every future

meeting of our societies, a class of breeding cows, the

quantity and quality of the milk to be taken into consi-

deration, will be a prominent feature in the shows.

The lack of milk in our cows is not the characteristic

of the breed, but the fault of mismanagement ; and I

shall now proceed to show how this defect may be I'eme-

died, and the desirable combination attained. In most

instances our heifers calve the wrong time of the year,

dropping their calves from the 1st of December to the

1st of February—the cows earlier—consequently, they

are on dry fodder as soon as they calve. Now, if these

heifers calved in May or June, on the first spring of

grass, a good flow of milk would be the result. I know

one farmer whose cows calve about Christmas—his

heifers are bulled to calve in May and June, when they

are two years old ; these calves are put on rows whose

calves are wcancd, and the heifers are milked that sum-

mer. They are not bulled till the following Februiry,

and get a summer's rest to make out the loss of growth

by calving at two years old. Hy this plan he secures

his cows to be good milkers, and at the same time good

breeders.

Anothi r method to secure good milkers is to rear the

heifer and steer calves on a different plan. The steers

cannot be kept too well ; the heifers should be taken by

hand. Each lot should be led for a distinct object. By
forcing the heifer calves and making them up fat, a ten-

dency to early maturity is given at the expense of the

milking qualities.

I have thus, sir, given my views on this important

subject ; and I trust that another meeting of our agri-

cultural societies will not take place without a special

premium being devoted to the encouragement of such

cows as show a combination of milking and feeding

qualities. Let them endeavour to wipe away the re-

proach so often brought against our unrivalled breed,

and secui'e for us the pre-eminence so long maintained

by our breeders. J. P. C. L

March ^ih, 1849.

—Hereford Times.

PERUVIAN GUANO.
Mr. J. G. Stevenson, of Skellingthorpe, near Lin-

coln, in speaking of the use of Peruvian guano, says

—

"I have used it with great success for five years, and to the

extent of more than 100 acres of turnips for the last three

years, in the following manner :— I liave it thrashed, then

pass it through a common ciuder-ash riddle to take out all

the lumps, stones, &c. ; I then measure an upheaped quartern

of this powder, which weighs about Slbs., and spread six of them

over 5 bushels (of 4 pecks) of sod ashes, quartern for bushel,

and two at last ; then turn it away, and continue doing so till

1 get the quantity wanted. I drUl 40 bushels of this mixture

upon an acre, on all sorts of land, ridged upon the Northum-

berland plan : the quantity used for common turnips is 2 cwt.

per acre. Swedes should be increased from 2 to 3 cwt. per

acre, price from £1 to £1 10s. for the guano. It requires well

mixing, and the seed must not come down the same spouts as

the manure; it will destroy it. We have one-horse drills

made here that deposit the manure and the seed separately,

the latter spout following the former at about a foot distant,

I have used it as a top dressing for grain and grass, hut could

perceive very little benefit."

Mr. R. Barclay Allardioe, of Ury, Stonehaven,

N. B., in reference to the same subject, says

—

" I have used Peruvian guano for several years to a large

extent, indeed, make a rule to top dress all descriptions of

grain, turnips, and clover to be mowed, with it, at the rate of

two cwt. per acre, at the cost of £10 per ton, or 20s. per

acre. I sow the guano on the wheat in autumn, at the time

of sowing the wheat broadcast ; on oats and barley in spring,

at the time of sowing, and the whole is harrowed in with the

seed. For turnips I apply 10 tons of farm-yard manure, and

two cwt. of guano. The dung is spread in the ridges, and the

guano sown on the top of the dung, and the whole covered in

—the turnips in this country are all sown in ridges, and fre-

quently horse and hand-hoed. I am satisfied, by long expe-

rience, there is no manure that can be applied will raise such a

weight of turnips per acre as 10 or 12 tons of farm-yard ma-

nure, and two cwt. of guano per acre. I am also satisfied I

gain 2 qrs. per acre of wheat, oats, and barley, by the applica-

tion of two cwt. per acre of guano. I consider guano bene-

ficial for all soils, but most conspicuously beneficial for loams

and gravel. Now my hand is in, I may as well remind you

that IMr. Baker, of Writtle, chose to arraign, last winter, my
mode of storing Swedish turnips—not on its merits, but be-

cause it differed from the mode adopted by the first-rate agri-

culturists in his county. I beg, therefore, to inform !Mr. Baker

that my swedes, stored in mounds, as described by me the first

week of December, have kept perfectly sound, retaining all

their feeding qualities and juices, up to this present writing,

they being now all consumed. Mr. Baker's may be a very

proper mode ; I say nothing against it ; but it is evidently at-

tended with more trouble and laboin-, and not easily under-

stood, except liy ocular demonstration at least liis description

of it
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REMARKS ON MANURES.
BY J. E. TESCHEMACHER.

[The following report of remarks made by J. E. Tes-

chemacher, Esq., at several meetings of the Legislative

Agricultural Society, New York, during the month of

January last, has been furnished by that gentleman, on

request made to him. The importance of the subject,

and the experience of Mr. Teschemacher, with re-

ference both to practice and theory, give a value to these

remarks, which warrants their insertion in this place.]

FIRST EVENING.

The important, vast, and almost inexhaustible subject

of manures had always divided itself, in his mind, into

three great considerations :

—

1st : On the nature of the crops required to be raised.

2nd : On the nature of the soil from which these crops

were to be obtained. And
3rd, and the most important : On the nature and ap-

plication of the manure itself.

It was necessary to condense into the briefest form

what he had to say on all these considerations.

Every one knows that if clover was wanted, a large

quantity of lime, and also sulphur, was requisite ; if

tobacco, potash and soda. In England, after many

years' cultivation of wheat, all the barnyard manure that

could be heaped on the ground would not raise any

more until bone-dust was added, and with this many
acres hitherto considered barren had given excellent

crops. The size and quality of turnips have been found

to be much benefited by the use of the soluble phosphate

of lime (vitriolized bones).

One question then is, what does the crop we require

abstract from the soil during its growth and progress to

maturity ? This question is answered by the various

analyses of crops, which are to be found in every agri-

cultural treatise. But another, and a much more im-

portant question, now arises—What part of the ingre-

dien(s of these crops puts most bone and muscle in the

animals which feed on them ? Also, can we by par-

ticular manures increase in these crops the quantity of

these ingredients ? Part of the first question has been

answered by Liebig's last treatise. Wo knew, before

Liebig was born, that the bones of animals were chiefly

formed of phosphate of lime ; but we did not know, be-

fore the publication of this last treatise, that the phos-

phates of other alkalies formed essential parts of the flesh

and blood of animals ; this he has there completely and
satisfactorily proved. In the lime districts in Switzer-

land the cattle are much larger than in those where lime

is scarce in the soil. The great test of the quality of a

crop then is, its nutritious action on the animal ; this is

of more importance than its appearance, or even weight.

Now, it is evident that by offering as food to ther:

crops a manure abundantly supplied with these ingre-

dients, combined with others en>uring a luxuriant growth,

we enable them to obtain a maximum thereof. It would

take too much time to enter into the detail of numerous

experiments made by him on this subject ; the result of

them is a difference of thirty per cent, in these ingre-

dients, dependent on the difference of the manure. Thus,

if the anhes of wheat contain thirty-five per cent, of

phosphates, the difference of manure will increase this to

forty-five per cent. Hence, the consideration on the

nature of the crops is of much interest.

Consideration on the nature of the soil.—All soils are

composed chiefly of sand (silica), clay (alumina and

silica), lime, magnesia, some organic matters, sources of

carbonic acid, and a few oxides of metals ; these ingre-

dients in various proportions. The stones accom-

panying the soil have the same composition, and suffer

annually some small disintegration ; from such disin-

tegration soils are formed.

Sand (silica), besides lightening too stiff a soil, is

chiefly of use to strengthen and stiffen the stems of

plants, enabling them to resist the wind ; for this pur-

pose, it must be dissolved by contact with an alkali

(potash or soda). These are usually found in clay

(alumina), which, as an ingredient of the soil, or of the

compost heap, is invaluable, although it never enters

into tlie organization of the plant. When the chemist

analyzes a mineral containing alumina, it is almost im-

possible for him to wash it free from the alkaline sub-

stances which he has used in his analysis, or which

were originally combined with it. It grasps and retains

them with the most invincible obstinacy. Clay, in its

natural, original state, is formed from the disintegration

of felspar, and is therefore always combined with

notable portions of potash and soda.

The president had spoken highly, but by no means

too much so, of charcoal, as an absorbent of the

useful part of manure—ammonia. He himself had

experimented many years with this substance in various

ways, and could amply confirm all the president had

said. Clay appeared to him, however, more retentive

than charcoal—certainly, more so as regards potash

and soda—and may be had where charcoal is hardly

to be procured. Clay, then, well pulverized by frost,

is a most valuable addition to the compost heap

;

and a soil containing a fair proportion of clay may by

manuring be rendered the most permanently rich of

any. A light soil, besides permitting the ammonia to

be drawn up into the atmosphere by the heat of the sun,

also allows the valuable salts of the manure to be easily

leached through by heavy rains ; and a soil with too much

clay does not permit them to mix freely, so that the

roots of the crop can obtain easy access to their nou-

rishment. The farmer who studies the nature of his

soil will, while manuring liberally, be able to manure

much more economically than one who knows no-
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thing on the subject. It is probable that much of

the labour and expense wasted in manuring some

lands with lime and plaster, as well as many of the

differences of opinion on these manures, have been owing

chiefly to ignorance on this subject.

He had time only to allude to the third, yet most im-

portant consideration, the nature and application of the

manure itself. In some parts of England, where much
seed wheat is raised, and whei'c seeds of vegetables and

herbs are grown to a large extent, he had seen compost

heaps formed as follows :—a layer of four or five inches

of good loam and turf, then about eight to twelve inches

seaweed carted up fresh from the beach, then an equal

quantity of farm-yavd manure, then loam again, and

these layers repeated, until the mass was several feet

high, the last layer being loam and turf. This is left

eight or twelve months, to decompose ; is turned over

and applied to the land. The grains raised are large,

plump, beautiful, and heavy. Now, here the ingredients

are, clayey loam to absorb, seaweed containing soda

and a good proportion of the phosphates, and the barn-

yard manure, which, besides its soluble salts, contains

ammonia; its solid parts are, by fermentation, converted

into charcoal and humus, which absorb the ammonia,

and preserve it for the use of the crops ; the whole

mass being well protected by an ample covering of

turf and loam. Here, then, is not only nearly every

ingredient the plant requires, but also the storehouses of

alumina and charcoal, from which it fetches its food,

as wanted. He alluded to a discussion on the subject,

whether manure was better used in a green state or after

it had been kept a year or more, and had become a black

saponaceous mass. The question appeared to be settled

in favour of this latter state, and this agreed with his

own experience. If a manure heap be fermented under

a good cover, it is converted into a black, carbonaceous

mass, containing nearly all the ammonia, condensed in

its pores, and is a most powerful manure.

SECOND EVENING.

He wished now, in the most concise manner possible,

to give his ideas on the separate value to vegetation, of

some of the ingredients of manures—and here, as be-

fore, he would omit all detail of the various experiments

on which he had formed his judgment, merely offering

these remarks as his own opinions on this subject, which,

however, he could not lielp considering of much import-

ance.

Ammonia he considered as the great promoter of lux-

uriant growth of stem and leaves ; by its means a large

surface of healthy dark -green vegetation is produced,

which, exposed to the action of the atmosphere and light,

matures the various juices, such as gum, starch, sugar,

&c., contained in the plant. But all the ammonia which

can be got into a crop, unless there be also abundance

of the phosphates, sulphates, and other inorganic sub-

stances, will give nothing but a worthless vegetation, and

no grain of value. Those who have raised crops by the

application of nitrate of soda alone, unless the soil con-

tained of itself a sufficiency of these inorganic salts,

have fouud that, however beautiful they appeared when

green, they were comparatively of little value when

dried.

So with trees: superabundance of ammoniacal manure

will give beautiful looking, thick, long shoots ; but they

will be spongy, long-jointed, and will neither bear fruit

in quantity or quality at all resembling those which are

manured with abundance of inorganic salts combined

with the ammonia. In these latter the shoots are hard,

very short-jointed, and full of fertile blossom-buds ; the

fruit also has a much better flavour, although

perhaps not quite so large as the other. The reverse of

this is also true, that inorganic salts alone, williout am-
monia to give a healthy breadth of vegetable surface to

the maturing influences of the light and air, will afford

nothing but barrenness. This he had repeatedly

proved, and preserved specimens of various growths. It

seems very easy to comprehend that, if a tree or other

plant has all the requisite ingredients to feed on, as soon

as the light and air induce in the juices the necessary

changes of ripening, a bud (blossom or otherwise) is

formed, vegetation proceeds ; in another short space,

another bud is formed. Now, if one or other of these

ingredients is insufficiently supplied, vegetation must go

on, until from this niggardly supply sufficient thereof is

obtained to form a bud. Ammonia increases tlie vege-

table growth rapidly, and this continues until sufficient

inorganic salts are procured thereby to form first a

leaf bud, or, if more is procured, a bloss.>m-bud

;

if in forming a blossom-bud these salts are ex-

hausted, leaf-buds will next be formed, until the

supply is again obtained for blossoms. He had

made many experiments with flowers and their seeds,

which appeared to him to confirm these views

thoroughly, but still he merely offered them as hi.s own
individual opinions.

Dr. Krocker, in Giessen, had analyzed many soils,

some from the western parts of this country ; in all he

had found large quantities of ammoniacal salts, in some as

much as eight thousand pounds to the acre, twelve inches

deep. From these experiments an opinion had pre-

vailed, and was now held by many, that it was quite un-

necessary to put ammoniacal manures on the soil. Now,

theory alone, unless confirmed by practice, was not only

useless, but injurious. Large quantities of inorganic

salts were prepared in England, with exact instructions

from Liebig, under the idea that they alone were neces-

sary to produce luxuriant crops ; but they had failed in

every instance of application. And nearly all the arti-

ficial manures there manufactured—and itwas now alarge

business—contained ammonia in some shape or other. It

is, however, not to be doubted that large quantities of am-

monia come down with the rain and snow, and,when these

fall heavily, some portion of the ammoniacal salts are

washed down below the influence of the heat of the sun, and

thus become permanently stored in some subsoils ; these,

when brought to the surface by the subsoil plough, ex-

hibit very luxuriant crops. The ammonia, however, of

moderate summer rains, is either used by the crops, oris

raised from the surface by evaporation, to return again

in the next shower. The variations of soils and circum-

stance*, however, had led him not to trust implicitly in
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any general scientific theories, unless confirmed by very

numerous and very well authenticated experiments.

THIRD EVENING.

At the period of the commencement of the application

of science to agriculture, the scientific calculation was as

follows:— If the farmer sells annually tlie produce of

liis farm, say hay, grain, milk, butter, cheese, calves,

hogs, &c., he carries from that land more produce than

he can restore to it in the shape of manure from his own
farm ; and the land must be soon exhausted, unless he

buys manure—and the calculation appeared very fair.

But practice, as well as tlieory, had shown it to be erro-

neous. He had only to refer to the lucid and interesting

statement of the Hon. Mr, Brooks, to show that even

with the sale of his produce he had increased his manure

to superabundance. How had he done it .' He had

carefully saved every particle of urine and fteces, and all

rubbish and offal on his premises ; and, to mix with and

absorb this, he had carted loads of stuff from his peat-

bog. Now this peat muck, called by chemists under

various names, asgeine, humus, coal of humus, vegetable

mould, is, as far as regards agriculture, charcoal—the

absorbent, the storehouse of ammonia. Mr. Brooks's

next process is to pare his meadow, burn these parings,

and mix them also with the urine and faeces. Now here

is another storehouse, both of ammonia and of inorganic

salts; and nothing is lost, as it used to be—all is stored

up for use. Every horticulturist who has grown plants

in garden-pots, which are nothing but burnt clay,

the same as Mr. Brooks's burnt parings, knows

tliat the roots of plants leave the soil in the

centre of the pot, and push for the sides of the

pot itself, and why? Because the salts, dissolved

by watering the plants, have been absorbed by the burnt

clay, and there the plants go to find their nourishment.

These store-houses also absorb the ammonia which

comes down in rain and snow, as well as the inorganic

salts arising from the annual disintegration of stones and

rocks.

A preference has been stated for plaster, as an ab-

sorbent of ammonia, because plaster is a manure, which

charcoal is not. Plaster may be, and in some cases (not

tlie uinjority certainly) is, a manure ; by the absorption

of ammonia, it becomes sulphate of ammonia and lime.

Now one hundred parts of sulphate of ammonia contain

about sixty parts of sulphuric acid, not very advantage-

ous to vegetution, about twenty-six parts of ammonia,

and about fourteen parts of water. Charcoal can con-

dense in its pores about ninety parts in bulk of ammonia.

Plaster is an excellent material to strew in stables

where many horses are kept, as it destroys all noxious

effluvia, and it is then unquestionably a good manure,

but it appears far inferior to charcoal as an absorbent

;

and certainly where plenty of peat muck exists, it is bad

economy to purchase it for this purpose.

The notes read by Mr. Newhall, of his observations

on his manure composts, are very interesting. If every

agriculturist would make such notes, and place them
where men of science could have access to them, they

would soon be classified, sifted out, and compared.

This would unquestionably lead to generalizations of

some importance to agriculture.

A desire, in which every one must cordially join, has

been expressed for definite experiments in agriculture.

In order to have definite experiments, however, it is ne-

cessary to work with definite compounds ; and this, with

the immense diversity of soils, although not absolutely

impossible, is difficult. A farmer may, year after year,

add sea-weed to his manure composts, and always pro-

dues excellent crops ; if, to spare labour or expense for

one year, he omits this ingredient, he may still have as

good crops— nay, even a second year; then, from this,

which he considers a definite experiment, he will conclude

sea-weed to be of no use. The third year, another may
be in possession of the farm, and having heard of sea-

weed, determines to try it on half the land, the

other half without. From that half m;inured with

seaweed he obtains mucli better crops than from the

other, and he concludes from this definite experiment

that seaweed is a valuable manure. Now, the proba-

ble truth would be, that, from the seaweed put on, there

had been a superabundance of phosphates and other in-

organic salts, enough to supply the crops for the two

years, and that then a fiesh addition of them was re-

quired. No doubt this case often occurs in the applica-

tion of lime and plaster, and has caused so much diversity

of 'opinion.

But definite experiments, though difficult, are not ab-

solutely impossible ; for instance, that stated by the pre-

sident, at Sandusky. Ohio, where on a breadth of twenty

or thirty acres fifty bushels charcoal were spread per

acre, on land hitherto barren, with intervening spaces,

where none was used. The spots with charcoal gave

from twenty to twenty-five bushels wheat per aci'e, those

without from three to five bushels ner acre.

There is, however, one definite experiment of the

utmost importance to be tried ; it is the experiment

of establishing agricultural schools and experimental

farms throughout this vast and flourishing agricultu-

ral country. What is the reason why youth pant

after commerce or the learned professions ? It is

because they require the exercise of the utmost energy of

the mind, and this exercise is precisely what youth

demand ; the want of it drives them into all kinds of

foolish excesses ; for the desire for it is invincibly strong

and will be gratified. Now, is it not possible to divert

these energies of the mind to the successful pursuit of

agriculture ? The experience of other nations answers,

yes ; but only by the preparation of a previous suitable

education of the first order. Young men generally con-

sider a farmer as a mere machine, a plough, a cart, or a

hoe, with nothing to do but what their fathers did before

them. Will these ideas apply to any other industrial

pursuit, or any otlier profession ? Had they been so

applied, the railroad, the steam-boat, the electric tele-

graph, had still been unknown—and as long as these ideas

exist amongst them, so long will the best of our agricul-

tural population flock to the cities, and many a fine mind

be irretrievably lost.
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THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

A Weekly Council was liekl at the Society's House,

in Hanover Square, on Tuesday, the 24th of April.

Present—The Hon. Robert Henry Clive, M.P., Trustee,

in the chair ; Earl of Tyrcounel ; Earl Beauchamp

;

Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ; Sir John P.

Boileau, Bart.; Mr. Almack ; Mr. Raymond Barker;

Bosanquet ; Mr. Burke ; Rev. Thomas Cator ; Colonel

Challoner ; Mr. Clierry ; Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P.
;

Mr. G. Dyer; Mr. Fuller, MP. ; Mr. Gaussen ; Mr.

B. Hall ; Mr. Fisher Hobbs ; Mr. Kinder ; Mr. King ;

Mr. Lawes ; Mr. W. Miles, M.P. ; Mr. C. E. Overman

;

Mr. Parkins ; Mr. Apsley Pellatt ; Professor Sewell ;

Professor Simonds ; Mr. Slaney, M.P. ; Mr. Spencer

Stanhope; Mr. Stansfield, M.P. ; Mr. Hampden Tur-

ner ; Professor Way ; and Mr. W. B. Webster.

Prize Essay.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., Chairman of the

Journal Committee, reported the Essay on the Manage-

ment of Barley, to which the Judges bad awarded the

Society's Prize of ^'15, and also the Essay in that class

which they had " commended." The Chairman of the

Council then opened the sealed motto-paper containing

the name of the author of the former essay, when it was

found that the Prize belonged to Mr. Hall W. Keary,
of Holkham, Norfolk. The sealed motto-paper, con-

taining the name of the author of the commended essay,

was referred unopened to the Chairman of the Journal

Committee, in order that he might, at his discretion,

open it or not, agreeably with the 5th Rule of Compe-

tition for Essays, and communicate accordingly with the

author if he thought proper to do so : the commended
essay bore the motto, " Without practice, theory is

nothing."

Diseases of Cattle.—The Chairman took that oppor-

tunity of stating his conviction that the Society had it

in their power to confer a great practical benefit on their

members residing throughout the country, as well as on

the community at large, by deputing from time to lime

a first-rate Veterinary Surgeon into those districts whei'e

disease of any kind prevailed to a considerable extent

among the live stock of farmers, with an instruction that

he should report to the Council the result of his personal

examination into the circumstances of such malady, and

into the local cause of its occurrence or aggravation, as

well as the measures he would recommend for arresting its

progress, and preventing its further outbreak in other

districts. This statement led to an unanimous expres-

sion of the value of the measure proposed, and to an

animated discussion on the subject, in which Col. Chal-

loner, Mr. Fuller, Mr. Overman, Sir John Johnstone,

Mr. Dyer, Mr. Parkuis, and Prof. Sewell, favoured the

Council with their views on the subject. The Chairman

then gave notice, That as the question he had ventured

to suggest had received the concurrence of the Members

present on that occa-ion, he should move at the next

Monthly Council, that it should be referred to the con-

sideration of the Veterinary Committee of the Society,

with a request that tliey would report on the subject to

the Council at their earliest convenience.

Biue Earth.—Professor Way having ventured an

opinion at the last Meeting in reference to the nature of

the blue substance found in the peat soil submitted by

Colonel Challonor to the Council, and which, from a

casual inspection, he then supposed to be Prussian blue,

had been led by a communication he had received from

the Rev. Professor Henslow to submit it to analysis, and

had found it, as that gentleman expected to be, not

Prussian blue, but another salt of iron, namely, the

phosphate. Professor Henslow stated that the earthy

phosphate of iron was often found in the fens of Cam-
bridgeshire, and was frequently seen coating t!ie empty

shells of the fresh-water muscle, picked up by crows,

and left on the banks of the river. He also remarked

that phosphate of iron sometimes occurred in lumps

;

and he thought it probable that the phosphoric acid of

that substance might be derived from the decomposition

of animal matter, whilst the bog-iron would constitute a

ready source for the oxide of that metal forming the

base of the salt in question. Colonel Challoner having

found, as he had i-emarked at the previous meeting, that

the peat soil under consideration was a most sterile one,

he had still been curious to ascertain its eftects on the

growth of plants, when mixed in small proportions with

garden mould, especially in reference to the change

which the salt of iron it contained would produce in the

colour of the petals of the hydrangea and similar plants
;

and he had accordingly instructed his gardener to make
these trials, and report to him the result.

Presents.—The Earl of Carlisle transmitted to the

Council (through the President) a copy of the statement

of Mr. Chadwick, C.B., on the application and value of

liquid manure, which the Council referred to the Jour-

nal Committee. The Earl of Tyrconnel presented spe-

cimens of hollow bricks (made by the tile-machine) for

the building of cottages, with a statement of their pecu-

liar advantages, and of localities in which they were

manufactured. The Agricultural Society of Paris pre-

sented their Report of proceedings, and Mr. Raynbird

his work on the Agriculture of Suffolk. Thanks were

ordered by the Council for the favour of these

donations.

The Council then adjourned to the 1st of May.

A Special Council was held at the Society's House in

llanover-square, on Monday, the 30th of April : pre-

sent, the Earl of Ducie, V.-P., in the chair ; Sir John

V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Raymond Barker ;

Mr. Burke ; Colonel Challoner ; Mr. Childers, M.P.
;

Mr. Bennett ; Mr. Brandreth ; Mr. Evelyn Denison,

M.P. ; Mr. Brandreth Gibbs ; Mr. Hillyard ; Mr.
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Fisher Hobbs ; Mr. Hudson (Castleacre) ; Mr. Kinder

;

Mr. Lawes ; Mr. W, Miles, M.P. ; Mr. Milward
;

Mr. Pusey, M.P. ; Mr. Shaw ; Mr. Shaw, jun. ; Mr.

Shelley ; Mr. Stansfield, M.P. ; and Mr. Thompson.

The Report of the Chemical Committee referred, at

the last Monthly Council, to the special consideration of

this meeting, was fully discussed, and, with certain

amendments, adopted, and ordered to be reported to the

monthly meeting of the following day.

A Monthly Council was held on Tuesday, the 1st of

May : ))resent. His Grace the Duke of Richmond, K.G.,

Trustee, in the chair ; Earl of Ducic ; Lord Bridport ;

Hon. R. H. Clive, M.P. ; Hon. Capt. Dudley Pelham,

R.N. ; Sir M. W. Ridley, Bart. ; Sir Charles Lemon,

Bart., M.P. ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ;

Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P. ; Sir Thomas D. Acland,

Bart., M.P. ; Colonel Austen ; Mr. Raymond Barker;

Mr. Barnett; Mr. Blanshard ; Mr. Bramston, M.P. ;

Mr. Brandreth ; Mr. Burke ; Colonel Challoner ; Mr.

Childers, M.P. ; Mr. Henry Colman ; Mr. Evelyn

Denison, M.P. ; Mr. Garrett ; Mr. Brandreth Gibbs
;

Mr. Grantham ; Mr. Hillyard ; Mr. Hippesley ; Mr.

Fisher Hobbs; Mr. Hudson (Castleacre) ; Mr. Kinder;

Mr. Lawes ; Mr. Miles, M.P. ; Mr. Milward ; Mr.

Pendarves, M.P. ; Mr. Pusey, M.P. ; Professor Sewell;

Mr. Shaw ; Mr. Shaw, jun. ; Mr. Stansfield, M.P. ;

Mr. Manners Sutton ; Mr. George Turner ; Mr. Thos.

Turner ; Mr. T. Umbers ; Mr. Jonas Webb ; and Mr.

Henry Wilson.

Finances. — Colonel Challoner, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, presented the monthly report on

the accounts of the Society ; from which it appeared

that the current cash-balance in the hands of the

bankers at that date was £\fihZ (including ^"1,000 on

the Norwich subscription account, and ,£653 belonging

to the account of life compositions for investment). This

report, and the recommendation of the committee that

Messrs, Gurney and Co., of Norwich, should be re-

quested to act as the Local Bankers of the Society on

the occasion of the ensuing country meeting in that city,

was adopted by the Council.

Countrij Meeting o/ 1850.—The report of Mr. Ray-

mond Barker, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Shaw (Lon-

don), Mr. Fisher Hobbs, and Mr. Milward, the mem-

bers of the Inspection Committee, who had paid a

personal visit to the various localities in the western dis-

trict offered by their respective authorities, for the pur-

poses of the Society's country meeting in 1850, having

been read, the Council received the several deputations,

composed of some of the most influential residents in the

counties of Devon, Wilts, and Somerset, who had fa-

voured the Society by their attendance on that occasion,

in order that they might render to the Council every re-

quired information connected with their respective coun-

ties, and at the same time bear testimony, by their per-

sonal presence, to the great interest e.\cited throughout

the west of England on the subject of the Society's

Country Meetbg of next year to be held in that part of

the country. The Report of the Inspection Committee

having informed the Council, as the result of their per-

sonal enquiries and examination, " that the general

accommodation offered by each of the towns proposed

for the meeting would answer the purposes of the Society,

and that at each of them the greatest readiness and

anxiety were manifested to meet the requirements and

further the objects of the Society," the Duke of Rich-

mond, as Chairman, proceeded to address each of

the deputations as they presented themselves, in refer-

ence to the comparative advantages possessed by each

locality, and to receive in reply the information re-

quired. The Council then voted their best thanks

to these deputations for the favour they had done

them by their attendance, and proceeded to the decision

of the particular place in the Western District to

be selected for the Society's Country Meeting of 1850.

It was then moved by Mr. Hillyard, seconded by Mr.

Brandreth, and carried unanimously, that the City of

Exeter should be the place of such meeting. The

deputation from that city represented to the Council

that to select Exeter as their place of meeting would

fall in with the plans and principles of the Society, as

there was no district more alive to improvement than

that in which it was situate, nor any that could be more

truly said to need that improvement. They dwelt on

the fact, that every other part of England had partici-

pated in the advantages bestowed by the presence of the

Society ; and all but the farmers of the West of

England, properly so termed, had benefited ac-

cordingly ; that the Society's great national

meetings had been held in the northern, the

southern, and the eastern districts of the country ; that

Wiltshire had had the advantage of a proximity to the

Southampton Meeting, and Taunton to the one held at

Bristol ; while Devonshire and Cornwall, in the far

west, felt themselves neglected : they therefore

thought that Exeter, the metropolitan city of those

counties, had a great claim to the preference of the

Council on that occasion ; especially when it was con-

sidered that their celebrated breed of cattle, which had

already carried off the honours of the Society

at every former meeting, would be but too

happy to be exhibited in their native district ;

when it miglit also be added, that the city itself, with its

40,000 inhabitants, its admirable localities adapted for

the purposes of the meeting, its railway accommodation,

and the 10,000 visitors along the Northern and Southern

shores of the famed county of Devon, would promote,

in every respect, the success of a Meeting at all times re-

garded as a national one, but more peculiarly so at the

present important period of the agricultural interest.

The Deputation concluded their statement by an as-

surance that every difficulty would be removed to pro.

mote the perfect arrangements of the Society, and tliat a

hearty welcome would be given to the Members of the

Society on visiting Exeter.

Country Meeting o/lSSS.—The Council decided, on

the motion of Colonel Challoner, seconded by Mr. Mil-

ward, that the District for the Country Meeting of 1853

(after the South- Eastern District for 1851, and the
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South-Wales District for lS:yl) should be comprised

of the Counties of Leicester, Lincoln, Nottingham, and

Rutland, and be designated the " East-Midland "

District.

Prizesfor Essayx.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., Chairman of

the Journal Committee, reported the Essay to which the

Judges had awarded the Society's Prize of £^^0, for an

account of the best method of increasing the existing

supply of Animal Food ; and the sealed motto paper

being opened, the successful author of the winning Essay

in question was ascertained to be John Chalmkrs

Morton, of Whitfield Farm, Gloucestershire. The

essays bearing the following mottoes were also reported

as having been "commended" by the Judges: viz.,

" And the land shall yield its increase," " O.U.Y.,"

and" Practice." Mr. Pusey then moved the consi-

deration of the Prizes for Essays to be awarded in 1850,

when the following Schedule was agreed to, subject to

such conditions of competition as should be published

in the next part of the Society's Journal, and to the

standing regulation that the Essays intended to compete

should be sent to the Secretary of the Society, at 12,

Hanover-square, London, on or before the 1st of March.

Farmiug of Lincolnshire £50

Farming of Somersetshire 50

Tlie causes and means for the prevention of Abortion

in Cows 30

The Diseases ofLive Stock occasioned by mismanage-

ment 30

The Cultivation of Oats 20

The rearing and management of Poultry 20

The Climate of the British Islands in its effect upon

cultivation 30

The Destruction of the Wire-worm 50

£280

Agricultural Chemistry. — On the motion of the

Earl of Ducie, seconded by Mr. George Turner, the

following Report of the Chemical Committee was

adopted :

—

REPORT OF THE CHEMICAL COMMITTEE,

The committee recommend that in future the privilege of

obtaining analyses of manures, agricultural products, and

soils at the following reduced rates be made a privilege of all

members of the society.

No. 1. An opinion as to the genuineness of a manure in the

market.—7s. 6d.

By this is meant such an opinion as could be formed by a

scientific person, by inspection, with a few simple con-

firmatory experiments.—[It will protect from fraud, but is

not calculated to assist materially in the choice of the best

specimens, where all are r/enuhie ; it will inform the applicant

whether a specimen of guano, or oilcake for instance, be

adulterated or not ; but will not touch the question of its

relative value as a pure specimen. Such an opinion will only

apply to ordinary market articles, as guano, oilcake, super-

phosphate of lime, sulphate of ammonia, gypsum, common

salt, &c.]

No. 2. Guano. A determination of the nitrogen (ammonia),

or of the same and of the earthy phosphates, &c.—£1

.

The following is an instance, taken at random, of such an

analysis :

—

Water 17 95

Organic matter, ami ammoniacal salts 51-39

Sand, &c 1-34

l''.nrHiy pliosphatc, principally phosjihate of lime 20 93

Alkaline salts, and loss to make up the difference,

often consisting of common salt, &c 834

100 000

This is all that is needed to give the agricuUnral value of

guano, or a close approximation to it.

No. o. Limestone. Tlic proportion of lime.—73. 6d.

The proportion of magnesia.—lOs.

The proportion of lime and magnesia.—ISs.

This analysis is sufficient for many purposes ; but in most

limestones sulphur, lime, phosphorus, and magnesia are

present.

The next analysis is better for farmers, inasmuch as it is

impossible to say how much of the effect may be due to

minute iugredients.

No. 4. Limestone, or Marls, including carbonates, phosphates,

sulphate of lime, and magnesia, with sand and

clay.—£1.

No. 5. Partial analysis of a soil, including sand, clay, organic

matter, and carbonate of lime.—£1.

No. 6. Complete analysis of soil.—£3.

No. 7. Letter asking advice, one topic.—7s. 6d. On more

than one topic.—lOs.

No. 8. Oilcake, or dung, or any animal products (such as

cheese or butter in milk), nitrogen, and phosphoric

acid.—£1. Oilcake, including nitrogen, oil, and

phosphoric acid.—30s.

That a salary of £200 a-year be paid to Professor Way for

this purpose, and that the Committee have further power to

expend a sum not exceeding £300 a-year iu such chemical in-

quiries for the Journal as the Council shall think expedient

from time to time to direct, on consideration of the report

made by the Chemical Committee.

That, in order to ensure a regular and efficient attendance,

the following Members be added to the Committee :

—

Lord Portmau Mr. Lawes

Mr. Hyett Mr. Hudson (Castleacre)

Mr. Hoskyns Mr. Sheridan, M.P.

Mr. Jonas Dr. Daubeney

Mr. J. Manwarmg Paine Mr. Acland.

The present Members of the Committee are

—

Mr. Pusey, M.P. The Rev. A. Huxtable

Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Mr. Thompson ; and

Bart., M.P. Mr. Shaw (Strand).

Mr. W. Miles, M.P.

Member of Council.—On the motion of Colonel

Challoner, Mr. Henry Blanshard was unanimously

elected a General Member of the Council, in the place

of Mr. Raymond Barker, transferred to the class of

Vice-Presidents.

Steward.—On the motion of Mr. Brandreth, seconded

by Mr. HiUyard, Mr. Charles Stokes, of Kingston,

Notts., was unanimously elected a Steward of Cattle

in the place of Mr. Druce, who retires this year by

rotation.

Judges.—The Council appointed the following Com.
mittees for the selection, and recommendation to the
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Council (t'loin nominations made, by the mt;mb.?rs on or

before the ensuing Gi-neral Meeting on the 22nd instant,

at 12 o'clock), of Judges for the Norwich meeting :

namely

—

Conimiltee for Stock, Lord Portman, IMr.

Hudson (Castleacre), Mr. Brandreth, Mr. Druce, Mr.

Shaw (Loudon), Mr. Kinder, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Mil-

ward, Mr. Grantham, Mr. Bennett, and Mr. Hillyard.

Committee for Implements, Lord Portman, Colonel

Challoner, Mr. Miles, Mr. Shelley, Mr. Thomson, Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Brandreth, Mr. Shaw (London),

Hon. Captain Pelham, and Mr. Shaw (Northampton).

—

Mr. Fisher Hobbs was very desirous that it should be

known by the members at large of the Society, that

they had the privilege of nominating parties to act as

Judges at the country meetings of the Society, by trans-

mitting their names to the Secretary, on or before the

22nd of May in each year, provided they certified, from

their personal knowledge, that the parties they proposed

were qualified and willing to act as Judges for the par-

ticular class for which they were respectively recom-

mended, and who were unconnected with any exhibitor

of stock, or maker of implements, and had no direct

personal interest in the stock exhibited as the breeder

of any of the animals upon which they might be called

upon to adjudicate.

House-List.—The Council agreed by ballot to the

House-List of Council required by the Bye-Laws to be

recommended by them to the General Meeting at the

annual elections on that occasion.

American Agriculture.—Mr. Colman, one of the

Honorary Members of the Society, attended the Council,

on his return from a visit he had paid to America, and

reported the active progress made by the New York

State, as well as by the Massachusetts Agricultural

Society, especially in the application of chemical science

to the immediate and practical purposes of agriculture.

He was happy to find, in whatever direction he had

moved in his native country, during his recent visit to

the other side of the Atlantic, that while the labour, the

intelligence, the enterprise, and the public spirit, of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England formed the theme

of general approbation, the cultivators of the soil in that

part of the world were stimulated by its exertions, and

following its example pari passu, with the same impor-

tant results to the science and practice of remunerative

farming. He had had the pleasure of communicating to

his friend, Mr. Pusey, some interesting details connected

with such results, and should be happy to find them

considered by him worthy for the pages of the Journal

of the Society. The New York State Society being

already on the list of corresponding Societies, the

Council, at the suggestion of Mr. Colman, took that

opportunity of adding the Massachusetts Society to

the list.

Veterinary Reports.—On the motion of the Hon. R.

H. Clive, M.P., the Veterinary Committee were re-

quested to report to the Council on the subject suggested

by Mr. Clive at the previous meeting.

Lecture.—^The Rev. Edwia Sidney commuaicated his

\villin<;u(L^s to deliver a leciure before the Members on

the occasion of the ensuing Norwich Meeting, as re-

quested by the Council.

Miscellaneous Communications.—Colonel Challoner.

Mr. Garrett, Mr. Hillyard, and Mr. Shaw (North-

ampton), gave notices of motion connected with the

competition for the prizes of the Society. Letters were 1

received from the Town-Clerk of Norwich, and the

Superintendent of the Police of that city.

The Council then adjourned to Tuesday, May 8.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House,

in Hanover Square, on Tuesday, the 8th of May.

Present—The Earl of Chichester, President, in the

chair ; Duke of Richmond ; Marquis of Downshire
;

Lord Camoys ; Baron Mertens ; Hon. R. H. CUve,

M.P. ; Hon. G. C. Agar; Mr. Almack ; Mr. Raymond
Barker ; Mr. Burke ; Colonel Chulloner ; Mr. E.

Collingwood ; Rev. J. Cooke ; Mr. W. Dennison ; Mr.

Dyer ; Mr. Fuller, M.P. ; Mr. Brandreth Gibbs ; Mr.

E. Greenwood; Mr. F. Greenwood; Mr. Fisher

Hobbs ; Mr. Kinder ; Mr. Neill Malcolm ; Mr. C. E.

Overman ; Mr. Parkins ; Prof. Sewell ; Mr. Robert

Smith ; Mr. Spencer Stanhope ; and Mr. Hampden
Turner.

Exeter Meeting.—Mr. Charles Brutton, Secretary to

the Local Committee at Exeter, having been the bearer

to the Council, on the part of the authorities of that

City, of their agreement with the Society, duly executed

under the Great Seal of the Corporation and the signa-

tures of the Mayor and Town Clerk, the Council di-

rected a duplicate agreement to be sealed in their pre-

sence with the Great Seal of the Society, and signed by

the President and Secretary, under the powers of the

Charter of Incorporation.

Tobacco Culture.—The Duke of Richmond presented

to the Council a specimen of the dried leaves of the To-

bacco plant grown at Chelsea. His Grace also favoured

the Council with the following statement made by the

party from whom he had received the specimens thea

submitted to the inspection of the Members,

Every person cultivating fruits, vegetables, or flowers, espe-

cially in the forcing department, have been plagued to keep

their houses and plants free from the numerous aphides to

which they are subject, and to effect this without injury to the

tender plants under cultivation. Tobacco is, at present, the

only known safe and sufficient resource, and there are but few

who have not found it more convenient and safe to make pur-

chases of this essential article, notwithstanding its costliness,

than trust to uncertain remedies. Among this number the

Writer is obliged to place himself; but not uutU he had made

many attempts to save or lessen an expenditure so tmsatisfac-

tory. Thus circumst!\uced, about the month of March, 1848,

a gentleman, living in his immediate neighbourhood, who had

been induced to attempt the cultivation of tobacco for his own

consumption, the use of which he had found it expedient to

discontinue, kindly offered his remaining stock to the Writer,
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for tlie purpose of funii^atiii^ his plant-houses ; aiul, oil making

a trial, it was found a most vahiablc article for the purpose,

and far excelling any tiling in ellicicney he had ever before used.

Information, as to the mode of its preparation and the par-

ticular variety, was fully obtained, and a detcrrainatioii to cul-

tivate a sufficient (juantity for all future purposes resolved

upon. An inquiry was made for the sort required at the

re-spectablc Seedsmen of the Metropolis, but all to no purpose;

the only tobacco procurable was the sweet or Virginian varicly.

This, my informant confidently affirmed, it was useless to

attempt the cultivation of ; but at length I succeeded, as 1

then supposed. A Florist and a friend, who himself had cul-

tivated, as he stated, the particular sort I was inquiring after,

gave me a small packet of his seed ; and thus the first difficulty

was supposed to be overcome, um\ its cultivation proceeded

with. The number of plants prepared was 160, which were

finally planted out the first week in May. As the plants grew

it became manifest that the sort under cultivation was the

Virginian variety of the finest description, and the most diffi-

cult to prepare. It was, however, too late to alter. The

plants continued to grow despite the chilliness of our summer;

and in the month of August, a first gathering of ripe leaves

was made, which, when cured, yielded about 281bs. of very fine

tobacco. Early in September a second gathering, but little

inferior to the first, produced about 141bs. ; and about the be-

ginning of October, a final gathering of the young leaves was

made, which, when green, weighed above 2 ewt., but only pro-

d\iced of cured tobacco 141bs. The waste made at different

times in the process of drying and curing, and leaves dirtied

from proximity to the ground, amounted to about 1 4 lbs. The

stalks also were found to possess a large portion of the tobacco

qualities.

According to this statement, the relative produce, per acre,

would be in the following proportion, allowing 6,000 plants to

that space ; while at Amersfort, in Holland, the average

is 9,600 :—

UPON A CALCUL.\TION OF 6,000 OF
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M.P.; Mr. Kdwaid TuH ; Mr. C. H. TiiiiHr; Mr. T.

Turner ; Mr. T. R. Tweed ; Professor Way ; Mr.

Henry Wilson ; and Mr. Geo. Wood.

Communications were received from Mr. Little, of

Llanvair Grange, Monmouthshire, on the stoppage of

drains under crops of mangold- wurzel, with specimens of

the fibrous matter found in the drains ; from Mr. G. E.

Frere, of Roydon, Norfolk, on the Lecythis Zabucajo,

of Brazil, and the Araucaria imbricata, of Chili, with a

copy of the first number of Sir W. Hooker's Journal of

Botany ; from Mr. Greaves, of Matlock, Bath, Derby-

shire, a report on his trial of various foreign seeds,

transmitted to him from the Council (referred to the

Journal Committee) ; from Mr. Slaney, M.P., on the

great advantages of sewerage manure, and on garden

cultivation, the industrial training of youth, and the in-

struction of children in workhouse unions ; from Mr.

Blamire, on the value of water impregnated with lime,

applied on pasture lands during the night, in hot sum-

mers ; from Mr. Parkes, on the system of subsoil irri-

gation, in conjunction with drainage, recommended by

him in his lecture at the Newcastle Meeting, in 1846

(Journal, vii., 249-72); from Mr, Raymond Barker,

a statement on the efficacious results obtained by Mr.

Tower, in the administration of alcohol, in a certain state

of dilution with water, to cattle affected with pleuro-

pneumonia (referred to the Veterinary Committee) ;

from Mr. Fuller, M.P., a report on the singular exemp-

tion of Alderney cattle, in immediate communication

with disordered animals in Anglesey, from the epidemic

prevailing in that part of the country, the only instance

of attack among the Aldemeys being that of a bull of

that breed, which recovered, although confined in the

same house in which the Anglesey cows were dying (re-

ferred to the Veterinary Committee) ; from Baron Mer-

tens, an inquiry as to the comparative hardiness of the

short-horned and Hereford breeds of cattle. These

communications gave rise to most interesting discussion

and detail of practical experience, among the members
present.

Mr. Mayhew presented a copy of his work on the

Horse's Mouth ; and M. le Chev. F. M. d'Orgebray, of

Paris, a copy of his work on agricultural cultivation, in

connection with drainage.

The Council then ordered their usual thanks for these

communications, and adjourned (over the week of the

General Meeting) to Tuesday, May 29.

NEW MEMBERS.
Sir Robert Jacob Buxton, Bart., of Shadwell Park,

Thetford, Norfolk; John Tanqueray, Esq., of Hen-
don, Middlesex; and William Fisher Hobbs, Esq., of

Boxted Lodge, near Colchester, were elected Governors
of the Society.

The following new Members were elected :

Abel, John, Norwich

Aldous, Robert, Burliiigham, Norwich

Andrew, George, Came, St. Austell, Cornwall

Armitage, George, Yattington, Newbury, Berks

Barthropp, N. G., Cretingham, Woodbridgc, Stiff.

Barwell, John, Norwich

Batterham, John, Terrington, Norfolk

Beare, Samuel S., Town-close, Norwich

Benson, J., York

Blytli, Robert John, Norwich

Brady, Robert Watts, Kerdlstou, Rccphara, Norfolk

Bridges, John Westwood, Tuxford, Notts.

Brown, Frederick, King-street, Norwich

Bucklaud, Thomas, Wraysbury, Staines, Middlesex

Burton, David, Jun., Cherry-Burton, Beverley, Yorks.

Busk, Joseph, Little Berkharapstcad, Herts

Case, Frederick, Testerton House, Fakenhara, Norf.

ChafFey, Richard Trenchard, Perridge House, Shepton Mallett,

Som.
Chamberlain, Robert, Sheriff of Norwich

Clarke, W. R., Wymondliam, Norfolk

Coode, George, Haydock, Newton-le Willows, Lane.

Fellowes, Richard, Inglefield House, Reatliiig, Berks

Fellowes, James, 29, Gloucester-place, Porlman-aquare,

IiOndon

Fellows, William Manning, Orrasby, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk

Fernandez, Edward, Hattou Parsonage, Warwick

Gidney, Jeremiah William, East Dereham, Norfolk

Girling, John, Earlham, Norwich

Gower, George, Dilham, Smallburgh, Norfolk

Harris, James, Plumstead Common, Woolwich

Hastings, John, jun., Gressinghall, East Dereham, Norfolk

Hill, Josiah, Briston, East Dereham, Norf.

Hills, David, Norwich

Holland, Dr. Charles, Rodbaston Hall, Stafford

Holloway, Henry, Ringwood, Hampshire
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The half-yearly Audit ok Accounts uas held at the

Society's House in Hanover-square, on Friday, the 18th

of May. Present : Colonel Challoner, Chairman of

Finance; Colonel Austen, Mr. Raymond Barker, and

Mr. Blanshard, Members of the Finance dimmittee ;

and Mr. C. Hampden Turner, Mr. Knight, and Mr.

Beman, Auditors on the part of the Society. The ac-

counts were examined ; and being found correct, were

certified accordingly by the signatures of the parties

present.

The Special Council for taking into consideration

the Report to be made by the Council to the ensuing

General Meeting of the Society was also held on the

same day. Present : Mr. Raymond Barker, Vice-Presi-

dent, in the chair. Hon. Captain Dudley Pelham,

R.N. ; Sir Matthew White Ridley, Bart. ; Sir Charles

Lemon, Bart., M.P. ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart,

M.P. ; Colonel Austen ; Mr. Barnett; Mr. Blanshard ;

Mr. French Burke ; Colonel Challoner ; Mr. Milward ;

Professor Sewell ; Mr. Stansfield, M.P. ; and Mr. C.

Hampden Turner.

The half-yearly General Meeting was held at the

Society's House in Hanover-square, on Tuesday last, the

22nd of May. The Earl of Chichester, President, in

the chair. The Secretary, by direction of the President,

read the following Report from the Council :—

REPORT.
The Council hare to report to the Members at their

present General Meeting, that during the past half year

3 Governors and 226 Members have been elected into

the Society, 3 Governors and 35 Members have died,

and the names of 6 Governors and 893 Members have

been, on various accounts, omitted from the list of the

Society, which accordingly now comprises

—

89^ Life Governors,

173 Annual Governors,

582 Life Members,

4643 Annual Members, and

20 Honorary Members.

They think it, however, right to remark that, in the

list of names which have been erased from the books of

the Society, are included, not only those of members who,

for various reasons in the course of things, have signified

their desire to withdraw ; but a much larger number,

who, with reference to the transactions of former years,

have ceased to belong to the Society. A corrected list

of the Governors and Members will be printed at the

end of the Volume of the Journal for the present year.

The Council have elected Mr. Thomas Raymond
Barker a Vice-President of the Society, in the place of

the Earl Talbot, deceased ; and Mr. Henry Blanshard, a

General Member of the Council, to supply the vacancy

created in that body by the transfer of Mr. Barker's

name to the list of the Vice-Presidents. They have also

elected Professor Simonds an Honorary Member of

the Society.

By the sale of .£1000 Stock out of the invested

capital of the Society, and the application of a portion

of the current cash balance in the hands of their Bank-

ers, they have been enabled to pay off the loan con-

tracted with Messrs. Drummond in the autumn of last

year ; and they have received from the Chairman of the

Finance Committee an intimation that previously to the

ensuing Country Meeting, the Committee will be fully

prepared to report in detail the result of their investiga-

tions into the whole financial condition of the Society,

both in reference to points in which the expenditure may

be submitted to judicious control, and to measures by

which the income of the Society may be relieved from

the inconvenience arising from unpaid arrears of sub-

scription.

The Council receive with the highest satisfaction the

continued assurance of the increasing value of the Jour-

nal of the Society ; and it is a most gratifying fact, that

out of an issue by post of upwards of 5000 copies of

the last part, addressed to Members residing in remote

localities in the kingdom, only one instance of miscarriage

has been complained of. They cannot but regard the

combination of these most important circumstances,

namely, the increased value of the work and the facilities

for its mechanical transmission, as calculated very essen-

tially to effect the diffusion of sound practical knowledge

among their Members, and through them among the agri-

cultural community in general. They have decided, that

the price of the Journal to non-members shall hencefor-

ward be ten shillings for each part, instead of six shillings

as heretofore.

The Council, feeling the essential importance of

calling in the direct aid of science for the purpose of

effecting a decided advancement in the great object of

improved cultivation, by the development of the latent

energies of the soil, and a more exact knowledge of the

sustenance required by or taken up by plants, have, after

mature deliberation, agreed to the following report of

their Chemical Committee, in the hope that while an

immediate personal privilege is conferred by it on the

members of the Society, a decisive step will have been

taken for the attainment of the more remote, but not

less certain, advantages resulting from a well-organized

system of chemical research, on questions connected

with the mutual relations of the plant and soil, and from

analytical investigations into the composition and value

of substances produced by the farmer, or employed in

his operations.

"REPORT OF THE CHEMICAL COMMITTEE.

" The Coiimiittee rccoiniueiid tlmt in future tlie privilege of

obtaining analyses of manures, agricultuial products, and soils

at the following reduced rates be made a privilege of all Mem-
bers of the Society.

" No. 1. An opinion as to tlie genuineness of a manure

in the market.—7s. 6d. By this is meant such an opinion

as could be formed by a scientific person, by inspection,

with a few simple confirmatory experiments.—[It will pro-

tect from fraud, but is not calculated to assist materially

in the choice of the l>cH specimens, where all are grnninc

;

it will inform tlie applicant whether a specimen of gnano,

or oilcake for instance, be adulterated or not; but will not

touch the question of its relative value as a pure specimen.

Such an opinion will only apply to ordinary market articles,

as guano, oilcake, superphosphate of lime, sulphate of am-

O O
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inonia, gypsum, common sail, &;c.] No. 3. Guano. A de-

termination of the nitipgen (ammonia), or of the same and
of the earthy phosphates, &c.—£1. Tho following is an

instance, talicn at random, of such an analysis :—Water,
17-95; organic matter, and ammonial salts, 51*39; sand,

&c., 1'34; earthy pliopshato, principally phosphate of lime,

SO'OB; alkaline sails, and loss to make up the diftercnce,

often consisting of common salt, &c., 8-34. Total, 100 00.

Tliis is all that is needed to give the agricultural value

of guano, or a close approximation to it. No. 3. Lime-
stone. The proportion of lime— 7s. 6d. ; tlic proportion of

magnesia.— 10s. ; the proportion of lime and magnesia.

—

I5s. This analysis is sufficient for many purposes ; but

in most limestones, sulphur, lime, phosphorus, andmagnesia
are present. The next analysis is better for farmers, inas-

much as it is impossiljle to say how much of tlie efi'ect may
be due to minute ingredients. jS'o. 4. Limestone, oi"

IVIarls, including carbonates, phosphates, sulphate of lime,

and magnesia, with sand and clay.—£1. Ko. 5. Partial

analysis of a soil, including sand, clay, organic matter, and
carbonate of lime.—£1. No. 6.— Complete analysis of soil.

—£S: No. 7.—Letter, asking advice, o«c topic, 7s. 6d. On
more than one topic, 10s. No. 8. Oilcake, or dung, or any
animal products (such as cheese or butter in milk), nitrogen,

and phosphoric acid.—£1. Oilcake, including nitrogen, oil,

and phosphoric acid, 30s.

" That a salary of £200 a-year bt paid to Professor Way
for this purpose, and tliat the Committee have further power
to expend a sum not exceeding £300 a year in such chemical

inquiries for the Journal as the Council shall think expedient

f;om time to time to direct, on consideration of the report

made by the Chemical Committee."

The Council have ilecided that the ensuing Country

Meeting of the Society, at the city of Norwich, shall be

held in the week commencing Monday the 16th of July,

the Thursday, as formerly, being the principal day of the

Show ; and they have the satisfaction of reporting that,

great as was the number of implements exhibited at the

York Meeting of last year over the entries on any former

occasion, the number entered for exhibition and trial at

the ensuing Norwich Meeting exceeds that amount by a

very considerable number. They have received from the

principal railway companies throughout the kingdom a

grant of the same liberal concessions in favour of the

Society's exhibitors as was made by them last year,

namely, the free conveyance of live stock, and a reduc-

tion of one-half the usual rates of charge for implements,

on proceeding to the Show, and with similar concessions

on returning from it, provided the animals or implements

are unsold and remain bona-fide the property of the

respective exhibitors. The authorities of Norwich
have granted the free use of St. Andrew's Hall,

fitted up at their own expense, for the purposes of the

Great Dinner of the Society, and of the Council Dinner

;

and Professor Simonds, and the Rev. Edwin Sidney,

have kindly consented to deliver Lectures before the

Members on the occasion of their meeting in that city

—

the former, " On the Diseases of the Organs of Respira-

tion, with particular reference to Pleuro-Pneumonia, in

the Ox;" the latter, "On the Parasitic Fungi of the

British Farm," It has been decided that the Country
Meeting of the Society for the Western District shall be
held next year at the city of Exeter ; and that the Dis-

trict for the year 1853 shall be comprised of the counties

of Leicester, Lincoln, Nottingham, and Rutland, and be
designated the East-Midland District.

The Council have the satisfaction of receiving from

their Journal Committee the most favourable report of

the number and value of the Essays competing for the

Society's Prizes of the present year. They believe

that the spirit of inquiry thus aroused on so many im-

portant topics of practical interest will lead to that con-

tinued progress in the improvement of agricultural

economy, in all its branches, which it has hitherto been

the great object of the Society to promote. But while

they regard the stimulus of honorary distinctions and

pecuniary rewards, the collection and dissemination of

important facts, and the communication of personal ex-

perience among farmers themselves at the Council Meet-

ings in London, and at the Country Meetings held in

successive districts of the kingdom, as most effective

means for the extension of agricultural knowledge ; they

rely with the greatest confidence on the friendly co-

operation of the owners and occupiers of land, for devising

and carrying out, to their mutual advantage and the

common good of the country, the most approved sys-

tems for the cultivation of the soil, and the best measures

for promoting the comfort and welfare of those who de-

pend upon it for their support.

In conclusion, they beg to remind the Members of the

Society that the Council Meetings, on the first Tuesday

in each month, are set apart for the strictly official

business of the Society, in order that the Meetings on

the other Tuesdays of the month may be devoted to the

consideration and discussion of such communications of

a practical nature as may, from time to time, be made to

them ; and they are desirous to make it extensively

known that every Member of the Society has the privi-

lege of attending such three Weekly Meetings of the

month, and has it in his power to contribute, by his

participation in their proceedings, to the common in-

terest of the parties present, as well as to the gradual

promotion of the several objects of the Society.

By Order of the Council,

London, May 18, 1849. James Hudson, Sec.

On the motion of Mr. Rowlandson, of Liverpool, se-

conded by Mr. Moore, of Appleby, Leicestershire, this

Report was unanimously adopted.

Colonel Challoner, Chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee, presented the Balance Sheet from the Auditors

of Accounts ; from which it appeared that the balance

in hand and the total receipts for the half-year ending

December 31, 1848, had been £'5,331, and the total

payments during the same period £4,733 ; leaving a

balance in hand of ,£598. Colonel Challoner then sub-

mitted to the Members the quarterly Statement of the

Funded Property of the Society, and of income and ex-

penditure ; and reported the steps in progress by the

Finance Committee for the recovery of the arrears of

subscription due from Members, but remaining unpaid.

On the motion of the Rev. G. F. Holcombe, seconded

by Mr. R. W. Baker, the thanks of the Meeting were

voted to the Finance Committee ; and on the motion of

Sir John Johnstone, seconded by Mr. Hillyard, to the

Auditors, for their care in inspecting and reporting upon

the Accounts of the Society.

On the motion of Mr. Raymond Barker, seconded by
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the Earl of Ducie, the Maiquis of Downshiie was

unanimously elected President of the Society for the

ensuing year.

On the motion of Mr. Parkins, seconded by Mr.

Little, of Llanvair, the Trustees were re-elected.

On the motion of Mr. P. Pole, seconded by Mr. Dyer,

the Vice-Presidents were re-elected.

The Members having delivered in their Balloting lists,

the President named Scrutineers for their examination,

who reported the unanimous election of the following

25 Members of Council for the ensuing two years :

—

Col. Austen, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Bramston,

M.P., Mr. Brandreth, Col. Challoner, Mr. Childers,

M.P., Mr. E. Denison, M.P., Mr. Foley, M.P., Mr.

Hamoad, Mr. John Hudson, Sir John V. B. Johnstone,

Bart., M.P., Earl of Lovelace, Mr. W. Miles, M.P.,

Mr. Milward, Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P., Sir M.W.

Ridley, Bart., Mr. Shelley, Lord Southampton,

Mr. Stansfield, M.P., Earl of Stradbroke, Mr. C.

Hampden Turner, Mr. George Turner, Mr. Henry

Wilson, Stowlangtoft, and the Hon. Henry W. Wilson.

On the motion of Mr. Pickin.of Whitemoor, seconded

by Ml-. P. Pole, Mr. Bell Crompton, of Driffield Hall,

Derbyshire, was elected an Auditor of Accounts in the

place of Mr. C. Hampden Turner, then elected on the

Council.

On the motion of the Earl of Ducie, seconded by

Lord Feversham, the best Thanks of the Meeting were

voted by acclamation to the President, who acknow-

ledged the compliment. The Meeting then broke up.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.—JUNE.

Retrospect.
The ungenial weather of April terminated with

the 27^1 day. Then a rise in the barometer with

increased temperature, afforded a prospect of a

change, which was reahzed on the 29th. One of

the most severe visitations of that so-called " show-

ery" month occurred on the I7th, when, after the

the close fall of snow in the afternoon, noticed at

the end of May calendar, three or four degrees of

biting frost fixed the snowy crystals upon the ten-

der organs of the fruit-trees then in blossom ; thus

no doubt greatly decomposing their tissue. But

this was not all : more snow fell in the night, and

the bright morning sun of the 18th, acting upon

the frozen particles, scalded the bloom, and indeed

many succulent and delicate leaves. The mischief

was done, and by no means remedied, on the 1 9th,

when snow was profuse to an extent seldom wit-

nessed. On inquiry and inspection, it should

appear that nine-tenths of the unprotected peach,

nectarine, and apricots have to that amount lost

their fruit, that many pear and plum-trees have been

sevei'ely affected, jjut that the apples remained un-

scathed, so that the blossom gives promise of abun^

dance. The trees form beautiful garlands, and this

most valuable of our cuhnary fruits may prove an

ample compensation. A large proportion of goose-

berries and ciu'rants are probably lost. Vegeta-

bles were retarded, and spring cabbage has been

dear and scarce. Among ornamental plants, the

delicate leaves of the rose, particvilarly those of the

shoots from last summer's buds, which were coining

forward on the l6th, suffered much by parching;

but beyond that, serious injury does not appear to

have been inflicted. Such casualties—not of un-

frequent occurrence in April and May—warn us

not to be too early confident : and now. May 17th,

when the gardener has been taught by experience,

that he can safely proceed to decorate his ])arterres,

we may retrace by-gone years, and thereby learn

that the riUe so established admits of some fatal

exceptions. It was, if I mistake not, in the fore-

noon of May 17, 1 837, that one of the heaviest falls

of snow occurred : its duration was inconsiderable,

but a frost of a few hours succeeding my vines, on

a soitth-east wall, were so injured, that I was obliged

to cut back the spring shoots, some nearly 12 inches

long, in order if possible to obtain any fruit on

secondary shoots from their lower eyes. Some

were produced, but the crop was a mere apology.

Many dry and sunny days have tended to re-

invigorate every species of plant, and the gentle

rains which fell about the middle of May have already

clothed nature with the richest verdure. One more

remark will close this retrospect. May of late

years has been hot, dry, and parching ; and we

believe that more injury to fruits was thus occa-

sioned than by any winter weather of April.

OPERATIONS IN THE KITCHIN GARDEN.

1st. Cucumbers in the open air should again be

sown, and very early, over a deep layer of warm

manure, covered with several inches of light, rich

earth raised in a hill or ridge. Dr. Lindley ob-

serves :
—" It is a great advantage to cover the

ridges with clean straw, or peas-haulm, when the

plants are grown long enough to be trained upon

the ridges : it will serve to keep the sun from

parching the ground, in hot, dry weather, and to

])revent the blossoms and young frvtit from being

covered with soil during rain. Covering also

obviates the spotting of the fruit in autumn."

Fronds of fern would answer the purpose, and these

as they decay are convertible into good vegetable

manure— as they contain salts of potash. Stop the

runners at the fifth or sixth joint, and hook them

do^vn in regular order by fern or other slender pegs.

o 2
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Kidney beans and "runners.'* Sow early; and

again a1)oiit the longest day. Sowing in pots or

pans of light earth is the best and safest method,

because the seeds may thus be protected from ex-

cess of moisture ; and, when transferred to the rows

(under which there should be some rich, decom-

posed manure—the plants grown in pots till they

have produced the true leaves,) will take to the

ground and make secure progress ; some air-slaked

lime an inch or so beyond the plants on each side,

would defend them from slugs.

Peas—Sow early the last crop of Scimitars,

Hotspurs, and AVarwicks : and about the 18th to

24th Knight's marrows, watering the drills ef-

fectually should the weather be dry. This crop,

if it succeed, will yield well, and acceptably till

Michaelmas.

Celery from the nurse rows :—Transplant into

trenches in the first and third week. Continue to

sow cape broccoli, lettuce, radishes, spinach, and
small salading.

Parsley :—To obtain this plant in perfection

transfer to beds or borders some of the most
double plants that can be found ; or otherwise thin

out the greater part of the seedlings, leaving only

the double-leaved 4 to 6 inches asunder. Do the

same by curled cress, and curled cheveril for seed.

Transplant early broccoli, all the winter greens, and
seedling cabbages. Hoe carefully beet-roots, car-

rots, lyarsnijjs) letting none stand closer than 8 to 10

inches apart) and onions. Transplant leeks after dig-

ging and manuring a strip ofgroimd a j'ard or four

feet wide ; make deep holes when the ground has set-

tled, and toward theend ofJune drop some sifted ma-
nure into the holes; take up a strong seedhng leek for

each hole, trim away a few of the straggling roots,

hold the plant upright, and so place it in a hole

centrally, resting on the manure ; pour soft water
very gently into the cavity till it reaches half way
up the leek ; this will carry down mould sufficient

to fix it upright, and the plant will swell and adapt

itself to the hole as in a case or mould ; water is to

be given again if the weather prove dry.

Endive : —Defer the main crop, but transplant at

the middle of June some of the first sown May
seedlings to an open spot of ground.

At the same time turnips for the autumnal sup-

ply ; hoe the plants already growing, and with leaves

an inch or more broad, and thin them out to stand

at regular distances.

Asparagus !—Con\Am\G to cut till midsummer;
then desist. If seed be required, retain one or two
of the early and best stalks. When the cutting

is over, clean the beds thoroughly. Keep seeding

beds hand-weeded.

Sweet herbs can still be raised from slips and
cuttings. Those intended for winter use should

be cut and carefully dried in an airy out-house ; if

for distilling they should be collected when the

blossoms became apparent, as they then abound
with the essential oils.

HARDY FRUIT DEPARTMENT.

Finish the disbudding of the stone fruit trees,

the object of which is to remove, while in a tender

state, all those supernumerary shoots that cannot be

trained in proper order : and it is far more prudent

to do this in the spring by pinching, than to leave

them to the knife when hardened by maturity.

If fruit abound (a rare case I expect), thin out to

one on a shoot ; but do this work by degrees till

stoning be advanced, when the fruit usually becomes

secure.

Apple and pear trees :—It is customary to fore-

shorten for spurs twice ; that is, about midsummer,

and again after the second shooting. I have always

thought, that one effectual regulation after the mid-

summer shoots, would accomplish all that can be

desired : but more on this subject in July.

Train in such new branches of the wall-trees as

are required to fill up blank spaces, so soon as the

firmness and flexibility of the wood will safely per-

mit the operation.

Wall vines must be so regulated as to secure an

amjjle supply of fruit in single bunches ; stopping

back to the second eye above the cluster. Train

new wood where required, and remember, that

henceforward the trees will require attention every

week or ten days.

Strawberries :—The fruit promises to be most

abundant, and these fine rains of May will secure

the bloom now rapidly expanding. Straw, fern,

grass-mowings, or whatever covering is used to

keep the fruit clean, ought to be applied (where it is

not yet so) thickly to prevent evaporation, a pre-

caution far more profitable than artificial waterings

can be. Cut off every runner as it developes itself,

unless in cases where a fresh set of plants is re-

quired, when any string that starts from a very

prolific parent should be pegged down close

to the first plantlet, or into a small pot of mould
let into the ground under it. Destroy snails and

insects : use dusty lime freely.

EXCITED FRUITS.

Melons are now in full bearing, and attention is

required to stop the secondary shoots above a fruit,

and to train the leaders on a trellis, so that each

melon can be supported and turned to the sun.

Air and water must be given at proper times.

Cucumbers do extremely well in pots, as experience

has amply proved. The best soil is thoroughly

decayed couch-grass roots, which are collected

from a field of soft crumbly loam mixed with some

very fine manure. It is late to mention this prac-
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tice, but I found it proved in the pine-stove of a

gentleman who required a fruit every day of the

year ; and very lately I saw in an orchid-house one

plant which had produced five or six fine cucumbers:

it was then cut back for a second crop and scarcely

occupied a yard of the roof. The vaporous atmos-

phere of the place just suits the plant, and so would

that of a low double-span propagation^ house.

OliNAMENTAL DEPARTMENTS.
In the retrospect, allusion was made to planting

and bedding out. These, in the north of England,

may be more safely effected at the beginning of

June than earlier, as frost is apt to linger; but

whatever period may be chosen, the gardener should

be assured that to produce luxuriant and rich co-

loured leaves and flowers, fresh and appropriate

soils ought to replace those of all the plots, after

digging out the old earth and carrying it away to

the depth of 12 to 18 inches : the alkalies, silicates,

and humus of the several soils will then be in per-

fection, and produce their effects, as wanted, for

lawn figure beds. Select individual groopings are

to be preferred, but a miscellaneous selection, the

" colours and sizes so arranged as to produce har-

mony" ought to occupy flower borders, otherwise

how should we be able to introduce the old favourite

herbaceous plants ?

FLOWERS UNDER GLASS.

Give air and sufficient water to the plants in the

conservatory and greenhouse.

Roses in pits will demand minute attention to

guard against aphis and that ruinous " miner " the

caterpillar, which encloses itself in the tender leaves

about the bloom. Orchidaceous plants are now
rapidly advancing to flower. In the first week of

May I saw Messrs. RoUisson's great double-span

house, the heat at 80°, vapourous to saturation, and
the floor at noon- day floating. The dark spring

had retarded the blossoming of many of the more
than 2,000 species, but still there were striking

beauties visible ; among many others a magnificent

Dencenobium frinbriatum. Everyday now will de-

velope lovely varieties of these most wonderful

tribes which to the ardent botanist are so justly in-

teresting.

Floods of rain have visited this locahty ; we want

sun now, for nature is clothed, nay, burdened with

luxuriant verdure, and with it the process of matu-

ration will proceed with corresponding activity.

Croydon, May 21. J. Towers.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
MAY.

The weather in the early part of the month being

cold for the time of year, vegetation in general made

very little progress, and complaints of the shortness

of grass, even in the most forward districts, came

to hand. Since the 20th the temperature has con-

tinued mild; hence, the crops, aided by warm

genial rains, have grown rapidly, and appear to have

nearly, or quite, recovered from the effects of the

cold winds experienced in the preceding month.

The accounts from nearly all quarters, relative to

the growing wheats, are very satisfactory, almost

without an exception ; and we may observe that we

never recollect a season during which so few com-

plaints have reached us. Barley, oats, beans, and

peas, which at the date of our last report were ex-

hibiting a somewhat unfavourable complexion, are

represented as promising a good yield. The rye

plant is now in full ear in several parts of England.

Notwithstanding the continuous large arrivals of

grain and flour from abroad, very little change has

taken place in the value of any kind of wheat. The

blockade of the German ports by the Danes gave

hopes at one period that prices, owing to the diflS-

culties],inj the way of transit from the Baltic, would

improve ; but, with a free-trade in corn with all the

world, and abundant stocks in France, Holland,

Belgium, as well as in the United States, combined
with low currencies abroad, any permanent advance

in the quotations appears very doxibtful. From the

commencement of the present year up to this time,

we have been consuming foreign " bread-stuffs"

at the rate of upwards of twelve million quarters

per annum ; and, so far as our experience carries

us, there is, we conceive, every prospect of an in-

crease rather than a decrease in the arrivals, even

though speculative investments on this side are

smaller than for many years past. To some extent

our markets will be regulated by the state of the

weather and the future prospects of the growing

crops ; but, as it is admitted on all hands that the

stocks of home-grown corn on hand are very small,

and quite inadequate to meet the wants of the con-

sumers, it is evident that very large importations

will be required to keep prices down to their pre-

sent level. We make these observations not for

the purpose of lulling our farmers into a

state of false security — in other words, of

inducing a belief that enhanced rates will be realised

dui'ing the coming season; yet we cannot conceal

from them the all-important fact that consumption
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is considerably in advance of our producing powers.

In some parts of England scarcely any old wheat is

to be met with ; and a large portion of that grown

last year has already passed into the hands of the

millers. That our deficiencies will be made good

does not admit of a doubt ; and, though the Baltic

may be closed against us during the whole of the

present year—which, by the way, is scarcely proba-

Ijle— it is evident that almost unhmited quantities

may be drawn from the United States, without en-

hancing prices there more than from Is. to 2s. per

quarter.

The stocks of potatoes have now become nearly

exhausted ; but our markets have been largely sup-

plied from France, Holland, and Belgium, from

whence we have received during the month nearly

10,000 tons. The best English qualities have sold

in the metropolitan markets at from 200s. to 220s.,

and the best foreign 110s. per ton, inferior kinds

having gone as low as 80s.

Potato planting is over, even in the north ; and

the sets are looking extremely well.

Depastured beasts and sheep have not fared quite

so well as in the ordinary run of years, owing to the

want of grass ; hence, large quantities of dry food

have been consumed upon most stock farms. The

extensive supplies of hay produced last season have

materially checked the sale for artificial food, which

is selling at lower rates than we have known them

during the last ten years. The epidemic has again

made its appearance in some parts of Norfolk, Suf-

folk, and Lincolnshire ; its ravages, however, have

not been of an alarming character. The sheep are

now tolerably free from disease.

On the whole, the show for fruit in Kent and

elsewhere is good. On the Continent the blossoms

have set remarkably well, and, consequently, we

may expect heavy importations from France and

Holland.

The provision markets have continued in a very

inactive state. There has been a slight rally in the

value of live stock j yet it is evident that high prices

are wholly out of the question. In our own

grazing counties there are large numbers of both

beasts and sheep ready for slaughtering ; while, on

the Continent, they continue large. A favourable

turn in our markets would speedily produce heavy

arrivals and importations. The condition of the

supplies is unquestionably good.

Notwithstanding that the imports of foreign

grain into Ireland have been large, direct as well as

from Liverpool, the corn trade has ruled tolerably

firm, and prices have been fairly supported. The

consumption of Indian Corn in the above country

appears to be greatly on the increase ; indeed, it

appears likely to become the staple article of food

amongst the lower classes. The stocks of grain on

hand have been reduced to a low ebb, although the

shii)ments during the whole of the present year have

been unusually small, the growers finding it impos-

sible to compete with the foreigner in our markets.

Letters from Scotland speak in favourable terms

of the prospects of the fields. As large supplies of

foreign and colonial produce are expected to arrive

during the ensuing month, and as the accounts

from the south have induced caution in getting into

stock, the corn trade has ruled heavy, and, in some

instances, the quotations have had a downward

tendency. The late shipments of oats to London

have yielded no profit to the farmers.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The heaviness in the demand and the miserably

low prices in Smithfield, alluded to in our last

Revieic, have been followed by a slight reaction for

the better. Still, however, the sudden changes in

the trade have failed to produce any positive bene-

fit to the graziers. In the early part of this month

the value of live stock in the above market was

lower than ever remembered ; but about the second

week, from the comparatively limited arrivals, the

trade became tolerably steady, at an advance in the

quotations of from 4d. to, in some instances, 6d.

per 8lbs. The supplies having improved to some

extent, the demand again fell ofl!", and, with it, prices

receded quite 2d. per 8lb. Thus, it will be per-

ceived that, though the value of stock has slightly

advanced, it is still beneath a paying point. An
impression appears to have gained ground that im-

proving markets may be reasonably looked forward

to. We ourselves are not prepared to reason thus,

as it cannot be doubted for a moment that, at the

present time, the numbers of both beasts and sheep

at this time in the country are very large, an ,

further, that the available supplies in Holland and

Germany are in excess of those at many previous

corresponding periods of the year, notwithstanding

the heavy shipments to England during the years

1847 and 1848. The imports into London, since

our last, have been as under :

—

Beasts 1,427 Head.
Sheep 3,047

Lambs 5

Calves 977
Pigs . 9

Total 5,465

Same month last year 7,904

Same month in 1847 6,275

The continuance of the Danish war has prevented

any shipments of consequence from the Gennan

ports to Hull, &c, ; hence, to some extent, the falling
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off observed in the arrivals, as shown in the above

statement. The arrivals at the outports have been

confined to about 800 head.

The supphes brought forward in Sniilhiiehl have

1)een as follows :

—

Beasts lG,320 Head.

Cows 450

Sheep and Lambs 1 1 5,340

Calves 1,555

Pigs 2,193

CORRRSPONDING PKRIODS.

May, 1847. May, 1848.

Beasts 17,175 .. lC,54l

Cows GOl .. 491

Sheep and Lambs 109,670 .. 102,230

Calves 1,727 .. 2,087

Pigs = 2,810 .. 2,581

From the Isle of Wight 1,264 sheep and lambs have

reached us. The supply, by sea, from Ireland, has

amounted to 227 beasts, 200 sheep, and 200 pigs.

Several arrivals of preserved meat have taken

place from Sydney, as well as from South America.

The bullock supplies have been chiefly drawn from

the undermentioned counties ;
—

Head.
Eastern counties 6,300

Western and midland counties 2,400

Other parts of England 2,450

Scotland 1,040

COMPARISON OF PRICES.
Per 8 lbs. to sink the offah

May, 1847.

s. d. s. d. !

Oto3
4 3

8 G

4

2 4

May, 1848.

. d. s. d.

Oto4
5

8 6

10 4

5

Full average time of year supplies of slaughtered

meat have been received up to Newgate and

Leadenhall markets, which have continued in a

very inactive state, at a trifling improvement in the

general quotations.

Beef, from 2

Mutton 2

Lamb 4

Veal 3

Pork 3

10

2

DURHAM.
During the whole of the past month and up to the

13th inst., the weather was exceedingly cold and winter-

like, with heavy falls of snow and hard frosts ; and vege-

tation that was so forward in March has heen much
checked, and the young grasses began to assume a brown

and unhealthy appearance. Turnips were quite ex-

hausted, and keep for stock of every description was

scarce, and hay advanced in price ; since then we have

experienced weather of a mild and genial character ; a

sufficiency of fine mild rains has fallen, and the injury

done to the growing crops has, in a great degree, been

repaired. The wheat is late, but promising, except on

wet stiff clayey soils, that was sown in a wet state ; the

plants appear sickly and thin on the ground. In conse-

quence of the unprecedented fineness of the months of

February and March, an unusual large breadth of wheat

was sown under very favourable auspices ; and should we

have a bountiful harvest here and on the continent, the

prices will be ruinous in this country ; but what does

cheap bread avail, if you reduce the means of purchasing

it? It is very clear and obvious that tliis country, like

Ireland, is visibly getting worse every day ; and tliis is

not to be wondered at, wlien we see such prodigious

efforts have been made by a set of men, not only to

depress but to entirely ruin agriculture ; but how fre-

quently do we see the deep-laid schemes of designing

men frustrated and overthrown by the power of an over-

ruling Providence ! We aie sorry to observe that in too

many instances the greatest distress is apparent amongst,

the agricultural community ; they are placed in most

serious difficulties by foreign competition, their own pro-

duce being entirely neglected. We fear, notwithstand-

ing their utmost exertion, they will be unable to main-

tain that position and uphold that independence for

which the farmers in this country have been so long dis-

tinguished. The May-day rent audits have been thinly

attended. We are well aware tliat tenants are paying

their rents out of their capital. The quantity of pota-

toes planted in this country is without a parallel ; they

have been consigned to the ground under very favour-

able circumstances ; the early kinds of seed have been

preferred, having escaped the disease last year more

generally than the later descriptions ; early planting is

much recommended. The month of March was re-

markably favourable for the lambing season ; their

increase has been very satisfactory to the breeder ; the

weather proving so fine, very few deaths have been ex-

perienced
J
the price of couples have greatly fallen since

last year. The price of fat stock has this year proved a

most ruinous business, the whole of the winter keep being

entirely given away; extensive losses have been sustained

by grazing. Store cattle comes to market in miserable

condition ; it is very difficult to effect sales, and prices

are still receding. At our fairings for farm servants great

dulness prevailed, many excellent servants having at-

tended all the fairings in tlie county witfaout being asked

wfaat tfaey went for
;
good labourers cannot obtain em-

ployment, and many are working for their meat. We
think it is time for Peel and Co. to admit tfaey faave been

in error witfa their free-trade measures, and leave it to

more competent faands to legislate. Peel has always be-

trayed every cause he has undertaken to serve. Every

farmer can employ double the number of hands on his

farm, but the clever and talented Co. are desirous of en-

riching the foreigners, and ruining our farmers, and

starving our labourers, the best of whom are fast emi-

grating to America. Burke said it was a perilous thing

to try experiments with the farmers, whose capital is

more feeble in its nature, whose trade is more subject to

risk and losses, whose capital only turns once in a year

—in some branches it is three years before the money is

repaid. Tlie price of wool faas receded, and manufac-

turers are awaiting the next clip. The severity of the

weather up to the 13th inst. has been very injurious to

clover— on the poor wet soils it has lost 'plant consider-

ably. The old meadows and pastures are well set, and

assume a very healthy vigorous appearance ; but the

farmer is afraid to expend his capital in the purchase of

stock, as he faas entirely lost all confidence in the pre-

sent government,—May 22.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MAY.

The weather, though very variable, has, on the

whole, been of rather a favourable character during

the month. The first eight or ten days we had hot

sunshine, with little rain, and the wind mostly from

the eastward. Subsequently there was a material

fall in the temperature, but about the 12th the

wind veered from north-east to south-west, causing

increased warmth, and bringing a welcome supply

of rain. Since then vegetation has progressed

ra[)idly, and though the reports respecting the ap-

pearance of the grain crops are (as is not unusually

the case at this period of the year) contradictory,

the general tenor of the accounts from the agricul-

tural districts is certainly not discouraging. On
cold clay lands the young wheat has not improved

much ; in many localities it is wanting in colour,

and is besides rather thin on the ground ; but still

there is sufficient plant to produce a good crop,

should the summer prove moderately auspicious.

On well-drained and well-cultivated lands there is

no fault to be found with the present aspect of

either wheat or spring-sown corn, and the late

rains have caused an astonishing growth of grass

and green food of all descriptions, holding out

promise of abundance for both man and beast.

Little dependence can, however, be placed on ap-

pearances at this early period; and the future range

of prices must be so entirely regulated by the wea-

ther, that it would be vain to venture on anything

like a positive opinion on the subject. It may,

however, not be amiss to advert to matters which

after the probable result of the next harvest,

have the most important bearing on the markets,

viz., stocks and supplies. Each day's experience

furnishes fresh materials to prove that the defi-

ciency of the grain crops of Great Britain in 1848

was not exaggerated. During the month of May,

farmers usually bring supphes forward freely, as

there is then comparatively little out-door work to

be attended to. So far, however, from the de-

liveries from the growers having increased, they

have fallen off from week to week. This fact is,

we think, indicative of the smallness of the stocks

remaining in the hands of the producers, for there

is certainly nothing in the present position of af-

fairs to encourage them to hold. We have conse-

quently come to the conclusion that the quantity of

British-grown corn in the country is decidedly less

than is usually the case in the month of May ; and

this opinion is confirmed by the best-informed

authorities on matters connected with the grain

trade.

We must now speak of the stocks of foreign

;

and what we are about to say will go far to prove

that the deficiency of our own growth last year

must have been very great. Of wheat and Hour

the average importation of the last three months

has amounted to 500,000 qrs. One million and a

half qrs. of Foreign have been received, and have

paid duty, in three months, without causing any

increase in the stocks in granary ; indeed, within

the last month the quantity in warehouse has

visibly diminished, and it is consequently clear

that further supplies, on a large scale, will be

required from abroad. Are these likely to reach

us, if prices remain as low as they now are ? is

.

therefore the question. On this point considerable

diflference of opinion exists; we have, however,

very little doubt on the subject. Should the wea-

ther vinfortunately become threatening, and the

prosj)ects for the crops become unfavourable, the

foreign merchant would certainly take advantage

of the position this country is placed in with re-

gard to stocks, to make us pay higher rates for the

supplies we might require ; but should no cause

for uneasiness arise, holders on the other side will

be too eager to clear oft* their old stocks previous

to our harvest being secured, to allow us to feel

want in the interval, and we inust therefore come

back to the point with which we started, viz., that

the range of quotations during the summer will be

wholly dependent on the character of the season.

Some parties pretend to doubt the ability of foreign

countries continuing to furnish supplies on so ex-

tensive a scale as we have lately been receiving ; to

which we certainly do not assent. From America,

comparatively little has hitherto reached us, and,

considering the large yield of the corn crops over

the whole of the United States, we may fairly

reckon on extensive shipments of bread-stufts from

the other side of the Atlantic to this country. The

diflficulties which the war between the Germans

and Danes has lately interposed to consignments

from the northern continental ports, appear likely

to be removed ; and, so far from France, Holland,

and Belgium showing symptoms of requiring sup-

plies from the Baltic, these countries continue to

ship wheat and flour to Great Britain, notwith-

standing the depreciated value in our markets.

The present position of affairs afibrds an instruc-
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tive lesson in regard to the probable ultimate effects

of free trade on prices of agricultural pi-oduce in

this country. With so decidedly short and so ill-

harvested a cro]) in Great Britain as the last, with

only a moderate produce in many of the principal

corn-growing countries of Europe, with serious in-

terruptions to the regular course of business by

Kvars, revolutions, &c., over nearly the whole of the

continent, we have nevertheless been inundated with

foreign sujiplies to such an extent as to cause the

prices here to be reduced to a point at which it

would not pay to grow wheat, even with a good

yield to the acre ; and with such a miserable return

as the last, the loss to our farmers must have been

almost ruinous. What may prices, therefore, be

expected to fall to, if free ti-ade be continued after

one or two good harvests ? We will not affirm

that these islands are capable of producing all the

food required for the consumption of the popula-

tion, though, with proper encouragement and

protection, the produce might unquestionably be

greatly increased. In the years 1834, 35, and 3G

the home growth was fully sufficient for our wants,

without importing from abroad ; and taking the

average of seasons, the assistance we may require

will certainly be much less than we have needed this

year. Meanwhile the growth of corn is likely to

be greatly extended on the continent of Europe, and

in America, and unless something is done to put

our farmers on a fair footing to compete with the

foreign grower, agricultural pursuits must become

too unremunerative to be continued, and our lands

will cease to be cultivated. All employment of

capital is based on a prospective view of profit; and

it would be arguing against probabilities to suppose

that, situated as this country is, agriculture can ever

flourish if an unrestricted importation of foreign

grain is to continue to be permitted.

The price of wheat has not undergone any mate-

rial change since our last. In some of the markets

in the agricultural districts the tendency has been

rather upwards, owing to the extreme insignificance

of the supplies from the growers, and the belief

that the stocks in farmers' hands are almost ex-

hausted. At most of the large consuming towns

the arrivals (princijially foreign) have more than

kept ]iace with the demand, and quotations have

undergone no improvement. The receipts of home

grown wheat into the port of London have been

quite trifling, the shipments from Lincolnshire, &c.,

having been mostly directed to the north, where

prices have been higher than with us. In those

counties which in ordinary seasons furnish the bulk

of our supply— Essex, Kent, Suffolk, &c.—the

yield was much worse than further to the North,

which accounts for the great falling off shown in

the receipts into London. The want of home sup-

plies of importance has, however, been but little

felt, in consequence of the extensive choice of foreign

which our market has afforded, and business has

been dull throughout the month. The few parcels

exhibited at Mark Lane on Monday, the 7th inst.,

by land carriage from the home counties, were taken

very cautiously by the millers. The very best qua-

lities were not quoted lower, but before the general

runs could be placed, a decline of Is. per qr. onthe

rates of that day se'nnight had to be submitted to.

No portion of this reduction was recovered on the

subsequent Monday, indeed much difficulty was

then experienced in effecting sales without conced-

ing further. Matters remained in this state for

another week, when a slight increase in the arrivals

from Essex, together with a continuance of auspi-

cious weather for the growing crops, caused a

further decline of Is. per qr., and at the period we

are writing there are no indications of the down-

ward movement being checked. Fine runs of

white wheat are now not worth more than 50s. per

qr. at Mark Lane, and good parcels of red may be

bought at 4is. to 45s., whilst inferior rough sam-

ples barely command 40s. per qr.

Notmthstanding the blockade of the Baltic, the

rivers Elbe, Weser, and Jahde, the arrivals of

foreign wheat have been very liberal. Into London

alone no less than 96,000 qrs. have been entered

since the end of April, and at outports the supplies

have been on a coiTesponding scale. The importers

have shown more firmness than might, under all

circumstances, have been expected; and a large

portion of the arrivals into London has been landed

with a new, probably, of profiting by the chapter

of accidents, should the summer prove wet. In the

early part of the month Mark Lane was rather

numerously attended by buyers from different parts

of the kingdom, but they appeared to expect to

purchase at lower rates than holders were disposed

to accept, and the transactions were consequently

not very extensive. A good many purchases were

nevertheless made on the 7th, and again on the

14th, partly for Irish account; and we are inclined

to think that the stocks in granary have not in-

creased much, notwithstanding the abundance of

the supplies. The fall in prices since the close of

last month has amounted to about 2s. per qr. This

reduction has been reluctantly submitted to, and if

holders had been disposed to give way somewhat

further, the operations would, we are inclined to

think, have been on a much more important scale.

Polish Odessa wheat has realized 38s. to 40s., and

French, Belgium, and Baltic from 42s. to 48s. per

qr., according to quality. Superior foreign white

wheat has, in consequence of its scarcity, com-

manded relatively higher terms.

The sale of home manufactured flour has been
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much interfered with by large arrivals of foreign,

principally from France. The town millers have,

however, made no alteration in the nominal toj)

price, which has remained 44s. per sack. When
we state that the finest French has been freely

offered at 3r)S. to 36s., and good second qualities at

32s. to 33s. per sack, it will be i-eadily understood

that the quotation named for the liest London

marks must be regarded as i^erfecthj nominal.

Hitherto the arrivals from America have been of

comparatively little importance, and barrelled has

maintained its value better than sack flour, good

brands of Western Canal being yet held at 24s.,

and fine at 25s. per barrel.

Barley of home growth has come forward very

sparingly, not only at Mark Lane, but in all parts

of the kingdom. The arrivals of this grain from

abroad have at the same time been less plentiful

than have those of wheat. Most of the principal

maltsters left off work early in the month; still

small parcels have been taken for that purpose from

time to time, and choice lots have, up to the present

period, supported the value they bore at the close

of April. Distilling and grinding sorts have met a

fair share of attention, and though we have still a

considerable stock of the latter in granary at this

port, composed wholly of foreign, holders are gene-

rally firm. The best heavy Danish, weighing 53 to

54lbs. per bushel, may be quoted 23s. to 24s., and

lighter descriptions from 20s. up to 22s. per qr.

Prices of malt have imdergone no change requir-

ing notice, and the transactions in the article have

been on a strictly retail scale throughout the

month.

The arrivals of oats coastwise have been small,

from Scotland good supplies have come to

hand. From Ireland the total quantity received

has barely amounted to 1,000 qrs. We have

consequently had to depend mainly on sup-

plies from abroad, but the latter have been suffi-

ciently extensive to prevent anything like scarcity

being felt. The actual change in prices has been

very slight since our last. At one period a slight

advance was partially established, but this was sub-

sequently lost, and quotations are now much the

same as when we last addressed our readers. It is,

however, tolerably certain that stocks have in the

interval been reduced, and we are disposed to think

that there exists more probability of a slight rally

occurring in the value of oats than in prices of other

articles. From Ireland it is plain that no supplies

of moment can be looked for, purchases of the

coarser kinds of food having for some time been

made on Irish account in the English markets.

Stocks in the hands of our own farmers are all but

exhausted, and though some further shipments will

probably be made from Scotland, we shall unques-

tionably continue to require extensive assistance

from foreign countries.

Home-grown beans have slightly recovered from

the extreme depression of April, owing to a falling

oft' in the supplies ; handsome hard ])igeon beans

have lately commanded 35s. to 37s. per qr., and

other sorts corresponding rates. Of Egyptian we

have still an al)un(lance on the market; and these

have therefore not participated in the advance, 21s.

to 23s. per qr. continuing to be the range of quota-

tions for parcels in granary. A great many cargoes

have lately arrived oft" Falmouth, but most of these

will probably be directed to go round to Bristol

and that neighbourhood.

English peas have now become very scarce,

and the quantity of foreign at this port has also

been considerably reduced ; the low rates at which

the latter have for some time been selling having

induced an extra consumption for cattle-feeding, &c.

Prices have consequently crept up Is. to 2s. per qr.

for all discriptions of peas since our last, and the

advance appears likely to be maintained.

In Indian corn on the spot nothing of the

slightest interest has transpired, but floating car-

goes oft" the coast or near at hand have jjeen a good

deal inquired for on Irish account ; owing, how-

ever, to the generally high pretensions of sellers,

the bargains closed have not been very important,

32s. to 33s. per qr. has been asked for good heavy

qualities cost and freight, the buyer taking the

risk as to the condition the cargo may arrive in,

besides paying the insurance premium.

In concluding our remarks with a slight notice

of the foreign grain markets we shall have less

change to notice than usually occurs in the space

of a month. In the north of Europe business has

been almost wholly suspended since the 30th of

April, when the blockade by the Danish fleet was

first enforced. The reports from most of the prin-

cipal corn-growing countries speak well of the

growing crops, but it is the prevailing opinion that

the stocks of bread-stuft"s are small over the greater

part of the continent. That such may be the case

we are disposed to admit, still we feel satisfied that,

with what America is likely to furnish, the importa-

tions mto Great Britain will continue on a suffi-

ciently liberal scale to keep down prices below the

point at which it will pay to grow wheat in this

country.

At Danzig the arrivals down the Vistula (which

had previously been very small) had increased about

the middle of the month, and, as no export de-

mand had been experienced, the recei\'ers of these

supplies had been compelled to ^^'arehouse. The
quality of the Polish wheat is not very highly

spoken of, and really fine high-mixed parcels being

scarce, had been held at high rates. Some good
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high-mbced of 61 lbs. to 62lbs. weight had been

sold at equal to 41s. 6d. per qr., and fine mixed

weighing Gl lbs. per bushel at 40s. Gd. per qr. free

on board. The blockade of Danzig does not ap-

pear to have been very strictly enforced, several

British and Dutch vessels having arrived there,

some with cargoes and some in ballast, without

having met with any interruption.

At Stettin, Rostock, &c., Danish men-of-war had

from time to time made their appearance, but there

had been no efficient blockade. The operations in

wheat at the ports last named appear to have been

of very little consequence ; but the^supplies brought

forward by the growers having been comparatively

small, and stocks being by no means heavy, prices

had been pretty firmly maintained, and it would

have been difficult to have contracted for the ship-

ment of good heavy qualities ])elow 35s. to 36s. per

qr. free on board.

At Lubeck and Wismar, ports not blockaded, a

lively demand had, we are informed, been experi-

enced for wheat, at prices equal to 3Ss. to 40s. per

qr. free on board.

From Hamburg we learn that little or nothing

had for nearly a fortnight been done in

wheat, and that prices had remained perfectly

stationary ; good Upland red was then worth 39s.

6d. per. qr. free on board.

Though there has been very little margin for

profit on shi])ments of wheat from Holland or Bel-

gium to this country, still we have received sup-

plies from thence throughout the month ; and by

the latest accounts from Rotterdam, Amsterdam,

and Antwerp it would appear that purchases were

still being made there on English account.

From France we have also had, and seem likely

to continue to receive, supplies of wheat and flour,

though there is at jiresent very little encourage-

ment to consign to our markets. The accounts

from the more southern parts of France, Italy,

Spain, &c., describe the grain crops as very for-

ward and promising ; and the probability of a good

and early harvest had had a depressing influence

on the corn trade in those countries.

The tenor of the most recent advices from the

United States is of a character to lead us to ex-

pect rather important supplies of bread-stuflfs from

the other side of the Atlantic ; at the same time we

may remark that the chances of any profit accruing

to the pai'ties interested are, as far as wheat and

flovir are concerned, very slight. Indian corn,

however, is likely to pay tolerably well, owing to

jhe necessities of Ireland.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
ShilliuirB per Quarter,
OLD. NEW.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white 42to50 44to52
Ditto, fine selected runs — — 46 54
Ditto,red 40 44 38 44
Ditto, extra 44 48 44 47
Ditto, Talavera — — — —
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. . — — 40 45
Ditto, white — — 43 47

Barley, English, malting and distilling. . — — 26 28
Ditto, Chevalier — — 29 31

Ditto, grinding — — 23 25
Malt . . Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk — — 58 59

Kingston, Ware, and town made .... — — 58 62

Oats, Essex and Suffolk — — 16 19

Lincolnsliire and Yorkshire (Polands) — — 16 20
Ditto, feed — — 15 18

Devon & West Country, feed or sack — — 14 16
Northumberland and Scotch, feed . . — — 18 21

Duudalk, Newry, and Belfast, potato — — 18 22
Limerick, Sligo, and Westport, potato — — 17 21

Ditto, feed — — 16 19

Cork, Waterford, Dublin, Youghal, and
Cloumel, black — — 14 19

Ditto, white — — 16 19

Galway — — 12 15

Rye — — 22 25
Flour, best marks (per sack of 280 lbs.).. — — 39 44

Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship — — 32 35
Beans, Mazagan — — 29 31

Tick — — 28 31

Harrow — — 31 36
Pigeon, Heligland — — 34 37
Windsor — — 30 40
Long pod — — 28 30

Peas, non-boilers — — 26 27
White, Essex, and Kent, boilers — — 28 30
Ditto, fine Suffolk — — 32 34
Maple — — 34 35

Hog and grey — — 30 32

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Sbilliu^a

pt^r Quarter.

Wheat, American 43 to 47
Canada 39 45

Dantzic and Konigsberg 45 49

Dantzic, fine white, extra quality 49 53
Stettin and Hamburgh 42 45
Danish 39 43
Rostock, Pomeranian and Rhine 43 47
French and Belgium 43 47
Mediterranean, Odessa, and St. Petersburgh .

.

37 41

Black Sea (nominal) hard to soft 37 41

Spanish 45 51

BuckorBrank 24 32
Barley, malting 26 27

Grinding and distilling 20 25

Hamburgh, Dantzic, Konigsburgh, and Riga .

.

21 25

Danish, Mecklenberg, and Pomeranian 20 25
OATS,Dutch,brew,Poland, Fnealaud, and Groningeu 17 21

Danish and Swedish 15 19

Russian 16 19

Beans — —
Small 30 33

Egyptian 21 23

Peas, white boilers 28 32

Yellowditto 29 32

Non-boilers 25 28

Maize, white 29 33

Ditto, yellow 30 33

Flour, American, sweet 23 24

Ditto,sour 22 24

Canadian, sweet 21 23

Ditto, sour 21 22

Dantzic and Silesia, extra superfine 23 24
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Messrs. Daniel Hazard and Son on the same day put
up 857 bales. Cape, 478 bales, sold at 5d. for greasy,

up to Is. 2r,d. for lambs'. South Australian went at Is.

Id. to Is. 2d., Sydney at lOid. to Is. 5d,, Port Pliilip

at Is. 3d. to Is. 5d., and Paget Sound at 7d. to lOkl.

per lb.

On .Tuesday, Mr. Henry P. Hughes offered 1314
bales. Australian sold at Is. l^d. to Is. G|d. for clean

sheep's, and up to Is. 8d. for super clothing, and hand-
washed at Is. Id. to Is. 3id. per lb. ; Port Philip, scoured
Is. 45d to Is. 5d. ; Van Dieman's Land, sheep's Is. OJd.
to Is. 3d., and lambs' Is. 2^d. to Is. S^d. ; South Aus-
tralian, sheep's 7d. to 9^d. for greasy, lO^d. to Is. 3d.

for low to electoral, and Is. to Is. 3d. forlauibs' ; Cape,
9d. to Is. Id., and for superfine Is. 3d. per lb.

On Wednesday, Messrs. J. T. Simes and Co. offered

1563 bales. Australian, 640 bales, realized Is. O^d. to

Is. 9d., and Is. lid. ; Port Philip, Q^d. to Is. 4d. for

sheep's, and Is. l^d, to Is. 5d. for lambs' ; and Cape,
456 bales, 6^d. to Is. Id. for handwashed, and lid. for

lambs'.

On Thursday, Messrs. Southey and Son put up 1,210
bales. Australian, 764 bales, realized lOd. for black and
locks up to Is. 5d. for clean sheep's, and Is. lO^d. to

Is. lid. for two or three lots of "prime:" lambs'
went at Is. 2id. to Is. 34d. per lb. Port Philip brought
Is. Id. to Is. 4d. for clean sheep's, and Is. 3id. for

lambs'. South Australian, 254 bales, sold at lldl to Is.

Osd. for clean sheep's, and at Is. Id, to Is. Hd. for

lambs'.

Mr. William Hall followed with 301 bales of Spanish,
which chiefly found buyers at 8id. to Is. 3Vd. per lb.

On Friday, Messrs. J. T. Simes and Co. put up 1,312
bales. South Australian, 735 bales, sold at from 5d. for

locks to Is. 4d. for lambs'. Van Dieman's Land
ranged from 6d. to Is. 2d., and Cape (503 bales) from
7id. to Is. 2id. per lb.

On Saturday the closing sales were by Messrs. Jacomb,
and Messrs. Marsh and Edenborough, comprising about
1,300 bales, which realized about previous rates.

The result of the series is now held to be that prices

have ruled about the same as at the February sales,

though considered by some to have been slightly in

favour of buyers.

The following is a statement of the prices realized dur-
ing the whole series :—Sydney, superior flocks. Is. 7d.

to Is. lid.; average to good. Is. 3d. to Is. 5d. ; in-

ferior and bad condition. Is. to Is. 2|d. ; scoured and
handwashed, good. Is. 4d. to Is. lOjd. ; inferior, Is. to

Is. 2d. ; lambs' average. Is. 3d. to Is. 5-2d. ; inferior.

Is. to Is. 2d. ; scoured. Is. 3d. to Is. 7id. ; Skin and
breech, Is. to Is. 2d. ; pieces and locks, 8d. to Is. Sr^d.

;

grease 6d. to 9d. ; Van Diemen's Land, good flocks.

Is. 3d. to Is. 7d. : average. Is. 2d. to Is. 5d. ; inferior

and bad condition. Is. to Is. Id. ; handwashed and
scoured, Is. 2d. to Is. 8d. ; lambs' superior to good. Is.

G^d. to 2s. Ijd. : inferior. Is. to Is. 4d. ; skin. Is.

to Is. 2|d.
;

pieces and locks, d^d. to Is. Hd. ;

grease, 6d. to lOd. ; Port Philip superior, Is.

5d. to Is. lOd. ; average, Is. 2d. to Is. 4d.

;

inferior and bad condition, lid. to Is. Id. ; handwashed
and scoured. Is. 3d. to Is. 8d. ; lambs', good, Is. 5d. to
Is. 9d. ; inferior. Is. lid. to Is. 4d. ; skin, lid. to Is.

2d.
;
pieces and locks 9id to Is. 2d.

; grease, 8d. to

lOd. ; South Australian, average to good. Is. to Is.

4 d. ; inferior and bad conditioned lOd. to lljd. ;

lambs', Is. Id. to Is. 4H. ; skin, 9d. to Is. lid-
;
pieces

and locks, 7d. to Is. ; grease, 6d. to 9d. ; Cape, fair. Is.

to Is. 3d. ; inferior and bad conditioned 8^d. to lid. ;

handwashed, lid. to Is. 2d. ; grease, 5.2d. to 9d. ; East
India, good white, 72d, to 8^d. ; fair, G^d. to 7d. ;

yellow, 5d. to 6d. ; grey and low, 2 Id to 4d.

BRESLAU, May 16.—"Wc have had but a very hmited
business since the beginning of the present mouth. The revo-

lutionary movements in Southern Germany, and some riots in

our own country, caused manufacturers and speculators to

operate with great reserve, and to purchase only trifles for im-
mediate wants. Prices till the present moment have under-

gone no cousiderable alteration, but will no doubt recede,

should the present disturbances in Germany continue till the

fair. Some flocks of fresh wool have been already brought in,

which look very beautiful. The commencement of our fair,

is fixed to the 7th of June, but will take place some days
earher.—GiiNSBURG.

HIDE AND SKIN MARKETS.
8. d. 8. d.

Market Hides, 56 to 641bs IJ to IJ per lb.

Do. 64 721DS OH If „
Do. 72 801bs l| 2 „
Do. 80 881bs 2i 2§ „
Do. 88 96lbs Sj 3 „
Do. 96 1041bs 3 SJ „
Do. 104 1121bs 4 „

Calfskins 4 6 5 each.
Lamb Skins 1 3 2 5 „
Horse Hides , 7 6 „
Polled Sheep „
Kents and Half-breds „
Downs „
Shearlings...- 6 8 „

BARK.
Per load of 45 cwt.

Fnglish, Tree £14 to JElo

Coppice...... 15 1/

LIVERPOOL (DUTY PREE)—Quercitron, 8i.6s. to 9/. 6s.; Dutch
Oak, per ton, il. to 51.; German, 3?. lOs. to 61.

TIMBER.
jE s.

Baltic Timber, per load of 50 cubic feet., 3
Yw. Deals, per standard hundred -.12
Deck Deals, per 40 feet 3 in 18

Pipe Staves, per mille 115
Lathwood, per fm. of 4 feet 5 10

Petersburgh, Riga, and Archangel .... ) ,„ ^
Yw. Deals, por stand, hundred . . )

White , 11

Yw. Battens 13
Riga Logs, for 18 feet cube .o... 3 15

Stettin Staves, per niille of pipe 75
Swedish Timber, per load 2 10

Go i.iiib.Yw.Deals, per lOOlif. 3in.9in... 18 10
White ditto 16
Yw.Battcns, perhd. 18 ft. 2jin. 7in. 11

ChristianiaYw.Deals, per hd. 12ft. Sin. 9in. 25
Whiteditto 2i

Quebec and St. John's Spruce Deals.. ) .4 n
per 100, 12 ft. 8 in. 9in .„ )

'* "

1st qua!, yw. Pine Deals, per st. hd. 13

Second do. do ....<.!i. 10
Third do. do 7 10
KedPincDeals, per hd. 12ft.3in. 9in. 17

Bed Pine Timber, perload 2 17
Yw. ditto 2 15
Birch ditto 3
Rim ditto 3 10
Oak ditto ... 5
Standard Staves per mille standard 65
Puncheon Staves, per mille 17

d.
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